Budget Consultation Form Report

Postal Code

Priorities

Savings

Job Creation and Economic Growth

T4C

Stop helping out the wealthy

alternate energy sources

We have a revenue problem. Introduce a 3% provincial sales
tax and direct the funds to Health Care including mental
health, to K to 12 education and Adult foundational education
and lifelong learning opportunities.

Training and retraining for adults. All Albertans need to become
active lifelong learners as we continue with the fast pace of
change, introduction of 5G technology and speed and the
beginning of Artificial Intelligence and the Internet of Things

T1J

climate change
education
health, including treatment centres for drug/alcohol abuse,
and mental health
Priorities; Helping English Language learners. Helping
Albertans with foundational literacy, numeracy, basic
computer skills including Word & Excel, job skills, life skills
and financial planning skills. Helping our unemployed get
training and upgraded skills.
Priority to K to 12 funding and preschool funding. Health
care is important to me and my community. Also we need to
continue to support addiction recovery and safe
consumption sites
Health care and harm reduction

By taxing rich corporations more money.

T5R

Education and healthcare

Stop building a war room and stop giving corporate tax
breaks

By opening up opportunities for new tech and renewable
energies
Diversify! Quit relying on volatile industries.

T8N
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T6L

Health Care public services and no contracts with private for Sales tax, cooperate with the federal government on the
carbon tax, digital tax on Facebook, Twitter and other
profit clinics, or surgical businesses. Private for profit
platforms, increase cooperate tax back to at 10 percent.
cooperations are not transparent and provide lower
standards of care.
No more tax cuts that contribute to foreign owned oil
Education that are free from political conservative ideology companies profits. They will not create more jobs without
increased demand that would increase price per barrel.
and influence. Government should get out of the way and
leave the professionals and elected Board member do their Even the Teck Resources will not start building the open
mine extraction of tar sands till oil is selling at $75.00 per
jobs.
barrel.
Just as the government subsidizes the oil patch, should
equally subsidize alternative energy sources. This will
diversify the economy and create jobs.

Besides what’s already mentioned, Alberta. Government needs
to rebrand itself to one that is less angry, combative,
aggressive, and negative. The UCP government should avoid
political weaponization of issues, and less whining is in order.

Help finance alternative energy infrastructure to support
future electrical needs, including charging stations for
electrical cars. Again diversify our economy and position
our-selves for the future.
Further diversification of our economy by putting measures
in place that will attract digital businesses.
Bring back twenty-five dollar per day per child Day Care.
Help Albertans afford to go back to work.
Cooperate with the federal and municipal governments in
developing a fair transition plan from fossil fuel production
to alternative energy sources, use, and find new products
that can be produced from the oil sands such as the
production of carbon fiber that will be stronger than steel.
Finally, introduce legislation that will make AIMco immune
from political interference. Allow public sector pension
boards to represent their members in deciding whether to
They should focus on funding more on the faculty and the
children's education support, & to our health care system.

Increase tax on cigarette, alcoholic beverages, prohibited
drugs that recently approved to be legalized into public.

T5Z

They should focus on funding more on the faculty and the
children's education support, & to our health care system.

Increase tax on cigarette, alcoholic beverages, prohibited
drugs that recently approved to be legalized into public.

T5C

Education and health

T5P

Healthcare, and education first

Immigration
Infrastructure
MLA wages
Redundant positions and employee time theft.

T5P

Healthcare, and education first

T6E

Public healthcare (including mental health but not just
psychiatry) and education (including post secondary)

T5Z

Laying off workers like teachers or those in health care system
will only hurt society(students and people health)and will just
increase government expenditure.
Laying off workers like teachers or those in health care system
will only hurt society(students and people health)and will just
increase government expenditure.
Promote what ALBERTA has to offer

By diversifying the economy and growing secondary and
tertiary industries. Not tax breaks that don't work
Redundant positions and employee time theft.
By diversifying the economy and growing secondary and
tertiary industries. Not tax breaks that don't work
Amalgamate the public and separate school boards already! Investing in public healthcare and education creates jobs now
It's a waste of money to have 2 boards funded by taxpayers. and in the future. Economic growth should be supported via
diversification (getting away from relying solely on oil and gas).
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A1A

T8N

Education, Health Care and job creation

It’s hard. But running a province is different from running a
company. I understand the government wishes to balance
the book by cutting costs from different area. However, the
government is responsible for people’s well being, too.
Please find the balance.
Health Care and Education!! Our children are our future.
Remove the “war room”. Introduce a sales tax! Every other
Let’s invest in them and their learning partners. Support our province has it. Reduce the “cuts” to private corporations
public health care system. Privatization creates divisiveness and permit the large wealthy companies to support the small
between the haves/have-nots. We NEED to build community businesses
& bridges not walls!!!
Invest in alternative energy!!! We are losing young people to
other provinces. Let’s keep them in Alberta by creating
career opportunities in forward thinking professions. We are
living in the 21st century. We need to be creative in our
development of new professions, especially in the energy
sector!!
Education, health care, and infrastructure.
The war room budget

Well, was the NDP’s idea really that bad that you can’t find ONE
or few things that worth considering. I don’t believe in any
parties trying to ruin our province. Appropriate collaboration
with your opposition doesn’t really sound too bad to me.

As a big supporter of the UCP, I have questioned a few
recent decisions. There are enough areas that could be cut
and made more efficient, we do not need to make cuts to
things like life-changing drugs. When a youth centre,
helping at risk youths is about to close, we need to step up
in the short term and possibly find a charity to take over in
the long term. I also did not agree to cuts to education into
the school year. The cuts should have been announced now
for next year so schools had time to adjust. I agree we need
to reign in spending, but for each decision we need to ask if
what we are trying to change is making a positive impact
and, if so, what is the best way (most efficient and cost
effective way) to continue it.

Lower taxes and continued work to fight back the
misinformation about our Oil and Gas. Keep the pressure on
the Federal Government. Continue to educate the public on
what the Alberta Government is doing and why. I am sick of
hearing about the massive handouts to Oil and Gas. It would be
good to see tax breaks contingent on job creation though.

Healthcare. As someone who is a dual citizen of both Canada
and Australia and has seen both systems firsthand, we could
spend some time looking at how the Australian’s do things
and dispelling the myths around there being only 2 extremes
i.e. Canada and the US. We need to understand that the
system may not be equal, but it will benefit everyone. When
someone moves from the public line to the private one, they
are not jumping the cue, the are switching lines and making
the public line shorter.

Diversify!! Gone are the lush oil and gas days. Let’s be creative
and forward thinking!!!

Expanded apprenticeships and Grant's for small businesses

It would also be nice to see total compensation packages. If
a public sector employee makes $80k per year, but their total
compensation package is $110k per year, that should be
listed in the sunshine list. Private sector companies do this
so that employees understand that their benefits are
significant.

T1K

Education, health care, infrastructure, aid in the
diversification of our economy and industry. We are
missing out on so many opportunities hoping for oil to
rebound. I don't see why we can't look to the future, I want
our province to be innovative leaders not bitter, resentful
followers.

Institute a sales tax. Some decisions while not popular are
still the right decision. We are the lowest taxed province and
we need to address that, we need to leave a strong
foundation for our next generation while keeping a handle on
our debt. Cutting now to save now leaves infrastructure
holes for the future to fix. Strength comes from doing the
right thing even when it's the unpopular thing.

Stop giving tax breaks to large profitable corporations with no
agreement in place that the money will stay in Alberta. A better
approach would have been a tax break based on employees, for
example: 1% for a part-time employee, 2% for a full-time, 3%
for full-time with benefits. This would keep jobs from leaving
and encourage businesses to come here.

T1A

Public Health care
Public education

Decreasing incentives to multimillion dollar companies

Invest in retraining for people that have lost jobs in the oil patch
Invest in post secondary education for Albertans, stop the brain
drain

Education

Corporate taxes for large businesses

Diversify the economy, encouraging non oil and gas sectors to
flourish.
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T8N

Justice and social welfare programs, particularly addictions
treatment and mental healthcare. The party line on its
supposedly increased investment in those programs is out
of step with the reality on the ground. For instance, the
Enviros program is closing one of the already few
residential addictions treatment options for youths because
of funding cuts. 17(1)
who have finally
acknowledged they need treatment but know that they'll be
triggered and relapse in the city due to proximity to their
friends who use; Enviros is no longer an option for them
and they really have no options.

I think the government ought to have actually examined this
before making cuts instead of making sweeping cuts across
the board. I'm quasi-okay with cuts to post-secondary bodies
because they have such bloated administrations. But
courthouse clerks work like dogs and were already
understaffed, so wage cuts and hiring freezes in that quarter
were ill-advised. Corporate tax cuts when we already have
the lowest corporate taxes in the country were asinine.

Invest in research and development of sustainable energy in
partnership with oil companies ala Suncor (with their
windfarms). They need to transition and they have a large
retrainable workforce that they could utilize.

T2k

-Mental & physical health initiatives.
Healthy people can work and add value to our society.
-

-Business needs to look after itself. If businesses struggle,
they need to improve their model and adapt to the times.
Government need not provide free money to business.

It truly is time to get with the 21st century.
-Government should encourage renewable energy and assist in
developing/ inventing technologies and methodologies to use
less fossil fuels. Why not be a world leader and make money
off it as well? Outside of pockets in the US and Canada, it is
widely known that climate change is real. To dispute it is
ignorant and irresponsible. We will all soon enough realize
real problems.

T3R

Education and health care.

I don’t know :’( .

T5e

-education (k-12 and advanced education)
-health (family medicine)

- specialty doctors such as radiologists and dermatologists

T0H

Mental health
Education (pre-kinder- grade 12) and post-education
Alberta Health Care

T4N

T5T

Promote and try to bring more of the tech industry to Alberta
and stop relying on oil and gas.
Spending priorities should be focused on helping the middle By stopping the fossil fuel subsidies and increasing taxes on By supporting the renewable energy sector and by stopping the
and lower classes and on promoting and supporting the
the large corporations.
layoffs in the public sector.
renewable energy sector.
Health care and education
Less managers and supervisors
Get the pipeline going and give credit to the NDP and Rachel
Less meetings and useless presentations
Notley for the hard work they did
Cut out the traveling, it’s not getting us anything. For the
few that need to travel put their expenses in line with regular
people. No 4 or 5 star hotels. Best western and similar kinds
work just as well.
Frontline healthcare services because Kenny is killing the
From Kenny's wallet. Leave the hard working albertans, poor Stop focusing on a dying oil and gas industry. Focus on the
system and low income patients will be receiving healthcare and elderly alone.
middle and lower class.
in the street.
Putting more funding into education - equip the teachers
Cutting their own wages and less funding to oil and gas. Why Stop cutting major sectors like health and education. You're
and schools financially to handle more students. Put more
should they make more and more money but cut a bunch of putting more and more people on the unemployment line. And
money into health care - keep it public and actually try
jobs that are desperately needed in this province. Cutting
stop handing out money to oil and gas companies just so that
lowering some of the costs.
nurses is always a bad idea.
their CEOs can pocket it and lay off more people.
- create more subsidized jobs so businesses are encouraged to
hire new and competent workers (more training and
development)
—High workloads leading to long term illness leaves instead —Making post-secondary education accessible to Albertans,
of having manageable workloads that don’t cause people to financially and by accepting Albertans first into the programs
go on long term leave and cost out health care dollars
instead of international students.
—the stall of curriculum implementation after years and
millions of dollars wasted
—tax increase for corporations
—farmer- agri-invest- what for? the tax breaks?
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T7X

Education is a must as our children are our future revenue
producers and caretakers.
Also, healthcare as at some point in their lives everyone
needs it.
Green initiatives would be beneficial as the need for fossil
fuels will continue for many generations to come.

This topic is more difficult as no one wants cuts which would
result in the necessary savings.
After having been employed in both provincial and municipal
workplaces for over 30 years, I would suggest that middle
management/administration is the area where the most
savings could be found.
In these times of the best technology in the world available
to all levels of government, there should not be middle
management hired to assist more middle management to
make the top administrator look good(or not).
Case in point: 17(1)
lives in a town of approximately
8000 residents where over the past 2 years administration
staff has gone from 21 to 32 positions, with raises every
year. This is unjustifiable. Real estate has dropped by 15%,
and people are leaving town to find employment elsewhere.
How can an increase of 50% in middle management be
justified?

Now that I have grandchildren in child care I am aware of the
huge discrepancies in child care fees versus family income in
daycares with the $25 a day fee.
There are lawyers and other high to very high income
persons/families paying this $25 a day fee rather than the
middle and low income families on a waiting list. That is not
right or fair.
To support job creation this $25 day fee needs to be available to
low income families only and the subsidy application form
needs to have the family income amount increased to make it
affordable for families to work and provide a better lifestyle for
their loved ones. This would allow for more spending and more
job opportunities for the families and their communities.
If the $25 a day fee is to be kept, it should be available at all
child care centres in the province, not just a select few.

17(1)

This was a total waste of paper, postage and mostly of time
for the clerical and the worker who reviewed the application
twice, wrote a note to send with the returned forms and also
phoned to advise the same. Instead of two (2) forms I now
had to submit six(6) which the employees had to review
again!!
This is ridiculous on so many levels!!! Our tax dollars are
paying for this abuse of government employee’s time!
T5Z

Maintaining quality public services and educational
opportunities for ALL albertans, not just those who can
afford to pay out of pocket for private sector services.
Private schools, contract health care, etc. do not serve
equally.

Fewer salary increases and bonuses for high level
government officials. Not slashing public sector funding
which will lead to bigger problems down the road in the
future of our province. For example, cutting budgets that
have trickled down to cuts in early education, letting children
fall through the cracks of the education system and
narrowing their future educational and career prospects so
they end up relying on some way on public assistance as
adults. In sort, not bolstering the cycle of poverty.

Diversify Alberta's economy instead of relying on big oil to save
the day. Look into renewable energy. Look into industries
where tradespeople who have been employed in the oil industry
can transfer their skills without sacrificing their training and
experience. Focus on what all albertans will need in a future
where climate change is an inevitably.

T5T

Health Care, Education and Infrastructure.

T0G

Health Care and Education

Tax oil and gas more ( as well as the oil and gas companies ) Diversify outside of oil and gas; build tech industries and
to bring in more income. Going after public sector pension
tourism needs to expand.
savings is shameful.
Cut funding to things like abortions, LGBTQ stuff etc..
Stop bringing imported oil and use our own
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T4L

Stimulating PUBLIC health care
- we NEED more health care professionals for our/patient
safety.
- 97% of Albertans can NOT afford private health services.
- Invest in public health care facilities and staff.
- Keep medical professionals and doctors in the Alberta.

Eliminate the war room!!!

Removing corporate handouts!

Eliminate taxpayer funded travel for premier and cabinet
members.

Stimulating our public health care

STOP using tax payers money for personal and harmful
"reports" ..such as the mckinnon and E.Y papers.

Motivating our youth to stay in Alberta so we can continue with
innovation

Invest in PUBLIC education
- remove student loan interest.
- keep our young adults, our future in Alberta.
- invest in youth, bring back music and arts in our schools.
Give our kids a positive out reach and focus.
Increase law enforcement
- with Alberta in a depression focus on the safety of
Albertans.
- Mental health awareness and accessibility to programs,
counselors.
- Seniors health and provisions.

T5t
T4L

-Healthcare & education
-Physiotherapy coverage for seniors and low income
Stimulating PUBLIC health care
- we NEED more health care professionals for our/patient
safety.
- 97% of Albertans can NOT afford private health services.
- Invest in public health care facilities and staff.
- Keep medical professionals and doctors in the Alberta.

Unsure

Invest in PUBLIC education
- remove student loan interest.
- keep our young adults, our future in Alberta.
- invest in youth, bring back music and arts in our schools.
Give our kids a positive out reach and focus.

STOP using tax payers money for personal and harmful
"reports" ..such as the mckinnon and E.Y papers.

Eliminate the war room!!!
Eliminate taxpayer funded travel for premier and cabinet
members.

-continue to support post secondary education
-small business cuts and initiatives
Removing corporate handouts!
Stimulating our public health care
Motivating our youth to stay in Alberta so we can grow.

Removal of cabinet spokes personnel

- Hold an election so we can vote a real government in! On
that isnt under criminal investigation, who disgustingly
sneaks their hidden agenda through

Increase law enforcement
- with Alberta in a depression ( thanks kenny for no job
creation..but hey as long as ya hand out MY tax dollars to
your buddies! Maybe remember its MY taxes paying you! )
we need to focus on the safety of Albertans.
- Mental health awareness and accessibility to programs,
counselors.
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T5X

This province needs to invest in healthcare and not
dismantle what took years to build, not privatize these
services, I pay my taxes willingly to support these services.
Invest in making education free by capping out of touch
education fees, hire more nurses to assist with overtime,
and take pressure off short staffing, invest in health
services, build the multi labs and build jobs at the same
time. Keep your hands off our pension. Focus on building
refineries in Alberta, keep oil in Alberta, that will build jobs,
fix our hospitals, that will add good paying jobs.

This province could find savings by properly taxing the
corporations, by building the middle class up, they make
money and spend money building a strong economy. The
poor and rich don't add to this economy. Stop giving tax
breaks to the rich and your buddies, that is just wrong. Get
rid of your costly RED TAPE WAR ROOM, its costing too
much and a joke. This government needs to stop expensive
travel and listen to the people who elected it, cut your group
of heavily paid war room. Build Alberta by putting money in
our pockets by capping our insurance providers, and CEO's
at university and give the money to students to get fee
education
Stop assisting refugees
Cut government employees
Panels and corporate giveaways

This government can rebuild the refineries, fix hospitals, build
the mega lab, this alone will create thousand of good jobs.
Invest in diversified green jobs. Encourage entrance into
Alberta only if companies are willing to invest in good paying
jobs not minimum wage part time jobs that don't help the
economy. Force corporations to only hire full time. Listen to
people not corporations.

T5T
T9e

Education
Transportation
Education, healthcare , seniors, daycare

T4N

Education and health care should priorities 1 and 2.

Stop the corporate welfare. This government is very good at Diversify the economy. Oil and Gas is slowly dying and Alberta
giving money to corporations but can't find a way to help the will die with it if it doesn't diversify. Instead of just trying to
people of Alberta.
undo what the NDP did, why don't you follow up on their good
ideas. Like trying to diversify the economy.
Add a provincial sales tax.
Also trying to expand green energy.

T6E

Education and healthcare, also diversifying our economy.

Stop giving tax breaks and subsidies to the tune if 4.7
BILLION to large corporations and oil and gas
companies.Stop wasting tax money on idiotic war rooms and
flying your buddies around for free. Spending oversight is
paramount for this administration as you seem to think it a
personal right as part of the Provincial government to buy
yourself all kinds of personal things with taxpayer dollars.

T5Y

Private health care initiatives (more options for it), helping
small business succeed by funding and cutting taxes, cut
some funding for teachers, cut funding for nurses while
trying keep funding for senior housing.

Cut useless government programs mainly introduced by NDP
and release contracted consultants in all government levels,
lower personal income tax and introduce a provincial sales
tax on items other than necessities of life like groceries,
power water, sewage, gasoline, and services especially for
middle and low income. Raise taxes for the super rich like
doctors, lawyers, engineers, and all making more than
150,000 per year combined household income.

Tax cuts
A living wage, affordable education

Add a provincial sales tax.
By investing in education, stopping oil and gas subsidies and
grants and diversifying our economy away from fossil fuels to
renewable energy sectors, research and development,
infrastructure and healthcare.

Fund job creation initiatives from all levels of industry by
funding small businesses for the step program where students
can be hired with long term employable people being the goal.
Fund oil and gas initiatives and for the love of God... ignore
Greta Thunmberg. Also let’s fund environmental initiatives that
look at ways of cleaning the by products and ways our factories
work without suggesting permanent elimination ideas.
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Healthcare, must be affordable, efficient and effective with
enough experienced and well trained staff to ensure a
healthy and productive workforce. Excessive management
and red tape needs to be controlled, as well as ensuring
services are delivered in a timely fashion.

Reduce salaries of high level bureaucrats
cut high level managerial positions
ensure medical services are being used effectively and not
unnecessarily.

By looking for alternative and emerging industries to invest in
and develop tax credits to support these investments. Tech
industries, skilled manufacturing, value added services, energy
remediation and reclamation expertise can be sold to other
countries.

Education, should be well funded and open minded to
End corporate subsidies for the energy sector, if an industry
provide a balanced non partisan worldview, without
ideological blinkers. The goal should be to provide albertans cannot survive without government handouts it isn't
with sufficient knowledge to survive in society and the high sustainable.
level skills much in demand in the global economy.
Turn off all lights in government offices at night and reduce
Heritage,culture and research should be sustainably funded office temperatures in the evening.
so the history, stories and objects of alberta's history are
Simplify all government forms and documents, staff
protected, preserved and accessible to the people. Novel
research into the environment, creatures and landscape of shouldn't have to spend all their time filling out paperwork.
the province should be prioritised so albertans can learn
Save money by not advertising partisan political matters,
about their natural history and learn from it.
reduce political travel and political theater.
evaluate fully the necessary and unnecessary expenses of all
government ministries and departments using staffing
resources already present in those area.
Refocus subsidies and tax cuts on agriculture, forestry,
mining renewables or emerging technologies of value to the
global economy.
T0h

Health, education,

Scrap your war room.

Diversify and stop giving money to corporations.

Education
Health care
The environment

Stop giving corporate tax breaks to rich corporations who
are polluting this planet.
Diversify the economy
Value all sectors of the economy and stop debasing public
servants

Stop treating public workers as if they are a drain on our
system. They are an essential component of our economy.
Albertas First Responders, teachers and nurses are just as
valuable as those who work in the oil and gas sector
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T2N

Public services such as health care and hospitals, education
(K-12,plus Universities and colleges), diversification
planning and training in something other than O&G, roads
and transit and connecting rural and cities. You should
respect and appreciate the nurses, doctors, teachers and
professors who make these systems work.

Close down the 'War Room' and fire everyone involved. O&G Stop firing everyone in public service. This is not helping
can promote/defend their own business interests.
anything.

T2C

Job creation, stop eliminating and reducing hours for
Albertan’s who are employed, Affordable Housing for all
Albertan’s who are lower income, including Seniors,
Disabled, and Low income working, Seniors supports
focussed on rent calculations who are living in affordable
housing, and additional assistance to pay for medications.

If the Provincial Government can find $30 billion dollars for a
war room, and can find $47 billion for tax breaks for the
wealthy, they can certainly could find savings to meet
Albertan’s basic needs, and this doesn’t mean cutting further
within our basic needs.

Less focus on the oil sands, creation of jobs could be found in
business development, wise investment in concrete projects
currently going on in Alberta, working with First Nations
development to create employment, possible joint efforts to
develop profitable business

T7X

Education. Our children are our future and taking away a
decent education from them is a sin.
Budget priorities should serve all Albertans not just oil and
gas
Education
Health Services
Healthcare, Education, Transportation

Tax companies who have the extra funds.
Government management redundancies and expenses

Diversity! We need to diversify if we ever want to stop fallimg
victim to recession.
Invest in the future and healthcare and education

Redundancies within government

Invest in the children of our province

Major municipal infrastructure like technology centres that
are available to all and benefit all
Education

Art. To many wasted finds on art that doesn’t appeal to the
masses
City beautification budget

Accept limited shelf life remaining on O&G and start planning
O&G Transition.
Stop creating panels for everything. Its a waste of taxpayer -Work with the feds on orphan wells and other environmental
money and probably really aren't arms length from UCP govt. cleanup work.
Wear your own decisions.
-Work with the feds on Forest management and planting trees.
More money and support on police, fire, first responders,
-Work with the feds on Park management.
guards and court people.
Reduce MLA paid and expenses for committee or 'special
-Work with the feds on creating new "green" career programs
project' work.
Should also fund the guy who was investigating the UCP
with enhanced EI and training options.
leadership corruption.
-Work with the feds to utilize and enhance researchers work
Stop or restrict travel for ministers and aids. Use online
from the University and colleges and entrepreneurs. Lots of
Work with Feds, O&G owners and municipalities to start the meetings to do business. Lower the per diam for
good ideas if the UCP would bother talking to people other than
UCP supporters. This could include plastic and other recycling,
cleanup of orphaned wells and other environmental issues. entertainment, lunches etc.
mineral extraction from old wells, water recycling including the
Work with Feds to assist in forest management to lessen the Crack down on business (O&G too) who fail to pay taxes
trailing ponds, agriculture improvements and greening of
risk of wildfires and assist with GHG by planting new trees.
equipment.
-Work with the feds to invest in infrastructure projects,
hospitals, schools, highways, electric vehicles and charging
stations, renewal energy projects, regional transit options
connecting rural and cities, city transit and schools.

T3a
T6J
T5R

T5T
T5X

Stop funding of all religious schools in AB.

Taxing oil companies appropriately and ensuring back taxes Diversify the economy by encouraging tech sector growth and
from corporations are paid in full
construction of green energy initiatives. Keep up pressure on
pipeline approvals and oilsand approvals. Get the Teck
oilsands facility built. Just ensure fair taxes are being paid by
oil companies, otherwise we are just giving away our nonrenewable resources to let the profits leave the country.
Encourage large organizations to spend less on technology
upgrades and more on employees
Trade work subsidies
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T7E

T5Y
T3A

T4c
T1K

T3B

T3C

T4P
T2a
T0G

Services for children and families
Services for people with disabilities
Maintaining roads
Education
Education for children

Union contracts (UNA)
Dr compensation

By controlling Minsters expence

Get the economy going again by following up on the good
start the NDP made.
Make it possible for people to get jobs
Home visitation programs, aish, nurses, teachers

Keep the nearly Five Billion tax break you want to throw at
the rich, and invest it for the betterment of the citizens for
Alberta
Their salaries, hiring freezes, tax increase to come in-line
with the rest of the country
Support social programs, education, and divest from fossil Stop supporting corporate socialism. Wealthy corporations
fuels. Diversify our economy by focusing on the global food so not need our tax dollars - they are for maintenance,
security market.
education, healthcare, and emergency services.

Diversify beyond oil and gas

By investing in our local businesses
Allow Doctors to make a decent income and pay them properly
to have enough time to see patients so patients are not missing
work for repeat 10 minute visits to the DR.
By offering training, sustainable work programs
Diversify the economy. Stop trying to bring back oil jobs.
Focus on tourism and agriculture.

Front line public services, including public schools and
What about revenue? I don't see the benefit of the corporate (Re)invest in a diversified economy, including renewable
teachers, nurses and hospitals, and government employees. tax break, so roll that back. Provincial sales tax would also
resources, public sector services, tech development. Stop
help.
focusing (and wasting money) on a single industry (oil & gas).
There was a time when oil & gas investment made sense, but
those days are over, as the global demand for fossil fuel energy
demonstrates.
1) Public Education - reduce class sizes by hiring more
1) Reverse the decision to give a corporate tax cut to large
1) Any corporate tax cut should be directly tied to creating jobs
2) Diversify economy to include incentives for renewable
teachers, provide additional funding to public school boards corporations, or at least tie the tax cut to jobs creation (no
to support school infrastructure and maintenance,
jobs - no tax cut). Tax cuts should not go to corporations
energy
2) Public health care, hire more nursing staff, open more
that do not use the tax cut to create jobs.
3) Invest in leading edge, forward thinking green technologies
that assist in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and solutions
mental health spaces, support public health care system
2) Shut down the Energy War Room
3) Stop subsidizing oil and gas companies, through tax laws for fighting climate change
4) Offer residential and commercial green energy incentive
and incentives
programs (electric cars rebate, home and business energy
efficiency programs, etc.)
Education and healthcare should be the first focus, not a
failing oil production.
Keeping health care public and investing in it- valuing front
line workers
Provide rebates to Albertans who install solar panels in their
homes.

Stop giving money to multi-billion dollar corporations, and
keep it in Alberta.
Stop the corporate welfare

Diversify with alternate energy and build manufacturing plants
here.
Put value on the jobs people have- oil and gas are not the only
important jobs
To be honest I think there are alot of manager jobs in AHS
Yet again provide programs to support and grow the solar panel
that can be reviewed and deleted since they are redundant. I industry in Alberta. This will create jobs and growth.
am a front line worker and even I can see this. For example,
why do we have site managers and care managers? Why are
both needed? Can one person do both?
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T3R

Health care
More hospitals and qualified staff are need to care for
Albertans
Education we need to ensure that Albertas youth are
educated and jobs are available within the province to keep
our population under thirty growing

Stop spending public funds on the oil companies
Stop giving tax breaks to corporation
Stop the so called war room which is really a propaganda
machine for the government
Stop putting our economy at risk and causing a recession
So that all governments will be properly able to tax citizens
Stop spending public money on companies who are being
used as a fro t for UPC budget policies
Stop privatizing health care

Support youth and students
Encourage and give tax breaks to companies that are hiring and
engaging with training new graduates
Stop the recession
Promote other cleaner industries in Alberta besides oil
Build the necessary facilities for public ally run long term care
facilities and hospitals that were slated to be built
Support the infrastructure of educational and health facilities
Look into establishing an Alberta government facility that
produces medications for Albertans provide a sustainable way
of providing medical coverage and prescription coverage to
Albertans
As the largest employer in Alberta better fund AHS so that
Albertabs receive the care they deserve
Pay your professional staff and front line workers so that they
are here to look after,educate, and save Albertans

T5W

Re-instate 25$ per day daycare, keep health care public,
support harm reduction, more funding for public schools,
cut all funding for private schools, diversify the economy
and stop giving corporate welfare to oil companies, raise
AISH wages and reverse the decision to pay on the 1st of
the month, provincial sales tax, tax oil companies more, and
make oil companies clean up their abandoned wells, a
provincial housing strategy that stops funding shelters and
starts funding housing. Keep the curriculum changes that
were under way when the NDP was in office.

implement a provincial sales tax, re-implement a provincial
carbon tax, cut spending on UCP cabinet members and their
partners flying places on public dollars, ABOLISH THE WAR
ROOM. Give the province back to the NDP, when we had
more services and a 2 billion dollar less deficit than we do
under the UCP. The UCP is a joke. Stop creating "expert
panels" stacked with biased people who know literally
nothing about the subject their panel is investigating. The
UCP is the biggest wasters of of money ever.

Stop investing in oil and gas
Stop cutting teacher jobs, nurse & hospital staff jobs, daycare
jobs, union jobs, etc.
Cut the War Room and use the money to invest in local
businesses instead of huge corporations that just take your
corporate welfare and run.
Stop being the worst government in the history of Alberta.

T2e

It's people! Not multinational companies. These companies
leaves the province no matter what the incentives the
government gives them.

By now cutting everyone's wages!!! By cutting people's wages,
they'll have second thoughts on spending those hard earned
money. People not spending money/earning money will stall
local economy.

T5Z

Education

T3m

Healthcare, education,

T2k

Education and health care

Government can find savings by not giving all those
incentives to those billion dollar companies. And Kenny
should stop creating these "committee" or "offices" so
called "war room", those are public money spent on nonsense PR!
Reducing spending within the government like staffing,
looking for ways to automate redundant processes so
attrition can take course. Limit public supports to ensure
they are not being taken advantage of
Middle management of AHS. Stop trying to give rich
corporations billions in tax breaks when the oil industry is
dead and gone.
Government tax breaks for big business

T1K

Health, education

T1A
T2G
T8n

Limiting public supports so people do work. So many stories of
people not working because they make more off of social
programs.
Continue planned spending, diversify our economy. Focus
money elsewhere other than oil and gas.
Dont cut education or health care jobs
By being lass drastic

Health, education and social programs.

Tax corporation at the same rate as families, stop corporate
welfare
Shut down the "war room".

Health Care and Education, leave public sector pensions
alone
Education and the environment

Press Secretaries, travel, the War Room, and stop giving
money to corporate welfare bums
Cutting parliament employees.

Diversify the economy and stop relying solely on oil and gas.

Invest in renewable energy and technology

Put money into nature.
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T2Y

Healthcare.
1. Consider covering all vaccinations such as those for
pneumonia (Prevnar, Pneumovax for all Albertans) while
keeping into consideration health status and clinical
guidelines. Shingles (ages 50 and up), HPV for all Albertans
as well as Hepatitis A and B for all Albertans. If more is
spent on vaccinations much less will be spent on hospital
stays for these patients as well as the cost of medications to
treat the above conditions. Hospital charges for one night
stay is literally 500 times the price of one vaccine.
2. Increase pay for healtcare providers in private sectors
such as pharmacists in pharmacies and nurses in private
practice. Pharmacists in Alberta are the leaders of their field
in all of Canada and the demand for more of their clinical
services has been saving the government millions of dollars
by preventing hospital visits or unnecessary prescriptions
by physicians. These workers deserve better compensation
for their time, effort and effect on Albertans lives. There
should be a minimal pay set by the government below which
corporations cannot set a pay for these workers.

Reducing hospital visits due to infectious diseases by
investing more in vaccinations. Reducing compensation for
physicians for a simple renewal of a prescription, reducing
the amount of medications which may be unnecessary and
abused by AISH customers ex. Ensure meal replacement, all
pain killers.

Allow homeless or jobless Albertans to help by doing public
jobs such as custodian/housekeeping work for government
compensation as this will help reduce the number of Albertans
on the street and who are reaching to the government for
sustenance when production may be done.

T4p

Healthcare and education

Not giving corporations tax cut bailouts

Diversify the economy

T0G

Education, healthcare, diversification of the economy.

T0E

Education and Health Care

Look at how public services are managed. Top managers are Diversification away from just O&G over the long term.
paid obscene amounts of money.
Process our crude into high value products for local markets.
Build our own plants.
Stop giving immigrants funding
Lower tuition.

T9E

Education. Keeping teachers and educational assistants in Every sector can take the opportunity to “trim (some of) the
front of students. Continuing to have reasonable class sizes. fat” to balance the budget...over time.

T5P

Education and Health Care
Children are our future and by cutting back education
funding your cutting their opportunity to learn and grow.
Especially in the areas of arts as not all kids thrive in
academics but thru Art they can find the way to express
themselves and thrive in their learning environment

Politicians salary’s & benefits, if you feel that you can make
cuts to everyone else’s pay, you first need to be willing to
make cuts to your own

Continue to press forward with further oil sands projects and
pipelines. Although utimately this is more of a national govt
issue.
By not focusing on one industry alone, but encouraging all
sectors.

And health care is important to every single person in
Alberta
T2R

The government should prioritize healthcare, education,
agriculture, renewable energy, and diversifying our
economy away from oil and gas.

We need a sales tax.

The tech industry, agriculture, and renewable energy industries
as well as medical and other types of research should be
supported. Calgary has masses of cheap housing and empty
offices and excellent health care, though our public transit
system needs improvement. This should be promoted as
incentive for businesses to move here. Forward thinking is
necessary to attract modern businesses not related to oil and
gas.
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T4R

Government should focus on spending money on PUBLIC
health care to keep Albertan citizens healthy! Do not cut
front line staff, we have worked short for so long people are
exhausted! Invest in more frontline nursing staff to create
those jobs and economic growth that you promised! Don't
decrease numbers of higher qualified nursing staff for lower
qualified and lower paid nursing staff as this reduces health
outcomes as has been demonstrated in the United States of
America!

Savings can be found by merging private and public
education so that we stop funding private schools with
public monies!
Don't cut education and don't change education to meet jobs
in the future, this is an American style education and they
have terrible education! Don't desecrate our education
system!

Government should support job creation and economic growth
by NOT privatizing lab services and not privatizing ambulance
services. Privatizing these areas will send Alberta's money to
foreign private companies and shareholders and result in
cutting local positions to ensure profits! It will also increase
wait times as services will be cut in various labs and hospitals!
Alberta's citizen's money will be funneled to USA and
Australian! This will not grow the Alberta Economy but drain it's
Another way to save $ would be to cut the tax breaks that are riches!!!!
given to rich oil corporations who are for profit only and
leave behind a wasteland for Albertans to cover the cost of
Don't cut physician's salaries as you cause them to go to
clean up and reclamation! There should be an investment of
other provinces where they can get more money and
money into a fund for clean up by companies up front before
incentives! Also cutting physician salaries results in
decreased service delivery to vulnerable populations! Don't they are allowed to drill for oil or gas so that the next
close safe injection sites as this results in our young people, generation does not have to pay for their greed!
our sons and daughters, dying! It results in vulnerable
populations ending up with HIV AIDs Hepatitis and other
Privatizing does not save money, it is more expensive to pay
diseases that are far more expensive to treat than it is to
foreign companies and their shareholders - CUTTING out the
provide safe injection sites.
IDEA of Privatization would be a great saving for Alberta and
Albertans and also keep our jobs and money local for
Albertans to reinvest in our local economy!

T5K

Spending priorities need to be aligned with outcomes and a
prudent fiscal plan (which means not only no deficit but also
a repayment plan for the outstanding debt over an
established period (perhaps no longer than 50 years)).
Spending priorities don't also mean which areas to not cut,
for example, health care spending is a priority but is also an
area where there are significant opportunities to save if
done prudently as with education where there is significant
administrative costs and inefficiencies.

The MacKinnon report and EY report on AHS provide many
actionable areas where savings can be found. The part that
stands out the most is in physician payments and nursing
costs which should be significantly reduced by ensuring
better utilization for all healthcare provider's scope of care.
This doesn't necessarily mean physicians should have
reductions in their billing ability, but rather, they should have
a loss of billing opportunity because residents would be
directed to more efficient services for their health care
needs. Government should avoid trying to find immaterial
savings (such as through limiting employee travel, water
fountains, colour copying, extra administration and approval
for procurement needs, or hiring freeze) or trivial pay
reductions across the board (such as a 5% wage roll-back)
but rather tackle areas of misspending in a big way through
significant program redesign and innovation. As the
MacKinnon report recommended, curiously, government
would be best positioned to utilize the skills in the
bureaucracy if it brought back pay raises and the ability to
reclassify positions and hire into needed vacant positions.
Empowering bureaucrats and incentivizing innovation in
program design and delivery is essential to finding cost
savings, especially at the magnitude needed to fix the
current spending issues.

Government's role in this space is ensuring a competitive tax
framework that is industry agnostic when compared to other
Canadian jurisdictions. Government should never pick winners
or losers and incentivize certain industries, rather focus on
cleaning up excessive regulatory burdens including at the
municipal level which is where most small or new businesses
are prevented from even getting off the ground.
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T8T

The services that government is suppose to provide
Protection (policing/fire fighters), Health care, Reopen
mental hospitals, this will reduce the homeless situation,
Education (build and fund schools), roads are a mess at one
time we had the best roads in the country there was a real
difference travelling east. Now we have the worse roads.

Reduce funding to culture and festivities. Let's not have
grand celebrations. Who needs them? Stop funding business
with tax cuts. They need to pay their fair share. Reduce
funding to special interest groups money should go to the
greater good.

Support educating people for jobs. High schools should have
apprentice opportunities.Let's attract companies developing
technology, let's manufacture solar panels and other sources of
energy. We need to diversify.

T0C

Education, Healthcare, First Responders

Cut back on tax breaks to the wealth

Diversify economy into renewable energy

T6T

The elderly, the young,the handicapped,and the homeless.

Follow the NDP role in creating jobs.

T5L

Government spending should focus on social programs,
education and health care.

Return money to those on AISH. Cancel the war room and all
the other rubish the upc have established.Let Rachel Notley
advise them. Don't privatize anything.
Government could find savings in cutting intiatives such as
the Canadian Energy Centre (war room), unnecessary
redundant panels that produce pre-conceived responses
(blue ribbon panel, fair deal). Cut unneccessary trips of
government officials outside the province. Make industry
more accountable by paying their fair share taxes. Generate
sustainable revenue such as: a provincial carbon tax to
reinvest in green technologies & other sustainable resources
& a provincial sales tax.

Education
Maintain catholic education

Education
Maintain catholic education

Have centralized payroll and Human Resources for all
teachers throughout Alberta instead of all these little school
divisions. Ie centralize just like Alberta health
- cut the 600,000 dollar salaries of the heads of the strategic
network
- why are there all these specialists in Edmonton and Calgary
that have 1/2 day clinic per week
- target specialists that fill up clinic with constipation ie
Alberta childrens when connect care could have constipation
protocol BEFORE referring to gi. This would make more
appointments available to the really sick children - maybe
Alberta health needs to change billing code for childhood
constipation do it does not pay the same as for a kid with
crohns
Have centralized payroll and Human Resources for all
teachers throughout Alberta instead of all these little school
divisions. Ie centralize just like Alberta health
- cut the 600,000 dollar salaries of the heads of the strategic
network
- why are there all these specialists in Edmonton and Calgary
that have 1/2 day clinic per week
- target specialists that fill up clinic with constipation ie
Alberta childrens when connect care could have constipation
protocol BEFORE referring to gi. This would make more
appointments available to the really sick children - maybe
Alberta health needs to change billing code for childhood
constipation do it does not pay the same as for a kid with
crohns

Create infrastructure projects. Invest in green technology &
other sustainable resources. Create youth employment
iniatives.

Technology jobs at ahs- information systems technology is
constantly changing is it cheaper to have info tech staff or is it
cheaper to pay for connect care....

Technology jobs at ahs- information systems technology is
constantly changing is it cheaper to have info tech staff or is it
cheaper to pay for connect care....
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NOT on “war rooms” & tax breaks for the wealthy &
corporations. Your generosity toward them is Not trickling
down.

A small provincial income tax can be used to reduced the
debt. Come on the time has come.

Attract technology, renewable resources, give the major cities
(Edmonton, Calgary, Lethbridge) some help to bring in new
industries. Giving a select group a hand up while decimating
other jobs & education is not helping
They should not be cutting public services.

t8a

education including universities and health care.

reverse the tax cuts on large corporations

T4X

Education and health care

Reducing salaries of high level government employees.
Getting oil companies to pay proper amounts of taxes.

T5e

Healthcare, education

T8n

Early childhood education, Family Supports for Children
with Disabilities, PUF

The 4.7 billion tax break from companies Jason Kenney has
given
Corporate taxes, shut down 'War room',

T8a

Education and healthcare

Management and executives in all areas of government.

T4L

Health and Education

Less tax cuts

Spend, not cut, on education, childrens' services, community
supports - as helping the individual, helps the whole family
become productive members of society & increase their
spending capability
Work to cut red tape on projects, spend money on
infrastructure.
Support small business and local companies.

Health care and education.

Shutting down the ridiculous "War Room" that is an
embarassment to our province and scares away potential
investors.

Stop slashing jobs in the public sector. This is actually the time
to put people to work fixing the infrastructure that the
Conservatives of this province have neglected for 40+ years.

T5N

Maintaining public services through staffing and funding.

Their travel and paying for other premier’s entertainment and Support frontline staff, value the resources that they have and
travel. Management heavy departments. We hire mgmt with they will benefit from not having high turnover and better
no exposure to the areas they manage- a waste of money and efficiencies.
resources as they are slow to learn and create a
compounding of problems, liabilities and problems.

T2M

Health care and education

Tax cuts for oil and gas

T5C

Corporate incentives

Healthcare

T0G

Increase funding for Health Care,AISH, Education and start
our path to renewables.
Get rid of top heavy managers and training and hiring better
front line staff

We are under funded in every department.Cut your own
wages.
Firing managers!!!!!
There are way too many in the department of Justice alone!
Queen’s bench managers are not qualified
Cut mla salaries

T8a

T4X

Health care

T6X

Front line service delivery (health, education, child
intervention); alternatives to oil dependency

Get rid of the “war room”; roll back MLA/Executive Council
wages; cancel subsidized parking for employees; promote
alternative work arrangements (less office space needed)

Good education system, including post secondary funding
Diversifying economy, less reliance on oil
Investment in green energy
Not sure

Invest in diversifying the economy. Fund renewal energy
projects, art/music/film, tech
Cut corporate taxes, red tape.
Start large investments in renewable energy.
Pay better wages and have it with increase with inflation

Keep corporate taxes status quo. Offer tax cuts based on
revenue.
I don’t know, but putting it all into oil and gas isn’t working
anymore
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T7X

I believe that the government should focus on two priorities:
Albertans/Canadian university and mental health. There are
so many people on the streets with mental illness who
cannot work, so many veterans who also cannot work
because of their PTSD mental illness and so much more!
The government can create a housing unit for veterans and
the homeless that focuses on helping them mentally while
also teaching them school and life tools so that they can get
on their feet and work. This could also help foster children
out of the system since so many are mentally unstable or
are experiencing PTSD. Not only would creating a housing
unit for veterans and the homeless and even adolescents
aging out of foster care with mental illness create jobs for
Albertans, but it would also be very beneficial to the
government. These people receiving help could all get their
life on track. With a whole bunch more people working, the
more taxes are being paid to the government.
I believe that the government should also focus on school
for adolescents. There are so many gifted young people who
do not go to college because they don't have the money and
they cannot afford to pay back student loans into their
thirties. Instead of giving foreigners free tuition and cheaper
schooling, you should be giving that to Albertans. I believe
that there should be a system where a student can apply for
a certain scholarship for college/university that can both
benefit themselves and society. For example, a term on the
scholarship application could be that if a student achieves
an 80% average or higher they can apply. In order to get the
scholarship that could pay for half of their college
education, students can volunteer at mental clinics,
homeless shelters, or anything that can give back to our
communities. That way, students can have half their
education paid for and a better future ahead of them, while
also benefitting our communities The more people with

Alberta and Canada's oil is not selling as much as it used to.
The world is becoming green and where change is going,
fewer and fewer countries are going to want to purchase and
trade for oil. The government can keep investing in the oil
companies but I would suggest taking money from the oil
industry and putting it to the better use stated above.
Another suggestion is to have donation charities
campaigning for these programs and institutes I stated
above to be built. As one would donate for a cause, the
government could try raising money as opposed to raising
taxes and upsetting more citizens. Individuals donating and
feeling like they have a part in establishing these changes
will have a more positive outlook and will be more willing to
give away their money as opposed to the government raising
their taxes and taking it. It allows freedom of choice while
appealing to the citizens and getting them on the side of the
government instead of against them.

As I stated above, installing mental institutes for individuals
that are homeless or out of the system or that are veterans to
teach them academics and life skills that will get their lives
back on track. This opens up jobs for psychiatrists,
psychologists, teachers, and more! When these individuals get
their lives back on track, there are then more people working
and therefore more people paying government taxes.
Establishing a scholarship system to pay for 50% of a student's
college or university education allows for poor scholars and
more of the middle class to attend school and thus, creating
more job opportunities. The more individuals who are well
educated, the more tax money being paid to the government to
help establish these systems. It all moves around in a cycle.
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T5X

Government should be focusing on the public sector and
education. If there is not the services and programs from the
public sector then we lose as individuals and a community.
Health services are important and essential to individuals as
is police, fire, etc. Education is another essential priority.
Whether it be starting in kindergarten to post secondary. If
we want are children to get a proper education the school
need funding and support. That means buildings for new
schools where needed, such as a high school in the north
side of Edmonton. It means providing staffing to have
proper class sizes. Our kids are the future and if there is not
the opportunities for proper education, post secondary
included then we won’t have to worry about job creation.
Teachers unfortunately are taking on a bigger role as
parents are not teaching basic life skills anymore. Society
promotes and enables kids nowadays to do less but to
expect more and parents don’t parent like they did before.
The expectation is the schools and teachers are to teach our
kids the school curriculum but also to parent our children
and teach then social skills as well. They therefore need
funding and support to do that.

The Government needs to look at how current programs are
being run and to make them more efficient rather then cut
programs. For example, Emergency rooms could be more
efficiently run. Recently being in the emergency department I
had numerous nurses checking in on me but no one knew
what was going on. After hours of waiting, eventually a nurse
came by to say they were waiting on my X-ray results not I
had to inform her that I had not even been taken for an Xrays. There is a lack of communication.
Another example is busing for schools. I understand there is
a public and catholic system but why not share busing
services. 17(1)
go to a catholic elementary and there is a
public elementary across the street. Each school division
goes into the same neighbourhood to get kids, why could
they not share the bus for those neighbourhoods instead of
each school division having each a bus go into the same
areas.
There are many ways to save money if different departments
are willing to work together with each other.

Back in the day one needed a high school diploma to get a job.
Then it became that a post secondary degree was required for a
high school diploma was not good enough. Now a post
secondary degree means nothing for now everyone wants a
masters. The requirement and specialties that jobs require now
is what causes people to be unemployed. Post secondary is not
cheap and it is competitive, unfortunately not all families have
the funding for their children. Creating more on the job learning
opportunities and movement within companies would go a lot
further to job creation and economic growth.

T5E

Aish people aish gets 1798 does need special diet people
like dont get special diet they don’t believe it lactose free
diet I’m one of them
Health care, education, the arts.

Ambulance ?? someone use ambulance 3 4 times there’s
nothing wrong with him

Oil gas

By taxing corporations. Making companies clean up their
orphan wells.
Jason and his Twitter troll ministers could be done without.

Supporting green industries. Employ health care workers,
teachers and fund the arts.
Diversifying our economy to keep up with Canada’s tech boom.
Oil here is dead or dying depending on the type of extraction.
Investment in small scale and wide spread nuclear generators
could revolutionize our grid and sustain our way of life for
generations. It would be doable with an initial investment of
about $4.7 billion... oh never mind.

Cut oil & gas subsidies. Stop spending money on a "war
room" -- it's embarrassing us on an international scale.

Instead of offering subsidies or a government-ran "war room"
for industries that are dying, work to attract new industries.
Offer incentives to industries like technology development or
film/television.

T1K
T2T

Those that align with the health, safety, and knowledge of
the public: healthcare and education.

T2P

Diversifying the economy. Attracting new industries to our
downtown office space. Do not cut public sector jobs like
healthcare, education, or municipal funding.

Alberta offers high-quality living at an affordable cost. Work to
poach companies from areas like Vancouver and Toronto where
cost-of-living is driving people out.
Do not cut public funding. Having high-quality healthcare and
education is essential to attracting the industries we want.
T5b

Education and health

Internal spending and wages

Diversity of economies support oil and gas
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KG to Grade 12 Education, University Education, and
Upgrading Education

Taxing millionaires and multi-millionaires, as well as big
companies

Job creation is led by educated, capable, and professional
people, so supporting education at all levels is crucial.
Economic growth increases with the greater education and
employment of the population. Alberta needs to invest in
retaining quality teachers and university professors. The basis
of creativity, business, and progress lies in the teachers,
instructors, and professors across Alberta. Investing in public
education, trade schools, colleges, and universities will ensure
Alberta has a population that is capable of generating job
creation, investment, and spending.

T5C

Health and education

Get rid of the war room!

Stop bailing out multi million dollar profit making companies

T0K

Core actual net benefit services

Cutting all net cost services as fairly quantifed.

Support grassroots long life initiatives like sustainable
evironmentally better waste recycling.
Continue to seek and encourage private/public partnership
healthcare initiatives thoughout Alberta. Help as many of the
initiatives as possible to become upper world class in the
health care service undertook.
Take a hard stand against economic theft from Alberta through
Alberta's Investors by tactics like injurious Corporate
Mismanagement which is nothing more than a thoughtful
scheme or two designed to the detriment of shareholders or
Albertan's. Get honest, integrity and a higher level of trust back
in our capital market.
Lead Alberta communities to perform a municipal retail leakage
study so as to have accurate measured economic information
available to the community so it may better apply the practice
of matching it's human resources personal goals and
aspirations with those undertaking which benefit the
community and the community can adequately support.

T7A

Health, education, social supports, research and the
development of new income initiatives. Housing first for all
to help alleviate homelessness.

Tax the corporations appropriately.

Diversification - find another avenue of revenue and start to
understand that oil and gas are limited as a major source of
income. Still develop the industry moving forward in a more
sustainable, eco-conscious manner, but not focus and rely on it
solely to provide the wealth for the province.

T6B

Education, Arts, Healthcare, First responders, Low income
citizens

From the 4.7 billion given as a tax break to rich Albertans
and oil companies

Priorize the needs of all Albertans; not only the rich. Stop
cutting from only the budgets of health, arts, education; tax the
oil companies fairly, and stop giving them all the breaks

T6w

Education and Job creation

Administration costs for changing government parties

T5G

Education, universal health care, alternative energy sources, Invest in infrastructure, invest in forward thinking business,
diversity initiatives
get over the idea that Alberta oil.

Reduce tax for entrepreneur and business
By preparing to invest now and accept that a government that
invests in its province and people will not be deficit free but
invested in the right places
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T1Y

Public education and post-secondary education

Taxing multi-millionaires and major companies.

Education and post-secondary education are keys to long-term
job creation and economic diversification. Economic growth is
directly linked to an educated and employed populace leading
consumer spending. Asa result, the government should invest
in quality teacher and instructors at various institutions.

I’m wondering about the intent of this survey and how it will
be disseminated to the public. I can’t convince myself that
it’s use isn't merely for the UCP to cherry pick comments for
the media that support the budget. Please feel free to call
me back and let me know how the information is being used.
17(1)
.
I am furious about this budget. Livid. I have absolutely no
faith in the UCP to lead us forward. It’s such a regressive
budget. Talk about going backwards. Seriously, big private
for profit corporations and the oil sector in particular, are
given huge tax breaks in the billions and that ridiculous 30
million dollar war room that’s a lot like something from the
McCarthy era. So wasteful and short sighted. Then they try
to recoup it by cutting front line nurses, health care workers,
and teachers. Jason Kenney has no idea at all what it’s like
to work one RN less on a busy acute care unit. He has no
idea what it’s like to see your husband lying in bed after
stage four cancer surgery wondering if he will have public
health care for him if he survives. The UCP Budget agenda
is clearly privatization of health care. Wait until Albertans
have to pony up money for private insurance that becomes
the tail that wags the dog. Private insurance will dictate what
can and can’t be done.
Our premiere just knows how to play one group against the
other. Keep dividing Albertans from others and themselves.
All the while sucking up the pensions of the elderly, health
care workers and teachers like an autocrat so he can look
after his big corporate buddies.

Introduce a pst which is a logical step toward financial
sustainability. Stop pandering to the foolish notion of the
Alberta advantage. Kenney should get rid of some of his
consultants. Stop wasting tax payer money on flying out
other premiers and their families for party time. Stop
excessive travel budgets when his people fly to places like
England.
That fair deal panel was a huge waste of money. It was so
partisan he only needed three people on it.
Tax the big corporations. I’m retired and I have to pay taxes.
Generate corporate tax revenue rather than cutting health
care and education.

Show the global investors interested in carbon emission
reduction that we support it. Stop acting like climate change
isn’t scientifically supported. Even companies like Shell are on
board for carbon emission reduction. Invest in technology.
Keep the public sector viable to ensure public infrastructures
are sustained.

Get rid of that stupid war room. It’s too much money
foolishly being thrown away. Put that war room money into
health care education and carbon emission reduction
technology.

Does he really think the municipalities can handle the fiscal
mess he’s made for them?
Kenny's personal issues are so evident in this budget. He
doesn’t support public health care and education Can’t
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T5S

T0A

Public Sector jobs such as healthcare and education. These
are crucial as without these pillars, our public welfare is
threatened and the future generation's potential are
comprised. As well as diversify the economy, with a main
focus on green alternative energy. Stop investing in nonrenewables like oil and by extension, plastic production.

Say goodbye to the expensive "War Room", cut the
expenses of public office, tax corporations (don't give them
tax cut as a way to "create jobs", introduce a PST.

Stop finding ways to save that just pass the costs onto the
citizens of Alberta, the citizens that can't afford your cuts!
Sure you are saving more on public services, but now
students have to pay more for university, parents pay more
With regard to the fact that Alberta "spends more" than
for transportation fees for the grade school, the vulnerable
other provinces, you also have to understand that things
citizens who rely on AISH now have to spread the little
cost more in Alberta. Public sector workers are paid more
because a lot of people in Alberta are paid higher than other amount they get now even further etc. If you just raise the
taxes on the people in this province that have more than
provinces. Life costs more in Alberta.
enough money to afford a very good quality of life, then the
rest of the province can also continue to enjoy this great
province
Healthcare
Cancel the corporate tax cut
Education
Small provincial sales tax

T6H

Creating jobs, creating or sustaining jobs in colleges and
universities, and helping build economic opportunities in
Alberta

Taxes big business and individuals earning millions. The
"trickle down" theory (that the ultra-rich fuel the economy
through their spending and that eventually trickles down)
has been proven false time and time again. This is illustrated
by tax havens and other ways to hide or divert money to
avoid paying taxes.

T8N

The foundation of any economy is an educated workforce
and the health of its citizens. Invest in puiblic education, K12, and post secondary. Invest in public health
care.Although the government may have had good
intentions in its efforts to balance a budget, in my opinion,
the government harms our future prosperity when it
neglects to fully fund these two essential sectors of our
society.

First, all tax cuts to any business should be linked directly to
a job(s) being created. If this principle had been attached to
the recent actions of the government with respect to
business tax cuts the government would have saved tens of
millions of revenue dollars that have gone to companies that
used the money to buy back shares, increase the dividends
to share holders,or increase executive compensation.

Invest in alternative energies and education. Stop the inflation
of post-secondary tuition fees so people can afford to go to
school, get a good education and not be crippled with debt
upon graduation.
I want to live in a province that I can be proud of. One that is
leading the way in a greener, more sustainable future- not one
that is stuck in the past that is trying to keep our over-reliance
on the oil industry going.

Funding diversification of the economy - we need more than
just oil and gas. Supporting transitions for oil and gas workers
into other fields.
Job creation is linked to education, so supporting educational
institutions of all levels helps ensure people are trained,
professional, and capable. Economic growth is linked to
education, employment, and consumer spending. The educated
and employed spend money. Alberta needs to diversify by
supporting diverse economic fields, from oil and gas to
computing science, arts (drama, film, television), fine arts, and
education. Education is the path to creating a population who
can diversify an economy and help make Alberta a world-class
province that people want to invest in, visit, and conduct
business
It's not just job creation, it's job creation in the sectors of our
economy that will diversify the economy. We don't need to
support oil and gas, we need to support industries of the
future....solar energy, nuclear energy, wind energy, high tech,
geothermal. Incentivize the industries that will diversify the
economy. Come on! Let's go! We can do this.

A VERY strong regulatory framework that would ensure any
and all companies drilling wells in the oil and gas sector can
never leave the public purse to clean up an abandoned well.
Don't give existing oil and gas companies an out on paying
their municipal taxes and lease payments. We need the tax
revenue and our landowners need their lease payments.

T8S

Healthcare, education, senior care

Taxing the banks, corporations & the wealthy.

Tax breaks for low & middle income, to those who will spend
that extra income which will create jobs & grow the economy.
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T5R

T2p
T2E

Maintaining services for all Albertan, especially vulnerable
Albertans. This includes AISH, IS, education, health, and
Safe Consumption sites.

First, the government should look to increase revenue by
First, by ensuring basic services are not cut. These workers
implementing a modest PST and ensuring all corporate taxes spend money in the local economy which supports job creation
are paid.
and economic growth. Also, there NEEDS to be diversification.
This is not a luxury, but necessary. We cannot put all our eggs
The government could find savings by not forming expensive in the oil and gas basket.
panels.
Education. Healthcare. Diversification and new industries to Less tax breaks to top earners and corporations
Diversification and supportive introduction of new industries
the province.
Funding public health and education; preparing Alberta for Ending all subsidies to oil and gas companies,
By funding middle class public sector jobs that fulfill important
the decline of oil and gas; diversifying the economy.
private/religious schools, and private medical providers;
needs for all Albertans and make the province attractive to
doing away with useless and patronizing programs like the
bright young people and new businesses. Stimulate the
“War Room” and the red tape reduction office; actually
economy by directing funds to the lower and middle classes
seeking new government revenues (consumption tax, carbon instead of to the wealthiest few. Move Alberta into the 2020s by
tax, higher O&G royalties and corporate tax rates); fighting
promoting nascent industries like tech, film, and renewable
corruption and irresponsible spending by government/party energy. Foster innovation by protecting academic freedom and
officials.
research, supporting the public education and library systems,
and welcoming immigrants. Don’t presume the labour market of
15 years ago looks anything like what we’ll need tomorrow.
Health Care, yes saving money is good however a swift axe In programs and reviews that cost millions of dollars with
little benefit
in the pile of staff is going to cause dissension with staff
and encourage people to leave the province to pursue other
opportunities. Gradual cuts and no increases and encourage
reviews for cost savings. A contracting and in house model
is good however in house has many benefits compared to
contracted employees that more than make up for the
difference in pay. (Training, scheduling, morale, and keeping
experience). Money is talking not the quality.

By not cutting positions at healthcare facilities.

T0G

Health care
Schools
Northern Alberta highways

Injection sites
Unnecessary grants
Advertising

oilfield development

T3A

Education, Healthcare, Public Services

Remove the Tax break for large corporations
Get rid of the Canadian Energy Centre

Diversify the economy
Oil and gas jobs are important to Alberta now but the world is
moving away from fossil fuels. Invest in renewable energy
development.
Support small businesses

Health care and education

Infrastructure, taxing large corporations

T3L

Health
Education
Infrastructure

T5Y

Teachers, teacher aids and health care, Schools

Eliminate the waste in government, including the expert
panels and war room, which would include eliminating some
paid positions.
Review all government spending as rigorously as they’ve
reviewed health and education
Reduce travel, especially the high priced trips to London,
that have no benefit
Pay less to the politicians they are way over paid. Decrease
their budget for their traveling expenses.

Diversify instead of the one sided focus on oil and gas
Offer incentives for job creation and for companies moving to
Alberta

listening to the people, asking questions
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T6W

Healthcare and medications should be kept accessible to
I think government should stop focusing on cutting front line
everyone as well as maintaining safe hospital staffing. Keep workers because those are the people that actually do the
job. There has been an increased numbers in government
the education standards high for our future.
management positions in every sector. Government should
look into that and reassess how many managers does 1
program need. How much does the executive positions make
and maybe consider cutting there.

By not laying off public workers and refrain from giving
government tax payers money to corporations. They can
encourage businesses by supporting the public to have a job
and money to support the businesses.

T0G

Keep teachers K-12 when learning is most important.
Maintain nurse, dr levels in rural centres. Provide more
funding firesmart grant funding for firesmart communities.

Continuing firesmart grant funding, is proactive measure
and reduces disaster funding.

Pipeline

T6V

Education
Health Care
Social needs

Increase tax on cigarettes, liquor (non-essentials).
Higher progress income tax rates.
Stop paying the high “war-room” costs.

Introduce tax breaks for emerging industries in technology (like
AI, software development, and online security/storage firms),
online shopping/shipping centres (for example amazon, but
expand to others) and in cannabis (production and processing).
Also, maintain the hishest minimum wage, especially among
young workers to encourage more young adults to work here.
Keep low post secondary tuition (by reduce funding
government cuts post secondary) so that young people will stay
here for school and will make Alberta their home.

t1y

Increasing support for people on aish and income support,
and adding a pst to help cover revenue
Debt reduction and health care

cutting corporate handouts to companies and cutting gross
spending on investment into oil and gas.
Health care, education and various administration

By opening up to tech and other industries as right now if oil
and gas crashes again there might not be a recovery
Support apprentice and student wirk programs

-More funding and support for education (Post-secondary
education in particular)
-Fair funding for Alberta's towns and cities.
-Taxing the multi-million dollar corporations.

The "war room", taxing the rich more than those of us just
barely scraping by.

Encourage technology and innovation in the energy sector.

T0C
T7X

The average Albertan's well-being should be the focus of the
budget not the multi-million dollar corporations. By taking
away funding for universities and tax benefits for postsecondary students the government is making it even more
excruciatingly difficult for the average Albertan to obtain a
post-secondary education. The cost of education is absurd
and if the 2020 budget remains the same as the 2019 budget
it will only get worse. Yes trades are absolutely an important
aspect of the provinces labor force but the message that has
been sent with the 2019 budget is that trades and oil jobs
are the only ones jobs that matter. This province should not
be making it even more difficult for people to obtain an
education that could help them potentially innovate new
technologies or industries of the provinces future. It would
be nice to see the government work to make changes that
help ALL Albertan's and not just oil working Albertan's.
Kenney ran on the promise of getting Albertan's back to
work and what he should have said was get all oil workers
back to work - screw everyone else.
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T6C

Mr. Kenney gave away billions of dollars in guaranteed
revenue to the province to corporations in the form of tax
cuts. This was not his money to give away to his corporate
buddies. This money belongs to Albertans to properly fund
for the year 2020 Education, Healthcare, Infrastructure and
all other provincial programs.
Time to invest in Albertans! Without Albertans, there is no
Alberta!
This Government needs to focus on Albertans and not
corporate Alberta!

Investing in Albertans and not corporate Alberta.
Stop undermining Albertans and the economy! Properly fund
education, healthcare, infrastructure and all other provincial
programs!
Put money into jobs and Albertans. Savings will happen
when everyone is working and contributing to the economy!
Stop bullying the Public Sector!!! These people work hard for
all Albertans everyday! None deserve job cuts and wage
rollbacks because of You giving away guaranteed revenue!
You made this mess, clean it up or it is time to resign!
The Government works for Albertans and is accountable to
all Albertans.
Stop wasting money on the War Room!!!
Give back the billions of dollars of guaranteed revenue to
the Province in corporate taxes!
Bring in a 3% sales tax.
Bring in a Healthcare Premium.
Invest in Albertans! Our Education and Healthcare systems
are world class and the envy of many countries; don’t mess
with them! Fund them properly pre 2019 election! I don’t care
if we fund more then other provinces! Just fund them
properly!

T0M
T7E

T5C

T6C

Budget for oil @40 dollars /barrel.Cut all staff, wages and
programs til the budget is met.
Education and health care. Ensuring we keep doctors in
rural Alberta (especially those with anaesthetic training) by
ensuring they get compensated for being on call. Keeping
class sizes manageable especially at k-3.
Health Care & Education

Better funding for public healthcare, education (K-12,
colleges, and universities), municipalities, environmental
protection (including nature conservation and initiatives to
reduce carbon emissions), and economic diversification.

Everywhere.

Properly funding education, healthcare, infrastructure and all
provincial programs. Diversify! There is more to Alberta then
just Oil and Gas!!! The Technology sector is up and coming!
Don’t drive this sector away!
Invest in Albertans!!! Stop treating Albertans like we are the
enemy and need to be punished!
Put the price cap back on electricity and auto insurance! You
are gouging Albertans!
Wages should be higher in Alberta then the rest of the country;
keeps people working and living here and then they will pay for
goods and services stimulating the economy-Economics 101!
Higher wages here bring in more people who also contribute to
the economy by paying taxes, buying homes and cars,
groceries, clothing, furniture, entertainment and so on! Basic
Economics 101!
Remember, the Government works for Albertans! You are
accountable to Albertans! Time to stop doing whatever the hell
you want! Drop the hidden agendas and start Governing!
Investing in Albertans and our programs is what is needed. You
spend money to make money!
This is Alberta and Canada! We do not want American anything!
Leave privatization out of our Healthcare and Education
Systems!!!
Separate

Raising corporate taxes. PST. Get rid of the “war room”.

By believing public sector jobs are just as important as oil and
gas. Investing in green energy projects so that we have
something to fall back on when oil and gas are not as in
demand.
I think they should take a roll back on their wages and
Get our pipeline built as we all have a monetary share in it
pensions
seeing they used our tax dollars to buy it and to please stop all
of their corruption.
Collect outstanding taxes (including those from oil and gas Invest in people-intensive and culturally important industries
companies) and cease oil and gas industry subsidies (e.g.,
such as the arts, universities, civil service, IT projects,
tax breaks and royalty holidays).
associations that promote social, physical, cultural and
Use a scaled provincial tax system (rather than flat tax) and environmental wellness. Our people, our culture, and our
reinstate a sensible corporate tax rate (e.g., 15%).
diverse nature should be our strongest assets.
Invest in diverse portfolios that will create jobs and profits in Abolish performance-based funding for universities. Educated
the future (rather than the declining oil and gas industry).
people are the province’s most important resource: support
Support initiatives that reduce long-term costs (e.g.,
freedom of thought and critical thinking over job training (don’t
accessible housing and food that reduce sickness for the
penalize government policy critics).
poor and homeless and their consequent hospitalization),
Fund municipalities adequately and they will create jobs.
Divest from the increasingly automated oil and gas industry and
increase royalties from the oil and gas industry.
invest in labour-intensive energy diversification projects.
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T3M

Health care and education

You need to stop the upper management of both these
groups from squandering away the the provincial
government funds. example of this and it is factual as I have
had face to face meetings with minister Demetrios and would
gladly share with you Jason
The salaries in post secondary (Sait ) are by far the biggest
expenditure that institution has no doubt or questions about
that by only 46% of that expenditure is in the classroom and I
would assume it’s much the same in AHS
You are spending all tax payers money with out any
accountability for the funds
Minister Toews needs to do a forensic Audit of these
institutions look I support the Alberta is open for business
and I support you both now and in your time in federal
politics
But live up to your mandate and be a responsible
government
Clearly this would not be the messaging you would expect
from a union leader but I am one

Oil and gas is never coming back to the glory days of old . Do
what you need to do and listen your advisor’s this is the only
province that does not have a PST and it needs one now more
than ever you are missing out on tourism revenues from 2
national parks .
Find ways to diversify the business that you attract to this
province that do not rely on oil and gas and give them
incentives to come here .
Find a way to help Albertans help you otherwise you are just
another 1 hit wonder as your immediate predecessors were

17(1)

These 2 groups are by far the biggest spends in your budget
and decades of pc government without accountability has
built this dragon that must be slain
T1H

Healthcare

Less government expenses.

Fair negotiations with unions.

T3R

Education, Health care, Fighting climate change

Getting rid of the oil and gas propaganda centre (IE the war
room), and not giving tax cuts to oil and gas companies

Investing in new energy sources such as nuclear, diversifying
our economy into sectors such as technology and not killing
other areas of the economy to support oil and gas.

T8N

Education & Healthcare. Maintaining an excellent public
school system & healthcare access, decreasing tuition
costs, particularly in healthcare & education. Early ed:
free/low cost childcare for EVERYONE.
Education and health care

Stop handing out cash to oil companies. Eliminate publicly
funded religious (Catholic) schools & stop offering tax
breaks or incentives for private schools.

Incentivize innovation, offer credits/tax breaks/income credits
to tech & green industries. Offer free/low cost childcare to ALL,
because that program generates $4/$1 invested.

Reduce the number of managers etc

Help industry develop was to reduce harmful emissions.

Keep showing your true colors and ensuring younger
generations become lifime NDP voters.
Education and health care

Keep showing your true colors and ensuring younger
generations become lifime NDP voters.
In government positions

Keep showing your true colors and ensuring younger
generations become lifime NDP voters.
Education

- public education (not private, not separate)
- health care (without a 2-tier system which will only further
suppress lower income individuals and families)
- infrastructure
- reducing overhead in bureaucracy
A pst tax will solve most revenue issues.

Seriously, take a good look at ~your~ spending on day-toEnsuring the protection of rights of women and minorities.
day items — travel, accommodations, meals, etc — the waste When they feel valued, they engage with the economy more.
there is absurd!

T0l
T9K
T6V
T0G

T3B

I think they could take back the $ they gave to their friendsbig corporations and put this into education and healthcare.
Also put the teacher pensions back with ATRF

PST will be fair and help
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T5R

Diversifying the economy. Education, from k-12 to postsecondary. Healthcare. Social services for those living in
poverty and those with disabilities.
Education, Health, park maintenance

Eliminating tax giveaways for large corporations. Bring back an
Alberta made carbon tax to reinvest in Alberta green
companies.
I think the government should create an excise tax for sugar The government could help to alleviate the effects of the
sweetened beverages (at least 20 cents per liter per WHO
mortgage stress test so that the housing market recovers,
recommendation)- this will increase revenue for the
which would increase the ability of homebuilders to build and
government while simultaneously contributing to reducing
sell homes which would then put to work contractors and all
obesity amongst Albertans. Currently Albertans have ones of associated suppliers.
the highest health expenditures rates per capita in Canada at
just over $6500 in comparison to the Canadian average of
Furthermore, the government could invest in job training
$5800.
programs and student employment. In addition, investing in
other energy industries could increase job creation
Attached is a article outlining the success of soda taxes:
https://arstechnica.com/science/2019/12/the-global-soda-taxexperiment/

Front line nurses, teachers, caregivers, cut management!

Quit sending all money to Ottawa.

ASK CW Alexander! He has good ideas!

T5T

Health care
Education
Recreation
Roads/infrastructure

Red tape reduction. Task each government department to
review and reduce red tape. I think the governments creation
of a formal review is a waste- hiring dedicated staff and
allocating time and money to it could be spent better
elsewhere.

Provide education- educate youth and provide jobs to teachers.
Build recreation- provides jobs to build and after building it will
require staff. Benefits by also providing health benefits. Also
provides activities to youth and adults to keep them out of
trouble.
Pipeline.
Repair roads (hwy 16 west!!) improve infrastructure.

T8X

Cut the partisan and ideological viewpoints out of budget
Shut down the energy war room. It makes all albertans look
decisions. NO to privatization of public services. NO to
like idiots
corporate tax cuts. Bring back the NDP budget, it was closer
to balance that this UCP pointless mess.
Post secondary education and education funding.
Increase taxes for large corporations and oil & gas industries
should not receive subsidies while they earn large profits

Stop cutting the public sector jobs we all rely on! Nobody want
an American style health care and education! Raise corporate
taxes and make all companies pay their tax! I pay mine every
time why shouldn't they!
Post secondary funding and invest in green technology

T3K

We need to focus on renewable resources, climate change,
but also healthcare, education and supporting non-profit
that only helps to sustain our communities with various
programs for youth and their families.

Stop cutting funding to our education, healthcare and
Children's services programs. Support our infrastructures,
environment, sustainable resources such as wind turbine, solar
panels and electric cars for starters. We need to focus on
climate change before it is too late.

T6R

Education (pay increases to teachers) Healthcare (pay
increases to all health care staff)
Fund Healthcare and education (including post secondary).
Stop cutting, take some time to fully understand how these
systems work and make informed decisions. If you did not
attend public education you should not judge/comment or
destroy it. Keep education public! Stop dumping your ideas
on municipalities and making them pay for it.

We need to see less government kick backs to the oil and
gas industry and Jason Kenney's friends, since it is not
helping with current unemployment levels and laying off
sectors that are much needed such as healthcare and
education and non-profit only puts more people out of work.
These industries along with oil and gas need to work
together.
Increase tax to corporations, cancel war room
Pensions for MLA’s (you should only get equivalent to how
long you are elected), private jets, having their friends (oh I
mean employees) flying to London numerous times for
meetings, not giving private industry huge tax breaks to
encourage employment because that did not work!

Diversify into industries of the future like AI, medical and oil
and gas innovation.

T5Z

T6L

T7S

Eliminating the so called war room.

Provide funding to programs that support job clubs
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T1j

Infrastructures such as schools (non-religious),hospitals
and health care. Education and cleaning up the
environment, and supporting the carbon tax.

Provincial sales tax, and make the wealthy pay their fair
share of taxes.

Encourage tourism and support technical innovation. Lessen
our dependence on oil and strive towards supporting
alternative energy sources.

T5y

Class size

...

...

too many comms staffers and cronies on the payroll. Tax
corporations more. Invest in current, evidence based
practices. Stop supporting resource extraction companies
with public monies.
Provincial Sales Tax
Carbon Tax

Re-education for workers leaving waning industries. Support
research and development through education at all levels. Stop
promoting self-limiting ideologies that cost more in the long
run.
Support Green Energy, Technology, and diversification of the
economy
Support small business
Support families (childcare $25/day and publically funded
education)

Supports for students that are struggling

T5K

T2W

Modernization of information sources ie. textbooks
Healthcare and education

Education and Healthcare
Green Technologies
Diversification of the economy
Budget 2019 - was a terrible farce of supporting wealthy
corporations (that money went to shareholders and as far as
Albertans can tell not one single job came of it- in fact some
corporations said thanks and picked up their offices to
leave) and putting more strain on Albertans and their
families.

T3E

Diversifying to a green economy, climate change,
healthcare, education.

A PST is a must should you want to seek support from the
Federal government. It's a bit hypocritical of a government
to seek support from equalization payments when all other
provinces have a sales tax and did not just give 4.7 billion to
wealthy corporations. A tax could would allow Alberta to
support education, healthcare, transportation infrastructure,
diversification and Alberta families- rather than cut essential
services.
Sales tax, reverse corporate tax cuts.

Whether Alberta likes it or not - diversification is important and
we can no longer rely on oil revenues to support our public
infrastructure and services. Privatization is not the answerSTOP!
Hi Tech/IT sector investment, green job training for
unemployed/underemployed Albertans to attract more clean
energy investment.
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T6L

Funds for education and healthcare are the most important.
These are no cut areas. We have excellent Ed. And
healthcare needs to stay the same. No cuts to the already
disenfranchised eg aish! Also daycare subsidy is a must ,
keeps the economy going so moms can work and in turn
have more disposable income. No to private healthcare, no
USA type systems. Infrastructure needs to continue which in
turn leads to jobs, construction, lrt etc. Job diversification
eg solar, wind, tech industries etc. Student assistance for
summer employment so the don’t leave Alberta, not to
return!
Attract other business not just oil and gas no more tunnel
vision. This isn’t a luxury it is a must!! You are loosing
young people like crazy the province won’t survive or thrive!

Way to many panels , what for, they are not necessary. The
Alberta war room, ridiculous waste of money. Has absolutely
no benefit, dollars could be spent a hundred different places.
No more guys on twitter doing nothing beneficial except for
making Albertans angry. No more tax cuts to big business , it
totally backfired on this goverment. No new jobs, no trickle
down , took the money and ran. CEO making millions in
bonuses. This money could have gone to Ed.healthcare etc.
No wasted money on referendums, no wasted money on
moving my cpp! Not interested.

The absolute biggest thing is we need to diversify!! Do the oil
and gas no problem, get all the dollars you can from oil and
gas. But do not say diversification is a luxury it is ridiculous,
it’s a must! You will loose population , people want Alberta to
be more than a one trick pony! We need other industry, invest
in solar wind, forestry, farming, tech. Infrastructure. My
husband is retired and has had 3 job offers in Alberta in the
past 6 weeks. Re train people invest in your population, oil and
gas doesn’t have to be the only option. In closing, we are home
owners, we are retired, we put a lot of money in the Alberta
economy. We are also frightened as are many of our retired
friends. We had planned to stay in Alberta, and now we may
consider leaving the province. I can guarantee you we are not
alone. We have many friends feeling the same way. We are
concerned about our cpp, our home prices falling, our car and
home insurance going up, our electric going up. Our healthcare
being privatized, that wasn’t in any of our retirement plans. Ucp
you need to get on board for the citizens of Alberta and not big
corporations, you need to diversify, you need to have young
people want to stay here. Right now you are not accomplishing
any of this. Hopefully your direction will change, if not you will
see people leaving the province. Especially seniors who have
no need to stay, and we have the dollars to help the economy.
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T6h

Healthcare and first responders

Tax corporations

Environment

Adjust o royalties so Alberta gets more

Diversifying the economy

Reduce tax cuts to corporations and businesses

Seniors

Introduce a sales tax

Fund job training for energy workers to change trades to other
trades
Provide training on other types of energy (renewables, nuclear)
to allow the Alberta energy market to expand and remain a top
energy provider
Provide grants to home owners and businesses to Install
renewable energy devices to put energy back into the grid,
require all public buildings to have renewable energy as part of
their construction plans.

Education and PSE

Ensure wages are enough for people to be able to partake in the
economy - buying a car, house, appliances or even dinner out is
hard for Albertans when they are either living from paycheck to
paycheck or unsure of how much their money will be worth in
the future. People's wages need to keep Pace with inflation at
least.
A minimum wage hike is an easy win for helping people have
more money to spend on the economy.
Protect Albertan students from tuition hikes beyond what can
reasonably be paid back and still participate in the economy.
New home owner grants?
All in all if Alberta is a desirable place to live, work and raise a
family in people and companies will move here. For that we
need a strong healthcare system, a good emergency response
and public safety, well supported municipalites, good
educational systems and choices, strong, accessible public
service/supports, arts and culture, and recreational activities.
T2l

I value education and health care. I think these are priorities
for society in general. I am a healthy person but i like that
we have a public health care system that is nothing like the
US.
I do understand the petroleum industry is an economic
driver in Alberta but I never understood how the
government. Let’s these companies get away with Murder
and continually give them tax breaks and low royalty rates
so they can compensate CEOs. I just don’t get it! So to me
this isn’t a priority. Same with this ridiculous war room. You
want to cut education funding, health care funding and have
universities receive funding based on metrics. But you can
find a $30 ‘Illinois per year war room for your buddies to
operate. It just makes no sense.

Get rid of this war room and channel that funding to
education and health care. Stop going to court every time
Kenney has hurt feeling. I feel my tax dollars are going to
courtrooms instead of classrooms. Stop flying other
premiers out here to have a party. Cut MLA wages to fall
inline with teachers and nurses.

Diversify the economy. Don’t know why you got rid of grants
and incentives for tech and movie production companies. That
makes zero sense but then you give corporations making
billions a tax break. It is almost sickening.
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Education. Secondary education. Healthcare. Infrastructure. Sales tax. Eliminating tax breaks for the rich and large
corporations.
Environment. Segueing out of fossil fuels. Creating green
jobs
Healthcare, education, economic DIVERSIFICATION!
STOP subsidizing the mostly foreign funded oil investors.

Stop investing in dying industries like oil and diversify our
economy. Reeducate oil and gas workers.

Education including post-secondary, healthcare, senior care Cut back on studies for proposals that have already been
looked at, tried, and failed. Example: 1)Provincial Police
force -- the existing Sheriffs are remnants of the failed
attempt called Court and Prisoner Security Service. Policing
is a Federal jurisdiction, and a provincial police service
would have to be approved from Ottawa.
2) Having a made in Alberta pension plan. The AUPE
pensions have already been pilfered by previous Tory
governments. This is a waste of money seeing if this is
feasible. It's NOT!
3) Quit wasting money on court proceedings that are going
nowhere
4) Quit wasting money bringing Tory cronies for parties to
promote useless court proceedings

Start looking to other industries to support our people. Science
and technology are being ignored; medical research and
development could use more attention. More funding for home
care for the disabled and seniors: the current system is a joke.

Healthcare and public education

Corporate taxation, increasing oil royalties

T5Z

Investing in public universally accessable education and
healthcare as well as petchem diversification.

T3M

Healthcare
Education
Senior’s Care

Eliminate spending on unfoipable private corperatations
totally funded by taxpayer money such as the Energy war
Room. It would pay for the increases that were determined
for AUPE members by the arbitrators because they don't
believe your bullshit either.
Provincial Sales Tax
Increase Taxes for Large corporations & persons earning >
$100,000 per year

Healthcare and public education. Regulating businesses is also
a great way. Reinstating the carbon tax and investing that into
green businesses (and not just the green wings of existing
fossil fuel companies)
Aim to stimulate petrochemical diversification beyond
extraction. Support a public and universally accessable
education and health care system to provide a healthy and
educated workforce for the jobs of the future.

T3K

We need to continue to provide the grants that were
previously allocated to education and municipal elections
governments. We need to continue to find ways to find
health care to keep the people of Alberta healthy and
productive. It is also important that we continue to support
non-profit organizations that provide front line support to
our population.

Likely could find savings by taking a close look at their own
compensation, including retirement benefits. The
government should also focus on reducing fraudulent claims
for benefits. We have an outdated paper card system for
health care. There’s no need to prove you continue to live in
Alberta to receive benefits. I’m rarely asked for ID to prove
that I continue to live in Alberta when I’m accessing health
care. I’m sure there are multiple other ways that the
provincial government could reduce spending - like the War
Room that Premier Kenny has started.

Certainly joy by cutting grants and funding to organizations that
rely on provincial funds. We are losing thousands of jobs
secondary to the budget choices that have been made. Alberta
needs to start thinking beyond Oil and Gas. This is not an
unlimited resource, and we need to make drastic changes to
our oil and gas consumption.

T5e

Having the minimum wage increased.

Cut down on some road works.

t5r

health, education

stop giving tax breaks to the rich

Minimum wage to higher amount. Low costs on dental work that
has no insurance example braces.
cutting back essential services and money to our children's
education isn't the answer

T7X
T6J

Wind. Solar. Hemp. Tourism. Eco-tourism. Pot-tourism.

Lower post secondary education tuition
Increase the minimum wage
Repair and upgrade infrastructure
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T6T

Public transit infrastructure - its the best way to ensure a
low carbon future and reduce congestion on roads.
Schools - my neighbourhood's new school is already full.
We need to continue building new schools
Investment in IT technology programs in NAIT to ensure
Alberta doesn't get stuck in its oil and gas rut.

Higher level executives in government get paid too much.
Reduce their salaries. No government official should be paid
more than 200 to 250k a year.
Reduce spending Energy War Room. The oil industry isn't
going to magically return to Alberta when the
macroeconomic conditions aren't suitable for this.

Reinstate the subsidies for tech companies. I work for oil and
gas and know that the future is bleak in my industry. We need
to be competitive for the future and the future is Big Data, IT
and artificial intelligence. Create jobs in these fields. Try to
make it more enticing for tech companies to set up shop here
instead of Vancouver or Toronto.
Provide transition programs to help those working in the oil and
gas industry to easily transition to the tech industry.
Reinstate the petrochemical grant for companies building
petrochemical plants. This allowed for two large plants to be
built in the Edmonton region. I don't see why this can't continue
to help diversify our economy.
The low oil prices are here to stay. Stop focusing on that and
start looking for other attractive ways to grow Alberta's
economy
Secondary and Advanced Education is key. Funding for
scientists and innovation. investment in our health and arts. A
happy and thriving population is what brings investment to our
province.

T5W

Investment in university education and research, green
technology and jobs, healthcare and I would like to see
money put aside to respond quickly to rapidly changing
environmental issues such as fire and extreme weather.

I would like to see the government put an end to the energy
centre / war room and trolls online. We should also stop
subsidizing oil and gas.

T1H

Education and Health care. Not big tax breaks. The people
working in these organizations still pay there taxes which
pay their owni wages so cutting there wages is like triple
taxing them.

Diversification, all companies expecting a big tax break should
have to come to the table with HOW they will use the money
saved to create jobs and create new innovations in there field. If
they don't do what they say next year nothing.

T0B
T2R

Education and health care should be the top priority, cuts
have been too deep
Healthcare, education, social services such as but not
limited to things like AISH, Calgary’s DOAP team, etc...
Public Transportation as well.

The government can make sure no monies in the 2020
budget are going to senior executives bonuses or wage
increases. If frontline workers and nurses and health
sciences are not getting wages increases no one else in AHS
should receive any increases.
Raise corporate tax rate, the cuts have done too much harm
with no benefit
I don’t have a copy of their nickel and dime spending, but
let’s start with government salary, and slowly meticulously
work our way backwards.

T3j

Healthcare

Business should pay more tax rather than cut

Create more jobs

T5M

Education and training for those affected by Alberta's recent Eliminate redundancies. Redirect subsidies for oil sector to Re-training/education for oil industry workers in the field of
singular dependence on oil sector work.
support re-training workers and retrofitting energy systems. energy transitions
Higher ed institutes are good investments during economic
Incentives for economic diversification
downturn because of people re-tooling for different sectors.
Economic diversification incentives for an economy less
prone to booms and busts

t9e

healthcare

Build upgraders and refineries
Stop selling Canadian companies to foreign interests. I’ll point
you towards Nexen.... oh wait CNOC for more information on
that. Create more jobs which can be acquired by allowing for
things like small business, technology start-ups, digital is the
future, and the old O&G can’t last forever.

education (review each school board and their expenses and Stand up to the Federal Government
wages - it is pathetic what they spend on while the schools
suffer ... then they try to play victim, ugh)
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T8S

17(1)
They should do like Ralph Klein did years ago: Set the
example by the premier all MLA’s, deputy, & managers “all”
take a big cut in pay first. Take from the rich & give to
health, education & lower our middle class taxes.

T0h

The over spending at the top, to many directors?

In the ESP program does not work for staff or the user

Train the right people for the job

T8H

Health Care
Public--not private--Education
Seniors' Benefits

Rescind the massive tax cuts for corporations. Such cuts
have NEVER resulted in additional jobs or benefits to
ordinary citizens. Trickle-down economics is a myth,
created and perpetuated by rich people who want to be
richer.
Shut down the "war room." It's nothing but a propaganda
machine. The voters all know this.
Alberta's fiscal problems are largely revenue problems, in
spite of your government's direction to the committee to look
only at spending. Tax increases for upper income earners,
the wealthy and corporations are essential in order to put the
province on a sound fiscal footing.
The draconian cuts that you are introducing are nothing but
window dressing to persuade the gullible that you're
achieving something. Such cuts, although they are
decimating needed, important services, are never going to
balance the budget. As I see it, you're playing a dangerous
game from which essential government services will take a
long time to recover.
Stop giving handouts to corporations.
Proceed with the super-lab in Edmonton.
Drop the ideological support of devolving government
services to private business. All this does is remove a
significant portion of the money spent to provide profit for
company owners, leaving ever less funds for the actual
delivery of front-line services.
Conduct internal downsizing programs, rather than using
external committees. Your employees will have thousands
of ideas on how to cut costs while maintaining needed
services. If you don't know how to do this, let me know and
I'll tell you how to go about the process.

Invest in individuals and small start-ups--not in large
corporations that use tax breaks to buy back stocks and give
their executives huge bonuses.
Economic growth requires a large pool of people who have
sufficient funds to buy needed goods and services for
themselves and their families. Increasing taxes on the wealthy
and reducing taxes for low income earners will put money in
the pockets of people who will actually spend it to boost the
economy. An additional $1000 for a low income family will be
spent--typically locally--and have a chain reaction in boosting
business. An additional $1000 for a wealthy person who does
not need that money for essentials will be stashed away,
perhaps invested in foreign stocks, used toward a vacation
home in another province or country, used toward a foreign
vacation or used in some other way that is highly unlikely to
create more jobs in Alberta.

Diversify into solar farms (as suggested at the Peace River
airport area), also helps get away from oil. Also invest in wind &
nuclear energy more.
Do our own (in Alberta), oil upgrading & making of finished gas
& diesel products (less need for our pipelines out of province).
Add new rails E-W & N-S, more lines, less bottle necks. Maybe
consider a 10 year plan for high-speed 300km/he rails (as New
Zealand did for billions), include Jasper - Banff areas for
international tourists to access our great mountain resorts
(using under ground tunnels).
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T4G

Environmental - saving the ecosystem and wildlife including Oil and gas revenues and royalties. Increase corporate
funding for alternative (alternatives to oil and gas) energy
taxes. Make the wealthy pay their fair share of taxes through
sources - not coal. Health care and education also need to increase in taxation for over $200,000 a year.
be re-invested in - a truly public education not private.

Focus on alternative energy sources providing work for the
unemployed. Be realistic about proper funding for teachers and
health care professional. Now that there are more unemployed
teachers and nurses these jobs can be reinstated. Funding for
greenhouses growing vegetables for local markets.

T6e

Fixing our obscene potholes. Restructuring of municipal
Tax corporations like TELUS who overcharge their clients.
infrastructure and organization. For example, I own a
Legalize magic mushrooms and other psychedelics
business. I was forced to relocate 2 years ago because my
building was being torn down to make room for an LRT. 2
years later, the building is still standing.
our oil jobs, he is not fighting hard enough for the people of take pay cuts, put yourself in our shoes, you LIED
Alberta, now that he is in, he's just like all the other liars
Jobs are required now, tell trudnope to fuck him self, he
does not give a fuck about Alberta, we need "JOBS"

Building and maintaining of solar farms,

Alternative forms of energy. Solar. Wind. Infrastructure for
electric cars. Alternative methods of heating homes.
Protection and conservation of forests
Healthcare, education, seniors care. Zero waste initiatives,
recycling and composting programs.

Alternative energy sources. Solar. Wind. Community building.
Jobs in caretaking. Daycare subsidies. Stop firing people who
work for the government. Decrease salaries oc management
and CEOs. Spread wealth more evenly.

T1K

T6J

Increase taxes for citizens in a higher bracket. Increase taxes
and royalties on carbon emissions...cut the funding on war
room. Decrease 300k salary of head of committee to figure
out how to cut spending. Stop legal fees against
environmentalists. Stop initiatives to shut down opposition
to enbridge pipeline in Michigan. Stop subsidizing the oil and
gas industry. Stop wasting resources and destroying the
planet. Stop cutting social services and healthcare services
that will lead to more social spending down the road.

quit kissing trudnopes ass
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T2X

T6H

This government is doing exactly the opposite to what they
should be doing. The government is supposed to spend to
stimulate the economy, not cause cities in this province to
have the highest unemployment in the country and cause
people to take huge losses on their homes and leave the
province expecting that the situation will only get worse
because of the handling by this UCP government.

By dealing with the corruption and deceit within government
departments. Children and Families Services are falsifying
information and committing perjury to wrongfully apprehend
children. The CYFEA requires that they provide resources
and preserve the family until and only apprehend if there is a
imminent safety risk for a child. They are not providing
resources, which in the vast majority of cases should be
done. The cost for tax payers for all the illegal
apprehensions is astronomical. It costs more to have a child
in care for one month than to provide two hours a week of inhome support for one year. They are traumatizing children,
alienating children against their parents and purposely
destroying the parent/child relationship along with
subjecting children to various other forms of abuse. The
apprehensions have escalated since the UCP has been in
office because the Minister and the UCP government is not
inclined to look into the wrongful and illegal apprehensions
that are occurring nor deal with all the children and families
being destroyed. In addition to the astronomical cost to
apprehend children and keep children in care, there is the
long term impact on the healthcare and criminal justice
systems. Statistically 80% of the homeless have mental
health and drug addiction problems as a result of being in
care. The National Post reported that 54% of child in care
end up in the criminal justice system, which is seriously
understated. Deal with the corruption, deceit and abuse of
power, position and purpose within CFS and stop the illegal
apprehensions that are occurring. The cost savings to
taxpayers and society will be massive if this government
stops CFS from destroying more children and families and
deals with the corrupt and deceitful CFS employees and the
breaches of the CYFEA that is occurring on a massive scale.
The NDP recognized that there are a lot of apprehensions
that should not occur The NDP were trying to stop the
Healthcare and education are what Canadians and Albertans Stop decreasing corporation taxes. They are the people of
take pride in. We should be working to advance these fields the world that have the most money already, we should not
to make our province a better place to live not cutting them. decrease their taxes. Look at what husky did, they fired more
employees rather than work towards creating jobs with the
tax cuts they got.

The cut backs are going to cost a whole lot more in many
respects. Additionally with all the lay offs and people leaving
this province in droves there will be a much smaller tax base.
Plus, with eliminating childcare grants, parents cannot afford
childcare so they cannot work and will go on social assistance.
The healthcare cuts and changing medications (which in many
cases people cannot tolerate other types of drugs than what
they are currently taking) it will result in more visits to hospitals
and deaths. While this UCP government does opposite to what
they should be doing and are creating much greater problems
Albertans and this province, some of us have a economic
background (which apparently this government doesn't have)
the government is supposed to spend i.e. building
infrastructure to stimulate the economy, opposite to what this
government is doing yet they try to justify doing opposite to
what should be done. It is an absolute joke to hear that this
government is trying to create jobs and grow the economy
when they are causing so many job losses and have eliminated
grants which would create economic growth and keep people
employed. It this government completely nuts and in a different
reality. Apparently so.

Focus on a new way of renewable energy. We have the
engineers in Alberta to work towards becoming a number one
in the world in this field. We need to stop focusing on oil and
gas and find new ways of creating energy and we can be the
top. That’s when people will start investing in the province. Not
with new resources that are becoming less feasible with the
direction the future holds.
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T6T

Education and Health care!

Focus on the people of Alberta, not the corporations that
lined your political pockets. 4.7 BILLION in tax savings are
Our schools deserve the best support possible because the being paid on the backs of Albertans...children in poverty,
future of our province rests on the quality of their education-- students, AISH recipients, seniors, rural resident, people
all jobs originate from good teachers who have the
with serious bowel diseases, low-income parents (many
resources, materials, prep-time, small classes, tech. support single women with kids) who lost $25/day day care., etc.
Every day, there is another assault on people, many of whom
and training, assistance with kid who have special needs,
are already living on the edge. The big corporations need to
and salary to encourage them to WANT to stay in Alberta!
There is no point in supporting teachers in Universities with pay their share. Tax them the way they should be and make
the Oil and Gas sector responsible for cleaning up old well
our tax dollars, then over-burdening them to the point that
sites!
they are so overwhelmed and stressed that they have to
leave the profession. When that happens, we all lose. Before
cuts are made, every MP should spend a half day (even an
hour)in a classroom (especially and elementary one where
the teacher has 6-7 subjects to be responsible for teaching).
Things are very different from when they were in school, and
they need to fully appreciate the challenges faced by our
important, front-line teachers!

We should be diversifying the economy...investing in
technology, AI, green technology, robotics, film and digital
entertainment, new food-growing enterprises, constructing
LRTs, repairing/building roads and bridges and supporting
small businesses. Get people back to work building Alberta, not
waiting for the Oil and Gas sector to "rescue" us! The days are
gone when O & G money will be flooding into Alberta. The
Conservatives should have been diversifying our economy
decades ago instead of laughing all the way to the bank when
money was flowing from wells. We can't afford to ignore the
reality of limited opportunities from under the ground.

Our PUBLIC schools are just that--open to all, and should be
using that title on their letterheads, buildings, and email.
They should be fully-funded. Schools which want to teach
religion should be private and funded only by parents, not
tax-payers. Quit giving funds and benefits to Private
schools! Our PUBLIC schools should have those funds, and
need them, because they welcome everyone.

T1A

T5W

Stop considering the deplorable Voucher System which the
US discovered only made the schools in poorer
neighbourhoods devoid of quality and left poor kids even
poorer. It is a fact that children in poverty do not have the
advantages of kids from richer families and are not as
successful in life. This is why we need to support struggling
families and help parent improve their education (free/low
Education and health care
Reducing upper management in school boards.

No clue

Health, education, security, job creation and an URGENT
diversification of economy

Diversify the economy!!!! and stop relying on polluting dirty oil.
Invest on innovative education and more universities.

STOP GIVING MONEY TO OIL COMPANIES !!!!!! This is a
useless strategy while companies are yet leaving the
province one by one. No body wants dirty and not the dirtiest
oil from Alberta
Education and health care. Education is a future investment Stop direct subsidies for companies (reasonable low taxes
into higher skilled jobs. Health care increases our quality of are enough). Ensure government agencies are not top heavy
life; this makes Alberta a better place to live and work.
with too many managers (the managers rarely lose jobs in all
the cuts I've seen). Encourage efficiency: talk to front line
(Ensure spending goes where it is needed of course.)
workers for their ideas on what works. Be careful that cuts
are done more directly on the "fat".

Reasonable taxation and regulations, not excessive Stick up
for Alberta to the federal government. I also like how the tiered
income support system encourages work; even the lowest paid
workers add to our prosperity. Watch that regulations don't hurt
small businesses. Education is a long term investment for
skilled jobs needed to grow (and don't forget to keep Alberta a
great place so our youth stay).
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T8L

Education, health, diversification of the economy, affordable Stop tax reductions for rich and industries
childcare to enable more parents to work

T3g

Cut everything including your pensions.
Healthcare and education

Encourage industry other than oil and gas such as AI , IT ,
renewable energy/ solar and wind- invest in this education,
rebates for use of alternate energy and retrofitting homes and
business etc
Public education to reduce fear of loss of fossil fuels- same job
skills for different purposes - ie drilling for geothermal vs oil,

Give me a tax cut. Fire mayor of calgary. Don't make me pay I work 2 jobs and you suck. I vote blue but need more cuts. 30
high user fees for utilities and garbage you clowns.
% should be good start. Please send beer.
In tax breaks to big business
Stop putting oil first, invest in diversification of the economy

T6V

Education and Health

Bigger taxes from corporations.

T9S

Education, particularly STEM. We are too reliant on our oil
and gas resource economy and having an educated
population with the capacity to innovate into other
industries and technology is long overdue. We have been at
the mercy of oil and gas for too long, when we should have
used proceeds from more profitable years to set us up to
not be so dependent on these resources.

Amalgamation of ALL schools systems into a single public
Support innovation outside of oil and gas.
system. The waste of having separate school systems in a
society that no longer even remotely resembles that under
which the Alberta Act of 1905 was conceived is frankly
shameful. Furthermore, churches already receive massive
tax breaks and privileges and with those advantages should
be accountable for delivering religious education to their
adherents, not schools.

T2G

Health care funding is also paramount.
This is an outrageous survey--it does not address revenues
at all. If only Alberta had BC's tax system we would not have
deficits--and most of us would pay lower taxes. Check it out!
On a taxable income of $93, 476 in BC you pay $2,487 LESS
in provincial income tax! So even if we had a 5% sales tax I'd
have to spend $50,000 on GST taxable items to make up the
difference!

T5X

Healthcare, education, jobs!

T2l

MLA waste.

T5Y

Government should be focused on providing for its people,
not businesses. That means making decisions that prioritize
the people. Government should not look to be profitable, but
to spend wisely. Education and Healthcare are two
important priorities - a healthy and educated population is
less costly in terms of costs and able to bring in more with
their skillsets.

T2Z

Health care and Education

T7P

Increasing funding to healthcare and education; limiting
subsidies to private oil and gas and other industries
Making sure regular workers ( not managers) are
compensated fairly.

T5H

Healthcare, education, diversifying the economy.

I don’t know

End all double dipping in the post secondary system:
prevent university profs from working for ever, drawing a full
salary, AND drawing their full pensions as well once they are
over 70 years old. You should either continue working or
draw your very good pension--but not both. This is an
incentive to just stay on for ever and it prevents younger
faculty from being hired or progressing--and younger faculty
teach far more than senior profs, and are a lot cheaper! .

Curtail some expenditures and change the whole revenue and
tax structure (see above)--just model it and se what would
happen. Support the film industry, make a clear deal with the
feds on infrastructure funding, and encourage high-tech
innovation especially medical and energy-related.

Stop giving tax breaks to the rich, while the rest of us are
getting poorer every month
Cut contracts to friends of MLA'$.

Education, pipeline

The government needs to stop focusing on savings and start
focusing on the reality - we need a PST. Every other province
in Canada has one, and it would provide a significant boost
that would prevent us from having to cut valuable and
necessary services such as health care, while putting
increased resources into education. Start with a small
amount every single year - 1% over five years so we end up
with a 5% PST. Very reasonable and a viable move to selfsufficiency.
The tiers upon tiers of Management at AHS is absurd and
could save millions upon millions of dollars
See above

End the focus on the oil and gas industry and look to the future.
Renewable resources and new technology. We need a highly
capable and educated workforce with a more diverse skill-set
that can be more future-proof. We must move away from
supplying an industry that is inconsistent and externally
dominated to ones that we can better manage ourselves.

Letting go of all the cabinet ministers. Cutting down on all
the booze and traveling cabinet ministers do. Cutting the
number of rural MLA's. Getting ride of municipal
governments of all areas that are not city status
Get rid of the war room and cut down cabinet size.

Increase the corporate tax and start diversifying our economy
so that it is not so heavily reliant on oil and gas.

More tech training and development.

No
Support technological development in greener energy

Tax corporations and support a "green new deal"
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T1B

Public money should be spent on PUBLIC SERVICES

maintain smaller class sizes

T5M

Stop union bashing and find a way to lift the lives of middle
class Albertans.
Make a higher minimum wage work.

The nearly 5 billion dollars in unnecessary corporate tax
cuts?
And a provincial sales tax.
less experienced teachers lower pay
*****cut government position wages************
cut librarian wages
reduce esl funding by a bit

The government could actually find savings by actually and
truly investing in the lives of Albertans as opposed to
creating a shit-hole province that no one wants to move to.
The rich are leaving. 20-24 year olds are leaving. You have
alienated and are depleting valuable human resources
through austerity.

Not make horrendous cuts to the entire public sector which
leave Albertans sicker and uneducated? Just a thought.

inspire and support new university graduates who want to
innovate their own idea, or set up a program that formulates a
chance and oppertunity for these young adults, to encourage
their own privately ran business or corporation, hence creating
jobs with more albertan local residue and corporate innovation.
Public work projects. Why not be proactive and start a public
works project that starts the clean up abandoned wells - that
out of work oil workers can get in on.

Support the arts. The arts revitalize and bring about so much
benefits to other sectors. The 50% cut is a joke and is a
publicity stunt. I bet no real money is saved, but will just be redistributed with losses in other sectors - small business decline
Stop wasting time policing women's bodies and get out of
that benefit from the arts, parking revenue for cities, marketing
rekindling the abortion debate. What a waste of money!!!
Why do both Calgary and Edmonton spend so much on
Stop being so ridiculously backward thinking and reductive and communications companies, publishing and advertising
towards women's rights. Invest in the living and not the lives etc. So short sited.
Ambulances getting homeless people off the street as
opposed to providing housing and access to proper medical of the unborn.
Reinvest in small business growth and made in Alberta ideas.
support. I have seen too many people downtown with
Hiring more nurses and cutting down on overtime and
uncontrolled diabetes, that by just being able to access
Environmental innovation in clean energy and working on a 50
insulin and by having a safe place to stay - certainly would burnout.
year plan to move Alberta to cleaner energy sources while not
have saved lives, and cost the tax payer a lot less than an
Help the public school system by properly funding it and
alienating the oil sector.
ambulance ride and hospital stay.
hiring more teachers aids. Standardized tests are bullshit.
A public works project to build a North South mono-rail from
Worry more about the people that are three months income Why did you waste so much money undoing what the NDP
had build for education in this provinces as opposed to just Edmonton to Calgary - that has plans for expansion up to Fort
away from being homeless, rather than corporations that
have proven to be only interested in their bottom line - not getting on with it and moving foward - costly and completely MacMurray and down to Lethbridge.
useless waste of money.
Alberta or Albertans.
Start thinking ahead and making plans for how Alberta Farmers
Don't remove people from life altering medications that allow are going to survive the next liberal attack on industrialized
I do not have children, but I believe in paying taxes for the
education of my neighbour's children. I would rather pay a them to work and be contributing members of society - that farming - what is going to happen to Alberta's beef, dairy and
provincial sales tax than see the public sector depleted. As is a bullshit move, and not an investment in Albertans. And poultry producers with the shift to more non-dairy, and nona tax payer it is an investment in the lives of Albertans and by cutting AISH, doesn't mean that this government will not meat products, that are not necessarily healthier.
still be adding significantly to the number of people that will
my own quality of life.
require social assistance when they can not longer work as a This is what you should have invested in before corporate tax
result of being forced onto biosimilars. Shitty and backward cuts.
Where is your action on public work projects???
thinking.
Raising people out of poverty can only help to improve the
lives of Albertans, increase the provinces prosperity, and
Alberta's tax base.

T5N

Education, health care, support for low income Albertans

T2R

Mental health, jobs

Help our university to be less reliant on foreign investment and the education of students that have not intention of
Cut pensions given to all Alberta MLAs, as well as the
By maintaining government services; stop giving tax cuts to big
extravagant benefits they receive - they can have the same
businesses & start taxing those same businesses at a rate
health benefits someone on Income Support receives
equal to the Canadian average
Don't spend on the new arena. You cut the budget for transit, Focus more on information technology instead of trades. We're
but suddenly you have money to spend on the arena?
oversaturated with tradesmen.
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T5E

Children and education

T6H

Consider raising taxes on those who extract our natural
resources
consider raising taxes on citizens who require services.
restore corporate income taxes to at least 10%

T1v

-investing in infrastructure to support agricultural, resource, Cut the gravy-train to UCP supporters
and industrial production
Cut the wasteful Canadian Energy Centre "War Room"
-investing in human resources through education
-investing in infrastructure that supports workers and their
families, including Health Care
Tax cuts and fiscal restraint
Payroll and red tape

T3B

Health and education

Subsidization of oil and gas companies.

Diversification. Investing in alternative energy and technology.

T2P

Social services

Stop giving tax breaks to the 1%.

T2G

Health and education; growth areas that show return on
investment by spin-off activities - tax credit for small
business - not large business(!) - arts, film and television
production, video gaming design, technology.
Education

T8N

Health care
Infrastructure

Taxing big companies more

By educating our children to the best of there abilities.

Cut taxes, lower regulations.

Tax the highest percent and corporations. They don't create as
many jobs as the rhetoric states.
Lower the tax credit for large corporations; reduce
Provide tax incentives to other sectors of the economy to
politicians' salaries and pensions. Increase royalties to build lessen reliance on the boom and bust of oil and gas;
up the heritage fund to match other healthier models such as particularly alternative energy, film production; lower tax
burden on small business.
Alaska, Norway, etc.
Cut back on endless inquiries and court cases against the
Invest in infrastrcutture building.
Federal Government.
Introduce sales tax to raise revenue for infrastructure building.
Close down propaganda bodies like the oil and gas "War
Room".
Smaller government - e.g. Ministry of Red Tape should be a
small department in another ministry with assistant director
as head. There are too many ministers and deputy ministers.

T6G

Spending priorities:
1) advanced education
2) social assistance
3) education
4) public health care

Savings
1) 30 million slush fund promoting carbon production in oil &
gas sector
2) government advertising
3) require smaller private colleges to share resources with
publically funded ones to make the post-secondary system
more cohesive and efficient.

T8N

Direct more spending to maintaining publicly-funded jobs.
When an economy is shrinking or in trouble, it makes no
sense to remove every more money from circulating in the
economy by reducing public-funded jobs. Capital is only
capital when it's circulating. When money is taken out of
circulation to "balance the books," that money is no longer
available for investment and circulation.

1) diversify the economy into renewable energy sources to
offset carbon emissions
2) Make Alberta a leader innovative postsecondary education
that incorporates online learning
3) support megacity infrastructure to grow Edmonton and
Calgary and require bedroom communities to pay their fare
share
4) high-speed train between Calgary and Edmonton
Given the reductions in government services over the last 25 The government should be supporting infrastructure
years, there are few, if any places, that government can find maintenance and improvement. Much of the province's
savings without significantly impacting the basic services
infrastructure is sorely in need of maintenance/renewal.
albertans need. If borrowing isn't an option, although
Government can invest in public works projects that hire
goodness knows why not since the public is constantly
Albertans who will spend what they earn in the province.
being pressured to go into debt to consume and keep the
economy going, taxes for top 10% of earners is the answer.

T2Z

Education and healthcare

Cut the salaries of MLAs

Education system
The government needs to invest in the creation of 21th
healthcare system
century jobs, new economy.
Diversify the Albert economy- technology sector/ alternative
energy/ biotechnology / blockchain

By investing in cities so that they can attract business. By
looking beyond oil and gas - we need economic diversification
and to keep young people in our province.
Crate a short and long term vision for the 21 century. See
previous points above.
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T1J

T2M

1) Economic diversification: technology, green energy,
environmental research
2) Social supports: affordable housing, mental health and
addiction supports and services
3) Education for the future: respect the curriculum work
done previous to the last election
Continued support for city infrastructure, schools and
healthcare. What we need is consistency to drive
efficiencies in RFP's and long term education and health
planning.

Bring in a 5% sales tax. Problem solved and no need to take
from seniors and disabled citizens.

Incentive grants to initiatives providing jobs in the social
services sector, such as Safe Injection Sites, tax cuts and
support to the arts (film, performing arts centre in Lethbridge),
reward green initiatives in solar power generation, reward
initiatives in greening of industry (petro/agro)

The War Room - that's 30mil per year
Travel - use video conference wherever possible
Reduce all government employee personal spending budgets
Have oil companies pay their taxes in rural areas - it make
sense if they are broke but some of them are not and are still
not paying.

Incentives for new industry - example, we did not have much of
a Beer industry and now we do.
Tech companies need incentive as they have a super high up
front cost and tax cuts are not much use to them when they are
not making money. What they need is payroll incentives.
Re-evaluate the corporate tax cuts. These were meant to drive
job growth via investment. That has not happened. If after a
year it proves to have no or little return, it should at least be
partly recalled and raised. If companies are just going to take
their savings and walk, why are we giving it to them?
Get something happening on orphan wells. Get them cleaned
up!

t5a

health climate

from the rich+corporate

infrastructure green climate

T5X

Job creation.

Attract businesses to stay and prosper in Alberta.

T5b

Education, healthcare, jobs, seniors

T5Z

Education
Health Care
Policing

By ensuring the money is being managed properly at the
middle management level. Mismanagement of funds is a
major issue in schools, healthcare and other government
agencies. We need more accountability at these levels as
I’ve witnessed several wastes in all areas that receive
government funding.
Wages for politicians, stop wasting our money on stupid
bicycle lanes, hire fines for criminals who habitually break
the law
Tax big corporations more

T6C

Not gutting our healthcare system and education system.
The proposed cuts are too fast, too deep and not being done
in a respectful, collaborative way.
Education, Education, Education!! We need to have
adequate funding for all of our schools. We live in a very
rich country, but we need to invest some of our riches into
our young people if we want our country to continue to
prosper.

T5X

Healthcare, Healthcare, Healthcare! Frontline health
services need to be a priority.

Stop giving handouts to people who don’t work, look into
agriculture and diversity energy sector, train students
Build the pipe line finally

Not giving corporate payouts. Consider a provincial sales tax Green initiatives. Diversify industry rather than pouring all
or having Albertans pay for healthcare premiums.
energies into pipelines.
Upper levels of management everywhere. People in these
Support our resource sector. Continue to advocate to get our
positions are highly overpaid for the benefit that they
resources to market.
provide. Stop wasteful spending of both time and money.
Governments need to understand that the money from taxes
is not an unlimited resource. You can't continue to spend
money that we don't have and expect tax payers to pay more,
especially in this current economy. Budget appropriately,
and live within our means. That is what we as families are
forced to do, so the Government needs to try to do the same.
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T5X

Health and education. If you have a well educated
population you are more successful. Health is paramount to
who we are as Canadians. My children say to me if we
moved to the US a broken leg may cause so to become
bankrupt.

t3r

putting AISH back the way it was

T0M
T3C

Why do we have so many education boards across the
province. Health managed to amalgamate all the health
regions and it has been quite successful.
One Human Resources, one payroll system, one recruitment
system. Maybe this philosophy could be expanded across
other departments.
taxing the wealthy

We have to move away some of your efforts away from the
traditional oil and gas. What AI technology, computer
technology. Edmonton had a very successful video gaming
creation. Why don’t we hear about that anymore.

Money for the people of Alberta not you or your rich
assholes.
STOP GIVING OIL & GAS COMPANIES TAX BREAKS!

By not cutting all the pensions, AHS, Teachers etc.

Not cutting the wages.
DIVERSIFY

I DO NOT AGREE WITH USER PAY SYSTEMS - especially
when the services are contracted out to American vendors.
SHAME!

Close the War Room.
STOP PAYING OIL & GAS COMPANIES w/ TAX BREAKS!
They are taking the money and running from Alberta; NOT
INVESTING IN ALBERTA.
Get the Oil & Gas companies to pay for cleaning up their
messes.

Film, television, streaming services, web production,
commercials, gaming, virtual reality, radio, visual effects and
other production services are experience a global BOOM with
massive revenues being earned around the globe. WE ARE
NOT REINVENTING THE WHEEL HERE! Lots of examples of
Stop talking about separation from Canada.
markets where tax credits do work and examples where it
didn't. The wealthiest companies in the world play in this arena
GET INNOVATIVE & INVENTIVE. ADOPT A HOLISTIC
and Alberta competes with nations and Canadian provinces to
APPROACH TO MAKE REVENUE, HEAL THE PLANET,
attract these jobs (that can employ many currently
WHERE WE ALL BENEFIT FROM LIVING IN ALBERTA.
unemployed). WHY NOT TRY? Remove the cap watch us
Current path UCP is on, will only drive business and tax base flourish.
away.
Hollywood: Alberta is a favourable location because of the
exchange rate and it is a 3.5hr flight from LA. If Alberta could
invest in this industry that is going nowhere but growth, we all
win.

INVEST IN DIVERSIFING INDUSTRIES THAT ALINGN WITH
TRENDS TOWARDS THE FUTURE!!!

make it easier for small businesses to get started

Europe: Labour issues are causing delays in productions.
Scouts are coming to Canada to get productions made (at
favourable exchange rates). With an uncapped tax credit,
watch this business flourish in Alberta.
Asia: Japan and Korea have been coming to Canada especially the Rocky Mountains for a number of advertising
campaigns. THEY LOVE ALBERTA! If there was a tax credit in
play, watch their jobs come here hiring many Albertans.

T1H

The Alberta UCP should focus on health, education and
social infrastructure.

Stop setting up useless panels, that only look at spending
and not income, and actually take care of all Albertans not
just rich buddies and oil corps.

With the right promotion to other content creators, our province
would flourish creating content for communications based
industries. We don't harm the planet, we are not tied up in
legals and respect everything is about being Albertan, Canadian
and a human on Earth
By not focusing so much on oil companies and getting more
involved in tech and small manufacturing. Help support
students in K-12, and also in post education universities and
colleges,
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T5Z

1. Health Care
2. K - 12 Education
3. Social Services

I'm sure there are many areas that I'm not aware of. I'd like
to see a plan that goes further than the current term of the
government to lessen the pain over a longer term. The
budget can be balanced in 8 years instead of 4. Why so
DO NOT SUBSIDIZE PRIVATE SECTOR AT A CORPORATION much in a short period of time? I've been around long
LEVEL! HELP SMALLER BUSINESSES STAY AFLOAT!
enough to know that this problem can't be solved in a single
term and shouldn't.

Long term approach. Not an over reaction that inflicts so much
pain in a short period of time. Reducing taxes on larger
corporations hoping that they reinvest in Alberta is placing the
responsibility in those who are not responsible to us. They
need to pay their fair share and we need a long term plan.
We're stealing from our future with no real intention of paying it
back. Economies cycle, and if you're planning properly you
should be able to find a way to be prepared for it when it goes
back up. Not voting for a government that takes away my kids
rights to a fair shake at learning.

T2Z

Social services, health care, and education

Isn't that your job to figure out?

Focus on low income and person with disabilities and
decent and adequate housing

By putting funding where funding belongs instead of feeding it
into corporations where you'll never see it ever again, rather
than cutting jobs of innocent people in sectors where we really
seem to need it. Like social services, health care, and
education.
Focus on low income and disability people

T1h

Stop trying to be a Donald Trump want a be.

Lowering all government employees and unnecessary
spending on foreigners and focus on natives and adequate
housing
Stop traveling around the world? Telling people that Alberta
is open for business.
A 12 year old knows that.close down your stupid war room.
You are not a leader....you are a follower.

T8A

Healthcare

Commercial banking taxes

T5Z

health and education

T8R

Health care, schools, seniors care

T8N

segments of the population who are marginalized, arts and
culture and really aiming to diversify the economy beyond
oil and gas
Public Education (not private)
Children and family services
Public health care (not private services)

T8a

Get the front line workers full support make our real
professionals
Happy.

keep The pipeline in motion and bring back more blue collar
jobs
stop selling oil and gas to other countries for less then
oil and gas...its the backbone of Canada. Let the pipelines go
Canada itself
through!
Quit the major tax breaks for big business, diversify outside Support the public sector, quit the bonus for private
of the oil business. Global demand for oil is on the way down corporations
we will never see the huge income from the oil industry
again. Alberta needs to find other ways to bring in money.
oil and gas subsidies

Look at small business and invest in them

Stop cutting government jobs
Diversify by instituting incentives outside of oil and gas, such
as tech and media

T3k

Quit funding private education
Eliminate the energy board
No free passes for delinquent oil & gas companies - make
then pay their taxes
Education increasing and maintaining. Increase services for With payroll.
as and students with special needs
Healthcare and Education
Cut the PCNs - not cost effective for providing primary care
Use more Nurse Practitioners in primary care with
Corporations - stop the tax breaks
physicians
Government travel and salary
Utilize RNs for more skilled care in acute settings and case Put in a PST!!
management of complex patients in community.
Economic diversification
Politicians salaries and expenses

T5y

Special needs, class size,support staff

Good question? Less dependence on oil industry

T4C

Increase school fees,more private schools, options for at
risk youth

Diversify away from oil and gas.
Invest in new technologies
Invest in young adults starting their careers
Provide daycare so parents can work
Royalties
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T1B

Spending priorities should be to make sure everyone in the
province is looked after. That includes those needing public
education and public health care as well as low income
seniors, people with disabilities and addiction. Pensions
also need to be protected. look after our farmers.

The government should be more focused on increasing
Infrastructure and research projects as well as a heathy tech
revenue rather than cutting services through slashing jobs. sector. These are all good paying jobs and needed to continue
Diversify the economy, fund infrastructure projects, get
moving our country forward.
people working. I think people would rather a modest
premium for health care or a provincial sales tax to continue
funding public health and public education and quit giving
large corporations handouts without a guarantee to create
longevity and jobs in Alberta. As it is many of us are facing
losing our homes including this senior.

T6C

Education, social programs, health services, agriculture
support, environmental sustainability

T5A

Education and Health

Give less money away to large corporations, stop fighting
the carbon tax, consider directing cuts to top paid politicians
and cut political spending
Taxes, oil

T0E

Education (specifically within the schools), healthcare and Reducing political leaders wages. Reducing superintendent
agriculture. More specifically the rural areas of each sector. wages. Reducing university or college Dean's wages.
Reducing flying or driving with private vehicles. Reducing
political advertising.
Hire more teachers
Governments could find savings in the "top end " of the
education system. It is embarrassing when the
superintendent ( joan Carr) makes more money than the
prime minister of Canada. Not only that, all of her
assistants!!
If the publicly funded school board was run like a private
business, and had to be fiscally responsible, there would be
lots of money to hire more teachers! Our education system is
definitely in need of restructuring. Unfortunately, the
administration gets there hands on funds first, and the
teachers get the leftovers.
All of the behavioral programs are killing us. Let the teachers
discipline kids!
Kids do not respect teachers or any authority for that matter.

By providing more money to education where students start out
their learning. If they are successful in school, then they will
help with the economic growth. This doesn't just mean oil field
related.
Charge each student a minimal fee!

Personally, ensure police and fire and ambulance have what AHS - need to reduce all this government duplication make it
they need. Teachers and education and healthcare then
so it is only done once. Political expenses within
infrastructure.
government all levels for example government pensions
should be just like everyone else. Getting rid of the
marketing group for oil and use that money for re training
programs for vacant job positions in all sectors.
Diversify economy! 43 years of Conservative power, still
Stop wasting money on War Room (!!??) and senseless
relying on oil revenue....Shameful. Previous conservative
appeal of carbon tax (upheld by 2 previous appeal
governments spent like there was no tomorrow!
processes, you will not win!)

I believe that they need to look at every area not just oil and
gas. For instance alternative energy such as solar and electric
etc. Tech sectors.

Healthcare, Education

Build IT hub in Alberta. Help small and medium IT companies to
bring in more business from other province and countries.
Many of the spaces are still vacant especially in Calgary. If we
bring in proper use of this office spaces and technical
capability, there will be a lot of economy movement. Find an
alternative to oil business like IT.

t6b

T5T

T1Y

T6V

Rather than focusing on savings, focus on how to bring in
more revenue by increased business. Let the business
environment have some movement. Focus on the Top line.

Support education, social programs, health services,
agriculture and environmental sustainability so that more
people can be hired within these fields
Encouraging entrepreneurs

Stop current cuts to education and health, put much more effort
into economic diversification, and less effort in blaming NDP
for all that ails the current economy
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T5Y

Education, health care, and social services are the most
important in our province. An educated, healthy, well cared
for population will save money in both the short and long
term.

Government perks, tax breaks to huge corporations,
handouts to big businesses.
Also, cutting social services to the population actually costs
more in increased court times, jail time, homelessness, etc.
You need to look beyond your term in office and make plans
that will have a lasting impact.
Get rid of the top heavy.
Alberta health services has the most managers I’ve ever
seen
Tax the wealthy, and corporations. Kenney’s corporate tax
cuts have not generates new jobs, as expected!
Government employees are over-paid, especially in AB
Energy and AB Health.
Senior benefits are over-paid, many seniors are very wealthy
and they are receiving full cash and health benefits from
both federal and provincial governments.

Education education education! We also need to promote our
oil industry as a leader in the world, and we need to put in the
time and research to be a leader in clean energy, including oil.
We shouldn't settle for only meeting clean energy goals, we
must be the one other jurisdictions are looking to as being
proactive, and a leader in the field.
Oilfield
Get coal back
Economic diversification
I don’t know

T7X

T6V

Public service
Infrastructure
Health care
Health care and education

T3K

Job creation and economic growth

T8H

Education and health

Not giving 4.5 billion to large corporations

Support invitation through education

T0A

Spending to support our citizens especially the most
vulnerable ones ie seniors, students, children and single
parent families.

Cancel the tax cuts that have gifted billions to corps that aren’t
hiring anyone with it.
Re-instate the STEP program, film and innovative tech
incentives and give healthy tax breaks to actual firms creating
real new jobs in areas that aren’t fossil fuel extraction.

T6W

-Jobs
-Health care
-personal tax cuts
- do not have job losses.

By cancelling their corporate welfare policies. So far the
corporate tax cut has only resulted in corps buying back
shares and boosting CEO bonuses. I haven’t seen any hiring
spree with the billions we’ve gifted corps. Better to “get
Albertans back to work” by spending it on nurses, teachers,
and infrastructure upgrades.
-Cut hours in some areas, that does not need 24/7 operations
or 12 hour operations.
-do Albertans need to start paying Alberta Health Care
again? Pay into health care needs. Seniors not to pay.
-Alberta parks to charge more for camping. Reduce yearly
operations by closing early.These sites seem to fill up every
year.
-Hunting Licences to increase.
-5% tax on new vehicles.

T0E

Healthcare and education

Bring back higher corporate tax rate

T4P

Homeless,veterans

Cut all the transfer payments to Quebec and Ontario

Stop threatening healthcare workers. They support the
economy too, and many of them have oilfield spouses and have
already been hit by the downturn
Yes

T5a

Non essential expenses

Tax breaks

T5S

Education
Child care
Health care
Seniors
Education and Healthcare

T6c

Healthcare, education

T5T

Health care ; Education; and job creation

Incentives for job creation and tax relief for corporate

-Business rebates for hiring people- should have to keep
employee for a least for one year. Something to what is
available now, where government pays a portion of the hourly
wage.

Reverse the Corporate Tax Break given in the last budget.

Stop focusing all of our efforts on Oil and Gas, and Diversify
before its too late.
Not so many corporate giveaways and stop wasting money The government needs to stop putting public service against
on the war room
private sector!
Quit paying ridiculous amounts for consultants use the
Diversify our economy. Oil patch yes but encourage different
expertise within. Trim management rather than bottom end industries to settle in Alberta
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T5Y

T5x

T5Y

Post Secondary Education
Public Education
Health Care
Economy by supporting small to medium Alberta and
Canadian based business and the tech sector
1. Cut all meal expenses for ministers.
2. Put a mandatory On all pensions within the government
that they must work at least 25 years to collect pension. This
is the pensions the minister’s get.
3. Instead of cutting senior benefits. Cut benefits on welfare
recipients. To drug testing. If they want their benefits they
can work for them.
4. Cut the cabinet down to a size it less people.
5. Work our government as a business, not a handout to rich
people.
6. Have grants to get people working. There are many
businesses out there that could be started to get people
working.
7. Our healthcare system is crumbling with ambulance
attendants sitting at hospitals for their whole shift because
they picked up a patient And can not
leave the patient alone. ITriage these patients that come
into emergency. Have another area for a quick and simple
needs. Have it written by practitioners that can get them in
and out. Most of the people going in there do not need an
emergency room they just need a doctor to write a
prescription to get antibiotics or other such medications.
8. Build in jail way up in the north, Give prisoners
greenhouses where they have to sustain their own life. Give
them our animals to look after and feed, so that they have
food. Give them nothing in the jails other than a bed and
toilet with running water. Leave them take care of each
other.

Cut the tax breaks to large multi national oil companies,and
cut the bonus/perks to UPC panels, look for legitimate
efficiencies in upper management. Cut adversarial politics
and work with Ottawa on a national pharma care plan and get
moving on the pipelines
Cutting staff does not find savings. Cut salaries for the upper
echelon of these organizations.

supporting Canadian based, Alberta based companies small,
medium and large. Diversify but supporting the tech sector and
green companies. Work with others to get pipelines moving
while building a diverse economy that is less volatile

Maintaining/improving healthcare, education, and
government services

By stopping financing non government mandates (example
private sector) Stop paying government workers for not
going to work (example sick days). Stop pandering to
pressure groups.

By selling our province's resources on a national level for
example the spin off employment created in other parts of the
country.

First of all we need to expand job creations in upcoming fields
of employment. Artificial intelligence, Computer needs, different
areas of diversity. Why are we trucking our oil to the US so that
they can truck it back to us. Build a plant where we can do with
the same as they are doing with our oil. This will get people
working, this will save us money and get our growth going.
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T6C

Spending needs to be increased for ALL of the following:
Education, AISH, seniors, Education (At all levels in PUBLIC
Sector Only) and Daycare.
Need more Assistance in Tech sector and GREEN ENERGY!!

CUT all oil and gas tax reductions as it is a demand of minor
issue that will go on for years.. Even if the world was to drop
down to 50% level of current consumption. There is no need
to reduce taxes because of that issue. $100 a barrel will
never return on the commodity market ever again.. Its days
are numbered as the SOLE energy provider. CUT and KILL
the oil and energy think tank. That which is doing more
"harm" than good of any kind.
Cut paying for political party members in Federal when all
that province should worry about is its own sections under
the constitution. The think tank will not bring back 100
USDN Dollar barrel oil.. Just will not. Make all oil and gas
pay taxes which is must even it means going bankrupt..
ALertans cannot sustain bad managed companies any more
than taxpayers can support defaults on mortgages and
personal equity loans.

Diversify the Economy and and industrys to areas that there is
real need for and positive environmental impacts. From
creation to reuse or reclaiming process must be thought out.
Increase deposits for Oil well leases and every oil well must put
down 100% of oil capping fee up front.. before drilling...
Interest leftovers will be paid back after the money is uses for
capping well.. If this fund is managed right no Oil and gas
company will go bankrupt EVER.
Start forcing all remaining oil and gas companies to cap all
wells be it theirs or not and no bankrupt company can walk
away.. The well is capped first or sold to new owner who have
to come up with the capping fee... Also make it law that any
well sold or traded in the market must have full 100% cost of
capping the well fee to paid into the pot.. What the original paid
only gets back the original deposit. The interest remains in the
POOL of funds for the future assurance the well will be properly
capped.
Should companies not like these clean deposits in full before
the well is drilled or the mine is opened then there is NO market
and no desire.. Albertans who are not in the oil and gas
industry should not pay for the clean up of other people's
messes.

T2B

I would like to see about the Bow river diversion projects
studied - aka the Bow basin water management options.
Also, the government should work with TransAlta on the
Ghost Reservoir, and ensuring that the contracts for flood
mitigation are renewed.

Governments tend to waste a lot of money. Set priorities,
stick to them, and put non-essential services on the backburner.

T8N

Education and health care need to be fully and properly
By reversing the failed tax break for corporations. The
funded. They are the foundational building blocks of Alberta current government created this problem.
society.

Increase and attract manufacturers like Elon musk to build
electric cars in ALberta if they do not want him in Ontario. We
need more innovators in ALberta on the new tech like electric
aircraft, Robotics Auto welders and self propelled electric
tractors that can run without humans on board.. Self
automation allowing farmer to be more managers and not just
slaves to the machine and the system. Encourage new
generation of heat pump development and geothermal electric
generation and heating systems Which can be with in city
Hard question. Support the oil and gas industry.

By diversifying our economy. There's more here than oil.
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T4X

The government should focus on three things. First
returning the funding it cut from education and maintaining
education in this province. Secondly maintaining PUBLIC
health care and funding. Third expending our economy away
from oil and gas. This could be done through grants and tax
brakes to video game companies and different forms
energy. The high number of trade trained works could
transfer there skills to 'green' energy sector creating jobs
and growing the economy.

Savings could be found by returning the tax on oil
companies to where it was. Decreasing funding to charter
schools and public schools. If people wish to access charter
and private schools then it should be an out of pocket
expense. Finally put into place health care premium or PST
on none essential items. My way of life is more important
than not paying either.

T3B

Please include continued funding for the feasibility study for Government administration
Bow Basin Water Management Options

Oil and gas are on there way out. While we should encourage
money from this industry we need to understand that the boom
days are over. We need to expand through attracting new
opportunities. Some of these could be looking at the green
energy industry. It would allow many opportunities for trade
works to be put to work and would allow Alberta to get in on a
growing industry. Alberta also has video game companies that
should be encouraged to grow and expand here. This is a
growing industry. However laying off our public sector is not
the way to go. These jobs allow for money to go back into
economy. For many families this is the only person left
working. While the UCP seems to have decided that Alberta
doesn't want nurses and teacher, they are currently being
offered position in other provinces and countries because we
have some of the best teachers and nurses in the world. If these
jobs are lost these families will leave and there is nothing to
bring them back to Alberta. As a province we are failing. Soon
you won't have to cut jobs people will have left. The land of milk
and honey is no more.

Encourage diversity, particularly green technology.

Please include renegotiation of the TransAlta modified
operating agreement during flood season for the Ghost
Reservoir

T8S

Improving funding to health care. 0 privatization. Reverse
the cuts to health care and education. Start focusing on the
needs of Albertans rather than rich corporations.

Reverse the massive tax cut given to corporations. Stop
funding private schools. Cancel the idiot war room.

T6V

Public health care
Public education
Education
Healthcare
Moving from oil/gas to other forms of energy production.
Sustainability

Their own travel and expenses

Invest in infrastructure repair and renewal. Support
diversification as we transition away from a dependence on
fossil fuel revenue. Improve funding to post secondary
education to help workers obtain new careers.
Diversify the economy

Provincial sales tax

Education and training for future careers.

By increasing the corporate tax rate

Diversifying our economy & not just supporting oil & gas

T6G

T3C

Health Care & Education

T0G

Education and healthcare

Bureaucracy

Govt projects

T7X

Keeping family pyohtans is Essex tusk they the well rug of
the family as a whole and the community wins!
Health care and education

Corporations and industry!

Bu not firing and downsizing programs that are working

Health care and education

Get pipelines built and teck approved

T4X
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T2Y

Healthcare
Technology
(Plus re-index AISH recipients. I voted for you but this will
likely be my last time after these cold-hearted acts that Mr.
Kenney has done.)

Serious? If you want more money, quit giving these so-called
incentives away to multi-billion dollar companies; you can't
take more away from the poor, sick and working class. More
savings? Automation of more services. But that would result
in more unemployment and hurt the economy plus be
political suicide for the UCP. More revenue? PST. Simple.

Mr. Kenney should quit huffing and puffing and killing off
programs like Energy Efficiency Alberta simply out of spite
because he doesn't like them. Myself and others had great jobs
with a 17(1)
company but were laid off
because of Kenney. I was an 17(1)
but after the
recession of 2008, knew that I needed to make changes for my
family and our future. Now Mr. Kenney has made life even
harder for us and those around us.
I was not/am not an NDP'er but at least there was hope at
prosperity and econmonic diversity under the previous
government. Mr. Kenney came in and seemed to blow that up
with a virtual atomic bomb with his ongoing rants about Alberta
not getting its fair share and 'oil first!' etc. etc. My brother's
company was plannign on moving its head office here before
Mr. Kenney came into power but it never came to be. It
apparently was common knowledge that the deciding factor
was Alberta's sudden drop in popularity among other provinces
and states and uncertainty about Alberta's future due to talk
about seperation and Mr. Kenney not taking a hard stance
against it as being the reasons.
If those examples of Mr. Kenney causing unemplyment and
keeping American companies from moving here are happening
in my little world, there are obviously
hundreds/thousands/hundreds of thousands of other examples
of where Mr. Kenney has caused people to lose their jobs and
prevented economic growth simply because he is who he is and
does what he does.

T0g

T6C

Education , public health care ,

Stop all the committees, have government MPs take a large
wage cut , starting with Jason Kennedy’s wage ...stop
spending on trips and expenses, and entertaining your
friends, also get rid of the stupid war room . Just another
useless expense ( very much like Redford and her sky palace
)
1. Ensuring decent quality of life, including medical and
1. COLLECT TAXES PROPERLY. Stop letting criminals off
pharmaceutical coverage and shelter from the cold, to all
with tax evasion. Return corporate tax rates to a reasonable
Albertans regardless of their employment status or financial number like 15%. You won't need "savings" if you collect
inequality.
ENOUGH money to run the province at all.
2. Diversifying our economy and divesting our provincial
coffers from the dying oil and gas industry.

T7Y

3. Improving our seriously underfunded municipal
infrastructures.
Spending priorities need to be focused on health care and
our our economy. Making life better for Albertan's, not
making the rich corporations richer.

2. Stop letting Jason Kenney spend our tax dollars on his
excessive expenses.

The government can use the savings from holding back
spending in areas that are not a priority.

Diversity and incentives to develop new technologies,

1. Diversify our economy and divest from the dying oil and gas
industry.
2. Fund municipalities adequately and THEY will literally create
jobs.
3. Employment in our province was on the rise before your
latest budget. Start over, you did everything wrong.

Stop spending foolishly where money shouldn't go. Again use
common sense! Our health care system is failing us and the
government decisions are making it worse!
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T2S

Health, Education, Commercial Infrastructure, Flood
Mitigation, Agricultural and Resource innovation, Tourism,
Immigration

Eliminating organizational inefficiencies within key
Reduce economic drag of bureaucracy and taxation, then get
provincial ministries. Reducing the culture of ambivalence out of the way.
and entitlement among provincial government employees.
Incentivizing and rewarding the identification of cost savings
among departmental employees

T6X

Education, Medical

T8A

PLOWING. PLOW THE ROADS. FIXING POTHOLES WOULD
BE NICE TOO.

Review Panels, "War Rooms', Unnecessary Government
Diversify the economy
Travel, Wasted money on law-suites with no chance of
winning.
Professional Development: Teachers and University
Not sure, I'll leave that one to the UCP!
personnel are forced to participate in these ridiculous PD
days that are a waste of time and resources. The University
of Alberta dedicates obscene amounts of money to "PD" and
so does Alberta Education. PD amounts basically to people
who are not in classrooms telling teachers and educators
what to do and contributes directly to the administrative
bloat that the UCP promised to eliminate!! If you need to
make "free days" for educators, give them "inservice" days,
that allow them to catch up and make their own lesson plans,
without interference from the education apparatchiks who
don't even like students!!! They say those who can't teach
but really, those who can't teach education!

T5T

The government should focus on the working class and
most vulnerable.This includes children,seniors,disabled and
homeless persons. This government is a disgrace,greedy
and callous.
Education (Primary & Secondary) & Health Care

t5h

They could find savings from the big businesses paying their
fair share of taxes.They could also stop spending so much
on travel and food expenses for themselves. The haves
should share with the have nots.
Increasing corporate taxes once again - it does not appear to
be benefitting the economony as anticipated and is definitely
not worth the massive cuts to public services

If the big businesses pay their fair share of taxes and the most
wealthy ..the government could support job creation and keep
families working.
incentives for green initiatives and small businesses
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t6H

Education and Heath Care are vital to this province.
Why would you eliminate carbon tax if you needed money? Don’t cut jobs and you won’t need to create jobs. Those who
Or...how about introduce a provincial tax until your budget is are now, or will soon be unemployed won’t be able to spend
As a teacher, I would like to express the need for a small
their money, which certainly won’t help the economy.
class and the extreme negative effects in a large class. By managed. Don’t hurt the kids and their education
making cuts to the education system, the teachers will
struggle to reach those students who need it most. When
you have a small class size, you are able to take the time to
work more often one on one with struggling students. You
put a teacher in front of 30 students, those poor struggling
kids won’t get as much attention. These kids are the future.
I’m ashamed that our province is letting them down. I
challenge the government to talk to any of these students
and ask them how it feels to not get the attention they need
to be successful because their government is making cuts
to their education system. It’s so sad to think that kids are
going to suffer because of an agenda that doesn’t take them
in to consideration. I feel disheartened knowing that my
weakest students will most likely regress next year because
they will not get the support they need because their teacher
could have a third more students than this year.

T7s

Health
Education
Seniors
Environment
Infrastructure
Public Education, Post secondary education, and Health
Care.

Amount of management not supervising people.
Limit MLA travel and out of country travel
Shut down war room and remove those staff

Don’t fire any government workers
Have meaningful conversations with federal government
Promote the province

Eliminate Fair Deal Panel. Eliminate funding to private
schools. Reduce number of ministries. Reduce number of
rural hospitals. Reduce number of municipalities.

Provide incentives for renewable energies. Provide incentives
for start-up technologies. Reduce reliance on fossil fuel
industries, because technology has eliminated many of the jobs
in that sector. Focus on research on reducing greenhouse gas
emissions. Provide opportunities for retraining.

-Services and supports to lower the rate of Albertans living
below the poverty line.
-Services for public health and resources for community
groups fighting against the opioid epidemic.
-Education, including post-secondary, without meddling
with school board elections or boards of governors
(regarding the possible legislation on municipal elections
and involving partisan politics).

This question should be savings/revenue.
-Wage caps on public sector salaries over $200,000
(including ministers and deputy ministers).
-Introducing a PST of less than 5%, with rebates for
households earning less than $50,000 annually.
-Higher taxes on the top income earners and corporations.

-Diversify the economy. Tourism, the arts, and renewable
energy projects should all be better represented in the budget.
-Provide re-training programs for workers laid off from the oil
and gas industries to give those Albertans opportunities for
employment in other fields.
-Support for municipalities for infrastructure and large
construction projects.
-Resume incentive programs for tech industry. This is a
building block for a prosperous future in Alberta and ignoring
growing industries will only keep us in a cycle of job losses and
severe budget cuts.

T8A
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T6C

Education, Health care, helping seniors and people on AISH.
NOT decreasing their already insufficient funding. Keep
payments before the end of the month, not moving them to
the first of the month to make it look like you're "balancing
the budget"!
Public Education
Health Care
Environment
Economic diversification
A move to economic diversity and green energy. Education
grants to promote new industry shifts.

Decrease travel expenses for Kenney and the MLAs. Make
Put in a carbon tax and use that money to support tech and
the oil companies pay proper taxes, not giving them tax cuts green startups. ...kinda like the NDP were doing before you
which do not great jobs. And make the oil companies pay to came in and started the massive job loses.
clean up orphan wells and pay their municipal taxes.

Infrastructure. Education. Health care. All should get more
money not cut.
Healthcare and education

You could get more money by taxing ALL large corporations Tax large corporations. Bring in other industries like hemp
more.
seed/fiber, Technology and movie sectors.
Get rid of war room, increase corporate tax rates
Invest in education and infrastructure

Not what they are currently focusing on, that's for sure!
They should focus on education, nursing, universities and
all public services. So many cutbacks have taken place in
the wrong areas.
The government needs to find ways to get more money into
the public sector - education, healthcare, etc. There's no
way that Albertans will be able to receive the education and
healthcare that they deserve and need with the budget that
was set forth in 2019.
Increasing support for workers protection from further cuts
by your government. Use consultation as a guide and not
simply ignore it. We do not and will not put up with another
era of Ralphism!

Cut government jobs.

They should support job creation by restoring the previous
government's mandates.

I think that we need to find alternate forms of revenue, not
savings. Maybe a PST, maybe increase income taxes at the
higher brackets, maybe less tax breaks for big businesses. I
think we should also focus on diversifying and find areas
outside of oil for revenue.
Return control of pension funds to people like the teachers
of Alberta....end change based on your conservative polices
instead of performance of past fund administrators which
had better results in the past than your imposed changes.
NO MORE BIG BROTHER TREATMENT OF WORKERS. WE
DO. OT NEED A ROBIN HOOD WHO TAKES FROM THEPOOR AND GJIVES TO THE RICH

Find more revenue (as mentioned in previous answer) and put
that back into the public sector. Improve public employees
ability to buy and add to the economy and this will help with
economic growth.

T0M

Retaining nurses and teachers.

Stop giving your corporate friends tax breaks.

Supportive subsudized day cares. Mothers can work then.

T8A

Healthcare
Education
Economic diversification

Cut the red tape committee
DIVERSIFY OUR ECONOMY
Cut government travel
Cut blue ribbon panels
Lower MLA and their advisors wages
Cuts to industry/business incentives. The rich should not get By stopping the cuts to health care and education and
richer.
focussing on reducing the bloat in government and industry/big
business funding.

T8E

T2x

T2p
T5S
T8N

T8H

T5L

Education, particularly higher education.

Stop giving tax breaks to oil and gas companies. We cannot Tax breaks and grants to small businesses and technology.
give tax breaks to giant industry. The ship is turning globally Bring back the tech and innovation grants.
and we need to acknowledge this.
Cancel the 'war room' and stop these rediculous Vanity
projects.

Stop attempting to use Alberta's tax money to bribe and pay-off
corporate entities who have no stake in our prosperity. Instead,
reward new, innovative companies wanting to move into
Alberta and provide a more robust suite of services to them and
their employees / families instead of cutting health & education.
Invest in the future, not the past.

Provide for greater help for the employees needs and not the
employer. Your methods do nothing to create good full time
jobs for Albertans only provide for further enhancing the
bloated profits of your well to do supporters.
Build the pipeline you promised you could do when elected.
Also stop pandering to the agricultural sector just to keep your
government in power.
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T5J

T5A
T6C

T5E

T6E

T7Y

T5T

T3C

maintaining and improving public healthcare, education, and by not investing in the dying industry that is oil, and by
investing research and finances into diversified jobs, rather taxing larger corporations.
than exclusivly focusing on oil.
Green opportunities health education
Make welfare recipients take drug tests no welfare for drug
users
Funding enrollment increases in public (those school
Increase taxes on private corporations, provincial sales tax
boards with an elected board) education, funding public
health care to reduce waitlists
Keeping our health care & Education strong, and serving
Not giving tax breaks to profitable corporations. The
Albertans.
Canadian energy centre is a great place to save money. Big,
profitable corporations don't need propaganda help, that
money could be better spent on our vulnerable communities.
Keeping our health care providers publicly owned, so we
don't see profits leave the province for reduced quality of
care, which will lead to poorer health outcomes. A healthy
population can contribute to our economy.

Using resources to invest in alt. energy, environment, and small
business.

Healthcare
AISH
Education
Infrastructure
Education and Preventative health care. Cuts to these now
end up in higher costs down the road. More mental health
issues, crime, higher health system costs
Post-secondary education, investment into existing
research-hubs of both theoretical and applied nature.
Universal support systems for childcare, healthcare,
affordable housing, and mental health services.
People, not corporations

Provide better services when people need them. More
healthcare, more education. Affordable education. Future
energies.

Post-secondary education
Public transit
Housing (including rental and affordable housing)
High tech

Higher taxes on corporations
Lower wages for high end gov’t employees.
Stop giving money away to foreign oil!

Green opportunities
Support entrepreneurs
Support alternative energy sector to create new jobs - the oil
sands are over. Do not reduce wages - then public has less
money to spend on the economy
Properly support health and education, to keep us healthy,
educated, and innovative enough to be able to create growth,
and not hurt the economy by creating uncertainty in our health
care and education professionals.

Reduce corporate handouts, implement a provincial sales tax Diversify Alberta’s economy, invest in sustainable industries,
green energy, transition/train workers to work in climate
friendly industries
An additional tax- weighted but not limited to the wealthiest Investment into our post-secondary education and research
section of the population.
institutions.

Lose the war room, and the exorbitantly high-priced totally
ineffective “leaders” thereof.
Insofar as AHS is concerned, have your auditors look for
doctors who do not provide refills for prescriptions which
are for long-term maintenance, but rather insist patients
come in...when no other work is done other than giving
another prescription.
Road tolls on the ring roads
Utilizing campus spaces for community purposes, especially
in the spring/summer
Policing - Does Calgary really need 2 police helicopters when
Toronto has none?
Subsidies to industry - should be tied to environmental and
social/community measures

Don’t cut education...THAT is the best way forward.

Invest in education - keep young talent here. Invest in all
stages of the innovation pipeline, from start-ups through early
growth.
Support the emergence of a viable high tech ecosystem - there
are a lot of great STEM brains in Alberta, but they are leaving in
droves.
Invest in vibrant, culturally-alive communities. People move to
communities they want to live in, not to low-tax jurisdictions.
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T6C

They should be spending their money on renewable energy. The government should cancel the $4.7 billion corporate tax
They should cancel all further plans to expand the oil sands break, and put it back into my child's education, and
healthcare.
industry (the world stage will stop it for us soon). They
should focus on downstream refining into plastics and
carbon fibre within Alberta, immediately.

They should accept that oil sands is a sunset industry, that an
invevitable strong international policy response to the climate
crisis will cripple our already struggling industry. They should
read the papers outside Alberta, and recognize that an energy
transition is coming for us, and we're not prepared. They
should immediately support renewable energy job creation
before it's too late. This is no secret.

T3C

Post-secondary education
Public transit
Housing (including rental and affordable housing)
High tech

Road tolls on the ring roads
Utilizing campus spaces for community purposes, especially
in the spring/summer
Policing - Does Calgary really need 2 police helicopters when
Toronto has none?
Subsidies to industry - should be tied to environmental and
social/community measures

Invest in education - keep young talent here. Invest in all
stages of the innovation pipeline, from start-ups through early
growth.
Support the emergence of a viable high tech ecosystem - there
are a lot of great STEM brains in Alberta, but they are leaving in
droves.
Invest in vibrant, culturally-alive communities. People move to
communities they want to live in, not to low-tax jurisdictions.

T2N

Investment into transitioning from resource-based
economy/economic diversification
Effective and adequate supports for Albertans that need
them

Investment into and support for transitioning from resourcebased economy/economic diversification, thus inspiring
confidence of businesses from outside the industry, and of
younger generations and talent from across Canada that
Alberta has a future that is not all oil and gas!

T6A

Raising Taxes to fund the $4.7 billion business give away

The administrative burden/red tape of some support
programs that strip the recipients of dignity without
improving the programs' efficiency of delivery or
effectiveness of outcome (Alberta Works). Not all admin
costs should be "saved" as some social workers could
support those most vulnerable who need additional
supports; other recipients would benefit from having less
paperwork.
Overall, this province has a fiscal imbalance problem -- one
that requires broader tax reform. "A sales tax, for example,
could be used to lower income taxes and lessen our
dependence on volatile resource royalties," to quote a 2018
expert report from the UoC
Raise taxes - implement a provincial sales tax.

T3G

Health care(front line workers) Education K-12.
Seniors Care and services

Alberta Lottery is now going into general funds. No political
raises and limited travel, cut politicians pensions

T3g

Education!!!
On all levels.

Probably in the paycheques of themselves

Supporting small businesses

Mr Kenny’s transport

Ensure adequate staffing levels in the public sector including
publicly funded health care

Raise minimum wage so poor people have more money to
spend
Wind power and solar power energy, not dependent on oil

Homelessness
Non profit sector
T4V

Public Health care
Education
Infrastructure
Support for the community
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T0E

T2N

T0A
T6W

T5N
T0L

T6V

Since the UCP came into power, our highways have become
nothing more than wagon trails. They need fixing.
Government buildings are falling down around many of the
civil servant's ears, they need maintenance. Stop cancelling
all of the projects that were put into place by the Democrats
by paying huge penalties to the contractors. Overall, stop
lying to the people. It was the previous PC government that
put Alberta in this current position.

Stop giving away the 4.7 billion to the oil and gas companies,
where we will never see a penny in return. Stop with all the
panels, they cost a lot of money for all of these panels; if you
don't know what you are doing, then leave. Terminate the
war room, Kenny gave is friends a well paying job for those
who are involved with it. Stop with the holiday trips for
Kenny and his buddies to travel over the world, for what?
Stop cancelling all of the projects that were put in place by
the Democrats, it cost a lot of money to get out of the
contracts.
I think debt management needs to be carefully balanced with Take a careful look at school exams. Things like provincial
looking after the needs of citizens. Getting out of debt
exams are incredibly expensive. Apart from Grade 12, do we
really need them? Easy on the fat cat supports. Dare I say it quickly means vulnerable Albertans are hurt, take it slow&
a sales tax.
perhaps find other ways to finance this. Dare I say it - a
sales tax! Much more stable than relying on royalties.

Go back and review and follow the Democrats' blue print, they
were on the right track to diversify, job creation, and getting it
done. Stop banking on the oil and gas industry. If anyone has
any brains, you will realize that Alberta's "boom" is over,
furthermore, the "boom" was a construction boom, and it is
done.

I feel the priorities are maintaining what we currently have
till our economy turns.
Schooling: maintain budget as is and not cut programs and
funding that are so critical to the development of our future
citizens.
Nursing: do not rollback wages or cut back on
compensation. It is understood that the UCP want to
minimize overtime and generally pay less for nurses’ wages.
This will not work.
Spending money to give healthcare workers,the raise they
deserve
Healthcare and a Education first.
Second, retraining for out of work oil workers
Investing in short term sustainable projects, solar,
geothermal,etc
Implement a sales tax. If you want recognition from other
provinces or the Federal government, then be on the same
playing field. Don’t whine about lack of oil revenue to cover
costs because prices won’t recover above $60/ barrel. Tek
Resources won’t go ahead with their project regardless off
approval. Time to get your head out of the oil sands and
move on.
Education and Environment are paramount.

Eliminate the corporate handouts and pay the people first

Diversification is the key

I am not familiar with where the government spends their
money in other sectors. I am invested in those areas that
affect my family.

Public housing, social services, support growing businesses.

We need to get a lot of our eggs out of that gas & oil sector. I
agree that the media picks on Alberta way more than is fair but
it’s time to face the music, oil & gas is never going to be what it
was. There should be a planned exit from dependence on that
area & explore new sectors that are operating up for growth green initiatives, technology areas.

Quit wasting money on the corporate buddies,which hasn’t Take back the millions that has not decreased unemployment
put workers back to work
Raise corporate tax to 12%, implement a 3-5% sales tax, you Diversify the economy towards sustainable energy. Train
don’t need to find saving which means cuts.
displaced oil workers for new sustainable jobs. Invest in
farmers who will move towards regenerative farming practices
to lower greenhouse gas emissions.
And, hands off CPP.

Savings can be found in being strong and independent. You
were bought by the oil companies, they fired many hard
working Albertans and blamed Notley just so the
conservative voters would put you back in power, that is why
you paid them as soon as you had your throne. A strong,
proud, intelligent government would have not paid them
back but would have instead held them accountable for the
damage they had done. Money can be generated in selling
the finished product rather than raw resources. Start a
program that creates an Alberta Government owned and
operated oil and gas facility if you want to save money.

Job creation and economic growth are not feasible. Your
economic model is based on an infinite amount of available
land containing an infinite amount of resources. We have
gotten to the point where the population must be balanced, not
the work. This is the education that people need. Zero, one, or
two child families must be encouraged and rewarded. A slight
decrease in population will free up enough work to take the
pressure off of your economy.
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T3B

Healthcare, education, economic diversification.

T2w

Healthcare, education, reducing homelessness,
infrastructure

T2J

T6V

Management levels, money spent promoting one industry (oil
and gas), handouts to corporations that should actually be
contributing via taxes.
Eliminating the "war room", firing several of the political
government positions especially matt wolf, stop spending on
elaborate trips to "sell" the oil and gas industry

Support economic diversification, maintain education at all
levels, bring in a sales tax.

Provide more funding for innovation outside of the oil and gas
sector like environmentally friendly technologies. Stop giving
tax breaks to large corporations. Trickle down econimics does
not work!
Publicly funded health care. Publicly funded education.
Stop corporate welfare. Institute Fair taxation on all.
The economy is supported and run by the people. The people
Reinstate the cap on insurance.
need good paying jobs, not the slave wage jobs UCP want to
Don't split hairs in the wording to say the people want
instill with corporate greed initiatives. Trickle down economics
private health care.
has never been in the best interest of people.
- Education (primary and secondary) needs to be affordable - ELIMINATE THE WAR ROOM
- Ensure public services keeps up with the growth in demand
and not just for elitist 1%.
- reduce all MLA pay by 25%
(ie. Population growth).
- Health care needs to be easily accessible to all Albertans, - STOP GIVING TAX BREAKS TO GAS & OIL, AND THE RICH - reduce tuition cost for pist secondary so more people could
in a timely manner ( PRIVATIZATION IS NOT CHEAPER NOR - implement a SMALL PST, ie.2%
access education for better jobs.
IS IT ACCESSIBLE TO EVERYONE)
- ensure ALL worker wages keep up with the annual Alberta
- Protection of natural resources (ie. Fighting wildfires,
inflation rate at the very least. When people can make decent
invasive species, flood mitigation, etc.)
wage, they are more likely to contribute to economic growth
- crime prevention and response
with better purchase g power.
- addictions and mental health
- stop giving refugees better funding/ than Albertans. Albertans
- emergency services, especially EMS
FIRST

T3L

Education
Health
Unemployement

Scrap kenney's giveaway of 4.7 billion to his corporate
friends. That is a lot of money and without that giveaway
there would be no need for any cuts to health and education.
How did Albertans benefit from this giveaway???? Secondly,
cut the war room which is a disgrace and save another 30
million!!! Right there you have a savings of 5 billions. Easy?

Cuts in any sector create job loses: don't cut but put more
money into the economy to kick start it. Look to what is good
for the people of Alberta, not suck up to the corporate and the
rich: in other words put Albertans before your corporateimprisoning ideology. Get real about the day-to-day realities of
Albertans needs and wants!!!!

T6G

Healthcare, jobs, diversification of the economy and
education.

Corporate taxes or a sales tax.

Diversify the economy by investing in green jobs and train
citizens to implement it. Stop giving big corporations tax
breaks! Make the vulnerable a priority as well as seniors. Learn
from Norway and Sweden re: economy and environment. 17%
royalties at the minimum

Education, Healthcare and infrastructure

Cancel the war room. Cut management staff in all
departments. Cut MLA salaries and benefits
Eliminate unnecessary govt depts such as the War Room.
Create one education system, eliminate Catholic/public
schools duplication

Offer small business loans to help diversify the economy. Do
not cut income tax rate for big business
Diversifying energy production, encouraging investment by
other industries, supporting small business - all to stimulate
employment growth.

T6L

Maintaining social supports across health, education, and
supports for low income and handicapped Albertans

T3K

Restoring the services that were cut in the previous budget. Cut the useless energy war room.

T3K

Education, Healthcare, and moving our workforce away from split the difference between the NDP high corporate tax and
petroleum should be priorities.
the UCP low corporate tax. Add a PST.

Reintroduce the Alberta SR&ED and expand incentives for
digital interactive media and software development. Subsidize
university programs in these fields.
provide tax incentives to boost businesses other than
petroleum, Alberta has many skilled workers and smart
engineers that would be put to better use in industries that will
last. Increase funding for technical schools (SAIT and NAIT).
Ease taxes on small businesses to encourage Albertan
entrepreneurs.
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T4S

Public health can expand efficiently. AHC out of hospital
surgeries were not considered or assessed. Private for
profit was unilaterally enforced at higher cost, poorer
outcomes and loss of jobs. The intention of the UCP is NOT
to improve service or balance a budget. Nothing could be
more clear. People die, suffer, and struggle their whole lives
so corporations can get rich... it is the conservative dream!
Nice legacy.

Quit filling the pockets of the rich; ie 4.7 billion tax
exemption, corporate tax cuts, more exemptions. Quit
wasting billions on oil & gas. Quit wasting time & money
ripping everything the people of this province built to shreds
and TRY one positive hopeful or useful thing. Search hard to
find one honourable UCP MLA that would honour their
commitment to serve their constituents; though that is not
likely to happen. It would bring hope to the dying rights of all
people living in this province; access to essential services,
humane care, human rights, unity, peace, hope, trust,
respect. Not much hope -that is NOT the Conservative Way.
KENNY CARE: WEALTH FOR THE RICH - HELL FOR THE
REST

Alberta has brilliant people, highly trained people in various
fields with the expertise to offer services locally, nationally and
internationally. Many expert personal and developed services
have been slashed and pitched like trash by this stupid
government. BC grabbed the air drop fire fighters that AB.
pitched like trash--a lost opportunity to offer national and
international service. Slashed the well operating Edmonton lab
that could have tried offering BC and Northern Sask services.
Kenney rips and chops everything - no analysis , no
consultation, no no thought. Kenney hates democracy, public
services, human rights and environmental activism. He loves
oil & gas, corporate wealth and absolute government power; a
dictator to the core. Kenney has no inclination to diversify.
KENNEY IS A FIGHTER AND DESTROYER --- NOT A LEADER
OR BUILDER Nothing good will come to this province as long
as the Conservative mindset exists.

T6E

Invest in education, healthcare and the culture industry
(arts, film, gaming, etc).

1. Remove/radically reduce tax breaks to oil and gas.
2. Collect taxes past due.
3. Initiate sales tax.

Subsidize green energy growth. (Oil and gas companies invest
here too.)
Entice tech companies.
Entice film industry.

T3L

Health, education and getting jobs

T2w

Health care, education, and stricter tax enforcement. These
dead companies aren't stones, they are to pay taxes like
everyone else.
I think that in times of economic crisis you should look to
the people and their needs as a collective. With
unemployment rates high, invest in retraining and lower
post secondary costs.
Invest in lower childcare costs so both parents can work
outside the home.
Support decent education for the youth of alberta,
maintaining early childhood funding.
Be conscientious of Alberta's most vulnerable, investing in
mental health facilities, safe injection sites, rehab centers,
etc.
Look at diversification of Albertas economy.

T4X

Not providing more to the rich and all the cuts to the already Care about Albertans and not just about getting rich
poor and putting workers out of work. We were doing better
before your government.
Not lowering corporate taxes, which were already the lowest By not running another austerity driven budget.
in Canada before you came to power.
Increase taxes. 1- bring back carbon tax and use some of the Diversification
Reeducation
money for kickbacks and the rest for diversification.
Supporting families with reduced childcare.
2- A 10% tax can provide additional funding needed for
social programs and infrastructure.
3- Tax corporations.
Stop doing useless panels without qualified people involved.
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T6W

Diversification of the economy. Stop doubling down on oil
and gas and move towards funding innovative and novel
industries who will solve current and future challenges.
Fund start ups and incubators of new industries and
technologies.

Stop funding the ridiculous war room. Albertans know it is a
farce. The UCP are manufacturing discontent for their own
benefit, and that of their supporters and friends (cronyism is
alive and well apparently). The bickering is creating
uncertainty and therefore discouraging investment.
Implement a sales tax; increase taxes for large businesses;
enact laws that require oil and gas companies to pay their
taxes and clean up their own well sites.

How about NOT focusing on economic growth? The economy
grows yet people are still living in poverty, with addiction, and
every new generation has to face the fact that we will not be
better off than the ones before us. What about health, wellbeing, the environment, work-life balance, families?
How about being creative instead of relying on out of date
philosophies and models?
In the absence of that...if you insist on decreasing government
spending you also have to increase taxation in order to spur
economic growth.
Fund innovation.
Invest in STEM education at all levels.
Keep nominal wages above inflation.
Improve labour relations.
Public sector investment in infrastructure and education.
Bickering between federal and provincial government is
creating market uncertainty and therefore decreasing economic
growth. Stop it.

T6t

Social programs - education, health care, AISH, programs to
aid low income and homelessness
Diversifying the economy. Tax incentives, scholarships,
educational funding and infrastructure development should
be targeted towards industries like green energy, high-tech
software and innovation, service industries and basically
anything but oil and gas.

Not giving tax breaks to major corporations. Doing more
preventative maintenance.
Collecting the unpaid taxes of oil and gas companies in rural
areas would mitigate the need for many service cuts, as
would re-instating the 2018 corporate tax rate.

Expand into new industries rather than just oil and gas. Not
outsourcing.
Tax incentives, scholarships, educational funding and
infrastructure development should be targeted towards
industries like green energy, high-tech software and innovation,
service industries and basically anything but oil and gas. Urban
centres should also be supported in developing their art
scenes, recreation facilities, health care and green spaces to
encourage a younger and more diverse work force.

T6M

Ensure that our Health system protects the Albertan citizens
without further deterioration, and as a state-of-the-art
system.
Keep provincial tax at zero

Better distributed income tax. Wealthy corporations should Focus where Alberta adds value and promote a competitive
pay accordingly.
environment
Reducing aspects that are not priority no. 1, such as refugee
protection and subsidy, education for free to some sectors,
low-priority for free health (massage and others).

T4N

Police and the courts.

Continue to crack down on the school boards and the health
ministry to spend their dollars in the absolute best way. They
are wasting too much money.
No taxes should be spent on abortion, or abortion pills or
sex change operations. No tax payer should have to pay for
euthanasia.

T5M

Education and Healthcare

Taxes. I don’t have a problem paying taxes. I can’t expect
services without making a contribution. I also don’t mind
paying more if I make more than others.

Get rid of the paid oil and gas protestors. Help people help
themselves by lowering business taxes and personal taxes. We
can pay for our own needs if we can keep more of the money
we earn, also we can donate to others needs better. It is
pointless for me to send money to the government, have you
skim money and then send peanuts back to my neighbour who
needs it.
Educating the next generation of students to have a variety of
skills that cross over different disciplines so that they have
greater options once out of public education. Mostly people
skills and ability to be open to adapt to change.
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T7S

Healthcare, education and diversifying the economy.

I understand there needs to be cuts to healthcare etc. BUT
stop handing out money to wealthy companies. Look at the
top heavy management of the public sector. We can’t afford
to loose front line staff like teachers, education assistance,
nurses etc. Our children deserve better.

We can support oil and gas and still be environmentally
conscious. We can support oil and gas and still encourage and
support other industry. We need diversity for Alberta to be a
great place to live but most importantly for Alberta to be
sustainable.

STOP or at least decrease equalization payments.
T6k

T5H

T5T

T6C

T7Y
T0g

Focus on the middle class. All these cuts to public sector
jobs are having huge ripple effects. Restaurants are empty
and retail is shutting down because people don’t want to
spend. We need to increase consumer confidence in the
Alberta economy.
Reducing our carbon footprint, so blind greed doesn't kill
my children.

Pretty obvious. Stop giving cuts to huge corporations. I
Focus on other industries like Forestry and renewable energy.
understand these are big employers in Alberta but the money
doesn’t seem to making it into the hands of Albertans, the
money is just staying with the companies and in the execs
pockets. Not the lower level workers.
The bloated propaganda center they built for their oil
Fund the creation of sustainable jobs in emerging green
lobbyists should be closed and turned into something useful. industries, instead of handing massive tax breaks to their oil
lobbyists.
Healthcare and education. We need healthy, smart citizens, Switching to renewable energy where possible. Digital, over Start investing in education in renewable energy training and
paper flyers to update citizens. Use public transit whenever manufacturing. Notley was a moron when she closed the coal
not sick, and progressively illiterate! Then converting to
renewable energy sources as well. We can't ride the oil field possible, because two things will happen. There will be less mines. We DO need to sfart shifting to more renewable
til it's dry, we need to start now and be prepared, with plans cars on the road, costing fuel, emissions, damage to the
energies, but you can't just flip a switch. There needs to be
roads, AND, Edmonton Transit will get a kick in the ass,
and a system in place
training on manufacturing, and installation, as well aa
when you realize how awful it is to actually get around with maintaining and repair. The older work force won't want to
them. When walking times are usually faster than the bus,
switch, but the younger ones, will jump at retraining, if they're
and driving is 1/3-1/8 faster depending on time of day or if it's promised a similar income. You can't just start using bio diesel
a weekend. Like after 6pm or weekends, your trip time will
in a car, you have to convert it to be capable of using the fuel
triple.
first.. Alberta is diverse enough, we can grow the crops for bio
fuel, we can build solar panels, and wind turbines for
residential and commercial use.. Hydro near rivers like the Bow
and North Saskatchewan. We can be both environmentally
responsible, and still build our economy.
Education, Public Health,
Social Services

War room,
Do not continue with the the $4.7 billion tax cut for
corporations.
Ensure the oil companies pay their property taxes to the
municipalities.
No more panels.
Education for all institutions; health care for seniors, social High salaries for management positions, CEO’s, directors
assistance for low income families
Getting investors back into Alberta business, establish
Reducing cilvil service. And layers of management..
provincial police force.

Diversify - A1, support technological companies, new energy wind, solar, geothermal.

Cutting red tape; less government involvement
Eliminate all carbon taxes and fight the federal govt , if need be
separate.
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T0G

Education.
Have a base salary for teachers and give them bonuses
based on their class averages individually. As it is now,
teachers are paid more and more to do less and less.
Child and Family Services
Stop paying contracted companies suck as WJS obscene
amounts of money to do the jobs of Government workers.
Companies like WJS Canada (research WJS -Slave Lake, AB
in particular), function with employees who have little to no
training, and very little safety measures in place. CFS is
paying huge amounts of money to these companies.

Cutting spending on CFS contracted services such as WJS.
Stop giving tax breaks to the wealthy and stop increasing
taxes for the average family.
Make teachers and higher-ups in education more
accountable before granting raises.

Focus on renewable resources.
Oil is finite. Alberta needs to begin adjusting now rather than
allowing Big Oil to take what they can before the markets shift
permanently and leave Alberta behind.

Education and Health Care.
Infrastructure and diversification of economy

Stop the tax break given to corporations.

Invest in other industries and get away the boom/bust economy
of Oil & Gas. Retrain the workers displaced by automation in
Oilsands and be honest about realistic jobs.

Restore and support the cuts to the public services of
Alberta. Their jobs are just as valuable and matter as those
in the oil and gas sector. Disgusting that this administration
continues to follow the "status quo" of previous short
sighted conservative govts and illegally justify cuts to the
public sector while facilitating the entrenchment of
corporate social assistance and enriching the commercial
and private sectors at the same time.

Eliminate the preposterous annual funding of 30 million
dollar allocations for "BIG TEX McKenny's "BITUMEN
BUNKER" in order to remake himself into the saviour of the
oil and gas industry

Continue to support DIVERSIFICATION!!!! Enough with the job
creation for the FRIENDS OF THE UPC PARTY with these
ridiculous review panels who spend valuable millions that
could be used for true economic growth by supporting
creditable bonifide industry expansion. The populace of this
province voted for supposedly qualified legislative insight and
ideas. NOT RUBBER STAMP NON DESCRIPT PANELS.

T7s

Teachers an nurses

Government pay checks iol

Oilfield

T5T

Health care, education, infrastructure, community centers.

Corporate tax cuts. Could have kept the carbon tax that
funded Alberta infrastructure and jobs for our tradesmen.

Education, job creation in it industry and other industries.

I don’t know. Maybe It could save taxes by supporting
universal income instead to spending so much time on
admin costs of individual benefits etc.
Stop giving tax breaks to Oil companies and large
corporations.

Hire our out of work tradesmen to fix our crumbling roads and
hospitals. Replace the Misericordia. Fund our cities. Build a
rec center in Lewis estates.
Supporting industries that have potential to grow in Alberta
such as IT, education sector, or more research into other
industries
Investing in new technology like wind,solar and other alternate
sources of energy. Theres been talk about diversification of the
Alberta economy, so lets start doing that.

T8n

Healthcare, Education, and the Environment.

T5a

Seniors lower income and health care

T5E

High speed rail to Red Deer & Calgary.

Hiking Corporate taxes. Hiking taxes of the 1% in our
economy.
Stop telling division of our gov if they don’t spend a allotted
amount of money this year they won’t get that amount next
year. Let them spend what they need so they don’t over
spend to keep that amount.
You find money by taxing the rich.

T9S

Stop the spending and live within your means - like normal
people do
stop going into dept, giving money away to oil sands,
charity,

in what the government pays out for wcb if a person dies on stop cutting peoples pay cheque's. most people aren't making
the job,
enough money to live on now, everything is going up but
pay for funeral, hugh payout plus $5600 for the rest of the
wages.
spouse life.

I think first they need to focus on making it affordable to live
again! People are leaving because things are getting out of
control. Insurance is a prime example. Stupid to take the cap
off. Food cost is crazy. Rent is nuts. So worried about
corporations setting up shop is not going to help anyone if we
can’t afford to stay in the province.
Go away from oil and find new resources.

that's more than most people make
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T3H

Public Health care and public education!

Balance your budget with what you have from taxes not
including price of oil

T0G

Micro power generators.

Stop subsidizing oil and gas!

T3P

Education
Healthcare
Climate Change

T4C

Public Health,Public Education,Social Support for people
with disabilities and those living in poverty, climate change
initiatives, Safe Consumption Sites, support for seniors,
post secondary universities and colleges.

T6C

Getting people actually back to work by diversifying our
economy. Also health and education spending is important.
DO NOT PRIVATIZE HEALTHCARE. It will only cost us more
in the long run and those of us who are already suffering
courtesy of the Kenney cuts can't afford private health care.
Build the super lab in Edmonton - create construction, and
medical jobs, while reducing private for profit healthcare.

Stop spending on bailouts for the rich oil companies. Kill the
war room. Skip paying six figure salaries to political
assignments (committees, directors). Have incentives for the
medical systems to work together to be more efficient.
Similar incentives for education.

Diversify. Diversify. Diversify. Stop depending on the oil and
gas sector. Help the small technology industries as well as
renewable resources, and small businesses. By cutting
government, health and education employment you are killing
my service industry (and many others) as well as creating a
huge infrastructure deficit which we will have to eventually pay.

T8A

Health care, education, senior benefits, finding ways to
reduce daily costs for average citizens!

Stop giving hand outs to big business!! I do not want my
hard earned tax dollars going to corporations that are
already profitable. Your corporate handouts have already
killed our financial situation and you have absolutely no
proof they've resulted in creating any new employment or
stimulating the Alberta economy. Want to save money?
STOP giving it to corporations period!

By balanced spending on our infrastructure, health care system
and education system decent paying jobs can be created and
maintained. The UCP's short term knee jerk cut,cut,cut
practices are not helping average Albertans find employment.
Focus on decent employment and education so average people
can make a reasonable living. People earning a decent income
will spend that income and that alone will stimulate our
economy! I defy any of you to survive on minimum wage. Stop
focusing all your efforts on the oil industry. It is not going to
ever return to the boom bust days and Alberta needs to
diversify and stop being a one trick pony. Start listening to the
people who elected you not your corporate buddies!!

t3a

Don’t cut jobs in healthcare and education as this is the largest
employer in this province and the breadwinner in many families
who have a spouse that has been laid of in the oil patch

Start cleaning up oil sites and reclaiming the land that has been
damaged during resource extraction.
Roll back tax cuts
Diversify economy (IT, green energy, etc)
Reduce subsidies to Oil and Gas
Support small and medium size businesses
Introduce PST
Job training for oil/gas workers for new economy
Create vision for Alberta economy
Premier and MLA salaries, no more panels and war room.
Introduce a provincial sales tax. Diversify the economy away
Increase the royalties for O&G companies. Reverse the tax
from O&G industry. Provide subsidies/incentives for the tech
giveaway to major corporations. Less travel for Premier and industry, movie industry, green energy including solar and wind
energy.
MLAs and when they do travel reveal their itinerary and
success in acquiring investment in this province. Eliminate
funding support for private schools and religious
universities. Combine Public and Catholic school boards into
one public school board.

Education - now that you've gutted the education budget my Stopping the millions of dollars every year in subsidies for

As an oil and gas worker I am furious that our gov'ts do not
reinvest in training people on renewable energy. The oil sector
is dying fast and the only thing you are doing to prepare for its
so we have to print from home now and 1/2 of the arts from then take $$$ away from the education sector. This makes no eventual end is by subsidizing more $ to oil/gas and stripping $
17(1)
ARTS SCHOOL had to be stripped because of sense.
from private industry. If you were really working for all
your bullshit budget. If you need to make cuts then you do it
albertans then you should stop selling everyone on the 'our
slowly - like any household. Since when does someone say
clean oil and gas' (which everyone knows doesn't exist) and
'we're cutting back so were not buying ANY clothes or food
spending money to train workers on renewables and instead of
this year'? Try governing for everyone instead of just the oil
subsidizing oil and gas, use that money to invest in green tech.
industry.

17(1) r has 39 kids in 17(1)
class and 17(1) has 36 the oil and gas sector and give it to education and health
in 17(1)
class. There is no printing in schools allowed care. Why do you have to subsidize a private industry and
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T2V

Education and Health care

T6B

Stop giving billions to corporations who don't need it. Dumb
waste of our tax dollars or expenditures. They never ask for
had outs!
Getting people actually back to work by diversifying our
economy. Also health and education spending is important.
DO NOT PRIVATIZE HEALTHCARE. It will only cost us more
in the long run and those of us who are already suffering
courtesy of the Kenney cuts can't afford private health care.
Build the super lab in Edmonton - create construction, and
medical jobs, while reducing private for profit healthcare.

T6C

T0C
T0E
T1H

Education, healthcare, caring for seniors.

Put in a sales tax
Do not put in Standardized tests for grades 1-5
Stop getting panels to audit devices that have just been
audited
Stop giving handouts to large corporations
Stop the 25 million you are spending on PR for your buddies
promoting our oil. The world knows we have oil. Wasteful
spending for political buddies. v sedo
Stop spending on bailouts for the rich oil companies. Kill the
war room. Skip paying six figure salaries to political
assignments (committees, directors). Have incentives for the
medical systems to work together to be more efficient.
Similar incentives for education.

Taxing the big corporations leaving the poor and
middleclass alone.Taxing big
Health care, education and infrastructure.
Stop giving away billions to big business and scrap things
like this stupid war room.
The front line workers in the education and healthcare
Administration savings in healthcare and education. AGAIN,
fields. Teachers jobs nor nurses should not be cut, bottom not the front line teachers or nurses. When you cut these you
line. Cut administrators whose salaries double those of the are putting a large percentage of women out of work, it is the
systematic oppression of women’s ability to be a quality
front lines. With an increasing population we need those
public resources for not only a lower crime rate in the future earner.
but a safe and healthy one. Providing people with quality
education ensures their future success, with drug abuse on
the rise it is showing a flawed and underfunded education
system with oversized classrooms. Providing quality
healthcare also ensures we are taking care of the sick and
elderly - those who cannot fend for themselves. Without this
there will be unecessary death.

Get the pipeline built!
Look seriously at the tech sector
Give initiatives to companies to hire students and those that
have become unemployed
Eliminate licence to just start a business , Stop dumb
requirements on dumb paper work. which usually cost money.
Diversify. Diversify. Diversify. Stop depending on the oil and
gas sector. Help the small technology industries as well as
renewable resources, and small businesses. By cutting
government, health and education employment you are killing
my service industry (and many others) as well as creating a
huge infrastructure deficit which we will have to eventually pay.

Taxing big corporations. Digging into their own pockets.
DIVERSIFICATION !!!!!
Opening our own refineries and stop selling our oil to the
United States - bottom line. We are selling our own resources
for pennies and buying them back for 10x their worth. It makes
NO sense.
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T8R

Education, the UPC budget is sickening. You have bought
ZERO jobs for 4.7 Billion dollars and are forcing Educators
to take a hit when logic says we need growth. Between 2015
and 2019 there are 50,154 more students in k-12. Even at an
outrageous class size of 40 kids we would need an
additional 1254 classrooms to house them in. Alberta was
built on hard work by family men and women that would be
enraged if you went back to the 50s, and 60s and showed
them these stats. DO BETTER! We don't need private
schools or hospitals we need a government that spends
money appropriately. There was a 4.7 billion dollar solution
to this problem.

T0L

where is the promise to help seniors you have done nothing get rid of half the government who spend money on patying get business back in Alberta
but given breaks to the rich and big corporations.
and liquor.

T2G

Education (k-12), Post-Secondary and Healthcare

T5L

Not savings but revenue: Taxing polluters, provincial sales
tax
Diversifying our economy. It’s high time we Albertans shake Stop giving tax breaks to fossil fuel companies and rich
our dependence on an oil economy and move toward the
corporations.
future which is coming wether we like it or not!

Diversify, give tax breaks to industries that don't rely on oil and
gas
Invest in retraining people for the jobs of the future and
embrace the renewable future.

T0G

HEALTHCARE and EDUCATION

BY NOT GIVING TAX CUTS TO HUGE CORPORATIONS, FOR
STARTERS.
1. Education - especially the gap that exists with those who Management positions must be cut at all levels. If services
haven't finished high school, but now need to upgrade to get were not top heavy with redundant management positions,
into post secondary. Community Adult Learning Programs
more front line positions could be created to help reduce
provide learning opportunities to adult Albertans to help
wait times for essential services
prepare them for post secondary.
2. FCSS (Family and Community Support Services): these
programs are preventative in nature and help reduce service
demands as Albertans age. If we provide services early on,
the system won't be stretched so much fixing what could
have been prevented in the early years.

BY IMPROVING THE HEALTH AND EDUCATIONAL LEVELS OF
ITS CITIZENS
By listening to what businesses and tax payers are saying. You
can't make decisions and support Albertans without ever
having been on the front lines working. Many times, policies
and economics that look good on paper are disastrous when
implemented because listening failed.

Public Education, Public Health Services, the disabled, more Provincial Sales Tax. Also don't give bail out funds to oil
sustainable energy, infrastructure.
companies just for them to turn around and leave the
province.

Invest in sustainable energy and public health

T9A

T5W

UPC should stop giving tax breaks. Company's don't go...
Aww sweet I just saved 50 Million on tax because of the
magnificent UPC, hey let's spend it on jobs. BULLSHIT! They
buy bigger fifthwheels and toys and cabins and our
government doesn't even have the foresight to see this.
Don't give tax breaks give job/project incentives. Personally I
think that's the won't outlook, a Government entrusted with
our taxes to better our province should be investing in
project and owning them. Remember AGT? Why doesn't the
government build the speed train from Calgary to Edmonton
and own it. Then they help Albertans and they can earn
money back from the users. I don't think we need to save as
much as we need to stop giving it away and build something
for ourselves.

Well let's go back to owning a project. Here's a fun one.
Everyone hates Alberta oil, so instead of starting a war room to
cry about it and instead of throwing billions of dollars at a
bunch of companies that are not going to create meaningful
jobs. Do it yourself. We have skilled trades people mopping
floors and managing coffee shops for crying out loud. Start a
project, own a project profit. This isn't that crazy. Did you know
Egypt is building one of the world's largest solar power plants.
Yup 1.8 Billion and some point in the future they will sell
enough power to break even and start making a profile. Why
don't we, hell even if we collect half the power we are already
giving away twice almost three time that in tax breaks. You
know an out of work electrician, I know a few. Hell I know a few
engineers that could probably start right away designing the
thing. Our problems in this province are simple. Simple people
vote for simple government goon and nobody is smart enough
to ask How just Why! Why is there no work, why is there no
money, why is education and health care expensive. Ask how,
how can my government make money, make jobs, make sick
people better, make education better.
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T6L

T6H
T5G

T7E
t6w
T5K

Economy but NOT by cutting services that the average
Albertan needs (healthcare and education as an example).

Reducing the number of ridiculously paid upper management Sales tax? No more give aways to corporations. Keep working
positions.
on getting the pipeline built, investigate renewable resource
trends and perhaps give incentives to companies who will take
our province into the future instead of counting on oil and gas
to fix the problem.
Health, education, economy diversification (IT, film,
Bringing back corporate taxes to the level they were at
Incentives for IT, renewable energy and film
renewable energy)
before the UCP got in.
Healthcare and diversifying the economy outside of oilfield. Stop cutting taxes for huge companies that have no
Diversify the economy into the 21st century. Invest in public
allegiance to the province. Most of them already pay far less works and modernizing the energy sector into wind and solar
than they deserve to.
energy with less fossil fuel dependance.
Allied health
Reduce middle management
Evaluate services that cut down wait times and increase
productivity in workers
Less travel. The government is spending waaay too much on Yes - less travel and trade mission work
Support vital programs
travel *Premier, Minister, etc. level.
Robust public services (education, healthcare, disability
Institute a PST,
The diversification of the economy, maintaining or growing fullassistance) and the diversification of the economy away
Less tax cuts to large corporations,
time jobs in the public sector, reducing barriers to postfrom oil and gas.
More tax on the upper 10% of earners in the economy,
secondary & trades retraining (ie. tuition, student loan interest
Greater royalties on oil and gas,
rates, government grants)
Less subsidies to oil and gas,
End the Energy War Room so that TIER funds can be
invested in public services and a transition away from oil
and gas

T8L

Education, health services, and social services.

Stop hiring people to sit on panels and being advisers. Do
not reduce the corporate tax rate.

T5E

Albertans will not take kindly to you messing with our health
care, our education, our pensions and any other ideas you
have in cutting social issues. I have many friends who
voted for you, not anymore and they won't change their
minds in the next election either!!
This is not the USA and we do not take kindly to you trying
to make us like them.

Maybe on some of your crazy ideas like a war room. All your
travelling to give more of what we do have away to your
cronies here in Canada and the USA. I know PC's love to give
all their friends jobs while you stomp on the less fortunate.
People are tiring of the same old same old from your party. If
you notice your party is not doing well. Taking from the poor
to give to the rich never works out in the long run. We WILL
Remember come next election.

t2w

Health care, education, green energy transition

travel expenses

Laying off people does not ensure that the unemployment rate
goes down. Edmonton has the highest rate of unemployment
across the country. People who don't have jobs, don't buy
things which directly affects economic growth.

How about give up on Oil and Gas that is a dying business!
Start up some new ideas, like wind and solar business's. If you
want to put this province ahead you have to get with the times.
Maybe you will get back lash for doing so in the beginning but
as the money starts rolling in you will be praised. What you are
trying to do for how long now is not working. Try something
new!!! If you want some ideas, check out what Norway is doing.
They are booming.. Oh and it has nothing to do with Oil and
Gas.
Those initiatives within the health and education system that Limit travel and expense reimbursements for politicians.
By focusing and providing incentives for diversified business
support the development of individuals to provide years of Use other alternatives such as phone, Skype, web to meet
opportunities such as textile industry, food production industry,
service to the community as a result of good health and an with those across and outside of the province to accomplish tech industry.
education that can be used effectively in promoting and
business needs. That is stop face to face meetings over
maintaining a quality of life that is enviable by the rest of
lunches, dinners etc. Only provide coffee, tea or water at
Canada and the world.
meetings and limit the meetings to times between breakfast
and lunch or lunch and dinner, and only for the day. That
way, meals can be a personal expense.
support the transition from carbon based energy to renewable
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T0B

Health-do not privatize! It costs Americans 4 times what our
health care system does. Education-we do not wish to be a
province with backward striding educational policies. Make
higher education more affordable for everyone, not the elite
few.
Stop pandering to the oil companies. They make billions,
why are you handling no then more money. Make them pay
their fair share of taxes.
We look like idiots sucking up and pandering to them!

How about getting rid of that war room. Who needs it. It’s a
waste of our money. How about getting the oil companies to
start gleaming up all their orphaned wells. Maybe put all
those oil patch unemployed to work doing that job.
Trim the fat in your legislature first. You’re hardly setting a
good example, making like pigs at the trough. We don’t need
all these panels studying stuff like the curriculum, which had
already been studied and had good improvements in the
works. Every one of your ministers I’ve heard on tv sounds
really out of touch. Fire them all, start over with people who
care about Alberta and Albertans, not some far right
religious agenda.

Diversify. Bring back the incentives program for new
businesses that you scrapped. If you don’t develop a more
progressive platform in line with what’s happening In the rest of
this world, Alberta will become a dismal backwater of bitter
disillusioned demoralized citizens.
You turfed so many of the NDP’s good programs that were
working for no reason other than spite and to cater to your
billionaire cronies. Your government looks clueless and
destructive.

T6E

Health and Education
Diversify
Focus should be on public programs such as health care
and education. Cutting these programs and focusing on
privatization is ultimately going to divide the rich from the
poor more than it already is and will give more supports to
the rich. We should be putting more emphasis into proper
public supports rather than private.

Quit giving it away to Oil companies

Diversify and invest in other ways

Stop giving tax cuts to large corporations
Make oil and gas companies pay their taxes. As citizens
we're required to pay, why aren't they???????

In other areas beside oil and gas! We need to focus on
strengthening other resources within this province and letting
go of our focus on oil.

T8n

T2Z

Our hospitals are understaffed and overworked, and you
Stop giving tax breaks to companies like Husky that keep on
chose to give cuts to public services while giving benefits to firing their employees. If you’re gonna burden the public with
oil companies.
this sort of deal, at least choose the companies you’re
supposed to be rewarding.
Now we’re bleeding jobs and these companies are still firing
their workers. This is NOT the deal we signed up for.
Personally, I’m getting tired of being played for a sucker by
both my government and the oil and gas industry.

Stop giving handouts to corporations. We lost 18000 jobs with
nothing to show for it. The tax cuts were supposed to lure
investors in, but that’s not happening.
For example, Husky Energy got a 233 million dollar benefit from
the tax cuts but they’re still choosing to invest in Saskatchewan
and the US.

What the heck are you guys doing?
a 1% tax increase on those earning above 1 million CAD/year Investing in sustainable alternative industries to petroleum for
when the oil runs out. We have a lot of flat land, wind, and sun
so maybe we build solar and wind farms and invest in building
sustainable batteries for energy.
stop illegal border crossing. I know we are on Humanitarian Alberta is rich in oil, why don’t we focus on what we are rich at
but the people crossing the border are not in danger. They instead of following the trend..
are just trying to flee USA because they didn’t have proper
documents. We should help who really needed the help
most. evaluate properly before giving free money/ grants.

T6H

Public Healthcare and Secular Public Education

T5T

Infrastructures and municipalities funding are important.

T0A

This government, and all Albertans, should be focused on a By taxing corporations, charging them properly for the land
healthy future. This means prioritizing, health care,
they are profiting from.
education, and proper taxation. It's fine to reign in spending,
but this must be balanced with proper revenue streams.

By supporting the public sector, and investing in sustainable
diverse technologies. Get in on the ground floor - we have the
opportunity to become a place people want to invest, but we are
throwing it away for the dying oil industry.

T7e

Health care and education

Work on the pipeline

Corporations can pay their full share
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T6H

Health, education, agriculture, road construction and
maintenance, all done with improved efficiencies as a goal.

Statistical evidence in the media and my own awareness as a
non-unionized public servant of some public servants
abusing their sick time suggests that some amendment to
public servant contracts is in order on this issue. Perhaps
the first day or two of sick time should be at zero or reduced
pay to discourage calling in sick unless actually sick. This of
course would cause a big uproar, especially with those frontline medical staff who are some of the biggest abusers of
their sick time. Some make a point of using all of their
allotted sick time each year. I know from personal
involvement that overtime paid to cover sick-time is huge.
Maybe overtime pay multiple should also be reduced.

T2k

Healthcare, education, and social services.

T2B

Health care,

By taxing the super rich more instead of making the poor pay By not firing nurses and teachers and concentrating on
for horrific cuts.
industries that arent currently plummeting downward like fossil
fuels.
I think we need to see a roll back in politician's wages &
Government should force the pipelines any way they can and
pensions. You people should be required to work the same
fight to stop the import of oil from other countries. Government
should not be providing tax breaks or subsidies to companies.
amount of time as the average Canadian is expected to in
order to receive any pension. As for wages, there should be They should be paying their fair share. Stop importing
everything you can from China and start promoting Canadian
a cap on your wage and you should have to take a 5% roll
made products and material.
back, not be allowed to vote yourselves wages and you
should be making a public servants wage not a CEO's wage.

T6T

Growing economy- creating jobs, supporting postsecondary education, bring back student grants and
subsidies. Surveys and more public engagement regarding
how funds are spent.

T2n

Education
Healthcare
Diversification of economy

Not providing a $4.7 B tax break to the rich. It the tax break
must be issued - regulation regarding how the savings are
spent. If this isn't regulated, the funds will be used for
executive bonuses rather than job creation - which is what
the government should be thinking about.
War room
Mla salaries

The media seems to need a constant reminder of the effect of
increasing government debt at all levels of government.
Delivery of Alberta oil to the market is still a priority. Supporting
Alberta corporations of all sizes via lower corporate tax rates
works in theory, but may not in practice. Reducing personal tax
rates may be more effective at stimulating spending to help the
economy. I suggest reducing salaries of government staff to
correlate to those doing similar work in other provinces rather
than just reducing civil servant occupied positions, which is
costly in severance.

issue the 100M funding for artificial intelligence sector asap
no more cuts to public schools and post secondary

Incentives for varied businesses
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This government should focus on education & healthcare.
Taking away teachers’ pensions when they were getting
such great returns was a selfish and greedy ploy. This
government needs this money now because of the millions
of dollars it gave to big businesses, who in turn left our
province. Teachers have not had a cost of living raise since
2012! We can’t afford to buy good, clothes, keep up with
necessary home Reno’s. This government has put Alberta
into a recession. And the fact that Kenney continues to
demean people who work so hard in education & healthcare
reminds us all of Donald Trump. His attitude towards hard
working Albertans is shameful.

This is such an easy fix! Alberta requires a sales tax! ?? Any
smart government would know this. Then all workers could
at least be assured of cost of living increases & no cuts
would be necessary. Right now we are losing all of our local
businesses because they can’t afford the rent. No one is
buying anything because of all the cuts, so local businesses
can’t afford to pay employees. There is no middle class
anymore - just the rich and the poor & the margin of poor
people is ever widening. These stupid town hall meetings are
useless. This government is refusing to listen to the people. I
have voted UPC in the past, but never ever again will they
get my vote!

If Kenney had kept the carbon tax in Alberta, that money would
have continued to be invested in other forms of energy besides
oil & gas! Climate change is a scientific fact! We need
alternatives & this would create more jobs. This government
needs to find a way to keep our excellent teachers & pay them
for the hard work they do. Ignorant people think we get paid
during the holidays. We don’t! When I first became a teacher,
the government gave us over 500.00 to buy resources for our
classrooms. Now we get nothing! And because we care so
much about quality programs, we use our own funds on a
monthly basis! My husband & I have talked our daughter out of
becoming a teacher because we know the UPC government
allows the public to remain uneducated on how much free
overtime teachers provide! It’s time to show respect to all
people who work their butts off because they care so deeply in
other people’s welfare. This government is clearly bent on
lining its own pockets. I cannot wait for the next election.
Everyone I know who voted UPC, will not be doing so in the
next election. They are appalled at all the broken promises that
were made. This government gave away all our money to
corporations who left our province. It’s gone! Now they want to
fund a stupid war room. Again, no one is spending. Local
businesses are closing down. Put in a sales tax & then start
paying people enough to support their families! We are going
to lose our fabulous doctors as well. Sadly, it is becoming
increasingly obvious that Kenney doesn’t give a crap about the
people who voted for him.

T6X

EDUCATION AND HEALTHCARE!!

NOT GIVING MONEY TO OIL COMPANIES!!!

T5K

Fund infrastructure projects.
Invest in health care in view of the aging population.
Fund post secondary education so that the province can
compete in the global economy.

Fine oil and gas companies that leave dead wells for the
province to clean up.
Increase corporate taxes.

By offerining I sent Ives to small businesses so we stop loosing
entry level jobs.
Encourage employers to raise wages so that consumers will
spend. Fine corporations that fail to pay a living wage.
Enshrine the right to organize and bargain collectively into
Alberta law.

T3K

I think that the government should focus on health care and
education. I understand that there can probably be
efficiencies in the way AHS/CBE run things but these are
vital services that can't afford to be left behind.

I think the government should focus on earning more money
rather than saving. For instance, why did the government
choose to give big corporate tax breaks to companies like
Husky who have said they will not be reinvesting in Alberta?
This is money that we could use and doesn't sit well with
public workers who earn significantly less than a large
corporation but are being asked to take a pay cut. We are
also the only province not to have a sales tax and therefore
missing out on a significant amount of money.

I would say giving funding or tax grants that initiate industries
that are NOT based in oil and gas. For instance, tech grants. A
number of smaller tech companies had grants that were
cancelled last year and so they were unable to expand their
businesses within Alberta. New companies like these will likely
choose areas/provinces that are more favorable for them to set
up in.
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T5B

Job creation, and letting the workers keep the job that they
have and ensuring that essential services and teachers get
the financial support they need.

Drastically Cut back on the corporate handouts.

I don’t have the magic answer as to how the government should
support further job creation, however by the cutbacks that he is
implementing is not a way to go about it. I have a job I don’t
want to lose it so that he can try to create a new job.
I believe that letting the workers keep the job that they have and
create more jobs will further grow the economy.

T1V

Education, healthcare and DIVERSIFYING THE ECONOMY!!
Stop focusing so much on oil and gas. It's had its time and
it's time to focus on other things.

Well, stop giving out billions of dollars to corporations that Technology industries, alternative energy, gaming, film
don't even work/do business here anymore. That would help. industry... these are areas we could be enhancing to a degree
that could make up for oil revenues and really impact smaller
Cut all the standardized testing except at grade 12. That
communitities and individual families.
would save a HUGE pile of money.
Stop with all the top heavy adminstration in both health care
and education and leave the front line workers alone.

T1S

Health care and education. Everyone I know has someone Fire Jason Kenney and his entire cabinet and replacement
in their life that has lost a job, been forced to move, taken a them with monkeys that work for bananas. Same outcome
pay cut or been layed off. I know the goal is to cut spending and banana peels are biodegradable.
but you're never going to get re-elected by being an asshole.

Invest in clean energy and major infrastructure projects (e.g.
build train between Calgary and Edmonton). Promote flexible
work schedules for employees across the province.

V1v

Diversify the economy with a focus on green jobs.
Retraining for green jobs ie: building and installing solar
panels; building and maintaining wind mills;
Maintain public programs- health care and education.
Support to economic disadvantaged- a healthy population is
a more productive population.
Healthcare, education, diversification.

Increase the tax rate for the extreme wealthy, a luxury tax
and a pst. The wealthy spend more and would pay more pst
than the less wealthy.

Assistance to start ups for green technology.
Retraining for green jobs
Diversify the economy

Eliminating oil company tax breaks who continue to make
billions in profits every year.

Diversification

T6w
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T8A

We need more affordable housing throughout the province.
Education to meet the needs of all new students, keep
classroom sizes smaller and provide adequate supports for
students with special needs. Maintain funding to sustain a
robust public school system and do not create annual
testing for young students, this puts students with learning
challenges, mental health issues and children who come
from low income families at a greater disadvantage and
creates stress for all students Maintain levels of funding for
Program Unit Funding for young children with mild,
moderate and severe delays/disabilities. Maintain and
increase funding to recipients of AISH to coincide with
inflation and do not make individuals wait for PDD, as their
parents employment may depend on it. Invest in health
care. I have already heard of several doctors who are
planning to close their practice and move to the US because
of cuts. My child was in the hospital before Christmas and
the nurses were already run off their feet. I am very
concerned about how cutting staff positions will play out as
my experiences already suggest huge problems within the
system. Keep education and health care public so quality of
care and education is not directly related to how much
money someone can pay.

Maintain the corporate tax as Alberta already has the lowest
in the country.
Decrease all of the travel for the premier and other party
members and instead talk over skype, as these have been
adding up to huge costs.
Shut down the "war room" - a huge waste of money and no
transparency in to what is actually going on.
Create a PST, just like every other province to increase
revenue.

Support the Trans Mountain pipeline.
Stop focusing on just oil and gas and invest and diversify in
cleaner energy. Many jobs had been created in regards to solar
energy but have since been shut down.
Invest in infrastructure. What is not invested in today will cost
much more in the future.
Invest in AI as Edmonton is already recognized globally for
their expertise in this area.

T6H

The services Albertans actually use and need; Health Care,
Education and other services

Stop giving billions away in tax cuts in the lowest-taxation
province in the country.

Invest where the government can make a real difference, and let
the private sector do what it's good at. Don't try to duplicate it.

T6a

Education and health services, followed by funding
economic diversification initiatives. Certainly not offering
tax cuts to corporations. It's been proven over and over that
handing corporations money, does NOT create jobs. The
UCP must also stop listening to the Fraser Institute. Its so
incredibly out of touch with the economic reality of today's
global economy. Social economics will save us. Consider
a living wage. Stop thinking trickle down economics works!!
Reagan brought us that BS and created the 1% earnings gap
and destroyed any hope of a middle class. Get with the
times!!!*

First off, stop looking for savings. RE-instate the Corp tax
cuts. There's your funds to finance diversification and create
jobs while not cutting services. Change your ways. UCP is a
one term disaster if it doesn't.

First off, stop thinking oil is the answer. Petro is a sunset
industry. Diversify. Geothermal. Wind. Solar. Jeeze. Alberta
has more going for it, had going for it, than tar sands, which the
world does not need or want.middle east crude, Nigerian, cost
of producers ton is about $20.00/bbl and our tar sands is about
$55.00. Math is not hard.

na

Not government but students. Universities are pushing fees
onto students that are not optional but really should be
optional. For example student union dues. If I want to
support the students union well I will pay the fee, if I don't
want to I should not pay the fee.
Get rid of the war room. Decrease the number of government
ministers. Do not give hand outs to oil companies. Limit non
essential government travel expenses.

na

T5T

Education, health care, and social services. Also
municipality funding.

Diversify the economy - tech industry, solar/alternative energy,
and invest in government programs.
Increased taxes (especially high income) or introducing
provincial sales tax would help balance the budget.
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T5T

Health care for all equally. Prescriptions for all equally.
Education for all equally. Safety for all equally.

CEO’s don’t need all the money they earn. Dentist’s don’t
Stop laying off front line workers. Keep small farms going. Help
need to charge the money they charge. People can’t afford to our food be safe and local.
go. Doctors don’t need to get rich overnight. They have all
stopped caring about their clients. Veterinarian’s don’t need
to charge the prices they charge. Everyone wants to get rich
in a short period of time. Our parents worked a lifetime to
earn a home ect. Insurance companies gouging customers.

T6E

Health care and education.

Corporate taxes, sales tax and oil and gas royalties

T4B

Care for the elderly. Facilities need to return to the
oversight of the Government and operated by the
Government and out of the hands of private corporations.
Health Care should be a priority. Doctors in this province
are abusing the system, requiring patients to return month
after month to get prescriptions filled when there is no
change to medications and no need to see a doctor. They
could provide six months worth at least.

By not permitting doctors to require people to attend every
Remove the constraints and red tape for cannabis businesses
month for prescription refills.
trying to get started in this province. Work with counties to be
Not providing life time pensions to MLAs and the Premier for more open to allowing cannabis businesses.
only a few years in office.

t6w

You should be focusing on bringing in innovation and taking Stop providing tax-relief for the 1%. Goading companies with
on more environmentally-friendly projects.
tax breaks to fund a trickle-down theory only inhibits our
growth as a province
Education, Healthcare, Infrastructure, Economy,
Shut down the ridiculous War Room and invest that money
Environment, Technology, Oil Patch, Albertans. All sectors in Education and Healthcare!
are equally important!
Give back to Albertans the billions of dollars of guaranteed
Stop cutting jobs and wages, this will allow Albertans to
revenue that you robbed from Albertans to give to
stimulate the economy by buying goods and services.
corporations in the form of tax cuts! This was not your
money to give away!
Properly fund the Education and Healthcare systems. These
two are world class and the envy of the world!
All corporations, including oil companies, can pay their
share of taxes!

T6C

Infrastructure, construction, healthcare

Investing into new technologies in support of climate change.
This should be a PRIORITY.
Properly fund Healthcare, Education, Infrastructure,
Environment, Technology, Oil Patch and most of all Albertans.
Investing in Albertans is always a good thing. Don't cut jobs or
wages, this will help keep the economy going as people will
have the money to buy goods and services.
Diversify the economy! The province is so much more than just
Oil and Gas!!!All sectors are equally important!!!!!!

Bring in a 3% Sales Tax.
Bring in a Heathcare Premium to help fund the Healthcare
system.
Protecting the vulnerable by spending on income support
No more oil subsidies. No more privatization.
and eliminating homelessness and poverty. Diversifying the
economy. Public education. Public health care.

Diversify. Invest in infrastructure. Invest in research and
innovation.
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T1K

Premier Kenney, why do we not hear anything about
Letting people work and collecting taxes.
diversifying the economy instead of just focusing on oil and
gas.Recent story in Calgary papers details why young
people are not staying in Calgary because it is trying to go
back to the old idea of relying on oil and gas.No future in
technology development because oil and gas will never be
back like it was for Ralph.The only ones to benefit are the oil
and gas companies of the rich.Average citizen see nothing
but cuts and unemployment. Also why was an education
plan for the future not at least including education
stakeholders. Private schools didn't receive cutbacks
because the rich can afford any extra costs.

Not relying completely on oil and gas. Not cutting new
technology development grants. Why are big companies
building solar fields, developing new technology. We can't rely
on only one industry which you give all the benefits to and they
depart as soon as the going gets tough.

T0l

Health care
Education
Public sector and technology.
We need an educated population to deal with the upcoming
changes needed to diversify our economy and tackle
changing demands in the world.
Not spew out factory workers who can’t critically think.

Perhaps savings is not what we need but perhaps a more
sustainable tax plan
Stop travelling so much on the taxpayers dime. Stop paying
for other Premiers to travel in the name of networking. It’s
called Skype or Google Hangouts.
Stop investing so much money in a dying private sector. Oil
and Gas will never be what it was. Other countries have oil
and technology is replacing workers.
Stop giving free money away to profitable established
companies. It may be time to implement some sort of small
sales tax.
Anything but on the backs of Albertans.

By looking at diversification of the economy away from oil and
gas
Well A)stop cutting budgets which results in layoffs in the
Public sector. A lot of private sector workers are relying on
their spouses in the private sector.
B) increase public spending in infrastructure to create jobs. The
economy will pick back up and then you can cut some
spending.
Its time to pivot. Technology and knowledge based industries
are the future of this province. Quit chasing our tech companies
away.
Resign and let someone else in there that knows what they r
doing. Obviously your party doesn’t and you don’t really care
about anyone but yourselves.

1. Close the "warroom" as the think tank's are well known.
Why pay for them?
2. Reverse the corporate tax cuts. They are not effective.

Support innovation and a green energy supply. Our schools
educate great minds. Don't waste that money by letting
graduates slip away!

Eliminate the “war room”

Create tax and grant incentives for companies that will create
diversification in the economy

T0H

T4R

T1K

T5H

T5H

Education and healthcare should be priorities. Nothing
touches more Albertan's then their health and their
education.
Rescind all the changes you made in the resent budget.
Put cap back on insurance
Put seniors back on health premiums
Wage freeze should be negated
Do hurt front line medical workers with your stupidness
Do make low income Albertans pay for your ridiculous tax
breaks to corporations whom never created 1 job with them.
Trickle down economics has never worked and you already
knew that before you started this foolishness.
3 things that not only cost money
1. Public services incl. Health Care and Education,
2. Innovation of economy
3. Infrastructure
Education and healthcare, incentives to diversify the
economy
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T9K

Health care should be the number one priority! NO nurses
should lose their jobs! No frontline workers should be
affected. When you cut nurses, you hurt patient outcomes. If
you want to cut AHS, start at the top! There are too many
managers and not enough nurses.

You could get rid of some of the managers at AHS. There are
way too many managers that make outrageous salaries! AHS
needs to hire more RNs and stop threatening the health and
well-being of Albertans by taking nurses away!
You could create a sales tax!!! A 4% PST would solve all our
financial issues! Every sensible economist will tell you a
province runs better with a sales tax! Stop worrying about
votes and do what is needed! A PST will get us off the
Boom/Bust roller coaster! Stop blaming the Feds, the
previous government or anyone else for our financial
situation and just create a sales tax. With a 4% PST you
could pay down the debt, pay off the deficit and fund our
much needed, hard working public sector! Then once our
books are balanced, you could lower income taxes, making it
a little easier for average Albertans! The oil revenues could
be invested in job creation and green energy.

Invest in green energies! DO NOT create a two tier health
system! Two tier systems only benefit the rich and leave the
average person behind! Stop holding onto the idea that the
pipeline will save the economy! It won’t! Help people train for
diverse industries. Invest in tech and make the province more
welcoming to green energy companies with initiatives that can
economic growth! START LISTENING TO YOUNG PEOPLE!
They have amazing ideals and plans!

T2p

Stop find saving add provincial sales taxs

Have job training programs

Tax breaks for the rich, over crowded legislator in
Edmonton.

Tax breaks for new businesses, scrap the carbon tax for more
oil and gas companies want to invest.

t5e

Aish an seniors should be cared for an payed 3 business
banking days like before. Plus they should get inflation to
keep up with cost of living
Public education and health care. More nurses with higher
wages and wage increase for teachers to keep up with price
increases in the standard of living.
health care.

don't know

supporting fossil fuels

T5X

Education and health care

Large companies. Allowing more oil production and growth.

T5M

1. HEALTH
2. EDUCATION
3. JOB CREATION instead of causing the loss of
THOUSANDS of jobs across the province.

1. By NOT GIVING AWAY BILLIONS to the UCP's corporate
friends who then flee the province and take the money
elsewhere.

By not making cuts to education. More educated people
benefits us all.
Get your heads out of the oil wells and DIVERSIFY the
economy!
Fund HEALTH and EDUCATION, instead of killing it.

T0M

2. By DISMANTLING THIS SHAM OF A "WAR ROOM" and
spending the money on education and health care instead.
3. By CUTTING YOUR OWN SALARIES in line with all of the
salary cuts and loss of jobs you are causing throughout this
province!
The government should always take care of vulnerable
Albertans first. Tax breaks for huge oil companies help no
one but the 1%. Cutting funding for schools, hospitals, and
the justice system are not what we pay taxes for!

Tax oil companies. Cut the WAR room. Instead of putting
Stop cutting jobs would probably be the easiest answer! We
millions of dollars in promoting a dying industry, perhaps we need a province that has more going on than oil and gas. And a
could "diversify our portfolio" so that our province could
government that cares about people more than money.
have a different avenue of income. That way, when the price
of oil drops, our economy doesn't crash.

T8N

Health and education. It a no brainer.

Taxes the rich at a fair rate.

Diversity the economy. No brainer.

T3N

Health, education and infrastructure development in the
province.

Cutting down Government spending and taxing rich more
than offering tax benefits to them.

In addition to invest in O&G Sector, Govt should also diversify
business portfolio of Alberta.
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T2A

All levels of education, supporting a world-class healthcare
system, funding innovation through post-secondaries, and
letting businesses fund themselves.

T2V

Creating Tech jobs, education, health care, services and our Stop traveling so much and spending on expensive hotels
and panels.
future. You need regular people who see the world in a
different light not boardroom junkies who think everyone is
financially stable.
Maybe taxes on luxury items or a low provincial tax to help
kickstart the province, this isn’t a booming economy. We
look stupid to the rest of the country try to get away with not
paying a provincial sales tax.
education, health, economic diversification
close the war room, cancel the tax cut to corporations

T0C

Stop supporting revenue generating businesses with
corporate handouts and tax breaks. Put the money from the
ill-conceived Canadian Energy Centre back into the PC
created AER and provide better mandate to ensure industry,
the environment, and stakeholders are considerations for
energy development in Alberta.

Stop removing caps on all industries when people are
struggling with employment and the cost of post-secondary.
This is going to reduce spending and encourage migration of
Alberta residents to other provinces. This will not encourage
economic growth in Alberta. Stop developing unemployment
by laying off thousands of Albertans across the province.
Support Wind and Solar power along with Oil and gas.

Get serious about economic diversification - support the tech
sector by actually attending conferences and trade shows.
Support the alternative energy sectors by reinstating the rebate
programs that you cancelled
Reversing the 4.5 billion lottery win... Er "kickback"? Bribe? Reverse the 4.5 billion dollar windfall for oil & gas. TAX THE Restore the carbon tax program and the burgeoning solar
Mob payout? To the oil & gas industry.
RICH. Implement a carbon tax program that benefits those
industry which was starting to boom before Jason KKKenney
who aren't extremely rich. Fire the "blue ribbon" propaganda deliberately sabotaged it. Restore funding to education,
If they can afford 4.5 billion given to this severely profitable exercises. Fire the "energy war room". Fire Jason
healthcare & make the oil industry pay their damn taxes!
industry, they have ZERO excuses to screw over teachers,
KKKenney. Have Jason Kenney confess to his crimes in
doctors, nurses, the disabled, social programs, healthcare
regard to multiple cases of election fraud, and ban the UCP HIGH taxes are how government CAUSES jobs!
funding and EVERY other damn spot they've screwed over from running for a decade every time they commit election
sideways to justify their payout to the 1%er of industries.
fraud.

t2c

Public education and health care, stop cutting these
priorities. The future of our province relies how our young
people are educated, cutting this will only hurt us more in
the long run.

T8n

Healthcare and job creation.

Getting idiots like the UCP OUT of the decision making
process would save hundreds of billions.
Stop giving tax breaks to the richest 1% and large oil
companies. I am all for oil and gas but with these tax breaks
they are receiving how come large companies are still
moving to the USA?

Teachers and increasing back the taxes cut he made for
businesses. They are leaving anyways.

Oil and gas sector is a must and very important to Alberta
economy but other industries should not have to sacrifice due
to that industry failing. Keep focusing on oil and gas, but other
industries are failing due to lack of support. Need to have a
balance, not all eggs in one basket. I feel like our young people
are going to take the brunt of all the educational cut backs,
makes it harder for them to go to school and get educated.
They are one day going to be our future leaders, therefor should
not be sacrificed due to educational cuts.
Not cutting the wages. Continue with supporting environment
and ways to cut emissions
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T4N

I think that the government should focus on spending to
support people to be healthy and active in their own homes
as long as possible by expanding homecare, and long term
care. I think the government should focus on accessibility of
maternity and surgical services in low risk areas as they
help to reduce the overload on uban centers, improve
patient outcomes and reduce the financial burden to the
patient, as well the healthcare providers offering their
services contribute to local rural economies, helping to
diversify the rural economy. I think they should focus on
high quality math, science, computer/technology, and
critical thinking at the high school level. I think that free,
high quality community programming for early childhood
and subsidized high quality daycare with more accessibility
and support for people who work untraditional hours across
the province and in rural communities are important aspects
of both supporting our future citizens and encouraging
parents to be fully economically active. Incentivize
entrepunuership and small business.

Health care upper management and salaries of upper
management. Salaries of specialist physicians in urban
areas who collect on call pay while they are actually onsite
anyways and working. Incentivizing physicians and nurses to
work in rural communities and provide high quality care
close to home - maximizing the access to care locally and
reducing the workload of overburdened urban centers.
Making an attractive salaried option and paying physician
overhead rather than fee for service such as the crows nest
pass clinic. cut the "war room". delay connect care until
better economic times. Make all the health care zones
distribute the same information and use small expert
working groups in charge of provincial best practices. Right
now Edmonton has their own people, Calgary has their own
people, north zone, central zone, etc. Make clinical education
and best practice a provincial matter, and make it so that the
working groups are accessible to front line staff. Each zone
should not be working on their own policies, best practice,
education, and protocol separate from a provincial one.
Eliminate working groups that cannot demonstrate that they
are meeting an outcome that improves the health of
Albertans.

Government should support initiatives to encourage students
to work in front line health services, trades, small business,
engineering, and entrepunuership. Government should
incentivize people who are talented in software, coding,
computer technology, and make Alberta a hub of activity - 5G
why are we outsourcing to China or Sweden? why are we
behind the ball on participating in this key aspect of the global
economy? Limit the reach of franchises and incentivize and
reduce the barriers to starting a locally owned business or
service.

T6l

Health, job creating and senior.

support oil and gas ventures.

T3K

Education
Healthcare
Job creation
Low income families

Corporate hand outs and pay raises for parliament
employees
Large corporations. Increase taxes on Alberta's wealthiest.

If you want to start privatizing healthcare services, you must
first invest in the creation of private home care/community
clinics. You can’t cut jobs and expect privatization to occur.
Pick services you think could be privatized and encourage
physicians ect. to start private companies. Right now your just
forcing people who currently work in healthcare and thousands
of healthcare students to be broke, jobless, unable to provide
for themselves. And essentially throw years of hard work down
the drain. I’m a 17(1)
student who spent 9 years in
university. I have no job opportunities thanks to healthcare cuts
and $70,000 in student loans entering repayment. As a student I
work harder then a full time staff in practicum because
everyday my department is short 17(1)
. We are working
with dangerously low numbers of staff to save money. It will be
only a matter of time before someone dies your mother, father,
infant because there was no 17(1)
or nurse to
provide critical life saving measures. Don’t punish the people
who dedicated their entire life’s to saving yours.
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T1S

The key priority should always be the health, education and
welfare of all its citizens.
Until every last hungry child has secure food clothing and
shelter, we should give nothing to the rich.
Spend on people, create infrastructure jobs, diversify the
economy, create emerging job markets.

T2Z

Education, Healthcare, Social Services

T7Z

Health care and Education

t8r

Education, healthcare and diversification

T5L

Education and health care are most important for Alberta's
future and should be top priority. After that, research and
development into alternative energy technology to lessen
our dependence on fossil fuels.

Savings need to come from the less-essential services and
industries. Services to excel in providing for the basic needs
of the population should never be cut.
Savings must come from fair taxation. All corporations must
pay sufficient tax to cover the true cost of maintaining basic
health, education and welfare for all.
Savings from fair income taxes where everyone pays
proportionate to their ability.
Why are we paying for a war room? Get rid of it and use the
money where its actually needed. Don't hand out billions of
dollars to profitable corporations all the while reducing
funding where its needed most. Instead of just looking at
savings, how about actually looking at other revenue
sources other than oil and gas. It's time to diversify revenue
streams. And honestly, I would be ok with the introduction of
provincial sales tax at even 1% or 2%.

Spend on infrastructure and oil industry remediation to create
jobs for the current work force. Spend on Postsecondary
education for R and D for diversifying the economy. Spend to
ensure sufficient affordable housing and clean drinking water
everywhere in the province, more new jobs. Make starting your
own business easy, safe able to create new jobs.

Diversify! More support to environment and green/renewable
energies (there's a large market for it!)
Actually listen to Albertans and what they are saying are
priorities.

By continuing to provide publicly funded health care and
education. Do not privatize health care and education,
history tells us this does not work.

Diversification of the Alberta economy, now is the time to do
this.
Affordable education for Albertans. A well trained workforce is
what companies want and Albertans need.
Stop trying to prop up the dying oil industry. And cancel your Invest in future thinking industry. Not in dying industry.
ridiculous 'war room'
Make corporations pay their way like everyone else and stop Improving the standard of living conditions and economic
giving them huge tax breaks. Cut the salaries of ONLY the
situation for the lower and middle class population will result in
CEOs and upper management of government agencies.
more spending, more jobs for the working person, and a
healthier economy. Trickle down economics has been proven
every time to be a disaster and it's time we embrace "trickle up"
concepts instead.
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T1H

harm reduction facilities and metal health support. Our
health care needs to be exactly that "HEALTH CARE" not
"SICK CARE". We need to invest in prophylactic health,
verses sick health. Albertans need education to be more
accountable of in their own health...ie: diet, weight, exercise.

harm reduction facilities, as prophylactic measure to reduce
the weight on ER. Urgent care facilities to decease weight on
ER for non-emergent complaints. Reduction on nursing
FTE's that are below a 0.50. Reduction of nursing work
incentives ie: RN "x" days and overtime pay. Integration of
healthcare aids on units. Utilize the full scope of an LPN.
Reduce the significant number of overpaid managers and
directors. Decrease the amount of unneeded testing ordered
by the hospitalist service in hospitals. Decrease amount of
hospital admissions for reasons that can be dealt with at
home, or in a care facility. Increase the amount of
convalescent beds, in order to move stable patients off acute
units. Decrease the amount of "double doctoring" how a
physician can charge a "consult" for seeing a patient when
their colleague has already seen the patient and a consult
has already been charged. Decrease the amount of "needed"
G.P follow ups for prescription refills. Invest in long term
psychiatric treatments to stop the revolving effect, and
actually treat mental health to decrease the use of illicit
drugs. Stop allowing "retired" employees to fill fulltime
pensionable positions, and fill with younger employees that
will actually be contributing to the system. Actually feed our
patients with nutritious real life made food, to enhance and
support healing. Decrease the amount of ridiculously
overpaid clinical professionals being utilized to implement
and create "connect care", when really "netcare" should
have been utilized appropriately. Increase the quality of care
provided in local ER's, to prevent the return of patients for a
second time. Decrease the stupid amount of teams created
to "assess" our health system...so many dollars wasted on
people making hypothesizes on healthcare, verses actually
providing health care!

By utilizing all health care professionals to their full scope. ie:
LPN, Ortho techs, healthcare aids. Decrease multiple minute
FTE's and create one larger one, in several circumstances. stop
allowing retired employees from filling pensionable positions,
to support the younger workforce whom would be paying into a
said position. Have your nursing and support staff more
accountable for supplies used. ie: the overload of unused
supplies taken into an isolation room, which is then thrown
away because it can not be reused.

T5E

1. Healthcare
2. Education
3. Community and Social services- children and disability
services

Take back the billions in corporate tax breaks. Since it's
inception how many jobs have been created? How many big
corporations have moved out of Alberta since then?

1.Keystone pipeline restart
2. Environmental projects- recycling, bio-degradable product
development,to replace plastics etc
3. Look for other markets besides oil and gas.
We're in this crap pile because all governments in the last 40
years rely too much on oil and gas and when things bottom out,
there are cuts to services for everyday Albertans, which is
completely unacceptable. Do something now or you will lose
my support and vote in the next election

T4P
T1J

Health care, education and job creation by job
diversification.
Healthcare, education, infrastructure, seniors,
homeless,disabled

Charge the big oil companies a fair rate instead of giving
them billions of dollars with no teturn.
Stop the corporate handouts, review all spending , identity
unnecessary or duplicate services. Set priorities and follow
them. Introduce a sales tax and use that to pay down debt

Subsidize new industries.
Reduce government red tape. Provide incentives for small
business to hire
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T5T

Health care, education and childcare

T5T

Diversification of renewable energy resources- stop
focusing on only oil.
Education, healthcare, technology - let me be clear. These
are the backbones of a strong community. When the
population does not have access to quality affordable
education and health care it falls apart.

T6X

T4R

Health, Education and Infrastucture

T2V

Definitely Health and Education, those are the primary
functions of a provincial government and are key
determinants of human capital and quality of life for every
inhabitant of the province.

Upper level management should be the biggest cuts as they
draw the biggest salaries and in some areas there are more
than one manager overseeing one are that alone is a waste
of taxpayer dollars
Raising taxes, PST- bring us up to date with the rest of the
country. Stop taking away from our most vulnerable.
Their own salaries which are ridiculous compared to how the
rest of Alberta is currently living. Bonuses to oil companies.
Getting rid of Jason Kenney.

Give cost of living wage increases to Government Employees,
the more they are able to live at the cost of living increases the
more they will spend on the economy.

Stop the war room
Reduce the number of press secretaries and “issues
managers” if you governed properly there would be no
issues
Reduce the travel budgets of all MLAs and the premier in
half. Meetings can be done by Skype.
Small savings to be had from axing the War Room and
letting CAPP do their own PR campaigns. Larger savings to
be had from cancelling the tax breaks, predictably they've
been proven to be ineffective in keeping investment in the
province.

Diversify outside of O and G
Who would want to come to this province with a divisive
government picking fights with everyone, preying in the
vulnerable never mind the right wing religious but jobs. Crazy...
but we can’t afford to treat their craziness cuz healthcare is
tapped out.lol.
I think you need to look at restoring tax benefits for new tech,
film and TV, renewable energy mods to houses, alternative
economic drivers. Oil and gas will remain volatile and are in
long term decline.

By investing in diversity, not just oil!!
By stopping what they are currently doing and thinking outside
the box.
By not rolling out ridiculous budget cuts to core sectors that
are so large they are forced to lay off large amounts of frontline
staff. The cascade effect from this will be HUGE!
By looking to the future and realizing that Oil isn’t the only way
for our province to flourish.
By understanding how technology is important and focusing on
it.
By expanding to other sectors and looking for resources that
can be exported to other provinces/countries EITHER than oil.
It’s time for this province to stop being a one trick pony.

Also, please realize that trickle down economics are a carny
show, they have never worked and will never work. Therefore,
be mindful that public sector jobs contribute to aggregate
demand. If you cut nurses and teachers, they leave the province
as they did under Klein, and they rarely if ever come back and
contribute to the Alberta economy. Very few of my colleagues
returned from Klein era exile, and my family are considering
leaving again, taking with us 24 years of Alberta taxpayer
funded post secondary human capital.
T4C

Education, Health care, oil well clean up

Get oil companies to pay taxes, tax the rich

T0E

Education, health care, environmental issues, infrastructure. Get rid of that useless and insulting war room to begin with.
Make sure to tax oil and gas companies, and keep the carbon
tax alive. Fund schools and health care institutions so that
we have an educated and healthy society. That will save
immensely in the long run.

Clean up old oil wells, incentives for drilling, low cost housing
initiatives, New jobs in alternative energy
Hire more teachers and nurses, not less!
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T1K

T7x
T6B

Healthcare
Education

I think spending should be focused on all Albertans not
anywhere else.
People!
Before he was elected people had jobs and a living wage.
Those who needed it were cared for and has a sense of
security about the future. What I see now is far more
fearabout the future, less hope and more negativity. Alberta
has become an unhappy and distrustful place. This has to
stop. His cuts to AISH, to healthcare, to education to the
environment, to infrastructure and to municipalities are
serving no one save his own agenda.

Combine Occupational Health and Safety with Workers
Compensation like other provinces do.

Keep increasing trades funding.

Consolidate the current Safety partnerships that issue COR
or certificates of recognition to a group of 5. This will lower
WCB premiums for business
Tax the corporations, instead of tax cuts for them.

Tourism

You have to spend money to make money. You have to keep
people working so they can pay taxes. You have to ensure
that people have health care, education and a hopeful, kind
community in which to live. You have to look after their
environment. More green initiatives. More transparency. And
... dare I say it? a provincial sales tax would go a long way.
To find the monies needed to keep our deficit manageable.

Mr. Kenney should stop with the cuts to the services that
people need. These will only increase hardship to our
vulnerable citizens. He needs to get back on track with
alternative energy programs as even though he doesn't get it
there is no appetite to go back to relying on our past ways
getting revenue. Robbing Albertans of their environment, their
health and their hope.

t5s

How about less spending, honestly Edmonton does not need Well again less spending, not investing in LRT please.
the Lewis Estates Rec center, heck Edmonton does need the
west LRT. See how much the south side is moving along.

How about "investing" in emplyment training

T6C

Healthcare and Education

Implementing higher Corporate Taxes for the very rich

Green energy and infrastructure

t6v

Green energy and creating new jobs

Mandatory enforcement of mudflaps/winter tires.

Creating a new segment of wind and solar

T0E

Education, health care, environmental issues, infrastructure. Get rid of that useless and insulting war room to begin with.
Make sure to tax oil and gas companies, and keep the carbon
tax alive. Fund schools and health care institutions so that
we have an educated and healthy society. That will save
immensely in the long run.
Education - I am a regular parent of17(1) kids and like most Increasing the taxes for the richest Albertans instead of
cutting them. Carbon Tax. A small PST.
Albertans I want a continued strong well publicly funded
education system (which is what it was before these budget
cuts). Our Education system is the envy of the world, please
don't weaken it with funding cuts! Good healthcare and a
healthy environment with good public infrastructure are also
important.
Public education, health care
Tax breaks for corporate welfare and wealthy individuals

T6J

T4A

Hire more teachers and nurses, not less!

Diversify investment and invest in infrastructure and Education.
Our future lies with having all Albertans well educated
regardless of who their parents are.

Diversify the economy away from just oil and gas,
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T3B

eliminate debt
flood mitigation

Public service salaries esp management.
Education esp management. Replace existing teacher
competantcy review system with an independent review.
Fire anyone who endorsed the new math system
Eliminate the "spend before date or lose it" from year end
budgeting

Seems like every job "created" by the government, leads to a
loss of a legitimate job in the private sector. Taxing healthy
companies to fund ones that businesses won't touch is
counterproductive. No taxpayer money should be spent to
support the private sector. If the banks don't want it; there is a
reason (High River Magnesium Plant, Gainer's, etc. etc.)
Minimize red tape. Review the impact of the minimum wage
legislation - Did it have it's intended purpose or did it eliminate
positions?
Government's only responsibility to industry and job creation is
to provide a growth environment free of interference.
Also public service jobs are not "job creation"

T6C

- Health care within a publicly funded and publicly delivered
system
- Education and Post-Secondary Education (restore tuition
tax credits)
- Green energy programs
- Social Programs
- Economic Diversification (besides oil and gas)
- Worker health and safety

- Eliminate $4.7B tax cut to profitable corporations.
- Eliminate Canadian Energy Centre. $30M to issue press
releases and design powerpoints, really???
- Eliminate investigation into foreign funded environmental
groups
- Get out of lawsuits challenging carbon tax - it's a waste of
money since the feds have the right to levy taxes under the
division of powers under the Constitution.
- Scratch panel investigating provincial police force,
Alberta's own CPP - these initiatives will cost $100's of
millions to set up and maintain with no guarantee of federal
funding

Restore economic diversification grants and tax credits put in
place by previous government (e.g. film, craft beer, artificial
intelligence, green energy technologies)
Restore funding for $25/day daycare.
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T0G

Health, Education, Social Services and supporting a broader
employment base. Oil has run its course, and it doesn’t
mater what Kenny and his silly war room does its to late the
world is moving forward and nothing we can do but get
ahead of it or our economy in Alberta will be done for good.

Clear out some of the executive management in Health,
Education and other Ministries. You cut back their budget in
health by not allowing for normal inflation and all AHS did
was screw over front line staff. AHS is the worst at the
management game.

Stop giving hand outs to oil and big corporations and hold them
accountable. Use the money they should be putting back into
this province for access to “our” yes our resources rather
paying the greed games and bailing them out all the time. I want
to see our industry do well but get your head out of the sand
Kenny is no better than Trudeau in dealing with oil. I was born
We need good quality frontline staff in Education, Health and and raised here yet we seem to care more about making some
Also spend a few dollars and investigate the FCC in Slave
British or USA based citizens wealthier than our own Canadians
Lake before the province and AHS is sued. What a joke here Social Services and all we seen the conservatives do was
and Albertans.
play the same old game of trying to make it look good by
These guys can’t manage themselves out of a paper bag
going after front line staff.
little a hospital and clinic.
Corporations have been screwing over Alberta for years take
our money and run leaving the mess behind for us to clean up
Also shame on Pat Rehn and Jason Kenny for their absolute And for Christ sake have someone look at the way AHS is
with unclaimed wells across our province it’s just leaving a
failure to support those folks out in Marten Beach. Forestry, running the northern health service, this is a dam mess,
mess for our kids to clean up.
needs to be sent packing.
Gas, Oil, and Mining have destroyed Marten Hills and the
province looks the other way when they are flooded unlike
My family is in oil and gas and they laugh every time the feds or
ever before. Shame on Rehn. They have reports back to the The idiots they have running services in Slave Lake and
provinces step in to bail them out, they laugh all the way to the
mid 1980s that say don’t harvest in Marten Hills but what do Wabasca is criminal. Talk about needing to clean up some
you let forestry do harvest in Marten Hills plus you have 20 senior staff start in these two communities. I’ve never seen bank. Forestry, mining all of the large resource corporations are
plus open gravel pits up there no wonder they were flooded. such poorly coordinated management in my life. They have the same. They are only worried about their shareholders in the
Managers who can’t manage from Grand Prairie, Athabasca, short term and have no issues bankrupting a company, and
Just fly over I have it’s a mess. I know lots of the folks our
their who are retired oil, gas and forestry workers and there Westlock, Morinville to name a few and the sites is left with a moving on to a new one.
is nothing from Rehn. His sign during the next election will few idiots. No one has the authority to make decisions any
more. If the VP or one of his 5 directors doesn’t sign it off no
not be in my yard again...
decision can be made. What they fail to realize is by not
allowing staff to make timely decisions they have made a
decision.
And one last thing here how about you do some exit
interviews that the ministers see from that slave lake FCC
site. They can’t keep staff do to extremely poor management.
It’s not hard to follow up with them, no one seems to want to
listen.

T8N

T5S

T3R

Education and Health Care should be properly funded! I
would very much like to see diversification so that our
economy is not dependant on oil and gas. I'd especially like
to see concessions made for businesses exploring
alternative sources of energy and those focused on
protecting the environment.
Jobs Kenny promised in his campaign instead cuts costing
higher unemployment
Health care - NO CUTS
Vulnerable populations - NO CUTS
Education - NO CUTS

The fact that I know as much as I do about the goings on in
No more cuts to large corporations. All the studies of
Government workers, health care workers, teachers, those
curriculum, etc. are costing money. Get rid of the War Room. involved in new technologies . . . public service jobs should be
Trips for MLA's should be cut.
reinstated by increasing funding to previous levels. Losing all
these jobs is devastating to our economy.

Asking for the 4.7 billion from his crooked corporate friends
with higher taxes and interest on their free money

Diversity of jobs not focusing on one

Elected members salaries, travel, and expenses.
War room is unnecessary.
Education audit is unnecessary.

Diversify. Invest in alternate/clean energy sources. Oil is dead.
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Healthcare. Waits of 9 to 12 months for CT scan is
negligence and very unfair to people waiting. It is also more
expensive to deal with more advanced disease.
Laying off nurses and other frontline staff will only worsen
the situation and more people out of work won’t help our
economy. Infrastructure, abandoned wells are areas we
could put people back to work and help economy.

Get rid of war room,stop trips trying to sell our oil and gas in Find a way to reward job creation instead of no strings attached
absence of a carbon tax. Stop all government trips and
tax cuts. Keep infrastructure in good repair, that creates jobs.
Skype or use phone calls to lobby. Stop all government
advertising. Reinstate corporate tax cuts.

T6K

Seniors, AISH, Teachers, Blue Collar Workers, Alberta's
Middle-Class Workers!!

Keep your promises like you said BEFORE YOU GOT
ELECTED!!! QUIT spending money foolishly and other part of
response reflects back to 2nd Question and Answer!!

T2A

Diversification of the economy, environmental protection,
education, health care, and homeless.

T6B

Enhance spending on health, education and housing. The
Alberta advantage is having healthy citizens with
opportunities to learn and train and live in safe appropriate
settings.
* providing universal health care and reducing privatization
* supporting the arts across our province
* increasing funding to our universities
* supporting the proposed federal gun regulations
* providing more support for AISH receipients

Stop giving Quebec and other Eastern provinces all our hardearned money and not receiving any royalties. STOP sending
monies to foreign countries to help them, service Canadian
people first, we're becoming a 3rd World County ourselves,
because of it.
Kill the war room, it's a complete and utter failure much like
the current budget. The UCP should also reinstate the
previous tax rate to ALL large profitable corporations and
return those funds to general revenue to help pay for the
above.
Dispense with expert panels that waste time and resources
looking into matters that have already been decided by the
UCP.
* decreasing MLA salaries
* decreasing the Premier’s salaries

* providing paid internships and increasing scholarship
opportunities for students
* increasing minimum wages so that individuals will have
disposable income to spend in their communities
* diversifying provincial focus on energy resources to find
sustainable alternatives to expand our economy

T5P

T5B

T8A

Health care! Why is it that health care management wages
are so high and why is there so many of them??

Too many managers! I would love to see the difference in
spending for front line healthcare staff vs spending on
management.
Education. Specifically, the government should fund
With the exception of projects already announced, post-pone
enrolment growth in metro divisions, and reinstate class
new infrastructure projects, such as schools and hospitals.
size funding. Children with special learning needs must be In health care, free up ambulance time so drivers don't have
supported adequately in their schools. School infrastructure to wait with patients and put pre-screening measures in
is also a concern. Schools are aging and need to be
place so that those who do not require emergency care can
maintained to a safe standard.
be directed to other venues.

Creating jobs can come through supporting a diverse economy,
education, healthcare, and the environment. Focusing on only a
single industry is not only killing us, but also it's causing much
of the skill in the province to leave and not return.
Invest heavily into building and rebuilding Alberta’s
infrastructure and incorporate sustainable technologies that
will a strong basis for future endeavours.

Programs for training. I would love to upgrade my healthcare
training but the cost of school vs the small wage increase isn’t
viable for me.
Stop the threats of layoffs if unions do not capitulate to your
demands of salary rollbacks and don't force children to stay out
of school for months if and when school employees resort to
job action to get a fair deal. I fail to see how laying off teachers,
educational assistants, or other staff will help with economic
growth. Although I voted for this government, I am not sure I
would do so again. So disappointed.
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Education (both K-12 and postsecondary), healthcare,
reducing the unemployment rate, reducing homelessness,
supporting people with addiction.

Increasing taxes to corporations and wealthy individuals,
reducing the pay of top-level executives

By providing funding to public sectors to allow them to create
or continue offering a high level of service to the public. The
cuts that have been made to public sector budgets over the last
year have significantly contributed to the unemployment rate
and put important services at risk. The government has the
ability to directly create jobs and stimulate economic growth
through the public sector, while also ensuring that Healthcare
and education services are some of the best in the world. This
will not only stimulate the economy in the short term but will
ensure that people are healthier and better educated in the
future.

T7S

Roadways

Less red tape, lower taxes. Keep doing what you’re doing.

T1K

Healthcare, education, homelessness, transportation not
involving fossil fuels, climate and environment, assistance
to the poor—with equal weight given to each.

Healthcare and education. Possibly review and find excess
spending areas that could be cut.
By stopping the handouts to corporations and by taxing
them fairly. By abandoning the ridiculous “War Room”.

T5T

Innovation and creating jobs

Digitization and cutting red tape

T5s

Widening winterburn rd...and rec centre for the west

There wages

Tax breaks for small businesses, higher taxes for big
businesses
Stop spending my money on stupid things

T6C

Education, healthcare, social services

T6L

Health care and education.

Stop giving corporate tax cuts. In fact, tax corporations even
more.
Management levels especially in health care.
Government travel.

T5T

Better supports for families experiencing poverty, especially
if that prevents their children coming into care. More health
care workers to decrease wait times and staff burnout.
Funding to education for more teachers and special aides to
manage all of the challenges that children are facing these
days. Infrastructure so all rural and remote communities
have both clean water and internet.

a 2% sales tax (we reduced the GST by 2%, I wouldn't miss
that 2%), and ensure that the wealthiest people and
corporations pay their fair share of taxes and a living wage
for their staff.

T5H

public services! i.e. health care, education, social
assistance, AISH, etc.

wrong focus. reverse the horribly wrong corporate tax cuts
and reverse the horribly wrong austerity cuts, and instead
INCREASE taxes on wealthy individuals, businesses and
corporations!
stop giving away most subsidies, kick-backs, bribes,
payoffs, patronage, sweetheart deals and other "incentives"
to profitable businesses and corporations!

By investing in people—certainly not by putting thousands out
of work.

Invest in social services like hospitals, healthcare, and financial
support for students
Obviously giving billions of dollars in tax breaks to big
business did not help. Tax incentives and small business
ventures that then allow for hiring at local levels and more
disposable income to put back into the local economies.
Bring in businesses that create clean energy jobs. Stop
reducing public service jobs. Increase mental health supports
and employment programs in the justice system so that once
released, they might re-enter society and contribute, instead of
taking up police resources.

stop putting people OUT of work and laying off people, and
instead employ people! provide an actual earned incentive for
companies to employ people, like some kind of tax cut earned
for proven job creation instead of just useless undeserved
giveaway tax cuts. working people spend on goods and
services that contribute to boosting the economy! laid-off
public sector workers cannot spend on anything but basic
survival. spending on infrastructure improvements would
boost economic activity too.
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T5N

Support for new technologies - to create an Alberta
advantage in industries other than oil-gas
Upgrade infrastructure - we do not have a single fast-traffic
road in Alberta, and many roads are ridden with pot holes
Education - maintain funding for schools and universities
Medical care - ensure continuing availability of services for
persons who need medical assistance while remaining in
work force

Introduce higher taxes on gasoline - for oil operators and
consumers
Introduce higher taxes for big corporations and the highearning persons in the society
Introduce toll roads

Support for new technologies
Support for start-up companies
Infrastructure upgrade projects

T2W

Education, Health and Environmental Care.

Big business, no money to cronies, the wealthy.

T0K

Healthcare. Hospitals have been shortstaffed in nursing
Stop giving money to corporations etc. immediately
departments for years. We need more homecare and more
training fir the homecare we already have.

By encouraging endeavours to stop homelessness, assist
training programs for marginalized people, help industries that
are suffering.
Listen to the frontline workers, as to what is needed and what
should be changed.

T8H

Stop giving money to the rich and stealing from the most
vulnerable people.
Strengthening public delivery of public healthcare,
reinstating that AISH payments are tied to inflation,
strengthening public education to continue investing in our
young people and our future, diversifying our economy
including a just transition for workers in the oil & gas
sectors, with their technical expertise in engineering and the
trades, to green energy jobs

T3M

Health Care senior services schools

From the no strings attached 4.7 Billion handout they should
never have given out.
Increasing public delivery of public healthcare will mean that
a portion of the costs to provide services will not go to
shareholders in private-for-profit companies; Public delivery
of healthcare can provide savings because the much larger
public system can serve people more efficiently by
spreading work across a whole system (for eg hospital lab
technicians can process lab tests overnight in their 24-hr
cycle); hiring more nurses would decrease overtime costs;
increasing publicly delivered home care will help to keep
seniors independent longer and is less costly to our health
care system
Their silly “War Room” what good has that been ??
Management

By investing in diversifying the economy and not giving free
money to the rich and stealing from the poor
Stop layoffs and cutbacks to people working in the public
systems of healthcare and education where their work is greatly
needed. These people will be spending their decent paychecks
on keeping the economy moving. Keeping AISH payments tied
to inflation will decrease the bureaucracy of having to reassess
people's rates.

Not the way they are doing it it’s only lost jobs for albertans
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T2E

K to 12 education, post secondary, health care, social
services, municipalities, green retrofit and green purchase
incentives

Stop corporate handouts.

Make it easier to parents work full-time by making child care
more affordable.

Shut down the Canadian Energy Centre.
Incent tech companies for setting up in Alberta.
Increase the corporate tax rate.
Incent cyber security firms for setting up in Alberta.
Implement a modest PST.
Incent the video game and film industry for operating in Alberta.
Implement an "Alberta made" carbon tax.
Increase the minimum wage and make it equal for workers of all
ages.
Shift the focus away from oil and gas - diversify our economy
by supporting industry that is focused on green technology,
distribution, cyber security, clean energy, child care, mass
transit. Oil and gas can take care of itself. Companies can hire
firms to handle their PR, marketing and communications. The
Government does not need to subsidize the industry. The
reputation of the Oil and Gas industry is set. The divestment in
this sector has begun and that will not change.

T2N

Diversifying the economy (small business, tech,
Stop giving money to companies that aren't tied to our
entertainment like video games, app developers, tv and
province and well-being. Close the fucking war room. It's an
movies..)
embarrassment along with a waste of money.
Public services like healthcare, education, transit, childcare
(The less we have to pay for basic needs the more we have
to spend. These services also tend to create jobs)

Public services create jobs, so making sure those are healthy
makes for a healthy society along with providing jobs for them.
Make incentives for small business and entrepreneurs.
Encourage other sectors and stop focusing on oil and gas so
much, it's let us down multiple times in the past and it's only
going to get worse as it becomes more and more outdated.
Stop undoing regulations that protect people from basic needs
(like insurance) from skyrocketing. If people don't have money
to spend, they won't spend it and thus the economy stagnates.
(Insurance is a basic need as even our cities are often too
spread out to rely on public transit for jobs and so many of our
population require vehicles. Not to mention the transit cuts that
have made it even more difficult to take public transit reliably.)

T2B

Health and education.

Tax corporations

Green energy

Add a sales tax
Cancel the ‘war room’.
Cancel corporate give aways
Cancel all charter / private schools

Diversification of the economy - I.e. alternative energy & tech.
Retraining oil workers to reclaim abandoned wells.
Increase minimum wage.
Provide universal daycare.

T4C

Seniors and persons with diabilities
Education, Education, Education
AISH
Seniors
Health Care
The environment
Economic diversification
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A1A

Money needs to be spent on healthcare, education,
infrastructure, and innovation. Cuts to AISH are just mean.
Wait times for diagnostics like colonoscopy and CT scans
have drastically increased since UCP took over. Nurses and
teachers are stressed to their limits ...overworked and
underpaid. By putting money into innovative research we
can diversify our economy instead of just relying on oil.

Get rid of the War Room! Stop hiring panels (and people
from outside of the province and country) to review
curriculum and such when the experts are right here in our
province (for example teachers currently in classrooms.)
Curriculum panel was a complete waste of money. Invest in
people not corporations. Stop trying to privatize health care
and education.

Invest in innovation and research beyond oil and gas and invest
in public education for our youth! We have brilliant students in
this province who will do amazing things. Invest in innovation.
For example, our world has a plastics problem. China has
stopped taking plastics to recycle because they have too much.
Why not offer grants for innovations that use recycled plastics.
You would be amazed at what people come up with. Or how
about investing in plastic recycling businesses ( job creation)
as there is obviously a shortage of such services here in
Canada.

T8A

Job creation
health care
education
The present government should focus on restoring funding
to education, health care, the civil service and
municipalities. It should not be motivated by an ideology
that protects itself and a special interest group. The best
government is NOT the least government. Provincial and
municipal infra-structure must be supported. Oil companies
must pay taxes like every other company and be held
accountable for money owing to farmers and for paying for
abandoned wells. Hiding behind rhetoric, being deceitful
and lying will eventually result in the failure of this
government. Climate change and the environment are
critical issues that must be addresses and acted on.
Spending money to protect the environment is critical.
Funding should be returned to non-profit societies. I'm
going to spend my money to ensure the defeat of this
government. Everything this government has done should
be reversed.

stop the amount of immigrants coming to Canada

By focusing there attention on it and get people back to work.

The first place is to stop giving away tax dollars to oil & gas
companies. This is a good time to do provincial and
municipal infra-structure work rather than waiting until costs
increase if the economy ever recovers. Taking money from
people on AISH is not the way to save money. Reducing the
social safety net is NOT the way to save money.

Wake up to the reality that you cannot recreate the past. The
world is awash in oil. The price is going to stay low. The
province needs to diversify. We need educated, trained
workers. Support job creation by ensuring everyone (not just
special interest schools) has access to the best possible
education. Unfairlying targeting the civil service by firing
people is short sighted. I look forward to documents found
through the Freedom of Information legislation to learn the
"truth" cost of work given to companies and whether there were
conflict of interest in hiring them instead of using the civil
service to do the same work! This government has been a
catastrophic failure.

The government needs to focus more on the public sectors.
Instead of giving tax breaks to the rich and handing out
millions to companies that LEFT our province, focus on
Education and Health Care because they are the areas that
benefit everybody. Whether you work in oil and gas or a
grocery store, you are guaranteed to overlap with the public
sectors. When money is taken away from them, everyone
suffers.
education health care
invest in diversity in types of businee
Health care funded to meet our booming population and lack
of increased services to meet this news over the past
several decades (get rid of managers not front line staff),
increasing university enrolment so our province’s per
student spending aligns with other provinces, huge AISH
recipients cost of living increases so they don’t turn to
crime.

The government could find savings by having MPs and our
Premier take a pay cut. They are paid more than the majority
of provinces. The government could also find savings by
making private schools actually be funded privately. When a
private school is over 80% funded (more than any other
province) by Alberta's government, they are hardly a private
school anymore.

The government should support job creation and economic
growth by assisting the public sector. Instead of forcing
thousands out of jobs in the public sector, the government
should be taking their own pay cuts. THE CARBON TAX. If they
government had kept their own carbon tax, Alberta would get to
be keeping our own money from the tax. Instead, by scrapping
the NDP's carbon tax, we have to do the federal carbon tax
where the money goes to Ottawa.
Be realistic as to what will be valuable in the future

T2W

T2J

T8A
T0g

Do not give money to oil companies as has been shown has
not helped
Reducing MLA’s salaries and perquisites, getting rid of the
war room to promote oil and gas, close schools with under
100 kids and a viable option within a 35 minute drive.

Tourism grants, business incubators, leaving the lotter alone
because it supports NGO’s and other groups that meet these
mandates.
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T8N

EDUCATION IE Teachers, Teachers Assistants

Cutting back on Managers at the Top who have never been
educated in the job that they are doing

HEALTH
We cannot be without Nurses and Doctors which this man
does not seem to understand.

T1J

T9S

T4L

T2X

T3L

SENIOR HOUSING
Increase funding for k-12 and postsecondary education,
reverse tax cuts for large, profitable corporations, eliminate
increase pay for frontline health workers, invest in high-tech the energy war-room.
industries, and eliminate subsidies and tax breaks for the
oil and gas sector.
Healthcare, education, and infrastructure
Alberta does not have a spending problem, it has a revenue
problem. Raise corporate taxes and, if needs be, institute a
provincial sales tax.

Job creation will come from Education
Economic growth will come from having the right people in
charge at the top with some brain
The people of Alberta should have been careful for what they
wished .

direct government investment in green energy and high-tech
industries.

Investing in infrastructure while times are rough puts Albertans
back to work. Don't wait until times are good to invest in
infrastructure as that is when there's a labour shortage. Do it
now while people as looking for work.

Likewise, now is the time to invest in education, especially
secondary. Investing now gives us the educated workforce
necessary for the future.
Healthcare, Education (elementary, secondary, post
Minimize duplication of services (eg career training,multiFinancial assistance with the understanding the funding to be
secondary), Career Training, Homelessness(big impact on
healthcare service providers). Contract services. Review
paid back (low interest over a realistic term)if not in full at least
healthcare, emergency visits, policing, courthouse - you get Social assistance programs (eg AISH)
a certain %. Begin at grass roots level - starting Junior High if
the picture)
not sooner. Educating the next generation the importance of
viable work, education, financial responsibility. Encourage
volunteering in areas of interest-training on the job, low
financial impact on employer.
School maintenance and new schools.
Quit giving tax breaks to large corporations.
Do not do as all other conservative governments have done the
Continue with transportation infrastructure.
last 40 years,every time there is a drop in oil revenue you want
Help cities with their shortfalls for transportation needs
to attack the public servants, teachers, nurses and put more
people out of work or cut their incomes. Try something new and
(LRT)
innovative.
Education and Health Care
Return the oil and gas royalties to pre-Ralph Klein levels,
Re-direct oil and gas royalties to support sustainable
and stop allowing the large operators to defer their royalties businesses, industries, and meaningful retraining for those of
while their projects are "under construction" for decades.
us who have lost our oil and gas industry jobs.
Increase the personal income tax for earners over $250,000.
Funding public health care & education
Natural resource diversification beyond oil and gas by
incentivizing corporate growth into sustainable means of
energy harvesting.

By increasing the tax rate/reducing tax loopholes for large
corporations and the ultra wealthy.

Maintaining a healthy and robust public education system
Maintaining a healthy and robust public health care system
Acknowledge the climate crisis and act accordingly - think
further into the future than the next 5 years. Oil and gas will no
longer be economically viable in our lifetime - what happens
then?
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T3H

Healthcare, road maintenance.

The energy "war room".

T6R

Education and Health Care

Cutting management levels, keep process effective and
efficient.

T4x
T5X

T2V

T8g

Employment skills initiatives. I work in Oil and Gas- the people
losing their jobs are pigheaded postmodern conservatives. We
are hiring at my job and no one has been able to take the
position due to inability to spell, inability to deal with authority
and drinking and driving on the job. Being trashy is infiltrating
Alberta's sense of cultural identity and it's costing us jobs to
people outside Alberta who know how to behave in a
professional environment. A government sponsored "etiquette
course" in the same lines of a safety work ticket could help
boltser resumes for Albertans actually willing to work.

Promote new businesses, attract investments including foreign
investments on all kinds of industries, consider tech
companies, not limit to oil industries.
Leave frontline workers along and focus on management.
1 Upper managers bonuses would pay for my wage in a year Cancel the corporate welfare we all know it’s not working. Quite
cutting jobs and implement a 2% pst.
Health care, supporting workers, maintaining our standard Instead of finding savings, raise taxes to competitive, normal Spend money on programs and infrastructure to support and
of living. Spend money to support the economy. No health rates and spend money to support the economy and health
build the economy. Green programs. Focus on nuclear, forget
cuts.
care. PST is an option.
about oil.
Health, education, and diversifying the employment sector - The war room should be dismantled, the unnecessary
As above, support employment in other sectors of the economy
investigations into the present education system should be than just oil and gas; alternative energy, education, the film and
that means supporting job opportunities like those in
stopped (ps I am not a teacher)
entertainment sector, the arts, the health sector.
alternative energy, the entertainment fields and the arts,
health and education
Community development and revitalization.
Corporate handouts
By investing in communities to make them desirable places for
By not creating an energy war room
businesses to operate.
Health care

T5T

Education
Education, health, and social services.

Get rid of the UCP.

Not by giving big corporations tax breaks.

T3R

Health care, education and diversification of the economy.

Eliminate corporate tax cuts as these only go to the bottom
line of the corporations and do not create job growth. To
think otherwise is a fallacy.

T1S

The government should focus on spending less money,
offering less services.
Education, Health Care.

Cut public sector wages.

Encourage diversification with encouragement of tech sector,
clean energy initiatives and the film industry. Pretty much all
the things they cut. The oil industry is mature and in decline,
need to focus elsewhere.
Cutting taxes

T5K
T8T

T8V
T3J

Getting rid of the Un-Albertan Activities Commission.
Properly fun Education and Health Care. Diversify the economy.
Eliminate the War Room.
Spend more on cleaning up orphaned wells.
Infrastructure should be one of the most important things to The government should look at themselves first and not take This should be first and foremost on the minds of politicians!!!!!
get people back to work and quit fretting about what is
money out of the pockets of their citizens for savings!!!!
wrong with education and get the health care system fixed
once and for all!!!!!
Education and health
Absolutely no special incentives to any business trying to
Develop high tech industry around lower carbon extraction and
set up in Alberta.
usage to provide to the world.
Health.Education .Seniors
Corporate tax increase.Reduce non productive expenses
Make good relationship with Federal government and
Job cremation
convenience all Canadians to use Canadian oil only.Speak with
Fed to stop any import of foreign oil in Canada
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T0M

education and healthcare front line staff

reduction in AHS middle/upper management, not giving
Invest in things other than o&g. Support our kids and families.
money to multi-billion dollar companies that have zero
Stop it already with the privitization of services and the
vested interest in Alberta, not reducing corporate taxes, have religious pandering of the schools.
a sales tax if need be. The cutting of all of these services is
ridiculous and unnecessary, if we were inline with other
provinces we could've continued programs to support ALL
Albertans without increasing debt. Stop it already- I'm
actually thinking I no longer want to live in this province.

T3C

Harm reduction sites that save many lives.
Focusing on revenue gained from tourism rather than
hunting and guide outfitting companies.

Get rid of the war room that is supposed to be transparent
Allow the transition of fossil fuels to reneweable energy. The
but operates in a veil of secrecy and doesn't allow for FOIPs, world is changing rapidly and we're stuck in the dark ages!
and threatens freedom of speech by not allowing charities
and not for profits to provide healthy criticism of the
government's actions. It's a sham spending our tax payer
dollars on questionable logo creating companies that copy
others work and claims to be manned by journalists, that
really aren't.

T5E

Health Care / Education / Infrastructure

Increase corporate taxes

T3K

education, health care - primary care services

T3L

Education (increase funding to PUBLIC education), health
care and diversifying our economy. Having ONE industry in
this province puts us all at risk of staying on this rollercoaster ride that has been decidedly going down for many,
many years.
To revamp our economy to train former oil workers and
invest in non-fossil fuel based energy. Stop giving tax cuts
to businesses who are on their way out of the province;
support your taxpayers by funding a decent education and
proper health care for all, instead of trying to sneak in user
pay health care. Stop growing the wedge between the have
and have nots.
-education
-health
-new technologies
-new industries

T9N

T4R

T6G
T3A

Build the pipeline

Build infrastructure
stop giving money to big corporations, trickle down doesn't
work.
Roll back tax breaks, cut the war room and stop focusing on Invest in public works. Create jobs in education, health care
savings when Albertans are hurting financially. We needs
and government and mental health!!!!!
public investment. Make the average, working Albertan more
important than the wealthy business owners.
The "war room"

Go after the oil companies that still owe rural Alberta for
unpaid taxes. Stop using private jets to travel, use
technology instead. The UCP are the same as any
Conservative govt; lining up to the feeders to suck out as
much as possible for them and their rice cronies. Tax
businesses more; trickle down economics has been proven
to be useless.
-increase corporate tax
-increase income tax
-cut back on management in public sectors
-reduce overtime by ensuring proper staffing in public sector

Education, public healthcare, job security, renewable energy Cutting salaries of executives, NOT giving tax breaks to the
rich
Social Services, Economy, Job Creation,Housing, Green
Investing in green energy, reducing the size of the oil sands,
Energy, parks and recreation, ecological infrastructure.
increasing business taxes, crating jobs.
Diversifying the economy and spending more on education Alberta is the only province without a provincial tax, one or
and healthcare things we really need
two percent would help balance a budget without really
hurting anyone. Also making sure large companies aren’t
getting away with not paying their fair share. Trickle down
economics have proven to be very ineffective.

Invest in renewable resources; train up workers to help
transition them for the future. Support the worst off people
instead of driving them to suicide.

-incentives for new industry such us film and technology
-invest in renewable energy
-invest in the secondary and post secondary education,
scholarships for new innovations

Pour money into the people by funding education, healthcare,
job security, etc.
Invest in green energy and and ecological infrastructure.
Making us less reliant on the oil industry so our economy
doesn’t fall every time the price of oil does.
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T6R

Public health care, education, subsidized daycares, mental
health care, supervised injection sites, housing supports
and wrap around services for homeless people.

By cutting the war room, ensuring that no contracts are sole
sourced to relatives' companies (including law firms), taxing
corporations appropriately, eliminating other corporate
handouts.

Investing in diversifying the economy, for example attracting
the tech sector to Alberta and creating jobs in the renewable
energy sector. Adequately funding public supports, which is a
large and necessary employer (our teachers and nurses are
vital). The current government's decision to cling to a dying
industry is robbing us of our potential to be future leaders and
will bankrupt this province.

T8N

Health, Education, and diversification of the economy.

Reduced tax cuts to oil industry.

Economic diversification.

T4T

Diversity in economic futures

T0L

T4X

T2M

T8N

T5W

Cancelling Corporate tax cuts could boost our provincial
budget, and stop using committees to access these, it costs
way to much money To find solutions. This is the job we
already pay you to do Mr. Kenny.
Expanded medical accessibility, especially for seniors;
Collect the costs incurred from “orphan well” owners to
capping post-secondary education costs & tuition &
remediate those well sites, reduce redundant & obscenely
transitional training for job creation outside oil & gas
overpaid gov’t employees & stop forgiving or ignoring
industry!
multimillion dollar corporate taxes, whether they support
your party or not!!!!
The government needs to focus on education and health
The government could find saving by getting rid of more of
care!
the upper crust employees, too many bosses making huge
Fix the error they made in making adjustments for the
incomes and duplication in their jobs or could be done by
insurance companies to make it even harder for Albertans to less people. The government decreasing business taxes has
live here!
not achieved anything in fact more companies have left this
Focus on trying to get our Oil industry back on track before province since this government has taken power! Quit
you lose all of the companies in Alberta!
having boards go over the issues from the last government
and wasting tax payer dollars paying to have this done! Quit
paying for meetings for your other Premier friends when they
are not needed, you will be able to speak with them via the
phone or at the Federal meetings when called!

Diversify, and invest in our students

Health care, education and seniors

Easy, quit giving tax break to the rich, give tax break to
seniors and low income earner and health care and
education

First quit making it hard for small business to survive so they
stay open. 17(1)
a mall in Calgary and within 3 days in the
middle of January 4 stores closed. Treat everyone equally.
Minimum wage the same whether you are 16 or 40. Increase
minimum wage by a dollar. The more money people earn the
more money they will spend this equals economic growth. The
labour laws are ridiculous in some area. How about asking
employers to pay for the half hour break. How about asking
employers to provide a schedule for a month at a time instead
of the employer can do whatever they want whenever they want.
Look after the employees instead of just the employers.

Healthcare and Education. Investments to diversify our
economy.
Education
Healthcare
Infrastructure
poverty
natives
It should be healthcare, seniors pension and the poor.

By Charging Corporations their fair share.

Start finding projects that show viable diversity & FUND them clean air, clean water & clean soil projects that do not involve
Roundup, fossil fuel & uncontrolled pollution! Promote organic
farms rather than CAFO’s & help with transition funding, for
example.
The economy has not moved so I am unsure how they thought
they would increase job creation. The progress to this point on
oil was the last government and I see nothing but a Premier
threatening a Prime Minister and feeding the notion of
seperation from Canada. If that happens you will see a quick
exit of Albertans and others to the other provinces.

larger investment in the Motion Picture Industry would bring
many thousands of jobs.
NO tax cuts ,without guaranteeing jobs.
Eliminate all subsidies , etc to farmers , oil companies , and
The Oil differential (WTI vs WCS ) , is twice what it was under anyone else.
Rachel Notley .
Reduce the number of ridings in the legislature by 20% , and
payments Eliminate allfor attending meetings.
They could find savings by not do too many buildings and
Getting people working and being active.
not raise taxes.
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t4c

Education, K to PhD; health care (there is, by the way, a
possible pandemic out there in the corona virus); renewable
energy of all kinds (solar, geothermal, wind); communitybased food security (greenhouses, local markets); a healthy
arts community in all arts disciplines makes AB attractive to
investment (top-level people don't want to live in a cultural
backwater).
Renewable energy initiatives primarily.

Cancel the $30 million per annum "War Room," which is both See question 1 above: education, health care,
needless and embarrassing and a turnoff to new investments environmental/sustainable communities, renewable energy (I
and industries. Get back the $4.7 billion you gave to oil and see you are supporting one solar project -- good for you).
gas companies to leave Canada.

T3A

Creating jobs that are Investing into clean energy and the
internet upgrades, Health, Education.

T2A

Education - specifically addressing class size and teacher
student ratios; post secondary costs - why were the grants
and loan programs changed? Student funding should be
accessible to all and costs should be decreased so
everyone who wants and has the marks to attend post
secondary can.

Tax the wealthy and get money back from oil companies,
who did not pay taxes. Raise oil revenues as Oil is on it's
way out!
Reducing salaries of the premier, provincial MPs; reduce
expense allowances for premier and MPs

T4C

T7Z

T7S
T6H

Cut subsidies to big oil and gas

Promote diversification in Alberta’s economy. Support green
initiatives and carbon sensitive start ups.
Creating jobs that are Investing into clean energy and the
internet upgrades, Health, Education.

Stop focusing solely on oil and gas. The industry has gone bust
and it’s not ever EVER going to boom again. There’s plenty of
green initiatives that were becoming profitable until the grants
Stop cuts to high income earners and tax appropriately
and opportunities were cut by the Kenny government. We have
and/or introduce a small sales tax or reintroduce the carbon a plethora of renewable resources here in the province and
tax to increase provincial tax dollars.
there aren’t incentives for those types of businesses to get up
and going because there have been tax cuts to big oil and gas
Health - no privatization of healthcare. Wait times need to be
that have made their say clearly - they are pulling out of the
reduced not increased because of asinine cuts to health
province regardless of the cuts. Oil and gas the way it was has
sector employees.
run dry. Time to diversify. Reintroduce the capacity market.
Look at other means of using what the province has an
abundance of.
Health Care, infrastructure, teachers, alternative energy,
increase corporate taxes stop giving handouts to big oil and only give tax intensives to companies that truly hire workers
seniors, social programs, post secondary education.
gas. Collect taxes from oil companies that have abandoned and retain them for a minimum of 6 months. Tax breaks for
wells. Close down war room. Tax profits of corporations that green energy projects that put individuals to work.
make over 10% profit per year.
Mental health, job creation, infrastructure, medicine,
Government wages, keeping the Alberta curriculum that was Infrastructure creation - building new hospitals, roads
education
developed for the last 5 years,
The provincial government needs to ensure that we maintain Stop giving billion dollar tax breaks to already wealthy
Invest in public service workers, specifically in health care.
and improve our public
companies. Tax to the level of the next lowest taxed province Invest in building public infrastructure like public transit as well
as local companies that support Alberta tourism.
in Canada. Bring in a Provincial sales tax.
services. Health care needs to be funded to keep
up with inflation and Alberta's population growth, which is
increasing every year. Specifically EMS, we need more
ambulances on the road and stations in our city. In addition,
the government needs to invest in public infrastructure.

T0A

Healthcare and education must be the priority

T9K

Health
Education
Social Programs
No cuts.
GENERATE REVENUE
Health Care, Education, Seniors

Well, if you didn't give away money to oil companies that
take our money and flee the province we would be in a better
financial state, how about all MLA salaries become
retroactively $0?
No more free money to corporations

Stable revenue for Healthcare, education, childcare (let's make
$15/day daycare happen!) Stop putting all our financial eggs in
the oil basket, diversify our economy, it's already late, but not
so late that we can't catch up
Diversify the revenue portfolio
Be forward thinking
Get in line with the future

Stop giving money away to big business/corporations.

Stop slashing funding to public sector
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T8N

Education, including post secondary.
Increase taxes to corporations.
Healthcare.
Diversification of industry, particularly in alternative energy

Diversification of industry, particularly in alternative energy.
Provide retraining for gas and oil sector workers.
Create incentive programs for businesses and homeowners to
go green and thereby save on traditional energy systems and
create jobs.

T6L

Health

By not focusing so much on the oil industry.

T1L

Education, Health Care, Climate Change

T3A

Public health care. Public education. Post secondary
education.

Fewer tax incentives to giant corporations and more to small
business owners.
Cancel the war room- I can even imagine the amount of tax
payer money that is being spent on that.

Stop penalizing public sector workers! I cannot spend the way
that I would like because My wages do not keep up with
inflation.
Encourage economic diversity. Reinvest in the IT sector and
return tax incentives to that industry.
Encourage cultural and sporting attractions. Olympic Games.
X Games. Olympic legacy facilities must be maintained to allow
for world class events back into our city. These events
promote our province and our talents and bring in revenue.

Healthcare, including drug and dental coverage.
Education. Hire more teachers and reduce class sizes.

Stop propping up a dying industry.
Get rid of the Energy War Room.

Expand youth employment programs.
Reinstate seed grants for the tech sector.
Invest in high speed rail transportation throughout Alberta
Invest in alternate energy. Invest in Research. Make the oil
companies clean up and cap abandoned wells. Empower people
instead of putting them down with cuts to programs.

T6G

Getting rid of highky overpaid directors, managers and
private contractors.
Get rid of the RIDICULOUS war room and rescind the tax cut
to corporations, trickle down economics DOES NOT WORK,
it has been proven over and over again. Not sure why this
government is reverting to this arcane process. Investing in
people not corporations will improve the economy.

The government should focus on Education, Healthcare and Why do we need a war room. I am sure that keeping people
job creation. Healthy Albertans who are working and
healthy and educating our population is a better use of this
supporting our province will grow our economy.
money. How about NOT giving tax breaks to those who can
afford to pay taxes. Stop hurting vulnerable people like
seniors and those with disabilities with your cuts.

By investing in the future economy of renewable energy and
digital economies. Investment in R&D, Alberta has a huge
advantage in solar etc. Investing in a dying industry of fossil
fuels is completely the wrong direction.

The government should focus on healthcare, education, and I think the government could raise taxes or cut down on any Support organisations other than oil and gas. Do not cut
unnecessary projects like the War Room.
education funding.
helping those who need a little extra help (eg. people with
handicaps). I think education is the number one priority.
T0M

Health care, Education and social programs that help all
Albertans

Stop giving tax dollars to the rich corporation's . Make oil
company's pay the taxes they owe,Quit wasting money on
the so called war room and UCP panels. Stop the cuts we
need more jobs to generate moe tax revenue not fewer.

Support education and invest in industries besides oil and gas

T6R

Diversification of the economy. Educational Support or
retraining and options for reduced or free tuition for
individuals who can no longer remain employed in
industries that are downsizing. Make it the Alberta
Advantage.

Eliminate the war room.

Build and support entrepreneurship, new technologies and
educational opportunities including Universities.
Short term economic pain, just continues to create pain that
impacts residents for decades.
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T8H

T3R

T8r

Education, specifically public education.

Roll back needless spending such as curriculum re-write
(continue with the re-write that had already been underway
for 10 year), close the Energy War Room, eliminate funding
to private and charter schools, forget standardized testing
for grade 1 through 5.
Health, education, SCS and social programs.
Reversing the tax cut to corporations, it created zero jobs
anyway (surprise, surprise.....not as everyone outside the
Giving pension control back to the teachers and LAPP
UCP knows that trickle down economics is garbage.)
members
Shutting down the pathetic war room and ending those
completely biased panels. Stop flying off to other countries
on our dime too.
PUBLIC healthcare (not privatizing it like your governments No subsidies to oil and gas companies
plan to)
Get rid of ridiculous "energy war room" theres 30 million
PUBLIC education
right there

Reinstate the corporate tax cut. Since it’s implementation there
has been more job losses than gains. Companies have still
relocated despite the cut. Reinvest in diversifying the
economy. Get off the oil and gas roller coaster!
By investing in a diversified economy, bringing back a
provincial carbon tax to pay for it. Having a graded tax system
so the richest contribute more, works everywhere else.
Consider a small sales tax to be invested in health and
education and to allow you to stop screwing public sector
workers.
Invest in alternative energy sector
Dont cut funding to education (primary and secondary)

Restore $15/hour minimum wage AND support wage increases
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SECTOR (I acknowledge that some Stop fighting equalization (it was kenneys formula as federal across all industries.
spending is needed in oil and gas, but not in the form of a
minister that's in use today)
Be a champion for all Albertans, not just the wealthy.
4.7 billion tax break as outlined in your own budget)
Stop fighting climate change (FYI it's happening)
Stop trying to demolish our world class education system
with your corporate ideologies.
T8h

Stop cutting public funds and jobs you crooks

Up their fat UCP asses

By leaving

T4E

The government should prioritize supporting new and
growing industries to diversify the Alberta economy and
become less reliant on our natural resources.

When a person experiences budget shortfalls they typically
do two things, reduce expenses and increase income. The
government has focused a lot on reducing expenses but not
at all on increasing income. Taxing large corporations,
especially those located outside of the province but having
operations in Alberta, is a great way to increase revenue.
And our taxes are so low that we likely have a fair bit of room
to increase the corporate tax rate before getting to the sweet
spot that balances new government income to increase
financial pressure on corporations.

I think the government should realize that the oil & gas sector is
a sunset industry and the rate of return for investments into it
will have much lower returns than it did historically. We need to
invest in and support new, growing industries that will actually
have a positive effect on Albertan's.
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T4N

1. Funding healthcare: We have an aging population full of
complex healthcare/medical needs. We need funding to
provide basic medical needs to these individuals, while also
keeping them in home so our hospitals and extended care
facilities do not operate on an overcapacity basis
constantly. We should maintain funding for nurses,
physicians, social workers, physiotherapists, occupational
therapists, respiratory therapists, etc. in acute care,
outpatient care, primary care, and home care settings in
order to provide evidence based practices to all individuals
requiring healthcare.
2. Funding mental health: We need funding to maintain our
current mental health services and expand these services to
rural communities. Mental health services should be
affordable with reasonable wait times for services. Funding
these services would decrease emergency room visits and
keep our acute care admissions managed.
3. Funding education (elementary, high school, postsecondary): To maintain Alberta’s status as a progressive
and enticing workplace, we need to fund education. Alberta
requires a highly educated workforce to keep up with
changing industries, which rely on efficiency and new
technologies. We need individuals to succeed at all levels of
education in order for them to participate in modern society.
4. Funding environmental protection: We need funding to
find a better balance of natural resource development and
environmental protection. We need new technology and
highly trained individuals to develop sustainable energy and
decrease our sole reliance on oil production as an income
source for our province.

1. Implement a small provincial sales tax in line with the next
lowest sales tax in the country.
2. Decrease tax breaks for large corporations.
3. Implement a provincial carbon tax and use the funds for
provincial projects, rather than having the proceeds of the
federal tax going to the federal government.
4. Decrease middle management full time equivalency, while
maintaining funding for front-line workers, educators, etc.

1. Provide funding in terms of scholarships and bursaries to
post-secondary and graduate training to find new energy
sources and technologies to support them.
2. Put together a panel of educated individuals to determine
how to diversify the economy to become less reliant on oil and
grow other economic sectors.
3. Use the savings ideas from the above question to maintain
wages to keep people employed in the province in public
sectors.

T1K

Diversification of the Economy
Public Healthcare Services
Public Education

Stop subsidies to Oil Companies that make enough profit to
carry themselves along

Invest in the future.

And two collect the property taxes/other taxes these oil
companies

In the short term bring the oil revenues to port. But also invest
in future tech industries like solar, wind, and battery based
transport.

The rest of Alberta pays their taxes they should to.

T2M

Climate Crisis

T5X

Health and Education

T5T

Public health, public education, social services

All the people laid off from the Oil Patch should be given the
opportunity to re-train in a viable forward thinking industry in
Alberta
Stop giving money to corporations
That I do not know but that’s why I’m a constituent and you are
the politician.
Create a provincial sales tax. And return taxing to large
Find alternatives to having oil as primary income eg.
corporations that were cut
technology
The war room, the ministry of red tape reduction, paying non Not cut education dollars, support women returning to work
teachers to create curriculum, creating "teams" for
after maternity leave, sustain employment growth in the health
consultation on restaurant wages that are not equitable
industry.
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T6J

Medical, Education, veterns, seniors, raising wages and
working conditions, tax breaks for the working class not
UCP rich friends and Corporations who cuts jobs 37,000,
Shaw 400 million dollar tax break 1700 jobs lost. Come up
with some green and alternative job creations.

the Tax breaks given to Rich and Corporations of 4.7 Billion, Go Green and alternative energy, solar panels, empower small
when they cut 37,000 jobs
companies and mid size companies they should get the tax
breaks, they create more jobs, encourage average people to
open Companies. Growing our own food, co ops, training in this
area. Build our own Refineries in Alberta.

Health
Education, including post-secondary education
Supporting those in our community most in need.

Getting rid of the "Ministry of Red Tape" because what says
red tape more than a ministry?

Support small businesses with grant programs that support
industries directly.

Getting rid of the $82K a day "war room" that is not
transparent in their actions or achievements.

Put the film tax credit back into place. Hundreds of jobs lost
because of this cut and millions in economic spin offs lost.

Getting rid of a $200K social media troll operating under the
guise of issues management. There are many far more
qualified people who could do this job far better for far less.
Do not give tax breaks to big corporations. This does not
work. Tax corporations and individuals with high incomes
appropriately.
Introduce a sales tax, like all of our provincial counterparts.
Stop looking just at savings and look at ways to increase
income.
T6e

I think that the government should focus on spending
money for schools and healthcare and the hep make sure
that art programs aren’t the first to get cut

T6C

Keeping Albertans employed, including those who work in
the GOA.

T3k

Alleviate poverty and homelessness. Education and health
care

T5R

Education, health and social services

T0k

Public Health Care and Public Education

T3B

The government should stop giving handout to different
corporations. That money should be used to help make the
people of Alberta thrive not cut the programs that they need
to thrive in society today
I bet there are more savings opportunities in the Legislature
than anywhere else. Yes, I mean the MLA's and the other fat
cats.
Reduce mid and top management positions/salaries in AHS

The government should not raise the tuition of those who are in
universities and cut some of the tax increases that they are
implementing so businesses are able t keep and add people to
their workforce
Not by cutting government jobs! Make it harder for employers
to dispose of employees!

Removing the Ministry of Red Tape Reduction
Closing the war room
Stopping Ministerial travel

Restore tax incentives for IT start-ups
Support the Arts and Culture
Invest more in the innovation ecosystem
End subsidies for oil and gas
Increase royalty rates for oil and gas
Demand that the oil and gas companies deal with orphan wells

I’m not sure, I would have to look at the government
spending and see, but I’m sure it’s not giving us an entire
and truthful accounting for where our tax monies are being
spent
Front line public services. Developing transit to a more user Putting some onus on Albertans to take responsibility for
friendly level. Diversifying the economy. Green energy- shift their own health care. Accessing Emergency rooms for nonaway from oil & gas- its holding us back.
urgent matters is unacceptable and a huge source of wasted
tax dollars.

Invest in infrastructure using Alberta companies. Invest in post
secondary. (It reduces unemployment by provide alternatives to
seeking employment). Reinstate tax credits for innovation

You can’t expect too cut jobs and think the economy is going to
grow. You cut jobs and EVERYONE starts pinching pennies, not
to mention after cutting jobs the cost of people being put on
welfare increases drastically
Invest in the population. Implement a sales tax. Stop cutting
everything and actually make things better. You have done
absolutely nothing but piss everyone off since you all came in
to office. Stop wasting our time and energy.
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T5t

T2P

Tax breaks for large corporations in the hope of trickle down
economics doesnt work. Focus on education and public
services.
Maintaining services not cutting.

T5L

- Diversifying the Alberta Economy so we are not so reliant
on the Oil and Gas sector.
- Public Health and Education sectors. Strong publicly
operated social programs will ensure that Alberta is an
attractive place to live and do business.
- Climate Change mitigation and adaptation efforts, as
spending money on this now will help avoid costly future
expenses.

T5N

Education and health care!

T2R

Diversifying industry
Education

T5T

Focus on health services and education

T6X

Education and Health

T6H

Education (K through postsecondary), health care, air
quality, water quality,

T5K

education, health care, social services
All social services. Healthcare and Education.

T2V

lower Government Debt and lowering taxes

Eliminate stupid political initiatives like the oil and gas war
room and reduce subsidizing large oil and gas companies
will result in increased tax revenues
Rescind the literally criminal giveaway of 4.5 billion dollars
to the rich and corporations.
- Stop spending money on the Canadian Energy Centre. The
oil and gas industry should be paying for their own
communication campaigns, not the government.
- Stop providing tax cuts to large corporations - prior to the
recent cuts, Alberta still had one of the lowest corporate tax
rates in the country. Alberta residents should not be paying
for corporate profits through a reduction in public services.
- Implement a provincial sales tax - a 2-3% sales tax (still the
lowest in the country) would go a long way to a balanced
budget without having to cut critical services.
- Support harm reduction sites (like safe injection sites) and
preventative care facilities. These measures are proven to
produce long-term savings to the health system as urgent
and critical care costs are reduced.
- Require all new energy developments to put up a bond so
at their end of life the government (i.e. taxpayers) is not left
paying for the clean up of abandoned sites.

Education programs to help the transition away from an oil and
based economy so alberta is not a one trick pony anymore.

Stop giving corporate tax breaks and get companies to live
up to their environmental responsibilities and clean up their
abandoned oil wells.
Buracracy
LESS TAX CUTS FOR CORPORATIONS - IT IS NOT
WORKING AS INCENTIVE FOR INVESTMENT INTO ALBERTA
NOR IS IT PROVIDING NEW JOBS FOR ALBERTANS (it is
doing the exact opposite)

Through funding

Government should minimize expenses especially
streamlining operations and impose taxes on big
corporations
Eliminate corporate tax cuts

Encourage investments and promote local products

Stop giving our money to the rich. That will promote much
growth.
- Support re-training of oil and gas workers into other industries
to ensure a just transition away from the slowing fossil fuel
industry
- Increased support for renewable energy and energy efficiency
industries. Alberta has excellent renewable energy potential
and could be a leader in these industries, rather than be left
behind, as the world transitions to a low-carbon economy.

By spending on the citizens of Alberta, diversifying industry by
incentivizing industries other than O&G (Tourism, Tech
(biomed, industrial, AI, etc.), manufacturing, alternative energy,
...not giving money away to corporations who pay their CEOs
more, then fire Albertans.

Invest in education and investing in alternative energy
programs.
I think the government should increase the royalties paid by Through diversifying the Alberta economy into alternative
companies working in the tar sands.
energy production. World class research is ongoing at all of
Alberta's research intensive universities and this work should
be supported to get it to market. The focus should be on retraining workers so that Alberta can shift from our dependence
on oil and allow us to become a world leader in green and
alternative energies.
remove the tax credit to big corporations
Stop the hiring freeze. When people are working they are
spending money
War room. MLA and Premiere travel and expenses. Special
STOP CUTS. Unemployment is beyond anything I have ever
committees on absolutely nothing.
seen, people are afraid for their lives right now.
duplication of existing services and administration.
lower taxes and cut red tape.
AGLC administration is bloated and AGLC should become a
revenue source.
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T0B
T2W

Public services, such as education, health care, and social
programs.
ensuring overtime coverage for AHS employees (nurses) is
appropriate. BC changed their legislation to remove the
'calling in sick after a long weekend and then claiming
overtime for incoming shifts.' paying double time, or triple
time.

Oil subsidies, corporate tax breaks, and politicians
salaries/bonuses.
Alberta Court System - create a central registry for 'wills'
how much court time is wasted because people move,
transfer lawyers and do not clearly identify where a copy of
their will is located? A central registry allows people to
provide 'notice of death' which could then easily flag the
latest copy of the will for the family to properly dispose of
assets.

Give better tax breaks to smaller businesses and do more to
support the middle class/lower class workers (EI, ect)
help stop urban sprawl? why are we spending money to send a
new greenline to the far north when home values are
diminishing for people located more centrally. We are spending
exorbitant amounts of money supporting new infrastructure and
services on the outskirts our of larger urban centres.

Personal Directives could also be housed here.
People are aging. The increased demands for wasting court
time because families - living in other cities, or locally,
cannot find the latest will will rise substantially.
https://www.alberta.ca/wills-in-alberta.aspx
T4P

I think the government should focus on reducing wait times
in emergency departments. It might be an option to consider
to a way that the emergency departments can filter out
patient based on urgency. Have different categories of
urgency in ED rooms while quickly accessing patients.
Maybe some patients can be quickly accessed by a general
practitioner and provided a requisition for blood work if
required and prescription and sent home rather than having
the patient wait on a ED bed for long periods of hours. Save
those beds to patients who require more care and actually
an "emergency".

Was there a need to separate labs from AHS in the first
place? Labs had been functioning well in the past under AHS
and possibly can continue to do so in the future. I believe
APL did not create any benefit to staff but more stress.

Maybe look at what jobs are required and what are not. For
example above APL vs AHS scenario. Can AHS board overlook
lab staff and structuring? Is there a need for special APL
board?

T5T

Health

Not giving tax cuts to rich corporations.

With improved health care services healthier people will be out
spending money.

Mental Health
Services for all families, pregnant women, infants, young
children. The cost of providing services for these families
will be much less in the long run rather than the incredible
amount that will need to be spent on them later on as they
grow up to be unhealthy individuals.

T6G

support for industries other than oil and gas; support for
social services that work to provide housing for the
homeless, safe injection sites, improved access to public
healthcare, more support for doctors and nurses in the
public system, not less

t8l

Health, Infrastructure

Reintroduce fair taxes to oil companies ; require that any
that have received tax relief in the past must return that
money if they leave the province/country; stop sending the
premier and others on jaunts to "promote Alberta"; stop
charging taxpayers for"blue ribbon" panels to support UCP
ideology; abandon taxpayer funding of oil company
propaganda ; introduce a modest sales tax to help the
revenue problem created by the tax reduction to oil
companies;
public employee salary, management

Businesses will want to start up in the province if they can have
healthy employees and a positive environment due to healthy
families being well enough to use their businesses. If we don't
take care of children and families and vulnerable persons we
won't have people who want to use the businesses in the
province. The cost of taking care of unhealthy people and
children who did not receive adequate services when they were
young, we will end up spending WAY more on helping them
heal later on.
Recognize, as oil and gas companies already do, that oil and
gas will not support Alberta forever and that we need to create
jobs in other fields; feeding young people the fantasy that well
paying jobs will await them in that industry is cruel; recognize
that we cannot predict what will fuel the economy in the future,
and that we need to prepare our students by teaching them how
to learn, not specific job skills, so that they can adapt to
whatever the future brings.
infrastructure
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Health care including mental health care is the most
important. Knowing people affected by the biosimilar
exercise or whatever it is called is not a wise move and I
have my doubts is saves a lot of spending. Infrastructure in
the province is important and maybe creative ways of
funding can be explored. Economy and employment should
be a focus. I have been unemployed as a result of the
downturn and after 2 years still unemployed. Environmental
and climate change spending should definitely not be a top
priority in actual spending. We do things with this as part of
our way of working. It does not need to be high profile. Any
project I had been involved in had it built into the project
and was part of the way projects were done and there was
no need to highlight it. Maybe we could just be like most
other countries and just say we are meeting all targets, as
there is no reason to not believe them (haha).

Savings cause short term bad decisions. Long term thinking A provincial job bank? Maybe it's time for a sales tax? But not
is more important. Efficiencies are important in government into general revenues. Small business incentives?
and health care. Salaries for government employees
including the "politicians" could be reduced as well as doing
layoffs. I have experienced this many times in private
industry. Also the pensions for government employees are
extravagant. Knowing people retired from public employment
their pensions are very much better than private industry.
Savings could also be found in the education system. It is
nice to hear they are thinking of this. It really needs to be
changed to teach students critical thinking! Savings can
sometimes be done by outsourcing services but through
experience can be a double edged sword.

Healthcare and Education

Infrastructure

By lowering taxes on small businesses especially

Health and Education

Corporation tax increase and eliminate corporate handouts

Investing in education for long term benefits

T7E

To reduce spending on the big ticket items: education and
healthcare

T8v

Education and health care

As a teacher, you could trim our benefit package. It is so out Tax breaks for small business. They are the ones employing
of touch with the private sector. Then you are not touching
local people.
money going to the classroom.
Management savings. Politicians taking a pay cut
Invest in education and keep our families hwlathy

T3P

Maintaining strong quality public education (I know you hate
public education, but the American system is terrible - we
consistently outperform them). Keep jobs in health care and
education. If we are losing jobs in the private sector why
would you be cutting jobs in the private sector as well.

t3a

Build infrastructure. Maintenance of current infrastructure.
Creating new jobs.

T5T

Lewis Farms Recreational Centre and schools

Not sure

Not sure

T1P

Health
Education
0 - 5 years of age services and supports for child and
parents

Use money from oil and gas “war room” to help all areas
create jobs and services.
Support our preschoolers. Support them now or be prepared
to spend the money on prisons and social services when
they become unprepared adult.

Be open to alternate forms of energy. I want my kids and
grandkids to be able to have petroleum products (plastics) so it
feels like an emergency to get other energy sources developed
into mainstream uses.
Support entrepreneurs and developers in all areas.

T2z

Stop giving hand-outs to big corporations. Prevent loopholes that allow nurses to book way more overtime than they
should. Stop giving oil executives huge bonuses when the
company is making no money.

Continue to fight for the creation of pipeline - and/or find
alternative/innovation.
Invest in small business.
Diversify - Calgary should be the new technology hub of
Canada. You have stopped a bunch of grants to small business
Stop the 'Fair Deal' panel. It is hurting the economy, fostering and grants that would diversity our economy through invention
the 'Wexit' talk, will not scare the PM and is doing nothing
and innovation. We CANNOT put all of out eggs in one basket.
the bring the province together. We have LOST investment
because of this stupid idea from your government. Your
divisive politics will not get you as far as just getting jobs in
the province
Reducing civil servant salaries or at the very least freeze
Entice businesses to set up shop in Alberta. Diversify the
salaries for the next 4 years. Civil servants include AHS,
economy and make it easier for them to do business in Alberta.
education, universities, doctors' salaries, medical specialist Alberta needs to rely less on Oil & Gas (writing is on the wall
salaries etc. Sign contracts that deter golden handshakes
with this one). Let's make Alberta the capital of research in AI,
and overspending. Each civil servant department can come robotics, and other jobs of the future.
up with 5% savings without layoffs. Golden pensions and
benefits need to be reduced. Increase productivity among
civil servants (reduce sick days allowed).
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T3B

T5T

T6M

1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options
(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
agreement during flood season
Disability Services for adults, Barriers to Full Time
Employment for all Albertans who receive this benefit, safeinjection sites, and education.

Get rid of war room!

Support post secondary education

Reducing the paper and printing that is done within
government departments. Have all printers set-up to use
black and white ink as the default. Continue with a strong
push to have departments in all ministries to switch to 100%
electronic files. Get rid of or improve the efficiency of the
blue-pouch system that moves papers from minister's offices
to departments. Have a referendum on the War Room, as this
is an expense that may need adjustment, depending on what
Albertan's want.

Give grants to small businesses along with lower tax rates;
eliminate interest on student loans; ensure educational
institutions are properly funded; decrease employment tax and
put a cap on rental rates to leave more money in citizens'
pockets to participate in the economy by spending.

Implement non resource-based future income streams.
Access to Justice issues - more judges, more judicial
support staff.
Increase funding to Legal Aid.
Increase funding to post-secondary education and lower
interest on student loans in order to encourage education,
thus moving away from relying on resources or at least
being able to refine the resources here instead of shipping
them away for a lower income.
Reinstate COLA for AISH.
Focus on long-term gain instead of short-term returns.
DO NOT TOUCH ALBERTANS' CPP! The administrative cost
of that, at both the provincial and federal levels, would be a
ridiculous and frivolous expenditure.
Pay teachers more, not less. Again, an educated population
will help us move away from relying on raw resources alone.
Re-establish the Heritage Trust Fund.

Increase corporate tax for more income.
More cooperation with local governments to find cost
savings for infrastructure.
Carefully review government positions and their wages and
consider cuts WHERE APPROPRIATE. Remove duplication
of services and cut the employee pension, as many
employers are doing.
Change tax laws in order to force certain industries, like
banks, to pay more tax.

Provide entrepreneurs with support services at low or no cost.
Place limits on rental costs and rental increases so that people
can afford to live here.
Lobby the federal government to reduce individual taxes or
provide better tax incentives to people with children or
disabilities.

Investing in entrepreneurs within Calgary, Edmonton.

NA

Investing in entrepreneurs within Calgary, Edmonton. Every
year at the engineering capstone and design fairs for the major
universities there is no one from the government looking at
these final projects and trying to get these groups to fund the
projects and start their own companies. What a mistake. Great
networking opportunities to build companies of the future.

Diversification and investment in technology. Investment in
infrastructure projects, and startups to get people back to
work. Your current path has lead to LESS jobs for my family
than when you were elected.

Saving $30M by dismantling the war room. Increasing
revenue via a Canadian average corporate tax rate.
Increasing the tax rate on the top 3% of earners in Alberta.
Giving away fewer non-competed for contracts to Donors of
the UCP.

Via diversification in investments to the tech sector. Grants to
attract startups and businesses aligned with a future knowledge
economy. Increasing consumer confidence and putting money
back into people's pockets that they can spend via programs
that actually help middle class Albertans such as $25/day
daycare my family depended on, re-instating the insurance cap
that is now costing me HUNDREDS of dollars a month more.
That will grow the economy. Businesses are shutting down and
leaving Alberta because of failed trickle down economic policy.
Consumers have no money to spend with small and medium
businesses.
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T6E

Public Education and Health

In areas that have not been explored before

Focus on industries other than oil and gas

T7p

How about stop giving money to the already rich oil and gas
industry and actually caring about Albertans and your
constituents.
Care about the people who actually have a vested interest in
this province Day in and day out.
Stop giving money to Out of country oil and gas industries
and Mgt and start supporting or creating Alberta owned
companies!
- Building Alberta owned refineries.

Revamping privatization contracts with the GOA on Hwy
maintenance as well as BGIS contracts or maintenance
contractors for GOA buildings.
Maybe give the Hwy contracts to municipalities they seem to
do a better job with maintenance on their roads.
Bringing in actual work camps for prisoners to do work ie
shovelling snow, cutting firewood, picking garbage and
cleaning up crown lands etc.

You want people to stay in Alberta yet you are taxing the living
heck out of us with your uncontrollable spending to the oil and
gas sector, allowing insurance companies to increase
insurance costs without real justification, heating costs go up,
power goes up, municipality taxes go up, food costs go up,
transportation prices go up.....what are you actually doing for
Albertans?
Other than draining our pocket books!
Support ALL Albertans in regaining our Federal income tax
contributions. Take a stand and advise all albertans to stop
paying or doing their income tax!
Until we actually get our fair share of the equalization payments
we shouldn’t be paying income tax to the FED’s.

Reduce Health and Spending accounts from Government
employees, from Health Care and Health provider employees.
Reduce all travel from employees including within Alberta,
unless there is a substantial rationale. Travelling to do home
assessments, child welfare investigations, of course those
are legitimate travel requirements. Have more virtual
meetings.
Drop contract field teachers from reviewing curriculum, hire
pedalogigcal experts, not part of the ATA.
Drop all culture and tourism grants - these are not required
for basic health, education and living. Once the economy is
back up then re-engage those contracts and grants.
Museums are nice to have, but necessary items for day to
day living.

Offer STEP, PEP and other intern programs that help small,
medium and even large businesses hire staff with SOME
financial assistance from these programs.
Attract investment and companies to start factories in Alberta,
reduce onerus approval processes to start factories, etc.
Can government build upgraders and staff them, and then have
a contract in place with a provider that the contractor take it
over in 3 years. Short term investment to start and boost
economy with long term plan that government is not
maintaining that business.

T6X

How about fixing our highways which seem to be falling
apart.
Get rid of privatization which seems to gouge the GOA
anyway with ridiculous and frivolous contracts.
Look at the HWY maintenance gov building contracts
Basic healthcare services - allow 2-4 visits to doctor per
year, reduce overuse. Allow 2-4 Emerg Dept visits per year,
after that pay per use. Introduce Urgent Care clinics (open
from 7a.m. to 8 pm) for non life threatening emergencies,
clear these cases from hospital emergency areas (to handle
ambulance, MVA, cardiac arrest, births). Schools - back to
basic education, reduce number of hours teachers teaching
per day, (for other non teaching times, like homework time,
reading time, presentations, field trips, use a Teacher's
Assistant - kind of like RN and LPN system. Actual
pedagogy done by teachers and rest of the day hosted by
Teacher's Assistants. Do more online teaching rather than
in class teaching if that is where the costs are.
Offer more medical procedures where people can purchase
them on their own if they want to, I have been on a wait list
for 17( surgery consultation (let alone the surgery itself) for
1)
14 months.
These wait times are excessive.
Establish more Rehab Centres, to get people out of the
hospital and back to their homes, and then attend the Rehab
centres for Physio and OT from their homes. Having to
spend months in the hospital so that they can receive these
services is expensive to tax payers. Have a Rehab Centre
they can go to. Not wait to get into that Rehab Centre, get
discharged from hospital and then have an appointment at
the Rehab Centre the following week. Right now if you leave
the hospital, you have to pay for your own physio therapy.
Which patient would choose that option? It does not make
sense. Stay in hospital, take up a bed, to get OT and PT
daily, or go home, pay for your own PT or OT (if you can find
that on your own) and we will put you on a wait list for
Outpatient PT and/or OT. In the mean time you can buy your
own PT and/or OT appointments.
Of course, patients will choose to stay in hospital. This is
taking up a bed nursing care unnecessarily
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Health and Education

T2P

These recommendations are submitted by the 17(1)

Reduce the constant cycle of consultations; reduce or
eliminate the Canadian Energy Centre; reduce public
inquiries that serve a political purpose rather than a practical
one
n/a

By providing tax incentives to stimulate growth industries, such
as the tech industry. Continue to develop energy resources but
in an environmentally conscious and responsible way. It
doesn't have to be either/or.
Government should support job creation and economic growth
through the development of new economies in the Province,
such as geothermal energy.
Geothermal energy projects produce 6.4 person*year jobs/MW
in the manufacturing and construction phase, while creating 1.7
permanent jobs per MW for operations and maintenance.
A study sponsored by the Government of Alberta found that
among all renewable energy types, geothermal energy projects
have the highest transferability rating with regard to Alberta’s
existing skilled labour force. There are many highly skilled yet
specialized workers that remain unemployed after the
Province’s oil and gas industry downturn – primarily engineers,
geologists, and business staff. The study considered the target
sectors of agri-business, supply chain, petrochemical
manufacturing, high tech/information & communications
technology, cleantech, and renewable energy. The study used
the assessment criteria of technical transferability (i.e.
similarities in skillset), nature of work transferability (i.e.
similarities in work environment), and employee value
proposition (i.e. likelihood of workers accepting an employment
offer). The study found that as compared to other renewable
energy types (solar and wind), the geothermal energy industry
required the skills, provided a nature of work, and provided a
value proposition that were the most equivalent to the oil and
gas industry.

Given current social, legal, and geopolitical realities, the
government should focus on the development of new
economies in the Province, such as geothermal energy. To
stimulate new economies, the government should reinstate
similar versions of certain programs that have been recently
eliminated. The government needs to support the small and
medium sized businesses that are crucial in the
development of those new economies.

T5E

These programs include the Alberta Investor Tax Credit
(AITC), the Alberta Scientific Research & Experimental
Development Tax Credit, the Summer Temporary
Employment Program, and the Climate Change Innovation
and Technology Framework
Education
Health
Infrastructure

T6V

Education and health services

t2g

Government should focus on less spending and fewer
regulations.

Cut MLA salaries and staff, travel
Cut legislature spending
Cut number of travel for mla's, premier and his staff

Furthermore, adding a geothermal project to a local electricity
system is an excellent way to stimulate local economies while
diversifying and ‘greening’ the emissions profiles of local
businesses. In addition to electricity production, geothermal
resources offer a low-cost source of heat as a by-product that
can be utilized in addition to or independent of power
you want economic growth? don't cut teacher or nurses or any
other public sector salaries or layoffs. that just compounds the
problem. These people stimulate the economy by spending. Cut
them, no spending.
Invest in research and alternate fuel/energy options.

Stop giving money/tax breaks to the corporations. Collect
the outstanding taxes they owe. I have to pay my taxes - why
should the corporations be any different?
Equalization.
For every new regulation enacted 20 should be done away with.
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T5M

AISH,SENIORS AND HOMELESS...

THEY COULD DO REPAIRS AND UPGRADES INSTEAD OF
BUILDING A NEW

T8W

Senior Care, Healthcare and infrastructure

T0G

Health, Education and services for people in need.

Get Nurses back to Nursing. Stop wasting them running
programs and office work.
Closing the Canadian Energy Center.

T8X

Funding schools in order for class room sizes be 25 or less,
making sure our teachers have adequate supplies and
resources and that school boards have adequate funds to
do repairs when needed.
Making sure our hospitals have plenty of nurses on staff.
Keeping up with infrastructure repairs.

T5R

T4P

1. By eliminating/reducing tax cuts to huge corporations,
including the energy sector.
2. Cutting inefficient management at Alberta Health Services.
Keep you hands and cuts off the front line workers (nurses,
lab techs, doctors).
3. Bring back the small healthcare fee. Base it on income as
is done in Ontario.
Healthcare (PUBLIC/UNIVERSAL; NOT PRIVATE); education Take back the 4.7 billion given away to oil corporations and
(PUBLIC; NOT PRIVATE); AISH & Senior’s benefits; Living use it to fund all the above. Stay away from American style
wages & increased minimum wages;
politics.
Job diversity growth
Health and education
By investing in the social needs of Albertans through the
health and education systems. The evidence is
overwhelmingly in favour of a positive return on investment
and the means by which a reduction in costs can be realized.
Here are a couple of articles that can give you some
excellent food for thought:
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2752359
and
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2749417.
And New York City also has much to share in terms of
expertise - it has an initiative to fund 'medically tailored
meals' (MTM) to promote health and decrease health care
utilization by families experiencing low income. The outcome
of this initiative was a reduction in overall healthcare costs
by up to 28% (all diagnoses compared to similar patients not
on MTM) and a reduction in emergency room visits by up to
58% (pre-post MTM intervention). Their low-cost/high-impact
intervention? To feed someone for half a year by saving one
night in a hospital, i.e., by giving them the money equivalent
to one night in hospital to feed themselves with MTM for half
a year. I believe we can do better than that here in Alberta,
especially in light of the financial impact on Alberta families
of the recent economic downturn.

INSTEAD OF GIVING ALL THE JOBS TO PEOPLE THAT ARE
COMING TO OUR COUNTRY...GIVE THE JOBS BACK TO THE
PEOPLE IN OUR OWN BACK YARD....CANADIANS FAMILY'S
ARE REALLY SUFFERING...AND QUIT TAKING AWAY FROM
SENIORS LIKE RAISING PRISES FOR THEM....THE BUS HIKE
FOR THEM WASN'T NESSESSARY...MOST GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYEES DONT SUFFER LIKE THE REST OF US...YOU
COULD GIVE THEM A WAGE CUT INSTEAD OF GIVING
BONUSES AND INCREASES....
Getting our pension back to Alberta.
Diversifying the economy. Renewable energy and technology
are growing areas globally.We need to expand in those areas.
Diversifying our economic base by retraining oil workers for
wind turbine and solar panel maintenance, high tech sector
jobs etc. The oil and gas industry is too volatile and needs to
find a more sustainable level by putting realistic caps in place.
Putting all off the provinces eggs into one basket is not a smart
idea.
Reinstating what the NDP finally got put into place and run the
province on diversification and not bank everything on oil &
gas.
Let's focus first and foremost on the root cause of the recent
job losses and economic downturn - putting all of our eggs into
the non-renewable resource basket. Let's invest, instead, in
diversifying and in the people in our province.
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T5H

T2W

T3H

T4V

-Ending homelessness in Alberta (it's cold!)
-Providing EVERY Indigenous community with clean water
and the infrastructure (aka roads) necessary to allow them
to access the resources they need

-successful businesses could receive less
support/subsidies/tax cuts

Organization providing support and resources to those at the
bottom-homeless people, unemployed people, people with
illness or disabilities- MUST continue to receive funding.
Preferably more funding. They hire people too. It doesn't make
sense to say that you're creating jobs and then cut funding to
these organization which also provide employment
opportunities AND which are trying to get Albertan's back in
working shape.
The government spending priorities should be focused on
Government needs to understand that there is a difference
The government should be investing in incubators and
providing services to the people of Alberta. Spending
between finding savings and tearing at the fabric of Alberta innovators to build on areas of strength in Alberta. Established
should be focused on health, education (post secondary and that makes it distinct from all other provinces and territories highly profitable companies should not be receiving Alberta tax
K12), and programs that help our most vulnerable citizens. in Canada. To find savings the government should
payer dollars. The government should not be perceived as
scrutinise its procurement contracts and hold industry
handing out corporate welfare. Our economy requires
vendors and providers to deliver services in a cost effective diversification.
manner.
Education (basic and higher) and health care.
Reducing layers of administration, but keeping front line
Through economic diversification
employees.
Stop the war room funding.
Stop tax breaks to oil companies
The public sector. I think it's important to allocate funds to
make sure that our public services - including health care
and education - are serving all Albertans. Further, the
programs that care for the vulnerable, such as AISH and
medical insurance for the aging, are high priorities for me.

I think government should find savings within the high levels
of bureaucracy. A salary cap for the highest wage earners
(ie. those on the Sunshine List) is a good start. While it's not
savings, an increase in tax or penalties for large
corporations, including oil companies, could help bring in
income.
Cut more upper and middle management in GOA, not front
line. Yes, it might cost more to contract with companies that
use local resources over near shore or off shore, however, it
employs Albertans, which is better economically. Hiring
Albertans first means less Albertans are dependent on
government assistance.

Spend money on ALBERTANS FIRST....hire ALBERTANS
FIRST....stop using companies that hire near shore or off
shore. START CARING ABOUT ALBERTANS FIRST!

I would like to see support for alternative energy sector.
Retraining and entrepreneurial and building grants for those
who want to switch to green energy sources is where the future
of this province lays.

HIRE IN ALBERTA FIRST! SUPPORT COMPANIES THAT HIRE
FROM ALBERTA FIRST! I CANNOT EMPHASIZE ENOUGH,
HOW MUCH WE ARE HURTING OUR OWN ECONOMY BY
SENTING MONIES TO THE EAST OR OTHER COUNTRIES.
You tell us to diversify, but then you turn around an hire outside
of Alberta because it's initial cost is cheaper, but overall it's
costing Albertan's.
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T5E

The government needs to prioritize accessible public
education and health care. Without a healthy and educated
society and workforce we will be unable to compete on the
global stage.

Cutting the public taxpayer funding to private schools and
health care facilities will allow us to redirect those funds into
high quality public programs. Additionally, the duplication of
the administration of public education by having 2 school
boards (Catholic and Public) run our public education
system is a huge waste of money. The Our Idea campaign
shows how other provinces have successfully eliminated
their "public" Catholic school systems, making Catholic
religious education a private option just like every other
religious education choice. The amount of taxpayer dollars
saved by eliminating this unnecessary duplication of
administration of public education would go a long way to
balancing the books. I am a confirmed Catholic and was
raised in the church but I firmly believe religion has no place
in our public institutions. We also need to stop whining
about the good old days and realize that oil cannot be the
only thing driving our economy. We need to stop giving huge
tax breaks to oil companies that are cutting and running
anyways.

We need to start giving incentives to new to Alberta (non oil
related) industries that are going to be the drivers of the
economy in the next century. My kids are going to need jobs in
20 years and chances are they won't be in oil. But they could be
in AI, information and data, or technology. If we don't start
attracting these companies and jobs to Alberta we will fall into
decay and that's not the kind of province I want to live in. Its
time to look to the future.

T3K

Health Care (no cuts), Public Transportation, Subsidizing
Political leaders can take pay cuts, get rid of the energy "war
Housing Costs for young and low income families (first time room" that unnecessarily uses $82,000 a day that could be
home buyer), and diversifying the economy including
saved for the future of our province.
making it easier for tech companies to make a home in
Edmonton and Calgary. We have the work force, we need
the companies.

By diversifying the economy including making it easier for tech
companies to make a home in Edmonton and Calgary. We have
the work force, we have the office space, but we need the
companies.

T6M

We should not attempt to sell government entities such as
ATB for short term gain. This only benefits the few and not
the many.
Education funding to be adequate, keep class sizes low,
fund for adequate staff and resources in schools, front line
workers in health care, we need a sales tax to prevent
boom/bust in economy and to steadily fund services

MLA expenses, MLA salaries are significantly higher than
other provinces, eliminate 30 million dollar war room,
administration in AHS,

diversification in economy, invest in technology sector, invest
in alternative energy as non-renewable resources are phasing
out over the next decades

T0B

Front Line Service Providers - Nurses, Doctors, Teachers,
Education Assistants - These services are essential! Find
ways to remove costs that do not impact these services Target redundancies, inefficiencies within the system.
Preventative Services - We have a variety of challenges in
our society today and I fear that our government can be
distracted by immediate savings while ignoring the long
term costs of removing programs. I believe that
Foundational Learning (Literacy, Numeracy , ELL) programs
give Albertans the ability to better contribute to our
communities and economy.
Education=Opportunity=Prosperity

I believe that the bureaucracy within government agencies
can be reduced. The employees that actually work to
complete projects (large infrastructure, roads, bridges,
dams) need to be there, but is the level of overhead (mgt)
excessive? What about AHS? Does it have a high level of
management to employee ratio. Do you need a manager,
assistant director, director, etc for every department?
Remove management that is redundant

Support education programs

T3E

Post-secondary education, public education, environment,
health

Unnecessary corporate tax cuts

Invest in Alberta's future economy. Alberta has a huge
advantage in energy technology, so support advancement in
renewable energy aand stop relying on oil and gas.
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Infrastructure, Health Care, School and Safety

Service Alberta Overhead

T2y

Education and Health

T7V

Health care, education and renewable energy.

Their own salary. As far as I know, comp philosophy is
market median, and our Premier + Ministers are sitting well
above it.
Roll back salaries for MLAs, taxes to industry

Innovation outside the Energy sector. The energy sector is
important for an Albertan, we need to diversify outside just
Energy.
Diversify the economy. We don't know if the oil will ever
rebound. Instead of giving tax cuts to all industries, try to
diversify and give incentive for other industries.
Renewable energy

T3H

Diversifying the Alberta economy. Make Alberta attractive
for companies to move here. This should also help us retain
more of our young people, currently they have to leave the
province to find jobs.

In the higher level positions, like "director" and "executive
director" and above. I see executive directors that only have
two people reporting to them, how can this level be
necessary.

The only way to accomplish this is to do the one thing that all
the previous governments have promised to do and never have
achieved! Diversify Alberta's economy, make Alberta attractive
to tech companies, research centres, etc.

T0H

Priority -reduce spending on non-essential services.

By reducing our bloated civil service, no new hiring, and a
By getting out from under the boots of confederation!! That is
careful look at some layoffs! Notley hired 50,000+ new
the only way we can prosper!
workers and we already had an oversized civil service.
Alberta Health is very manager heavy, and the salaries of the
President and the 11!!! Vice-Presidents are mind-blowing!
Don’t let them cut front-line workers to cause an uproar,
while protecting these salaries and the high number of
managers.
Same with the school boards.
Did the 5% pay cut for MLA’s go thru?
Please get the Grande Prairie hospital finished in my lifetime!
As a senior, I do not think our grandkids should be left with
huge debt AND reduced services, which is what is in store if
we don’t get a grip on our finances.
And to add one thing unrelated, but very important: we want
a referendum on separation!! There is no future for Alberta
as part of Canada!!

T6A

- Health care and social programs such as affordable
housing, mental health supports, vulnerable population
support programs.
- Education, specifically focusing on modernizing the
curriculum and supporting creation of schools to manage
class sizes.
- Infrastructure and construction projects that focus on
people care (e.g. hospitals) and moving people and goods
around (e.g. LRT, city road widenings).
- Grants/supports to encourage people and companies to
switch to more environmentally sustainable alternatives for
energy use (e.g. residential solar panels and insulation
grants to reduce individual household draws on the
Province's overall energy supply).
- Industries outside of Oil and Gas. Focus on projects to
support and bolster other industries (e.g. manufacturing
scientific equipment, pharmaceutical research, etc) to allow
the province to be more resilient, competitive and healthy
during inevitable bust cycles of O&G.

- Continuous but deliberate and calculated reviews of service
design for Provincial services. This includes digging deep
into specific services to measure service level requirements
and funding/resources required.
- A cross service (health care, education, infrastructure
planning, etc) and understanding what Albertan's highest
priorities are. Focus on those.
- Don't always look at "savings" being the only option.
Alternative revenues should also be considered e.g.
provincial taxes, user fees, carbon taxes, income tax
increases etc.

Focus on industries outside of Oil and Gas.
Understand that "construction" is a primary driver of Alberta's
economy and that construction can occur on projects that
aren't O&G related like LRTs, hospitals, major roadways, etc.
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T5A

T3P
T8A

Reinvesting in public sector jobs and services, grants to
Cut frivolous spending like the war room (put into something
businesses that are outside the resource sector to diversify useful like schools), increase taxes on the rich and
corporations to an appropriate level on par with the rest of
and grow the economy.
the country. Introduce a carbon tax (we need to generate
revenue - not cut the public sector which is already too
depleted to provide the budget reductions claimed by this
government.
Continue the broad spectrum spending so that no programs reducing duplication and streamlining services. Implement a
and issues are missed
PST to stabilize revenues
Education, health care, social services, grants for
Raise corporate tax rates, raise taxes on the rich, crack
technology, transitioning away from natural resources
down on people here who use tax shelters, stop giving
breaks and benefits to oil and gas companies.

Appropriately tax existing industries to supplies grant and
investment into smaller business to diversify and grow the
economy away from a single resource. Alberta needs to (finally)
become more than a one-trick pony. There is lots of potential in
this province and the current government needs to look to the
future and not the past.
tax incentives
Support people, support their right to have a living wage,
support the rights of all people in this province. Don't just give
tax breaks to the rich and companies that may or may not deem
us fit to deserve a pittance.

Stop pretending like it's the poorest of us who should be
suffering with cuts.
Stop wasting money on surveys pretending that you care
what we think. You're going to cut whatever you want and
hope the price of oil goes up.
Stop wasting money and time pretending that you're going to
renegotiate our federal government system. This is a system
that Mr. Kenney could have rallied to change years ago while
he was a Federal Cabinet Minister, but did not. And it's a
problem all of a sudden now? This is a smokescreen.
T0K

T3A

T3K

Economic stimulas

Civil service work force, decrease the number of department
managers, and put funds toward more or better frontline
workers.
Choice in Education. Give equal funding to private and
Cut the funding to public schools who waste money on
home education too.
smaller classrooms that don't do anything. Or public
schools that hand out laptops to the home that never go
back to the school.
I believe the spending should focus on Calgarians who are I think that with the economic decline in previous years,
not able to make a living for themselves and have severe
there should be a pay cut with the politicians until the
disabilities. My son has struggled with his disability all his economy improves and that Alberta should be exempt from
life and is truly bullied when he does try to be self-sufficient. whatever fees incur during the annual period. I don’t know
He has severe anxiety due to that experience and even
how the government runs but I think Alberta should request
though he has support to be in the community, there is not resources that were paid to the other provinces during their
enough resources to help him. He volunteers to try and help time of need to repay Alberta. Even when banks offer
others but he is unable to maintain his work.
resources, they collect interest from their clients, I think that
is what Alberta should do.
Post secondary education, infrastructure and health care
Stop taking trips. The UCP have stopped all travel for APS
employees and should apply the same to the Ministers and
the entourages.

Better communication between the public and private workforce

Increasing school choices and funding would stimulate jobs.
For example, tutors would be used more than teachers.

The government should allow re-education to those who are
struggling to find jobs and offer support to them so they can
continue to support their family. I also believe that people who
are self employed should have tax breaks if they are working to
support the disabled in our community.

Tax breaks for the lower and middle classes. Tax incentives for
industry OTHER THAN oil.
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cutting cost of extra managers and directors which are not
needed.

cut costs of unnneccessary positions. 17(1)
Jobs should be given to front lines to support all Albertians.
Before the NDP government came to
power in 2016 we had one Executive director and one
manager and 6 team leads. We now an extra manager and
an extra director with no increase in staffing levels. These
extra positions not not seem to be warranted as they do not
have any discernable added value within our centre. Really
my point is alot of people here do not feel the we need the
expense of these extra positions which does not help us in
any way. It could be estimated that cutting just the positions
which were added since the NDP came into power in our
department alone could save $250,000

T1B

Infrastructure, diverse economic development and jobs

Cut the fat in "the middle" of government, health care and
education. NOT the front lines. Negotiate a labour index with
unions that aligns with economic growth the province. When
we do well, they do well. When we don't they don't. Simple
and fair economics. Get Doctor's OUT of and spending
decisions in Health care. The conflict of interest, corruption
and self serving inefficiency is obscene.

T2R

Undo the disastrous and short sighted budget 2019

T3A

17(1)

Cancel the energy war room. They are better suited for
making truck commercials. Let Ford hire them.
In terms of savings, one could certainly examine the middle
management positions at AHS as I know that some
individuals do not necessarily do much there. 17(1)

This will take time. a 1% cut in corporate taxes will help but not
enough. Need to investment in attracting new diversified
business to Alberta. Downtown Calgary is only 2/3 full Why
not start offering incentives to emerging and growing
companies ie. IT and digital. Companies that don't need
"location", but cost incentives. For example, I'm sure Silicon
valley tax, lease and exchange rates could easily be used as a
bargaining chip to get companies to move to Calgary. Just one
Example.
Undo budget 2019
To support pipelines and to continue to advocate for albertans
so that we can encourage job creation in this way.

Hardly a good use of taxpayer dollars and it’s unclear what
their roles are.

Health care access and excellence
Free training and low cost post secondary tuition
Diversifying the economy
Summer jobs program for students

You gave wealthy corporations tax breaks. Repeal these.
Get rid of doctor referral payments. Not needed
Get rid of govt scope creep: eg AHS research. Funds shoyld
go to universities already set up for research.

Low or free tuition in high demand job areas. Ensuring lowest
quintile get to post secondary.
Fund medical innovation and alternative energy initiatives.
Ensure we have sustainable drinking water supply.
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T7y

Maybe should save instead of spending
Cutting government wages and pensions

T3C

Trick question. Everyone knows you will never spend money Increased taxes on oil and gas. Instead of on everyone else
unless it is on yourselves or your friends in industry

T5L

Stop cutting from the bottom and start cutting from the top.
Top makes more in wages so there would be more savings
and less cuts to services Albertans need.

T3B

T5Y

T5C

.
Cut government pensions and wages

Government is not a business and should keep there paws out
of business or topping up hurt business IE: FORD GM NEWS
OUT LETS FORIEN AID ....
Cut management personnel supervisors don’t need a bunch The list goes on and on
Cut arts culture out . Don't need faculties like this when
times are tough Specially when The government is thinking of managers when the boots on the ground know what has to also quit bringing in temporary foreign workers and let are
be done and have the means and technology now days .ie : young and old do some of the low income jobs were haveing a
of cutting health care back. don’t you have children old
HEALTH CARE
grandparents they neeed some care and what if YOU get
hard enough time finding work in trades and tech already. So
terminally sick....hospitals are always good and it creates
some of these lower jobs may be filled with guys who can’t get
temp work and full time work. We don’t need new museums Also quit funding foreign country’s or UN projects
work else where anymore because alot of those jobs are no
arenas or try leisure centres get people back outside
longer there.
let’s look towards home for investments and inivatation we
have a lot of talent here and leading edge technology.
Stop pretending oil and gas is the only industry that exists.
Diversify the economy a little bit for once

Stop voting raises for the ministers and cutting wages to the Anyone who watches this government treat it's staff by
front line staff.
legislating in what they want would have to think twice about
wanting to work with this government. What would stop the
government from legislating what they want on a contract from
a business wanting to invest?
There should be a focus on cutting back on non-essential
1) Eliminating or drastically downsizing non-core
Re-focus on core government functions (health, education and
spending and or the elimination of non-essential
government functions/departments.
transportation/infrastructure) and economic diversification.
Enable economic diversification through red-tape reduction and
government programs. Focus should be on core
2) Significant reductions to non-core funding programs.
government functions such as health care, education and
3) Outsource non-core government functions like in Labour, bringing in international talent/expertise where needed and
government/private sector partnerships that doesn't involve
transportation/infrastructure. The so called "fat on the
Agriculture and Culture to non-government bodies or even
funding. Government should facilitate business/economic
bones" in non-core, non-essential government departments private sector entities. Provide some sort of payment for
development, but not be involved with funding it.
(Labour, Agriculture and Culture) should be eliminated or
them taking over services, but at a lesser cost than
drastically reduced.
government delivery.
4) Consider consolidation/mergers of some gov't programs
to minimize duplication and potentially cut back on number
of departments.
5) Scrutinize government spending and cut non-essential
funding programs (where it does not impact people's safety
and well-being).
5) Tough decisions on cuts need to be made, but this is for
our future.
Keeping Albertan's working. Finding ways to help Albertan's How about a 10% cut in wages for all Government staff
keep or start local businesses. Spend money on teachers,
making $150,000 or more per year? That should help
nurses, ect, rather than fighting with them. they deserve
balance the fair wages for teachers and nurses.
real pay too.

Diversify our economy, start phasing out fossil fuels and
finding alternative energy sources - that should help create jobs
and help the economy, as well as alberta in the long run. The
more diverse our economy, the better off Alberta will be, as
recessions wont impact us as much - especially if we can
provide long term energy for our province and sell extras
externally.
Stop wasting money on a war room, when the funds could
By asking for all the funds back from the oil companies that I think the only job creation that we've had is in the fast food
actually go to people that deserve it. How about splitting
have left alberta after Jason Kenney gave them a hand out? industry... How about not cutting grants for local businesses?
that 30 million between teachers/assistants/support staff,
By not allowing the oil companies a pass on taxes because Finding ways to encourage small, local businesses to start up.
nurses, medics and all the other roles that we actually need they are a little short this year - they could have been fiscally Investing in technology would be a huge pull for Alberta right
in Alberta.
responsible in any of the money making years.
now.
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T6J

Support those in need, implement a top up for the working
poor, get proper health care set up and quit reducing patient
care, insist that doctors and other medical professionals get
extra education and training for proper assessments, create
opportunities such as public meetings for the chronically ill
or severely affected by the changes you have made and the
changes that you didn't make, quit handing out free money
to corporations etc while further crippling your constituents.
I'm sure that you wouldn't give huge amounts of your own
money away to companies at the expense of your children's
welfare. Or would you?

You would find plenty of savings in health care if you were to
actually hold doctors and other medical professionals
accountable for the results of their services. Why should a
medical practitioner get paid if follow up for shoddy work is
required thereby increasing their income? Payment should
not be forwarded until they can prove that they explored
another option at sudsequent visits. Longer discussions
between doctors and patients are required in some
instances. You simply don't find out how lazy or underskilled
a doctor is until you become sick. I could write a book. Quite
frankly, most mechanics aren't any better.

By paying wages for more students to work in the field of their
choice in career while going to school in junior or senior high
school. Or, how about giving extra incentives for new
businesses to be created in order to put the unemployed but
highly employable back to work? Really, there's a lot more but
your current actions will stifle this economy and destroy this
province. How do you sleep at night? Many Albertans don't
because of stress or some kind of serious sleep disorder. I
think that you need to live with a sufferer of your decisions for a
month. Live how they live. Feel how they feel. Acclimate to the
level of restrictions that they live under all while trying to find a
way to enjoy life. Restricting cash flow isn't always the answer.
Getting more value for the dollars you spend is one step. Don't
spend less, expect more. Demand more.

Health Care and Education (both k-12 and Post-Secondary)

Scrap the war room energy centre and drastically reduce the
corporate tax cut.
Fund only public education schools.
Amalgamate boards.
Limit MLA travel abroad

Invest to diversify, diversify, diversify. (Ex. Tech sector jobs,
renewable energy jobs)
Small business tax should be drastically reduced.
Implement a sales tax of 2% to have a consistent stream of
revenue to be used for investing.
Tax cigarettes and alcohol and gambling

T5s

Power generation changes. Promoting healthier lives.
Employment diversity. Roadways to resuce climate
problems.

Managment level positions, consultation studies,
Diversifying industries, look for ways of supporting automation
equalization, upgrading provincial properties with better heat controllers, jobs that require significant over time like
or electricity management.cut funding to reiculious arts
corrections hire lower wage staff for easily covered positions.
programs that should be funded by people that want it.

T2Y

Addiction treatment centers (not injection sites), criminal
justice, police services, helping the legitimately
unemployed.

Bringing the "public service" costs (especially wages and
Not sure, but you seem to be on the right track from what I have
benefits) under control, but mostly, stop subsidizing the
seen.
excessive spending schemes and dreams by municipalities,
especially those of the "lets spend money like drunken
sailors" Calgary city council. Also, look at selling off ATB,
either to Alberta citizens or to a real bank.

T6r

Education, education, education
Tax increase for private sector and introduce pst
Health
Research to support diversification
Maintain subsidy for daycares to get both parents back into Cut pensions and salaries for government employees.
the workforce.
Reassess government jobs to determine redundancies.
Introduce a minimal provincial sales tax.
Jobs, Diversifying economy, entrepreneurship and self
Address top heavy government...examine how many leaders
employment training/support; helping build capacity of
and levels are needed/staff member; where it makes sense,
communities and individuals
have programs/services managed/run out of bigger centres;
GOA jobs that do not have measurable outcomes and
contribute to identified priorities should be shifted to high
priority areas and used to backfill high demand areas that
are short-staffed, such as frontline; streamline programs and
reduce duplication

T0a

T4N

Diversification

Support necessities for pipeline development.
Cut red tape for small businesses trying to get established.
Diversify; ensure programs are providing skills needed now
and in future; research and evaluation - what are the needs,
how can these be addressed, implement and evaluate and
ensure have qualified and knowledgeable management and
staff in place to implement and support. Programs need to be
collaborative and support all unemployed people and
communities to help build capacity, skills and knowledge to
contribute

T3E

Medications

from wealthy persons

Diversify Economy by encouraging IT startups

T4X

Getting people back to work, education

Cut down on foreign aid

Get the pipelines built
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T2z

Health care
Education
Environment
No more tax cuts to big business

T4h

Health care and education

T3H

Front line health and education workers, investments in
infrastructure, health, education, and social programs.

T4N
t9e

End tax cuts to big business, take a strings attached
approach instead.

Diverse economy not just oil and gas

PST
Stop fighting carbon tax and wasting tax dollars
Firing the premier

Diversify the economy away from oil and gas

Eliminate the panels and fake investigations, roll back the
Invest in diversification of Alberta's economy. Invest in social
corporate tax give-away, scrap the embarrassing Energy War benefits and programs, cutting them has been shown to
Room.
eliminate more jobs than a tax cut would. Invest in education.
Invest in the future, not the past.
Maintaining services...health, education, public servants...no Tax corporations...they need to pay the real costs....trickle
Diversification, small business incentives that were lost,
need for these cuts
down does not work
switching focus away from all oil & gas
Health and Education
Consultant fees
Tech it up
1. Education: give Teachers jobs! By cutting back on
spending, not only are we limiting the future, we are
lessening the room for economic expansion and
progression. It is so incredibly vital to give children the
resources they need to become the absolute best leaders of
tomorrow. Failure to do so will only lead to downfall. Make
classrooms safer, more supportive (mental health
resources, nurses) better teachers and technology.
Introduce students to new concepts through HANDS-ON
learning opportunities. Every child has the potential, but so
few have the ability to use it to their greatest advantage. So,
don’t cut back on spending where we need it most.
2. Health care
3. Create jobs!: so many Albertans are out of work, and it’s
only getting worse. You know there’s a problem with the
government when nobody is able to retire, and nobody is
able to kickstart their career due to lack of jobs and
ultimately government limitation. It’s so unfair and it’s only
going to continue to limit us in the future if something isn’t
done.

1. Tax the rich, alleviate taxes for university students/those By supporting oil-field workers. Those jobs help families all
who are barely receiving a livable wage despite hard work.
over Canada prosper economically.
Unfair that those who are (unwilling) in 100,000+ debt have to
pay atrocious amounts of taxes, when they’re only trying to
create future jobs. Give them the support they need instead
of making them suffer.
2. Cutting unnecessary spending. (Ie. less vacations out of
tax payers pockets)
3. Just spend smartly, using the model of Keynesian
Economics. When we’re booming economically; there’s
room to spend. When we aren’t, just cut the spending. It’s
that simple.

Education and Health Care

Discontinue funding to the "Energy War Room".

Support government workers with sustainable employment
without threats of layoffs. Government workers pay taxes and
support business and economic development.

T3R

Education, health, and poverty.

Invest in economic diversification. Stop throwing money at
companies in a boom-bust industry that is characterized by
irresponsibility when it comes to post-industrial remediation of
their environmental impact.

T4A

health, education, infrastructure, policing & social services

Save money by not giving tax breaks to large global
corporations and wealthy individuals, because they don't
need it. Reduce political salaries and the expenses
politicians can claim. Reduce new panels to study things that
have been studied within the last five years.
stop spending money to separate from Canada; stop giving
corporations tax cuts; cut salaries, benefits and tax credits
to all elected officials

support/encourage companies that are working on cleaner
technologies; diversify Alberta so that it isn't heavily reliable on
the oil & gas industry for funds; support/encourage more
tourism in the province
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T7Y

Health, public education and environmental efficiencies
including transportation infrastructure, oil and gas

Higher taxes for the wealthy and for big businesses

Buy investing in the workforce of tomorrow which is our young
people today.

Implement a small provincial tax
Stop reviewing the education curriculum as we have already
spent a lot of time - many years - money and resources
researching, developing and planning for it

t5r

addiction treatment--- 76 additional funding for existing beds
is totally insufficient. We need many 100's more treatment
beds and Detox beds. The province needs to consult with
treatment centres and front line workers if they really want
to know what the needs are and address the worsening
alcohol and addiction problems in Alberta that costs billions
of dollars every year.

The Government needs to Consullt directly with people
affected by changes you are proposing rather than arbitrarily
imposing changes. ie # of addiction treatment beds,funding
cuts to educational institutions, changes to curriculum in
schools, and in particular changing the date to the first day
of the month for AISH and Social Services recipients. This is
creating hardships for a most vulnerable group of people.

enhance educational programs and services, affordable tuition
fees etc. and increase funding for Aish and social services
recipients and Seniors benefits. All of these groups are
spending $ putting $ back into the economy.

T5A

Education and Health - do not cut budgets on funding for
schools, support in schools, and no increase in fees that
parents must pay. Keep education public and available for
all students regardless of their economic status. Do not cut
jobs in hospitals and clinics. We need more workers to cut
down on wait times. Keep our healthcare system up to high
standards like it is known for.

Have enough workers in each field that can achieve the goals
well without having to pay people over-time due to understaffing. Hire enough people to do jobs well, because they
are treated well and treated with respect and trust. Cutting
jobs is not the option of saving money, because those
people will not be able to afford their basic needs and will
not allow the economy to grow. Without consumers, we
cannot have providers. Accept projects that are important to
our economy right now (such as transportation, tourism,
education, health) so that people are drawn to this province
and want to live here.

Accept projects that allow job creations for all types of workers.
Keep our province growing in all ways, not just in the oil field.
Infrastructure, arts, entertainment, post-secondary all need
opportunities to grow, and cutting their funding or delaying
projects is not the solution to job creation. When people go to
post-secondary, we allow for a future of inventors, creators,
and innovators. Raising post-secondary costs inhibits the
desire to attend post-secondary, and we will not progress as a
province or country.

T2G

Social Services

Corporate Handouts

T5P

Education (including early learning) and Health, initiatives to Increase corporate tax rate, introduce a sales tax, AB
reduce child poverty, supporting child care and community government misspending, stop wasting money on ways to
resources, reducing our environmental impact
separate from Canada or ways to get back at the Liberal
gov't
Support private enterprise and get public sector spending
There is an unbelievable amount of waste that happens at
under control.
the front line level. One example is nurses making more off
The difficulty is you cannot do it too fast or you run the risk overtime than they do on their regular salaries. Change the
of losing support of public sector workers and really the
law/policy so health care workers do not get overtime pay
more people supporting the government's plan, the happier until they work more than full time hours in a week. And
everyone will be.
increase the number of full time nurses instead of having so
many part-timers so you save on benefits. Another example
is the waste in education - in my local school division,
teachers move up into administrative positions that are
created especially for them when they are tired of direct
classroom teaching, even though these positions are
completely useless. Reduce upper and middle management.
Audit the books of every PUF (Program Unit Funds) provider
in the province - each has a tremendous amount of ill spent
money (eg $95. per day for taxi fare to bring a child to his
program each day).

T7X

Build infrastructure.
diversification, invest in small and medium sized businesses,
invest in new technologies. Alberta needs to move away from
such a resource-based economy
Continue lobbying for TMX and Teck mine to proceed so job
creation happens organically. Continue cutting red tape so
businesses can run profitably.
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T9H

T2k
T1W

Teachers and nurses. They are underpaid as it is and now
they are asking to take a cut. As a nurse, I spend my shift
explaining about health care cuts lessening the public’s
ease of receiving care and now we’re waiting for more cuts.
Why don’t you work as a nurse for one shift and tell me you
could do what I do. Believe me your eyes would be opened
how easy other jobs are. You think you have a hard job? Try
being a nurse.

CEO’s and management. When was the last time a CEO got Increase salaries to standard of living!!!! We can barely afford
kicked in the chest (true story) by an unruly patient? But
to live now as prices are higher here and you’re trying to
please tell me how I don’t deserve my salary and more! Limit decrease my salary more.
nurses and it will just be more unruly patients for us to
handle. Why don’t I just ask the premier to kick me in the
chest directly.. it will save time.

Public healthcare-front line workers in all areas (nursing,
extended care, diagnostic imaging, EMS, etc)
Maintaining and upgrading infrastructure (roads, hospitals,
other provincial facilities)
Education-teachers, education assistance and special needs
programs (this are the people training our future citizens)

Find more efficient ways to manage the areas listed above.
Ensure all levels of management are accountable for their
decisions and spending.
Reduce redundancies in middle management.
Find some way to require public service work (garbage clean
up, mowing/shoveling snow at public areas or for disabled
persons or seniors) in exchange for monetary aid where
possible
Require the same drug testing I am required to submit to at
my job for anyone receiving financial aid.

Encourage growth in companies who focus on creating/using
VIABLE renewable energy sources. (Electric cars in isolated
areas and with our winters does not count...)
Promote the value of tradespeople and other skilled workers.
Many of ours are reaching the age of retirement with no one to
replace them.
Make it feasible tax wise to operate a small business instead of
just a larger corporation. With the diversity of our communities
many needs can be filled locally in this manner if it is affordable
to run. This also keeps the jobs local instead of just in larger
centers.

Public healthcare, affordable pharmaceuticals, education,
social services
Climate change mitigation and adaptation, including water
and habitat preservation.

Tax corporations more

Cleaning up all the abandoned oil and gas wells and stop
this disgraceful UCP cover-up.

By ending immediately the preposterous and embarrassing
"War Room"

Create incentives and support affordable post-secondary
education. Create new job sectors for modern industries.
By realizing that Big Oil is over and will never come back. Start
a long-term transition plan to nurture renewables, using fossil
fuels in the process. Look to the future not the past. Think
about your children's children.

By joining the 21st century and stopping all of the big oil
subsidies.

It is a genuine embarrassment to be called an Albertan under
the Kenny government.
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T7E

Forestry - lack thereof for accountability on spending and
the amount of money that department wastes on equipment,
food, vehicles, and equipment.
Forestry staff should be working shift work to accommodate
coverage / weekends.
There is no need to pay these guys THO and DTO if they’d
work shift work like other GOA departments do.
How is it that Forestry can schedule courses on weekends
and get paid OT to attend? That’s ridiculous and poor
scheduling on their behalf.
The amount of vehicles that forestry has sitting around in all
warehouses during down times is atrocious.

Forestry - the amount of staff that seem to do nothing during
the winter months.
- they show up late, leave early for lunch and at the end of
their work day. Again no accountability on their staff.
- heavy equipment contractors during poor weather. I see
this time after time when Forestry brings in countless heavy
equipment just to sit there doing nothing but costing tax
payers money. I’ve seen them sitting at warehouses during
downpours.
They should be Utilizing fire crews during downtime to clean
up crown lands ie garbage / putting up signs or doing trail
maintenance.

Create opportunity for students and young kids.
There should be a job creation program paid and supported by
both the Prov and Federal governments for students to work
summer jobs with the GOA. These kids need an opportunity to
gain work experience.
Albeit they don’t need to be paid anymore than minimum wage.
Create seasonal work experience programs for kids / students.

Provincial Parks and CO’s. Is there a need to have so many
CO’s? They do little work or enforcement.
Do we really need CO’s during the winter months? They have
five months (May-Sept) of so called busy time, then seven
months of down time where little is done.

T0A

Making all departments share equipment: boats, vehicles,
trailers and OHV’s. There is so much duplication and overlap
of equipment that it’s ridiculous.
Some departments rarely use their equipment
Reinvest in programs that are working at educating and
Re-visit the allocation of lottery funds,to include a
promoting efficiency in the delivery of health.
percentage to assist local education institutions, schools
YOU NEED TO BE OUR AMBASSADOR AND WORK AT
Improvement of our major road ways in the north zone. Hwy and etc.
GETTING OUR PRODUCTS TO THE EXPORT MARKET...We will
28, Cold Lake to Edmonton.
hire staff if our products have a customer.

T3B

(1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin getting rid of the 'war room'
Water Management Options
so far the money put into has been a total loss.
(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
agreement during flood season

T0E

Early childhood intervention, family services to enhance
parenting skills, K-12 education, post secondary education,
health care, diversification of the economy and industries in
Alberta,
Early childhood intervention, family services to enhance
parenting skills, K-12 education, post secondary education,
health care, diversification of the economy and industries in
Alberta,
Taking care of needy Albertans by providing them with
public education, adequate social services, a clean &
healthy environment, and a genuinely diverse economy. And
not wasting taxpayer money by gifting it to giant private
corporations.

T0E

T6E

emphasis on preventative healthcare and woman's health

Reduce executive level staffing as opposed to front line staff, Invest in diversifying our economy, quit increasing costs of
kill the Oil and Gas war room, and quit giving the wealthy
post secondary education to the point that it’s only available to
massive tax concessions
the wealthy or foreigners with money, quit cutting front line
staff
Reduce executive level staffing as opposed to front line staff, Invest in diversifying our economy, quit increasing costs of
kill the Oil and Gas war room, and quit giving the wealthy
post secondary education to the point that it’s only available to
massive tax concessions
the wealthy or foreigners with money, quit cutting front line
staff
Not giving huge amounts of money and enormous tax cuts to By encouraging new, diverse economic streams rather than
giant private corporations associated with dying economic
narrow-mindedly throwing money at old, outdated, dying,
models.
unsustainable industries.
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T8X

Restoring health care spending cuts.
Restoring education spending cuts.
Restore 12% corporate tax rate.
Reduce or eliminate private school funding.
STOP ALL SPENDING ON ALL THE FAIR DEAL RUBBISH
INITIATIVES.
LIVE UP TO THE PROMISES MADE IN THE ELECTION
CAMPAIGN.

Reduce or eliminate private school funding.
Increase corporate tax rate to 12% (NO JOBS HAVE BEEN
CREATED WITH THIS NONSENSE.
STOP SPENDING ON YOUR PROPAGANDA ORGANIZATION.

WORK WITH THE REST OF CANADA TO CREATE JOBS IN THE
OIL INDUSTRY.
WORK TO SUPPORT GREEN JOBS IN RENEWABLE
RESOURCES AND ENERGY QUIT SERVING YOUR OIL
INDUSTRY MASTERS). HAVENT YOU FIGURED OUT THAT OIL
IS A TWILIGHT INDUSTRY.
CREATE TRUST AMONGST ALL ALBERTANS BY STOP
CONSTANTLY LIEING.

T2J

Public education and healthcare

Cut down administration in government, education and
Make tax incentives for small business owners.
healthcare and other public services, and focus your funding
on frontline workers, the ones who know what is going on in
their areas, and the ones doing the important work.

T1V

Health ,education, early childhood. All the things they are
cutting!!

By INVESTING in education, renewable energy and government
funded infrastructure projects that add value to our economy
like roads, hospitals, schools, teachers and support staff.

T8N

Education

The ridiculous energy war room! And by charging million
dollar corporations proper taxes rather than relying on the
middle class to pay for the ridiculous waste of money war
room. And also by not giving our carbon tax away to the
federal government!!
With big companies. Not the little people.

Public education, public health care, social services.

Tax larger corporations, stop government funding of private
organizations.

Stop underfunding public sector causing massive layoffs, stop
relying on single industry (oil and gas) to boom and start
exploring alternative industries with less environmental impact.

T5Z

Education, Infrastructure, and Mental Health.

Bring back healthcare premium payment. Limit child subsidy Please diversify. Do not rely on one industry: oil and gas. Invest
grant by supporting only 3 children maximum per family.
in AI (artificial intelligence) and renewable energy.

T3C

Taking care of it’s people. Private Sector cuts means that
not only have people lost their jobs in the private sector but
now their healthcare, education, child care is being
compromised through funding cuts in the public sector.

Cut Private Sector tax credits- use grants instead.
Fund research! Finding research has the largest return in
investment. Think long term- just not what you can achieve
in your 4 year term.

T2M

Education and health care, particularly seniors

t6h

Most important is that we protect vulnerable populations.
Elderly, children, children in care, people with addictions.
Safety - road safety, food inspections all those things that
keep us safe. This includes working against discrimination
such as racism, prejudice about sexual expression,
piercings/ tattos etc.
Next most important is that we help people be the best they
can be - so supporting students, student loans, helping
people open a buisness and keep it open. Programs to help
people who have come out of prision to find how they can
be productive members of society etc.

Alberta doesn't have a spending problem, it has a revenue
problem. Bring in a modest Provincial Sales Tax and align
our income taxes (personal and corporate) with other
provinces.
When we support people they will give back. People what to
give back. Support the volunteer sector. Help municipalities
collect taxes fairly and easily. What about orphaned wells?
We need to set up a structure where its not the government
that needs to bail them out.

Stop cutting jobs

-Diversification of industry
-Promoting Alberta as a place to do business and set up their
business/company means being able to offer strong healthcare,
education, support services, opportunities. You can’t expect
one without the other.
By providing strategic investments in key sectors and seeking
opportunities to diversify our economy beyond oil and gas.

Support on how to open a small business. Also, keep all those
union people employed - like teachers and health care workers they are the ones who spend money and keep the private sector
going. Who is paying to get their fence painted? No people
who are worried about their jobs. If you help people have
stable employment then they spend money
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Education
Health
Job creation
Education
Health
Job creation
Education
T2T

T2T

T4R

T5R

Government salaries

By advertising not by big tax cuts for the wealthy at the
expense of education and health care

Government salaries

By advertising not by big tax cuts for the wealthy at the
expense of education and health care

Not giving tax breaks to large corporations as they have not
helped the economy
Education, Health, AISH, other social programs, raises for
Savings are NOT required - just give back the $4.7B
Public Service Workers, returning the $4.7B government
government stole from the coffers of Albertans and
stole from Alberta's coffers.
everything will be paid for - more money into the economy +
greater spending by Albertans = more jobs created to handle
the growth. Not rocket science...
Education, Health, AISH, other social programs, raises for
Savings are NOT required - just give back the $4.7B
Public Service Workers, returning the $4.7B government
government stole from the coffers of Albertans and
stole from Alberta's coffers.
everything will be paid for - more money into the economy +
greater spending by Albertans = more jobs created to handle
the growth. Not rocket science...
Healthcare, education and infrastructure. Diversification into Find savings? How about instead of giving away money
new industries such as green energy instead of the usual
through tax breaks for corporations and the rich, don't do
unoriginal conservative mindset of putting all their eggs in that. Close tax loopholes. Stop privatizing utilities. Tax the
one basket...ie oil and gas industry.
church. But instead you cut healthcare education and
infrastructure? Pull you ignorant heads out...

Invest in anything but oil and gas

Money is needed for Education and Health. Do not spend on
big business. People are more important. Perhaps focus on
other things rather than the oil industry, because we can't
control the oil price on the market. Edmonton Public High
School completion rates have soared due to the programs
they have. By cutting the funding for Education the high
school completion rate will be compromised. The UCP
halted the construction of the Super Lab. That action is a
waste of money. Things are being done without thinking.

By putting money back into Education and Health care - this
creates jobs for the young people. Too many people are being
laid off. Tax big business.

Higher tax on big business. It hasn't done anything to give
them a tax break. The citizens of Alberta are the ones who
put money back into the economy. It's the people that the
premier has forgotten when he laid them off, there is no
money to spend because of the unemployment. Maybe the
premier should not be going to Ottawa so much, and focus
on the job at home to save money on travel.

Return the $4.7B Government stole from Alberta's coffers...

Return the $4.7B Government stole from Alberta's coffers...

By doing the opposite of what you are doing now. What you are
doing now clearly isn't working. Also, keep your damn business
out of reproductive and LGBTQ+ rights. It doesn't affect you
except for your precious beliefs. No one cares about your
beliefs so keep them to yourself. Who are you to dictate how
someone should live or control someone else's body?
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T1A

Aside from maintaining resource to maintainhe high demand
areas like health care and education now is the the time
from government to be strategic about trying help kick start
our provincial economy by investing in “small”
infrastructure projects. The concept of small being less
than one million, with even more emphasis on projects up to
$500,000 so that the money can be spread across the
province not just in the Edmonton Calgary corridor.
I understand that the federal government is trying initiate a
an infrastructure program of their own. So to “make the
best bang for the buck” of federal and provincial taxpayer
monies it is important that infrastructure funding is
complimentary not duplicating.

I understand that the government is seriously looking at
public service manpower cuts. Historically the problem with
past cuts, was that the people being cut were always, the
lower paid program delivery staff, which causes problems
for both the government and the general public in delivering
and accessing government services in a timely manner.

Given the outside forces that are affecting our economy this is
a tough question! Obviously there is a need to try to deal with
the previously mentioned outside forces which I think the
current government is trying to do, and while the job is a tough
one our government has to be persistent and just as innovative
as the outside forces at getting our message and needs across
to the general public...in not only Alberta but across Canada.

I think the politicians.....and not....senior management staff
should do an assessment of how many managers there
are/to regular staff, in each department! In my experience
there are way too many managers (with of course relatively
higher paying jobs) than there are other employees....I am
sure that there many so called managers that don’t even
have employees reporting to them other than a subsequent
string of other managers! Given the electronic means
available today managers should be able to manager/
supervise more staff than in the past.....but in reality I know
that the ratio of managers to other government employees is
higher than ever!.....and many so called managers instead of
supporting and helping their staff do their jobs.....including
letting them make decisions that they are qualified and paid
to do...many managers spend more time questioning their
work and having them provide unnecessary justification for
their decisions, while at the same time requiring their staff to
“spend more time planning than doing”, actual work!
The bonus of consolidating middle management.....and yes
even higher management level jobs......(ie. how many
individual departmental Deputy Ministers and Assistant
Deputy Ministers are truly needed/department?).......
is that less people would be effected, for the same cost
saving to government.....with little or no impact to the
delivery of the government’s programs and services!

T9G

Refined petroleum products to serve Canadian interests.
Reducing costs in the administrative sectors of AHS, the
More downstream processing in Alberta to supply energy
school boards, and all govt offices. Privatizing any services
for Canada and get us off foreign oil.The orphan well
that we can on a bid program to get best bang for the buck.
program should include Alberta companies only and any oil
products in these wells should be salvaged at a reduced
royalty incentive if possible and economically viable.
Private land should be the first prioritt and crown land
should be the last reclamations. Also the government could
provide a training program for unemployed oil workers to
gain training to reclaim these sites so we have a competent
work force to complete the work.

We should be looking at a recycling system for plastics and
changes tonthe plastic manufacturing business to facilitate
these changes, as well as incentives for ppastic manufacturing
to use recycled material.imaginenif Alberta could be an industry
leader in this as well. I could give further details at

17(1)
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T4L

T3j

T5T

-Funding public education, including provisions for
increased expenditures such as new students to Alberta and
increased transportation and operating costs.
-caring for vulnerable populations such as those dependent
on AISH and those with health concerns by maintaining
adequate services and benefits
-subsidizing initiatives which can create jobs in a diversity
of fields.

-evaluate the effectiveness of the Canadian Energy Centre
-re-consider the corporate tax cut made early in the UCP
mandate- has it generated jobs?
-consider a provincial sales tax with revenues earmarked for
public services
-regarding provincial standardized testing, possibly consider
having the tests marked by current teachers within their own
classroom assessments using standardized rubrics

-look for initiatives that diversify our economy and have
collaboration for new ideas
-look for initiatives where there is collaboration with groups
that are currently challenging each other- ie environmental
(green technology) initiatives working WITH oil and gas
initiatives
-look for initiatives that support growth in needed public
services such as Mental Health initiatives- possible
partnerships with existing corporations
-reconsider initiatives where carbon tax revenues were reinvested in environmentally sustainable ventures such as
public transportation projects
Social services, the vulnerable, the helpless. Lessen the
Not paying out cooperations or wasting time and money with Simple, Stop cutting jobs, focus on our growing movie and film
income gap. These services will lessen the fincanial burden its nose in local volunteer run community farm/foodshare.
industry. I believe tied for second in Canada. You folks revised
to society and better support society and equality and in the You guys forced a company that to move, hired a "special"
a grant/credit line film makers had access to. Reduced the
end save money on ambulance rides, policing, crime, health moving company(probably a business friend to be honest)
amount significantly. Bring that back. BC's film market is
getting to the point where is more competitive than ours and it's
risks/epidemic/breakout.
and then deliberated for months putting the farm wellll
going to start showing. Bring back that grant.
behind schedule. And waaaayyy over budget for what you
quoted the move would cost. You guys went 5 times over the
budget what is wrong with the UCP? They even offered to
have everything moved themselves at a much cheaper quote.
Education
Health care
Social services

No more corporate tax cuts
Stop funding oil and gas projects to such an extent

Diversify - stop investing so much time and money for the oil
and gas sector.
Alberta needs to focus on other areas in order to move forward.
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T8V

This province could use affordable housing for seniors, vets
and the working poor located city centre not out in the bush.
The tiny home solution they are doing in the USA is very
effective. Get the homeless off the streets put back our
mental institutes and house those who need help where they
can have 24-hour care. Improving our healthcare so the
working poor seniors and vets have the same advantages to
good healthcare as you give the so-called disabled AISH (my
statement below will explain this comment).

Investigating the recipients of AISH I personally know 5
people who not disable enough not to work and are
collecting money because their doctors got 500.00 to write
up a really good medical report. These so-called disabled
people can go the bar and play music (cash under the table)
they babysit and house clean for cash, they take cash driving
jobs and vacation whenever they want because these
cheques come in steadily no questions asked. They are
moving for alway moving so they can not be kept track of
and if they take a paying job they have an excuse to quit or
get fired within the 90 day period so AISH and CPP do not
know what they are doing. I think all government programs
that give out taxpayers dollars should all be connected to
revenue and it should take more than one doctor's opinion to
get them on this cash handout. Having a severe disability is
one thing having a condition that is debilitating but not
severely disabling is another. Put health assessments in
place where they are reevaluated every three months by their
doctor and another randomly picked specialist (who is in the
field of this person's sickness) by the government. Give
them programs that have to go to 3 times a week and if they
fail to show they are cut off or fall on regular welfare. Fraud
is Fraud and I feel my hard paid tax dollars are not being
protected from these fraudsters. Get the field investigator
back out there and hire as many as need to weed out these
people. Make reporting these fraudsters easier and maybe
even a cash incentive would be nice. I am not talking about
truly severely disabled people I am talking about those who
can still be a productive member of society and a taxpayer.
Just think more tax money for the government to spend.

For one freeze government workers pay till the rest of the
population caught up with the same hourly pay scale. All
Government jobs should be on a rotation of 4 months to 6
months then laid off and a new set of people come in to do the
work. This could employ 2 to 3 people per job. Getting
pension plans in place for all private-sector workers, sick days
the same as government workers and healthcare. No Public
service employee should be allowed to strike and disrupt any
services that the taxpayers pay to have. If you were doing the
rotational employment then if those who are not doing their
jobs at 90% efficiency and 90% accuracy let them go and let
someone else have a chance at these jobs.

T8G

Health and Education

T1S

Education
Health Care
Seniors benefits ( including the home adaptation and repair
program)
Alberta Health care
Reduce property taxes for seniors

Higher taxes on optional spending such as liquor, tobacco,
vaping paraphernalia and cannabis.
Duplication of services
War room
Monitor infrastructure projects, I see things like hi-way
improvement projects where it seems they are disorganized
waisting money.
Stop giving business tax cuts then relying on the private
middle income people to take the brunt.
Hire better managers and directors to manage the province's
money; reduce payments to other provinces from oil
revenues
- hopefully more of the AHS budget could be allocated to
mental health, as this is going to help save money in the long
run
Reduced wages for elected officials, larger taxes for those
earning more than a million a year, going after owed taxes
from oil companies

Provide subsidies to workplaces and shops that will take on
RAP students as apprentices.
Tax incentives for companies to hire workers

T8R

T6W

Education, Health, Economy

T3H

- mental health/addictions services
- getting Albertan's back to work

T2K

Public education, public transport, affordable housing,
alternative energy

Create jobs , not cut jobs.

build the pipeline; and invest in refining our oil here in Alberta

- invest in renewable resources, education, social support and
daycare, while at the same time supporting Albertan's who
currently work in oil and gas who are suffering greatly
Looking at funding for other industries other than O&G, stop
treating the province like a one trick pony that will never die,
the horse is dead so stop beating it.
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T2C

T2S

Supporting front line health care workers, more funding for
AISH, funding for primary and post-secondary education reverse the cuts that have been made under the UCP
government, invest in other industries so there is more
economic diversification in the province. Support child care
subsidy so more parents and women can join the work force
and grow the economy.
1) Elbow (i.e. SR1) & Bow River flood mitigation
2) Removing obstructions to oil field development and
pipelines

Increase corporate taxes, implement policies to decrease
Investing in alternative energy and diversifying the economy so
travel spending (no 5 star hotel stays or first class air travel we're not so dependent on oil and gas. Investing in
etc.). Not give $4.7 billion to corporations that end up leaving construction projects that put people to work.
the province anyways.

no comment

Post-secondary educational assistance
pipeline and oil field development

T3B

Diversification. New industries like geothermal energy that Collect taxes owed to rural municipalities by energy
leveraged Alberta’s drilling expertise and infrastructure.
companies. Stop paying for their liabilities.
Extracting lithium from oil sands deposits. Mining uranium
and supporting nuclear energy. Reducing CO2 emissions
from flare gas. Solar energy. There are Alberta companies in
these areas that need as much support as oil and gas and
will provide an economic backstop when the world decarbonizes energy.

Diversification. Invest in new industries in stead of fighting a
losing battle to save oil and gas. Stop cutting funding for
education, nursing, and government services. Good jobs are
being eliminated. Alberta should be paying for jobs that serve
all Albertans not just one sector of the economy.

T7Y

Not bailing out industry that is failing because that's how
economics work.
Determine how many meetings mid to senior level
management attend, and scrap any position which doesn't
involve 80% plus of the time implementing government
programs.

Putting time and money into emerging industries (green energy,
technology, visual medias).
Continue to support the oil and gas industry throughout Canada
and the US. You must find ways to encourage the return of
investment to this industry or we will loose it.

T4x

Anything but oil and gas. Health care, education, social
services, arts and culture, tourism, anything really.
As an absolute priority, the government must ensure
upstream flood mitigation for both the Elbow and Bow
Rivers in Calgary is fully funded. The Provincial Budget
2019 saw a serious reduction in the Alberta Community
Resilience Program funding allocation for Calgary and no
money budgeted to proceed to the next step of the Bow
River reservoir project. This needs to be reversed.
Infrastructure roads hwys

Low cooperate tax. Grants to start small business.

T9g

Social programs like healthcare and education.

Stop flooding Alberta with refugees who cannot contribute.
They are draining our system with this welfare for life
program.
Disband the war room and other ridiculous 'blue
Ribbon' commitees.

T5Y

Education and Health care

T3H

Education - both at the grade school and post secondary
levels.
Health care.
Social services.
Public transportation.
Infrastructure.
Provide population growth factored into education and
health budgets. Business tax cuts are not and over the years
proven to encourage business. Oil prices got Ralph out of
trouble, not budget cuts.

Less panels, less tax cuts to corporations, no more energy
centre
The government could stabilize revenue by introducing a
sales tax.

Free training and additional education. Tax incentives based on
hiring/job creation results.
Through supporting education and through infrastructure
spending.

T2T

T1K

Offer legitimate incentives to industries that will diversify the
economy i.e. High tech, i.t., Gaming, tv, film, music/recording
and growing alternative energy technology and expertise.
Supporting alternative energy is not abandoning oil/gas, but
adding to our energy portfolio and expertise to make us a
global energy powerhouse.

Eliminating the rediculous WAR ROOM. We are the laughing Building infrastructure to help move Alberta back to the
stock of the world and especially the rest of Canada.Make
forefront of technology.
the oil and gas companies clean up and not use public
funds.
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T3B

Economic diversification - subsidies or investment supports Focusing only on spending ignores the income side of the
balance sheet. Tax is not bad. Taxes are an effective way to
to new(er) businesses in non-traditional industries.
pay for services we all need. Corporations are not exempt
Post-secondary education grants that ensures broad access from needing and using public services and benefit as much
for all Albertans.
as people do.
Cutting corporate taxes to keep jobs does not always provide
more jobs or attract more corporations when the necessary
conditions such as educated, healthy professionals are not
available to support their business. Giving away our
resources to foreign shareholders may provide jobs in the
People - not “jobs,” which is just a euphemism for corporate short term but leaves us poorer in the end (can you spell o-rtax cuts. People want to work, but propping up legacy
p-h-a-n—w-e-l-l?).
industries does not help people transition skills and
experience into emerging or previously unknown industries. When we ensure we get value for our money, we (most of us,
anyway) happily pay taxes. As we see in many US
Alberta’s greatest resource is well-educated, hard-working jurisdictions, lower taxes are expensive when essential
services such as health and education are privatized instead
people, not natural resources. Jurisdictions that have
of being well-funded, managed, and accountable to the
successfully transitioned from boom-bust resource
public that pays for them.
economies have done so through human investment.
Funding tied to specific skills or industries supports
established economic interests and political ideologies but
stifles creativity which over time creates a lack of innovation
which is critical to our long-term future.

What a mom and apple pie question. Sure.
But unpack that further to expose the ideological bent behind
that question. Do you mean trickle-down economic strategies
that benefit political party donors or investments that support
all Albertans?
I’m all for investments that will grow new economies and jobs
in new and emerging industries.
I’m opposed to more tax cuts, especially corporate cuts (I pay
both personal and corporate taxes in Alberta). Let’s a establish
a sustainable tax - sales tax or royalties or higher
personal/corporate progressive rates - regime that funds the
excellent health and education services we expect and gives us
the resources we need to reduce our dependence on the
resource-based economy.

I don’t belong to any political party and have voted blue in
the past. But I grew up in South East B.C., lived all over the
world before making Alberta home, and I’ve been through
mining and oil and gas booms and busts and the current
budget is deja vu circa 1993. The problem is, it isn’t 1993.
We aren’t emerging from an era of unrealistically high union
wages or unmanageable debt to GDP. And even if we were,
those so-called solutions resulted in a generation of
deferred human and infrastructure deficits. The
disinvestment in the public sector resulted in a shortage of
public sector professionals during the next boom, forcing
government to raise Alberta public sector wages to compete
with the private sector We need fresh vision and direction
-Health care
-Education (both at the elementary/high school level and
post secondary level)
-Renewable energy sources
-Public transportation (ex. The LRT)

Rather than focusing on easy cuts to public sector wages or
workforce, focus on establishing public sector performance
measures so that Albertans receive value for the money
invested in and for them.

By taxing more heavily large corporations and the wealthiest
percentage of individuals. The trickle down effect has never
been proven to have positive long standing results for
everyone, rather the richer just get richer.

By supporting the next generation through their education and
job opportunities, as well as incorporating more alternate forms
of energy creation (ex. Wind or solar) in order to support those
suffering due to the ups and downs of the oil fields.

T2M

Education and the environment

T6w

Stop giving away money. No one should be entitled to free
money because of race or circumstances. Loan the money
on case of circumstance if you have too. Everyone goes
through tough times but we have created a victim society
with people feeling entitled to my hard earned money.

Think long-term and stop fretting about balancing the budget
and tax what you need to spend%
You are on the right track. I have paid for all my kids
schooling and bussing and extra activities since the day I
landed in Canada. I got no handouts and have used all my
savings. I think everyone should be entitled to the same
treatment. If they can’t afford it, let them do without it.

Invest in environmentally friendly processes. Get out of oil and
gas it’s time is limited
Liaise with or eliminate these nonsensical third party hiring
companies that seem to only pull the resumes of new
immigrants. Give more incentives to small businesses for
hiring. Make the tax structure easier and more straightforward.
Stop penalties that send small businesses into bankruptcy.
Taxes are late because most businesses can’t even afford the
accountant but doing the taxes themselves is so difficult.

T4X
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T1W

Low income families and individuals.

Reduce corporate subsidies.

T0E

Healthcare, education, and seniors.

Taxes,

People are what should be important to us. Take care of us. critique waisted money (ie:was asked to source out a desk
for office. Found suitable desk for $400.00... was not
Put money into our future, allow our future to be educated, approved, as I had to purchase through contracted
this will bring in money.
services... similar desk was approved at $2000.00.

Sustainable energy R&D. Support small business. Bring back
STEP and other programs that support students.
You have to create an environment to invest in your province.
Economic growth comes from people working. Stop cutting and
freezing positions. The more unemployment the less spending.

Look at contracted services. We have to contract for
everything to be done at facilities. Maintenance is restricted
(ie:moving desks need to be contracted to moving company,
putting together desk, needs to be contracted)
T0E

Healthcare, education, and seniors.

Taxes,

People are what should be important to us. Take care of us. critique waisted money (ie:was asked to source out a desk
for office. Found suitable desk for $400.00... was not
Put money into our future, allow our future to be educated, approved, as I had to purchase through contracted
this will bring in money.
services... similar desk was approved at $2000.00.

You have to create an environment to invest in your province.
Economic growth comes from people working. Stop cutting and
freezing positions. The more unemployment the less spending.

Look at contracted services. We have to contract for
everything to be done at facilities. Maintenance is restricted
(ie:moving desks need to be contracted to moving company,
putting together desk, needs to be contracted)
T4r

Health, education and roads

T1Y

Healthcare and education As well as diversifying economy
so dependence on oil is stopped. Invest in technology.

T2h

We need to focus on child care, women in poverty that are
parenting, and please focus on education

T3B

Police

T5M

Education and healthcare. At least give back programs that
have been cut. Give teachers more funding to teacher their
student.
Education in all
Aspects

T6w

By increasing corporate tax rate, reducing The govt
spending in dept, not laying off worker, rather by finding
efficiencies
Get rid of that stupid costly war room it’s an embarrassment
to Albertans. Jason Kenney needs to end his love affair with
the private for profit big oil companies. Tax big oil
companies that didn’t save and spend wisely during the
boom years.
Put a freeze on government wage increases, do not offer
bailouts to so many big corporations that may in the end
take the majority of their business elsewhere

Diversify economy, invest in green energy, bring in high tech,
retrain peoples, move away from oil and gas on longer term
basis
Introduce a Small PST to get us on our feet.

Education and training incentives especially those that are able
to work and not working. Train to the gaps in the employment
field ain't for the companies needing the skilled labour.

They could stop frivolous trips to Quebec along with their
obscene expenses billed to the taxpayers. Reduce spending
in City hall. There is so much waste at every level of
government.

Reduce taxes and encourage businesses to the City. Stop
spending money on unnecessary infrastructure such as the
berm in Bowness that will not work and the new stadium. Many
people in Calgary are unemployed yet the City keeps wasting
money.
Tax the corporation that just got big pay out and did not hire Yes it should. This current government is not.
more workers
Political leaders salaries cut them in half

By having the schools have full access to all teachers and
assistants for the students. It all starts in the schools with how
our future is determined!!
My kids will not fall thru the cracks!!
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T2x

Smaller class sizes, updated textbooks, more materials for
the classroom ex: pencils, paper etc.

T6T

Priority should be on balancing the budget even if some
services get cut.

Less money sent to private schools since they get funding
from other places.
If we were to make 4 day work weeks we could save in
busing, lighting etc.
Cutting wages. The private sector has absorbed significant
reductions in pay.
Cutting the size of the bureaucracy.

T6j

Ensuring services remain easily accessible for vulnerable
Albertans.

T0K

Diversification
tourism
parks
Renewable energy
Education, social services, mental heath and healthcare

T9E

T0j

Paying down debt, providing adequate levels of health care
and education, road maintenance.

T6K

Not giving hand outs to multi million dollar companies who
can't pay their taxes or provide long term stable jobs.

T8N

Decrease classroom sizes, children are our future. With
more immigration and ESL children this is impacting
classroom learning.

Focus on providing core services only.
Not providing new tax cuts for industry.

Smaller class sizes, more funds for classroom aids, less money
to private schools

Reduce taxes.
Fight the federal government's destructive policies (carbon tax,
anti pipeline policies).

Demonstrating a stable economy without constant
changes/cuts to services that impact standards of living for Joe
Albertan so that it remains easy to attract workers when needed
and companies know they are entering a stable economy.

Increase taxes,
Sales tax
Made in Alberta carbon tax

Diversification
Renewable energy
Tourism

Too many unnecessary changes (e.g. school division name
changes) which cost money each time. Redundant policy
reviews
Everywhere, there needs to be both a reduction in
compensation for all government employees as well as
shrinking the overall size of government.
They wouldn't need to find savings if they properly taxed the
oil and gas industry and stopped spending money on a war
room that is fiscally and morally irresponsible.

Continue to diversify our economy and supporting education in
a variety of fields.

Amalgamate the school boards for a start. Whey do we still
have a public and separate stream. Complete waste- time to
get into a modern model.

By investing in education and health care. You should NEVER
underfund this two areas. Yes, investigating where money is
being wasted-management for one! In Alberta we are definitely
in a recession, lowering taxes to get more money into the
pockets of taxpayers would certainly help. Look at all the
businesses that are closing. People don’t have the money to
spend when half their salary is taxed.

Get out of businesses way and reduce taxation for everyone.

By investing in our communities, with infrastructure and
services that we need. Like schools and public programs and
transitions to clean energy. This government is taking us back
to the stone age. It makes me want to leave this province and
ashamed to call myself an Albertan. The problems we are
facing are all a result of the poor management of our resource
economy. Diversification and transition is the way of the future.
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t4v

I think the government should be serious about finding ways
to diversify our dependency on Gas and Oil revenues.
Decade after decade its proven. “The province is too
dependent on the oil and gas industry. Diversification is
warranted to increase the economy’s resilience to the shock
of oil price volatility, resilience requires innovation in
technology, small business growth, and value-added
manufacturing and exporting.”

T3B

T6J

(1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin Education and Health Care
Water Management Options
(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
agreement during flood season
Education, healthcare, and climate change mitigation.
Stop giving massive tax cuts to corporations.

T6w

Education and health care!!!!!!

T2N

T8N

T8l

Severely cut MANAGEMENT jobs at Alberta Health. They are People here are lazy once on social assistance. Of course
so top heavy its ridiculous. Have a look at IT, its insane the there are legit cases but dont mix health reasons for not
amount of redundant projects, huge waste on equipment,
working with actually being fit and able.
licensing of software, operating systems. But more than
anything the number of managers is stupid and a waste. The
real workers below management are the ones doing the work
and are needed. Why cut the contracts like outsourced Help
Desk and try to bring in house?. This will just add huge cost
and inefficiencies as its a known entry level position. You
should be outsourcing more IT. ALSO and this is significant.
Many rural care facilities in central Alberta have been
reduced to Nursing homes. There are tons of worthy
equipment from closed ER's, operating rooms etc, just
sitting in dark corridors. Sell this stuff fast before it
becomes of no value, or donate to third world countries.
That would look stellar in world opinion of Alberta govt. You
have many facilities that need to be closed. I cant imaging
the money being paid to keep the lights on in some of these
just to provide nursing home style care and setting up
offices in them for homecare workers, there has to be
cheaper alternatives. Shut the doors, people work way more
efficiently from home offices, increase that! Sell the
properties, make some money instead of cutting legit and
needed services. Finally the Connect Care project going on
needs to be frozen. Its a huge money pit that is growing by
the day. Its insane the size of AHS as an employer (5th
largest in Canada?) Really? it's needed for this population
base? I think its out of control particularly in rural Alberta.

Top management, why do we need three layers of
management to sit in offices.
Stop giving away money to oil and gas companies. They are Stop giving money away to oil and gas companies
not and will never use that money for anything other than
lining their executives’ pockets.
Education and health care—investing in our people is an
Increase corporate taxes and implement a provincial sales
investment in our future. Avoid short-sighted fiscal
tax.
decisions that reduce spending at the cost of Alberta's most
valuable resource, it's people.
Education and health care to save what we had. The
There are always effective ways to modify programs without
reduction of budgets has had a huge impact on our current impacting service levels without disruption to the end user.
users. These services are critical for Alberta’s future.

Low corporate and small business tax rate, less regulation

Continue to fund healthcare, education, and industry
diversification programs.
Stop making cuts.
Stop giving money away to oil and gas companies

Support basic needs, such as education, health care, housing,
etc. When people's basic needs are met, they are able to
succeed and contribute to economic growth.
Do not cut government jobs and not just pushing all of the
financial burden to taxpayers either through user fees or to
municipalities.
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T1W

climate action

T6W

Education
Heath
Education
Heath
More efficient use of health care and education spending.
(Look at other countries and provinces for direction.)
Support research and development of all (renewables and
fossil fuel and agriculture and forestry) energy resources in
Alberta.

T6W
T3B

eliminate energy "war room" @ a savings of $30 million; stop support diversification of the economy: non-fossil fuels, IT, film
costly and futile court challenges
industry, encouraging new businesses that use local products,
for example, converting waste from hemp production to
compostable packaging
Provincial tax
Investment
Provincial tax

Investment

Leaner government wherever possible.
Government pension changes.
Cut red tape at all levels of government.

Cut red tape for all business in the province.
Open the provincial borders to all trade in Canada and work
hard at bringing the provinces back together as one entity.

Incentivize industries with tax credits to bring their business to
Alberta. Focus on diversifying the economy since oil and gas
does not appear to be recovering.
Cutting government/public sector jobs will only further increase
the unemployment rate which will reduce consumer spending
within the province, which will have a detrimental impact on the
economic health of the province, and will ultimately put Alberta
in a deep recession. Job cuts and cuts to programs and
services are not the answer in the economic situation we are
currently in.
N

T4E

The government should prioritize diversifying the economy,
with an emphasis on making Alberta the tech hub of
Canada. The government should also focus on indigenous
socio-economic issues like clean water, housing, and
infrastructure and indigenous procurement opportunities for
government contracts. For general Albertans the
government should spend additional money on education
and health care.

The government should implement a pst like the rest of the
provinces in Canada, it really does makes the most sense,
and the longer the province goes without one the deeper
we’ll go into debt. Next time I see a mall parking lot full, like
the West Ed, I want to see $ signs flowing back to the
province.

T6w

Education-health care system -

T4B

The people and not corporations. Healthcare is necessary
for societal progress, our education is more important than
oil.
Education and health care

Reduce funding to unemployed to encourage them to look
for jobs
Proportionate taxing of citizens

T6T

As our population ages we must look after our seniors and
the elderly. I think it it is long overdue.

Cutting the MLA's salaries, combining school boards and not
having separate catholic or francophone boards, and stop
giving money to private schools
Too much Health Care administration and not enough front
line workers.
The same is true for Education. Students going to university
should have to pay their dues and there should be no free
ride. After all they will have many years in their future. like
we all did. to earn that back.

Infrastructure. Fixing up our province provides jobs and
stimulates the economy.
Increasing support for industries that will expand our economic
base beyond oil and gas such as renewable resources and tech
Encourage schools to teach students that future jobs will be
there if they focus their growth in seniors care.
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T0M

T5e

T6w

We need to focus on creating a healthy and happy Alberta
for the people here now, and well into the future. Some
priorities in doing this should be:
-getting Albertans into work
-funding education and focusing on creating a well educated
Albertan workforce that has skills that will carry us far into
the future ie. tech, environmental conservation, agriculture
-expanding our healthcare coverage to include pharmacare
and mental health services: no Albertan should feel that
parts of their health are holding them back because they
cannot afford to access services that will keep them alive
-diversifying the economy
-making a standard living wage required of all employers in
the province so that all people can thrive no matter what job
they have
-supporting agricultural producers with incentives and
programs to help them make sustainable businesses that
have land management plans which include reducing the
harm that their practice does to the environment and even
reversing some damage or starting pro-active practices that
anticipate changes that will need to be made due to climate
change ie. planting trees on grazing lands to help retain
water and grow better grass for animals
-implementing province wide environmental sustainability
practices ex. province wide commitment to a ban of single
use plastic in all areas where feasible

Finding savings would not be entirely necessary if the
government was taxing corporations the proper amount. Get
the oil companies owing property taxes to pay them to the
municipalities owed them. Raise corporate income tax on
petrochemical companies so that we can take the wealth in
this province and use it to better the lives of all our citizens.
Same with Amazon - they are well known to be under taxed,
not pay their taxes, and to in fact receive tons of tax breaks
and rebates. This is an incredibly wealthy corporation who
should be giving back to Albertans.

Education and healthcare

Stop paying so much into equalization

Immediately cut the spending related to Alberta's Canadian
Energy Centre - this is such an embarrassing use of our
Carbon Tax dollars and advertising budget (Carbon Tax
should be invested directly into creating a better future for
as many generations of Albertans as we can imagine
existing).

I think this government, and all governments need to more
carefully consider feedback loops in their budgets - or how
saving a few dollars now costs us more money in the
longterm. Big changes in services and budgets can have a
negative impact that is not always immediately seen, just as
some changes have positive impacts that are not
immediately seen. For example: making changes to our
healthcare system in which we reduce funding and services,
especially with an aging population will cost us more money
long term. If some citizens cannot easily access the services
of healthcare professionals, or have to change prescriptions,
or maybe ration prescriptions as coverage changes we will
see an increase of people in poor health that will in turn
stress the resources of the healthcare system when we could
have realistically kept most of these people healthy with
ready access to doctors and treatments that would manage
The main focus any government should have is on the
The government place is to create an environment for us to
health and education of their people. A healthy and educated grow the economy. The government should be spending on
people are always progressive
our infrastructure.

-Stop cutting funding to important services and the jobs that
are required to carry them out. I do not want less educators or
less health care professionals. I want as many as it takes for
Alberta to be known as a place with an excellent education
system that has enough educators at all levels to adequately
meet the needs of students of all ages. I want as many doctors
and nurses as it takes for all Albertans to feel that their health
concerns are met as fast, as efficiently, and as caring as
possible.
-Start investing in the future of Alberta. We should not place a
priority on just now but instead need to think about now, as well
as 5 or 10 generations from now. We need to assess the needs
of people living in Alberta currently, and how meeting their
needs will affect Albertans in a future that exists when none of
us are here anymore. This means freeing our economy from a
dependance on the boom/bust oil system and the literal lottery
that agriculture can be. Alberta is a province dependant on
providing energy to the world - nothing is stopping us from
diversifying the energy sector and creating jobs by looking to a
future of sustainable energy. Solar fields need people to
maintain them, wind farms needs people to maintain them.
People need to build these things. People need to know how to
safely store and transport the energy. A province with as many
resources as this one should not be known for being stuck in
the past, but for looking to the future and being ready for it by
training people, by building infrastructure. Our people are our
strength - they are the backbone of the province, their hard
work and resilience should not be taken for granted because
the government will not consider how our future should look
like. Diversifying the economy can also help us create
relationships between industries that are not currently there.
Right now the oil industry by its nature cannot easily support
the success of other industries - it takes up land that could be
used in agriculture or forestry and does not really have
Work on diversifying the economy. The money being spent on
trying to sell our oil to the world should be given to the
universities so they can come up with cleaner ways to extract
our oil.
Create pipelines and be mindful of Alberta and it’s oil
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- front line services in the classroom
- lower class sizes
- extra aids for special needs students
- literacy and math intervention at the early years
- more funding for low socio-economic schools in Calgary
- more funding for psychological assessments for schools
- heath care - cut down wait times
- public transit
- police services - funding to municipalities
- fire and paramedic services - funding to municipalities
- homeless people
- elderly

T0C

Infastructure, health care

T6C

T6X

T9G

T0L

T5K

- Duplication of services
- find efficiencies in administration in education and health
care

- Incentives for tech companies to come to Alberta
- incentives to attract artificial intelligence researchers to our
universities
- incentives for renewable energy research in our universities
- incentives for agriculture research in our universities
- incentives for companies and individuals to reduce carbon
footprint
- grants to companies that are tied to job creation
- job retraining from oil sector to renewable energy

Welfare receipients need to take mandatory drug tests each There needs to be some sort of incentive for entrepenures.
month in order to receive any money. If any drugs (other
than prescribed) no money. Also people that are not citizens
of Canada that commit crimes here should be automatically
sent back to their country of birth.
Education
The healthcare system
They should help spur innovation, through improving support
for startups and supporting the University of Alberta and
University of Calgary.
Transport and infrastructure
Consolidation of government departments and services, as Incentivize social enterprises to set up in communities.
well as assigning ministers who are qualified for the
portfolios for effective governance, saving additional
personnel to shepherd them.
Economic diversity,
Eliminate Management positions in AHS, committees,
Allow businesses to develop and create new ways to
project reviews.COMBINE PUBLIC AND CATHOLIC SCHOOL technology for economic diversity.
BOARDS. Stop corporate welfare.
Education and health care... negotiate in good faith with the Axe the ridiculous "War Room", stop handing money willyEncourage and support tourism and renewable energy
medical and teaching professionals, and cut the upper level nilly to large corporations, and stop allowing O & G
initiatives.
management positions if any cuts need to be made. Stop
companies to bail on their municipal tax obligations and to
throwing out changes made by the previous gov't just
abandon wells. Also, stop reinventing the wheel, just
because they were the previous gov't... why reinvent the
because you don't like the person who invented it. The
wheel just because you don't like the person who invented education system and farm/ranch safety updates were just
it?
fine, but we're starting again from scratch for some reason.
Leave it alone and move ahead with something that actually
needs doing.
Schools, healthcare, becoming more environmentally
By increasing revenue through taxes, ie a pst. By not
By supporting new industries, like our tech industry. By
friendly and diversifying our economy.
needlessly bailing out oil companies. By getting rid of the oil ensuring education is affordable. By funding things like the
war room.
super lab.
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Healthcare and education are priorities the government
should focus on. These are the staple ingredients of a
healthy society.

T2W

Education and Healthcare

T9n

T8V

T6L

Stop giving tax breaks and bailing out corporations! Stop
spending money on them and spend money on improving
the quality of life of all your citizens.
Sustainable industries and companies that have an eye to
the future not the past.
Our segment of society that needs a hand up not
corporations that want a hand out.
Education that is forward thinking not backward as is the
plan with standardize tests.
Investing in economic diversification to ensure future
revenue streams beyond raw resource extraction. We are
not a third world country, we should have moved passed
such basic revenue streams by now.
-Lowering Childcare cost so parents can afford to work.
-Ecourgaging different types of businesses to come to
Alberta not just oil and gas related ones
-Diversifying Alberta's economy beyond oil and gas to avoid
another economic down turn.

I find these kinds of leading questions facetious and
disingenuous. Only someone who has an intricate
understanding of the complexities and specifics of a
provincial budget and the Provinces responsibilities can
offer an answer of any value.

Again, this is a highly complex question well beyond the
knowledge base of the average citizen(myself included) to
adequately answer. I find these type of surveys have more to do
with campaign optics than actual facts that would ever be used
to construct a functional budget.
I fear for any future my children would have should they choose
to stay in this province (which I have suggested they don’t, not
even for family). Alberta governments seem to judge their
success on getting re-elected versus creating a truly innovative
and visionary society.
Management and administrative costs, travel expenses,
Look at attracting and supporting industries outside of oil and
funding to private schools
gas. We need to look to the future where people are going to be
demanding clean, renewable energy. In the meantime, find ways
to support the existing oil and gas industry, but link that
support to jobs.
Stop giving money to corporations.
Encouraging innovation and innovative companies. We need to
diversify from oil and gas. Keep public sector workers
employed, for the benefit of all Albertans.
Primers office and UCP members hand outs. This seems like Education and infastructure. Our greatest resource is an
a public relations government, take from the public and give educated work force in a noted Canada. A small minded
government who promotes discorde hurts investment in Alberta
to their relatives and party flunkies
more than any other thing.

Corporate subsidies and tax breaks to the wealthy currently
cost our government too much.

Invest in growing industries like film, gaming, renewable
energy, etc. instead of those that are dying. Wise investment
now will result in revenue in the future.

Not giving tax cuts to billion dollar companies. Not giving
4.7 billion dollar incentives for companies to pay off debt
then leave the province. Not spending money on a war room
or the branding and then re-branding of that war room.

Job creation in all types of employment not just the oil and gas
industry. Helping Alberta families especially middle class.
Since the UPC government has taken power I have lost my job,
childcare cost have increased and property taxes (due to lack
of municipal funding). Encourage many different types of
business to come to Alberta (ex: technology companies).
Support program's that support families so parents can get
back into the work force (ex: childcare subsidy and supports,
daily childcate rates). Childcare cost are so high some
Albertans cant afford to work even though they want to be
productive and contribute to Albertas economy.

T2V

Continue to support a strong public sector, so citizens
receive the services they need and deserve. Then increase
support for the seniors and low income citizens in this
province.

Spending tax payer's money wisely i.e. not on a "war room".
Increasing the tax for the wealthy and eliminating tax
savings loop holes for the wealthy would also increase the
money government would have to spend.

Supporting new industry to the province, recognizing the oil
and gas industry, while important for AB, is no longer the
economic engine it once was. Also, by getting someone who
can do economic calculations - a 1% raise for AUPE members,
for one year does not equal $34 million.

T6X

Child support, education, healthcare

Closing drag injection house, reconsidering indigenous
funding

creat affordable daycare program so that mothers can go back
to work and pay more tax for Alberta economic growth.
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T0G

Health Care and Education

Less corporate handouts, pay decreases for Government
Officials

Take strain off of parents with more assistance with daycare. If
both parents are able to work and afford childcare it stimulates
the economy more than anything. Too many single parents
have to stay home and live off of Income Support simply
because the costs all around are not doable. Perhaps
implement a harsher system for collecting on back child
support. M.E.P. does extremely little in working to collect from
neglectful account holders and it forces the other parent and
ultimately the child to suffer.

T2C

Create jobs in green energy, including electrified light rail
transit (e.g., the Calgary Green Line, which is now under
siege), wind power generation, solar, geothermal, and
develop that technology so it can be exported to help with
the climate crisis. Demand is growing every day with
increased public awareness of climate change, and already
renewables are becoming more than competitive with oil
and gas for energy. The only reason it's not already far
outstripped it is because you keep subsidizing the wrong
industry - one that will have limited impact on jobs because
the international climate for fossil fuels will never again be
the same as it once was.

The Alberta Government can save money by not giving tax
handouts to wealthy corporations who merely pocket the
money and pay out increased dividend cheques to wealthy
millionaire and billionaire stockholders, thus draining the
public sphere of PUBLIC! money that should stay in the
public domain.

Alberta MUST divest from the fossil fuel industry. SCIENCE, yes
"SCIENCE" shows that we have limited time left to curb CO2
emissions, and the fossil fuel industry's job creation potential is
a fraction of what would occur if we diverted funding to the
rapid development of renewable energy sources and
infrastructure.

Then increase taxation on the wealthy and corporations so
they PAY THEIR FAIR SHARE... ***AND*** for the fossil fuel
industry, pay up front the actual externalized costs (health
care, property damage, restoration, etc. of the damage fossil
fuels cost.

Moreover, the transferrable skills in the oil sector would lend
themselves spectacularly well to putting out-of-work oil
industry workers back to work and use the skills where they're
really needed.
FINALLY, invest in diversifying the economy. Cancelling the
subsidies the NDP put in place that were beginning to attract
high tech to Alberta was the WRONG MOVE. We've lost those
opportunities now and told the world we're nothing more than a
"banana republic" - staking EVERYTHING on a single raw
resource of a dying industry.

STOP LIVING IN THE PAST. Learn the reality to today's
challenges and respond appropriately!!!!!!

ALSO, DIVERSIFY, that's D.I.V.E.R.S.I.F.Y. the economy!!!!!! For
40+ years the Conservatives have squandered the opportunity
to build a strong, healthy, resilient economy. Anybody who
invests in stocks know you have to diversify your portfolio.
WHAT MAKES CONSERVATIVES THINK Alberta is exempt from
those simple, common-sense economic laws.
GET. WITH. THE. PROGRAM.... before it's too late!
T7Y

Increased funding to social assistance programs, particular
those focusing on Alberta's most vulnerable citizens. In a
climate of rising cost of living and stagnating wages, they
are the most at risk.

Wrong question, and you know it: savings does not help in a
stagnating economy. Social and infrastructure stimulus
spending on jump start sector incentives will help get more
Albertans in more varied vocations, back to work.

Support more pilot programs over the next 2 fiscal years in
order to determine the best cost-to-benefit ratio gained from
incentivizing emerging industries across the spectrum. As it
is, our economic development growth is far too heavily tied to a
fossil fuel extraction arm of the turbulent energy sector.

SAVING DOES NOT CREATE MONEY FOR CITIZENS!
T6T

Education and health care. Taking care of those who need it; Maybe that $4.7 billion tax handout you gave to big
By investing in education, health care, and infrastructure - for
ex, AISH recipients. Basically, most of what you've already corporations, many of whom have since laid off hundreds of example, that superlab you cancelled.
made big cuts to.
Albertans and invested outside of this province.

T1H

Health care should be a priority to invest in and not by
privatizing.

Arts and clerical staff with government.

Diversify beyond oil/gas and farming. Tourism is 1 that’s not
been advertised well I think.
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Education, health care, social services, support for
vulnerable citizens (youth in care, disabilities,
homelessness)
Education
Health Care
Seniors

Less "expert" panels that tell us nothing and tax breaks for
the wealthy

Diversify. Don't rely just on one kind. Invest in people not rich
corporations

Cancel the oil propaganda office.
Don’t cover air costs for non-Albertan political figures.
Drop the ego and work with the federal and other provincial
governments to get a pipeline built.
Higher taxes on large corporations and oil and gas. Lower
salaries for politicians

Invest in infrastructure instead of cutting.

T6H

Health care, diversifying the economy, alternative energy
solutions, education

- funding alternative energy research and development
- funding the arts and tourism
- support small local businesses
1. Grants for educators who can Redesign educational system
to offer 'heart-centered' innovative collaborative education
model that supports safety in the classroom, creative thinking
and skills for youth, teens and college
2. Grants and current Alberta industry sponsors to finance and
join heart-centered trained teams of youth made up of rural and
urban youth/teens and college students...to apply for and attend
summer workshops to brainstorm and collaborate in the
development of 21st century quadruple bottom-line innovative
economic development enterprises 1) good for people (heartcentered collaborative model), 2) good for planet (green focus),
3) profitable for investors and shareholders -ie a good return on
investment and 4)good for local economies by new industries
and jobs for local communities which house the new industries.

T3B

5 - 10% salary decrease for legislators for 18 months, with
(1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin gradual increase to cost-of-living over 3-5 years depending
Water Management Options
on increased innovative economic development
(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
opportunities (as per below)
agreement during flood season for the Ghost Reservoir

T6M

Health care and diagnostics
Education
Infrastructure
health care, education and environment

Ditch the 30 million dollar sinkhole. It is a Giant leak in the
fiscal plan.
Salary rollback

Quit laying off civil servants and properly fund public services...
health, education, transportation, support for the elderly,
disabled and poor.
Stop giving tax break

T6M

1. Move Alberta’s portion of the CPP to an Alberta Pension
Plan much like Quebec did.
2. Create a tax collection agency similar to what Quebec
has.
3. Allocate more authority to the municipal level of
government for revenue generation and spending.
4. Pass legislation to place sunset clauses on all spending
bills.
5. Reduce cabinet size to: justice, law enforcement,
economic affairs, municipal affairs, finance, highways and
transportation, inter-governmental affairs.
6. Obtain control over immigration
7. Allow private medical insurance to cover some necessary
health-care costs

1. A reduction in absolute numbers employed in the public
sector – see 5 above.
2. Through outsourcing short-term projects
3. Place all new hires in the public sector on a defined
contribution pension plan. Stop defined benefit plans and
offer those on DB a one-time opportunity to switch to DC.
4. Invest in home care to lessen the need for hospital beds.

1. Advance public-private partnerships for infrastructure
projects, focusing on quick completion projects
2. Take control of Alberta’s portion of the CPP and have it
invested in Alberta for Albertans when economic.
3. Establish free market zones within Alberta to create an
export market for Alberta made products by not encumbering
those areas with administrative procedures and taxation.

T8V

Crime prevention.
Health and education.
Jobs. Old folks homes.

School boards.
Top tier health employees.
Non essential pet projects.

Low taxes
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Education and health. Public safety.

Eliminate the Sturgeon School Division’s preschool program
for “Developmentally Advanced” children. This program has
The government should develop mechanisms for public
been in existence through two previous governments. I am
astounded that it has been allowed to continue to operate for
employees at the non-management level to provide
so many years, despite its dubious mandate. Children
suggestions for how to achieve cost savings within their
attending have not had a full IQ assessment - indeed, at this
places of employment and within their roles. As it stands
young age, even formal IQ assessment results are
now, only senior management has input into these
decisions, and, as is human nature, these senior managers notoriously unreliable. The applicants to the program
will have a natural tendency to protect themselves and those undergo a “screening” to qualify. While a few children that
closest to them.
attend this program may indeed be truly cognitively gifted,
the majority are just high average children who live in high
income and high literacy households in St. Albert and
Sturgeon County. Why in the world would the government
provide them with free preschool five days a week with a
certified teacher, not to mention free bussing to the
program? This program was developed as a clever recruiting
strategy to appeal to parents. Truly gifted preschoolers
rarely require anything beyond what any quality private
preschool program might offer. It’s only later (grade 3 or 4)
that some gifted children require significant adaptations to
their educational programming. It’s very unfortunate that so
many tax dollars continue to be wasted on this needless
appeal to parental vanity.

Encourage diversification of economy. Blanket cuts to
corporate taxes don’t appear to be helping. Support further
development of solar power in our province.
Each industry would have specific suggestions for ways to
stimulate growth in their sectors. Looking at these would seem
to be a more effective way of supporting job creation rather
broad propaganda programs tied solely to the oil sector.
Consider implementing regulations and policies that would tie
oil industry to clean up after themselves. When international oil
prices are in a down cycle, there is little the Canadian and
Alberta government can do to raise it back up. However, if oil
companies were required to post clean up bonds, their
employees could be put to work cleaning up abandoned sites
during times of downtown, maintaining jobs this way.
Our province needs to look beyond oil and gas and support the
development of other industry. We need to be more visionary
and consider the future, and develop other areas in business
and economy.

17(1)

T2T

Public healthcare, public education, infrastructure.

T6L

Public schools should be the first new schools in every
neighborhood as they can serve all students, equally.
Public health: lets be proactive in reducing primary care.

T2Y

Health and Education

I am not questioning the
continuing support for gifted education at the school-age
level that require proper cognitive assessments to qualify
students such as Calgary’s GATE program or St Albert
Public Schools’ Academic Challenge program. These
programs have rigorous qualifying criteria and actually do
provide beneficial supports to students that actually do have
real special needs
Actually tax oil companies. Stop fighting pointless court
battles on the wrong side of history.
End all public funding for Catholic schools, as has been
done in Canada's most Catholic provinces many years ago
(e.g. Quebec, Newfoundland / Labrador). The only thing
worse than wasting money, in this case more than $500
million of wasted tax money) is also using religion to divide
communities and using Catholic entitlement to discriminate
against non-Catholics and LBGTQ students and staff. Until
the Kenney government addresses this elephant in the room,
no other government cuts will have any credibility.
Bureaucracy and mid level management

See the above two answers. You're making us into a laughing
stock.
Listen to business owners, economists and economic
development experts -- rather than to social conservative
ideology.

Stop cuts to front line employees. Job security = retail spending
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T5K

T3B

1. Occupational, Health and Safety Program (OHS) to ensure
government's capacity to promote healthy work environment
and protect the Albertans.
2. Infrastructure including: build and maintain health
facilities, schools and universities facilities and parks.
3. Summer Student Employment program in the APS to
provide opportunities for university students get ready to
the workplace, which support the government's job creation
policy and prepare the next generation for the workplace to
ensure the labour force availability.

1. Promote equity, diversity, and inclusion in the workplace
for Immigrant Populations, which will improve the
engagement of immigrant professionals in the workplace to
save government funding on related social services and
program for immigration populations and other minor ethic
populations.
2. Increase percentage of immigrant populations in the
management within the Alberta Public Services due to the
attributes of harder working from immigrants will improve
efficiency and effectiveness of the organization operating to
reduce the operating cost.
Primary education. We have one of the world's best public
Close the Canadian Energy Centre - save $30 million.
school systems and a very young province. With so many
Eliminate the Corporate Tax Credit - save $4.7 billion.
children coming into and moving through the school
Aggressive investments in affordable housing across the
system, we need to increase investment in our public
province and universal basic income for everyone - this will
schools so we can meet the needs of students.
create savings by decreasing costs in healthcare, policing,
Universities and post-secondary education (fund more seats the justice system, social services. It will also help with
so universities can allow more students, provide more non- school completion rates. A more educated population earns
repayable bursaries for low income students, invest in
more money which brings in more tax revenue for the
research at post-secondary institutions).
province.
Healthcare.
Introduce a provincial sales tax. Alberta has the highest
Affordable housing.
amount of disposable income per capita in the country.
Social supports.
Don't implement performance-based funding at Universities.
Economic diversification in green energy and technology,
It is a ridiculous and punitive measure for creating red-tape.
healthcare, artificial intelligence, tourism, film industry.
Government should move their focus away from cyclical
resource based sectors as the backbone of our economy.
Putting all our eggs in one basket is a terrible way to gamble
with the future of our province.

1. Have pipeline project completed in a short time period and
have Alberta's core business (oil/energy industry)developed
and back to normal.
2. Attract foreign investment on Education, Tourism,
Transportation and Agriculture.

(1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options
(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
agreement during flood season

Again , some commen sense. Flooding is always a danger , but
drought in Southern Alberta is more commen. By creating
resevoirs that can be used for flood mitigation , providing
needed water in droughts ,water that can be used to fight forest
fires , and a huge recreational componit, would be an asset to
Alberta , and a tax saving answer to extreme weather, dry or
wet.

Common sense thinking. The Trans Alta agreement was in
place for over 50 years , but was let to lapse prior to the 2013
flood. For those of us who live on the Bow , that meant that
the 2013 flood COULD have been mitigated by approx. 1/3 ,
but wasn't. On top of that , a TAU employee paniced , and
allowed a SURGE flood to go through , exponentialy causing
further flooding.

Increase investment in universities, support students to attend
post-secondary education, fund research. Support the green
energy transition and emerging technology sectors. Invest in
affordable housing and rapid transit. Work with Edmonton and
Calgary on city charters so they can drive the innovation
agenda. Allow cities to create attractive places that people want
to live in and that companies want to invest.
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I think the number one concern of government should be to
balance our budget and pay down our debt. This is how I
have lived my life and it is sound fiscal policy to pay off
debts as soon as possible. Governments in Canada over my
lifetime have taken on more and more responsibilities in
areas like healthcare and education. My thinking is quite
libertarian on some issues and I would love to see
healthcare and education returned to the private sector from
whence they once came. Realistically such actions would
be political suicide for any political party or politicians
attempting them but small steps in the direction of making
people more responsible for their own health need to be
taken. Making it easier for private schools to operate in the
province may help in cutting education spending. I
educated both of my children in private schools that
received less funding per pupil than public schools got. I
feel my children received a better education at these
schools than they would have received in public schools.
The teachers and staff at these schools received less pay
and parents paid more money out of their own pockets for
their childrens' education and better educated students was
the result.

Get away from hiring union labor. Whether it is teachers,
nurses or park rangers, union labor costs the province more
money than if private sector contractors using non-union
labor were contracted to do the job. Again small steps in
this direction will make a difference and not cost too much
politically. Take small steps toward privatization in many
areas, health and education being the most costly of those,
so that government will become much smaller and eventually
only look after maintaining the rule of law and defence of the
realm.

Lower taxes and less regulation (red tape) ! Keep taxes on
business low so that business will survive and others will
locate here in Alberta. Too many rules, regulations, license
requirements, permits etc are barriers to small businesses
especially.

T2J

Education and health

Art grants

Strengthen the public school system

T2P

Keep healthcare publicly funded, build and maintain public
health facilities, and avoid promoting private clinics.

Within the Alberta Public Service, merge Executive Directors Be very gentle if reducing size of Alberta Public Service. Move
and Directors into a single level of senior management.
at a slow pace (e.g., rely on attrition) to avoid devastating
Keep middle managers in place due to the large workload
outcomes related to too much job loss in a short period of time.
placed on middle managers, which is exacerbated by the
hiring freeze.

T3K

I would like to see monies directed to education and health
care.

T3K

I would like to see monies directed to education and health
care.

Privatize some programs and services that are not core
government services (e.g., IQAS). IQAS equivalents are
successfully run by the private sector in other Canadian
jurisdictions.
I believe we need to incorporate a Provincial Sales Tax and
should continue with the Carbon Tax.
Further closure of the War Room would provide $82 000/day
that could be redirected into services Albertans use
everyday.

Diversification is key in this province. We have a wealth of
renewable energy opportunities and with the stance that our
world is going in terms of the environment and climate change
the timing is right. The knowledge and skill set of our citizens
who were formerly employed in the oil industry are
transferable.
I believe we need to incorporate a Provincial Sales Tax and Diversification is key in this province. We have a wealth of
should continue with the Carbon Tax.
renewable energy opportunities and with the stance that our
Further closure of the War Room would provide $82 000/day world is going in terms of the environment and climate change
that could be redirected into services Albertans use
the timing is right. The knowledge and skill set of our citizens
everyday.
who were formerly employed in the oil industry are
transferable.
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Adequately resource core public services, which includes:
- health and safety (community, workplace, and
environmental),
- infrastructure (roads, schools, hospitals, electrical utilities,
water supply, waste disposal, parks).

Continue using attrition to gradually reduce the size of the
public sector (including the municipal level of government),
until the optimal level is reached. (Moving too quickly will be
devastating to people, so slowly move back to the path of
sustainability -- even if this takes longer than 4 years.)
Thoughtfully reallocate resources within public sector to
higher value areas. Some new hiring is okay if done for the
right reasons.

Job creation and economic growth is a global issue that needs
cooperation of our federal government.
1) Monetary policy: Put and end to income tax (old thinking) and
replace with central bank money printing to fund government
(new thinking). This will work because money is no longer a
physical commodity (gold and silver as in the past), it is now
electronic and can be created by few keystrokes on a central
bank's computer. We will still need to live within our means (a
universal law) which means working within the productive
capacity of our people; excessive money printing will simply
lead to a non-optimal reduction in the value of the currency.
2) Stop propagating misinformation by recognizing that our
climate has always changed, it is not caused by humans. There
is no amount of taxation that will ever affect the climate. The
only thing we are doing with climate policies is destroying our
economic well being and lowering our quality of life.
Understanding natural climate cycles is likely a good thing. A
valid climate model will look back thousands of years,
recognizing cycles, and is able to explain the coming and
goings of ice ages - and needs to explain climate change before
people drove cars. The main contributor to natural climate
cycles is the natural cycle of our sun (once complete cycle of
our sun is hundreds of years). Controlling pollution, on the
other hand, is something humans can control (and CO2, by the
way, is not pollution - it is needed for our trees to grow).
3) Keep up the good work on red tape reduction. Consider
giving new startups (with first-time entrepreneurs) a one-year
exemption from all provincial laws. Be careful not to allow
people to create a new business each year to allow indefinite
exemptions.

T6W

Affordable health care
Pollution reduction, climate change and green technology
Affordable education
Indigenous consultation

Government and public service salaries
Top heavy management and director positions within all
public services
Taxing big businesses

Vote Notley NDP
Promote tourism in Alberta
Promote small business by offering incentives
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T2E

Environment and alternative energy
Technology
Education
Health

No more tax breaks for companies making multi billion dollar Diversifying the economy through investment in alternative
profits - who then layoff more employees and move
energy and technology.
Scrap the fair deal panel. It’s an absolute waste of money
and time.

Support the federal government in getting the pipeline builtthere is no room for petty partisanship.
Invest in frontline education, healthcare and other social
services. These services are essential and what make CANADA
the best country in the world.
Support all post secondary education. An educated workforce
is always an asset
Work together with municipalities - adversarial, and demeaning
rhetoric is shameful and a waste of tax payers’ dollars.

T1A

Health and education. Reconsider the spending on the 'war
room'... while it has some merit, the implementation has not
been effective. Take a long look at the government and how
it is hiring people - ensure that there are no conflicts of
interest.

I think that the government needs to generate income, not
find savings! Consider changing the tax structure (add 1 2% on taxes and there is NO deficit). OR implement a sales
tax.

T5T

Health Care and education

Private sector

t5r

1. Recruiting computer companies to reside in Alberta. Tap
into the billion-dollar such as Esports market. Focus on
funding technology for innovation.
2. LRT to be easily accessible for everyone. (Less spending
on road, less need to buy cars which means more money in
citizens' pockets)
making life better for all albertans, invest in education,
health care and public services. Infrastructure; we need it,
so what's the difference if we get it now, or in the future?
still a cost.
Economic diversification. Making economic investment in
the oil and gas sector make sense again. My company,
Husky, spends all its money in sask and offshore that’s
$3billion a year. Find out why And fix it.

1. Road infrastructure. Stop urban sprawling to stop
increasing cost for more government maintained roads,
snow and ice, sweeping, parks etc which means fewer
equipment/buses/other infrastructure required. (Less taxes
required = more money in citizens' pockets)

1. People's talents will be realized if means of transport (LRT,
BRT) is available and cost is controlled.

Canadian energy Centre, provincial boards and committees,
increase revenue

diversify, invest in infrastructure, create grants for job creating
investments

It’s not about saving money so much as the economy expand it. Start business incubators, provide consulting and
training to help people be successful, charge something for
the services but keep the cost very low to encourage use.
Help identify underserved and overpriced markets in Alberta
where people could be successful.

Comprehensive easing of government interference in business
at the municipal provincial and federal level. Small business
needs more support. Municipal zoning and taxes make new
businesses difficult to start out of your home. Business taxes at
the civic level are outrageous and rents excessive due to lack
of space driving up rents due to zoning restrictions. Intervene.

Supports for childcare: Cost of childcare is more than what
they make at work.
Supports for Education: Students are held back by parents
because the parents are ashamed to send kids to school
without lunch. Kids away from home could get parents to
work.

investing in ways our economy can grow to make money.
Investing in those that cannot afford to get out an work. Public
Innovation, tech and green is what we need to stand apart
transport costs, child care, education and other costs that hold
from the rest. When we produce unique product that will
back people from beginning work need to be supported.
bring investments. If gov invests in new businesses and help
them get going, they will claim a % of the profits. Like
dragons den.

t6c

T2J

STOP considering only oil and gas! IMPLEMENT new tax
credits for other industries. END ALBERTA's reliance on oil
and gas. CREATE better tourist transportation (like a better
train system). Encourage Movie Investment. Look to new
technologies, new investment... INNOVATION should be a
government department. The 'war room' should be aimed at
innovation, investment etc NOT oil and gas. That time has
ended.
Help small businesses grow
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T0A

All of them. I think that the current cuts are short sighted
and irresponsible. I do not want to leave the province and
the world worse for my kids. I truly believe that the best way
to improve our deficit is to start funding it. This means a
sales tax. Just 1% of sales would help reduce the deficits;
oil prices are not going to be going to the amounts that the
government would like, and Alberta does not set the world
market price. So lets start controlling the things we can.
I think it is obvious that the government is ignoring the
wants of Alberta citizens. The Alberta advantage shouldn't
just be to businesses. Families of ALL income levels should
be able to feel the the province prosper. Trickle down
economics has been proven to only help to a certain degree.
We need to make sure that the vulnerable continue to be
served, but we should not be cutting off funding to those
who are in the middle income grounds. If the province and
its tax payers do not continue to support those who are on
the cusp of improving the lives, there is no way that they will
be uplifted into a better situation.

The Canadian Energy Centre (aka the war room) is the
dumbest thing I have ever heard. STOP WASTING MY
MONEY WITH THIS.
We need to diversify our economy, and make sure that we do
NOT just rely on oil. We need to continue to give grants to
start ups and the tech industry as those are more
sustainable for the future.

Bring back the grants and funding provided to start ups. Young
entrepreneurs and companies are our future. They are thinking
of the future and trying to improve it.

T0L

-Technological innovation funding programs.
-Bring in the jobs with viable futures.
-Green energy initiatives (dont tax the people to reduce, give
them a reason to switch their lifestyles).
-Road maintenance and safety.
-Better transportation alternatives (the high speed rail
system between edmonton and calgary was a great idea and
should be fostered. I believe increasing the line length to
our natural resource hubs would greatly reduce both
emissions and vehicle accidents. It could also mean
increased revenue for local communities. Plane trips to
these areas often result in no ability to find affordable local
options to travel as well (perhaps vehicle hauler on train, or
electric vehicles at hubs to reduce fuel cost. )

-The 4 year pension system in government costs the tax
payer millions per year. While I understand it is used to
incentivize quality candidates in govt positions. It is far too
much. Military personnel require decades of service for a full
pension, how does four years of service in an office equate
to decades of service in specialized and dangerous field
operations.
-Stop giving large tax breaks to corporations that are
leaving, underpaying their workers, or bringing foreign
workers to fill positions looking to be filled by the local
population.
-The govt does not require a "war room" to support oil and
gas. What an exhorbant way to show these big companies
that the province is willing to spend anything to keep them
around. Local companies to alberta and canada are just as/if
not more important than the foreign companies who are
claiming our resources. Spend more on helping create these
companies in alberta than giving taxpayer dollars to large
foreign multibillion dollar corporations. They don't need our
tax dollars right now, we do.

-Tax breaks for alberta based companies to stay competitive
with the american companies that are bidding on these large
o&g projects.
-Perhaps a govt based small business creation project. Remove
the entry costs and barriers in creating a small business.
-Revert the decision on the insurance companies to where it
was or something better. People are seeing huge increases in
insurance costs on vehicles and homes. Vehicles are required
to be insured by law, therefore the law should protect the
consumer from outrageous insurance hikes. The "loss" factors
these insurance companies are reporting should be openly
investigated by govt, not self reported. If it's required by law it
should be protected by law.
-Incentivise electric vehicle manufacturing in alberta. The world
has opened its door to using these tools, it would be a huge
opportunity for us to create them. Become leaders in
transportation industry (it's not going to go anywhere).
-The affordable day care services. We should have govt run
facilities with multiple services in house. This would both
create jobs and allow families more disposable income to
support new local business.

T0h

Medical, roads

Cut the fat in it's own red tape, and department heads.

Clean up of abandon wells, incentive programs.put boots to
ottawa

I know we do rely on oil at the moment, but that shouldn't be
the case in the coming years. We need to set the example for
the world. We cannot continue to say that we emit less than
countries like China or India, because, per capita we DO NOT.
We need to be the leaders, otherwise we are going to fall
behind and our citizens will suffer.
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T3P

Health care, education, growing tech and emerging
industries. Extended focus on making Alberta the tech hub
of canada.

Cutting out middleand unnecessary layers of management
from health care and education that stall decision making
processes and

Grow the tech and emerging industries in alberta by
implementing business incentives that make the province
attractive for investors and companies to expand. Encouraging
high school and college ready young adults to pursue careers
in the technology industry to fill job positions that will be
created from the attraction of coampanies to do business in the
province, by providing Grants and incentives to these students.

Public healthcare, public education, small business,
childcare (so parents can work households need two
incomes these days regardless!) film industry, arts and
culture, renewable energy, and energy research (both
finding better ways to extract/transport oil products, reduce
emissions, and also move to renewables)

Stop cutting large corporations taxes or subsidizing
corporations who are making profits. Only subsidize those
needing it with loans or grants they have to apply for. If
money or cuts provided did not create jobs, it should be
returned in part or whole to government, unless one time
emergency funds to keep corporation from bankruptcy (etc).
This would increase revenues and save money spent, and
still help energy where needed. Start implementing proper
means of dealing with orphan wells. Not doing so means
billions more in clean up for province down road when
private sector not accountable. Start taking longer view that
includes the revenue side of expense budget, and
investment of expenditures over time re: returns to province,
not just returns to one sector. Striking a healthy balance
between revenue and expenses is responsible, but not
acknowledging the decision to reduce revenues is
irresponsible.

Diversify. Stop removing supports for industries like film,
health, education, culture, etc., and putting all eggs in one
basket. Puts us at higher risk to worsen recession. Example:
Film is losing millions dollars, 100’s jobs lost just since
changes in oct for 19-20. (Netflix, Disney, Sony pictures are
going elsewhere).
Very worried alberta will become a sinking ship as world
changes and we don’t change with it. Either ride the wave,
anticipate it, or get drowned by it. Supporting our energy sector
is not exclusive from also others. Calgary has 1000’s open IT
jobs - why is this not championed? Tourism and ecotourism
should be a priority especially during energy downturn.
Create job training grant or low interest loan programs for
energy sector folks out of work to help build job skills... We
have a tent city in Edmonton with many there who are out of
work oil guys. Perhaps many would take subsidized training to
get other work in between boom bust.
Also invest in renewables like wind, solar, etc. Alberta has
potential to be world leader in ALL kinds of energy! imagine if
we invented the next major renewable energy infrastructure that
was affordable in market?? Invest in that future, where we have
oil AND... then we can hope to be economically viable in a time
of increasing change. Not just being reactive to it. That includes
keeping/making jobs and job training opportunities.
Cutting frontline health services also undermines a healthy
working population, and makes health workers leave Alberta to
live. Ontario is NOT a good example for ideal health spending,
since they have many Ongoing patients getting “hallway care”.

T0C

Health, Education,

Middle management throughout the government including
AHS and Alberta Education. No one on the front lines people who actually touch a patient or teach a student
should be cut. There are too many managers.The wasteful
spending in AHS needs to be curbed. Don't cut nurses or
teachers - reduce the number of managers.

Not to mention more job loss to other sectors exacerbate
By creating a favourable climate for businesses to succeed, low
taxes, educated work force, less red tape.
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T3e

T2Y

Green line. Education. Health care. Pipelines and oil
projects. Environmental research. Not handouts to big
business.
Renewable energy, education, healthcare and technology

Stop lowering taxes to big business. It’s already low. Bring
some stability to the cities by helping them with projects with
positive NPV.
Not proping up a dying industry like oil and gas and evolve
to be a leading hub in tech

t3a

health and education

in system improvements

T5H

Taking care of our most vulnerable: seniors, people with
disabilities, students, people with low income, people
without homes, etc.

T2z

Social Services, Education, Healthcare, Infrastructure.

T2T

Renewable energy; healthcare; education.

T2P

Keep healthcare publicly funded, build and maintain public
health facilities, and avoid promoting private clinics.

T2E

Give funding back to the green line. Stop cutting necessities
like nurses and teachers.
Revise the education system. The current model was replicated
from a chinese model to create workers not thinkers

diversify ,dont exclusively depend on oil and gas, set new
directions
From the people and corporations who already have the
A reasonable minimum wage; services for people in need; a
most money. Instead of tax cuts for the wealthy and
supportive environment for immigrants; supporting access to
powerful, we should be taxing the most privileged instead of education for people of all incomes. When citizens have the
cutting services for the most marginalized.
supports in place to be able to thrive, they give back to the
economy.
Cutting out non union, redundant middle/upper management Diversify the economy. Instead of chasing away the blossoming
in Public Services (managers of managers). Maybe not
Tech industry, support it. Invest in renewables. Don't rely on an
spending 30 Million on a "war room". In the future not
industry that the world is clearly moving on from. Maybe don't
passing 4.7 Billion dollars to companies that did nothing to give a 4.7 Billion dollar hand out to Oil companies that then did
create jobs.
nothing to create jobs.
Reducing subsidies to the energy, forestry, and agricultural Direct cash transfers to low-income individuals; financial relief
sectors; and more efficient systems of tax collection (e.g.,
and support for education and skill training; and investments in
changes to municipal tax collections, and higher marginal
infrastructure, such as public transit, healthcare infrastructure,
tax rates for middle-to high-income individuals, thus leading and roads and bridges.
to higher revenue generation per-person and shifting the tax
burden to high-income and middle-income earners).
Within the Alberta Public Service, merge Executive Directors Be very gentle if reducing size of Alberta Public Service. Move
and Directors into a single level of senior management.
at a slow pace (e.g., rely on attrition) to avoid devastating
Keep middle managers in place due to the large workload
outcomes related to too much job loss in a short period of time.
placed on middle managers, which is exacerbated by the
hiring freeze.

Privatize some programs and services that are not core
government services (e.g., IQAS). IQAS equivalents are
successfully run by the private sector in other Canadian
jurisdictions.
Health Care. My doctor calls me in after every test to tell
Alberta Land Titles - they must make everything overly
me nothing of importance. I have to go in to the doctor's
complicated to support the lawyers. Registering a caveat
office to refill every time. If the fed's can't come up with a
myself was incredibly difficult, by design. They could put
national drug program like NZ has, then maybe the province some sample forms online and save hundreds of hours of
should. I don't understand why I have to pay $100 a month
explaining in person and over the phone. Their CAV-1
Procedures Manual is unhelpful, ambiguous in every sense.
from my own pocket for 17(1)
when the
cheaper and more dangerous 17(1)
would require me to Please try it yourself and see how you make out. I'm sure
go in every week?? for a blood test which will be sent to my they could do a rework of this manual to make the
doctor. Surely, this testing and reporting has a higher cost instructions simple and straightforward. They could also
than just covering the 17(1) in the first place, under BLue rework the forms to be completed with checkboxes instead
Cross and offers me a much better lifestyle. It really saved of the dreaded "blank line".
my life if you ask me.

Doing just what you are doing and focusing on paying down the
debt. Talk more about the results with vision for the future and
please don't get nasty like the American elections who just
badmouth the opposition, as the Conservatives are prone to do.
Take the high road and focus on the positive no matter how the
opposition behaves. I think it will pay off.
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t2v

Health care
Education
Public service (police, firefighters, etc)

T1K

seniors

T6W

T7X

T5T

T5T

Not giving large corporations tax cuts as this has not led to
increased economic growth within Alberta. Instead, large
companies are taking tax cuts and still moving their
businesses out of Alberta.
Cooperate with Saskatchewan and BC in delivery of
healthcare and post secondary education. Each province
doesn’t need to be everything to everybody by itself.

Not cutting budgets of essential public services like health
care, police services, and education. This leads to a loss of jobs
which does not support job creation or economic growth.

Education - these are the future minds of our Province. Do
we want to be average or even below average? No we want
to be great!
Investment in public services that properly accounts for
both population growth and inflation. This includes
investing in health and education, but also in childcare.
Rather than eliminating the NDP 25-dollar childcare
initiative, for instance, the government should expand it.

Big companies earning over ten million a year.

Support the oil and gas industry. Help small businesses.

Health
Education
Pension Benefits
Education ,health and creat more jobs for Albertans

Taxes
Assets
Fund Raising
Net interest Barrow money

Small business tax incentives. Not cuts incentives.

The 30 million war room (the Canadian Energy Centre) can
be cancelled. The government should not be limited to the
expenses side of the budget. It should consider raising
additional revenue. Freezing the basic personal credit
increased the real taxes for all Albertans, while corporate
taxes are planned to be reduced year after year. This is not
fair and does not help the province.

Invest in public infrastructure (roads, schools, universities,
etc.), support public and private research on green
technologies and low greenhouse emissions. Cancel the
general corporate tax break and provide instead tax credits for
new investments only. Support home buyers through a
provincial plan to help the residential construction industry.
In general, the government should consider priorities that
Companies do not look just at taxes to make investment
reduce rather than increase the costs of living. Policies that
decisions, they also consider how skilled the labour force is,
result in increases to tuition fees, school bus fees, museum The government should also take a look at the many forms of the affordability of housing, the additional costs of health
fees, vehicle registration fees, property taxes, income taxes, privatization that have been implemented in the health care insurance, how connected a city is, etc. A growth strategy must
insurance, and child care costs, as well as in reduced drug system over the years and assess how they have affected
address all these areas, it can’t single-mindedly focus on
coverage for dependents of seniors and larger class sizes
costs. If these initiatives cannot be proven to have reduced corporate taxes.
are making life harder for us.
costs (as seems to be the case), privatization should be
reversed and public solutions that increase efficiency should Growing the film industry in Alberta should not be overlooked
be considered. The Edmonton Public Lab seemed to address as a way of creating and keeping jobs and growing many
precisely the type of inefficiencies created by a fragmented different areas. We already have opportunities in the industry
privatized system, and scrapping its construction was a
but are eroding that base by turning companies away with
mistake. To realize efficiencies, you have to invest money.
decreasing incentives, etc.

T1K

Education (primary and post-secondary), health care, mental Increase in corporate taxes.
health/addictions support.

T6J

Providing free post secondary education to Albertans

Invite inventors that invest longterm benefits and give a
sustainable jobs for the people.
Creat more jobs
Increase wages
Low price
Continue to provide living wages for public service employees;
reinstate STEP funding for student employment; invest in
alternative energy sources (not fossil fuels).

Cut out redundant government staff positions and offer early Promote Wind turbines and solar cell research and businesses.
buyouts to public servants.
Artificial Intelligence research and business development.
Provide tax deductible loans for small businesses 1-120
employees.
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T2S

I understand the concept of your $30 mil/yr "war room"
however maybe we need to move forward and not cling so
much to the past. I'm still for oil production however it
would be nice to start seeing funding for transitional
endeavors that can help the 1000s of struggling citizens
come into the future??!! This government has an air of
clinging to the past for dear life. How has that been working
so far??

Basic Universal Health Care for the government. Employees Go green and actually listen to people. Don't cloak every
of the taxpayer should not be getting something paid for by concern and complaint with your own agenda.
taxpayers that don't even get full coverage. Maybe we all
would have full coverage by now if our government had
incentive to do so. The fact that this government cut funds
for AISH recipients, put a freeze on benefit increases from
inflation, completely cut AISH rental subsidies for anyone
else, just shows what they think of people who are at a
severe disadvantage. Meanwhile, insurance is going up at
least %15. Internet %10. Rental rates here in Calgary have
gone up $100-200 for a great number of people mostly due to
immigration. I'm not against immigration, just pointing out
the situation. There are a lot of ways to find savings but
seems that people with the least amount of say are the ones
expected to bear the brunt of it with the little that they have.
$30 is the difference between eating for the last week of the
month or not. I guess when you live in privilege or expect
everyone to be as perfect as you then that is just a complete
subject of ignorance? I don't know, I'm just trying to
understand the logic here.

t2j

Rule of law (policing) and protection of country (military)

Review the current roles and special privileges for unions to
see if there is any abuse that needs to be addressed -- trade
unions are for supporting their members, not economic
extortion and political manipulations. Ensure that the
government is getting good value for what they pay for, even
from other government bodies.

Level the playing field for all honest parties and fight against
any blockages against industry created by ideologues and
dishonest people seeking dishonest gain. A fair and stable
environment should be sought after.

people.

Stop giving out money to companies that don’t intend on
staying in alberta. Stop privatizing because that model
doesn’t work, it’s been proven to cost more in many levels,
in the long run. Learn from Europe’s experience. Look at how
contracts in the GOA are awarded and managed, what kind
of oversight is there to ensure contractors are delivering
and we are not just writing cheques for work that will need
to be re done?

stop laying people off, stop cutting funding to most vulnerable,
you are just creating more poverty, greater need in people to
access social programs, more social problems like drug abuse,
sexual abuse, physical violence, theft and overall violence, and
then that requires us to spend more on policing and creates
more stress on health care (metal illness, emergency, etc) and
on justice system to deal with increased criminal activity .
Create prosperity by investing in people, through training,
supporting small businesses , support our post secondary
instituciones by funding fields that will get us to the next level
of technology. In the information age, leverage albertan’s
knowledge and monetize that.
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T3A

Health, Education and Investment

More accountability from all departments. Department heads
need to realize that they cannot abuse a system because it is
Government. These Department heads need to run their like
a business.

Unfortunately, the economy of Alberta is oil dependent, and by
extension the rest of Canada. With the current talk is all about
"climate change", Alberta needs to show that not only are they
are taking steps to reduce the Carbon footprint by charging big
emitters of CO2, but encouraging diversification into other
Department heads should not be allowed to blow their
areas that help with CO2 reduction e.g. Agroforestry, Plants
budget just to maintain the allocation and the following year including trees are the only thing that can effectively use CO2.
budget for an increase. An example would be don't replace
CO2 capture has its place but is not the answer. Economic
computers if they don't need replacing.
growth will only be sustainable when we can show that the
Drug Dealers, once convicted, their assets should be seized Energy resources in Alberta can be successfully replaced with "
and used to support the Health System. Jailing them without Wind, Solar??,Electric, Nuclear?? and Hydro", bearing in mind
seizure does not hurt as much as taking their ill-gotten gains that Electric has a disposal problem with the spent batteries,
Nuclear the same with spent rods. Downstream industries will
away.
have to be developed and encouraged to utilize the expendable
materials. Coal may not be as bad as it seems, yes it does
release CO2. Sweden's energy comes from the burning of peat,
wood chips, nuclear, hydro and garbage, which may be another
area of growth instead of garbage going to landfills, use it to
generate electricity.

T4X

Education, health care, economic diversification.

Rescind corporate tax break because it didn't work,
implement 4% PST.

Diversification and investment in technology and renewables
sector. Re-invest in agriculture. Stop relying on oil and gas.

T6E

Social services and supports for the most marginalized.
This includes indigenous communities, people living with
disabilities, children, youth, newcomers.

Stop giving industries tax breaks. Particularly companies
that despite these tax brakes have laid off people.

By supporting small businesses and requiring large
corporations to pay their fair share. Also, you cannot support
job creation as government when you are laying people off
without the proper mechanisms to get them back to work.

T7N

Limit spending in all areas to population growth + inflation
at the most. ie areas that we already overspend compared to
other provinces should see zero increase. No front line staff
need to be cut if they would be willing to accept wage
freezes & where necessary roll backs.

Ending defined benefit pensions for gov't employees moving Lower taxes on business, small business in particular.
Continued pressure on federal gov't to allow our resources to
forward. Grandfather existing employees. New hires would
be developed and to gain access to other markets ( ie pipelines)
move to a self directed model that most private sector
workers have.
Curtail sick days for public employees.
Wage freezes for all depts. until they are in line with
averages in other provinces.
More efficiency in healthcare by incentivizing physicians to
work more to reduce wait times involving a mix of public and
private healthcare
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Economic diversification such as the tech sector and
renewables. Alberta needs a well-educated labour pool - an
outcome from strong post-secondary institutions. Now is
not the time to increase tuitions, interest rates on student
loans, or remove tax credits. Please restore tax credits for
the tech sector and invest in renewable energy assets.

Cancel the "war room" and the "fair deal" panel. Refrain
from cutting corporate taxes any further.

See responses to the above questions.

Government should be looking at the revenue side of the
equation. Maybe it's time for a sales tax? The cuts that have
occurred so far have only pushed the economic burden onto
Alberta's citizens (e.g., civil servants, healthcare workers,
Alberta's dependence on resources revenues predominately teachers, students, Albertan living in municipalities).
is flawed and not a good strategy. Oil prices (and even new
pipeline construction) are largely driven by macroeconomic
factors, therefore, beyond the control of a provincial
government. Exposure to commodity prices is high risk.
Although the 2020 budget covers a four-year period, Alberta
needs to be building an economic foundation for support
well beyond four years. Economic diversification should not
be viewed as a "luxury." Consider a portfolio of equities you would never put all your money and faith in one
corporation operating in one geography or one industry
sector.

T2K

Health Care, Education, assistance to Homeless and people Reduce bureaucracy, increase taxes for high earners
suffering from mental health and addiction issues
Health, education, Environment and Parks, climate change
and renewable energy, the people of Alberta, not the
business and industry. Create a better climate for work to
happen, more efficient regulation, more efficient
management of industry use of resources, science based
decision making more than economics driven. You have to
allow for both. Business and industry should be able to
stand on their own. Government is for the people, not
business and industry.

T2J

I feel it is incredibly important to focus on our education
system - particularly Kindergarten to Grade 12. Please do
not cut funds to education. This is our future.

Create jobs to fix roads, create incentives to make Alberta
attractive to foreign investment such as reduced costs to
producers who want to film in Alberta
Getting rid of the "War Room" will not build pipelines or
Firstly quit treating the public service like your worst enemy,
change public perception of our oil. What good will it do to
they are your greatest asset.Quit thinking that it will be
show that special interest groups say bad things about some beneficial to eliminate the deficit and debt in 4 years when it
of our industry, so what, you have no authority to stop them took decades to create. Massive cuts and layoffs will only lead
and you just look like a whiny little baby.Get rid of the tax
to the need to increase hiring, retraining and the rebuilding of
break for business and industry. It isn't what is stopping
needed programs and services again in the future all of which
investment, it is only going to cost all Alberta, not help it.
will be more costly. There are many great talents that will be
You have to find a better solution, one that doesn't cost the lost and the work force weakened by blindly cutting. Try
average Albertan only to make the rich richer.
working with all levels of government to strengthen our
resource economy footing, quit threatening and trying to bully,
quit whining about how Alberta supported everyone else in the
past and now we are being ignored. BooHoo nobody wants to
hear a whiner, that's not the Alberta way, aren't we the pull up
your boot straps and get it done folks?
I wonder about road maintenance and if some road
maintenance costs could be managed through tolls?

Continue to look at alternate sources of energy (not such a high
focus on oil and gas). Continue to expand solar and wind
power across the province. Focus on recycling initiatives and
environmental supports. Many countries are looking at how to
reduce their negative impact on our planet - perhaps Alberta
could become a centre for innovation in environmental
initiatives? We are already very astute at addressing
environmental concerns in developing our oil and gas
resources (some of the best regulations and protections in the
world), so perhaps we could expand on this expertise.
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T4S

T2V

Managing things that make sense to manage at the
provincial level. Get out of the business of picking winers
and losers - which is exactly the perogative of the Kenney
government.
Education, particularly preparing our children and young
adults for the jobs or lack of jobs in the future. Physical
recreation should also be a strong focus, we need more
people choosing active transportation modes. Make cycling
part of the physical education program (include road safety).

Stop subsidizing everything that isn't health care or
education.

It should not. This is how we got into this mess. Stop
subsidizing franchize businesses and development investors.

Healthcare: invest more heavily in preventative medicine to Invest in emerging technologies through educational
reduce costs over all. Also, use health data to identify where investments in Post Secondary School. Research grants,
best to invest. What would happen if the government offered scholarships.
subsidized ice cleats in communities with significant slip
and fall rates? What about an e-bike rebate to keep seniors
active and make cycling more accessible for women?
Palliative care: Peaceful, compassionate end of life palliative
care should be promoted and available to terminal patients
to reduce the number of high cost end of life medical
procedures. Make palliative care something patients and
families are eager to choose.

T6A

Spend money on services for our province NOT ON RICH
CORPORATIONS. Spend more on HEALTH CARE, SOCIAL
SERVICES, EDUCATION and our dilapidated
INFRASTRUCTURE!
Health Care costs are out of line. Education system from K
to 12 and college.
More computer controlled courses show that teachers can
be replaced with technology this will en gauge the tech
economy. To many courses that do nothing. And reduce the
management costs. Show balance sheet to the public. Let
the public
decide what is fair.

Increase corporate TAX RATE to 15% and start collecting
reasonable royalties from these multinational oil giants!

Diversify our economy so we don't rely solely on the oil and gas
industry!

Reduce the number of managers in any department. Health
care has level after level. Reduce double overtime and triple
over time. Not fair to the tax paying public.
Again each department needs to show balance
sheet. Have a government appointed independent audit for
all levels of service to show
true cost and needs. If they resist place it as a public vote to
open books. Make it law people can control rules not public
officials that help each other.

Anything to support small business. Foreign worker programs
should
be rebuilt to support new workers. This is the only way to get
the
lazy workers, eligible workers off the program. If on the
program for let say 1 year you must take any job that is equal to
benefits paid
by the Unemployment program.

T0A

Diversify the economy.

Reduce tax expenditures by collecting the full taxes due
rather than tax give aways that are unproductive.

T1P

Education, health care, Long-term economic diversification

Reducing tax breaks for oil companies

T0k

Education and health care

T3k

Health and education, so we have a well and educated
society.
- Healthcare
- Education
- Infrastructure
- Development of sustainable and renewable resources
- Economic diversification (bring back incentives for the
tech sector, please!)

Combining catholic school boards with public school
boards.
Corporate tax cuts!! Not finding the war room. Carbon tax.
Health care duplications in service.
- Revoke the tax breaks for multi-billion dollar oil and gas
companies
- Increase royalty revenue from oil and gas companies
- Diversify our energy sector so that we are not subsidizing
oil and gas companies to the tune of 57 billion dollars
- implement a sales tax

Utilize data collected with respect to the effects of various
policy decisions e.g. what are the results of cutting jobs?
increasing the minimum wage? investing in a more diverse
economy? social housing?
Economic diversification - elementary economics - quit putting
all the eggs in one basket.
Invest in developing new energy technology and efficient
engine.
Incentives and tax breaks for companies that diversify our
province.
- Take the money used to subsidize the oil and gas industry,
and implement incentive programs for other industries
(renewable resources, technology, film and entertainment)
- Implement a sales tax
- Equitably fund healthcare and education so that families are
not required to pay out of pocket for services that should be
provided

T8A
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T9H

Maintain and even enhance funding to education, healthcare Wage freezes in the public sector.
and social services. Create a sustainable fund for
Stop giving sweetheart deals to big industry.
infrastructure, mainly roadways, bridges and provincial
parks.

Start investing in the Heritage Trust Fund again. Use some of
these funds to develop projects related to culture, tourism and
recreation.

Create an innovation fund By taking a percentage of resource
revenue and support new initiatives to diversify so our
economy is not just dependent on oil and gas.
EDUCATION and HEALTH CARE are always priorities. While Reduce waste on things such as WAR ROOM ... seriously the DIVERSIFY our economy. Drop the OIL is the only road forward
oil companies are more than capable of defending their
mentality and see the writing on the wall. We need to develop
both are intensive when it comes to labor costs - both can
alternative energy strategies and become world leaders in
only be implemented by highly skilled and caring PEOPLE. actions we don't need public $$ going into that.
Sure you can make both more efficient ... but just cutting the
being able to blend fossil fuels with other energy sources.
budgets and standing by isn't going do that. Roll up your
WAKE UP - BIG OIL has been doing this for a long time - the are
When government officials travel - use ECONOMY CLASS
divesting in fossil only.
sleeves and get involved in drawing up solutions.
and stay in the Holiday Inn's that we all stay in and eat the
breakfast that's provided. SERIOUSLY don't send officials to
Start working on getting more of the TECH sector to Alberta.
Britain - they have their own mess to fix we don't need to
We have a great place to live and lots to offer that workforce.
copy that.
Time for a modest 3 percent sales tax in Alberta.

T8A

STOP creating PANELS on everything ... just roll get to work
getting things done. Re-examining everything just because
someone else was in power for 4 years is pandering to the
UCP base. Where we are today isn't a result of the last 4
years ... it's more like a result of the last 40 years. There are
plenty of wise people working in the Pubic service who know
what to do ... let them do it and don't waste money on more
panels.
T8S

Education and healthcare

Upper management jobs

Gov grants to small businesses to hire young adults

T2S

Job creation and diversification of industrial base. Let’s
grow our economic base by including new industries so we
are less reliant on one industry and its cyclical nature. We
have had all our eggs in one basket for far too long.

Improve efficiency of providing services without only looking Create subsidies and tax incentives to bring new industries to
at cutting jobs. Look to improve and streamline process and the province. Should focus on ones that can use the significant
use technology
brain power in this province. Industries that provide value add
products rather than straight resource based industry with little
value add.

Consider spending money on infrastructure in the interim as
job creation. Focus on flood prevention and mitigation. The
province cannot afford to endanger the Calgary downtown
to closure due to flooding a second time. This would create
a significant hardship on the companies located there and a
further potential relocation of oil and gas HQ out of the
province and likely out of the country.

T2T

Keep pace with population growth on social services such
Reverse the 4.7 billion corporate tax break and establish a
as education and healthcare. Also actions that help diversify provincial sales tax. It would provide much needed stability,
our economy beyond oil & gas.
help reduce our reliance on oil royalties and hard to deny
when we are the richest per capita province (and lowest dept
per GDP). It could also allow us to keep relatively low
corporate and personal tax rates.

Instead of the 4.7 billion corporate tax break, I'd rather spend
on improving infrastructure (it's a good time to borrow since
prices and interest is low and would provide both jobs &
growth). Incentivize economic diversification by giving
assistance to startups and businesses outside of oil and gas.
These actions would require a provincial sales tax, but there
are many examples of relatively high tax areas with high
economic growth - such as BC, California, or Oregon.
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T2j

Employment and investment in Alberta. This drives growth
and will provide much needed tax revenue..

The big 6 Canadian banks make more than 5 billion dollars a
month in revenue off the backs of hard working Canadians.
Alberta should grow the Alberta Treasury Branches to
become competitive and pass legislation that will prevent
any other bank from dong business in Alberta. This can be
done by passing legislation and implementing a big bank tax
in Alberta that would grant exemptions to the ATB. This
would make the ATB more competitive and would drive
business and profits for the province instead of the big
banks. Advertising that ATB profits help make Alberta
revenue grow would also gain public support to use ATB.

Cutting fat public service employees when 80k people have lost
their jobs is a start and sends a good message.
Every aspect of the government needs to be reviewed and
efficiencies found. Run it like a business. Ask the question,
does this make economic sense? Efficiency equals profitability

This is a great province but we need To keep the spread from
savings to loans in the province for the benefit of Alberta.

T2M

T1S

Really focus on transforming primary health care. Let go of
the stronghold that physicians have in this province and
turn towards workable solutions such as interdisciplinary
health teams and the use of other health care providers
such as Nurse practitioners.
Health care, education, special needs, sports

Nurse practitioner save the health system money. Look at
the evidence and research inve

Investing and supporting rural Alberta. Where most of the oil
and gas activity is.

By taking a pay cut from their own salaries,

Keep minimum wage equal to the standard of living,

Sustainable energy, social spending. Stop cuts to Aish.

Stop giving money to oil companies.

Maintaining spending on government services (which
includes increasing spending due to inflation) to prevent the
loss of public sector jobs.
The public sector, we need schools, hospitals, nurses,
teachers, special needs helpers. We need these people to
have a successful society in the future.

MLA Expenses and Salaries.

Renewable energy, and stop cutting public sector jobs. Also
revetse cuts to aish
Raise Taxes.

Also helping to get people back to work in the oil sector.

T6R

Public safety, healthcare and infrastructure.

By increasing taxes on people that make more than $300,000
a year. And corporate taxes.
I think we need to push more on dying with dignity, if all the
people that are living in misery in dementia wards and old
folks homes could decide they want to end their lives, we
should be letting them. It would save so much money for the
government and families, second only the ending the
suffering of these people and their families. We would be
charged with animal cruelty if we let our dog live like some
people are forced to live.

Pushing for more pipelines.
Technology in renewable energy/cleaner energy
Food technology
Spreading world wide awareness about the environmentally
conscious oil industry we have here.
Supporting aboriginals/low income people to start working,
take away benefits unless some work is done. It's unbelievable
how much money is wasted on social assistance, foster
system, etc. If the money was focused more on providing
programs, addiction counselling, parenting courses, rehab,
job/trade training, I feel like in the long run the government
would save so much because the people that needed social
assistance and other benefits would be working, have self
pride, wouldn't have as many addictions and would be better
parents
Efficiencies to bureaucracy, policy and government process. Diversification of the economy through education and
Privatization of services is not a good solution.
innovation grants.
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T0L

Self efficient farms for our own produce to deliver to our
Charge america more money to film movies in our country as Make it easier for local people to sell their own local items or let
own provinces. For example wind turbines solar panels and well as charge more property taxes on american companies. people create their own jobs that can run on a barter system.
Also quit using our resources on the united states of america
hydro electric .
and let them fen for themselves because they can't take
everyone's stuff because they broke theirs.

T3J

Education and health care

T2N

T0E
T4N

Government salaries and government office budgets, not re- Invest in new technologies as opposed to only oil and gas,
doing curriculum that was done with NDP, and get rid of the more funding for local agencies that support parents and
war room.
families, and become a leader in dementia prevention and
treatment.
Education, economic diversification (make business
Cutting administrative levels in public work (school board - Lower corporate tax
investment from all sectors attractive again)
not teachers, health board - not nurses and doctors, less
Invest into making the universities world class in science,
government)
research, and tech,
Sales tax
Broaden tax credits for small businesses and innovation
Invest in infrastructure and high speed transportation between
calgary and Edmonton and maybe into SK.
Healthcare, education, infastructure
Healthcare, government, bring back corporate taxes and or Higher education will bring more jobs.
health care premiums
Paying frontline healthcare and other government staff a fair By not slashing corporate taxes and costing hard working
Where’s the 180 000 jobs that your trickle down economics was
Albertan 4 billion dollars.
supposed to create? Your plan failed. You want to blame the
wage.
NDP for this disaster, it’s been nothing but worse under your
government. I hope for your sake that your corporate donors
have set you up with a parachute job.

T0H

Healthcare and Education. Healthcare facilities are very
important, especially in Northern Alberta, because of the
distance between them. An hour’s ride by ambulance could
mean life or death for some.
Education is of utmost importance to our youth because
they are tomorrow’s leaders, workers and producers. I
believe we need to get back to the basics in teaching
students and show them how to make a life, not just a living.

I know that sports and the arts are important to some, but
they can be taught and funded by the people participating in
them. Healthcare and education are basic essentials that
everyone needs and cannot be provided without government
help. Perhaps a hard look at the salaries of the “top dogs”
could provide some insight as to where to begin to find
savings.

More emphasis on trades would teach students valuable skills
to find jobs in their field of choice. Small businesses, especially
in smaller towns and away from the big cities, are important for
the local economy of that area. Training and professional
development are important to keep abreast of new trends and if
that training can be provided right in that area, so much the
better. Technology is such today that on-line workshops and
seminars are a convenient means of learning. Also, sending
one or two instructors to teach in person is cheaper than
several students travelling out to a larger centre for training.
Many can not afford to take days off work plus pay for travel
and accommodation so they miss out on the training which
could lead to lack of promotion and possibly even their job.

T0C

Health priority
Injecting money in business in alberta

Stop supplying immigrant no more free housing and
Medicare
Canadian pays for are house and pay assurances benefits
thay have to do the same
Not cheque for ather province for equalization
Reduce the size of the political machine
You work for us not the opposite

Should support the small and medium size companies
Get the oil company to refine are hone gas t0

T1L

Education, health care.

Stop bailing out companies and giving corporations tax
breaks.

By continuing to treat workers like they are important
regardless of their industry.
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t4A

Education
Mental health
Addictions
Focus on spending money on vulnerable populations, on
children and adults with disabilities, spend money on
special education, family support for children with
disabilities etc etc spend money on education and health
care. Your cuts are ruthless, cruel and reckless and will lead
to huge social and economic costs. And your rights are also
violating human rights. We as a province need to care about
the vulnerable, the disabled, the sick, the homeless, abused
women and children attempting to flee violence etc etc put
more money into supports for children and adults with
special needs, put more money into health and education,
build more shelters for survivors of domestic violence etc
etc you have broken all your promises and have not created
a single job. We will not forget this next election.

Take the carbon tax we are paying Trudeau and invest this in Cut carbon tax (keep fighting)
our people...the greatest resource societies have
Invest in People
Diversify
- eliminate war room
Stop causing economic chaos
- eliminate government travel
Trickle down economics doesn’t work
- eliminate high paid advisor positions etc
Stop directly causing job losses
- eliminate hospitality budget
Stop attacking people’s ability to work, particularly women.
- stop handouts and tax breaks to companies and the
Support affordable child care so people can work.
wealthy
Stop destroying social systems, your cuts will destroy the
- take a wage roll back yourselves
economy
- do not attack the vulnerable, the poor, the sick and our
People don’t spend money when they are fearful they will lose
children to find savings
their jobs
You haven’t created a single job yet

T5z

I think they should focus on health spending and spending
on schools

Find savings by creating jobs to help with infrastructure and Dont put all their eggs in the “oil field basket”
funding more public programs that give people more jobs

T9G

Health care and Education

T8n

T4L

Spending cuts are not the answer. The government needs to
generate more income. Health care premiums, School fees,
and PST are all great options.
Public healthcare/ libraries. Investing in technology and
Not spending money advertising Alberta oil in other
industry that reduces carbon. Helping small towns get good provinces.
recycling facilities.
Increasing minimum wage.

Economics 101. You have to spend money to make money.
Get some infrastructure projects going.
I work on a small town that relies on AB oil. I know it's
important. The thing is Alberta's oil industry won't be
sustainable. Also, new jobs are almost always part time or
temporary; not one of my colleagues or friends get benefits as
businesses don't have to provide such things to part time or
temporary workers. A decrease in health support for example
doesn't help me as I can't afford services outside of emergency.
Jobs that need to grow are ones that can survive for many
years, give enough hours,pay more than minimum wage, and
provide some health benefits. Albertans shouldn't have to work
2-3 part time jobs/ 7 days a week so they can earn enough to
cover living costs. 1 job should suffice.
Helping small towns maintain employment centred would be
useful.
Provide tax reductions to companies that help fight carbon and/
or give full time work.

T8S

Education
Health Care
Subsidized Daycare
Health & education

End corporate tax breaks and Hand Outs

Support Small Businesses

Upper management wages

Support oil sands
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T3E

job creation and economic growth while maintaining other
services.

I think there is a lot of waste in various areas heavily
subsidized by government such as education, healthcare,
etc., . These areas are important but should be analyzed for
better efficiency - specifically look for cuts to higher admin.

Fight for the oil patch while being open to alternate energy as a
smooth transition. Lower taxes/ less regulations to attract
other businesses to Alberta.

T2B

Education
Health care
Renewable energy

Increase the corporate tax rate

Going our children the basics- early learning and child
development

Less process - no war rooms, blue ribbons panels- seems
like a waste of money.

Invest more in education. Educated people will find innovative
ways to create jobs. Scrap barbaric ideas like grade 3 PATs
and making students more “job ready.” We want critical
thinkers, not robots.
Support learning
Diversify

Health care
Support the small business . Not the large corporation
Support municipalities
Stop blaming Ottawa and take actio
T2J

T8S

Care for the vulnerable
Education. Healthcare. Park Services.

Review the non-essential services in all government funded
operations and establish what size and budget % should be
spent in these areas. Non-essential are HR,
communications, fund development, IT, finance, etc. 17(1)

Second, union contracts must be reviewed. The local at the
University of Calgary has a 3% increase embedded in their
contract as "merit". This means despite negotiating 0%
increase, these staff get a raise. When there is an across the
board increase, they get that plus 3%. In 2014-2016 they
received 6%! Unbelievable
Everything related to children. They are the future. We need Increase the tax, depending on income and reduces the
the government to have a long term plan. Support
number of supervisions and managers in all government
education, health - including addiction and mental health
programs. There is too much hierarchy and not enough
services, ParentLink centres, and affordable quality daycare. frontline staff.

1) Do not raise minimum wage.
2) Increase tuition in post-secondary to match other provinces,
especially international tuition.
3) Continue to support Alberta Oil in other markets.
4)

Support job creating initiatives and projects in high
unemployment areas. Provide financial supports to Albertas
pursuing higher education within Alberta in needed
professions.

T6W

The Government should focus it priorities on Early Child
Perhaps the government officials can take a cut in their
Care. The first 5 years of a child's life is crucial. They are the wages.....Or a freeze in their salaries.
foundations that sets a child's life.The first five years of a
child's life are fundamentally important. They are the
foundation that shapes children's future health, happiness,
growth, development and learning achievement at school, in
the family and community, and in life in general.

Proper training/education
Lower University fee's
Look forward to sustainable energy

T3L

Health care and education funding should not be cut or
frozen - it should rise with inflation and population growth.
Early intervention services for kids with disabilities and
other programs that support vulnerable populations should
be a priority. Do not cut PUF or FSCD funding. Balancing
the books on the backs of disabled children is shameful.

The across-the-board corporate tax cut should be reversed and
replaced with targeted incentives for companies that operate in
desirable industries with bright futures, or that commit to
investing in Alberta. It is wasteful to give large tax cuts to
companies who lay off their staff, relocate their head offices out
of province, and don't pay their municipal property taxes.

The government needs to look at the revenue side of the
balance sheet too - it has been far too focused on spending.
It's time to create a sustainable taxation regime that is not
dependent on resource revenue to fund operational
expenses and important programs.
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T2M

Kids and economic diversification. Think future talent.

Provincial Sales Tax.

Restore our reputation so companies will move here. The world
is a progressive place. We need to be to attract talent and
investment.
Road infrastructure
The tech industry is on the rise everywhere else, why isn’t the
Alberta gov supporting a growing industry so essential to
future progress?
Administrative management, removing corporate tax breaks Diversify the economy away from oil and gas

T3A

Education, healthcare, housing.

T3A

Healthcare and early childhood education and support

T0J

Healthcare and education, and economic diversification.
Ridiculous tax cuts to big corporations. Barrel price justifies Diversify the economy, invest in green sectors to offset the
carbon footprint of our oil sector. Do not cut in healthcare as
Implement our own carbon tax again so we have a say in our the cost of extraction - tax cuts can't.
own green initiatives. No more healthcare cuts!
this anchors our economy while we wait for oil to rebound.

T0J

health care, and education (up to grade 12) and stop
equalization payments to Quebec from Alberta
Healthcare, education from elementary right through post
secondary.

Cut their salaries reduce he number of members of
government
Stop giving themselves wage increases. If no one else is
getting them why should they?

build a pipeline and get us back to work

Administration expenses
Ad hoc projects and Events
Marketing and advertising and travel expenses

Support small business and entrepreneurs through reduced
tax or credit

Put money towards retraining programs rather than towards
industries like oil that are able to replace people with
computers and machinery.
Jobs for everyone not just your oil friends honestly what is Stop handing out money to oil corporations and give that to Give the money back to the service sector. Invest in new
wrong with you? Do u really think laying off people fixes the new industries. Why doesnt the politicians take a 50% wage ventures like technology, urban
economy? We are all Albertans and you dont treat us like it. cut since they suggest everyone else does. Destroy the war farming,programming,tourism,lithiumn, recycled goods. You
Your creating an upper and lower class and honestly I will
room cause its childish and honestly reminds me of one of
know support your local buisnesses it's like all you are living in
leave this province if this keeps up like all the other young those third world tyrants. That money can pay for someone's the 1900.
folk who have.
job.
And also education since you decided to make it
inaccessible for people. You realize that we already cant
afford houses cause of student debt. I feel sorry for the
young folks.
T6W

Education
Health
Transport and infrastructure

Diversify industries by encouraging investors from various
sectors

t2e

1. Research that will provide incentive to diversify the
economy - e.g. agriculture, renewable resources and valueadded markets for products that we currently produce e.g.
oil and gas.
2. Infrastructure - maintain and invest in infrastructure
projects that will create jobs, increase efficiencies for
movement of product or enable a more healthy, safe
environment for Alberta's residents.

1. Disassemble the Canadian Energy Centre because
organizations are already in the space it is duplication of
efforts. Put the money back to general revenue.
2. Stop taking the federal government to court spending
significant funding in legal costs.
3. Watch making decisions that have unintended
consequences which add to the spending versus cutting e.g.
referals for X-rays from physiotherapists and chiropractors
allow it as it only has one charge versus three when you
have to go from doctor to x-ray and then back to doctor.

Health care, sustainable energy programs, EDUCATION

War room

Encourage manufacturing, IT and tourism sectors
1. Focus on small-medium-enterprises for value-added
development.
2. Reduce provincial trade barriers to ensure efficient trade
province to province that will create jobs.
3. Encourage competitiveness with highly educated personnel
and attracting them to Alberta through engagement in research.
4. Find time for investment attraction work to bring new
businesses to the province.

Courtship with innovative companies, encourage alternative
energy. Technology.
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T6W

Health and education

T6B

Health care, education and supports for low income and
people with disabilities.

T6w

Education and health care

T6W

T0A

T1Y

T4C

T6K

Decrease small business tax, support job creation in clean
energy development

Children's education-tuition, transportation.
Lower cost on food.

Increase large corporate taxes, pay freeze for government
employees, eliminate unnecessary government travel and
soendingy
Reduction of parliamentary spending. Increasing taxes rather
than calling them fees would help in improving our
comparison in the the transfer payments. AB are paying
higher rates it’s just hidden which hurts us more.
Health efficiencies and politicians wages and travel
expenses
Cooperate organizations.
Government spendings.

University

Big corporations, the rich

Supporting university’s

By providing incentives to industries that are growing such as
tech, education, health care.

Infrastructure
Create opportunities and support SMEs.
Encourage avenues for talent showcase and support good
initiatives

Healthcare, education, emergency services, environment

Reduced capital expenditures outside of schools and
hospitals. Reduction in travel and expenses. Reduction in
number of ministers and combine ministries.
education - K to 9 and post-secondary levels. Do not cut
-tax O&G companies who are making BILLIONS, don't give
budgets.
them tax breaks.
sustainable/renewable energy sources
- disband the Alberta energy "War Room". waste of money
diversification of economy / less O&G, more technology & AI with inept employees who just make Alberta look bad to
supporting small businesses to be able to keep viable
outsiders
supporting local/Alberta-produced products
- Nursing (UNA) and HSAA collective agreements - scale
back shift premiums. No need for a premium of $5/hour for
working overnight, and scale back evening and weekend
premiums. It's health care - 24/7 services. employees knew
this when they choose to enter a health care field or work
within health care service provision. Do not roll-back their
wages - this will create ill-will among employees and affect
patient safety & patient care.

Support industrial growth, diversify from a natural resources
only economy, protect private and public sector jobs, reduction
in regulatory barriers
-invest in sustainable/renewable energy technology
-invest in non-O&G sectors; Alberta needs to diversify its
economic base; hi-tech, renewable energy, artificial
intelligence; biomedical innovation
-invest in our farming/agricultural sector, focusing on plantbased protein alternatives

Children, health care, education, minority groups.

Investing in the technology sector.

By accepting the fact that there’s going to be no more days
of oil selling at $100+ a barrel. Get rid of that ridiculous war
room.
Implementing a 2% sales tax. We need to get off the energy In private business we need to review workflows, reduce
revenue boom and busts. Improve indigenous relations and redundancies/duplication and find innovation. Government
build with them. It is embarrassing that private industry can can do this with their staff and industries. We need less high
salaried executives and more front line staff. Stop giving
find $50 million to invest in northern indigenous
handouts to corporations who leave the province with our
communities and our federal and provincial governments
jobs.
cannot. Education, seniors and Health are major areas. I
am getting older and I wants a doctor who is well educated.
We cannot forget those who are disabled or mentally
challenged, leaving them in poverty is a disgrace.

T8x

Infrastructure

T0H

Bringing back the Alberta Advantage by being proactive and By reducing child poverty you can reduce the costs of
reduce child poverty and provide a workforce by continuing Health, Education, Justice and Social departments in the
to fund the Early Learning & Child Care Centres in Alberta
long term.
and expand the program.

Cutting government workers

Stop the "us verses them" attitude. We all want energy
development and strong environmental protection. Work with
Ottawa. We need to grow green energy jobs, research, invest in
film/TV, make it easier for Albertans to start new businesses.
Stop giving handouts to corporations who leave the province
with our jobs.

Lower taxes and criminally charging eco terrorists
By providing reliable, affordable, quality child care for families.
Being proactive instead of reactive, business’s need to be able
to hire to provide services. We need to have a reliable
workforce which is available if they can access child care.
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T3H
T0K

T2H

T1L

Education and support for those with disabilities and the
vulnerable people.
Education

There is no reason why Alberta doesn’t have a sales tax or
medical insurance tax.
Reduce those government departments that the NDP
increased in the Edmonton area.

Invest in Alberta children.

Health care
Education
Diversity
First Nation support
Infrastructure
Public health care and education

Ministry
Première office budget
Cancel war room
Increase royalty on gas companies

Diversify economy
New technology economy
Attract companies to come here that are not oil and gas

Tax breaks for corporations and oil companies

Reversing tax breaks to corporations. Using this to fund public
healthcare and education. Bring back solar panel rebate and
green energy initiatives
Stop being mean spirited and vindictive. I work in oil and gas
and am disgusted at the treatment public sector workers are
now getting.
Demonstrate humanity and confidence!
Invest in people rather than punishing them.

Stop funding or giving student loans for university degrees that
do not have a chance of getting a job in degree’s field. Bring
back the AHC monthly fees for individuals and families.

T3A

Education.
Introduce a small sales tax. Simple
The budget cuts have been explicitly mean spirited and also
discriminatory towards people with disabilities.
Funding needs to be prioritized to those in need and those
that need support. Stable education funding is needed to
support the good work our education boards are doing.
As it is, one of my children who has Downs Syndrome along
with his age group cohorts are finding no schools will
commit to taking them in the new school year because of
the lack of funding and uncertain funding from the
government

T9G

Job creation

Within the government

Realistic platforms

T6R

Education - they are our future!
Healthcare
There is fiscal responsibility and most importantly social
responsibility!
Restore all education funding and increase it for student
enrolment. Education and healthcare should never be cut,
never!
Health care, education and environment

I would be happy to pay PST if it meant more stable funding
for education and healthcare.

Add money for infrastructure which in turn leads to other jobs.

Aboriginal services, funding corporations like Husky and
increase taxes in luxuries like tobacco, alcohol and
marijuana.
Do not know of any big savings that could be found.
Problem is with revenue stream. Need to seriously consider
a provincial sales tax to raise enough revenue to balance the
budget. There is no Alberta advantage while we are cutting
education, health care and supports for the vulnerable

Build more schools, hospitals and roadways. Bring back the
Alberta innovation program.

T0L

Healthcare, education, senior care & hospices (NOT
EUTHANASIA).

Years ago the Conservative government stopped charging
Make Alberta a province that the international film & television
healthcare premiums. We all want quality health care and
industry want to work in. Make Calgary the new Atlanta.
charging similar amounts that were previously assessed is
reasonable. It shouldn't have been stopped in the first place.

T7x

Education
health care
child protective services
Homelessness
Education and healthcare

eliminating or lower funds for safe injection sites

Not be so focused in bringing in outside investors

Cut OT in hospitals

Get new prime minister

T6W

T6K

T5K

Need to balance the budget by being realistic about revenue
and taxes. Need to support diversification and transition to a
low carbon economy by embracing an Alberta Carbon tax and
using the money to help support green energy and nuclear
power.
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No corporate hand outs
T8H

Cancel “war room”
Implement a sales tax
Renewable energy industry and environmental management, Higher taxes on large industries and companies and the
wealthiest 5% of citizens.
affordable post-secondary education (college, university,
technical schools), free and affordable child care, building
the pension program, and reliable transit.

Diversify
Reverse the changes made to public service hirings, making it
once again realistic for an incoming employee to fill the
position of an employee who recently retired or quit.
Invest in renewable energy industries (ex. Solar, wind, hydro).
Although developing these industries will cost money at first, it
will allow for hundreds, if not thousands, of jobs to be created,
and will function as a new reliable source of income for Alberta.
Reverse policies of performance-based funding for universities,
as this only favours current market growth and status, and does
not account for sudden changes in the workforce that may alter
the industries in which value is placed.
Reverse the removal of the STEP program. This program
prepares individuals in post-secondary education for careers
and without it, these individuals will not have the experience,
knowledge, and skills necessary to pursue jobs that keep
Alberta running.

T0K

Get us out of debt. Fight carbon tax.

T0A

University, hospital, and public works. Fund those, and the
crime rate will drop.
An economic and feasibility study to give us total
independance from the east
Number one should be health care. The work force should
Delete overlap of duties between ministries. Organize
ministries so that they are as efficient as possible.
be in the best health possible to enable top productivity.
This includes children because they need to the best
educated work force in the world.
Ones that create value. If it’s wasteful please don’t spend it. Running options in schools that are not full. Many option
classes seem to have much lower enrolment than the core
subjects. I agree options are important but if not enough
choose, please don’t run the course.
A balanced approach
-No more war room (Canadian energy center)
- less school curriculum review & re review
- don’t increase quantity of standardized tests
- less panels
- costs associated with these surveys
- it’s foolish to think that the data from these surveys will be
crunched and have an influence on March’s budget.

T0H
T4X

T6R

t6h

Post secondary education, renewable energy, looking
towards the future, climate change

Keep cutting back on spending...short term pain, long term
gain.
By not paying corporations to operate in Canada. They won't
leave, they make their money here.
SEPERATE

Not handing out tax reductions to multi-billion dollar
businesses who don't create jobs, put the savings back into
the economy.

Support the pipe line.
By funding schools, teachers, and community programs that
expose youth to a variety of skills and culture.
Seperate
Support Alberta’s developing tech sector, as well as agriculture
and oil. The people working in these areas will have lots of
ideas as to how to do this.
Create environment where people want to invest in this
province

More environmental, research grants

renewable energy, make post secondary education cheaper,
support the average Albertan and not the multi-billion dollar
companies.
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Focus on
1. health and wellness in addition to illness prevention
2. Early childhood years - especially children under 5 years
of age

Do not cut frontline staff but find efficiencies through getting Impose a sales tax and use the monies collected to support job
staff involved in decision making
creation

T0C

Education, health and public programs that support all
Albertans

T5B

Education and health care.

Consider implementing a sales tax. Cutting upper
management/management heavy areas.
Stop giving big business huge tax breaks, the money isn’t
trickling down to the typical Albertan.
The “War Room”.

T3L

The government should focus on diversifying the economy The government should stop cutting funding education and Like I said before, keep funding education and initiatives to
diversify the economy such as residential solar rebates which
so that it does not solely rely on the oil and gas sector. This other activities to diversify the economy. Giving a billion
means funding education and research in other fields.
dollars worth of tax cuts to large companies is depriving the create business that are not tied to oil and gas.
government of lots of money to make this transition happen.

T1P

Increase spending and supports for Public Education
(including post secondary), Health Care (including reduce
times for surgeries with best practice care and affordable
medications for ALL), more supports for low income, mental
health, and disabilities.

T6R

PUBLIC Health care
PUBLIC Education
Diversification of the economy
Supports to vulnerable (AISH, seniors, etc)
Basically everything you’ve cut so far.

T3B

Why are we propping up Oil and Gas Companies that
continue to make huge profits while they cut their
workforces. They consistently demonstrate that they don't
care about Alberta jobs and are not adding to their
workforces.

T8A

Do NOT bring in a provincial sales tax.

Tax support and grants to small business

Diversifying energy and moving away from natural gas and oil.

No more committees to write a report saying what you paid
them to say.
Reduce government (Premier and his colleges) expense
accounts. No more high priced hotels and wine fountains. No
more unnecessary trips out of Alberta when a teleconference
or a few phone calls will do.
No more war room - who needs to spend $30 Million Tax
Payer dollars per Year, with no accountability!!
STOP giving away incredible tax deductions and money
away to wealth corporate. Especially when there is no
Guarantee of New Full-Time Long Term decent paying jobs
or any benefit to Albertans.
Seriously! $46 BILLION given away to those that don't need it
and then cut education That's ridiculous!!
Corporate tax cuts (4.7 billion!)
War room, or whatever you’re calling it now
Matt Wolfe
Cronyism
Contracting out work to supporters
Useless review of curriculum
Standardized testing in schools
Not subsidizing PRIVATE education

Diversify more. Stop being so reliant upon oil and gas. Greener
solutions. More money in R&D to come up with better solutions
instead of killing our environment for a few temporary jobs.

Cease all activities of the so called War Room.

Focus on two priorities:

Take back cutbacks to post secondary schools (except the
religious ones that weren’t targeted of course)
Support technology innovation companies

Transforming the legacy industries we have to be competitive
in TODAYS digital economy.

Cut the extravagant pensions of the civil service including
teachers' pensions.

Build a competitive environment for the digital jobs of the
future.
Get the brilliant engineers and other professionals to use their
expertise to develop new ideas and industries and find the
answers to climate change. Let the private industry do it.
Governments only confound, dither and increase taxes with no
solutions.
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T3B

Why are we propping up Oil and Gas Companies that
continue to make huge profits while they cut their
workforces. They consistently demonstrate that they don't
care about Alberta jobs and are not adding to their
workforces.

focus on helping low income families, individuals
improving our medical care, hire more nurses, and our
money into the system to support those who need it rather
then taking away supports from those who need it as it will
inevitably cause greater future strain on the government
when low income and disabled peoples can’t afford
necessities or medical care
investing into our provinces future by investing in post
secondary education because that is the future and always
will be the future of civilization and economic prosperity

Cease all activities of the so called War Room.

Focus on two priorities:
Transforming the legacy industries we have to be competitive
in TODAYS digital economy.

Build a competitive environment for the digital jobs of the
future.
there is not fast solution, it takes money to make money, but through the infrastructure, education, and supporting influential
here are my thoughts
businesses in the community that facilitate growth and
sustainable practice in execution and employment
stop spending money on ridiculous crap that’s not useful to
citizens, protect those who need it and equalize the playing by investing in green energy, the government can create an
field, tax those who can afford it, and help those who can’t, entirely new job market, support environmental influence which
consider all factors and stop trying to benefit the
is necessary to sustain human development, and maintain jobs
government for the government, the whole point, the ONLY in the oil field, while creating new opportunities
point of the government the to help the citizens that reside
under its law if the government help people the people will
help the government
bring back carbon tax, yeah most people think it’s stupid but
as the end of the day it creates a lot of useful revenue to
invest back into green energy (which is where to money
should be going) which will ultimately cut costs for energy in
the future and protect our environment
sort through useful and unnecessary employment within the
government sectors, but don’t fire entire departments the
government will be worse off
start moving away from oil energy and investing in
renewable natural energy like solar, it will save money in the
long run, and will create an entirely new job market while
maintaining employment within the oil industry and keeping
those jobs able.
spend money to make money invest in people and people
will will support a proper government that looks out for them
more than one who cuts supports and

T1W

encourage business, cut spending, fight for pipelines

probably everywhere but you seem to be doing a good job

Focus on health care and education instead of cutting those Tax the corporations heavily. Go after the corporations they
essential areas. Solidarity to the nurses and teachers. I don't can afford to pay more taxes to facilitate your agendas.
believe in this government or any of it's policies it has put
into place. I will continue to fight against this government
and hope they get pushed out of the legislature.

reducing the business tax was essential
By putting more money into education and health care don't cut
these essential services.
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T6H

Education, health, job creation and infrastructure in cities'
stop bailing out and providing money or tax breaks to
private corporations and others with significant vested
interests.

Less travel and less costly travel for premiers (and other
leaders)- only travel for purposes where proven benefit to the
people of the province or country can be demonstrated;
when they do travel, they do not take a large contingent of
others with them; stress on prevention re health care;
provision for early education supports as they are proven to
have long term benefits.

Encourage local ideas from local people; create the
environment where small business can thrive; look for areas
where amalgamation of services can be beneficial (e.g.,
eliminate two public school systems (catholic and public can be
one); support public works (road construction and repair and
similar projects keep cities in good order and keep people
employed in the construction and supply side); Have a
provincial sales tax. Minister Toews, in his recent phone line
consultation and on radio, stated that if Alberta spent like BC
and other western provinces, that we'd be (in effect) in the
"black". He failed to mention that all of the western provinces
have a provincial sales tax of between 6 and 8 % which
provides reliable, consistent revenue to these provinces. even a
2% sales tax would do wonders for Alberta's fiscal health.

T3p

Education
New technology innovation
Mental health

Oil and gas subsidies

Job creation in new fields not old resources based ones.

T6E

Restoring services to Albertans, particularly funding for
education, seniors and those with disabilities.

Raise the corporate income tax, force oil companies to pay
their bills, implement a PST

T8n

Economic development, oil and gas

Support new sustainable industries like technology and
renewable resources. Look to emerging industries and the
future skills needed for those rather then prop up the dying oil
industry.
Don’t cut jobs. Just cut inefficiencies, especially in government.
Lower taxes for all businesses and people - more spending
equates to more economic growth. And lower the minimum
Wage to be in line with other provinces. There is no need for
having $15 minimum wage

t6a

T0H
T8W

Cutting nurse overtime. If they want to work full time then
that’s ok. But don’t let them all work part time and take
overtime to get more than full time work and pay. Also do a
major hard line analysis on management in the goa and
agencies. There are several managers and directors with
little to no staff working under them. Hire more people who
actually do the work
education and health need to be looked at but I believe the
simplification of taxation process.
Government needs to give time for consult and decision
if that means a SMALL sales tax to support an area of
making. Budget 2019 cuts 6-7 months in to an existing cycle service support then make it so.
was not a great way to start the process. 2020 needs to
claw back some of the over the top corp taxation breaks and
recognize this.
make them a little more specific to qualify for. Ie if dividends
Growing Industry diversity is important - not sure the 4
are being generated then no tax break required. if leadership
billion tax party for big corp is the way :( specially in light of remuneration packages are above industry average then no
tax break.
the cuts made to education and others.
Getting us out of equalization.
Cut of the leeches of the east

T0L

Prevention and early intervention supports
Supports for children's, youth and families
women's shelters
low income housing opportunities
Education, Health and infrastructure. Eg. Public transport,
roads and highways, schools.
Health care. Natural resources.

T6W

Health and education

Please increase corporate taxes and add 5% provincial sales
tax.
Cutting the fat. Not the easiest hanging fruit being front line
workers. Stop the needless programs in health care that
does nothing for our industry except give a job description.
Cut red tape.
Public administration

T6W

Health and Education

Decrease Management inside Government

T6R

start up tax breaks for those that meet criteria for first 2 years.
less red tape
continue to press Federal Gov and agencies to back off thick
policy and process, or at least stick to the original requirements
and not continually change the landscape of requirements once
into a process. start date should be the policies a project
should be held accountable to.
Free markets

administrative costs and streamlining efficiencies

utilize the resources we have already in Canada

Support alternative energy industries and jobs generated by
such.
Cut red tape. Keep fighting to abolish carbon tax. Aggressively
promote our clean energy vrs foreign oil.

Diversity away from Oil and Gas

Making industries taxes lower
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T6W

Areas of unsustainability, but minimize effects on those
lower-income public sector workers. Any cuts to these folks
could be life changing.
Reducing spending on what we need to get back in the black
- previous governments gave away more money than they
brought in!!! Somethings gotta give. Start cutting more labor
heavy public spending jobs

T3M

Education
Health care

T5T

Health & job creation

T3C

job creation and debt reduction

T5X

Public healthcare, education and childcare as well as
infrastructure

T4J

T4S

Certain areas of health without hurting lower-income
workers.

Focus on leveraging the infrastructure and resources of the
energy industry to develop clean tech.

Stop cutting grass in the ditches - only trim 6-10 ft off the
To a point - just make our province attractive to investment
road. Transition to a grass free highway or roadways . Get
again and you don’t need to spend government money to make
your spending under control on the needs and cut the wants! jobs!! They will come in the private sector ! Get frontier project
approved and that will stimulate the market like you wouldn’t
believe!
Their salaries
Offer and provide information on relevant and appropriate
courses/employment/job searches and legitimate online sites
for people to access.
Eliminate half of the Vice President positions at Alberta
Tax cuts for big businesses do not seem to be working. Smaller
Health Services.
business tax cuts might help. I do agree with the government
Reduce the perks of the remaining Vice Presidents, such as standing up to Trudeau and the eastern-based Liberal federal
expense accounts, salaries and benefits.
government.
Currently the head of Alberta Health Services makes more
than the Prime Minister of Canada! Cut her salary, expense
account, and other perks.
Further reductions in upper AHS management are also
another way to cut costs.
They are doing fine.
Support oil and business

Investing in greener energy and not depend on oil and gas as
the main funding source for Alberta. Making oil and gas
companies accountable and paying their share for cleaning
abandoned wells. It is not fair that Albertans has to foot the
bill when oil companies drill for oil and damage the
environment.
Infrastructure, which is generally very good compared to
One example is salaries and benefit packages of senior
other provinces, but needs to be constantly maintained and government managers, and positions in Alberta Health and
brought into line with modern transportation needs.
universities, which are utterly obscene. These do nothing to
deliver quality services. I cannot see how any fiscal
conservative can tolerate the present situation. Additionally,
$290000 for someone to head a flood abatement panel is
clearly unnecessary. Patronage has no place in a
responsible government. We do not need to go back to the
old days of the Progressive Conservative Association
members automatically being given jobs on commissions,
and getting first pick of privatised liquor stores and license
agencies.
Education, health care, and infrastructure.
Reducing the number of high-level management positions
and maintaining lower-paid front-line staff where needed.
Considering low cost-to-consumer options for certain
currently free expenses, such as toll roads on busy
highways like the QE2 or day use areas at large parks.

Greener energy and support public health care. Ireland had
private healthcare from public health care and they want to go
back to pubic healthcare since it cost more money and is not
really saving them money in the long run.

Competitive taxation and regulatory levels. Generally leave job
creation to the private sector.

Reducing the number of public sector jobs seems to be
creating more issues in the private sector because there are
now more people competing for jobs. Trying to attract new
industries to revitalize small towns and utilize existing spaces
instead of allowing for the building of new spaces. Creating a
plan for better ride-sharing or public transit to reduce the
number of people having to travel by vehicle. Incentives for
people to return to school to better contribute to the workforce.
Incentives for people to offer affordable childcare to bring
skilled workers back into the workforce.
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T1R

Healthcare - more frontline workers, walk-in clinics, allow
Nurse Practitioner more privileges in hospitals and clinics
Seniors housing and supports
Mental Health
Education -

Management - government departments in Edmonton too
many bureaucrats, civil servants, managers and layers of
bureaucracy!

Yes however not by hiring more civil servants!

Trim government departments and use the money for
frontline workers!

BUT Get rid of managers and layers of bureaucracy and hire
more people to work front line!
T1P

T3G

Health care, arts, libraries, community infrastructure
(roads/bridges), rural infrastructure & policing, adult
education to ensure relevance.

Utilize the funds allocated for a defective 'energy war room'
or just stop giving money away to Oil and Gas corporations.
Maybe we don't pay coal corporations to shut down active
plants that produce electricity and provide jobs? What if
government leaders used via video conferencing to attend
summits instead of spending thousands on travel and
hotels? Maybe look internally before you cut anymore out of
public services.

Utilize the funds allocated for a defective 'energy war room' on
employing or retraining out-of-work Albertans to better their
communities. Enable Albertans in low-growth or no-growth jobs
to retrain proactively rather than wait until they are
unemployed. Invest in the growing tech industry instead of the
failing energy industry. Or support diversification like
sustainable fuel sources such as bio-diesel? Reinstate the cap
on insurance rates and electricity because when you're taking
the money out of the pockets of every day Albertans so we can
not spend on anything to support the economy.

Employment, education, healthcare

Highly paid officials and government positions who don’t
actually do much. Admin positions who have admins to do
all the work should be eliminated. Don’t cut the front line
workers who actually do the work!!
I think our government should seriously look at adding a 5%
sales tax. Almost every Albertan that I talk to, whether they
are NDP or PC, are in favour of this. it would cover the short
fall that our current government is saying we have. It is a
way to have everyone contribute so pay for our services.
Then use the money wisely to fund health care and education
and other services that are needed for Albertans.

Help the small, independent businesses. Less taxes for those
with lower incomes. Reward the hard working class.

Travelling expenses of top managers and support for
hydrocarbons industries.
Less bureaucracy.
Decrease payments to physicians and/or link payments to
performance metrics and improved health outcomes.
Address social inequities and the increasing gap between
the upper class and the remainder of the population.

Looking at green energy investments

Education - please do not cut per student funding. We have
the best education in Canada and there is a reason it is the
best. People from other places know this and they come to
Alberta on purpose so their children get a good education
and supports if they have kids with special needs. Please
keep the per student funding the same; no cuts! We have
ever increasing diverse learning needs in our kids'
classrooms, along with refugees and many new immigrants
who need optimal learning conditions. Keep our kids and
their education IMPORTANT! It's our future!

Tax breaks for companies who will employ our people.
Get the AER to work towards approving more work for our
industries in this province.
Continue to work with the prospect of having the pipeline so we
can get our oil products to international market.

Please do not cut health care. 17(1) just had amazing help
with an extreme health condition. I would hate for someone
else to not be taken care of the way they did to save17(
1) for
life. Do not cut nurses or services. We need them
our ever growing population.
T3K
T5Y

Education should be priority number 1! If we don't invest in
our children, what will tomorrow be like?
Increased employment opportunities.
Decreasing homelessness.
Better mental health supports.
Increased funding for legal aid.
Alternatives to incarceration of the mentally ill.

Rethink how procurement is done. Accepting the cheapest bid
is short term thinking. Support local businesses. Support made
in Canada. Invest in SME's here and be less focused on
countries with no respect for the rule of law.
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T8H

T6K

Education
Health care
Social programs
aISH
Education, Health and diversifying the economy. The writing
is on the wall for oil. Wake up and smell the roses. It's like
the first stages of the coal industry being phased out.

Politicians salaries, and expense accounts
Get rid of the war room
Raise corporate taxes
Implement a PST
Lets see, the Alberta Government has already made it more
difficult for low income families, people on AISH, adult foster
children trying to support themselves, grabbed the $300
million Cancer Legacy fund, cut back on Health spending
and moving towards a two teared privatized system, raised
corporate income tax (opps wrong on that), cut out spousal
benefits when one spouse is 65 and the other one isn't,
stopping buying breakfasts and paying for transportation for
other premiers, so that just leaves.

invest in the tech sector
Invest in infrastructure
Cap insurance and energy rates
Maybe stop firing people from the Public Sector, causing job
losses through spending cuts (18,000 job losses in Dec.).
Too much focus on the oil industry - what about our tech
companies and farmers - lets diversify (out used phrased by
Conservatives - nothing ever gets done)
Lets not focus so much on having to have a balanced budget
RIGHT NOW. Interest rates are low, lets get something that is
workable and not live under a Kingdom where the peasants are
always squeezed for more.

Stop spending money on:
- the so called "War Room"
- paying friends of the government huge amounts of money
on things that don't matter (like the $900,000 spent to that
law firm in Calgary)
- setting in motion plans to separate from Canada by taking
over pension plans, creating a Provincial Police force and
establishing a separate tax system
Maybe raise corporate taxes - the trickle down effect never
works. If I was an Alberta Company, I would use my tax
break to pay down debt, buy back shares, pay corporate
bonus' and then bank the rest because the Alberta economy
sucks. I would not expand, increase salaries or hire new
staff. Companies run on greed, they are not charitable.
T6V

Creating jobs
Healthcare
Education

Review and reduce Executives bonuses
Review and Postpone Sports and Recreational Project
Funding
Almalgamate services/building/infrastructure
Utilize inhouse / local services instead of external or
international contractors for services / products that can be
produced in AB by Albertans. Eg.Engineering, project
planning, etc.

T2A

-health,education & infrastructure. In this order of most to
least.

-top heavy educational institutes.

Return minimum wage to national average over the period of 2
years
Subsidizing hiring of skilled workers
Tax credit for new entrepreneurs/new business development in
AB region
Tax credit for career change of skilled workers
Alberta spending tax credit where spendings at local
businesses can be counted for tax credits. Aimed to stimulate
spending local, increase AB business income, ultimately
stimulate hiring.
infrastructure, incentives for filming in Alberta, push tourism to
the U.S. while Cdn dollar is low, so many people go to Montana
for vacations, golf trips - should promote golf rates to people
from Alberta when golfing in Alberta - should try and bring our
friends from Montana north for vacations, golfing. love this
province and sad to see the shape it is in. Thank you for this
opportunity to share thoughts/ideas.
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t8v

Definitely your people. Alberta residents and their needs.

ask your people. They probably have answers, they are
Diversify. Moving into the future consider there is more to
capable of thinking up solutions. I get it we need to balance economy than just oil.
Education for all children/youth.
the budget. We also need to invest in our future.
Be "Intelligent" . Listen!
Particularly our schools. There are models of success
Healthcare for all - if we are going to a system where
working in other countries. Check them out. Don't slash and
burn. The consequences are severe and the rebuilding
patients pay for services if they can afford it then the
Healthcare practitioners/Drs have to rotate and be available costly.
to all at some time. It will not be a just and fair society if
only the rich have access to the best. I prefer a system that
is open to all. Consider regionalization again. That system
worked; local decision making and priorities;

T6W

Health and education are priorities. In the Health Sector:Do
not replace Registered Nurses with Licensed Practical
Nurses. Also, do not add more LPNs to the staffing ratio. It
is clear that the literature shows that when this happens the
outcomes for patients are poor. In the Education sector:
reverse the cuts made to post secondary education.

Immediately, rethink the need for having a balanced budget
in four years. It is unfair to burden Albertans with the fall out
of this plan which is constantly taking something away from
us. It is not the way to help a province who is dependent on
oil and gas for revenue. Savings could be recovered by
closing the Canadian Energy Center in Calgary. This is
clearly a waste of money. Reversing the corporate tax cut.
There is little or no evidence it will help the economy.

T0B

Healthcare Spending should be top priority. Pharmacare
must be implemented as soon as it's viably available.

Raise Corporate Taxes to be match the highest elsewhere in Support start up IT business and Alternate Energy sources
Canada. Maintain Carbon TAX.
primarily GEO thermal energy and solar energy.

The government should support job creation outside of the oil
and gas sector. Efforts need to be put into technology, tourism
and farming. We need to diversify our economy so that in hard
times with the oil industry we are not affected.

Shut down the ridiculous TEXAS USA Calgary War Room. It Initiate to Move away from the Oil and Gas production and
is a waste of my taxpayer money. It is a shameful display.
consumption FOCUS. Diversify our economy so we are not as
reliant on Oil and Gas and susceptible to its BOOM and BUST
perils. This 100 year continuous cycle creates nothing but
havoc in Alberta. Stabilize it - CONTROL IT. We still need it but
not on a BOOM level.
Education
- Taxes on junk food
Make it easier to have our kids in school, rather than cutting
- People with illness related to poor lifestyle choices
funding to the point that grades need to be split up and moved
(drinking, smoking, drugs) pay for their health care costs
to other schools, that the logistics of bussing schedules and
working full-time doesn't work.
Making life affordable for the average citizen . Stop lifting
By taxing the rich .
Not by threatening layoffs to public sector workers. Invest in
caps. Stop threatening public sector workers. If gas and oil By cutting middle management in hospitals. By examining
clean energy ... its carving its path. Oil and gas has its place but
isn't working invest in clean energy and train the gas and oil how ahs actually spends its money . By keeping alberta jobs diversify.
in alberta ..this grows the economy. By looking at MLA
workers . By
pension and wages . Cut top down .
T2T

Healthcare and education

Tax big corporations

Need to look at alternative energy for job creation
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T8H

Increased education funding
Increased healthcare spending on tech that reduces later
costs of supplies
Increased climate change pro-active spending

Stop cutting taxes for companies that are turning profits
Tax companies that lay off Albertan workers while turning
profits
Stop giving out bonuses to government employees in any
sector
Cap upper management government job salaries relative to
private sector
Changes to corporate tax system that make it more cost
beneficial to pay workers more and provide benefits.

Albertan's with good education get better jobs. So fund postsecondary education. Companies will not pass on their profits
to employees unless they're mandated to do so. All tax breaks
should be tied to increased wages for employees, it makes no
sense that companies can pay workers so little that they need
government assistance AND have a huge profit. Corporate
taxes should be tied to how many full-time jobs with living (not
minimum) wage INCLUDING benefits jobs that the companies
create. No tax breaks without demonstrated change.

T5N

We could charge huge multi-national corporations the
appropriate amount of tax. That would save millions and
millions of dollars. This comprehensive tax cut that is
available to the top one percent is an insult to many
struggling Albertans. No jobs have been created by this so
called incentive.

Provide grants to encourage growth in industries like TECH!
We had a major opportunity to be a centre for the tech industry
and also see growth in industries like film and television. The
budget destroyed that potential.
Invest in green energy. Move away from oil and gas. Over
dependence on one industry has resulted in our credit rating
being downgraded.
Provide infrastructure spending to municipalities.
FUND EDUCATION and EARLY CHILDCARE.

T6J

Infrastructure and spending investment is necessary in
times of downturn.
Post secondary education and retraining are key to spend
money on when old economic models fail us.
Access to affordable childcare is key to "getting Albertans
back to work". Most middle income families require both
parents to be working to contribute meaningfully to the
economy.
Children's education is key to providing foundation for the
future. Cutting education during this time is pretty much the
worst thing a government can do.
Education and health care

Looking at the overall budget situation, is this really about
finding savings? If the government continues to download
costs and responsibilities that they have previously held,
upon lower levels of government and the citizens of this
province, then no savings have actually been found.
Stop cutting and downloading.

Continue to push for the transportation of natural resources to
markets.

T2x

Education, healthcare, diversifying the economy

Their "energy war room"

T1k

Education, Child care, Sports and arts for kids. Health.

By increasing funding to municipal governments & providing
grants for innovation & supporting industries such as tech and
renewable energy
Supporting education and construction of places for children.
Health care, day care.

T4C

T6E

T1W

Consider the introduction of a provincial sales tax.

Burocracia in administration, and keeping projects focused
in education , sports, recreations for children. Health
support.
The needs of people in this province. This means prioritizing Look at upper or mid- management positions to see where
education and health care services for all Albertans.
there is misuse use of time and money.
Ensuring that the vulnerable population have the supports Review infrastructure costs.
in place to be successful.
Review the priority of the new arena.
Education- from K to grade 12.
By appropriately taxing corporations, and collecting taxes
Update textbooks and provide more teachers, materials, and from corporations in arrears in all areas of taxation
sports programs
-Education
-Less travel expenses
-Preventative health care
-more preventative health care vs reactive
-Ensuring everyone has equal access to quality health care
-daycare
-programs like parent link
- not privatizing healthcare

Build the pipeline and get jobs back in the oil industry.

Economic development in alternative technologies (all sectors),
lower mortgage rates and increase minimum wage
-job creation by aligning bbn our sales tax with other provinces
so we don't have to cut jobs
-allowing healthcare workers stuck as pharmacists and nurses
to practice to full scope
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T5X

T0L

T5K

Education, specifically addressing class size and teacher
workload.

Being mindful with THEIR spending on things like trips to
promote the oil and gas industry at the expense of citizens
health and education.
Social services including: Sexual Assault Centres including Reduce top levels and management in Health Services treatment (therapists and children's therapists in all regions reinvest this in front line; invest more in solar and wind;
especially rural); Forensics such as SANE and SART;
charge large corporations more tax - they have not invested
Domestic Violence Shelters and counselling; housing;
that much in jobs; charge a Provincial Sales Tax
mental health (outside of AHS). Education - K to 12.
Environment - clean up the abandoned oil wells; invest in
solar and wind; Health - front line response
Public education
Public health care
Public infrastructure
Mental Health Funding and Health Care

Reduce your own salaries even more.

Oil and Gas

By spending, not cutting.

Stop reducing supports and funds to the poorest of the poor honestly this doesn't save you money - in the long run it will
cost society more; invest in NPO sector; reduce union stress
on budgets; invest more in environmental initiatives - saves
money and creates innovation

Diversify the economy, focus on renewable energy projects,
stop propping up a dying industry and invest in literally
anything else.
Mental Health and Health Care

T8V

Health and education - find additional sources of revenue to Do not reduce salaries. Look for efficiencies and remove
better fund these sectors.
redundant staff.

Diversify the economy and develop alternative energy sectors.
We have a lot of flat ground and usually strong wind and it is
usually really sunny here, which are great opportunities to build
a solar farm or a wind turbine farm.
Increase corporate taxes - the decrease has not had a
Invest in infrastructure, public services and education. Jobs are
positive impact on employment rates. History has shown that created when governments spend on roads and public works
cuts to corporate taxes are the least effective way to create generally. Investment in education has been shown to result in
jobs and investment in our economy.
higher employment rates.

T2E

Health care
Education (K-12) and Post-secondary
Municipal funding (operational and infrastructure)

t5y

Education, Health Care, Diversification of Economy

Further Cuts to MLA pay. Not giving away corporate tax cuts Diversification of the economy, Support of government
(trickle down economics doesn't work, that has been proven sponsored projects on infrastructure to get albertans back to
again and again)
work (basic keynesian economic stimulation), return tax credits
to our once growing tech sector that you stifled this year. Stop
placing ALL faith in oil all togethers (yes we must regain footing
to get product to market and return to being able to price oil
competitively, but we must also strengthen other areas of the
economy so that albertan families have opportunities in oil
restricted times such as now)

T6R

Education and Health care

Do in depth review by independent efficiency experts of how
health care/education dollars are spent by school
boards/hospitals to have major overhaul of systems or ways
to cut spending without affecting the front line workers and
the quality of care/education. Ie: Put money where it directly
impacts the students/patients and cut out unnecessary
bureaucracy/administration. Left alone to handle budget
cuts, school boards and hospitals cut teachers and nurses,
close down beds, and cause class sizes and inclusion of
special needs students in regular classes to sky rocket and
create long waits for health care. This directly impacts the
quality of the best public education and publicly funded
health care systems in the world!!

This is not my area of expertise, but I would like to add that I
strongly disagree with massive budget cuts, like are being
proposed for education and health care. Yes, we MUST balance
our budget, but I would like to see a slower cut back that allows
for perhaps a 5 year plan to decrease spending to allow for no
more debt accumulation and gradually pay off debt without
massive cut backs to crucially important systems like
education and health care, which directly impact our society
and quality of life.

T3E

Education and Healthcare

Donations to oil companies and big business.

Encourage and support small businesses.

T5E

Funding for education to be restored and match enrollment

Stop cutting the corporate tax. Find a balance there.

Quality funded education
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Education and healthcare
T0H

Infrastructure, education, health care

Roads, War Room Panel, MLA Salaries, Panel to study
Alberta Pension Plan.
Look at itself first. MPs budgets, government travel budgets,
etc. Do not ask others to cut where you are not willing to cut
yourselves. Bureaucracy, very high levels of administration.

Diversify the economy!!! Oil and Gas cannot be the sole
industry the province relies on.
Infrastructure spending creates jobs, roads, schools, hospitals.
Grant programs for facility enhancement. There are so many
public facilities that are in desperate need of upkeep and repair.
Rinks, pools, gymnasiums. Many are shutting their doors
because there is no money to repair, renovate and enhance.
Cutting small business taxes and hiring incentives instead of
cutting large corporate taxes. There's no guarantee large
corporations are putting those savings back into our economy.
Small business are the backbone of Alberta. If small businesses
find savings, its going back into our economy since they are
Albertans, they're based here, living here, spending here.

T8C

Health care and education

Elected representatives wages, benefit and expenses

T3C

Health, Education, Infrastructure.

T6E

Education and Health Services.

T2T

Education, health, creative industries

Please get rid of the War Room and any language/ activities
that pits Canadians against each other.
Also, I think there should be consideration of a sales tax.
Perhaps small but we cannot rely on oil & gas revenues as it
is a finite resource. Even energy companies know that and
are beginning to look at other revenues include

T0K

I think we should spend our money on agriculture,
education, and business sector. We need to increase
revenues to go forward to dig ourselves out of debt.

I think we need to be harder on the rest of Canada and stop We need to make it possible for us to sell our products in an
or cut significantly all the equalisation payments. I think the efficient economical way, from oil and gas to agricultural.
last government was extremely top heavy and we need to cut
the fat from our useless spending and make people actually
do a job. We have way to many people who don't have to do
very much to make a large useless salary.

Explore industry and business that supports Albertans and
Canadians
Fair Deal panel should be disbanded, the cost of consultants, Job creation and economic growth can be achieved by making
travel around Alberta, etc, would save the tax payers a lot of sure the Province of Alberta offers the very best in Health,
money.
Education and Infrastructure. No company is going to want to
Also the $30 million dollar War room panel created to
invest in a province, where the leadership demonstrates no
intercept negative comments with regard to Alberta dirty oil insight into investing in the future, which is going to mean
production, all $30 million could go towards Health,
renewable energy sources. Why would any company looking to
Education, and Infrastructure spending.
invest in Canada want to come to Alberta, when money is being
taken away from all the important stuff like Health, Education
and Infrastructure, and tax breaks are given to huge
corporations, tax money which should go towards supporting
our society in Alberta.
In non-essential service areas. It is also probably time to
Alberta has long needed to diversify its economy. The need for
implement a sales tax in the province to raise funds to
diversification has become increasingly obvious as the move to
limit the use of fossil fuels globally in the coming years and
support budgetary shortcomings.
decades is inevitable. Supporting diversification and innovation
is key to supporting job creation and economic growth.
Provide incentives for the creative industries, entrepreneurship
and technology to diversify from reliance carbon-heavy
industries. Preparing for the future is key. Looking back to what
used to work is not beneficial.
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T5N

- health care
- education
- diversification of industries
- green energies (we have energy resources - the world is
increasingly looking towards green solutions. Qatar, an oil
COUNTRY, is investing heavily into green energy solutions.
That is the future. We have a wealth of people with
transferable skills and knowledge, we have sunshine, wind,
water and technology - we should be advancing in that area)

- sales tax
- increasing the corporate tax rates
- ceasing operation of the war room
- defunding private schools entirely

- s.t.i.m.u.l.u.s spending
- raising the youth minimum wage back to $15/hour
- diversification - stop focusing ALL of your attentions on only
ONE industry
- stop cutting public service jobs! How can you POSSIBLY
claim to support job creation while actively seeking to decimate
the public service? These things are directly antithetical

T3L

Social services and public sector to support communities
(especially marginalized groups).
Diversifying the economy away from oil and gas. In
particular, focus on supporting and attracting technology
companies.
Climate change and sustainability initiatives.

Stop providing tax cuts to oil and gas. Put in a provincial
sales tax to generate new revenue for the provincial
government. It isn't about finding savings but building a
more comprehensive approach to managing and balancing
the budget.

Diversifying the economy away from oil and gas.

T0H

T8h

T4B

by making education more affordable in the province. there a PST. a provincial carbon tax.
are alot of out of work oil field workers who should focus on
reeducating themselves for a different career that needs to
be attainable for them.
Education, health care, social services. More specifically
Corporate handouts, examining wages of top government
ensuring small class sizes, adequate teacher compensation organizations.
and adequate facilities. For health care, ensuring adequate
staffing levels, fair discussion with unions, safe clean
facilities. Also making sure social services such as
medication subsidies and resources are not made
inaccessible to our populations most vulnerable.
Education (PUBLIC education, not private education!),
health care (again, PUBLIC health care, not trying to create a
two-tiered system!), other social services, supporting
communities and families, funding for families with children
with significant needs (e.g., PUF, FSCD), organizations such
as parent link centres, diversifying the economy, fighting
climate change.

By not giving massive tax breaks and handouts to the oil and
gas industry and large corporations!!
By getting rid of the "war room"!
By reducing the extremely high salaries and spending
accounts of high-level government employees.
By introducing a small sales tax rather than cutting essential
services.

In particular, focus on supporting and attracting technology
companies. The removal of incentives for technology and startup companies was a huge mistake.
Companies that were looking at cities like Calgary are now
going elsewhere in Canada and the province is not providing
any incentives and simply do not believe in the direct the
provincial government is taking out province.
by not just focusing on oil and gas. we have a young workforce
they are adaptable.

Funding infrastructure, health care, education, social services.

By not cutting essential services in education, health care, and
other social services. By diversifying the economy so that
Alberta is not relying solely on oil and gas; oil and gas is NOT
going to be the way of the future and we need to be prepared.
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t3c

T2K

T6E

T1K

T2J
T8L

Social programs
diversified investment (beyond oil and gas)
Retraining - ie funding attendance at post-secondary
Transitioning reliance on oil and gas in Alberta to help
shield us from the swings (and upcoming downturn) in this
industry
Spending on increasing income for example from taxes income in good years from oil and gas used for
infrastructure and other programs and reliable income from
taxes used for day to day services to create stable

I am not sure I think the government should be finding
savings. In times of economic need, social programs are of
utmost importance to help transition and support people in
times of need. It costs a lot more to let people fall into
disaster and then have to step in to help instead of keeping
them from getting there in the first place.

Provide funding to transition the economy with programs to
retrain out of work individuals in new trades. Support
development of programs at post-secondary institutions that
train people for trades to help us transition our economy away
from a massive reliance on oil and gas.

PRovide funding to develop non-oil and gas-related industries
Not using taxpayer dollars to fight worldwide messaging and to help diversify the economy.
scientific evidence on the critical and urgent need to reduce
Institute a sales tax where low-income Albertans will get
reliance on oil and gas.
exempted and a carbon tax where the tax is fully returned to
Albertans - to help change decision-making habits.
Don't give tax breaks or giveaways to industry without a
guaranteed plan to achieve the outcomes that are expected.
Money to be refunded otherwise for example
By not cutting education and healthcare budget which in turns
cuts jobs
Take a look at what the NDP came up with and follow their plan

.

.

Education
Health care
Social services
Public education
Health care
Post secondary education
Cities
(in that order)

Get rid of the war room

No tax cuts to corporations (especially as they accomplished
nothing)
No wasting money promoting industries that have their own
PR budgets
Limiting travel expenses from MLAs
Introduce a sales tax! (Increase revenues and savings are
more easily found)

Through investment in education at all levels but not in specific
"job training" as this fails to adequately equip people in our
present day economies.
Through investment in cities (Edmonton and Calgary) as the
drivers of our economies.
Through finding ways to diversify our economy so that we are
not putting all our eggs into a 20th century basket (aka fossil
fuels). So support creative industries and renewable energy
economies and ways to mitigate the effects of climate change.

I think the government should consider spending on our
very important institutions such as public education and
healthcare. The health of the province depends on each
Albertan and each one of us should be given the same
opportunities despite financial inequalities.
I think the government should focus on Education, keep the
program for kids like Family Center, school. Support
educational programs for children. Education is the base in
early year for a great future.
Post-secondary education, education, health; innovation

I think the government could find savings by re-instituting
tax revenue from the wealthiest among us and from big
corporations who can afford to pay taxes.

Putting money back into healthcare and education and by
bringing back positions that have been cut due to your
devastating budget.

Education and Health care. Please reverse all cuts and
freezes. I am happy to pay a sales tax to pay for this and to
have tax rates comparable to the next lowest province. I
would love to see a much higher tax rate on earnings over
$250,000.

Stop give too many money the support drug addiction , also I think to work more in tourism, transportation.
a lot people

Stop giving tax credits to corporations; get rid of the oil &
gas war room!
ending subsidies to fossil fuel related industries, reversing
corporate tax cut, cancelling funding to build highways and
freeways. Eliminate all standardized testing. Legislate the
end to free parking. Charge full cost for every km driven in
private automobiles.

Innovate the economy; invest in innovation in the province
(Alberta is more than oil & gas)
restoring tax breaks for tech and creative industries, investing
in infrastructure projects including public transit and active
transit networks, green energy etc
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T1k

T3B

Keep programa for children like the family center.
Programs for dance
Art
Education, healthcare and public transportation.

Stop giving money to programs that support drug addiction. Support educational programs for children! Education is the
base in early year for a great future.

Focus on cutting AHS administration and not frontline
services. For example, AHS Managers have their CARNA
annual membership paid for by AHS, while nurses pay for
their own membership.
Public education matters. Every child deserves access to
Carbon tax. Combining public/catholic school systems and
quality education with the appropriate resources to ensure find administrative efficiencies. No funding to private and
their success. The government should NOT fund private and charter schools.
charter schools, this is creating a two-tier system that will
ensure the succcess only for the wealthy.

Build great cities that will attract new businesses (i.e. build the
Greenline LRT).

T6C

The government should focus on climate change protesters
who are impeding the growth of our economy. Spend money
on research and development sector, the new start up
businesses and our oil industry.

Each department should save. The savings should go in a
reserve and if a particular department needs the money in
the future then they can request from the reserve pool. Stop
creating unnecessary employment in government
departments. Allow your employees to make decisions. Cut
down the red tape and bureaucracy. A lot of businesses and
residents waste their time on bureaucracy. Work with the
federal government and the municipalities to cut down on
red tape.

How about refining our own oil here in Alberta and selling to
rest of the country? If pipelines are not getting built then we
can still sell our resource by refining it here in our province.
That will not only create jobs but also will result in economic
growth.

T9S

Health, Education, Jobs, Making life easier for Albertans
instead of harder. Make those organizations receiving
public funding responsible for their spending. Make those
organizations and the overall govt responsible for finding
efficiencies in the ways they do business instead of always
finding the money on the backs of their employees and
those that pay taxes, etc. Put some priorities on the group
of taxpayers that make enough to pay their way but aren't
rich, as this is currently the group that is the most affected
they make enough but not enough and support the rest
while suffering the consequences for their own families but
there is no place to turn for them. Stop prioritizing
programs that promote bad behaviour in society. Raise the
limits of what is considered low income. The reality is that
what is considered low income currently is too low and
there are many individuals suffering out there and aren't
able to afford to live day to day. The govt should not be
taking the blame for everything that is going on. If people
want everything then it has to be paid for somehow. Stop
supporting unnecessary programs, focus on what is
important day to day, think differently and come up with
some new ideas (look to other successful countries if
necessary to see how they do things), work on putting
expectations in line within govt and outside, market
programs more strategically.

Business efficiencies, cutting out unnecessary programs,
stop making programs that reward or continue bad
behaviour a priority, stop increasing funding if funds are not
appropriately accounted for

Make organizations accountable for their spending. Put
programs in place that allow organizations to reward all
employees and make lives better instead of only the top 1-2%.
Think outside the box and come up with some new incentives
and tax regimes that are appealing to all. Support small local
business. Make Alberta appealing to Canadian investors as
well as international investors. Support buying local.

T6W

Supporting alternative energy industries. Spending on
infratstructure projects.
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T3H

Getting our natural resources to market.
Fighting the federal gov't tooth and nail on the ill conceived
carbon tax.
Whatever it takes to stop the exodus of major
projects/investments in our province.

How about just getting our dollars back from the ridiculous
equalization program. Leave seniors, nurses, etc. alone.
Following is email I sent to 17(1)
With regret I feel compelled to have to send this email…

Unfortunately confederation is a bad joke - not working for
Alberta at all. I would say the quick answer is to separate and
take back control of what we have. Alternatively, close the taps
for whatever period of time is required to get these other
provinces acting the way confederation was meant to. Harsh
reality may bring back some common sense.

17(1)

Your provincial government’s plan to eliminate benefits for
senior’s dependents has really hit a nerve.
I truly hope your government re-considers this action as you
are targeting a group of people that are “low hanging fruit”
and do not get much sympathy from the majority.
I have supported this program for the last 40 years of my
working career and now when I can realize the benefits, you
are taking them away for the sake of saving $36 million from
your budget. I doubt $36 million is even a decimal point in
your overall budget calculations.
I would suggest your government focus its energy elsewhere
when it comes to helping the province’s bottom line – i.e.
equalization payments?
For every action, there is a reaction. I have been a loyal
conservative voter my whole life. If your party continues on
this path, I will never vote conservative again. There is a
principal here that I have to speak up about so as to keep my
own self-respect.
T6X

T6e

T0G

Regardless of how incompetent I think the other parties are
Reduce funding for Post Secondary Education, Increase fees Increase government spending on Infrastructure. Give
incentives to oil companies.
Public education, infrastructure, healthcare
Maybe lower the size of tax cuts in order to increase
IT, renewable energy, infrastructure spending
revenue?
Supporting public education. Small class sizes, well funded Keep inhouse counsel and stop farming out legal work to
Support higher education. A highly educated work force will
accessible public education, excellent teachers. Don't cut
expense private law firms.
bring tech and new energy sector jobs to Alberta.
education budgets. These are the most vulnerable members
Support public education at the primary level. Small class
of our communities and the future of our society.
sizes, and happy healthy children lead to lower costs down the
road.
Seniors and disabled Albertans. Seniors receive less than
Keep money in Alberta rather than support 3rd world
Give small business incentives, more businesses would be able
minimum wage, & yet a lot are trying to stay independent in poverty.
to hire, p/t or f/t employees.
their own home. Majority are under poverty line.
Primary Education, Health Care and Infrastructure

Health care, remain or make improvement oft current AHC.
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T0B

Supporting small business, job creation supports,
infrastructure projects, health and education.

Health system changes. Controlling salaries.

t6l

Animal protection.

money given to private business

T8S

Open access, non-tiered healthcare and social support for
ALL Alberta.

Continued efficiencies in our current healthcare system.
Slashing funding and mass-privatization are not the
solutions.
Contracting out some services such as hospital transfers
and the logistics of moving medical equipment and supplies
will likely save money. Selling off huge chunks of AHS will
result in a weaker system. We have one of the best and most
efficient cost-per-capita systems in Canada. It is at the
forefront of most medical innovations due to its close ties
with the universities. That research power is at risk due to
the decreased funding the education systems now have from
the UCP’s cuts.

Adapting with the changing climate, environment,
Not giving oil companies huge tax breaks for a start. Maybe
tax the wealthy just a teensy bit more?
healthcare, humans, education, the arts. Basically redo
everything that the UCP has evicerated in the past 3 months.

Tax incentives to job creators. Apply reasonable regulation, but
pull back in areas that restrict without cause. Control wages in
public sector.
supporting local businesses
By not freezing wages. A wage freeze with continued provincial
inflation is a wage cut. Combine that with all other service
increases and the result in a weaker economy because people’s
wages go straight back into utilities and feeding their families.

Move towards sustainable energy. Look at what the rest of the
world is doing - Instead of pretending that a dying industry is
going to bring back jobs for the small percentage of the
population that held them in the first place.

T4R

Daycare, road safety, and reducing crime.

T8N

Health care and covering the cost of prescription drugs.

T2G

Education, Climate Change and Transportation

Education. Stop retirees from double dipping, by lowering
See above.
their pay scale this would discourage them from returning to
work and open jobs for new teachers.
Eliminating the over abundance of Management positions in Focus in innovative training in new industries for young people.
the public sector that cost millions of dollars. Front line staff
do the work and Executive staff guide policy. Too many
managers!
Employee efficiencies. Too much red tape and lazy staff
Tax credits/incentives for tech jobs and other green industries

T8S

SOCIAL SERVICES - EDUCATION + HEALTHCARE +
AFFORDABLE HOUSING + MENTAL HEALTH
SOCIAL SERVICES - EDUCATION + HEALTHCARE +
AFFORDABLE HOUSING + MENTAL HEALTH
Flood mitigation. In particular upstream flood mitigation on
the Bow River.

Cut corporate taxes. Trickle down therapy has NEVER
worked.
Cut corporate taxes. Trickle down therapy has NEVER
worked.
Travel expenses for Premier
Increase taxes to big businesses

1. Fair Deal for Alberta in this Canada.
2. Get jobs back in Alberta.
2. Fight misinformation on oil industry and carbon tax.
3. Build pipelines.
4. Infrastructure.

1. Public sectors employees / unions contracts & size.
2. Identity based groups funding (i.e. gender based,
nationality based, race based, etc.).
3. "Art" projects funding.
4. Economically unfeasible "green energy" projects funding.

T8S
T3B

T2Y

Educated + house people. Robustly. Thoroughly.
Educated + house people. Robustly. Thoroughly.
The government should provide programs to support
vulnerable populations within Alberta and not be so focused on
business.
1. Cut taxes for small business and encourage shared income.
2. Actively lobby foreign investment in the oil patch.
3. Actively mediate deals with the Chinese and Canadian
natives for pipelines and for refineries.
4. Force/legislate O&G operators to P&A "orphan wells".
5. Invest / allow tax breaks for new technologies in the oil and
gas industry.
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T2J

People - their health, education,and well-being.
Infrastucture - our roads, bridges, buildings.
Keep upgrading our energy system based on clean burning
natural gas. Wind and solar are unpredictable and
inefficient.

Give everyone a tax cut, not just the big corporations. The
trickle-down effect is a fallacy. Put more money in people's
pockets, they will spend it, and the economy will grow.
Also,please don't be hoodwinked into spending money on
"climate change" and incentives for electric cars, solar
panels and wind farms. In 25 years when these things break
down, there will be no money to replace them and we will
have a massive landfill problem getting rid of that junk.
These initiatives are only political talking points and
expensive ones at that.

Build that pipeline and we will be swimming in money.We need
to make more money and grow the economy, not reduce the
economy. Cut-backs will result in a negative economic
atmosphere and a shrinking economy. Everyone is important in
the overall economy, not just big business. We need a healthy,
well-educated population to create the economic juggernaut of
which Alberta is totally capable.

T5B

Education, Health, Public services

Managing resources better, supervising expenditures

T6R

Environmental Initiatives (Carbon reducing inventions)

Public Employees Unions/Overhead much too high.

T5x

Let’s pump some public money into healthcare, education,
and major transit projects
Healthcare, Lowering taxes

Tax some billionaires and billionaire corps and our budget
will be balanced in no time
sending money to refugees

Investing in more sustainability-related jobs, slowly
transitioning the workforce to other areas beside oil. Help small
businesses with incentives...
Investing in new technologies and environmentally wise
inventions
Incentivise growing industries like green energy, technology,
and film through grants
Build pipelines

T2Z
T0G

Fund diversification of the economy. No more tax breaks for oil
and gas

T8A

Fully fund education. Increase based on student enrolment. Get rid of the War room. Cut MLA and Premier salaries and
Continue to fund $25/day daycare. Increase funding for
perks
Healthcare.
Education, healthcare
Corporate handouts

T4P

public health and education

Rather than find savings, consider a low sales tax, like 1-2%.
that would ensure that all Albertans share the burden without
any one group or population bearing the brunt alone. Also,
consider not spending millions of our hard-earned money on
consultants, like Ernst and Young, as this money could be
far better spent on investing in Albertans. It is very
frustrating to see my money wasted on this type of thing.
Those millions could go a very long way toward helping
families put food on the table.
Also, families like mine are already saving the Alberta an
estimated $4 billion in health care costs by bearing the brunt
of care and costs associated with elderly and terminally ill
family members who are living in our homes. For those of us
who are informal caregivers, when will we see the savings
trickle down to the frontline informal caregiver level to
support our ability to continue to save the government
$4B?? The $2M the government just spent on Ernst & Young
could go a very, very long way toward helping us.

Start by recognizing that putting all of our eggs into the nonrenewable energy sector will just bury us even more...we are at
the mercy of American bullies and global monopolies, so lining
the pockets of Alberta companies that have no control over the
global market isn't going to stimulate economic growth. use
that money, instead, to reinvest in creating renewable resource
sources, in educating the workforce currently tied to oil and gas
to learn skills to support these new energy sources, and start to
invest in Albertans instead of in companies that aren't going to
stick around our province if it's not "economically feasible" to
do so. They will simply take our money and run to a cheaper
place. Finally, learn from history. Corporate tax cuts aren't
going to stimulate growth. As Einstein said - Insanity is doing
the same thing over and over again and expecting different
results. Try something new for a change. And learn from those
countries and economies that are trying something new and
thriving because of it.

T0L

Funding public education and rural policing without
downloading it into municipalities.

Not funding private or charter schools.
Not letting oil companies get out of paying municipal taxes,
paying full lease agreements, or completing mandatory
abandoned well remediation properly.

T1V

Health care, education, are some of my top priorities. We
also have the less fortunate that we can’t forget about.

REDUCE the size of government. Management is top heavy
and steps should be taken to eliminate unnecessary
positions.

Treat all sectors equally with out favouring the oil and gas.
Make sure public education is the priority as that is our future
workforce.
Incentivise apprenticeship programs to draw more youth into
the jobs that are needed now.
Reducing red tape and costs for small business

Diversify economy
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T7s

Debt repayment

Institute private healthcare options alongside public options. Bring back flat 10% income tax

There is overlap and duplication in a number of
departments. Review the grants, contracts and programs
relating to non-profit organizations, and make some serious
reductions. You have Seniors and Housing, Children and
Social Services, Culture and Multiculturalism and others.
You need to minimize or eliminate the duplication. Some of
the same services are being provided by non-profit
organizations themselves. Focus on the need to have versus
nice to have.

Eliminate some programs (and or ministries)and/or
consolidate into a single program area (or ministry).
Consider transferring functions to nongovernmental
organizations (with some sort of fee for assuming the
services/programs).
There are excellent organizations in the non-profit sector
that could take over the functions of some of the ministries
like Culture and Multiculturalism. Organizations like Calgary
Chamber of Voluntary Organizations and the Edmonton
Chamber of Voluntary Organizations offer programs
duplicating the government. Why does government need to
continue doing what others are doing?

Get out of the way of business. Continue to cut red tape.
Refocus/redirect wasted resources on non-impact programs in
the "fluff" ministries like Culture and Multiculturalism, and
redirect to new value-add industries like Artificial Intelligence,
Medical Technology, Renewable Energy, Bio-tech. Focus on
technology and commercialization through partnerships with
the private sector and universities. Bring in experts from other
countries to help us diversify our economy into high-value
sectors. Stop wasting money on fluff programs and ministries
and put into ministries with a mandate to move the economy.
Set up crown agency responsible for the tech/value-added
economic diversification initiatives. Staff the organization and
board with seasoned private sector individuals.

T5r

Education, healthcare, public service, aish

T6E

Infrastructure
Healthcare
Education
Emerging industries like technology and renewable energy
Social services

Stop giving tax breaks to oil companies. Use this tax money
to support our public services. These tax breaks have not
created jobs.
But not giving tax breaks to oil and gas corporations

Diversification, including green technologies. Bring back the
tax credit for people getting solar panels and other green tech.
This will create jobs.
Focus on new markets, emerging markets, the arts and social
industries like education, healthcare, small business grants,
etc

T6E

Infrastructure
Healthcare
Education
Emerging industries like technology and renewable energy
Social services

But goingFor savings are not the right plan of attack. Spend
more. Keep people employed and contributing and in doing
so keep businesses alive and taxes flowing into coffers

But not giving tax breaks to oil and gas corporations
But goingFor savings are not the right plan of attack. Spend
more. Keep people employed and contributing and in doing
so keep businesses alive and taxes flowing into coffers

Keep people working. Austerity measures are proven to be
more harmful than not

Focus on new markets, emerging markets, the arts and social
industries like education, healthcare, small business grants,
etc
Keep people working. Austerity measures are proven to be
more harmful than not
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Education, Health, public/social services, alternative energy.
If we keep going on the trajectory that this government has
planned for us, we will forever be victim to the boom and
bust cycles of the natural resource sector. While I agree that
it is not something that we can give up entirely, serious and
targeted steps need to be taken to diversify our economy.

From the money gifted to the natural resource sector. Also I
would keep in mind that it's entirely natural for a government
to be in deficit and that there is no extreme push to lower
spending all at once. Government savings should be
gradual. Additionally, further investing into diversifying the
economy (i.e. grants or scholarships to new sectors or
alternative energy)will help boost our economy over the long
I would also note that the current cuts and lack of spending term.
on public services will lead to a serious brain drain for
These cuts that your government is making are short sighted
Alberta. Both my husband and I are well educated, hard
working, professionals in our communities and have serious and severely harming the most vulnerable members of our
intentions of leaving the province due to the values and
community.
steps taken by this government. This is no longer a place
where we want to raise our children.

Education. I am very disappointed that the government
funds private school by 70% when public schools need
money to support learning in complex and diverse
classrooms. More EA support and school counselling is
needed. Public schools cannot refuse students (publicly
funded Catholic schools can refuse students as can private
schools). If schools are funded according to their results
this could be devastating for schools where there are high
needs.
We need public schools that serve the needs of students
(choice within the public system). If Catholic schools were
abolished (should religion really be taught in a publicly
funded school?) and all dollars went to creating awesome
public schools this would be good for all students. Public
schools could then offer basic curriculum with specialized
focuses (sports school, arts school, tech school, drama
school, project based learning, Christian school, Leadership
Academy etc )

Through investment into public services, health and education.
Additionally, we should see support for diversification in the
energy sector. Investing into local infrastructure and services is
the best way to ensure more jobs, thereby leading to more
disposable income, thereby leading to increased ability for
individuals to engage with the economy and more economic
growth. Please consider the failed attempts at austerity in
Europe after the 2008 recession.

Amalgamate Catholic Schools and Public Schools into one
Diversify. Be a leader in new technology (educate our young
school system (less central office staff, would have to fill all people). If oil is not sustainable we need to adapt and change
schools in a community before building another school). DO with the times.
NOT FUND PRIVATE SCHOOLS. DO NOT OFFER A
VOUCHER SYSTEM FOR HOME SCHOOLERS.
To save on overtime in hospitals - open up more part time
and full time nursing positions.
Have Nurse Practitioners work with physicians to manage
healthy check ups and minor concerns (screening). They are
cost effective and can take time to provide education on
healthy choices etc. which could save health care dollars if
we have a healthier population.
Ensure people on AISH are severely handicapped.
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Education. I am very disappointed that the government
funds private school by 70% when public schools need
money to support learning in complex and diverse
classrooms. More EA support and school counselling is
needed. Public schools cannot refuse students (publicly
funded Catholic schools can refuse students as can private
schools). If schools are funded according to their results
this could be devastating for schools where there are high
needs.

T6E

We need public schools that serve the needs of students
(choice within the public system). If Catholic schools were
abolished (should religion really be taught in a publicly
funded school?) and all dollars went to creating awesome
public schools this would be good for all students. Public
schools could then offer basic curriculum with specialized
focuses (sports school, arts school, tech school, drama
school, project based learning, Christian school, Leadership
Academy etc )
I think the Alberta Gov't should focus on social programs
such as AISH as they are hardest hit by all the
cutbacks.....the Gov't should be serving the people not the
government. They should certainly not make it worse for
those who already have it the toughest.

T6W

Public education

T1h

Healthcare! Social services, stimulating renewable energy
sector and green innovation.
As a government devoted to Christian values it would seem
that concern for the less fortunate should be paramount. As
such, education, health and social services should be a
priority and inviolate.

T7P

T5H

Amalgamate Catholic Schools and Public Schools into one
Diversify. Be a leader in new technology (educate our young
school system (less central office staff, would have to fill all people). If oil is not sustainable we need to adapt and change
schools in a community before building another school). DO with the times.
NOT FUND PRIVATE SCHOOLS. DO NOT OFFER A
VOUCHER SYSTEM FOR HOME SCHOOLERS.
To save on overtime in hospitals - open up more part time
and full time nursing positions.
Have Nurse Practitioners work with physicians to manage
healthy check ups and minor concerns (screening). They are
cost effective and can take time to provide education on
healthy choices etc. which could save health care dollars if
we have a healthier population.
Ensure people on AISH are severely handicapped.

The Albert Heritage Fund........it belongs to all Albertans.

Cutting down expenses for Alberta government employed
individuals with a salaries higher than 60'000 per year.
- Food, Transportation...
Reduce unnecessary traveling, video conference is a thing

Roll back the corporate tax cut to what it was before, close
down energy war room
The first "saving" should be cancelling the proposed
corporate tax cuts. As a companion action, there should be
serious consideration given to a sales tax. Such a tax would
be a way of spreading the tax load more fairly as people with
money to spend would be taxed at a rate that was equal to
their spending; the more you spend, the more revenue is
generated for the government.
Spend money to support vulnerable Albertans, e.g. those on Disband the "war room" it's an embarrassing waste of
AISH and Income Support and children who are hungry; No money;
one wants to be mentally or physically unwell,disabled, or
Reduce the high cost and heavy impact of homelessness on
unemployed, or living in poverty and we should not be
people, our police, health and social systems by investing in
stingy in our support for those with very difficult daily lives. affordable housing and rent supplements for Albertans with
We should help them live their best lives.
low incomes to be able to access market housing.

I think the Gov't should support job creation and economic
growth in the area of renewable energy sources. The climate
crisis is real and very scary. The Alberta Gov't must not live in
denial about this.......we must make the transition and start now.
It is ignorant to ignore this. How dare we treat future
generations this way.
Good public education with solid funding. This will create smart
kids. Those smart kids will create businesses with their smart
ideas. And that will drive the economy

Invest carbon tax in renewable energy sector.
Incentives to new technologies should encourage people to
create businesses that are not so dependent on fossil fuels and
that push the boundaries to new and growing fields in addition
to established, but waning industsries.

Invest in affordable day care and help women, especially solo
parents, gain employment that provides a livable income;
Provide incentives to expand the tech industry, movie & arts
industry, expand local food production through greenhouses,
expand solar energy usage, support small business and social
enterprise development. Invest in the non-profit sector with
subsidies to create more jobs, especially to employ Albertans
who face barriers to mainstream employment. Support
Indigenous enterprises.
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T4V

Government should not cut any programs for Persons with
disabilities including day programs and home support.

Cut the red tape in health care too many high paid bosses on Build the pipeline get the oil moving
not enough worker that work with the sick Why do we have
to go to two or three doctors to get referred to a specialist
that is such a waste of money cut the red tape there as well.
This would save the Albertans a lot of money. Probably
though the doctors would like it.

T2N

Social programming, expanding medical care/services,
higher education, providing full-time work opportunities for
university/college graduate

By taxing big corporations, curbing rampant and predatory
capitalism, investing in the economy and not hoping that
greedy business people will use trickledown economics

T3G

Healthcare

Not healthcare

Yes

helping the voulnerable seniors and disabled

adapting all the NDP accomplished before he was elected

resign

T9A

Housing and Aish.

TAX THE RICH OIL CORPORATIONS NOT THE POOR!!! See if
you can live on 1600 bucks a month Kenney

T0K

Should privatize more healthcare and lower spending.

Take back the 4.7 billion you gave in welfare to rich oil
corporations. Get rid of the stupid 30 million dollar Energy
propaganda board.
Healthcare, Education, Infrastructure—short term pain for
long term gain

T1Y

Education, healthcare, and education...

No more hand outs to large companies. Trickle down
economics is not a real thing. Any extra money stays at the
top as insurance for the super wealthy.

T1H

maintaining medical access and treatments... and improving
access to emergency treatment in larger cities where wait
times are in the hours...trying to reduce wait times for
surgeries to remediate painful conditions.

Cut the fat. Start with government.
If there are cuts to basic level services such as health and
education, do it at the administration level. Do not trim front
line workers.

education- maintain front line workers and student/teacher
ratios to ensure Alberta students continue to get a quality
education.

Cut some of the incentives and grants to big business. Of
course job creation etc is important but today the average
family is struggling- with crime, with financial sustainability,
with access to effective health care in a timely manner...and
the addition of extra expenses not previously required- eg
medical exam expenses for those over 75...

reduce taxes to the middle class.

By investing in the economy, fund internships and postgraduation positions and holding corporations accountable

Lower taxes cut red tape. Make the province competitive to
other spots in North America in regards to tax rates and red
tape.
Invest in education and renewables with what we have left of
the fossil fuel industry, and any other prosperous industries we
have. Short sightedness will destroy Alberta, if it hasn't already.
I understand the desire to sink money into big business to lure
them here... to create jobs. However, are those jobs - $ for $
bringing
the necessary economic growth to Alberta or are they merely
paying a large portion of the wages for the employer?
As the mother of a sole proprietor, I know he pays a great deal
in taxes. There is little provided for him in support. Once he can
hire a few employees and incorporate, there might be more.
BUT, there are a great many self-employed sole-proprietors out
there who are paying a great deal in taxes with little support.

reduce grants and incentives to big business at the expense
of increased taxation on the average family.
Senior health plan should never have covered spouses,
children etc who are not seniors... So some cut backs make
deal with this nightmare re SCS's- the fallout to communities sense. Some just do not.
and access to the pillars required to assist addicts who want
to rehabilitate
cut back on expenses to build new...USE the space which is
already there. Get creative with the use of what is there.
What about pensions to government- expense accounts etc?
There are so many abuses of foster care payments and "
relief care" payments made. Why can't those be taxed? They
are wages earned....
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T6M

To help fit crime & promote rehab, keep illegal drugs out of
jails by whatever means necessary. Smarten up the justice
system. I know of a case that has been before the courts for
10 years because of a bad decision made by a Master who
believed a lying lawyer despite no evidence ... waste of court
time for all parties ... should have been guided to negotiate a
settlement out of court.
Keep pushing for the new & expanded pipelines. Keep the
interest cost on prov'l debt in the media to help sell budget
balancing.

17(1)

I believe that all public
servant salaries should be cut by at least 5 %, with higher
pay levels (management) cut by a greater %. Some staff
could still be cut, but this pay cut is a better alternative than
widespread staff cuts with big severance packages.
Stop the waste of money with the anti-oil lobby investigation!
Charge an admin fee of e.g. $25 per emergency room visit to
slow the attendance by those with non-emergency cases.
Consider bringing back a monthly health care fee. Ban ecigarettes!
Consider to swallow hard and charge a temporary prov'l
sales tax.
Offer provincial debt to Albertans to keep the interest to be
spent here. ATB (& Credit Unions?) could administer.
Further reduce spending on non-essential items (culture &
leisure).

Cut personal income taxes before another cut in corporate
taxes. Consumers spend extra money here while big
corporations are still leaving Alberta. The small business
corporate tax rate gives them an unfair advantage compared to
non-incorporated small businesses.
Tear down interprovincial trade barriers. Ensure that large
utility companies are not unfairly advantaged; smaller providers
and REAs should be encouraged.

T1H

maintaining medical access and treatments... and improving
access to emergency treatment in larger cities where wait
times are in the hours...trying to reduce wait times for
surgeries to remediate painful conditions.

Cut the fat. Start with government.
If there are cuts to basic level services such as health and
education, do it at the administration level. Do not trim front
line workers.

I understand the desire to sink money into big business to lure
them here... to create jobs. However, are those jobs - $ for $
bringing
the necessary economic growth to Alberta or are they merely
paying a large portion of the wages for the employer?

education- maintain front line workers and student/teacher
ratios to ensure Alberta students continue to get a quality
education.

Cut some of the incentives and grants to big business. Of
course job creation etc is important but today the average
family is struggling- with crime, with financial sustainability,
with access to effective health care in a timely manner...and
the addition of extra expenses not previously required- eg
medical exam expenses for those over 75...

reduce taxes to the middle class.

As the mother of a sole proprietor, I know he pays a great deal
in taxes. There is little provided for him in support. Once he can
hire a few employees and incorporate, there might be more.
BUT, there are a great many self-employed sole-proprietors out
there who are paying a great deal in taxes with little support.

reduce grants and incentives to big business at the expense
of increased taxation on the average family.
Senior health plan should never have covered spouses,
children etc who are not seniors... So some cut backs make
deal with this nightmare re SCS's- the fallout to communities sense. Some just do not.
and access to the pillars required to assist addicts who want
to rehabilitate
cut back on expenses to build new...USE the space which is
already there. Get creative with the use of what is there.
What about pensions to government- expense accounts etc?
There are so many abuses of foster care payments and "
relief care" payments made. Why can't those be taxed? They
are wages earned....

T8N

Support for the vulnerable. Health care, education,
advanced education, prevention and early intervention.
Investing in these things saves money in the long term, and
actually improves quality of life.
Reducing excessive non-productive spending on health care
and education

Stop the useless "panels", cancel the war room, quit undoing
good work, and solid programs, and quit giving the richest
people all the tax breaks. Learn there is no such thing as
trickle down economics.
Reduce pay and pension of government employees

By creating an environment where people want to work. One
with good schools, health care, arts, social safety net, clean
environment and a culture of respect for diversity.
Reduce bureaucracy
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T6T

Health care
Infrastructure

T2Y

Education
Municipal infrastructure
Safe injection sites
Health care
Green energy
Vulnerable people
Education (see below)
Health (see below)
“Rat Patrol” (billions in dollars of crops/damages saved by
the work of this specialized team)
Police, ambulance, paramedic and fire critical services
Infrastructure (see below)
(A BIT OF BRAINSTORMING AND/OR DISCUSSIONS WITH
OTHERS THAT I AM THINKING WILL GENERATE SUPPORT
FOR AND/OR IMPETUS FOR OTHER CREATIVE IDEAS.
SIMILAR TO ANY COMPANY, GROUP, ETC. WE ALWAYS
NEED TO STRIVE FOR EFFECTIVENESS AND EFFICIENCY
WHILE CONTINUALLY IMPROVING IN A POSITIVE MANNER
OURSELVES AND EACH OTHER. THANK YOU FOR
ALLOWING ALBERTANS TO INPUT!!!)

T3H

T1V

Providing Healthcare

T1V

Infrastructure, education - especially post-secondary
institutions, health care, seniors’ benefits, environmental
protection

Contracts
Performance & absence management of government
employees
The war room for oil industry.

I’m not sure this is as much in the government’s control as you
like to think it is.

1. Streamlining, elimination of redundancy/inefficiencies,
and/or consolidation of government bureaucracy in all
Ministries (similar to AER review). Consideration for zero
based budgeting and/or non-profits type “Programs”
accounting. Prioritize elimination of ‘air jobs’ created by
previous NDP government and/or redeployment of work
force based on skills, qualifications, designations,
experience and/or knowledge supplemented/aided with
electronic position descriptions, interests, upgrade
training(s), performance reviews/goals and/or electronic
resumes. Strategic use of AI, data analytics and/or audits
(esp. follow the money spending and time usage). Temporary
hiring freeze with urgent/positions requiring signoff/approval by Ministers and ADM’s.
Elimination of defined benefit pensions instead moving
towards matching/RRSP plans.
2. Health care system: more upfront MRI’s/machines to
eliminate misdiagnoses and/or time wasting; elimination
and/or early retirement of incompetent/deadwood doctors,
nurses, et al in the system through well-designed patient
electronic/AI surveys/ratings, peer/professional association
reviews, data analytics et al (e.g. doctors not professionally
aware of infection symptoms would lead to higher ‘Down-theroad” costs and/or patient issues); bring back use of nurses
aides and/or ‘Candy Striper’ volunteers for menial tasks to
free-up higher paid/qualified nurses; eliminate 12 hours
shifts and/or seniority overtime by going to 8 or 9 hour shifts
for hospital personnel and better inter-generational mix of
staff.
3. Education system: Global Licensing for Teacher
Materials/Curriculum/Software (especially/example.
Educational books, Music, Disney, Chrome Books, Microsoft
Office 360).
Designated/Program funding (e g Teachers aids for
Scrap the Canadian Energy Centre (war room). Private
groups like CAPP or the Fraser institute can do this work at
no cost to tax payers.
The so-called “war room” is a waste of taxpayers’ money.
Begin supporting the inevitable transition from an oil-based
economy to a wider range of industries and enterprises.

Bring $210 billion CPP to AB to wisely invest say 1/3 in Alberta
revenue generating projects.
Sample Project: Nuclear reactors (similar to ON and SK
programs) way up north (for safety and security reasons) in
willing/able communities especially with training and/or jobs for
qualified indigenous professionals/trades also.
• Funding say JV one third CPP, one third Indigenous
organizations, one third Industry. Revenue split 50/50 to CPP &
Indigenous with Industry having first rights to say 50% of the
power generated (barring force majeure and/or public system
emergencies.
• Electrical costs from nuclear deductible from taxes, royalties,
etc. at higher level/percentage and likely would be offered to
communities/Industry in the Far North to reduce onerous
electrical transmission costs. Allows ability to stabilize the AB
grid in times of peaks loads (e.g. frigid weather as happened in
January).
Changes in the Federal Equalization system as UCP currently
pursuing so that all provinces can obtain infrastructure projects
equally on say a per capita basis (e.g. LRT projects, hyperloop
project trial for eventual use between Calgary-Red DeerEdmonton-Fort McMurray for starters).
Tolls on major road upgrades and/or improvements (similar to
what BC did with Coquihalla) until paid for. Thinking more up
north where Industry uses more and/or roads that for safety and
highway accident/death reduction need to be improved (for
example thinking of highway 8 to Bragg Creek). Roads with
higher mortality/accident rates to be prioritized.

Diversification
Support tech start ups
Green energy
Higher education

Tax incentives, and infrastructure investment.

Invest in green energy initiatives and IT businesses. Tax relief
for small businesses, and greater taxation of large corporations
and wealthy individuals.
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T8H

Get to a balanced budget as soon as possible, so invest
only on necessities like road repairs, add an extra lane to
the QE2. Cut all middle management positions from all
government run entities that have more than 2 levels of
management, for example if there are 4 levels including the
frontline workers, eliminate one completely, if there's 5
levels; cut 2 completely.
Stop all LRT funding from the provincial government, let the
city councils sink or swim on justifying their spending
directly with their own electorate
Carbon tax

1) Eliminate all non essential departments and their
By getting out of the way, except where necasary to enforce
managers. Many of these government so called services
laws and compliance
have taken on a life if their own. Make all services be
competitive in the same way that private businesses have to
be competitive. Make all levels accountable for the jobs they
are given to do on behalf of their employer; "the tax payers,
the actual people and businesses that actually supply the
funds"

Getting economy back on track.Helping businesses and
people hurt by economic times with financial support
immediately using Heritage trust fund with grants or low
interest loans.
Debt

Administration at all levels.Welfare recipients,aish recipients Give short term loans for small businesses to keep employees
make them take drug and alcohol tests and part time
working.Lower taxes on fuel get rid of carbon tax.And lower
work.Tax environmental groups.
taxes overall will help with more money for more investment.

T3Z

Education, police and emergency services, health care,
infrastructure.

T3m

Early childhood intervention and education PUF funding helping children and their families who have a range of
needs - as children are our future . It’s crucial we help
children become active participants of future society.
Without the PUF program, children Won’t get the support
they need to be properly educated for their ability to work
and help the economy.
Healthcare, Education, Infastructure, Technology

For one: we do not need a very expensive dry dam in
We need to see support from the government in both private
Springbank. This is a ridiculous waste of taxpayer money
and public sectors, and across a variety of industries.
just to appease a few of Calgary’s most elite. The economic,
social, and environmental costs are too high to justify this
project now or ever.
Infrastructure
Fostering involved early childhood education and meeting the
needs of ALL children

A2B
T0K

T2A

T8N

T7N

T0L

Enhance assistance to the poor and unemployed. Continue
to fund post- secondary education as before. Work on
diversifying the economy.
Education and Health Care. Increase funding and turn back
the cuts you have already made. These departments need
stable funding that they can count on every year instead of
the mess the UCP has made of the budget this year. And
municipalities need a stable base of funding for
communities.

Carbon tax

Government salaries

Carbon tax

Refine are own oil, build pipelines.

Smaller Government, less regulation, Administration levels
of Health and Education. Cut maximinum allowable
expenditures by MLA's and other Bureaucrats.

Less red tape and regulations. Continue to try and attract more
private investment in all sectors.

Reduce tax breaks to gas and oil corporations.

Support diversification y supporting and not cutting funding to
post- secondary education.

Perhaps by not cutting taxes to big corporations? Reverse at
least half of the tax cuts to bring more balance to the
provinces finances. We need to have a grown up
conversation about true tax reform in this province and
having a sales tax. We need stable funding that isn't just
reliant on oil and gas booms and busts. Also if we must pay
a carbon tax call it a sales tax take the control back from
Ottawa. In a province that is losing its collective mind over
equalization payments why are we giving Ottawa yet more
tax dollars?

Go back and review the job creation programs that started
under the Carbon Tax. Progress was being made in jobs in
green energy. We need a combination of Oil and Gas jobs and
Green Energy to move this province into a stable financial
future. Also stop slashing and burning government jobs. This
government is dragging us into a situation where there are no
public or private jobs.
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T1L

education, health care, seniors, social services,
infrastructure

Get rid of the war room. Let the oil and gas industry pay for
their own propaganda. Alberta MLAs are the highest paid in
Canada. Cut their pay. Pay for people over 60 to get the new
shingles vaccine instead of paying for their doctors' visits,
medications and hospitalizations. That would be cost
effective. Take care of the vulnerable in Alberta instead of
giving tax breaks to the rich.

Support innovation and alternative energy source initiatives.
Stop giving tax breaks to the wealthy and corporations while
cutting services to the rest of us. Support job creation for
disabled persons and educational opportunities to the
underemployed. Get with the people.

T5T

Job creation including the oil and gas sector
Seniors - including the Seniors Plan (Group 66)
Health Care
Education

I have to be honest, our spending was/is out of hand and has
been for a very long time and we need to get it under control.
I do believe we have many redundancies within AHS, the
school boards and all governments, including wages and
benefits - a deep dive is necessary to determine efficiencies
and cost savings.

Stand up for Alberta, collaboration with all provinces and the
Federal government.
Listen to Albertans, be transparent.
Pipelines

I do believe we need to be realistic when it comes to perhaps
developing our own provincial pension plan and police force,
I cannot imagine the cost of setting up and maintaining these
necessities. The baby boomers are either retiring or
planning their retirement with what they have contributed to
the Canadian Pension Plan, don't mess it up!! As well, the
Seniors Plan (Group 66) is being counted on by many as
retirements are planned, look for efficiencies and perhaps
some reasonable cost sharing, but a seniors benefit plan,
including drugs, is needed.
The current provincial government needs to watch their own
spending habits including travel, spousal travel, etc., the PC
government was well known for their spending concerning
"entitlements", transparency is a requirement.

T2L

Supporting innovation with an eye to environmental
benefits; we need to diversify our economy so we are not so
dependent on oil and gas
Job creation Education - some classrooms are bursting with
overcrowding; we need well educated students who are
given the attention they require to succeed!
-perhaps we could become a province whose post
secondary universities are highly sought after due to
innovation as well as research
Health Services - because we all deserve to get the care we
need.

Health services - ensure the cleaners at hospitals use
sanitary cleaning methods. I have watched as they used the
same dirty water going room to room. Makes no sense if we
are trying to contain contagious germs. Cost savings should
be realized with fewer people suffering from prolonged
illness from being in the hospital
- stop constantly reorganizing Alberta Health Services. Each
reorg must cost a substantial amount.
- keep front line workers workers. Lives are dependent on
their care.
Government pensions - the private sector has moved from
defined benefits to defined contribution.

Supporting innovation with good science behind the ideas
Eco tourism - growing trend
Movie Industry - attract more big movies to film in Alberta
Education - cannot be stressed enough

T6E

Green energy, public education and health system.

T8L

Education and healthcare

Taxing oil industry. Introducing a provincial tax. Auditing
public education and health system to make it more efficient
for the children and the patients.
I would be in favour of a 2% sales tax.

Developing green energy (solar and wind), public transportation
(train from Edmonton to Calgary for ex), renovating buildings to
be more energy efficient
Support innovative and progressive technology.
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T0m

Education and healthcare as well as senior care, post
secondary and infrastructure spending. Should also
implement a pst as well as carbon taxes. Revenue is
important!

Cut the war room, the communication neophytes that are
employed by the ministers, they are terrible at what they do.
Eliminate spending on private schools. Let the rich pay for
their kids education out of their pocket. Don't fund religious
schools, waste of money. Eliminate the writing portion of the
diploma exams. Eliminate all standardised tests, they are
not useful and cost too much.

Spend on infrastructure, borrow money to stimulate demand,
Keynes is the way to go. Tax incentives for a variety of
industries other than oil and gas. Diversify! Tax cuts to middle
class would help more than a failed tax cut to American
billionaires. We spend our money! Stop the trickle down
nonsense! There is no trust in this government, there poorly
planned policies has created another recession. Stop paying
people off and threatening wage cuts. The Kenney Recession
is caused by a lack of intelligence and dogmatic policies.

T4L

Health care stop cutting job and making wait times longer.
Education- the cuts to education already have been
atrocious and I don’t look forward to what I am going to
have to pay next school year

Top executives that do not need to be in there a position

Support technology and innovation

T5T

Community programs and services

Stop giving oil companies free money and handouts to all
the UPC’s buddies
Add a small gst, this would give extra money instead of
having to cut in other areas

Diversify the economy instead of focusing on a dying industry.

Public Education (not private) and Healthcare

T8N

Healthcare & Education

T4P

Education (Poor education , poor future) and Health care

T0G

Unnecessary spending

Evaluating everywhere outside of Education and health care.
But also school board consolidations taking in accounts for
city , rural and indigenous communities. No one group
representation has a stronger hold than the other. How much
money is given by districts to staff to upgrade skills but then
they go back into same role but draw bigger salaries.
Example Masters degrees.
The police, the court system, especially family court support Stop giving breaks to oil companies
services in places that won't be served by a unified family
court

T8H

I feel that we need to look after our seniors, and investing in I am frustrated with the middle management in both school
better apprenticeship programs
systems and health care. The front line - nurses and
teachers need to be there, and maybe more of them, but get
rid of the high priced bureauocrats, and people making
stupid changes to curriculum. There is so much waste in
both systems, but don't get rid of the front line.

T3A

Green infrastructure, including public transit and
infrastructure for electric cars. I would also like to see
rebates that encourage homes and businesses to improve
their energy efficiency (i.e., subsidies for solar panels,
rebates for high efficiency appliances, etc.).
Education should also be a priority, with adequate funding
provided to all boards of education.

Rather than attempting to find savings through service cuts
or lay offs in the public sector, I believe the government
should introduce a sales tax.

Diversify! Move away from such a heavy focus on oil and gas
and private sector.
By supporting the educational services
Alberta needs to diversify outside of only focusing on OIL. I
don't mean this in a negative way. It's just to much can go
wrong if the only source of revenue is all in one basket.

Support the public sector, support small business, stop
assuming that the big oil companies care anything about us or
about job creation or quality of life. They care about their
shareholders, and the shareholders care about money, not
about Alberta or Albertans.
Keep pushing for pipeline, negotiate better deal with Ottawa,
(stop sending our hard earned money to Ottawa), make it easier
for businesses to come here and new ones to open.
Entrepeneurs have always been the economic answer. Get the
message out there that Alberta IS open for business even if
Canada isn't.
The government should provide incentives to attract and
support green energy companies, including those specialized in
solar, wind, and geothermal energy. Companies that provide
retrofitting services to increase energy efficiency in homes and
businesses should also be supported through incentives.
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Nuclear power.

Permit overnight stays in designated medical clinics allowed We may overthink technology. Think new agriculture ideas.
to deal with routine medical procedures.
There are many interesting but largely ignored plants elsewhere
Research and Development initiatives through private sector
in the world which are healthy for people and would take to our
Permit prescriptions to be issued or renewed for limited
loan guarantees rather than grants.
tough climate. Desert plants like Prickly Pear Cactus and
classes of drugs by limited classes of properly trained
others grow in dry climates. Alberta could also support
Hospitals to serve American and European customers for
nurses.
Saskatoon berries and other hardy berry plants. Parts of
profit.
Alberta with poorer soil could also support Lomatium cous and
breadroot and other tubers, some of which can also be planted
amongst other edible plants. We should research carefully
however in advance. Don't want a Sprung experience.
T2Z

Health and education, funding for children and families of
children with disabilities
Education and mental health. Current budget direction is
taking money directly out of schools which will directly
impact the quality of education. Funding stoppages have
already affected programming that supports our most
vulnerable populations; specifically, children and families
with economic struggles. In order to make our economy
viable in the future, we should be supporting families and
children within schools, to ensure a successful future.

Increase taxes for big businesses and high income
individuals
Instead of cutting essential services to schools and
hospitals, apply a provincial sales tax. Do this instead of a
carbon tax and then provide the needed money to what
matters to Albertans. Create greater taxes on items that end
up costing our system; cigarettes, marijuana, fast food, pop
etc.

-negotiating the end of transfer payments to ottawa
-creation of more seniors housing
-increase the accountability in public servants
-increase the enforcement of corporate tax collection and
fraud
-personal accountability of provincial boards members
(human rights, wcb, lerb, etc)
-traffic safety programs and education. Eliminate photo
radar and red light/speed on green cameras

-drastically reduce funding to public transportation such as -control property tax increases imposed by municipalities
LRT
-cap terms of city counselors and mayors to two terms
-reduce subsidies to public transportation fares
-reduce gasoline taxes
-reduce funding to the arts and museums
-eliminating school tax on the general public and putting the
onus on parents of children or capping how much a person
pays on school tax in their lifetime (ie 12-13 years).
-eliminate funding to pro sports teams
-eliminate funding to indigenous programs
-reduce salaries of public servants
-reduce AISH payments
-eliminate all subsidies to day cares and place the entire
onus on parents

T3A

Education and Healthcare

T0J

Making life better for Albertans

Canceling the war room, lowering minister’s pay and making Stop laying people off and stop privatizing public services.
ministers work year around.
Jason Kenney needs to resign if Alberta wants to grow.
Upper management in AHS
Agriculture

T2E

Vulnerable people such as those relying on Aish or other
benefits, health services, etc. Public schools and affordable
university are also important.
Health, education, Seniors, disadvantaged (AISH,
Disabilities, low income) and the government staff who work
hard to support them, municipalities - so AB government is
not offloading (as they currently are) to lower levels of
government.

T1K

T6H

Health care
PUBLIC Education

Provide re-education and support health and education
programs, which create jobs, support small businesses
We need to be more aggressive in getting our natural resources
to market and be able to compete on an international level.

War room, private schools. Tax large companies higher. Tax Higher tax on large companies. Lower tax on small companies,
small companies lower.
but they should be required to earn eligibility and meet
requirements before being given the money.
War room (outdated idea and not keeping Alberta in step
Look way, way, beyond UCP's and Premier's current focus on
with the rest of the world in terms of dealing with alternative oil and oil sands to actually keep the good paying jobs we
already have in health, education, government supports. It does
energy). Not providing sole source contracts to UCP
not serve anyone in Alberta well to eliminate good paying jobs -supporters.
who is going to pay for the services in the community when
there is no income?
Ditch the “war room”
Stop giving tax breaks to large oil and gas companies
Support public education
Support the disadvantaged members of society
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T4J

Healthcare and decent relationships with unions
1. maintaining and funding our public health care system
2. maintaining and funding our public school system
3. job creation by attracting more industry, solar energy
project on lands not suited for agriculture, Alberta coop for
generating electricity from irrigation canals, attract film
companies into Alberta, promote the arts and sciences

Wasted over spending on travel, food, drinks, and fun for
diplomats here and visiting.
1. Pass a law that goes after operating oil companies that are
not paying their taxes to recover much needed tax monies
for the municipalities, foreclose on those that do not pay up
2. Quit wasteful spending on trips to New York as nothing
comes of it as an economic benefit to Albertans, chartering a
plane for a meeting in Saskatchewan as two examples
3. Approve the Teck Mine for 5 - 10 years only if the owners
put a cleanup deposit up from before any mining is done and
that cleanup becomes ongoing if they owners meet their
commitments then their mining operation gets another 5 - 10
operating permit
4. Cut top heavy middle management in school division
central offices instead of front line teachers and assistants
5. Make investments that pay a good rate of return unlike the
poor weak investment returns of AIMCO
6. Quit hiring consultants for health care such as the Duckett
7. Quit selling our oil and gas for next to nothing to the U.S.

T6X

Wellsite abandonment .... job creation at its best.

Cuts to health care and the civil servant .. too many civil
servants are way past retirement.

T8N

More refineries

Stop handing big corporations tax breaks

T5R

Creating jobs. Not cutting them. Our province has one of
STOP THE BLUE RIBBON PANELS and all the other panels
Canada’s lowest provincial debt. Fix our infrastructure
and committees!!! As a economist I know this is the time to
while interest rates are low and people need those jobs. Hire spend on keeping your citizens working; all of them.
a good economist that knows when to spend to bolster the
economy and save in the good times when jobs are plentiful.
Stop creating so-called independent panels and spending
money on them. Give your government employees their
value in pay and let them do their jobs; they know the
programs they administer.

Stop budget cuts on essential services!
1. diversifying Alberta's economy away from dependency on oil
and gas which should be phased out over the next 10 - 15 years
and focus on a green economy
2. get unemployed oilfield workers back to work cleaning up the
6400 abandoned wells using the $30 million being wasted on
the 'war room' propaganda machine for the UCP
3. Find new markets for Alberta's produce and become less
dependent on the United States
4.Properly fund post secondary educational research and
innovation
5.Support more greenhouse operations like the one lettuce
plant east of Coaldale and the slow food movement
6. Oil refinery plants in Alberta that could be refitted for other
industries once dependency on oil is phased out
7. Produce plastic drinking bottles and containers from sugar
beets at the sugar factory in Taber

Fund wellsite abandonment ... province needs a sales tax that
goes directly to infrastructure projects and not general revenue.
Build refineries
By NOT cutting jobs. By spending money on infrastructure. By
giving people grants to upgrade education not tying their hands
by cutting programs for education. Post secondary universities
and colleges could learn from other programs like
apprenticeship. From people I have spoken with, my
understanding is the Alberta government administers industry
directed programs for apprentices which trains them what
industry wants them to know and not what the post secondary
providers think they should know. Government at its finest;
delivering what industry wants. Kindergarten to grade 12 could
take a lesson from this small sector of education.
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T2G

Invest in diversification of the economy, to ensure Alberta’s Make oil companies pay their property taxes and pay for
long term economic health, and to provide opportunities to a clean up of orphaned wells, so that taxpayers are not
wider range of the population.
burdened by their irresponsible behaviour.
Care for our most vulnerable citizens - seniors, the disabled, Raise corporate taxes.
the homeless, the unwell. Support affordable daycare so
that women can stay in the workforce and provide for their Institute a 1% sales tax.
families. Keep safe injection sites open so that people don’t
die.

Stop firing public sector workers. Those Albertans can continue
to feed their families and contribute to the economy.
Encourage up-and-coming industries such as alternative
energy production and high tech. Boost the Film Industry tax
credit to ensure that our province is able to cash in on that
booming industry.

Make sure that every child in Alberta has access to excellent
*public* schools, so that we have the most consistently well
educated population in the country. They are the future.
T2C
T2M

Anything OTHER than oil. Diversification.
Film industry & Tech.
Orphaned wells
Providing essential infrastructure to rural areas (roads,
internet)
Education / help for learning disabilities and special needs

Stop giving money and handouts to oil companies. Stop
wasting money on war rooms and stolen logos.
Sell off small agricultural leases to reduce administrative
costs (i.e. less than 100 acres) and to keep land in
agricultural use.

Diversify. Support tech and film industry.
Support agricultural, tech and tourism industries

Cut government costs and improve municipal service
efficiency and service by eliminating small municipalities
(e.g. parts of MD Big Horn to Canmore and remainder to
adjacent MDs (Rocky View, Mountain View).

T4R

Priorities like keeping taxes low for Canadians (not just
corporations) and ensuring sustainable social programs —
like health care and education — well into the future. As
well as ensuring sufficient safety and security to Albertans by increasing policing in rural communities where the crime
rate is a growing issue and keeping repeat offenders in jail.

Doing away with waste, creating efficiencies, and
streamlining operations. Look for how to do things better
rather than simply how to cut. Look for waste or
inefficiencies in areas that don't have budget line items (its
the small things that add up). Within a portfolio there is
always the opportunity to identify re-purposing of funds.

Invest in areas other than oil (i.e., stop putting all eggs in one
basket)! Encourage growth in a variety of areas. Attract
business in areas of the future such as renewable energy, and
make Alberta a technology hub.
-Leave the current Canada Pension Plan alone!

Education
- smaller class sizes
- inclusion DOES NOT WORK!!!!!!!!!!!!!
- budget to have educational assistants
- restructure school board so it is not so top heavy. Put
more money towards schools and "front line" workers

Removing Safe Injection Sites
Remove high funding to private schools
Having tighter restrictions on social funding such as AISH,
Unemployment, etc. So many people need this assistance
BUT there are so many that abuse the system!!!
Tighten the belts on high salaries in all sectors.
Offer tax break incentives for people wanting to invest in our
publicly funded programs such as education and health care.

Stop sending our money elsewhere! I understand this is more a
national problem but we need to be taking care of our own
before sending our money to other countries. Lower tuition
rates and look at acceptance levels to different programs. Offer
more hands on training. If you put more support into educating
our youth, you may find that you have a much more motivated
and qualified work force. If you do not value how children are
educated, what can one expect from the future work force?

Heathcare. Social work. Education.

Tax the rich.

Diversify resources. Invest in nuclear energy.

healthcare, education, social supports

Management, committees, “war room” not redoing work that diversification
has already been done just because NDP did it

Health Care
- wait times to get into specialists needs to be cut down
- finding a family doctor is very difficult and cannot get into
walk in clinics unless you are waiting at the door at 7am
Rural Police Presence - crime rates are soaring!!!!!
T2m
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T2N

T5K

T4S

T4N

Education and Health Care

Eliminate corporate handouts and subsidies for oil and gas
companies. Have a made in Alberta carbon tax that will
Diversifying the economy away from our dependence on the invest in the province and create incentives for energy
efficiency.
oil and gas industry.
Healthcare (DO NOT convert to biosimilar drugs)
Mid-level management in various sectors that are not
Justice system and related issues (increase number of
necessary
judges, prosecutors, police, etc)
Decrease "personal expense" allowances to political
Education
members
Decrease payments for social assistance and create
conditions such as drug testing requirements

Creating well paying jobs by investing in infrastructure,
education and health care.
Keeping income taxes low.
Creating a modest PST.
Infrastructure and transportation needs
Continue building pipelines and supporting oil and gas

At this point I am concerned that some of the current
practises are not indeed making life better for some of the
most vulnerable Albertans.
a) in light of the increased number & diversity of Albertans
that has led to an increase in number & complexity of needs
for those with disabilities (for example)...spending needs to
be accountable and sustainable but also take into account
the realities of the increased numbers & complex
needs..perhaps years ago the ' slash' brand of cutting
spending was acceptable however not any longer in our
province. In the input for the formation of our social policy
framework...it was articulated that we want to strive to
increase business and jobs, we want to have good fiscal
budgets however decisions to achieve this, we in Alberta,
did not want to have those most vulnerable left behind...but
to be taken care of...and so in that light to look most
realistically at the needs, the costs, the increasing numbers
and act in a manner to best serve those ....we as Albertans
did not want the most vulnerable left behind.
b) in a similar vein...decisions re: freezing and now
changing the payment date of AISH cheques...this type of
action only serves to increase the pressure on already
vulnerable populations many of which do not understand
the 'strategies' of politics (eg...changing the date so as to
record different expenditures in differing fiscal years)..all
they know is they need their money, on time, when it is to be
expected and to try and pay their bills...mostly rent, utilities,
taxi, some food...please don't put these people in that
position ....
c) I do know that fiscal responsibility is a reality however - in
other provinces perhaps it's different - however here we are
still a caring people about the most vulnerable in our
population and that our fiscal management reflects
that here in Alberta we are acting to cut spending but the
Education. Health care. Public infrastructure (highways,
etc.).

In the light of the above ...I'm not sure always 'finding
savings' and 'cutting spending' for certain line items is the
best option. But perhaps a better collaboration of services to
make the dollars do more, perhaps a longer plan of recovery
or acknowledging that some realities have made our plans
not as feasible as we thought before. Also in the light of the
current fiscal climate we realize that our people are
struggling and more are turning to crime to meet their needs
and so in the light of that we do need to enhance social
spending, policing spending, etc. in order to keep our
communities attractive, functioning well and safe. I don't
believe that it should be an 'all or nothing' budget...but a
budget that acknowledges some of the changed realities in
our province and needs that have to be addressed as we still
work towards economic growth and job creation.

I understand that we are still struggling to get our energy sector
back to near previous levels of functioning and in the light of
that trying to work to overcome some of the obstacles currently
being encountered by such things as trade partners, getting
products to markets, climate change/environmental lobbiests,
etc. I thank you for your efforts to continue to pursue this
during these difficult times.
I wonder if we could gain jobs and economic growth by working
to become leaders at use of our innovation, technology,
expertise to become a leader in ways to clean up land fill sites,
clean up safeguard clean water sources and water ways, so that
we can show how to transition between older tried and true
energy sources and as well new sources of energy perhaps
from our ecological efforts. Could we then be offering other
markets - say such as China- ways to use their energy
differently, finding cleaner energy, find different ways to
dispose of garbage, waste, etc. I guess I feel at this time we are
somewhat in a 'we are victims' mentality within our place in
Canada and the world...but to somehow move ourselves out of
that to be leaders, innovators, to be Albertans...to be more.

No billion-dollar payouts to businesses that leave the
province immediately. (Or any buyouts at all). Not giving
themselves raises - in fact, it is time they make some major
cuts in their own salaries.

By not cutting major public employment positions such as
teachers and health care. Economic growth would come from
EXPANDING out into NEW economies, thinking of the future,
instead of only focusing on one industry that will become
obsolete.
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T3H

Please expand your support of arts and culture in Alberta.
Stop spending so much money on studies and focus groups Incentive big business to set up shop in Alberta.
and take action!!
Film particularly, employs many people and draws
temporary residents who spend money in local economies.
Beyond artists and filmmakers, even electricians and
construction crew to restaurants, caterers and hair, makeup
and clothing designers, so many Albertans benefit from
government focus on arts and culture.

T3P

T6H

Infrastructure
Education
Health
Job creation
Education, both K to 12 and post secondary, need
appropriate funding, not cuts
Health Care, with a focus on long term care, mental health
Poverty and Homelessness
Generally making life better for Albertans, not worse.

t2z

reducing deficit

cut unneeded staff and duplicate mla jobs

only fund necessary items

T5K

Charge corporations more tax not les!! Don't only focus on
helping Calgary... all Edmonton gets is cuts! Do not pass
taxes to Albertans and municipalities!!! That is not a saving.
Get rid of the war room. That is a waste of money.
Continue to support rural areas that have serious crime
problems.

Centralize and standardize Education and Health - two large
ministries that get most of the money yet have the worst
processes.
support centralization and standardization of IT. Cut the
large number of high paid executives that are CIO's

Diversifying the economy by investing in clean energy. Support
wind and solar power. Support small business.

What difference does it make, regardless of what any of us
say you're just going to do what's in YOUR best interest, not
Albertans'.
Diversification away from oil dependency.

What difference does it make, regardless of what any of us
say you're just going to do what's in YOUR best interest, not
Albertans'.
Streamline management in the public sector. Promoting a
healthy population to decrease dependency on health care
through sport, art, social services, nutrition.
Not giving tax handouts to corporations

What difference does it make, regardless of what any of us say
you're just going to do what's in YOUR best interest, not
Albertans'.
Financially sponsoring grassroots initiatives in sustainable
environment initiatives, public health initiatives, school
graduation initiatives, travel and tourism initiatives.
Putting money into education and healthcare to create jobs for
people related to those fields.

T7X

T7X

Education
Healthcare
Financial help programs for Albertans
Diversifying the economy

Some services could be contracted out.

Incentives for companies and industries to do business in
Alberta. Support should be for incremental growth.

The government should disband that office promoting the oil
industry. It is just a waste of money, lots of money.
They should retract the tax cuts to businesses which are
doing nothing to promote jobs, based on the fact companies
are leaving Alberta and Canada for other reasons, and that
money could go elsewhere.

Avoid slashing public sector jobs, as this leads to even greater
unemployment and joblessness.
Get creative, and have an open mind about researching
alternate forms of energy. Support medical research. Develop
high tech industries.

Not spending extravagantly when taking business trips
Cancelling the war room

T3G

diversify the economy; protect the environment; stop
gutting the public service and infrastructure

Diversifying the economy to create jobs in other sectors instead
of focusing on oil and gas.

Paycuts for government officials and other public sector
workers besides teachers and nurses.
Reverse tax cuts to industry. Stop funding PR exercises like Diversify the economy; support post secondary education
the War Room and Fair Deal panel
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T4V

FOOD SECURITY FROM CANADIAN-GROWN
FOOD/AGRICULTURE INITIATIVES,INCLUDING LOCAL
,INDOOR PRODUCTION ACROSS THE
PROVINCE!FUND COMMUNITY ORCHARDS.
HOUSING PROJECTS WHICH ARE
ACCESSIBLE,MODERATE SIZED, ENERGY-WISE, AND
PROVIDE EMPLOYMENT FOR WOMEN AND MEN. Plan for
Ab.
Conservatives Orphaned Well clean-up after all these years!

T8S

Childcare and education

Texas spending on trips and holidays.

Pipeline.

T6E

Education, AISH/Income Support, Healthcare

T8v

Environmental stewardship, services (eg. health care,
sanitation, education, mental health support), health
promotion (eg. subsidies for fruits and vegetables,
discounted fitness classes).
Health care, education, social programs, economic growth

Taking away tax incentives for Oil/Business. Fair taxation.
Freezing government and political salaries.
Promoting tourism

Stop pretending the trickle down theory is a real working
option.
A provincial sales tax would generate economic growth. I'm not
sure how to support job creation.

Cut severance package, cut inefficient and duplicate IT
programs such as myhealthportal, promote and increase
funding to primary care and prevention programs to improve
health of Albertans and cut costs in health care for chronic
disease (eg treat obesity and diabetes to prevent costs of
treating end-stage kidney/heart/eye disease). Tax sugarcontaining beverages and highly processed snack foods and
subsidize vegetables to help Albertans be healthy and cost
less in health care spending. Add recreation centers.
Support aging in place to reduce spending on LTC and
hospitalization. Increase Taxes on alcohol, cigarette and
vaping products. Ban Vaping products from being sold.

Use principles for promoting and incentivizing individuals and
corporations to create growth mindset, Alberta-pride, spend
within Alberta to keep profits local. See ideas in the recent book
'Switch'

The government should have a Provincial Sales Tax like
every other jurisdiction in Canada. The province misses out
on a significant amount of revenue from tourists coming to
Alberta buying goods as well as higher consuming Alberta's
who can afford to pay a consumption based tax.

Take a long-term strategic and sustainable approach to job
creation and economic growth. The corporate tax credit is
putting funds in the pockets of highly paid executives and the
government's ongoing narrative that significant resource sector
jobs are returning is not informed by any reasonable economic
outlook. Any decisions related to job creation and economic
growth should be informed by evidence, not rhetoric and new
policies or programs should be stress tested through a
competitiveness lens that accounts for the types of economic
and tax incentives available in other North American
jurisdictions.

T3B

Health Care, Education, Seniors, Re-training opportunities
for displaced natural resource sector workers (the jobs are
likely not returning).

CHOP UP THE WAR ROOM IN CALGARY/ STOP BIG OIL
COMPANY $$$ FROM TAXPAYERS.PUT BIG TAXES ON
JUNK FOOD AND BOOZE FOR HEALTH SUPPORT.
SUPPORT SMALL REGIONAL PROJECTS FOR
EMPLOYMENT. Collect $ owed from big oil for
municipalities.

FOCUS ON HEALTHY ENVIRONMENTAL SMALL PROJECTS BE PROUD TO PROTECT AIR, WATER, AND SOIL.FUND
TRAINING FOR 40 NURSE PRACTICIONERS AND REQUIRE
THEM TO PROVIDE REGIONAL, RURAL SERVICES. FUND
TRAINING FOR MANY MORE MENTAL HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS AND SUPPORT TEAMS.FUND AB. STUDIES
RE BOOOZE/CANNABIS PRODUCTS FOR PERSONS OF ALL
AGES.
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The twinning of HWY 40 should be a top priority and was
Our health care system is in dire straits, due to the fact that
passed by the NDP government. People who drive this hwy doctors and dentists and hospitals have abused the fees
take their lives in their hands every day, mostly winter time they charge for their services. Need to put a cap on this.
but also in summer. I believe if the transport minister had to
drive this hwy every day for a year, he would quickly change
his mind. But no, he doesn't live here, so it is so very easy
to scrap it in the UCP budget. Sounds to me like northern
lives don't matter. What else is new, same old, same old.
Maybe we need the NDP back again, at least the danger of
hwy 40 would be eliminated!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Provide trade school courses to people who have lost jobs in
the oilpatch at no cost to them. You will recoup the money
back by the high taxes they pay to live in Alberta.

T9H

Education
Health
Seniors

Stop giving all the tax breaks to big corporations. Look after the
citizens, the small businesses and let corporations take care of
themselves

T3k

Health, Education and infrastructure

Administrative costs

Get rid of "committees", War room, and all "reexamination"
of previous studies and curriculum. Add a Provincial Sales
Tax and raise corporate tax rate
Taking care of Albertans from 1-99 years old. Current and
Wage reduction for the premiere and all MLA's. Limiting their
pending legislation does little for it's citizens. HEALTH
expenses. Make big business and corporations pay more
CARE already underfunded - CUT: My parents and other
taxes. Under your new regime the UCP has drilled Alberta's
family members are already feeling the crunch. EDUCATION - debt into a bigger hole. WHY? A 2-3 % sales tax would
cut: how are supposed to produce a society of well
collect money from ALL Albertans and services such as
educated, independent thinkers and a work force that is
education, health & public services could be well funded,
ready to deal with future needs. The cuts to education hurts progressive and successful.
ALL people from parents who have to pay more bussing,
teachers who have already made a significant contribution
to Alberta by working as committed professional for 8 plus
years with no wage increase [they need to gas up their cars
to], general public with cuts to services they need which
also contribute to a modern society. Education needs to be
well funded. The new curriculum is archaic, is not
researched based and had no input from educators. SERVE
ALBERTANS not big corporate companies.

Invest in tech, innovation, healthcare and education. The better
the quality of life is the more business will be attracted to
Alberta. Make it a a place people want to live
OIL is the thorn in Alberta's side. When prices are high life is
great. When prices are down everyone is negatively impacted.
Why can't governments learn to budget with consistent
income?
NDP were on the right track researching, planning and
implementing ideas for economic growth with limited reliance
on oil. Your government is backwards and rigid in their
thinking and disastrius pilicies.

T3P

Education and Health. We cannot cut their budgets. It hurts
too many Albertans.

We need to look for jobs outside of oil and gas. Technology and
green energy is a possibility. In the short term infastructure
may be the best possibility

T6j

Retaining innovation investments and supporting InnoTech
Alberta. We as taxpayers have invested dearly in that
infrastructure and you are destroying a 100 year old institute
that supported all energy research.

T3E

Eliminate tax cuts to large corporations as it hasn't created
jobs and hasn't helped our economy. Relook at panels to
improve oil and gas image. We cannot be spending money
on panels when education and health workers are being cut
due to budget cuts.
Eliminate managers... and Middle managers. We literally
have entire org charts of managers managing managers.

Investment into innovation at InnoTech Alberta.
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T6V

Maintaining high quality and well funded public education
and public health and ensuring sufficient funding is
transferred to cities for policing. These 3 things work
together in concert for a safe and well-functioning society.
Healthy people work better and live longer, educated people
are healthier and live longer and both groups are less likely
to engage in crime and policing transfer funds are critical
because as our cities get bigger so do the number of gangs
and cartels operating in those cities.

Get rid of the entire written portion of the diploma
examinations for major savings. Only keep the multiple
choice. This would save a substantial amount (exam
development, administration, marking costs, building lease,
printing, etc.). OR to save 30-50% of the current cost - take
the diplomas in Social and English down to just one writing
assignment rather that the current 2-3. Put all your
provincial boards/regulators/etc. into two high rises one in
Edmonton and one in Calgary and sell off all of your other
government buildings to private developers and get rid of all
other leases. Plus cheaper to pay insurance and
maintenance on two properties rather than 30-40. Easier for
the public as well - one stop shopping and all of their
services should be accessible on-line. Keep major
storehouses like ALGC as they are.

Start building more senior residences now and staff them so it
does not topple our province in the future with our aging
population and bring in more innovation, tech and new fields of
development so that you can actually attract more young
educated workers here in the future so we still have a strong
enough tax base. Need to offer incentives for more service
based / delivery business. The young upcoming generation
wants everything delivered to them/home - you need to start
changing models of delivery and they are willing to pay for
experiences. Much retail will die out over the next 20 years.
You need to support the jobs of the future and they're going to
be driven by the young generation and where and how they are
willing to spend their money (housing, transport/travel, food
delivery, vehicles, technology, cheap home entertainment,
vices).
The middle class is stressed with increasing costs and we drive
the economy as we are the big regular shoppers/spenders.
With caps coming off of natural gas and power and insurance that is about $1500 of my money that is now just going the their
profit margins and it is 1500 less per year I will be spending in
the stores and restaurants in my city. So those of us in our
30s, 40s and 50s will spend more time at home now just
watching Netflix and gaming because we can't afford to go out
and spend regularly even though we are in the top 10% of
income earners in the province.

T6C

Education, health care, and services for the less fortunate
citizens. As well, diversifying the economy away from oil

#1 should be to eliminate the War Room, which has already
proven to be a waste of money.

T2X

I am so disappointed when I see how are money is being
spent. We are being taxed for everything. there is nothing
left for most of us to live on. So very very disappointed.

T6J

Heath care and education

How about the government stop taking from people who are
paying their salaries or have they forgotten that the people
they are so busy trying to tax are they very people who are
paying their salary.
Corporate taxes - the corporate tax rate should not be lower
than my personal tax rate

T1S

Diversifying the economy away from the oil industry. Alberta
can still be energy focused, but there is no reason to double
down on oil in 2020 when other nations in the world are proving
renewables are the way of the future.
17(1)
For too long unionized government employees have suckled Small business is the heart and soul of AB and Canada.
from the generous gov't teat. This is not only unfair to the
Tax incentives will help. Also by making employee efficiency a
We know the importance of
private sector but an obvious waste of money.
priority in the governments jurisdiction and using some of the
profits, meeting budgets and general fiscal skills.
Practising good financial policies allowed us to employ over AB government must hold a referendum re the unfair
money saved to encourage small business to hire and train new
employees. Unlike government unions, small business tends to
800 staff, pay over $10 million in wages and over $4 million Canadian equalization program.
employ and remunerate based on merit!
in taxes as well as giving thousands of dollars a year to
As a side note, do what you can to bring about a change in
charities.
What should the gov't focus on? Getting your fiscal house in
federal government! The joke (joker?) is over; there is a great
order for the short and long term benefit of all Albertans!
country to run.
Know what they are supporting. Know which groups are valid
or which ones are only lining their own pockets or their own
families pockets.
Stop cutting funding to K-12 and post-secondary schools; the
only way to diversify the economy is to have skilled individuals
of all kinds to do so. A university degree is NOT the same as
trades certificate!
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T7x

Diversifying the economy and investing in local job creation.
Stop pitting the environment and the economy against each
other, being truly prosperous includes a healthy
environment.

Help to realistic look at how are money is created in debt and
understanding that we will never be able to pay for our social
services unless we find ways to generate revenue. The debt
will always be larger than the incoming dollars. Selling off all
of our public assets , while it may give us a temporary Fiscal
boost, is not the answer long term. Publicly owned assets
greatly benefit us all as income generation , and if we could
invest public dollars for our own future and include proper
social profit motivation it would benefit us all

Invest in Alberta! Spend money to keep our infrastructure
growing. Perpetual economic growth is an impossible standard
to maintain. We need to find new approaches to our current
issues. Business as usual has left us vulnerable and hurting.

T0C

Healthcare, Education... all levels, Seniors programs,
Climate change initiatives... diversification of the economy
and meaningful sustainable job creation.
Rapid mass transit throughout the province.

Scrap the Canadian Energy Centre. Total waste of time and
money!
Quit subsidizing profitable oil and gas corporations!
-ATA teacher grid significantly higher than the rest of the
country. Teacher salaries are crippling quality education
delivery and increasing student numbers per classrooms.
-The Jubilee Auditoria are both government owned and
operated, with three ministerial branches and the Jubilee
Friends Society providing various management and
oversight functions. The government should explore
maintaining ownership over the facilities but operating them
at arms-length. This could potentially secure a solid revenue
stream without the overhead and redundant layers of
bureaucracy. Conexus Centre in Regina may provide a
valuable example for comparison.

Diversify our economy. Invest in alternative sources of energy.

Health care, education (both K-12 and higher education), and
infrastructure (especially public transportation) are, in my
opinion, the biggest priorities the government should focus
on. Stop cuts to public service workers; we need the best
and the brightest working in public service. Cuts and wage
rollbacks will just encourage people to leave, and cripple
our province's social systems.

By eliminating tax cuts and subsidies to corporations,
especially resource (oil and gas) companies. I shouldn't
have to pay a higher tuition for my kids just so some
struggling oil companies, who refuse to pay their taxes, can
get a free ride from the government.

By investing in research, education, and critical infrastructure,
including supporting industries other than oil and gas. We
need diversification, desperately. Like any financial adviser will
tell you, diversification is the key to a healthy portfolio. For
example, the recent drastic cuts to Alberta Agriculture are
shocking, and should be reversed. Agriculture is one industry
that deserves government support, including through research
and monitoring. Another example is the recent elimination of
grants and tax credits technology companies and startups.
They deserve our support too.

On seniors, those with disabilities and low income
families/homeless. You are looking at possibly getting rid of
the safe consumption sites and yet have you taken into
account that this may be your child/children or family
members at some point.

At the top!!!! Rather than cutting those that need it the most,
why not cut at the top. You cut school funding - I'm sure
there are those at the top that could be cut. You cut nurses
funding - hmmmm is there anyone at the top that can go
rather than those that are the front line. What about cutting
funding for large businesses rather than giving them tax
breaks.

T2G

T1H

Alberta does not have a spending problem, Alberta has a
revenue problem. Increase corporate tax rates (they'll still
be among the lowest in the country), change our income tax
system to a more progressive one, restore the carbon tax,
and seriously consider introducing a PST. Then we could
use our economic good fortune in this province to actually
invest in our province's future instead of just barely scraping
by with inadequately funded public services.

Champion the oil and gas sector into the world leader of
alternative energy creation. Pooling of geo- and engineer talent
that already lives in Alberta could be the next Alberta
Advantage.

By looking at the needs of the people rather than looking at how
to find ALL those savings. I'm conservative and have been
for years however I will NEVER vote conservative again in our
province. It saddens me the way you are operating, with very
little care for the common people.
If we want economic
growth, we need to support small businesses, the mom and pop
stores that have helped grow Alberta for years. Instead it's all
about BIG business!
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T4J

education and health

T4L

Should focus on research, in all areas. Because of my
background, Agriculture should be prioritized for the
importance in job creation and other spillover effects in the
economy.
To save money in health care with an aging population, we
need more long term care facilities. So many acute care
beds are full of people who need nursing care/assistance
with activities of daily living. Also- these should be
government fun facilities to ensure these vulnerable patients
get the care they need/deserve.

T1W

I think they need to look at all departments and see if they
are top heavy and what is the need not want
Bureaucracy, decreasing regulations, finding cheaper ways
of doing and buying things. Using more common sense,
Public Service employees must work harder.
Amalgamate the catholic school system Into the public
system. Decrease overhead of running 2 school boards.
using public money to fund religion is not appropriate. It is
also discriminatory to provide funding to 1 religious group
and not others.

By giving incentives for small buisness to start and hire in
small communities to keep them growing and being active
Investing in areas with high return, creating infrastructure,
transportation (e.g. a light train between Lethbridge and Fort
MacMurray, etc.)
RESEARCH
Diversification. It is unrealistic to think that our economy
doesn't need oil and gas, but also very shortsighted to think we
can go back to how things were. We need to keep the economy
going with the oil sands while at the same time finding other
ways to create jobs in the renewable sector.

T2G

By supporting vulnerable Albertans, e.g. low income
individuals who cannot afford legal counsel for civil or
criminal matters. Make the system more efficient and enable
people to resolve their problems without complex court
procedures and delays.
Alberta should also be looking at improving the revenue
side of the equation. Reinstate the corporate tax level and
loot at other possibilities without rejecting them out of hand.

Fund proven strategies such as community courts that
address the root causes of public disorder, save costs in
prosecuting offences against people with no funds and who
need other help, and save costs down the line in social
services and justice costs that won't be needed because
individuals' underlying issues are being addressed and they
won't reoffend.

Keep funding at the local level where services can be more
responsive and keep people employed, rather than gathering up
all the available funds and spending it from government offices
in Edmonton.

T9N

Education
Getting people back to work
Oil and gas

Reduce red tape

T3C

-fund low cost affordable housing
-stop draining the pockets of seniors and persons with
disabilities
-reinstate coverage for prescriptions and necessary medical
supplies for spouses of seniors
-admit the pipedream of attracting corporate investment and
job creation is false, especially as you have done it. It is
crippling and breaking the backs of Alberta workers and
seniors.

Clean up all the departments.
AHS needs to be stream lined.
Too many middle management
Deputy ministers are over paid.
- significantly cut pay of Premier and Cabinet Ministers

-treat Albertans with respect, not with indifference, disdain.
-stop lapping things up with your corporate buddies at the
trough.
Stop being arrogant and patronizing. We see through your
duplicity under the guise of being concerned and showing
leadership. The only leadership you are demonstrating is how
to protect your own selves and how to ramp up divisiveness.
How about really working cooperatively instead of trying to
score political points?!
So far, all you have done is lead Alberta further into the abyss,
just like so many of your Conservative party predecessors.
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Social programs to support Albertan's when they are in need
(both to support transitions in structural unemployment and
to support those with permanently low socioeconomic
status).

Stop subsidizing those realms that are truly private (religious
and private schools, subsidies for private industry, etc.),
dissolve the Canadian Energy Centre, and tackle inordinately
high physician incomes.

It should institute a provincial sales tax to support continued
public employment, allowing for attrition, negotiation and
inflation to deal with income disparities. It could also then focus
on retraining persons for new economic realities.

It should stop insinuating that we should expect a return to Rather than focus on savings it should instead focus on
increased revenues through institution of a provincial sales
salary levels seen in the Oil boom, which were
tax
unsustainable in the long run and out of line with national
income levels. see Canadian Income Survey, 2012 Released:
2014-12-10
This is the first release of data from the new Canadian
Income Survey (CIS). It is based on annual income
information for the 2012 reference year.
Median after-tax income of Canadian families of two or more
people was $71,700 in 2012.
Four provinces, Ontario, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British
Columbia, saw families of two or more people with higher
median after-tax income than for Canada as a whole.
Families in Alberta had the highest median ($92,300),
followed by Saskatchewan ($77,300), Ontario ($73,700) and
British Columbia ($72,200).
Families in Alberta not only had the highest median after-tax
income, they also had the highest median market income at
$102,700. Since the tax system is directly tied to income
earned and some transfers are tied to income, families in the
province also had the highest median income tax paid
($15,600) and the lowest median government transfers
($2,400).
T3A

This was also the case for unattached individuals as those
How about Investing in and Supporting The Tech. industry
!!!!
A diverse economy is a far better investment then total
reliance on Oil & Gas. $ 30,000,000.00 FOR WHAT ?????
Give me a Break !

A balanced budget is important- do it gradually! Many, Many
people are at the end of their rope in Alberta not just the
people in oil & gas! Giving tax breaks & incentives to create
investment is a good idea - making the hard working people
who voted for you pay for those incentives is a bad move.
You have to find a way to govern fairly,that's what you were
elected to do !

Get out of your offices and talk to the people of Alberta. Talk to
the private sector, small business, self employed, the
unemployed. Ask them what are the obstacles they are
encountering, what do they need from their Government to
grow and diversify. An on line town hall discussion that sounds
like the the participants were coached and planted is sad. I
believe you will be a more successful government listening to
your constituents participating at an open public forum.

T8A

pay down the debt

salaries

continue to make it easier & less expensive for job creators

T4P

Public sector

Taxing corporations and the ultra rich. Fire Matt Wolf

Spending money, basic Keynesian economics

T3B

Health, Education and Climate

They could increase revenue by raising taxes and/or
imposing a sales tax.

By investing in Education and Health
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T2T

Maintaining existing spending for all programs, but expand
spending that is based on population growth (hospitals,
schools, highways)

Close down rural hospitals that are not required. For
By encouraging Albertans to diversify the economy. Stop being
example, there is a hospital in Castor (pop 900 people), 35
all in on oil and gas.
kilometers from there is a hospital in Coronation (pop 940
people), 51 kilometers from there is a hospital in Consort
(pop 729 people). I get there are people in between, but there
are three hospitals within 100 kilometers. By keeping them
open, you are punishing people in the cities where the
populations are expanding.

T6T

Children
Addiction and mental health
Community services
Services in rural areas
Roads and services among towns/cities
Arts
Health care and education - laying off front-line workers in
these sectors should be absolutely unacceptable.

Health
Municipality

T6E

T3G

Public Education

Spending priorities should be on education, support for the
most vulnerable member of society such as those on
income support and AISH, and protecting the environment.

T1B
T2J

Diligent partnership with private sectors
Hire locals for bigger roles in organizations

Higher tax rates for large corporations and reduced spending Companies should be rewarded for creating diverse economic
on unnecessary travel for government officials.
opportunities for Alberta. We can't invest solely in oil and gas,
and technology & innovation should be a key pillar of Alberta's
economic policy.
Healthcare
Subsidize renewable industry to make a Green Deal that will
make Alberta a world leader in the Energy sector once again.
Reinstating previous tax rates for large corporations and
adding a sales tax.

It is important to focus on the diversification of the economy
and develop strategies to decrease reliance on the oil and gas
industry.

Community Adult Learning Programs having enough funds Greater accountability for the money/grants given to Metis
available to support staff who can offer full-time, year round Settlements.
programming to adult learners.
Help families with costs of living/tax cuts as financial stress
is a strong contributor to mental illness which has
numerous consequences to our society and workplaces.

Supporting Community Adult Learning Programs to work with
employers to train and equip their employees to open up further
employment opportunities for them.
With helping families in this economic situation, it would
provide more income for them to re-invest in the economy or in
further learning to equip them for other job opportunities.

Funding education including universities. Reverse cuts.
Stop oil subsidies. Track accordingly. After all free market
Move to tuition free
rules or does it?
Education - K-12 education needs adequate funding,
reduce corporate subsidies
including transportation to/from school. Downloading
transportation and other education costs to families is a
burden, essentially a tax on children.
Education - post-secondary education is critical to preparing
the workforce for future jobs, adequate funding and student
loan programs are essential.
Seniors - health care funding for seniors is necessary,
including prescription drugs and dental.

Fund education and universities. Bring back student work
programs. Encourage oil workers to retrain.
Support education 1) post-secondary education is critical to
preparing the workforce for future jobs and 2) post-secondary
institutes are centres for innovation and research.
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T8G

Health care, education, and infrastructure.

Stop giving oil and gas corporations huge tax breaks.
They've always known oil and gas is a boom bust business.

T2M

Education, health, economic diversification

Better idea: government could look at increasing revenue.

T0K

Education k-12, early childhood education 0-6 year olds,
PUF programming, Post Secondary Education, health care.

Essential services (police, fire ambulance funding),
healthcare, education and justice system (specifically, the
courts and prosecutions).

First of all, stop cutting government, educational, and health
care jobs and funding. Government, educational and health
care jobs are stable positions that enable people to pay taxes,
work, and have good health care. What you have done so far is
the opposite. Even fewer people are working now and many
more will soon be out out work. It is horrible. To support job
creation and consequently economic growth, first stop
eliminating jobs through cutbacks. Work to keep the economy
as stable as you can by enhancing what we have first and then
take well researched steps to slowly move the economy
forward. Economically this province has always been a boom
and bust economy because of oil prices based on the world
wide economy. The big oil and gas companies are well aware
of this. I have lived here my whole life and my father worked in
the oil and gas industry here and world wide. He always talked
about the companies knowing exactly what they were doing.
Stop giving them tax breaks.

Economic diversification. I have a job in oil and gas and
everyone in my company sees the writing on the wall for this
industry. It will never be the gravy train again that the UCP
government wants it to be. Make this a province that new
industries want to relocate to. Quit picking on teachers - we
need an educated workforce.
Cut budgets in Professional Development, not front line staff Please get oil and gas up and going. Any helps to free
in Education. The Carbon Tax spending is ridiculous. Spend restrictions on new business.
less on government advertising and mail outs.
Administration staff cuts rather than front line cuts.
Disposing of the "War Room" and related spending,
increasing corporate taxes and implementing a PST. We do
not have a spending problem, we have a revenue problem
which has been caused by the sharp downturn of the oil and
gas revenue. This loss of income needs to be made up for
somewhere and increased taxation is (unfortunately) the best
way to do so.

Invest in our people, our infrastructure, our essential services
and our public sector workers (being healthcare, law
enforcement, court staff and government lawyers). Cutting jobs
in these areas puts Albertans out of work, many of whom who
currently have spouses who work in the oil and gas sector but
are currently unemployed or facing a reduction in hours. In
situations where both spouses are affected by public sector
layoffs and oil and gas layoffs, these families cannot support
themselves, nor spend their money locally and support the
local economy.
Invest in infrastructure development and upgrading.
Maintaining and upgrading infrastructure creates jobs in the
short term that will get Albertans back to work while either the
oil and gas sector improves or other industries become an
economic driver.
Diversification of our industries outside of the oil and gas
sector. This requires the promotion and support of industries
outside of the oil and gas industry
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T0K

1.) Spending should take place where it will stimulate and
grow the economy(ie. energy and agriculture).
2.) Innovation and product development.
3.) Infrastructure.
4.) Some social programs.

1.) Let local municipalities operate the ambulance with
volunteers. Having full time EMT's on site 24/7 is too
expensive. Using volunteers on an as needed basis will cut
significant costs.
2.) Require a nominal fee to see the doctor or to go to
emergency excepting those of low income. This will
encourage residents to think twice about the need to seek
medical help and only go when absolutely necessary.
3.) Get rid of the safe injection sites. They are expensive and
result in increased crime putting the law biding citizens more
at risk. We seem to be more concerned about those
breaking the law and making it easy to do so while forgetting
about those who keep the law.
4.) Cut back on unnecessary government jobs. Keep the
jobs that help to maintain and grow the economy and keep
citizens safe and healthy.
5.) Cut back on excessive government salaries.
Administrators are being paid way too much.
6.) Find ways to encourage the repayment of student loans.

1.) Promote our natural resources as a high value product and
environmentally friendly.
2.) Provide incentives for growth and development.
3.) Offer to pay partial costs for retraining those who have lost
their jobs.
4.) Support research and development in agriculture. Everyone
needs to eat.
5.) Provide incentives for small businesses to hire people.

T6J

AISH
Alberta Innovates crown corporation
Health Care
Education - in particular elementary education
Legal Aid
Alberta Justice - in particular the legal team handling child
welfare matters, and the Maintenance Enforcement Program
More staff (and higher proportion of nurses to residents) in
nursing homes.

Slash salaries derived from MLAs sitting on committees.
Boosting spending on infrastructure, including public transit.
Introduce a provincial sales tax.
Investment in Alberta Innovates crown corporation.
Eliminate the tax cut on oil companies - it has failed to create
jobs or spur investment.

T8N

1. All levels of education- from elementary through to postsecondary and trade schools.
2. Healthcare delivered in a not-for-profit system.

hold taxes steady for corporations (i.e. don't reduce them).
focus tax relief on those that actually consume and spend the
By reducing the corporate tax, you haven't created jobs, you most- the middle class.
just sped up corporate debt repayment. At the same time,
those companies that were close to the line and had some
tax-loss-carry forward credits, your tax cut just devalued
those credits. So you pushed them over the line. All too
often, those businesses are small businesses, which drive
the economy.

T9A

on diversification and innovation. should not continue with
cuts to human services eg wish and seniors.

recind some of the tax relief given to business and
corporations.

ensure gas and oil pipelines are completed in a more timely
manner. assist people and organizations who have innovative
ideas for diversification of the economy.more thought given to
government involvement in future technology such as for
climate change.
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T2M

Providing high quality public services

I don't know where you can find savings, but I do know that Diversifying economic portfolio away from energy sector.
cutting the education budget and health care spending at the Investment in education at all levels.
front line is going to result in higher costs in areas of the
health and education budgets and other sectors, and it will
hurt individuals, children and families.

T1J

Public education
Public healthcare
Supports for low-income families
Supports for the severely disabled
Education and health care. Incentives to establish new
industries (like film, tourism, culture and technological startups) that do not involve tax cuts, credits perhaps. We need
to focus on what people care about (education and health),
what will help our population compete (education) and how
we transition (in the next 10, 20 years) out of an economy
that is dependent on oil and gas.

Stop giant handouts to corporations

Invest in public services
Invest in green energy

There is no need for the "war room". Also, tax cuts for
corporations will not create the jobs in Alberta. Instead of
being stuck in the past (in terms of our economy being
driven by oil and gas) we need to consider a transition plan
that encourages diversification. For example, tax cuts do
nothing for start-ups. Instead, we should be thinking about
how we can offer things to those companies to encourage
those businesses in Alberta.

Incentives to establish new industries (like film, tourism,
culture and technological start-ups) that do not involve tax cuts,
credits perhaps. We need to focus on what people care about
(education and health), what will help our population compete
(education) and how we transition (in the next 10, 20 years) out
of an economy that is dependent on oil and gas. We should be
thinking about how we can offer things to those companies to
encourage those businesses in Alberta.

T6L

Health, education (K-12 and post-secondary), supporting
workers getting back to work and protecting them from
abuse, and stimulating business development/investment
through incentives (not tax breaks).

Rolling back on the tax cuts, review new possible revenue
steams including diversification of revenue streams. Reduce
the reliance on revenue from oil industry so that we have
less of a boom and bust environment for provincial revenue.
Avoid privatization of anything since that doesn't actually
create savings for Albertans. Review whether PST is
potentially an option.

Incentives (not tax cuts) should be given for new business
types to promote new business investment in a diverse range of
industries. Support post-secondary education for those
industries we are trying to support. Once changes are made,
avoid changing tax rate and incentives so radically in such a
short period so that businesses aren't scared away from
potential investment. Alberta needs to be viewed as a stable
place that supports both employers and workers.

T3E

Education and health services as well as support to senior
and handicaped people.

T2M

T8A

T5G

T5T

If they were to implement a provincial tax or stop tax cuts to By trying to diversify it's economy and stop focusing only on
corporation, we wouldn't need to "find savings" and cut in
the oil and gas industry.
important services.
Education- lowering class sizes and supporting all students Taxing higher class wages and big corporations.
Look at diversifying portfolio outside of Oil and gas....more
interest in technology and environmental positions.
and healthcare- lowering all wait times and supporting low
to middle class citizens ability to access all healthcare
needed including mental health resources.
Economy diversification (Artificial Intelligence, film &
television, green energy). Climate Change. Arts & Culture.
Infrastructure.
Spend as much as required on Medical/ Health services.
The rest will fall in place when the population is functioning
well.

Increased tax revenue (PST). Automation and efficiencies in
health care administration that does not reduce resources to
front-line workers.
Make sure that all the government functionaries are doing
their
work, and do not keep adding more civil servants to the
overloaded
offices. Reduce the spending in this area.

Remove the cap on the film tax credit.

Do what you can with the money available , do not look for
more cash
from the middle class tax payer. Tax the luxury items not the
food
and essential needs. People will move to other provinces where
the
living costs are more affordable. Get the economy growing with
new
ideas and energy saving business plans.
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Providing services for vulnerable populations, such as
people with disabilities and people living in poverty.
Diversifying the economy, including encouraging
development of renewable energy sources.
Education for all of Alberta's children and youth.
Ensuring quality health care access for all Albertans.
T2V

Health,Education,and Energy both traditional and green.
Make the pipelines more eco friendly so that they are a
better sell to people. Show that you have a plan for when
they leak and do a better job controlling the oil companies
so that people believe in them.

T8N

Health, Education, and Infrastructure.

Eliminating the war room, stopping tax cuts to large
corporations and increasing taxes closer to their previous
levels for large corporations and those in high tax brackets,
instituting a 1% PST while providing more tax credits to
people and families in the lowest tax brackets.

Diversify the economy by supporting renewable energy and
investing in other areas such as technology and the arts.
Ensure education for all Albertans, including affordable postsecondary education. Prioritize affordable public transportation
so that people with no access to a personal vehicle, including
youth, can work. Subsidize day care to allow more parents to
return to the work force.
Discourage people from going to the Emergency room when Encourage education and support entrepreneurship in the
you have a respiratory infection, and/or the Flu, provided you province.
do not have complications like inability to breathe or
pneumonia.
Quit wasting money on bring premiers from other
provinces here for a pancake breakfast.
Do not go to London to talk about oil when you have nothing
to show for it and cannot prove who you talked to.
Quit hiring so many EXECUTIVE at AHS and school boards.

There are many inefficiencies in any government. Look for
streamlining the delivery of services, rather than eliminating
them.
Refrain from handing out money to private concerns when it
is fairly certain that that money will never be recovered or
will not be effectively used.
Health Care, Financial Supports and Services, Infrastructure Stop giving the Energy Sector tax cuts - that $4 billion
dollars didn't kick start the economy, nor did it create more
jobs for that sector. Let of of the $30M Canadian Energy
Centre. That $30M could have gone towards AISH and you
didn't need to punish them by indexing their pay.

Develop local industries to process our resources, preferably
with measures to reduce our carbon footprint.
Develop industries for a time when the use of fossil fuels will be
greatly reduced.
Remember the Ripple Effect from Economics 101.

Daycares, schools, health and put more money into
Infertility clinics
Getting children and youth active to reduce healthcare costs
in the future. If the trend of inactive children and youth
continues the healthcare system will not be sustainable in
the not too distant future (if it isn’t already). The
preventative measure of getting kids active is the only
solution to the rising cost of healthcare. Investments in
sport and recreation for kids should be a priority.

Stop paying for immigrants and start paying for canadians

Pipeline and support child care educators

T2X

Non profit mental health organizations for all ages, mental
health agencies and organizations in general.

By not building new sports arenas

T5X

Jobs and Social programs including health care, AISH, and
Seniors.

Stop suing other governments if you have already lost in a
lower court. Stop giving handouts to corporations. Reduce
waste.

T5M

T9k
T1S

Raise the minimum wage for youth. Bring back the Carbon tax.
Invest in a program to clean up and convert
abandoned/orphaned wells (I am sure there are several good
plans out there).

The healthcare budget can have savings in the future if
Diversification while continuing to use our natural resources to
children and youth develop healthy active lifestyles. A small develop jobs and economic growth
investment in sport and recreation for youth will have huge
cost savings in the healthcare system down the road. There
is no quick fix for cost savings in the healthcare system, but
an investment in sport and recreation for kids will find
savings.
More eco-friendly endeavors, better road care in communities,
use local artists and local businesses for all community related
needs.
Diversify. Invest in alternative energy and manufacturing.
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T5T

Health Care, Longterm Care for the Elderly, K-12 Education, Middle management, top heavy ministries, amalgamation of
Catholic and Public Schools, removal of public funding for
Post Secondary, STEM Research and Innovation, Orphan
private for profit schools. Reinstate the Alberta Health Care
Well Clean up, and Infrastructure
Premium

Create a Peace Corp style of Civic service - legislate and
demand Oil and Gas companies to clean up their well sites.
Bring back tax credits for new tech development, expand
Tourism potential in Northern Alberta. Build an ultra fast rail
link between Edmonton and Calgary. Invest in new Agriculture.

T7V

Family support services
Disability support services
Clean energy and industry diversification
Better support for single income families
The principal priorities are health and education. Of high
priority is the reclamation of orphan wells and preventing
new orphan wells.

No war room
Royalty increases on fossil fuels
Increase taxes on large corporations

Diversity of industry
Create tax breaks or incentives around diverse industry

Consolidate small MD's such as the MD of Bighorn No. 8 with
the surrounding municipalities. Divest small grassing leases
(say less than 100 acres ) buy selling them at agricultural
values to the current lease holders.
Continue to look for areas to streamline. Cut deep in
bureaucracy, middle management in health and education,
as well as other ministries. Are we not able to tell a ministry
they are not allowed to cut front line? I see unions doing
idiotic cuts in order to gain sympathy from voters, while they
clearly protect the bureaucracy jobs.

Keep taxes low and improve infrastructure.

T3Z

T0L

Focus on helping the most vulnerable - AISH recipients,
disabled, low income, elderly.

T3B

Education, Health Care, Addiction and mental health

T1J

Make oil industry accountable for abandoned oil wells and
unpaid taxes. That's a lost revenue that I can't even believe
the government is trying do without.
PUBLIC Health and PUBLIC education. The current budget is eliminate the "War Room". What a ridiculous waste.
a travesty.
the UCP should cease all activities related to "fair deal"
panel. This is also a waste of resources. Albertans did not
ask for pension changes and its own police force.

T2M

Education, Healthcare

T1R

Healthcare, childcare, and education!

Temporary royalty holidays on oil and gas. Continue to remove
red tape. Remove interprovincial trade barriers. Even if the
other provinces do not join, it helps Alberta's economy.
Remove or reduce our tariffs on extra-provincial imports.
Please do not close safe consumption sites: can we be adults
here and admit that we need them, and work on improving their
locations and their wraparound services. I will think highly of
this government if every once in a while it actually says some
existing government programs are a necessity and a good idea,
and not tainted just because they were set up when the NDP
were in power. We set ourselves up to have other programs
removed every 4 years if we play this game, to the detriment of
Albertans.
Stop trying to save oil and gas and invest in new technologies
that mitigate climate change and promote sustainable energy.
INVEST in Education. Incentivize businesses to hire PSE
students through tax-credits. Every other province has been
doing this for decades. We should be funding innovation and
collaborating with PSE to harness new energy and tech
initiatives.
Visit: cewilcanada.ca

Consolidate small municipalities (e.g. MD Bighorn should be Support significant sporting events and tourism activities that
dissolved with urban parts to Canmore, agricultural lands to put Alberta on the map as a place to be.
adjacent rural MDs).
Sell off existing small agricultural crown leases to current
lease holders at agricultural land prices to save
administrative costs (e.g. parcels less than 50 acres) and
keep land in agricultural use.
Require fiscal responsibility from overpaid oil and gas
industry and align cost of living for rural and urban centers.

Invest in education so individuals are employable. Focus on
careers that are sustainable and demanded by the people to
support the next generation (health, knowledge, and child
development).
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T2S

Springbank Off-Stream Reservoir

Health Care

Get new pipelines flowing out of AB

T7Y

Health care, education, social services such as AISH,
seniors benefits.

Not by cutting AISH payments. It is concerning with the
approach the government is using, don’t we remember the
Klein years that did not help anyone, the revisit to the
various things implemented by the former government. That
seemed wasteful and costly and some of it was unnecessary,
eg school curriculum, already started by the conservatives
originally. Cuts to the public service will not be beneficial
either, you should be getting ideas from the public service
folks who work day to day and see things that could be cost
saving. If there weren’t so many ADM’s and upper
management we might be able to keep the employees
presently working as there are some areas it is difficult to
staff too, especially in the social services world.
I think these threats of slash and burn are going to create
more issues for the government in the long run and will not
assist with savings or promote growth. I think it may be time
for a sales tax BUT it should replace all the taxes that seem
to be added to many of our purchases now we just don’t call
it a tax but a registration fee/administration fee.

We should continue to diversify our economy, I think there is a
lot going on in Alberta in that regard. I don’t think the
government acknowledges that as they should. I think we
should be working with the opposition and present government
as well as business together ideas, I don’t think some
businesses should get tax breaks while others don’t, regular
taxpayers don’t get breaks and oil companies should be
cleaning up their wells and towns should not have to be
responsible as it all gets downloaded on Albertans. I am very
concerned with our oil and gas sector as we still need gas and
not sure what answer is when we don’t have support of feds or
other Provinces but Wexit is certainly not the answer.
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T5R

T4L

T5J

T5H

I think that the government should focus on spending in the
areas of health care, education and social programming.
Spending money in these areas reduces long-term costs by
reducing crime, health care expenses, and social support
programs. Adopting a preventative strategy to social
spending always results in social health increasing.

Kill the war room and allocate those funds towards social
programs. Retract the tax break for all O&G companies that
have pulled their headquarters from Alberta and put
regulations around those tax breaks to guarentee
employment, investments into communities where they
operate, and guaranteed investment into the Alberta
economy. Accept the reports that government employees
generated over the last 4 years rather than starting the
process over again, i.e. education reforms, adoption
processes. Adopt a preventative approach to social
programs to save costs associated with homelessness,
crime, mental illness, addictions, and chronic illness.
Between 2012-2013 AHS spent 4.25 billion on caring for
people with chronic illness. Much of this cost could be
prevented if people with chronic illness were able to access
resources that would allow them to manage their illness with
greater competancy. Make mental health services
accessible, affordable, and available. We have failed to
properly partner with organizations that can provide mental
health support at a fraction of the cost of AHS or other
government agencies.

Change agricultural regulations so family farms can be selfsustaining. Give tax breaks for businesses that employ hard-toemploy persons. Work with tech and business to create new
businesses. Bring reliable, high-speed internet to remote areas
so citizens of all ages can benefit from access to videoconferencing mental health care, health management,
continuing education, and business information. Come up with
a plan to support urban centers who are being flooded with
displaced rural Albertans. 17(1)

Increase the wages for personal care attendants,
Find ways in the education system to destigmatize and correct
for gender discrimination in health care. These are good
careers that are being unfilled or workers leave the field due to
lack of respect and poor pay. Do something to increase teacher
autonomy and freedom to teach because 40% of all Education
grads leave the field within the first 5 years, which is stifling
innovation in education. Remove regulations that make it
impossible for restaurants and grocery stores to donate leftover food to shelters and social agencies for redistribution.
Weigh the social cost of closing injection sites (government
paid funerals, hospital stays, ambulance, policing and crime)
with the cost of running the site. Create a Farm Mental Health
line to curb male suicide rates, which costs society lost taxes,
loss of labour in the workforce, increased child care, and social
services. Take a look at what areas of the Alberta economy
were starting to get a foothold (film, tech, community-based
research, telehealth, community-based social programs) and
support those new areas of growth. Sell the coal internationally.
Look at joining SK, NB, and Ont. in bringing nuclear power to
remote communities to bring jobs, a reliable power source, and
immigration. Explain to Albertans the value of immigration.
Balance the international, commodities-based economic model
and with supporting domestic growth This government is
Public sector needs to be priority. It is the public sector
Too many panels, consolidate bus transportation for public & Stop trying to woo the big oil and gas, we have enough
that spends money locally. Look at Portugal for a terrific
catholic school boards!!, reduce UCP government staffing,
incentives -they are leaving for a reason...it's time to be
realistic, invest in green energy, hemp products in lieu of single
example of growing the middle class and its positive effects reduce o&G giveaways, standardized 1-5 tests will cost
use plastics, geothermal heat, bring back tech incentives, open
on the Portuguese economy, cleaning up oil an gas wells
millions!
up agriculture markets, we have other resources than o&g, it's
time to focus on them
Diversifying our economy, local business support, and
We are too focused on oil and gas sector and should take
By supporting efforts to diversify our economy and supporting
social services. In particular, the new study released by the money from that industry to fund social services.
local businesses and entrepreneurship in our province.
Association of Alberta Sexual Assault Services indicates
that 43% of Albertans have experienced sexual violence, and
I believe that more spending should be in this area as a
result.
Funding sexual assault centres and related services to help Stop subsidies to oil companies and investing in a dying
Invest in green technologies
support the 1.8 million people who've experienced sexual
industry!!
assault and abuse in this province.
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T6E

Low income housing and student debt relief

T1k

Education, health care, diversifying the economy.

T4P

Education, health care, and diversifying our economy.
Putting all our eggs in the oil basket won't cut it, and the
rest of the world moves forward on investing in the
development of new technologies, so should we.

T1K

Waste in health care. Too much bureaucracy in AHS.
Stop the corporate "gifts". Trickle down economics has
never worked.....

T2Y

Social services like education and health care.

T6M

Primarily I think the government needs to focus on spending
money to diversify our economy and invest in clean energy
initiatives. We not longer live in a world where we can
solely rely on oil and gas revenue to be stable and depended
upon. We need to create jobs for the future, in new and
innovative sectors.
We also need to make education and healthcare spending
our priority. A well educated, healthy society benefits
everyone! The long term effects of an underfunded
education and healthcare system are detrimental to society.

By getting rid of the loopholes that allow large, wealthy
organizations to pay less than their fair share of taxes. Start
taxing unsustainable items - increase tax on all companies
who produce, distribute and sell plastics and other harmful
materials.
Tax big polluters.
Cut unnecessary government positions. (Streamline Gov.)

Forgive student debt or at least forgive a percentage of student
debt. Create an educational incentive program for new students
and current professionals in the sustainable energy field.

Tax corporations more than a measly 8%, frankly.

Diversify the economy. Invest in the tech sector, invest in arts
and culture, invest in education. The government seems to be
creating an environment that's unappealing for any industry
that isn't oil and gas (or auto insurance.) which will be
cancerous down the road as the global demand for oil will not
return to its former glory.

Companies come here and profit massively off of OUR
resources. Letting them pay next to nothing in taxes to
support the province they're getting rich off of is pure
stupidity.

Education funding increase to hire more teachers so students
have a chance of learning in a class that is not over crowded.
Cap tuition increase by 3%.

Also maybe don't waste money on a shady, highly partisan,
unaccountable propaganda "war room". Seriously. Cut it
and spend the money on things that will actually help the
average Albertan, like keeping our health and education
systems robust, because I guarantee that in 5 years, 10
years, the money spent on the "war room" will have
amounted to absolutely nothing, whereas the health and
education of the citizens will.

Why not go through with building the medical lab around
Edmonton that was in the beginning stages?

Eliminate multiple school districts. Is not need for public,
separate and private schools to all duplicate the same thing.
The "expansion" of this waste under the guise of "choice"
should not be continued. One good public system. If
individuals want a "private" experience they should pay for
it.
Why do other provinces have a provincial tax and Alberta
does not. It seems as if the government is trying to bring all
the services that we are better at down to the same standard
as the services offered in other provinces, yet if we had a
provincial tax we could maintain the quality of our services.
Shouldn't we be setting an example for other provinces?

XX

I feel the government has wasted a lot of money creating a
war room, and giving corporations a huge tax break. I also
do not feel it is the job of the public sector to pay for these
things. The government is wasting a lot of money on
defunding or cancelling initiatives that were already in place,
to just reimplement them.
For example: supportive housing in Lethbridge, the school
lunch program, and grants to people producing TV and
movies in Canada. These things already existed, the money
was cut, and then it was reimplemented. This is a waste of
time and money.

I think a good first step is to stop cutting initiatives and grant
money that were creating jobs; like stopping the construction of
the super lab in Edmonton, cutting grants to tech companies,
and getting rid of the carbon tax.
What we should be doing, is investing in new resource
revenues like tech startups, and green energy initiatives. I also
think that a small provincial tax should not be out of the
question! I realize this hurts our low income people first, but I
do not think it should be out of the question. It would generate
a predictable, dependable stream of income.

Either that or perhaps try to mandate that companies have a
responsibility to invest a certain amount of profit back into
research and engineering. Canada has a pretty poor record of
companies investing in R&E.

The government would benefit from not putting their eggs in
one basket. I come from an oil and gas family so I understand
the pressure; however, people in that industry have skills that
can be used in another industry. The government would do
right by these individuals through the exploration of other
industries that would support job creation.
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T5P

Improve health care and ensure adequate levels of civil
servant staff. Address issues affecting Canadian seniors.

T6W

Supporting inclusion and early intervention to build a
foundation for young learners is vital. Without those
building blocks in literacy and numeracy, and a focus on
social/emotional learning, young children are less prepared
to find success in school. I strongly encourage our province
to become leaders in the field of early learning and consider
developmentally appropriate ways children learn. Some
theorists that the panel would want to look at are: Piaget and
Vygotsky, Brofenbrenner and Dewey. The idea that children
are a blank slate or 'tabla rosa' that can learn by absorbing
concepts through direct instruction is a fundamental
behaviourist stream of thought and is archaic in nature. This
government is using the emotions of the general population
to promote their agenda by implying that the education
methods of the 60s, 70s and 80s are still current. Children
are not mini adults who are capable of learning concepts
like the mature citizens. I am disheartened to hear that the
government is ignoring a child's right to have their unique
stage of life honoured and is not supporting learning in a
way that is most meaningful to him or her. Constructivism is
a methodology followed by global frameworks including
New Zealand, Italy, England, Australia, Finland etc. It is a
proven methodology that takes into account
developmentally appropriate practices. Children learn best
through natural inquiry and hands-on experiences. The
government will save money by recognising this already
proven stream of practice and not waste taxpayers money to
implement an antiquated method of teaching that will put
our students at risk for not meeting the current global
standard of learning.

Education and health care.

T8H

Reduce the size of caucus and expense allowances.

Promote development of plastic alternatives, continue
supporting oil and gas export, promote population control.
Don't waste time or money on carbon hysteria.
Using the experts already employed in the education field to By recognising that the oil and gas industry is not a viable
showcase the current work that is being done and take into solution for economic growth moving forward and finding a
consideration those front line workers that have meaningful diversified, more sustainable way to promote economic growth
contributions to make on how to improve education through in our province. As well, by acknowledging that all field of
practical experience. By not wasting time looking at
professions begin and are rooted in education and quality
assessments that expect children to regurgitate information teaching. It is impossible to have innovation and professional
but rather find ways to show meaningful learning that builds growth without understanding that curriculum must include
on prior knowledge. By investing in education and post
both convergent and divergent thinkers. A strong, forward
secondary institutions to raise the level of awareness in our thinking education system is key to building a strong, forward
citizens, our province will save money through the
thinking society that can impact global trends.
autonomy, not the interdependence, of the individual. I
realize that it is a detriment for this government to have a
society that is able to engage in critical thinking, however
since Plato and Socrates, it has been proven that this is what
strengthens a society.

Cutting down on travel expenses, taxes on the bigger/global Support small, local businesses with some sort of incentive.
companies working in Alberta.
Stop education and health care cuts (resulting in so many job
losses)

Healthcare and education spending need to be maintained at Get rid of the war room. Reduce the extremity of the tax cut.
least at a level that increases with inflation, so, they need to Leave it at 10. That's already among the lowest. We gain
increase enough to make up for failing to increase with
nothing from further reduction.
inflation in the first budget and then increase with inflation
for this year. Same goes for AISH.

Support other industries besides O + G. This single minded
approach to have us more dependent on this industry will just
lead us to future hardships.
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T6J

Provincial governments have been telling us for decades
now that we need to diversify our economy to stop our
dependence on the fluctuating oil and gas prices.

Reduce subsidy payments to oil and gas companies to oil
and gas companies that owe millions to the government for
wells not being used and abandoned.

So what are you doing about this in a positive way to move
forward on this issue?
Not much in my opinion.

Has the government looking into a UBI policy for Alberta
where they can become the author of their own lives rather
than depending on civil servants that appear to be out of
touch with reality with funding cuts that are directed at the
poor.

T6E

Arts & Culture
Healthcare
Education

Management level within the bureaucracy, all departments
Cancel raises & bonuses for middle management and above
and for all MLAs
Require post secondary institutions to cut high level
management salaries by 25% minimum (Deans, Associate
Deans, President, VPs)
Put a salary cap on Full professor salaries

25/day daycare
tax cut to sole proprietorships and small business with less
than 40 employees
institute the Arts Professions Act, with mandatory use of
contracts, and support of minimum fee schedules for work, tie
AFA funding to use of CARFAC fee schedule

T4V

I think the government should focus on regular families and
small businesses. These are the people pumping money into
our economy every single day. When we give tax breaks to
large corporations, they are not spreading this wealth
around Alberta. Trickle down economics does not work.

I think we need to ensure large corporations are paying their
fair share. We could also save huge amounts of money if the
UCP stops wasting it on fruitless endeavors like the "War
Room" and re-evaluating an education curriculum that was
already ready to go.

We should be focusing on new, green technologies and starting
to implement plans to lessen our reliance on oil and gas. We
should be supporting the "everyday" Albertan so they in turn
have the money to put back into the economy through everyday
spending, open businesses, attend university, etc.

T6L

Education and Health Care

Cut back their wages

Do not cut jobs

T5K

Health care and education!
Why are we heading towards American-style policies when
we should be heading towards Scandinavian-style policies?
People in the Scandinavian countries seem wealthier,
healthier and happier. It has been that way for decades. Yep,
they have high taxes. The average, middle-class American is
in a very different boat, and it's sinking.

STOP HANDING OUT CORPORATE WELFARE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The 4.5 billion dollar Christmas gift to corporations will not
create jobs. Husky Energy has bolted from Alberta and left
us with an abandoned well legacy that taxpayers will pay for.
From what I can see, the Alberta government is no different
than the fiscal moron that is our current Prime Minister.

Encourage education! Educated people tend to be
entrepreneurs and thinkers. They help solve problems and
create solutions or alternatives.
Dictators hate when the masses are educated. Uneducated
Albertans are just dumb followers. That's what a dictator wants.

Social Service/front line programs that provide much
needed supports to Albertans in these hard times
Supporting the less fortunate and the early years

in a small PST and reducing the payouts to oil and gas

T2E
T6E

Yes, it should and why is it taking so long.
As usual, when the times are good governments at all levels are
first in line to accept praise, pats on the back and monies for all
the good decisions and policies they are involved in.
However, when the tie turns and governments fail to react in
positive ways, as they usually do, they are suddenly looking for
places to make cuts and those cuts nearly often fall on
programs to assist the voiceless and poor in society.

You want to drive economic growth is this province? Stop
bending to the will of racist, gay-hating, religious wingnuts and
hicks. As long as those fools are driving policy decisions, we
will never be viewed as a place where the next "Silicon Valley"
could happen.

Fewer jamborees away from Alberta by government
ministers, fewer perks for the rich.

Grants to attract new sectors (film, tech etc.) outside of oil and
gas
Capital investment in infrastructure. You should invest in a
recession otherwise you make it worse.
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T2V

Diversification of Calgary's economy. Move emphasis from
oil and gas to renewable energy. Stop trying to divert public
attention from difficulties in oil and gas sector by cutting
into health and education. We have lived through this once
already and the results were not good.

Why do we need savings? Why is there a necessity? Can we
never just sustain ourselves. I never understand from one
government to the other - one government there is no
problem - and then an election and another government
comes in and there is nothing but money problems and cuts
to health health and education. As an Albertan,born and
raised, I don't understand. Years and years of living through
destructive cuts and constant recessions caused by
dependency on an oil and gas sector prone to fluctuations. I
finally get a job after two years of unemployment election/government change - cuts to education and I'm laid
off. What do I think of the current government - not much at
all. I have never had a job in oil and gas and have never had
the rewards that I have watched other people in this city
enjoy. It's an elite community of business owners and
difficult to get entry for jobs.

Look to technology and sustainability efforts as a new
movement evolving in the Canadian culture. Small family run
farming operations, online businesses - there is a growing
interest. New energy sources, less dependency on oil. Gaming
industries and education technology, software developers - we
have a beautiful city; leverage our lifestyle to bring in new
industries in the tech area.

T4R

Medical, schools, roads.

T2X

Education
Health care
Vulnerable populations
Seniors
Medication coverage
Supporting our workforce and industry in the transition to a
sustainable energy industry (geothermal, solar, wind);
investing in net-zero affordable housing; ensuring quality
public education for all Albertan families; investing in
universal public health care, especially prevention and
public health, including supporting positive brain
development in the earliest years through early learning and
parent support programs.

A mentality has been created that Governments can look
after people from cradle to grave. We need to get people to
be more self sustaining. I am told that Japan does not have a
welfare system, children are expected to clean the schools (
a life lesson) ( It would be drastic to implement but should be
explored)
Alberta "war room"
Taxation for oil and gas companies

It is critical that the oil and gas industry get back to work. We
need to challenge the Federal government to get more of
Alberta oil flowing East and stop the foreign oil imports. People
in the oil industry working means income tax being paid by
individuals an corporations. Employed people spend money on
necessities, housing and on an on.
Renewable energies
Tourism
Farm and agriculture development

Avoid P3 partnerships which require higher interest rates for
borrowing and must return profits to investors. Primarily, the
government needs to replace revenues that are volatile and
cannot be counted on to rebound, due mainly to global
market forces and the impact of climate change. A
harmonized sales tax, like all other provinces have, would
accomplish this. Savings are most likely to be found in
future years through investment in the early years, which
results in reduced addiction and criminality in later years.

Supporting our workforce and industry in the transition to a
sustainable energy industry (geothermal, solar, wind); investing
in net-zero affordable housing (in part to create jobs and also to
support those transitioning into the new industry). Focus on
supporting local small business through all means possible procurement, tax cuts, red-tape reduction, grants - while
minimizing or eliminating similar benefits to large, multinational corporations beholden to shareholders, whose profits
will not be retained in Alberta.
Health care
Education
Renewable energy
Make employee training costs tax deductible when onboarding
new employees

T5W

T2X

Health care
Education

Oil and gas tax credits
Government expends

T6E

Tax credits to stimulate wage growth.

Close the Canadian Energy Centre. High salaries given to
individuals promoting a particular platform are unlikely to
pay dividends to the public interest.

Increased spending to healthcare. Employee health
increases efficiency and productivity, which increases
deliverables.
Healthcare cuts attack small business owners by shifting
responsibility for employee health to the same.
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T2S

T2S

Publicly delivered K-12 education should be priority #1.
Anywhere other than publicly delivered education.
Cutting, or creatively freezing, public education funding only
shows the partisan, extreme near-nearsightedness of
government.
Social programs and the Springbank Dam
Rather than focusing on finding savings, the government
should increase revenues. Implement a sales tax.

T2J

Small business incentives. It is a struggle right now to stay Why find savings? We should be investing as opposed to
in business with the increase in municipal taxes and lack of cutting, and advocating for a larger share of the equalization
stability for consumers. Some sort of Alberta Investor Tax
payments. A sales tax should be considered.
credit could stimulate the economy and drive revenues.

T5E

New renewable resource projects

T4J

health care, creating jobs, getting the economy on the right
track
social services, medical, child welfare, schools, social
programs and not for profits.

t2e

Yes, but it cannot be the government's highest priority.

Acknowledge that the oil and gas boom is coming to an end
and implement policies that encourage diversification. Talk to
realistic and visionary people like Jim Gray and Charlie Fischer
as to how this might be done.
Small business incentives, Alberta investor tax credit.

Get rid of the war room. Tax individuals higher that make
salaries over $200K/yr.
expenses incurred by MLA's

Stop investing so much into dying industries like oil and gas
and invest in new technologies for the future.
keep pushing for the pipeline. Lower taxes.

In the budget and spending of upper government officials,
anyone making over 100k receive a 20% pay cut.

by funding social services and training programs so that people
have the opportunity to be in a stable place to enter the work
force. social programs also create jobs and invest in the future.

Cut some of the arts funding. Changing names of
departments which causes new business cards, new letter
heads, new signage etc. which is a huge cost Cut out the
Christmas decorations at the legislative grounds,and extras
that truly are only for show!

Minor funding such as part subs for wages do help employers
hire. All the red tape and protected leaves are a burden as much
as a employee may deserve them it is a burden to go without a
staff , having to replace them , let someone go that you have
trained for one year plus to bring back someone who has now
missed a year of daily workings of a business. Maybe come
back with Alberta heath care premiums at the level they were.
That income was a huge loss to the income of the gov't . This
income would be internally restricted to go only to health sector
funding be it facility, equipment or staffing positions. look at
wages of high level gov't employees, I find it hard to believe
that a staff ( with benefits, pension, expense accounts) need in
excess of 250,000 a year.

T4V

Health Care , Senior care, Education, Persons with
disablities

T3R

Education
In government offices where efficiency is questionable.
Social Services: Domestic Violence Prevention, Mental
Health Support, accessible and affordable housing to reduce
homelessness.

T3B

Education and healthcare are the main priorities but I agreee
with the policy of addressing the fact that we pay so much
more than most other provinces. More efficiency is
required. Reducing the deficit follows closely behind in
importance.

t0j

1) school and child care funding
2) health
3) low income family support

By promoting small businesses- reduce small business tax.
Tax the corporations more.
It should be a sliding scale vs. richest pay the least.
Investing in infrastructure.

Reduce administrative costs in both fields - as opposed to
Once we have a sales tax there will be greater flexibility to
front line reductions. My strongest feeling is that is time to incentivize business, etc.
introduce a 3% sales tax in Alberta. We struggle with big
deficits and targeting sector by sector when we would
benefit far more with a true user tax - a sales tax. We should
swallow the short term political pain and join the modern
world.
1) upper management in health organizations
1) small business grants for hiring and training new employees
2) tax rebates to large organizations
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T8X

Education, cutting jobs here is not the answer but
efficiencies may be possible, there are many opportunities
in local areas to visit industries that many schools do not
take advantage of to expose children to the working world in
their own backyard. Healthcare, investment in technology
can greatly improve efficiencies and cut costs, we need to
improve on this in a big way. BC has significantly lower wait
times for surgeries, it is pathetic that Alberta lags behind on
this, figure out what we need and get it done so people can
work and live without pain. Infrastructure must be
maintained, smart decisions on upgrades should be made
not just done for the sake of doing them and quality control
must be improved. Example: A large culvert was replaced
East of Grande Prairie about 5-6years ago and it had a
massive set of AB government signs put up by the Former
PC (waste of money) now the road is sinking and it’s a big
bump on the Hwy, this job was not done correctly, what a
complete waste of money. Investment in future growth of
industry, when the AB carbon tax was put in place a rebate
program was setup but it did not allow industrial facilities to
utilize any of the rebates, it was only for residential or
commercial. How is industry going to change if the
incentives put out are not for them. A business case to
change out equipment would have made sense if the rebate
actually applied to industrial companies. What a joke. As a
resident I did try to take advantage of the program but never
received anything from my rebate claim for spray foaming
my basement for $6000.00. Thanks, pathetic.

Travel, overpriced accommodations, efficiencies of
processes across the board. Eliminate biased and
cumbersome bidding processes on large projects to avoid
delays and inaccurate low bids forcing overspending as
projects progress. Example: Grande Prairie hospital.

In a measured manner that generates growth and provides
incentives to industry to improve efficiencies be them energy
based or wage based to drive more cash flow in the economy. If
more people have more cash in their hands they will spend
more.

t6c

Keep your hands off of public service pensions.

1. you could find savings by amalgamating Fish and Wildlife Quite comparing public service employees to private sector.
Enforcement Branch with Park Conservation Officers. You
have 2 different agencies, with different uniforms, different
training teams that basically conduct very similar duties just
on different landscapes in the Province. No other Province in
Canada has 2 resource law enforcement agencies.
2. instead of negotiating with health care/teacher/public
service unions in the media you should do your business
behind closed doors. 3-4years with 0% for everyone and no
job cuts.
3. Start with Provincial consistent policies for GOA employee
transfers. JSG employees who transfer work locations within
the Province are able to use upto $10000. AEP employees
have no $10000 cap on moving expenses. Made it the same
for every employee in GOA.
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T0C

Education-more teachers, smaller class room size
Health care-more front line workers,more home care,less
privatization of long term care
Justice-more police officers and judges
Stop passing taxes down to the local government
Health and education.
Public education
Health care
Public education
Health care

Getting out from the feds
T7Z

Cut out the "War Room". Stop trying to undo everything that
the previous government did as there are some good things
that they did.
Our public servants do an excellent job. Pay them a decent
wage and they will out preform any private company at a
much less cost.
Stop decreasing taxes for oil and gas. Those tax dollars
could be put towards health and education.
No MLA cola
No war room
No corporate tax breaks
No war room
No politician travel
No corporate tax breaks
No MLA cola salary increase
There wages, more of a cut than 5%

Not everything is oil and gas. Our farmers need support. our
arts and culture sector needs support. Our technology sector
needs support.

Expand beyond oil and gas, and support diversification of the
economy.
Diversify (support sustainable energy, medical research,
technology, small business, arts, film industry)
Diversify (support small business, post secondary education,
technology, sustainable energy sources, film, art industry)

Trade schools, easier to get into one

Health Care, Education and fixing our ever crumbling roads Cut upper and middle management and any and all
I'm sorry I don't have a quick answer for that one.
severance packages. Encourage businesses/government
and highways.
Thank you for your time!
agencies NOT to cut the "little guy", these are the people
who continue to work hard each and everyday to try and get
ahead. These are the people continually not receiving raises
but are still trying to do the best for their families and trying
to pay their bills as best as they can. They're living
paycheque to paycheque and can't afford any more cuts.
Expense accounts and mileage rates - people are making
money on these, in my opinion, this should not be
happening.
Bring back health care preminums - if and only if it goes
right back into health care.

T6L

Healthcare, education, renewable energy research and
implementation, job re-training for the dying oil and gas
sector, funding harm reduction (SCS sites and more!), reindex AISH, subsidized accessible and affordable housing

Not funding panels that consist of people with all of the same
perspective, not funding the war room, holding corporations
accountable to paying their taxes, not funding CEO vacations
or the relocating of their businesses by making them pay a
fair amount of taxes instead of handing them a few billion
dollars.

Re-train the people who have lost their jobs because the oil
companies are automating and downsizing their operations
here. Allowing for appropriate staffing in the public sector: hire
more teachers, nurses, healthcare workers! Create new
renewable energy projects, fund literally any other sector but oil
and gas so that our tech start ups can grow their businesses,
the arts can grow their appeal etc.

T0B

Lowering debt
education
health care

Spend wisely. Why do we have workers in the health
records going to work on long weekends, and stats where
they get paid over time to accomplish work that can be done
during regular business hours? We have too many layers of
management in health care who are busy covering their
backsides and not looking at the big spending picture.

The government does not create job growth. A healthy
economy does. Get the government out of business and just
govern wisely. The economy will improve. We cannot tax
ourselves into prosperity.

T0M

Agriculture research.

Cut MLA pensions.

Build pipelines.
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Health care
Public education
Infrastructure

No war room
No MLA cola
No corporate tax breaks
No politician travel
Health care and education should have dollars spent on the Health care - not fund abortions, sex change surgery.
boots on the ground - not management.
Arts and culture - no need for the nice to haves when we're
in debt!
School and Health care
Government salaries and perks. Traveling for meetings.
Meeting locations.
There is so many programs to do meetings over computers
and there's no need to have weekend meetings in places like
Banff.
Diversification of economy, tourism, education k-12.
Municipal spending, health care.

Diversify (sustainable energy, tech, arts, film industry, small
business)

Diversification of economy, tourism, education k-12.

Municipal spending, health care.

Tax incentives for business, lower taxes for working Albertans,
innovation and business grants for growth and entrepeneurs.

T2G

-Mental health support (for families)

-Higher corporate taxes

t3b

Social spending- health, education, social services, health
and social issues including domestic violence and sexual
assault, affordable health benefits and stable housing

T3H

Education and health care

T6E

Education, innovation, healthcare, infrastructure

t3r

T5A

Public education and health care

Kill the carbon tax. Approve resource projects.

Jobs need to be created in new technologies in both Oil & Gas
and Environmental sectors

Tax incentives for business, lower taxes for working Albertans,
innovation and business grants for growth and entrepeneurs.

-Investment in alternatives to oil and gas industry (e.g. solar,
wind farms, electric cars)
Increasing taxes for higher income families, less spending
Finding other avenues besides oil and gas to boost the
on unnecessary projects that to not benefit the well-being of economy, social programs to help people find work and obtain
ALL humans
education- this is ultimately less expensive than paying for
unemployment and health care costs.
Corporate tax cuts, ‘war room’
Invest in alternative energy sources, educate oil and gas
workers to prepare them for jobs in other fields.
Administration
Keep fighting for the oil sands (though the 30 millions for the
Stop creating useless panels to looks at every other thing.
CEC could have been invested more wisely) but also diversify
A budget has two columns, spending AND revenue.
the economy. Oil and gas will not last indefinitely. Cutting
Decreasing revenues with tax breaks for large companies
funding for higher education and the likes of Alberta Innovates
and then slashing spending everywhere else to make up for is shooting ourselves in the foot. Also, trickle down economics
it is not my vision of balancing a budget.
has been proven time and again to be totally ineffective (just
look at the mess in Kansas). Tax cuts for the lower and middle
classes will results in more money being spent on local
businesses.
Standardized testing
Support diversification of the economy (arts, technology,
No war room
sustainable energy)
No politician travel
no MLA cola
No corporate tax breaks
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T2L

Fix the idle and orphan well issue. With over 90,000 idle
wells and over 3500 orphan wells, this is a huge liability for
future generations.

The gov't could quickly save $30 million each year by
eliminating the taxpayer funded Canadian Energy Center (the
"war room").
A yearly revenue of $30 million typically supports a team of
150-200 people (I know, I used be an owner of a 175 person
professional consulting firm). I see only 8 people identified
on the CEC website, where are the remaining 170 people?
This is an absolute boondoggle with no measurable
deliverables to the taxpayer except for glib feel-good articles.
I know Kenney rightfully criticized the Fed Liberal gov't for
the sponsorship scandal, but this "smells" just like a UCP
version of political taxpayer-funded slush fund (It has no
oversight by the auditor).
Please respect the taxpayers. We pay your salaries, not the
other way around.

Support diversification. The downturn in oil and gas is global
and may remain low for many years. Support post-secondary
education, this is where innovation starts and resulting
diversification. From my experience, many of my
contemporaries started non-oil & gas companies from the
seeds of their work in AB universities.

T6X

Government should focus on improving HEALTH &
EDUCATION services. Support small businesses.

• REMOVE 4.7 BILLION TAX CREDITS from big
organizations. Look at their profits for last 4 years. With this
credit they will make more profits rather than creating new
jobs and new investments.
[FYI, BIG corporations haven’t and will NOT going to invest
money in Alberta even though they are getting tax credits.
Albertans are getting poor with less revenues now.]
• STOP privatizing services from government (School
boards, Alberta government Departments, Alberta Health
services) that costs more than hiring employees. Remove
contractors and hire more employees.
• Remove war room, we don't need that. It's absolutely not
giving Albertans any benefit except losing money.
• Remove committees who does nothing to improve any
inefficiencies.
• Remove all contractors from government’s organization,
most expensive services provided by multi layered vendors.

• Support small business groups. Explore businesses with
Asian countries such as India. India and other Asian countries
would be a big market and investors for plastic, canola oil,
Tourism, timber etc.
• Create more jobs under Government services, which way
services will be improved and new jobs will be created.
• Don't just focus on Oil industry, get out of the past. We need
alternative energy and new businesses to support such as
Tourism, Plastic, timber, video games, film, solar industries.
• Time is changing and Pipeline is not going to solve all your
problems.
DIVERSIFY ALBERTA’S ECONOMY!

Environmental protections (including Extended Producer
Responsibility & more broad carbon tax), healthcare
(increase services for home healthcare, caretakers, primary
care, chronic illness services, etc.), public education,
infrastructure investment.
Public education and health care

Eliminate funding to separate, private, and charter schools.
Reduce subsidies for oil & gas. For increased revenue:
Increase corporate taxes & implement a sales tax.

Infrastructure investment. Reliable grants for technology
companies, arts/media. Investment in new energy
technologies/stop investment in traditional oil & gas.

No war room, no politician travel, no MLA cola, get the
corporate tax break money back

Support small business, support diversifying economy
(sustainable energy sources, film industry, arts, technology,
medical advancements), support post secondary students
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T2N

Vulnerable people, therefore community and social services,
AISH recipients, those with chronic diseases, those needing
retraining to get work, poorer seniors, etc. So, more social
workers, more police, more EMTs -- more educated and
trained people helping others.
Education, both K to 12 and PSE.

Shut down the embarrassing War Room and fire its
incompetent staff - $30/year is a high price for embarrassing
Albertans. Shut down the Inquiry into Un-Albertan Activities
and save the $970K on lawyers and more. Stop wasting
money on blue ribbon panels and consultations and surveys
where you know all the answers ahead of time and ignore all
of our input. Make decisions that are evidence based, not
ideologically driven.

Infrastructure, as a way to put people, esp young men
experiencing high unemployment, back to work and to
improve the safety of highways, buildings, bridges,
abandoned wells etc for all
Public education and health care, maintaining infrastructure No war room, no MLA cola salary increase, no politician
travel, no corporate tax breaks

T2a

Sexual violence, homelessness, counselling

t2z

Legal Aid. Increased funding. Help fund the greenline in
Calgary. Fund municipalities properly, including
infrastructure projects so that Calgarians can thrive. quit
cutting public sector jobs.

t3n

Healthcare

Where is the question about raising revenues? Where to cut
and where to spend, but if this was a serious survey instead of
a PR exercise, you would ask where to raise money. A 3% PST.
Leave the corporate tax rate at 12% -- your little experiment
didn't work and only the rich got richer. Stop cutting the public
service -- someone needs money to buy things from the private
sector and you have destroyed the private sector economy.
Infrastructure spending for job creation. Do that orphaned oil
and gas well work now -- a good make work project that will
only cost taxpayers more in the future.

Support post secondary students, any company that received a
tax break should be required to provide jobs, support small
business, diversify economy, support technology initiatives, art
initiatives, wind/solar power initiatives

Asking the federal government for money

By diversifying the economy, moving to cleaner energy to
create new jobs, lowering student loans so people have money
a home.
maybe in the 4.7 billion dollars of lost tax revenue by giving invest in municipal infrastructure projects. Lift the hiring freeze
corporations tax cuts. Most of these corporations are doing in government and create more public sector positions that
fine, and many aren't even Albertan. Albertans did not ask
help people stay out of jail, get jobs, get housing, and help
for tax cuts for the rich and they did NOT ask for increased
addiction. If people aren't homeless, aren't in jail, etc they can
schooling fees, insurance, income tax, cuts to AISH, Cuts to contribute to the economy and work. When you cut services,
our economy tanks. It's a fact. Invest in the public sector, which
Legal Aid, cuts to municipalities.
generates a healthy society and a healthy social and justice
system.
higher taxes on oil and gas companies
healthcare
AI
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T4H

Health including mental health, education, services for the
disadvantaged and disabled Albertans.
Do not move in the direction of the United States where
under performing schools are penalized and high
performing schools are rewarded. Do not introduce
excessive testing. This is a waste of resources and does not
lead to improvements in performance. As a former teacher
in both the US and Canada, I have seen how this merely
adds to the stress for both teachers and students without
leading to performance improvements. Alberta schools are
doing well already.
The recent survey of schools around the world put the US at
35th whereas Alberta was 6th. I'm sure you have heard the
saying "If it ain't broke, don't fix it".
If Alberta wants to maintains its "advantage", we cannot go
the way of countries that under perform.

Disband the War Room and other initiatives to silence
opposition and target those who speak out. Canada is a
democracy. Please respect what that means.
Do not privatize public services. This will ultimately increase
the cost to government as companies increase prices to
improve their profit margins and attract investors.

Encourage economic diversity. As I am sure you are aware,
many large investment companies are moving away from the
fossil fuel industry. When you have people like Mark Carney
and Black Rock Investments doing just that, and when the New
York Times reports that fossil fuel investments are dragging
down portfolios, we need to take notice.
9https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/citingDo not offer tax advantages to companies and industries that climate-change-blackrock-will-start-moving-away-from-fossilare doing well. As can be seen by the recent move of
fuels). The Guardian recently published an article stating that
companies to the US and other provinces, tax cuts do not
fossil fuel divestment has reached 6 trillion dollars. That is
lead to increased investment or loyalty.
significant.
(https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/sep/10/fossilDon't only look at finding savings, look at how you can
fuel-divestment-funds-rise-to-6tn). Meanwhile Alberta's
increase sources of revenue to sustain public services.
government is courting resource companies that refuse to pay
their taxes, and have left the province with billions to clean up
orphan wells. This is scandalous and puts rural municipalities
at risk (https://rmalberta.com/news/unpaid-taxes-owed-from-oiland-gas-companies-to-rural-municipalities-continue-toincrease/)
Focus should move to the development of IT, alternative energy
source, eg. solar, wind,geothermal, and any other viable
initiatives that present themselves.

QUALITY Child Care, Education, Health

Bring back photo radar - people who break the law are
making a choice and should have to pay!
Stop all these panels i.e. education panel - waste of money!
Spend money on the system! No funding to private school such a waste to have so may different schools instead of
building one great school system. People in rural
communities do not have these options.

Diversity - oil will always be needed but jobs will not come back
due to automation!

Reduce spending for out of province expenses by
government ministers
Do not bring in testing for grade school - this will add costs!
Bad for children's mental health! Teachers will teach to the
testing!
Spend money on ELCC quality - saves money later!
Bring in a sales tax
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T6R

renewable energy
housing markets - get rid of means test
pipeline
public education - we have one of the best public education
systems in the world, why do we fund alternative education
models?
public healthcare

Pharmacare, drug savings
Stimulus spending
Fix the nursing contract - get rid of overtime paid, unless
I believe there is room for a small provincial sales tax
there is more than 38.75 hours/week worked.
Streamline education - fund only public education, take
religion out of schools - they should be non-partisan
Get rid of your "war-room" - I DO NOT support this spending,
governments by their very nature should be advocating for
the province and the provincial economy
I do not support the extremely low business tax, we should
be competitive but not give away our resources etc.

T5T

Education and Health care.

Anything that is not education or health care. Especially
front line services. Administration and other non essential
services!

YOu are giving too much of a tax break to big businesses when
you cut the corporate tax rate form 12 to 10 %. Small business
get no break...they are the backbone of our provincial economy.

Healthcare
Education
Climate change
Tech industries

Eliminate the ridiculous war room. Waste.
Stop messing with the curriculum for our children. They
require critical thinking in Social Studies. Pushing your
addenda on them is small minded and awful. Climate change
is real and something this generation needs to fix. Now. It
doesn’t mean they hate oil and gas. But oil and gas ain’t
lasting forever. We need to focus on industries that will
replace it.

Support for early childhood education.
Support our healthcare professionals.
Education.
When you hurt women dominated industries you hurt the
economy. Women are forced to stay home.
Support our tech industries and stop making it harder for them
to survive. Alberta is facing a MAJOR brain drain because of
this small minded government.

T6J

I think that the government should invest more in healthcare The government could find savings by reducing the amount
and education.
of tax cuts given to large corporations.

T8N

Education, healthcare and protecting Alberta's vulnerable
populations

Eliminating the "War Room" and looking for efficiencies in
current operations. Reducing politically associated staff.

The government can support job creation and economic growth
by investing in infrastructure projects like building more
hospitals and schools. Additionally, the government should
focus on finding a balance between investing in the oil and gas
industry as well as investing in alternate sources of energy that
will help preserve our environment and allow us to meet the
United Nations Goal of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.
Understand that the oil and gas industry is never going to
return to is previous heights and start looking at other way to
create jobs.

Implement a sales tax.
Advance projects that stimulate the construction, and
associated jobs.
Implement a sales tax.
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T2S

Diversification of the economy. Away from Oil and gas and
into high tech, A.I., renewable energy, recycling/conversion
and tourism.

Reverse the corporate tax reduction By 2%
Support education, we have to develop researchers,
Get better deals on bulk purchases of medical drugs and
entrepreneurs, new skills and retraining.
supplies. Pharmaceutical and medical supply companies are
ripping us off. Rising health care costs are hiding in the
materials and drugs we need.
Tighter management of construction companies that are
building Infrastructure projects for the province. They are
always over budget and late.
Health, Finance and infrastructure all deal with billions of
dollars. We need to stop wasting those dollars by bringing in
more corporate taxes, reduce expenditures in medical
supplies and tighten our oversight on large infrastructure
projects to reduce cost overruns.

T2w

AISH, education, healthcare and the environment.

By increasing taxes on big businesses and the rich.

By diversifying. Bringing in tech companies.

T0C

Free healthcare with no premiums and better funding to
maintain our amazing public education system. I don’t think
this govt will hear anything we say and will do what they
want to anyway. This is a farce.

Shift to green. Maintain o and g but hold companies responsible
to reclaim orphan wells and do what should have been done
decades ago.

T0A

Education and Health Care

Implement PST and tax companies more as well as higher
earners. Stop providing subsidies for O and G as this is
beyond ridiculous. Start shift to green by shifting subsidies
this way. Again... deaf ears that won’t listen and have already
decided who to pay favors to.
Look at Revenue as well as expenditures. You can maintain
the level of service we enjoy by adding a reasonable level of
taxation given that the revenue from oil and gas that used to
pay for a significant portion of these services is now less.

T2V

Spending? Spending is a problem because this Government
chose to slash REVENUE. Trickle down economics was
discredited decades ago. The tax relief provided to
corporations is benefiting owners and shareholders — not
creating jobs. Most of that money has left the province.
Creating scarcity of dollars and then bleeding critical
government programs through a thousand paper cuts hurt
the poorest and most vulnerable. Increasing the deficit on
the backs of our most vulnerable is a despicable act of
idealogical bankruptcy. Your leader may be steeped in some
form of solitary philosophy but it is unrecognizable from a
reasoned, compassionate, and ethical standpoint.

$30 million is useless, stale, inaccurate, unsubstantiated
verbiage from the “Canadian Energy Centre”, elimination of
all propaganda positions otherwise known as “Issues
Managers”, elimination of the Red Tape initiative, another
pointless, ideologically driven effort, restoration of funding
to AISH, rental subsidies, homeless programs, health fee
schedules — Sending people to hospitals is not cheaper
than these programs. Give up your relentlessly antiintellectual and ignorant desires to deny science and stop
meddling with education curriculum and post-secondary
funding. You are trying to decide who wins and loses with
the narrow-minded choices you make. Governing requires
listening and leadership skills, instead you supply
misinformation and a steady stream of idealogical invective.

By supporting people. Government is for all of the people of the
province, not just for oil and gas. There is no future for a
government that denies science, does not support equity and
growth in all sectors; and refuses to champion integrity over
narrow ideology. I was a Progressive Conservative supporter all
of my life; I do not recognize this brand of bigoted, social, socalled conservatism. Come to your senses Government of
Alberta — we have to face the future. We are a part of a diverse,
expansive, incredible Canada. I do not choose to be alienated.

T6C

-Healthcare
-Education
-Public services

-Increased taxes
-Increased corporate taxes
-Stop wasting money on the "war room", it is obviously not
working.

Stop cutting public services, layoffs do not support job
creation. Government support for post-secondary and retraining of unemployed trades people would help unemployed
workers find new lines of work.

Find ways to support diversification, small business, and
secondary development of our resources.
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T8A

Health, infrastructure and alternative energy opportunities.

The government should look at post secondary schools
This example above would create more jobs for albertans.
more closer. Years ago we went from a number of health
regions to one Alberta Health Services, saving money and
creating efficiencies. This could be accomplished with post
secondary creating efficiencies. Why do we need presidents/
VP, management type roles in both places? It makes no
sense. Keep U of C and U of A. NAIT and SAIT should be
made into one called Alberta Institute of technology. Let
these hands on learning partner more with indsutry to get
people in the work place and start their careers. Smaller
colleges should be joined together as well.

T2X

Increasing teacher to student ratio in education and creating Take it from the war room
a sustainable future for those who will live it.

T2G

Creat jobs and provide incentives for those who are
working, not to those who are not working. People who
contribute deserve the tax break not those who refuse to
avail themselves to independence.

By balancing the needs of the province with needs for non bias
education that will serve future students in the world crisis they
will face.
Income Support Program, too many abusers, no unit in place Reduce monies to income support program and direct these
to investigate fraud cases. Enforce, lifetime maximums,
monies to employers to creat jobs.
especially fleeing abuse, drug treatment program funding,
even income support services, many are programmed to
death with no positive outcome, a waste of investment and
tax payers dollars. There are two many people accessing
same services without any marked change. Why are we
supporting the influx of seniors who are entering Canada
and never will contribute to the workforce, if children want
their parents, they should be responsible for funding them.
Many of these seniors have property abroad, can collect
some form of pension and there is no way to prove and or
monitor holdings outside Canada. Why are people who
reside in Public Housing entitled to so many benefits
especially those that have so many children, receiving child
tax benefits, getting rent subsidy, getting social utilities paid,
accessing food banks, collecting exempt child tax benefits
are getting rich off those who working. There is no incentive
for these people to exit program. It has always been the
responsibility of parents to feed and cloth their children not
tax payers!!!!
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T7Y

Major focus should be done on getting oil and gas moving.
Get tough with Ottawa. Real tough!!

Obviously an over bloated government and overly high
wages and massive pension plans has to be curtailed.
Teachers and the union need a correction. Teachers have
less students and more helpers . That needs a major
correction. Reversal in fact.
Nurses also need a new lesson in economics. They have
been bleeding the system for years.
Privatize a number of health services.
Do not hire 500 more police. We don’t need more police.
We cannot afford more personal on the payroll. It would
mean more offices, more cars, more secretaries, more
pension plans, more insurances and who knows what more.
Time to reduce employees, not expand the system. That’s an
NDP plan. We voted against NDP!
No more funding or grants for fake or false green energy
projects.
Let’s get real. These ideas bankrupt countries or provinces.

As said earlier.
Get oil and gas on the move. Other countries are capitalizing on
oil and gas exports. In fact, eastern Canada buys from foreign
countries. Unbelievable and difficult to understand. They don’t
even buy from our own country.
Hard to believe that we must pay a tax on gas just to heat our
homes.
Get rid of Carbon Tax.

T9W

Health Care, Education, Foundational Learning and
Employment.

Diversifying our resources. I am a firm believer in the Oil and
Gas industry but we also must invest in clean energy - solar
panel, etc. Both sectors can and should work together.

education

Selling underused building - One example would be the
courthouse in Wainwright, that's only used once a week and
the Provost Provincial Building that's mainly used
(underused) by Alberta Health Services.
in upper management

T9S

Health care, education, diversifying the economy

Not sure

by creating more jobs in supporting roles and reducing
managerial staff wages and positions
Not sure

T6R

I agree Making Life Better for Albertans is a priority but what
the government is implementing is completely opposite like,
reducing senior's health care benefits, not increasing
education funding and removing the cap for insurance
companies.

I worked in government for 17(1)
and saw unnecessary
department spending like lunch hour meetings where lunch
is provided (schedule meetings during regular hours), travel
(use communication technology) and unnecessary purchase
of office equipment/supplies (i.e. a department I worked with
purcahsed 8 I- Pads and were never used) There are
controls but not followed. It all adds up. The government
should legislate the number of departments and no changes,
continually government creates new departments, merges
departments and dismantles departments. The cost is huge,
also it creates confusion with the public.

Government and many older Albertans only see the oil industry
the main driver. Oil sales will continue to fall as younger
people are electing to use public transit and not purchase a
vehicle and if they do they look at electric vehicles which is a
growing industry or purchase a small vehicle that gets more
fuel mileage. We need to diversify and not in a small way but
huge changes. Agriculture and not just growing grains, the
world population needs food and the demand will increase.
Technology and continues to grow. Something some Albertans
do not want but is a good sourse of income is a provincial sales
tax, big bucks.

T9V

Infrastructure and rural policing.
Continued vocal support for the oil industry.
Education, Health
The cuts in Education are not what I voted for

Everywhere. Clean out inefficiency and frill expenses.

T9k

Health care, education, and infrastructure modernization.

T5C

Health care (including mental health, reproductive health,
and disability support), education, support for small
businesses and entrepreneurs (including farmers)

Stop paying for the "war room". Find a way to utilize the
same card for healthcare and ID card/drivers license.
Cut the war room. Travel via first class instead of private
planes. Tax corporations.

Reducing taxes and regulations on small and medium-sized
enterprises.
Petroleum is important but we really need to focus on
diversifying our economy. Focus on initiatives to innovate....
lots of intelligent people in Alberta to support new, less
environmentally-expensive ways to grow our economy.
Offer incentives to new industries like petrochemical
manufacturing or tech to locate in Alberta
Support training for a conversion to green energy.

T5R

Bureaucracy; continue efforts to reduce paperwork and
redundancy
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T1H

Education
Seniors
Healthcare

Disband AHS superboard
Why is so much overtime paid at AHS hospitals.
Look into management at AHS hospitals. Overload.
Directors for everything.
Increase corporation taxes

Diversification.

T0B

Jobs, health care and environmental

T3L

Education
Medicare
Pharmacare
Supporting those who are unable to look after themselves
Senior Citizens - particularly Pharmacare
The Enviroment - protecting wildlife and preserving our
wilderness

Cutting subsidies to Oil Companies

T6L

Rural Crime

Any gov't funded art programs

Alternative energy advancement

T6M

Diversification of the economy. We need more than oil and
gas

Abandon the war room

T4R

Increase health care spending
Increase support for education
Keep it public. No private for profit.
Increase the strength of the middle class

T3R

Education and healthcare

t1w

economic diversification

Increase taxes on the wealthy
Increase corporate taxes
It’s not an expense problem but a revenue problem because
of your economic plan. It’s not working. Pretty easy to fact
check daily on the stats available.
Travel expenses for govt employees, pay decrease for higher
up govt officials (everyone is expected to take one so why
not them), tax breaks for businesses
war room, accept that trickle down economics doesn't work,
oil & gas subsidies

Help fund research and development in new technologies such
as AI and non-carbon based fuels. Look to the future needs of
Albertans and not the past.
Diversity mitigates risk
Learn from the past and don’t put all your eggs in one basket
Your plan is not working

More job training, help got middle class workers get work,
lower taxes, increase wages
We need a sufficient number of civil servants to provide the
services ABs need.
Build infrastructure that connects communities and
businesses;
Tourism support

Invest in different sectors that will allow for diversification of
alberta’s industry - not just oil and gas
help parents return to the workforce through supporting
childcare and early childhood education, diversify our
economy, invest in renewables and green technology.
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T5T

Health Care (especially for Seniors)
Education - Fund for increasing enrollments.
Support front line Health Care providers including HCAs,
LPNs, Nurses and Doctors.
Support Teachers, Teaching Assistants and school support
professionals.

Stop creating and funding independent advisory panels and
patronage appointments!

Invest in renewable energy
Invest in infrastructure and support municipal initiatives
Build that pipeline
Tax major corporations and increase taxes to the top 1% of
individuals
Stop corporate giveaways

T9A

Bolstering resource extraction and distribution.
Education while eliminating waste in the system.
Health care while eliminating waste in the system.

Reduce corporate taxes.

T6H

Public education and public healthcare

Eliminate middle and upper management bureaucracy in all
of the services (reduce number of public service managers,
do not cut front line workers).
Eliminate wasteful spending: cell phone/data bills.
Implement a sales tax.

Healthcare and education

At the top! The public sector is very management heavy.

Tax the corporations you are giving tax cuts to, no more
corporate subsidies. Guaranteed income of at least 22,000
dollars for all Albertans. That money goes back in to the
economy, trickle down economics DOES NOT WORK! Opt in to
a federal pharmacare plan, so many Albertans cannot afford
their medications.

T2N

T9A

By not canceling needed projects such as the super lab that
was needed and ground had already been broken
It should focus on health care, public transit, and higher
The government can cut the $30 war room immediately. It’s a Yes and it should support jobs outside oil and gas. Eve I&got
education. These are important to maintaining the engines
global embarrassment. I’m the last days, I’ve not seen a
jobs will be radically altered bu Digitization of extraction. The
of Alberta, cities, and its dependency on the health of these tweet receive more than 20 likes or retweets and all are from current policies make little sense as the rig count shows. More
centres for it’s longterm prosperity.
Alberta. If you want to cut, there’s a cash cow!
drilling but no job recovery.
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T3M

Publicly Funded Education- funding for growth, supporting Not funding private schools... It's private, they can pay. Their Diversify the economy.
choice to attend.
inclusion of all students in the classroom, Program Unit
Funding needs to be fully accessible to all qualifying
students with medical diagnosis and severe communication
delays. Continued elimination of standardized testing before
grade 6, school districts already assess students in areas of
literacy and numeracy using diagnostic tools to best
support the teacher's understanding of the student's needs.

T4b

Education

Oil companies

Investing in education

T6E

Education (all levels), Health, infrastructure

Delete the war room, Recoup tax breaks to corporations

Diversify the Alberta economy, particularly in high tech

T4B

Education and healthcare

Travel costs of government employees.

Business tax levy, pst

T1k

Not spending we are in debt we need cuts

Cuts in politicians and services

Create an open and free market, reduce regulations, taxes etc

T6H

See savings below

17(1)

T1k

Health and education

Greater taxation for high earners and larger corporations.
Decreased earnings for high government positions (e.g.,
leadership roles in AHS)

Diversification.

T7y

Health care and education

T2M

Social services, public health services, public education.
Supervised consumption sites are an important part of a
system of care for people who use substances. There is
plenty of scientific research that shows they save lives and
prevent the spread of disease. Services like these are
necessary and cutting them will only endanger people and
put more pressure on other systems (hospitals, courts,
shelters, etc.).

Reduce travel expenses and bonuses for provincial
employees. Increase taxes on large corporations, they
already have the advantage of 0% provincial tax.
A war room IS NOT needed. We should be working together,
not creating further division in our country. Also,
corporations do not need as much tax breaks as they are
getting.

Being back carbon tax but funnel the money directly into
alternative energy solutions. Offer incentives for the cannabis
industry to thrive in Alberta.
Stop cutting social services that the most marginalized and
vulnerable of our community need to be able to survive (e.g.,
AISH). When we are faced with hard economic times, like now,
we need social safety nets to rely on. Stop cutting public
service jobs, as this just creates more unemployment in our
province. Also, an oil and gas economy is a thing of the past.
Stop making long term investments in it and diversify our
economy with green energy, or else our economy (and our
environment) is only going to get worse.

T0C

Education and health care

Create opportunities within emerging markets such as clean
energy, waste reduction. How about creating government
positions in which workers go around and clean up/take
down/reclaim abandoned oil and gas sites?

T4L

Education

T4b

Education and nurses

I think in all areas if the fat (upper management, study
groups, made up jobs) were trimmed it would save an
incredible amount of money. It is the front line workers who
always seem to get cut, while people pushing paper and
seemingly making useless work for workers already too
busy, seem to stay.
Central office in school division ...cut each one by 30% and
put it into teachers and educational aides
Stop spending on big trips, fly economy and stop funding
spouses on trips. Stop making unnecessary grants and
providing cuts for big business.

Patients on AISH/Social services get See savings above
free coverage for Boost/Ensure. Patients often get it free
(physician writes a prescription for say 1 bottle three times a
day) and the cost of these is 30-50$/box. The patients then
sell it online on Kijiji. It happens VERY regularly and should
be removed from AISH/social services coverage

Diversity outside of t he oil industries ....make other resources
more marketable
Stop hurting the economy so badly that everyone gets laid off.
The damage is already done.
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T6C

Focus on getting Oil and Gas business back in Alberta.
Fight the federal government and get rid of the Carbon Tax.
We need foreign investments into Alberta oil & gas and
industrial projects. We need jobs for Alberta Engineers and
tradespeople. We are well trained but out of work.

In the public sector - education and medical services. While Tax incentives for foreign investors into the Oil and Gas sector.
times were great in Alberta and everyone was working and
Get rid of the ridiculous carbon tax. Find ways to sell and
making good money, the government invested into the public distribute the oil and gas to foreign buyers.
sector as it should have.
Continue their fight against negative media and propaganda
But those days are over. Times are not so good for most
against Alberta Oil and Gas. Definitively find out who is behind
Albertans anymore. 17(1)
funding the so-called environmental groups that tell lies about
Alberta Oil and Gas sector.
Why should the public sector get a raise? Where do
So far I totally support everything that Jason Kenney and our
they think this money is coming from? I'm not even getting
an income because there are no jobs for engineers in Alberta elected government is doing.
anymore and they want more money and more pension? The
public sector needs to make cuts just like everybody else. If
you asked me, the public sector employees take their jobs
for granted while they are oblivious to others that are
suffering in Alberta. 17(1)
There are a lot of ways these schools could save
money.

T9H

Education, health care, infrastructure, post secondary

Why not increase revenue? Why is the focus ONLY on
cutbacks? Or get rid of MLA pensions.

T6R

Education and health care

4.7 billion payout to corporations

T4b

Education - we need to stay current and up to date with the
world. Look at Finland
Health care - same as education. We need to look to some
countries that are having success.
Employment
Industry
more funding for mental health treatment and addictions
treatment. More provincial funding for low
income/affordable housing.

Tax businesses and the wealthy
Cut corporate spending
Reduce overhead & management
Put money on the ground where the workers are

Health Care
Education
Health care and education. You know, to care for current &
future generations

Untouched Oil Sands Royalties

T8N

T6X
T6J

health, education, infrastructure, public services

Create jobs through infrastructure projects, getting pipelines
built so oil sands can produce more, maintain funding to
education and healthcare.
Education and child care
Support small business
?
Not my area or the expertise

Limit organizational changes -- they cost taxpayers millions -- Laying off thousands of government staff isn't going to help -IT system changes, logo changes, stationery changes,
in fact it will put us in recession. Who do you think the spouses
website changes, etc. Get rid of the $30 million PR elephant of all those oil and gas workers are employed by? Make
in the room -- give that money to PDD and AISH. Don't send maximum use of federal funds aimed to employment. Don't
drive scientists and high end professionals out of the province
multiple politicians when one can do the same job -- as in
(e.g. from government or universities) -- they won't come back
Ottawa visits - huge waste of money. Apply the same
when you change your mind.
scrutiny to polical expenditures that you do to the public
service and you will save immediately.

Stop giving tax breaks to oil and gas. Also introduce a pst
like the rest of the country
Cut from the top i.e. president (not front line workers)
Cut unnecessary positions e.g. clinical nurse specialist
Consolidate positions i.e. one clinical education for a service
Cut excessive pensions
Expense limit for public officials
Hire more front line workers to decrease overtime and
burnout, also for safety and better patient care

Explore alternative energy sources; we need to diversify and
stop depending on oil.
Diversify. Tech corps would be good idea. How about giving
them a tax incentive to move out of Vancouver and into the
many many empty buildings in downtown Calgary
Diversify the economy (e.g. technology/IT, green energy)
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PUBLIC Education- lower class sizes, bring back low class
initiative.

Be consistent with programming. Ex. Curriculum being
stopped and re evaluated is such a waste of funds. Just
because Gov. Changes we cant restart program creation,
jobs and research.

Create more jobs with funding public health care, infrastructure
for hospitals and schools, mental health and social work
programs.

Drug addiction, drug rehab, drug treatment, more judges
and harder penalties for crime.
Employment, economy, education and health services
Green energy

Hospital administration, travel for politicians.

Programs to put rehabilitated people back into the work force.
Close safe injection sites.

Reduce oil & gas subsidies

Green energy alternatives

Education and Health care.

Get rid of the war room.

Health care- keep funding public health care, nurses and
hospital infrastructure.
Programming needs to be continued for social and mental
health programming for youth and families or our province
is going to suffer even more in this area in about 15 years.
This is so important. The needs in a classroom are
changing to mental health, basic needs model. Curriculum is
not able to be a priority until these needs are met and these
programs and low class sizes need to be implemented.
T4N

T6C
t2N

1) Stopping all spending on Canadian Energy Centre and put 1) Cancel all religious schooling funding
that money in too clean tech and energy transition planning.
2) Fire Matt Wolf
2) Reinstate all funding and tax credits to arts and
3) Cancel War Room
technology incubators

Diversify the economy.
1) Fund and promote clean tech companies
2) Fund arts and movie productio
3) Reinstate Tax breaks for tech companies.

3) Reinstate funding to public education and post secondary 4) Reverse tax cuts to oil and gas companies and car
dealerships

T6W

Improve education and health services. Our kids, youths are Remove contractors, committees and war room.
our future, having better education will bring more money,
Reduce multiple assistant deputy ministers and deputy
innovative ideas to have better life in Alberta.
ministers positions which should be only required one per
ministry.
Remove vendor management services and hire more
employees than contractors or vendors that way we will save
money and increase job positions for Albertans.

Reduce taxes for small businesses rather than big
corporations. 4.7 billion tax credits to big corporations is
definitely a bad decision, it hasn't created any new jobs in
Alberta, rather we lose our revenues. These companies were
making profits before and will now make even more profits. No
new investment or project has been initiated, thus, remove
those credits.
Don't just focus on oil industry! Support on other industries
such as solar, plastic, video games, film indusry and other
small businesses.
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T8N

Education, education, education. Cuts affect the quality of
the education provided: special needs students don't get
the support they need; teachers are taking stress leave;
parents are finding that extra-curricular activities are
disappearing. Alaso, to scrap the curriculum developed by
the N.D.P. (that included input from teachers) and begin
again is duplication of use of resources - that's a huge
waste and smacks of gerrymandering. Many schools had
purchased or developed resources that they now can't use.
Spending money on helping Alberta business build
refineries to lessen our dependence on shipping crude - and
the dependence on pipelines is also important.

Save the money, time and trouble it would entail to take over
the ARTA pension plan. The plan figures show that for the
last three years, at very least, the plan outperformed the LAP
fund. Do you think people - teachers and anyone who can
read the comparison figures - believe that would be a good
move? Money could be saved by not courting big oil firms in
the U.S. and by cutting administrative positions within the
government.

Support for the environmentally sound development of our
petroleum industry within our province, which would include
supporting research into the best possible ways to do this.
This would foster the re-generation of service industries and
research at our universities/colleges.

T1B

Support the front-line staff (teachers, educational assistants,
counsellors, school admin, as well as mental health
workers, SLP, OT, & PT) who work directly with children in
public schools!! The complexity of student needs in the
classroom has increased faster in the past 3-5 years than I
have ever seen in the past 30+ years. If the government fails
to recognize & adequately fund such staffing, the learning of
all students is being jeopardized significantly.

Perhaps there are significant savings that could be made at Invest in education and health care!!!! Supporting edcuation
the Provincial Government management level, and School
and health care creates a stronger, healthier, more capable
District or Health Region management levels, and perhaps
population for the present as well as for the future.
some savings in the schools & health facilities, but it should
NOT be made at the expense of front-line staff working with
students and patients.

Although I am less familiar with Health Care needs or
funding, I would suggest that front-line workers in health
care also need to be supported adequately in order to avoid
greater health issues.
T6R

T5T

1. Health care and education
2. Infrastructure (including municipal grants)
3. Diversifying the economy

I would be willing to pay a sales tax so that we can properly
fund health care and education. I am very concerned about
the current and proposed changes in funding.

I hope the government will decide shortly to discontinue the
energy war room and to provide no more corporate
payments to entice businesses back to Alberta. It feels like
our province is throwing good money away in hopes it will
come back, but without any evidence that that money will be
invested back into Alberta.
Education (including post-secondary) and Health care
Don't give tax breaks to corporations. Especially rich
corporations where the money went to already rich share
holders instead of promoting more jobs.
Learn that trickle down is a theory - but not actually
something that works in real life.

Invest in diversification of our economy (e.g. technology,
tourism) so that our economy can move toward less
dependence on the oil industry. It's disheartening to see the
government continue to pursue oil and appear resistant to other
ideas.

Stop the layoffs in the public sector.
Support the tech industry.
Build infrastructure - create jobs for construction workers.
All these people pay taxes. If you take away their jobs - you
lose the tax revenue from their wages.
People living in fear of losing their jobs stop spending - and the
economy stalls.
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T1A

Education and health.

Stop with all the surveys and panels to try and make it look
like you care about opinions, when we all know it’s only the
opinions that align with those in office that matter. I don’t
know this might seem crazy, but govern?

Child care that’s affordable for all. I’ve seen misguided things
said in the news about child care and the $25 a day. I have a
good job. But paying $25 a day vs $35 for 2 kids adds up. I’m
not subsidized so I paid it all. Those parents that don’t have as
good as jobs were subsidized. I pay a lot of tax. So tax and
child care were my biggest money out items. However as finally
a full time kid was in school I could buy other things with my
earnings. Like a car. Which is driving the economy no? But by
taking that away and continuing to marginalize a big portion of
the work force you’re biting yourself in the face as they’ll just
stay home and buy 2 loaves of bread a week as that’s all they
can afford. Where is the common economic sense with this
government?!

T2S

The Springbank Dam (SR1)
Public education
Health services
Social services

Immediately stop the bail out to large corporations whose
accountability is to their shareholders, not the citizens of
Alberta.
Remove funding to private schools (has been done in other
jurisdictions without significant repercussions).

Immediately begin and sustain research into economic
diversification. Get rid of the "all eggs in the oil and gas"
sector.
Support public education, which will lead to well educated
Albertans.

T4P

Crime and creating jobs..

T3C

Shutting down safe injection sites .. Sending home
temporary foreign workers to create jobs for people on
income support .. Lowering the amount people receive for
Income support , lowering the amount people receive for
aish..
Education, healthcare and capital expenditures
Improve internal inefficiencies by streamlining processes
and reducing expenses
Healthcare, education, social programs, infrastructure; start Claw back the tax breaks you gave to the oil corporations,
re-investing into the Heritage Trust fund.
they've done nothing to generate jobs, and walked away from
the mess they've created

T1X

Health and Education

T3B

Diversification, social welfare, upstream flood mitigation

T5M

Education, increasing health services, diversifying the
economy.

Cut small business taxes .. Lowering minimum wage..

Invest in education and provide more incentives to encourage
people to start their own businesses
Invest in repairing public infrastructure, stop attacking public
education, invest in new technologies

FInd the courage to look into a provincial sales tax and
actually use that to fund programs.
Increase corporate tax

Alternate energy such as Solar installation subsidy . Video
game industry, plastic plant subsidies.
All levels of government need to change the concept of use Diversification
or lose with budgets. No department will come under budget Support the film industry and tourism and any other renewable
because the following year they may not be able to ask fo
resources
funds needed based on their history. Perhaps if a
Support alternative energies
department comes under budget the unused funds can be
Encourage secondary and tertiary development of our natural
banked for future unforeseen needs.
resources
Somehow we must break the established pattern of use it or Promote small businesses
lose it causing wasteful spending at year end.
Implement a sales tax to increase revenue.
Eliminate vehicle benefit to elected officials.
Double tax on cigarettes and liquor.

Invest in start ups. Invest in post secondary education to
expand opportunities in emerging opportunities.
Buy out public servants over age 60 to create opportunities for
new graduates.
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T2A

T1M

T2K

T4N

T0M
T4T

T4R

T9E

Public Health care
Mental health
Supervised Consumption Sites
AISH
Education

Amounts used to short corporations and oil companies. I'm
not against oil but people could cut back on oil product
used. Diversifying the economy beyond energy is important,
and rather than helping big corporations, help smaller
companies. If AHS and the courts have to cut back on things
like pens, paper, and Kleenex, none of this should be
provided in government office and the legislature. Cut back
on MLA and premier salaries and travel costs.

Support organizations like Momentum and Prospect. Create
grants for small start up companies. Fund life skills and work
skills training programs for individuals with mental health or
physical disabilities. These individuals have lots to offer.

Investing in Education, Advanced Education and health
care, public transportation and cities
Public education and public health care

Add a sales tax and increase corporate taxes

Restoring funding to the public sector. Where will all these
unemployed public sector employees find jobs?
Focus on new technology and energy. Fund education.

Should focus on the future of Alberta. Diversify, energy is
here and needed but don’t lose out elsewhere. Albertans are
already hurting, quit kicking us.
Education
Health Care
health, education, public workforce; focus does not mean
providing more money, it means taking a look at the funding
to ensure it's efficient and effective

Raise corporate taxes.

By not centering only on oil and gas.

Increase Corporate tax base
Introduce Provincial Sales tax
governmental departments, multi-layers of management in
government agencies, union contracts

Invest in our Universities

Long term care facilities (including utilizing under used
hospitals) Schools, roads, hospitals

Stop pampering prisoners. Make them get out and clean
ditches, fight fires, etc. Allow front line health care workers
to tell people that there illness should be treated at a Dr.'s
office not an ER. People should be told when on social
services that if they get pregnant while on SS they get no
extra. Birth control is covered.

Corporate tax reduction is a good start. Incentives for retro
fitting plants, mines etc for going green.

Pensions, expenses or pay of MLAs. Private jet trips for
Premiers of other provinces. Wasting money fighting the
carbon tax when if we implement our own we could keep the
money in Alberta rather than giving it to the Federal
government.
Youth and adult mental health programming plus making
Cut your own salaries
I don’t agree with the recent layoffs to social services and
getting financial assistance easier for families experiencing
education. Why great new jobs when you just canceled a bunch
homelessness or unable to afford the cost of living.
that were really necessary

provide a balanced playing field for all industries; i.e. don't give
more incentives to oil & gas, alternative energies or technology,
rather let the entrepreneurs and existing corporations
determine what is their best option for success. This will lead to
job creation, economic growth and organic diversification of the
economy.
PUBLIC health care, PUBLIC education, and diversification Closing the war room and the ridiculous wages paid to those Diversify!!! Support businesses that are implementing green
in the energy sector are important. The War Room and
who are employed in that capacity.
energy; many out of work oil and gas persons could be using
financing large private corporations should not be a focus at Reversing the big spending this government has taken with their talents and know how to clean up the orphan wells. It is a
all. Privatizing the public sectors ( including EMS, Medical
regards to reversing all NDP programs.
double whammy that Kenney supports/sympathizes with
labs, policing) is the wrong way to go.
Quit blaming our last government - who were doing well
nonpayment by the companies.
If you start to respect other professions in the province and quit
without marginalizing people and industry.
attempting to demoralize and downsize all areas not in oil and
Reducing /eliminating the ridiculous number of PANELS
gas, you might actually retain a healthier tax base. KEEP YOUR
Kenney and his entourage should travel far less. So many
going to Ottawa before this past Christmas; Kenney's Texas PROMISES, QUIT LYING, HAVE SOME INTEGRITY.
trip; Kenney's and 'friends, trips to the UK
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T5E

T8X

Healthcare, including prescription drug coverage for all
Albertan's including all ages. Free Flu shots for all people in
Alberta, including those visiting from another province, or
just moved here and has not changed AB Health Card
information.

Allowing those that work part-time under 30 hours a week,
who can't find full time employment or another job to make
up to 40hrs a week, a tax break, as in a form of some kind of
rebate, monthly to ease the burden on the worker's mental
health that costs thousands in healthcare. Worker can eat
better that then turns the healthcare system around for long
term health issues.
Social care. the environment, societies most vulnerable. Are Saving on oil and gas theatrics, either there is a real plan for
oil and gas or not. Get thinking about other resource
you thinking about the future and the aging population?
avenues of business other than oil and gas. Get real.
Baby boomers will lead you to your future considerations,
but you should know that.

T7x

Education/healthcare

t9g

Education and health care

T3B

T5y

T0A

t7n

Tax the wealthy

By providing those that work under 30hrs a week, but has
permanent employment (more than 3 months)and can't find full
time work, a rebate to ease the burden,which in turn allows the
healthcare system a break, and the worker then can contribute
to the overall growth of the private sector and economy. More
money equals,more spending and supporting retail economies
that ensure job success.
Yes, so what is your plan for employing Albertans. Give us
some details of what your plan really is??? Oil and gas should
not be your only plan. Develop new strategies. Stop speaking to
only one industry. The rest of the world has options, where are
you??
More Grant's and tax breaks

Stop giving giant tax breaks to billion dollar corporations in
a dying industry
The elderly (seniors), people on AISH and not de-indexing or Government expense accounts (e.g. hotel, apartment costs
cutting AISH, or changing the payment dates for supports
while MLA's are attending legislature meetings), government
e.g. AISH, Income Support, getting people back to work
members to use their own vehicles and pay for own gas,
through providing quality affordable childcare and housing. rather than taxpayer funded transportation. Carpooling.
Education from kindergarten/preschool to post-secondary
Appropriate corporate taxation. If corporations are going to
and specialization training. Healthcare (cutting health care
stay in Alberta, they will do so without the province bending
cuts jobs for professionals.) Valuing and respecting people over backwards to keep them here. Savings should not be on
of every income level and background. Using the Charter of the backs of the most vulnerable. We received a pamphlet
from our MLA that had the words "protecting the vulnerable".
Rights as a basis when making decisions.
Not indexing AISH to the cost of living and changing the
payment dates for supports are not strategies that lend
themselves to protecting the vulnerable.

Stop layoffs of public sector workers

Education and support for the teachers
Child abuse and the kids in non safe homes

Take care of our kids they are our furture
Pay what we need not what we want if we got to cut things
let’s stop spending for awhile
Deregulation
Prioritizing diversifying the economy
Implement a sales tax

All the money they spend on let expanding
Taxes breaks for the rich
Big coe pay cuts
Fish stocking
Trimming down elected government (MLAs)
Education
Eliminating 'war room' (waste of money)
Stopping these phony panels (your decisions and agendas
are pre-determined so these panels are a complete waste of
money)
long term care, building of facilities, low income housing,
reduce the size of alberta's government, less mla's, reduce
highways in rural alta. rural infrastructure, don't always give management in all dept's. sell off cars, trucks, suv's, that alta
dept.'s have an lot of, see lots in parkades at gov. offices. All
Calgary and Edmonton money, their dreams to big and
costly. Beef up agriculture processing of a final product to dept education, health, etc. 30% size reduction. but still do
the same work, to many freeloaders.
export and sell locally.

Look at expenses across lifespan stages. This means
individuals at every stage need some form of income whether it
be from employment or from supports. Rather than decreasing
AISH slowly over time, it should be increased as it would allow
individuals to put money into the economy e.g. grocery buying,
paying rent and mortgages, bus passes, recreation, schooling,
etc. Add focus on sustainable and renewable resources. For
example, some crops such as alfalfa put nitrogen and other
nutrients back into the soil and tree roots help hold soil in place
(a factor in the depression of the 1930's). Focus on cooperation
between industries rather than competition. Oil is not
something we can grow every year. There are pumps that are
no longer used. As the saying goes "we should not put all our
eggs in one basket". Alberta has potential to diversify. Focus
on quality affordable post-secondary education to meet the
need for professionals and tradesmen. Maintain high
educational standards and help individuals of all backgrounds
and capabilities to meet their potential. That would truly be an
Alberta Advantage.

increasing royalties to clean up abandoned wellsites, set sights
on teck industries, bring alta to the 21 century, final producing
of our ag products, manufacturing, wood, steel, more refineries
sell finished product.
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T3K

Getting rid of their waste of money war room and invest that In their unbelievably expensive war room.
money back into the demographics that have been robbed
by them like those on AISH, seniors, and front line workers.

Stop the hyper focus on oil and gas and STOP CUTTING JOBS
for the majority of Albertans! They are hurting families!

Social services, health, housing

Eliminate the war room.

Education, health care, industry and tech innovations

Not overhauling the curriculum for K-12 schools
Instating a provincial tax
Looking at fee structures for doctors (referral fees for
doctors i.e. dermatologists who see 80 patients a day, they
should be paying instead of going after family docs, and
primary care workers)
Closing the war room, ending the creation of expert panels,
keeping legal services inside government (instead of
contracting out)
Business subsidies for dying industries (gas/oil/coal)

Attend tech conventions! Embarrassing we weren’t in Las
Vegas
Discount programs that enable consumers to make their homes
more environmentally friendly, subsidize companies that have
tech/energy innovation as a mandate

Health, education, major infrastructure and housing

T9A

T3k
T8X
T9N

Education
Health
Renewable energy
Diversification of industry
Upper management

PST
Health premium s
EDUCATION!!!!!!!!!
Cutting some current wages in government positions!!
Everyone else is taking pay cuts so should they!!!!
Maintaining our provincial infrastructure, i.e., highways.
Reducing the bloated management structure at Alberta
They are getting in terrible condition. It is false economy to Health Services and Covenant Health. Find some method to
reduce spending in this area. Remember Edmonton’s Mayor avoid management deciding on staff reductions without
Reimer’s folly? Edmonton had to spend inordinate amounts reducing their numbers. As an example, no front line cuts
without management cuts on at least a 5:1 ratio,
of money to bring back its streets. Is still doing it.
management vs front line.

Stop down sizing the public sector! Focus on developing other
industries outside of oil and gas, stop the political rhetoric
Investment in renewable energy
Investment in knowledge based industries
Investment in recycling to create new products
Give cost of living allowance to all contracts
By backing out oil and gas industry and getting trade deals in
place!!!
As unpopular as it is, continue with tax reduction for
businesses. Maybe some some small business incentives of
some sort. Also do not kill programs such as STEP that help
small and other businesses/organizations employ youth.
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T0J

Job creation, pipeline, revamp health care spending

-There should be a limit put on how many times the
Stimulate the oil patch by finding different markets, get the
Government pays for individuals to be in treatment for their pipeline built.
addictions. There are cases where individual have treatment
approved 10 times with no success. For the individuals that
really want to recover the treatment program should be
minimum 1 year, not 3 weeks to 3 month. Most of these
individuals spent majority of their lives intoxicated this can't
be fixed in 3 weeks to 3 months. For those who really want
to recover, they will commit to the year.
-Put policy in place for people applying for income support
they must be up to date with filing their taxes, why should
tax paying people pay for non tax paying people.
-Why can Income support program provide assistance within
48 hours, but Employment Insurance takes 4-8 weeks, then
those EI people are forced to apply for income support while
waiting for EI, that shouldn't be happening with today's
technology.
-Do something with empty buildings, waisted energy.
-Re-evaluate our medical system. Mental health is on the
rise, things we as children dealt with, most children today
can't handle. We have created a very needy dependent
generation, there is no basic life skills, street smarts
anymore...what on Earth happened? So many children are
seeing therapists and are on antidepressants, Why? It's like
children are no longer given the tools and encouragement to
deal with conflict. What kind of a future are they going to
have?

T3B

Education, first responders, health care.

Cut down on higher government spending. Higher big
business tax

Diversifying the economy so we're not so dependent on oil &
gas (i work in oil & gas, but it needs to change). Green
incentives for businesses as well as for different industries to
make Alberta their headquarters.
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T3H

Education--Getting people back to work is a good goal, but
you can't really do it without a good education. Think both
long and short-term here! In the short-term, programs for
people who are unemployed to retrain. In the long-term,
investing in the public education system (elementary,
secondary, and post-secondary) so that people graduate
with the confidence and skills to enter the workforce.

Likely Bureaucracy. I think the government is doing the best See previous responses.
with what they have and trying to cut spending in a way that
is trying to maintain the status quo (and not going all out like
Klein). That said, if the government puts it to their
employees and unions to help find the savings, it would
promote a more collaborative (rather than adversarial) spirit
and allow front-line employees to take some ownership of
how to address the province's financial reality.

Funding for people who really need it--while I do not
disagree with incentives for companies to create jobs, I
found that in the previous budget, tax breaks to large
corporations came at the expense of funding in other areas
that are desperately needed. When I heard that PUF funding
for young children with special needs was being reviewed
and possibly cut, I was heart-broken. Why? This funding is
used for early intervention, and can prevent strain on the
system further down the line of a child's life if you invest in
them early.
T6J

Public education, healthcare and disability services

T5K

Healthcare and education. Stop taking away from
healthcare. We need more schools, and more out of school
care so parents are able to work while their children get
educations.

Reducing corporate funding, reducing tax breaks, add a
provincial sales tax
Healthcare premiums
Provincial sales tax

T2R

Education, AFTER you have repaired the curriculum. 17(
Cutting red tape and the agencies attached to them.
it was really sad to see1)the
quality of employee drop over the years. 17(1)
can
home from school one day and informed me that he had
asked a teacher when they were going to start to learn how
to spell and was told not to worry that he would pick that up
on his own later! Metric system is nice but the real world
still uses inches and feet day to day. Especially in the
trades.
Education; diversification
Raise corporate taxes

T0H

Health, education, advanced education

T1K

Get rid of the war room and reallocate that spending
elsewhere. By not giving corporations a huge tax break.

Give incentives for new graduates to take jobs here, make living
affordable
Stop deciding that cutbacks are a way to go. The people
deciding who to cut will never cut from the top, which leaves
frontline workers. Which will turnaround to lack of proper
healthcare and proper education for ALL albertans.
Try to refine the oil here so we can stop shipping it elsewhere
to buy back at a higher cost.
Very easy! Take the blinders off and take a look south of our
boarder. Love him or hate him but follow the lead of Donald
Trump! Get rid of 10 regulations for every new one! Removing
red tape and freeing industry will not cost the taxpayers
anything. Industry knows better how to run itself than ANY
government.
Thanks for the opportunity to express my opinion. 17(1

)
Invest in education and diversification - clean energy, the tech
sector
Diversifying the Alberta economy. I repeat, DIVERSIFYING THE
ALBERTA ECONOMY. I wouldn’t invest my money in one thing,
why are we doing that with the economy???? Can someone
please answer this for me? The GOA is literally like “we must
save oil & gas” and guess what, because of all these cuts there
are companies (who support oil & gas on top of other things
they do) that are going to go out of business, but they’re not a
straight up oil & gas company, so who cares right? Alberta is a
joke. We look stupid on the world stage. I will say it again DIVERSIFY THE ECONOMY.
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T2Y
T2M
T9N
T4a

Education and HealthCare

sometimes we need debt - in senior positions in government Tax incentives
and health care and education
Education, arts, and public services, especially public
Stop trying to prop up oil and corporations.
Investing in education, renewable energy jobs and
transportation.
infrastructure, and arts.
Education, health care, and working to expand our
Corporate taxes.
By investing in our children, and their educations so they are
provincial economy outside of the oil patch.
well prepared to build a more innovative Alberta.
By not cutting thousands of jobs and funding for early
Families, education, health care
Politician salaries and benefits, use the taxes wiser
childhood educators and health professionals
Reducing childcare. Investing in infrastructure and front line Raise corporate tax to increase revenue
Tax credit to tech sector.
staff
Diversify revenues. Don’t rely as much on oil and gas
Cancel expensive war room. Cancel review of curriculum in Invest more in post secondary education, make this option less
industry only. How about tourism?
the absence of actual educators, especially since it was
expensive for future economic earners and contributors in our
already recently done by the experts and the education
province.
system here is excellent. Invest more into upstream public
health measures to prevent the use of expensive acute care
services. Reduce monies put towards students utilizing
private schools.
Diversify revenues. Don’t rely as much on oil and gas
industry only. How about tourism?

Cancel expensive war room. Cancel review of curriculum in
the absence of actual educators, especially since it was
already recently done by the experts and the education
system here is excellent. Invest more into upstream public
health measures to prevent the use of expensive acute care
services. Reduce monies put towards students utilizing
private schools.

T9E

Education and health care.

Amalgamate or eliminate school boards, allow principals to Not cutting public services as this will, and has already, made it
make real decisions that benefit students, not just follow the harder for Albertans. Restaurant chains have left, oil companies
have left this is causing a trickle down effect and businesses
school boards agenda.
are hurting. Keep more people employed by capitalizing on
workforce available to build infrastructure.

T9E

Education and infrastructure

T7Y

Get rid of school boards. Moo one including the
superintendents can tell me their role.
Road repairs ( TENDERS ) no more cost plus jobs,
All unions specifically management and administration,
performance based with long term warranty, senior housing, punish criminals to full extent to quite the revolving cost of
job apprenticeship programs, alberta first opportunity
dont want to make anyone unhappy, maximum exposure and
program,
revenue from highway patrols,

T3b

Incentives for tech companies

T8s

Environment, Education, health care, actions to fix climate
change,
Education & healthcare and infrastructure.

T0A

The government could work with aurora to make the clement
with kemp that will last longer
Tax breaks for corporations
Subsidies for oil companies
Cut stupid hands out to big corporations. Stop paying tones
of money to lawyers and panel members to get the answers
the UCP wants instead of common sense.

Invest more in post secondary education, make this option less
expensive for future economic earners and contributors in our
province.

Infrastructure and education. Both attract investors
Subsidized apprentice program for first two years and employer
gets tax break but has to employ until red seal completed in 4
years. Carbon rebate program for all business and homeowners
to build solar and emission free infrastructure. Companies
competing for Alberta contracts must be owned and operated in
Alberta. Alberta first always.
Incentives for small businesses and tech companies
Through supporting social
Infrastructure and education
Diversification. Complet already started project like super lab...
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Diversifying the economy away from oil and gas. Increasing
investment in tech and green technologies. Education (at
the primary, secondary, and post secondary levels).
Healthcare (especially front line workers). Developing a
strong policy to address human-caused Climate Change.

Start with their own salaries- the fact that there are ministers
assigned to portfolios in areas where they have NO relevant
experience is ridiculous. Cut the War Room. Stop giving
handouts to oil and gas companies, car dealers, and other
Conservative cronies. Pull all funding from private religious
schools and charter schools that don't follow public
guidelines.

Unchain the province from the dying oil and gas industry. Pour
funding into post-secondary institutions. Stop acting like
overgrown diaper babies, constantly crying about how harddone-by Alberta is- we are an incredibly prosperous province,
full of smart, innovative, progressive, urban people. Despite
decades of provincial Conservative mismanagement, we have
prevailed- stop destroying our progress for your own
amusement.

T0H

Health care and primary education

Industry will take the most economic attractive path, favourable
tax rates, less regulatory hurdles, more stand up against central
government and NGOs. Wherever industry is willing to do
business, the jobs will follow and economies will grow.

T4C

The austerity program the Alberta Government has us on is
taking funds from the poor and middle class and giving
money to the rich. Whether it is taking $320 from me for
each child because I have to pay for the school bus despite
living more than 2.5 km from the school (a little far to walk
and there is no safe path) or giving me a whopping 0% pay
increase which is really a - 2% increase due to inflation, I
have less money to spend in our economy. The rich
companies are just going to take their tax savings and
continue to save it. Many companies will take the savings
and leave for the United States or to other provinces. The
province is actively shrinking the economy rather than
growing it. A balance needs to be found, this has not been
found by the government.

T4L

Healthcare, Education, and protecting vulnerable
populations.

All departments need to be analyzed and have the “fat”
trimmed. Also the unionized workers need to be sent a
message that our economy is in tough shape and many
Albertans are taking wage cuts or losing jobs. The public
sector should be grateful for having good paying jobs and
lose their entitlement attitude.
The government should first find savings in their own
bureaucracy. 17(1)
of teaching, I've never
once felt like Alberta Education was actually doing much to
improve education in the province. They jump on the
pendulum and just go for a ride. Most of the people in
Alberta Education are there because they don't want to
teach, so we have very poor teachers leading the province.
The same can be said for the bureaucracies of School
Divisions. There are way too many people getting paid to do
some stupid job that nobody cares about or to write some
report that nobody reads. Again, most people who are in the
central office are there because they could not hack it in the
trenches. Some of the people in central office have never
really taught, they are just academics. More important than
savings though, is revenue. Our government cannot continue
to run the province based on a natural resource that is so
prone to swings in value. A sales tax needs to be brought in
but no government in Alberta will do this because it is
political suicide and governments in Alberta are way more
interested in staying in power than actual good governance.
The UCP can blame the NDP all they want for the problems
that Alberta has but anyone with a brain knows that many of
these issues started a very long time ago. The
Conservatives in Alberta mismanaged the province for a very
long time and the federal Conservatives did the same. Harper
did a really poor job of getting pipelines built and so did our
previous Alberta Premiers. At this point, 17(1)
you have already labelled me a
"special interest group". You could say the same for any
citizen in Alberta. Business people are also special interest
groups. You might also think that I am a big NDP supporter.
I'm not. I'm actually a fiscal conservative with progressive
leanings on social issues. I am a Red Tory or a Blue Liberal
depending on which way the winds are blowing I actually
Cut the war room, stop giving tax credits to corporations.
Trickle down economics isn’t working.

Alberta needs a real plan for the realities of the global market
right now. I'm not against oil & gas. 17(1)
was in
Turner Valley for the original boom there. 17(1)
spent most
of his working life in oil & gas. Alberta needs to support oil &
gas but we should not be artificially propping it up at the
expense of other industries. Oil is a dying industry. It is going
to become a dead industry at some point. Other countries are
not going to invest in "dirty oil" and it doesn't matter if we say it
is clean or not. They will believe what they believe. Alberta
needs to continue to diversify. We have more sunlight than
anywhere else in Canada. We should be world leaders in solar
energy and not just Photovoltaic Cells but also using solar
energy for heating. We have a tremendous opportunity to
utilize geothermal energy in this province. We need to continue
on with manufacturing, high tech., tourism, agriculture,
forestry, and entertainment industries. We have to diversify and
plan for the day when oil is no longer. We cannot control the
price of oil, it has a lot more to do with world pressures than
what we are doing. 17(1)
was a blacksmith and
farrier. When it became clear that horses and horseshoes were
not going to cut it, he reinvented himself and became a
mechanic. Oil & gas is the horse.

Public infrastructure seems like a good idea.
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T3A
T1K

Balance between economic development and social/health
programs
decreasing our overall debt
making education affordable for post secondary students

Perks of senior officials of government and government
supported institutions in health care and education.
enforce higher up in the health care sector and public
education to take a pay cut, and not firing the teachers and
medical staff that we need.
stricter regulations for receiving welfare.
Stop gov. Trips to Europe , US and any unnecessary trips.
Stop giving tax breaks to large companies. Stop reversing all
the improvements made by the previous government.

Diversification - a topic talked about for decades.
Build the pipeline!

T6J

Health and education. Stop cutting funding to health and
education.

T0B

Abandoned wells: Cut and cap, reclamation. Clean up this
mess

The government should ask front line employees inside the
civil service where savings could occur. (not managers)
AISH is a case in point.

T8x

Making Alberta more internal like Quebec (cpp) taxes ,
police .
Health, education, cities

Getting out of equalization

By putting a stand to ottawa and stop feeding them money

Stop subsidies to oil companies.
Stop corporate tax cuts.
Decrease number of rural M L As
Not sure.

Funding for Arts, gaming companies, alternative energy, film
production.
Hire more nurses for proper staffing
Not take away teachers jobs? Not take away educational
assistants jobs? Not take away nurses jobs????

T5K

T8N

t8x

T3R

Education. Supports for students with disabilities, extra
needs. These kids are OUR future. And we need to continue
to support their growth,mental health, and education. Not
give tax cuts to large corporations.

Health care. Taking care of our elderly. Proper mental health
care.
I think the government should be focusing on educationI think the government should institute a 2-3% PST for the
especially for inclusive education it's severely underfunded province. It's not savings we need its income we need.
and classroom sizes continue to be too large. We also need
to make health care a top priority.
PUBLIC education.
End the war room. That $30 million should go towards public
education and healthcare

Promote railway traffic for oil and other produce. Support small
business. When gov cuts civil service jobs it creates stress and
uncertainty in the workers and general public. Constantly
making statements about how economically deprived Alberta is
creates pessimism and depression. It also does not promote
investment in our province.
High tech. Albertans are innovative, but mentoring is essential.
Mentors are needed to see companies survive and thrive..
Government employees are not suited to this role. A centre for
consultation, past manufactures, accountants, people with a
proven record of "making it work".

Offering incentives to businesses and try to regain interests
from technology companies to move back to Alberta. We need
to expand our palettes.
Diversify the economy — invest in other industries, such as
tech
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T7Y

Rural crime prevention
Reducing tax increases for ordinary Albertans
Integrated service delivery at the local level
Tax employees working in Alberta but not a resident & not
paying taxes here

Limit per student funding for high school graduates to cover
100 credits (which is what you need to graduate) & charge to
extra credits - develop a strategy for this - there are savings
here & it encourages students to move to post-secondary or
the world of work.
Reduce the levels of management in government (no need
for executive directors - did not exist 10 years ago) it would
improve communications including understanding
implications based on front line experiences rather the filter
now applied which is not an accurate picture.
Review benefits for unions (e.g., there should be no pay out
for sick days not taken … this is not the intent of sick days)
All future tax increases should go to plebiscite for people to
vote on.

Encourage innovation & continue to reduce red tape & overregulating.
Provide incentives to industries experiencing downturn which
is based on external factors outside of Alberta's control.

T2w

Health, education and social services.Health, education and
social servicesHealth, education and social servicesHealth,
education and social services.Health, education and social
servicesHealth, education and social servicesHealth,
education and social services.Health, education and social
servicesHealth, education and social servicesHealth,
education and social services.Health, education and social
servicesHealth, education and social services

Raising taxes on oil companies and canceling the canadian
energy centreRaising taxes on oil companies and canceling
the canadian energy centre Raising taxes on oil companies
and canceling the canadian energy centre

Hiring more teachers, nurses and social workers.Hiring more
teachers, nurses and social workers.Hiring more teachers,
nurses and social workers.Hiring more teachers, nurses and
social workers.Hiring more teachers, nurses and social
workers.

T4C

Economic diversification - eg. job retraining and investing in Eliminate the energy war room
renewable energy and alternative industries (including the
film industry, for example)
The highest priority for me and my family is flood mitigation. My advice is to go after big ticket items. Don't nickle and
dime small organizations.
Public Education and health care
Taxing large corporations

T2S
T0A

T0A

Funding toward retraining and small business development

By lowering taxes and promoting smaller government.

Stop cuts to education and health that are causing more job
loss.
Get that pipeline built while also looking into future more
sustainable energy sources
The government should focus its spending priorities on
Get rid of the war room, lower salaries for MLAs, implement The government should be investing in renewable energies like
healthcare, education, and renewable energy. There should higher taxes on
solar, wind and geothermal energy. There would be plenty of
be more focus on investing in police services, especially
International corporations. Stop wasting money reversing all jobs created while continuing to implement these new energy
since crime is increasing with the current Alberta recession. of the bills that were passed by the NDP and focus on the
sources, as was already happening before the UCP government
There should be more research and development put into
needs of Albertans rather than cutting all of the programs
came into power.
renewable energy as well. Just because we have oil in this that were implemented to help them.
province doesn’t mean the government can’t be progressive
and think about future generations.
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T0A

The government should focus its spending priorities on
healthcare, education, and renewable energy. There should
be more focus on investing in police services, especially
since crime is increasing with the current Alberta recession.
There should be more research and development put into
renewable energy as well. Just because we have oil in this
province doesn’t mean the government can’t be progressive
and think about future generations.

Get rid of the war room, lower salaries for MLAs, implement
higher taxes on
International corporations. Stop wasting money reversing all
of the bills that were passed by the NDP and focus on the
needs of Albertans rather than cutting all of the programs
that were implemented to help them.

The government should be investing in renewable energies like
solar, wind and geothermal energy. There would be plenty of
jobs created while continuing to implement these new energy
sources, as was already happening before the UCP government
came into power.

T4J

Actual teachers and Aids in the classroom

PD activities

Hire more front line staff

T1B

More income for Senior Benefits 1200$ is not enough. More By cutting g funding to programs like "choices for change"
income for people on income support. Better drug coverage by mcmann . Change overtime pay for Nurses. Change over
time pay for Nurses.CHANGE OVER TIME PAY FOR NURSES.
for seniors. No more bail outs for oil and gas.
Again CHANGE HOW OVER-TIME WORKS FOR NURSES.

Education and health care
t4b

Green Initiatives. Build a train line for transport from Medicine
Hat to Calgary to Red Deer to Edmonton. Increase spending to
roadways ' increase spending for jobs supported by PPD '
increase spending RCMP for jobs and create a trash force to
help educate people on how to use the blue bins effectively.
Help funding for more plastic plants to create desil fuel .

Offer grants for businesses to hire more staff and increase
wages.
While jobs are important, we will not get far if we continue to Keep corporations more accountable for the funding you are Look into technology and coding skills. Wind power. We have
so much wind, let's use it!
cut programs and allow corporations to take the money and giving them. If you are using my tax dollars to provide
opportunities for job generation, I would like to see some
run. We need to invest in infrastructure to support growth,
accountability. It bothers me large amounts of cuts are
this includes acknowledging we need to support the
being made and companies like Huskie take your money, lay
population increases and their stress on our education,
off staff and run. Just as every other organization is
health, police forces. It isn't logical to accept more
responsible for how government dollars are spent, there
immigration into the province, allow them to cheat the
needs to be a better understanding and language in place if
system by living together and not pay their fair share, and
the citizens of alberta are going to sacrifice their wellness for
then not even prepare buildings for them clogging up the
this job generation opportunity.
stresses they put on our system. It's irritating this is
happening and I want answers.
Not giving corporations handouts.

T4N

Expanding our energy markets to include way more greener Oil markets ... quit spending so much money on a market
energies and get in line with the rest of our world. Fossil
that is, and will, continue to lose support all over our world.
fuels are being used less and less and will continue to do so
around our world, so don’t focus so much on it.

T1R

Health, Education and employment opportunities.

Get rid of some of those high paid executives,especially in
AHS. Leave the front line workers alone. The idea of limiting
a Doctor's time to 10 minutes per patient visit and only 1
issue per visit is ridiculous. What about patients with 2 or 3
conditions which are all related and affect each other. What
about patients in rural areas who travel miles to see a Doctor
and have 2 issues. Are they expected to make a second Appt
and travel again for a 10 minute visit. The changes you are
making will make current Doctors leave and certainly won't
entice new ones. PLEASE RETHINK THIS!!!!

Fight for our natural resource and farming industries.
University is not for everyone. Entice younger people into trade
schools with incentives to them and to industries that support
them.

T4V

Education (K-12 and Post-Secondary)
Health Care
Education, Education, Education

From the $30,000,000 spent on the Canadian Energy Centre
(or whatever the 'war room' is called)
Not enabling people with safe injection sites.

By being involved in alternative energy innovations which
would enable jobs and diversify the provincial economy
Putting money into education so that the future has the ability
to create jobs.

T4R

Invest in people and greener energy programs. Look after
people so they can be productive members in our society.
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T1r
T1X

T0H

T4J

T6E

Health care, education ( including post secondary), and the
environment.
Education and health care.
Give the teachers a raise they deserve.

Cancel the war room and big tax breaks for oil and gas.

Elder care. Subsidies of some form should be made
available so people can care for their parents at home or
find suitable caregivers. It is a travesty.
Green technology initiatives. Continue with the slow
process of shifting the emphasis from fossil fuels - so much
is possible if more money was available for research and
development.
Education and healthcare

Start charging fees for Alberta Health Care, sliding scale
based on income. Should never have been eliminated in the
first place. Put that money straight back into health care.

Sales tax PLEASE. 2.5% This is not political suicide, just do it
already.

Continue to analyze the red tape initiative. Look at
restructuring government organizations that are top heavy.

Strive to attract businesses to Alberta. Be careful of lay offs in
education and healthcare.

Education
Protecting the environment

Support public early education. It decreases poverty,
incarceration and unemployment.

Fund education. Educated citizens have the skills needed to
generate business and innovation.

By not letting any immigrants into Canada. Take care of our
seniors, military and homeless. They have paid into CPP.

Look at diversification of our economy by becoming leaders in
environmental responsible energy.
Lower tuition at universities and provide mentoring especially
in the trades.

Increase funding to heath initiatives (e.g. nutrition, exercise).
Healthy citizens are more productive and save the healthcare
system. Fund wellness.
T8A

- Putting money back into families (not just low income)
pockets.
- Education and healthcare support
- Bringing businesses back to Alberta

t5t

Construction of municipal (public) and private buildings
(infrastructure).
Public education and public health care

T0C
T3H

Duplication of services in government.
- Hiring funding programs to support student recruitment and
If required to reinstate a carbon tax program then reinvesting work integrated learning i.e. a revised STEP or co-op tax credit
that money into program support
- Tackle the carbon tax and environment issues by offering
green practices and green research tax credits or rebates
- offer re-education programs for hard hit industries or
supporting employment outcomes for all levels of postsecondary, not just trades
- revisiting the minimum wage (and not paying different
amounts for students)

Public relations focusing on international exposure
regarding the Oil & Gas industry.
Stop giving tax breaks for large companies. Decrease
government spending.
1. The continued construction and maintenance of highways 1. Implementing higher taxes on the high-income taxpayers
& bridges as necessary BEFORE they deteriorate to the
(such as 15% for earnings greater than $250,000 per year).
point that costly major construction and grading is required. 2. Begin phasing out Government Pension plans.
2. Health & Drug coverage to be continued for critical
expenses... such as the cost for insulin pump sensors that
currently cost about $3800 per year. Life saving drugs,
equipment, and appliances should be covered by the Alberta
Government.
3. Health Care professionals (nurses and front-line staff) as
well as Teaching professionals (teachers, aides, support
staff) must be kept employed... whatever it costs because
there are too many vulnerable Albertans (seniors and
students) that are being negatively impacted by staff
reductions and cuts.

Support in construction of buildings (infrastructure) to target
small, mid and large scale demands.
Invest in sustainable energy sources
1. There seems to be many cases where prospective
immigrants are being denied visas and the opportunity to work
in Alberta. This talented group rarely are a 'drain' on
government services and they contribute to the tax-payer base.
2. Encourage innovation and entrepreneurial businesses by
offering a special tax exempt status for a 1 to 5 year period.
3. Implement Toll fees on a few of our major highways...
TransCanada Highway, Yellowhead Highway, QE11, and
Highway 63. This would also generate the creation of many job
opportunities.
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T8N

T6R

T4L

T4B

Education, individuals with special needs, homeless and
health services

Upper management. We are top heavy! We should be
eliminating higher administrative jobs and keep our front
lines working!

I am concerned that the government is decimating education I am concerned that the government is just focusing on
and healthcare. I think you should focus on these areas.
spending without looking at revenue. If we had an
There are more students, so there should be more money.
appropriate level of revenue, we wouldn’t have this so-called
“spending problem”. Savings could be found by charging
appropriate taxes to oil companies, by expecting oil
companies to pay their property taxes, and collecting the
money needed to run our province.
I think you could find savings by closing the war room, and
stopping all your commissions that are given limited
mandates to rubber stamp UCP policies
Increase spending on healthcare, education, incentives for * Cut all funding to the Canadian Energy Center.
growing industries, and green initiatives.
* Cease frivolous lawsuits, such as those against the federal
carbon tax.
* Introduce a small provincial sales tax to help make the
provincial budget more predictable and less sensitive to the
state of global energy markets, which is largely outside of its
control.
* Stop giving tax breaks to highly profitable corporations
without tying it to investment in the province.
Public Education and Public healthcare
Add a Provincial sales tax and diversify Alberta's economy oil and gas are NOT the only energy resource. We need to
start looking beyond oil and gas to ensure a sustainable
future for our children and planet.
Education
Health Care
Post Secondary

Eliminate the unnecessary expenditure of the "war room."
Stop giving tax breaks to big rich corporations that LEAVE!!

It seems that a number of “higher” administrative staff make
decisions based on protecting their own position. Perhaps an
avenue could be explored to allow our front lines to offer
suggestions on how their area could be improved and also save
money. Suggestions made by front lines are often ignored!
We need to focus on getting albertans rather than immigrants
working
By investing in education and health care. Cutting thousands of
education and health care jobs doesn’t help job creation and
economic growth. It reduces the number of people employed,
and reduces spending in the economy.

* Create incentives for newer companies/industries in the
province (tech, green).
* Stop actively trying to cause job loss in the healthcare,
education, and technology fields.
* Increase funding to education (primary, secondary, trades) to
ensure that we are preparing qualified individuals to enter the
job market.
* Increase funding to research.
Fund public education and public health care appropriately and
effectively. Add a Provincial sales tax and do not make tax cuts
for private business.
Decrease funding to the 'war room' and fund public services for
the people of the province.
Diversify. Stop putting everything on oil and gas. There is so
much talent in this province. Stop the very real brain drain.
There's a lot more to this province that rig workers.

Stop wasting funds trying to separate. That will not be
financially responsible long term.

T9A

SUPPORTING ALBERTANS NOT CORPORATIONS

claw back the monies from oil and gas company welfare,
Investing in Albertans NOT COMPANIES
give Albertans the monies for the programs and DON'T
MESS WITH AISH and INCOME SUPPORT! SHAME ON YOU
WE WILL BEGIN THE IMPEACHMENT PROCESS HERE IN
ALBERTA IF THIS RECKLESS OBVIOUS GREED IS NOT
STEMMED IMMEADIATELY!!!
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T7X

Education and Health care. Putting money into these
services does not make a province socialist. I do not
understand what the government is so worried about. It has
been proven true that Trickle Down Economics does not
help the middle class but increases the number of wealthy
and makes life for the lower income earners much more
difficult.

Remove the money from the so called War Room and put it
back into services. Stop spending money trying to bring
back the Oil Boom unless you are prepared to make the Oil
Companies pay higher royalties. My friend works in the oil
patch and he is prepared to receive a steady lower wage
instead of the 6 figure amount that he previously earned. He
wants to ensure that his children have teachers and if they
are sick, doctors and nurses who are not overworked and
stressed out.

T4B

Education: funding schools and paying teachers.

Corporate tax benefits should end! It’s not working,
businesses are leaving anyways!

Medical: funding hospitals and paying nurses! Stop
replacing RN’s with NAs!

Encourage entrepeneurship, stop cutting education, health care
and other government services. When their funding is cut, jobs
decrease and unemployment rises. How can there be such a
high unemployment rate right now when the government has
paid the large oil companies money. This money went into
reinvestment and raising the price of their stocks. This did not
create jobs. To top it off, these companies are not paying their
municipal taxes, not taking responsibility for old wells and
ultimately moving out of the province. The government has lost
money on this scheme.
You can’t have jobs growth without educated people to fill
those jobs! Find education properly! Value teachers! You can’t
have successful businesses who hire educated people without
funding schools and teachers! Go to the root, educated people
work, open businesses, employ others!

T3h

Health and education. Providing essential services to
seniors. And stabilizing of the job market by diversifying
alberta’s energy sector.

T0H

1) Healthcare;
2) Education;
3) Infrastructure.

T0J

GETTING PEOPLE BACK TO WORK AND INCREASE
QUALITY OF LIFE AS MANY FAMILIES ARE NOT ABLE TO
MAKE ENDS MEET

REVIEWING THE MANAGEMENT LEVELS OF Alberta Health
Services and Alberta's teachers and governments.
NOT cutting front line teachers and nursing staff

reduce the costs of living and invest in job creation

T7V

Defund the "War room" immediately.
Fund education and health care to reflect the needs of our
citizens and our population growth.
Adding more teachers, investing in technology, providing
tax break to individuals

Defund the "War Room."

Very easily- institute a PST of 4-5 %.
We have a revenue problem- not a spending problem!!!

Dismantle energy war room, increase corporate tax rate for
companies that have not increased hiring as a result of tax
break, eliminating premiers trips to other countries and
provinces

Provide grants to technology innovation companies, support
education by funding schools more, ensuring child care grants
continue to support women in the workplace

T5E

Cut administrative costs, not frontline services. Talk to
actual frontline workers where healthcare and education
money should go, and where cuts can be made without
sacrificing the quality of services provided.

Diversify our energy sector. Oil and gas is only one opportunity,
and by diversifying we create more jobs, stabilize our energy
sector and our economy so we do not boom and bust with the
price of oil. (Increased job security and financial stability for
Albertans)
They could find savings by not by cutting health care
The government should support job creation and economic
services but the ridiculous chains of command they have. My growth by supporting small businesses. Small business is the
example is at a hospital. They have the nurses, then a
bread and butter of the small communities, especially in
supervisor, as well as shift supervisor, a team lead, a
Northern Alberta. Many end up closing their doors due to high
manager, a regional manager, district manager, a provincial taxes and cost or running a small business. This is backwards.
manager(probably). This is insane amount of middle people. We should be taxing major corporation lie walmart and loblaws,
and large businesses more and lessen taxes for small business
Just think about the amount paid out in wages at all of the
so that they are able to employ more of their local community,
hospitals. Cut them back. All they would need is a
and wont have to end up closing their doors in times of
supervisor, and a manager for that department. I do not
recession. If we can create small buisness, we can create
understand why housekeeping needs to have a team lead
steady paced economic growth.
and a supervisor and a manager. These positions could be
combined. With these cutback alone you could afford new
medical technology to help our patrons of alberta. There
would hundreds of thousands of dollars. I'm not saying to
cut nurses or doctors, that is not the answer.
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Get Albertans working. You’ve lost 50,000 jobs so far.
Get your hands off my pension.

T0C

t0m

t8s

Give back control of pensions plans to LAPP and cancel
your new department.
Stop cutting education and health care!
Stop the tax cut for the wealthy- it never works.
Reduce red tape within the government. Projects that already
have been approved have many layers of approval over and
over. Let your mangers be accountable for their budgets.

Broaden our horizons. Look to innovation and new
technologies. Support them.
Build more hospitals or allow doctors to build their own clinics
that specialize in things. and let them run them. Find a way.
Wait times are horrible!

Wage freeze would be in order. Wage reductions are tough
with the cost of living. If wage reductions done they should
be adjusted for the wage level - high end salaries 150k and
up should be reduced at a higher rate than those making
less.
There seem to be so many levels of managers throughout
the system, especially in health and education. Surely some
efficiency can be found there.
develop more private sector partnerships to deliver
privatize some healthcare - why are people flying to private
clinics in Ontario for hernia surgeries? So many examples of
healthcare - improve service, save money.
economic development - attract industries - Oil and Gas and ways we can deliver better service in a different delivery
model
other - high tech, agrifood, etc.
Infrastructure improvements. We still need people to get to Government Salaries, including politicians.
work and we have an infrastructure deficit.
Reversing the cuts to corporate income tax. We can do this
when the economy turns around.
Health and Education Funding. Healthcare and Mental
Reversing cuts to oilfield companies. We can do this when
Health need a boost - there are insufficient resources for
the economy turns around.
both regular medical care, doctors, nurses, aides and even
less resources for mental health and addictions.
Abolish all school funding other than to the public schools two or three tiered education is ridiculous - the cost of
Court and Solicitor General funding to do away with backlog maintaining a public and a private (Catholic) school system
- more lawyers, jusdges, clerks, both federally and
is prohibitive. Have one school system, and divert all
provincially.
funding to that. Increased funding can have special classes
for the Catholics or other religious groups - way cheaper
than setting up all of the groups with their own schools and
their own teachers.

Putting a bunch of gov't staff out of work at this time won't help
employment numbers in the province so wholesale cuts could
be bad. Select reductions are probably needed. Investment in
research and development of our major industries,(Energy,
Agriculture, ect),would help drive new opportunities and
generate employment.

Obvious areas of Health and Education but use existing
dollars more effectively. As a farmer do not forget areas
such as Agriculture Research - very necessary to keep our
industry viable and competitive for years to come and as the
second largest industry, a driver within the economy

incent target industries from abroad to expand into Canada
through Alberta

Incentives to private business for actual job creation, not a tax
cut in advance in hopes that the company will create a job. If
my business creates a full time job, my business should get a
tax cut or tax credit or reimbursement. It costs money to create
jobs, train and pay an employee in a fragile economy. However,
if I just get the tax cut in hopes I will create a job, I may just use
the tax cut for myself, which does not help the overall economy
as much.
Trickle down economics does not work.

Funding for home schooling or other private schools should
be abolished.
It would solve so many problems and save oh so much
money.
If we set up more mental health and addictions treatment and
healing centers, there would be a reduced need for
correctional centers, officers, RCMP and the court system.
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T3H

Health Care, particularly mental health for Adults. it is far
easier to get affordable mental health care for children than
it is for adults with mental health issues. Also when you fix
roads, do it properly. In Calgary for example, a bunch of
work was done on glenmore trail, but the road still isn't flat
and the lines aren't even visible; it is extremely dangerous.

By not funding private schools! They are absurdly expensive
already, and should not receive any tax payer funding.
PS: The carbon tax was not a problem for any middle to
lower class people! I got far more money back from the
rebate than I spent. We won't survive to make the economy
better if there isn't a world to have an economy in it.

By not cutting minimum wage! It is hard enough to live off of
minimum wage as it is. Paying youth workers a lower minimum
wage is COMPLETELY UNACCEPTABLE. As someone who
started working at 16 years old, I was taken advantage of
countless times in the workplace due to my naivety and lack of
experience or legal knowledge. Youth workers are by far the
most vulnerable in the workforce, and people should not be
incentivized to hire then by making their labour cheaper than
someone older. I worked harder than people twice my age in my
youth, and had I better understood labour laws at the time I
would have had to sue several employers.
Additionally, the energy sector needs to be incentivized to
invest in research and implementation of sustainable energy
resources. My father worked in the oil and gas industry for 25
years, and my brother works in the industry now; I know how
many people depend on the energy sector for their livelihood,
but oil sands etc. are not a sustainable source of energy. We
will kill our planet and ourselves for greed.
Corporate tax cuts DO NOT CREATE JOBS. Corporations will
not spare their employees if they aren't necessary for making
money, regardless of the taxes they need to pay. Large
corporations and the wealthy should be paying more taxes, not
less.

T0C

a) More Policing to prevent theft. Monitor recycling
businesses to find the thieves and harsher punishments and
or fines for vehicle thefts. This should avoid insurance
premium increases.
b) Keeping all the pavement highways in good condition,
especially the older ones.
c) Focus on the oil and gas industry, to get a fair world price
for our production. This will keep companies from going
bankrupt, inturn keeping people employed and paying taxes.

a) Review the grant system. Offer loans instead.
b) Review Social assistance applicants, by doing random
drug, alcohol and tobacco testing. If found positive, reduce
or deny benefits. Healthy people do not need medical
intervention.
c) Go back to charging a health care premium, based on a
person's income.
d) All private doctors salaries and services should be
monitored or capped.

Keep helping young people get a trade by subsidizing part of
their tuition. Trades make everything happen and the whole
world benefits.

t4s

getting the economy moving

In the public sector, from top to bottom, do a statistical
comparison of wages, benefits, pensions, sick time, holiday
time between bc,ab, sk and the private sector

this minimum wage for kids shouldn't be anymore than 10/hr.
Also, these large oil and gas companies should be upgrading
more of our oil and gas than just sending it down the pipeline.

After many years, it is essential that SR1 flood mitigation
make significant regulatory progress this year. Whatever
funding is necessary in order for this to be achieved, must
be so allocated.

Reducing the seemingly ever-increasing bureaucracy.

Focus on the number one thing that makes Alberta, Alberta and
Canada, Canada - growing the energy sector.
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T6R

1. Education
2. Environment
3. Economic Development and Tourism

Pursue 'alternative service delivery' with the private sector
(creates jobs and opportunity too) in health care and some
government services. Reduce the number and scope of rural
hospitals, incentive the private sector to build more local
assisted living housing, utilize P3s or private infrastructure
funds to build public infrastructure like roads and hospitals.
Rationalize 'innovation' spending. Downsize civil service (but
offer buy outs).

T5K

All public services, including healthcare, education, public
transit and more

Probably in not giving tax breaks to oil companies and other Better social services will make Alberta more appealing to
large corporations who already don't pay their fair share
everyone living here as well as to people from other provinces.

t5y

Childcare, Education, small businesses development,
healthcare, tourism
Red tape reduction and finding efficiencies, rooting out
redundancies. I can't figure out how we're so concerned
about Alberta's healthcare but identity theft with ridiculous
paper slips of your healthcare number isn't a priority. Put
the driver's license people on it, get a picture and make the
health care cards last.

Increase tax bracket for the oil and gas section

T6A

Government consultants and managers, including in the
Teacher's unions. 17(1)

Support job sharing programs for employers (instead of lay
offs). Attract industry leaders in new industries with incentive
programs. Develop targeted, supportive low tax and reduced
regulatory burdens strategies for new industries - e.g. AI/ML,
rare earth mineral projects, biotech/health care, forestry, value
added agriculture, renewable energy

Encourage small businesses and individuals with ideas that
can be beneficial to economic growth
Reduce business taxes and make it easier for people to open up
businesses and employ folks. Let capitalism do it's best work.

That's insane! In public life a manager would be required for
10 or more people. 17(1)

Teacher's aren't the problem
either, but all the silly consultants writing reports, how about
getting an educational assistant in to help a teacher out
instead of a interpersonal play consultant?
T8R

Front line medical workers and teachers.

Punish departmental hockey stick spending with a 10%
Separate from Canada
reduction. That being folks that spend their budget in the last
3 months of the fiscal year.
Audit all departments. Why were they started? Did they meet
their goal? If not why? If yes, why are they still around?
End sole sourcing. End sole sourcing. End sole sourcing!!!!
Publish all public contracts, work rules (this one is
important), perks and benefits, and pensions payable. ALL of
them. We are paying for them. We should know what we are
paying for.
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T3M

Education (in contrast to what you have been doing)
Corporate tax breaks
Public Health/Health Promotion/Data Systems (note this is
NOT clinical/health system investment but an investment in
prevention so there will be less burden on the system)
Housing (access to housing has been shown to offset costs
in other major areas like justice, health etc.)
Children 0-5 (universal childcare like the UK model because
investment in this age group has the highest returns again
in terms of cost-savings for education, health, justice, social
services and long term economic productivity)

By investing in education and creating a diverse economy.
What saved AB in the past (i.e. oil and gas) is not what is going
to save it in the future.

Health Care
Education
Economic Diversity Incentives

Support economic diversity and less reliance on the volatile oil
and gas industries.

Stop giving tax breaks to large corporations and wasting
millions to buy out existing contracts for things like oil
transportation by rail.
Stop funding private Education and Health Care when there
are already publicly funded systems in place.
Amalgamate the two public education systems (Catholic and
Public) into 1 system with Catholic schools (or other
denominations) as an option for a school within the same
division.
Increase taxes for big corporations. Seeing how it's failed to
create jobs and proven when husky laid people off with a
huge tax break.

T5T

Healthcare, education,disabilities,low income.

T8S

Education and infrastructure

t3h

Create jobs, attract foreign investor to invest clean energy
Calgary Education Board
industry, think about attracting or introducing other
sustainable high-tech industry to settle here ( such as
research and development based pharma or biotech
company, start-ups with support and collaboration with UoA
or UoC)and promote the Rockies scenes for tourism

T0M

1. Helping to keep people employed.
2. Public healthcare system that is sustainable without
duplication.
3. Education system that is sustainable without duplication.
3. Open and transparent government not driven by ideology.
Both the NDP and UCP are guilty of this.

Get rid of duplication in our healthcare and education
systems! Why do we have two healthcare programs (AHS
and Covenant??). Two CEOs and two executive management
teams means twice the salaries. Get rid of the duplication!!
Same argument for a single education system instead of a
catholic and public one.

Support our oil and gas industry AND diversify our economy.
We need to stop this reliance on a single type of industry. Oil
and gas industry is an important part of our economy but don't
make it our only major source of economic growth. Everyone
agrees we have a limited amount of fossil fuels we need to think
about Alberta's future and use our Alberta problem solving
skills to prepare for the future. Let's get er done!

EDUCATION
HEALTH CARE

Not spending it on War Rooms.
Dropping MLA salaries
Diversification of resources (not reliant and investing in Oil
and Gas... invest in sustainable resources)

Invest in sustainable resources

Fewer corporate tax giveaways

Putting more money back to lower income so they can afford
things, even basic things.Thus cycling money through the
ECONOMY.It is said the more people spend the more it
stimulates the economy. If they do not have to spend economy
will become stagnant.
Investing less in oil and gas and more in alternate industries, to
diversify our economy and reduce our dependency on a dying
industry (Oil and gas).
infrastructure build-up, outsource and privatize the rail
construction between Edmonton and Calgary. Create
entrepreneur immigration provincial program to attract foreign
funding from the other countries.

Have a PST (seriously... 3%)
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T1J

T0K

T2E

Education and health care. Stop making it more difficult and Stop handing out 4.7 billion dollars in handouts to oil and
gas companies. Have you read any kind of research about
expensive to live and go to school.
the trickle down theory? I'll save you some time - everyone
agrees that it. Does. Not. Work.
Stop cutting front line workers.
Middle management of so many areas could be reduced,
saving front line workers. No more "retreats" for
Government meetings....use Skype!
17(1)
I like your approach, show me your efficiency and your
In an attempt to reduce wait time the government has
result of your work 17(1)
increased the fees and attempt to hire more physicians. and
indeed more physicians have come into Alberta, but the pay
is good, so the physicians have simply work fewer hours. In
terms of surgeons, if you do not increase the operating room
space, the is not going to be more operations even if there
are more doctors. 17(1)
I will comment on Education, immigration and health care.

Stop thinking that the trickle down theory is going to work. It
won't.

Reduce corporate taxes and encourage companies to move
back to Alberta.
Immigrants and particularly refugees need support. A lot of
them likely have experience violence, death. Afterall the worse
violence is war. If we are so concern about Post traumatic
stress disorder in our front line workes, health care worker,
police, EMS, firemen, why are we putting so few resources to
get the traumatized refugees, and without support they are
much less likely to fit into our society and be productive.

In education, I agree with the government about seeing what
the result of the students. Are we just passing on knowledge
or are we training the students to be upright, moral persons
with intergrity. Do we truly educate the students and not
he full time salaried hospital based or
helping them to pass exams. Do we teach lessons or do we university based physicians have only one clinic space, so
train people. Like a physician, do we treat illness, or do we even if you have 5 physician you can not have 5 physicians
care for people?
in the same space, so you end up with one physician per
day. In short it is not salary or fees increase, but space that
will need to increase to prodce efficiency.

T1k

Education and health care - not handouts to oil companies.

Not giving out 4.7 billion dollars in handouts to oil
companies.

T2Y

Healthcare, climate action, education. Prepare for a future,
not try to return to a fictional past.
health care, emergency shelters, home-care/ care facilities
for elderly and/or more vulnerable (ie; women's shelters)

Shutting down the war room, spending on NDP attack ads

Health care, education, crime prevention/policing, protecting
and supporting the most vulnerable in our society (the
disabled, homeless, First Nations women and children for
example)

How about we stop giving giant tax breaks to large
corporations. They don't need taxpayer subsidies and the
trickle down effect has been proven over and over again to
be ineffective in stimulating job growth.

T6L

T9A

tax the higher income makes or big business corps

Stop cutting funding to education, health care, and other public
sector work. We need MORE job opportunities not less. By
cutting all these positions, you are nearing halting economic
growth for goods and services. It's only a matter of time before
Alberta heads into a recession.
Tax corporations, create a sales tax. Repurpose these funds
into education schemes.
better advertising to schools/universities. less outsourcing
outside of the province. Less cuts to healthcare and social
services.
Well, we could start by not firing hundreds of nurses and
educational assistants. I'm rather flummoxed that this is a "job
creation focused" government and one of the first things
they've done is destroy a bunch of jobs. Private or public sector
a job is a job! We also need to be working on cultivating more
accessible and affordable advanced education and training so
that we can have more permanent residents working full time
and stop bringing in temporary foreign workers to fill positions.
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t2g

Cancelling corporate monetary gifts and enforcing
corporations to pay taxes due would be a place to start.

Attracting industry to Alberta with incentives, such as film
industry, computing industry, investments in renewables.

T5W

Restore Education Funding diminished
Improving access to affordable Healthcare
Fighting Climate Change by investing in renewables
Building innovation - supporting growing industries and
diversifying our economy to move solely away from oil and
gas. Stop the drastic cuts to education and health care. It's
not good to make things worse in a weaker economy.

Increasing the corporate tax rate. Stop spending on
propaganda. I'm very disappointed in this government to
date. Very divisive instead of uniting Albertans.

Building innovation - supporting growing industries and
diversifying our economy to move solely away from oil and gas.
Stop the drastic cuts to education and health care. It's not good
to make things worse in a weaker economy.

T2K

Public Education and public health care

By not giving tax cuts to corporations or the wealthy, by
insisting outstanding taxes be paid

T4B

Education and Program Unit Funding available to families in N/A
the private sector as in programs registered as private
schools and early childhood service providers. Preschool
early intervention programs are imperative resources for
families with young children to access support in age
appropriate settings to support their individual child's
needs. Early access at these young critical developmental
ages is extremely important in supporting the child for
kindergarten readiness. This support allows the child to be
successful in all areas of development. Specific areas of
development may include:

Investing in diversification of the economy, ensuring accessible
education, providing incentives to tech and Arts industries to
move here
Keep early intervention programs registered as private schools
and early childhood service providers. These programs employ
thousands of extremely caring and passionate workers who are
contributing to the success of our future working class which in
turn helps establish positive and effective economic growth.

Speech and language support such as working with a child
with a receptive or expressive language delay. This type of
delay impacts a child's ability to understand and express
certain language skills and concepts such as understanding
and following directions, routines, and expectations or
being able to effectively express their own needs and
desires. If a child receives early intervention support, they
will be more successful in following the kindergarten
routine, expectations and following directions by the time
they start kindergarten. Challenging behaviours will likely
decrease if the child understands what is being asked of
them and can follow through on the expectation and routine
independently.
Occupational therapy (OT) supports help the children with
fine motor skills such as effectively holding a writing
utensil, using scissors, and increasing hand strengthening
to independently operate academic tools successfully.
Physical and emotional regulation strategies are also
important pieces an OT may teach a child to be able to sit
appropriately for longer periods of instructional time which
decreases distractions to other peers and increases
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T5C

Go with the BioSimulars, but except Jansens offer of
lowering the price of Remicade, especially for high risk
patients that have adapted to Remicade. Many children
these days are having health problems and learning
disabilities than ever before. This is going to impact
spending on health care and Education needs. Investigate
why this is happening.
Education and health care

Let Albertans buy fuel at a lower price. For us to live here,
Increase Market Gardens. Farm vegetables to sell locally first.
we need to heat our homes. We have long distances to drive. Manufacture petroleum products. Create biodegradable bags
Give us the Alberta Advantage. This would be a savings for from petroleum.
Albertans and would help them economically.

administration, CEO's, do not privatize

Diversify

T1K

Maintain spending to health care and senior health benefits,
don't slash and burn government employee positions
outside of retirement only to rehire down the road when the
financial outlook improves, while causing heartache and
financial uncertainty in the province at the same time;
maintain historical funding levels for operations to
municipalities rather than downloading provincial budget
shortfalls onto them (capital funding can be reduced for
now)

Increase limits to (i.e. reduce the) salaries and perks of postsecondary senior officers (presidents, vice-presidents down
to deans) that the NDP initiated as well as the board
members, reduce the number of administrative (non-faculty
or support staff) positions in post-secondary education
which have mushroomed over the years; eliminate the drug
self-injection sites as an experiment gone terribly wrong;
freeze salaries of all government positions including MLA's
and all related political positions and related support
positions; review, identify and correct abuse by teachers and
teaching assistants in the public and separate schools in
taking stress leaves and sick days; reduce the number of
professional days taken in the school systems; increase the
required time that MLA's have to be in office to be awarded
pensions and bring the pensions in line with those of the
public sector; tie corporate tax reduction to the number of
full time jobs that they create and maintain in response to
receiving the reduction, subject to annual review and
increase of taxes if no job creation results; enforce oil
companies actually paying their property taxes; increase the
bond oil companies must post for well abandonment; review
and reduce capital funding to projects with limited public
benefit, such as a replacement for the Saddledome, and
maintain or increase it for those which benefit the public,
such as Calgary's green line; perform and publish a costbenefit analysis of the war room strategy and be prepared to
abandon it as an experiment gone terribly wrong while
engaging in cronyism if no benefits are found; reduce the
funds for legal support for the war room - it's a conflict of
interest and was not properly vetted.

Hold corporations to account for the reduction of taxes they
receive: no increase in jobs, no sustained reduction of taxes;
ask for support from the indigenous groups who are interested
in buying the pipeline as a job-creation mechanism for their
reserves in fighting the groups that are still opposing it;
maintain funding for economic diversification such as
technology, tourism, alternate energy sources that have a clear
advantage over other provinces; improve and increase the
message from the war room fighting for the oil industry - eg.
I've heard very little from them in pointing out the hypocrisy of
environmentalists who drive gasoline vehicles and heat their
houses with gas while advocating the use of electricity, nor
have I seen much in pointing out how little Canada represents
to the global carbon emissions compared to China and the USA
while receiving an inordinate amount of criticism from
environmental groups - the message must get stronger;

T8A

to focus on providing front line staff at all levels of
government to be able to provide excellent service to
Albertans

to implement a sales tax of 2% would cut out the cuts which
are hurting Albertans.
to have the oil companies that are given tax breaks and
leave the country have a clause that they have to return the
money to GOA
look at the sunshine list and see where some of these could
be cut.
look at upper management and management positions and
see how to cut here rather than front line staff.

to provide funding to programs for Albertans to retrain.
not cut public service jobs that are front line.

T1K

to fill the full time jobs and positions that are currently not
being filled in GOA - staff can't keep be given extra duties
which then can lead to health and stress and impact their work
which can lead to more staff shortages.
ask the front line GOA staff where they see efficiencies and
cost savings to help with red tape reduction within the GOA
itself.
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T8N

Education, Healthcare, Social programs, infrastructure,
proper allocation of funds for municipalities.

Get rid of the Energy Centre($30 million/ year)

Diversify economy in sectors outside of energy. Do not keep
trying to rollback public sector salaries .Stop attacking doctors.
This is an experienced and educated workforce that we all
need. This attack on the public service will drive many out of
the province snd they will be hard to attract back.

T2V

Focus on a good diverse economy,stable and even
economy. Does not need a balanced budget that is not
reasonable in today's economic environment. Stop lying and
breaking promises. The UPC and PC governments are the
worse for doing that. You are to do what the people want
and need. Read our Constitution and Charter of Rights.

Through a more diverse economy not all oil and gas. Stop the
insane cutting of health care and education and essential
services. That is a short term fix that does nothing for long term
plans except causes people to leave the province and reduce
the services that is drastically needed by all people. This does
not promote for any type of growth it just destroys.

T7S

Cutting spending and tackling debt problems.

Cut government officials spending such as travel to place
that you can use Skype for meetings. More cost effective you
use the technology that is right at your fingertips. Reduce
the overall officials expenses eg car rentals, meals,
entertainment, hotels etc. Look at your top heavy level of
government offices and not in health care or education.
Think out side the box instead of the old cutting of which
does not work.
There are many ways to streamline bureaucracy for example
enabling the Alberta Association of Forest Management
Professionals to be granted the right to practice would free
you many government checkers and foresters for other
duties or reassignment. Another example open up more
exclusive practice rights of doctors and allow RN's to do the
same thing, eg: Prescribing birth control.

T0L

Oil and gas industries, they provide the employment,
employee’s pay taxes and keep the economy going.

Look at government jobs and organizations across Canada
and see what they pay for salaries then compare to the
private sector and adjust accordingly.

Support the oil and gas industries, promote pipelines, support
ranching and agricultural jobs and companies. If these and
other industries are healthy the economy will also be healthy.

T7Y

Education K to post secondary; Ecological Investment;
Supporting the emerging alternative energy sector and
micro-generation of energy in our communities; Reclaiming
the health of our waters, air, and soils; Health

Incentives for local businesses at the level of our communities
to find energy cost savings, to promote micro-generation of
energy, to reduce consumption, re-use resources, and recycle
effectively.

T6l

Go fuck yourself Jason Kenny

I think significant savings have already been achieved in
public spending. The focus turns to income: taxing the overuse of resources to keep encouraging citizens and
businesses of all sizes to live within our financial and
ecological means. Ensuring taxes are fair, progressive, and
PAID! Bring in a sales tax for Alberta.
Up Jason Kenney's asshole

T2M

Healthcare, education and safety (police & fire especially).

Cut back on administration at all levels of government. I
worked for a charity for years and when we filed our federal
return we were only allowed to spend a small percentage of
our annual budget on administration. Most of the funds
raised had to go towards fulfilling our commitment the same
should be said for all levels of government. I find it really
frustrating when government departments are asked to cut
their budgets and the only people it seems to effect are the
workers on the front lines not the fat cats at the top.

Lower business taxes and offer interest free loans to start ups
and successful Alberta businesses looking to expand. I'm sure
this is being done already but I'm not sure how well it is
advertised

T6L

pension, healthcare and education

Not losing lower level staff will put fewer people out of work, Alberta should keep their money, other provinces should work
that means fewer people dependent on social assistance.
harder to drive business opportunities and investment.
Families are struggling to get by as it stands, retrench from Make certain the pipeline is built.
the top down. These people (directors, presidents, exec
directors, vice presidents) are more likely to find work
quickly, and with the same pay or higher.

1) Alberta needs protection from Ottawa influence, and their
over-reaching federal jurisdiction.
2) Taxes need to be kept low.
3) Reduce red tape and over some bureaucracy.
4) The AB government needs to invoke the not-withstanding
clause on the SARA legislation and the caribou

Stop the war room
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T3L

T6H

T2M

Education and Health Care remain priorities, but efficiencies The GOA could save hundreds of millions of dollars if it
abandoned the Springbank Reservoir (SR1 - trending
have to found in both areas.
towards $1B) and built a conventional dam on the Elbow
River in the McLean Creek area (MC1 - solid estimate at
~$400M). Both provide protection for Calgary, but MC1 also
protects Bragg Creek and Redwood Meadows (not having to
build berms and dykes in those areas would save another
$100M or so). The SR1 project is a never been done before
billion dollar experiment that might not even work. The Bow
River is the greater threat to downtown Calgary, but previous
governments gave in to pressure to look at the Elbow River
before the Bow
Education, healthcare and pension
Retrench from upper management instead of from admin,
admin is lower to middle income and are struggling to make
ends meat as it is. If you retrench one executive director, you
can save 8/10 admin jobs, admin losing their jobs cannot just
walk into a job of the same or higher income, yet a
manager/director/exec director can walk into a job much
quicker for an equal or higher salary, depending if its private
or government.
Don't touch pension plans as most people wont be able to
save the equivalent if it is lost.
Health Care, Education and Infrastructure.
The “War Room” needs to go, waste of money. The panels
set up to reinvent the wheel could also go.
Find savings by cutting retirement packages.

NOT by creating more public sector jobs. Get government out
of the way and make it easier for private enterprise to create
jobs. Lobby the Feds to do the same. Contract with private
companies to clean up abandoned wells. Continue to champion
our energy industry - it is world class.

Ensure the pipeline is built!!!
Another look at the equalization formula so that Alberta can
keep more of its hard earned money.

Invest in infrastructure, re-training, tech sector. Support
Education & heath care. We don’t need layoffs in any of those
areas.
By investing in education and students.

t3h

Prioritize the courts and justice.

T1A

Education and healthcare are paramount. Cutting either will Cutting MLA salaries is a nice picture...however, when you
only result in a race to the bottom...use Manitoba and
create a number of committee positions for them to serve on
Newfoundland as your guideposts if you choose this path.
to make up the money cut, the hypocrisy shows. How about
only providing pension based on the number of years served
rather than a full pension after 2 terms....that would be a real
demonstration of commitment to savings

Just keep taxing the middle class...great way to boost
economic growth. How about a provincial sales tax......nope
can't do that....rather lets dumb-down education and
health....it's cheaper

t1m

nursing and education, our children are the future, they
shouldn't have their education taken away from them

on their own salaries

T5H

1. Implement a provincial sales tax
2. Cancel the Canadian Energy Centre

T8V

Education
Health
Environment
Cities
Economic diversification
Senior Services - Housing Support and Health Care.

stop giving money to people to come into our country to live for
free, and take over our jobs, maybe start with taking care of our
own people first.
By encouraging economic diversification. We've had all our
eggs in the energy sector basket for far too long. We need to
face reality and acknowledge that there is no oath to long term
economic stability without greater diversity.

t2k

Infrastructure, public safety and arts and culture.

t3r

health care, education

Inside Health and other services under government
oversight.
I'm a little unsure.

Get free of the oil and gas mentality and look at other
manufacturing corporations for investment in Alberta.
Make the province a place where business want to be. I think
through solid infrastructure, public safety, arts and culture
support and supporting of the oil and gas industry
reverse corporate tax
small business grants
there has been enough layoffs, none justify the savings they this is the time to spend on people to support them so they can
received
support each other
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T3B

Post graduate education, health

T6w

Education. Decreasing class sizes and building new schools Flawed question. Reinstate previous corporate tax and
institute sales tax to pay for programs
Health care. Maintains or increasing nurse(rn) to patient
ratios

Cut red tape and cut duplication of environmental assessments
on any new projects. Have one set of clear rules for industry to
follow

T5A

Investment in public services to ensure that our province
maintains and improves our current health care and
education systems. I feel that the freeze on student
spending announced in the 2019 budget will result in cuts to
student transportation and support services in the coming
years. Investment in a stable future for the Alberta economy
should be a priority as well. With the world moving away
from fossil fuels I feel that it is important for our government
to invest in new energy infrastructure, economic
opportunities and skills for workers so that the province
isn't left behind.

I feel that the government can find savings by NOT setting up
things like "war rooms" and "studies" which prove nothing
and accomplish even less. Raising corporate tax rates to a
level where these companies are paying their fair share of
tax like the citizens of this province will also generate
income for the province. The most important objective of the
government should be maintaining funding to public
services to ensure that Alertans' have access to the public
services necessary to thrive in a challenging economic
landscape. Cutting funding to education will be a detriment
to future generations. Every dollar spend on early childhood
education pays back six future dollars. Investments that
promote health and well-being today though income
supports, higher wages, better working conditions and
health care are cheaper than treating illness, depression,
and/or poverty at a later date.

Reversing the 2019 budget cuts. Plain and simple. These cuts
could result in the loss of up to 7000 jobs. This is not a job
creation agenda in the least. Government spending is an
important component of GDP and economic growth by reducing
the amount of money cycling through the economy through pay
cheques. These people live in Alberta and Alberta services
provided ensure that Albertans can work and be productive
citizens who pay taxes and spend money which boosts our
economy.

T4B

Education, diversifying Alberta's economy (moving away
from oil & gas)
1) Infrastructure ( roads, walkways, bike paths, etc...)
2) Green technology (lighting, transportation, energy
generation)

removing the war room, tax the top 1%

Education, diversifying Alberta's economy (moving away from
oil & gas),
1) By providing the needed capital/grants/loans to small
businesses
2) By providing better opportunities for small businesses to
thrive (example: less red tape, more contracts awarded to small
businesses, etc...)
Invest in other resources besides oil and gas

T7Z

Civil service, health care

Cut down on “executive bonuses” in healthcare institutions
and other public institutions

T4A

We should focus on healthcare, education and climate crisis Well I attended the town hall in 17(1) this past Monday and
they supplied Good Earth coffee. Probably double what Tim
Horton's would have cost. We need to limit government
travel and discontinue giving big corporations tax cuts

T1K

Capital projects, particularly those that include innovative
funding models and involve multiple party collaboration.
Schools where the board and municipality partner to
improve the space or bring down costs, for example.
Rewarding departments, agencies, municipalities for
pushing the envelope and doing things better/smarter by
funding their projects as a means of encouraging
innovation.

I would challenge middle managers to present a budget with
a minimum 3% spending reduction, and I would have them
present those budgets to a group of their superiors.
Whomever produced the best plan I would reward with a
cash bonus (say $25,000 to the lead manager and $25,000 to
be split amongst their team) and I would likewise fire (or at
least seriously consider) whomever produced the worst plan.
As a conservative I'm not against spending money, as long
as it's results oriented, and I believe competition is healthy.
Let's inject competition into our bureaucratic systems, at
least periodically.

Grants and tax credits for innovation in batteries wind power
and using natural gas to generate clean electric energy

I don't think any additional tax decreases are necessary. Low
taxes are important, but as long as we are low relative to our
peers then additional reductions aren't worth it. I believe
getting our long term fiscal house in order is the best way to
signal to the market that Alberta is a stable and viable place to
do business, so to that end my focus would be on deficit
elimination and debt reduction.
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T2S

Flood mitigation for the City of Calgary, including the
completion of the long overdue SR1.

improve technology and efficiencies in the health care
sector.

Lower taxes, execute Canadian wide public campaign to correct
misinformation about the oil & gas sector, its impact on climate
change, and its relevance in the 21st century global economy.

T2z

Business development and diversification, front line
services not administration.
I am concerned that the government is decimating education
and healthcare. I think you should focus on these areas.
There are more students, so there should be more money.

Reduce management levels In government.

Lowertaxes

T3K

T6k

I am concerned that the government is just focusing on
spending without looking at revenue. If we had an
appropriate level of revenue, we wouldn’t have this so-called
“spending problem”. Savings could be found by charging
appropriate taxes to oil companies, by expecting oil
companies to pay their property taxes, and collecting the
money needed to run our province.
I think you could find savings by closing the war room, and
stopping all your commissions that are given limited
mandates to rubber stamp UCP policies.
Consider upstream thinking, not just stopping programs that Programming for at risk parents, money now... save money
are working to save money now in relationship to healthcare later. We have to work on creating a better infrastructure to
spending management.
invest in the future. Every minor should have access to
resources they need, their parents supported (good
Not reframing entire governments, but utilizing strategies
wages/low cost of living) and creating healthy
that are already in place. Ask the people that do the job
children/youth. These people will access the system less
now. It's very evident when this isn't done and workers are when older.
frustrated.
More Nurse Practitioners, get those GP's out of clinics.
Extensive research (from Ontario) shows more time is spent
with patients, they have better outcomes!!!!! and they cost
1/4 the cost of MD's
The supports that Albertans need: healthcare, education (k- First, stop giving corporations handouts and blatantly
12 and post-secondary), AISH, mental health supports.
disrespecting hardworking Albertans.
Maybe just consider every Albertan, instead of only those
Work with AHS to streamline their current organizational
with money.
structure (do we need managers managing managers, and
what does the president do to EARN $500,000 +?)
Work with AHS/ATA/Unions instead of forcing them to try to
balance a budget by cutting front line workers and creating
unsafe working environments that will hurt patients.
Stop trying to dismantle public healthcare which with only
create a larger disparity between the rich and poor.
Put in a <5% PST until we are out of this situation. I’d way
rather pay on items I use than have my tuition increase, have
less time to pay it off at a higher interest rate AND not be
able to find a nursing job when I graduate (I’d like to stay
here and love my job but at this point I will not work in
Alberta. I will take a loss in selling my house and move
where I am valued for the care I provide my patients).

By investing in education and health care. Cutting thousands of
education and health care jobs doesn’t help job creation and
economic growth. It reduces the number of people employed,
and reduces spending in the economy.

We do well with the Primary Health Care model (in Calgary),
now it's time to transition to nurse practitioners caring for
patients. Does the government know that nurses know more
that MD's about caring for the whole person and not just the
smaller focus of medicine (caring for the physiological body).
This is a rah-rah for NP's; give them jobs! Economic growth will
follow with healthier Albertans and all the money we will save
not paying MD's.

DIVERSIFY.
Oil is not going to come back the way it was. Start to support
green energy and encourage Alberta’s innovators.
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T3G

Education, Health Care, government services (i.e., children
services, seniors, AISH, law enforcement). Tax the corporate
sector higher and bring in a PST.
We need to look after our most vulnerable people.

The UCP needs to stop looking in the rear view mirror and
relying on the oil and gas sector. Where are the jobs he has
promised, all I see is jobs in both the private and public
sector being lost. Public sector workers have always made
the same salaries. Nobody was complaining about
Government workers salaries, pensions and benefits when
private sector employees were making bloated salaries.

Kenny should be removed from the Legislature over the
questions and allegations about his involvement in the
leadership race for the UCP. How can we trust a man that has
been involved in this type of allegation. Request him to take a
pre-employment polygraph like police officer applicants and fire
recruits before they are brought into the service. If he is being
honest and has any integrity for his position and responsibility
as a leader he should have no issues with a request of that
nature? right?

T0L

Spending for social services, health and education. These
are the backbone of a decent society. It has been
demonstrated over and over that "trickle down" economics
do not work. Money given to poorer people stays local and
makes a real economic difference.

Focus on diversifying the economic sector rather than sinking
all support to the O&G sector. Stop using people's pension
money to invest in a dying sector.

T1X

Public education and healthcare

T0G

Healthcare and education

T3B

Alternatives to greenhouse emissions. Programs for solar
panel installation etc that will give employment. In person
community open houses. Healthcare

Stop giving incentives to the oil and gas sector (tax cuts,
royalty gifts, etc.). It is time to recognize that this sector is a
dying one. We probably have some time yet, but this time
should be used for a successful transition to a new
economy, not the place to "put all our eggs" as your
government is currently doing.
Useless Twitter bots, bloated cabinet, corporate tax
giveaways
education of public re: their personal accountability and
responsibility.
Cut the yearly senseless days of orientations and
information sessions and silly tests about the AB Govt
hierarchy etc for seasonal workers where none of the info
has anything to do with the seasonal field persons job..i.e
firefighters, tower people etc. On the very rare occasion any
questions that have could be easily and directly asked to a
supervisor during the season with a 2 min answer.
A program that only allows a person to see max 2 doctors for
a health care consult.

T5M

Climate Action, renewable energy, quality education,
healthcare. We should make Alberta the province with the
best services in Canada.
Healthcare and Education, both should have their outcomes
measured against the dollars we are spending versus the
outcomes we are obtaining.
That should be examined as to how other similar
jurisdictions are doing.
Adopt what works and use innovation when possible.

T3B

Bring back the tech tax incentives and move to support
renewables.
Get with the 21st century and look at renewable resources NOT
oil! S
Alternative energy growth. Forward looking instead of falling to
the past solutions where a 20 year old with no education could
make 100,000 anually.

Actually collect corporate taxes, cancel the corporate tax
break, shut down the energy "war room".

Economic diversification: jobs in tech and renewable energy take guidance from the path Texas followed to diversify its
economy and became a leader in tech.
Start with the small items travel etc and incentivise the front Obviously the number one thing our Provincial government
must stand up to the Federal government and at some point
line workers to find savings.
that will require more than talk.
Look at larger purchases vehicles etc and work to get the
best deal, and utilize them as long as economically possible. Secondly removing red tape and making existing rules and regs
easily understandable.
Lastly and the biggest one are wages and benefits..
Lastly balance your budget and therefore keep taxes low...
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T7Y

Increase funding for education, Albertans children are our
future. Cutting budgets reducing teaching staff will create
bigger class sizes and less quality education.

Create more income by increasing corporate taxes.

Get pipelines approves will create jobs

Agriculture change the wage structure to pay employees
overtime why are they paid flat rate makes no sense. It
would make the industry more competitive. Agriculture is
an industry that has a shortfall of employees which
struggles to recruit when comparing to industrial jobs.
Healthcare

T6J

T2C

T3E

T2k
T2N
T4b

Building major infrastructure projects while debt is cheap.
You do not need to go on a big spending spree. However it
would be foolish not to take advantage of sustained low
interest rate debt to build 100 year usable life assets. While
providing employment opportunities in Alberta during the
down term.
Helping people that have lost their jobs to retrain to work in
a diversified economy.
We can have an incredible future in alternative energies.

Updating its procurement processes for government
Spend reasonable amounts of money when debt is cheap on
purchases of supplies. Playing hardball with the suppliers of major capital intensive projects, like infrastructure.
these goods for long term contracts with stable low cost
prices for these things. Like say toilet paper, office supplies,

Stop trying to find saving, and focus on revenue.

Imagine the incentives that could have been seen if the tax
reduction to companies, who subsequently left the province
and/or laid off large numbers of their employees, had instead
been used to assist new initiatives in this province.

Funding education and health so that all Albertan's have
access to a proper education and a fully function health care
system.
Re-indexing income assistance programs
Economic diversification
Energy efficiency and GHG reduction
Health care

The Canadian Energy Centre.

Support education and health services so that teachers and
health professionals don't lose their jobs in the first place.

Healthcare, education, arts & culture, environmental
conservation
Public services. Public education. Public healthcare.

add a 2-5% PST

T1A

Government employees -Nurses / Teachers - Child Care
support

t2J

Seniors long term care!

Fire Matt Wolf and over overpaid twitter trolls. Shut down the By investing in tech, renewable energy, film, and let go of failed
farcical, incompetent, unaccountable "war room".
trickle down economics ideology.
Infrastructure

Tax breaks

Focus on diversifying the economy so people in the oil & gas
sector have other options
Private services. Private education. Private healthcare.
Diversify. Oil is dying. We need to use our advanced education
system to develop innovative energy technologies the world
will want to buy
Mass media / propaganda initiatives ie. War Rooms; stop tax Stop cutting essential services / Partnership Initiatives for
cuts for large cooperations or top wage earners
Industrial development
Education.
The government needs to hold school boards more
accountable for spending on administration and school
supports. For example, there are too many “area office”
positions and system positions in the CBE.

Restore funding to the film industry. This was a healthy,
growing industry that was hit hard by the recent budget. It is an
industry that creates jobs and helps local economies.

Alberta Foundation for the Arts and most arts in general.
Great idea, and I support the arts, but it is an area to cut
back on in times of fiscal restraint.
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T2w

-police
-emergency personnel

-green line spending!!

Quit raising taxes on businesses and homes

Education, health care, and climate should be the top
priorities.

Bringing back the carbon tax would definitely help. There
should be less of a focus on business and more on
community support
PUBLIC ART WORK

By placing more funding in areas like science and education,
more opportunities are presented for Alberta’s youth to train
and work.
Stop give all the job to the "new Canadians" and stop letting the
new canadians come here to take our jobs, houses, and our
medical care!

T2a

Schools!
Our children need to have more spent on their education.
More teachers and Teacher assistants

T4C

PIPELINES

Cutting teachers and nurses. Exactly what they are already
Cut transfer payments and push through pipelines.
doing. There should also be some consultations with the
people remaining in these positions to gain more efficiencies
in their jobs. I know a lot of time gets wasted.

T0K

better coverage for seniors, special needs, people on AISH,
better surgery times for knee and hip replacements just
general better health care and education affordable
housing is an issue in all communties

tax the rich more, make doctors be salaried like Taber
focus on local businesses, implement greener ways but oil is
primary care and one in Calgary. Pain clinic wasting money used in most of everyday items must get oil and gas to market
by charging gov't 200.00 per injection when family docs can
do. only use them for difficult issues, cut the carbon tax.
cut the arts--- that is gravy, God is in control of weather and
will get worse as Jesus time comes closer read the Bible

Education. Education is our future.
Healthcare

Subsidies for oil and gas companies
Subsidize growing sectors such as software development
The government could increase revenue by increasing taxes. companies
Don’t cut funding for health care and education which causes
job losses
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*Roads and Bridges, our infrastructure is turning to crap to
many cuts for too long of a period.
*go back to building schools and hospitals for functionality
instead of aesthetics.
* the province following the MacKinnon report is biased and
does not compare apples to apples in a lot of
circumstances. Holding the line on spending is more
important than cutting back items.
*Get rid of the war room looks to be causing more damage
then making things better.
* bring in our own pension plan and police force.
* eliminate funding for Safe Consumption Sites and move
that to detox/rehab priorities.

*Management at Alberta Health
*Getting rid of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
*Getting rid of the College of paramedics
*reintroduce the Alberta Health Care premiums, when people
pay for service they don't abuse it as much.
*Do not have doctors and nurses in charge of their budgets,
bring in business people to run the health services. Same
goes for Education.
* employee attrition needs to be at the senior management
levels.
*Do a review of AGLC and how their archaic policies relating
to gaming and use of proceeds are more job creative then
protecting the charities.
*look at how many municipalities are in the Province and
look at the Manitoba model of eliminating smaller
municipalities to gain efficiencies. This would be a lot more
effective then the mandated ICF's which are only creating
problems.
Use the infrastructure that we currently have to its full
potential.(use rural hospitals for different procedures instead
of bringing people from all over into the city)
*post secondary education is bloated and needs to be
reviewed. Do we need as many universities/colleges in the
Province as we have?
* eliminate funding for Safe Consumption Sites and move
that to detox/rehab priorities.

*Providing Infrastructure funding for maintaining the
Infrastructure that we have. Not enough money is being put
towards the roads and bridges in the Province which are
essential to getting our resources to market.
*The downloading of expenses onto municipalities is going to
lead to higher property taxes which is going to further cripple
the oil and gas industry. the decision on police funding and
industrial assessments have to be reversed.
*look at the cost of electricity and natural gas in the Province.
The distribution and transmissions fees are killing business.
*Support all industry like you are supporting oil and gas.
Agriculture, Forestry and the tech sector have tremendous
potential in the Province if they were to receive the same
attention.
* don't be stuck in the past embrace new industry and
innovations to grow current industries and creating new ones.

T8L

Education, healthcare, AISH, etc

T2J

Infrastructure, health, education, and environment.

There’s about $4.7 billion as an unnecessary corporate
handout that comes to mind. Trickle down economics does
not work.
The bureaucracy and red tape needs to be reduced those
employees would be let go or used where needed in other
places in the gov. I would love to see the management side
of Healthcare, and Education especially at the post
secondary level. All things Climate Change for now. Please
leave the Drs, nurses, and teachers alone.

Not with corporate hand outs. Supporting technology based
sectors especially is been known to help lower the level of
unemployment
Cutting taxes for Albertan's and Alberta's businesses letting
them spend their own money will be the way to kick start the
economy.
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T2K

Education will give the most payback. A better educated
populations is more productive and healthier. Start by
finding effective preschool programs and making postsecondary more affordable.

1. Far fewer MLA,s. It is ridiculous to have 87 people to
consider legislation. 24 would be plenty and make no
difference to decisions made. Ontario has 147 with a
population of 14 million. To be comparable we would only
have 1 MLA for every 100,000 . With a population of 4.1
million we should have at most 41 MLAs.
2. We have far too many government employees
administering ineffective and inefficient environmental
legislation.Less people, less red tape.
3. Why do I need to renew my Licence plate every year. How
about every time I change my car?
4. If you sent every Albertan a copy of the budget like a bank
statement, I am sure you would get plenty of useful
suggestions

1. This is very simple and a proven strategy. Lower taxes= more
incentive to create jobs, more people working, = more revenue.
2. Increase spending on infrastructure where there is a long
term cost/benefit ratio.

T5g

Health and education

Sales tax

Education

T5R

Education first and foremost. Better education reduces
By not having given a 4.7BN dollar handout to companies
many other costs to society, including healthcare and
leaving the province. Also, wasting $30million on a
policing. Healthcare should be second priority, with a focus propaganda machine was beyond stupid.
on health-specific education (how to eat, why being fat
increases healthcare costs etc).

T6H

change the way hospitals are run by replicating what the
Cross Cancer Institute does in the way of one stop health
care. You have an issue, the hospital is set up to take care
of it all. The cross does that - surgery, xrays, checkups,
blood and urine work, heart tests, injections etc. Every
issue is logged and appointments for all necessary
consultations are set up automatically until your medical
issue has been resolved.
Healthcare, transportation, sustainablility projects

T4V

stop duplication of consultations, stop giving out grants,
stop all expense accounts. Parking, mileage - eliminate!
take a bus and buy your own lunch like the rest of us. Use
conference calling for all meetings - no more flights!

Less money funding the federal government.

Education, health, infrastructure, development of renewable Collecting taxes owed from oil and gas companies.
energy.
Trimming the excess in management positions, NOT
frontline workers.

Incentives for new and upcoming industries. Removal of the
tech industry tax breaks was stupid. Edmonton is well placed to
take advantage of its place in the tech sector and should not
have been hamstrung. Incentives for diversification should
have been in place 20 years ago, but there is no point in not
starting now.
build a solar panel manufacturing plant in Alberta and all
Albertans a discount when purchasing panels for their homes
or business. Drop the cost of gas at the pump for all Albertans.

Invest in new technologies and infrastructure.
Diversify the economy.
Ex. Tech companies, new innovation in green energy, explore
using the lithium we have for EV batteries (and support
companies that are doing this already).

Eliminate the separate school system. Case in point: small
Support and encourage public education and post secondary
towns that don’t have the population to support two school education. A well educated society makes for a better, smarter,
systems. Instead of great programs for all students one
harder working, more productive society overall.
school has French, the other has excellent trades options. If
there was one public school system everyone could have
both. This would save the province so much money.

T7X

Education and health care

Eliminating big company tax cuts

Supporting small businesses
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T0G

T3K

Attaching Albertans to the workforce and attracting those
from other parts of the country and outside to build the
economy (and tax base). In addition to job creation tax
credits, further incentives need to be in place to hire an
unemployed Alberta, especially for small business.
Greater degree of partnering between Ministries - sharing
information that will support the completion of all Business
Plan goals.
Health services availability
Highway safety
Broadband connectivity
Addictions/mental health - which leads to
crime/unemployment/other social factors that affect the
economy negativelly

GOA: Ministries pooling resources and shared use
agreements - multiple government vehicles not moving for
6+ months while other ministries have to pay for rentals or
pay staff to use their own vehicle at .505/km.
Sharing office space or similar resources (for example rental
for copiers/fax machines, etc) on the same floor - especially
in smaller communities.
Education/Health: Continue to review viability for schools &
health care programs that have minimal usage (for example
schools with under 100 students that could easily be bused
to another school less than 1/2 hr away). In small
communities, work with the various school divisions to
partner up to create a solid school program and share
resources, instead of 2 smaller ok programs (example
Grimshaw AB).
Work with the AHS staff to avoid OT
There is money in other industry other than oil. Oil and gas The GOA has talked about cutting positions. Some of the
first ones to go would be training positions since we cannot
will be Alberta's back bone but AB needs to find other
means to generate revenue. Medicine Hat is building a very hire anymore. 17(1)
large marijuana facility. How about refining our own oil?

Why is the Judges budget not affected. Why are they on a
different budget and not affected....courthouses cannot
order paper but they can? Judges still get Culligan water,
post it notes, pens etc to do their jobs yet the actual admin
staff who are tasked to deal with court orders etc are not
afforded the luxury of a post it note?

Incentives for small business to take on new projects.
Work closely with municipalities to encourage red tape
reduction & ensure that growth opportunities exist...we need to
be in this together.
Incentive for municipalities to have someone focused on
economic growth (this duty is ignored often in rural Alberta)

Privatizing does nothing other than assist those with money.
Cutting jobs in the health care sector and the GOA in general
should be done to a point. When people's lives and liberty are
at stake one should think twice. The GOA turned a blind eye on
people's liberty a few years ago and the fifth estate has brought
to light the GOA inability or inefficiency to make things right
after the powers at be hired an independent review board to
review a medical examiners findings. I am sure there will be
some major lawsuits and payouts. Perhaps the GOA ought to
follow the visions and values they preach (accountability,
integrity, respect, excellence) so instead of paying out major
lawsuits they could use the money to stimulate economic
growth!

The "Sunshine list" contains over 13000 names of people
whose base salary is 100000 or more. Why do they not take
the roll back. These people have the same bills I have only
they have double to work with. The GOA needs to realize
front line workers have been cut, staff attrition, supply
orders being cut that results is people being off sick, GI and
LTDI claims. Small things will make employees go above
and beyond. Why is it only some areas are allowed to have
EDO? 17(1)
eems it depends where you work in order to be
allowed the benefit. Double standards causes resentment
especially when the GOA preaches work life balance.
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T8N

T0C

T5L

T5N

Education and Health care are priorities. Cutting the
transportation grant has increased my education fees by
$400. The freeze in funding will not help innovation in
schools or improve classroom learning. WIth more students
in a classroom and less resources the education system will
decrease in quality.
Job creation.
Ensuring Large Corporations (including all Banks) pay fair
share in taxes.
Investment in Social Services (Housing, addictions, health,
and mental health support). This is an ecosystem and
investments in these areas will reduce overall need for
higher cost services such as intensive health (ER, EMS,
LTC), police, courts and correctional costs.

The government can find savings by implementing a P.S.T.
This will raise revenues to support public services such as
health and education.

By providing students with the education they need so that they
can implement their entrepreneurial spirit when they graduate.

Reduce administration. Cut funding to schools and health
care with instruction for them to do the same.

Get back to our natural resource development and sell to the
highest bidder. That's the only way to create a competitive
market.
Stop reducing gov't staff and ask them to do the same lines A blend of tax cuts and incentives. Bring back low cost tax
of work. Take a hard look, find 'nice to have' programs, and breaks for sectors that encourage growth such as the video
cut them. Doing the same work with less people will diminish game grants and breaks for small beer brewers.
the ability of the GOA to get real work done. For example,
cease Fair Practices Office, split Seniors and Housing as
those two divisions can be absorbed by other Ministries,
cease Operations and Machinery of Gov't, downsize PCO,
CSS has a number of policy shops all duplicating work, etc.
Post secondary tuition should increase - its an investment in
people's future and they should pay more.

Education - it is our only truly renewable resource.
Making sure that autonomy, personal growth and the feeling Making sure that autonomy, personal growth and the feeling of
Anything else will hobble the Alberta economy now or later. of contribution are essential aspects of any endeavour. Quit contribution as essential aspects of any endeavour.
trying to control from the top. You're not good at it - not
Quit giving allowances to corporations that can't make a go personal, no one is.
of it in a real economy - that will allow the innovative and
If an endeavour can't get insurance for their downside, I
successful to rise and fill the needs of our Province.
don't want you to be insuring any costly legacies either (i.e.
defunct oil wells - I doubt Lloyd's would have insured those
Start funding the necessities in healthcare and put some
losers but oil companies should have had to have the
accountability around the projects you do fund. Want to
liability insured. If they can't get an insurer to accept the
shorten waitlists - make sure you leverage ALL of the
liability of their pipelines, the people (usually least able to)
aspects of the system. Quit making silos of communication shouldn't have to.
/ projects and utilization. IN addition to administration that
only has 50% of the story - the public facility and not the
other side the publically funded community clinics, you're
making dull, inadequate decisions that cost lives.
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Health care, we need our nurses and doctors. Need to look
at higher management.
Gov’t funded education... teachers, EA, support staff. We
need to lower the classroom size. Need more schools, to
support the growing population.
Need to focus on the environment ... more resources into
protecting a preserving the environment. Monitoring what
industry is putting into the environment...industrial pollution
is so toxic to our air, water and land. We need to keep a
close eye on that.
We need to protect our older and weeker population ...
people who can’t work and need Gov’t assistance... weather
it come in the form of money, benefits (health, medication).

CUT the WAR ROOM... seems like a waste and there has
been no real advantage to the people of Alberta that has
been seen yet.
Why does industry get hand outs??
Government has to be more accountable to there spending.
Expensive trips etc seem very unnecessary, when all so
many area are experiencing cuts.

Government has to put more money into the economy to
promote job creation. Cutting the super lab did not make
sense, lose of jobs!

T8X

The Gov should consider ALL Albertans, and the future of
Alberta In the long run.
Properly and adequately educating this up coming
generation and dealing with social and behavioural issues
now, that come up in the schools, will build a safer well
rounded future Albertans. This leads to less crime, less
drugs, less homelessness.
1. More not Less money in all levels of PUBLIC
EDUCATION & secondary PUBLIC EDUCATION.

MAKE Companies pay there Taxes
MAKE Provincial Gov officials reduce their spending and
bonuses.
Stop giving hand outs to CEO’s and
Corporations

Think big picture and the long haul.
Think down the road at their grandchildren’s future. Act now on
supporting No plastic invest in the
5 R’s
New jobs will be created where old ones close.

Cutting upper management. AHS is very top heavy

Diversify. Stop grasping at oil and gas

Health care should never be compromised and should be for
everyone. Medication of choice is a right, and should not be
dictated to us. PUBLIC HEALTH CARE & PUBLIC
HOSPITALS is a right for everyone, not just the few rich.
2. Invest in health care and the seniors who built this
province.
3. Invest in alternative energy while still supporting oil and
gas.
4. Encourage the oil and gas sector to “ work more
efficiently and environmentaly
T2A

Health care and EMS

T2W

- Providing social and financial supports for low- and middle- - If funding to daycares increase, more women will be able to
income families
(re)join the workforce. The taxes on their wages will generate
- Research renewable energy sources and phase out oil/gas funds for running the daycares, as seen from the Quebec
example
industry
- Develop public transportation to increase range and quality - Cut any subsidies given to oil/gas industries
- Increase taxes on high-income families and companies
- Meet and work with First Nations communities
generating the most revenue
- Increasing funding to childcare programs

T0K

Education and Healthcare

- Fund childcare centres
- Fund education at all levels
- Fund research into and development of renewable energy
sources
- Provide affordable education and training for different job
sectors

Streamline the ministries. Too many “issues managers” who Bring back affordable daycare. No more handouts to companies
seem to do nothing but tweet all day.
that just leave the province anyway. Reinstate $15.00 per hour
minimum wage. Put money back into education and healthcare.
That will save countless jobs.
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T2Y

T8x

The Govt is missing out on a multi-million dollar opportunity By cutting their own pockets or staying at current rates they By jumping on board the Film industry. Calgary is a major hub
amd could stand to make as much as Vancouver and Toronto.
by cutting budget and tax credits to the film and TV industry. make.
Hemp farming for sustainable clothing/textiles. Oil and gas are
no longer sustainable and the province would do well to
diversify into newer eneegies.
Healthcare - focus on educating more physicians in Alberta I’m not sure
Making the province an financially attractive place for large
organization to do business, while trying to be environmentally
and getting more physicians in northern/rural Albertan
responsible.
communities. Reduce wait times and healthcare quality.
Incentives for new entrepreneurs.

Education - providing the best education possible for our
youth, including having sufficient support staff.

T2G

T8n

Universal childcare
Education
Healthcare
Putting money Into support staff in schools.
If you have not helped out in a class you really should. It’s
eye opening and the ‘reg’ kids are getting left behind and
not cared for. It’s quite alarming!
Education

T6X

Education and Health

T8X

Health Care, Education, Diversifying the economy, and
supporting the transition to a low carbon economy.

T6W

Education, post secondary education, (you really screwed
up the PBF model by copying Ontario’s when there are way
better models of PBF out there that you didn’t get
consultation on), and healthcare

T8A

Making life better for those Albertans who have no voice
such as seniors and low income people. Look at ways of
working so that systems are integrated rather than stand
alone to better meet needs such as Health working with
social supports, putting the money into community rather
than pour more money into Homecare to provide those
social supports.
Rural health care, rural education, rural economic
development
Education is a must! Come into a classroom and spend
some time seeing how teachers must modify lessons with
minimal support and diverse needs.
Health & Family Services
The Arts

T0L
T4L

T2N

Cut back spending on oil and gas promotion. Focus on
diversification of the economy

Diversification of the economy. Support to small business
owners. Support of a strong social service sector

By reevaluating the AHC and all scamming from the top end
and dr.s billing protocol.

Getting more support staff / teachers aids in schools.

Less travel to conferences by upper government electorally
and smaller entourage . More can be done by video
conference. It also lessen a carbon foot print.
Accomodation cost - increase density and modernize
workplace

Small and medium size business and local production of
everyday goods first rather than China and US through
education and economic support
Support economic diversification into technology and increase
apprenticeships recognizing that 4 year programs no longer
keep pace with speed of change
War Room. Professional Twitter trolls that are paid $200k/yr Diversifying the economy & not just focusing on Oil & Gas. (Ex.
such as Matt Wolf. Appointments based on UCP
Restoring incentives for tech and film would be a start) Funding
Cities properly and investing in public transportation. Invest in
connections. Panels to study issues with predetermined
being a leader in the renewable energy industry. Investing in
outcomes.
education.
Government pensions for MLAs (full pension bullshit for 1
One trick pony economy with oil and gas, need to diversify and
innovate the economy rather than going all in on a pipeline term of service), government travel expenditures, reign in
spending on the government employee side and then start to pipeline is important but is not the answer to our economy diversify it so we aren’t relying on a single major revenue
the park on financial impacts to essential services
stream to better manage the ebbs and flows of economic
upswing and downturn
Look at the spending of officials as they attend meetings,
Make post secondary education affordable so that not only the
luncheons rent planes and travel abroad. They should not
wealthy and elite can attend, support hiring and training of
receive more compensation for travel than others in the not young people in the trades, do not penalize those on social
for profit sector.
assistance if they get a minimum paying job until their income
Look at the programs run by government and put those
is above what they make on assistance, including health
dollars into programs in community as community can
benefits. Work towards ensuring the pipeline issues are
provide those services at a much lower rate.
resolved.
Government wages, politicians, assistants etc
Supporting communities in economic development
opportunities. Build the pipe line
Stop giving money out as a way to make things better.
Support Alberta Oil and Gas sector. Employ local people.
Healing does not happen through money. Change does not
occur with money.
Limit tax breaks for those above a certain income.
Invest in young people and build the arts and culture sector.
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1. Job creation for post-secondary graduates. As parent with
graduates with distinction from University of Alberta in OT
and Engineering, they are unable to gain employment and
unable to pay student loans. This is not the future for
young Albertan and what is the government doing to
strength the economy and Alberta's future.

Savings can be achieved in some practical changes.
Turn off some lights at night, all the bright lights are on in
government buildings.
Review your internal surplus supplies, there are many value
items sitting idle or is being auction off for less than market
price.
So many idle real estate, halls conference rooms not being
use to generate revenue.

Providing incentive to employer to create position.
Economic growth is possible if pipeline issue is resolved
quickly.
Lower income tax rate is only beneficial if you get there which
is unrealistic for small and medium business

2. Health Service, the population is aging. The need for
excellent health care will always require. Government needs
to focus and improve on this area. Improvements in health Stop job elimination, services are already stretched with bad
care sector will have consequential impact and bring
services.
business to other industry in many ways.
3. Focus on improvement instead of elimination (blaming
previous PC and NDP shortfall) all government have
shortfall. They should focus on improvement and consider
dollars and impact before cancelling project on taxpayer
dollars spent.
POLITICANS ALWAYS BLAME PREVIOUS GOVERNMENTS
IN MANY WAYS. THESE WILL BE ONGOING BECAUSE OF
THE ENVIRONMENT. IN REALITY, GOVERNMENT WILL
ALWAYS BE IN A DEFICIT.
STOP COMPARING ALBERTA WITH OTHER JURISDICTIONS
AND JUST FOCUS ON THE GETTING THE PIPELINE
PROJECT DONE.
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T8H

1. Job creation for post-secondary graduates. As parent with
graduates with distinction from University of Alberta in OT
and Engineering, they are unable to gain employment and
unable to pay student loans. This is not the future for
young Albertan and what is the government doing to
strength the economy and Alberta's future.

Savings can be achieved in some practical changes.
Turn off some lights at night, all the bright lights are on in
government buildings.
Review your internal surplus supplies, there are many value
items sitting idle or is being auction off for less than market
price.
So many idle real estate, halls conference rooms not being
use to generate revenue.

Providing incentive to employer to create position.
Economic growth is possible if pipeline issue is resolved
quickly.
Lower income tax rate is only beneficial if you get there which
is unrealistic for small and medium business

2. Health Service, the population is aging. The need for
excellent health care will always require. Government needs
to focus and improve on this area. Improvements in health Stop job elimination, services are already stretched with bad
care sector will have consequential impact and bring
services.
business to other industry in many ways.
3. Focus on improvement instead of elimination (blaming
previous PC and NDP shortfall) all government have
shortfall. They should focus on improvement and consider
dollars and impact before cancelling project on taxpayer
dollars spent.
POLITICANS ALWAYS BLAME PREVIOUS GOVERNMENTS
IN MANY WAYS. THESE WILL BE ONGOING BECAUSE OF
THE ENVIRONMENT. IN REALITY, GOVERNMENT WILL
ALWAYS BE IN A DEFICIT.
STOP COMPARING ALBERTA WITH OTHER JURISDICTIONS
AND JUST FOCUS ON THE GETTING THE PIPELINE
PROJECT DONE.
T0M

The poor People on AISH should not be penalized because get rid of his think tank room and war room biggest waste of
money ever....
they are handicapped, stop it Kenny You keep hurting
people who need your help the most and I for 1 am sick and
tired of you always taking what pittance we are given you try
living on what we get then you would see some real bitching
won't we, Old people who are expected to work until they
are 70, when do they get to enjoy any of their old age 70 is
old..do you plan to work them into the grave,then you don't
have to pay any benefits....

T5X

Education / More teachers : my child has close to 40
students in her class rooms, there is no chance she can get
the extra help she needs to succeed. the teacher cannot
spread themselves that thin.

if he got rid of his was of the war room and think tank he could
use that money to rehire all the people he made redundant who
were contributing to society paying taxes buy groceries, not
loosing their houses their cars living on the street......moving
out of province...

City / Government expenditure, there is no liability.
We need to slow down our immigration numbers and make sure
Projects constantly go over budget and over dead lines with we are taking care of of our existing population.
no penalties. This does not happen in the private sector, you
are held to budgets and fined for missing dead lines. how is
this possible.
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Instead of dismissing workers from necessary gov't
positions, teachers and assistants from schools, etc,
because of "cutbacks" that are supposed to help balance
the budget , let these people work so Alberta,s
unemployment rate does not keep increasing. You, the
Alberta government, are creating unemployment . You, the
Alberta government, are the problem in this province.

Take a realistic look at where we were when you took office.
Was it really necessary to cut the previous government's
projects just because you could? You have spent millions of
dollars to drop policies that cut jobs just because they were
another government's policies. That decision has caused a
great deal of unemployment .
Getting rid off the "War Room" would save millions of
dollars that could go to
education and health care.

To support job creation, stop " firing" people and cutting jobs.
When will this government realize that gas and oil and coal are
from the last century? We must develop alternative energy
Sources to diversify our economy.

T1C

Health and education.

Less money spent on administrative functions that could be
easily streamlined. Cuts at higher level government salaries
and expense accounts. Less money wasted on over-the-top
specs on government construction projects. Less money
wasted on appointed committees to research things when
professionals in the field could easily be consulted.

By supporting the health and education sectors instead of
undermining them. Healthy educated Albertans, that are not
drowning in educational debt, are the key to reliable and
sustainable economic growth. Building a strong foundation of
citizens is far more effective than trickle-down type economics.

T2G

Health, education.

I am ok with a major public sector layoff IF it is well planned.
The administration of grants, ETS for mining, any website I
log into is old-fashioned and hard to use and not helpful,
resulting in calls to multiple staff to address. It's all so hard!
Some of this needs to be fixed and then let's clean house.

Would like to see the technical economic development
programs reinstated.

Would be nice to see a real re-organization that improved
systems in both areas, thus reducing costs smartly over
time. For example, nurse scheduling is a mess. Hospitals
are really not that clean.
Also, the school boards should be combined.

Note that of course they will resist because it seems that
people want to protect their jobs at all costs.

Regarding traditional economic development: There is
something not working with Calgary Economic Development,
for example. They are completely out of touch with Calgarians
and the tech sector. They don't connect with regular businesses
because they always seem to be striving for something fancy
and glamorous. They seem to do a lot without results and
blame the provincial government.
Also, 17(1)
and reached out to numerous local economic development
groups. One admin reached out to let me know her senior
people would be in touch. They have never contacted me. One
person sent me some really good information and then tried to
push me on a $14.7 million land purchase; I asked for technical
details and her engineering department never got back to me.
The rest never responded.
So, to support job creation and economic growth I'd say it's
time to find a better structure.

T4N

Education and job training for the new age. While trades are By keeping education public. The government should not
Diversity with a focus on technology. Alberta could support the
important, some of them are the way of the past.
fund or limit funding to private schools and those with
IT and tech industry.
religious affiliation. Religion can be taught within schools (K12 and post-secondary) but should not be a requirement.
Areas with multiple school boards should be consolidated
e.g. Calagry public and Catholic school boards, there should
only be one.
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T1J

Front line workers, Public Education and renewable
resources.

Cut CEO wages. AHS CEOs and Covenant Health CEOs make
more money then any frontline workers, frontline workers
save lives. School Board members make more money than
the teachers, the teachers have the ability to shape our
children, our children are our future.

T9A

Spending on helping our most vulnerable (homeless,
addiction clinics, people on AISH, non-profit program
enhancement etc). Support for schools and hospitals.

By NOT giving away our tax payers money to big
corporations. By making those big corporations pay their
tax!

T3M

education, health and wellness, social services. Treat sport
and recreation like a social service.
Health care
Education
Child Care
Education. How can we make AB a great place to live and
thrive if the kids are stuffed in extremely large classes, with
a lack of resources? They are the future of this province
and the Gov't is really hindering that.
Post-secondary education, education, and healthcare

remove the war room. Pay for the future to find future
savings
Sales tax

Stop paying big companies more money. Diversify from oil and
gas.
DIVERSIFY our economy

Get rid of your war room. It is a ridiculous waste of money.

Put the exact amount of energy into other sectors as you do
with the oil and gas. I am pro oil and gas, however, there can
be more to AB than that.

The War Room, stop giving corporate tax breaks that are
ineffective and have corporations move anyways
Cut more pay and expenses for Premier and MLA's.
"Even at $121,000, Albertan politicians make more than their
closest provincial rival, Ontario, at $116,550."
Then "find money" NOT "find savings".
Restore tax on wealthy corporations, make oil companies
pay taxes and clean up oil wells, get rid of "war room" and
it's $30 000 000 ANUAL budget.
Reduce redundant levels of organizational oversight within
departments.

Diversify the economy, following our last government

Reduce duplicated services by requiring meaningful
departmental cooperation and collaboration.
Stop with tax breaks for corporate entities.
Quit rolling back on initiatives that have already proven they
work. Get rid of the "War Room"
Cut $$$ from MLA's and Premier's salaries
N/A

Have the courage to make unpopular choices, but be clear and
transparent regarding short and long term reasoning.
Look forward to climate change and alternative energy.

T1A

T8V

T1A
T3E

Education [all ages and stages], health, social services.
Our only provincial resource we can count on and should
invest in - is our people!

Children, youth and post secondary education/services.

Support Healthcare, see the need for more HCAs and LPNs in
all areas of healthcare. Support our teachers. Support our
oilfield while opening up new areas of renewable resources.
Increase wages for the inflammation while freezing those
whose wages are larger than life and they sit in management
positions.
By diversifying the energy sector, increasing the $25 childcare
programs, enhancing non-profit programs and services,
supporting hospitals and health services, increasing the
services in schools for children and youth etc.

Educating it's citizens to the fullest extent; support small
businesses [read AB Gov. documents to see where the real
money comes from in AB]; then monetarily encourage new and
original job creation made by those educated citizens so we
stop being dependant on oil and gas.

Put the province on a path which shows vision beyond
immediate political expediency.

Prevention efforts related to health and wellbeing.

T0L

Health & Education

T2T

The arts are suffering and are integral to a healthy and
prosperous society. Please continue to invest in and
promote the arts or we will lose more organizations.
Communities, in all forms. We need investment in homes,
arts, and public services.

T2t

Build a pipeline!

Stop privatization of simple services. When government is
Targeted grants and tax cuts that reward desired behaviours
paying 16-18/hr for basic roles, there are no savings from
and not just being profitable.
transferring them to private enterprise. They will also have to
pay 16-18, plus earn a profit. So either it will cost more, or
you will get less so that they can pay for less hours.
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T9C

Sustainable and sufficient funding for healthcare, education,
and other government services. While I cannot speak to
healthcare and other funding, this government is not being
honest with the residents of this province in regards to
education funding. Cutting back on grants such as the class
size grant while freezing funding is NOT "maintaining
education funding", no matter what this government may
keep saying to the media. This government should also
focus on maintaining the wages and benefits of public
sector workers to avoid the loss of talented Albertans
providing essential public services to other provinces.

Eliminate the energy war room. This organization appears to
do nothing more than infringe on the free speech rights of
Albertans. Terminate the employment of paid online trolls
such as Matt Wolf.

Promote more than one economic sector. Reintroduce tax
credits and incentives for industries such as high tech, the film
industry, and renewable energy. As demand for fossil fuels
continues to fall in the face of social pressure from citizens
concerned about the reality of threatening climate change,
Alberta needs to promote the growth of other industries at the
same time as it meets the demand for energy in ways that won't
lead to damage to the planet and ourselves.

T2v

Spend on Education and Health care and end corporate
welfare, including the ridiculous 30 mil a year "war room"

Eliminate the War room, raise corporate taxes and stop
handing cushy contracts to your financial supporters

Reinstate tax credits for tech and film work. Think beyond oil
and gas. Invest in green technology

T6E

The province should focus on diversifying the energy
industry. Promoting innovation in energy efficiency,
renewable energy and community generation would have
several benefits for the province and it's people. Bolstering
this industry would a) show the province's commitment to
mitigating and adapting to climate change, b) promote
innovation in the industry, c) help communities diversify
their revenue sources and provide cost savings.

I am assuming this is only in regards to financial savings.
Diversifying the government's funding for the energy
industry with community generation, energy efficiency and
renewable energy would result in cost savings in the long
term. Supporting these programs helps communities find
cost savings, and in turn helps the province save. Why
spend money on a really expensive war room that just
shouts hate, and that employs only a handful of people,
when that money could be spent supporting people and
communities directly. Climate change is so expensive and
we are living the consequences already. Fires, floods, and
other natural disasters are going to keep happening more
frequently and dramatically. Reassess your priorities. Is your
priority a marketing campaign or is it managing the risks of a
changing climate? We have the people and resources in our
province, and in Canada, that can help and advise on finding
cost savings, while mitigating and adapting to a changing
climate, let's listen and support them.

Innovation is happening in the community generation, energy
efficiency and renewable energy industries. More people are
employed in these industries globally than in the oil and gas
industry. I'm not saying get rid of oil and gas, but diversifying
where we get our energy from, supporting retraining of oil and
gas workers, and providing opportunities for mitigation and
adaptation projects, would showcase the ingenuity of our
people, and create jobs across the province. Why be left behind
in the low carbon transition when we can be leaders. Let's take
advantage of this opportunity in a bigger way, and think farther
into the future than just a four year term.
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T0C

Getting people educated and employed or back to work
Amalgamating and streamlining services. It's crazy how
should be the focus. Government services in this regard are ridiculous it's become.
too scattered, disjointed and even conflicting to be effective.

Until there is something tangible, an affordable, sustainable and
readily available alternative to fossil fuels, bring back a
supportive environment for the oil and gas industry. Like it or
not - it's necessary.

As an example: Think amalgamation of Adult Learning and
Employment Centres. In small towns, there are no places to
provide employment services anymore and towns with
CALPs (community adult learning programs) do not have the
required funding to provide this.
Even though it's a little bait and switch, offering this
combination of services increases the likelihood that
Albertans needing essential skill development, basic to postsecondary education or retraining can find the help they
need in our centres and will actually come to us.

T0K

Agriculture
Research, Innovation and technology
Education
Energy diversification
Preventative medicine and well-being

Stop funding private schools
Combine the Catholic and public school boards
Shut down the Canadian Energy Centre
Reduce public sector upper management salaries- ADMs,
DMs, Exec Directors
Fire Matt Wolf
Strategically sell off small pieces of public land

Government needs a long term plan- what do you want Alberta
to look like in 10 yrs? 20yrs?
Need to support cleaning up orphan wells, or re-purposing
them
Invest in Research, innovation, entrepreneurship, technology
development, energy diversification
Reduce personal income tax, establish a PST
Invest in new training programs- automation technicians, etc.
Re-instate tax credits for innovation investments/businesses

T2V

Public education, higher education not just trades,
incentives for doctors not forcing licensing choices, cutting
religious education and private school funding, not taking
pensions to pay for conflicts of interest, healthcare, proper
AISH funding, development of the Agri-food industry,
incentivizing tech companies and non patch related
business to re-locate to Alberta, put the insurance cap back
on

Cut the ineffectual war room boondoggle, cut Matt Wolf’s
salary in half, no more pet trips for the premier and his friend
like London, no jetting cabinet around the country, cut the
Premier’s Stampede Breakfast and all major social events
like it, attach performance based funding stipulations to
MLAs until Alberta’s unemployment reaches 3% - reverse the
corporate tax giveaway that has done nothing for
employment and caused hardships for the rest of us

See box one. Stop being focused on just the patch and to all
your other donors. Stop the punching down, sniping and
supporting the yellow vest/red cap mentality - it sends potential
investors elsewhere. Do what you are paid very well to dosupport Albertans not just

T2T

ensuring vibrant communities - education, health, arts,
social services

stop the spend on the provincial governance review work.
We are part of a Federation - the balance of privilege and
responsibility ebbs and flows. I believe we get tremendous
privilege in being part of the Federation

diversify.... we need to develop other industries, and spend
money to support retraining. support small businesses not the
large corporations - they don't create jobs, they only support
their shareholders (most of those are south of the border)
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Quality Child Care, Education, Health Care for seniors

Do not create more private health care.
We do need oil and always will but because of technology we
Sales tax would mean that we do not have all the fluctuations will not get enough people back to work there.
that put us in a mess regularly.
Diversification is important.
Quality child care has many economic benefits - if we build
the system now, money would be saved later.
Reduce money spent on lawyers i.e. fighting carbon tax
Stop cutting back on photo radar - if people speed they
deserve a ticket as it is against the law - why is there a law if
it is not enforced?
No funding to private schools - if it really is private then
parents should pay for it.
Reduce all the school choices - why do we need a system
that has Catholic and so many religions, private, sports
schools, charter schools. This is very costly! This is what the
education minister should be looking at for reducing costs. If
parents feel they need these choices they should pay for
them.
Government should only be paying for a public school
system. We can't afford them in rural, why in urban? Whys
should only urban families have choices for education?

T0K

Irrigation districts provide wealth for all Albertans.
Down size government particularly management employees Lower corporate tax
Continued funding support for irrigation infrastructure is
and expect more from front line workers and interest groups.
paramount.
A reliable uninterrupted water supply acts as an economic
engine for the Province. Lethbridge and area do not feel the
sqeeze as do other parts of the province due to a strong
irrigated agricultural sector. Irrigation farmers must still
invest a great deal of money within their own farms to take
advantage of the water supply. They cannot pay for both
infrastructure and on farm needs. Please continue to assist
irrigation districts and the head works system with needed
funds to keep the infrastructure in good shape.

T2b

Health, education, arts/culture (not public art, associated
with infrastructure projects)
Clean energy investments not associated with fossil fuels

Cutting governments own wage. Not giving tax breaks to
corporations. Giving tax breaks to people.

T5M

Jobs...not in oil or gas...environmental only
Healthcare- no layoffs continue on
Education - no layoffs

Upper management AHS- look at the sunshine list anyone
making over 150,000red circle, no raises ever....layoffs with
no "package"
Superintendentso in Education -red circle and anyone over
150,000, cut job, no package
Upper management AHS- look at the sunshine list anyone
making over 150,000red circle, no raises ever....layoffs with
no "package"
Superintendentso in Education -red circle and anyone over
150,000, cut job, no package

Jobs...not in oil or gas...environmental only
Healthcare- no layoffs continue on
Education - no layoffs

Invest in green/clean technology ie. Wind infrastructure, solar
farms, solarizing private property, investment in grid resilience,
reforestation with fire management best practices as
recommended by fire science.
Tourism
Solar and windpower
Cannibas, food greenhouses

Tourism
Solar and windpower
Cannibas, food greenhouses
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T5x

The middle class working government people need a raise.
They are the front line workers and have been keeping the
province running through good times and bad. The cost of
living is going up and it is more difficult to support a family.

T5Y

Health care is the most important priority. Some of us paid Start looking at the top, trim some of the gold plated
lots of taxes in the past. Only to wait months and months for pensions. All the Alberta politicians and high income
some services.
managers should cut their salaries by 10-20%. Then start
trimming down to the poorest people.

T1W

The public school system (not some half baked charter
system which has already been shown to fail in the States)
and health services, obviously. More support services in
wilderness areas. Research funding for universities.
Renewable energy innovation.
Healthcare and Education

Corporate handouts which clearly don't work. Political percs. Support Innovation. Ask smart people. Incentives for
Advertising. Reinventing the wheel, which is very costly.
companies to get on board with the future.
Maybe a sales tax?

Corporate Taxes and Government Travel

By looking into other industries besides Oil and Gas

Education, health care.

Not providing handouts to the oil companies and other big
companies in the province.
From the "Energy War Room" budget.

Find ways to diversify the economy rather than continuing to
depend on oil.

Cutting budget on upper management in healthcare rather
than the front line workers.

Cutting budget on upper management in healthcare rather
than the front line workers. Look into units that have
assistant manager and more than one unit educator. Do we
need them?
I retired from nursing at a long term care facility about 1.5
years ago. I was appalled at the over-time paid out sometimes as many as 5 HCAs on one shift on double time.
The manager was totally unconcerned. So who is
accountable for this? Don't managers have to justify such
excessive spending any more? They used to.
huge tax breaks and handouts to big companies and
corporations
Management structure. Meetings for no reason and wasting
money on connect care, the project is out of control. The
amount of time and energy(which equals money) wasted is
staggering.
by cutting the support of private schools, by stopping all
subsidies to large corporations, and by cutting the Premiers
salary to $1 per year

Stop laying off Frontline healthcare workers.

T1j

T0J

prioritize saving; not spending

T8A

Human services, Aish , schools

t6t

Healthcare and Education! The cuts to both are going to do
little for our future.

T5A

Healthcare, national pharmacare and education

The reorg of government is a good start to trim the fat (lay
off upper management) and move appropriate money to the
people who do the work. This will save money by getting
more productivity and delivering services to Albertans.

Hire people. The Government is not hiring and is doing less but
with more work. The economic growth comes from spending
money in your pocket but there's less spending to stimulate the
economy. All small businesses will suffer when there is no
money in people's pocket.
By handing out tax cuts to business is the wrong way.
Corporate welfare should be stopped. When I was young they
had programs called winter works. Which built needed projects
by local communities. Many prisoners would like to work at
outside jobs. Many seniors need jobs also.

I am puzzled by the term job creation. If there is a need, don't
jobs arise as a natural consequence to fill the need?

invest in its people
The cuts and potential job losses will not benefit economic
growth. If the residents of Alberta do not have money they
cannot contribute to the growth of the economy.
get involved in "green" energy projects such as solar
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T3R

T0e

Essential services only. Get your budget under control first. I tried to get Notley interested in making changes to
Procurement. They didn’t have the jam. I did email the
Then prioritize capital plans.
Premier prior to his being elected. 2 things you need to do.
Combine the procurement of major procurement
commodities, like electricity and natural gas. Goods and
services that all departments need to operate, could be
centrally provided. Secondly, set up a Shared Services
department, for IT infrastructure and HR essential services.
Having all government departments doing their own
procurement, providing services, and trying to keep up with
technology is an enormous waste of money, and the
inefficiencies are clearly evident.

Keep going with making Alberta a place to do business. It’s
working in the US

Medical, education, infrastructure

Don't spend money to build new arena in this economic

Develop more programs for new grads without experience

Tourism, mainly campground revitalization.

Eliminating cel phones for employees, public servants and in
healthcare for nurses. I know 2 nurses who only have their
AHS phone and use it as their personal phone as well.
Eliminate management positions. Reduce the number of the
education divisions, this will drastically reduce the cost of
administration in our education, amalgamating 3-5 divisions
together would put more money into the classrooms. DO
NOT GIVE INTO UNION DEMANDS, this two tiered system of
employment (public vs private) has to end. Eliminate all
private pensions for public servants, education and health
employees. If CANADA pension is good enough for private
sector it is good enough for them. Opt out of cpp and start a
made in Alberta pension plan.

Lower taxes for individuals so they are able to start businesses
and they will spend the money that would normally go to taxes.

Attracting businesses.
NOT ON EDUCATION OR HEALTH.

Put money into tourism, our campgrounds are old and dated.
Putting money into them will increase tourism.

Stop spending money on art in our government buildings.
When doing government builds (schools, hospitals included)
they need to meet basic standards not architecturally
designed and costing millions more dollars.

T1J

T2G

Providing supports to people with disabilities, helping small tax cuts provided to large corporations and wealthy people
businesses succeed, providing SCS with the additional help
they need in order to provide a full range of help to people
with addictions
Supporting vulnerable people, education, health
Corporate incentives

support small businesses in being able to hire, and taxing
wealthy people and corporations

Education incentives, support economy diversification, invest
in social services
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T3L

Children who have IPP and classroom sizes. I would say
Sending teachers on sabbaticals. We just had a friend go and
Other private corporations this isn’t
getting teachers educated on IPP as some are really good at 17(1)
happening but we are doing this on the public sector and for
it others not.
gym. It really makes no sense and she was part of that board
We were with CCSD and they really weren’t educated with
that was going to let over 300 teachers go.
working with them. Our son switched to CBE for high school
this yr and they have been fantastic.
Also, PAT. They don’t show anything. Our son we paid in
grade 8 for Psych-Ed assessment to find out he has an
Learning Disability. He passed his PAT always before that
with nobody ever flagging anything. It really doesn’t show
much.

As our kids are in high school, I truly see the need to get more
support at a younger age for Learning Disabilities detection at a
young age. This way when the child gets to high school they are
aware of their disability and able to advocate for their needs.

T2S

Health care ,sport ,education,seniors mla

MLA salaries and trips create

Create more opportunities for youth

T4P

Education and healthcare
Public sector

Canadian energy, social media, MLA salaries and increase
Public sector and technology
revenue by taxing corporations the same as other provinces

T0L

Health care in rural areas. Job creation in private sector.
Keep cost of living down. Real Tax reductions don’t just
shift taxes to municipalities etc

Federal government should be contributing to switch out of
coal. Keep fighting federal government carbon tax.

T4C

Education
Mental Health
Addiction
Health Care
Human Services Field - prevention vrs reaction
Health,Education and taking care of the less fortunate.
Diversifying.

More at top levels of management within different
government organizations.

T5e

T7x
T1R

T2J

I would have more psychologists in the school to help detect
these things. We did have to pay for our child psych-ed
assessment but a lot of parents are financially strapped and
can not afford. This is the first step to helping a child and
without an IPP you can not get these services.

Promote what Alberta offers to attract business to Alberta.
Identify and Focus on strategically important industries.
Encourage federal government to pass legislation to force
Canadian companies to purchase only from countries that have
high moral and climate change policies. Ie. no Arab oil, no
Chinese imports etc. Canada should use Canadian oil not
imported oil.
Not tax small business to death.

Not privatizing because it always costs more and quality is
far less as a profit is needed.

Not giving corporations 4 plus billion dollars. Not crippling
municipalities. You have not created any jobs. Your methods
are working for many to lose more jobs! We were on the right
track!
Healthcare, social programs, investments in new energy
Less handouts to oil companies, less committees of useless Diversifying energy, not cutting jobs seems like a very obvious
sources and less oil
government buddies
place to start
Healthcare & Education
Remove the gift you gave to the corporations - they need to Be open-minded. Save our “public” healthcare. End your war
pay those taxes - they have already made it clear they are not room. Stop stealing our pensions & make Alberta a place
people want to live.
bringing Albertans any benefits or jobs.
Continue to support Public Education and Health Care to
Don't give billions in payouts to corporations that are still
Don't privatize- by giving contracts to companies that aren't
keep up with our growing and aging population, as well as
laying off staff and lining the CEOs pockets.
local, you still spend the money here, but nothing stays. Invest
inflation. The reason we don't have ER issues is that we are Take a pay cut in office- the NDP voted in an 8% raise, you
in public health, public education, and public transit. Pay local
well-staffed. If you want to cut the fat, cut the upper
took a 5% cut, that's still up 3% vs. asking everyone else for staff and companies who will then pay local taxes.
management, not the front line. And don't think that
a rollback from their 0 or continuing at 0.
Consider opportunities outside of oil and gas. Alberta had a
privatized services won't cost the government just as much,
thriving tech and film industry. Consider giving them back
it will just put less money in the hands of the staff and more
some of their perks. We are a province of entrepreneursin the hands of the business owners.
support that!
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T8H

Putting people back to work is what I want to see.

Reduce management size and if possible offer a step down
to a workers position. Most people can self manage in the
public sector,

T2E

Health care, education and prevention services for families
and children.
Education & Health care

International spending, wages of political individuals.

T4G

getting people back to work. Increasing child care
subsidies to help parents afford to go to work.

cutting redundant positions and some of the middle
managers while keeping the front line people that actually
work.

T2W

Education and Health. Shortfalls in funding to school
boards result in fewer teachers and educational assistants
to work with students. Funding needs to be specifically
earmarked - if you leave it up to school boards the money
may not be put where you would hope. With that said, you
still need to fund the maintenance of the building. Inclusive
education costs - it must be funded to be of any success.

Get rid of your 30 million dollar “war room”. Start there. If
you’re worried about Alberta’s economy then take that
money and invest in diversification of our economy. We
cannot control the world’s need for oil and gas. Yes, we
need to build piplelines and get our product to market.
However, we need to be ready for when a downturn occurs
again. Learn from the 1980s and learn from the 2000s. Also,
look at Houston and see how they diversified without selling
out oil and gas. Let’s broaden our thinking.

T3C

Health Care is the same. Senior citizens should not be
worried about whether a procedure or medication is
covered. They should not worry about their fees going up.

Corporate taxes

Instead of laying people off....try changing the public sector to
four day work weeks. This keeps everyone working although
with a little less money but enough to keep going.
Call 17(1)
for more great ideas
By decreasing cut backs for things such as education, health
care, social services.
Diversify industries, not pin all of our economic strength on oil
and gas.
increase child care subsidies so parent can return to work.
Support the early childhood workforce by putting restrictions
on the private unmonitored babysitters. Help create new
regulated licensed quality child care spaces to support families.
Help fund retraining. Create new and diversified industry rather
than relying solely on oil and gas (which unfairly is not looked
upon kindly on the world stage). Continue to be supporters of
our oil/gas, but let’s start creating some alternatives. With
advances in technology, geography is no longer a barrier to the
tech industry. We need to say that Alberta is Open for
Business and make it exciting and practical for the tech
industry (and others) to come here.

Savings can be had in wage freezes. Rollbacks are not
recommended as they could cause labour issues. An agreed
upon freeze time, with the promise to look at wages in the
future, could go a long way. Rolling back says that you do
not value the work of these people. I often hear government
saying that “our workers are the highest paid in Canada.”
Maybe. We also have the BEST in health care and education
in Canada. What’s more important to you? If you want the
BEST you have to PAY for the best.
Slow, and purposeful spending in all areas will help to find
savings. Frankly, we have no provincial tax and your
government gave the carbon tax to the feds. Shame. You
perhaps need to find ways of generating revenue rather than
cutting.

T4C

T4R

Health care such as hospitals, doctors, nurses and
equipment. Not health care as in a program for every special
interest group.
Education
Child care
Health care
How to diversify Alberta's energy sector-in addition to oil
and gas how can Albertans produce energy

Expensive programs that help a small number of people.
Programs should be looked upon as a cost per person
helped with limit on what can be spent. If a program is
helping very few but is costly then it should be scrapped
Stop some programs such as ARCQE
Rather than creating new programs invest further in the
programs that work...for example increase child care subsidy
so more family's can qualify and stop the $25/day care
centers

Reduce corporate tax rate to encourage businesses to set up in
Alberta

This is a difficult one...I would recommend taking a look at how
other countries do this well and adapt their policies. Social
agencies that help our families safe money. Why do Albertans
spend so much more on dental care, University Education and
child care??
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T8N

Education (no privatization, no tier)

Within the organization itself. Attend a project meeting at
infrastructure 10 people show up. Not necessary.
Reduce your govt footprint - people and space.

T2W

A no brainier, the pillars of our society.
Health, Education, Environment and Economy.

I can only speak to where I work. Currently our government
thinks it can save by not funding pens, kleenex, and note
pads. I kid you not. Also by not replacing workers who are
sick. I have worked on a team where we have worked short
staff for 5 months. The savings need to come from
redesigning complicated computer programs. It used to take
e 2 to 3 hours to admitted someone to homecare.Now it takes
8. Also privatization costsmore than doing , "in house,"
meaning personal care. Management needs to change. Oh
did I mention although are working short staff they did
mange to hire a manager to tell us how to do theings(she is
nice I must say). SO long as foxes rule the hen house
nothing will change.

T0K

Stop giving tax cuts to big corporations

T2L

Public sector workers and services to protect the
vulnerable.
Healthcare and children's education as well as social
programs
Health care and education

T5t

I thing transport projects and new Hospital for west End.

T7X

T0L

Increase corporate tax
Hand outs to large corporations look

Make sure unions have fair deals like the private sector. The
unions are screwing the tax payers
Job creation. Not handouts to select big business. You are Administration. The manager at the facility my Mother
spending taxpayers dollars. Not your own. Respect that.
resided in certainly didnt do his job when my Mother was in
Seems to be a conflict of interest when you hand out cash
care this summer. She spent an extra week in hospital due
with no strings attached to corporations like Husky and cuts to an administrative oversight at the facility where she was
to the average citizen.
paying for care.The staff at the facility corrected the
oversight when I made a complaint.They did their job and
more. The mangement made a huge oversight and didnt
delegate the responsibility to anyone. I was disgusted with
his performance. Pretty sure the day to day workers in
administration do most of his job. But he wasn't accountable
for his lack of action in any way shape or form.

T0L

Job creation. Not handouts to select big business. You are
spending taxpayers dollars. Not your own. Respect that.
Seems to be a conflict of interest when you hand out cash
with no strings attached to corporations like Husky and cuts
to the average citizen.

T6H

Education, health care and getting us out of our dependence Stop using government panels for political purposes
on oil

Don’t take away what draws people to Alberta. You can reduce
taxes for corporations but if the education and healthcare is
poor for there families why would they move there business
here.
Diversification.Innovation. Stop cutting taxes. Look at BC
companies do not leave that province.

Reinstating incentives and promote small businesses and do
not cut or roll back public sector jobs.
Allow tax breaks for non oil and gas companies to diversify
economy
Look to the NDPs models. They were working.
I think the Petro chem tax credit was a great program
They should not focus on one particular company when making
handouts available. And there should be an expectation of job
creation in return.

Administration. The manager at the facility my Mother
They should not focus on one particular company when making
resided in certainly didnt do his job when my Mother was in handouts available. And there should be an expectation of job
care this summer. She spent an extra week in hospital due creation in return.
to an administrative oversight at the facility where she was
paying for care.The staff at the facility corrected the
oversight when I made a complaint.They did their job and
more. The mangement made a huge oversight and didnt
delegate the responsibility to anyone. I was disgusted with
his performance. Pretty sure the day to day workers in
administration do most of his job. But he wasn't accountable
for his lack of action in any way shape or form.
By spending on large infrastructure project
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T6j

Education in the public schools and support post secondary Reevaluate how physicians are compensated.
Diversify the economy/ we cannot rely on oil and gas. Our oil
Start looking at revenue-a sales tax and stop big giving big
has a lower value and higher environmental foot print. It is not
education
corporations tax cuts
likely to come back and we should not be relying on it.
Diversifying the economy
Get rid of the energy war room
Get rid of two separate school boards
Stop supporting private schools and bring public support of
these institutions in line with Ontario who provides minimal
public funding for students who choose alternative schools

T6j

Education in the public schools and support post secondary Reevaluate how physicians are compensated.
Diversify the economy/ we cannot rely on oil and gas. Our oil
education
Start looking at revenue-a sales tax and stop big giving big
has a lower value and higher environmental foot print. It is not
Diversifying the economy
corporations tax cuts
likely to come back and we should not be relying on it.
Get rid of the energy war room
Get rid of two separate school boards
Stop supporting private schools and bring public support of
these institutions in line with Ontario who provides minimal
public funding for students who choose alternative schools

T1J

Health (Including drug coverage), education and social
services, public works
EDUCATION. Please prioritize our students and staff. Make
the boards more accountable for where the money is being
utilized...make them put it directly in the classrooms.
Health...continue to fund health and again, force the
administration to keep the money where it does the most
good. Economy...keep our families thriving please.

Crazy travel expenses for Premier, MLA's.

T0J

Leaving Canada.

Leaving Canada.

Leave Canada.

T3B

The government should focus on divorcing ourselves from
Canada. The extra revenue we would hold by preventing
massive outflows of cash to this foreign culture would
amply fill our coffers. This ambition dwarfs all other budget
line items.
Healthcare, education, disabled, oilfield - pipelines. Diversify
economy- tech, etc.

Health care presents a significant opportunity. Reduce
nurses and hospital administration pay. Consider restoring
user fees as a way of unloading the health care system.

Get out of Canada.

LDo not give your friends and big business tax cuts. Do not
attempt to balance the budget on the backs of families, the
poor, students, frontline workers, the ill and elderly.
Duplication and poor management of services in all areas this happens in even the best run facilities/departments.

Instead of giving $ to big companies treat us all the same. We
are all Albertans and should all be given equal opportunities.
By caring for our most vulnerable citizens, our families and
elderly we can show our humanity. Do not through us away.

T0C

Healthcare, education, disabled, oilfield - pipelines. Diversify Do not give your friends and big business tax cuts. Do not
economy- tech, etc.
attempt to balance the budget on the backs of families, the
poor, students, frontline workers, the ill and elderly.
Duplication and poor management of services in all areas this happens in even the best run facilities/departments.

Instead of giving $ to big companies treat us all the same. We
are all Albertans and should all be given equal opportunities.
By caring for our most vulnerable citizens, our families and
elderly we can show our humanity. Do not through us away.

T6J

Education and Health Care

Diversifying

T1H

T0C

Safe consumption sites shut down and funds allocated to
other pillars. Make administration of health and education
more effective while maintaining school choice...private
schools are a great option. Less abuse of social programs.
Less abuse of WCB programs. Just more accountability
overall I believe for funding being received and make parents
more accountable for their choices. Also, funding special
interest groups for social agendas is not beneficial to all
residents. I think the current UCP is on the right track.
Thank you for that. Please help regulate insurance rates as
that's hurting alot of people immensely.

Corporate taxes

Change corporate tax decrease to be a cut to payroll tax for
new hires
continue to explore our oil and gas sector and promote it. The
money that is available to create jobs or keep the current jobs
definately helps to support our local economy. I leave this in
the experts hands but know it is a hot topic that has people very
worried currently in our area.
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T0L

Policing, healthcare, sustainability in municipal funding.

Absorb the war room And forget about savings by chopping Economic development sustainabity
and set budgets to live within. 17(1)
I
support a PST for sustainable funding model, stability will
bring business slash and burn created boom and bust
government has provided that for our business over the last
12 years please contact me at 17(1)
if you need
real data based decision making verse ideology.

T0L

Policing, healthcare, sustainability in municipal funding.

Absorb the war room And forget about savings by chopping Economic development sustainabity
and set budgets to live within. 17(1)
I
support a PST for sustainable funding model, stability will
bring business slash and burn created boom and bust
government has provided that for our business over the last
12 years please contact me at 17(1)
if you need
real data based decision making verse ideology.

T0E

People, health care, education,

T6K

Pay off the deficit.

Actually better to ask where to get revenue not find savings. Invest in green energy and technology. Show business you are
For savings cut out useless government offices I.e. war
not divisive and that Alberta is a great place to set up with a
room. Shut it down. Cut consultants and boards.
happy supported populace and forward thinking. Right now you
get an F- in that area
Cut spending money on unaccounted people.
Build the pipes. Ignore climate alarmists scammers.

T6t

Education
Health care
Public services
Alberta needs to ensure that young people have a path to
furthering their education.

T4A

Alberta needs a highly educated workforce to innovate and
create diversity in our economy.

T1V

Oil & Gas

Cut your own salaries. Find the incredible waste that goes
on in the government. For an example, A.I.S.H. denied me
additional funding of a few thousand dollars (contact me for
more exact figures). This refusal now costs Alberta Health
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Make sense to you? Not
to me.

T5n

Stop paying equalisation payments that they cannot
afford.Stop giving money to large corporations and their
shareholders.Reduce over the top wages and pensions for
government workers to similar to most people in the
workforce for same types of job. There are many overpaid
workers within the government departments.
Education and Healthcare these areas are expected to do
The War Room would definitely fund these shortages you are
more with less all the time. These 2 areas are vital to
talking about. You over spent by 30 million and did not do
everyone's well being. Teacher funded classrooms are
adequate research which cost more money. Start by wage
bright and vibrant, but shouldn't be teacher funded. That's
freezing and rolling back wages of government officials not
the government's responsibility. Teachers should not be
front line workers to meet with economic times. The inflation
paying for resources and materials themselves. Nurses and rates dont match with the economic times. We have all seen
teachers are expected to do tasks on their own personal
the huge raises and then your small decrease which still
time to cover shortages. Jobs based on volunteerism never equals a raise. We arent blind.
last.
Health Care, education, infrastructure as in roads
Looking at the wages that government employees are paid

T1J

Education

T9K

Salaries for leaders and government must be reduced and
payments to unions must be cut back, it is time to stop
taking from the lower income Albertans.

Corporations

Yes within reason. Support growth in renewable energy,
education and health care. Services that set us up for a better
tomorrow that take care of us in the long run.
Retraining programs for unemployed Albertans so that they can
find steady, long-term well paying jobs.
Government can look into diversifying the economy; we're a
one-trick pony province, who without oil and gas cannot
survive. 45 years of conservative mismanagement and lack of
foresight ensured the deep recession that Alberta has been
reeling from. Economic diversity is essential

Continue their fight to get our oil industry back even if it means
separation from the rest of Canada. Alberta's oil industry is one
of the cleanest in the world and yet we are importing dirty oil
from Saudi Arabia. Srop allowing the federal government to
steal from and abuse our province.
By not cutting nurses and teachers and blaming the school
boards and hospitals for these layoffs. These cuts come with
the reduced budget. Oil needs to find alternative ways to get to
ports. If ya cant go west go east. Diversification of our natural
resources would be could focus on wind and solar power to
support our energy needs or sell to our friends to the south. We
need to put more energy into all parts of our economy and its
sectors not just oil.
Education
Yes
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T5M

Education--need to maintain the public education system as
good as 2019/20 status or better--having well rounded
students to maximize their potential at all grade levels in all
capacities is of utmost importance for the future of this
province--these students are going to look after you and me
in the years to come. Monies to be tied to performance
"tasks" at all education levels makes no sense.

Need to look at efficiencies in each department as a team not
having a "dictator" in making those decisions. In education,
eliminating diploma exams for all high school students
could save considerable money as only about 20% of
students continue on to post-secondary institutions. Postsecondary institutions should have their own entrance
exams. Grade 3 PAT Exams are totally not necessary.
Unless the Grade 6 or 9 PAT Exams are used as a diagnostic
evaluation for the next grade level, they serve no purpose.
Diagnostic Evaluation is much more beneficial than year end
exams especially when most Grade 6 and 9 students change
schools. I think Diagnostic Evaluation in Grades 5 and 8
may be more useful for the student to be successful in
Grades 6 and 9, which are considered to be "end" of the
division grade.

T0H

Healthcare and avoiding cuts to frontline staff
Agriculture needs some attention. I have not heard any
support for farmers from this government

T7x

Health care, education, personal government spending

T3K

Health care
Education
Post secondary
Oil and gas
Education, health, infrastructure.

Stop giving money to oil companies who then leave the
Diversification efforts. We can’t rely on oil. It no longer pays.
province. Reduce mismanagement of funds. The government Grants and ways to attract businesses to the province.
should not be wasteful with the money and expect Albertans
to take the cuts.
Cutting back on their own wages/salaries
All jobs are equal. One sector should not be taken from to
support another.
In higher levels of corporate structures
Give hiring incentives
Their own salaries

T1Y

T0G

T4R

T0k

T0K

The approach that the UCP has used as a new government is
totally unacceptable. For at least two years, the UCP should
have familiarized themselves with the current situation of the
government before being "a bull in a china shop". With more
understanding of how the Albertan government was working,
more informed decisions could be made.

Perhaps taking back last year's corporate tax cuts. Also,
Diversifying the economy and support new industries. Invest in
bring in a sales tax to increase revenues. Or raise corporate job re-training and infrastructure development.
tax rates to be more in line with other provinces.

Education for children, healthcare, elderly subsidies, post
secondary education, policing

Politician wage freeze for 5 years minimum, reduce expense Subsidize post secondary education especially in sectors of
claims of politicians, meetings can be online rather than in
high needs eg. doctors, healthcare workers, engineering,
person,
research, robotics...
Provide tax breaks for small businesses
Promote robotics, coding & engineering in the education
system starting in elementary school...these children could
provide innovative ways to improve our energy sector in oil,
gas, and solar power but we need curriculum & teachers to
facilitate the learning!
Healthcare & education.
Getting rid of the 'war room' Or, as it should be called, The
By attracting industries other than oil. Alberta conservatives
ministry of propaganda.
always put their eggs in one basket. Green energy, the film
Start being honest, the savings on Lawyers would be
industry & tech companies. You know all the ones that the
substantial.
closed minded UCP have done their best to chase out of the
province.
Education and health care
Government spending on staffing, meetings, food, etc- if you Invest in Alberta's people! Be realistic about what society and
are the leaders, please lead by example and cut your own
the economy dictate and be willing to diversify.
wages and spending first.
Reduce salaries of AHS CEO, managers and similar people, Work on paying less equalization payments.
Encourage more apprenticeships at highschools. This could
not the day to day workers with patients.
Give Home School parents less as many don’t actually teach also be interns in many businesses too.
Similarly with education, the managers need their salaries and there are ones who can’t talk English.
Encourage people to support and buy Alberta products.
decreased.
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T2J
T4B

Balancing the budget and pay down the debt (as soon as
revenues improve).
Education and Health Care

T9K
social sectors, Social work, secondary education, helping
type agencies

Cut the bloated civil service.

Streamline regulations and reduce bureaucracy to make Alberta
a better place to do business.
This government should be creating a long overdue
Increase funding to the public service sector to create jobs in
provincial sales tax. They also need to stop giving tax
education health care and social services. This services
breaks to oil companies as these come at the expense of the benefit Albertans and will increase spending in the province.
average Albertan.
Also work with companies that are exploring alternative
energies to oil and gas as the province needs to move forward
in lowering emissions and it makes financial sense to do so.
I think taxation is ok, within its means. If it is helping the
people stay off the streets, equally employed and working for
the better of people I think we could save long run if we had
taxes.
We could also continue with the photo radar as it does bring
in money at a municipal level which saves from other areas.

T4P

Education and childcare, health and safety,

T9E

Public services, innovations/industry that is less dependent Increase revenue via PST, etc.
on global demand for natural resources
Public services
By not handing out tax cuts to corporations

T3K

T9K

T3J

Focus on education. Focus on health care. Focus on
infrastructure. Focus on the citizens and people living in
Alberta. Focus on their well being.
Health, Education, Public Transit

T2L

Diversification of economy and education

T8a

Health Care and Education

T7X

T2H

Taxes, natural resources

Support training our vulnerable population. May that be singles
moms, new to Canada, Indigenous population, People who want
to move from diplomas to degrees, to help with better careers
and access to better career choices.
Stop making the venerable fight with each other in a struggle to
survive but make it a fair play ground for all to survive.
On site child care for some.
Look at trends and train for the trends to come.

Invite investors, enhancement of natural resources,
Fund infrastructure projects rather than cutting them.
Use the income from PST to create jobs focusing on
infrastructure and public services

Implementing a Provincial Sales Tax so that we are like every
other province in Canada
Savings ? Look for new sources of revenue.
Invest in education, health care and the people. Invest in
There are 2 parts to this equation. Why are we only looking infrastructure. Stop being short sighted and think long term.
at the one?
Cancel corporate tax cut, close down the energy war room
Diversify the economy , get off the oil and gas roller coaster ,
5% PST to create a 10% HST all monies to health and education
Increase revenue

Education and diversification

Stop subsidizing the oil and gas industry. Ridiculous that the Invest in green technology that will save us all in the future.
government is paying 35% of their taxes.
Education for our children. I am worried the cuts to the
Oil companies. Carbon tax. Stop giving tax breaks to the one Diversity! Diversify oil and gas. Diversify the job market so a
education system is going to leave us a lot of illiterate
bracket that doesnt need it.
bust in the economy doesnt affect everyone again the next time
children who will one day be in charge.
it happens.
Public services. Public education, public healthcare, seniors Increase corporate taxes. MLA pay cuts. Increase income
Diversify the economy.
care, AISH, etc.
taxes for the wealthiest in the province.
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T1C

Public service.
Public education. Supporting public school boards to
continue to provide excellent programming for all children.

Stepping in with AHS and school boards to remove the top
level jobs that are not always necessary.

By providing quality public service. People are going to
continue to leave our province if power continues to be abused
as it has been the last few months.

A small Provincial Sales tax (2-3%)

Quality programming for young children. The most vital part
of a person’s future is from birth to age 5. Supports for
children with additional needs need to stay in place.
Health care is important. Front line health services need to
be maintained as they were more than a year ago.
T5N

Health care. We should provide funding to assist the federal Government needs to find more revenue - not make more
government in implementing a single payer universal
savings. Cutting the corporate tax was not a wise move. It
just angers Albertans when they are told to tighten their belts
prescription drug plan for Canada.
and suffer cutbacks in services, only to see billions going to
corporations, who do not invest in jobs for Albertans.

By supporting initiatives for green energy projects. It was a big
mistake to eliminate Energy Efficient Alberta. That was a great
way to make use of the provincial carbon tax, which was a
negligible amount of money for Albertans to pay - especially
since that revenue went directly into energy efficient projects,
businesses, and rebates. Alberta needs to begin to go to the
future - even the oil industry recognizes that - and not get
caught in a dying industry - so let's not be left in the dust when
the oil revenues decrease, the world begins demanding more
alternative energy, and we will have none to offer.

T3A

Lower income people. Students. Healthcare.

QUIT SLASHING EDUCATION. Focus on the PEOPLE. If you
keep cutting, eventually people will leave. Nobody will be left to
work in Alberta.
Invest in our economy.

T9E

T1J

Vote out UCP. They have no vision. Corrupt as the day is
long. Only care about power. JASON KENNEY IS A
SNAKEOIL SALESMAN.
Education - specifically PUF funding as every dollar spent
I think some savings could be found in healthcare just not at
on early intervention saves huge money later on for our
the expense of patient care. Reducing government positions
most impacted kids! Also healthcare.
that are not necessary (I believe there are many of them and
they make huge salaries).
STOP abusing the vulnerable with your heartless cuts which NOT by creating chaos and disruptions to our systems that
hurt struggling people.
we have created for the good of society.
STOP attacking our post-secondary institutions with the aim
of making them job mills. It won't work.
STOP gambling with our public money on schemes that you
have no way of knowing will actually work. You are being
reckless with public funds.
Health Care and Education
Top AHS management , cancel War room, put pensions back
in ARTA
Basically anything other than what the current government Reducing MLA salaries and examining their pensions. Don’t
is focusing on. The only type of debt out there isn’t fiscal attack the public sector and claim they should take pay cuts,
there is such a thing as social debt at well. Please, I implore when that “up to 5%” means a lot more to my $75,000 salary
this government to focus on health care (mental health as
than your $125,000+. There are also cost savings through
prevention, gender-based violence, emergency supports,
technology and finally looking at implementing a minimal
hospital staffing, etc.), education (do NOT touch the current sales tax. We’re ignoring a major revenue problem - stop
funding model and implement the curriculum that was
kidding yourselves. Also the war room is an insane waste of
prepared under the NDP - put your ego aside), and
money that should not be paid for by taxpayers.
diversification. These will all have trickle down effects that
are nothing but positive.

Listen to reputable economists and people well educated in
public finance. Study issues thoroughly before implementing
them.

Diversify-encourage gaming industry, lure back movie industry,
growth in Agriculture industrial
DIVERSIFICATION AND TRANSITIONING OFF OIL. No one is
saying we have to do this tomorrow, but to ignore this reality is
ignorant. We don’t want to be on the wrong side of history, and
while I’m a born and raised proud Albertan, this is the first time
in my life I am ashamed to be in this province. I will consider
moving if things continue the way they are.
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T6W

Use public funds for what community needs and not for
profit private companies.
Education and health

Savings can possibly done by frugal use of public funds for
the essential services and by reduced budget for less
prioritize expenses.
Their own wages

T8H

- Supporting early learners especially PUF code 47. Must
stay as these kids make it because of the early support
otherwise will cost the government more for support of
complex behaviour arise.
- Reinvest funding and services to restore our health care
system
- introduce a progressive tax system for all that is based on
income
- introduce a a provincial sales tax
- reinvest funding and services to restore public education
- introduce a living wage standard for all albertans

- tax multi million dollar corporations
- don’t give away money to large corporations!
- invest in renewable energy source
- drop AimCo. Let the Lapp and Atrf manage.

T7X

Healthcare, education

Their pockets, their tax breaks to major corporations

T8A

Health and education, social supports. When folks are out of
jobs, they rely on social supports. Their spouses might have
the only paying job (in the public sector), and cuts here will
hurt every Albertan.
We need to stop spending money on panels and
commissions, stop providing unbelievable profits to the
upper echelons of O&G, and stop paying for things like
redundant audits, or paying to rebrand school boards. This
is the epitome of red tape.

T5S

Education and Health care.

T7V

Education and health - and not cutting them! Even though
the government says they’re not cutting, I don’t know how
this could be possible when we are losing services left, right
and centre.

We need to stop spending money on panels and
commissions, stop providing unbelievable profits to the
upper echelons of O&G, and stop paying for things like
redundant audits, or paying to rebrand school boards. This
is the epitome of red tape.
Standardized testing is expensive and proven to be
ineffective.
Understaffing health care results in insane overtime for
those few remaining.
Stop funding pickle ball
In its own spending for trips taken by our premier; add a
provincial sales tax.
How about MLA salaries, which are the highest in Canada,
even after the rollback.

T2n

An efficient education and health care system - it appears
that the 2 biggest expense items are also the least efficient
and most bureaucratic. As a tax payer, I am tired of hearing
of about immediate cuts to front line staff any time budget
reviews are conducted.

By supporting oil and gas business, and build markets beyond
North America.
Supporting industries that will have jobs for a lifetime

- focus attention on renewable energy and provide incentives
for business to invest in
- clean up the mess of oil wells no longer in use. This will keep
our oil people working until we transition to more renewable
energies.
Investing in an oil pipe line is a dead end. The federal gov’t - Always fund education, our young bright minds will be our
did that last year. Did not get them anywhere.
answers
-

Working in the private sector, it seems very obvious that
there are incredible inefficiencies and unnecessary
overhead. If one reviews the sunshine list, there are some
very high salaries paid with little transparency regarding
results. An easy example if the pay structure at ATB. The
return of this organization is not even close to a publicly
traded company yet the compensation schemes are
excessive given the return. A review needs to be done on
ATB.

By ensuring to not cut from social programs that people
depend on to live.
Hold O&G companies accountable for their taxes (maybe taxes
before dividends or bonuses?) and employ people to help clean
up abandoned well sites.

By diversifying.
Not giving money to giant corporations, who then turn around
and walk away with our money. Supporting small businesses.
Paying public sector workers so they continue to spend money,
buy things in the stores, and support the local economy. OH,
AND ACTUALLY PUBLISHING ALL THE RESULTS OF THIS
SURVEY!
Ensuring that taxation is minimized and unnecessary
bureaucracy and regulations are minimized
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T6m

T1M

-Education- smaller class sizes, proper support within the
classroom to address all students needs. If our education
suffers our future will suffer. Preventative measures should
be a must for the government.
-Health care and infrastructure.

Education and healthcare, grants to stimulate local
Raising corporate taxes on large scale companies and
businesses, technology industry and more green industries. adding a PST. Or giving out targeted grants to corporations
where they must hire people with that money as opposed to
automation.
Infrastructure as it gets people working
Getting rid of war room....
Increase spending for education and health

T1w
T4b

-Cut spending on Big corporations with a big carbon
footprint.
-Raise taxes on the bigger corporations and not smaller local
businesses

Education
Health care
Economic diversification including refocus to cleaner
energy business

Shut down the war room. Increase corporate taxation to
reasonable levels.
Oil and gas
Removal of red tape

1. Instead of cutting, Provide jobs for people to apply to and not
have 300 people applying for same job.
2. Quality training in certain fields. The training standards are
not being met and people are feeling inadequate for a job once
hired on because of the lack of quality training.
3. promoting Canada’s resources and matching the inflation.
Provide grants to small businesses to enable them to be able to
create jobs and grow. Ensure that large companies are not
automating all their jobs.
By keeping promise of not cutting front line workers and not
privatizing lab.
Dont cut spending for public sector.
Infrastructure
Use carbon tax $ to provide incentives to develop technologies
that will reduce environmental impacts.

Stabilize education funding, education accessible to all, not
just those that can pay fees
T8H
T2E

Health, Education, Supports for those with disabilities,
Provincial sales tax
homelessness.
Education (getting class sizes down, returning to the
Less wasting money on repeat investigations and
curriculum re-assessment) and helping new types of careers advertising campaigns.
become a focus, such as the tech sector.

Introduce and support green technologies.

Middle and lower class, families, education, health care.
Stop giving large handouts to corporations. Why does
These are jobs that turn around and support the community everyone but oil and gas need to pick themself up for
and local economy.
themselves?

Tax credits for families. Tax credits for a variety of industries.
Debt forgiveness for adults that completed degrees to
encourage house purchases.

Invite and support new types of product and service industries
into the province to help build up the economy for when oil and
gas is no longer a viable resource to depend on.
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T2Z

I believe the province of Alberta should focus on reevaluating our fiscal responsibility to confederations
equalization payments. We need to re-evaluate our last 4
years of mass layoffs and begin to develop and rebuild the
economy we had before our previous provincial government
and the current federal one. Alberta has always been one of
the biggest financial supports of this nation. Over the past 6
years our province (Alberta- the economic driver of this
nation) has been smothered and smeared by not only our
prime minister but our previous premier. Canada, Alberta in
particular, produces the most environmentally friendly and
safe energy in the world. So why is it that in a time of
desperate need this federal government is the last to defend
our integrity? I would ask that premier Jason Kenny stand
behind his campaign equalization promise today and not
wait to hold a referendum. Albertans have waited long
enough for this change.

The province of Alberta shouldn’t have to look for savings
due to our federal government spending more than they can
afford. The previous 4 years of over expenditures has now
caused the current government to make cuts (savings). It’s
time for all governments, provincial and federal, to practice
what they preach to Canadians; live within your means and
save. As a tax payer, I’m tired of hearing how I should save,
meanwhile, our government spending above and beyond
what they can afford. Saving today is a short term answer;
we need the government that we elect to start thinking long
term much the same as we do for our personal finances. Just
because last year was a great one doesn’t allow a family to
over spend and I would expect the same fiscal restraint from
the government that we put in power. So I think the question
should be: how as a people can we stop any government
from over spending? It seems that the constituants concerns
are loudly during a campaign but rarely answered during a
budget.

This day and age, our youth and upcoming contributors to the
economy are brainwashed by the mass media to believe that a
social system will work. As evident by the current situation in
Venezuela, this has been proven not to be the case. I think as a
people, we need to start teaching basic financial constraint to
our youth. Canadian/Albertan debt is at an all time high, I
believe that this is partly because we do not focus on educating
our youth on the economics of a household. On average, every
person (our family included) live beyond our means in hopes
that tomorrow will be better. The fact is we don’t expect
tomorrow to be worse. It should be our responsibility to focus a
little less on the novelties in our curriculum and teach a little
more about the basics of living in this great county.
Tomorrow’s government will come from today’s youth; over
spending is easy because we don’t teach fiscal responsibility.
When I think about having a government that can’t manage
personal finance, I’m very worried that they will be responsible
for a budget that they are ill prepared to manage.

T2R

Education and health care.

-Reconsider tax brackets/breaks for large corporations.
-Work WITH AHS not against to find efficiencies.

Foster small and local businesses. Continue infrastructure
plans that help stimulate our economy. Stop US vs THEM
mentality between private and public sectors. We need both to
succeed and excel, it’s proven that large corporations look at
infrastructure and public services that support their employees
and business. Why not work to improve both aspects instead of
pitting them against each other with all the vile rhetoric.

T3K

Diversify economy- tax incentives/breaks. Expand tech
sector, engineering and other STEM post secondary
programs(korenoff them more access).

More private money healthcare. Access and quality should
be maintained, but there is a market for private clinics and
even hospitals. There still needs to be a quality public
system but, there are people across the country that would
consider private care and insurance. What if, Rockyview
Hospital in Calgary, was sold and operated privately except
for the ER. Whats there anual budget being taken off the
books?

Low taxes

Mental Health initiatives.
Police & justice

Expanded programs for post secondary STEM degrees, with
promotion across canada and internationally.
Energy. More LNG. Expand Uranium mining and nuclear power.
More local uses for our oil and gas.

Healthcare and education- dont spend more spend smarter.
Dont cut salaries cut bulging bureaucracy.
Cut bureaucrats not salaries.

Agriculture: Expanding olds college agriculture programs to
focus on plant genetics, urban/vertical farming,
fertilizers/pesticides. Then use low taxes to draw companies
We don't need the Canadian energy center "war room". Why where the talent is.
not just spend that money on legal teams to sue for libel
Transportation/distribution hubs. Ensure online shopping
and/or defamation if there's a case.
juggernauts use Alberta as a storage and distribution center for
western and northern canada. Attract transportation innovation
Keep Post Secondary cuts, but expand access through
companies
scholarships and Ggrant's to job creating programs.
Tourism.
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T2S

Infrastructure including flood mitigation projects
Healthcare
Education

Bringing government services and the pay for civil servants
in line with what is "common" for Canada. During our boom
times the costs of these service increased in line with
everything else and there are saving to be found.

While oil and gas need our support and hopefully will pick up,
in reality that cannot be to sole source of our future growth. We
need diversification and need to ensure that all the talent that
came to Alberta during boom times will stay. Look forward and
not just in the past; the Can-Do mentality needs to come back.

T6r

Education healthcare

War room dissolution.

Stop taking money away from public service /civic projects

T2S

-Education at grade school levels K - 12 should be
prioritized as the payback in cost savings is massive (less
crime, better work force, less social and societal costs as
we nurture people to contribute to our economy)
-Flood Mitigation for Calgary; we can't afford another
disaster like 2013 ... we'll become the backwater of the
country if we don't protect the economic heart of Alberta.

- Amalgamating the Public and Catholic Separate school
- Keep making Alberta a great place to live and raise our
boards would have a massive cost savings in economies of families! That will keep us here and finding ways to open our
scale and bring us into this century. Even the savings in bus new business and create work and industry!
transportation alone would be huge. Please don't create an
American style voucher system of education ... Even among
conservatives such as myself we value public education and
consider it a core value of Alberta and the prairies.

T6X

Schools and Health Care!

Tax the rich!

Yes

T8N

Education and Healthcare

Invest in the people through education and healthcare.

T3a

Health care, education, low cost housing.

Quit giving tax breaks to big corporations and the wealthy.
Stop spending so much money on PATS and DIPS. These
tests do not help kids learn. They are a complete waste of
money.
Eliminate the “war room” fiasco.

T5W

Health, education and environment

Explore and invest in new technologies.

T0M

Support for programs like AISH

Stop providing tax cuts to large corporations and get rid of
the UCP Canadian Energy Centre.
Cutting salaries of those in office.

T3B

Education and Health care
Early childhood care and parental supports
Diversification of the economy

Progressive tax and increase tax savings - not cuts.
Less MLAs And bonuses to govt workers

By ensuring public employees are well funded (Education/healthcare workers) they can maintain and spur the
economy.
Infrastructure funding and projects
Tax credits for diversification of business NOT tax cuts for one
industry (oil and gas) DIVERSIFICATION

Build necessary infrastructure for the future.

Not by cutting fundamental support services like AISH.
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T2Z

1)infrastructure spending but only where needed
2)post secondary education
3)supporting the jobs of the future
4)diversifying the economy

Govt employee compensation and pensions:
1)for all govt employees - teachers, nurses, etc, convert
pension plans from defined benefit to defined contribution
plans
2)if the above is not possible pension payout should be
based on lifetime contributions instead of last 5 years of
contribution.
3)eliminate early retirement with full benefits
4)fund pensions to only replace 50% of pre retirement pay
instead of 70%
5)Four year wage freeze

1) Attracting high tech jobs
2) Post secondary education is the path to future prosperity and
jobs. Improve post secondary education
3)Implement revenue neutral 5% sales tax, divert royalty
payments to the heritage savings trust fund and use the fund to
support the jobs of the future.

healthcare:
1)eliminate double time for overtime
2)outsource to private sector for cost savings where
possible
3)bring overall healthcare costs in line with other provinces
4)make it possible to fire incompetent care providers
AUPE employees:
1)Improve efficiencies with aim to eliminate at least 15% to
20% of jobs. The private sector does this all the time, I'm
sure govt can too
2)make it possible to fire incompetent employees
Education:
1)make it possible to fire incompetent teachers
2)bring education costs in line with other provinces
T1K

1. Finish projects that are partially done: ei: Lethbridge
hospital new wing has several floors that are incomplete.
This has left the old wings over full with no storage. This
leads to poor cleanliness and increased wait times for
emergency surgery and a bed. Also difficult conditions for
staff to work in.
2. To save money on new schools and bussing use
Portables for schools in new communities instead of
permanent schools. Build the gym and new add portables as
the community changes adding more or less portables. Use
the gym as a community centre as well.
3. Treatment centers instead of Safe injection sites.

1. Reduce the bureaucracy in organizations. For example
reduce the levels of Supervisors, (Assistant )Principals, and
CEO's in healthcare, education and publicly funded services.
2.Eliminate the government employees(including MLA's)
transition or severance package and gold plated pensions.
Make it equitable with other industry benefits. The benefits
are excessive.
3. Change the school system to all year or 11 months a year.
The teachers union contract has reduced the number of
teaching hours over the years. Skip PD days every month
and have the teachers take them at the Christmas or spring
break or over the summer break.
4. Utilize school assistants to deliver more of the extra
curricular programs so that the higher paid teachers could
teach the core material longer. This would decrease the
class size by having half the students with the assistants and
then rotating the groups to see the teachers. More assistants
could be hired at less expense than hiring teachers.

1. Instead of cutting numbers of front line workers in unions
look inside at the contract benefits and make them more like
other industry standards. For example number of sick days and
personal days. Also, OT is not paid until you have worked over
40 hours a week.
2. Export more finished products rather than raw resources
could create some new industries and jobs.
3. If we can't get some cooperation from the federal government
by getting the green light on Teck, and Transmountain (no more
court cases or elder minorities)holding up progress;
reevaluation of the transfer payments etc. Have a referendum to
become a sovereign province with benefits similar to Quebec.
Set a deadline to do this. We feel they will not be ready to
decide on Teck and delay some more. If nothing is able to move
forward there is no improvement in job creation.
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T6W

Education, front line care workers and diversifying the
economy into new and growing business sectors.

T3e

Health and education. Diversifying the economy away from
oil and gas.

T7X

Diversify the economy. Health care and education.

T1J

Savings is not as important as revenue - impliment
provincial sales tax and a provincial carbon tax. The
government should be spending to generate jobs not cutting
them
Reversing tax cuts to corporations.

War room, tax breaks for oil companies, private school
funding,
Healthcare - increase access to care and increase positions Upper management and supervisors
for Registered Nurses in community care - Public health
and CEOs- cut or combine some of these roles.

Infrastructure spending and incentives to grow technology, AI
and entertainment business sectors. The faster Alberta adapts
to the declining Oil & Gas sector, the better off we will be. We
need to stop putting all our eggs in one basket.
Pay public sector workers what they are worth. Tax cuts to
small business and tech companies. Support post secondary
funding so citizens can find work in diversified and highly paid
fields.
Diversify the economy by encouraging new ideas and
businesses to work in Alberta.
Support Alberta oil.
Keep your nurses and teachers. If you cut positions in these
areas, workers go to neighbouring provinces

T1H

Work on ways to integrate non-fossil-fuel energy sources.
Ensure health and education are fully governmentally
funded in their entirety. Health coverage must be extended
to include, vision, dental, mental health and medication.
Governmental programming to finance inventions.

The amount of redundancy created because privatisation is
preventable and must stop. Here is a quick example: A
section of highway needs replacement. The job goes to the
company that offers the lowest bid. Alas, the quality of the
work is not impressive and the highway degrades within a
year and needs to be redone. The companies again bid and
the lowest does the work. This bid, work and repeat
continues for several years, keeping paving companies
employed but at the expense of the government and
ultimately the taxpayer. (The highway example is on Hwy 12
just west of Spruceville Rd) This is one example, though
there are many more, from oil exploration sites that are not
properly restored to the spraying of forests to prevent aspen
growth, which adds to the probability and intensifies forest
fires. A lack of oversight and follow through is costing this
province and taxpayers. I assure you the lack of
management and expectations of quality work costs this
province an exorbitant amount of money.

As I mentioned creating programs for invention will instigate
new business opportunities. With the Alberta energy sector
secure in their value looking for funding that goes beyond fossil
fuels will be a start for future employment. Also, like it or not,
finding alternate energy creation opportunities are the direction
the rest of the globe is trying to go. Not investing and getting
Alberta's 'foot' in the door is not looking to the future.

T5z

Healthcare and education

Fundings should be cut from climate change for once

Allow the construction of the pipeline

T6a

Education, healthcare and keeping jobs

Funding education! Investing in the environment

T0B

Making companies pay there tax’s and not giving tax break
to cooperations.
Cuts at the upper end, and strategic planning

Education
Health care
Education. Health. Environment. Diversification of economy. Close down the war room. Stop giving away $$$$ to big
Honesty and integrity in government, neither of which UCP corporations who don’t reinvest here. Understand that the
has shown. Stop lying to the public.
trickle down effect is NOT REAL. It just just a thing big
business says to get government $.

T6T

Keep people employed. If they feel their jobs are in danger then
money isn’t spent.
Diversify other than OG. Create a positive climate instead of
this negative apocalyptic disaster you’ve created. What decent
company wants to invest with liars and crooks like the UCP?
Take care of the middle class. They spend. Build the super lab
to create short and long term jobs and to create a reliable lab
for Albertans health. Stop being so spiteful.
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T4R

Emphasis needs to be placed on Properly funding health
care and public education (not private schools), restoring
proper funding to post secondary institutions. Also, invest
in diversifying the economy instead of waiting aimlessly for
the oil and gas industry to recover to what it was in the good
old days. Those days are gone.

T3B

- Post secondary education
The savings can be found in all levels of government.
Reduce the size of government and simplify red tape.
- Emphasize education and training on science
- Encourage trades training and internship programs
- Change our health care system to focus on staying healthy
and prevention rather than as a repair shop for many health
issues caused by people's poor life choices

Incentivize companies to start business in Alberta by tax rebate
for number of jobs created and profit earned. Do not give out
money first and hope the new companies make it. The
provincial government should collect carbon tax and invest the
money in Alberta rather than give the money to Ottawa and
hope they send it back.

T5T

Education k-12

Infrastructure, post secondary education, census, arts

NA

T0A

Education
Health
Diversifying the economy
Education
Health Care
Social Services
Small business to promote local growth, social programs
that are over capacity due to continued economic downturn,
education and arts to ensure we retain the local talented
youth.

Fire Matt Wolfe
Cut the MLA salaries
Add a sales tax
Streamlining government ministries
Eliminating tax breaks for wealthy

Diversify the economy

T8N

T4N

Trickle down economics don’t work! Stop giving tax breaks
to the O&G sector-they are reinvesting their profits
elsewhere. Getting rid of the war room will save at least 30
million per year. Get rid of your social media trolls including
Matt Wolfe- another waste of money.

Look beyond oil and gas- the boom and bust cycle it pushes
Alberta into has gone on long enough. Renewable energy? High
tech industries? Manufacturing? Tourism? Research and
development industries? Look to the future- don’t dwell on the
past.

Providing incentives for new businesses
Providing opportunities for education

Reducing the amount of eligible deductions to avoid having
to pay high taxes on passive income earnings. Expecting
municipalities to cover the cost of reclaiming abandoned
sites results in increased taxes for even those with low
income. The standard must also be held on those
corporations at inception that create the reclamation issues
in the first place; corporations should be unable to report a
financial position without presenting the liability it would
cost to complete the reclamation on the site they own or
lease.
Healthcare
1.no more part time doctors that leave messages on their
Streamline the top and middle management... get back to the machine to call 911 or go to nearest emergency!!! Is it any
basics of excellent frontline care. Do not allow cellphone
wonder emergs are jammed!!
phones during work in hospitals!!!! Excellent salaries should When did practising medicine for a doctor become a part
provide excellent care at the bedside not in front of a
time lucrative, no call no evenings job???
computer.
Education and healthcare
The war room
Government travel

Streamlining government!!!
Set an example!
Streamline municipal government jobs that are not necessary in
small towns.
Less regulation and red tape for private business.
More trade schools.
Diversify. Don’t put all our focus in a handful of industries.
Expand and diversify

T3k

Education and health care.

War room , stop giving tax cuts to oil companies. Introduce
a PST cut salaries of the MLA assistants

Education. Diversify the economy.

T9K

Education, health care—cutting funding (or removing
government funds and stating that funding hasn’t been cut
is not okay).

-Tax breaks for companies
-advertisement

-by not having cutbacks to public sectors and forcing people
out of jobs and increasing the number of people out of work
-encouraging investment into Canada’s oil

T8N

Public education and public healthcare

Spend less on private companies

Educate people, invest in green living

t1s

T5T

Spending in industries with positive economic outlooks in the
future to obtain a sustainable return on investment and related
educational training to ensure we retain our local population
while providing them with adequate tools for success in these
industries.
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T0E

Hospitals
The Yellowhead highway.
Schools

Initiating a "lean" process. Reviewing all processes to see
what really needs to be done. Utilize this to determine what
jobs can be eliminated. Ensure this is done through AHS

Keep doing what your doing. Get oil flowing. Get the
businesses back in business. Let them hire.

T1K

Education, Health Care, Economic Innovation and diversity

I suggest that the government look at where they can find
Invest in research and development across the board, including
revenues and not solely look at where the government can
renewable resources.
find savings. If we looked at both sides of this coin (revenue
and savings) we could support the essential services
needed in our province and deliver them with efficiency. The
present method seems to only look at defunding public
services and in doing so creates an narrative that makes
public sector workers look inefficient and wasteful, which is
not the case at all. I feel that this just sets one Albertan
against another. This is unfortunate, and frankly,
irresponsible. If you want to find savings, look to revenues.

T2K

Pipelines. What about a law on energy to force self
sufficiency if possible. This would have to be a federal bill
that would benefit the entire country.

Reduce staff at least shrink government by as much as the
NDP
Increased the employee count.

High tech and oil and gas alternative fuels.

Allow unfunded medical clinics where people pay. Hospitals
will continue serve everyone however a surgeon will be able
to operate privately on the days they don’t have an operating
room and other s move up the cue.
T1A

Healthcare
Real healthcare for the real working class. The working
class without benefits who are stuck in limbo unable to
afford their own personal care. It is fundamentally ridiculous
that unemployed people collecting government benefits,
drug addicts and prisoners receive better care than the real
working class.

T7Y

Healthcare
Education

T6R

Education and health care

Cut government funded benefits. Social assistance of all
forms including AISH.
Not eliminate but recipients must qualify under more
stringent guidelines and regulations.
Rather than slap a label on a person’s problem so they can
collect a government cheque, individuals need to learn to get
up and support themselves.
Also - do away with the safe injection sites. We have an
opioid crisis because there is no longer anything to fear. No
consequences for stupid choices. Someone will bail them
out with narcan right?
Why don’t you bring back taxes for big corporations and the
carbon tax might be stupid but now that money is going to
the feds
Corporate tax breaks that don’t even work, like the Husky
debacle. MLAs and Premier could take a pay cut as well.

Divert AISH funds and welfare funds and narcan funds into any
other industry.

Perhaps investing in people so they feel valued and can spend
a little more in their neighbourhood
Prioritizing education
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T1B

There should always excellent funding provided to the
public services sector. This funding should be monitored
very carefully to ensure it is used wisely. Front line workers
teachers and nurses, should receive regular wage increases
based on the Alberta wages earnings index as well as
keeping in line with inflation. Front line, public employees
should never be considered for a wage roll back or wage
freeze, unless the government employees making those
decisions are willing to consider those options themselves
first.
Education

* Government officials Making more than 6 digits, taxing big
cooperations and making sure it’s collected..., fight for
reasonable equalization payments, inefficiencies in upper
management (administration training), giving out money to
refugees too easily.

Seniors & doctors

Education and retraining

T4L

Healthcare, secondary education (university, college, trade
school) and sustainable energy initiative

Cutting spending by freezing or reducing MLA salary,
reduction in money given to large corporations, increase in
corporate taxes, freeze wages of public sector workers

Increase training and support of sustainable energy sector to
encourage jobs in a new up and coming industry and become
leaders in a new political climate, build oil refinement facilities
for the current fossil fuel-based energy sector, create recycling
facilities in the province rather than shipping it elsewhere (there
is a market for these facilities), support small business in local
communities.

T0M

Timely deliverance of health care

By getting a fair deal from the Federal government.

T0H

Healthcare and Education.

T6W

Education
Healthcare
Diversifying the economy

In health care, I believe there are too many in management
and supervisory positions and possibly not enough front line
workers
Stop giving huge corporations tax breaks, reduce MLA and
Premier salaries.
Elimination of wasted tax payer dollars on failed initiatives
such as a $30 million war room, a $4.7 billion giveaway to big
corporations with no visible improvement to the job market.

T2X

health and education

government travel and expenses

Support adding extra oil refinery capacity in Alberta. Reduce
need to rely on pipelines.
Convert or replace coal power stations with local natural gas.
Attract new industries to Alberta with venture capital offers and
matching with private venture capital offers.

T5X

Education. Funding for all public students, supports for
teachers, managing class sizes.
I am really struggling to understand how the current
government can feel that investing in education isn’t going
to further our economy in the future. We don’t know what
kinds of jobs will be in the future, but stuffing classrooms
isn’t helping students become the type of critical self driven
individuals we will need to fill these positions. I’m appalled
at the way that Jason Kenny speaks about curriculum, and
how he thinks introducing more standardized testing will
improve overall learning. Students need to be able to solve
things on there own, not be taught to a test. I know that
there are other sectors that require attention, but I think that
the current government is disgracing the future of our
province.

Not giving money away to corporations who take the money
and leave Alberta.
I think that companies that produce the most emissions
should be taxed higher. I also understand the need for a
carbon tax on commercial products. I believe in funding
Albertas oil and gas industry, but I also feel that we do need
to start considering how we would sustain our province
should we have to move to a more sustainable energy
resource.

Support social services.

T2j

T9K

*lower taxes on small businesses.
*fight for pipeline, sooner the better.
* put money into education, so our Alberta students can be
smart in the future.
*Give incentives to new business adventures.
*Cut the red rape.

Invest in sustainable energy sources.
Use the $4.7 billion next time to CREATE jobs and not increase
the deficit by $2 billion.

We need to support the future of Alberta, our students.
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T8R

t2w

T0M

T1J
T3E

T1A

Maintaining public service spending and employment,
especially for front line services.

Reduce corporate tax breaks that do not result in greater
employment.

Stop cutting so much and realize that sometimes deficits are
necessary for maintenance of employment and economic
stimulus.
Pipeline access to either of the 3 Canadian coasts, and then Cut every aspect of federal transfer payments, taxes, GST,
By stopping the cash bleed out of Alberta. I have lived in
access to the US Gulf coast. There should not be a social or carbon tax and anything else possibly we can use to stop the Alberta my entire life - I love this place as much as my family,
economic issue that is greater than this for our province.
bleeding of cash from Alberta. This needs to happen
and probably because they are intertwined. If we don't take
The Alberta government should be primarily involved in
tomorrow. The only other option is separation and nation
control of our destiny, I am out. I can't exist in this state
putting pipelines in the ground immediately.
state building.
watching us let everything our forbearers worked for die.
Please take control
Education, healthcare,safe roads
Reduce tax breaks for large corporations.
Support retraining and upgrading programs for
under/unemployed individuals and provide additional supports
to families in transition.
Healthcare and Post Secondary
Less consulting
Healthcare
The value of healthcare provided - rather than simply
looking at the biggest numbers in the healthcare budget
(complex modifiers, primary care), this government should
look at the value of these investments. For example,
consideration of the value of certain services such as
cataract surgery and diagnostic imaging instead of cutting
primary care physician payments.

Cataract surgery and diagnostic imaging.

Also, please remember that RNs are a four year,
professional degree, not unlike engineers, geologists, and
business majors - no one would look twice at this
compensation if it was from one of these professions. These
are people who work overnight, on Christmas and holidays,
and who put themselves at risk during epidemics (like
Ebola, SARS and novel coronavirus, sticking to the past 20
years only)
quality public education and public healthcare
immediately disband the Canadian Energy Center

T0M

- to our disabled persons, physically and mentally, PDD and I don't know
AISH funding
- rural public transit
- forcing rural communities to get onboard with composting

T1K

The priorities should be in areas that impact high numbers
of people - Health Care and Education

Funding medical therapy for alcohol use disorder and opioid
use disorder; both of these illnesses cost the province more in
lost wages and healthcare costs than heart disease in Alberta.

-diversification efforts such as film industry, instead of cuts to
film industry and other diverse, non-petroleum related fields
-reduce narrow focus on oil industry and pipeline and look to
increase diversification of sectors
I don't know

Salaries, positions and spending accounts of those holding By not reducing budgets in Education and Health Care such
leadership positions in our government. Also, implementing that jobs can be secured not reduced. Economic Growth continue to make this province an attractive one within Canada.
a "no-tax reduction" for those businesses and corporate
organizations that are already wealthy enough.
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T1M

Healthcare (save the RNs) we need more not less!!!
Education
Up stream approach
Diversify our economy

—Cut wages of elected officials in government.
—Cut wage of CEO of AHS. Don’t cut front end staff!!!! You
are killing people by doing that!
—Stop corporate handouts that don’t result in jobs!
—increase spending on public service that focus on an upstream approach as this is the most cost effective way of
spending money. Prevention is the key!!!
—consider bringing back healthcare premiums on a sliding
scale based on income so that we can still have healthcare
services!!!

T6R

K-12 Education, classroom funding

T2W

Job creation!

T3A

Supporting more oil and gas projects and make sure that
work stays in Canada as corporations are acquiring govt
fundings and still outsourcing work to different countries
which is unacceptable , diversifying industries in Alberta to
generate and Tap potentials of different skill sets.

T5e

Healthcare
Schooling
Elderly/AISH
maintain inflation linked budgets on health and education
key to maintain well being and minimize disruptions to our
future generation of working Albertans.
Revenues have to be broadened beyond current streams.
More steady revenue stream such as GST is easily
applicable and is crucial to minimize deficits and avoid
large fluctuations and provide longer term steady stream of
income.

Restore a higher corporate tax; lower persona income tax
and establish a provincial sales tax
Get rid of some of your twitter trolls, Matt Wolf for instance.
Shut down the Canadian Energy Centre.
Monitoring wastage of funds reviewing the processes and
work flow charts , people involved in govt organizations, and
mandatory retirement at certain age in govt institutes
specially health care where people are still holding jobs in
their old age with lowered efficiency give chance to new
graduates
Stop spending on stupid stuff like a war room :)
Or taxes ?

T3M

Don’t lay off teachers, nurses and auxiliary staff through budget
cuts. This will hurt Alberta’s economy even more!!! Stimulate
economy by creating jobs— not cutting them!!
Don’t Lay off workers as this creates more job instability will
not lead to economic growth as people do not spend or invest
their money when their job is at risk!!!!
-Create a province when jobs are secure, but policies that
promote job security not instability!
-don’t lie about your promises!! No one can invest in a province
built with untrustworthy politicians
— upstream approach problems save the most money down the
road
Invest in sustainable resources
Support green energy and emerging technologies.
Diversifying industries in Alberta like IT, manufacturing ,
pharmacy etc

Public sector jobs and invest in new energy and commercial
developments

reduce managerial/administrative tasks or duplications of
health, education, government agencies.
engaging with professional associations who have unique
insights on their area of expertise on investigate potential
savings without compromising care/service delivery to
Albertans.

diversify economy is the key for longer term prosperity and
future growth. Consider incentives or grants for new industries
potentially uniquely suited for Alberta to develop

T4L

1. Health care
2. Secondary Education University and trade school.
3. Road maintenance

1. alberta provincial representative Pay cuts and freezes on
these expense account
2. Get rid of subsidized childcare.

Alberta should have plants that process all our recycling.
Creating jobs in solar energy. And substantial resources.

T0C

Health, education and law enforcement. The education
system needs to go back to teaching students how to read,
write and spell, never mind equipping classrooms with
computers, if students don’t have them at home, the
libraries do. Put money into hiring more judges, as our
justice minister has recommended, so offenders don’t get
kicked back out for having to wait too long for trial

I think people have to realize that they are ultimately
responsible for looking after themselves. I believe that too
many people expect financial support from the government,
not taking into consideration that that money comes from
our taxes and the more that people expect, the higher our
taxes will be. For example, I agree with not covering
spouses on seniors health insurance, if they are not seniors.

Encourage and support diversification. Alberta has relied
heavily on the oil and gas industries and now we are in a
similar position to the maritimes and the fishing industry.
Support training and education in new technologies such as
5G.
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T1A

Green technology
Education
Health Care

STOP subsidizing oil & gas, tax breaks are subsidies. STOP
giving tax breaks & cutting taxes for big business. STOP
paying such huge salaries to top management in health care,
government & education.
Disband the War Room what a waster of money
Stop any further funding on separation & DON'T touch CPP!!

Green technology. Elon Musk has stated that Arizona could
have a solar instillation that could power the US, why are we
still so backward with oil & gas ? Oil is not the future its over,
we need a transition plan.

T5R

Ensuring the health, education and thoughtful and
environmentally respectful use of resources for Albertans.

Stop spending money on panels (eg. blue ribbon) that are
run by overpaid partisan dictated persons. A War Room run
again by “friends of Premier Kenny” is a waste of money. No
more tax breaks for companies in a province with the already
lowest taxes.

T6E

Front line staffing AND building and maintaining the
infrastructure that Albertan citizens (your employers, the
taxpayers!) need and deserve.
Shandro... you need to realize you work for the people of
Alberta and not the other-way round.
Listen to the people and professionals in the field (of which
you are not).
Enough with the bad faith negotiations (or lack thereof) and
while I'm being candid, stop trying to be disruptors and line
your pockets by making shady deals with private
corporations.

What has been done so far by the UPC government to create
jobs and invest in the people of Alberta is NOTHING. You shut
down job creating endeavours such as the Superlabs. Your
fight with the Federal Liberals has further alienated our
province. Work together. Diversify the economy and stop
putting all of your efforts and investment into the oil and gas
industry.
You have annihilated any potential Alberta had for this.
You have chased industry after industry away.
Please do not pretend you have ANY concern for job creation or
economic growth now.

T4N

Children, seniors and disabled. Increase funding to these
groups and support services.

How about not providing billions of dollars in corporate
welfare to companies that take the money and run (right out
of Alberta).
Also ditch your propaganda 'war room',
Quit dragging our taxpayer's dollars into lawsuits you either
cannot win, have no standing in (are already being fought by
others before the supreme court) or for copyright
infringement.
How about not blowing taxpayer's money on lavish trips
everywhere without disclosure of your itinerary and
outcomes? Get rid of all of your phoney cronie paid panels
with predetermined outcomes.
Simply put, operate properly, ethically, for the people,
transparently, with accountability, OR stand down.
You are thus far a terrible government full of corruption and
rude, unqualified, and unaccountable ministers.
Truly the Ultimate Corrupt Party
Over paid executives in government, school systems and
Yes
Alberta Health Services. And not giving money to oil
companies and another company or organization who are
not investing back into Alberta and not hiring employees

T3N

Infrastructure, Emergency Services (all), Healthcare,
Education

T8N

Keeping up education funding! A democracy cannot survive Get rid of the "War Room" for a start!
without an educated populace. what happens in todays
educational institutions governs what happens tomorrow.
Remember, a school is four walls with tomorrow inside!

T2B

I believe that any infrastructure , Teck if approved should
have Alberta content when buying products so support the
provincial economy .. not having out sourcing to China etc.

Education to encourage citizens to be less reliant on
emergency services and the health care system in general.

Keeping taxes as low as possible to encourage business
viability and growth. Education is key to resolve our current
situation.
Attempts must be made to diversify the economy. Look to the
future - not just next year! We need to become less dependent
on gas and oil. Even Saudi Arabia is doing that!

Duplication of paperwork and service's
by providing a strong message that we are open for business
stop looking at the low price as it is not always the best
supporting small businesses
choice and ends up costing you more money- make room for
Alberta first in these transactions .
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T4L

1. More Crown Justices and more police, especially in the
rural areas. Fight rural crime.
2. Health Care, especially for seniors and children.

1. Build more pipelines to get our oil to market.
2. Moderate climate change activism by presenting valid
counterarguments so that we can realize greater profits from
our oil and gas sector.

By supporting small businesses and entrepreneurs, thereby
strengthening our local economies and providing jobs in the
outlying areas.

3. Support agriculture to increase access to world markets
and thus increase profitability. For example,
rather than importing cheese from Europe, why don't we
develop our own cheese that we could export back to them?
4.

T4L

1. More Crown Justices and more police, especially in the
rural areas. Fight rural crime.
2. Health Care, especially for seniors and children.

1. Build more pipelines to get our oil to market.
2. Moderate climate change activism by presenting valid
counterarguments so that we can realize greater profits from
our oil and gas sector.

By supporting small businesses and entrepreneurs, thereby
strengthening our local economies and providing jobs in the
outlying areas.

3. Support agriculture to increase access to world markets
and thus increase profitability. For example,
rather than importing cheese from Europe, why don't we
develop our own cheese that we could export back to them?
4.

T4L

Post secondary education
Public Healthcare
Green Energy

Alberta Government representative cuts and cut
expenditures.
Cutting the amount of mangers in healthcare .
Cut subsidy daycare.
Wage freezes for all government workers .

T4R

Education and health in the first place. Education (K-12)
Government could find savings from taxes, from EI and CPP
because it helps to build the next generation of leaders so
as well as any contribution from the population depended on
that they will be able to develop the economy. Moreover, a
the needs. From international trade as well.
well trained leader is key to promote a growth mindset to be
able to create a job in the society.
For health, because the baby boom generation are retiring
now and they are so many. These people need nurses to
take care of them so their children can go to work. With this
increase demand of nurse and caregiver, the active
population will suffer or will not be efficient at work.

Converting oil field work into sustainable green energy.
Create jobs that recycle all waste . Convert waste into
opportunities.

Government should promote small and medium size
businesses by giving them subsidies, tax incentive. The
government should also promote export and reduce tarif on
import product.
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T3K

Health Care and Education

Eliminate the Alberta "War Room" and other research
Committees. Consolidate departments.

T3G

Basic Services needed for day to day life

By increasing efficiency and innovation

T5N

Health care. Education.

By not depending on oil for its only revenue stream. Have
multiple streams of revenue. As far as savings, cut
unnecessary internal government spending such as travel
and accommodations. Also, reverse the corporate tax cut.
That would bring in a lot of revenue.
Get rid of the War Room
Do not give big corporations tax breaks
Do not make cuts to the most vulnerable in society

Invest in tech. Bring tech companies here. Invest in research.
Invest in many things. Bring investors to Edmonton.

Cut Injection site funding, health care could charge a small
fee for all Albertans to see the doctor.

support all aspects of the oil field and irrigated agriculture

Reduce severance pay & pensions for government.
Incentives for recycling
Stop trying to reinvent the wheel -Leave pension plans alone.
No provincial revenue agency- no benefit.
Introduce PST tax

Stop making same mistakes and relying on oil and gas to come
back, diversify.
Stop making policies that kill jobs. Offer incentives for
businesses to move here.

Education
Healthcare
Creation of jobs

T0K

For every dollar the Province invests in Irrigation
infrastructure nearly three is returned to the Province. Only
4% of the Province is irrigated but that 4% returns up to 20%
of the Provinces agricultural products. Thank you for
continuing to fund irrigation rehabilitation with Irrigation
Districts. It brings wealth to all Albertans.
Job creation, reintroducing health care premiums to fund
healthcare deficit.
Stop cutting services resulting in job losses - people are
hurting already, look for cost efficiencies within current
systems.

Diversify. Support Renewable Energy Projects and the Tech
Industry.
Why is our oil not sold at fair market value?
By attracting more businesses who has a good growth potential

Invest in children and education.
Encourage post secondary education ( trades or other
occupations) by lowering tuition fees.
Support middle income earners.
Invest in job training opportunities.
Encourage business to hire low income earners, by providing a
subsidy/ grant
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T0L

Developing the Film Industry because it employs many
people with a wide variety of skills. As well, film productions
spend large amounts on local hotels, vehicle rentals, gas,
food, supplies including lumber and hardware, services of
many types. There is a huge amount of money in the film
industry.
I can't help but look at what at what Georgia has done.
Unbelievable investment has gone to Georgia, even from
Pinewood Studios in England because business and
government in Georgia got together to give tax credits and
grants to make this work. Now the high budget Marvel films
and so many more are produced there.
Our film production grant system needs revision. It is easy
to look online to see what B.C. and Ontario are doing now in
terms of grants and tax credits. That is what the large film
studios do. They compare regions and prepare budgets
based on their findings. It is competitive. I refer you to the
president of IATSE Local 212 for more information on
specific improvements to the grant system that would really
help a lot of people. Please keep in mind that many people
who were working in oil and gas are now with us in film. It
really is a great alternative for employment for many people
with diverse skills.

Cut some administrators in education. I think the separate
I think the developed and supported film industry would help
years and public school systems should be combined as
greatly. Many diverse trades and skills are required in film
they were in Nova Scotia. Now I realize that is not for
production.
everyone. May not be workable.
Reduce the number of people- not all- from the after degree
program of teacher qualification at Alberta Universities
because their graduates are not being hired in Alberta as
they are too high on the salary grid. (Too many years of post
secondary education. They are great teachers but principals
want to hire those with the least amount of post secondary
education; lowest on the salary grid.)

T1V

Supporting post-secondary education, as the anticipated
increase in tuition fees is going to vastly affect students
seeking a further education. Why do the students have to
suffer in the province’s plan to become debt free, by
lowering minimum wage for people under 17, and raising the
tuition fees for post-secondary education? The fees were
previously high enough, so raising them is going to be a
huge cause for concern for students and getting themselves
out of debt in the future, and additionally through the raised
interest rates on student loans. Also, continue to support
low income families, as well as maintain (without raising)
the funding for services such as mental health.

Get rid of the carbon tax, lower the corporate income tax,
Increase subsidies so that high-risk workers are at a lower
reduce or cut the red tape, either maintain or lower services chance of being laid off. And furthermore, lower interest rates
for issues such as mental health, but continue to support
by adapting the current monetary and fiscal policies.
them through lesser costs. As well, instead of attempting to
“raise the paycheques so individuals can further support
their families”, maintain them so that the youth don't have to
suffer through the cuts to minimum wage.

t4r

Health care. Please build a new hospital for the Red Deer
The government could find savings from withdrawing
region. The hospital in Central Alberta has been trying for
funding for various private interest groups.
more than a decade for an upgrade to the existing hospital. I
believe we in Red Deer need another hospital. The hospital
in Red Deer serves people from all over Central Alberta.
Planning for to build/construct a second hospital will itself
create 100's of jobs for various tradespeople over the years
that it takes to build another facility. This includes
employment for the many professionals who would be
working there post completion.

Please support job creation and economic growth by investing
in public infrastructure such as newer or additional hospitals
for smaller centres such as Red Deer.
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T4N

Job creation. Research. Debit repayment

T4L

Public health care and post secondary education.

That’s a tough one, every time you make cuts someone
whines. Good luck with that
Pension plan cuts

T1A

Making our government departments more efficient and
productive. Cut unnecessary spending but start at the top
not with the most vulnerable.

Cut the layers and layers of top management. For example,
Presidents, Vice-presidents, executive directors, directors
and far too many managers.

T5T

T1J

Cut the salaries of the Premier snd the MLA, why are they
still the highest paid in Canada?
Healthcare, education, post secondary, ENVIRONMENT,
STOP giving corporate tax cuts to filthy rich people who
diversifying energy, pharmacare. All these are important as don’t care to pay their fair share of taxes and take their
I do not wish to live on a filthy polluted planet with stupid
money offshore anyways!
people.

technology and innovation
Find more environmentally friendly ways of thinking which in
turn will open up more economic growth and jobs
No ideas here.

Seriously?! Stop threatening to lay off frontline workers and
government workers! There are already 50000 job losses to
date....clearly corporate tax cuts are not working. Hands off our
pensions too...that money will prevent us from being a burden
to the system in the present and future. Also, please diversify
economy and not pin all our money and hopes To oil and
gas.we need to be ahead in tech and planning for the future. We
need to think BIG! Not put all our eggs in one basket.

Health care and education.

Eliminate the "war room".
Incentives to small business and new technologies.
Make government salaries and severances and pensions
reasonable. i.e. You don't get a pension for serving less than
five years. You don't get a severance when you quit or are
fired. Severances shouldn't be in the millions of dollars.

Stop spending money to support the rich. Priorities are
Education., Healthcare, social programs , supporting the
vulnerable who need our suppor

Where? Stop giving the rich corporation tax cuts, higher tax
for the rich, lower income on politicians

Investing in Southern Alberta's economic growth: expanding
the requirements to support this growth and provide support
for expected/continued GDP expansion. Example: create a
Dedicated Program (budget bucket) to make progress
toward the Twinning of Highway 3 from Medicine Hat to
Taber and Fort MacLeod to Crowsnest Pass, as Hwy 3 is the
main corridor for transportation of Agriculture (West),
products prepared from the Ag (East & West), mining and
Tourism (East). With a 3-1 ROI, a small allocation ($800,000
to 10 Million) each budget cycle will keep this project
moving forward and capture a cost-effective period of
competition between Engineering companies. Additionally,
a Dedicated Program allows for stakeholders and Southern
Alberta Transportation to determine the most cost effective
sections- yet maximum return, rather than providing 100%
funding for only one section when completion of one section
can take 5 to 8 years to complete.

Making education accessible to all, an educated society is a
healthy society. Create jobs that promote the environment, stop
depending in oil, stop lowering the min wage to the most
vulnerable people
Increase Registration & License renewal fees to help fund
Southern Alberta needs Twinning of Highway 3. Companies
Twinning of Highway 3 :)
are concerned about shipping along the corridor, which can
Red Tape reductions, finding efficiencies, auditing hospital
keep them from expanding further. Companies looking to startfood orders & waste (huge waste), audit Provincial Boards
up in Southern Alberta have heard concerns and may impact
for repetition & combine, audit Provincially funded programs the ability to draw new business to our Region. Companies
for overlap & combine, audit IT replacement management
committed to expansion have considered the Hwy 3
within Healthcare & Schools (computers/equipment is
transportation route as inadequate and a concern with any
disposed of due to potential germs - but if used in the
expansion.
Hospital are not the same germs open to the healing? And
Increase lending to Businesses by expanding into greater risk
some equipment is never near the sick. Evaluate a system to clients with significant increase in interest rates. Start-ups
re-sell equipment in working condition. Equipment is
often cannot fund through BDC or traditional banks, but have a
replaced when still working. Cost of software not managed valid/exciting product and business plan. (for instance the wife
well).
of 1 investor had 'bad' credit, and the company did not have
60% of the loan to put down - they found a private investor who
wanted 49% of the company to provide 25% of the 60%... even
though product was amazing. Can the Province become Shark
Tank?)
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t6k

provide enough funding for teachers and assistance
teacher, have class sizes of around 25 kids

bus transportation

T4L

Stop over spending in Education. There is enough money
there, its just poorly managed.

Look into using other countries for health care till we get
things under control. Why not give people the option to go
to Thailand for joint replacement with full government
funding? It will save us money and reduce the wait time.

T3E

Health Care, Education and Transportation

Eliminating or downgrading ADM’s to DG’s or less

T1K

On creating jobs, boosting economy, retraining for the
unemployed.

T2s

Flood mitigation

T0H

Public healthcare and Public Education are the two most
important government services.

Many efficiencies were lost when AHS became such a large
organization. Local managers are no longer able to
efficiently and effectively respond to local situations as time
has to be spent getting approval higher up. Policies
developed often do not reflect the needs of rural Alberta.
Time and money goes to high level positions who focus on
Edmonton and Calgary. Restructuring the top levels and
pushing more authority back down to managers who work
more closely with front line staff would be less expensive
and more effective than the status quo.

T4R

1. Healthcare -Red Deer's hospital needs to have enough
beds to look after the needs of Central Albertans (fund the
expansion) plus a cardiac Cath Lab. Central Albertans
should not have a higher cardiac mortality/disability rate just
because of geography. In addition, increase funding for
Addiction & Mental health initiatives.
2. Increase Affordable Housing Stock/Beds & Rent
Subsidies
3. Enhanced Policing in the non metro cities

1. Decrease the size of government & boards and vastly
Divert the oil information funding to support alternate energy
reduce government travel for officials. Travel should be by
services and tech! These are the next engines of growth, those
the few and only if tangible & measurable results can be
that do not see this will be left behind!
achieved.
2. Stop the tax free ride for oil companies we all must pay
our fair share
3. Oil companies must put up a performance bond to ensure
proper clean up, payment of taxes etc.

T0L

Protection of wilderness
Education

Great question
Maybe less self promotion in a non election period

T2A

Education and health care. I am so disappointed to see the Other ministries.
fall out of education cuts affecting my young children. Staff
reductions have been taking place at their school and class
sizes already increased. They will continue to increase next
year i
Education, healthcare, infrastructure, job creation in all
MLA wages. Useless war room. Paid twitter trolls. Stop
fields. Alberta is more than oil and gas. Invest in making the Handouts to corporations!!
future of Alberta great.

T3L

by not affecting front line services like healthcare, education
and goverment services, by eliminating jobs or reducing
services the economy in overall gets affected
1)By being less involved. 2)More grants for entrepreneurs
without the typical government racism. (treat everyone as
equal, no special grants for certain people of skin color or
chosen lifestyle)

Continue to support the development and export of natural
resources but only if there can be more refinement of those
resources beyond the raw state.
Instead of getting CEO and administrators to do cuts in their Tax cuts for all so that spending will create more jobs and
areas as they just cut the front line workers the government taxing robotics so that companies who replace a worker still
needs to go in and do the cuts to administration and ceoc's. contribute to taxes
I am in a private sector job but I am disappointed that the
government did not do the hard work of weeding out from
the top!!!
Smaller cabinet size
Diversify beyond oil and gas.
Grants for alternative energy development would be one area;
supporting the growth of the microtechnology industry. Rural
Alberta needs more daycares - grants for that would be helpful.
Continuing to build infrastructure at a steady pace rather than
boom and bust. Create more seats in healthcare training
programs (e.g. Rehab) as these positions work in both the
public and private sectors and there are never enough in rural
areas.

The NDP had great incentives with allocation of provincial
carbon tax dollars
T0LT0
Tax incentives.

Encourage small businesses, tech firms, invest in education,
alternative energy sources as well as oil.
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T1A

Economy, domestic violence, rehabilitation centres with
follow up and court ordered treatment

Cutting some administrative positions through retirements,
cutting some funding for arts, recreation, etc,.

I think the government is trying to do a good job in this area.

Education and healthcare.

By cutting salaries of MLA's and Kenney. 186k + expenses,
really?

Diversify.

Uninformed, unhealthy population is a shit idea Kenney.

T2B
T8G

T4E

Healthcare
Education
Infrastructure
Mental health, education, Meds for low income Albertans
and infrastructure.
Health care
Infrastructure
Education
Crime prevention and Private Sector jobs.

T4C

Education and healthcare. Reducing salaries for healthcare
workers is not conducive to a positive economy and
financial culture in Alberta.

T8s

Education. Support for students and those in rural and
remote communities.

T1S

Climate change prevention, healthcare and education

Child Care Support, Education, Health Care

Reinstating provincial carbon tax.
Elected officials travel , salary and pensions

O&G is not it. Cutting wind and solar subsidies in favor of
sucking big oil dick isn't helping anyone.
Invest in post secondary education
Provide tax incentives to medium to small businesses

Less jet setting and politicians pay and pensions. Less
handouts to big corporations.
Increase tax

Have incentives and credits in place for all industry’s not just
oil and gas.
Be open to a variety of industries

Both Education and Healthcare have numerous opportunities Competitive tax rates and red tape reduction. Continue to
to increase efficiency and lower costs.
support the energy industry and diversify where we have an
opportunity to be competitive.
Salaries of high end managers in public systems should be Alberta is unique. Focus on our assets and celebrate them. Oil
capped. Fewer managers. Tax non-Albertans living in and
refineries and pipeline infrastructure, nuclear energy
visiting Alberta more. Our services are for our Canadians/
development, forestry, mountain tourism.
Albertans. Tourist tax? Immigrant tax?
By not running vicious campaign ads that promote bullying Reexamine the trades boards which limit apprenticeship
behaviour in our leaders.
opportunities and competition. Continue finding
entrepreneurship initiatives and look to multiple sectors for
By partially funding private schools. They save the
production opportunities.
government money; Look into it.
Stop giving bail outs to major corporations that haven't been
fiscally responsible.
Ending subsidies to fossil fuel companies. Closing the
Bring back Energy Efficient Alberta to create green jobs, stop
ridiculous war room.
the cuts at Alberta Universities, pay your municipal taxes, stop
the attack on the public sector. Your government has lost
50,000 jobs and counting and ushered in the Kenney recession.
Stop ruining our province with your ideological stupidity.
Trickledown economics does not work to create wealth for the
people... Just the rich and corporations.
Health Care by letting Albertans know how much doctor
visits, health tests, etc cost for each visit.

Quality Child Care supports.
Diversification rather than only supporting oil.

Cut back on expenses allowed by government employees.
Cut back on pensions of government employees.
Put in an Alberta Tax
Stop taking ministers
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T3G

Invest in the future: Public Education and Post Secondary
Reduce poverty: Invest in affordable housing
Ensure Health Care is available for every Albertan without
extended wait time. Ensure the right talent is retained to
provide the services.

War room.

t3e

I am concerned that the government is decimating education I am concerned that the government is just focusing on
and healthcare. I think you should focus on these areas.
spending without looking at revenue. If we had an
There are more students, so there should be more money.
appropriate level of revenue, we wouldn’t have this so-called
“spending problem”. Savings could be found by charging
appropriate taxes to oil companies, by expecting oil
companies to pay their property taxes, and collecting the
money needed to run our province.
I think you could find savings by closing the war room, and
stopping all your commissions that are given limited
mandates to rubber stamp UCP policies.
Economic diversification, tech industry.
Public expenditures

T0L

Health care and education

Lower number of top end government jobs, reduce waste
costs, decrease travel and expense for elected officials

T1H

Reduce government employee wages and union increases.
Many of us are out of work let alone getting above other
provincial incomes. And then yearly increases add to this
hurt.
In order to promote a healthy long term downtown Calgary,
the completion of the Springbank Reservoir is essential.
Without the completion of this project there will always be a
flood risk in the Calgary core, which is not healthy for long
term investment.
maintaining and improving health care access while
minimizing excess management roles within the healthcare
system. removal of middle management IF you cut costs
here, NOT front-line staff.
Economic diversification and employment
Health system-maintaining health of AB and comprehensive
approach to drug use
Education of kids and young adult
Number one is education, number two is healthcare, number
three- let's support our families. They need safe, reliable
daycare for starters.

Reduce unions employee pay.

Affordable housing, education, healthcare

T2S

T4B

T1J

T3N

Health Administration

Invest in infrastructure projects and protect them while the cost
of doing so is lower than during inflationary periods.

By investing in education and health care. Cutting thousands of
education and health care jobs doesn’t help job creation and
economic growth. It reduces the number of people employed,
and reduces spending in the economy.

Incentivize economic diversification. Attract health care and
tech industry.
Diversity is the key to long range success, how do we get our
oil to hold the same value as other countries, refine it in
province?
No sales tax. Instead hold corporations accountable for paying
fair taxes. We are being hurt badly with consumer energy costs.

Promote innovation and entrepreneurs, who develop new
technology which can become a world leader especially as it
applies to the oil and gas industry. We have the opportunity to
be a world leader in "clean" oil and gas production.

advertising for travel Alberta could be cut. the mountains are With investment in innovation and creativity through proceeds
full and I cannot see where additional tourists would come. of a provincial sales tax to tax consumption or carbon tax to tax
use of vehicles and emissions.
Get rid of the War room and Matt Wolf

Diversify and quit the shady backroom deals. Get to work.

How about we start with the bureaucracy and bureaucrats.
Maybe it's time they took a pay cut like the rest of us. And
let's get the corporations to pay their fair share

We need to look to the future- families and SMALL business
need our support. When people are able to feed and clothe their
families without having to work 3 jobs, society will do better.
Instead of trying to keep the status quo for the 1%, let's help the
rest of us get back to living again. Something needs to be done
for people wanting to purchase a home. Where is the help that
was promised from the UCP for that? And what about student
loans? Something has to be done to make education more
accessible not something for just the rich and privileged

In the alberta parliment

Stop cutting services and jobs
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T4P

T5X

t4V
T6X

Healthcare in rural areas and smaller cities
Rural Crime

Upper Management in healthcare
Multiple layers of management in healthcare
Professional practice leads and new positions created.
Education and enhance support to seniors and people with Review positions and processes for redundancies and
developmental disabilities.
efficiencies. Grants to big corporations should be removed.
Excessive gov't employee benefits.
Health care, education, social services and services for
No out of country travel. It is a waste of money in these
seniors
frugal times
Government should focus on incentives for employers of
Reduce government misplaced spending, reduce excess
labour and new investors, especially diversification from oil cost from bureaucratic processes or levels, a lot of people
and gas. And most important, free training for skills in new are paid to do irrelevant things in government.
sectors for those that have lost their jobs overblown the
Another important thing, Alberta government should stop the
years.
habit of building structures that will end up becoming a
nightmare for inhabitants in the future, trying to correct
We can promote investment in other types of mining of
precious metals and other usable resources under the soil these type of mistakes turn into excessive wasted funds.
of Alberta, including new surveys for other usable minerals
Example: When population forecast growth is expecting in
in Alberta.
an area and the government wants to enlarge the access
roads.
In Ontario for instance, there’s a lot of various mining in
precious metals and that transcends into diversified jobs, a
lot of jobs. Oil is not the only thing to extract from the earth. During feasibility, design, approval and construction, you
don’t approve expand few kilometers and hope to re-Mobilize
Renewable energy sector is also another good, but have in another company in the next 3 years to come back all over
again, to expand the remaining portion of the road.
mind, the number of people that can be employed by one
renewable company is very limited and hundreds of
thousands in Alberta have lost their job and not just 20,000. Re-mobilizations is a huge expense that need not be
repeated over and over again. Best is to have a long term
plan and agreement on how “continuous” section by section
In summary, spend more in attracting new types of
expansion should be done without having to pay
investment, free or hugely discounted cost for training for
Albertans on new technology, and other new sectors being mobilizations 2 to 3 times on just a short kilometer of road
way.
attracted by the government.

Implement PST

Diversification into other industries like manufacturing.

Invest in new technologies
Make favorable polices, modify tax incentives for new
companies and create incentives to companies to that hire
large number of functional new “permanent” staff.
That being said, also create incentives for existing companies
to keep on their existing staff at least for some time, when
things get harder for those companies.
At times, companies fall into hard times which may end up
lasting for may be one year or two, however, they are always
too much in a hurry to lay-off people in just one to two months
when things get tougher
If there is some form of relief for these companies if they hold
off a bit on lay-offs to see if things get better, that would be a
way to keep the economy going, as purchasing power of
citizens will remain and in turn feed positivity into other
consumption and service sectors.

Another future waste I see in Alberta, in this modem century,
we can’t be building “surface” rail lines in old
neighborhoods, that’s a future disruption disaster waiting to
happen.

T2A

If it’s about cost, for instance, if the government plans to
build 20 kilometer of rail-line, It’s better to build an
“overhead” rail line of 5 kilometers each new budget cycle
than trying to build a “surface“ rail line of 20 kilometers in
Éducation, teachers and health
Raise corporate taxes if needed. But these sectors cannot be
neglected.
What the NDP was doing - diversifying our economy. A
Cutting pensions of MLA's. Actually collect taxes Oil
diversified economy is a strong economy. Education, health companies have refused to pay that you gave them relief on.
care, small business start ups, green initiatives, emerging
No corporate tax relief - small business makes up 70% of
Canada's economy so support it. Not buying all your buddies
business sectors. Social services - less drain on an
free trips and parties. Cut spending accounts of MLA's and
economy when everyone feels supported (check the
research)
their offices.

Raise corporate taxes.
By re-implementing small business start ups, not cutting
education or health care. Support IT, AI, support NEW and
EMERGING business sectors. Stop living in the past -oil and
gas is a declining industry (check the global stats).
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T0H

Getting Albertans back to work

T4P

Education - keeping class sizes at a minimum and
maintaining or adding extra support (EAs) in the
classrooms.

lowering public sector CEO's, no one working for the
government should be making $300,000 a year
Charging 50.00 for health care. Higher taxes for
corporations. Raising GST to 6 or 7%.

I don't know
Greener ways to support the oil and gas industries. Maintaining
or increased funds to education and health care promotes more
jobs as teachers, EAs, nurses, doctors, pharmacy technicians,
medical assistants and emergency services to name a few.

More doctors/urgent care facilities
T2N

T0L

Public education and healthcare.

Reducing the tax breaks provided to oil and gas companies.
The government does not provide this kind of tax break to
any other industry. I also think the government should
introduce a sales tax. Also, start taxing the rich more, which
includes the wealthiest corporations.

Focus on clean energy, as this is the future, not oil and gas.
Support our public and post secondary education systems. If
you continue to defund these areas, it will negatively impact the
future work force of Alberta. By cutting healthcare and post
secondary, you are damaging Alberta in the eyes of the world.
No one will want to invest in here. Protect public education,
because education is the most important piece to a prosperous
future, not tax breaks to oil companies that pull out of Alberta
and head elsewhere.
Education and Health Care have been the biggest users of
Here's a scenario: Take a 15 classroom school - average
Create a business friendly fiscal environment by providing tax
incentives for start-up companies, reducing red tape and overtax dollars, and likely the biggest wasters of our tax dollars. class size of 30. Alberta apparently funds Education to the
The priority should not be on where to spend, but rather on tune of $12,000 per student (Operating - not including Capital regulation, and keeping low corporate tax rates that will
budget). So the students in that school generate $5.4
where to save money and to focus on where to make cuts
encourage companies to operate in Alberta.
Million. Subtract the salaries of 15 teachers ($1.5M - this
that will not affect front line service. As an educator in
assumes they are all at the top of the grid) a Principal
Alberta for over 32 years, I know for certain that there is
huge fat in the bureaucracy, and, from speaking with friends ($125,000 - a school this size wouldn't need a Vice Principal)
a Secretary and a caretaker ($120,000 - again, a school this
and relatives who are doctors, nurses and paramedics, it
size would only need one of each) and a couple of aides
appears to be the same in Health Care.
($120,000). This leaves over $3.5 Million to cover everything
else (Over 65% of the budget). It shouldn't cost anywhere
near $3.5 M to pay the utility bills, provide textbooks,
computers, and transportation!!
If I were in charge, I would audit each school board to see
how this is being spent (wasted) and cut their budgets
accordingly.
Additionally, I am aware that Home Education operates very
efficiently and cost-effectively on a very small budget.
However, by stipulating that independent Home Education
providers report to AB Education under a Private or Public
School, the little bit of funding provided to support these
students is being siphoned off by the private or public
school and is not available to enhance student opportunities.
I would not cut the budget for Home Education (currently
only 14% 0f what a public school student generates) but
would change the regulations governing Home Education to
enable Independent Providers to operate as if they were a
private school, thus eliminating the extra layer and cost of
redundant administration. This would free up additional
funding to provide enhanced educational opportunities for
home educated students
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t1j

Better and safer roads but use our Alberta oil to do it !

Less red tape

t2v

those who need it most. People with disabilities. Students the war room should be gone. All these committees -fair
K-12 protect class size especially the youngest. Post
deal, etc should be gone. Press secretaries in all
Secondary students. Don't make life harder than necessary. departments that only serve to attack.

Get over the idea that oil and gas will sustain Alberta. Grow to
the future rather than trying to go back to the past. Make our
province a place where people want to live.

T0H

Heatlh, education, infrasructure,economic diversification

T4R

Education, Seniors Health, Hospitals, Doctors, Nurses, Hard Ask ALL Albertans this question. Make sure every Albertan
working single parents
gets a questioner. Do you want a balanced budget or is it
more important to you to have a job & support your family.
Possibly the Gov't doesn't have to find more savings.

Invest in education. Encourage diversification in tech, alternate
energy, research, and the arts.
?

T2x

Education and heathcare.

Mla's salaries and pensions.

No longer giving tax cuts to large corporations.

Healthcare, Education, Disability, Infrastructure.

T8N

T6W

Offer Major incentive to Businesses to come to Alberta
which creates more jobs. More jobs means more income
taxes.
1) It is crucial that education is supported to the extent that 1) Administration costs in areas such as health care and
teachers’ jobs are NOT cut, class sizes are NOT increased
MLA offices.
and special education services are adequately funded.
2) The current system of part-time/overtime pay for nurses
2) Health care for vulnerable Albertans, seniors and surgical needs to be over-hauled to prevent over-spending in this
wait times must be maintained and NOT decreased. Frontarea.
line workers’ positions should be maintained. AISH
3) Coordinated program spending to prevent overlap and
recipients’ funding should be fully reinstated.
unnecessary duplication. An example is the current
3) Provincial infrastructure must be maintained, so that the “nutrition” program recently implemented in some schools
“house does not crumble”.
which are not in the “have-not” category; this “enveloped”
grant money would be better spent retaining Education
Assistants in the schools, and the nutrition component is
already in the Program of Studies.
Fund education on a per pupil basis (or at least be honest
with the public when you say that there are no cuts to
education funding).
Fund post-secondary education appropriately or cap tuition
increases - don't make higher education only for the elite.

It's less about finding savings and more about increasing
revenue. I understand that tax cuts to big-business is
supposed to generate jobs (and the trickle down effects of
the human-capital theory), but what about doing it as an
incentive. If your company meets established criteria, then
you'll receive a tax credit.

Spearhead the twinning of Highway 3. Make a wider bridge and
3 lanes going thru lethbridge up and down the big hill. It’s your
main artery of trade between bc and saskatchewan. It’s feeds
the rest of alberta from the states. Time to put money into it like
the Ndp promised at election. 90 million dollars best spent!

Stop the eliminations and cuts you are making to the public
sector.
More business makes more jobs which creates more money for
the Government
1) Jobs in the infrastructure maintenance areas would put
Albertans back to work and support needed building and
repairs.
2) Do away with the corporate tax break. It is not working!
3) Support small business ventures in our province.

Keep working on that pipeline AND look to diversify Alberta's
economy. Why can't we be Silicon Valley - North? We have
some of the best post-secondary institutions. Invest in R&D.

The strength of a society is revealed in how they treat their
elderly and at-risk. Fund agencies that support our aging
population.
Healthcare, More infrastructure like roads, and give
Ottawa should be giving us 20 Billion Dollars to spend. Don't The Truth is More money spent will create more jobs. If funding
municipalities more money maybe. Also Increase FSCD and make any more cuts.
is Cut we lose jobs. so SPEND MORE!
PDD funding for disabled persons.
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T8W

Health, education, first responders as in the police,
hospitals fireman, etc...essential services. All of these are
untouchable in my opinion. No cuts to these services!!!

That is a very difficult question...

Any way it can. UCP were elected to do this very thing.
Everyone I talk to voted for you guys because you were going
to do what the NDP could not or would not when it came to the
oil and gas industry. You have failed, and if there were another
election called today, you would out of a job.

T5J

Ive worked hard, paid taxes for17 Years so far, Ive trusted
(1)
that the Government I vote for works
as hard as I do, and
contributes as well. Albertans are feeling totally lied to by all
the voices in politics right now. I want a guaranteed pension
at a average cost of living rate. Ive trusted you with my
pension. I want accountability and stability. The Health Care,
Hospitals, Teachers, Firefighters, Police, are being Run
Ragged, The support Services, NEED Support.
Homelessness, Crimes, False News and Bad Reporting are
at an All Time High. Again, Accountability is the Answer.
Job Creation and Job Stability, Ive worked 3 jobs just to
support myself, I am a single, female coming up on
retirement (yeah right). The government will work us all to
early graves while they talk about it. Accountability, If I
wasted time the way the Government does, Id be out of a
job. Its very sad to see the Province I was born in suffer so
much backlash from the federal levels. Yet they provide no
solutions or support, WE (the taxpayers living at below
poverty levels while working full time have supported all of
it through Hard work and accountability. I expect NO less
from the people we elect and put our Trust into.
I want accountability on ALL levels from ALL Departments.
Honest Reporting from All levels and Departments. I want to
be able to leave the Government in charge while I go earn
those tax dollars, and know there is Integrity and
Accountability in the forefront of ALL they do.

Almost Everywhere You Look -Government offices with a 2/3 vacancy rate, so much waste.
-Unnecessary travel. We all use "Video Meetings" now and
have the technology
to save travel expenses.
- Insist that everyone immigrating to Canada must within
five years start
paying back into the Government an amount equal to the
expenses incurred
by the tax payers upon their arrival, and up to the first five
years they have
spent in Canada as legal immigrants.
Again the answer is Accountability from all Departments
and All Levels.

Supports for Small Businesses
Open up the oilfields with a ten year term limit, within this
timeframe seek to lower CO2 levels and find alternatives ie.
Hemp which replaces numerous products now produced
through oil.
Provide jobs in the recycling, reclaiming and reusing markets.
Most reusable waste is able to be reconstituted into other
products. Providing jobs and solutions.
Technology - education support and job market exploration,

T3C

Maintaining current social service/social welfare levels,
health care, education

t4n

T4B

Getting rid of the “war room” and all other wastes of money
trying to promote the energy sector. Implement a PST to
increase revenue.
The most intelligent places.Education and health care.A well By taking away the corporate tax give away.It will be a failed
educated and healthy society is a prosperous one.The
experiment like the Kansas experiment maybe they should
problem with Conservatives is they want people
have a look.Who are they, the government in power in 2020
uneducated,so they will vote for incompetent people.5
in ALBERTA!
Billion dollar give away to the USA corporate companies
share holders.You know where they are going to put that
money.Have a look at Stephen Harpers give away in
2007!Jason Kenny was involved with that pathetic idea.
Education, healthcare, infrastructure, social programs for
vulnerable sectors

Diversify the economy. Invest in and attract innovation.

By looking after the people and not corporations that could care
less about society.And economic growth will look after it self.
How would you like it, if some one said to you, if we privatize
every thing it will get real cheap and you lost 27 percent of your
NET I say NET Income.Would you vote Conservative ever
again?Just asking a intelligent Question!

Not giving tax breaks to big oil companies and corporations. By encouraging the population to spend locally and on Alberta
Reducing politician spending money in regards to travel and products therefore stimulating the market. Supporting those in
expense accounts.
fields that have been automated by providing grants to retrain
in the tech sector.
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Healthcare, Education,

T2S

springbank upstream mitigation

According to numbers from Statistics Canada, Albertans
sent $49 billion worth of taxes to Ottawa in 2016, but only
received $27.2 billion back in the form of federal spending.
Make the federal Government PAY!! Or stop paying our
money to them.
create a sales tax

T2X

Education
Health Care
Social Programs for those in fixed income

Cut back on freebies given to politicians. Private jets and
expensive dinners entertaining. The public has already
fastened their belts on the extras they once participated in

T8N

EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARE FOR ALL...NOT
PRIVATIZING FOR THE WELL TO DO TO STAY AHEAD OF
THE COMMON MAN. STOP CUTTING JOBS IF JOB
CREATION IS ACTUALLY YOUR FOCUS...IT SEEMS
COUNTER PRODUCTIVE. PRIVATE BUSINESS IS NOT
OBLIGATED TO CREATE JOBS...THEY WANT TO PAY
THEIR CEO'S AND THEIR SHAREHOLDERS FIRST
PRIORITY. THEY RUN THEIR BUSINESS TO MAXIMIZE
THEIR PROFITS NOT TO CREATE A WORK FORCE.

STOP TRYING TO FIND SAVINGS. LET ALBERTANS PAY
FOR THE SERVICES THEY NEED TO HAVE THE LIFESTYLE
THEY DESIRE. WE KNOW WE NEED TO PAY FOR POLICE,
FIRE DEPARTMENTS, EDUCATION, DOCTORS, NURSES
ETC. THAT IS WHAT MAKES CANADA THE BEST COUNTRY
IN THE WORLD...THE ABILITY TO PAY FOR ESSENTIAL
SERVICES FOR EVERYONE. WE KNOW WE NEED TO PAY
TAXES TO AFFORD THIS...WE ARE NOT STUPID. PUT A
SALES TAX ON GOODS AND SERVICES. IT'S A FAIR
SYSTEM BECAUSE THE WEALTHIER PEOPLE BUY MORE
GOODS AND THEN PAY THEIR FAIR SHARE. STOP CUTTING
TO CREATE BALANCE...IT WILL NEVER WORK. YOU CAN
NEVER CUT ENOUGH SERVICES TO BALANCE THE
BUDGET. IT IS A PLAN THAT IS BOUND TO FAIL.

Education and health. Well educated residents make
healthier choices!

Top heavy management positions that have forgotten what
it’s like to be on the front lines are preventing teachers and
nurses from keeping up with their students/patients.

T8T

T4L

T4N

More Money spent=MORE JOBS! More jobs=BETTER
ECONOMY for all of Canada

There was a program in place to provide alternatives to the oil
and gas which now fuels our homes. Where have they gone?
We need to think outside the box. We know where we are. How
can we move forward using the best of what’s available? There
is no point in trying to go back to yesterday. It is gone.
The cutbacks that are being entertained are only going to
increase the unemployment issue.

support post secondary education

STOP CUTTING ESSENTIAL SERVICES SO THAT PEOPLE
STAY EMPLOYED. THAT WILL AT LEAST HELP. WE NEED
TEACHERS, DOCTORS, NURSES. STOP UNDOING THINGS
THAT HAVE ALREADY STARTED CONSTRUCTION LIKE THE
PROVINCIAL LAB. WHAT AN ENORMOUS WASTE OF MY
MONEY!! NEVER GIVE TAX BREAKS TO COMPANIES THAT
HAVEN'T PAID THEIR TAXES AND ANY OIL COMPANY THAT
HAS AN ORPHANED WELL START TAXING THEM EXTRA
UNTIL IT IS CLEANED UP. COMPANIES NEED TO KNOW THEY
HAVE RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE PUBLIC AND THEY DON'T
SEEM TO THINK IT IS A PRIORITY. GIVE TAX BREAKS TO
GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENS WHO DO EMPLOY THOSE
DIFFICULT TO EMPLOY. START HOUSING PROJECTS FOR THE
LOW INCOME CITIZENS WHICH WILL EMPLOY MORE
WORKERS AND HELP WITH HOMELESSNESS. ACTUALLY
SUPPORT YOUR PUBLIC BY CREATING NOT CUTTING JOBS
Programs to promote investor confidence and get Albertons Eliminate spending on "nice to haves", focus on things that Create a lower cost base for companies to operate in, this
provides the opportunity for businesses to hire and increase
back to work.
are must haves.
their margins.
Health
Eliminate the Canadian Energy Centre (Energy war-room)
Introduce our own carbon tax instead of being taxed by Ottawa
Education
Stop creating panels at the drop of the hat, those are not
and use the money to strategically invest in job creation and
Advance education
free.
economic growth. Use the funds for targeted tax credits such
Research
Abandon any notion of following through on any of the 'fair as the 'Petrochemicals Diversification Program'.
deal for Alberta' ideas. They all seem to create more red tape Introduce a PST (or better a HST), at a rate lower than any other
and government bureaucracy. What apparently is the
province and use the money on programs to stimulate the
antithesis of what you believe in.
economy or reduce the deficit.
Fire Steve Allen and end that charade that he leads; then
replace the Justice Minister for the conflict of interest that
put Allen in his place.
Pipeline, studying responsible options of renewable energy
sources.
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T6R

Health, Education, infrastructure, and economic
diversification.

T0L

Health Care and Education

Eliminate the War Room. There’s $30MM.
Cut Jason Kenney’s travel and “security” budget. That’s at
least another million.
Reduce private education funding from 75% to 0%.
The oil patch, tax cuts from billionaires.

Oblige oil and gas companies to pay their taxes and reclaim
orphan wells like every other jurisdiction in North America
does.
introduce new ways of thinking and fun the entrepreneurs of
tomorrow. trades are important, but do are nurses, future
business people, future everything. i know this may not be
seen, 17(1)
. you think i like
seeing what you UCP people have done to Alberta? there is
more to life than trades and white people thinking. time to open
a book you boomers. look at the world around you.
oh, and i’ll fight. ill fight until people of every ethnicity, religion
and gender are recognized. until health care MATTERS again to
you. until education matters again.
you cut in the wrong place. young people who are educated will
change the world.

T4N
T2e
T8V

T6L

Improvements to health care (keep/make it accessible to
everyone) education sectors.
Housing first programs, education, and health including safe
injection sites
DIVERSIFYING! Half of the government support that goes
towards Oil and Gas industries needs to be reallocated into
a transition plan that will support and guide workers in that
industry into new ones. Geothermal would likely be the most
aligned with their skillset. Another option would be training
to reclaim orphaned well-sites. Money needs to be going
into helping potential new industries that are not completely
reliant on the oil and gas industry to survive.

Cutting their own salaries like Ralph Klein did at least 20%30%!!!!
Stop giving tax cuts to huge corporations

Health and education.

Tax big companies appropriately and make them pay fairly
for the resources they take from the land. Our water should
not be nealy free for fracking.

Ditch the war-room. It's ridiculous and unnecessary.

Factories
Tax credits for emerging industries such as new tech and green
energy.
As stated above. Build and guide new career paths in different
industries outside oil and gas. Support the transition of workers
who have lost their jobs in that industry into a new one.
Retraining support, extended employment insurance and
relocation allowances would be a great start. Instead of
campaigns to express how great oil and gas is, lets have
campaigns that encourage people to consider moving into a
different sector, one where they don't spend so much time away
from their families or around toxic chemicals. I think that would
be an easy sell for many people.
Encourage businesses and studies outside of natural resource
collection. Encourage citizens to be innovative and find ways to
trap carbon, find alternatives to fossil fuels, etc. Taking money
away from education is NOT the answer.
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T0L
Since I work in Education, I suggest that you continue to
spend money to provide good teachers but cut from the
large bureaucracy.

There is lots of room for savings by making AB Education
Provide tax incentives for business start ups, and minimize red
much smaller. In 30 years in Education, I have rarely seen
tape for all businesses.
anything that these bureaucrats do, trickle down to the
classroom teacher or the students. Do we need anyone else
beside Adrianna LaGrange?
I believe that the same could be said of School boards.
Perhaps it is time to take an account of what each AB
Education and School Board position is supposed to
accomplish and ask if it really makes a difference to the
education of the students. Maybe those who are not
necessary will resign, or those positions can be eliminated.

T2w

Public Education

Stop cutting and get a provincial sales tax

Invest in diversifying the economy

T8N

Health Education and Social Services

DIVERSIFY! Quit flogging oil. The oil sands operation are
profitable. Drilling is not, and may never be again.

T5Y

Affordable housing, job creation, and the public energy
sector

Corporations are doing just fine, and the tax cuts you gace
them have not resulted in jobs. They have just gone into
dividends to mach the shareholders richer. Remove various
/subsidies grants to oil companies.
Immigration and refugees coming into Alberta Canada.
Transportation and Canadian Carbon Tax.

T2s

Flood mitigation for Calgary. Creating the best public
schools in Canada.
Maintaining a high quality medical service. Alberta
entrepreneurs will stay and carry the economy forward if
those basic things are in place.

T1A

T2K

A sales tax should be the first set in creating order and
financial stability in the Alberta economy. We can know
longer subside our population from oil and gas revenues too
much volatility.
Other saving can be found by reducing government
bureaucracy at every level.
Education (specifically EAs and aids for those with severe
“Extra” allotments to MLAs. Base pay is far more than any of
learning needs - children with sensory issues should not be us are making.
mainstreamed in loud classrooms), mental health
Better enforcement of the fish and wildlife act,
improvements to infrastructure and improving rural law
enforcement.

Cutting social programs shown to have little value to the
general public and cutting subsidies for so called "green"
projects.

Giving Albertans and Canadians priority jobs over immigrants
and refugees migrating to Alberta and Canada. Allowing more
training and education to Albertans over immigrants and
refugees migrating to Al era. Putting more money into long term
sustainable energy so we dont have to rely on oil and gas.
Examples would be solar panels, wind turbines, eco fuel.
Supporting our local economy and farmers.
The digital economy is already working here and growing,
largely outside of central offices.They need an environment
with good education and health services , our natural beauty is
also a big draw.

Stop cutting Social services. Firing people does not create jobs.
It creates more people relying on fewer resources.

Improve the resource sector's access to world markets and
slow the inflow of non alberta residents until the job situation
improves.
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T2T

As a 17(1)
priorities from my point of view
are eliminating poverty, adequate nutrition, appropriate and
safe housing, working to eliminate domestic violence and
support for victims. I also would like support for education
and health care. Education is vitally important and not all
kids live with parents who can afford extra help. We need
enough teachers and TAs who can help kids so they won't
fall behind. Health care is vital for all - we need to pay
special attention to ensuring that the health needs of our
most vulnerable people, including those with mental health
issues, disabilities, those with addictions, the homeless are
met with support and programs like The Alex in Calgary.

Overall eliminating poverty, reducing inequality and helping
all people to thrive will cut costs in the long run. Poverty
costs in terms of increased health care costs, as well as
justice system... also lower literacy related to poverty and
not enough help in school leaves people with fewer job
skills. Something like basic annual income for low income
people (as long as it is adequate) this could cut red tape, and
free social workers to do counselling, support work. Other
ideas: Possibly can reduce costs though eliminating some of
the layers of admin in health system - but I don't work in the
system so can't say what can change.

Though supporting education and advanced education as well
as research and centres of excellence. Though supporting
diversification and supporting those who have lost jobs to take
some further education or training that will help them work in
new promising industries. Though promoting Alberta as
wonderful place to live and as a province with innovative skilled
workforce.

T4N

1. getting our economy kicked into gear again
2. diversification in our economy
3. reducing government wasteful projects and special
interest group initiatives
4. reduce healthcare costs by cutting all overtime to meet
employment standards guidelines. (8 hours per day or 44
hours per week). Eliminate all employer paid pensions and
benefits coverage for part time (less than 28 hours per
week)
5. reduce education costs by thinking smarter. Throwing
more money doesn't necessarily fix the root cause. Do we
really need all the instruction in "extras" like robotics,
horticulture, bilingual programs, construction etc. Lets
teach our children to read, write, think, banking, budgeting.

special interest group funding should be 100% cut. Let
people put their own money where their mouth is and fund
their own interests. I have no desire for my tax dollars to
fund gender neutral bathrooms, gay pride festivities, safe
injection sites, needle exchange programs for addicts, hot
meal (breakfast & lunch) programs at schools etc etc etc.
Since when is it not the responsibility of the parent to feed
their own child. I raised my children and I don't want to pay
to feed someone else's period. Special interest groups are
just absolutely getting out of hand. If these initiatives are
genuinely something that one believes in and supports then
let them support with their own money outside the
government funds.

First stop spending or put a freeze on on all budget items that
are not essential. Top essential items should include health
care, education, economy and infrastructure.

T2S

Health, education and flood mitigation for Calgary, research Civil service pensions, civil service efficiency
into alternative economic drivers besides oil and gas

T0L

Across the board cuts.

T6B

Supporting the most vulnerable
Diversifying economy

T0L

Health care

T1J

Social services, Education, post-secondary education,
health care.

T2C

Public education, public health care, and social assistance
(ie. AISH)
Education
Health care

T1K

Upper and middle management positions. Police, fire dept,
city, education, health care, etc. It is ridiculous, big wages
and zero productivity.
Scrap the war room
Combine Edmonton Public and Edmonton Catholic Schools
into one school board
Government salaries
Safe consumption sites
Get rid of war room. Recognize it does not have a spending
problem, it has a revenue problem. Increase taxes.
Increase taxes, especially from large corporations who
recently received tax breaks.
Fewer tax breaks for corporations

provide incentives for developing alternative economic growth
engines besides oil and gas, tax holidays for companies willing
to invest in these alternative economic drivers, continue to
aggressively promote Alberta's oil and gas industry as
economic driver for all of Canada.
Same as US. Cut regulations, encourage small business.

Find new revenue streams (e.g., impose tax on the wealthiest,
consider a sales tax)

Lower taxes or add incentives for local shops
Recognize that oil is a dying industry. Support research into
alternative energy. Support post-secondary education so we
can diversify our economy.
Through social assistance program such as $25/day daycare.
Helping middle class with lower taxes
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T8N

1. EDUCATION
2. HEALTH CARE
3. SENIOR CARE
Public health care and education. Economic diversification.
Climate change.

1. INCREASE TAXES FOR BIG BUSINESS, INCLUDING OIL
COMPANIES
2. INCREASE PERSONAL TAXES FOR CEOs
Scrap the war room. Reduce MLAs' and the premier's
salaries, who have failed to promote economic growth and
do not prioritize the protection of public services that
Albertans depend on. Stop subsidizing the dying oil and gas
industry. Stop giving tax breaks to wealthy, profitable
corporations like oil and gas companies that are responsible
for climate change and do not care about ordinary Albertans.

1. CREATE programs to hire young graduates
2. CREATE programs to foster entrepreneurship

T2z

On smaller class sizes. Alberta is a province with a lot of
immigrants and so a lot of ESL students who are refugees
too. When a new student is not even able to read or sound
out the sounds of the alphabet in a grade 2 or grade 3 class,
how can a teacher consistently support this new student?
More over these students are absent on a regular basis.
How can this problem be solved with huge class sizes.
The factor of ESL should be considered in deciding the
class size.
Secondly focus on change of the curriculum shd be a
priority. We are still not sure how the curriculum has
changed or is it going to be the same old curriculum made a
long long long tome ago. Things are changing at a rapid
speed and tech is changing, the dynamics of many things
have changed why is education stagnant.
Investing in oil and gas in another priority to create job
markets and change Alberta's economy.

Save in material resources and invest in skills and human
manpower.
Investigate which funding did not make a lot of value?
cut those

1.Think of another option to SURVIVE WHEN OIL AND GAS
DOES NOT WORK?
2.Start the train line that was going to start.
3. Think of starting more industies and factories
4. Think of breaking the monoply that dairy has in Alberta
5. Extend out tourist area. Banff is so little, when people want to
go for a holiday, hotels are terribly booked- if we had more
hotels and excursion areas more people can come and spend
money and give a boost to our economy. I understand we want
to keep the eauty of it being small, however vast areas around
banff can be extended so people can be a little further away yet
be close to banff.

T2S

1). Getting the Springbank Dam done.
2). Investing in post secondary education and research.
Make it attractive for businesses and entrepreneurs to
invest here.

Pension plans and benefits are far too generous for pubic
sector employees. For example, accumulating sick days,
overtime etc... are being abused regularly. There is zero
accountability and it is out of line with the private sector.

T2A

Government should be spending OUR tax dollars on
services that benefit the public. Public schools, public
healthcare, public transport are all very important for a well
functioning society.

T3A

Respect and support public sector workers. Retain new
graduate nurses and teachers, who are well-educated and can
simply move to other provinces where government respects
and protects the services they provide.

Taxes should be reduced at all levels. People employed in the
private sector are falling behind every year due to inflation,
property and business taxes and income taxes. With more
money to spend businesses and individuals would have more
money to spend and invest.
Starting with a nonsensical projects like the war room (sorry, It's time we try something other than digging oil out of the
Canadian energy centre) There is $30 million/Year that can
ground and selling it. The money our current government is
wasting on supporting oil and gas could be spent on... let's see,
be saved.
hiring more teachers, healthcares care workers, police,
Also, stop wasting our money on a failing oil and gas
industry. If those businesses can't support them selves then bakers...
we shouldn't be giving them tax brakes and other incentives. Finance reclamation of abandoned oil and gas wells across the
How about collecting some of the millions owed in taxes by province, a whole new industry and 1000's of jobs could be
created.
the same oil and gas industry?
Give me that $30 million wasted on war room and I will create
100's of well paying jobs by the end of the week
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T7N

I think the government should support inclusion in the
schools. In order to work with high needs students,
teaching assistants are necessary in the classrooms to help
with programming needs. It is very difficult to have
behavior students, special needs and regular students in
classrooms without support for these students. Also, less
money for students means less resources ie books but also
food. Everything is affected. We need to support our
education funding.

Our head office has changed office furnishings more often
than our school has changed decore. The school is using
old desks and filing cabinets and the head office has been
refurnished many times. The reason this happened is there
was money for this refurbishing but not money for use at the
school. The money had to be spent on fixing the district
office. It could not be put into the school because it was
supposed to be used for the above purpose. Changes need
to made and money needs to be used where it is necessary.

T0C

Education and health of all Albertans

Stop creating so many committees, branding etc- for the
moment

T0L

Debt
Seniors care

T2N

Health and Education.

T4N

Sustaining and improving the lives of Albertan's through
great Health, Education, Policing and Infrastructure.
Spending money for resources to bring in specialists to
modernize and improve processes within the government.

Put money into our youth. The more we train our youth then
they will be able to start businesses and help with the economy.
They may have ideas to think outside of the box and start some
new businesses. Make it easier for students to go to school
especially university and not have them pay extremely high fees
to go to school. Also, get oil and gas production pipelines
going. We need the oil and gas industry to get our people
working. We have to get our people working and keep them
working.

Supporting small business, not so many breaks, or reneging of
responsibilities for oil and gas companies. They have have had
more breaks than they should have, at the expense of
Albertans.
Make guys at top of healthcare and school boards take less! Get oil and gas back to work.
Give doctors in rural areas a break to keep them in rural areas.
I think the government should increase taxes (income taxes,
sales tax) to provide reasonable funds to pay for services
demanded by Albertans.
If a corporation taxes advantage of our low corporate tax and
leaves, they should have to repay a portion back.
Increase Sin Tax
Increase Fines
Create an Alberta Lottery so the proceeds go back to just our
province.

Provide incentives in new growth industries to diversify the
Alberta economy.
By creating the best health care, education , safe communities
and great infrastructure more people will want to come to
Alberta to raise their families and in turn create jobs and
economic growth.
You need to spend money to make money

T2J

Renewable energy initiatives, education, public
transportation, health care, police and fire services.

Oil & gas and corporate tax rates.

Encourage the development of new industries in Alberta. Show
the world we care about more than just oil and money.

T4p

Health
Education
Education and health care are two very important priorities
that need to be maintained. Further cuts to these two
departments will have a disastrous effect on the ability of
teachers and health care workers to do their jobs effectively.
Students with special needs will not get the services they
need to be successful at school, if further cuts to
educational assistants is required by districts who are under
funded. There will be larger class sizes which means that
teachers will not be able to form the relationships they need
with students. Teachers will not be able to get to struggling
students because the larger class sizes will make their jobs
more difficult.
Cuts to health care will mean longer wait times for
appointments and surgeries. Nurses will not be able to give
patients in the hospitals the care they require.

CEO of all departments are overpaid

Na

Government can find saving by stop wasting money on the
big think groups and the province wide consultations that
cost tax payers money.
Government should also be more careful with how much
money is being spent on travel, how they travel and where
they are staying when they are travelling on business for the
province. Everyday individuals who travel for business does
not get to travel first class or stay in $500+ hotels. It is time
the government start looking at how the rest of the province
citizens travel and stay in cheaper hotels.

We all understand that the oil industry is very important to the
economy of Alberta, but big oil companies are pulling out of the
province even after the big tax breaks that the government has
given them.
We need to become more diverse in our thinking as to where
jobs can be created. The oil industry of the 90's will not be
coming back, and we need to look into alternatives for the
future while support the oil industry. We need to look in
different types of technology and greener energy resources.
Economic growth can only occur with more people working. If
the government continues to cut jobs people will stop spending
and if people stop spending more companies will go out of
business or leave Alberta.

T4R
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T2J

Education
Health Care
Protective Services

Salaries and Benefits for government employees
Better Auditing of contract agreement
Better commitment to enforcement of rules and regulations

T2J

Education & Clean Energy.

Tax oil and gas companies.

Universal Quality Affordable Childcare

Canadian Energy Centre War Room

T4N

Education and Health Care

There is a lot of waste in Health Care.

T2M

Cutting public sector wages and number of employees

Cutting public sector wages and number of employees

T1K

Education, higher education, health, child care, ulnera
lempeople

Stop corporate tax giveaways

T2y

Healthcare education

Grants subsidies and cutting back government pensions

T1J

health and education

close the "War Room"
keep people working and paying taxes and buying products
start collecting a provincial sales/consumption tax

invest in companies of the future - tech - green energy
keep education a priority to support new technologies, increase
efficiences in exisiting businesses and encourage
entrepreneurism

T2G

Health, Education, transportation

By implementing a provincial sales tax, preferably one that
was harmonized.

Invest in tax credit programs for targeted industries. Invest in
orphan well clean-up to keep rig crews working.

T2S

T3E

T2N

Provide Tax Incentives for companies that provide new
employment opportunities.
Access Federal Funding for much needed infrastructure such
as upstream flood protection and water conservation. Stop
pouring provincial funds into the bottomless pit of SR1 which
has shown it cannot pass safety standards for a dam close to
vulnerable populations.

Focus on growing industries. Clean energy, solar power. Quit
investing in the old guard and focus on the future.
Anything but giving billionaires money for hockey arenas
Not giving billionaires money for hockey arenas when they
Spending money on things that make more sense than giving
when they would never leave Calgary in a million years.
would never leave Calgary in a million years.
billionaires money for hockey arenas when they would never
leave Calgary in a million years.
- Health Care
- Liquidate the Canadian Energy Centre and other such "War - Bring back the incentives that were attracting tech companies
- Social Services (eg, AISH)
Rooms"
and other industries
- Education
- Increase taxes on the rich (progressive taxation)
- Provide funding for education and retraining as we pivot to
- Diversification of Alberta's Economy AWAY from Oil and
- Implement a PST (with refunds/exemptions for low income more robust industries
individuals)
Gas
The province must protect Calgary from future flooding.
Shut down the Canadian Energy Centre. You’re making us
Get industry involved in financing the clean up of all the orphan
Those of us living close to the Bow River must have both
look like fools.
wells we have in the province. Industry can’t walk away and
upstream and local protections. Sunnyside and Bowness are
leave us taxpayers on the hook for the cost. They need to be
particularly vulnerable.
accountable. I don’t mind lending money to the Orphan Wells
Association but it should be a loan that industry pays back.
There’s large numbers of jobs right there.
Universal Quality Affordable Childcare
Infrastructure Investment
Diversification
Technology and Innovation
Incentives for small businesses and job creation
Investing in the economy where jobs are being created-ie the
Film industry
Travel incentives for Albertans to stay in Alberta during
vacations
Cutting public sector wages and number of employees. Cutting
red tape. Cutting taxes (calgary property taxes)
Education that will help students develop creative, innovative
thinking skills. Do not tie education to today’s immediate job
market as jobs are rapidly changing and we need people who
are creative and versatile.
Getting our resources to market, and refineries
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T3C
T4R

Health, K-12 education, post-secondary education, and
environmental protection.
Education and Health Care are always top of the list. Front
line workers need to be sufficient to meet the needs and
accessible.
Create "net zero" carbon emissions by cutting emissions
where possible, regulating what is in those emissions and
planting trees, etc.

T4R

T4S

T2S

Abolish the Canadian Energy Centre, re-introduce the carbon
tax, increase corporate taxes
Government needs to cut the multiple layers of
administration in education, government and especially
health care. More bang for our buck with more front line
workers and less admin or red tape!

Support renewable energy jobs, not oil and gas jobs. The world
is transitioning, and Alberta will be left behind.
Get the pipelines built!!! Much as some "people" may think,
fossil fuels will not be replaced as the major energy source in
our life time!!
After our oil is flowing freely, then worry about diversification.

Curtail government spending and make it all transparent to
the tax payers!

Recalculate transfer payments to reflect Alberta's new
reality.
Child care
stop spending money on "focus groups" and "consultations"
and go directly to each department and get feedback from
those currently doing the job
Social programs (education, health care, mental health) and I suspect that the kickbacks to business (especially oil and
to create realistic jobs which do not depend on an unstable gas) are the largest areas for savings. I take exception to my
tax dollars being given to wealthy corporations and then
energy sector which is not committed to stick with us
through hard times (their only goal is self/company profit at having our social programs cut as a result.
You were voted in to represent the interests and welfare of
any cost).
the people of Alberta not big business!!!!!
Also internal spending - limit expense budgets, stop UPC
party travel/car allowances, force part time workers to work
full time and at any location... sound familiar????

incentives for child care educators

Focus on creating non oil and gas jobs, stop supporting
wealthy businesses (they will leave one way or the other once
they suck us dry. They have no commitment to Alberta or the
residents)

Funding public services adequately.

Get rid of the panels and war room. Squandering
money.collect more revenue even if that means a sales tax.
Really corporate tax breaks? Obviously a bad idea.

What you have done so far is not working. Wish I had the
answers. I think the NDP was on a better course of
diversification same same old not effective

Education and health care for all Albertans.

Stop giving large tax breaks to corporations.

Spend money on health care, education and infrastructure.

Flood

Admin and no arena, require more efficiency and
effectiveness in hospitals (outside large cities) and
educational admin, nurses overtime practices.

Trying for industry diversification
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I think the government needs to focus spending on revenue
neutral programs. These programs have a tremendous
impact on Albertans and end up making the money back on
investment, or even making money. Examples would be the
$25/day daycare program and Energy Efficiency Alberta.
Energy Efficiency Alberta invested $692 million in energy
savings and emissions reduction since its inception and
generated $850 million in economic activity. I also think that
it is important that the government continues to support and
invest the amazing education system we have in place. As
our province's population continues to increase, it's
important to increase funding for education to ensure
students have the supports in place to help them succeed.

Again, programs like Energy Efficiency Alberta and $25/day
daycare are investments that end up making the money on
investment back, or make money. Investing in affordable
daycare will help to increase gender equality and boost the
economy. Every dollar you invest in childcare gets returned
in terms of economic growth and growing the tax base, so it
pays for itself in the long run. In Alberta we have a system of
public and catholic healthcare and education. If we were to
amalgamate the public and catholic systems, it would help to
eliminate administrative costs and find efficiencies. I think
that the War Room is also a tremendous waste of money,
especially considering the blunders that the war room
experienced in regards to the logo. This money could be
spent somewhere else and have a much larger impact. If the
government is telling public sector workers that their
salaries should be in line with what other provinces pay, I
think that we should also look at the salaries and living
allowances that MLAs in other provinces are paid to ensure
that Alberta is in line. Right now, Alberta MLAs make more
than MLAs in any other province.

Investing in affordable daycare will help to increase gender
equality and boost the economy. Families struggle to find child
care and women are forced to make difficult tradeoffs between
expensive child care and their careers. Oxfam claims if
childcare costs were reduced by 40 per cent it would see
150,000 women return to the workforce and boost Canada’s
GDP by $8 billion, or two per cent. In Quebec, which has an
affordable daycare program in place, not only has daycare
become affordable for families, but it has increased women’s
labour force participation, which helps with economic growth.

T8v

Education and Health

Look at how money is spent in upper administration levels.

T4R

Education and health services. Class sizes are increasing
and many children with special needs continue to rise.
ADHD, autism, dyslexia is prominent in classrooms and
there is not enough support for these children in a
classroom setting (in need of more teacher assistants and
teachers). Hospitals are filling up and hallways are filling
with beds instead of actual rooms.

Reduce speed "traps" in areas where there are low or no
records of accidents.

Proper funding of Education so that students are prepared to
make educated people creating jobs.
Decrease minimum wage and support small business growth.
Allows small business' to hire and expand.

T7Z

1) Overall, prevention focus programming sets us up best
for the future. This is applicable in both health, social
services and education. Too often we focus on things when
they have reached the 'problem' stage.
2)

I don't actually see finding savings as the answer - this just
passes the burden to municipalities or to the most
vulnerable. I think increasing revenue through a provincial
sales tax is the most responsible thing to do.
The War Room spending should also be cut - those dollars
can be reallocated back into communities.

Support education and ensure post-secondaries have what they
need to educate our future generations. Support social and
community based programs as these are key to maintaining an
Alberta as a desirable place to live. Stop fighting with the
federal government and other provincial government - this is
undermining our reputation and making us look ineffective. We
should be leaders not whiners.

T8N

In the area of Education, focus on supporting Public
Education(there is only one true public system).

Remove Catholic Education from Public funding as a first
step. This step in itself will create less Boards.

Focus on Tech Sector, support exploration of creating the
cleanest oil and gas in the World.

t8v

Charter schools, private institutions and the Catholic
education systems should all be funded on a user pay
system. Do NOT institute a Voucher system
Upgrading HW 40 for 25 miles south of the Wapiti( Grande
Prairie)

Education, teaching children to accept without critical
We should first get the energy sector back to work and use it to
thinking. Management in both Alberta Education and Alberta assist with technology jobs
health
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T8N

Education, Health and Infrastructure

This is the time to invest in priorities and keep our province
attractive as a place to live and do business. Through
difficult times more expenditures are necessary.

T8N

Education, Health and Infrastructure

This is the time to invest in priorities and keep our province
attractive as a place to live and do business. Through
difficult times more expenditures are necessary.

t5x

Education and Healthcare should ALWAYS be made a
spending priority.

Savings could be found by increasing taxes for the wealthy.

t4b

Education: metro school boards in particular need more
funding to help educate our future. Smaller classrooms and
more support for teachers (such as educational assistants)
are desperately needed... especially in the heavily complex
classrooms in metro boards.
PUT AND KEEP MONEY IN THE CLASSROOMS (student
supports, class size initiatives, quality teachers)

I don't believe there is a spending problem. I believe there is Innovation in new technologies to replace oil and gas, while
a revenue problem. Add a one per cent GST in order to fund supporting current oil and gas companies.
things like education properly and better prepare students
for the future.

T4R

LIFT teachers, PreK programming, field trip money, less
administration/building

I do think it is ridiculous that teachers have taken another
0%.
Health, Education (particularly languages), taking care of the corporate tax break, war room, ministry of red tape
most vulnerable in society, diversifying the economy

T3A

Health
Education
Climate change research and green technology

Eliminate subsidies that promote long term investment and
job creation in the oil and gas sector, while continuing to
support existing jobs in the sector.

Investments in education so teachers don't lose jobs and
students can continue to afford postsecondary education
pursuits. Infrastructure like roads and buildings. A sales tax
is now necessary to keep our province as an attractive place to
live. A deficit as a % of our GNP can be larger if we are
productive and have a growing economy. The negative position
of our government is destroying our viability as a province to
compete with others.
Investments in education so teachers don't lose jobs and
students can continue to afford postsecondary education
pursuits. Infrastructure like roads and buildings. A sales tax
is now necessary to keep our province as an attractive place to
live. A deficit as a % of our GNP can be larger if we are
productive and have a growing economy. The negative position
of our government is destroying our viability as a province to
compete with others.
Economic growth happens when we invest in our community,
creating more equal opportunities, increase overall income and
financial security by creating a system that spreads the wealth
to individuals (NOT CORPORATIONS), and in turn those
individuals will frequent businesses and spend more, thus
creating more economic growth and job creation opportunities.

I do not have thoughts on this

work to diversify the economy; invest in health care and
education (particularly languages, which will help diversity
markets), both K-12 and post-secondary - ensure equitable
access; support the arts (including film) and technology; make
Alberta a place where businesses will actually want to come
Job training, job retraining for mid-career professionals.
Support economic diversification, investment in green
technology.
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T5T

Focus spending on core functions. Life, safety, social
support, education (K-12), health. Also look at revenue.
You could reinstate the health care premium which might
prompt users to be more responsible in accessing the
health care system and implement a provincial sales tax
which allows consumers some say in their tax bill by the
spending decisions they make.

Since so many regions are trying to lure corporations
Effort should be spent to remove trade barriers within Canada
through tax cuts I believe this is no longer effective. With on- and with other world economies. Let's get our products (not
line processing corporations can easily move from location just oil and natural gas) moved to somewhere besides the USA.
Stop cutting jobs in public service unless the underlying
to location without have to uproot bricks and mortar. As a
result, they chase the cheapest tax rate and so I believe they program goes with it. Stop putting up disincentives for doctors,
health care workers, teachers to come to Alberta by making
just add the savings to their corporate funds and make no
statements that translate as "they are not valued here" and
effort to generate additional activity in the local economy.
Let the big corps pay there share. They make lots of money threatening to cut wages and eliminate jobs. If those jobs are
cut you'll just spend more on the social services side so keep
from local consumers.
them working and at least get some benefit for the money
spent. Conservatives have been talking about diversification
for 45 years in this province and have made little or no gains in
that direction. Set measurable goals for economic
diversification or forget about it altogether! Continue to
improve connectivity to other markets by continuing to improve
transportation corridors for trucks, trains, pipelines and air
cargo.

T2A

Core. Have a province wide consultation on Global warming,
invite both sides to give their arguments. (The pro side will
not show up if there are informed people to debate them
because it is all a big lie and they know it) stop wasting
money on Global warming nonsense and invest in clean
energies. Not solar or wind, they have proven to be
expensive and unreliable. (Nuclear, Hydro, and yes coal)

Stand up to these large unions, freeze their wages, they are
extremely well paid and compensated for what they do, if
they strike classify them as essential, if they still refuse,
replace them, if they illegally disrupt others ability to work,
arrest them and charge them. I am tired of being threatened
and blackmailed by big union. Unions should not be allowed
to spend money to push a political agenda, we have more
than enough social services, handouts only serve to enable
low expectations.

Lower Taxes, Red Tape, allow us to run our business without
Gov't interference. Make this a low tax profitable market and
you won't have to go out looking to attract business, they will
start/come on their own.

T2A

Diversify economic base
Maintain health care and supports for vulnerable

Consultants, war room,panels, oil and gas industry
giveaways

Tax breaks and initiatives for new and diverse industries
Invest in diversity in energy generation ( green, renewable etc
Keep people in all sectors employed
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T5W

T2S

T8W

T4A
t6h

Health, Education, and Social Welfare

1. efficiencies within each department
2. freeze on hiring provincial employees for one year...only
hire for essential positions within departments, if a vacancy
arises
3. hold all government workers' collective bargaining
agreements to a 2% increase for two years (including
government Ministers of all port-folios)
4. for all new project spending, ask these two questions:
a. is the project practical and feasible? (is it useful and can
we afford it?)
b. is this planned project good for Albertans? (a YES is
required to both questions, before any new spending is to
occur)
5. seek Federal Government rebates, shared costs on
projects, and any assistance being provided to other
provinces in our Confederation; Alberta has assisted many
fellow provinces, many times, during difficult economic or
natural disaster situations; as well as examine previous
Federal Government areas of responsibility within our
province that have been downloaded to us (maybe our
Federal Government can help us a little more with roads,
bridges, and other on-going infrastructure projects)
6. incentivize local projects within our Province (city, town
levels) by encouraging local governments to take on local
infrastructure projects with 50-60% Provincial
sharing...maybe we can encourage more "can-do" local
community spirit to plan and carry out the completion of
local needs)
7. create an Infrastructure Provincial Lottery for big-ticket
projects...like the new Calgary arena...so things like LRT,
bridges, ring roads, twinning highways, maintenance of
Provincial parks could be the recipients of the lottery
revenue....each year this IPL would focus and highlight one
project within the Province if the lottery is successful
I think maintaining support for the poor and vulnerable
All government employees should only have the same basic
shouldn’t have even been on the table. Just cruel and out of health benefits the rest of us get as a Canadians. Also, why
all the cuts to support programs while still allowing the same
touch.
amount of immigration.
Education
Education: less administrations (1 central office instead of 3
Health
in many areas: county, city, catholic)
Infrastructure
Health: so much waste and damaged equipment by poorly
trained staff
Infrastructure: better engineering and construction
Reducing wages for government employees at all levels
See above
Public Education, Clean energy initiatives, technology,
health care

1. get school districts involved in career re-training ...new
skills for our workers who have lost jobs in the oil industry, or
who just would like a change... so this involves using the
expertise (and creativity and innovation ideas, too) that is
already available across our Province (schools are a perfect
gathering place, within any community, to assist those with
their skills re-training, English as a Second language, and
discussing the needs of workers (young and old) within the
community); to assist schools in this regard, they may require
assistance in technology and technology access
2. continue to promote and support economic think tanks that
have fresh new ideas, that research where we are headed as a
Province, that may have contacts with other similar groups in
the World....again, incentives may provide the best "bang for
the buck"
3. work with B.C., and provinces eastward, to complete a
pipeline (fossil fuels are not obsolete, yet)...the pipeline can go
in any direction, as long as it provides access to a
marketplace...of course, we must respect our First Nations'
wishes (hopefully, to become partners) and we must respect the
environment (we need state-of-the art equipment that can be
controlled immediately, in the case of a spill)
4. provide incentives to university, college, NAIT/SAIT
graduates who stay in Alberta to apply their trade
(so...forgiveness of 3/4 of their school debt may be a start; we
need young, healthy, highly skilled Alberta workers...of course,
this idea would have to be costed out)
5. we need DELL, Amazon, for example, to choose Alberta for
their Western Canada operations....yes, this means tax cuts and
other incentives to draw them to our Province
6. keep our Provincial parks for the use of Albertans and world
travellers ...we have an amazing geography and rich cultural
history...maintain our promotion of tourism
7 reduce business and building regulations wherever
Helping to transition our industries to offset our carbon
emissions and start implementing greener ways to live that
start a more positive narrative instead of this dooms day
scenario Kenny seems to think is beneficial.
Stop taxing the small guy into poverty!
The carbon tax is just another tax. The revenue from the carbon
tax MUST be used for research and develop technology that will
reduce our carbon foot prints NOT just give the government
another source of income.
Reduce corporate taxes

by taxing bigger corporations and not giving tax breaks to oil focus on new emerging sectors and stop beating the oil and
and gas
gas drum.
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T6T

Healthcare. Quality of care is declining due to limited
funding.

T4J

Getting all the major projects on a reduced spending budget. Seriously cut salaries from top administrators in all sectors - Support new business opportunites in the private sector and
health, education, post-secondary, included. Cut expense
not within government.
When fiscal restraint is necessary there should be no
accounts from every MLA, including government
increases in budget - make do with what you are given.
representatives. If you can not afford the gas yourself you
shouldn't have the job.
Administration.
I think there is a mall sized building full of administrators. If Tax breaks for small business owners.
the government wants to find savings they should speak with
staff that work within the government and find the middle
management jobs that can be cut. I do not think front line
staff should be cut I think the problem is there are
"managers" in place that manage literally 3 staff. Those three
staff could easily be supervised by another manager and that
is one position cut right away and immediate savings.

t3b

Continue funding for feasibility study for Bow Basin Water
Management Options
Renegotiation of TransAlta modified operating agreement
during flood season for the Ghost Reservoir

T0H

Health
Education
Employment

This question is written in a biased way. I would prefer that By not taking away money from post-secondary education.
the government go further into debt than cut funding to
important services. There is also a way to get more money. I
would prefer to pay more in taxes. I would rather there be a
provincial carbon tax that ensures that the money stays in
Alberta, than through the federal carbon tax.

Cut MLA salaries and costs
Reinstitute corporate taxes on the most profitable corps.
Reduce costs of dental care and prescription drugs
Fire secretive, costly, non democratic boards

Diversify the economic drivers of the economy

Industry

work with the grassroots people
Local businesses
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T0G

1. Continuing to fight the federal carbon tax in court.
2. Getting our oil to port however we can.
3. Job creation strategies.

Savings can be found by cutting upper management
positions in Health Care, Education and most government
departments. A large part of why we have huge wait times in
the medical system and poor education results in schools is
because a large part of the dollars spent in these areas goes
to administration and management. Our government
departments need to be cut so money can be freed up to pay
down the debt and then pay for people in the field who
actually make a difference. The NDP government claims to
have created over 90,000 jobs during their time in office but
in reality all they did was add to the government. Cut some
cabinet positions, cut the salaries of the MLA's. Everyone
else in this province has had to take a pay cut and so should
every person in the Legislature. Another area where savings
can be found is in MLA's pensions and double dipping. Do
you honestly think that the work done deserves the kind of
payout that is given after someone leaves government? I
have no problem with fair compensation for a difficult job
and the sacrifice that comes with serving in political office
but I do have a problem with over compensation and
someone being paid for a job that is finished. Also, take a
look at every single government department and cut jobs
that are non-essential. Our town council managed to keep
us to a 1.5% tax increase this coming year by cutting some
administrative jobs and redistributing the work load. I believe
you need to start with MLA's salaries and benefits first so
people will see that you are not just about cutting but you all
are also willing to make the necessary sacrifices to get this
province out of debt.

Continuing to cut and keep tax rates low both corporately and
individually will help. Get rid of the hidden bracket creep that
was buried in the last provincial budget. Find new trading
partners that will invest in Alberta and buy the products we
have.
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t1h

I am deeply concerned that this government will limit or get
rid of PUF and Mild/Moderate funding. As a 17(1)

infrastructure

pipelines

trust that we WILL pay in the end
if these services are cut. I do believe service providers who
receive this funding need to be kept accountable some way,
but it's really not worth cutting here.
did you know that a large percentage of offenders have a
language delay or disorder? if we can support those with
language delays via early intervention, we build their
language skills, which builds their positive peer relations
and academic capacity, which in turn helps our economy.
The research behind early intervention is crystal clear. this
is certainly not an area to cut funding if we can help it!
The lowered daycare costs is also an important thing to
keep if we want to allow families to continue to work and
contribute to our economy.

T5A

t6w

education, infrastructure, innovation, retention of trained
staff

by empowering and supporting well trained staff to find
effective work life balance and get back to work while on
medical leave rather than continuing to create a toxic work
environment where people cannot come back to.
Helping young learners with special needs early on so that
they can then reintegrate into a regular classroom and not
require individualized supports through out their whole
education.
Creating incentives for people without jobs to want to work
rather than get comfortable on welfare programs, including
doing some work (life cleaning the streets) before receiving
monthly income support.
Education, healthcare, initiatives to mitigate climate change, Eliminate the corporate tax cuts, eliminate the energy war
diversify economy
room

by not cutting all the supports to education and creating more
programs to address young learners needs and smaller
classrooms for these learners.

Support diversification of economy in the province (we are not
just oil and gas), support innovation, support higher education,
engage in the clean/green economy growth opportunities

T6X

Public education, Healthcare

Corporate tax

Investing in renewable energy

T2J

Innovation, PUBLIC education, higher education, health
care. You may remember them. It’s the ones you cut.

Remove your blinders. Your “tax savings” cuts to innovation
helped drive new tech companies to B.C. While O&G is an
important part of our provinces present and future, it is just
that, a PART. The single mindedness of the governments
agenda is maddening in how short sighted and stifling it is to
the prosperity of all Albertans.

T2a

Environment and sustainability
Province branding

War room - cut it. Countless biased panels that have
predetermined outcomes - cut them. 200k a year twitter
propagandist - cut him. Place back failed corporate tax rate
in line with the rest of Canada. Trickle down is a figment of
your imagination that has proven time and time again it
doesn’t work.
Maybe it’s time for a 3% provincial sales tax. Those who
spend more pay more.
Development of new neighbourhoods requiring further
infrastructure
Restructuring of drug formulary to cover the same drugs but
employ more rigorous restrictions

Diversification
Investment in tech
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T8N

Spend on much needed projects such as Road and
infrastructure maintenance to employ people while
improving our province.
Retraining people to work on sustainable energy projects

Stop giving tax breaks to big business. Collect taxes that are
owed
Reduce management positions in healthcare, education,
government and redirect funds to frontline services

T0M

Diversifying the Alberta economy, environmental
sustainability, education, and healthcare.

t3g

the basics only. province is broke, until we can get more
pipelines built and drilling starts again. Not firing people
but a small pay cut and reduction of sick days similar to
private sector. Fire calgary city council to reduce spending
that they are unwilling to do.
It is essential that people are able to find work, if not, they
will leave.
Job creation must happen and soon.
(Massive cuts to post secondary education are a frightening
step backwards.)

By stopping government handouts to large corporations! We By focusing on supporting and developing local economies let them get away with too much!
value added initiatives to the resources and commodities that
we grow here.
salaries, small pay cut across the board. No sweetheart
Start alberta cpp, police, tax collection. get out of every federal
deals for friends.
program. withhold amount equal to equalization until formula
is changed.

T2S

It is important that our oil gets to market but we also need
urgently to diversify in a meaningful way.

T5W

T3K
T2S

Abolish public and separate school systems. There is far too Any way it can.
much bureaucracy.
Give incentives to young entrepreneurs and investors.
Get behind emerging technologies.
There must be more efficient delivery systems within the
We are the sunlight Capital of Canada. Lets get solar working
public service. Ask the people who work there what are the for us.
time wasters? What is unnecessary?
Find new markets. Buy local rather than importing.
Contract out whenever money can be saved, while ensuring
standards do not drop.

Just be bold and bring in a sales tax.
Decreasing red tape everywhere in government processes.
Make it easier for Albertan's to get things done. Make
decisions (ie. construction projects) that get it done as quick
as possible at the lowest cost - don't extend projects for 3
years to maintain access.
As an AISH recipient, please protect the current income
Sick leave for health & education ministers, cut it by a day or
exemption and AISH amount levels.
two a year per person
Build spring bank reservoir to prevent flood and associated Reduce bureaucracy
damage in Calgary and sorrounding areas.
Education, diversification of our economy, reduce
environmental impacts and creating jobs.

Focus on projects such as road maintenance, infrastructure
upgrades and projects such as the super lab that was shut
down. Keep people employed working on these projects
Focus on renewable energy projects
Encourage IT projects, companies to set up in the province

The government should invest in new industries to create jobs
in Alberta. Also, take a hard stance to get our oil to everyone in
Canada and sending some abroad. Canada needs to stop
importing oil, support our own people while also continuing to
diversify our economy.
Get people with developmental disabilities in the trades
By building spring bank reservoir you’ll great jobs and add a
high speed train to Edmonton which will make Alberta even
more competitive as western Canada’s centre.
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T5Z

healthcare, education, social services as your top three as
these are there to protect Albertans.
Next would be infrastructure investments as these help to
put people to work. It is okay for government to manage
debt, if that debt is used to directly keep Albertans working
and continue to build a strong society. Government MUST
show leadership and it SHOULD NOT EVER BE based on
ideology alone. You are the government for all Albertans,
not a select few who agree with your ideology.

Dismantle the war room. It is an utter failure and waste of
money. Fire Twitter troll Wolfe. There is no need for a
government to be confrontational with its citizens. You are
accountable to ALL Albertans, not just those that agree with
you. Impose a one time wage roll-back of 1%, followed by
two years of 0%, followed by a 1% raise. This will sound like
an increase in year 4, but you are at risk of losing the most
talented people willing to work for the public service. The
public service keeps the province strong, yet it is constantly
attacked as being an unnecessary cost. These are the people
that will make your government successful. Reward them for
helping you get the job done. There is literally nothing the
Premier can demand that can get done without the public
service. He should embrace and value them, not attack them
repeatedly, as he likes to do.

T2S

DIVERSIFICATION
FLOOD MITIGATION
STREAMLINING SERVICES

-REVIEWING COMPENSATION OF PROVINCIAL EMPLOYEES -KEEP TRYING TO DIVERSIFY THE ECONOMY
-ELIMINATING DUPLICATION OF WORK AND INCREASING
-GIVE MORE INCENTIVES TO START SMALL BUSINESSES IN
EFFICIENCIES
ALBERTA TO AVOID BRAIN DRAIN

T2S

Flood mitigation

Don't look for savings at the expense of employment in
Social Services - share the pain fairly with a SALES TAX

T2N

It is not through blanket tax cuts. Trickle down does not work
and have never worked. High taxes can slow investment, but
low taxes do not mean investment. It simply doesn't work that
way. Embrace the energy sector as a sector, not as a fossil
fuels only club, but as a larger diverse industry. Support
international market development, but also embrace and
expand renewable energy with the same vigour as fossil fuels.
This will show a more balanced approach that will help to
increase investment. Figure out a way to eliminate the deep
discounts the Americans get for our oil. This has cost Albertans
billions of dollars. Look to what Norway did and make the
difficult decision that the oil and gas in the ground are nonrenewable, yet owned by Albertans, so save. You missed
opportunities in the past because of lobbying. Invest directly,
with tax breaks that get better as companies expand. Don't start
with 'lowest taxes', create incentives to have taxes tied to
performance where the more jobs created result in lower tax
levels. Why shoot for 8%, when you can provide incentives for
companies to move from 10% to 8% based on how many jobs
and wealth they create for the province.

Pay more to doctors, nurses and teachers.

Promote infrastructure projects like Springbank Off-stream
Reservoir.
I think that the government needs to look at the flood
Stop expenses for government officials. Cut back on travel
Start supporting the film industry again with tax incentives,
resiliency projects for Calgary. I live in 17(1)
and I am and hosting so that we can keep the services Albertans need rather than the foreign oil companies who are not doing much
for the economy. Alberta has a good reputation in the film
still paying for the emotional and physical cost of the 2013 in education and health care.
industry. Please do not ruin it. It is also another way to diversify
flood. If you don't think the costs are still going on, then you
our economy.
do not know how this flood affected individuals, businesses,
communities, and the municipal government. If we have
another flood like 2013 or worse, the social and economic
costs will be even greater. Please fund the flood projects.
This would also provide jobs for Calgarians and Albertans.

T2A

support for the sick the poor and the elderly

increasing corporate income tax and tax on the rich

T2N

Flood mitigation in YYC along the bow and elbow rivers.
unsure
Diversification of our labour market - knowing that we need
to move towards green energy, education programs and job
training to take those currently employed/trained in oil and
gas and train them on renewable energies.

invest in small business.
above
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T1K

Human Services
-health
-education
-addiction
Unemployment. Crime and punishment for criminals.
Holding judges accountable for letting them back on the
streets. Revamp the older holding facilities and reopen them

oil and gas

new industry and markets in alignment with the global climate

Refuse to transfer one more cent to Ottawa. Examine the
spending of provincial money in every town and city. No
new pensions and golden hand shakes for any government
workers. Cut the nurses and everyone else who works .6
shifts then pick up the other days which pay time and a half
and double time. Hire more to work straight days. Get rid of
the multiple "Managers" managing managers. Examine the
records of every school board every hospital every
government identify waste and corruption an fire the culprits.

Hire by contract. Get rid of the long term chaff in government
teachers, politicians government workers etc. hire without the
golden pensions younger cheaper more skilled workers.
Support small local farmers. Fix the deteriorating roads.

Education, Healthcare, AISH, support/harm reduction for
addictions, post secondary
Health care and Education.

cut corporate handouts, stop corporate tax breaks

EDUCATION, HEALTHCARE

T3E

Arts and Culture - an underrated service in Alberta.

Implementing a provincial tax.

T0H

Health Care
Education
Research and Development to diversify the economy

T9m

T3E
T8N
T1W

Encourage more family practice doctors to stop the hospitals
from being overloaded.
Not necessarily in priority:
Privatizing health care departments, wherever possible, to
Infrastructure - keep roadways in top shape, for safety, as
shorten wait times (eg) clinics for specialty services (hip
well as tourism in the south and oil industry in the north
replacement, hemorrhoidectomy, hernia surgery, etc, etc)
Goal- directed spending with accountability for reaching
Encourage charter schools, religious schools, and home
goals to money spent. Every project and initiative must have schooling, to reduce the bloated expenditures in public
clearly defined goals in order to measure effectiveness.
schooling (with much better outcomes for students)
Reward efficiency instead of “spending the entire budget to
get the same $$ plus increase” in next budget - seriously,
that MUST STOP.

Quality of life supports and services that make Alberta a
great place to live - education, health, social supports,
transit, green initiatives.

I am not adverse to a sales tax so more teachers and nurses
can be hired.
Eliminate/lower green taxes, gas taxes, hotel taxes, gas
revenue royalties. Open up commodities to competition by
cancelling marketing boards. Encourage free trade with all
other provinces.

Offer more grants and opportunities for non-profits to host
internships to give students a chance of having relevant work
experience on their resumes.
Make cuts to the budget to the legislature. Government think Research and Development to diversify the economy.
Work on interprovincial relationships to build infrastructure
tanks are part of the wages of MLAs
such as pipelines.
We should be refining our own oil.
Value added industries. We should be adding jobs not
exporting our undeveloped resources
Cancel the "war room", and stop the "get rid of the red tape" Stop cutting funding to baseline services. It won't help the
initiatives, which don't seem to be accomplishing much.
economy overall to also attack education, social services, and
Instead of focusing solely on expenses, this province must
health, all which are strong employment sectors in our
take a hard look at revenues, and consider, once and for all, province. The oil and gas industry is going through massive
upheaval -let's lose the mentality of "if oil and gas is hurting, we
what every economist has said is needed and would be
effective...1) a provincial sales tax, and 2) put back a carbon all have to hurt" and instead bolster the rest of the province by
supporting viable future industries such as renewable energy,
levy that we have control over - it's not going anywhere
research and development, sustainable transportation, tourism,
federally and it's sound environment and fiscal policy.
food and agriculture, technology, just to name a few. We have
to move beyond our "oil and gas" tunnel vision for the sake of
our province and everyone who lives in it. Other places have
been through this (think coal industry, fisheries, manufacturing
shut downs).
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T6J

Focus on our young people, which are our future. Fund our
schools and healthcare system properly. A well educated,
healthy population is our best way to ensure a bright future
for the province. Ensure quality public schooling is available
to all
children and keeping tuition at all post-secondary education
institutions (including technical and academic schools) at
an affordable price to ensure we have qualified workers for
all fields of employment to diversify our economy.

Institute a provincial or harmonized sales tax as all other
provinces do to ensure that the government has the funds to
take care of it’s responsibilities (education, health,
policing, etc.) Remove funding to private schools. In these
times of economic restraint, if people have money to send
their children to private schools that is their privilege, but
the government should not be funding these schools to run
completion to the public system we are already paying for.
Get rid of the war room (Canadian Energy Centre) and work
with the rest of Canada and the world to move forward in a
more environmentally sustainable manner. Reinstate the
previous corporate tax rate for business so they help pay for
their share of the responsibility to the province.

Recognize that the world has changed and we can no longer
rely on oil and gas alone for prosperity so we need to figure out
ways to support other emerging industries, such as offering
specific tax credits and support at international trade shows.

T2S

Flood mitigation for Calgary area.
Taking care of the underprivileged, including the mentally
and physically challenged, seniors, and healthcare.
Infrastructure for cities, towns, and rural settings.
Arts for the masses.

Administration in healthcare has absolutely exploded in the
past couple of decades. Surely we don't need so many
managers...?

Financial incentives for businesses, particularly small
businesses in urban settings.

t6r

If you cut too deeply, you will create deficits in social and
physical infrastructure. There is no reason why a province
as wealthy as Alberta can't look after people / provide
support to those in need.

If government is going to reduce the size of the public
service, start with those who have are already eligible for a
full pension.

Diversification - especially those new sectors that build on
existing expertise/capacity.

T2s

And invest in diversification - the invisible hand isn't always
effective.
Health care and education.
Stop giving large oil companies extra money so they can
turn around and then fire employees. Higher taxes large
companies. Provincial service tax.

Raise minimus wage. Studies show a higher minimum wage
helps local economies. Put more money into health care,
understaffed hospitals and fewer clinics means more sick time
taken from work
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T3E

Public Education
Health
Social Services
Transportation and Infrastructure

1. Combine Public and Catholic education systems to a
Public system only - it is not necessary for two systems that
create redundancy and double spending, let alone the
prioritization of a religious system that excludes a significant
number of Albertans.

1. Education - make upgrading and upskilling opportunities
easily accessible and affordable to Albertans that are open to
changing their focus mid-career. We have an opportunity to
create a knowledge economy and skill base in Alberta that will
attract industry over time.
2. Work to attract new industries and sectors to Alberta outside
2. Invest in preventative measures for vulnerable
of oil and gas. New industries need to see opportunity to
populations, including mental health supports, housing, and develop with appropriately skilled workers (thus the need to
services. The up-front costs to proactively deal with
fund education now to have the workforce necessary for the
challenges some Albertans are facing are far less than the
future) and openness to innovation. A cutting-edge industry is
reactive costs associated with policing, corrections, medical less likely to want to establish themselves if the culture of the
costs, etc. Let's work to deal with the root of the problem,
province continues to push "old-school" ideas.
not just run after the much more expensive symptoms. The 3. Push tourism to Alberta - this will help with job creation and
ROI and savings on proactive spending have been proven
money infusion in the short(er) term and also create stronger
repeatedly and reputable non-profit organizations in Alberta ties to the province for the longer term.
can provide that data.
3. Cut the War Room initiative - it is both unnecessary
spending that borders unethical, it is supporting an industry
that is no longer the answer to Alberta's future. Oil and gas
can be part of the solution, but by continuing to position it as
the salvation, it reinforces a false narrative and characterizes
Alberta as out-of-touch. More progressive industries and
educated people will not opt to live and thrive in Alberta.

t0l

Justice
Education
Healthcare

War room
Stop lying to the people and costing us money. Auditing the
CBE is dumb when it just happened. The government s
reaction is uncouth to their reaction; as is the governemnt's
pointless fight with the municipalities.
IF the government wants to kill elected officials do it. Kill the
MGA.

PST would make sense as the corporate business cut cost jobs
as did the rest of the budget
So far the budget has accomplished none of its priorities.
-Jobs were lost not gained, the cuts are causing more jobs to
go as well.
-The lies and deception of the government has had an
extremely negative effect on jobs as well. Education was cut
not maintained. UCP guarantees aren't worth the toliet paper
they are written on.
-All albertans have been directly affectted in a negative way by
the budget.
-The war room has been such a joke that it has hurt ALberta's
interest. TMX opposition has gone up nation wide.
The budget should apparently do the exact opposite of what
you did last time.

T2S

Reducing the debt is very important, of course. But a major
priority remains - to complete necessary flood prevention
projects in the Calgary area for both rivers. We remain at
considerable annual risk of major flooding. Your
government is aware of this problem. Should a flood occur
without such protection in place, the backlash would be
enormous.

Sadly, substantial savings will likely have to come from
salaries and agreements with government staff, health care
professionals, teachers and other "big-ticket" wage
allocations. Major projects can proceed, but only with very
careful planning and financial project management. We need
to carefully monitor our limited public funds.

I believe there is a role for provincial support in job creation,
but it must be tied to clear measurable criteria (similar to post
secondary funding). We cannot afford boondoggles of public
money being wasted on pie-in-the-sky proposals. Choose
carefully and/or get help making funding decisions. Economic
growth is mandatory.
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T2S

Flood mitigation for downtown Calgary. Protect businesses
from the devastating effects of the 2013 flood. New
Saddledome is now also squarely in the flood area as well.

Roll back public union wages. AEUR is a major cash drain.
AHS has been eating tax payer money for years. allow and
support more private healthcare alternatives.

cut taxes

T6E

Infrastructure repair and upgrades.
Education
Reduce spending.. Reduce Civil Servant staff as NDP hired
like drunken sailors, knowing they would not be in Office to
suffer consequences

Ask your front-line employees.

Infrastructure repairs and upgrades

Alta has 400% more farm veh registered per farm than any
other Prov in Canada. That mean that NOT ONE cent of
income tax was paid on these luxury veh, like Cadillac and
Porsch SUV displaying farm plates. In addition they get GST
refunded Before NDP days the Govt started to look a this
problem and DID eliminate the 13 cent per litre refund to
Farmers however the Premier of the day said, IT IS OUR
WAY TO SUBSIDIZE THE FARMERS without the Americans
finding out. I will be speaking to my MLA shortly on this
matter BUT a year from now, IF nothing has been done to
correct this abuse, I plan to inform the USA authorities and
watch the Border close to Alta. products. If corrected, it will
increase millions of dollars in revenue for Govt. FARM
plates should only be on veh transporting the product
produced on farm and in other Prov. allow ONLY one veh.
per farm to have farm subsidized plates.

Revamp the spending and waster created by NDP and THIS will
result in economic growth. Reduce the empire building in
Govt. ie Emergency Management Alberta is a waste of money
in present form and was created by Military people, who are
masters at building empires but absolutely no idea how to
deliver a quality product. The Fort Mac fire was a true example
of the EMA being a complete waster of time and peddled lots of
BS to media/

-Eliminate the UCP war room (Canadian Energy Center)
-Corporate welfare/ tax cuts should be reversed

By funding innovation/ research such that people in Alberta
own the Intellectual Property rights to novel green
technologies.

Stop giving tax cuts to corporations. Collect more and better
manage orphan well dollars. Stop going to Europe and
staying at 5 star hotels. Stop paying Matt Wolf to harass
people online. A Matt Wolf salary could pay for multiple entry
social workers that are trying to find a job in their field. Stop
funding the Canadian Energy Centre. They have made way
too many rookie mistakes that are not helping our
international image as a professional and forward place to
bring business too - oil or otherwise.

Yes in more diversified fields. Not just oil and gas. the Canadian
Energy Centre and corporate tax cuts are not working. more
people now are out of work and even more are worried about
their jobs. Retail spending is awful and indicates the bad job
that the government priorities are going to only harm Albertans.

T1J

T2J

T2J

T6M

Increase spending to advanced education, research, and
innovation. We need to develop novel technologies and
diversify our industry in order to maximize our hold of the
rising green economy. Alberta Innovates funding should be
increased.
Education and Research. No money to private and less
money to religious schools and institutions. more to public
boards. More money to government led research into health
and agriculture. Diversify this economy.

Calgary Flood Mitigation. Finish the Springbank Dry Dam. It Education & Health Care administration. Cut middle and
is critical infrastructure necessary to protect the City of
upper management. It will not impact front line services.
Calgary. Do not delay !!!
EDUCATION which you did the exact opposite.
Wasting time with environment vs pipeline

Tear down inter-provincial trade barriers. The Canadian
economy could grow by 4% if we had free trade WITHIN
Canada.
Education investment its so obvious

The priorities for me are the Springbank reservoir flood
It could find savings in civil service departments by
mitigation project, education, and police and fire services.
investigating work efficiency within each department.
All of these are critical for every Calgarian.
Healthcare, education, and assisting vulnerable persons
corporate taxation
such as Alberta Works, AISH, subsidized daycare (seems to
be the LAST thing on this current government's list)

By revisiting and revamping regulatory procedures which I
understand are one of the biggest holdups to business initiative
action.
by supporting education and retraining, and looking at options
past Oil & Gas
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T2s

Flood Mitigation
Economic diversification

Limit tax breaks to companies who provide no firm
commitment to invest locally
Get rid of the war room

More support for innovation and entrepreneurial programs

T0l

Attracting other business to Alberta and Calgary in
particular Diversification is important as I do t think the oil
industry is coming back to Alberta
Attracting other business to Alberta and Calgary in
particular Diversification is important as I do t think the oil
industry is coming back to Alberta
Education

Cbe. This group of trustees need to be removed and an
investigation into how school money is spent

Economy and jobs including infrastructure spending
especially roads
Need to invest in agriculture who need help right now

Administration of Health Care
Alberta MP travel and spending and pensions with more
video conferencing
Oversee City Mayors and council fiscal accountability
No RCMP and form an Alberta police force prioritizing real
crime not cash cow tickets
A made in Alberta pension plan not Federal
A government tax built into vehicle registration and licensing
Non residence tourists fee in Provincial Parks because they
will visit the Parks anyways and we will then collect revenue
from non Albertans for gate admission and camping fees,
etc.

Promote Alberta as a great place to do business. Lower taxes.
Good housing.
Support the movie industry with financial incentives
Promote Alberta as a great place to do business. Lower taxes.
Good housing.
Support the movie industry with financial incentives
Continue to support advanced education, particularly dual
credit and apprenticeship programs for high school students.
These programs help students transition successfully from
high school to advanced education, and help and encourage
them to get the education they'll need to move our economy
forward.
Need to invest in the orphan well reclamation projects until we
get more pipeline and energy projects approved for jobs
Need to invest in Tech companies for the future
Need to convert to some natural gas powered vehicles for
environment concerns

T0l

T2J

T4H

Cbe. This group of trustees need to be removed and an
investigation into how school money is spent
Keep government-paid wages reasonable.
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T1H

The government should focus on Education and Health
Care. Education is the foundation for our next generation.
Schools are already struggling with budget concerns.
Inclusion added children with complex needs. Time is being
taken away from active instruction to deal with "behaviours"
that arise because of this. Smaller class sizes and the
addition of Educational Assistants, Councilors and Making
Connections workers are key to a successful school for all
students.
For the last 3 summers we have had to use the emergency
room at our local hospital for an extended period and then
required addition follow up care. The wait times are
incredible LONG! Some services we have had to drive to
Calgary for and it is very frustrating to be told they are doing
the best they can.

I do not agree with the current cuts in the areas of education
and health care. I feel that many projects could be put on
hold for a period or 2-5 years. Projects that are slated to
begin in the next year could be postponed for a short period
of time.

With all the cuts in services and an uncertain job future I can
not spend on nonessentials. I have had a 2 percent increase in
pay in the last 5 years and each year property taxes, utilities,
food, insurance, etc goes up. Each year we have less money to
spend on helping the economy grow!

Health care
Education
Early learning
Mental health
Environment No pipelines new initiatives other than oil and
gas

No war rooms
No corporate handouts
Implement a PST
Invest in public health/early intervention
Collect taxes from oil companies

Innovate energy industry-faze out oil and gas over time but
think ahead and promote alternative energy solutions

1. Education supports
2. Health Care
3. Maintenance of infrastructure
4. Job creation
Investments, especially infrastructure and technology, that
increase market access, decrease costs and/or improve
efficiency.

Put a limit on how much can be spent while traveling for
government business. i.e. plane tickets can only cost x
amount. Cheaper transportation means should be picked
first.
Reduce waste
Reduce fraud
Implement something like the Texas Performance Review
(see link)
https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2013/07/thesecret-to-cutting-government-waste-savings-by-a-thousandcuts/277458
Bold, decisive action
Reduce barriers to lower cost private sector services, e.g.
private schools that have lower per-student costs
Increase taxation on big business, implement a PST

Support infrastructure and education so people are not afraid to
spend the time and money completing a post secondary
program.

Get rid of the supervisors/managers who have had
complaints against them. surprise home visits to those living
on welfare. Many live with spouses and collect welfare
illegally. Get rid of the opiate/methadone programs where
the govt pays to keep people high.

In Alberta it’s the oil. When oil does well, every other sector
does well. Get other major companies to alberta. Reduce costs
of child care. The #1 barrier for families for returning to the
work force is the inability to find affordable child care. It’s also
hard now that insurance costs and tuition has gone up so
drastically.

Both of these have been classified as essential services and
I feel this is where the money should be going.

T1K

T9H

T2W

T6T

Increased Health Care and Education

T5x

Employment. Children. Medical

Help and suppport small business
PST

Streamline regulations
Defend and promote Alberta industries and regulatory
jurisdiction
Opt out of federal program like CPP and RCMP - keep the
headquarters and the jobs in Alberta
Reduce taxes
Avoid subsidizing gimmicky, virtue signaling industries

Diversify and invest in the future (ie tech), not the past (ie oil)
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T8H

Getting rid of the oil room or whatever it’s called, and quit
bailing out failing companies .. we can’t afford that. Make
oil companies accountable to pay their taxes like every other
Albertan has to!! Food prices are through the roof!! None
of us can middle class can afford it either, but we pay our
taxes.
properly funding education and healthcare (reverse your ill- scrap the war room, it is a waste of money, eliminate the "job
thought out cuts), increasing access to publicly funded
creation tax cut" which has created zero jobs, companies
education and healthcare, poverty reduction and harm
have taken the money and run
reduction such as the safe consumption sites, which have
many long term savings such as to the health care system,
let alone people's lives and family members

Concentrate on creating and supporting new innovations. It’s
up to you to create something new, you’re the government.
Forget about oil for now and find something new!

T8R

Health Seniors Benefits

Cut management positions in all sectors

Help small business

T2T

Positive message to the world's investment community that
Alberta has a stable environment. That means not only our
educated workforce but also a city that won't be held
hostage by the potential flooding.

Mobilize early-retired people whose wisdom and time can be
applied to more than bridge and golf. Just as the airport use
"white-hatters", other departments can brain storm on how
to creatively extend the "white-hatters" concept to use earlyretired expertise to cut expenses.

T7N

Seniors, persons with disabilities and health care

T0B

Education and Health

T5R

Education, social supports, affordable housing.

T2S

protection of Calgary from the next flood

health care

Put money into education ... Early childhood education is the
biggest bang for the government buck !!!
Maintain well paying middle-class jobs that serve the public
good. Foster problem solving and pragmatism in public
servants so that they are helpful when supporting
entrepreneurs and business owners as they navigate
government regulations. Implement transparent processes and
release data that allows the private sector to confidently make
decisions and innovate.
reduce red tape ( see what is happening in the US )

T0M

Education, healthcare, environment

Higher tax for high earners

Movie industry credits, solar power and green energy

T9C

PEOPLE - education - all levels, healthcare, social services, Tax breaks to big business, corporate loopholes and high
mental health support, subsidized daycare
paid executives

T1X

Healthcare, education, you know the important things! not
ways to save the failing oil industry.

support k-12 and post secondary education; stop making cuts
to programs, this has only eliminated jobs

An educated workforce is required to attract companies to
Calgary. Cross train more technical people in Information
Technology. Instead of watching Netflix, revive the old
PARTICIPACTION campaign to get people into communities to
teach/learn coding. Not just the kids, also the unemployed
oil/gas professionals and the early-retired. We all need to learn
the languages of the future.
How about closing facilities like McCullough Centre whereby Focus on creating new jobs for Albertans, not immigrants.
the facility is not at full capacity, staff outnumber the
residents, no success stats and our government invested 6+
million dollars for and administration building!
Cut wages for political pensions and elected officials
spending !!
Healthcare procurement. Taxing international resource
extraction companies.

Lower the cost of post-secondary and provide more support to
youth entering the work force, support small business owners
and more financial support to smaller communities
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T2S

T2S

T8V

The government of Alberta should be prioritizing budget
money to support flood mitigation projects in and around
Calgary.

Reduce size of government.

Budget 2019 saw a serious reduction in the Alberta
Community Resilience Program funding allocation for
Calgary, and no money budgeted to proceed to the next step
of the Bow River reservoir project.
This is unacceptable and proper amount of funds need to be
allocated to flood mitigation, in order to ensure that
Calgarians are protected from the next flooding.
Helping to diversify the economy and not just putting money Dissolve the 'War Room.' Quit funding private schools with
into oil and gas; supporting the most vulnerable members of tax breaks. Adapt a sales tax.
Alberta such as people on AISH; Building the Springbank
Dam before we incur the costs of flood damage again.
GPS Tracking of all criminals in Alberta. A provincial
Community Impact Statement (CIS) should be in front of
every judge when they sentence a criminal. Allow the
criminal an opportunity for reduced sentences if they leave
the province.

Support the oil sands and pipeline sectors

Encourage the tech industry and innovation programs in related
areas.

Scales of Economy: Currently there is redundant services
Stop importing finance & insurance from other provinces.
being provided by NGOs throughout Alberta. Their funding Those are good-paying jobs which should be going to
derived partly by Municipalities, but in large part by
Albertans.
Provincial Grants. The province needs to reduce all Grants
Refine all products in Alberta: We ship cows to the US, and
to Municipalities, so the Municipalities learn to live within
import meat. We ship grain and import cereal. We ship oil and
their own financial capability. I see Municipalities empirebuilding, based on their own agendas, rather than for the law- import plastics. We need to regrow, rebuild and redesign 'Made
abiding citizens.
in Alberta'. Alberta AAA Beef once meant something.
Stop all food imports not labelled in primarily english, and
secondary french. It would create a demand for for ethnic food
stocks, which would allow locals to develop and grow that
market

T8H

t9h

Keeping jobs, making GOA more efficient, holding wages to Savings are to be had by not allowing GOA workers to take
small increments.
GOA vehicles home. Many GOA employees drive 30-60
minutes every day to and from the office/work with GOA
vehicle, others live out of the City center by up to an hour
each way, using GOA fuel, increasing maintenance and
servicing costs.
Healthcare and education should always be a priority for the Top-heavy programs, bonuses for executives, physician
governments budget. These are two things that should
billing/wage reduction, higher taxation for corporations.
never be determined by the economy. People still get sick in
boom or recession.
HEalthcare, affordable childcare and Education
by collecting all current outstanding traffic fines, cutting
support to all large corporations (tax breaks) and reducing
Public servants like City councilors, deputy ministers and
from Family doctors (by regulating and better inspecting
their work). Many many doctors are there to count how many
people they see, but do not help them... there i no follow up
there is no one to verify that x or y doctor is actually doing
his work properly. Create "inspector" jobs and hunt these
useless doctors that are sucking dry the healthcare system.

Do not lay off UNA, ATA or Public Sector workers. Reduce by
retirements.

Support social programs, proper safe staffing levels in health
care, embrace new technologies. Stop supporting the
corporations and support essential services (health care and
education)
monetary and tax break incentives; supporting better
educational institutions that teach innovative careers and work
to diversify our economy and money sources. Oil will not be
there forever and we need to exploit other sources of energy;
cleaner and more sustainable. Let's be the first on innovative
ways to produce energy, to reduce gas emissions, to reduce
waste. Let's make our society more responsible and more
educated.
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t3b

Affordable childcare for all families
Sustainable funding for schools

Corporate tax cuts

Diversify from reliance on oil and gas
Support universities
Training programs for unemployed individuals
Make life more affordable for everyday Albertans. Do not cause
uncertainty within the economy and the workforce by making
reckless cuts, threatening massive job losses across the public
sector, and transferring costs to school boards and
municipalities; which to the taxpayer merely result in higher
fees and taxes from a different level of government. The GoA
should respect signed contracts even if they were negotiated
and signed by your predecessor; so that external entities that
contract with the government have certainty that doing
business with and making agreements with the government is
not risky. Prospective employers can create jobs and build in
infrastructure in Alberta knowing the government live up to
their word and will not renege on agreements.

T6M

Making life more affordable for Albertans; allowing
Albertans to participate in the workforce. This includes
public transit that is robust and affordable. This includes
child care that is affordable and accessible in large and in
small communities -- and subsidized for those who could
otherwise not afford it. This includes transportation options
between rural communities and the large municipalities.
This means not reducing funding or transferring costs from
the province onto municipalities and school boards. "Death
by a thousand cuts" which leads to higher school fees,
larger class sizes, and higher municipal taxes are having a
devastating impact on Albertans, on the economy, and on
prospective employers' decisions about whether to hiring
more employees.

Eliminate useless (and purely political) government-funded
entities like the so-called "War Room" and the Red Tape
Reduction ministry. Not go back on signed contracts -- like
the Oil-by-Rail contract and contracts with labour unions -which result in wasteful court costs and paying penalties to
get nothing in return. Reign-in the premier's excessive
travelling to eastern Canada, Europe, and the United States.

T5K

Health care and Public Education

If the government implemented a system t verify that people I don't know
using the Alberta Health care system actually live in Alberta
at least 6 months of the year, you would find that thousands
of people do not qualify as residents and just come here for
medical care, You would save millions

T3E

Health care and education

By reversing tax cuts

Providing incentives for diversifying the economy like
funding/grants for Green energy and technology businesses

T4C

1. Education
2. Research and development into new technologies to
make this province an energy hub. Not just focussing on
one sector.
3. Small businesses- successful small businesses
increases financial diversity and provides us with some
revenue capacity. should they
4. If you're in need of a revenue stream and you are taxing
large emitters, please charge me in a carbon tax. I have NO
problem contributing to the solution by taxing me.
Seriously. I emit pollution as well and I would like to help
the oil and gas industry be successful.

1.Grandfather out subsidies to large companies who should
be able to factor from their profits how to sustain their
operations through good and bad times. They have been
operating for over 100 years and should have a handle on
their own spending and operations. Why should other
industries have to freeze their spending if these guys don't
have to?
2. Look at education and healthcare boards and see if some
trimming can be done there.
3. Ensure that any and all resource industry has a full cost
financing cycle so that they can handle clean up like they are
suppose to. In the eyes of the consumer, this will go a long
way to trusting these companies.

1. Taxes
2. Redistribute revenue into high tech, low carbon technologies
3. Diversify our economy
4. Ensure companies have enough capital or reserves to be
able to handle boom and bust economy if that's how we're
going to stay
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T6C

Health and education and social programs. What kind of
society are we if we don't care for our citizens regardless of
socio-economic status? That includes making sure they are
properly educated.
Infrastructure construction and maintenance also pays off
now, in terms of jobs, and in the long run (in terms of having
infrastructure already in place when growth returns rather
than paying a premium when rushing to catch up).

Cut the War Room - there's $30M of unaccountable money
saved right there. It isn't the government's role to advocate
on behalf of a profitable private sector industry. Stop funding
panels and town halls design to give your government the
answer it wants.
There are two ways to balance a budget - quit ignoring the
revenue side! Get our taxes in line with other provinces and
you'd be surprise how the spending and deficit problems go
away.

T4X

Getting the people back to work and keeping the
unemployment rate as low as possible.
I think the Alberta Government needs to focus on
maintaining to the upkeep and maintenance of all schools,
lots of schools I believe and falling apart either with
plumbing or boiler issues, up to code with ecco guides in
heating, windows, roofing , electrical etc.
I think also more teachers need to be hired and more focus
on the trades( culinary, welding, automotive, carpentry) into
post secondary, not all kids are going to be lawyers or
doctors so the focus should be to get kids involved in a
trade before they leave high school. 17(1)

I think the government should look at the equalization
program or take stock of the cuts made already.
First of all the CBE is very top heavy in Administration. Its
crazy how many specialist and over paid educators at the
higher management level. The CBE has so many Director's
and they have an assistant that have an supervisor that a
assistant!!!! so much money being spent on excess
managers whom do little but create more policy and rhetoric
to justify their jobs. 17(1)
a CTS specialist in the CBE that
gets paid over 150K for what, 17(1)

1) Heath Care
2) Schools
3) Infrastructure Maintenance

1) Reduce senior staff at AHS
2) Reduce senior staff at all Education Boards
3) Reduce senior staff at all Public Services
4) Reduce public service staff ( AUPE Members )
5) Reduce car and office space rentals

T2J

T3G

Through initiatives to diversify away from commodity jobs (oil
and gas in particular). Through infrastructure spending which
has numerous benefits as that money works through the
economy. Both of these items will pay off in the long-term.
Honestly, the initiatives funded under the now-repealed carbon
tax where funding a lot of research and a lot of jobs.
Through not cutting education and health care jobs - those
people will then be more highly reliant on social services and
will not be buying local goods and services.

Programs and grants, federal help, which put all people back to
work without any lay off to anyone.
By supporting and hiring of more teachers and reducing
Directors and Superintendents salaries, and specialist with in
the CBE, cutting their salaries and reducing costs will save the
CBE millions is salaries that can be redirected in busing, after
school programs, more help with special needs and kids whom
are struggling needing more support on a day to day basis.
The Alberta Government needs to look at the big picture which
is to build more infrastructure in the education by reducing
class sizes, increasing funding not in special education( charter
schools, private schools) but more focus getting back to basics
of teaching and let teachers to their job, not the over paid
mangers and area directors.
Yet the CBE decided they are going to cut 300 teachers yet
The CBE should have their feet held to the fire and be more
do the talk about cutting salaries or elimination of higher
staff costs at the Managers level??? never its always cutting accountable for spending!!! I have seen so much spending for
directors and upper management in catering, lunches and over
support staff and the teachers and staff in the trenches
paid banquets that we have to cook for and then some schools
making a difference who really care about education and
kids go hungry because there in no lunch program for
teaching kids.
underprivilege kids that are in need.
I support the Education Minister for waiting to fire the CBE
Trustees and she should, they are so out of touch of the reality
of how spending should happen and how much it effects to
school education system.
The CBE has spent money like a drunken sailor and the
Supervisors and Management should be held accountable, cap
their salaries and clean house!!!!
1) Maintain the $15 minimum wage
2) Do not collect at source Alberta Income Tax for $15 earners.
3) Eliminate the carbon tax on "as you say" the big emitters.
4) Premier hold job planning meetings with big company
CEOs(yearly)
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T3B

1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options

(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
agreement during flood season for the Ghost Reservoir

T4V

Education, healthcare (including mental health), social
services of all kinds

Decrease corporate bailouts, fewer tax breaks for
corporations and large businesses (including oilfield)

T2W

T3A

T1H

Not sure

invest in industries that are sustainable long term (diversify
from oilfield to sustainable energy), focus on education to
create more hireable young people, ensure a basic liveable
income for all.
Given the red ink, I would defer added spending until the
Reevaluate the entire government and eliminate anything not People that are taxed less spend more on other peoples jobs.
budget is balanced. Or for every new program, cut 2 or 3
getting results, streamline fat such as AHS, look at
Tax and debt to buy consumption jobs do not generate wealth.
others to reduce waste.
outsourcing more, think effective, efficient and economics.
When none value added consumption is done, its pandering.
And no sacred cows or friend deals.
Get Ottawa off our backs. Tax, debt spend too much and people
will leave like SK NDP days.
PUBLIC Health care, IT/tech, social services
In the amount of money they are allocating towards oil and
Again, the government needs to start looking outside of oil and
gas. It’s a dated industry and we need to look to the future
gas. We could be a really progressive city if we stoped dwelling
in the past.
Education: $0 funding for private schools, less inclusion
MANAGEMENT!!!!!! 17(1)
Diversify to new types of industry. Wage support to companies
based classrooms, children with like needs put together for
willing to hire new grads (company can pay a bit lower per hour
core classes, everyone grouped for gym, art, music.
There are in scope management positions, duplicate
to get less experience, but the grad gets a competitive, livable
Health Care - risk reduction strategies (like charging
management positions, admin support for management
wage)
patients for non emergent emergency visits, eg, calling the positions (that don't have enough work to justify their
ambulance to take someone to the emergency who then gets position. Managers will admit they don't have time to do
up and walks out the hospital door, tooth ache that they
anything because they are in meetings all the time finding
have had for the last 3 weeks, etc.
ways to re-invent the wheel. Micromanagement by
Attracting tech based businesses, research companies.
management. Front line staff engagement has decreased,
which is where the actual ideas and needs are identified.

t8n

increase the fuel tax. Have a scale that as the price of oil
goes up the fuel tax goes down and when the price of oil
get rid of waste
goes down the fuel tax goes up. Change it annually or semi
annually. This way the price of fuel will remain relative
constant and the govt gets more taxes in. Even when the
taxes go down the govt will make more on the price of oil. It
should go up by 10 cents per liter. Or put in a municipal fuel
tax where it starts at 2 cents and goes up 2 cents per year
with all the money going to municipalities.

Lower minimum wage
bring back wage lower for bar and rest workers
Do advertising showing that owning a business is a good thing,
so much the other way people think business owners are bad
gready people

T2X

Stop cutting from education and health care! Fund for our
future and the kids that will one day lead this province.

Open your eyes and your minds to other types of business, not
just oil and gas. Invest in renewable energies and other types of
industry. Allow schools and hospitals to staff properly, which is
impossible on the budgets we currently have.

T3K

Fully fund First line responders, EMS, Police and
firefighters. Health Care second and education third.

Providing tax cuts for large corporations while cutting from
health care and education is ludicrous! Find another way to
stimulate the economy. Invest in renewable energies and
stop pandering to oil and gas, as if they are the only thing
that matters.
severance packages, middle management at AHS and
wasteful spending at AHS.

Not my expertise but lower corporate taxes makes sense to
bring big companies back to Alberta
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T2Y

Education, Healthcare, and a diversified economy that will
cut our total reliance on the global price of oil. Alberta can
be a leader in so many more fields than just Oil & Gas. Oil &
Gas is important and we need to get our product to
tidewater, though we can still be energy producers and
leaders at the same time.

The government could save a lot of money by not handing
billions of dollars to the already wealthy, profitable
corporations. These corporations seem to take the money
and run, as proven by the relocation of EnCana, Husky,
among others who took this break and invested in other
parts of North America including the United States.

By investing in the people, supporting our infrastructure, and
creating jobs in many sectors through grants and incentives.
By handing large sums of money to large corporations and
making Albertan's pay for it with services and higher fees, its
only the corporations that will benefit. The everyday Albertan
won't see any of that and will therefore be unable to stimulate
the economy through consumerism.

Diversifying the economy, education, healthcare.

Cut MLA's paycheques, get proper royalties from petroleum
sector, get rid of the "war room."
Generate income and tax the wealthy - individuals and
corporations. Hire people who are key knowledge holders
from all political leanings and with a swath of demographics
that work in the industries you’re making cuts in to make the
best-informed decisions. Boards of wealthy people don’t
know what’s happening on the ground. Listen to the entire
community - including the “lefties” that this government
continues to demonize in social media. Quit dividing
Albertans further across political lines and find ways to unite
us so that we’ll actually believe you want the best for us and
support your work.

Invest in industries besides oil and gas

T3m

Health, education, climate, and municipalities.

T5X

Education (including post secondary) and Healthcare,
universal $25 a day child care program

eliminating the Canadian Energy Centre/War Room,
eliminating the associate ministry of red tape reduction,
reinstating appropriate levels of corporate tax

Helping to diversify the economy away from primarily relying on
Oil and Gas, such as reinstating the tech investor tax credit.
Also, reinstate the youth minimum wage to $15 per hour, as one
of the best ways to stimulate economic growth is investing in
the lower economic classes, who spend a bigger percent of
their income in the local economy.

T7y

Front line service providers.... Nurses,teachers, etc
And infrastructure
Education and Health. But it must be constructive spending.
Start reforming both by trimming fat and putting resources
where they are needed.

Top management and unessesary depts.
Make government smaller.
By firing all 50% nurses earning 200,000.00 by scamming the
system.
By replacing 20% of teachers each with 2 teaching
assistants.
By banning all unions in the province.
Overhaul AHS. Way too much management. Trim hospital by
hospital.
Eliminate " sherriff" department-What is their role?????
-The amount of government positions

Tax breaks for new industry

T1B

T6W

I don't think community programs that only a small
percentage of the population benefit from should be focused
on. I think progress needs to made on areas that the
MAJORITY of the citizens benefit from.
-Roads
-Infrastructure
-Transportation
-Hospitals
Not cutting jobs
Implementing provincial sales tax

By moving Alberta forward - support the tech and arts sectors.
Also remember that people employed in the health and
education sectors are also a part of economic growth, pay
taxes, and spend in this province. Stop cutting their jobs. Be
truthful and quit hiding behind too carefully crafted lines. We
want leaders who are authentic.

Energy sector needs to be revitalized. Its dying. Get a refinery
built in province, get the lng project done and any other
pipelines needed going. Put me in charge of negotiating union
contracts. When the teachers strike have an immediate plan to
send $$ directly to families so they can get their kids into
private schools.

Buy building and expanding city and towns that employs a vast
amount of people. More jobs = more money = more spending

Not cutting jobs
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T9S

Healthcare- no layoffs, hire into permanent positons
Education- class size be determined by ATA.

T8W

T8N

Disband war room. No more Mackinnon reports from non
Albertans.
AhS....cut management salaries 15% and look at sunshine
list to target.

Social Services- cancel 24 hr slot machines, open more
injection sites
L
* Build more Affordable Housing for Vulnerable Populations Close down the "War Room" and apply that money where it
is most needed (ideas listed above in the spending
in smaller urban centres such as Grande Prairie,
priorities).
* Health Care Facilities and sufficient numbers of Staff to
work in them (public not private health care),
* Adequate number of teachers in the classroom so the
student/teacher ratio is at a manageable 15 - 20 students per
teacher,
* Diversify the economy and don't rely solely on the Oil &
Gas sector for revenue. This would mean grants for green
energy research and development, high technology &
innovation research & development, etc.
Sometimes savings are simple. A city could save money by
mowing park lawns every two weeks.

Economy-solar power greenhouses, incentives to farmers to
grow food for Ab
Oil is fading out...do not approve any new projects from foreign
interes.
Tourism beautiful province,could be huge money for AB

Diversify the economy so Alberta isn't solely dependent on the
Oil & Gas Industry. Offer Grants and Programs designed to
train Albertans to work in other sectors of the economy - not
just Oil & Gas.

T2R

Job creation
Reducing Red Tape for Start-up businesses.
A Small Business Bank loan that exceed the $350,000 cap
currently in place.
Transit, affordable housing, healthcare

Yes, see my comment above.

T2M

Healthcare, education and green renewable energies

T8n

The priorities should be Health care, education, services
and supports for adults and children with disabilities and
their families. The priorities should be those in need and
vulnerable populations. Stop your cruel and devastating
cuts! We are watching you systematically attack core values
of compassion with your heartless cutbacks and attacks on
the most vulnerable. All these cutbacks will have absolutely
devastating social and economic effects and will end up
costing the government way more in the end. We are NOT ok
with your cruel and heartless cutbacks.

Cut the war room, cut the salaries of grossly overpaid
politician and top government workers. Cut all travel and
hospitality budgets etc etc stop handouts to oil companies
and the rich. Trickle down economics doesn’t work and it is
absolutely not working now.

Stop cutting public service jobs. Stop destroying the economy.
Stop making people panic, people spend less money in the
economy when there is panic

T2M

health care and education

increase taxes

I do not know

T2A

*education: for all schools, not just public system
*health care
*social services/resources - especially for people with
disabilities
*pension plans for seniors

*don't give big companies billions of dollars
*reduce salaries/spending for higher up government
employees

*invest tax payers money wisely - don't spend it all
*stop laying people off - unemployed people don't spend money
*lower gas prices = lower food prices

Reversing the tax cuts for oil and gas companies.
Adding a provincial sales tax of 5 to 10 percent.
Scrapping the Oil and Gas war room.

Listen to entrepreneurs, reduce property taxes for small
businesses.
Reduce the reliance on oil and gas as our only form of income
for the province.
Reducing corporate welfare's and by taking a leadership role Taxing oil revenues and investing it like most European
and cutting your own paycheques and expenses. Also, flying countries.
economy not taking meetings with US lobbyists.
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T6L

Jobs, getting the pipe line going. Standing up to Trudeau's
promotion of special interest groups, reckless spending for
non Canadians & promotion of refugees' values, at the
expense of the rest of Canadians.

1. Stop promotion pf special interest groups - funding for
Put a limit on salaries of CEO's, Presidents of Institutions,
LGTB promotion in the schools & elsewhere, extra funding
Public aAdministration & redirect that money to save taxes for
for apologies to Aboriginals, both of which are upsetting
small business, ordinary people.
'regular' Canadians. Stop funding for Pride parade.
2. Stop extreme overpayment for CEO's etc. of Universities,
Colleges, & other educational institutions. There is no
money left for the students & teachers & their programs, the
real reasons for the institutions' existence.
3. Much waste also in the health care system. Payment for
sex changes & the extensive counselling following - this
should be a choice paid for by the individual. Abortions due
to irresponsible life style, should also not be public
responsibility especially when it means essential services to
others is impacted.

T5M

- PEOPLE, NOT CORPORATIONS
- Education: fund (at the very least) for student growth and
stop asking parents to pay more fees; reinstate the
transportation (and other) grants that were cut; provide
funds for all the deferred maintenance on the schools that
are crumbling.
- Early intervention: all the research says that the more you
fund young kids who have special needs, the less you spend
when them become adults. Seems like a no-brainer if this
government cares at all about Albertans and not just being
re-elected.
- Healthcare: our hospitals are working with old equipment
and buildings that are crumbling. This should be a priority.

- drop the 'war room'
- drop the corporate tax cut
- drop the oil and gas welfare
- introduce a SALES TAX!
- use evidence-based decision making
- stop micro-managing universities?

- fund alternative energy initiatives (solar, wind - this will
produce all sorts of jobs and put Alberta back on the global
map, instead of a being a laughing stock)
- provide grants to stimulate work (think Roosevelt and the US
National Parks)
- re-start building the Edmonton superlab - this government has
broken every other promise, so what's one more?
- we need to spend money to stimulate the economy - trickle
down economics DOES NOT WORK (the research and evidence
is clear!)

T0M

I feel that the government is on the wrong track. By cutting
back capital expenditures they are creating a atmosphere of
poverty that is being reflected in lack of viable and
beneficial and needed infrastructure investments. This
would include schools, highways, and identified sewer and
water projects. The fall out from those projects would inject
money back into the economy at a time when construction
companies are willing to provide the best service at the
lowest costs.

1. Do not use P3s as a project model. These models have
been proven time and time again to cost more money then
traditional builds. Sure it takes away from a government
line item but the "rent or payments" have to be more to make
up for the extra profit that companies build into their bid.
2. Invest in building projects now to save money.
3. Do not delay infrastructure, especially highway repairs
because for each year to delay you either add extra
multiplied cost to a later repair due negligence or you allow
the road to deteriorate to the point that it needs to be rebuilt.
4. If you are concentrating on reducing staff only look at the
administrative levels not the front line.

1. New infrastructure projects.
2. STEP is a program that supplies the most needed funding for
those who are going to be our Provincial leaders. It encourages
them to stay within our province as well provides much needed
manpower for charities, municipalities and many other groups.
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T6R

Education, Health Care, Safe injection sites and support for
addiction and mental health, environmental protection,

A path to balanced budget should include implementation of Encourage economic diversity beyond oil and gas
a provincial sales tax and reversal of corporate tax cuts. My
view is that revenue in addition to spending needs to be
looked at carefully. I'm happy to pay taxes which contribute
to the high quality of life I enjoy in Alberta; I particularly
value having excellent public education and health care
systems.
Reinstating the 33% reduction in corporate tax revenues
Restoring the corporate tax rate, implement a PST, look at
By spending on infrastructure within our province and avoiding
tax breaks to large corporations.
(12% to 8%) until the UCP is able to balance the budget. Why ways to cut spending on indigenous populations, Disband
would we want to give up corporate tax revenues of $4.7
the War Room
billion at the cost of public services when this has been
proven to not contribute to the creation of job?

T3H

Education, Health, Diversification of the Economy

Closing the War Room

T7A

I am concerned about the increase in tuition fees for post
secondary education. It leaves young people with a huge
debt to pay off even before they can start working. Is there
not some other way to have income from this source without
putting the load on students? Perhaps those at the top of
the ladder [CEO's, professors, those who hire the janitors,
etc] could take a cut in pay. Of course, no one wants to do
that but a smaller pay cheque is better than no pay cheque.

Why do we pay such a huge amount to the Federal
government when Quebec and other provinces with more
population pays less? Do we get an equal share or a fair
share in the benefits of paying that money? Wouldn't less to
them be more for us?

T0H

Research and diversify all sectors, agriculture, tourism,
forestry, technology, energy.

T8B

Education, healthcare and economic diversification

Put a cap on publicly funded individuals. ie. AHS has many
positions over $250,000.00/ year. Cap everyone on the public
purse at $200.000.
MLA travel and expenses, expensive appointments to boards
and agencies, eliminate the highly ineffective "war room"
and instead invest the money in funding green energy
initiatives (and take advantage of the global trend away from
fossil fuels).

T6M

Leave the seniors alone stop cutting them first.

T3L

Technological Avenues of Student Support - Greater online
presence, greater student and school supports, offerings
and overall online presence.

Stop giving the corporation 3.4 billion tax cuts do you not
understand that is our money not the UCP
By leveraging online resources, and creating greater
efficiencies via technology I think savings can be made.

t1k

1) Childcare and education
2) Healthcare
Quality and efficiency of service delivery of basic services.

T5y

Healthcare, seniors, income support and education.

Research and development, incubators, encourage
departments to become more efficient with incentives
Increase corporate taxes and restore tax breaks to working
Albertans. Fund those sectors where growth is possible now green energy, leading edge carbon reduction technologies, etc.
Restore tuition tax credit so students can afford their education-which will in turn create skilled workers and help the province
prosper.
Run the pipe line.
Invest in advanced research, create a hub of infrastructure that
supports emerging markets outside energy. Move to be the best
at something beyond energy (to supplement the energy market).
Reinvest in services - Hlth and Education. Even if it means
creating a PST.

Review of High School Requirements for Graduation

T4V

Supporting the Technology Sector, investing in renewables,
building infrastructure
Having looked at the budget, the government seems to be on
the right track for that. 17(1)

Remove some cooperative taxes or planned tax breaks.
administration in government and administration in public
education; minimize bureaucracy where possible; simplify
and streamline government based services such as social
services, employment assistance, etc.
By not giving tax cuts to major corporations that are no
longer investing in Alberta's economy.

-Support education
-Incentives to small business for hiring
job creation in secondary and tertiary industry, stop selling our
resources to the rest of the world without adding value first

By reinstating incentives for companies to hire students
completing courses in that job field and lowering tuition.
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Public education including school bus transportation. Not
providing bussing is a barrier to attendance for students
outside the walk zone, public transportation is NOT a
solution, it is a burden on families.
Child care - quality child care helps everyone and allows
parents to work more productively. Child care workers are
skilled professionals, they should be paid more than
minimum wage.
SENIORS fund the drug program increase coverage, this
saves money in health care when conditions are well
managed including through drug therapy.
Mental Health and Addictions - fund Supervised
Consumption Sites, opioid and methamphetamine treatment
programs. This saves health care and policing costs and
makes communities safer
Healthcare, seniors pension, AISH, education, energy
industry diversification. Loans to workers who want to buy
and cooperatively manage the businesses they work for
when the owner wants to go public, sell or close.

End/reduce corporate subsidies
generate revenue by making income tax progressive as
income increases, flat tax is unsustainable

Fund and expand post secondary, this is how workers are
prepared with needed skills and where many innovations and
research come from.
Careers in the public sector support all Albertans, these jobs
are important too.

"Savings" is really about allotting resources differently. An
attempt at an impartial question would frame it in a broader
way. There are many ways of doing this and there was no
attempt to avoid leading the participant. For example, "where
do you think government could find resources to spend on
these priorities?" But I do understand to a degree -- the NDP
and the PC did the same and we are all animals of our
environment. Why would I expect the UPC to be any
different. You are only looking for data to confirm your
platform and use as propaganda. I am happy to probably be
an insignificant dissenting anomaly in that data.

By supporting worker-owned and multi-stakeholder
cooperatives. Credit unions were 40% less likely to fail during
the 2008 crash. Look it up. U of S has done good work on this.
Member ownership business models are more effective at
creating stable, ethical, efficient, creative and diverse
employment for Albertans that affirm dignity and freedom.

You could allot resources to priorities differently by shutting
down the so-formally-called "War Room" -- the greatest
offense to taxpayers and working class Albertans in
Alberta's history. A taxpayer funded propaganda centre
worth 30 million to manipulate and misrepresent data in
favour of big extractive business? A better use of that money
would be to review and increase royalties on extractive
industries in the province. You could also tax multinational
giants such as Facebook, Google and Amazon. Also,
implement a progressive income tax -- there is a different
rate for small businesses, I really don't understand the
ideological hangups on a progressive income tax for
individuals and families. The carbon tax was already cut -- I
mostly appreciate that considering it is a market based
solution with very marginal significance on climate
disruption and that was mostly felt by average Albertans.
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Public education. I believe that adequately funded, equally
accessible public education is a foundational pillar for
healthy, plural democratic societies. Keeping choice in
education under the umbrella of public education is the
optimal solution. Adequately funded public education is an
investment and can lead to lower future social costs.

I believe the government needs to make health care costs
transparent and known to Albertans so we can know how
much we 'cost the system'. I believe there should be some
personal responsibility for health care costs, like a health
care premium. I wonder about the fairness of people living
outside of Alberta for a substantial portion of their working
lives and then returning to Alberta when they retire to take
advantage of public health care. I think the fee-for-service
schedule for procedural based physicians (surgeons,
opthalmologists etc) needs to be reviewed as changing
technologies have made some procedures less complicated
and should consequently cost less.

I believe that the government needs to invest in new research
and development in emerging technologies, such as Artificial
Intelligence, carbon friendly technologies and nanotechnology.
There should be a balance with supporting our oil and gas
industry, but at the same time, acknowledging that the O&G
industry will not be a viable economic base for Albertans in the
long run. The time is NOW to position ourselves as global
participants in the 21st century. The Alberta government can
play a pivotal role in this. The government needs to look to our
universities for direction and vision, instead of bad-mouthing
them in the press and undermining the tremendous
international leadership potential we have at our universities.

More importantly, I believe that we don't just have a
spending problem in Alberta, but we have a revenue problem
as well. Both sides must be considered. The corporate tax
cut was a huge hit to the provincial budget. A provincial
sales tax could provide more revenue for the province, and
is a more equitable tax.
Job security for those working in non-profit and charitable
organizations. There are roughly 26,000 registered nonprofits in Alberta that employ thousands of people. Many of
these organizations are at serious risk of closing their doors
due to a lack of funding. This would leave good,
hardworking people out of work and relying on government
services more heavily than ever because if there is someone
who knows what services are out there, it is people who
work in the charitable sector. A certain Minister told me after
their recent election that, "non-profits do the work the
government can't do and they do it better" if this hold any
weight, fund those organizations. Fund the people on the
ground implementing services that fill in the gaps the
government doesn't. They do it a lot cheaper than any
government employee ever could.
T8V

T1J

Despite small cut backs on government employee salaries,
they are still being paid exorbitant amounts. Many nonprofits' entire budgets are an Alberta Government employees
annual salary. If the gov not only funded but also partnered
with the non-profit sector, specifically the voluntary sector,
there is a huge opportunity to boost services ran by
volunteers (snow removal, seniors services, parks and rec
gardens and landscaping,community events etc.) which
would in-turn mean savings.

Post-secondary tuition cuts and not just for trade schools and
tax breaks for people earning less than 50k a year. This would
boost the number of educated people and leave more money in
Albertans pockets to spend and invest.

Education, Healthcare, Affordable Housing, Mental Health,
Homelessness, Youth

Supervisors and Manager positions, oh... also if they stop
When you put the wellbeing of citizens first, you have a healthy
giving tax cuts to corporations. That seems like a no brainer. population that will enable you to facilitate economic
progression and innovation.
Protecting and supporting Alberta's citizens via social
Stop attempting to prop up industries that are no longer
Invest in education, innovation, and become a world leader in
services with special focus on the most vulnerable:
sustainable or viable. Alberta gives tax breaks and kick
environmentally conscious energy production (wind, solar, etc.)
children, the elderly, individuals with disabilities, mental & backs to companies that often leave or continue to cut back
physical health, addictions, and homelessness. Learn from jobs in Alberta. Invest in prevention and early intervention
experts on how best to support these individuals rather than services to improve the social determinants of health and
listening to misinformed, angry, or fearful people. Invest in lowering costly future interventions (social assistance, jail,
prevention and early intervention services to save Albertans foster care, emergency rooms, hospitalization, etc.)
money in the long run. Spend more on infrastructure and
innovation to create jobs while making Alberta an attractive
province in which to live.
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T0H

Healthcare
Schools
Mental Health

Government officials wages/unnecessary spending.

One idea could be that we start refining our oil to make a better
cleaner product rather than only really producing crude oil. Not
only would this overall be beneficial in creating jobs but it
would also be beneficial for the environment as well as getting
back some income into Alberta through oil & gas.

Education and healthcare maintenance. Reverse the cuts to
the foundational sectors that make Albertans healthy and
smart. Albertans will MAKE things work economically when
in good shape. Albertans are more productive when they
feel that they live in a safe environment and currently
Albertans feel attacked on many fronts. It's like the
government has created a war room against Albertans. Post
secondary students have been HIT HARD. Not only is the
cap on tuition removed which puts a greater financial
burden on students and parents, but the education tax credit
has been removed. ALSO, now that students will be harder
hit by tuition, why has the student temporary employment
program been suspended? Tuition UP and anything that
helps students GONE! Shame on the government. Secondly,
why punish people who are currently dependent on Senior's
Blue Cross Health benefits? People have made financial
decisions for health care based on what was available. The
Alberta government has put many people in troubling
situations with this short-sighted quick dismantling of what
was in place. To be fair to Albertans, such changes should
come with advance planning and those currently on the
program should be grandfathered in. I heard a case of a
retired teacher dependent on her husband's seniors
healthcare plan that is in stage 4 lung cancer that made
financial decisions about healthcare while the benefit was in
place. She is now undergoing more stress due to the
unexpected government cancellation of this plan. Shame on
our government.

Tax the corporations so that they're paying their share and
not getting a better break than regular Albertans. Why should
our education and healthcare systems suffer while big
business gets a break? NO WAY. Let the big business keep
doing their fair share of supporting Alberta financially
especially in handling infrastructure and systems that are in
place that keep them in business. We all need roads,
airports, water, electricity, gas, sewage, protection, etc. SO
to do good business, these big companies should continue
to pay taxes to cover these services and infrastructure.
DON'T hurt the citizens just to placate big business. They
want our markets as much as we enjoy having their jobs, but
don't sell us short!

DIVERSIFY Diversify diversify through investing in Albertans
not big companies. Educate Albertans on entrepreneurship and
innovation. That goes hand in hand with general education and
post-secondary education and life long learning. Can you
imagine what innovations might come about if you give
Albertans breathing room to create next generations of
products and services. Shame on the government for making
us a banana republic of oil and gas! Diversify and make sure
that we are developing multiple veins of economic drivers. It's
very short-sighted of our "provincial management" (I will never
call it leadership except far back when it was Peter Lougheed)
to rely on one sector so HEAVILY. AND not only that, but to rob
Albertans of proper oil and gas sector royalties that could be
saving us today in these difficult times. Shame shame shame
for losing Albertans billions of dollars. Some debt is fine for
powering up economic drivers, so get going on investing in
Albertans to create the new wave of sustainable energy. Let's
make us leaders in some new fields of thought that will make
future generations proud of how we moved away from the
banana republic mind-set to diversification. Invest in the minds
of young Albertans to innovate in products AND services from
which future Albertans as a whole will benefit. DON'T touch our
education and healthcare for this funding, tax big business to
pay for its ride in Alberta. Let Oil and Gas companies find their
own way to get their product to market. After all, we urgently
need to find new economic drivers and not to keep pouring
finances into a dying industry that will bleed us to death and
out of money. Think ahead and pour finances into new
innovators and creators. We're a smart province and can make
a new name for ourselves instead of hunkering down into a
STUPID war-room that perpetuates the stupid dying industry.
Wake up Kenny and gang. Look back to Lougheed times for
some advice.

If you want to make Alberta competitive, invest in
Albertans!!! Don't cut our services to give big breaks to the
big companies. Start programs that let Albertans get
creative with how they would like to live and work. When
you invest in their passion motivation and creativity you
Education
Children
Roads
Rural Alberta
Torisum

By eliminating the duplication of systems in the education K- Invest in finishing processes for our natural resources
12
Selling top Of the line finished products that the world needs
In the salary’s of senior staff.
In the management of large projects.
By doing the job right the first time ie building schools big
enough to not open full and immediately same with hospital
and roads so much money wasted on fixing what should
have been built properly.
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Education
mental health
jobs

less corporate hand outs
work with small businesses vs cooperataions
increased programing with small business maximize outputs diversify to more green programs
and gain tax revenues
increase corporate tax
diversify not rely on oil and gas

T8E

JOB CREATION - PIPELINES
ENCOURAGING COMPANIES TO COME TO ALBERTA AND
INVEST

T1J

EDUCATION- APPEARS THAT THERE ARE MANY MORE
DAYS OFF FOR SCHOOLS MORE THAN EVER. ALSO
COMBINING CATHOLIC AND PUBLIC SCHOOL BUS
ROUTES. I SEE BOTH BUSES DRIVE BY WITH ONLY A FEW
CHILDREN ON EACH BUS.
HEALTH CARE IS ANOTHER AREA THAT NEEDS TO BE
REVIEWED. HEALTH CARE FRONT END WORKERS ARE
WAY OVER STAFFED AND DOCTORS AND NURSES ARE
UNDERSTAFFED. NURSES CONTRACTS NEED TO BE
REVIEWED. TOO MANY PART TIME NURSES WITH FULL
BENEFITS. A DAY SPENT AT ANY HOSPITAL WOULD TELL
A LOT
Safe Injection Sites!

early intervention and pre-intervention services. Namely
Family Support Services.
Health, Education, Environment. I am sure glad I don't have Stop welfare for large companies that don't return value to
a parent in the Viking Alberta Long Term Care!
the province in terms of jobs. Tax cuts to corporations
require accountability. Why don't we have a provincial sales
tax? That would go along way. Its not just about savings its
about income streams as well. Why don't you understand
that?

Fair post secondary costs and trade training incentives

T1K

Early intervention for children and families to save money in
the future. Health, education, and social service delivery
need to be priorities or the ripple effect creates expensive,
sometimes irreversible, consequences.

-Get rid of the 'war room'. I don't want my tax dollars spent
on defending gas & oil, I want you to spend my tax dollars on
developing renewable/green energy. Oil and gas markets
will continue to decline. It's kicking a dead horse.
-Streamline upper management. Ask each government entity
for at least one concrete idea on how they could creatively
save money or structure in the most economical way.

Certainly not by putting people out of work through budget cuts
that will put more people in the welfare line.
Job creation and growth can come from renewable energy
expansion and funding research and education. Develop great
minds and our innovation will be sought out.

T4L

Housing for low income or a cap on rent. Rents are out of
control. Lower income folks have to live multiple families in
small apartments to have a roof over their heads. A roof
over your head or to be able to est should not be a choice
people have to make.

Look at Municipal structures, wages, benefit packages at the
municipal level. Education, health care. With regard to
education and health care. Important areas but again much
waste in these systems. Work smarter, not harder. Be
fiscally responsible. Too much blooded central,offices.

Lower taxes, cut red tape. I live in a small town/city that brags
how welcoming they are etc to business. This is not accurate. I
have heard from people who try to start business that they are
made to jump through so much red tape, they give up.
More advertising on television, social media about beautiful
Alberta, our ethically produced oil, etc. Sell our image....a lot.

T6H

Education
Health care

Tax breaks to large corporations.

Putting funding into working families - not large corporations

T0B

WITH SO MUCH UNEMPLOYMENT IT IS TIME TO STOP
WORKERS FROM OTHER PROVINCES COMING TO ALBERTA
TAKING ALBERTAN JOBS. TIME TO STICK UP FOR
ALBERTANS. THE STIGMA OF BEING AN UNWORTHY PERSON
IF YOU ARE IN THE TRADES HAS GOT TO CHANGE. WE NEED
ALL PEOPLE TO RUN THE PROVINCE NOT JUST UNIVERSITY
GRADUATES. WE WENT THROUGH THE SAME THING IN 1980
AND 1990 WHERE TRADES WERE DISCOURAGED AND
EVERYONE ENCOURAGED TO TAKE COMPUTERS. IN THE
END WE HAD TO BRING IN TRADES PEOPLE FROM OTHER
COUNTRIES. TIME TO LEARN FROM PAST MISTAKES.

Stop cutting jobs! Nurses, Teachers and Government Workers
are just as "Albertan" as Oil Field workers. Most Oil Field
workers are Transient and not vested in Alberta! A job is a job
is a job. You cut these jobs you are breaking your promise on
job creation. Its not just up to the private sector. Government is
a large employer as well. Oil and Gas will be outdated soon.
You need to look at value added agriculture and alternate
energy or you will leave us behind other countries.
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T0H

T5A

T5K

Infrastructure, health care, and education.

Reduce the amount of wealth that CEOs and business
owners are allowed to accumulate, reduce the amount of
money that is given to corporations and put it towards social
services instead.
-Infrastructure is just a necessity: roads, bridges, schools, Cuts/change to:
hospitals maintained/built when needed (eg. rural hospital
-The Alberta Home Warranty Program. This program
like Beaverlodge is very important).
penalizes people who build their own homes, and small
-Mental health and long-term addiction services in northern builders who build only 1 or 2 homes a year directly for the
areas, including Grande Prairie.
person who will own the home, with unnecessary, expensive
-Non-market Housing: Transitional Housing and Affordable fees and insurance requirements, etc etc. It is applied as a
Housing. including housing for persons with history of
blanket measure when it should really only be applied to
chronic homelessness, addiction, etc with cross-ministerial developers/condo developments.
support and collaboration internally to produce streamlined -The "Energy War Room"
funding system (Health services, social programming and
-stopping tax breaks/forgiveness for shallow gas wells and
Infrastructure)
other industry breaks. These businesses are not supporting
-policies that encourage transition of economy to more
rural areas, farmers are not getting paid, roads are being
diverse and less risky sources of revenue (less risky than
destroyed by oilfield traffic and paid for by municipal tax
current LNG, etc industry)
payers, light and noise pollution,and the list goes on.
-Managers in Alberta Health Services: The system of
management/chain of command seems to be broken. If you
need to talk to someone in AHS who is not front line, there is
an incredible gate keeping system that somehow prevents
you from ever talking to the person you need to talk to, or
even finding out who that person might be. Get rid of the
layers of bureaucracy in AHS.
-Reduce redundancy between Health, Community and Social
Services and Seniors & Housing. Get these three
departments working together more efficiently. For example,
supportive housing requires agreements with all three - why
isn't there just one authority for this, and some internal
streamlining?
-long term savings could arise from successful supportive
housing, addiction treatment and mental health service
provision.
-support integrated coordinated access initiatives in alberta
cities, like Lethbridge and Grande Prairie. Support these
cities by making sound software decisions, such as the
current software review for ETO
Education accessibility and affordability, health services.
Less grants and subsidies to oil companies and related
Economic diversity, use resource royalties to promote and industries.
fund new industries not related to oil.
Infrastructure support for major cities.

Increase tax on corporations. Fund government organizations
(health care, libraries, schools, government agencies, manual
labor) to enable more hiring opportunities and support for
social services.
Wellsite cleanup and reclamation could generate major revenue
and many jobs that would be transferable to the future.

A temporary 3% PST will solve many problems. If the
Less government advertisement.
government makes a temporary / interim order that they are
imposing a 3% GST for next 4 years and the order will be
automatically cancelled if not renewed after 4 years, that will
solve many problems. But the current premier is a politician
and not a leader, therefore he does not have the courage to
do that.

The government is already eliminating jobs ibn the health,
teaching and public sector, they are not interested in job
creation. We need more medical staff and more teachers.

Fostering employment and education opportunities for people
in rural areas - such as supporting GPRC in Grande Prairie to
grant degrees, offer quality technical programs that are
applicable to many industries. For example, one intro to video
production course at GPRC has helped several people start
their own businesses in videography/TV. It is amazing that a
single course could produce so many benefits.

Education in new industries related to alternative energies.
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Human Services issues such as family violence, sexual
Bring in a sales tax - 3- 5 %
violence, counselling and support for those with disabilities

Newcomers- find ways to ease their credentials so they can
work sooner.
Is there not a way, the government can balance oil companies
needs with the needs of those less fortunate in our
communities.
Yes to a degree, however, cutting in the oil and gas field has
hurt our province greatly. Tax increase for the average person
are horrendous. A single person pays so much tax.

T0B

Education, Social Supports, Health

In the Administration of Health for sure, It takes 7 - 8 people
to look at an invoice submitted for payment, for the agency
receives the payment...for &6.00 . They could lump
payments together rather that generate several cheques for a
small amount. Timing for receiving invoices is two months
behind, inefficient services...waste of money.
All departments need cuts at the top end, not at ground level
.
Stop reinventing the wheel. Grant funding that is working
and great things are happening for Albertans, should be
assessed by visits to those programs and sites. Ex Parent
Link, before you create red tape and cancel one grant to
open another one that is a lot of repetition and duplication,
come out ot see what's happening in those programs.
Especially in rural Alberta. Ask the people at ground level
and the families. A solution would have been charge a small
fee for families to join Parent Link, then across Alberta, what
an increase of funds that would be. Ask the people of
Alberta and listen to our suggestions before making rash
decisions.

T5J

Halting / reversing climate change.
Investments in alternative energy to transition off fossil
fuels.
Retrain oil/gas workers to new energy sector for emerging
jobs.
Electrifying transportation.

End corporate tax gifts. They do not translate to jobs. They
go to C-suite and shareholders.

See above
Retraining, diversifying the economy, infrastructureresilience/sustainability.

T6G

- healthcare - while I fully support a public payer healthcare
system, the wait times and inefficiencies in the system need
to be addressed
- education - both at the K-12 and post-secondary level - if
we do not invest in our children, we will have no future removing funding from services like speech language
pathology and aids in the classrooms for young children
effectively eliminates their future productivity in society (if
you can't read/write/speak and socially interact, you cannot
produce)
- infrastructure - our roads and buildings need to be
maintained, our public transportation systems improved - it
is a LOT more expensive to repair once things are in
disarray than to maintain/slowly improve

- eliminate superfluous spending on items such as the 'war
room'
- treat yourselves (MLAs) like you are treating the rest of the
public sector - look at salaries across the country, find the
lowest, match them and freeze them - you make 25% more
than your colleagues

- DIVERSIFY! Yes, we need to support the oil and gas sector but
we cannot have our heads in the sand any longer... energy
sources are changing globally... we need to be on the forefront
of innovation not stuck with our heels dug it
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Education.
Daycares and organizations that support them.
Health care.

Increase taxes on cannabis.
Take away safe consumption sites.

Provide free training programs for unemployed, and specific
jobs that you need to be unemployed for so many weeks to
qualify to get them. For example, I had a position like this in
the U.K. through the Manpower Services Commission. It gets
people into the work force again.
Stimulate or multiple industries to get us out of the economic
depression we are in.

T4l

PUBLIC health care

ELIMINATE THE WAR ROOM!

PUBLIC Education

Less travel, pay for your own!

Innovation companies

Less goverment staff - seriously need a spokesperson?!?

PUBLIC health care

ELIMINATE THE WAR ROOM!

PUBLIC Education

Less travel, pay for your own!

Innovation companies

Less goverment staff - seriously need a spokesperson?!?

T0B

Youth programming, low income supports, LGBTQ+
supports, mental health supports, public schools and
education, the medical field. Basically all the areas you cut
money from. There is going to be a suicide crisis soon
because of the UCP's cuts and I hope you are prepared to
deal with the aftermath of that.

There NEEDS to be more taxes taken from the higher earning
companies. The fact that you don't understand this is
horrifying. IF you are so worried about balancing the budget,
take the money from the people who HAVE the money. Not
by increasing interest rates on student loans. 17(1)
and I wish you could see the impact that
your new cuts are having on the everyday Albertan. You are
literally killing people like me who are merely trying to
survive while the rich become richer.

TAX BIG COMPANIES MORE. That way the general middle and
lower class people will be taxed less and will be able to go and
spend their money in the communities where they live.
The fact that you think that giving tax breaks to these big
companies will create jobs is so idiotic; there have been zero
reports of this type of legislation actually working. But then you
look at countries like Sweden and Switzerland and they not only
have the highest overall happiness rate in the world, but the
lowest job loss and poverty stats in the world. This is because
of their tax legislation. But here we are in Alberta. A province
that apparently does not care about human rights, the
marginalized, or the low income. I am ashamed to live here and
cannot wait until I can move provinces.

T2s

Flood mitigation

Closing supervised consumption sites

Lower taxes

T6H

Education.
Health.
Seniors.
Economic diversification (i.e. oil & gas dependency).

Fewer 'expert' panels.
Scrap 'war' room and associated UCP donor appointments.
Cut promotional tours out of province - no benefits realized.
Realistic tax on corporations involved in resource
exploitation (i.e. see Norway).

t2n

Education, The environment, diversification away from oil
and gas.

get rid of the committees

Demonstrated adult co-operation and integrity from our
provincially elected government officials would be a start.
Constructive adult dialog is what I voted for - show me.
Diversification incentives - wind, solar, technology.
If we continue to allow the abandonment and orphaning of wells
without recourse to the corporations responsible, then we have
a prospective untapped clean-up industry the government could
manage.
By diversifying the economy away from oil and gas. Do not put
any more money into an industry on the decline. Invest in new
technologies and training individuals for a new economy

T4R

Post secondary and access for people to get credentials for Add a sales tax
the future

Increase health care and nursing staff.

T4l

Stimulate or multiple industries to get us out of the economic
depression we are in.
Increase health care and nursing staff.

Health care to ensure access

Post secondary especially in rural areas to keep people in the
regions for full education including degrees and trades and
diplomas and certificates so they stay in the region and add to
the economy instead of leaving to go to Calgary or Edmonton
and never coming back

K—12 education
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Setting up a Provincial Police Force.
Setting up the Alberta Employment Insurance (AEI) and
Alberta Pension Plan (APP).
Setting up the Alberta Immigration System.
Expanding the tax system to include the collection of all
Federal taxes and fees.
Health and Education.

T4L

Public Education - what are you thinking with the cuts??

Setting up a Provincial Police Force, while reducing the
number of RCMP in the province.

The government of Alberta should be supporting economic
growth by moving towards Independence in Confederation and
Separation from Confederation.

Both an Alberta Employment Insurance (AEI) and Alberta
Pension Plan (APP) should result in net saving, more money The policies of the Government of Canada have had a direct
for the Alberta Government.
and major impact on my economic outlook and that of all
Albertan's.
Setting up the Alberta Immigration System enabling Alberta
to control immigration will save money for many levels of
Being ruled by people thousands of kilometers away, from a
government.
different culture, with a different history and different vision of
our future is the major reason Alberta is not the economic
Expanding the tax system to include the collection of all
powerhouse Albertan's want it to be.
Federal taxes and fees, will also result in more money for
Alberta.
Without Independence the government of Alberta is limited to
moving deck chairs when it needs to be at the helm to support
HealthCare: More money needs to be spent but an increase job creation and economic growth for Alberta.
in private options can result in major savings for users, the
healthcare industry and for government
Overtime with public sector workers. Plan the shifts better. Get foreign investments, give jobs to Albertans not to others
from outside the province.
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Private sector job stimulation.

Trim fat on government bureaucracy. Downsize on
government agencies.
Legislation that would encourage more Albertans to have
jobs in the oilfield. On site workers are giving feedback that
there are many from the east that are being employed. This
income or part thereof maybe redirected to the east or origin
of the workers. This money would leave Alberta and be taken
out of the albertan economy.
Holding back on laying out the carpet for newcomers who
may become dependent on the provincial economy.
Number one savings...recognize that the renewable energy
costs are being heavily subsidized by taxpayers (
approximately 4 million per unit) and follow the money trail,
possibly out of the province. Take into account that these
technologies had almost zero output during the cold
temperatures. It is reprehensible that we pay according to
potential capacity output, rather than actual output.
Edmonton’s status as a S C may also be generating
financial obligations that were previously not a
consideration.
Could there be a study conducted that would evaluate
where various financial redirection is being undertaken away
from Alberta, either to other provinces as well as overseas.
Emphasize an Alberta directed economy. Stimulate interest
in local tourism, local buying ( that would provide an
alternative to net purchases) and local food purchasing.
Keep lowering business taxes towards production growth
and stimulation.
Lowering personal taxes in return for spending locally.
Part of employee income could include a prepaid card that
can only be used in Alberta.

Keep energy costs down. Support the natural gas and oil
industries.
Provide headhunter job support that would connect albertans to
local jobs.
Emphasis production jobs over service jobs.
Provide provincial army training.
Disincentivize eastern financial dependency.
Encourage family growth for a prosperous future
Keep interest rates low.
Provide an alternative media outlet to encourage a vision for
Alberta that is not codependent on main stream media.

T4S

Health care, education and our senior citizens. The number Have a provincial police force. Create our own provincial
of students with trauma entering our schools has increased CPP.
tremendously. Without the proper supports and resources in
our schools these students disrupt the classrooms making
it very difficult for teachers to do their jobs. It also greatly
affects the education of the other students in the class.

Create a credit program or give tax incentives towards the
purchase of updated technology equipment to increase
manufacturing. This will improve export opportunities.

T2X

Education, health care, green industries, infrastructure.

Raise minimum wage to livable and support emerging
industries and business. Break up monopolies and strengthen
worker rights.

Shut down corporate welfare for established profitable
corporations. Tax profits that are leaving the province at a
minimum 75%. When the wage spread in a company is
greater than 1000%, tax any wage over that at 90%.
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T0B

I am a small business owner in two rural communities. I feel I have no comment.
we need more policing in our communities, I have
employees that work alone and if there was a robbery the
time it takes for the police to come is to long. I would like to
see improvements in rural areas for policing.

Investment in Alberta, attract investors to our province for
economic growth. Encourage small business to thrive in
Alberta, with tax breaks for small businesses.

T5A

Education and health care

Actually tax big businesses. Taking a pay cut themselves.

More tech!

T0h

Reducing wait times in AHS

Political compensation, shady expense reimbursements,
subsidies to corporations, union wages and benefits,
removing red tape and bureaucracy. Moving towards a
simple tax system without all the minor benefits/credits.
(Don’t take my money just to give me a portion back).

Investment in R&D. Creation of competitive businesses and
publicly owned oil and gas services. Using our money to invest
and provide returns.

T2W

Health, education, infrastructure, and economic
diversification.
Health, education, infrastructure, and economic
diversification.
Health - better care, reduced cost
Senior Care - fix it!
Mental health - get serious about it, all facets

By not giving tax breaks to already-profitable corporations
who take the savings and run.
By not giving tax breaks to already-profitable corporations
who take the savings and run.
Bureaucratic bloat
Innovation - rationalize
Build an intelligent provincial funding agency
Quit letting the old boys support their old boy corporate
buddies

DIVERSIFICATION!!!

T2W
T5m

DIVERSIFICATION!!!
Support education and skills for non oil and gas industries
Accept that no competitive jurisdiction has lousy post
secondaries. Support them. Don’t kill them.

T1B

Healthcare and Public education

***Open Govt must be top priority ***
Cancel the war room, stop the corporate tax cuts. Introduce
a sales tax.

T1J

Education and Health

Stop tax cut for the big companies.

T4G

1) Providing scientific based leadership in immediate clean
energy transition
2) Enhancing education for everyone - an educated
population is a healthy and wealthy community!
3) Enhancing our Public health care system
4) providing support to poor through education and
employment support, childhood wellness programs, seniors
benefits...
5) increased preparedness and mitigation of fires and
floods, environmental protection
6) Give more support to municipalities and landowners who
are trying to collect money owed to them by oil companies
7) develop the public transportation system in our province

1) Stop subsidizing the oil and gas industry! You are giving
money to foreign oil companies and the money leaves
Alberta.
2) transfer the war room budget to efforts to “put money in
the pockets of Albertans” eg reduced school fees,
transportation costs, senior’s dependents benefits,
3] stop the legal battle against the carbon tax. What a waste!

T0K

Health care, education, and things people need to survive

Politicians' salary, and expenses, and conducts audits on
Hire back teachers, nurses, and other public service jobs.
how money given out is being spent (ie. Are being higher up
in education being paid way more than they should be?).

Stop entertaining the idea of seperation, it is scaring away
investment. Stop laying off healthcare and education workers.
Give your workers cost of living increases, public workers
aren't spending right now, they're preparing for more zeros and
layoffs and it's hurting the economy.
Create jobs in the public sector.
1) Support the clean energy industry - what an opportunity to
create jobs, increase our economic growth and show the world
that Alberta is a leader. Time is ticking and our government is
fighting against something that is a golden opportunity for
Alberta
2) Embrace the carbon tax and use the funds to assist
Albertans to retro fit their houses and businesses to clean
energy
3) if you are giving subsidies or tax breaks to corporations,
demand concrete evidence that the money is used for job
creation. All we have seen thus far is loss of jobs, payments to
executives and shareholders, and money lost to foreign
countries.
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T8N

Education, health, infrastructure

Top of the heap administration
Waste of supplies
Inefficient operations
Smaller government and control social programs. All people
on subsidies should be checked on to ensure they are not
abusing the system. If I need a drug test to work they should
need one to not work. Stop wasting money on drug sites that
promote drug use and dont stop it. Stop giving raises to
public service until private sector gets wages back. Teachers
shouldn't get raises either.

Keep working for a livable wage for all.
Diversity our economy
Support for our agricultural products
Lower all taxes not just corporate rates. All people need more
money in their pocket.

T4N

The government should focus on healthcare. Not on nurses
pay but on new hospitals and more equipment. Reducing
wait times would be key.

T2A

Education, healthcare

?

Health Care and Education.

Through attrition, day to day operations, look for ways to
streamline services
With a provincial sales tax or making oil companies pay their
taxes.
Creating a more progressive provincial income tax.

T3A

T1y

Education, healthcare and Social services

Corporate welfare and closing the canadian energy centre

T2m

Indexing AISH and other social supports. Health care and
eduction.
Diversifying/ greening the energy sector
Plastic to fuel technology
Education
Health
Seniors on fixed incomes
Respecting contracts with public service employees
Public transit, solar and wind energy, education

Stop favouring the oil patch and energy sector.

T2A
T2P

T3C

T5B

Deficit if there's any, otherwise hold on to it, until it is
needed for something important (rainy day). Spend on what
it is needed only.

T0L

Health care and education

T0L

T0C

Build or renovate more infrastructure like schools and
hospitals/long term care facilities/mental health buildings
across the province.
Fund renewable energy and tech (AI) jobs.
Spending money on healthcare, education and social services

By diversifying the economy, including the energy sector. Stop
cutting funding for non profit social supports.
Stop giving large corporations tax breaks
Invest in green technology
Fund and build infrastructure
# of MLA‘S and size of staff
Highway to Ft McMurray to be Twinned, diversifying into tech
Maintain taxation of corporations including pursuing breaks industry (engineering staff is already here), pursuit of
given to companies leaving the province.
companies to move to Calgary and Edmonton to make use of
office space, pay tax.
Removing the "war room", cease paying people to use social Land reclamation and rehabilitation of abandoned wells, large
media
public works projects to modernize Alberta transportation
through the larger economic centres.
yes, it could find savings, since I do not know about the
How to create jobs, it depends of life or persons latest trends.
government's needs, or spending. I say anything is possible Economic growth can only be achieve by spending on what it is
(slowly but surely).
needed not it is the wants, perhaps change of spending, and
put some money aside for provincial emergencies or extras.
Being strict about spending, and strict self (Treasure Board and
Finance) financial discipline. Stick to it.

I think we need at least a 10% roll back on the salaries of our
MP's and MPP's. Many of us barely survive on a fraction of
what they make.
Health care and education
I think we need at least a 10% roll back on the salaries of our
MP's and MPP's. Many of us barely survive on a fraction of
what they make.
they should re invest in the healthcare & education
they should get rid of the $30 million yearly war room, which
look after us the Albertans, people that should have priority seems to have no accountability. Cancel the $4.7 billion
over O&G. We pay taxes
corporation handout
fix the infra structure also employs people who buy
implement a sales tax like every other province.
groceries pay taxes/ support the economy

Tax breaks to small businesses and support our oil and gas
industry.
Tax breaks to small businesses and support our oil and gas
industry.
don't just concentrate on oil & gas. get into the tech industry,
these industries can support themselves after startup. the
previous government had been diversifying it, why did you get
rid of everything good that was done.
are you so insecure that you can not even have any comparison
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T0C

they should re invest in the healthcare & education
look after us the Albertans, people that should have priority
over O&G. We pay taxes
fix the infra structure also employs people who buy
groceries pay taxes/ support the economy

they should get rid of the $30 million yearly war room, which
seems to have no accountability. Cancel the $4.7 billion
corporation handout
implement a sales tax like every other province.

don't just concentrate on oil & gas. get into the tech industry,
these industries can support themselves after startup. the
previous government had been diversifying it, why did you get
rid of everything good that was done.
are you so insecure that you can not even have any comparison

T5t

Health care ! Education and public services. These are
vital to our province and economy. Cut wages of healthcare
staff means less spending within the province. The effect
will trickle down.
Healthcare, mental healthcare, social work and justice
issues, homelessness and the general well-being of people
especially the underprivileged band marginalised.

Tax high income earners and corporations.

Invest in research for resources and new technology.

In implementing proper healthcare resources used to send
one person from home to hospital in suicide ideation over 14
times in period of a few weeks, perhaps we could have better
accessible counsellors and therapists especially in northern
communities...you know, the ones where the oilfield workers
actually work and live?

...invest in the people that are learning how to become
employed that they might realize economic growth for
themselves and by proxy the economy of where they live and
work. Make university/college as attractive and attainable as
the trades.

T5T

Sick, depressed, and impoverished people cannot
contribute to our society! We need more progress on fixing
these terrible social problems. What are poorly educated,
demotivated kids going to become.???...no wonder drugs is
such an awful problem.
PREVENTATIVE PUBLIC HEALTH CARE is a no brainer.
Why do we not invest in prevention instead of fixing people
in emergencies?
Lingering hopeless is depressing everyone but especially
our young adults. And you want to cut post secondary!!! It is
already a horrible mess. We need to INVEST in our YOUTH!
As a parent I am totally freaked out at the rat race that now
faces our youth in Universities. They are like third world
universities with overcrowded classes, no place to sit,
study, full of anxiety and panic everywhere. In heaven's
name this is the most important investment we can make. In
10 years all these kids will determine our future. And many
of them are already planning to leave. I am so sad to see the
exodus begin from this province.

Its easy. Bring back the tax rates of the 1960's. So sick of the
lifestyles of the rich and famous giving their kids private
school advantages to "get ahead of all the rest of us." Why
not tax inheritance which is totally unearned and breeds
privilege and laziness? It is a throwback to Monarchy and
outrageous that it is not taxed. Stop tax loopholes for the
rich. I am constantly getting ads for "learn the secrets of tax
planning used by the wealthy". Outrageous.
Also I am fed up of being gouged by Banks, Mobile and
Internet companies with their established monopolies and
ever rising prices. Your government coddles these
companies and lowers their taxes despite huge profits.

By giving our youth the best and widest education possible so
they can develop new products, become better social planners,
and invent new ways of doing everything and solve intractable
problems. How can you not know this?
Also we need home economists to teach everyone how to
manage on minimum incomes.

t2w

Reverse the corporate tax cuts; another version of the
trickle down economics that was clearly repudiated in the
Reagan era. Stay away from using Alberta pension funds to
invest in oil and gas projects; it's a losing effort in so many
ways.

We have a revenue problem; and the flat tax system is
contributing to the problem.
The "Alberta advantage" has been a significant vehicle to
mismanage the oil legacy for future Albertans and distracting
rhetoric won't eliminate the Conservative party's contribution
to lost opportunities under ideological straightjackets of the
last four decades.

Help support economic diversification like the previous NDP
government worked on. Just because the last gov't was of
different political stripes doesn't mean the strategies weren't
working. Nineteenth century market fundamentalism and UCP
policies are putting more people out of work and is evidently
not adding to the 2019 goal of putting Albertans back to work.
Do you notice how B.C. health care advocates are coming to
Alberta to hire nursing grads; remember the same thing
happening in the Klein years with the same easily forecast
damage to the health care system.

T8S
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T0C

agriculture; job creation; keeping money in the hands of
taxpayers and not government; back to basics for education
including more on how to be a good employee, financial
budgeting and planning.

Health care - private surgical clinics, more frontline workers
and less bureaucracy.Education - more aids requiring less
teachers since integration of students one of the biggest
problems is discipline and support, teach respect. Don't
listen to Todd Hirsch for students! Public service to look
more like private sector in benefits.

T5Z

Paying down the debt

T9A

Criminal prosecution, Our Oil and Gas sector, Keeping our
Blue collar Canadians employees, Safe guard tax payer
dollars where unions are concerned (Education, medical),
they protect the wrong people.
Supporting public services

Education, Health, Public Works and all other government
Tax incentives for job creators
departments.
Eliminate or combine extreme high salaried employees in tax Can we build and expand our own refineries to be self reliant in
payer funded positions. Education , medical, etc....
oil and gas 100% as well as offer it to neighbouring provinces

T8l

T5T

T3A

- healthcare
- education
- job creation
Health Care
Health Benefits for Medicine Assistance
AISH
Alberta Works
Seniors
Establishing an Alberta Police Force, setting up an Alberta
Pension Plan and collect our taxes

Not increasing funding to private school

Support young adults to get higher education in practical
applications- including not just supporting the minorities as in
health education presently. Teach students the importance of
being a good employee in school as I have had several
employers say they prefer foreign workers to Canadians. Would
like to see Alberta entrepreneurs use more of our resources in
the Province - potato salad, pickles instead of foreign imports,
which would need support. Alberta has to be self sufficient.

Dismantle the war room (Canadian energy centre

Introduce a sale tax
Support technology initiative
Support développement and research to fight climate change

- infrastructure

Support both renewable and non renewable energy sectors

Infrastructure
Venues except Hospitals
Government Salaries
Collecting Tax Payers Outstanding Fees especially in Oil &
Gas industries.
Salaries are the issue. Attrition and holding fast to zero
increases. Also change pensions to defined contribution.
Review all grant programs.

Alberta Works Programs
Bids on Events to Alberta
Better tax breaks for small businesses to encourage
entrepreneurs to hire more people.

Funding public sector and services
Oil and gas company pay their taxes to towns

International trade missions.
More agricultural processing
Invest in lithium extraction plus development of hydrogen for
energy.
By not given our natural ressources to big corporations. Not Support the poors
give more tax cuts to corporation with millions or revenue

Funding public sector and services
Oil and gas company pay their taxes to towns

By not given our natural ressources to big corporations. Not Support the poors
give more tax cuts to corporation with millions or revenue

T8R

A government's responsibility is to represent its
constituents views. To improve qualuty of life for all of it's
citzens.

The government can tax high incomes and corporations.
Using the wealth of knowledge that our rich province is known
Adding a provincial tax would also provide income. Listening for. As for help from leading economists and other world
to world viewpoints to gain a more diverse economy would markets.
be very beneficial in the long term.
Ensuring government officials only provide benefits they are
willing to give all citizens.

T1a

Health Care, Education, and infrastructure

Stop providing corporations that cut Alberta jobs tax breaks.
Close the Canadian Energy Center. Change oil royalty
program to be at the same level as other producing regions
like North Dakota, therefore increase royalty revenue.
Introduce tax for foreign buyers of property and for property
that is in the top 5% of market.

When private sector is struggling public sector needs to keep
people employed. Diversify economy from oil and gas. A well
educated workforce, that has good healthcare, affordable
housing in a city with good infrastructure is attractive to
companies looking to expand or relocate.
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T5E

T0C

Setting up independence focused "firewall" agencies and
Desertification of ALL public service unions.
programs starting with tax collection and replacement of the Eliminate every public position created by the NDP and
RCMP.
previous "conservative" governments since Ralph Klein.
Cut spending on social and cultural programs and offset by
implementing incentives for charitable donations.
Health care/ emergency services
Cutting spending on addiction support

Cut the war room
Revoke tax cuts to large corporations

T3g

Preventative health care
Public health
Recreation
Schools
Preventative health care
Public health
Recreation
Schools
Homeless and opioid/meth crisis
Education and healthcare.

Optimization of government agencies.

Diversify into alternative energy.

The public sector. Education is not an area to cut costs nor
is health care. Alberta has one of the best education
systems in the world so why are we starting to follow a
system that is subpar? Health care is important for everyone
and for the average person, that system is necessary as
they don't have the money to go for privatization. If
government personnel was made to wait the way a normal
everyday, blue collar worker was expected to, the changes
would not be so quick to happen.

Paying for art work that is not necessary.
Why should someone in the government receive a pension
after 4 or 8 years of work? An average person has to work 30
years to receive one. Think of the savings that could be had
from eliminating some of the pensions. Cut the government
wages like they want from everyone else as well.

Economics show that you have to put money into the program
in order for it to grow not take all the money out and expect it to
get better. The money that was put into the oil field went to the
companies and the big bosses not the industry. We lost another
major Canadian Oil company to the States in the last couple of
weeks. Taking from the blue collar people and increasing our
taxes only makes it more difficult to sustain a lively hood in
Alberta.

T0E

Health care - mental health services, safe consumption and
harm reduction services
Child care - $25/day child care
Social supports - FCSS funding and community support
worker funding for all age groups
Education - supporting students and their families to have
transportation to school, appropriate class sizes, modern
curriculum including sexual health education, and support
for mental health programs like BEST.

Reduce management salaries of government positions
Close the Canadian Energy Centre
Reduce government red tape and inefficiencies
Increase taxes - corporate tax, sales tax

Stop cutting jobs in health and education. Healthy and educated
people are able to work.
Stop cutting funding to community and family organizations.
Healthy families who can afford child care are able to work.
Support student employment programs and pay youth equally.
People who are paid fairly for the same work and who are able
to get work experience are able to progress in the work force.
Support transition to green energy, innovation, and
entrepreneurship.
Support eco-tourism.

T8l

Education
Immigration

t9a

Cut the war room
Revoke tax cuts to large corporations

Homeless - they are costing millions in current state.

Health
Education
Welfare cases
Healthcare but let’s provide care for the many instead one or Public service wages freeze.
the few.
Stop $25.00 a daY daycare.
Freeze on hiring support staff for education.
Stop 13 million test for one child, many could receive help
for that amount of money.

Do as much as possible to reduce regulations, bureaucracy,
and taxes. Work towards total independence from federal
programs and services.

Look for new economic growth other then oil field. Farming,
logging, production of other goods. Job creation in all of
thoughs areas as well as public services.
Increase investment in supporting the social determinants of
health.
Support green businesses.
Support public sector workers to maintain a living wage.
Increase investment in supporting the social determinants of
health.
Support green businesses.
Support public sector workers to maintain a living wage.
Get Alberta

Small business support
Less red tape
Lower business taxes
Doing fine.
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T4x

Education and health care

T7Z

Healthcare and Education.

T8V

focus on preventative health care Make it easier to get
natural health products and services like chiropractic,
accupuncture & massage Anything to help prevent a
person from going to emergency, the family doctor and
ultimately the hospital Keep funding the Primary Health
Network. This clinic has helped me st

T5L

Healthcare, specifically Mental Health and Addictions. Hiring
appropriate numbers of workers and filling vacancies as
soon as possible to prevent skilled worker burnout.
Reinstating Indexing of AISH/social assistance benefits to
inflation.
Focusing on affordable housing options for families and the
homeless. Reducing the focus on petty crimes and focusing
more on crimes with higher social impacts.

By introducing a pst
Reducing politians salaries and reducing travel
expenditures for politians

Support small businesses with tax breaks
Support larger business with tax breaks on a per employee
basis
Diversify the economy. Oil is a dying commodity
More effective road construction. There are many projects
Lower the minimum wage to $12/hour so that more businesses
being done where money is obviously being wasted. For
would be willing to hire unskilled workers and provide on the
example: rebuilding Hwy 779 through Stony Plain paving
job training. As workers become more skilled their wages
wide enough for 4 lanes of traffic, then pouring a concrete
should increase. More people working equals more people
divide in the middle allowing only 2 lanes of straight through spending money.
traffic when completed.
as one caller had said, hire more nurses too many nurses build the pipeline trade scholarships
are working overtime he gave an example of his daughter
who is a nurse
one night they paid wages for 7 people and only 4 were
working Caller said government needs to really work on
management
Also delete some management There is probably too many
layers of management Sure you want to rely on atrition to
reduce workforce, but lots of those people might be getting
severance packages that cost a lot of money
Prevention in the form of education, providing more
resources to struggling low-income residents to reduce the
need to resort to crimes and reduce ER visits.
Hire a Social Worker and Occupational Therapist for every
ER that sees heavy users of services so they can connect
them to resources and funding available.

Focus less on the oil and gas sector, focus on emerging
technologies and best practices. Support innovation that leads
to more efficiencies, support local businesses more than gas
companies.

REINSTATE PROVINCIAL SALES TAX. Everyone knows it
was stupid and shortsighted, fearmongering that companies
will leave is a myth, and there are ways to prevent that. There
used to be a sense of social responsibility where
corporations knew they had to support the areas they reside
in, but reducing taxes has never been offset by "increased
spending." It's a myth people have bought into, and if Alberta
really is struggling, people need to stop complaining and be
ready to support each other.
Also, stop wasting taxpayer money going to court on the
carbon tax.
Get rid of politicians that pay for personal luxuries with
taxpayer money.
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T4X

Public Education!!!! It is THE best long term solution! Don't
station an ambulance at the bottom of the cliff, when you
can build a fence at the top! Education is KEY to any
successful society.

Do NOT fund terribly short-sighted projects, like P3 schools!
The funding of which is not only extremely politically selfish,
but morally and ethically corrupt. It seems like the
government is fiscally responsible, but this is a sham and a
ruse, when research shows that you can build two to three
schools in the course of thirty years with the cost it would be
over that same period in funding one P3 schools. Do not put
money into oil and gas. No matter how controversial this
may sound in Alberta, this is a dying industry. Supporting
horseshoe and blacksmithing in early 1900s could be argued
as important while only a few rode around in model Ts, until
ten to thirty years later, when the motor vehicle was
vindicated as truly more important in the economy.

Fund public works, Health care, and Education. For example,
provide better incentives for post secondary education!!!
Education, literacy, and skills are the ways people get jobs and
off welfare, NOT by pouring money into a dying industry such
as oil and gas, which inevitably goes back into the pockets of
the rich and leaves the poor without a better standard of living.

Education, Health, post secondary, support for middle
income families rather than oil companies

Stop paying for trips for other premiers.
Stop spending money on expensive jaunts i.e. Group of
ministers going to Ottawa, Trip to England.
Take cuts from anything but education and health care

Diversity, support quality child care

Don’t make cutbacks to education, healthcare and other
government offices. If you lay them off or roll back salariés the
spending will decrease in the province and more businesses
will be affected.
Care about your people. The people who voted you in.

T0j

Schools.
Kids need EAs

T6W

Education and health care. Not a war room for the energy
sector.

By not giving tax breaks to oil companies.

T2z

Education and Health Care

Corporate taxes.

T2S

Public services. Diversifying our economy. Not lobbying for Not lobbying for oil. Quit funding the energy war room.
oil.
Fund Health Care and education properly and don't freeze
Consider a sales tax.
their budgets , which amounts to funding cuts. Keep cutting
and you've lost my vote for the next election , maybe for
ever.
post-secondary education, healthcare, renewable energy
they're own salaries

Diversify.

Be more prudent on some types of infrastructure, that don't too much of a bureaucratic hierarchy in the Health system
with too much money going to high salaries instead of to
help pay for themselves like excessive LRT projects.
patient care

cut back on regulations for small business, so they can get up
& running affordably

t6m

t2y
T5S

Cut back on student loan interest

Get creative. Lose the one trick pony attitude - time to move
beyond fossil fuels. Explore other opportunities - nano
technology , lithium mining. Should have ran a pipeline to
Churchill, Manitoba.
stop everything you've been doing because it isn't working.
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T9N

Low income housing for all whom need it...as I see it,
Seniors, especially have been left behind, as well as the
youngest generation finding it financially difficult to
transition from their parent's home into their own dwelling
space. As well, there are people whom have just had
unfortunate occurrences, leaving them vulnerable for
finding housing as well. Housing should be the number one
priority as it clearly affects all Albertans, at all stages of
life...when that one stressor is removed, it can only uplift
every other area of life, from health to finding and keeping
work, to creating a family.

I expect the Government could find savings in the exact
same places the poor are always told to find savings - they
are told to invest better (really), to stop eating out, as that is
above their means, and to sell every possession they have
so they won't end up homeless. The poor often must accept
lower wages, with no benefits - perhaps the Government
could try a little of that, as well.

Honestly, I think it may be impossible for any Government to
even think they could support both job creation and economic
growth at the same time, with any sense of justice. If this has
happened in any prior term, feel free to point it out to the public,
as we have not seen it. Economic growth always seems to
come at the cost of the poorest among us. I do not see how
Government can support job creation, without acknowledging
that there needs to be a livable wage - across the country. As
there is currently not one, any job created will not help one iota.
Or perhaps consider instituting the even more progressive
basic income for every citizen - as this will not only empower
some people to create their own job niche; it will help others
who may prefer to stay at home with the kids or aging parents a
helpful way to leave the job force -- thus increasing jobs
available for the rest of Alberta.

T8A

Healthcare, Education - including Post-Secondary
Institutions, Social Services, Pharma care, Aid to Low
Income Albertans - especially low-rental housing.
Education. We cannot raise a generation of students that
cannot find ways to solve problems on their own. Investing
in today's youth will only make us stronger tomorrow.

Cutting administrative salaries, perks and exit clauses.

Provide low cost training in growth areas where skilled
employees are hard to find.

Cut back on either the number of school boards we have in
the province or reduce the number of trustees in each school
board. Smaller school boards should be amalgamated with
neighbouring school boards.

Diversify. We need to fund new technologies. Again, look to
the future and not to the past. We should be innovators and
inventors not those that rely on past and perhaps dried up
industries to get back on the economic track. I am all for Oil
and Gas but what else can we do to become economic leaders.

T0C

T3H

Public sector

T4p

Ensuring funding remains if not increases to frontline staff
and programs in healthcare and education.

Corporate/private sector

Infrastructure, maintain public sector jobs, focus on art and
activities that make Alberta a place to visit.
It is not oil and private vs public programming. Its not
Stop cutting healthcare and education positions or you will
corporate tax breaks OR public healthcare. Is moderation not have a bigger issue of unemployment on your hands.
an option?
Additionally, without appropriate education and healthcare, you
are creating a sick uneducated population that will require
continually increasing assistance from the government.
Be proactive, not reactive
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T5M

T9k

Invest in superior education and stop chasing imaginary
foes. I heard the education minister refer to "radical
ideologies" in reference to curriculum and teaching, when
she clearly did not understand the program of studies or has
a bias against it. The program of studies and teachers do
not impart socialist agendas, though conservatives seem to
spend a lot of energy promoting the lie that they do. They
are actually neutral, but the curriculum and teachers
challenge students to understand science, historical events
and worldviews and how they affect decision making. I fear
that the redesign of new curriculum without teachers' input
will result in teaching students how to bring short-term
gains and long-term losses to Alberta. Please do not train
kids to be twentieth century thinkers in a twenty-first
century world. Between the impending business/
entrepreneurial bias in education and the War Room
spending millions on chasing boogey men, we will neglect
giving students what they will need to be creative and
flexible problem solvers and environmentally and socially
responsible thinkers in an unknown future.

Education, health and capital projects

A. I say this as a person who was raised with religion, but we
must stop funding religious based schools in ANY way. As a
taxpayer, I do not see any advantage in public tax dollars
going into teaching students that superstitions and
unprovable supernatural events are true. You CANNOT make
a case that these teachings provide the province with the
same economic benefits that teaching provable fact-based
subjects do. If the government is willing to incur the anger of
some Albertans with cuts, not making cuts to programs and
schools that deny science and hard evidence is injust and
non-sensical. Yes, I understand rhat putting those kids into
regular schools will come at at cost, but economically and
socially the benefits are greater that teaching Johnny that
magic is real.

EConomic growth: As any manager knows, letting people know
that they are valued boosts morale and encourages efforts.
Their efforts will be part of the province's growth too. Be
respectful. 17(1)
, so I am relatively neutral when I say
this: When you took control of people's pensions without any
consultation, you showed great disrespect. My friends who
were affected understand the provincial economic situation, but
they continue to speak about this grab with great negativity and
resentment. Some see it as a shot fired across the bow meant
to intimidate. I think that the government might have
overestimated its power and neglected to account for dollars
lost in productivity and services (especially voluntary). Back in
the 1990s teachers withdrew their voluntary services, because
Klein left them demoralized when he ordered them back to work
without resolving their issues. That withdrawal was legal, had
great parental support and was very effective. Klein eventually
relented with a somewhat generous raise. I would suggest that
you step back and consider that the dollars that you claim to
save with the restructuring of pension control does not match
the money that is and will be lost as the workers that you
bullied adjust their efforts and output.

B. Save by spending in the right areas, just the way that you
might borrow money at a low interest rate to invest in
something that pays higher interest. Stop thinking in one or
two year increments. Long term investments in people
through education should pay off. 1. How many people went
to the oil patch with a lower education and cannot find good
employment now, because they have less flexibilty than
people with more education have? 2. If we invest in
educating people, let's incentivize them to stay in Alberta to
use the skills that we paid for. It does us little good to pay a
portion of someone's education, only to see them go to
America or down east for a job and pay taxes there. e.g.
Could we pay the full shot of educating doctors, with the
agreement that they will work in a rural area for a minimum
of x number of years? 3. Education increases the chance
that more people will be contributors to society, rather than a
drain on resources. My relative was a public defender for
youths in trouble with the law. She told me that she saw
fewer kids get in trouble over LGBTQ issues when schools
Eliminate funding to private and charter schools
Invest in environmental research
To pay for programs add a 5percent hst
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T9C

Front line Health care
Front line Education - public NOT PRIVATE schools
Core services - government extension support
Research and Innovation technology for alternative
economic development areas
Agriculture

*Education - consultants (pensioners that continue to work
past retirement in a “consultant” role thus aren’t listed as
FTE’s in the budget). Example: how many of these positions
exist in Alberta? These positions should be eliminated
before ANY front line staff
*Eliminate Private/Catholic/home school systems - too much
money is wasted on specialty schools. Just offer more
options in public schools. $’s should stay in mainstream
*mandate health care shifts of 8 hours to avoid overtime pay
in excess of 7.75hrs. (Many health care jobs are 12 hour
shifts resulting in 4.25hrs of double time pay)
*harsher penalties for repeat offenders - otherwise they are
just tying up justice system resources
*Jail - work camps that generate income I.e. laundry,
recycling
*Stop allocating excessive $’s to oil redevelopment. Rome
was not built in a day and this huge fund allocation is taking
funds AWAY from other industries that are mainstays for our
economy in the province I.e. agriculture. Focus on one task
at a time rather than trying a revolutionary OIL business
revitalization plan. Other industries are suffering.
*eliminate middle management

t7x

Standing up for Alberta against the federal gov't. Get these
pipelines put in, so that we can get our oil out.
Put the money back into education and healthcare where it
belongs.

T0G

roads and medical infrastructure. don't cower down to all
elimination of the provincial sheriffs department. if you want
the indian pressure and keep giving them hand out after
to keep them as prisoner transfers ok but we don't need tp
hand out and don't fall for the consultation game its bullshit be paying 5000 sheriffs 100,000 plus in wages and benefits to
accrue a provincial pension when they are done working and
retire. the expense of all their vehicles and maintenance is a
joke and no i have not had a ticket from any of them

Innotech Alberta is a great example of a “revenue generating”
government agency that supports economic development in our
province by developing new technologies with potential for
scale up and supports SME’s. Technology will Always enhance
any economy and we have the potential for greatness.
Stop wrecklessly and randomly cutting jobs! The cuts to date
and those forecasted are causing a secondary bust cycle in our
province, causing increased unemployment insurance and huge
amounts of $’s going into severance packages. This is not
saving us money. Innotech Alberta is a prime example of this.
Cuts to this economic developing AND revenue generating
government business is counter intuitive.
Give industries other than oil a chance - you are singleminded
in your economic focus

First and foremost, we should stop paying equillization
go talk to Stephen Harper.... seems to me we were doing ok
payments down east!It is absurd that we continue to funnel when he was in charge.
money to them, and get nothing in return.
Second, I think the government should look at themselves
and other highly overpaid administrators and corporate
executives, and start cutting wages there first.
Third, I also think that if you are choosing to send your
child(ren) to a private school, then you should be paying for
that out of your own pocket. The government should not be
funding private schools. Those funds should be used for
public education: teachers, resources, classroom assistants
etc, all of the things that are currently being cut due to
budget restraints.
the government had better come up with something here after
giving away the 5 billion to big company already you guys are
in the frying pan and the stove is getting hotter day by day. its
time for you guys to quit believing the bullshit stories jason
kenny keeps coming up with,you need to have vote of no
confidence in him to gain the people back. jason has done
nothing but hurt the conservative party and yes i am a
conservative supporter
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T4E

Allow private sector businesses to bid on providing
schooling ,health care and other services that are now
monopolized by unionized public employees. The private
sector is more efficient and will provide better services for
less tax dollars and often with happier employees as well

Introduce a minimal service charge for all health care
services to reduce frivolous doctor visits by addicts and
hypochondriacs.

T9E

They should focus on diversifying Alberta's economy and
Eliminate the "War Room" and the "Minister of Red Tape",
reducing out dependence on volatile resources. By the way, for starters. These are unnecessary, WASTEFUL programs
you can balance the budget without decimating our public
and positions.
services. We should be focus on improving our world-class
education system and public healthcare system.

T8H

Maintain front line services (education & health care).
Stem the rising crime rates.

17(1)

t6t

Healthcare, education and natural resources, renewable
energy

taxation- we are the 2nd least taxed province. Do you think
people would choose to be laid off vs. paying more tax.

T4B

Education
Healthcare

T9e

Health care

War Room
Alberta Fair Deal Panel
MLA salary
Stop giving corporations a tax break

T4G

Please cut our debt and stop overspending!

Reduce unnecessary regulation, allow private business to do
their thing

They should focus more on diversifying Alberta's economy and
reducing out dependence on volatile resources. They should reinstate grants for tech and artificial intelligence companies, and
use the STEP program to make more positions for young
people struggling to get a foothold in the economy.

nurse and I hear all the time of inefficient and
First and foremost, fight ideologies that seek to undermine our
ineffective management. 17(1)
economy. That includes those in Ottawa. There will not be
I am astounded by the stories of such
confidence in Alberta without confidence in Canada.
bureaucracy. I am sure AHS can find savings in this regard
without cutting front line services.
17( also believes that funds can be saved by actually hiring
1)
to replace overtime hours. But clearly most overtime &
excessive sick time are major costs the province can't afford
any more (throughout the public sector).

using our natural resources, supporting small, local business.
Increase tax to big Corp. Create a grant for university students
to create ways of economic growth. They're the brains, use
them.
Build a pipeline
Build more schools
Diversify the economy
Stop laying people off or threatening rollbacks our position cuts

Many senior positions are filled by people who don’t know
Offer incentives to businesses to hire workers who want to
what they are doing and/or aren’t willing to work.
actually work.
Cut their wages back or cut their jobs.
Also cut back on social payments, we have a large number of
people using the system, just taking more and more, they
aren’t willing to work and/or feed their kids out of their own
pockets!
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T7y

t2z

Daycare subsidizing. Per the understanding the daycare
subsidy for non-profit daycares are ending (phase 1 June
2020, and phase 2 March 2021) As a double income home we
have a tough time with 2 children at the rate of ~$1100 each
per month to pay as well as all other bills, activities for the
children food clothing and other functioning costs to sustain
a household. That is $2200 per month just alone on
childcare so that we can continue to work. If we cannot
afford care for our children this takes us out of the
workforce, it decreases the money we can spend to maintain
the economy, it becomes a vicious circle. This definitely was
a great initiative the NDP started, and we do not care for the
NDP, but this initiative was definitely a well spent one. We
voted for you UCP, please don’t make us regret it.

The inefficient projects that have taken place such as
Edmonton’s bike lanes that cost the city millions and for
what. For a city that has summer months in less than 1/2 a
year. Reviewing where projects have been poorly managed
and recapturing the funds that have not been spent. There
are tons of pockets of money just sitting there on projects
that were created in the past that have been poorly managed
and money is just sitting everywhere waiting for variance
opportunities to spend the residual that was not spent
initially. Taking that money back, and re-allocating it to
resources that include all the people and not just those that
drive their bike to work cause they live close to downtown
edmonton. What about people in the rural who would never
take a bike to work. Those projects are inefficient and poorly
thought of. That is just one example. Funding projects that
Healthcare- is another area to focus on as we all will require would touch a higher percentage of people.
assistance in our hospitals if not today but in the future. Our
families are aging and the quality of care sadly is depicted
Arts- In a time of budget clean up- the main necessities for
by the quality our hospitals are in. If we cannot continue to life should be focused on:
maintain and replace aging equipment the level of care
Subsidies where it allows people to continue to work
decreases. If we cannot continue to decrease wait times,
Healthcare
captivate some of the best doctors in the country, makes it Education
so hard to function in the healthcare industry. And the only Infrastructure so our roads don’t kill us on the way to work
ones that suffer are the patients, your families who go into cause the pot holes are so large
the hospital who cannot get an MRI done because there is a
wait time. Or an ultrasound done to determine that stomach
pain because there is one shared amongst 4 departments.
Fully understanding that every so often resources need to
be reviewed to ensure the most efficiency use of the current
budgets. But at least maintaining budgets from year to year
so as not to decrease funding is a minimum that should be
done.
Education- without good education the future of our
Healthcare, including public health initiatives like safe
consumption sites

T9A

Keeping smaller class sizes is important to us and many
other albertans we know. Our kids are the future work force
and we need to always keep that in mind. Investing in the
future through our children is good for everyone.

T3c

Education and health care

Keeping minimum wage lower so the small businesses can
continue to sustain.
Maintaining coal fired power which allows for more men and
women to be employed. These other forms of making power do
not require as many people to maintain which leaves lots of
people out of jobs. Clean up the technology- there is no reason
to stop utilizing the resources that were put on this land for us
to use. We must be smarter with the technology to clean up the
emissions like the rest of the world is doing.

Their own salaries and pensions, corporate handouts

Spending on infrastructure projects, grants for companies that
will help in diversifying the economy- i.e. tech companies

The health care sector needs a serious restructure to make it
financially responsible. Over management is a serious
problem in many companies and leads to overspending
without enough revenue to suppport it. Alberta health is a
prime example of that.
Federal Transfer payments

The corporate tax cut is a good start. Cutting back on red tape
and getting the federal government to cooperate with our
energy projects would be a necessity to getting energy
companies to invest again.
Economy for the Common Good. It’s a thing. Look into it
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T1S

Reduce the provincial debt (the Notley mess). Health care &
education seem to be "out of control". The health care wait
times do not seem to be improving, so why keep throwing
more money at it. Hospital management needs to be made
accountable.

Road repairs. There are some European countries using
technologies already that use machines to repair roads at
substantially lower costs than the "more manpower
procedures" currently being used. I'd be happy to pass on
the info I have to you if requested. Tree planting by drones.
100,000 trees per day can be planted with a hand-full of
Education system is in trouble. Their management needs to manpower. The technology is superior especially in
manage or get folks in there to do the job properly.
mountainous terrain.

If we are going/forced the "electric" route, I don't think we have
enough generating capacities. Let's get a plan in place asap &
get the generating capacities required. I don't want to see
Albertans "get caught with our pants down" i.e. Brown-outs.

T8V

I was a believer in PPP infrastructure projects in the past.
Reviewing the capital plan to make sure that only the most
important projects move forward is very important. The new
GP hospital and HYTHE senior’s expansion have been very
expensive to the taxpayer. Augmented due diligence should
be required so taxpayers do not get financially take
advantage of. Retaining more federal tax to stay in Alberta is
key- stop the Quebec freeloading. Getting Alberta back to
work so we can tax more people and more corporations
would ease the burden for everyone.

Making the capital plan accountable so higher costs are
harder to incur. Having a capital plan that is not developing
ahead of need. Health care is burdened with wait times for
some procedures. Is there any traction to discuss expanding
private clinics for certain procedures? I wish I had more
answers here, but I look forward to hearing what others think
and believe.

Tough talk with Ottawa. Bills that stop the export of O&G?
Come on...enough. Provinces using Alberta as a cash cow?
Come on...enough. Attract refineries into Alberta. I am tired of
the talk where this can’t be done here. Why not? Give a
corporate one time provincial tax exemption for investing in a
technology manufacturing campus (computer manufacturing,
super conductor manufacturing, etc.). I understand there is a
robust tech industry in Alberta, but no tech campuses.
Increasing Alberta’s place in agrifoods may be useful in
diversifying Alberta and providing value-added products to the
world. Again, taxable exemptions for the short-term to increase
this industry’s footprint in the province may be beneficial for
all.

T6C

Health care - seniors and supportive living homes
Job creation - not just oil sector but ways to branch out.
More support for small business
Analysis further the Blue Cross coverage for persons under
65 but married to a over 65. Income test for low income
seniors to ensure coverage

Senior and mid management in all go government positions.
Too many similar positions. Review expenses. Drop all
bonuses. Reduces all non essential system changes, unless
required or improves efficiencies.
Stop with the creation of more review panels.
Stop the universities from providing offices and staff for
retired professors.

Don’t just look at the oil industry.
Search out new business types, and provide the incentives for
them to be in Alberta.
Provide the amount required education required to fill the jobs.

T7Y

Health and Education just to keep the leftists happy and to
silence their complaints (with restraint as is required to
balance a budget). Infrastructure including roads serves
almost everyone.

Administration is likely the top answer but I'm definitely not
an expert.

T4x

Education and healthcare

T0C

Schools
Healthcare

T4B

T6e

Do not cut PUF funding for children in need of early
intervention.
Guaranteeing the green line funds and infrastructure
projects that help reduce commute times and idling. Second
overpass in Airdrie.
Education, including post secondary.
Health care, especially upgrading lab services

Lower the amount of red tape. I realise you have already tried
in some areas (ie. getting rid of the carbon tax). First we pay it,
then we get 80% back (in my greenhouse business). What a
waste of my time and a cost to administer the collection and the
redistribution.
Middle management in the government
Educate our children so that when they grow up they’ll have the
tools to creat industry
Their expenditures
Support and push for the pipeline
Acquire more percentage from Gaming, liquor and cannabis Supports all businesses
Government official's salaries.

Support public sector programs and jobs.

Get rid of the War room and Fair deal panel.

Diversifying the economy. Giving Calgary and Edmonton
revitalization money to attract corporations back to the
downtown cores.
Invest in alternative energy sources, other than fossil fuels.
Invest in students who are the leaders and future innovators of
our province by cancelling the funding cuts to education.

Cancel the “energy war room”,
Cancel the corporate tax cut
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T0A

Healthcare and education should always be a priority.
Tuition should not increase at university.

Oil and gas should be taxed appropriately; not reduced.

Healthcare monthly tax should be reinstated. We used to
Apprenticeship support already exists. $1000 grant per year pay about $100/month per family.
plus EI while attending 3 months. Why does this require
Provincial sales tax, if necessary.
more support. Support is already extensive.

Do not limit support to oil and gas. This could prove a big
mistake as the world responds to climate change. Support
alternative energy and tech companies. Alberta has always
been the last to change. Think smoking and seat belts and
metric measure. Now we are doing the same thing with climate
change. As I already mentioned, make education a priority.
The days of junior high drop outs earning $50/hr and being in
charge may be over.
Create tax breaks for alternative energy and tech companies
with $ recovered when you cancel oil and gas tax breaks.

T0B

Healthcare, education, and Infrastructure. A modern safe
and healthy educated society survives and even thrives in
downed economies. Invest in your people; invest in your
communities.

Returning corporate taxation to where it was, or better yet
raising them (Norway a very similar economy and population
has a 22% avg. Corp Tax Rate). Corporations should pay
their fair share. Tax cuts only reward the rich who
historically cut and run. Hardworking Regular middle class
Albertans shouldn’t be paying higher taxes than the
corporations. Fair taxation, It helps Albertans and creates a
balanced economy. From 2000-09 federal corporate tax cuts
saw a reduction by 10% yet business investment stayed
exactly the same 12.4% of GDP. Cuts didn’t increase
investment or create jobs. It rewarded a handful of very rich
people, and lost the Liberals their majority.

Invest heavily in infrastructure projects, upgrading highways,
bridges, building schools and hospitals. A job created in this
sector gives those qualified from the downed oilfield a job
opportunity and has them off assistance and paying taxes
again. Infrastructure is a historically proven recession buster.

t8g

Support health care workers don,t cut budget on health
Cut out some of the fat in the top end eg.too many so called
care.Ralph tried that and it did not work we educated nurses bosses, executives ,in government today in probably every
and doctors and they had to go to USA for work 17(1)
department
think this way.but I also have
grandchildren and great grandchildren to think about.

I think they are doing the right thing by supporting the trades
apprenticeship programs ,but they could help the farmers
too,afterall farming used to be Albertas number one industry.

T5K

The government should focus spending priorities on
Education as well as Health Care.

The implementation of a provincial sales tax would improve
the provinces ability to again become solvent.

T5K

The government should focus spending priorities on
Education as well as Health Care.

The implementation of a provincial sales tax would improve
the provinces ability to again become solvent.

Small business owners should be encouraged, supported and
not have to face as much red tape.
Homeless people should be encouraged to work for housing,
food and income.
Pipelines must be established, oil production encouraged.
Farming and industry must be recognized and enabled to
prosper, within environmental guidelines.
Small business owners should be encouraged, supported and
not have to face as much red tape.
Homeless people should be encouraged to work for housing,
food and income.
Pipelines must be established, oil production encouraged.
Farming and industry must be recognized and enabled to
prosper, within environmental guidelines.
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T5K

T5K

T6R

T8W

The government should focus spending priorities on
Education as well as Health Care.

The implementation of a provincial sales tax would improve
the provinces ability to again become solvent.

Small business owners should be encouraged, supported and
not have to face as much red tape.
Homeless people should be encouraged to work for housing,
food and income.
Pipelines must be established, oil production encouraged.
Farming and industry must be recognized and enabled to
prosper, within environmental guidelines.
The government should focus spending priorities on
The implementation of a provincial sales tax would improve Small business owners should be encouraged, supported and
the provinces ability to again become solvent.
not have to face as much red tape.
Education as well as Health Care.
Homeless people should be encouraged to work for housing,
food and income.
Pipelines must be established, oil production encouraged.
Farming and industry must be recognized and enabled to
prosper, within environmental guidelines.
Priorities should be focused maintaining quality health care Look into the research that has beed done by the Health
We need to focus on renewable energies and innovation.
(especially for the most vulnerable) and public education.
Quality Council of Alberta. Primary care and front line
Getting back into Oil, Jason Kenny is becoming obsolete, not to
These two areas face drastic cuts which will hurt Albertans workers are extremely important in first helping patients. By mention the problems placed on the environment. Look into
wind power, solar power, recycling (or reducing would be
in the long run.
cutting funds to family doctors and nurses, this will lead to
better).
increased burden to ER departments and more health
complications. There should be a real focus on preventative
health, in the form of healthy eating, active living and mental
health. I URGE you to read this
document:https://www.hqca.ca/wpcontent/uploads/2018/05/HQCA_PCMeasurement_March2014
Final.pdf
Education and safety (keeping our rural communities safe). We want to support small businesses and Canadian
Investment into stable industry's, no one wants to send people
businesses, so if tax cuts are going to go to businesses they to a job that wont exist in a few years. With that, more
should go there only. No tax cuts for huge businesses,
investment/scholarships to support people going into the jobs
especially if they aren't based here. More money for
we need most.
Canadians. Also if we have to keep pumping gas the least
our other provinces could do is buy it.
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T5Y

Health care - bring down wait times without privatizing
health care

There are a lot of times that spending money up front on
proactive measures saves money in other places. One
example is the Housing First model. By paying rent and
Education - provide public funding for enough teachers and providing supports to formerly homeless individuals, the
support staff so that class sizes remain below 25 students. government has been proven to save money in other places health care, policing, the justice system, etc.
Private schools should not receive equal funding - in fact I
am of the opinion they should receive less than 50% of their
There are many arts and culture initiatives that show similar
funding from tax dollars.
Capital funding to build new schools and fix schools that are impacts.
in need up upgrades

You need to diversify the economy. Many oil and gas jobs are
becoming automated, so they’re not coming back. Provide retraining to those in the sector who have lost their jobs. The
CETT vouchers for former coal workers have been very
successful, for example
Invest in other industries. Not everyone wants to work in the oil
sector, even if it miraculously makes a come back and we see a
boom like 2006.
We need all types of people and careers in Alberta.

Post secondary education: maintain or increase funding
levels. Keep the domestic tuition cap in place. Dial back the
increase in interest rates for student aid debt when students
go into repayment.
Funding for municipalities: maintain levels to pre-2019
budget. This reduction causes us to pay more in municipal
taxes. You’re just moving the tax dollars we spend, not
reducing the overall amount.
Hire more prosecutors to send people through the court
system more quickly
Remove the decision to reduce public sector wages by 2%.
Reverse the plan to cut public sector jobs, even through
attrition. It’s just as bad to be left behind and severely
understaffed as it is to be laid off. The need for public sector
employees does not go away just because you’re cutting the
funding - we still need nurses and teachers and other
support staff.
And yes. I’m aware of how much these things cost. Tax me
accordingly as long as I get to live in a functional society
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T8A

education
health care
growing green energy
seniors

implement a small provincial sales tax (we all pay)
STOP handing out money to oil corporations!!

by cutting spending to education and health care, you are in
essence, eliminating jobs (front line workers)

all charter and private schools SHOULD NOT receive any
public funding- parents who choose to send their children to
these types of schools need to pay/ support their existence
entirely themselves

grow the tech sector/ movie industry sector/ tourism sector
(Alberta residents show their AB licence to receive a 2-5 %
discount at provincial sites, mountain resorts, provincial
museums = more Alberta visitors and more economic spin offs)
/ what about giant greenhouses for growing more produce year
round (on the same scale as the marijuana industry) - less
cut the Lieutenant-Governor spending/ funding - it is a
symbolic position that should not receive any taxpayer funds reliance on out of province items purchased
as that person is NOT accountable to citizens
cut funding to many programs (education funding, outings)
in prisons - these people should not be receiving any frills
allow more private health care clinics (pay as you go/ need)
but NOT at the expense of general health care funding allows choice/ options and if people wish to avoid lengthy
waits, they pay

T6L

Getting our economy going, Health Care - physical and
mental, and education.

Lower minister salaries and pensions to be more in line with Invest in business, stand up to federal government and other
the working people. Find effective and efficient ways to
provinces. Sell Alberta oil!!
operate. Reduce waste. Reduce transfer payments.

T4C

1 Health, 2 Education, 3 Safety of Citizens, 4 Infrastructure

Stop trying to be all things to all people, reduce the chance
of liability when people do public service activities - ie why
should a helpful citizen be concerned about assisting in
flooding the outside community rink? The threat of American
style liability has smothered community involvement. Get a
handle on out of control Municipal spending - the Minister of
MA needs to STEP UP!

Institute a set of guidelines for municipalities to follow in their
planning and permit process, based on the best examples
(Airdrie, Strathmore?) and implement so the worst examples
(Rocky View County, Calgary, Cochrane) are brought back to
reality. Continue to uphold and publicize our high standards for
protection of the environment. Maintain a steady, reasonable,
business tax rate that can be depended on.

T0E

1. Balance the budget 2. Get Albertans working. 3.
Infrastructure

Cut administration. Our provincial Government is too top
heavy in all sectors. Not enough bang for the buck.

T0B

Ensuring debt repayment and balancing the budget.
Only taking debt in regards to gov't projects such as
twinning highways and building pipelines (these projects are
investing in AB).

Revisiting AISH eligibility requirements.
Cutting post-secondary funding to arts and commerce
projects and diverting it to STEM and trade programs.
Cutting the multiculturalism grants and making those clubs
become self-sufficient.
Switching gov't pensions from defined benefit to defined
contribution and make investments that directly correlate to
those industries in AB (It's risky, but, it incentivizes our
public workers to work towards this provinces wellbeing. If
CEOs are expected to be paid in corporate stock, why not
public sector unions?).

Low taxes. Let entrepreneurs and business generate jobs.
Government should be focused on health, education, fire and
police etc.
As mentioned earlier, we need to focus on STEM and trades.
Thank you for working towards giving prestige to trades as
equals to degrees. This way we'll have a ready workforce to
diversify both our energy sector and into technologies.
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t6h

T6M

Alberta should be focusing on developing our natural
resources but not at the expense of health and education.
Currently, the proposed budget will be most detrimental to
our most vulnerable citizens, such as students with special
needs and people with medical needs. The move to alter
public education which is currently recognized as a
benchmark around the world should not be sacrificed for a
private model which is worst for those from low
socioeconomic status.
Health care, Education, GHG reductions

T3A

Healthcare and primary and secondary education.

T0B

Jobs, Education, and Health, Food production {Agriculture}
Economic agencies (REDA are already setup and ready to
work with communities)

T8A

Supporting our education systems and health care system.
Allow these systems to grow and thrive instead of
implementing "freezes" that amount to cuts.
Diversification and retraining

T6H

T5M
T0C

T8X
T8H
T5A
t8a

t8a

While education and health salaries could stay stable and
taxes could go up incrementally, we must not sacrifice our
social capital to achieve short term goals. The budget should
not be balanced on the most vulnerable people in society

An aggressive move to get our resources to port and using the
revenue to invest in renewables should be the focus. Fossil
fuels are becoming less viable and we should develop our
resources before they are phased out. By investing the revenue
in solar, wind, and alternate energy sources Alberta can be
relevant in the future. Investment should not be pulled from
innovation and development as a "brain drain" will make those
most entrepreneurial to seek elsewhere to invest.

MLA pay, MLA office budgets, Premier travel outside Alberta,
MLA pensions, Oil and Gas Subsidies, Ending funding for
the Canadian Energy Centre
Post-secondary education 17(1)
and lobbying for
cross-province free trade which would boost the economy.

Spend more on infrastructure, by not turning respected post
secondary institutions into diploma mills.

Lobbying other premiers for cross-province free trade (not just
oil/gas, removing intra-national trade barriers in general as
Stephen Poloz suggested). Not making massive cuts but
freezing budgets over several years until revenue catches up to
spending.
Take a very close look at the bureaucracy in the govt and see Work with industry and job creators in this province and help
if something can be trimmed from these offices.
them set up good strong business cases by using interest free
loans.

Making sure large corporations are taxed and paying what is Supporting educators and educational systems to prepare and
owed.
inspire students. Explore renewable energy and diversify from
oil.
Healthcare - private delivery and hire physicians as
Universities! Trade schools don't bring you innovation and
employees rather than contractors who engage in
universities need funding to bring in top researchers. Now
monopolies and price setting. Administration and red tape
some universities do have spending problems, but that's
administration and not the teaching.
Social services, education
Program abuse and possibly fraud in large social services
Raising the low and middle income levels.
programs (welfare and AISH).
The typical ones are health and education, but economic
Streamlining operations and limiting middle management.
Create an investment forum for international investors to come
diversification is huge.
AHS and others are loaded with bloat. Frontline is not the
and see what we have to offer. 17(1)
issue.
renewable resources
Not funding oil and gas propaganda
Invest in renewable resources instead of pretending non
renewable energy company care about Alberta
Education and healthcare.
Raise taxes on large businesses and the wealthy Albertans Investing in our children's public Education rather than having
that have money to spare.
a narrow minded, shortsighted vision.
Healthcare and education
MLA salaries.
remove the salary freeze for non union govt and AHS
employees.
tax credits for technology and film industry to fill empty
healthcare, education and especially the government
tax credits for future growth industries (and their related
office buildings, diversify our economy and move jobs from bureaucracy
educational facilities) to diversify our economy and get these
BC and ONT. This will increase AB population and give us
industries established in the province
more of a federal voice
Healthcare
Look for efficiencies in government but not lay off workers. support small business, unions, oil & gas development as well
A sales tax would help us to have a regular revenue stream as technology and manufacturing sectors.
Education
as well.
Economic growth / job creation
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T0A

We should not have any spending priorities. We should only Normalize public employee pensions and salaries to
have cut-back priorities. We do not have a revenue problem, represent what people in the private sector make. Open the
public sector to more competition from the private sector.
we have a spending problem.
Get rid of redundant or useless departments. It must be
clearly understood and appreciated that public unions are
not unions, they are monopolies, and do not have to compete
like private unions.
Get rid of all unessential programs in universities . Like any
leftist, socialist woke bullshit.

Stream-line and speed-up the regulation and permitting
processes for projects. Eliminate as much red tape as possible.
A healthy and robust investment environment is essential to the
future prosperity of any Province and must be aggressively
pursued. I do not mean subsides and welfare hand outs.
Alberta has enough natural resources and talent that we do not
need eastern Canada. Alberta cannot survive another federal
liberal dictated government. Alberta needs to separate from
Canada to survive, period.

T0B

The government needs to focus spending on developing our
vast resources, oil and gas, forestry, agriculture tourism,
and technology. I feel there is a lot to be done, there has
been to much focus on oil and gas, I realize it has been a
major revenue driver for a long time, however I feel that
there is lots of room for development and growth in
agriculture first of all it is sustainable and there is a growing
population to feed around the world we are shipping to
much unprocessed food. We need to diversify our economy
so that we can smooth out the highs and lows of the energy
sector as well with the growing awareness of climate
change energy is getting a bad image. We have a beautiful
province we have vast forests some of the most productive
farmers in the world for a change lets not cut funding to
these industries rather increase spending so that we are not
so reliant on energy

First of all we have to provide our grade one to twelve students
with better life skills. from a way better understanding of
economics to a more diverse and practical course offering
There should be no student that attends junior or senior high
school that has not visited one of the tar sands plants, or a coal
mine or a lumber mill or a farm or went to operating room
theater how are our students going to make wise career
choices when they have not been exposed to real life
experiences. In my opinion wise satisfying career choices
makes for less unemployment a more productive work place in
turn we become more competitive globally and that creates
more jobs Our youth is going to drive our economy going
forward we have to provide them with the experiences and the
tools so they can leave school and make the wise choices to be
productive members of society We have failed miserably over
the last couple of generations

First off you have a big job ahead of you, I think the first
thing you have to do is educate the people, when people
can't manage there own finances how are they going to
understand fiscal management by the government there are
a lot of people think that if the government pays for it it is
free. So I realize there was I believe a 5% rollback on MLA's
salary meaningless in terms of optics you need to do 25%
and then your message of austerity would seem a whole lot
more authentic. In my opinion people need to know how
much it costs to visit a doctor, or how much it costs to send
a child to school, how much do teachers make how much
does the pension plan cost we need to know what it costs to
deliver public services,so that when you want to rollback or
freeze wages we can judge weather that is fair.One way to
save money is scrap preschool it is just glorified daycare we
should not be paying for baby sitters plus it would provide a
chance for some small business I think the whole education
system has to be overhauled and become more efficient, way
to many half days and shortened days when transportation
is so high perhaps longer days and fewer of them would be
more efficient and teachers are overpayed. For the life of me
i do not understand why people abuse something as great as
health care but both patients and providers do, again a
patient has to know what it costs to visit a doctor and not on
some website that requires 10 minutes of search but posted
at the clinic and at the hospital, it should be mandatory that
cost of services that are in part or in whole funded by the
government be posted in a visible location and I mean all
services education, infrastructure,health care, recreation
facilities everywhere government money is spent there
should be a visible account of the funds provided by the
government so that we can make informed decisions about
budget cuts or freezes or if you are being fiscally
responsible Health care abuse has to be stopped I live near
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T0B

The government needs to focus spending on developing our
vast resources, oil and gas, forestry, agriculture tourism,
and technology. I feel there is a lot to be done, there has
been to much focus on oil and gas, I realize it has been a
major revenue driver for a long time, however I feel that
there is lots of room for development and growth in
agriculture first of all it is sustainable and there is a growing
population to feed around the world we are shipping to
much unprocessed food. We need to diversify our economy
so that we can smooth out the highs and lows of the energy
sector as well with the growing awareness of climate
change energy is getting a bad image. We have a beautiful
province we have vast forests some of the most productive
farmers in the world for a change lets not cut funding to
these industries rather increase spending so that we are not
so reliant on energy

First off you have a big job ahead of you, I think the first
thing you have to do is educate the people, when people
can't manage there own finances how are they going to
understand fiscal management by the government there are
a lot of people think that if the government pays for it it is
free. So I realize there was I believe a 5% rollback on MLA's
salary meaningless in terms of optics you need to do 25%
and then your message of austerity would seem a whole lot
more authentic. In my opinion people need to know how
much it costs to visit a doctor, or how much it costs to send
a child to school, how much do teachers make how much
does the pension plan cost we need to know what it costs to
deliver public services,so that when you want to rollback or
freeze wages we can judge weather that is fair.One way to
save money is scrap preschool it is just glorified daycare we
should not be paying for baby sitters plus it would provide a
chance for some small business I think the whole education
system has to be overhauled and become more efficient, way
to many half days and shortened days when transportation
is so high perhaps longer days and fewer of them would be
more efficient and teachers are overpayed. For the life of me
i do not understand why people abuse something as great as
health care but both patients and providers do, again a
patient has to know what it costs to visit a doctor and not on
some website that requires 10 minutes of search but posted
at the clinic and at the hospital, it should be mandatory that
cost of services that are in part or in whole funded by the
government be posted in a visible location and I mean all
services education, infrastructure,health care, recreation
facilities everywhere government money is spent there
should be a visible account of the funds provided by the
government so that we can make informed decisions about
budget cuts or freezes or if you are being fiscally
responsible Health care abuse has to be stopped I live near
Stop over paying the higher ups

First of all we have to provide our grade one to twelve students
with better life skills. from a way better understanding of
economics to a more diverse and practical course offering
There should be no student that attends junior or senior high
school that has not visited one of the tar sands plants, or a coal
mine or a lumber mill or a farm or went to operating room
theater how are our students going to make wise career
choices when they have not been exposed to real life
experiences. In my opinion wise satisfying career choices
makes for less unemployment a more productive work place in
turn we become more competitive globally and that creates
more jobs Our youth is going to drive our economy going
forward we have to provide them with the experiences and the
tools so they can leave school and make the wise choices to be
productive members of society We have failed miserably over
the last couple of generations

T7x

Health Care

T2J

Areas with lower managerial overhead. transportation,
energy, technology, agriculture

where inputs dont have good enough ouputs per dollar.

by not being as afraid of budget deficits as they are. Investment
is income, understand where added investment causes inflation
and where it doesn't. Understand how the government should
compete and realize that a central bank is an accommodating
yet overly exclusive table for money creation. 17(1

T4N

Infrastructure and diversifying the economy

Administrative costs

Economic diversification, green tech incentives

Hire more health car workers

)
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T6J

Keeping employed workers working. Not firing them and
giving their jobs to private - for profit unidentified entices or
corporations. In particular our medical/healthcare services
and educational workers.

- Unhide the dollars given out as election supporter bribes or
otherly described silent give aways and make each cent's
worth accounted for. From the day of this past election until
all Albertans are confident in the transparency of 'all' current
government transactions. Claw back these funds
- Hold drilling companies responsible for abandoned oil
wells - penalize all petro chemical companies and
contractors/independent operators for past, current, and
future abandonments...ensuring industry fiscal support of
the responsibility of cleaning up.

- Fund alternative energy development and implement
programs and policies to encourage individuals and
corporations to retrofit buildings, businesses, and homes.
- Encourage public mass transportation. Give individuals
opportunities to invest directly in projects ensuring for-profit
participants are fully accountable to all Albertans and not just
private government committees.
- If major projects like a fast-rail link between Edmonton and
Calgary are held up by funding, set up a individual funding
structure allowing "Albertans" not other non-Canadian sources
to fund the project.
- Make any private-funded healthcare and education providers
fully fiscally transparent to all Albertans and allow individual
investment into such.

t5z

Education, both pubic and post secondary.
Health Care.
Diversification of economy.

Re-instate the tech incentives. Edmonton was on the verge of
becoming a tech giant and the budget cut is destroying the
progress.

T5R

Education (K-12) with priority to K-6 increased funding per
child. Children's Services, Health (family physicians, long
term/extended care). Housing, (single parent/guardian
family, seniors, vulnerable)

Introduce cost-sharing for doctor visits (80/20) with
exemptions for the poor. If we have to pay a portion to visit
the doctor:
a) it would help eliminate fraud
b) it would help eliminate unnecessary visits
Amalgamate departments; one director for several
departments. Spend money on 'essentials' art work; lovely
but should be privately funded, Reduce funding of LRT; (we
have roads and bike lanes, enhance public transit systems)

T8S

Healthcare - an ill society is a society that does not work
and therefore has no money
Education - the strength of our province lays in the
education of our population. A strong education system is
necessary for a strong future.
Small business/Innovation - start the process of moving
away from fossil fuel dependency as our main source of
income in this province

1. At the top!!!
Heavy bureaucracies of government agencies need to be
trimmed and more "boots on the ground" and front line
workers are needed
2. Get rid of the Alberta "War Room" - Canadian Energy
Centre - what a colossal waste of my money as a taxpayer.

T6C

Supporting Alberta’s Economy, while Business learn to
move in our “new normal”.

My suggestion comes As a small business owner, and a
Honestly cutting “all” *unnecessary* financial outlays as
successful family manager who’s managed through many
indicated previously.
financial downturns;
Redirect those funds to “directly” support business
A “fine comb” technique is needed here to discover the
hidden places where financial savings are hiding. From the
SMALLEST to the largest expenditures its time to ACTUALLY
stop spending in unnecessary ways.
New adventures, rewards and even beautification are a very
limited example of how nothing can be overlooked.
ONLY ESSENTIAL, NECESSARY SPENDING and hopefully
this will take direct pressure off the taxpayers and hopefully
provide resources to keep “business” running.

Too many small to medium size companies have already
sunk... the ability for remaining business to continue
through this change and into our new economic climate
needs your support.

T9H

Social Services and Healthcare

Finding other revenue streams, introduce PST.

Provide incentives for students enrolled in a 'trade' program.
Provide incentives for businesses during their first 2 years of
operating. Have a 'delegate' travel and extol the virtues of doing
business in Alberta. Work with insurance providers to reduce
premiums to Albertans.
Put money in the hands of the people! When people are secure
and have money; they spend money which in turn keeps
businesses afloat AND creates jobs. When governments hack
and slash and cut, cut, cut ...no one feels secure and therefore
people start to hold off on spending. This creates a HUGE
problem as businesses start to feel the pressure and begin to
lay people off and/or close their doors and/or file for
bankruptcy. Hack and slash does NOTHING for prosperity!!

By not cutting social services and healthcare
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T8E

T9M

T4X

Diversification of our economy. Dependence on the oil
industry is not the future.

Health and Education.

Health care & education! It would be a shame to make cuts
to our future 17(1)

Definitely tighten spending in all ministries. Eliminate
wasteful spending, inefficiencies and redundancy.

Offer initiatives to tech industries and sound renewable energy
projects.

Closely examine the provincial tax structure. A flat tax rate
may no longer be practical when other revenues have
declined.
By returning corporate taxes to their original level instead of Funding health care and education to create health care and
forcing health care and education cuts.
teaching jobs so that the province can meet its obligations to
rural Alberta.

Maybe they could look at their own wages, travel expenses
etc etc etc

Incentivizing companies to sponsor trade and high tech
education.
Put the pipeline through, leave funding to education and health
care alone so teachers, educational assistants and nurses et al
can continue to work

t’s the increase in class sizes, lack of funding to
students with special needs etc. The children and young
adults in our province deserve the best setting to learn in
and become responsible citizens so they can be strong
leaders in the future, in Alberta!
T6W

Continued support for new immigrants, support for k-12 and I think you are taking too much too quickly from health care
post secondary institutions, funding for technology
and education. The funding for the “war room” seems
innovation and health care.
inappropriate in a province that needs to diversify its
economy. You could cancel that.
Greater support of public services, such as health care,
Instate a PST in Alberta. Increase taxation of large
education and law enforcement.
corporations.
Job creation
Not sure,

Through supporting new growth areas such as tech and
innovation in agriculture and energy.

T6J

Health care jobs
Education Jobs
Rural school divisions and hospitals
Removing tax advantages for oil c

Cut salaries of high paid execs in government
Cut party sponsored agencies like war room and Tory
sponsored travelling road shows

T2p

Eliminating the duplication and waste by having so many
Universities in Province.

Reduce duplicate spend in Universities. All have duplicate
HR, Admissions, IT, accounting. Implement consolidation
similarly to Health Care years ago.

Listen more
Respect democracy and public opinion
Keep jobs on health and education sectors
Give back tax credits to film industry and hi tech
Give good tax credits for businesses supporting arts A sector
that creates jobs
Build high speed rail that connects Calgary to Edmonton.
Create a economic power through connecting our two cities
with everything between (red deer, airdrie, Leduc, etc.).

Innovation

stop spending money on cronies

Diversify, we can be more than oil

T8W

Creation of public works projects. Diversifying our economy
into other ventures besides oil and gas.
-Add a provincial tax,
-1.5% public sector wage roll back.
-invest in green & alternative energy
-higher taxes for the wealthier tax brackets in Alberta
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T7Z

Spending needs to be balanced between "promoting big
business" and the social programs. Governments get it
backwards - when times are tough in the public sector the
government should step up, when times are good back off.
No governments cut back in government right when times
are tough in the private sector - double whammy.

Cutting the 30 Million $ War Room would be a good start.
Cutting layers of upper management who are so far removed
from the working level that they cannot make informed
decisions. When you are looking to cut what senior
executive is going to recommend cutting themselves - a lot
of non-productive senior management - not talking about
working level managers just the upper level executives.

Quit laying off public sector workers for starters.
Put money into the post-secondary institutions to support
alternative energy research.
Provide incentive programs to draw other industries to Alberta.
Evaluate whether all the incentives and give aways to the
energy over the years continues to be worth while - get your
heads out of the sand when it comes to the energy industry who
to a large extent have raped our province of our natural
resources and when times get tough they pack up and leave.
Provide funding to complete the twinning of the Fort McMurray
highway.
Put money into other infrastucture programs - generates work
and results in a better province which in turn attracts more
industry and tourism.

The other thing the government needs to recognize is that
government does play a role in ensuring equity for all when
it comes to health, education, etc. The private sector is not
in that business, they are in the business of making money the two do not mix.
Put money into programs to generate diversity in our
economy such as supporting alternative energy sources,
attracting the tech sector, etc. There has for years been talk
about diversification but it is only lip service.

T8v

Alberta busness development

Equalization payments
Cut top heavey bureaucrates

Removing carbon tax
Invest in alberta agriculture , energy
Push back more on attacks on alberta from other provinces

T8G

improvements to healthcare and education, AISH and
Seniors

taxing major corporations to insure they pay their fare
share...bring back the carbon tax

T7Y

Infrastructure

Social services of all types.

restore funding to front line services, education, and
healthcare, climate change is real, we need a diversified
economy rather than relying on oil, support for solar power
Expand our infrastructure. Build a highway from Ft Mc to Peace
River or High Level. Pave highway 40 from Hinton south.
Reduce red tape.
Reduce taxes.
Reduce the size of our civil service.

Health, education, and socual services

The government does not have a spending problem so much
as an earning problem. Increase taxes to high earning
individuals and businesses. It is also time to revist a PST as
a conservative government is the only government in Alberta
who has any hope of implementing it.

Restore grants to the tech sector, renewable energy, and small
businesses. Diversifying our economy is more important than
continuing to try and restore the oil and gas into where it once
was.

T6L

Education and Health Care

Remove regulatory barriers.

T6G

More spending on social services including education and
health care.
Classrooms ans kids. Now, more than ever, our children
need person-to-person interaction. Special needs and
inclusion are failing due to a shortage of teachers and
support staff that can meet their needs. And teachers are
drowning in constant demands to do more with less.

Quit wasting time and $$$ on "think-Tanks" and "expert"
consultations.
Raise taxes so the wealthy can pay their fair share
Start with reducing the wages and numbers on the
administrative side of division offices and government
positions. How many teachers could be hired for a
superintendent's wage?

First and foremost, by NOT cutting the jobs/positions of the
front line workers. Put staff with kids. Cut out all of the extra
spending on initiatives and get back to supporting basic skills
development.

T0B

Implement a sales tax
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T3B

Childcare, Education, Healthcare

Get rid of the war room, and the Fair Deal Alberta
discussions. Also Mr. Kenny needs to be in the province
more. Stop travelling and spending tax payer funds.

T4S

1. Health Care - People who lose work because of untreated
illness cost us money. Doctors who are overworked will
make mistakes. We don't have enough doctors or nurses.
Emergency rooms are too crowded. Health is a basic need.
2. Education - We need to grow our own doctors, lawyers,
architects, engineers, teachers. We need to have a literate
society capable of critical thinking. There are a lot of violent
children in elementary schools. The other children can't
learn when they're afraid. The violent children need
educational assistants.
3. Farmers - these people grow our crops and raise the
animals we eat. These people have always been overlooked
and never even have two nickels to rub together.

1. No tax loop-holes for large businesses or rich people.
2. No "deals" or incentives for people who already have
more money than everyone else.
3. Increase taxes for the rich people and businesses.
4. People and businesses have become rich by taking
advantage of the system and the general public. This is
shameful. They need to pay back their ill-gotten goods.

T9S

Education, Health and social services.

Administration, workflow and just waste. Make the people
who are spending accountable for their spending.

Healthy Albertans can work and when we work we pay
taxes, we spend money in our communities. Taking care of
every Albertan needs to be the highest priority, if we do not
have our health, what do we have? This includes
recognizing our remote and rural areas and taking care of
them just the same.

You must spend money to make money. You must support the
educational needs of the children who will be filling those jobs
in the future. Stop relying on oil and look at diversification of
resources( solar, wind). Support the film industry, which
creates jobs.
1. Hire more doctors, nurses, teachers, and educational
assistants. If they have jobs, they'll be able to spend money
and pay taxes.
2. Support small business. People who are hired to work there
will have money and be able to spend it in their communities.
3. Oil and gas are important in Alberta, but they're not the only
asset we have. Think about other things, too.
4. Increase tourism. This will bring in money to hotels,
restaurants, local business.

Diversify, work with communities of all sizes.
Oil and gas are important for our economy, but so is the
technology sector and many other industries.

Basic business is finding the most effective and efficient way
to operate, maybe try that in running a province.

Education - We cannot be leaders in the county and the
world if our future leaders are not properly educated. We
need to move forward with our education and ensure the
generations that will be running our province when we are
retired are ready. It is our responsibility to prepare them.
Social Services - We are a privileged province and need to
take care of each other. Nobody should suffer by not being
able to access the resources they need when they need
them.
Putting Health, Education and Social Services as true
priorities will save us money int he long term and help
generate more money in our economy.
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T6x

Stop funding illegal immigrants, sanctuary cities.
Top dogs in education, health and government. NO tax paid
Keep helping education funds for students even I they move job should pay more that $100k.
local schools ( funds that follow the student) will help create Do not cover expens accounts.
Less waste.
Review the effectiveness in having special needs classes /
aids who work with kids who will honestly Never be
independent in the future, serious drain on funds.

Small business tax forgiveness. It's hard to pay these giant
Bill's these days.

T6H

I would like the government to reconsider its cuts to health
and education. I would also like the government to keep
increasing AISH along with the increase in the cost of living.
I want to keep these great programs we have (regardless of
other provinces spending or lack of spending). You have
cut money to Edmonton public schools (perhaps not the
overall budget but particular grants, and have not increased
the yearly budget, even while EPS has more students each
year), so I don't understand the comment you make that you
have not made cuts.

In the past I was against a PST (and filled out surveys
against it). However, now I have changed my mind and
would much rather have a PST if it is necessary to have you
not do these cuts to health and education. Please
reconsider. I know many other Albertans I have talked to
would also choose a PST over these cuts now that we see
them in action.

I see that you are committed to fully supporting our oil and gas
industry and workers, which is good. However, I would also
like to see a big public effort to transition Alberta to a Green
Economy, such as big tax breaks or grants for new green
companies that could help with this transition to diversifying
the economy.

T2S

Let go of oil. Let the industry fend for itself. Focus on things
government should focus on: health, education, safety, etc.
Demand repayment by industry for orphan wells and unpaid
municipal taxes. Work on the environment.

Focus on the fundamentals. Alberta needs a PST like all other
jurisdictions in the world. Don't get ideological and hunker
down on oil. It will be our undoing.

T6R

In some way, try to introduce a 2% sales tax. . . slowly by
.5% each year.
Increase resource royalties to the province when resources
of any kind resurrect themselves. (The province lost out
over many, many years.)

Quit giving money to oil. Oil isn't the golden goose:
taxpayers are! Stop funding a "war room". Quit giving
lucrative government contracts to Conservative hacks. Don't
run phoney leadership campaigns. Try to avoid scandal.
That's how we lost the election last time!
Look elsewhere instead of education, healthcare, civil
service, AISH, etc.

T4X

Education
Health care
Social Services
Infrastructure (roads etc.)
ie the basic things government is supposed to use our taxes
for
maintain programs and prepare for future without oil

Eliminate the Energy Centre (war room)
Reduce the number to communications people in the
government working for UCP- if you are doing the right thing
it only needs to be said once

Create policies tailored to particular industries and services to
encourage investment in, for example, value added in oil and
gas, in agriculture, and in forestry. ie we need the courage to
take a long view.

government should focus on revenue

dont cut civil service

Keep our government workers employed! When you
negotiate new contracts don’t take away everything in it!
Like retention bonus for people working in the North.

Get of mid-managers, levels of ADM, DM and on and on.
Don’t cut front level services.

It’s not all about oil and gas what about Forestry, agriculture?
Focus on other areas of growth.

t6j
T8V

Motivate technology companies to come to Alberta.
Offer re-training opportunities for those who have lost jobs in
the resource industries, healthcare, education, and civil
service. People without work cannot stimulate the economy.
The domino effect will affect everyone and everything.
Alberta will otherwise become a wasteland.

Also, get rid of the embarrasing WAR ROOM in Calgary!!!!
T4V

UCP should step down. You lied you bastards

Firing Jason Kenny! Asshole

By stepping down

T0H

The government should focus on taking care of it's people
and it's land. Like a government is supposed to do. Stop
catering to your business buddies and making the people
pay for it.

How about instead of trying to convince corporations to come
to Alberta with ineffective tax breaks you actually do something
to address our global image. People hate Alberta and it's mostly
due to mismanagement by our government.

T0A

Emergency Healthcare and Education.

How about their own pockets? Or if you out want to pull from
the major organizations in the country maybe have some
balls and target the people making the most instead of
frontline staff who are barely getting by as is. Starting a war
with the people who educate your young and care for your
sick and dying is a serious misstep.
Government salaries and business tax credits.

By helping out the middle to lower class.
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government should focus on ensuring schools get budget
aligned with population growth, but hold the line on
individual compensation. The same goes for health care.
Those in the public service need to understand they are well
compensated and have security most other workers do not
have.

There are way too many GOA managers with limited or no
Continue to cut tax and allow accelerated depreciation of
staff. Why is there deputy ministers with multiple ADM's that research related assets
have next to no staff? In industry, directors have 6 to 8
managers who in turn have 10 to 12 staffers. The public
service needs to get rid of redundant senior managers at the
ADM, Director and level 5 paygrade who do not supervise
staff. We all know there are Dm's with an ADM, who in turn
have 2 or 3 staffers. That needs to stop!

Health care
Education
Public transportation

Executive Director of Issues Management for the Premier of
Alberta- this guy is seriously embarrassing to the image of
Alberta
Getting rid of the war room
Institute a sales tax to mirror gst

Creating a healthy environment for industries other than oil and
gas. The massive tax breaks given to those companies has
created nothing.

T0a

Education/healthcare

Encourage renewable energy- not just oil and gas

T6C

Public education and public post-secondary education.
Publicly funded health care that respects the Canada Health
Act and that is properly funded so that it can work like it can
and like it should.

A long term approach might include higher royalties to
corporations and where this money is nestled in a version of
the past "Heritage Trust Fund" so that when there are
inevitable down turns in the economy we have that pool of
savings to re-inject in the economy. Creating publicly
funded jobs through massive work projects (i.e. - Anthony
Henday, etc.) whilst using the royalty revenues that were
generated during the boom cycle of the economy.

At the present moment, definitely by funding public projects
such as infrastructure, research and development or the
creation of the "super lab" that was unfortunately, in the
opinion of this Albertan, stopped.
Diversification is also extremely important and will help in job
creation and economic growth. Although oil and gas is
extremely important as we do have such an abundance, this is
not the only choice in the energy sector. Putting all eggs in one
basket in this day and age is not an answer as all signs show
that the world demand for fossil fuels is slowly decreasing as
choices are made by governments throughout the world that
are based on the science of climate change, thus, resulting in a
continued lower demand for fossil fuels.

T9H

Healthcare
Education

Oil and gas industries

SAY SOMETHING
I certainly do not think they should focus on cutbacks for
nurses salaries and overtime and weekend pay and personal
days. As well as one extra measly dollar for being a masters
of Nursing. Kenny directly went against his word that he
would not do cutbacks in the nursing field and he did. He is
a huge disappointment to me and I regret voting for him and
the conservative party.

Continue to hire Registered nurses and teachers as well as
investing in other jobs in the oil and gas industries to
contribute to the provinces while still maintaining our health
care and education.
Will certainly not by cutting back on our salaries and cutting
back on number of nurses hired.

On government expenditures itself. Too much has been
spent on politicians salaries, child care for politicians, and
money spent on the upper echelon of the government. You're
penalizing hard-working nurses and teachers right now and You need to get our oil industry up and running like it used to
be over 10 years ago. Our province has suffered profusely and
it is angering and distasteful and distrustful.
my next door neighbour is working in Ontario as an engineer
for the past five or six years because of what has happened in
Alberta. Stop importing oil and start exporting oil

T9S

job creation
pipeline construction
decrease spending

T9C

Agriculture support programs,Alberta farmers have faced 4
years of devastating wet harvest conditions that is draining
us financially

cap public sector wages
remove public section management wage to-ups and added
benefits
stop May madness spending
end public sector pension add ons such as matching RRSP
contributions
First of all cut government waste,secondly cut government
wages that means elected MLA's and top ceo's in
government departments.

end red tape
simplify resource development approvals
decrease taxes

get out of the private sector,lower business tax,separate from
eastern Canada
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Investing in revenue generating for Alberta
Define core business for civil service with a core capacity
support and contracting to deal with changes
(downturns/cyclical upswings)to keep govt small & effective
Innovation in health & education services delivery
Tax workers working in Alberta but living in Alberta - no
exemption for them from Alberta provincial tax.

Integrating program service delivery across departments to
eliminating duplication & improve efficiency.
Not duplicating programs across levels of government - stick
to provincial government programs/mandate.
Use technology to deliver services reducing travel expenses.

Stand up for Alberta against federal policies/programs putting
AB at a disadvantage.
Provide incentives supporting innovation & economic growth.
Maintain Alberta's infrastructure (e.g., highways resurfacing) as
it also attracts economic growth.

T6M

Roads

Energy savings

T8N

More needs to be done to ensure municipalities are not
short changed in this budget

Instead of cutting already over stretched government
departments, that many Albertans rely on. How about looking
for new ways of creating tax revenues, such as a sales tax??

More attractive investment environment:
Taking care of our infrastructure
Better looking cities
Less bureaucracy
Of course

T0B

Not cutting public health employees wages. The government
should be fairly negotiating wages with all unions. All
unions deserve 5% or 8% wage increase. The government
should not cancelling projects in health care. All seniors
deserve health coverage. The seniors health coverage
should not be changing. The prescriptions of patients
should not be changing as well. The government should be
focusing on not changing health wrokers pensions. The fulltime staff is important to AHS. I don't think we need to
privatize laundry, laboratories, and ambulance. Privatizing
health care is never solution it costs more to hire private
companies. Most of all those private companies abuse
patients because they are paid at a lower wages.

The government could save money by not giving
corporations handouts. The government could create Jobs
for oil wrokers by oil wrokers cleaning up abondon oil sites.
Maybe should look at other resources the could improve the
economy of Alberta

The government should be supporting municipalities by having
oil companies cover the cost of abandon oil rigs. We could
create jobs for unemployed oil wrokers with wind and solar
plants

T5X

health care. Earlier this month I got a letter from Alberta
Health saying they were no longer covering seniors spouses
who were not 65 yet as of March 2, 2020. This, I assume,
refers to Blue Cross and NOT Alberta Health care itself. It
doesn't really matter much, I guess because Blue Cross
doesn't really cover much anyway.
Education is very important as well and we can't put more
pressure on teachers.

I don't know, but I do know, we are in sad shape.

T0H

Health care, it really needs a workover. Wait times are too
long for needed surgeries. And the president and 10 or 11
vice-presidents are extremely overpaid, and there are too
many of them. Somehow the management must be
streamlined, it is so top heavy!!

Provincial tax is NOT the solution. We've survived all these
years without a provincial tax and we shouldn't implement it
just to help the government spend more of our money.
Proper spending is. The government, not matter what party
is in, is one sided. Tax breaks are always in favour of the
rich because the poor can't afford the breaks. So eliminate
some of the tax breaks that only the highly paid people can
benefit from - people who make 150,000 and more, as an
example.
By eliminating all of the 50,000 new government employees
added by the NDP. Our civil service workforce is bloated.
And by eliminating and reorganizing health care
management.

By reducing taxes (done) and by forcing a referendum on
equalization and separation. The federal government must be
forced to the table. Or we separate.
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Fund health care, specifically pharmacists. My local
Increase taxes on the very wealthy
pharmacist in Fort Saskatchewan has saved me so many
trips to the doctor and ER through knowing me medications
well by doing a medication review, and prescribing for me
when I need it. The services they provide have to be saving
the health care system a lot of money!

t2c

T1H

Invest in healthcare. Megan health and addictions need
investment.

implement sales tax
reduce government salaries and revaluate government
pensiop\n plans

support and creat industries outside of oil and gas
implement sales tax

Stop funding oil and gas and start having industry pay for
their impacted on the economy. Boom and bust. Can't stop
bailing them out.......

Invest in R&D..... Capital projects. This is not UCP money this is
Alberta's.

Not financing companies or tax holidays for companies that
leave the province. Silly things like the war room. Oil
companies made billions from the province time for them to
finance their own clean up not the people of Alberta.

Diversification, big oil is no longer our ticket to no provincial
tax.

Cut the unnecessary travel for meetings when you can use
technology, stop cutting everything that the NDP started that
is working for the majority of Albertans and stop setting up
new focus groups that will come to the same conclusions

give tuition breaks to those who are studying energy
alternatives, reinstate the carbon tax from the NDP that will
encourage companies to come here because they will look at
the province as though we care about the rest of the world,
leave the business tax where it is (lowering it does not
encourage companies to hire if there are no jobs to hire for)

Government officials could reduce their pay!!! The
government needs to see funding education as an
investment in the provinces future. A good debt, resulting in
educated citizens that will join the proud work force of
Alberta.
Give teachers and nurses control of their pension. That was The government officials could reduce their operating costs
wrong!!!
by avoiding expensive flights, and unnecessary
expenditures. If education & health is cut, then everyone
should have cuts.

Start by uniting the province’s public and private sectors. All
Albertan’s should carry the economic state of the province.
Stop making the Public sector seem like the bad guys! They
keep us healthy and our children educated.

reduce medical expense with the input of doctors and do not
privatize
develop non oil and gas industries
promote tourism
Health Care and long term R&D for renewable resources
including but not limited to solar/wind/Geo thermal, nuclear
and energy storage. Why not use our royalties to fund and
move forward.
People programs whether health and welfare, Parks and
Recreation as examples.

T4X

Education, health care, senior and handicapped funding,
getting the pipeline built

T4X

Reducing class sizes (funding for growth and reducing
overcrowded classes), providing adequate funding for
special needs people and those who are vulnerable. Fund
our health care!!!

Make big oil companies pay their property taxes! No big tax
breaks! Give reasonable tax break to companies who have
and continue to invest in our province.

Invest in alternative energy & oil & gas. The world is a changing
place. Turning a blind eye to alternative energy and technology
is ignorant. Be responsible to the environment. Compromise! If
we don’t want people to think our oil is “dirty”, more
environment investment could change opinions.
If the Oil & Gas doesn’t pick up, have a back up plan! Be smart.
A smart government doesn’t put all their eggs in one basket.
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Reducing waste in government

T8L

Healthcare, education, public service (everything you're
Making oil companies pay their taxes and to stop giving
By not cutting jobs in healthcare, education, and the public
cutting that's essential.... billion dollar tax cuts to Syncrude them MASSIVE tax cuts. You'd balance the budget VERY fast service. The oil companies literally aren't hiring anyone, even
are NOT essential for survival)
by stopping that.
with your massive tax cuts. Jason Kenney's government hasn't
created a single job with their catering to big oil, but are ALL
about job cuts for essential services. Literally, what's wrong
with you? Why is 1 oil job > 1 nursing job ? Who's going to
keep you alive in an emergency? Probably not the big oil
executive or the labourer with high school education who
believes he deserves 150,000$ a year as a salary.

T0K

indexing Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped to
Not giving away 4.7 billion dollars to profitable corporations Use that 4.7 Billion for re-training and diversification
with no commitment for re-investment for Albertans.
keep pace with inflation.
not counting the earnings or assets of able spouses against
the income supplement intended for disabled spouses so
that able spouses can provide for their children instead of
supplementing the AISH program.
Infistructer, education.
Reduce consultant and contracted services where resources Reduce regulations to become more competitive.
and skills already exist in the government.
Health care, education, police officers
Cutting the number of provincial government employees.
Stop cutting teachers and nurses? That would help.
How about cutting those jobs, rolling back their wages like
they threaten to do to nurses and teachers? Their salaries
are ridiculous not to mention personal spending accounts!

T4L
t9e

T8V

Administration costs in the different education systemsprivate and public.
Fund one public system as other provinces do so children
learn tolerance and acceptance and common values.
Religion can be taught at home if parents are so inclined.

Support businesses that are diversifying.

Focus on commitments to the cities of Alberta. Funding
cuts affect jobs in Alberta, which does not support job
creation.

Review the revenue side of the income statement, not just
Support green initiatives and climate-friendly initiatives.
expenditures. Why not balance with a sales tax, instead of
Support your cities and honour your funding agreements.
cutting taxes for large corporations and expecting
municipalities and common workers to absorb this shortfall.

Health care, education, and social services

By not spending public money on private schools, by not
propping up the oil and gas industry with lower taxes and
royalties, by shutting down your oil and gas “war room”, by
not investing millions of dollars in oil and gas, which is a
dying commodity, and by not using pension money that does
not belong to you for said investments.

By investing MORE money in post secondary education, by
providing incentives for business ideas that would diversify our
economy, by providing incentives for people and businesses
who reduce their carbon footprint. The government could
eliminate the deficit simply by charging a provincial sales tax.
This would fairly tax everyone, unlike the 2019 budget which
targets only vulnerable populations and the public sector
through all the cutbacks and cancellation of grants.
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Education: ensure we have a public school system for
children without special needs and children with special
needs, ensure all students feel safe and supported from all
minorities including LGBTQ students, ensure families
whose income is below $70,000 per year receive the same
quality of education as students whose families earn that
amount and more, use all scholarships with the intent to
enable students from households with less than $70,000 per
year to get post secondary education, develop more co-op
degree/certification programs at the secondary level, and
build enough schools to house and teach all Albertans of
age for K-12 studies (keeping class sizes maximum 10 for
Kindergarten, maximum 18for grades 1 to 3, maximum 22 for
grades 3 to 6, and maximum 25 for grades 6 to 12) with
aides in place for any students having special needs.
Healthcare: ensure all Albertans regardless of age or
capability level have full healthcare coverage without
privitizing any of the services. Localise healthcare as to
location in Alberta being northern, central, and southern as
each region has different weather conditions and medical
needs, and should receive medical funding to meet those
needs.
Welfare: ensure that children and people of adult age who
are handicapped and have the same need for care as
children whether on a mental, physical, emotional, or
neurological level receive it. This includes seniors whose
capabilities are deteriorating as they age. Ensure that there
is aid in place for aging parents of Albertans with more
severe handicaps so that said parents are able to still care
about and partially care for their child, even if it is no longer
safe for their child to live with them due to the parents'
growing frailty and the nature of the child's handicap(s).
Ensure Albertans can have a roof over their heads and food
to eat without them needing fear animal infestations or their

Lower the salaries and benefits of all the members of the
provincial government, and the benefits they receive while in
office. Also, lower the value of the retirement benefits they
receive. These people are doing a job like any other working
Albertan, and receive the benefits of making connections
during their terms that can further their careers after their
terms are finished, so should not be in need of benefits
options that are any more than would be received by a lower
income Albertan such as a sales clerk, a hotel housekeeper,
or a janitor. It will give the members of parliament a stronger
understanding of the hardships faced by people in the
province, while their still high income would give them the
means to overcome them in ways the minimum wage earners
cannot. The retirement package they receive should not
come into play until they reach retirement age and choose to
retire, as is the case with people receiving CPP and OAS in
the province. That package up[on retirement should only be
a preset income, and they should receive the same
healthcare as all other retired Albertans are eligible for. If
they want more, they should have the option to do the same
as the wage earning Albertans must do, save up for it on
their own.

Work on cleaning up the lands where orphan wells are, or there
are oil residuals in the water. This would ensure more farming
land in Alberta that is viable, which would bring in more jobs
and more tax income. Expect the oil companies that pull out of
the province to clean up before they leave, so the land can
become farms or tourist areas and produce money. Raise
corporate taxes and give small businesses more breaks. This
way, smaller businesses will feel more welcome as startups in
Alberta, and the large corporations will be aware that Alberta is
in control, and they are welcome so long as they are for ths
good of Alberta.
Spend money on developing roads and having
Ensure that wildfire services such as air tankers are contracted
to be on hand for August and September. Trying to stop the
fires when they first start is a lot cheaper than not knowing of
or leaving the fires until they are out of control and mass
evacuations will be needed, with hundreds to thousands of
people then living off the government money until either the
fires are out or they have found new jobs and resettled in
different population centres because the place where they used
to live is in ashed and after using all their savings as fire
refugees they no longer have them to build new homes with.
Develop more co-operative higher education programs.
Businesses and service facilities will like having staff they do
not need to pay as much as someone with a degree, and
colleges and universities will will be able to process more
students faster. Provision of a letter of reference to persons in
the program by the co-operating employers will help graduates
procure employment o graduation in their respective fields, so
they will spend less time seeking employment and more time
contributing to the province with the work they do and the taxes
they pay. Also, in cases where young people might not be well
suited to the field they think is good for them, they will learn
this before they have finished a full program so they will either
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Make AISH, seniors and veterans funding a realistic amount.
Please do not tell me AISH pays $1698 per person because
that amount includes the federal disability amount; so AISH
pays only about $100 - $500. Try living off $1698 a month,
OH and if the federal disability increases; then AISH deducts
that increase from AISH, dollar for dollar.

Utilize the McKinnon Report (except for the PST that's a
definite NO); we already pay WAY TOO MUCH in taxes at all
government levels, including the hidden taxes. Has anyone
in government actually read this report? Take the time it is a
good guideline.

At this time the responsibility of this government is to NOT
decrease funding to AISH, seniors or veterans; do not try to
balance a budget on the backs of those less fortunate.

Education, healthcare and economic diversification.

Cancel funding to the “war room”.

My mother was a resident in long term care and recently
passed away. I do believe that there needs to be a look at
the funding model for these facilities. The government is
the funding source and it does no good for anyone to bash
the facilities for their care or ask for fines when the money
is not coming in the front door. Currently Alberta is the
province that funds the least for care. 1.9 hours per resident
in 24 hours. Adding hours to this area is not a significant
cost but one that would make the quality of life better for
those in care. To not consider these areas is abuse by the
government in my opinion. My concerns will no longer help
my mother but I was with her 8 hours/day for 2 years just to
make sure she could go to the bathroom and have her
meals. I saw many where this was not the case. I worked in
health care for 17(1)
and was very dismayed at what I
saw. Please make this a consideration

I do believe that there could still be savings achieved by
shaving off some of the bureaucracy in all government
departments. There seems to be many layers of people to go
through when trying to talk to someone about issues. Even
in my quest to contact someone to discuss funding for LTC, I
was given the names and numbers of 4 different
departments, none of which could answer my questions.
Thorough review is needed for sure
I know this would not be a popular move but I believe that
our farm community has had it too good for too long.
Perhaps some of the perks they receive could be reviewed.
The same person is paying the bills and that is the good old
middle income wager earner. A Jaguar should not be
considered a farm vehicle and I believe those plates and fuel
subsidy need to go expect for working farm vehicles. We are
probably one of the only provinces that provide that perk

Focus on industry outside of oil and gas. Alberta needs to
better diversify its economy to survive and compete in the
future.
1. promoting small business
2. maintaining the tax structure for all business

The governments responsibility is to make cuts to bloated
government sectors; ALL of them are bloated. Do management
Union wages, downsizing management in government
pyramids for all government departments, realistically there
Management downsizing in ALL public sector; there are far departments. Less government managers. How did we all of should be one manager for 20 employees (includes all
a sudden increase public sector workers when private sector managers below that manager) last I looked it is often the case
too many managers, managing managers, managing
managers. Stop spending money you don't have. CONTROL was losing jobs? Can anyone provide an acceptable answer? that one manager in a government department manages
Get rid of redundant managers, do not get rid of front line
SPENDING. This government does not have a revenue
considerably less employees. How many vice principals are
workers (teachers or nurses); review overtime policies and
problem it has a MAJOR SPENDING PROBLEM. Let me
required at a high school? 3, 5, 10? Look at these numbers;
come have a look at your spending; I have to live within the sick days, restructure contracts. In the real world I don't get these are management positions, vice principals and principals
sick days, if i'm sick I DON'T get paid. Wow realism.
constraints on my budget or creditors will be calling; the
do not teach our students, so why do we need so many of
Let government offices, specifically Alberta Infrastructure,
government needs to sit down and say this is our total
them?? How many managers do we need in school district
revenue, things need to be cut, entertainment, fuel, whatever find their own contractors; instead of having SNC Lavalin /
offices? How many administration staff?; again utilize the
you are using too much of. Managers?? I should be able to BGIS contracted to contract out subcontractors. Relieve SNC management pyramid. Why are we constantly building new
Lavalin / BGIS (Brookfield Global Integrated Systems) of
find any number of areas for government to decrease
district offices? And not selling the old ones? Wasted money.
their management role of finding and looking after
spending; I have to keep doing it in my budget since my
taxes keep going up but my pay remains the same. (By the contractors for Alberta Infrastructure. AI has staff that are
Until this government and all governments after learn to control
more than capable of this and you lose a layer of
way I am not on a pension of any type but have not had a
their spending then this is entirely pointless.
unnecessary management. Let's just start looking for
raise in over 4 years).
government waste, there is SO MUCH of it out there.

T1J
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Not cutting healthcare or education - increase staffing and
funding with student growth
Diversifying our economy and getting away from reliance on
oil
Growing the economy without giving billions away to oil
companies and balancing it on the backs of everyday
Albertans
I think government needs to focus on hiring MORE nurses
and retaining them. LPNs or RNs. But we need more nurses
because we are DROWNING and patients are suffering.

Get rid of the ridiculous war room and maintain corporate tax Investing in green technologies, tech and promoting Alberta as
rate. Don't give away billions to billionaires
a place to invest

Think about all the PDD patients that have government
Hire more nurses!!!
funded HOUSES built for them and just them. These patients
also have tens of workers hired for them to have round the
clock care. Start cutting costs there. Or maybe the CEOs of
health care company’s who make millions of dollars on the
backs of front line workers.
-taxes on the wealthy and big companies
-Not cutting jobs

T1K

-Education
-Health services, including mental health
-Supports for children with disabilitiess
-Supports for parents to help improve their capacities to
care for their kids
-housing supports
-AISH

T2J

I think the government should focus on making life easier
for average Albertans. For me, that looks like prioritizing
accessible and efficient transportation in all areas of the city
(Green-Line).
As someone who is also struggling to stay on top of tuition
and necessary dental (not aesthetic) dental issues while
working full time, I also think that our Provincial and Federal
governments should work together to make both dental and
educational services more available to all individuals.

As much as most people detest the idea of taxation, I think
that both corporations and religious establishments would
be capable to help in this area. As someone who believes
that religion is based on "caring for thy neighbour," these
establishments should be more than happy to aid the larger
community of Alberta. This idea would generate income.

Health care and childrens services

Cut from the top. Example: Large wage earners in the Health By cutting regulations and lowering taxes.
industry make way too much money and seem to have done
nothing to earn it.
Also, with these large wages there should be NO perks. All
perks should be stopped. Why should the tax payer be
paying for your dinners, rides, trips for your family or
clothing. Pay it yourself so that i can clothe and feed my
family!

T8N

I am all for the government helping with job creation, but I don't
think that budget cuts to the cities front line staff (teachers,
etc.) is the way to go. I believe that working to diversify our
energy sector would help the province create jobs in the those
sectors. I also think that going forward with projects like the
green line will also create more jobs.

For saving money, I would suggest that we would need to
take a long term approach to how our cities infrastructure
works and make improvements to how efficiently we work.
Things such as having busses run on solar energy and
battery energy for example, would save cities the cost of fuel
on a day to day basis.
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Finding efficiencies within the government itself.
Communication doesn't flow freely within each department
creating costly redundancies. Example - why did AHS
require proof of age from someone who has been receiving
Senior Health Benefits for the last 4 years - is there not a
way of checking this out from within the system.

Hire the right people for the job and CUT management
I think fair tax breaks help but for the most part government
positions. Only hire full time staff and get rid of part time
should stay out of private business. Get your own house in
people. Recent experiences with our pathetic health care
order.
system have shown me that there are a lot of lazy people out
there across all disciplines - NAs, LPNs, nurses,
housekeeping, dietary and doctors. No one is held to
account by managers. Hire front line staff willing to work and
the right person to oversee them and make sure they do the
job right!
It is a huge injustice to cut health benefits to the spouses of
seniors who are already in the system. Instead you should
grandfather them in and change the rules going forward (FYI this does not affect me but you are losing a lot of support
from the people who voted you in for doing this).

T3A

Stop Alberta's runaway train of over-spending. This
province needs to balance the budget instead of
accumulating more debt. You people are setting a terrible
example to follow for the future generations, and you should
be ashamed of yourselves for doing nothing about our
provinces over $70-billion dollar deficit!

Alberta is the highest paying province in Canada for welfare
recipients. People from all over this country, and the world,
flock to Alberta by the droves because of all of the free
money they get from the government (taxpayers) for having a
baby or being mentally ill of some sort. People take
advantage of Alberta's good nature and millions of taxpayers
dollars are lost to this ignorance.

Support local businesses and resources. Educate and train
Alberta residents instead of bringing in waves of immigrants to
take our jobs. Institue a welfare-to-work type program for
people who are able-bodied and are on government assistance.

Over-inflated government employee pensions and salaries
are also a huge money pit. Politicians and government
employees are supposed to be civil servants, not getting
filthy rich off the backs of the working-class taxpayers.
Finally, the illegal or 'black market' in this country,and by
proxy this province, is out of control.I'm telling you that even
Helen Keller could tell you that this country and province is
full of illegal crime and corruption. Millions of dollars are not
being paid to taxes every year due to criminal activities. This
is what we have police for...use them for shutting down
criminal organizations that are operating in our cities, right
under everyone's noses.

T9E

Education, health care and services for low income, elderly
and high needs population. Infrastructure. Homelessness.

By not giving money to big cooperatinons. Alternate forms of Investing in diverse forms of alternate energy. Focus more on
energy sources.
small local businesses.

T6R

Public Education and Health Care

T0B

Health care, education and human services

Cutting from the top. How about "where could the
government find earnings?" PST.
Taxing wealthy corporations

T0G

1. Health
2. Education
3. Social responsibilities
4. Infrastructure
5. Projects in all aspects of energy

While I encourage responsible spending, looking at the
current state of services and infrastructure in this province
are troubling. I don't want to pay more taxes than the next
person, but if we want to grow as a province, I'm not certain
this can occur without more income.

Not cut funding to education and health care.
Cheaper daycare costs would help low and middle class
earners to afford to work
Look outside the box. While I fully support the O&G industry,
when the government shows disdain for other energy and
technology companies on the sole basis that they are not oil
and gas, you're ultimately kicking the gift horse in the mouth.
Albertan's have a larger identity than just O&G.
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t1k

Mental health, education

MLA paycheques

focusing on infrastructure, reduced spending on roads doesn't
save anything in the long run. Clean energy resources, building
solar/wind farms, renewable resources.

t2z

Education and health care. We need more teachers and
Cutting the "war room". This is a waste of money and is NOT
nurses. Flood mitigation should be prioritized as well. Social at all helping regular citizens.
funding for the less fortunate - taking care of our seniors,
Cutting spending by MLAs.
our homeless, our sick, those who have lost jobs - is how
we will have a stronger province.

By allowing the economy to diversify. Invest in other fields
(green energy would be a great one!) and encourage other
industries to come to Alberta. Stop making ridiculous decisions
like this "war room" that has yet to do anything for the economy
and job creation and is only a waste of time and money.

Protecting education and healthcare.

Downsizing the government management system. Less
managers for supervisors for directors.

Invest in Alberta based products, not companies with
international shareholders.

Eliminate excessive number of panels panels and the Fair
Deal town hall meetings. Fair Deal Town Halls are just an
outlet for angry Albertans who are uneducated about the
reasons why we are in debt. The price of oil has declined
tremendously and the Alberta economy is not set up to be
diverse. We rely too much on O&G. The NDP were trying to
diversify, however, Kenney scammed his way into the
leadership position by committing fraud.

Stop giving tax breaks to O&G companies. They are taking the
money and creating jobs elsewhere. Support the people of
Alberta instead of making everything more expensive for them.

Adding more renewable energy sector jobs - and the related
services such as: maintenance, installation and sales.
T8X

Healthcare and education.

T5A

Front line health care and teachers/schools

t8n

T3B

Management
No more big company tax cuts
The government should prioritize spending on not only
Savings can be found in the significant tax breaks and
required but expected standards of service and care for *all* economic allowances provided to large corporations doing
Albertans. Indications of spending cuts, as provided in the business in Alberta. Savings of $30M can also be found in
2019 'Blue Ribbon Panel' report, are concerning regarding
dissolving the government-funded agency providing highreductions to health, education,and other social services.
cost PR services to a select few within and for the oil and
Albertans have invested in and expect government services gas industry (i.e., Canadian Energy Centre), when current
that reflect a decent and equitable quality of life. While
government departments could provide factual information
Alberta's economy has been in decline due to oil and gas
and campaigns to independent news
market fluctuations and reliance, the government should
providers/markets/industry. I am very disheartened that our
*not* be investing taxpayers' funds -- and in lieu of the
provincial government is looking to cut spending in social
expenses of expected social services -- for larger
services (health, disadvantaged Albertans, K-12 education,
businesses/corporations through further or increased tax
post-secondary education) and via forced squeezes on
breaks. Tax breaks and continuance of services should
public sector labour contracts, to feed funding of a singular
instead be provided to smaller businesses and individual
industry, oil and gas. The proposed cuts (per Blue Ribbon
Albertans, who are faced with economic challenges far more Panel report) are punitive, transactional, short-sighted, and
difficult to bear than larger or national/multinational
do not reflect the needs and concerns of all Albertans.
corporations.
Healthcare, Drugs (Medications), Education, Rural Security

Administration and overhead costs in all government
departments

Continue to diversify
Invest in Alberta's labour force, and respect the rights of
workers and citizens, who will want to continue contributing to
Alberta's economy. In doing so, support an educated workforce
and citizenry (i.e., not just trades-based, and investing in and
collaborating with universities and the sustainability of their
strategic plans), who can provide the diversification and
innovation necessary to ensure Alberta has a sustainable and
future-focused economy, not one tied to a singular industry.
Invest in (rather than constrain an cut) social services (health,
wellness, support and resources for disadvantaged) that make
Alberta a desired place to live and for citizens to contribute
their intellectual and physical resources to benefit and better
our province, now and in the future.

Through incentives for business and industry to move to
Alberta; need to re-establish "The Alberta Advantage" as
Alberta no longer has an advantage
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T0C

Infastructure, schools, and healthcare

Cap large lottery wins to 5 million. Use the lottery money to
help with large ticket needs. Have all people in Alberta that
are not permanent residents or Canadians pay aHealth Care
premium. Only students that are Canadian should receive
scholarships or grants or student loans. Have every citizen
re-drive for license renewal.

All people should only be allowed to work at one job. This way
others could find jobs as well.

T5K

Education - funding for inclusive education, reducing class
sizes, ensuring that the most vulnerable learners have
access to high, quality education through our PUBLIC
education system
Education, post-secondary education, and healthcare. All
priorities of middle-class Albertans, especially those with
children.

Making large corporations accountable for their
environmental impact.

Absolutely, but not at the expense of the most vulnerable.

T6C

T6K

T4N

T4C

Health care, seniors, homeless,students are already
struggling.
Nothing should be cut back from these people.
Public education
Public health care
Economic development
Not The Lab and education!!
Pipeline

By rightfully taxing corporations.

By supporting education, health and post-secondary education.
Green energy has huge potential in Alberta that's largely
untapped, and would diversify our economy away from a sole
reliance on oil and gas.
In the corporate (business) world and the politicians pockets. Education should be accessable and affordable to all so we will
use the talent that's available now and in the future.
Top government official salary
Cut funding for private and religious education.

Support public education and university funding so that youth
are receiving the education they need to create new jobs and
have the skills for current jobs.
Hire more full positions in health care to create ecomonic
growth.

I think the government could hire enough nurses,lPN's so
that when some one calls in sick, The hospitals do not have
to call someone in for double time.
Hire more full time FTE's so that overtime is not given to Part Get the pipeline going to BC from Alberta.
times when called in.
Too many part time nurses/LPN's are making more money
due to double time payouts.
Bring back health care monthly premium.
It is important to cut wailting times for the people of Alberta.
Cancer for alot of people is on rise and it is not fair or right
to have to wait for MRI's
CT etc.

T0L

Set up private health care for some services.

I responded earlier but a couple more
Get rid of farm gas as it grossly abused. Most farmer's mini
vans have farm plates around here. Farm diesel should be
off road only as it creates unfair competition. Maybe all
trucks hauling grain or livestock should get a tax break.
We have a daughter who does foster care and we see the
waste at times.

Privatize

T6R

Health care

Management and CEO clean out of unneeded positions

Create more full time position instead of cutting to part time.
Forces people to work 2 plus positions to make a living

T0L

Education, Healthcare, lower tuition fees for post-secondary Get rid of the ridiculous "War room" and incentives for oil
education and the vulnerable sectors including AISH and
and corporate companies. Raise taxes for Corporations and
seniors.
collect on outstanding taxes owed by oil companies.

Invest in our social programs and lower tuition fees to allow
students to be able to afford school.
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Education, health and support services, and infrastructure.

I think the government should increase taxes on large
corporations to boost income that could be used to balance
the budget, as opposed to cutting funding to essential
services.
Social services, schools, public services, environmental
STOP GIVING OIL COMPANIES FREE MONEY AND TAX
protections, infrastructure, helping to deal with
BREAKS! Shut down the pointless war room. Increase taxes
on corporations and those who earn over $1,000,000 or those
homelessness, drug abuse and the growing income
inequality.
with large assets.
1. Diversifying the economy and supporting the next
1. Fewer MLAs with fewer offices, more focus on getting
generation of jobs in tourism, low carbon energy market and feedback and input through online channels.
technology.
2. More collaboration and integration across GOA so that
2. Preventative health care to incentivize people to exercise, fewer managers and advisors are needed.
quit addictions, eat healthy, etc. to lessen costs over the
3. Invest in nonprofits to help government implement
long term.
priorities. They deliver services for much cheaper and can
3. Environmental management to ensure we can continue to leverage GOA investments.
harvest natural resources for the long term without further
health impacts or clean up costs.

Fund training to help employees transition from oil and gas to
other trades (e.g. due to layoffs); offer tax breaks to small
businesses.
Diversify the economy, support growing industries, think and
plan for the future and stop living in the past.

1. For people who need to re-train and find another career - help
with paying for training and EI type program while they are not
working.
2. Low interest loans that are not impossible to get for
entrepreneurs to start new businesses, tax rebate when they
hire employees.
3. Incentivize solar panels and energy efficiency upgrades
through federal programs.

4. Retraining support for skilled people who cannot find
work.

T8A

T1K

T1A

5. Leverage federal dollars through the Infrastructure Bank
and other programs
Government should focus on investing in education,
healthcare and child care to support all Alberta families.
Invest in diversification of new clean technologies and
Alberta innovations (ie bio tech, wind and solar, film and
gaming sector. Do not cut safe consumption sites!

Invest in post secondary education (stop the cuts now) and retraining into clean tech jobs for previous oil workers. Help new
Albertans' transfer their education and experience from
overseas into qualifications for Alberta jobs. Reinstate the 15$
minimum wage for all jobs. Invest in $25/day child care to make
it affordable, expand it for all families. Ensure that family
support programs are funded and available in local
communities.
Healthy attachment between child and caregiver is
I think government should cut salaries of government
I'm not very knowledgeable about economic growth but I would
foundational for the life-long healthy development of the
employees and officials rather then asking non-government suspect if Alberta is in a downward economic trend then trying
child. Positive, supportive relationships grow in positive,
employees (non-profits, seniors, child care etc.) to cut costs. to entice corporations to invest will not necessarily help delay
supportive environments. Therefore, governments should
or stabilize a downward turn. Focusing on one economic
place more dollars in areas that affect families such as
resource, like gas and oil, may not help. I think Alberta may
have to think about diversifying its resource base and find other
Family Resources/Parenting support, education, health. To
ways to attract business to the province.
make a more healthy society with contributing members, we
need to support our early years and supports for families.
Twinning of #3 highway medicine hat to Taber.

Stop subsidizing big business with tax breaks, make the oil
companies pay their outstanding tax bills to municipalities!
Do not use my tax dollars to clean up orphan wells, hold the
companies to account.

Eliminate waste..both in education and health care.
More closely monitor income support cases..how much of
this money is going to support drug and alcohol use rather
than necessary living needs.

More support for small business. ..lower taxes and less red
tape which costs small businesses both time and money.
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T0C

Health Care, Education and investing in diversifying
Alberta’s economy

Increasing taxes on large business, including oil companies.
Requiring large corporations to pay taxes, stop giving them
tax breaks or tax relief. Start a provincial sales tax. Start
using reports that have already been completed within the
past 5 years instead of redoing an assessment that is costly.

Focus not only in oil and gas job creation efforts, but start to
prioritize all Albertans in job creation efforts such as: green
energy tax breaks for companies that promote new technology,
film, video gaming. Stop supporting companies that leave
Alberta and move to the Us.

T0B

1. Use all means possible, including lobbying other
provincial governments and using the "Not Withstanding
Clause" Sec 33 of the Charter to strike a better deal before
2024 on transfer payments.
2. Reduce or at least bring in to parity, all provincial
employees salaries, especially managers and supervisors,
to similar positions or classifications in other provincial
jurisdictions.

1. Reduce the provincial government workforce in those
ministries that may be "top heavy" with administrators.
2. Reduce the number of school divisions, health authorities
or other multi-administered government funded service
providers by consolidation where efficient and effective.
3. Re-look at publicly funded "defined benefit" retirement
plans, with consideration to transitioning to "defined
contribution" plans much like the private sector has.

Unfortunately, much of the problem/fault lies in the hands of the
federal government through lost opportunities. Continue to
lobby them; what's good for Alberta usually transmits through
to being good for the country. (ie. generating income = higher
tax revenue, transfer payments, etc.) Alberta needs a better
deal!!!

t2x

Cutting unnecessary bureaucracy in the government, and
Inefficiencies in healthcare and education. Inefficiencies in
tax-funded institutions. Encouraging economic growth. Care bureaucratic processes.
for those who can not care for themselves.

Programs to encourage Youth in both trades and STEM
positions. Put the word out that our industry is not the terrible
thing that special interest groups would like you to think. Invest
heavily in other sectors. We have a huge population of
innovators and engineers, leverage them in many industries!

alternative energy sources, health, education, funding child Why are they so focused on only savings? What about
care. These are the ways to ensure we are able to thrive in increasing the money coming in to the coffers? For a start,
the government could increase revenues by getting rid of the
the future. It's called "investing."
corporate tax cuts, by increasing taxes slightly overall (and
more dramatically for the very wealthy - the people who can
actually afford it), or by implementing a provincial sales tax
even temporarily.

Pay increases (long overdue) and adding jobs in public sector
areas (like health, education, corrections, child protection, legal
aid) ensure that enough Albertans are employed and able to
spend money, which will actually stimulate the economy. So
will ensuring those on various income supports can afford to
purchase basic necessities. Trickle down economics have been
clearly shown to be ineffective in promoting both job creation
and economic growth, so relying on corporate tax cuts seems
unwise from a rational and logical perspective.

Now for savings: They could save buckets of money if they
axe the oil-industry stroking "war room" that costs the
equivalent of a public sector salary EVERY DAY. Decrease
funding to private schools. Reduced travel for MLAs,
particularly to other countries. If we have to tighten our belts,
so should the MLAs and the premier.
Taxing corporations
Lower interest start up loans

T8A

Seniors housing & medical needs - including medications

T4S

Education, health care, and policing

Stop giving large, multi million dollar corporations tax
breaks. Encourage companies to earn tax breaks through
hiring women, visible minorities and LGBTQ+ and finding
ways to use environmentally friends technologies.

Through hiring incentives like livable wages, increase benefits,
job security as well as diversifying the economy by supporting
small business, public sector jobs, and social services.

T0J

Paying down the deficit.

In their own wages and pensions.

Get the oil patch back to work.
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T2J

Create a pro business environment by reducing the road
block created by these useless bureaucratic department and
saving money at the same time. Encourage supports for new
business unrelated to energy while keeping supports for the
energy sector.

Certainly consider reducing the size of Government. Lots
The government can assist in developing training programs
useless expensive department can be eliminated. The same that can be tailored to fit the future requirement. Remove some
can be said of some program that can be easily dispense off. of the barriers for on the job training.
I was surprised that more than 30% of our City employees
earned more than $100,000 a year considering the retirement
and other benefits that usually come with Government Jobs.
I am sure that our provincial group are most likely in the
same magnitude.
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T5R

Good governance, first and foremost. This means asking
War Room.
thoughtful, well researched, data-supported analysis of how
we are doing in various program areas and then public
engagement in alternatives. Healthy public services like
quality PUBLIC education, PUBLIC health care and PUBLIC
parks are foundational to the kind of province where people
want to invest and live - not creating two tiers for those who
can afford it and those who can’t

Oil and gas is never - ever going to be what it used to be as an
employer or as a tax base
Need to focus on economic diversification through things like
tourism, recreation, parks to best use our natural environment
in a more sustainable and environmentally responsible way.
And to be successful, that needs government investment in
infrastructure - just like the government did for oil and gas
Staking our whole future on oil and gas is unbelievably short
sighted

T6H

T2T

Providing good health and education services.
Stop thinking that the public sector workforce has to be
reduced.
education, including post-secondary and health care

T9h

Education

T1J

We need to ameliorate the adverse childhood experiences
(ACES) and create better childhood experiences which will
result in better lives for children and a better future for them
and our community. The data says that preventing ACES
drops addiction 75%, drops crime 75%.

T2K

Transit

Raising taxes on large corporations

T1K

Providing proper assistance to Victims of Crime. Rural
VSU's are severely understaffed and under funded. How can
citizens have faith in the justice system if they aren't
helped?
Economic growth is most important without it we can not
have good health care, education, transportation etcetera
systems.

Remove duplication of services and thin out upper
management.

I would like to see funding taken from drug injection sites in
all cities completely and given to drug intervention and drug
treatment programmes I think this will result in less money
spent of policing and countering the cost of the social
disorder caused by the dug injection sites.

Be very judicious in tax breaks for individuals and companies;
we need income to balance the books not just cuts to spending.
I think government should focus on spending that encourages
economic growth e.g. tourism, manufacturing and technology.

T2T

Building a strong citizenry by investing in the things we
need to be happy, healthy, and engaged; strong services,
especially education and health care.

Reducing tax breaks for wealthy citizens and corporations.
Chasing down tax evaders.
Pushing the federal government on transfer payments.

Stronger education to help create a more entrepreneurial
attitude coming from high school, college, and university
graduates.

T4P

I think that there should be a priority to our province's early I think that there could be some savings in administration
childhood services, programs and our education system. I
costs, looking at redundancies and inefficiencies.
also think that social services should be a high priority as
well.
Social Services. Stop slashing the few remaining grants and Your wages, pensions and benefits are way out of line.
expand this funding to those providing urgent services to
vulnerable populations, children and older adults.

This one I am not sure about

Economic Growth, Environment

Lower corporate taxes

T2R

T1A

T9E

There are few savings left to be found.
It's time to implement a sales tax.

Provide incentives to foster investments and diversify the
economy i.e. green energy, artificial intelligence,...

provincial government infrastructure

diversify, diversify, diversify... technology, arts, agriculture,
clean energy
Upper management in education, govt of alberta, reduce jobs Create front line jobs and reduce upper management staff and
and salary top down.
salary.
?
?

Reduce overpaid, underworked bureaucratic positions

Funding municipalities and creating city charters for Calgary
and Edmonton
The Alberta government needs to get tough with the Federal
government demanding a better voice. The time for asking
nicely ended years ago.

By creating more jobs, supporting business who do by
reducing their taxes.
Tax the very rich.
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T3G

T6M

T4x
T4H
T6X

T2z

I would like to know how increasing my family’s home and
auto insurance by a whopping $1800/year (after 20 claims
free years) is helping my government to balance the
province’s budget.
Education, as enrolment increases the funding needs to
increase
Renewable energy, grants for up graded windows,
furnaces,solar panels.
ensuring the vulnerable in our society can have access to
shelter, food, and health care
Health,getting rid of teachers who teach children that oil is
BAD after all oil pays their wages.
Family wellness, childcare, healthcare, benefits to low
income families
The number one priority should be getting the Education
and Health Care funding under control. The amplified
hysteria by the usual suspects should not deter the
government to reduce administrative bloat. The layers and
layer of bureaucracy in Alberta Health Services (AHS) must
be reduced. I would move decision making and service
delivery to the grass roots so that it is more responsive to
the people it is serving. Get rid of the Central AHS structure
and move it to the community level.
Administrative costs can be trimmed at the hospital level as
well. A hospital does not need individual Physio Therapy,
Psychology, Social Work etc Cohort and management team.
It is a waste of monetary resources and lends to
administrative bloat. Each of these disciplines can be
managed at the individual unit level. The unit can be
responsible for hiring as well. There needs to be
transparency as well. The AHS website does note show the
layers and layers of bureaucracy and subsequent significant
compensation in their organization chart. Having a clear org
chart would also help the government show Albertans how
many millions Of health care dollars are going to managers
managing managers. I think management bloat is directly
responsible in job dissatisfaction, lack of direction, timely
delivery of services, and responsiveness of a system to
change.
Education specifically school boards are another money pit.
First and foremost all school boards should be under the
Alberta Sunshine List. There should be a clear and standard
reporting mechanism for listing organizational structure and
costs. Calgary School Board and Edmonton School Board’s
reporting of budgets is vastly different. Standardize the
format so Albertans know where every penny of their taxes
is being spent.

With all the ‘cost saving’ measures you are imposing on our
family, we will lose ~$6000 this year through tuition hikes,
tax and fee increases, user fee increases, health care cuts,
and on and on.
Not giving a tax break to the big companies in our province.
Looking at the budgets for government departments

I don’t mind paying my fair share. But for us, as a middle class
family, this is not fair. You’ve lost our 4 votes definitely.

Start confiscating oilfield equipment from companies in
arrears for orphan wells.
in their payouts to big business

I have no idea

I think I have described that in my first response. A specific
example in Education would be looking at individual board
expenses on Special Needs Students. This group makes up
3% of the overall student population yet there are whole
departments dedicated to this group in EPSB and CBE.
There is a Superintendent for Inclusivity and layers of
managers at CBE and an Assistant Superintendent and
layers of management at EPSB. Move it to the school level
and give Principals control over the funding and how they
want to spend it. They can purchase OT/PT, Social Work, etc
from the Central Services of the Board or privately if it is
cheaper.

By trimming excessive bloat and getting spending under
control. The government should look at diversification in fields
like tourist, high tech, and other industries like British
Columbia did.

Cut spending.

Slowly getting rid of some of the 40,000 people that were
hired during the NDP time. Bringing wages into line with the
rest of the country.

Supporting private sector jobs by getting rid of regulations.

Grants to businese with sound budget plans to get started.
Fair and livable minimum wages so a person does not have to
work 2 jobs to make ends meet

providing training, forcing through pipeline deals
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T2B

Health care

T5T

Education and healthcare, both are investments in our
Red tape and giving huge tax breaks to large businesses.
future and preventative measures will ensure our future as a Frontline services should not be cut.
strong, healthy, educated province.
Agricultural focused - as when oil and gas is down it is a
Large corporation tax breaks.
huge economic driver.

T0h

Get rid of the War room

look outside oil and gas
Small business supports, invest in sustainable energy.

Quit taxing the middle class so high for doing well.
Reduce job cuts currently occurring.

T3E

Economic well-being.
Education, health care and diversifying the economy.

Education, health

High administrative expenses taking place provincially. At
the university I work at administrative expenses account for
51% of the total budget.

Raise taxes slightly on corporations and introduce a small
sales tax.
Political red tape

Diversity the economy by attracting and supporting companies
from different industries that have high value and low
environmental impact: pharma research, medical
instrumentation, game design. Establishing a second dry port
may help with developing logistics and supporting export
activities from small and medium enterprises, the same way
Dutch, Austrian and Swiss governments do.
By supporting education, particularly K-12. This is key to the
future.
Increase incentives to small businesses

T8h

Sexual violence, domestic violence, education

T9H

-social services (domestic and sexual violence, mental
health supports)
-addiction and opioid crisis
-housing; emergency shelters; second stage shelters;
transitional housing
Public Education (Specifically EA help in the classrooms)
Public Health care
RCMP members

-take a paycut themselves!
-tax oil and gas
-add a PST!!!!

Government should focuses on education and health care.
Our Alberta Government should focus on reducing classsize, hiring more education assistants and specialists
(including music and art specialists), and encouraging
learning through the arts. For health care, our government
should hire more doctors and nurses, counselors and
psychologists to help with the rising needs of Albertans who
have sickness.
I think the government should focus on job creation and
economic

From imposing higher tax on the wealthy people and
companies, e.g. the oil and gas companies.
From putting a cap on the salaries on CEOs and government
officials.

Funds and grants for Albertans to set up their own businesses.
Set a realistic minimum hourly-pay that prevent exploitation of
employees and yet encourage employers to hire more workers.
Invest in re-newable energy sectors.

Him I think by tax

Jobs are central to economic growth and political stability. As
long as people are busy with their work and are able to provide
for themselves, their morale is high and things are stable. Jobs
create earnings, which creates demand, which in turn creates
production and investment and hence more jobs.

-Funding PUBLIC education for K-12 public and Catholic
schools. Do not use public funds to finance those families
that choose to send their children to private schools.
-Post-secondary. Reduce student costs.
-Healthcare. Not two-tiered.

Beaurocrats that get paid way too much. G of A severance
Support our youth wanting to go to post-secondary without
packages and expense accounts. Taking a 5% salary cut and accumulating large debt.
increasing your allowances for other work is not taking a cut.

T4S

T3J

H8T

T1R

-diversify the economy: MOVE AWAY FROM OIL AND GAS
-continue to invest in education

Stop investigating and changing things that don't "NEED" to No Comment
be changed (eg. WAR rooms, Education cirriculum
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T0a

T4E

education, economic diversification, infra-structure.

Allow trained managers in health education and infra
Bring back an Alberta based carbon tax and use a portion of the
structure to do the jobs their paid to do without political
proceeds to fund diversification
interference.
Dump the "war room" and other politically motivated studies

Accept that debt is a good thing in times of recession and
that it is the duty of government to see that the economy is
maintained at a level that can respond once economy turns
around
I do not believe this is the time to be spending unnecessary In the elimination of AHS bureaucrats, that are not necessary
money on anything other than debt in our Province.
in my opinion. Also the duplication of testing and patients
reuse of equipment. The waste in our medical industry is
atrocious to the point of being criminal.

T4X

Opening markets for business to flourish. Avoid duplication
and overlapping services.

T5T

Elected governments must show better outcomes. Time to
stop blaming and taking responsibility for policies. If the
minister fails to get the outcome promised then he or she
MUST resign. There are NO excuses. If the cabinet fails to
improve the economy then they must take a pay cut. Simply,
the citizens want better performance. Taxpayers are
shareholders. We want better results and less finger
pointing. Period!
So -- focus on cities, health and education. These are
important for economic growth.
If many companies and charitable organisations look for
educated employees so should voters. It's hard to believe
that people in office can be a minister without an education.
Poor education and lack of experience leads to poor political
administration. Therefore, only properly qualified MLAs
should be ministers.
Stop talking about separatism. It does not promote
economic growth -- cooperation does. Focus on working
with our other provincial partners. It's a waste of time and
money. If this nonsense doesn't stop -- I might start feeling
alienated by my provincial government.

Instead of hiring figureheads, look to the people for their
experience. Right now there are so many overqualified workers
that could offer an abundance and wealth of knowledge in many
areas. Place these people in positions where they will excel and
utilize the skills they have garnered. Good examples of this
would be administration, policing, boards and policy producing
areas.
Hospitals have a ridiculous amount of layers of bureaucracy. Incentives and helping to open markets (which I know they have
Let's start with that and leave front line workers serving the been doing).
public.
Government must cut elected office perks. This is public
Diversifying the economy into other sectors besides the oil
service not a free lunch. Cut ministers expenses. If you don't industry. The world is changing and so must Alberta.
like the working conditions - quit. You chose to run -- then do
An educated work force is critical to a progressive economy.
it for public service.
Invest more in affordable training at all post secondary levels.
Do not touch CPP. This has been a successful program. It
DO NOT DICTATE WHAT UNIVERSITIES TEACH. They are not
makes no sense to touch what works. The expense of
trade schools.
repatriating Alberta's contribution and incurring the
It's time for a provincial sales tax. Yup! Lets not plan budgets
administrative expense of setting up a new one is costly.
Plus I don't want government touching my retirement money. on oil revenues but share the tax load with a modest PST. And
Leave it alone.
yes, the elected government better manage tax dollars well or
voters will get angry.
Before making emotional decisions (with sovereignty in
mind) make sure taxpayers aren't throwing away money on It's time to change Alberta within!!!
stupid ideas. If it's cheaper to go to an Alberta provincial
police force then fine. If the contract is workable with the
RCMP then leave it alone.
Again, stop wasting money on stupid ideas and focus on
cooperation with the other provinces to get this economy
working.
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T5G

Well funded (increases) to public: healthcare, education,
social program, attract talent and businesses playing in the
technology sector and renewable resources such as solar.
Address the orphan well problem through government
funded labour, potentially with a partnership with private
organizations and federal funding.

Eliminate the Canadian Energy Centre, eliminate redundant
communications positions within the Office of the Premier,
eliminate corporate tax decrease, implement a wealth tax.

Lean into agri-tech, and other high tech research and
innovation, and renewables, as opposed to relying on the
diminishing returns of resource sector.
Strongly support post secondary education and funding for
programs outside of resource related programs (e.g.:
computing).

T8x

Health care publicly funded. Support education. Put people By implementing a 2 percent tax
to work through projects like roads. Infrastructure.

Address the orphan well problem through government funded
labour, potentially with a partnership with private organizations
and federal funding.
Build roads. Repair roads. Put money in diversity. Encourage
people to start businesss through grants.

T8x

Health care publicly funded. Support education. Put people By implementing a 2 percent tax
to work through projects like roads. Infrastructure.

Build roads. Repair roads. Put money in diversity. Encourage
people to start businesss through grants.

T2X

Priority 1: heavy investment in renewable energy so Alberta
can remain Canada's leader in energy production and have a
future for our province.
Priority 2: education and training to get displaced O&G
workers as well as those who see the obvious future that's
coming into renewable energy jobs.
Priority 3: social programs investments to ensure all the
Albertan's affected by UCP cuts don't suffer waiting for the
economy to recovery (it's not going to recover with the
UCP's current agenda

Priority 4: collect all the taxes O&G companies owe Alberta Heavy investment in renewable energy, that's the #1 priority
and get rid of all subsidies for the entire O&G industry
this backwards government needs to focus on. The rest will fall
Priority 5: get rid of the "war room", this was and will
into place.
continue to be a complete waste of taxpayer money and is
another of Kenney's deceptive partisan policies, that benefit
no one but himself and the dying O&G industry shills.
Priority 6: cut all pay for politicians and government workers
to match a) either the $15/hour minimum wage rate in Alberta
or b) $50,000/yr which is the national income average.
Why should they enjoy a comfortable life, while the rest of
the province suffers.
This is abuse of power 101.

T3E

Job creation and technology.

Tax initiatives.

Youth workers, grants for education, minimum wage decrease.

Education, health care, social services.

Expand the PCN model in healthcare. More funding for
midwife births. The “war room” hasn’t made much of a
positive impression yet considering the cost. The
government could refine the impression of Alberta’s oil by
hiring an oil ambassador instead - a progressive,
environmentally savvy oil advocate. One charming and
knowledgeable person would have a bigger impact than the
“room”.

Hard to see the benefits of the corporate tax cuts. I hope this
will be re-evaluated/changed if it’s not being effective. I like the
apprenticeship programs. Government grants for solar/green
projects or startups should continue. Would be great to see
Alberta as a leader/ attracting expertise globally for all energy
sectors.
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t6c

Education should be the main priority of our budget.
Perhaps increasing revenues could be equally effective.
Providing sufficient resources to develop a highly educated Support new industries and encourage new business.
Technology, clean energy, personal services, innovative
province is absolutely imperative.
small business - increase the tax base with quality, high
paying jobs and quality business that want to stick around.
Find savings by reviewing big ticket spending and
determining if there are more effective ways to provide the
service. Many of the proposed cuts to health care and
education seem to have an outcome of making service
significantly worse. Don't be "penny wise and pound foolish"

Look further than simply oil and gas. We need all of our energy
resources and we need to support small and medium business.
Support high quality education so families want to move to
Alberta. Make it easy for municipalities to welcome small
business. Encourage post-secondary students to look at new
industries by providing grants and scholarships.

T0B

Social services. Limiting access to necessary resources and Tax corporations appropriately (and don't give them a tax
services makes it more difficult for people to
break - there's no such thing as "trickle down" economics).
work/contribute to the economy.
Individuals/families who earn above a certain income
threshold could go back to paying the basic Alberta
Healthcare fee.

Tax corporations appropriately. Or, tax them unless they show
that they're investing in people and the economy.

Perhaps the Premier and his friends don't need to fly on
private jets?

More money to research institutions (university, Alberta
Innovates, etc). The future is never based on maintaining the
status quo, rather, the future is based on being innovative,
creative, and making new discoveries. Spoiler alert, Alberta's
wealth which came from refining the oil found in the oil sands
only happened because of science, research, and innovation.
Support creative thinking.

T6M

Education and preventative health care. These are two
I am unable to speak and where the money can come from as Invest in jobs of the future not things that are only band-aid
things that are going to impact the society that we live in for I do not work with the budget of the government. If there is
fixes for today!
the future.
not enough money there increase taxes that every pays
towards. Do not cut from the jobs that require resources!

T4N

Education, healthcare, social services

T6J

Education, Health Care and social supports

T0L

T4A

By taking out the war room and re-instituting the taxes they
cut.
Corporate taxes

by investing in social services and healthcare and education

Support students who need job experience and fund STEP
program.
Please DO NOT follow through on the provincial take-over of Research - no need to fund provincial scientific research,
The economy is absolutely booming where I live 17(1)
but there is a labour shortage and high turnover
our Canada Pension Plan contributions this would be a huge this could be done through the universities.
mistake and I'll leave Alberta if it goes ahead. Are you
Please DO NOT follow through on the provincial take-over of (expensive due to so many new training costs) largely because
crazy?
our Canada Pension Plan contributions this would be a huge of the high cost of resort town living (rent, food, everything!)
mistake and I'll leave Alberta if it goes ahead.
and low tourism-sector wages. The higher minimum wage will
help a little but it's not enough. Some type of subsidized staff
housing initiative would be the most useful - maybe re-locate
some of the unused oil industry modular camps to Jasper,
Banff, Lake Louise....
Actually funding healthcare, your privatization strategy is
Eliminate the war room, eliminate elected official perks.
Diversify, putting all our eggs in one basket is going to drive up
going to cost us all more in the end just like everything else
unemployment as it already has, drive down revenue, and drive
you’ve done.
up debt!
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T3A

Renegotiation of the TransAlta Agreement on the Bow River Disband the "War Room". Politically motivated waste of
money.
for flood mitigation in Calgary. The utilization of the Ghost
reservoir is currently the only tangible flood defence
mechanism available to our City, and has the added bonus
of enabling protection of residents from both groundwater
AND overland flood damages. Surely the ~50 Mw maximum
generation capacity available to TransAlta from this
structure is of minimal importance compared to the
protection the reservoir can afford the City of Calgary. Given
the current difficulties with SR-1 and the illustration it
provides that only a few vocal individuals, be they private or
indigenous, can legally impede the construction of even
demonstrably necessary infrastructure, underscores the
position that utilization of all existing flood mitigating
structures is imperative.

T1A

Support the people of Alberta and NOT large corporations.
The cost savings that the government plan on implementing
are going to cost us MORE in the future! The Ralph years
are still around our necks. The spending priorities that the
government should focus on: THE PEOPLE OF Alberta! This
can be done with health care, education and anything else
the government wants to cost... this will cost us!

T1V

Healthcare, schools and post-secondary education.

Start with the Public Relations Department, then the
Quit removing incentives for the High Tech companies and
assistants to the Assistant Deputy Ministers, in other words renewable energy companies!
"the government" and the panels and consultants AND
eliminate the "WAR ROOM" and QUIT GIVING LARGE
CORPORATIONS TAX DEDUCTIONS without strings. Why are
you deliberately knowingly sending our money outside the
province of Alberta and even Canada?

T6T

Bring in a 3% provincial sales taxes; however, exempt from
any sales tax should be: food, medical services &
prescriptions, residential / commercial property, veterinary
care, and rent (housing and businesses). Axe the annual
$30M war room.
I am from BC. You should focus on Supporting BC.
Find a way to limit your surveys to your own residents so
that it is not a waste of money.
An office in BC sent this around there office.
Education and health. Without education we have no future. Ditch the "war room" so you can support aides for students
Without good health we have no present. If you look to
in our classrooms. Oil and gas companies have their own
making these better in our province, jobs and prosperity will marketing budgets. Leave it at that.
come.
MLAs can take budget cuts in their salaries. Trust that
departments are doing their best to provide services in the
most cost effective ways possible.
Get debt under control
Everywhere

T5G

Healthcare, schools (in house daycare), transportation

T5X

Focus on luring companies involved in the "new economy", not
"sunset" industries. Anyone who thinks that the next oil boom
is just over the horizon doesn't understand either the current
state the Western Canada Sedimentary Basin, the oil industry
itself, or the simple economic realities of supply and demand.

Government employees, getting rid of grant programs
government offers

Create jobs by implementing programs to diversity Alberta’s
economy.

Hire more people from BC

Support technology for farmers and other small businesses.
Support our universities and other higher education institutions
as this is where new knowledge and developments can arise.
Have a more positive outlook on people.

Support diversity
building infrastructures, helping small businesses and working
with private companies and investors
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T4N

Health, Education, Seniors Benefits, Developing clean
alternatives to fossil fuels and the jobs that would go with
that.

Stop giving tax breaks to oil companies and other
corporations - it DOES NOT trickle down and DOES NOT
create jobs - they just use the money to pay shareholders
and buy back their own stock.

Development of "green" technology and jobs will follow. Give
the tax breaks to smaller businesses and to the middle class the middle class support the whole province (corporations pay
little if any of their tax share, and the poor cannot pay. In
Health, stop physicians from using hospitals as their private
physician offices - this is costly and physicians should have
their own private offices as they bill for their services and don't
pay for the use of the hospital facility. If they are going to use a
facility for their patients instead of their office then they should
have to pay rent for the use of the facility. Many physicians
don't even have an office - they just use the hospital facility, or
their have limited hours where they don't have to pay staff at
their private office and utilize the resources of the hospital
facility.

T0M

Policing
Child Care - subsidy program needs to be revisited
Health Care
Oil & Gas

Cut $25.00 child care centres - put extra dollars into subsidy Continue supporting Oil & Gas
for families that actually need financial assistance.

T5H

Healthcare, Education, Diversification of our economy

Over head and poor management

T8A

pipelines

more efficient teaching

t2l

Spending reductions or freezes across the board

Bring the per capita expenditures inline with other provinces tax reduction with tighter cost controls

T0M

Public Healthcare, Public Education, Public Supports for
vulnerable populations ( not including oil company ceos and
other large corporation CEOs) Incentivizing post secondary
education,Maintaining RCMP services for ALL Albertans,
stay away from our pension plan,

Taxing oil corporations and other large corporations.
Implementing a PST that applies to discretionary spending,
eliminating the “war room” Avoiding outside consultations
when people inside Alberta can help to solve the issues, not
taking private jets to meetings to impress other premiers and
their aids, I could go on and on and on

Pay EVERYONE a fair wage, reimplement the tuition cap for
post secondary students, invest in education, encourage
diversity in our energy industry, invest in healthcare, healthy
people tend to work more, again I could do on and on and on

T3H

Infrastructure for the future puts Albertans to work and will
allow them to be more efficient in the future.

My understanding is that our health care dollars are being
used to treat non-residents. The AHS needs to implement a
more rigorous process for validating individuals who are
seeking healthcare at our hospitals. Numerous reports of
non-Albertans receiving care and no chance of the
government recouping charges. Birth Tourism, should be
managed and discouraged or made a for profit industry.
Have we done a good job of collecting fees from other
provinces? All avenues should be investigated.

Reduce the number of government employees. This would
reduce the long term burden on future Albertans. Pensions and
benefits for government employees should not exceed, in fact
should be below the private sector due to the guaranteed
payout of their future benefits.

Safe Injection Sites
Stricter AISH qualifications
Subsidy Investigations
investing in our Education system and creating an environment
that promotes diversification of our economy.
more fossil fuels
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t3b

I think the government is right on target. Reign in the size
and cost of government including healthcare and education.
I think an easy way to cut costs but not services is to
change the work week for government employees to 40
hours per week which is a short week for oil and gas
workers. I am sick about the wages and pensions and (lack
of) work hours for Calgary city employees and alberta
government workers.

Save 100 million dollars by stopping the enormous cost of
overland flood barriers in the Bowness area. 95% of the
damage was caused by groundwater. The REAL SOLUTION
is an upstream reservoir or two!
(1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options
(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
agreement during flood season for the Ghost Reservoir

I think lowering business taxes is wise

T8A

Economic diversification
Education
Health
Environment

Restore the corporate tax rate to its existing 12% which is in
line with other jurisdictions.
Get rid of the Energy War room
Consider a provincial sales tax
Eliminate pet projects such as the inquiry into anti-Alberta
Energy campaigns and the red tape reduction department.
Restoration of a provincial carbon tax with proceeds going
directly into innovation for renewable energy.
Eliminate increase in funding to private school sector.

Tax incentives for developing industries outside of the volatile
oil and gas sector.
Restore funding to municipalities and public service which will
be facing large layoffs in the near future.

T3E

Diversifying Alberta's economy while still supporting the oil Avoid giving tax cuts to big business while taking away
and gas sector. Work with municipalities and the private
average working class opportunities for teachers and
sector to target new industries to take advantage of the well nurses.
educated and business savvy Alberta workforce.
Ensure that government services are fully cost recovered
(Alberta Environment and Parks Application fees and Public
Some key areas are - Health Care, Education, Public
Lands Fees rate structures are not proportional to the costs
Infrastructure, Abandoned well remediation.
to deliver the environmental permits, approvals and leases).
Applicants should pay their share.

Diversifying Alberta's economy while still supporting the oil and
gas sector.

T4X

The government needs to find some balance and need to
remember that governments are supposed to care for
people- not just corporations. They need to adequately fund
education and healthcare and need to diversify our
economy.

They could find savings by increasing the corporate tax rate
and imposing a small sales tax. They can go after the
companies that owe the government 173 million dollars in
tax money as vigorously as they go after the average citizen.

They can proceed with infrastructure projects that create jobs
and the price of labour and materials is low. They can support
R& D of other industries in an attempt to diversify our economy.
They can impose the same kind of tax breaks and subsidies to
other industries besides oil and gas.

t2k

Environmental protection & remediation
PUBLIC health care
PUBLIC education

Tax the rich, individuals & corporations
Take public ownership of essential services & resources
Raise the minimum wage
Start a green new deal

T0M

Healthcare, low income earners

Bring corporate criminals to justice
Make polluters pay
Stop funding partisan propaganda
Stop the flow of public money/resources into the hands of
UCP cronies
MLA salaries.

T2Z

Not solely on the oil and gas sector. Spend on the
technology industry to

Save 30M$ a year by removing waste of money like the
energy 'war room'

Education and diversification of the Alberta economy away
from solely oil and gas. Reinstate subsidies for company
creation and entrepreneurship in the technology sector to bring
high paying jobs that don't rely on the price of natural
resources

Focusing on the middle class, keeping childcare affordable,
supporting famers, teachers, civil servants, universities, health
care professionals.

By making our province culture and diversity friendly
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T6M

Supporting struggling families who are out of work or living
in poverty (public education, post secondary, healthcare,
income supports, rent supplements, supervised
consumption services). Finding oil alternatives, diversify
our economy - we can't rely solely on oil anymore.

Increase our revenue - sales tax, increase corporate tax (it's
not creating jobs!).
Stop with the reports and "consultations" with
predetermined outcomes and results. When you set out to
find something in particular, you ignore the other information
around you.
Axe the "War Room"!

T5H

Diversify, diversify, diversify. Boom and bust is very real
and intensifing our deepening reliance on the same handful
of companies just to survive is preposterous. Oil will
always be needed somewhere, but it can't be the only
lifeline. Alternative energy works, and it can exist side by
side with conventional petroleum. Instead of avoiding it,
Alberta should be leading the field. Invest in the future we
could have and stop dreaming of the past we had.
Relying on blind luck to push the dollar-per-barrel around is
so short-sighted and needlessly naive.

Bring in a PST. Stop giving money to companies that don't
pay their taxes, pollute at will with no intention of cleaning it
up, and then pillage their workforce to bump up their
investors stocks. Cheap business taxes don't bring in more
companies, it just lets them keep more for themselves. They
want to drill and extract resources? They buy a lease from
Albertans, put down a real deposit to clean up their mess
that actually accomplishes something, and the people of
Alberta take the lion's share of every barrel sold. The people
own the resources, not the companies. Stelmach's Royalty
scheme drained the income away from the people of Alberta
and we never made up the ground we lost. And now the UPC
is giving even more money away? It didn't work when Klein
cut everything, it didn't work when Stelmach cut the Oil
Royalties program, why would anyone with a rational thought
in their head think cutting again is going to work any better?

T0L

Please ensure that those that are at the most vulnerable
particularly those on AISH, are protected from any
cuts.There has been an insidious paring of benefits to them.
Specific instances include reducing the number of visits for
specialty medical services such as physio therapy or other
such services. Also reducing the funding to support groups
such as those providing rent subsidies to the
disadvantaged. Often these subsides allow someone on
AISH to live independently compared to in group homes.
The monthly rate of financial support to those on AISH has
not come close to keeping up with inflation and the last
noticeable increase was by Allison Redford 8 years ago.

Lowering the amount spent by the large municipalities on
"feel good" programs such as bike paths and artwork.
Putting a wage freeze on all government workers
Reducing some of the unionized "Make Work" projects
initiated by the previous govt. The Super Lab in Edmonton
was good start.

Increase minimum wage so families can lift themselves out of
poverty.
Diversify our economy. Support other industries - the tech
industry was starting to thrive when you cut their financial
support.
Stop giving corporate tax breaks and thinking they'll solve the
problem - they won't and they aren't! Increase the public service
to keep with population growth (it's the only job creation you
have direct control over).
Remember the economy can't grow if we're living in poverty.
"You can't get blood from a stone" applies to families, not just
oil companies who have gone bankrupt
Undo Stelmach's Royalty reductions. Bring in a PST to actually
fund the infrastructure we have and keep it maintained
properly. All those orphaned wells and plants can be brought
back online and operated under an Alberta Oil Company, with
profits going back to the infrastructure. While the plants are
being updated - add the technology needed to capture whatever
isn't sold downstream and find new ways to use the leftovers
that normally just get burn off in a flare stack. We have the
people, we have the technology, we have the motivation
because we actually live here and want our kids to enjoy what
we have. Oil companies waste half of what they extract and
they still make a profit - why can't we do that ourselves and
improve on it?

Lower tuition costs for post secondary students by giving a
subsidy to those who achieve a certain grade point or
Percentage level (ie 70%). Its a waste of money to subsidize
those that are simply putting in time as they will not become the
workforce Alberta requires

The second item is the off-loading of policing costs on small
communities who are struggling to retain businesses and
population. Not fair for small towns to pay for policing when
the number of police is not increased and they spend most
of their time and resources in the MDs not the actual towns.
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T8V

The people most vulnerable are the easiest to reduce
spending on as they won't complain but don't take this easy
route so continue to cover needs such as low income
housing, addiction treatment including supervised injection
sights, mental health and addiction and related medical
coverage.

T0K

I know that education and health are the largest budget
expense. However there must be areas where non-essentials
can be reduced or entirely eliminated. e.g. How can teachers
justify asking for raises when this province has vastly
reduced income. Increased taxes are not the answer. We
need jobs.

T8H

T6L

The government and people of Alberta need to realize there
has been a downward paradime shift that is long term in the
income levels of many, many Albertans and small
companies. Government employees assume they deserve
their upward inflation adjustments and more when in reality
many of us are now living on incomes below five years ago.
It will be a fight but government must try for massive savings
in wages, not by layoffs and related service cuts but by
simply paying less per hour or per month. I would challenge
any of those people to do better elsewhere at a non
government job. This should be right up the chain to
ministers, deputies etc that should all be pushed back 10 to
20 percent.
See above.

Get out of the way and leave it to businesses and cut your own
costs by not creating or expanding departments for the purpose
of job creation and economic growth. Make a fair, low cost
playing field and business and related economic activity will
come.

EDUCATION
EDUCATION
EDUCATION
Smaller classes
Better supports
Health Care - more nurses
Front line care
Diversifivation investment in Technology
Carbon efficiencies in oil industry
Family supports- Childcare
Preperation for aging baby boomers in healthcare

Consultants
Politician salaries
using Albertas own gas and oil to sell instead of letting
countries including our own buy from over seas.

support the oil and gas industry again
not let Alberta be the province that gets forgotten about
pipe line
encourage that Education is important - teachers do matter

Remove overlap in Alberta Health such as Covenent Health
Developing becnhmarks for success at all departments of
goverment and investing only in high value assets based in
statistics

Investment in increase in groups suh as Alberta Innovates,
Amii, Carbon Engineering and others as determined by value
added to economy. Ideally this investment would improve rate
of innovation and create jobs for today and the future.

Do a hiring freeze in the Alberta government but do not cut
wages

Lay off managers in social programs

Support the oil and gas sector

Reduce taxes for industry and businesses so that they can be
more effective in creating jobs and thus more people are
contributing to the tax base. Get the pipeline built. Do all that
can be done to facilitate expansion of the development of
natural resources in this province. Also cut the red tape in
order to make it more likely that industry and business will
develop in Alberta. Be more business friendly.
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T6H

We need to continue to cut cut cut until we bring our debt to
zero. We all enjoyed times of plenty, now we need to suck it
up and go through times of austerity to get back to where
we need to be for a successful economy long term. We will
all survive with cutbacks, it'll just take time getting used to
the new norms. Model our spending after other provincial
governments in Canada who aren't as bloated as Alberta's
is.

Every business in Alberta has had to find ways to cut costs Incentivize businesses to return to/stay in Alberta through
to stay afloat over the past few years - businesses don't have lower taxes and less red tape. Find ways to lift up and help
the luxury of running deficits year over year with no
businesses, not penalize them.
ramifications. As such, we need the government to follow
suit and operate like a business. Workers need to be cut,
those that remain may need to take on reduced hours, hiring
freezes need to be instituted. Non-essential programs may
need to be cut entirely. Excessive bureaucracy and overlaps
need to be removed. Perks and bonuses and fancy benefit
programs may need to be cut. On and on we go.... You could
contemplate increasing taxes only on non-essential/luxury
items. If people have discretionary income and want to
spend it on non-essentials, then so be it and they can pay
higher taxes for it. This won't hurt the lower class
whatsoever.

T4M

Homeless and low income housing.
Healthcare. Mental Healthcare.
Basic Incime Program. Seniors support.
Resources Development
Healthcare
Senior Care
Education
Infrastructure & Roads
Education
Health care
Supporting the least fortunate in our society- AISH and date
consumption sites

Their salaries

Easier to get funding for small business, students, low income
support.

Administration Bloat in the Ministries
Indexed Pensions
Redundant Meetings
Puffer Budgets

Private sector opportunity with less red tape

Cut the war room, it's useless and an embarrassment to the
province
Collect taxes from oil and gas companies
Make oil and gas companies responsible for abandoned
wells
Education, health and size of provincial gov't

Diversify the economy away from oil and gas
Promote tourism, the film industry and technology firms.

T0A

T2S

T4N

Costs to deliver services

T6e

Believe the Alberta government must put people back to
work.we need to look at our transfer payments and what do
albertans get for this.
we need to continue to fund frontline healthcare which
means not decreasing the number of nurses or cutting back
on physician pay. Working with organizations like the AMA
will allow costs savings to be found (as has previously
happened), but unilaterally cutting doctors fees is
shortsighted and will have unintended consequences.

smaller government

T6H

Education, healthcare, social support.

Subsidies to oil and gas companies, international trade.

T3A

Buying land for expanding provincial parks.

T5X

Healthcare
Education
Environment

Stop mowing the ditches every year. Cut back to every
second or third year.
I'm not sure but I also know that investing in the future by
spending now can actually end up saving lots of money.

T1J

Responsible tax structure, reduce burden of regulatory
requirements
We need the pipe line

within management/administration within healthcare, buy not by decreasing red tape
excessively lowering corporate taxes (i.e. aiming for 10%
rather than decreasing to 8%)

Subsidize education, healthcare, and social services so they
can afford to expand their operations.
Do what it promised to lower taxes.
Exploring new areas of business like carbon capture
technology
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T2J

T1H

Health care, transportation

Freeze the government salary spending, no salary increase
from Premier,Minster to civil servant.
Pay out the debit asap to save the loan interest.
Use wisely for all the government fund.

Attract more foreign investment, even from the Chinese state
company as I don't understand what the high risk from the
Chinese company investment compare to other country's
company?
Remember, they have higher risk to invest money to our
country than us. For example, they may lose money if our
government policy change after they put in their investment in
our province.
Defend what we have left of existing oil sector economy but Top and mid level management amalgamation in all
through the private sector - fund contests with "big, attractive"
grow the diversity of our other interests... somehow. Keep
government funded sectors. Departmental budget reforms
prizes for best proved plan to create "home-grown" Alberta
and/or incentive to individual departments to find meaningful business using "home-grown" Alberta resources.
our taxes low by reducing some core services and allow
savings. Better tracking of department spending and
private sector take them on. Or simply reduce the level of
watchdogs to curb excessive, or needless spending. (ie)My
service No New Taxes.
particular laboratory may already have a weigh
scale,pipette,or spectrophotometer that works well but a new
one requisitioned by dept. head simply to use up all of this
years budget allotment to help justify having a similar budget
allowance for the next year.. and so on. This sort of thing
happens in ALL goverment run institutions. Can't we make
due with what we have.. once in a while?

T5X

Education, healthcare, recycling programs

Not giving themselves big raises

T0M

De-population across east central Alberta is killing
communities. Focus on bringing business and jobs to this
region.

Everywhere.

T0C

Not sure

Build a common regulatory and economic zone among the
western provinces. Job credentials should be transferable, and
there should be free trade among western provinces. If the East
won't play ball on pipelines and energy, tariff the shit out of
their goods and services.
Government should assist daycare facilities with providing Government seems to be top-heavy in administration and are Support daycares so people actually have a safe licensed place
childcare for working parents. Since the hike in minimum
cutting the staff that are doing the work. Everyone seems to to take their children when they get a job.
wage, and the proposed cuts to the Basic Contribution Grant have a deputy, assistant deputy, assistant to the assistant
(16% cut) and cut for staff incentives to stay on, this has
deputy, assistant to the assistant to the assistant deputy,
caused significantly impacted our operations. We are
you get my drift.
steadily losing money every month. The government should It's pretty hard to fix the previous governments spending
issues but I think most people are on side if the make sense.
INCREASE assistance to daycares to be able to stay open
and provide a place for those employees of all the NEW jobs It does hurt when it impacts the lower income families.
the government is creating!!!We also fundraise $20-25000
per year, and depend on donations and casino to actually be
able to operate, which with these cuts, may not be able to
operate for long.
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T6L

Education, healthcare, and economic diversification
By eliminating the ineffectual $30 million per year War Room. Supporting economic diversification away from an oil and gas
economy.
(specifically in tech, green energy, and manufacturing that
focuses on upcycling by-products and waste products from By eliminating the $2 billion per year in corporate subsidies
Investing in shovel-ready construction projects like the
in oil & gas.
existing industries).
Edmonton LRT, the south Edmonton hospital, new schools, etc.
By raising corporate taxes back up to 11% (which would still
maintaining the lowest tax regime in the country), and save Giving rural areas new tools via which to collect the $173
million in unpaid property taxes owed to them by oil and gas
us billions of dollars.
companies.
By introducing a 5% PST, with rebates for low-income
Supporting tech, green energy, tourism, and agriculture.
households.

T5R

1. Diversifying the economy - responsibly. AB cannot
control oil or pipelines. It is good to continue lobbying to
encourage these two but will continue to be a problem for
the indefinite future.
Research grants to U of A etc. are helpful. For example, a
company I am aware of developed a new technology and are
going to build it here because they were able to obtain
funding from U of A (in-turn, receiving funding from AB
gov). The result is that $1m of external private investment
has been secured and $10m of further investment and
financing is being sought to purchase equipment and hire
employees to develop this world leading technology. The
individuals who are leading this developed the technology at
a European institution but happened to live in Edmonton.
The European institution offers generous support which
allowed them to develop the initial technology and obtain
patents which normally cost $50,000+ each.

Pursue collection of unpaid provincial corporate tax. Raise
alcohol prices which AB gov collects some amount from I
believe. Raise or implement a land transfer tax fee. Look at
nursing employment and scheduling systems to reduce OT
payments.
This question is worded in a leading manner. It is asking
solely for savings and not for revenue in general. Raise
corporate tax - it is not providing benefits that were
expected. Implement a PST. It has not made AB any more
attractive for purchases that would create economic activity
that would lead to tax revenues greater than what a PST
would.

1. Create optimism. If people feel like the economy is not doing
well, they will act accordingly. People are business owners and
decision makers.
2. Diversify. Undo the grants/tax credit elimination for
technology etc. sector. It is the future and can attract significant
investment from external sources. Quality of life in
Edmonton/Calgary is higher compared to other Canadian cities
where housing is unattainable. This is attractive to technology
companies. See above example from previous question.

3. Do not roll back public sector wages. This would decrease
the spending power of 30,000+ people (government, healthcare,
education, etc.) which will decrease the economy as a whole
There is no requirement to use the PST revenue if the AB gov and encourage recession. We have already seen it in the newfeels like it should not. In that case, it could be used to pay
housing construction sector. Trades people are being laid off.
down debt or to put into the heritage fund. That way, the
government is not relying on additional revenue.

2. Health care and education. Everyone needs it.
T2Y

Health care and the opioid crisis

Their salaries and the war room

T4S

Education
Health care
Creating jobs
Education and Health system

Helping drug/opioid addicts

T6W

Public Administration

By increasing wages of the lower and middle class so that they
have money to spend on local businesses
Not sure

The job creation and economic growth shall not be limited to
specific sectors of industry such as agriculture and oil. One
way to creating job and growing economy is to increase
diversity and create value. For example, a tourism styled
agriculture system for all four seasons that combines farming,
entertainment, restaurant and B&B. Government can play a
leading role to help farmer transforming their farm into this type
of a multi-functions resort.
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Roads including bridges, provincial police services, make
fire guard areas around communities in forested areas.

T2W

Cutting out unnecessary programs currently in place just for
the sake of political correctness such as policies in the
school system that do not focus on academics, policies in
the health system that are not medically necessary or are a
result of dangerous lifestyle choices, unnecessary and unfair
compensation programs in the government such as
pensions after 2 terms available to be taken before the set
age, this should be the same as for CPP. Have the industries
that benefit from forest harvesting help pay the costs of fire
management as they benefit from harvesting the resources
on crown lands.

Continue down the path you on, creating accountability with I work in 17(1)
- no raises for 7 years
the major users of our budget. Continue to work with the
outside of a small calculation adjustment going to the grid.
major users to find savings.
That is OK, we are not flush with money. Figure out how to
partner with unions to help in times of need - I know that is
Education - work with the curriculum for high schools to
an impossible task and in the media, unions and not limited
create a mandatory course on finance. Include in our
in telling lies, the government is restricted in the
communications. Physician remuneration in a fee-for-service
teaching the basics of life with money, debt, financing,
system is open to abuses and creates red tape for the patient
investing, credit cards, etc. This should not be an optional
(being paid to accept a referral is a joke). Support our family
class.
doctors, find savings with our specialists.
The war room - keep the funding, but move the fight to the
background. This is a battle that cannot be won in the public Education - is there any way to amalgamate if there are
eye because it is too easily misconstrued as 30 million of
savings to be found? School boards covering a bigger area?
public money being wasted during a time of 'cuts'. Even
Creating common HR/finance/IT services for more than one
though the budget has been about budgets maintained,
board (much like what has been done in Alberta Health
perception is that no increase to at least matching the
Services). Again, only if there is actual savings in doing so.
increased costs of salaries is equivalent to a cut - programs
have to be removed. The UPC war room in the public eye is Pension Plan - moving the pension plan under control of
a perception issue that the government cannot win in times Alberta. Does that actually save Albertans money in
of restraint spending. But it is important, but you don't need contributions? If yes, then security of the fund and showing
the growth of the fund and the growth projection of
to convince Albertans - a majority of us are on board.
contributions vs the federal CPP is needed. Full
transparency on the benefit. This may not save the
government money, but saving any amount of money to
Alberta residents resulting from government actions
amounts to a similar thing in the eyes of the people.

Promote manufacturing of finished products from our natural
resources, we should be value adding to all of our natural
resources and holding those we import products from to the
same high standards for safety, labour standards and climate
accountability that we are expected to adhere to.

Hold the federal Liberals to promised funds and get them to
Alberta asap. If there is infrastructure money for example, work
with the municipalities to get projects in order to get the funds.
Too much promised money is left on the table.
The corporate tax break does not seem to have the effect, and
yes, it has only been a short time-period. Is there a way to alter
for a tax break tied to job creation? So a job-creation tax credit
vs the hope that by providing a tax break will provide more
jobs. I agree with the 10% tax rate coming back (I am unaffected
personally).
I would like to see Alberta join the other three provinces in the
pursuit of nuclear power to allow Alberta to reduce emissions.
But... we also need to keep fighting for the export of our fossil
fuels as the rest of the world demand is there and is increasing.
Using a portion of our royalties to build a sustainable, greener
economy makes a lot of sense to me. I am personally against
the expanded development of intermittent power generation of
wind and solar farms (not solar on houses) that I think harm our
environment and wildlife way more than fossil fuel exploration
and refinement.
Energy Efficient Alberta and the solar capacity residential
program where houses can having financing attached to the
property tax - I think is a great win. We are in Calgary and my
whole group is talking about it. Job creation and reduced load
on our power supply as that program grows.
As an aside, the younger generations are more liberal in
thinking, and a strong vote. Having a very conservative focus
on financial accountability is needed. But, focusing on a few
things that are important to the younger generations of voters
is essential Energy Efficiency Alberta residential solar program
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In order from first to last: Health care (especially seniors
benefits), capital infrastructure projects, public education
and funding for realistic economic diversification (especially
energy sector).

No more handouts to big business.
Stop funding private and separate schools.
Real audits of staff performance in health care. It is the
productivity of staff that is the problem, not the number of
employees in the system.
Collect proper royalties on oil and gas.

Leave minimum wage alone.
Limit temporary foreign workers.
Put a cap on rents for commercial spaces.
Tuition caps to encourage enrollment in professional and STEM
fields.

T0G

Education, Healthcare and Innovation

Canadian Energy Centre budget, less consultation, more
action, cut all funding to private schools.

Invest in innovation and high growth industries like nano-tech
and clean energy. Fund schools and all post-secondary schools
at higher levels. Create a sales tax to balance the budget.

T5L

I see nothing in the budget for hospital improvements. We
do not want our hospitals to end up like in Ontario, believe
me I have lived there. We pay for those services through our
taxes. Perhaps Trudeau could lend a hand with more money
for health care. The deindexing of income tax, what an odd
way to create "economic diversification". You mean create
more poor and more rich. Maybe we can pay executives a
little less to come to Alberta then. Housing is way over the
top now. The cost of a lot costs more than my house. The
cost of living from when I came to Alberta in 2001 is so
different. Even a waitress could have her own apt. back
then. We need balance, we need to respect everyone!

There are marketing initiatives under every dept. You are
taking away the tax film credit and yet extending that money
to trade services for marketing. A war room etc. Perhaps a
little support to films is in order but royalties back from
successful films. Films would have to be substantial to get
help. Alberta jobs.

Consolidation is good as long as the Alberta workers can
accommodate a more diverse work load and some items are not
left undone or always last. You certainly have created a very
safe Province of Alberta web...deadly long though. I support
TIER as long as initiatives are followed through on and science
is supported. How much for the 610 million is for science and
environmental improvements...old oil wells are making us look
bad to tourists and we need more campgrounds and cabins in
the public or private sector or combined north of Athabasca.
Again would Trudeau help with that. I like how the army corps
of engineers in the US does their work and then leaves behind a
working campground when done. How can
forestry/environmental services and camping be combined in
Alberta?

t0k

Hold the line on any wage increases. Govt employees make
way more than private sector jobs as it is.
Retaining staff! Especially on the front lines.
I have witnessed several contract staff, not receive
renewals, increasing pressure on the remaining front line
staff. Millwoods Town Centre opened a new office and then
promptly decreased to I'd say about 50% of the staff in the
front. Most of those front desks are empty all the time.
Now, there are very few people to help out with Job
Searching.

Cut useless jobs and programs

T9E

T8A
T3G

No more govt jobs. Cut taxes to the rich and private sector
businesses.
Make the big corporations pay their taxes! In full. With
MAYBE, give companies tax breaks that are calculated PER "5
YEAR ALBERTAN" EMPLOYED... non of this farming out spots
interest when late.
Just like all the other Albertans, including the smaller mom to the other provinces and countries. If their workers have lived
in and paid taxes in Alberta for 5 years... then maybe give them
and pop shops!
a little tax cut... and a bonus if the Albertan is a foreman or
Why are the big cigar toting gurus ruling over Alberta and
supervisor... like a penny per "5 Year Albertan" Staff Member....
not paying any Taxes?
There is nothing holding them accountable or making them MAYBE a loony if they are a manager... and that should apply to
EARN these tax breaks other than being ridiculously rich and the small businesses too.
selling off our resources.
Make sure these jobs are being offered to ALBERTANS not fly
ins from the states.
Make sure the people getting the breaks are ALBERTAN

Healthcare and education.

Not give tax cuts to large corporations. Cut the "War Room". Diversify our industries. Invest in alternative energy sources.
Build the SuperLab in Edmonton.
Providing living arrangement for homeless. providing
More people work more revenue comes in. consolidate top
Encourage more births, more population over the next 25 years
heavy structure from the organisation, there should be a
will solve some of the problems.
meaningful employment and skills with living wages.
Taking over the public works from profit oriented industries reasonable ratio people under managers.
Bring in 2% sale tax. promote health at school levels.
will employ more peoples will help the economy.
Comparing with other provinces compare all approaches
Providing child care @ reasonable rate, that will help
including sale tax. Set budget at lower level of crude.
spouses to work..Recognise workers at lower level.
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T9W

Front Line Health Care and Education are not options.
Management of every level. I would actually support
There are definitely some efficiencies that can be made, but bringing back a reasonable health care premium. Make
doctors more accountable and audit their billing practices.
not to the front line. Our hospitals and schools are still
feeling the effects from previous slashing budgets where no
money was spent on infrastructure.

Tie any corporate tax cuts to the condition that they have to
prove jobs have been created to get them. Increased your job
force this year by x amount of FULL TIME employees? Tax cut
for you!

T5W

Economic diversification ("ethical oil" is not a concept
recognized by world markets, there's nothing we can do to
stem the tide of capital away from carbon-intensive
economies, etc.) and social programs to help both those
who will be affected by the transition and those who were
already hurting.
Healthcare. Education. Seniors

Spend public money on wages. People with money in their
pocket support businesses and create jobs when they spend it;
the more people with money to spend, the better the economy.
Find ways to curtail unemployment (e.g. a robust public
service, infrastructure spending, economic diversification, etc.).

T4N
T8H

Health, education, job creation, housing, encouraging and
supporting small business.

T3H

Education should be a priority. Health Care System.

t2e

Health care
Environment
Education
Economy
Federal cohesion
Cutting taxes

T0K
T2L

Public healthcare. Public schools. Childcare services, such
as daycares. Social services such as homeless shelters,
community centres, abortion clinics and specialized
counselling services. Incentives for cities to expand their
public transit programs. Environmental protection.

T2X

Essential services

End patronage appointments and non-tender contracts.
Close the CEC. Find ways to spend a little money now to
save money later (e.g. build infrastructure while labour is
cheap and plentiful; reverse cuts to Alberta Justice that will,
in the long run, cost much more in fees to outside law firms;
etc.).
Stop the 4.7 billion tax cut to big companies. Get rid of the
“War room”
This is not the time to be looking for savings as we are still
in a recession. We should be spending and creating and
focus on saving when we are in a better fiscal climate!

Do better
Invest, create more opportunity through programs and grants,
lower taxes

Increase revenue, stop the cuts. Add a provincial tax!!
Diversification of our Economy. Invest renewable energy.
Every other province does.
Leave all existing programs and processes in place that have Require more professional sign off internally and by
been identified as successful based on indicators.
proponents
Continue to streamline review of submissions for economic
development
Advertise globally for tourism
Cutting government and inefficient quasi government
Cut taxes and the economy will take care of itself; Alberta will
(health/education) spending. Streamline services.
attract business
Defunding private schools. Increasing taxes for large
Diversify the economy, specifically the energy sector. Develop
corporations. Implementing a carbon tax that keeps the tax the renewable energy sector. Provide oil and gas companies
money in Alberta, instead of it being contributed to the
options for training in moving into solar and wind energy
federal government. Tax churches. Increase the tax
sectors. And if not create a refinery, instead of losing money by
percentage of the three highest tax brackets for personal
sending our unrefined oil to Texas and buying it back at a loss
income tax.
(operating at a loss will not change with creating another
pipeline). Create jobs in rehabilitating the ecological
destruction we have created in northern Alberta. This could
create jobs for conservation biologists, wildlife specialists,
hunters, schools, and more. Create jobs in our universities by
providing grants for Indigenous cultural restoration and fulfill
aspects of the TRC
Making cuts, but in the right places. Management cuts at
See above - grants to tech companies just 1 example. Get tough
AHS, NOT front line staff cuts & NOT support services cuts - about getting pipelines built - TMX is a drop in the bucket, we
these are hitting vulnerable people really hard; don't cut
needed Northern Gateway/Eagle Spirit & Energy East. Turn the
grants to tech companies - almost all that were planning to
taps off if necessary. People are really suffering in AB set up in AB aren't now because of cuts to these grants. Cut completely needlessly when you look at the O & G industry in
the fat, not the essential services.
the US.
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Services that keep Albertans healthy, educated and skilled
with recognition that rural northern alberta has a key role:
- Health care and services
- Education, post-secondary and K-12
- access to services in rural northern alberta
These services provide positive economic impact in the
region's rural economy. They reduce the 'overburden' of
waitlists and demand in urban centres. They provide
accessibility to many rural residents who cannot access
urban centres without transportation costs (ambulances or
private transportation).

- change urban centric thinking for access to services, there
is efficiencies that can be found in funding rural access
points.
- don't provide big corporations with tax breaks
- implement a GST tax

- as noted above, recognize the importance and support a
positive rural economic impact through education and health
care access in rural communities
- encourage skill training for underrepresented learners and
support entry level opportunities for experience through STEP
programs, funding for experiential learning encouraging
industry and employers to fund this as an investment in
growing a strong Alberta workforce.

T6C

1. education - ensuring appropriate class sizes and
resourcing for classrooms and universities
2. health care - ensuring equal access to health care for all
albertans (no tiered system)
3. environment - holding companies accountable for their
impact(s), having a long term plan to support transition of
power to renewable resources (no coal), manage emissions
and have a long term plan to lower emissions.

People should understand that the historic model is not
sustainable and that additional sources of income are
needed to support spending priorities. Implementation of
progressive income taxes and a Provincial Sales Tax would
be examples of income sources.

Focus on growing sustainable environmental field. Systems
that encourage companies to clean up. Allow for creative
solutions to environmental problems. Develop a long term plan
(>50 years) that contemplates the shift away from reliance on
non-renewable resources.

T6J

Health and Education

T6M

Education & Health

closing the war room and stop giving tax cuts to billion
dollar companies so they can afford to relocate
Scrap the War Room

provide tax and business incentives to companies in growth
industries instead of trying to save deadwood.
Encourage Small Businesses

T8A

-Stay on the UCP planned spending course as outlined in
the election.
-Focus on current infrastructure maintenance
priorities,deteriorating infrastructure costs more to maintain
the longer it is ignored

- Consider one province wide school board for public and
separate systems
- Stop supporting private and semi private schools within the
public system, i.e. Sherwood Park Alliance School that is
also a user paid school receiving public funds within the Elk
Island Public School Board system.
-Resist granting unrealistic raises to public sector
employees and managers, private sector employees are still
suffering pay and benefit cuts and in many instances cuts in
hours worked, which are being filled by part time workers at
lower wage rates
cut back salaries and spending accounts of our Alberta
government employees (Legislative Assembly staff - not
education and health care workers)

-For economic growth, aim to reduce taxes to all Albertans,
more money in their pockets, more spent in local business,
more jobs being created for business
- Do not provide massive tax breaks for big business, these tax
savings mostly end up in company coffers and not creating
jobs as intended.

Education - Our students are our future. They need access
to all the services needed to become successful,
contributing adults. We need low class sizes, adequate
number of student assistants, access to PUF funding,
mental health clinics & more.

fund our pipelines in our gas & oil sector
make self checkouts a thing of the past - real bodies can and
should do the work. Society is lacking human face to face
contact in so many ways. Let's provide those opportunities
while creating jobs.
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T2R

1) driving development in non-oil and gas sectors, 2) getting
Albertans back to work through retraining to meet #1, and 3)
not focusing on cutting spending that impacts the most
vulnerable of the population the heaviest.

Cut funding to the war room altogether (white elephant).
Stand up it's own police force so as not to pay for the RCMP.
Stop hand outs/tax breaks to big corporations who are
leaving anyway. Stop the trade junkets - they aren't working
very well from a final deliverables point of view. Stop
thinking like the Harper gov't.

Actively invite innovators and research firms to set up shop in
Alberta. Look to green technologies as a growth vector. Joint
partnerships with Indigenous and non-Indigenous
entrepreneurs. Rethink tax collection and funding allocation in
support of communities. These communities always expect
gravy train funding for their pet capital projects and aren't living
within current means. Reduce university fees to students means salary cuts to university. Cut salaries of school board
and hospital administrators. Stop cutting front line jobs; reduce
the number of mid- and senior-level managers.

T1K

Increasing revenue, spending on capital projects to put
trades people to work

Do more work in-house and less through contracts and
privatisation.

Subsidise new industries such as tech companies and
alternative energy. Provide services to Albertans to support
them through difficult times and career changes/retraining.

T8A

Health Care and Education.
The canceling of the provincial super lab was a huge
mistake and in the end cost the tax payers much more than
it saved (50 Million). Privatising these services has been
tried in the past and failed in Calgary, why try it again...

Stop investing so much money in bailing out for oil and gas
companies and start investing in business and technology
that will create a sustained renewable energy source for
Albertans.

T1H

Mental and physical health care.

End the funding for the War Room!

T8N

Healthcare and Education

A small user fee for medical appointments - $5-10 range to
discuourage unnecessary trips to the doctor, praticularly to
ER.

Support Public Health Care as our population ages. Support
diversifying our economy so that we don't have to rely on fossil
fuels. Putting ALL of the Prov. Gov's energy into a dying
industry is going to set Alberta back for generations to come.
We need to make investments into our future not what worked
well in the past.
More support for starting up for small businesses and trades
companies.
Invest in infrastructure. Make Alberta an appealing place to do
business, fair business taxes for large companies but
affordable taxes for small businesses.

I think there is much government waste in upper levels of
management.
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T5J

Spending priorities should reflect the need of the times.
When the rest of the economy is not doing well then it is for
government to prop up the economy. Now is the time to
invest in sustainable and growth sectors, and preserve jobs
in those areas.

Balancing the budget is not going to solve our long-term
economic voes. But further efficiencies can definitely be
made in the health and education sectors. However, the
burden of a balanced budget should not be thrown just on a
few by taking away their jobs. Focus should also be on
efficiencies, and economy of scale.

Everyone (except a few!) know that Alberta's future cannot be
hedged on oil and gas. Shift this governments focus from oil
and gas. Acknowledge that while it will remain an important
sector of our economy, it cannot be our ticket to the future.
However, energy and health are also the two sectors where
Alberta has global talent and also some recognition. Can
Alberta can become a leader in alternative energy or health
tourism. If so, Government should create the conditions to
achieve that vision.
Job creation and economic growth cannot be turned on with a
switch, so it is too late to talk about that. A more practical
conversation would be how to save existing jobs. The public
sector is the biggest sector of Alberta's economy. Taking away
peoples job will only worsen the economic situation. A more
equitable and effective approach in my opinion is through
salary containment, or reduction in work days. I suggest the
latter is a better option because it encourages entrepreneurship
while people have some assured income.
Government needs revenue but there is nothing to generate
that. I have never seen such hopelessness in any economy. But
the situation is a creation of our own short-sighted vision, and I
blame the politicians for most of it. I think the health premium
should be reinstated at least on a section of the population. And
the revenue should be invested in new and future oriented
sectors.
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T2Y

Get a handle on the number of civil servants employed in
ALL Government offices and Agencies.
Bring Government Pension plans in line with RRSP limits
that all the rest of taxpayers have to adhere to.
Reduce civil servant payrolls, to match PRIVATE payroll
levels.
LIMIT BORROWING TO ESSENTIALS ONLY, PAY DOWN
DEBT AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE.

Review money sent to Cities as Calgary and Edmonton, they
both seem to be out of control with spending, ALL "ARTS
FARTSY" spending needs to be stopped. Calgary especially
has this idea that council must just keep on spending and
approving big projects - It appears that council has very little
"Common Sense".

A hiring freeze in the CIVIL SERVICE. No new hires with
attrition of civil servants employed in ALL Government offices
and Agencies.

Cut spending to Universities, these bastions of Liberal
training are over funded and over paid - tenured professors
need to be sent packing!

Incentives for trade schools, reduce money sent to Universities
to free up cash for trade schools.(check the records of the large
number of secondary place holders that never complete and
just waste taxpayers money).

Build incentives for small business to hire and train new
employees for up to 36 months.

Reduce civil servant payrolls, to match PRIVATE payroll levels.
"Right to Work" legislation needs to be introduced in the
province.
All Government Unions, in teaching, medical and universities
need to be declared as "Essential Services", and a pay scale
set that eliminated STRIKING! Union Leaders need to be fined
large $'s for their constant arguing for more money.

T7Y

Education and Health Services and investing into generating I don't think Government of Alberta can find many sources to
a renewable energy industry to decarbonize Alberta's
find savings while maintaining an adequate level of public
economy.
services. The only savings I could foresee would be by
stopping to subsidize the oil sector with low taxation rates.
Considerate amounts of money would be saved if the
corporations would contribute a fair share in taxes to the
Alberta public sector.
Industry diversification, healthcare, education and
Smaller government, finding Albertans to fill vacant
infrastructure.
positions vs moving ppl here from Ontario to work here.
Bring back provincial carbon tax so that money can be
directly invested in THIS province.
Public Education and Healthcare
The 30 million spent on a war room that is fighting an
Diversification of energy resources
antiquated resource would be a good start.

Fund public education and healthcare, this will create jobs and
benefit society. Spending on our future is never wasted.

T2V

1)Reducing red tape and taxes
Alberta owned and managed CPP, UIC, tax collection and
2)Infrastructure to attract business and trade
provincial police.
3)Streamline resource approvals and speed
4)Encourage development of all types of businesses
4)Focus on business; then the GDP will pay for social safety
net costs

Reduce taxes at all levels. This will bring businesses to Alberta.
Bring government agencies currently in federal government to
Alberta thus bringing Alberta jobs.(Tax collection, UIC, CPP,
police). Alberta should look to removing interprovincial trade
barriers, create trade agreements with areas outside Canada.
Reduce property taxes.

T4b

Stop attacking the poor and disabled.

Provincial carbon tax, invest it in green line and make jobs
again.
Bring in a PST. Stop cutting departments that focus on the
environment and stop cutting education funding like PIP. Atop
cutting heath care funding. Invest in people.

T6J

T2M

Delete the war room and stop spending thousands on trips.
Stop talking about separation, it’s turning away investors
and companies as it’s showing Alberta is unstable.
Bring in a PST.

Through diversification of the economy and more support into
the renewable and clean energy, jobs and economic growth can
be supported. The government should support transition
programs from laid off oil and gas workers into clean energy
industry and other alternative new industries emerging.

Invest in industries that actually create jobs, clean energy
initiatives, infrastructure development, put back grants and tax
credits to tech and AI development.
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T0C

T8H

T4j

T3G

t7p

T5L

The basics essentials that are required for majority of
population.

Education, healthcare & social services, and reduction of
unnessecessary goverment workers.

Elimination of any refugees, or immigrants to Alberta would
help. As well to focus on getting the industries, oil, & gas going
again.
Environment, education and healthcare.
MLA's and premier's salaries, travel and benefits should be By diversifying the economy and providing subsidies to new
cut. Offer incentives to non oil and gas companies who hire industries or expanding industries that are non oil and gas.
more people or who invest in new projects in Alberta.
Help diversify agriculture, technology, forestry and other
industries.
Getting Albertan people back to work. Not by creating more Not just cutting budgets but also administer the cuts
Offer low interest money for small business to expand
goverment jobs. But making it easier for small business to particularly in management of health care and teachers. Dont operations
operate in Alberta
give in to unions
K-12 education spending and technical college programs.
An overall of the subsidizing "Advanced Education" needs to Be more realistic in where we are selling our goods. Is selling
be done. Why are we allowing children to get into university our Energy to the coast (Trans Mountain) really a priority since
Though i think the Carbon Tax is thoroughly flawed, and I
programs that are heavily subsidized by Tax Payer dollars.
the second we try and ship our oil out of Burnaby some middle
am one of those people that will not get a rebate. I would
When the Program heads are not canvasing the Industry to eastern country will sell theirs for lower than what we can
prefer if one is forced on us by the Federal Government then see if these students will have jobs at the end. Either those
produce ours for...
make the most out of it.
graduates will not get a job at all or will need leave Alberta to
get jobs.
Really we should be looking at the market south of the border.
Spend it on building a manufacturing plant that builds Solar
Try and push Natural Gas and Upgraded Oil to the USA. They
Panels here in Alberta (create jobs then sell it), or research Have the Education Minister evaluate how many Jobs for
are the ones that are going to want it in a couple of years. We
Engineers, Educators, Lawyers, Doctors, etc. are actually
into creating alternative Fuels, Pay for grants to retrofit
should be preparing for the eventuality that the USA will not be
available for Students graduating that year and only
government building into being more efficient.
Oil Dependent forever.
subsidize that many.
ie) U of A - 40,000 Students Only 20,000 Jobs Available. Then
only subsidize 20,000 Students the rest can pay the same
price as the Foreigners
Healthcare, education, making companies who refuse to pay Stop giving money away for corporate welfare when they
Invest in public sector instead of cut it. Diversity in the province
taxes pay them. Repeal the oil field tax bonus, most of the don’t invest it back in provincial projects..... not rocket
How much money does and out of work public sector or
money just left the province and hurt Albertans. Diversity science
alternative energy worker contribute to taxes?
in the energy sector (renewables should get the same
amount of subsidies or oil should have their subsidies
removed)
Social Services, in particular the Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
PDD supports. This system does not adequately meet the
Investing in other sources of economic growth outside of oil
Disorder Networks in Alberta. If the 174,000 Albertans with needs of persons with disabilities in the province. It is time and gas.
FASD in the province were supported through the Networks for a new model.
this would help to reduce the cost to many other systems
and Ministries, such as Justice, Education, Health.
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- Health Care. Of course everyone needs to work more
efficiently to ensure our dollars are being used in the best
way, but, your approach to funding is to Cut. You can spin it
anyway you want, but that is what you are doing. Fund
where it is needed. Modern medicine keeps people alive
longer, so it costs More. Baby boomers are a significant
portion of those accessing the system and they are getting
older and there are a lot of them.
- Education: My children's education is suffering
comparatively in one year with you in power in Alberta. Do
better. Fund where needed. Listen to our Board of Trustee
members that are talking with us and hearing our concerns
- Public sector workers: we haven't received raises in years,
but the cost of everything goes up (inflation) and you are
placing more costs on the citizens of Alberta by cutting. you
are essentially rolling us back by not giving us more money.
now you want to roll us back? be realistic. I can understand
in our economic climate that 0% may have to be taken at this
current time, but please remember that when things were
doing well, we still didn't get raises. Our wages are
comparable to other jobs in Alberta. Compare to Alberta Not
the Country. Lay off's are not reasonable either.
- environment: I would like my kids to have clean air when
they are older. Take care of it.

- There are so many "panels" which just waste money. Talk - Don't do lay off's. all that does is increase unemployment.
to the right people instead of consulting external people. You
keep spending money to find solutions, but waste money to
do it.
- Do you need a very expensive war room?
- less administration in the education boards, alberta
government and alberta health services. But, do through
attrition to not cause people to lose their houses, etc.
- Work well and in good faith with the union bargaining. Ask
us where the savings are instead of you assuming where you
could find money.

T8A

Education
Job creation

The travel expenses for trips that don’t seem to be
establishing investment in Alberta

T5Y

I think our spending needs to support adequate health care
(support front line workers like doctors and nurses). I also
think our health care should grow to support naturopathic
doctors, more mental health care, vision, dental and hearing
health care. Education is important and we need to support
our citizen's education to grow our economy, and support
new innovation and ideas for growing new companies.

Cutting down on the highly paid executives. Instead of
cutting the needed front line workers, the high salaries of
upper level executives could be cut as well. Also, MP
expenses and salaries can be trimmed as well (they should
share the pain, instead of asking everyone else to take cuts
but remain themselves untouchable from the cuts).

That was part of your election platform. Just put into place the
strategies that you planned for and what you promised to the
electorate
Analyze what are the industries that are having trouble finding
workers (is it IT, medical, etc?). Support and expand the
available training so that people are well trained and are able to
be employable in those industries. There is a lot of information
online about where workers are needed. Also support the
growth of new companies that provide needed products,
services, and jobs (with loans or grants).
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Jobs: If the government is working to shut down the oil and
gas industry in Alberta there needs to be a diversification of
skills in the workforce. This includes and is not limited to
incentives, grants, and bursaries for education in sectors
that are up and coming and will help individuals and families
thrive and prosper instead of exist in a constant state of
survival.
Healthcare: Over the past couple of years there seemed to
be an improvement in the healthcare system. A healthy
population is the greatest good for all.

There is so much red tape and bureaucracy, which creates a
complex system of checks and balances. By decreasing the
level of government involvement to a minimum and also
decreasing governmental salaries. Being a public servant
ought not make someone wealthy. When I say this I am
specifically referring to individuals in the highest level of
government. Also, more transparency about where monies
are being directed to by openly publishing the statement of
account and ledger for each fiscal year.

The government ought to make smart investments based on a
carefully calculated risk assessment. Investing in people by
providing educational assistance to help with the vision of the
future for the province. Investing in research and development.
Investing in technology and space exploration.

Poverty and Housing First: These two things are detrimental
to a thriving economy. Taking a 'housing first' stance allows
people who are facing challenges a safe place to be while
dealing with their challenges. At the very least, introducing a
basic income for children under the age of 18 to end
childhood poverty - this will give children opportunity and
hope for their future.
T7X

Healthcare and education. Infrastructure.

Increase revenues from corporate taxes.

Invest in frontline public jobs. Create incentives for green
energy investments.
Health, education,Job creation and Industry. not laying off
Overtime, stop wasting money on crazy ads for war room ,
By not laying off current employees who then will need financial
hard working albertans who the will have to look for jobs in use more economical means of advertising, stop paying for assistance.
a struggling job market. Unsure how we take from one and neighbouring provinces to fly to ab for promotional events. Working on the pipelines and new industries like tech while
call that a success. Let’s look at what the underlying issues Focus on the real issues. All albertans are tax payers and we trying to revive the oil and gas.
are actually not looking to other provinces to give a report
are heavily taxed.
that who knows how much money they spent with their own
agendas and who don’t have a full understanding of AB.

T3E

The government needs to stop trying to revive a dying
industry. STOP corporate welfare; make oil companies pay
their taxes. DO pay for infrastructure and all those
amenities that Albertan taxpayers have supported over the
years; health care, education (particularly higher-education,
which will supply earners to pay the taxes to make Alberta
an economic engine). Support green-initiatives like
improved mass transport and petroleum-free power
generation. Restore drug benefits to dependents of retired
people over age 65. Use science-based treatment for
addictions by supporting clean use sites where they are
needed, and offer better support for treatment.

Close coal plants. Re-train oilsand workers involved in
expanding the industry. Stop the "oilsands war room" which
is involved in scandals such as misinformation, copyright
infringement, and which operates in secrecy. The cigarette
industry benefitted for only so long with their own attempts
at this strategy. DO NOT let any of our elected leaders fly
first-class and DO NOT bring in people on tours with costly
junkets. Alberta is hurting; lead by example. Show the kind
of restraint you are asking people in vulnerable sectors to
take on.

Training and re-education of people involved in the fossil-fuel
economy. Embrace the new-world, proven realities of clean
energy. Recognize that new jobs in post-secondary support
Alberta's real asset of being a knowledge economy. Despite
huge cuts that are resulting in layoffs and planned reductions in
staff in health care and post secondary that seem intended to
boost people in the oil sector, there is NO REAL GROWTH. You
now have people paying fewer taxes and have not increased
revenues for this province. Things will get better with the
pipelines that were started by the previous government, but no
new initiatives show actual results. The price of oil is outside
of Alberta's hands, so no amount of propping up the industry
will make measurable gains.

T3K

-Education
-Healthcare

-Large business tax breaks.

Yes

T5r

Fully funding education to new enrollment levels, fairly
paying and compensating our health care workers, and
investing in infrastructure.

Rescjnf the corporate tax giveaway as it is not working as
By not laying off government employees which is lowering
intended to create jobs. Too many companies are taking their consumer confidence. Rescind the corporate tax giveaway and
profits and just paying out shareholders or investing
fund programs and services to appropriate levels.
elsewhere.
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T2W

Education, Healthcare, Public Services, diversifying

Corporate taxes

Diversifying our energy sector

T8A

Post secondary education- people who have lost jobs need
to retrain and recent changes are making that more difficult.
Health promotion/harm reduction- focusing on acute care is
an endless money pit. Focus on healthy community and
programs that reduce use of EMS/Acute Care ie. Safe
injection sites, traffic safety.
Economic diversification

Stop the corporate handouts. If you are going to give
businesses money, give it to local ones who will stick
around!

Why oh why would you cut grants to tech companies? They
were doing so well and added much needed diversity.

We also need to look at the revenue side of the equation. The
time has come to think about a sales tax. Taxing purchases
made with disposable income is far fairer than cutting
programs that are hitting our most vulnerable citizens.

While I support wage freezes (or even a couple of % rollbacks)
for those working in the public service (and I say that as
someone who works in a municipality), I don't support layoffs. It
feels like you are laying off the only people left working in the
province!

Quit wasting money on the "war room". Channel the money
into actual environmental programs (such as public
transportation, green energy) and let real journalists write
about it. That will give Alberta far more positive press than
biased junk coming out of a propaganda engine.

T6l

Education and healthcare

By not giving a tax cut to profitable oil and gas companies.

Innovation. Nurture small business. Invest in Education. Our
oil and gas sector needs to start kicking some ass and that
ain't going to come from Ab Gov denying climate change
and abandoning orphaned wells. The leadership vacuum is
demoralizing the industry and it's imploding. Why are we not
attempting any Value Added Production? They don't want
our bitumen but they sure burn petroleum products. Make
the industry sexy again: produce something! Anything.
-An ignorant workforce can't do this. Incentivize education
and make it balanced. It won't be you and I that fix this, but it
might be us who makes it worse. It's the youngsters who'll
undo our work if we alienate them. So, let's stop alienating
them. They want to be proud of their work and their
province.

-Government expense accounts and travel.
-The humiliating "war room". Jeeze guys, you'd be helping
me far more if you did nothing. Please: stop helping!
-cut executive compensation
-Double excise tax on liquor and cigarettes.
-Triple excise tax on pop and energy drinks.
-

Some of them are so young, they never knew an Alberta that
wasn't a basket case.

Investing in education at all levels. Tax incentives for small
businesses and the tech sector
Sell pinatas of Justin and Jason: The two most acute threats to
middle-class prosperity in Alberta.
Alberta; take your foot off the throats of families who work, hire,
contribute, consume and commute (for now) in this Province.
Their kids go to schools here and their parents access health
care, here.
HERE!
Stop making an enemy of yourselves. You'll push these people
right back into the arms of the NDP. Please! While families are
still kicking, give THEM some of the tax relief you're asking us
to give to the resources sector.
"Blood from a stone", he says? What? Who's the stone?
Nobody in Edmonton is talking about giving US a property tax
break.
UCP's war on families is bad for business.

- Adapted Physical Activity (physical activity / exercise for - increase taxes on big business to previous levels
individuals experiencing disability or living with impairment)
- post-secondary institutions
- environmental conservation

Grants to support training in non-oil jobs (diversify economy so
all our eggs aren't in the oil economy basket)
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T4R

Mental health and education

government salary.

I think it was a great idea for raising minimum wage to 15.00 an
hour however that makes it nearly impossible for small local
business to stay running.
The pipeline needs to be approved a lot faster then what its
going at right now, since oil and gas has declined, crime and
poverty has risen. Everyone is moving to slow on bringing the
economy back up and it needs to be more or a priority.

T8R

Achieving a provincial police forse,Establishing an Alberta
Pension Plan,Highways, and internet in rural Alberta

By disconnecting from the federation that has crippled the
province.

T8H

Recyling Centres, Environment, healthcare, schools

Remove the excessive pensions of Politicians and civil
servants. No public pension should ever pay full wages for
anyone no longer adding value.
Progressive tax on rich (over $100k)

T2N

*lower wait times for healthcare procedures and find
efficiencies within AHS
Healthcare, education and diversification of the provincial
economy away from oil & gas
Education, healthcare

*freeze or cut spending on public servants' wages and
benefits
Middle and upper management of crown corporations.
Administrative positions within the governement.
tax corporations

*lower corporate taxation

T3R

Stop cutting the vial services all Albertans rely on. Health
care and education should never be leveraged!

Bring back the tech and alternative energy programs you
terminated.

T0H

Health care- health care should stay public and be properly
funded. Instead of asking the top tier where cuts should be
made for saving money spend time with front line staff and
see how your cuts affect patients directly.
We already have private diagnostic imaging and it has not
helped with the public system wait times. Machines sit
empty in the private while people are waiting 6 months or
more for a CT scan. Limiting the amount of scans done in
public are only adding to the long wait.
2 tier systems have failed all over including sask where it
ended up costing the public much more.

From the top 1%
Government officials do not need to be making more then
the average person especially when unemployment is so
high.
Get rid of the stupid war room that is wasting 30milllion a
year! That money could be put into health care or education.

T7Y

We personally know of people that rely on the medical funds
for expensive drugs for their illnesses that they could not
afford otherwise. This should NOT be a cut in funding as it
could bring death to some and then the UCP would never
get elected provincially or federally.

There would be great savings made if the photo radar done
only in Alberta were eliminated. Where does all that money
go currently? Likely some other NDP or Liberal agenda uses
it.

Of course the pipeline brings many jobs, so that is good.
There should be tax benefits for having children and mother's
to stay home raising them.
Nurses and medical staff should not be cut back on.
Small businesses should be encouraged.
Lower taxes, and tax advantages should be encouraged.

T1V

Let the market do its thing

By using what has worked - grants and funding for growing
economic areas like tech and film
Diversify your industry.

Incentives for diversification. Tech companies green energy
ect. Giving all the incentives to oil and gas for 40+ years has
left us with a one truck pony for money. Start investing
elsewhere.
Oil and gas can and should support itself.
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T8A

Stop looking in the rear view mirror and focus on developing
new industries in Alberta. Oil and gas should not be our
priorities. Employment in those fields is not going to return
to previous levels. Workers in those fields need to be
focused on retraining not waiting for jobs that are not
coming back(due to increased technology and globally
controlled hydrocarbon pricing). Doubling down on one
industry will cripple our economy. Giving 4.5 Bln of
ineffective tax cuts to industry and then asking public sector
workers who have not had a pay raise in 5-7 years to take a
rollback when they have already lost 10-15% due to inflation
takes dollar out of our economy. Money to workers will
come back in to the economy.

Focus should not just be on savings but consistent and fair Incentives to start ups and emerging technologies and
income streams. Tax cuts to big business have been grossly industries rather than being focused on existing oil and gas.
ineffective. Corporate profits have increased but job creation War room is a waste of money.
and new business growth is negative. Educated, progressive
Albertans are not uncomfortable with taxation in line with the
rest of Canada. They are uncomfortable with pandering to
the rich on the backs of the less fortunate.

Cutting money to all sectors of education is counter
productive long term. Our youth need to be encouraged to
attain higher levels of education in areas of potential
growth. A dollar saved today that results in a less
productive work force will not help economic growth.
Controlled spending needs to be balanced with appropriate
taxation. Alberta needs a sales tax and appropriate levels of
corporate tax like the rest of Canada. Being a desirable
place to live in not just about low taxation. Infrastructure is
required for livability, particularly for young professional
families.
T0B

Education and Healthcare

T2v

Get gov’t labour costs under control.
Number of people, wages paid, and benefits that grossly
exceed normal standards.
Stop using legacy PC personages for work, and fire them if
they hire family for additional gov’t work.
Health, Education, Diversification of economy

t3c

There are to many government employees aka. Mps
councilors etc. They also make way to much money. Take a
pay cut.
AHS -mgmt, doctors, process.
General Government Bureaucracy
Outsource more items thru competition

Investing in education and healthcare can create jobs needed
for kids and supporting the sick and afflicted

Elimination of war room, avoidance of relying on single
source economy

Understand that the world is changing and that while fossil
fuels are critical to the worlds future, pricing of fossil fuels is
not within the control of our government, and blaming a prior
government or a federal government for issues that are
inherently created by global low pricing caused by a US unable
to control their own runaway exploration and production is
tantamount to suicide. The capacity of this province is
incredible - let's diversify it. Engineers can do a lot more that
search for oil and gas.

Take away barriers.
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T5H

- Funding primary healthcare - family physicians, nurses,
- Discontinuing the "Climate War Room" would result in
considerable savings and would prevent the spread of
LPNs. The ostensible cuts to primary healthcare will be
misinformation.
detrimental to the health of the province as well as the
healthcare budget. Cutting frontline healthcare will prevent
individuals from getting the care they need right away,
making them sicker, and requiring greater intervention (and
greater healthcare cost) later on.
- Education: Cuts to primary and post-secondary education
will only result in a poorer provincial outcomes over time.
- Social services for vulnerable populations

- Investing in healthcare, education, and social services that
support vulnerable populations are investments that will
facilitate economic growth as individuals will be better
equipped to be employed in high quality and high output
careers.
- Investing in developing jobs in the clean energy sector

T4S

Getting people back to work. Improving Healthcare for all,
and taking better care of our seniors.

Support small businesses, that includes Doctors.

Stop sending it to Ottawa we need it now.

Health and Education. Without an educated and healthy
BY increasing corporate taxes, especially for corporations
work force it will be impossible to 'get Alberta working'.
that are foreign owned. Give only Alberta own corporations
Holding the line on education funding does not address the and business a break.
realities of increase enrollment. Performance based funding
for post secondary institutions only benefits affluent
communities.

The government should not create funding situations where
front line work (k-12 education and health care in particular) is
forced to cut staff. The government should minimize
government layoffs as that negatively impacts Alberta's
employment rates. The government should encourage
economic growth in sectors that do not rely exclusively on
natural resources as natural resource based sectors are highly
volatile and regularly experience boom bust cycles that leave
the entire provincial economy vulnerable. The Alberta
government should ensure strong federal ties to influences
foreign trade policy and agreements.

T6W

Public healthcare, public education, child care

increase taxes on heavy industry.

T4L

More jobs. Taking from Health Care by wage freeze isn't
helping. People getting laid off is only creating more
overtime.
Health, education, environmental initiatives, and support for
the disadvantaged and vulnerable populations in our
province. Invest in more sustainable energy sources (e.g.
solar energy).

Well get a backbone and force Trudeau out. His spending is
costing Canadians more and more every day.

Increase support of child care, diversify government funding
(grants and such) to multiple disciplines.
Stop entertaining Trudeau with the carbon tax. I'm sure you
know about Agenda 21 and how Trudeau is killing Canada
financially.
Increase funding to educational institutions.
Increase student grant funding to support skills and critical
thinking development.
Contribute to long-term housing solutions for the homeless
population.

T6J

Start charging PST like almost every other province does.
Stop contributing to large oil companies.

Pay someone to develop a better survey that can more
accurately capture Albertans' values and opinions. I really
do not understand how you will analyze this data in an
objective manner when the questions are so broad.

T4R

Shrink the bureaucracy. Cut public spending.

T1R

Education, health (supervised consumption services and
Tax the rich more.
programming), tourism (actual money injected in parks and
recreation and in educational programs and parks services)

Civil servants.

Lower taxes and decrease regulations.
By prioritizing jobs in education and health sectors!
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T0B

Healthcare
Education
Social programs

Healthcare - Provide those who use the system a quarterly
account of what the system paid out for their care. I e Dr.
visits, hospital stays, medication. Review doctors billing.
How it now there appears to be a medical clinic on almost
every corner? Something is wrong with this picture. Educate
the public in prevention of illnesses which would be
controlled through lifestyle changes and exercise. Defund
abortion and MAID.
Education: Reduce upper and middle management. Salaries.
When 95% of a schools budget is salaries. Evaluation based
on performance. Senior Teachers who are marking time
waiting for their pension offer a payout. Review bussing.
Students attending school near where they live would reduce
number of busses. Is bussing cost effective?

Reduce taxes. Recognize successful private sector business.
Encourage and support technology, movie and film, innovation
and research to add value to food processing, manufacturing,
natural resources recycling. Infrastructure must be maintained
and kept up. However, I believe setting higher engineering
standards for road construction, repair, rebuilding holding
contractors to the contract would see these lasting longer with
less maintenance. Reviewing the options included in vehicles
the government purchases to see if the option is necessary or
frivolous.
Continue to fight to have our natural resources i. e. oil and gas
get to markets via pipeline.

Social programs. The federal government accepted refugees.
now a large percentage of them are on "AISH" or social
assistance resulting with many believing they are entitled to
these benefits.
A number were living in refugee camps without any
requirement to work or doing anything productive regulated.
This behavior now their lifestyle.
T7S

Education (including early childhood, school-age and postsecondary),
Health Care,
Economic Diversification,
Environment and
Social/Community resiliency.

By reversing the tax break given to corporations; Increase
corporate taxes to what they previously were. "trickle-down
economics" has been shown by peer-reviewed research that
it doesn't work, including by research conducted within
Alberta.

Provide additional funding to education at all levels so that
Albertans are able to maintain or enhance their reputation as a
highly educated/skilled workforce that can solve complex
problems.
Provide incentives for establishing businesses that are not
Oil&Gas (economic diversification); sectors such as
technology, tourism, forestry, alternative energy, medical etc
etc.
Encourage immigration.
Reverse the cuts made to municipalities, to Education, to
Health Services... all of these people now out of work are also
Albertans!
Invest in albertans. A balanced budget has only meant the defunding of education and health care for the past 30yrs. Invest
in people, stop taking funding away- this only equates to middle
and lower class families have less within a rising cost of the
economy

T2K

Education
Health care
Indigenous health & social welfare
Sustainable & renewable energy sources
Commuter transport
Reconciliation projects
Addressing homelessness, mental health & poverty line

- introduce an Alberta provincial sales tax, like all other
provinces
- reduce tax cuts to corporations, oil & gas companies
- higher taxes on incomes over $250,000

T7X

Infrastructure - Our roadways need more (better)
maintenance and improvement.

By cutting overheads and money to non necessary items. I
Construction. Improve roads and facilities and other needed
believe we need to keep front line services for health and
infrastructure. As well as grants/loans to companies looking to
education but if the rest of the province is not getting a raise relocate to Alberta
and is feeling a cut then so should other staff.

T3Z

Reduce spending, make government smaller, make people
responsible for themselves again

Reduce middle management across the board

Reduce costs for business through tax reductions, reduction in
red tape and streamlining of approvals
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T6C

- Police, courts, and the military: these are the essential
services that Government should focus its spending
priorities on. Also: creating an Alberta Police Force so we
are not dependent on the Federal Government for our safety
from criminals.

- Promote and encourage privatization of health care and
education for Albertans to become responsible for our own
services rather than depend on Government.

- Carry forth massive deregulation and tax reduction, and
implement economic strategies that are being used by the U.S.
effectively South of the border.

- Reduce tax rates for Albertans straight across the board.

- Promote harvesting of Alberta's natural resources by allowing
the private sector freedom to operate without undue
government interference. This will help to encourage foreign
investment into Alberta.

- Battle government unions to reduce wages and eliminate
costly pensions and other payouts once they are finished
working for Alberta. If services were privatized this would go
a long way to eliminating these costs.
- Eliminate the minimum wage law that is forcing companies to
shut down and leave Alberta with increasingly scarce job
- The more entire Government departments we can
- Government could find savings by investigating the
prospects for those at the bottom end.
eventually eliminate 100%, the more potential for huge
taxpayer savings and increases the economic opportunities previous Notley NDP Government for criminal wrongdoing
(i.e. to what extent Alberta taxpayer money was stolen or
- Promotion of property rights and freedom of speech (i.e.
for Alberta businesses and this encourages foreign
inappropriately spent on companies and individuals outside liberty for Albertans!)
investment.
Alberta) and if crimes were committed, charge them and file
- People running for municipal office (i.e. cities and towns)
- Government should also focus on eliminating deficits and civil suits to return the money. This would send a clear
should be allowed to declare the political party affiliation (e.g.
message that corruption will not be tolerated in Alberta.
debts permanently.
Mr. J. Brown, UCP) on the ballot. This would help voters
17(1)
- The Alberta Government should take the Federal
understand if the candidate is a conservative or a socialist. We
have too much government spending and regulation at the local
Government to Court demanding that the equalization
payments are unfair, that we should never have to pay these level, and I believe it is paramount for the long-term health of
Alberta that this be addressed.
again, plus we should be repaid money stolen from our
Province over the last several decades. It is important to
send a message that theft from Alberta will not be tolerated 17(1)
and that we intend to hold those responsible.
- The Alberta Government should look at 'getting out of any
business that competes with the private sector' - in other
words: complete privatization.

- Also: filing civil suits (and demanding criminal
investigations) against those senior officials in the
Government of Canada responsible for all of the economic
hardship caused to our Province due to corrupt Federal
Government policy (e.g. Mortgage Stress Test and other
undue interference to Alberta's private sector).
T2B

EDUCATION! EDUCATION! Education! HEALTH CARE!
FUNDING FOR CITIES!

not giving huge tax cuts to mega corporations

Funding a diversified economy with tax credits. Work WITH the
rest of Canada to promote growth and export of resources.

T9S

Supporting healthcare and education at ALL levels. Your
current and proposed cuts are short sighted and are eroding
your political base and the future prosperity and economic
health of the province.

T4V
T4A

Just ask yourself, “What would Rachel Notley and the NDP
do?” and do that instead?
Education and health

Cut red tape and over regulation at the post-secondary level by
pulling back on your proposed education funding model
changes. Focus on supporting small businesses and starts-ups
in the province, including an enhanced focus on the tech
sector.
Just ask yourself, “What would Rachel Notley and the NDP
do?” and do that instead?
Invest in other renewable resources

T3E

Fund health care properly and generously.

Reduce tax incentives and cuts to corporate tax levels.
Bring in a sales tax for equitable taxation based on
consumption. Cut red tape and over regulation in the postsecondary education system by pulling back on your
proposed funding model changes.
Just ask yourself, “What would Rachel Notley and the NDP
do?” and do that instead?
Government travel, centralized laboratories for testing,
reduce committees, disband the CEC
Stop fundine the UCP supporters.

Build infra structures and do maintenance on buildings.
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T2Y

Healthcare and Education, Job Creation

Create cost centers for office supplies, that School boards,
Government offices local and provincial can order from. if
you have a bigger demand for something then the cost of
those supplies are usually cheaper. create one north and one
south 1 procurement office consistently looking for better
deals in the long run it will create savings, instead of having
10 or 12 warehouses with many departments of procurement
or overhead of those buildings you create savings for school
boards( more money for students,)Cities and Provincially as
well, There may be a few job losses but ideally they could
transfer over to new buildings

T9V

Infrastructure
Health Care

Reduce red tape.
Low taxes.
Don't spend any money fighting non-existent climate change. Business friendly policy.
Reduce the size of government from the top down.
Reduce/control the number of migrants we accept.

T3A

Focus on negotiating a better deal for Alberta so less money Expand private health care options and private health
is lost to Ottawa.
insurance.
Set up an Alberta pension plan that ties savings directly to
the individual that made the deposit so they can see the
benefits due.
Take back control of our provincial health care system.

T9N

Healthcare & justice and infrastructure

T2g

Reducing the debt is a priority. Reducing the number and
compensation of the public sector .
Investment in Infrastructure including repair and
maintenance on existing roads, bridges and buildings.

T5J

Start with Tourism, Create Vegas of the North loosen the AGLC
laws the restrict Gaming and Alcohol, Calgary is so well
situated to the mountains go skiing in the winter and see a
show at your hotel at night, Vegas has so much money that
goes towards local education, roads,healthcare and use this
money to fund other government projects, will create 1000's of
jobs, Hotel staff, gaming staff, transportation, Security, and
would also trickle other jobs out into the community . Second
lets not be a one trick pony can not sustain a province
economic growth by relying on the energy sector, Sait and Nait
are two places where we can start focusing on technology and
start becoming leaders in Canada where company's want to
come to because we have people being trained right here in
our province. Give Tax breaks too people not corporations
more bang for your buck, as life becomes more expensive for
family's we have less to spend on those corporations, give the
people the breaks and they will re-invest in the province can
barley making it by now while corporations are still making
money and they are not flying back to the province

Reduce taxes on businesses, especially small businesses. Do
not waste money providing job training programs. Let the
private sector do any necessary training.

Increase the use of computers for teaching at middle schools
and high schools. Properly done, class sizes can be both
larger and more effective. Diploma exams in grades 6, 9 and
12 should account for no less than 50% of the students'
grades.
Upper management and administrative including public
servants.
Eliminating government departments and reducing the
bloated public sector.
Long term planning and commitment on Infrastructure
instead of short term thinking on cost savings.

Tax reduction for small businesses, no provincial sales tax.
I support the lowering of corporate taxes. Fair deal with
Canada. Review equalization program, CPP, EI Etc.
Ongoing investment in Infrastructure on a sustainable basis
instead of the roller coaster funding will both create and
maintain jobs.
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t0k

Spending LESS! Beyond that, getting our industries back to Strive for increased fairness in pay and perks to public
full capacity, and doing everything we can to keep them that sector workers. Currently they are paid more than equivalent
private sector Albertans. This must stop! Cease raises and
way should be number one.
use attrition until they are inline with the rest of Albertans.
Fairness is a key platform of leftist thinking is it not? Public
sector unions support leftist political institutions do they
not? Then they should not have a problem with living their
ideals. The Alberta government pays our more per capita
than any other province. STOP THIS IMMEDIATELY!!!

Fight for maximizing our industries, all of them. Fight to squash
all external barriers and opposition to our industries.
Opposition like foreign funded anti-oil groups need to be better
controlled. Free expression is always allowed, but using foreign
funds to curtail our industries is tantamount to economic
sabotage. Look at a pipeline to Churchill, MB. We could provide
LNG (at least) to a needy Europe. There are tankers available
that would have no trouble with the annual ice that builds up in
the winter. We could also ship oil to NB the same way. This is
not my idea, it's being talked about, look into it further.

T6B

Train connecting Calgary with Edmonton. Beyond
Public post-secondary institutions, measured cuts to public
connecting two major Western Canadian economies it would sector salaries and perks, forcing teachers to teach summer
project confidence that Alberta isn't only a low tax
classes as part of their current compensation package.
jurisdiction to invest in, but a stable and thriving one.

Continued red tape reduction, ensuring that municipal
governments also run government as efficiently as possible,
demonstrating support for non-energy related business.
(agricultural upgrading, oil refining and upgrading, advanced
manufacturing, etc.)

Alberta heritage projects as they pertain to tourism
(museum exhibits, natural landmarks, etc.) to help tell a
distinctly Alberta story.
Provincial parks.

T8A

Education
Healthcare
Diversifying the economy

Stop giving corporations tax cuts

Diversify the economy instead of only focusing on oil and gas
which I realize we rely on but is killing the planet. We need
better options
Also, stop cutting front line health care workers and teachers you're just putting them in the unemployment line!

T5R

Health and Education!

STOP Bailing out private corporations!

Diversity!

T6E

Funding to ensure Albertans with disabilities have access to
quality, sport, physical activity and recreation programs. By
directing funds to organizations that deliver programs within
the community (e.g., The Steadward Centre), they will
enhance the health, well-being and quality of life for adults,
youth, and children experiencing disability. This investment
will help to create healthier communities across the
province.

By investing in sport, physical activity and recreation for
Albertans with disabilities, the government will find savings
in health care costs as there will be fewer visits to health
care providers by supporting the development of healthy,
active communities.

Investing in training and development (e.g., post-secondary
education or funds to assist organizations to enhance
professional development opportunities with their current
employees) as well as hiring programs for young people (e.g.,
STEP) or investing in employment training and preparation for
people experiencing disability. Investment in capital projects
that support physical activity and recreation will create jobs
and ensure we have a healthy workforce.

T6B

Climate mitigation and adaptation. This is very clearly the
number one economic and social issue we face today.

reduction of teacher wages. Use the savings from wages to
decrease class sizes and provide better supports.

Investment into the green energy sector. Complete divestment
from the fossil fuel industry will lead to substantial economic
and social growth.

T0G

Health care,Agriculture, Energy, Debt Reduction

Upper management in all cases, particularly Health and
Public Service sector. Procurement of services. A complete
review of government owned infrastructure across the
province...... do you really know what you own, where it is
and how much its costing. MLA,s salaries and expenses.

Much much less government regulation, less union influence,
incentives for private enterprise,and those don’t necessarily
have to be financial.

T2V

Education, health care, diversification of the economy

Not giving handouts to multi-billion dollar companies

Move away from dying industries, diversify
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T6C

T2E

T2G

T6X

I think the government should focus on diversifying the
economy and encouraging investment in new industries.
Being entirely dependent on oil makes our economy too
precarious and too vulnerable to swings in world markets
for oil.
Education

I think the government should dissolve the energy war room.
The government should also leave the corporate tax rate
where it was (at 12%) instead of decreasing it to 8%. The
extra money could be used to give tax breaks to developing
industries to help them get established.
Oil and gas royalties. Gas company taxes.

The government should not be cutting jobs in the public sector
as this puts people out of work which further depresses the
economy.

The government should focus on improving all levels of
education, providing more funding for better programs in
schools, and keeping post-secondary tuition costs low.
More money should be spent on public health, hiring and
promoting workers.

Increasing corporate taxes

Support post-secondary students

Environmental protection, renewable energy investment
(wind, solar), diversification of economy, water security

Eliminate corporate tax breaks, introduce PST

The government should focus their spending on healthcare
and education. The government should increase their
investment in these areas not freeze them.

The government could find savings in getting rid of the warroom, or they could find savings by not reducing corporate
taxes.

Alberta's future depends on diversification of the economy and
a shifting focus away from fossil fuels to renewable energy
(wind solar). Alberta is extremely well situated for wind and
solar energy. Government grants to introduce more wind
farms/solar farms would go a long way in energy security and
sustainable economy.
The government can support job creation and economic growth
by investing in education to provide the province with new high
level workers and entrepreneurs.

Research grants and expanding Alberta Innovates.

Developing industry/sectors to make the provincial economy Ask government employees for feedback. Initiate a program
less dependent on oil & gas
that looks at current government inefficiencies and develop
potential solutions.
Cut bureaucracy, lay off extra personnel and get rid of
Cutting costs and getting the public sector under control
special interest funding for minority groups
Private sector non-o&g related job creation.
Administration and expense spending.

Partner with private industry to create jobs so that it is not so
dependent on provincial funding, develop alternate industries

T0L

Health
Education
Economic Diversication facilitation

Increase time for MLAs to have to serve before being eligible
to receive a government pension
Stop funding "The War Room" It is stealing from Alberta
citizens.
Improve ineffeciencies and unnecessary duplication within
the government beurocracy.

Partnering with various universities to turn research into
economic development
Promoting the "under 40" to turn business ideas into business
realities, emphasizing job creation. i.e Financial Awards for
Student Entrepreneur of the Year.
Offering Alberta businesses encouragement to modify their
businesses to become adaptable to be stable over the ups and
downs of resource industry.
Promoting International Companies to come to Alberta.

T5Y

Education.

Infrastructure projects

Invest in Education and Healthcare

T0J

Health Care and Education

Let business hire their own people, as they need them.

T0G

Public education, health.

Tax savings could be saved by not giving big business our
tax money
Reduce the number of admin in health to facilitate more
frontline staff.

T0H
T3G

T0C

Cut red tape and let the markets sort out their problems
Tax cuts for small businesses for creating new jobs.

Support manufacturing final products here in Alberta, including
oil. We shouldn’t have to buy back our own resources as a
finished product.
Spending their own money as taxation is theft and therefore The government does not have any monies that it has not
To support job create and economic growth the best thing
illegal and immoral!!!Stop taking peoples money and
stolen. So all spending is more than its means. The best way government can do is get out of the way!!! The government
pretending we need your "protection" we see through it and to find savings with the greatest overall benefit to the people cannot create jobs and economic growth as they are a parasite
know you are not for the people any more than than MS-13, would be simply dissolving all levels of provincial
incapable of creating anything; relying instead on a monopoly
mafia, or monarchy organizations are!
government after severing ties with the federal government. on force to steal and redistribute wealth.
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T3G

Ending ALL Equalization payments and participation in the
federal government's giving away of tax dollars to special
interest groups/industries/countries, etc.

In the middle/high positions within each department. Cutting I think its going to take time to attract oil and gas companies
frontline workers is NOT the way to save money.
back to our province. Continue to support projects they may
have coming up.
At some point, once the debt is cleared and we are no longer
sending money east, we should consider buying the pipeline to
the coast to ensure this situation never arises again and that
the federal government doesn't have the ability to control the
sale and transportation of our resources.

Establish a sector of provincial government to manage all
tax dollars collected from Albertans so that the money stays
in our province.

A utility corridor across Canada would be a good thing for
Alberta's industries.
T0B

Reducing debt

Throughout government, i.e. bonus"s etc

Unsure

T8H

Education and Healthcare

I feel that some places are super TOP heavy in management
so maybe they can take a pay cut. I also think the
government could take paycuts, I get that they are busy, but
if us small people can get paid only 40K a year, maybe others
can learn from that. I also feel that using tax dollars to
change needless things need to stop (changing wording of
anthems, or stuff that is along those lines that are just a
waste of money.
One of the biggest way is DONT CUT education and health
care and put more people on unemployment. At least with
them working its taxes being paid, no money coming out of
the government, they are willing to put money into the
economy.

first of all don't cut the education and healthcare as they put
money back into the economy
get pipelines going
support entrepreneurs maybe some incentives, lover taxes for
the first 2 years, then increase
Would love to see utilities regulated. The admin and distribution
fees are through the roof, honestly my usage is approx. 40-50 a
month and my bills are almost $200. Imagine how much of that
would go into other spending and support growth.
Put a cap also on insurance companies. Their increases are out
of control! Again all these increases affect how much the public
puts back into the economy for growth.
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Education, definitely education. But in a meaningful way
without all the odd out of left field propaganda like that outof-context test question to make people believe in an
obviously fictitious educational socialist movement.

I would say definitely start with ending the "war room." I
would also think that cutting taxes for the wealthiest
corporations is also a bad idea.

Invest in education for an educated workforce, the more the
better no need to pit secondary educational institutions against
each other, that seems like it will help nobody. Also, I would
think that it makes sense to diversify, while I am not anti-oil and
gas, it does seem illogical to me that one would defend it to the
point of ridiculousness when it is obvious that humans can't
depend on more and more of it for ever.

T4n

Cut spending on jobs that are no longer needed. Cut
No sure.
spending on social services, some people are taking
advantage of our social services programs and it should be
stopped.

In construction building lots are so high materials are so high.
How do you expect people to run up such high debt to just to
have a house when the wages aren't much higher than 20yrs
ago. My view is that it's just greed. The value of our money isn't
there to support such high costs. Your going to put us in the
street if you dont watch the money. If we as Albertans ran our
house like the government we would be on the streets.

T2R

Health care
Education
Infrastructure projects to employee construction workers

Infrastructure projects that are needed like transit systems
Support research in green technology (Oil and Gas is going
away so we need to diversify our economy)

Find savings by creating a 1% sales tax on goods and
services, like the GST.
When comparing us to other provinces, you also need to
consider if those provinces have the best or worst system.

T9E

Education: classroom sizes, keep high and moderate
achieving students together and put the low and challenged
students in classroom environments that will better meet
their needs so that EVERYONE gets the best and most
appropriate education they can, instead of a milquetoast
common (rather low) standard for everyone.
Finance: Myopic focus on a pipeline is not useful. It's
important to be sure, but our economy needs to diversify
(we've been saying this for 45 years or more). Technology,
secondary and tertiary products made from our resources,
finance, science and more. Oil will be a part of our economy
for a while yet, but we need to realized there is an end in
sight and work towards that too.

"Bureaucracy is expanding to meet the needs of the
expanding bureaucracy" ~Oscar Wilde
Healthcare: How much of every dollar that goes into AHS
actually makes it to the level of patient care? The budget
goes up every year and yet there is no perceptible change, in
fact there seems to be retrogression, in what patients and
their families experience. The system is woefully top heavy
and spends far too much on consultants and other services
that do nothing to help the very people the system is
intended to serve.

Get out of the way. Create an environment that allows business
to operate with a minimum of red tape, let the market decide
who wins and who loses. If incentives are to be used, ensure
they come with clearly defined end dates, targets and
expectations.

T5x

Stop the cuts. Save health care. Support seniors

Get rid of the war room. Support innovation. Stop blaming
others and take responsibility
Implement a sales tax

Reinstate green energy projects.

T3H

Reduce spending. Can projects like the LRT in Edmonton
and Calgary.

Reduce the red-tape at AER and review LMR policies.Get the oil
industry back on its feet.

T3K

not sure

Cut public service wages by at least 5% across the board.
Reduce middle management positions including those at
AHS
Student can buy their own school supplies

not sure
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T2Z

Infrastructure, with a primary focus on diversification of
provincial revenues other than oil & gas.

T1K

Mental health - there are not enough resources to assist
people with depression, bipolar disorder and other mental
issues. It is difficult to find a psychiatrist to assist people.
Even when you do they prescribe pills but do not follow up
on programs available to assist people with dealing with
depression.

T6H

Public services (health care and education).

T3P

T5M

T4P

Similar to the private sector, government must ensure its
staffing costs are in line with revenues. Pay exceeding
provincial private sector averages, pensions that are only
available to government workers, job security that does not
encourage performance. Tax payers can not afford to
continue to fund union jobs.
Savings can be found in every government department. I
have worked for the government and discovered many
inefficiencies and wasteful spending. Government
departments need to treat their departments as a business
which they should be accountable for. They should have
skin in the game as private entrepreneurs have.

Ensure that post secondary institutions are incented and
rewarded to graduate students required to fill forecasted
shortfalls within Alberta's workforce, and punished for
graduating students whose degrees/diplomas as not in
demand.
Skills training for youth. There are many jobs available but
students out of high school have no skills and many jobs
require some sort of skill. It is difficult to obtain those skills if
no one gives you an opportunity.

In giving millions, or billions of dollars to corporations who
just pocket it.
Public services - however streamline services to make them Making efficiencies in service. Reduce the top heavy
more efficient. Review levels of management as services
organizations and give more input to the frontline
seem very too heavy
Performance related pay - reduce the power of unions in
Invest in local industries that could be used for income
keeping people in jobs that aren’t competent
aside from oil and gas - diversify the economy e.g grains,
Stop giving tax breaks to the rich
Alberta beef etc
Health and Education. Economic diversification.Every
The massive structures of Education and Health contain
Conservative government since Lougheed has talked about many mini-kingdoms of superfluous research and centres of
it, but when revenues are booming they spend like drunks. excellence.Many of these people could not honestly describe
their duties. Discard uber specialized programs of no
value.The knee-jerk reaction,for quick results, of dismissing
front-line staff is mis-guided.Laying off cleaning people is a
pathetic way to cure a billion dollar systemic problem.It's like
blaming wet sidewalks for causing rain.

Stop cutting teachers and health care workers.

Providing support to residents through social program
funding, supporting smaller businesses, families and midsize companies that are actually looking to create jobs.
Safe consumption sites are a PROVEN effective piece of
harm reduction, cost savings and saving lives. You have
"committed to funding beds" but continue to ignore
evidence and research that shows safe consumption sites to
be a valuable and necessary piece of combatting the opioid
crisis.
Support teachers, who, thanks to your recent adjustments,
will now have even larger class sizes to manage with less
institutional funding.
Provide necessary infrastructure supports for things like the
Red Deer Regional Hospital, which has been in dire need of
expansion for over a decade.

Stop giving money to massive oil companies, and complaining
that they are taxed too much. Provide relief and tax incentives
for independent, small and medium businesses who are
working to promote local economic growth.
Empower young people, Indigenous people and women to be
able to access programs and support that will move them
forward in their careers. Do this by supporting post-secondary
institutions and grant-programs to help people access more
education.
Quit pushing the oil and gas SO hard. The industry isn't
finished by any stretch, but Alberta needs to move forward. 40
years of conservative focus on O&G didn't save us during a
national recession, and it's time to begin to expand the
horizons of Albertans.

Stop providing corporate hand-outs to companies who aren't
creating jobs. Shut down the stupid energy "war room". Oil
and gas are not the only industries in Alberta, they aren't
even the largest provider for jobs - that is sales and service.
Force oil and gas companies to pay taxes on abandoned
wells and rigs so that counties are not left on the line.
Work with Alberta Health Services to cut middle
management positions - NOT FRONTLINE WORKERS.
Stop organizing panels to "listen to Albertans" on issues
you've already decided on (safe consumption sites, the fair
deal panel etc).

Diversify the economy - focus of other industries in Alberta and
not just oil and gas

I don't agree with business tax cuts for massive corporations.A
substantial portion of our revenue heads to Texas.Encourage
small business,through incentives,especially local small
business. Demand that Canadian-based and Alberta basedstaffing and supply solutions be exhausted. Edmonton had a
bridge designed in Spain. Why? Also,America is not the only
role model.How have the Scandinavian countries managed to
have compassionate, caring societies and yet compete so well
globally with such small populations? There are better
solutions than the one of American greed and wealth
concentration.
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t1x

T5c

Cut needless spending and waste. Find economies of scale,
run the government like a for profit business and urge other
jurisdictions to do the same. Implement voter recall
immediately!
Education and healthcare

Cut redundancies and red tape. Streamline everything you
Stop raising taxes and do not allow other jurisdictions to raise
can and reduce the size of the government. Make politicians taxes where the provincial government lowers them
accountable for all spending

Education, healthcare and diversifying the economy.

Eliminate the Canadian Energy Centre and tax breaks for
large corporations. Do away with the Catholic Board of
Education, the public school system does not need to be
duplicated.
Treat the APS employees as valuable people...like the private Quit wasting money on partisan committees and such. (War
sector does.
room, red tape)

In the war room

T3B

I think the UCP should figure out the costs of continued
poor human resources management within the public
service. Wage role-backs, salary freezes, making
employees purchase their own coffee...things like these are
making the APS far from an employer of choice. This has a
huge cost. The continued loss of experienced people
leaving for better jobs, constant hiring/training costs, etc.
are creating an inefficient, poorly managed, environment run
by people who are either just hanging on until retirement or
are too afraid to speak up.

T8N

Keeping spending in check. Focus on streamlining services. Looking at privatizing areas in healthcare and education.
Focus on IT for Calgary and Edmonton areas.
Education and healthcare
Not giving tax breaks to oil companies

By stopping corporate handouts to the oil industry, tax credits
for green initiatives.
Quality public education for the next generation.
Affordable childcare.
Implement a P.S.T.

Cutting red tape for private enterprise to hire.
Give help to small businesses. Encourage innovation.

T9X

Job creation Health - declining healthcare access and services while
costs increase. Privatization isn’t working well. Cost go up (
while salary and benefits for their workers do not) and
services go down (evidence : senior in Viking dies of
dehydration and bladder infection .)
Education
Reducing tax burden on Albertans. Between income taxes,
property taxes, insurance increases, increased costs if
utilities and carbon tax, and other costs of living, it is a
struggle to make ends meet. It has been Stay-at-home
vacations for many years, at home entertainment except for
a movie a couple times during the year and eating out is a
pizza or fried chicken every few weeks. Good news, eating
healthier. Would be nice to have a bit of extra money.

1. Health - Hire people instead of privatizing. Costs less in Sorry ... other have reversing privatization, no affordable ideas
long run ( businesses contract costs keep increasing year
after year and definitely increase more than staffing costs.
In addition, employees have high income tax rates than
corporations so governments will recoup done of their
labour costs. Maybe services will improve because
increasing income not the biggest driver for decisions.
2. Education - provincial bussing sounds like a good plan to
reduce costs by reducing number of buses on the roads. Not
sure government negotiated contracts are the better than
locally negotiated ones. It does level the playing field for
teacher pay and benefits so unions cannot use the
competitiveness of boards who want have more attractive
contracts than other boards against the those other boards
during negotiations.

T7X

prioritize private sector job growth as it increases the tax
base and is run properly, govt jobs cost to much and are not
well run
Veterans seniors and no more giving bonuses like trips paid
by us to any Government representatives. Unemployment
and vagrants taking over small towns. Citizens safety all
around. No payments to Harry and Magen they can afford
their own protection. Like Trudeau can. Medical issues.

reduce unionized govt workers and management
way to big

by supporting private industries and private sector jobs

By no overspending on frugal treats Slow down
immigration certainly don’t allow unless payment for
admission.

Get pipelines on track.

T7P
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Front line healthcare
Our unit has almost doubled patient load with no increase in
funding for allied health(except for nurses) we can’t keep up
Education

Instead of managers for each discipline ie pharmacy, physio, Stop oil companies from leaving Alberta
dietitian etc- cut the manager for physio, dietitians etc and
Technology development here instead of paying foreign
have them managed by the program. The decisions would
companies for connect care
be made a lot closer to the patient ensuring better patient
care despite increasing workloads
Make sure connect care decreases workload and frees up
staff for patient care. Some dept have very good software
that is efficient don’t decrease efficiency with a system that
does not work as well
Instead of SCS put that money to kids in disadvantaged
homes to break the cycle of addiction and they grow up to
get jobs
- people need to take responsibility for themselves instead of
society

T2b

Education, health, and fomenting the diversification of our
economy

Stop tax breaks to big corporations. Reduce government
size.

T0M

Child care, seniors, schools, health, infrastructure!

T0p

Health care, justice system reform on actually prosecuting
offenders instead of plea bargains and reduced charges to a
lower offence. Prosecutors stop throwing provincial
violations out in court or plea to a lower charge, all because
they want to streamline their cases to just clear the work
load.

AER, maybe a bit over staffed. Welfare, anyway participants
that collect Welfare can be steered towards getting off
welfare and back into the workforce. This is not anyone on
AISH.
Review every revenue and expense source. Can every
expense account be cut by .05%.
Unions, healthcare positions reduced in certain departments

Fomenting diversification of the economy. Investing in post
secondary education to create our own skilled workers and
future entrepeneurs
Support small business instead of bleeding us dry! Develop If you look at the government itself. Quit wasting money on Develop our resources at home. Oil and gas is key to our
our resources instead of giving it away raw. Local
all the problems in the rest of the world. In a plane when the economy right now and in the future. We do need to remember
education, in large institutes our young become a number
cabin depressurizes you need to put the O2 mask on
that Alberta was not built on oil and gas but the idea and
like cattle being put through the chute. Without strong local yourself before you can save anyone else. It is good people development of it. Provide education and opportunity for us to
institutes we are sending our young away, lots to never
under government are held accountable, the government
forward think and develop new ideas. Help tie colleges to
needs to be held accountable for its spending too. Where are business. The division in the province is really bad, government
come back to our economy. Stop wasting money on
created this, provide the truth, encourage research to the truth.
the government job losses and wage cuts? Savings will be
centralizing everything, it doesn't work, your money
found if people employed by the government were made to
cruncher thinks it does, real life dealing with it proves it
serve not be served. Quit just taking! Quit handing our tax
doesn't get the job done.
dollars to the rest of the country, stop the bleeding here! For
now, quit bringing in more new things, people, programs we
just need to support. If anything is brought in it needs to give
back. Try telling the truth, come clean and quit the waste.
Work with large financially stable companies to increase their
productivity to be able to provide more jobs.
Work with small business (our backbone) and provide
education to grow and be profitable.

Bring in technology companies and green manufactures.

Attracting diverse companies to build green technologies to
make Alberta not just an oil and gas economy but a
technological economy as well.
Lower taxes
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Health care, education, diversifying our economy

T6m

Job creation and nothing else.

Savings could be found in being clear to the public service
on how to make spending decisions (clear strategic direction
and principles), and rolling back the salaries for public
servants.

Invest in diversifying the economy, invest in building
infrastructure so there are projects for industry, and balance
job cuts/wage rollbacks so Albertans have money to spend in
the economy.

Most importantly though, we have a revenue problem, and
need to consider our tax structure and if existing tax sources
should be implemented
Healthcare, education, virtually all social programs. Waste More refineries, more drilling, turn Alberta into a high
of money all.of them.
tech.province that produces oil based products to export to
the.world.
Open more coal mines, lower personal.and business taxes to
allow more hiring and to encourage more spending. Stop
freezing wages it's stupid and doesn't save the any money in
the long run since it impacts spending of people and hampers
growth. Stop thinking taxes make economies grow, if people
have more to spend they will spur the economy!!!

T3G

Cut spending on civil service and renewable energy
Cut the number of non teaching head office jobs and the
waste of money on huge fancy school board office buildings
with floors of empty offices

Stop funding “renewable” energy projects that are a waste of
time and money ( an example : the NDPs ridiculous hugely
expensive new transmission lines -built costing millions - to
southern Alta. for wind power - that currently have ONE
pathetic windmill feeding into the line)

Push stupid Trudeau to allow oulsands projects like the
proposed Teck one to go ahead - to create thousands of Alta
jobs- without requiring completely ridiculous, unreasonable
promises of impossible carbon emissions levels.

Remember that countries like Germany have tried and failed
dismally to make wind power actually make economic sense
Lower debt
T4N

Healthcare , Aish recipients , Education , Green Industry (i.e.
Solar , Electric , and Wind power),Universal Daycare .
Infrastructure(Bus Lanes , bridges, roads and Affordable
housing.

Get party donators to invest in the economy, cut redundant Promoting new companies whose business products involve
positions and forms, Premier needs to pay for his house and tech, solar, and electricity, and local projects, that money will
go into the economy and benefit the rest of the province.
stop cutting programs that support the most vunerable in
society. Therefore he also needs to stop taking unnecessary
plane trips paid for by the provinces.

T8T

Stop making cuts to the most important jobs; nursing and
education. The premier is just another Ralph Klein!
Health Care
Schooling
Pipeline

Stop giving MP's such outrageous pensions, for starters!

T6x

T2Z

Public sectors that are top heavy in management should be
cut not frontline workers.
Cut the equalization payments to make other provinces
realize how much they rely on Alberta. It’s easy to say no to
the pipeline when you are out east yet Albertans are
struggling and still expected to pay
More resources spent on Health care, mental health,
Take away benefits for people who dont deserve it. Abuse is
addictions, benfits for seniors. Investigation of people who rampant. Give AISH recipients a card that allows them to
abuse the system such as receiving AISH but spend their
purchase groceries etc. Drug test AISH recipients. Health
cheque on drugs.
care, waste of expensive supplies. Cut top management
salaries.

Get the oil sector up and running!
We need to support middle class workers. Large corporations
get tax benefits and low income earners receive handouts. Most
families are working 2 well paying jobs and are struggling

More training for public employees.
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T1X

T1C

Healthcare, continue to support mental health and
addictions. Develop a united mental health and addictions
strategy that is sustainable and science based. United
means with the opposition not against them.

Retract the position of the war room being a private
organization. Get to work in the legislature STOP
campaigning.

Pursue development of natural resources, providing Albertans
with the ability to harness solar energy in a cost effective
manner, providing organizations that could help reduce
emissions; incentives to operate in Alberta.

Public education, healthcare, alternative sources of energy

Billions handed over to big corporations for tax breaks

Education- superintendents need to be capped for $$.
Totally over paid and what is the real need if you have
school boards too! A superintendent making $250-300k
when the classes are over capacity, Time for a max on pay
and benefit.

Getting spending under control by cutting ahs programs in
public health. Why are we not having pharmacy doing all
immunization, flu clinics, and other shots like shingles etc.

Diversify economy, quit cutting jobs in healthcare and in
education.
Income splitting- in fact this year while the province has a job
shortage, people are loosigg hyg jobs, in major debt and the
mental health crisis is beyond hopeful. In come splitting would
at least allow for some hope!

Ahs- time to cut public health, and place more on mental
health.

Get rid of the AHS oral health program- we have dentists that
provide the same services and more. Those in need can use
the Alberta Child benefit to get the services provided. Leave
it at the children’s hospital for those that need to be placed
under General an anaesthic, but the other programs are a
waste of money!
Privatize all Health sciences union jobs! We don’t need to
pay so much for services that can be private or tenderer out!
Health promotion like car seats, farm safety, party program,
falls programs- these all are a duplication of services that
are in the community and don’t need to be ahs jobs too! At
$50/hour for an ahs employee to do the job of a private
sector with a $25/hr wages is totally stupid!
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T1V

Public services such as health, education, elderly, daycare.

TAX CORPORATIONS AND WEALTHY PEOPLE PROPERLY
INSTEAD OF GIVING THE RICHEST TAX CUTS AT THE
EXPENSE OF WORKERS!!!!

With MUCH higher taxes of the wealthiest and spending
properly on those who actually circulate money within an
economy -the lower and middle classes.
All research supports this.
Funding your rich oil and gas buddies with illegal war rooms
and tax cuts hurts Alberta and has not only put us into a
recession, cut needed care, hurt our future incredibly, taken
away investors,lost us thousands upon thousands of jobs and
the taxes that go with those jobs, it also will NEVER return a
dying industry whose prices are mostly controlled completely
outside our country's doings.

T4p

T8N

Education and Healthcare. They are the most expensive
because we value them the most. Find efficiencies, tell the
school boards and hospitals to find ways to save money.
Don’t cut their budgets so they have to provide less. Tell
them to find savings so you can provide needed resources
they are requesting. Do not save money buy cutting wages
or laying people off.
Emergency Services and Education

why do we fund a separate catholic school board? Lots of
savings by not funding private schools and multiple school
boards.

Government management, government employees close to
retirement and government offices not needed (ie. Calgary
ALRB office, multiple Employment Standards offices,
multiple treasury offices).

Jobs are created through proper taxation funding education
that gives people the ability to work higher paid jobs, start
businesses and run them well, and do better. Jobs are created
through the ability to work with proper timely health care for all,
daycares being subsidized, and supporting our infrastructure of
society with mental, emotional AND physical health.
Economic growth is certainly helped by looking at long term
realities rather than burying heads in old oil sands, the reality of
using oil now but investing in research and development, clean
tech, taxes that help companies move to greener tech and have
a financial need to not only do so but to fund R&D themselves
for even better green tech. Economic long term health is not
only about growth but sustainability, getting to a healthy state
and rather than growing, sustaining that health. It helps to be
funding and supporting things that will exist in the future, not
just green energies but also other industries completely, to
have diversity in job options and the exponential growth they
bring (such as supporting movies coming. Millions of dollars
that requires thousands support staff whose incomes support a
huge diversity of incomes in all the places they spend money
Incentives for sustainable energy careers, cleaning up
orphaned wells. A program where high school grads can earn
income and tuition for public service employment. 1 year tuition
for every 12 months working at a long term care facility for
example.

Lower business taxes to entice businesses to stay here. Get the
pipeline going. Spend money on infrastructure to create jobs.
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T4R

-Social service sector such as FCSS and health care on the
prevention side of care.

- remove the drivers test from being government control to
privatize again.
- freeze upper government staff wages.

T7X

Education. Nurses.

Removing corporate tax cuts, higher taxes for big business
and higher income earners.

T0C

environment
health
education

scrap the "war room"
don't return to flat tax
stop funding private and charter schools

T8R

Education, healthcare, and police

change laws to protect citizens that are defending
themselves and their property or business

T1B

There has to be more money put into education. Jobs for
Albertans can not just focus on energy sector. With the
push for environment we need to be able to adapt to find
employment in other fields. Also there seems to be tax
breaks and subsidies for everyone except the middle class.
Soon there won't be any middle class. Alberta (especially
Medicine Hat has higher gas rates than most places. There
is not very much diversification of work. Medicine Hat and
Alberta take advantage of the subsidies for immigrants. Our
restaurants and businesses are full of immigrants while my
educated son who has lived in Alberta all his life cannot find
employment opportunities.

T3H

The core services of healthcare, education, and law
enforcement. However, spending should not be increased.
Efficiencies must be found within existing budgets.

Eliminate corporate welfare and green energy subsidies.
Reduce the size of the civil service. Allow private provision
of public health care to reduce the number of services
delivered by comparatively more expensive unionized
government employees. Outsource any service that can be
provided by private business.

Personal income tax reduction and continued elimination of redtape and unnecessary regulation. Something also needs to be
done about the chronic financial mismanagement in the Calgary
Municipal government. Skyrocketing business taxes are a
serious impediment to economic recovery in the city.

T4A

1) The needs of children. (Children at risk; hospitals;
schools.)

1) Bonuses paid to all executives on Public Boards.
2) Cut salaries paid to executives on Public Boards and limit
the size of all Public Boards.
3) Change curriculum in high schools.
* focus on courses that support future employment
4) Provide Education Funding (University and Colleges) only
to courses that will reasonably provide jobs to graduates.
5) Cut 'Alberta Sunshine List' salary in half, and eliminate
bonuses.

1) Fund Education / training where there is a need for workers.
2) Remove unnecessary Regulations and have competent
Regulators.
* AUC takes far too long to make decisions.
* Cost to comply with regulations make us less competitive.
3) Increase speed of Capital Cost Allowance write downs to be
more competitive with U.S. tax policy.
4) Include courses on Finance an Money Management in all
schools.

educate our children and we will not need as many jails
PLEASE, start cutting from the top. The public school district
in Medicine Hat needs to have its Central Office cut. The
government should be looking at the gross negligence in
how administration (school central offices, hospitals,
corporations, businesses) waste the resources and money.

- making childcare more accessible. Paying close to $1000 a
month per child is not realistic for many families forcing one
parent to stay home.
-keeping jobs in Alberta. Talk to Texas and see what they are
doing to promote oil in their state and see if we cannot do the
same here.
- keeping grants and programs that promote job sharing.
Educate the youth. Fund education and teachers so that the
future can provide economic growth and educated citizens and
workers.
invest in green energy

Education - educate our youth

Not allow a post-secondary institutions to increase enrolment.
Provide more support for post-secondary students. Not allow
businesses like Tim Horton's to use subsidies to hire
immigrants. There are definitely Canadians wanting work. It is
not fair for public sectors to always take the brunt of
government spending. Teachers have taken 0% for more than 7
years. Overspending of governments has been before the NDP.
There will not be economic growth if every sector is cut and
unemployed. No one can spend any money. As well we will see
many people who are educated and diversified leave Alberta.
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T7E

Make a meaningful investment in public education. Alberta's
public education system is the envy of the world with our
very high rankings in PISA. Fund inclusion of special needs
learners in classrooms in an adequate manner. Fund for
enrolment growth in a meaningful way. Public education is a
democratic, equalizing force in our society. Please stop
attacking it. We have a system we can be proud of- let's
work together to make it even better.

Revoke the 4.7B tax giveaway to large corporations which
has created no new jobs. Eliminate public funding to the
Canadian Energy Centre- let industry fund it.
Collect tax/lease revenue owed by O&G. If they won't pay,
seize assets and liquidate them to recover amounts payable.
Introduce an HST so we can get off the revenue rollercoaster
in Alberta, and stop the ritual sacrifice of our public services.

T0G

Reducing debt!!

Public sector contracts!

T0J

Cutting expenses, curtailing growth of government,
reducing administrative bureaucracy and getting public
service salaries lowered to be closer to the national
average. Thank you for this opportunity for input.

Please see above.

T9K

-Health Care (make health care available to everyone. Don't -Eliminate carbon tax
privatize and create a two tier system. Consult with health -Don't give such high tax reductions to corporate taxes and
instead increase the taxes for the average Albertans.
care professionals when making executive decisions
regarding basic day to day procedures and medication
changes)

-Continue work on promoting Alberta as a conscientious oil
producer and fight back against investors that are working to
landlock our resources and target us against environmental
activists. Continue to push for pipelines, and build alliances
with other provinces.

-Education (freezing spending for the next 4 years will
equate to a reduction to school funding as new students
enrol. Resources and funding will need to spread out to
cover more students and class sizes will increase,
EA/special services support will be reduced). The Fort
McMurray School Division has already announced the
discontinuation of the Keep program and has increased
bussing fees due to decreased funding. This is just the
beginning.

-Continue to explore and research how we can reduce
emissions and create cleaner environmental practices in oil
production. Share our stories and have the oil executives and
politicians tell our stories and fight to let the world (eastern
Canada)know that we are ethical and setting world standards.
Climate change activists are not going away, so we need to
modernize with the times and diversify.

-Recognize that inflation costs affect the public sector
workers and do not continue to ask us to take a 0% wage
increase and make us feel guilty for wanting to keep up with
the cost of living increases. 17(1)

Invest in diversification. Software firms and green energy firms
should receive tax incentives to invest in Alberta. Invest in our
film industry. Support logging and agriculture with tax relief
and infrastructure investments. Incentivize investment in
refining and manufacturing capacity. Work with NWT on a
pipeline/LNG terminal on the arctic coast. Invest in
transportation infrastructure- high speed rail/hyperloop
between Edmonton and Calgary. Incentivize the carbon capture
industry.
Tax cuts for employees and employers once the books are
balanced and debt is reduced
Legislation to encourage private enterprise, be strong in
dealing with our federal government to rebuild Alberta's energy
industry and ensure access to tidewater.

-Alberta is resilient, but it is time to stand up for ourselves. We
need representation and we need to fight for a reform in the
voting system. I appreciate the efforts that are being looked at
(independent CPP and police representation) and I urge us to
continue to look at the long term effects of all of the these
actions.
-I am so disillusioned with the federal government at the
moment, and I truly believe that it is so biased towards the
needs of Ontario and Quebec that it is actively working towards
squashing our interests to pander to the voters there. We do
need to work towards a "fair" Alberta. I just ask politicians to
stop focusing on their own personal interests and for the focus
to come back to every individual Canadian who is hard working,
struggling, paying taxes and do what is best for us. (yes, am I
cynical? When we have a Prime Minister flying in private jets to
Costa Rica for Christmas and then lecture the average
Canadian for flying coach. Classic, do as I say, not as a I do. A
prime minister hopeful that wants to make cuts to public
education but uses party funds to pay for his own children's
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T6H

Economic diversity initiatives to transition away from fossil
fuels without significant job losses - grants and tax credits
to small businesses in tourism, alternative/renewable
energy, research. Health care.

Big oil tax breaks - fewer tax breaks to big multi billionaires
and non-albertan companies in a dying industry who are
taking their business out of tar-sands into easier to extract
locations. The “war room” biggest waste of money for
unnecessary private industry tax payer funded PR. Also a
very small sales tax would result in huge income and prevent
these short term short sighted deep cuts will impact society
greatly in a negative way in the long term.

T8A

Public Education and healthcare.

Government bureaucracy and non essential services

T6W

Health Care
Education including Post-Secondary
Infrastructure

Tech, tourism, research, film, renewable energy R&D. Tax
breaks for small businesses, startups and renewables, not
giving gifts to already profitable big industry. By not laying off
so many gov employees who contribute to local industry and
services when employed.

Support public education and healthcare so you have an
educated job force and healthy people able to work. They
should actually spend more to stimulate the economy versus
creating a climate where businesses leave and go elsewhere or
are forced to shut down.
Stop giving tax breaks to corporations.
Acknowledge that civil servants are a part of the economy and
End the war room.
actually help spur economic growth. Having government offices
Invest in preventative medicine/ community medicine instead located outside of major urban centres can be a huge economic
of only focusing on acute care.
driver for rural areas. Consistent and stable jobs are critical for
communities that are heavily affect by boom and bust cycles.
Alberta needs to diversify our economy, we cannot solely focus
on one industry. We have many natural resources in the
province and the manufacturing expertise to create value add
jobs. Provide support to small businesses not just tax breaks. A
business saving money does not guarantee economic growth
but helping them make their businesses better will.

Health care. Funding and benefits for those unable to work.

T1S

T0B
T7P

T8V

Taxing corporations that make profits of more than $1000000 Investing in a variety of industries to bring other businesses
(such as tech and film) to Alberta
per year. Minimizing travel and expenses for government
employees
Health care and PUBLIC education. Without these what kind Stop handing out money to large companies that are already Help out smaller businesses and provide supports to start-ups.
of future is there for our province? Each and every child in turning huge profits.
our province deserves the same access to quality education,
not just those that can pay for private school, smaller class
sizes and individual support! Each and every citizen of our
province deserves to be taken care of and not have to worry
about medical bills - ideally we'd look to more proactive
wellness so that we can save money by not having to take
care of people in the longterm with long illnesses.
Schools, healthcare,
Roads,getting Albertans back to work.
We still need health care and education? and that's it!

Don't give yourselves pay increases, cut down travel, don't
pay Ottawa for our oil.
Don't hire any more government employees, to many are
sitting on there ass already.

Create more jobs.

Infrastructure, education, and support of homelessness/less
fortunate. Hopefully being able to have those that need
society's help to be helped by society and reintroduced into
the economy.

Focus on long-term investments, rather than cheap
Focus on internal trade rather than exporting raw materials out
temporary solutions. Such as creating roads and
of country. We should focus on having manufacturing here in
infrastructure that don't last, focus on the one-off expensive Canada, rather than just shipping out our raw materials.
purchases that do last.

let private enterprise do the hiring, get rid of as many unions
as possible.
I find things pretty tough, just make ends meet at the end
of the month, never seen it like that before, I'm over 80 yrs.
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T5A

Healthcare, education, elderly, people with special needs

By not giving tax breaks to the rich

T2L

I could answer with vague statements such as the economy I agree with cutting travel spending for universities, colleges,
and getting people working again, reducing the deficit, etc., etc. In prosperous economic times, there is benefit to
exchanges of professors, but right now it is a luxury. I know
all aspects that are already under review.
several profs who travel all over the world for conferences,
meetings or to give a presentation. We can't afford that right
My comments will focus only one item, flood mitigation
now. They should have to settle for remote access
measures for the Bow River in Calgary. It has now been 7
years since the flood, and Calgarians have seen virtually no conferences or meetings.
progress towards an upstream dam or diversion measure
other than very preliminary feasibility studies for Bow Basin
Water Management Options.
All of Calgary was affected by the Bow flooding, including
downtown. Berms have been built in Sunnyside, Eau Claire,
the zoo, etc., but nothing has lessened the risk for Bowness
residents.
Money needs to be allocated to complete feasibility studies
and get things moving please!
In the interim, there needs to be immediate renegotiation of
the operating agreement with TransAlta during flood season
for the Ghost Reservoir. This requires minimal effort and
relatively minimal cost. If TransAlta had managed water
levels more effectively in 2013 (released water earlier), some
of the flooding would have been lessened. Please do not
allow a repeat!
Thank you.

Renewable resources
I think that the sharing economy is taking a huge chunk out of
provincial revenues. Much of the "sharing" is done under the
table. For example, hundreds and hundreds of Airbnb rooms
are rented without paying business taxes, whereas a hotel
renting the same number of rooms would generate provincial
revenue, as well as employing staff, who then also contribute
taxes.
Same with Uber or other sharing platforms.
What if they were called the "avoidance" economy?!
A small businessman opening a storefront business has all
kinds of costs and taxes, but someone working from their home
avoids those. Having worked for a small business for most of
my career, I saw how much the business paid in WCB, CPP, EI,
etc., as well as property / business taxes. The guy working
from his garage paid none of that.
Individuals can operate numerous Airbnbs, drive as an Uber,
share other platforms, and thereby earn a living.... while
avoiding taxes.
There is a huge chunk of revenue being missed there. They
should require a business license and have the same rules
applied.
This also affects larger scale operations such as hotels, who
may not start up new operations when their competition is
those working under the table. For example, there are 100s of
available rooms in Canmore. Those are all stays that would
have been hotel stays before. Now it is even less likely a new
hotel will be built, and thereby some employment opportunities
are also lost.

T4C

I would be painful as we see from the Regina Refinery
regarding pensions, but it is necessary to address. Defined
Benefit pension plans are non sustainable. Look at the
Teachers pension plan, the short fall will not be paid of until
2060, hopefully.

Do not give Industry hand outs. Especially Solar or Wind
projects. Don't approve any raises for 3 - 5 years.
Second, there are some countries where private insurance
supplements public insurance. It’s quite common for
Canadians and Europeans to purchase supplemental
insurance that covers things that the public plan won’t.
Instead of Canadians going to the USA for treatments, why
can't we have US Citizens coming to Alberta for Treatment,
Hip, Knee Replacements, ETC.

Keep Red tape to a minimum. By Pass the Federal Government
and approve projects fairly and expeditiously.

T4V

Push for the referendum to separate from the Canadian
Federation in parallel with the Fair Deal deal.

Keep pushing the boneheaded Laurentian Elites into letting us
go our own way.

T5A

Social services including education, daycare, health care,
AISH, public-use infrastructure and income support.

Fire half the top level bureaucrats in the Alberta Government.
They have a tough time listening to the MLAs that we the
people elected. They need to make the right cuts in the right
places. Fire the fluff!
Stop tax cuts for corporations. End corporate welfare & put
the public of this province first.

Diversify our economy away from fossil fuels & retrain workers
for renewable energy jobs. Invest in renewable energy
development projects.
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T5X

Infrastructure to create jobs. Healthcare to create just bs
and keep Albertans healthy enough to work. Education so
we don't make the same mistakes again. Re-Socializing
industries where the market has failed. And creating and/or
re putting in the motivators to gain footholds in
competitiveness in current growth markets. If you think this
is a one word answer for any of this, you should be fired.

In their own cabinets. Screw savings we need more income
and recenues. You don't take a unbalanced budget that's
caused because you have to fix things and make it work by
not fixing things. You find ways to being in more money. You
don't tax those making the most less. Reganomics was
disproven by every single measurement, to show allowing
people to keep excess money does not encourage them to
spend and grow. Markets do that not savings.

I think that the government needs to consider primary and
post secondary education as well as health care more
seriously. In addition, affordable housing needs to be made
a priority.

Much money could be found in the pockets of elected
Instead of always focussing on oil and gas, we should be
officials. Lowering their salaries and using the leftover could looking a new innovative ways for energy. Our supplies are
be incredibly beneficial to other people who need it more.
running out, but there are so many incredible opportunities to
finance that could benefit our economy greatly (greenhouse
farming, algae farming, etc).
Setting up new committees to reevaluate what the previous Continue to diversify Alberta’s portfolio. Technology, industry
government did.
Create a more positive environment in Alberta. Stop pitting
Senior level government wages/pensions/expenses
industries/services against each other.

Education and health care

T4T

PUBLIC education, K-12 and post secondary.
Health care: rural access, women’s reproductive health
Citizens living in poverty

T8N

Creating jobs and improving the energy situation.

T1k

Support k-12 education

T7V

Highways & infrastructure

T5y

Healthcare, public sector.

T3A
Expense reduction should be priority
No new spending

By doing the things I mentioned in all the other points. Spend in
the economy. Create artificial jobs of needed, but more
importantly spend to create jobs in the public sector, because
those ensure more work is available in the private sector. Every
economics text (Mezo, Micro, or Macro) states you have to
spend money to make money, and a government needs to
spend money when a private market does not. NDP started off
okay, bit didn't do enough. You guys are making things worse
and still creating a deficit. It'll get worse unless you start
increasing revenue, so screw you cutting as an answer to
balance the budget. You need growth.

Education
- amalgamate public and separate school boards.
- eliminate funding for private schools and divert funds to
public school system.

- broadband access for all
- ensure access to post secondary education in new
technologies
- support innovation in new technologies
- ensure all students have access to a strong public education
system
- reduce costs to students of post secondary education
- collaborate with municipal CEO’s of economic development.
They are on the ground.
Everyone should have their wages frozen until we get out of Get rid of more governmental red tape. MOre incentives for
this NDP mess. I worked my whole career in Alberta and had businesses to locate to Alberta.
my wages frozen for 5 years........time to bite the bullet for
electing the incompetent NDP.
Municipalities
Diversification of the economy, technology and tourism
Reducing the size of government and the number of
government employees
Increase taxes on corporate companies, and those within an
extreme high income bracket, see how much is being spent
in areas such as political advertisements, and public media
companies
Health care
Government services, too many employees and too little
results.
Public employees paid too much with too many benefits and
too few results.
Review of the entire budget and get out of the things the
government should not be in. Core services only.

Support the growth of business
Provide small bussiness with a reward program of some sort
where they can see a larger growth in profit and employees

Only focus on creating an environment that supports business
and growth.
Low taxes, less red tape, less regulation.
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T3A

K-12 education and post-secondary education investment
(research funding and qualified academic staff hiring),
public health

T5H

Investing in the future of Albertans - health care, education
at all levels.

applying IT wherever possible to improve efficiency
the promotion of a diverse economy (technology and
reduce unnecessary administrative/professional positions in Innovation, finance, tourism, and entertainment, etc.)
education

By expecting the corporations to pay their FAIR SHARE of
taxes to support the community resources they have used to
build their wealth.
We need public seniors health systems, need to fine private cut all upper management , way to bloated over last ten
years .PS get rid of gravy train contracts given to retired
senior care centres for blatant violations that cause
managers, it doesnt take years train new supervisers and
needless deaths. Dont cut programs that save lives and
make great pensions.
harm all voters needless pain and grief. THINK BEFORE
YOU CUT .will it hurt or cause more pain and death.

Diversify the economy; encourage tech and AI and research
and development.

T3E

Free Public education <= grade 12 / Guaranteed minimun
income / Long
Term Disability Income / Old Age Security Income (Raised
????)
Bring back Unemployment Insurance to Replace
Employment Insurance
(appears to be based on credit card insurance scam) UI was
based on 43 % of the persons income for up to two years
whether the person quit , was laid-off or fired (UI 1964) /
pass a law that all people that are employed get CPP
,UI,LTD,OAS,GMI,etc !! There are many people working
without any of these due to current laws !
(many job descriptions eg Farm Workers , Salespeople ,
people working less than 15hrs/week for one employer are
not covered)
Some people have been working in MALLS for a different
employers each day ; then start this cycle over every week ;
therefore they do not qualify for CPP , UI , etc !!!!

1) Any money from the Alberta Lottery Fund should have to
be approved by the Provincial Legislature before being paid
out !It should be investigated for corruption ! EG: 25.5 million
per year to the Calgary Exhibition and Stampede 20 years =
$510 million ; why would they need funding for the
Saddledome , etc
2) Cut this insane funding to this public Art on switch boxes ,
sides of buildings , etc ($80,000 for a 2" copper pipe with a
little copper bird on it was at 4 st and 25 Ave SW (stole it ?)
;the Cowboy Hat in front of Windsor Park Fire Station , Etc .
3) The tunnel under the Bow River in Calgary . This is a very
specialized type of construction,the equipment and support
structure in these tunnels are very specialized and expensive
, the employees have to come with the company installing
this it will only create minimal jobs for Calgary ! I do not
think this can be done the ground under the Bow River is
bed-rock gravel not solid enough to be tunneled , ask City of
Calgary Water Works !
Note : the Tobacco Companies , Distilleries , Breweries used
to put millions/billions back into the economy through
SPORTS , JOBS ,and related business ; The Drug Abuse and
Marijuana are just costing society nothing but trouble and
money EG Medicare,Law
Enforcement,Crime,Prostitution,ETC ! (Justine trying to
vindicate
his mother (found with it with the Rolling Stones circa 1960
era))
It was a proven point that one joint does as much damage to
your lungs as 25 cigarettes !) . YOU HAVE TO QUIT
SMOKING , DRINKING , DOING DRUGS , ETC !!! They are just
supporting bad habits and creating crime in the community
!!!

EDUCATION , APPRENTICESHIPS , BRING BACK
UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE , it was the only thing that put
the money in the community where the problem was , Proper
management of Companies (only hire people who want the
learn the job properly , get the time and cost down and the
quality up , do not hire employees friends they will take over the
company and bring in UNIONS ) Change the Labor Laws so that
the employees can vote a UNION out if they are not
representing all employees fairly and respecting their seniority
in that Union in that City etc (15 % sign a complaint to the
Department of Labor )

T6T

Investing and building for the future

Invest and prepare for the future and not get stuck in the past

T6c

Health care and education

In areas that are not primarily for the investment and
building for the future
Cutting corporate taxes

T0J

Tax credits for full time jobs created, tax debits for layoffs ,raise
taxes to make these work, most companies already have write
off for many years to come . Yes my family done a lot of
accounting and seen a lot crap and private for profit can never
win, creates way more hidden losses and debt.

Green energy
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T9G

Job Creation, Education Funding, Frontline Healthcare
Funding

T6C

Education, Public Health, Immunology

T3l

Education, health care and social services, Diversification,
anything but careless giveaways to greedy oil companies.

Equalization Payments, bring back charging for AB
Healthcare, Cut top level positions instead of front line
workers (for both Education and healthcare), bring back
school fees
Tax large cooperations and business owners.
Not giving cuts to oil companies without direct commitment
from them that said cuts will keep them here and people
employed.
Not messing with pensions and aimco... it will end up
costing the government more in the end.

Fight carbon tax, WEXIT

Remove all caps on oil, and industry, allow them to develop, but
tax them.
Create a sales tax and properly fund our social services.
You can’t get the provincial finances back on track with cut
backs alone... not without leaving a shell of our social network
and so many Albertans unhappy you will be voted out next time.

Reduce the size of government.

T3G
T8b

T2R

T3L

Education and health

Through investing in other industries besides just the oil and
gas industry
Supporting front line services that support Albertans in turn. Benefits, subsidies that go to the oil industry could be
Providing a strong educational base, to help prepare Albertans
Ensuring our ratios of service providers to clients doesn't
reduced as it appears they aren't willing to stay in Alberta
to either competitively seek out work or to potentially create
become too burdensome.
regardless of our work to retain them.
new forms of work.
Education
Holding companies responsible for their abandoned oil wells Increase incentives and employment opportunities for disabled
Healthcare
rather than the province taking on the clean up cost.
people.
Social Services (AISH, Alberta Works, Low Income Housing, Stop tax breaks to corporations.
Grants to small business to hire more employees or assist with
Safe Consumption Sites)
Increase taxes on citizens earning more than $3 million
development or training.
annually
Reduce taxes for small business owners. Reduce sales taxes
on merchandise at small businesses to incentivize supporting
Albertan business
Support oil & gas, but openly plan for the future economy
Road infrastructure, and implement a sales tax.
Promote diversification of the job market.
without it.
Education, health, job creation, diversification of economy. Stop corporate gifts. If you want to give big business
Invest in and encourage SMALL business to be able to employ
money, ensure that money is for the creation of jobs.
every day Albertans. Invest in middle and low income
Impose a sales tax to increase revenue.
Albertans. Impose a 5 % sales tax. Every consumer pays
equally. The government compares Alberta to other provinces
for everything else. Other provinces are able to support and
grow economically with a sales tax. Alberta would be able to
support all of its priorities!
Spend on Healthcare,University fees, Education

T0E

Provincial Sales Tax!

Federal government should be paying for all this, they can
make money. DEMAND THEM.
Education, health care, stimulating the tech and film
Stop giving large handouts to corporations. Shut down the
industries, focusing on alternative forms of energy so our
expensive war room, and stop paying people to eliminate
economy can transition away from full reliance on oil & gas. "red tape" just for the sake of doing so. Regulations and
protections are there for a reason, and should be evaluated
on their merits, not so that a prescribed percentage can be
eliminated to hit an arbitrary target. That's simply idiotic.

MAKE More Jobs, its so easy Spend more
Tax incentives for a multitude of industries. We have a strong
film industry here that could easily go away and cost jobs. We
have some brilliant tech companies here that could pack up and
move to a different province. We rely so much on oil and gas,
but we could be leaders in solar, wind, and other alternative
energies. Oil prices will never rise to those peaks again; we
have to think about the future and how we can have a diverse
economy that won't get its legs kicked out from under it if one
industry hits hard times.
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Education, healthcare, innovation and technology outside
the oil and gas industry, the environment, public libraries
and other public facilities such as rec centres.

Make the O&G companies pay for their own environmental
cleanup and well closures instead of the taxpayer.

Provide incentives and tax breaks to companies and individuals
in the green energy sector, in IT, in the arts. Provide incentives
to businesses and homeowners to retrofit their homes using
green technology. Continue to spend money on maintaining and
upgrading infrastructure. Restore and increase funding to
municipalities. Provide incentives and tax breaks to workers for
retraining and upgrading skills.

T0B

Rural crime solutions
Rural/small schools
Rural job creation

Overpaid administration and government workers
Programs that enable illegal drug users

Tax breaks for middle income to allow them to spend their own
money to stimulate their own communities’ economies

T4V

Stop creating committees. The "war Room" is a waste of
money, the committee to oversee the new curriculum that
was ready to be rolled out is a waste of money. Make the oil
companies pay up- taxes are taxes.

Focus on alternate energy and change the tax schedule. Tax the
rich.. Stop the bizarre thinking that the budget must be
balanced at all costs. We cannot afford the human costs this
government is oblivious to- vulnerable people, students, people
who are ill.

T5M

Public education and health care should be the priorities.
Schools cannot provide quality education with less dollars.
Student needs are more complex than ever and we need
teachers in front of students,smaller class sizes,
educational assistants and funsing for rural school
jurisdictions.
All of them

Get a PST

T0j

Infrastructure—roads and bridges

All the over head managers at AHS

look forward to the future economy. the ones of tomorrow. Not
carbon economy.
Separate!!!!!!

-Maintaining safe, efficient and accessible health care. This
can be done by ensuring enough well supported front line
staff, enough health care facilities, and enough access to
medication at a reasonable cost.
-Maintaining quality education for our children by ensuring
enough well supported front line staff and small class sizes.
-Job creation
-looking for other markets to utilize Alberta’s resources
such as oil

To help maintain an accessible, safe and effective health
care system
- Charging a minimal yearly healthcare fee per person with
exceptions as needed
- Charging a minimal fee for ER visits and doctors visits

Healthcare,Free university tuition

The Federal Government

Spend MORE

Demand the fucking feds, they make money.

Create more jobs by spending more. More money directly
creates more jobs!!!
Spend more, More money=More Jobs

Spend MORE

Demand the fucking feds, they make money.

Spend more, More money=More Jobs

t5x

Healthcare, Education, Renewable Energy Job Creation

Renewable Energy research and advancements

T3H

Public Health and Education.

T3B

Education - all levels
Health Care
Social Services

War room creations, Unecessary 3rd party group hired to
balance budgets
Spending/Contracting out of Province and out of Country
Companies.
Corporate buyouts

-Tax breaks to economy stimulating cooperations.
-exploring options to diversify the economy

To help with maintaining a great education system
- Charge a minimal house hold School fee for public school

Putting more money back into Public sector jobs such as health
care and education.
Implement a 2% Sales Tax
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T3L

First, I do believe in Alberta and its place in our economy,
but I also believe in a sustainable economy. It is important
that the government invest in alternative energy sources to
ensure that our economy will thrive long into the future and
to find environmentally friendly practices that ensure a high
standard of living for future generations.
Second, I believe the STEP program should be reinstated.
Many non-profit organizations rely on this program for
staffing during operating times. Arts and culture is already
underfunded. Many who would work in the Arts, Heritage,
and Culture sector in Alberta leave because there are more
opportunities elsewhere.
Third, I believe the collective bargaining process should be
respected concerning nurses. Without nurses, the
healthcare system will truly falter.
Fourth, I think social programs and investments into youths,
mental health, and addiction are important. Youth are our
future and investing in them ensures a better future Albertareducing difficulties in sometimes already difficult lives can
be really help. Please maintain the age limit for aging out of
the foster care system or at least put supports in place to
help those that would be immediately effected. Investing in
mental health and addictions is harm reduction.
Fifth, I would invest in affordable childcare. To get more
Albertans back to work, I believe that affordable childcare
would allow those who stay at home out of necessity to
return to work. Additionally, making it affordable for those
who do work would mean any excess funding that would
have gone to childcare can be injected back into the
economy.
Sixth, all children deserve equal access to a quality
education and resources should be spent on areas that are
lacking and funding maintained. The Alberta curriculum is
woefully behind on teaching many of the skills and

To begin, I think it must be acknowledged that the oil based
global economy is changing and Alberta needs to adapt to
these changes. I do not believe that our economy will never
reach the levels they did before the recession in 2015. I do
see the need to reduce our debt load, but all the cuts must
consider the needs of the people affected by them as they
frequently impact those already facing difficulties.
First, I greatly disagreed with giving companies tax cuts in
hopes of economic stimulation, totaling billions. The
government is place to look after the needs of the people,
not companies.

First, I think it is important to begin studying and investing in
alternative energy sources for the future of the province.
Environmentalists are not the enemy of the province, they can
be an ally. I believe that investing in both fossil fuels and green
energy will create many economic opportunities.
I would invest in holding oil companies accountable for their
defunct wells- cleaning them would create opportunity.
Finally, by investing in education, healthcare, and arts and
culture, many people who would leave Alberta for better
opportunities would stay.

If possible, can governance boards be combined- like
healthcare or education boards for separate school systems.
Additionally, cut all expenses to the Environmental War
Room. Environmentalists are not the enemy of the province.
They can be part of the economic solution to create a
sustainable future for future generations.
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T2A

Diversifying Alberta's economy. A number of other locations
(e.g. Houston) have greatly benefited from diversifying. It
allows for other economic sectors to grow, creating
additional jobs. It also allows for O&G workers to re-train
themselves to have careers in other sectors. This means
less competition for O&G jobs, which are scarce.

Reduce the pay for c-suite staff rather than lower level or
front line staff. Also conduct better independent vetting of csuite staff. AHS hired an individual who was fired from a
similar high ranking healthcare position from Australia,
found him to not be conducting a satisfactory job, fired him
but still had to pay a minimum salary for a few years as per
conditions he negotiated into his employment terms.
Increase income taxes based on income tiers. The "Alberta
Advantage" failed to keep Encana in Alberta.

Bring back AITC, IDMTC, SR&ED, etc. programs. Essentially,
bring back the programs that supports the innovation and the
technology sector that were removed. 17(1)
retrained myself when the crash hit and found
successful job opportunities in the technology sector. That
success has been limited by the choices made to find savings
because "diversity is a luxury", which was stated when the
budget was announced. Regardless if someone is in the O&G
sector or not, they found this statement to be narrow-minded
and short-sighted. Our household earns approximately 17(
1) to
and we pay our taxes diligently. However, in order
keep up our salary and successful careers in the technology
center, we may be forced to move to Ontario or BC where the
technology sectors are supported.
At this point, Alberta and PEI are the only provinces that do not
have a SR&ED program, which puts Alberta at a great
disadvantage in the innovation arena. Innovation leads to new
technologies and advancements, which leads to jobs and
economic growth. It seems like the government made a
judgement to eliminate these programs without proper
consultation of experts who could appropriately determine the
negative repercussions of such a short-sighted move.
Unfortunately, Alberta's "blue ribbon panel" lacked the diversity
in experience and background to fully understand the impact
their choices would have on the advancement of technology
and innovation. Instead they had similar views and
perspectives and

T2E

Maintaining services for the most vulnerable Albertans

Industrial subsidies.

T8N

Health care and education

Increase taxes for the wealthy and businesses

T8W

Education (post-secondary and at all levels) Education is an Stop funding unneeded propaganda agencies to discredit
investment into our society’s future!
environmental agencies
Stop giving tax breaks for “job creation” which have failed to
Health care!
create jobs and whose recipients have in fact gotten rid of
Alberta jobs.

T3K

Assistance for Diabetics to pay for insulin pumps and
sensors. Specifically for senior citizens. These can total
$4000/year, and are rarely covered by insurance providers.

Tax large corporations.

Support growth industries, like technology, as opposed to
legacy inductries like Oil and Gas.
Through education and continued education.
Focus on renewable ressources and transitioning skills. Oil and
gas workers are highly skilled, if you give them the tools they
can use their skills which are highly transferable to find
sustainable and long term employment in durable and
renewable industries.
Also, look into consultation before you review your budget.
This is not consultation. Consultation is before you act not after
you have destroyed Albertan livelihoods and put Alberta’s
growth at risk with a deleterious budget and many unneeded
budget cuts.
Assist the government grant program (s) to make it easier to
access money. Applying for grants is much too lengthy and
complicated! We need support in terms of manpower/ programs
to make it easier to navigate and complete the process.
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T4R

T4J

Keep spending to a minimum level where services aren’t
compromised until the budget is reduced and/or the
economy improves

Get rid of all middle management in government services
especially in schools and hospitals. Putting them back on
the frontline will lower their salaries and the standard of
service should improve. Or perhaps they could find another
job!!!
1. Budget is a balance of spending and revenue. Many
1. Continuing to reduce the civil service to staffing levels and
salaries comparable to other provinces.
gov’t licences for services or opportunities are less than
2. Reduce providing non essential services.
neighbouring provinces and should be increased to
maintain a parity. For example BC fishing licences are more 3. Force the rural municipalities and small towns (<10,000) to
expensive than Alberta
amalgamate
Whereas Alberta has no licensed guiding program B.C.
4. Increase out of province tuition to non residents and
guides bring non residents into Alberta to fish.
reduce student numbers less than 10% of students.
2. Continue strategy to reduce Alberta public service to
neighbouring provinces
3. Privatize many government service and supply programs.
4. Sell govt assets IE. grazing leases closely related to
existing ranches in the white areas of Alberta. Sell leased
recreational lots in Alberta parks that pay minimum rentals
etc.
5. Study and implement user fees to manage programs.

T5N

Education and health services

Big companies

T0M

Taxes are for management of the Government and covering health care, it is a big waste of funds as many therapies are
for costs of services provided by the Government.
available throughout the world that cost much less and are
more effective. ie: Stem Cell Therapy

Wish I had an opinion. Sorry

1. Alberta’s parks and protected areas has sterilized Alberta’s
opportunity to have
World class outdoor recreation opportunities. Present
legislation forbids backcountry development of hotels, ski hills,
and other facilities.
2. Continue to recovery activities that are provided by the
federal govt. IE provincial police, pension programs, etc. Have
the jobs and administration in Alberta not Ottawa.
3. The war room should commence a strong education and
communications program to educate Alberta’s to climate
change and the true cost of federal programs.

Stop privatizing important issues like education and health.
Encouraging small business by reducing taxes and creating a
larger tax base of businesses.

Education should be slimmed down to having more on the
job educators and less administrators at high salaries. This
current process of high earning administrator is taking
income away from providing educators and class room
helpers. Either the school board finds a way to balance their
budget by cutting top executives or the Government goes in
and does it for them.
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T2Y

Public services such as police, healthcare and education are
important but spending must be kept in check.
Once the budget is balanced, a mandatory 10% percent of
the revenue must be saved and invested for the future. At
the same time Alberta must start paying down the
accumulated billions of dollars of debt, so that we can be
AGAIN debt free.

I support the proposed cuts in the public services and
government spending. Healthcare is one area where
overspending and inefficiencies contribute to ever-rising
costs without any meaningful increase in the quality of the
service.

T7Y

Lowering Debt, healthcare, christian education.

stop funding abortions, stop funding special interest groups
such as LBGT group, stop providing funding to countries
that don't support christian values and beliefs, stop allowing
any religious groups except Christian organizations from
receiving charitable donation status.
Let the multi-millionaire oil and gas company executives
defend themselves instead of wasting taxpayers' money on
the CEC
Bring in a flat tax system

Health and education

T8H

T0E

T6E

T6T

Since raising business and/or personal taxes to increase the
provincial revenue would drive companies away and put even
bigger burden on thousands of Alberta households, the budget
needs to be balanced by cuts in every department and public
service. The province already has the lowest business tax and
Canada, and this is a great start. However, more incentives
Teachers' unions are always demanding more money, higher could be offered to companies, which are willing to bring jobs
pensions, smaller class sizes and yet my wife and |I are
to our cities and towns. We are still exclusively reliant on Oil
bitterly disappointed by the quality of education our17(1)
and Gas, so diversification of Alberta's economy is a MUST.
children receive. Each year every teacher should be
Robotics, Bio technologies, Online commerce, Cyber security
evaluated anonymously by the students' parents in online
are among the industries of the future which will see
surveys and if they rank in the lowest percentile, they must tremendous growth and if welcome in Alberta, will provide jobs
be fired. If this is done, every teacher will strive to excel in
and prosperity for many generations to come. Our provincial
their work and constantly improve.
government must consult with representatives from these
industries and find out what could be done, so that Alberta
Big provincial projects must be contracted to the lowest
becomes the "go to" place for all of them.
bidders and no unjustified additional expenses incurred by
the companies must be covered by taxpayers dollars.

Give tax incentives to companies that hire additional
exmployees and offer training programs for available jobs in
Canada

I wish I knew!

We need to remove the stress test and carbon tax. When you
reduce taxes on working Albertans you increase growth. We
need to keep
It simple. Don’t spend more than you make. I would strongly
suggest to stop sending money to Ottawa until
They support albertans
Health, education, cleaning up orphan wells.
1) Charge the oil companies more for orphan/abandoned well Stay out of the way.
cleanup.
After 44 years the Cons have shown they can't run a lemonade
2) Force the oil companies to give back the $4.7 billion
stand.
Kenney gave them for no reason at all.
Homelessness, Child poverty, access to medical care for all, The government doesn't need to find savings, it needs to
The government should be hiring all unemployed and
access to education for all, missing indigenous women and increase revenue by increasing taxes significantly on the
underemployed Albertans to build, repair, and upgrade
children.
most profitable corporations.
infrastructure and to move towards world leadership in
renewable energy.
Maintain essential services and infrastructure, and invest in Overspending in non-essential public services.
Competitive business environment, support for local
the private sector economy.
production of products that are commonly imported, yet we
could be producing more of in Alberta. Some easy areas
include value added food production and construction
materials.
Paying down debt
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T5K

Education and healthcare.

Cancel the energy “war room,” and reinstate caps on auto
Focus on diversifying our economy. Increase grants and
insurance. Increase taxes for wealthy corporations and those incentives for small businesses and students. Reinstate
who pollute more.
Summer Temporary Employment Program (STEP) program.

T4p

Education and seniors.

In their own wages

T0M

Health care, education and transportation infrastructure;
Long term water resource management

T4J

Health care and education.

T0L

Restore dependant coverage on the Seniors Blue Cross
coverage.

By diversifying markets and enhancing alternatives to oil and
gas.
All government operations should be reviewed for efficiency 1. In conjunction with industry, develop education programs in
by a qualified contractor - savings of at least 30% are likely, skills that are lacking in government and business everywhere.
The goal would be to become world renowned in training and
with no loss in service. IF:
implementation of these skills - centres of excellence that could
the contractor has the skill set in process improvement.
become wealth generators based on knowledge, not resource
Your managers have neither the skills nor the incentive to
extraction.
find efficiencies.
Consider building and maintaining in house the management The skill sets are 1. process improvement 2. governance and
skill set that results in continuous improvement and sound control 3. mediation/ negotiation
controls.
2. Develop stronger relationships (ie pool resources) with other
regions based on shared interests eg Sask, Man and the North
for resource development and access to soon to be available
tide water ports
Many government services become top heavy with
In a word, diversification.
individuals collecting high salaries in administrative or
bureaucratic roles. Often, with two or three people drawing a Cutting funding to certain areas of higher education was likely a
mistake. As was cutting funding to projects designed to
high salary to do the work that one person could handle.
diversify our economy.
Unfortunately, when budgets are cut, these same people are
While the petroleum industry is important to our wellbeing, and
the ones who have to decide where savings should come
from. They’re never going to be creative enough to cut their we should support it. Alberta needs educated and creative
thinkers to help us diversify our economy and make us less
own positions.
dependent on the global price of a single resource. As a
School boards, health care regions and similar government province, we will never have significant control of global oil
funded services likely need an external audit of their budgets prices, but we can control if we other options to maintain our
to ensure that money is not being wasted and to make sure prosperity when the price of oil is low.
that the money we do spend maintains or improves the
quality of frontline services that taxpayers are receiving.
In terms of the petroleum industry, I have never understood our
focus on piping raw material out of our province to foreign
petrochemical sites just so we can purchase the finished
product back at a higher price. I would like to see us improve
our petrochemical manufacturing capacity so Albertans can sell
the value added products to the world, and the money from the
value added products is ending up in the bank accounts of
Alberta employees.

Reduce travel of elected officials.

The government needs to spend money on infrastructure items.
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T5A

Education:
K-12 education. Specifically providing funding for
supporting public education, inclusion, and student
success. including but not limited to class size reduction,
additionally funding for testing a student supports and No
voucher system or private school funding. Charter schools
are fine but private schools have tuition and therefore
should not be supplemented by tax dollars.
Health care:
Keeping RNs in hospitals, prioritizing preventive care such
as family physicians as well and staffing hospitals to meet
demand and no privatization of health care.
Invest in children and our future and invest in the universal
access to affordable health care.

The new curriculum advisory panels and red tape you keep
putting up the redesign again will cost even more to tax
payers. Curriculum should be a partisan issue 17(1)
was put in by
conservatives and really the difference between the old and
the new is not so bias or great that you need to redesign
again. That is just unnecessary cost to tax payers and a
waste of money just for “optics”.

Less money and tax cuts to the big company’s and invest in the
local economy and in job creation for the middle to lower class
as well as the public sector. As teacher with a husband who is
laid off and has worked in oil and also construction please stop
trying to pit oil vs public sector most of us in the public sector
have partners who also work in the oil industry. We need to
work together. 17(1)
with how
the budget(or as you say “grant relocation”) has happened it is
not just effecting public sector it is effecting everyone directly
or indirectly. The whole point of public sector is it should still
be able to serve the public when the private sector is suffering
because it is the children of the private and public sector who
are hurt the most cuts of these kinds.

T6T

Healthcare & education

Create well paying jobs & the taxes will automatically create
more funds

Create much more jobs in the climate change industry. Far too
many are out of work and need new careers,at the same time it
will be a huge boost to the climate which must be dealt with

T9E

Public Education and Health Care

MLA and Premier expenses and salaries.

Support public sector and small business tax breaks.

T0B

debt repayment, policing and law enforcement, eliminating
waste in ALL government departments, no matter how much
the public sector unions howl.
PUBLIC healthcare and education. DIVERSIFYING our
economy - oil and gas is a an important industry for our
province, yes, but it's foolish to focus solely on a nonrenewable resource that is so fickle and impacted by so
many outside, uncontrollable factors. Looking at renewable
resources, supporting arts and heritage, etc. will lead to a
healthy economy.

Education, health care, the bloated public service in all
sectors

lowering taxes, eliminating/streamlining regulations and red
tape for ALL businesses, big and small.

Reducing the pay and pension of MLAs, ministers, and the
Premier. Reducing the amount of managerial positions in the
public service and focusing on front line workers. Not being
afraid to invest in higher quality products and services that
provide better, longer returns.

STOP THE ATTACK ON THE PUBLIC SERVANTS AND
SERVICES! Public servants are tax-paying citizens of the
province, just like anyone else. They contribute to the economy
by purchasing from local businesses in both a professional and
personal capacity. They provide essential services for the
citizens of this province. By cutting budgets that are causing
mass layoffs, there are fewer citizens who can help stimulate
the economy because they no longer can afford to buy local or
buy at all. By cutting budgets, having hiring and spending
freezes, public servants can't contract local businesses or
support them as part of their work. Tax the wealthy and bigger
businesses to help support the little guys. Taxes are NOT a bad
thing - without taxes, we lose the services we rely upon.

T8n

None. Get rid of debt

Government employees cut back

Oil

T8A

Health, Post-Secondary and K-12 Education. This three
areas will help keep Alberta strong and improve the
economy.

I think the government should look to adding a Provincial
Sales Tax rather than cutting spending as deeply as it
intends. Spending more doesn't always mean we are
inefficient, it also means we are investing more back into our
people. Who says Ontario and BC have it right? Also a
significant amount of resources go into to oversight of Board
managed organizations in Health, Post secondary, etc. GOA
needs to allow Boards to function properly and not be
involved in the weeds.

Government needs to make sure that people are able to get retrained to provide skills required in the changing economy.
Supporting those who have been laid off through oil and gas
industry decline and significant public sector job losses.
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T1K

Education, health and infrastructure. We need excellent
teachers in order to remain global leaders in education, and
a place that other countries look to for expertise. We need
excellent health workers, in order to maintain at the top of
the field in healthcare. We need top-notch infrastructure so
that we are safe and can grow at a steady pace.

Trim the fat from the upper-echelons of government. Tax the
top 30% of individual earners the most. Tax the top 30% of
businesses at the very highest levels. Demand that
businesses that are in arrears on their corporate taxes must
pay up or go into bankruptcy. Individuals do not get to defer
personal taxes in order to avoid bankruptcy. Stop with the
corrupt nepotism and demand that wealthy businesses and
the wealthy individuals contribute proportionately.

Provide world-class education opportunities and support
families with school-age kids. Keep class sizes small. Keep
schools maintained, and well-staffed. Provide top-notch health
care to all. Maintain hospitals and clinics. Keep nurses and
doctors employed so that they can deliver optimum health care
in clinics and hospitals. Keep infrastructure maintained in order
to keep people and communities safe, and to attract business to
our province.

t2k

Education

Big private companies

T5E

Health

By not ignoring education efforts and help prepare our future
workforce.
Invest money in building a few more Technologically Advanced
Vocational trade schools. Make apprenticeships more
appealing to Alberta’s youth.

T0J

Alberta Health Services is wasting Albertans tax dollars
forcing people to take them to court in relation to getting
health records, and other range of issues. This is why they
don’t disclose financially how much AHS has spent on legal
year to year.
1. Education - Fewer mangers but more teachers and
1. Reduce the number of MLA’s in our province by about 1/2
schools. Students need our
support without which we i.e.: 43 instead of 87.
have no growth , innovation and problem solving.
2. Reduce the number of managers in government. Their
2. Public Safety- policing and health care - Again fewer
salaries do not reflect their contributions. Too many chefs
mangers but more professional front-line workers. All
and not enough cooks.
citizens need to feel safe: their physical and mental health
3. Ditch the war room. Pay for the research and advice.
are well treated in our province.
Meetings can be held in already provided legislative
3. Communication.
buildings.
4. Making it attractive for long term old and new business to
stay or relocate here.
5. Take care of our natural resources.

t4r

none; all budgets should be frozen, or cut

T5H

Healthcare, education, arts funding, creating a provincial
sales tax to offset these costs and begin paying down the
provincial debt. Financial assistance to at risk people first.
Build toward a society where there is no homeless
population because spaces and rehabilitation access has
been provided for these people. Also: no more tax breaks
for corporations!
Healthcare, education, seniors and disabled.

cut public management and administration jobs, and all of
those appointed by the ndp..
it is outrageous that university heads are paid over $800k a
year. let them find a private sector job
cut municipal funding, unless they cut their administration
costs and lower property taxes
Cut politicians salaries. No more corporate handouts. Kill the
war room.

1. Fight for our equality in Canada and world market
2. Make government accountable, open, honest and optimistic.
Our Alberta spirit is slipping daily. We will lose businesses and
families if we can not support them.
3. Promote research, high tech industries innovation and all
the established businesses and resources.

keep cutting business taxes, get the pipelines built, fight the
carbon tax and foreign funded activists

Employ out of work Albertans to help clean up the many
orphaned oil and gas wells in this province. Increase education
spending particularly on things like alternative energy science
related programs. Encourage expedient diversification of the
Albertan economy.

Less tax cuts to oil and gas, get rid of the CEC war room, get Diversify....not just oil and gas.
rid of Matt Wolf, the MLA’s are making still making more than
the average- cut their pay, put MLA’s pension or RRSP’s into
AimCo to invest, cut press secretaries salaries to previous
government..... so many choices.
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Healthcare, education, seniors and disabled.

Less tax cuts to oil and gas, get rid of the CEC war room, get Diversify....not just oil and gas.
rid of Matt Wolf, the MLA’s are making still making more than
the average- cut their pay, put MLA’s pension or RRSP’s into
AimCo to invest, cut press secretaries salaries to previous
government..... so many choices.

Health care and public education - without this, everyone's
quality of life declines.
They do not generate a short-term profit but they do have
long term gains.

Prohibiting any government employee from using public
funds/taxes to pay for "wining and dining" clients, travel in
private jets or in business class or anything else that is not
directly necessary to complete an assignment.

We need economic SUSTAINABILITY not growth. Everything
on earth that grows rapidly will eventually crash.
Diversify! The oil fields will not last forever.

Promoting jobs outside of the oil and gas industries - yes,
Eliminating life-long (or double) pensions for government
they bring in money now, but they won't last forever. Use the officials that have only worked 4 years in a post. Their
funds to diversify our economy now.
pensions should work like CPP like anyone else.
Eliminate loop-holes that allow employees to get paid double
time for covering another's shift when they cancelled their
own.
Stop funding private education and health care - the rich
don't need anymore money.
T0B

Necessary expenditures - maintaining roads, schools,
hospitals, etc.

Defund unnecessary surgeries and procedures from health
coverage - things like abortions, some plastic surgery, etc.

Perhaps give employment incentives to especially small
business, or those willing to take a chance on new graduates or
people without experience.
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T4A

Health, education, economic recovery

I believe we have an excellent health system but it is
expensive and very slow. I believe we have a top heavy
system - with layers of consultants, senior and middle
managers and their support staff including admin assistants
and research assistants. I would like to see a huge reduction
in the top of the pyramid - and turn the pyramid upside down
so that the bulk of the money goes to frontline workers and
resources. We should have sufficient emergency/urgent
care services to move people through quickly. We need
facilities - efficient additional surgery suites for specialists to
reduce wait times for orthopaedics, cancer treatment, etc.
Unfortunately, just asking the system to reduce usually
means they reduce at the frontline. I know cutting managers
often is expensive - with payouts, etc. Also managers don’t
cut themselves. 17(1)
- before it became
like a private corporation - 17(1) a medical officer of health
and a Director of Nursing - supervisors managed about 50
frontline staff and there was nothing in between. Now there
is a sense of entitlement, like Bank CEOs.
I believe the Education system is patterned after Health with the same bureaucratic layers - please cut the fat at the
top and the middle.
I am not familiar with other departments - but again, frontline
services is where the dollar should go. I don’t believe
anyone working for government should be making more than
$200,000/year. After all, they are in service positions.

T3A

Public education and public healthcare.

Raise corporate taxes.

T2K

This is not my area of expertise - I believe we need to get our oil
workers back to work; offer re-training or skills development to
those who need it, encourage small business and provide
guidance so that they are successful. Offer trades and
business courses in the school system so that students can
support themselves when they come out of school. Times are
changing, with online shopping taking over our retailers.

Research what is in demand. (Eg. Replacing plastic with
biodegradable products) Invest. Generate jobs.
Diversifying our economy, supporting the most vulnerable, This question is framed to encourage responses that focus Actually support diversification. This roller coaster we are on
only on spending--budgets reflect an organization's values
and building communities (via physical and social
has hurt Albertans for generations--and usually the working and
middle classes most. Oil and gas are not evil, but they do have
and include both expenditures and revenue. If the UCP
infrastructure). So far, this government has shown its
large environmental and economic costs. We've GOT to support
government wants to focus on cutting spending, then
commitment to rewarding already-profitable large
new ways to building our economy, and the creative industries
remove subsidies for private education. If the UCP
companies with a tax cut at the same it de-indexed AISH;
repealed tax credits for new and growing industries like film, government wants to address the fuller picture of the budget, as well as the humanities support the economy while balancing
TV, and gaming; hammered education; and downloaded
then consider realigning the corporate tax structure to
human interests.
costs onto rural and urban municipalities. The UCP's
include small, medium, and large corporations: 2% for small
priorities are not Alberta's priorities and this government
businesses, 7% for mid-sized businesses, and 12% for large
has already hurt so many--only to forecast returning to
businesses.
balance in the same fiscal year as the NDP government
forecast under its budgets.
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T4B

Balancing the budget. We can't continue to pass this debt
onto our kids.

Cutting excessive management, not the front line staff. We
We should continue to put pressure onto the federal
don't need so many high paid managers in offices that do not government to have the energy east and the trans mountain
see the public.
pipelines finished in a reasonable amount of time.

Standing up to miss information in the media and social
media. Oil use is not going away if everyone changes to
electric cars and paper shopping bags!! Oil use will be
reduced but oil is used in most things!
Inform the public that Alberta is the driving economic force
in Canada not a money sucking province like Quebec. Job
creation by Starbucks and Tims are not a long term solution.
The public needs to see that a green economy will result in
good paying job losses as any technological advancement
will be produced off shore as we earn to much per hour to
support production of anything here, look at jobs in the auto
industry that are leaving Canada and causing a slowing
economy in Ontario.
T8H
T8H

T8A

Health care and education, infrastructure

War room, lower our mp’s wages to become on par with
other provinces. No large bonuses and severances.
Restoring the helps and jobs you have already taken away. Discarding the panels, etc., that complement the
Minimum incomes for food, clothing and shelter. Health
government's own conspiracy theories (e.g. the "war room").
care. Education. Ignore the private sector. In most cases, it Stop subsidizing successful industries such as oil and gas.
can take care of itself. Ensuring that everyone pays their fair There are efficiencies that could be had in our medical
share of taxes.
system (see Danielle Martin's book, "Better Now" for a few
suggestions). Put caps on public sector administrative
salaries, some of which are out of line with the
responsibilities some of these people have. Eliminate
unnecessary positions in the public service.
Ask school boards and hospitals not to hire personnel who Bring back health care premiums for those earning $60,000 a
have nothing to do with the work at hand. School boards
year or more.
are top heavy in management.
The rest of low wage earners should be subsidized. This
Inclusive learning is expensive with having to hire many
system worked well in the 1980s.
educational assistants for each school. Ten or so central
locations could be had for each large school board to
educate the students who are in need of extra support.
Qualified teachers and aides would then be more effective in
these special school locations. Regular classroom teachers
could then teach more effectively without having to often
stop the instructional time in order to discipline or motivate
unwilling students.
Education and Healthcare

Get gas and oil to market, diversify. Nuclear power.
Encourage movement toward a carbon free economy. There is
lots of room there for growth in jobs. That one area may be the
key to Alberta's future prosperity.
Why are there no questions are where additional revenue could
be raised?

Incentives for small business owners.....so that they can hire
more workers.

MLA salaries and Premier salary. Cut expense budget on
Support pipelines being built. Stop cutting public sector grants
things like private flights and excessive spending by
and budgets.
government officials. Put in place a province wide sales tax.
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T5P

Education, Health Care and the programs that support our
most vulnerable, not make the rich richer.

Tax big business. They generate the most income, they
should pay the most tax instead of the least.
Not provide big payouts to oil companies who pay off their
bills, close up shop and then move out of Alberta. How
many billions could have been saved. In what ways did this
save money at the time it was given out?

Education is our future and not just education in how oil/trade
workers is what we need. If our province is to succeed, it will
be in the hands of the children who will be a product of their
learning.. and they are learning that currently they don't matter
to this province and the reliance on only oil is unsustainable.

Eliminate the war room. This should be labelled the
"arrogance" room.
Add a PST to support the debt until it is gone
Efficiencies in existing systems such as health care and
education.

T5S

None.

T8E

Health care and education

By not handing out corporate tax breaks that have been
proven to not create jobs.

T2L

I am extremely concerned about wildfire prevention and
safety. I don't think enough is being done on this front. If
there are big fires in the next couple of years, there will be
hell to pay, in light of recent cuts.
Doubt the government will truly listen or give albertans the
real results of this survey.

Big fires are expensive. catch them while you can

T7Z

They should cut management jobs and not front line
workers.

Continue to focus on reducing the noise around climate change
by addressing things that can have an actual impact. Also
contine to push for our energy sector while identifying the
positives of Canadian energy in the world marketplace.
By supporting our well-developed tech industry, as well as by
keeping public services well-funded so that albertans are well
taken care of and keep their jobs
As soon as you have to hire crews from out of province, the bill
is going to go through the roof. Hire good people internally and
put them to work.

Cut from the top! Not the bottom where the work is done. Cut Definitely not by cutting frontline alberta health workers and not
top salaries and reduce management. Reduce politician
by cutting teachers. That will hurt our economy.
spending.
Also taking our CPP to invest in Poorly in AIMCO is wrong!!!!!! i
Implement a sales tax instead of hurting education and
totally disagree. This is my money that I worked hard for and
health care.
the provincial government should keep its hands off my CPP!!!!

Public Education funding should not be cut. Our Province is
growing and we need our teachers. We also need our
However you didnt listen to teachers regarding their pension
healthcare.
so doubtful prov govt will listen to these ideas.
The government should NOT implement our own Alberta
Pension as that is a waste of money. We should not be
using all our Albertan tax dollars to invest solely in oil.
I disagree with our own Tax Collection as Federal govt CRA
employees in Albert will lose their jobs - how is that helping
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T7Z

Doubt the government will truly listen or give albertans the
real results of this survey.
They should cut management jobs and not front line
workers.

Cut from the top! Not the bottom where the work is done. Cut Definitely not by cutting frontline alberta health workers and not
top salaries and reduce management. Reduce politician
by cutting teachers. That will hurt our economy.
spending.
Also taking our CPP to invest in Poorly in AIMCO is wrong!!!!!! i
Implement a sales tax instead of hurting education and
totally disagree. This is my money that I worked hard for and
health care.
the provincial government should keep its hands off my CPP!!!!

Public Education funding should not be cut. Our Province is
However you didnt listen to teachers regarding their pension
growing and we need our teachers. We also need our
so doubtful prov govt will listen to these ideas.
healthcare.
The government should NOT implement our own Alberta
Pension as that is a waste of money. We should not be
using all our Albertan tax dollars to invest solely in oil.
I disagree with our own Tax Collection as Federal govt CRA
employees in Albert will lose their jobs - how is that helping

T7Z

Doubt the government will truly listen or give albertans the
real results of this survey.
They should cut management jobs and not front line
workers.

Cut from the top! Not the bottom where the work is done. Cut Definitely not by cutting frontline alberta health workers and not
top salaries and reduce management. Reduce politician
by cutting teachers. That will hurt our economy.
spending.
Also taking our CPP to invest in Poorly in AIMCO is wrong!!!!!! i
Implement a sales tax instead of hurting education and
totally disagree. This is my money that I worked hard for and
health care.
the provincial government should keep its hands off my CPP!!!!

Public Education funding should not be cut. Our Province is
growing and we need our teachers. We also need our
However you didnt listen to teachers regarding their pension
healthcare.
so doubtful prov govt will listen to these ideas.
The government should NOT implement our own Alberta
Pension as that is a waste of money. We should not be
using all our Albertan tax dollars to invest solely in oil.
I disagree with our own Tax Collection as Federal govt CRA
employees in Albert will lose their jobs - how is that helping

T0L

Seniors
Private education options - parental choice

Education - teacher salaries; get back to basics
Environment
Culture and Women
Immigration

T0M

Health care I assume is the most costly for taxpayers. We
seem to have great and fast clinics for testing and these are
always full of people . I assume the people waiting are all
eligible but appears lots are new Canadians. I wonder if
Federal government should be increasing their share as I
assume Alberta doesn’t have a great say on who gets in
(and if they already have health problems) it will affect
Alberta tax payers.

Should also look at welfare and provincial aid services. I
have heard rumours about payouts to people who don’t
actually live permanently in Alberta but also that we basically
have no Investigators to check on these cases.

Lower taxes and refuse to collect the "Carbon" tax
Fight the Federal government that is sabotaging the Canadian
economy and hamstringing Alberta's economy
Stand up to Unions and cut the fluff
Curb municipal grants in relation to their over taxation of
business
Try to modernize and switch to programs using newest
technologies available.
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T5Z

Education and healthcare

T3A

Public Funded Education including post-secondary, as an
educated workforce is the only way that we can grow our
economy. Public support of Alberta Health Care will ensure
we have a healthy workforce which will boost the
productivity of workers. Focusing on preventative health
care will also employ many Albertans in meaningful work
while decreasing the health care costs associated with
hospitalization, disabilities and inability to work in the
economy.
The health and welfare of those living in our province - that Get rid of your "War Room"; collect taxes from companies
includes safety (police/fire/paramedics), medical services
owing the government - no one should be able to have a free
and personnel, education (proper funding of institutions,
ride.
teachers and assistants) and affordable housing for seniors
and low income citizens. People NEED to come first.

T3L

Taxing the wealthy class more; cutting back on salaries,
pensions, and personal spending claims of politicians; stop
providing subsidies for large companies
We could reduce corporate tax cutes and insist that oil
companies fund the environmental clean up of abandoned
well sites instead of the tax payer. Cancelling the obviously
ridiculous anti-defamation committee which only rewards
UCP supporters would save a lot of money.

Continue to fund and expand the affordable childcare program;
make vocational training/educations accessible
It should support job creation and economic growth by reinstating grants for innovation, the film industry and other nonoil and gas businesses. It should ensure that Alberta has a
very well educated workforce to attract the newly created nonoil and gas relaed industries.

Support new technologies that reduce our carbon footprint and
the overall health of our planet.

T0E

looking after our infrastructure, our roads are in deplorable less bureaucrats, less spending on studies and more action, by fixing the infrastructure and reinvesting in our province and
conditions, our hospitals in bad shape and understaffed and there are many government positions that are unnecessary, its citizens.
over staffed with supervisory positions, our schools and
run the government to be accountable
education system are under staffed with teachers and over
staffed with supervisory position and the same in our
government too many bureaucrats lets get back to bsscis

T4M

Children, Youth, Clients with Disabilities, EDUCATION,
Health care, research

T6C

T7X

CEO's Salaries - Not cancelling contracts costing a billion
dollars. Introduce health care premiums and Provincial Sales
tax so everyone shares the burden. Quit with the legal
battles you know you can't win.
Continue basic operation and programs, with a view of living Cut government departments that are not of dire necessity,
within our means. It will be tough in the near term, yet if we discontinue safe injection sites (ultimately not needed and
keep spending without a view towards paying off our
not necessary), cut funding for special interest groups like
accumulated deficit (exacerbated by our previous NDP
gays and lesbians, cut funding for abortions.
With teachers, doctors, nurses and other professionals these
government) we will be in worse shape down the road.
can afford to take a little pay cut or a wage freeze until our
spending and deficit are under control - preferable when our
deficit is paid off and we are in a position cash flow position
as a Province. Keep doing the good work. Together we can
come through this difficult and challenging time.

refineries, manufacturing companies, world class health
facilities and research, agriculture.

Schools (education) & health care

Politician travel & per diems

Promote & support pipeline creation

Seniors, healthcare ,education

Not sure

Focus on other things other than oil and gas diversification

Encourage small and medium business through low taxes and
cut minimum wages a bit or at least keep minimum wages low
(between $10 and $12 an hour).
Promote our energy industry (oil, gas, coal, wind and solar).
Continue to support our farm and ranch industry.
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T8A

T0J

t6c

T6H

T9s

Stop spending! Get control of the massive debt.
Get control of labour costs. We still have the most civil
servants per capita in Canada with not the best results by
far. there are far to many managers in health care, education
and government.
Some "managers" are making around $200.00/yr and
supervise 3 or 4 people? This I know for a fact.
Doctors in this province do very well and will NOT take any
cutbacks why?
The unions are very strong in this country and are not
working for the good! They block oil and gas projects and
support cororate welfare spending
Stop subsidizing corporations, the petrochemical industry
i.e. the Sturgeon Refinery is a big multimillion dollar
government boondoogle
Stop wasting money on "energy diversification"
Get the U.C.P War Room functioning properly /
professionally and make sure its effective and worth the
money spent so the rest of the haters, and liberal media
cant't keep making fun of it.
etc I could go on and on and on
Infrastructure-highways, bridges, pipelines, power
generation, refining
Healthcare in rural areas
Education that is performance based only in the nonliberalarts subjects...i.e. mathematics chemistry physics..not
history or English.
Affordable seniors' housing , other affordable housing,
raises for mid and lower incomes to keep people out of debt,
more hospitals and schools , more refineries and pipelines
to keep up with the U.S. ,mentally handicapped to be cared
for in institutions and not in homes with one or two care
givers, stiffer penalties for most crimes
The government needs to focus on better funding
environmental monitoring and strengthening our universal
health care system.

Find savings in the massive government labour pool, and the
incredible benefit packages that come the this employment.
You may not be aware but the abuse of the benefit system in
gov generally is out of control. In the correction system the
unionized employees are and have been for some time totally
ripping off the system by way of sick time, personal tome,
moving time, PTST claims that come with WCB, counselling
massages etc, etc that go on for years. The middle managers
who have to deal with this are not unionized and are not
people who will be able to speak to you!! If you speak to top
bosses you will not hear about it. These managers who deal
with this everyday are giving up on the system.

I am not an expert on this by any means but i do believe that
many people are entrepreneurial by nature and governments
are generally not. All levels of Government esp provincial and
local should foster a climate conducive to business. One that
reduces barriers.
The current leaders of Edmonton and Calgary are not good for
business start ups, they are all "the government should take
care of everyone" and we should be like Vancouver?? the
dream
Perhaps working /partnering with the leaders in smaller centres
would be more useful ie. Westlock, Peace River, St. Paul just a
thought.

By dissolving the AHS Services Board and cancelling the
extensive duplication of work already being done by the
Ministry of Health.
This so called Superboard is costly and absolutely
unnecessary

By continuing to make a healthy venue for investors to create
industrial enterprises and treat the private enterprises who are
already here as well as is possible by reducing their cost of
doing business

Free bus passes to fill our buses and keep cars off the roads, cut red tape, incentives for necessary workers
tax the higher tax bracket and have limits to what C.E.O.s get
, encourage pension and health benefits for all workers so
they can survive without debt.

Increase taxes on the super wealthy to divert back into the
province.

holding large companies accountable and encouraging
economic diversification within Alberta. Support the tech
industry here and allow space for more manufacturing jobs
instead of only focusing on the oil and gas sector.
Education and Health care, if you take care of the people
I think they could look at business and a small increase of
The government needs to focus on education that is equal for
that ‘take care’ of people your community will thrive! Mental tax over a number of years. Not to make a big jump but a
all. This is vital to the future. If we create inequality with
health is important and so are our rural schools. People
gradual increase. Focus on looking where school boards
education, we are creating a gap in society of people of who
deserve to stay and thrive in their communities!
could work together and collaborate rather than compete for can and cannot. Education and health are the two areas where
students. Equity vs equality. I think reducing the number of we can equalize and see people achieve greatness if they come
people working redundant roles to be reconfigured, like thy from not much.
do with teachers, making them take on more responsibility,
allow these people to have more than one role that they are
responsible for in their role.
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T4N

Stop funding private services on government money.
Look at the middle management and down size.
Stop travel claims, decrease your benefits and bonus and
spending accounts. Most people don't have them and they
make a lot less money then government officials.
STOP killing the middle working class people who are
actually trying to make a living and support our cities,
farmers and families.

Stop with the handouts to companies.
Make a budget and stay within it like the average Albertan
needs to do to survive.
Have some common sense.
Maybe consider doing your job as an unpaid, no benefits role
and see the difference it would make in your thinking and
decision making skills.

Not thru privatization!! Copy cat their way of running a business
but do it within public ownership.
Stop being ashamed to be a public organization which is what
you are.

T6J

Maintaining or increasing spending in health care to
continue to provide quality care for all Albertans. This
directly supports all three of the key priorities listed above.

Increase corporate taxation. Increase the income tax of the
top 2 tax brackets (ie: taxing the rich a higher percentage
than the lower and middle classes).

Increasing spending in health care, diversifying Alberta's
economy into additional industries (not just oil and gas)

T1A

Arts, culture, heritage
Health care
Social services

Scaling back any military related spending
Cutting back corporate tax incentives
Taxing oil and gas companies more for non-renewable
resource extraction

T1S

T6H

Supporting small businesses
Supporting arts, culture and heritage organizations to fill their
staffing gaps through increasing operational funding
opportunities.
Supporting renewable energy and new industries.
Education, especially our public schools and post
Rather than focusing on savings, perhaps we should focus
Diversification of Alberta's economy with a specific emphasis
secondary schools. All Albertans will contribute to a future on increasing revenue. The global price of oil is steadily
on tech and re-tooling and re-imagining our energy industry to
Alberta.
decreasing and will continue to decrease. As we have very
be more relevant in the 21st century. The rest of the world is
limited influence on this, we need to shift to new sources of rapidly moving away from fossil fuels as an energy source. We
Health Care industry, especially supports for people with
revenue. Rather than throwing good money after bad in the should capitalize on our current enormous base of skilled
chronic conditions and mental health issues. We should
form of countless panels and the Canadian Energy Centre,
people to move quickly to be a world leader in new energy
strive to be inclusive of all Albertans, rather than moving to perhaps we could use that money to increase our province's sources, just as we were leaders for years in the dying fossil
a two-tier or privatized system.
revenue from burgeoning tech and sustainable energy
fuel industry.
markets.
Diversification of economy with a specific emphasis on tech
A trickle-down economy simply does not work. To increase
and re-tooling and re-imagining our energy industry to be
government revenue, we need to increase the tax rate on the
more relevant in the 21st century. The rest of the world is
highest earners and cut loopholes that allow them to get out of
rapidly moving away from fossil fuels as an energy source.
paying their share.
We should capitalize on our current enormous base of
skilled people to move quickly to be a world leader in new
energy sources, just as we were leaders for years in the
dying fossil fuel industry.

Establishing new alternative energy sectors and recycling Increase the time spent in office in regards to earning full
plants. This will provide a means to transition out of our
pension. In what world does someone get a full pension for
dependency of fossil fuels and help with environmental
serving only 2 terms ( what i understand is 8yrs of service).
concerns. Eg. Production and implementation of solar,
wind, and biofuel . Recycling plants to deal with the plastics
crisis and enable production of synthetic fuels from these
plastics and other organics.

See the first statement
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T3B

T2K

T6W

T8a

Keep doctors & nurses that we have working, We went
through a bad time after Ralph Klein laid off a lot of them. It
set us back. Also the ones still here have gone through
many salary cutbacks over the years & they have stayed but
if it keeps up we will lose them & not be able to get others.
University is expensive.
Get the pipeline built & put the oil workers back to work. I
just talked to someone who managed to keep his company &
all his employees working. We need to get the oil fields back
functioning. Talk to the Indian bands as you should have at
the beginning.
Get the veterans off the streets & into housing
As you have not come close to meeting your three
objectives due to such severe cuts and lifting of caps on
various things, regular Albertans are hurting more now than
before your election!
Heatlth care: specifically the super lab and the cancer
centre, supporting long term care and in-place aging
initiatives, trimming fat from CEO and boards not front line
workers and support staff (includes education as well)
Education: reinstitute $25 a day day-care, put the caps back
on, you messed with minimum wage to make it harder to
earn a decent salary to live in Calgary and be a productive
member of society. Tuition is soaring, busing costs are
back, resources are being mishandled, you have managed
to squeeze the average Calgarian, seniors especially, on
every aspect of our lives.
Seniors and veterans under your jurisdiction as well as the
disabled. Stop interfering with people's benefits,drugs and
drug plans,support research and development of new drugs
or coverage to make life more enjoyable and comfortable for
the citizens of this province.

Get our money back from all the big companies you gave it See "spending priorities".
to.
Businesses are already getting tax cuts at the expense of
Quit sending money to Quebec especially if they keep
residential.
refusing to let our pipelines go through.
We must be on the brink of bankruptcy the way you are
spending money we don't have.
Tell the unions to find cutbacks of their own. The union
people make plenty of money compared to people working in
private industry if they are fortunate to have a job.

Disseminate the war room - ridiculous idea.
Reduce cabinet, reduce the amount of travel taken by cabinet
and monitor all MLA's expenses carefully.
Increase corporate tax, modestly.

Start by diversifying and welcoming with open arms new,
innovative and up and coming businesses and industry: tech,
film, to name two to start.
Oil and gas is a no starter and long past its prime.
Support small businesses and start ups as they are much
closely linked to our community than any multi-national
corporation is.
Put the caps back on insurance, tuition, and any other area that
you removed it, all you did was take money from hard working
Albertans and funnel it to insurance companies, which seems
to help their bottom lines, but not average Albertans.
It's the PEOPLE of Alberta that need OUR money in OUR
pockets to spend in their communities to keep the economy
ticking not industry or corporations who need OUR money!

Teachers and educational assistants.

Tax the corporations, don’t gut the public service. There is
reason we have public service- to support the children and
families of this province.

Incentives to companies who hire ‘regular’ people, not the
boss’ daughter or a friend’s relative. Too much nepotism is
occurring.

-Get rid of War Room (seriously)
-Get back carbon tax so Alberta can use it
-Reduce tax breaks for large corporations (especially since
they go to Texas anyways)

-Bring back initiatives for small businesses (tech companies)
-Diversify economy beyond oil and gas (seriously)
-tax large corporations
-consider a PST

Force AHS to reduce middle management.

Get oil to international make. Can upgrader be built in AB.

Medication to those who require it (elderly and those with
serious conditions).
Education-Funding enrollment, give back Classroom
improvement fund, transportation grants, and class size
initiative
Health Care-increase spending to match inflation
Cuts special interest spending. Publicize when special
interest s are at work to distort public perception.
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T5M

Alternative energy education grants, small startup business
grants for alternative energy(not for existing big business in
the oil sector hoping to cash in again), retraining of existing
oilfield workers for other vocations. Small business support
in cottage industry food businesses and cut flowers.

On mowing the highways. NOT necessary, wasteful, and
spreads noxious weeds around the entire province. Also cut
back on management positions in AHS and government
offices. We need more people who work with patients and
customers and not managers.

By encouraging self-starts and not regulating the heck out of all
industries. Cut government programs that benefit the rich and
businesses that should be already standing on their own. Cut
grants and exemptions for polluters in the oil industry.

T9H

Lower public sector costs. We've just endured 4 years of
NDP financial ignorance, favouring unions and left wing
bureaucrats.
Take back the ledger and turn it black. If you have to endure
bad press and a few strikes, too bad. With oil and gas in the
toilet, we can't afford the status quo.
Health
Education
Infrastructure
Tech
Alternative industries to oil and gas
Social programs

Edmonton City council. Hospitals and medical services.
Every public sector union. Everybody else is damn near
broke.

Do what you are doing. And lobby the feds constantly. Although
until we get rid of the kid with the 9 year old IQ it's going to be a
challenge. Work hard on nuclear. It's the future for baseline
power.

Get rid of war room.
Get rid of the tax credits handed out to oil and gas buddies.
Hasn’t proven to be the least bit effective. And has forced
unnecessary cuts to public services.
Fire your Twitter man

Reintroduce carbon tax, yeah I know. Not in the “platform”. It
brought in income, provided funds for alternate industries and
helped prop up overall budget. Was kind of like a provincial
sales tax without the sales tax title. But no, now we pay the
money to the feds instead of keeping it here. Another crucial
blunder.

The budget as we all know has already been put together.
This is a simple exercise to “appease” the masses and to
provide your government with the opportunity to say we all
had input.
Investing in a future successful economy requires a highly
educated population; that means a focus on education at
every level and not cutting back funds for schools and
universities. Focus on technologies which enable a
sustainable development for current and future generations.

This question should read how do we increase revenue. But,
yeah, not the UCP way.

Cancelling the "War Room," using this funds for social
services and healthcare ; collecting outstanding taxes from
businesses and companies; introducing a sales tax.

Developing a vision for the diversification of the economy. It's
about time to end Alberta's dependance on the fossil fuels'
sector.

T8N

Front line health, education and emergency services. Many
other problems would be addressed if this were done well.

1. Mid and upper management in the public service.
Especially health and education. There are too many people
supervising people who don't need supervising. Too many
managers who are not managing anything but themselves.
2. Spending on things that the government should not be
involved in. Businesses and Corporations don't need hand
outs. They need government to get out of the way to let us
hire people and create wealth for all.

They can support job creation by removing barriers to
investment and reducing bureaucracy so the businesses can
focus more resources on growth and thus job creation. Quit
trying to help us.

T3A

education and healthcare

grants for other than oil industry

T1X

Reducing the size of provincial government & demanding
that cities & municipalities do the same if they don't , cut of
funding !!

in education remove provincial achievement tests and
diploma exams
Cut off spending for anything that is not a necessity !!

LOWER taxes for small businesses and personal taxes
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The government should focus on public services. Public
healthcare should not be compromised with a decrease in
nursing funding. Nurses should have adequite time, pay,
and staffing to meet the needs in each hospital in Alberta.
Public Education should not loose any funding or grants.
Class sizes should be within the provincially stated
guidelines with adequite supports for exceptional student in
the form of assessments for coding and supports, as well as
enough Educational Assistants to support learning. The
planned curriculum update should go through.
Social services should not be compromised. Children living
in poverty, mental health supports for youth, and supports
for people living with disabilities should be a priorty in this
province.

T5T

T1B

T1S

T9E

Enforce taxation of oil and gas industries.
Create a task force to clean up abandoned oil extraction
sites, and fine the companies for abandoning the sites. This
can also create jobs for those who have been laid off in the
industry.

Education and health care.

Development of urbanization of the ice district/downtown.
Too much is being invested in transforming the downtown
area for the wealthy to use.
Why is the government going to loose 114 million dollars
Why is the government going to loose 114 million dollars
over the next 4 years in AGLC Cannabis distribution system, over the next 4 years in AGLC Cannabis distribution system,
why are you not adopting the Sask. and Ontario models
why are you not adopting the Sask. and Ontario models
where the product is sold direct to the stores. Fresher
where the product is sold direct to the stores. Fresher
product lower prices.
product lower prices.
Health and Education
You can only cut so much. It’s quite clear that Alberta needs
to instate a sales tax.

Cuts to Immigration in the interm , merit based candidates
that have the needed educational background + language
skills required .
Cut backs to provincial government programs &
unnecessary hiring practices when our province is in crisis
mode . 50 thousand were added to the government payroll
under the previous administration, how did we manage
before that point in time ???
There has been so much emphasis on new construction that
maintenance of existing roads, structures have been
neglected. Rome wasn't built over night and that's what the
political bodies have been trying to do in the past

See the above , in addition, promotion of made in Alberta
programs that enhance Pension Plan Contributions , a
Provincial Police force tuned into the pulse of Alberta as
opposed to what we now have now. This would provide a
much more comprehensive structure to law enforcement ,in
tune with the province, while being controlled locally .

There seems to be an exorbitant amount of government
employee wages going out. Maybe these employees should
do there jobs so it doesn't take 3 of them to install a light
bulb

See above- create a task force to clean up abandoned oil
extraction sites.
Provide adequate funding for social services, creating jobs for
nurses, teachers, and para-professionals in healthcare and
education.

Continue to invest in Canadian businesses. Welcome forging
investment to boost job creation.
Keep taxes low, eliminate regulations cut staff and reduce the
size or overall government.

While I agree that we need to continue investing in our oil and
gas industry I don’t think we can only focus on it. Let’s start to
focus on creating industry in other forms of energy, tourism or
manufacturing.
Promoting this province worldwide when it comes to our
Engineering & Educational talents related to the Oil & Gas
recovery. Leading edge technology ,Alberta home grown
intellectual ability when it comes to new oil & gas enhancement
methods related to recovery & refining etc.

lets face it. Alberta is a resource rich province. Yes it needs to
be produced in a responsible manner but when there is so
much resources being brought into Canada and not being used
from our back yards; something is gravely wrong there
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t8n

Health - (the usual)plus doctor recruitment, options for
private-ish health services i.e. if someone has the means to
go to a private clinic for certain procedures, they should be
encouraged to do this and free up space in the system. As it
is, there are a whole series of private services available for
important needs: dental is private, private education is
available, psychologists are private, and the list goes on.
Economic drivers - entrepreneurship, foreign investment,
etc.

- Amalgamating small towns. There are too many
- Brand Alberta as the place to be for entrepreneurs. This can
municipalities each with their own administration, elections, become a global campaign as well. New idea you want to test?
etc.
Do it in Alberta. want to keep start-up costs low? Come to
Alberta...
- Alberta School Boards Association and other similar lobby
bodies need to have funding capped. Fees are paid through - I am pleased with the attempts to bring foreign investment
public education dollars and do not serve Albertans, let
back to Alberta.
alone students.
- find ways to encourage and assist the "gig economy".
- There should be a way to put the burden of managing and
collecting unpaid municipal bylaw violations that do not have
to go through the provincial courts. Barking dog issues,
noisy party matters, and photo radar tickets from 200+
municipalities adds cost and time to the provincial system.
Municipalities benefit from the revenue, but I don't know how
much they compensate the province for the administrative
burden created by peace officer tickets.

T1B

Education, social programs, health care and infrastructure

T2C

Health care, education, diverisification, job creation

T0K

Drug treatment and rehab, the streets don't feel safe like
they use to.

T2E

Paying off the debt

T1K

Climate Action, Education, Health Care

Eliminate the "War Room"

T6M

Wages and salaries in government departments and higher
education are out of line with the private sector and need to
be rolled back, considerably, starting at the top. Also, it
appears as though a lot of managers have been hired in the
past 10 years which should be evaluated by doing an overall
program review. I'd start with a program review in Alberta
Environment and Parks which has a top-heavy
organizational structure.
Tax breaks to refineries to process heavy oil into finished
product (gasoline, diesel, jet fuel etc

Streamline the judicial system for what are relatively minor
Downsize the public service and free up money to attract new
offenses that really don't warrant a court appearance and
investments in Alberta's economy by offering incentives to
take up time for judges and prosecutors that could be easily attract new business opportunities.
handled by specified penalties instead of long forms for
court appearances. There seems to be a lot of new staff in
the Justice and Solicitor General department based on the
number of sheriffs I see in Alberta nowadays.

T4P

T1s

Education, health care, seniors

By not providing corporate tax cuts and by not wasting
money on creating useless panels, focus groups and a
media war room. Implement a sales tax, like all other
provinces have.
Close down that stupid war room, total waste of money,
along with the tax break for oil companies who are leaving
Alberta anyways. Stop with all the frivolous court cases, that
have already been lost by other provinces.

By diversifying our economy and giving incentives for
renewable energy

Ensuring foreign trained doctors are compensated well and
remain in Alberta and come to Alberta. Foreign trained
doctors don't cost the Alberta government anything for k-12
or for their medical training, then they come for merely their
productive years, meaning they provide large cost savings
overall.
Privatizing health care and education

By ensuring that Alberta is a leader in future industries. We
need to sell the high vacancy in especially in Calgary along with
it's highly educated work force.

Lose the cut and slash project to health care, education. Hire
unemployed to clean up abandoned oil wells and have the oil
companies pay for them.. NOT THE TAXPAYERS!!!!! Open more
cannabis growing plants, seems to be a demand for that crap
even though I don't agree with it even being legal.

Reduce taxes, cut regulations and get out of the way of the free
market
By supporting renewable energy

Cut union at the top. Increase workers and reduce
Drop corporate tax to zero for 10 years (only on Alberta product
management (education and health care). If left to the unions development ie. finished products not raw product)
they will cut services so people will complain.
Tax oil companies like all of us
Cut bureaucracy
Invest in future technologies
Get a new deal
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T5L

Invest in ways to attract businesses to Alberta

Yes. We are facing record levels of taxation to support
government programs that don't produce a return on
investment that makes sense. Cut unnecessary regulations
and overspending on marginal programs.

Yes!!! But by encouraging private sector investment and
solutions. Government spending is not a promise of economic
outcomes. Because civil servants are not investing their own
personal money, so accountability is pretty much non-existent.

T4H

This is a horrible, biased survey. Shame on you!!! I can
answer it as many times as I want (so how will you know
how many actual respondents you had vs. responses?).
Additionally, you should be asking about REVENUE sources
and not just expenditures. Revenue sources could be and
should be TAXES. This includes a PST and Carbon Tax, as
well as not giving MY hard-earned money away to oil
corporations who don't give an actual flying fuck about any
of us. That was the most reckless thing I've ever seen any
government do.

This is a horrible, biased survey. Shame on you!!! I can
answer it as many times as I want (so how will you know how
many actual respondents you had vs. responses?).
Additionally, you should be asking about REVENUE sources
and not just expenditures. Revenue sources could be and
should be TAXES. This includes a PST and Carbon Tax, as
well as not giving MY hard-earned money away to oil
corporations who don't give an actual flying fuck about any
of us. That was the most reckless thing I've ever seen any
government do.

DIVERSITY THE ECONOMY. Focus on renewables and climate
change adaptation and mitigation (including for the farms of
central and southern Alberta who will be in a dire situation
shortly). Stop cutting. INVEST while interest rates are LOW.
This is a horrible, biased survey. Shame on you!!! I can answer
it as many times as I want (so how will you know how many
actual respondents you had vs. responses?). Additionally, you
should be asking about REVENUE sources and not just
expenditures. Revenue sources could be and should be TAXES.
This includes a PST and Carbon Tax, as well as not giving MY
hard-earned money away to oil corporations who don't give an
actual flying fuck about any of us. That was the most reckless
thing I've ever seen any government do.

T3C

Give public schools back their money.

T1J

Diversifying the economy, public health care and education
resources for Albertans.

Cut the war room. 30 million dollars+ to actively work against Recognise the value of the arts and support them. Both in
the future of this country and this planet makes absolutely
schools and in the broader public.
Divesting from Alberta's oil economy. Our landscape is one no sense.
Diversify.
of the ripest in Canada to be used for ACTUALLY renewable
energy resources. Imagine the jobs and money that could be
Support a guaranteed basic income to ensure every citizen can
made and the positive environmental impacts if the Alberta
afford to live (and spend) in this province.
government actually cared about meeting any kind of
significant GHG emissions reduction target.
Support re-training programs that help transition away from an
oil based economy.
Re-training programs for oil and gas workers to support the
shift to renewable energy sources. People are against the
change because they are scared for their livelihood, and that
Support more green iniatives.
is fair, we cannot disregard literally saving our planet to
ensure the jobs of a small amount of the population.

Close the "War Room" a colossal waste of money! Look at
how "top heavy" AHS is and stop attacking the front-line
workers.

By diversifying...…...oil and gas are over.
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T3Z

I government needs to offer additional support for
individuals with chronic, incurable conditions which require
support to stay alive, eg. type 1 diabetes, cystic fibrosis.
These patients represent only a small percentage of
government spend, but enabling them to make the correct
choices to support good health and not end up in hospital
beds and a drain on the system is good fiscal policy. Enable
them to obtain the latest in technology advances to keep
there conditions in good order will save the government
vast sums of money in minimizing the cost incurred by
complications. Closed loop diabetes management systems,
sensors to read blood glucose and report to diabetic pumps
to enable automated corrective actions will reduce the
amount of complications type 1 diabetics endure which way
heavily in $$ on the system. Offer free dental care which
would encourage many more people to move here,
companies to possible move here due to benefits for their
employees and Alberta government wins by increasing tax
base.

T4E

Pay off debt!!!! Government is screwing my grand kids!

t6w

T2Y

Streamline processes, automate services such as
prescription renewals, appointment bookings, lab bookings,
this will eliminate $$ and make for a more productive and
efficient system.

- Wage freezes. DO NOT cut pay. It is terribly unfair
especially for younger government employees who are
typically overextended with mortgages, car loans, etc..
- Cut expense accounts.
- Demand each department submit a plan for a 10% reduction
in expenses.
- cut the horrendous waste from the medical system.
- SMALLER GOVERNMENT!!!!!
Transportation this little cold spell we just had cost me $848 Take services from less frequented routes or times when
I moved to my area because I was promised public
certain routes are not needed. Just saw a bus yesterday
transportation access but 2 years later there is nothing! I
morning completely empty off of Henday and 153 Ave at
can't afford this!
approx. 10:20 am. Empty bus except the driver. Yet not one
to service new subdivisions that are full of people depending
on service.
More than ever we need to prepare young people for their
There is always talk about savings within government itself,
futures. Instead of reducing the amount of resources for
but that does not seem to be where nearly enough (if any)
them, this is a time to strengthen their resources so they
cuts are made. We continuously hear about major spending
can broaden their ability to serve a useful and essential role on travel and other events by politicians; each politicians
in society. Education isn't only about textbook and classes, appears to have a very well serviced office with many
it is about building capacity and encouraging growth and
employees. Every government department I have had to
knowledge. Professors are stretched to their maximum now work with is very well staffed and funded and I am not aware
just trying to get essentials done and that is with a lot of non- of anyone who has to volunteer 2-4 hours of overtime every
paid overtime hours --let us do what we prepared ourselves day and numerous hours on the weekend just to get their job
to do and that is to instill knowledge and create critical
done. Either governments need to find ways to work more
thinking your people with initiative and desire to be highly
efficient (which is something that is not visible) or require
effective in their environments, whatever that may be.
staff to volunteer hours to get their jobs done. In education,
we don't know what a 9 to 5 job means and our families,
along with us, suffer for this.

Government needs to encourage companies to come into
Alberta and set up head offices or transfer head offices by
selling our province and giving companies incentives to move
here; lower their taxes, give them tax breaks and other
incentives...sell the fact that the cost of housing, fuel, is less
and our services are better (health care, etc.)

- Cut taxes and regulation to promote business.
- Do not stick your noses into the business world just give it the
tools to succeed.

quality education too many people are just rammed through
systems without actual apprenticeships resulting in insecurities
and job related accidents.

I am very aware that we need to make cuts, but making cuts in
areas that prepare individuals for jobs and economic growth is
not the way to go. Governments need to continue to look for
inefficiencies and possibly departments or parts of department
services that we do not even need. Take banks, for example,
making record amount of money have cut back tremendously of
their services and made people more responsible for many of
the services. This is not an entirely bad thing as it keep people
who may have become dependent on others for doing
everything for them, involved, and in many cases still learning
and being productive. I am 17(1)
and still work full-time
and do everything in my job and personal life online and with
very little support.
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T5T

Justice department. Hire more prosecutors get the back log
cleared up. Too many cases are being dismissed. Criminals
think there are no real consequences. Health care needs to
be a priority. 17(1)

I feel as if regular Albertans don’t count, only
the very rich and oil companies.

T3J

Education - all levels
Health Care, including funding nurses. And doctors. Safe
consumption sites and mental health

T5E

Education, healthcare and support for the jobs lost through
the new govt

Stop giving money away to oil companies! Most of those
jobs will never come back because they have been
automated. The break in property taxes is going to cripple
the municipalities that have been depending on that revenue.
If the UCP wants to do that then they should take the hit and
help out the municipalities. Stop spending ridiculous
amounts of money to undo everything the previous
government did. It’s a waste of money and costs more in the
long run. Example: taking the cap off insurance rates. What
did the government think was going to happen? Now
average people are dealing with up to 30% increases!
Nobody can afford that. Now a committee has been formed to
investigate (more money being spent). If the cap has been
left this wouldn’t be an expensive problem! The war room is
a travesty. There is no transparency or accountability. It is
unfoipable so everything can be hidden there. It has been
nothing but an embarrassment from the targets it has gone
after (a small newspaper) to the logo debacle. I for one would
like to know if Jason Kenney draws a salary from the war
room. That would be corruption at the highest level and
another place to save money because he is NOT entitled to
two salaries.

DIVERSIFY! It would be great if we boomed again with the oil
industry, but that’s not likely to happen. To cover ourselves we
need to look at alternate fields of work that pay living wages.
We need to invest in tech companies and green energy as well.
This is something I feel passionate about. We need to hire more
prosecutors, more police, more social workers, and more
immigration personnel. This might overlap a bit with the federal
government. These are all jobs that need to be filled we have
backlogs that can be crippling. So many criminal cases are
thrown out every year because we can’t prosecute them in a
timely manner. The message this sends to criminals is that
there is a good chance that even if you are caught there are no
real consequences. We need the more probation officers to
help supervise them if they are not given jail time. 17(1)

Social workers help
tackle all sorts of issues that can drain our resources. They can
help people get help whether it’s with food, shelter, or medicine
before they have to hospitalized with serious issues that could
have been avoided. They also help people get the skills they
need to get a job so they can become independent. Immigration
files are backed up as well. We need people to get through
these files and get the ones deported that do not meet canadian
standards. All of these are good jobs, which means people
make a salary that they can live of and have disposable income.
All of these jobs pay income tax. The important part here is
disposable income, the money that comes back into the
economy through eating out etc. A big problem now is many
families are just barely getting by (especially with the insurance
rate hikes) and they have no money to shop for non essentials.
Without that disposable income restaurants and stores will
suffer and their employees will lose their jobs. Another very
important thing to remember is that the cost of living keeps
Eliminating the energy “war room”.
Restore grant funding for film and software
Reducing travel of government employees.
Stop the war room and damaging alberta’s reputation
Stop challenging the federal carbon tax
Accept climate change and put forward meaningful
environmental programs
Open way for economic growth in renewables
Increase business taxes, increase personal taxes for wealthy By not dissolving positions in healthcare, but not cutting back
individuals, bring back the carbon tax.
on education, by increasing educational supports, by
increasing supports for those who need them.
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T0E

MSI funding needs to be reliable and consistent in order for Cutting the ‘war room’.
Whoever savings are found should not be on the backs of
communities to plan.
the most vulnerable.
Assisting tourist communities needs to be further
addressed in order to help the small tax base in these
communities (for example, Jasper, a community of 5,000
people with an influx of over 2M visitors per year). The
province (and feds) get a lot of benefit from tourism
communities and should assist these communities in order
for them to claim a small ‘tax’ from visitors.

The wheel does not need to be re-invented. There are many
community development models and organizations out there
which have been successful. This government needs to be
intent on the longer term success of the province with oil and
gas NOT being it! We need to be open and welcoming to IT,
education, technology, the film industry, etc. which will
encouraged and welcomed with incentives to bring their
expertise to the province. Again, look at offering assistance to
‘tourism’ communities to assist in dealing with infrastructure
issues and marketing.

Infrastructure needs to be addressed
Climate change should a top priority
Get rid of the useless “war room” and re-visit the issues of
health and wellness of our province. For example cutting of
nurses, reduction of AISH benefits, issues with education.
Please do NOT take us back to the Klein years. It was a
disaster which took us years to recover from. We need to
be thinking ahead, not just focusing on today.
Also please address diversity in our employment in this
province. We cannot continue to count on oil and gas
revenues. Again, I will point out that we have other
‘industries’ in this province other than oil and gas.
Please do not waste any funds on exploring the idea of
municipal elections being of a political nature. That is the
strength of our municipal governments in each community
in the diversity of the elected officials and lack of ‘larger
political’ influence in decision making. Keep partisanship
out of our municipal politics.
T0C

Breaking down interprovincial barriers to trade. Getting the
pipelines built. Keeping frontline workers working. Assisting
low income and seniors without putting the burden on the
lower middle class.

T5R

Education
Health Care
Elderly
Housing, Education, Healthcare, Research, basic income

T2Y

Mental health. Not phone lines but actual facilities and
trained staff.

Management of boards and committees. Whatever is taken
from frontline workers must be done to middle and upper
management. Nursing 1% decrease in frontline staff is also
Alberta Health Boards 1% of middle and 1% upper
management.
Not give billions of dollars to corporate friends to help save
the oil & Gad industry.

Decrease bureaucracy upper management give those funds to
frontline workers.

MP expenses, reverse tax cuts to the ultra wealthy.

Diversify the energy economy, Tax on wealth so that money
gets moving again instead of stagnating, accomplishing
nothing.
Get our oil to outside markets

Alberta health services. How are they so terrible?

Tax breaks for small and medium businesses

Addictions, again more facilities. Reduce the wait time for
someone to get into rehab.
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T7X

Services and supports for children
Vulnerable populations - People with special needs can be
important contributing members of society with the right
support.
People at risk due to mental health, finances, abuse prevention and early supports can reduce the cost of
providing services during and after crisis.

See above - if the right populations are provided quality
supports at the right time, government will find great
savings. Supporting families may prevent the need to
remove children from their homes and place in foster care.
Supporting those at risk due to mental health and finances
will save with emergency services, in the courts and
correctional system.
Supporting families with children with special needs from as
early as possible can prevent the need for access to therapy
later, and help set those people up to be active, contributing
members of society.
Implementing a provincial sales tax

Quality supports to newcomers to this area could reveal a great
number of skilled, able people who may bring education and
experience that could contribute in a number of valuable ways.

T7Z

Education and other public sectors.

T2M

Delivering programs that the federal government isn’t
responsible for. Flattening bureaucratic structures. There
are way too many managers and not enough front line
people. Government management needs to be cut by mla’s,
they will NEVER cut their own staff!!!
Social services
Harm reduction
Opiate crisis
Homelessness
Affordable housing
Environment

Cut government red tape! There are too many rules and
regulations existing that only get marginal results but drive
up costs to consumers significantly.

Diversify the economy. Cut red tape.

Cutting useless management position opposed to front line
Taxing higher classes

Renewable energy
Spending money on housing vs. Having vulnerable people in
hospitals, shelters, drunktanks
Encouraging Supporting local

T0H

10% cut in salaries across the board and a 5% sales tax.
Legislation prohibiting deficit in operating budget without a
referendum.

Salaries. Especially at the upper level borocracy

Stay the he'll out of the way. Cut taxes.

T8H

Infrastructure, healthcare, education.

Healthcare accountability, law enforcement, equal taxing for Get rid of tax incentives, avoid federal carbon taxes.
everyone.

T5t

T8H

Not related - keep religion out of politics.
Homeless. Healthcare. Education. I dont want to see money
thrown at anything either. There should be initiatives set up
to encourage the homeless. Grants for education with
outstanding student achievement.
Infrastructure, healthcare, education.

T6l

Not related - keep religion out of politics.
Health and education

T8V

T2T

Health and Education
Job creation

T6A

Education and health care

N/A

Pay them selves less. Better decisions would be made about Keep our resources HERE AND process/refine HERE. Clean up
a majority middle class earners if those who represent us
here.
also made middle class wages.
Healthcare accountability, law enforcement, equal taxing for Get rid of tax incentives, avoid federal carbon taxes.
everyone.
Corporate tax breaks and politician salaries
Health and Education
Freeze spending and the agencies will be forced to find
savings.
Ignore the whining from the unions. They only care about
themselves, not ordinary Albertans.
Transportation potentially

Support oil and gas as well as other industries such as
entertainment
To a point. No corporate welfare. Support the firms that hire. No
blanket cuts hoping they’ll spur the economy. They don’t.

They should not be cutting budgets in any areas, keeping them
the same would help to foster jobs and not cut them
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T7X

They should focus on youth because they are the future. If
they implement free university or college (as long as the
student kept an 85% grade average or higher) then our
entire country would be full of working citizens as adults.
SO many do not go through with secondary because it is
just too costly. Example: If we trained more doctors we
would no longer have the wait times we do now. So it
trickles down the line of way more health care, and way less
homeless. This is for every career.

Unfortunetly I feel it should be taken away from welfare
recipients. With the online jobs there are now a days there is
absolutely NO reason why anyone can not get work.
I also feel that no matter how much you make 25% of your
income should go to taxes across the board. The higher
paying worker almost always worked very hard to get that
pay and now the government wants to punish them for it by
taking more of it away. And those of us who are making less
and paying less taxes no longer strive to make more because
we end up paying more in taxes. If everyone strove to make
more then so would the government. Simple math!

Same answer as question #1. FREE college & University. Set
some limits like 1 type of course (like vet then after you cannot
then decide to also take accounting, you would have to pay for
second choice) & your grades need to be held to a higher
standard. Otherwise you will end up with students being in
college forever.

T4T

Education and health care

Justin Trudeu

Through pipelines

T4T

Education and health care

Justin Trudeu

Through pipelines

T6K

healthcare
education
Reduce unnecessary gov't spending. Focus on bringing
business to Alberta, to reduce unemployment.

add a pst

focus on new, developing technologies

Trim government and unnecessary public service jobs and
benefits. Bring spending in line with other provinces. Make
publicly funded employees have to prove their worth like
private sector employees have to.

Encourage businesses to come to Alberta and/or stay here with
attractive tax laws and a unique Alberta business platform,
including targeted support for businesses diversifying our
economy, entrepreneurship and energy businesses who are
concentrating on smart low emission energy.

1. Diversifying the economy on industries beyond oil and
gas. The UPC government tax-advantaged breaks for oil in
effect since July 1, 2019, is not helping Albertans. For
example, despite a $233 million benefit from Alberta tax cut,
Husky Energy is spending its capital in Saskatchewan and
the US and laid off Workers.

1. Close the Energy War Room. Put any money involved into
other projects. It is a waste of taxpayers’ money and it is an
embarrassment for this Province. For example, it used
intellectual property inappropriately and it’s members have
misrepresented themselves as reporters. There are also no
ways to actually measure its success by any metrics.

re-instate suite of business tax credit programs for tech sector.
Such credits help support and incent growth industries, such
as digital animation and clean technology, to establish
business in Alberta. UPC reversal of tax programs like the
Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit was short sighted. Simple
reversal of these previous NDP government programs is driving
away a generation of innovative businesses from this Province.

2. Stop eviscerating the public service. Public service
workers, such as lawyers, nurses, and teachers are
dedicated workers. The recent Justice minister decision to
lay-off a significant number of civil service lawyers is short
sighted. Such lawyers know the business of various
departments of the government and save the Province from
expensive lawsuits by continually helping it stay onside of
its legal obligations. Justice lawyers have been on a wage
freeze for several years. The alternative engagement of
private firms will not save money as they would bill at much
higher rates and not be bound by any earning limits.

2. Stop appointing and paying committees and panels to
study issues that could be looked at internally by
government departments who know the issues and can
propose solutions. These committees and panels are justkicking the problems down the road.

T2V
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t8c

i think the government should stop the ridiculous
overspending on government and civil service positions-salaries/benefits/payouts have reached extreme heights, and
have no relationship with the private sector! it has become a
gravy train that politicians are either reluctant to tackle, or in
on themselves.

mismanagement in pubic sector departments--make people
accountable for their actions. no one seems to care when
contracts overrun, or departments spend ridiculous amounts
of money on mistakes, lack of oversight etc. there seems to
be absolutely no one managing these departments who is in
any way accountable to the public.

by encouraging diversity in the economy and supporting those
initiatives which are most often taken by small business to
those ends. big business seems only interested in wrestling tax
cuts and laying off personnel. Our way forward is often thru the
initiatives of those small stakeholders who have new ideas.

T2X

Healthcare and education. No payouts for renewable
projects that aren't properly vetted. I.e. that light bulb
replacement program the NDP had. Made no sense to pay
for employees and vans to runaround to replace light
bulbs!!!
cut spending

Getting rid of programs that don't make sense like the light
bulb one.
I think we need to get aggressive about trimming down
government.

Keep costs down for families so they can move upward
economically.

t3g
T2W
T0C

Education, health and emergency services, helping to keep
the population educated, healthy and safe.
Economy, safety including more judges and
courtrooms,education help for those changing careers.

civil servants and unions and special interest groups and
make them accountable
Rationalized government administration. Less big business
tax breaks.
No more than cost of living wage increases for provincial
employees, education and nurses.(These persons have not
been effected by unemployment and from what I have read
do not get the dire situation too many families are in) this
fact needs to be communicated. The unemployed are feeling
helpless, worthless and futureless....all they want is to make
a living for their families.

T1S

Health care and education at all levels

Large projects that do not affect health and education

T1S

Health care and education at all levels

Large projects that do not affect health and education

T9W

health.

Education, public service and MLA wages and benefits

T5t

Roads and infrastructure

T5z

Healthcare, education

By mandating more efficiency from major unions, e.g.
nurses, city, etc. Some frontline staff have over ten
managers, that's not efficient
The war room

Reintroduce income splitting so family focused families can get
a break.
private sector jobs
Investigating and supporting long term initiatives that do not
rely solely on the energy sector.
Relentless meetings with federal departments,
marketing(debunking the myths) of AB oil industry around the
world.
Monies to re-educate the unemployed in new professions.

Stop cutting health care and education. Both heavily influence
social determinants of health which long term affect societal
participation.
Stop cutting health care and education. Both heavily influence
social determinants of health which long term affect societal
participation.
not sure esp. not 100% in oil and gas.
Growth and support big projects, infrastructure etc. Whatever
happened to the nuclear plant in North Alberta that was
supposed to be built.
Support oil and gas but also other sectors including healthcare
and education, need to promote oil and gas while supporting
non-renewable resources for the future. It’s not just today you
need to think about.
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T5Z

I believe that spending priorities should be health care and
education. I think education should always be number one in
provincial spending because it is the educated people in
this province which have made it great they are the ones
who have come up with the innovations that we see today .
Health care is also the most important and should not be
privatized what made our province and country the most
respected in the world is because we treat each person in
our country equal and they get the same help when needed .
It would be a sad day to see our healthcare become like
America’s.

I believe that we would be much better off if we were to have
a sales tax it would go a long we could have a health care
monthly fee this would also help to be able to keep our
health care in tact . I also think that we have some minister
and heads of government corporations which have to many
assistants . When I saw Mr Kenny get off the plane in Ottawa
he must have had at least twenty people with him did he
really need that many assistants with him. 17(1)

There is no government that creates jobs .it is people that creat
jobs and it is small business which is the back bone of this
country they are the businesses that need a tax break. No
matter what you give large corporations it has little effect on
there ultimate decisions .They tell me that 33% of our
unemployed are between the ages of 18 to 24 that tells me that
most of these young people are not skilled . These people need
training which the government should supply . We will need
skilled people for the future and the governments job is to
ensure that skill people and ready to that these new jobs .This
is how our government will ensure we are on top .

I also believe that giving corporations tax
breaks does nothing Premier Kline gave tax breaks to
large oil companies where are they now ?

17(1)

T4B

Education, especially in growing school districts

Efficiency in administrative staffing
Increase sin taxes more
Revisit the corporate tax rate

Invest in infrastructure projects for growing communities
Support for municipalities (not just financial but understand
their needs/priorities because they know them best)

T0B

Equal education

Social programs

Support Energy, farming, forestry

T5L

Health care
Schools, hospitals, aish, mental health, community granting Dont waste money on researching separation from canada or
like cfep and cip
splitting our pension from Canada pension. System is not
broke. Focus on interest based problem solving to work with
other parties in other levels of government.

Maintain minimum wages . Donot discriminate on age.
Get the pipelines to market. Broaden our assets by developing
strategies outside oil and gas. Health, innovation, technology,
climate change.

Municipal Gov't has the best way to manage infrastructure.
They are closer to the ground. Increase their funding as they
manage the funds better then the prov could at a higher
elevation
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T2A

Economy improvement including oil and gas as well as
emerging sectors like TECH and renewable energy.

Alberta Health Services: Senior executives should be paid
well in order to attract and keep good talent, but
salary+bonuses of $700,000+ are too high. Compare to other
provinces to regulate salaries and bonuses that are
competitive but not outrageous.

#1: Fix the war room: Give regular citizens and businesses the
info and searchable/shareable resources they need to explain
WHY Alberta oil and gas IS the best, and what the issues
surrounding WCS oil really are and how they can be fixed. We
need to be unified to bring back our biggest industry. Currently
I have difficulty talking to others about these issues, and need
reliable sources to cite to others. This could come in the
format of websites as well as social media. With the right
Tech, we can use social media to our advantage instead of our
detriment and regain the confidence of investors and the world.
#2 Incentives for energy saving initiatives as well as incentives
for exapnding renewable energy and TECH. This needs to be a
combination program to be effective: The energy incentives
stimulate the economy in the short term, while supporting
innovation helps to make it sustainable over the long term.
Otherwise all the jobs created by the incentive program(s) will
disappear as soon as the incentive ends.
#3 - tech is the future. Invest in the tech industry. It will help
make oil and gas more and more sustainable for longer and
also diversify our economy. For example, SAIT'S new
Information Systems Security program is highly in demand, but
it is double the cost of many other similar length programs.
This is a barrier to entry and limits growth.

T6X

T2y

T2y

T6g

T5H
T3E

Adequately funded public education
Adequately funded public healthcare
Affordable childcare
Education, healthcare infrastructure,transportation

stop giving Tax relief for large corporations
Removing the Canadian Energy Centre

Providing affordable childcare to grow the workforce
Support economic diversification with incentives for non-oil
and gas industry
School board administration their budgets should reflect the Support infrastructure projects green line arenas etc anything
biggest portion being spent in the classrooms teachers,
that is diversified
classroom aides, special needs training
Oil reclamation can put a lot of people to work, subsidizing
wages when there are slow downs
Individuals with special needs, seniors as well as the cost of Province should stop giving money to to Quebec for a start Fight for the pipeline which will create so many jobs.
and invest in Alberta. Stop building sports facilities and
living.
buying art and invest in priorities first.
Healthcare, environment, education - primary, secondary,
Taxing corporations
Investing in infrastructure spending like Harper did in 08
post-secondary and green initiatives.
Taking back my portion of the 4 700 million dollars that was
given to friends.
More healthcare, teachers, nurses. Getting O&G to pay their Close the war room, stop the tax cuts to O&G
Resign
fair share of taxes
Mental health, education, small business
Salary of elected officials
Mental health funding, more mandated holidays, other
initiatives for families and communities to come together
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T3B

Diversifying our economy. Supporting industries other than
the energy industry (technology, agriculture, film, tourism).
Environment (remediation, orphan wells). Education
(primary, secondary, post-secondary). Savings - a
percentage of all resource revenue from non-renewable
resources should be saved for future generations.

Eliminate the Energy War Room. It is a waste of money.
Industry has their own industry association and
communication and marketing departments and don’t need
this subsidized by the taxpayers.

Support education so employers have a highly trained work
force. This will also be a selling point for new companies to
come to Alberta.

A balance sheet has two parts. Expenses and REVENUES.
To improve public finances both sides of the balance sheet
must be considered. A sales tax should be considered to get
us off the resource rollercoaster.

T4T

Balancing the budget and getting rid of debt, reining in
education and health reasons spending. Resource industry
innovation that eliminates need for carbon pricing.

Education and healthcare spending (doctor, nurse and
Continue to reduce investment red tape and taxes for
teacher wages). Post secondary spending - get rid of tenured entrepreneurs.
professors who do not contribute to education system.

T0L

Government should focus on Marijuana industry as Alberta
major oil sector has seen lots of movements through out the
years. Marijuana is new and building its roots in Canada by
creating new jobs and education profiles. Allowing to have
grants for attracting students to pursue this career.
Promoting the industry to attract students will be a key role
in this industry. More people gets educated better the sector
will perform over long run.

Government should introduce a land transfer fee for any new
property purchase over 500k with a waiver for first time
home buyer as residential home. This will add a revenue
stream and will reduce residents from buying multiple
properties

Government should focus on Marijuana industry as Alberta
major oil sector has seen lots of movements through out the
years. Marijuana is new and building its roots in Canada by
creating new jobs and education profiles. Allowing to have
grants for attracting students to pursue this career. Promoting
the industry to attract students will be a key role in this
industry. More people gets educated better the sector will
perform over long run.

I also think introducing a new hotel green benefit program
for all hotels throughout Alberta will motivate the owners to
make their hotel green and show their support to the planet.

T0C

Schools, health care, employment , Rcmp, agriculture

Less $ spent within the government spent on wages for the
prime minister and cabinet ministers, less tax payer paid
trips. Use the internet and phone for meetings and talks, less
cost. Don’t let immigrants into our country to live for free.

Grants to our schools,. minimum wage by age (gives our young
people something to look forward to)., help farmers,. allow less
immigrants into our country, think of Canada first before letting
more people in to take our jobs.

t3C

Wild fire fighters need to be reinstated and police
departments and RCMP need more support due to the
DRAMATIC rise in gun and rural crime.
Technology that would help with converting carbon and
pollution
such as burning waste for electric power making all plastic
recyclable legislation

Get rid of the 30 million dollar War room it is a waste of
money it is a failure before it started BAD MANAGEMENT
Get rid of Mega infrastructure projects like the Green line
and Stoney trail good concept but too MASSIVE
Limit and accountability for expense accouts of all
politicians in AB
Have the Oil compnaies that owe small municipalities
property tax pay the tax 157 million back to taxpayer
otherwise the UCP appears to be ABOVE THE LAW!

No to all layoffs use wage and hiring freezes instead the
government
has created a fear for jobs and layoffs which has resulted in
less buying by consumers. Diversify the economy quit the
rhetoric Alberta has become a divided angry and fearful
province. Clean up old oil wells!
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T3Y

Local and social services
Fire/police/emergency
Education
Healthcare
Small businesses- entrepreneurship
Alternative, renewable energy sources

Sales tax- 1% would do wonders
Quit cutting services we need! We’re quickly becoming the
old 90’s Nfld trying to hang onto the cod industry.enough
emphasis on oil and gas already. What’s left is shipping out
anyway. You’re investing our money in a dying industry that
is moving south regardless.... how about trying to get ahead
of the game
Tax incentives for corporations only if they show evidence of
and commitment to staying in Alberta and creating jobs in
Alberta.

Get rid of this ridiculous war room. Who are you trying to
convince- us or yourselves?!? Start investing in our futureEDUCATION! My kids will not be able to afford post secondary
if hikes continue.quit minimizing the basic need to learn. That is
what leads to growth..

T6X

Education and health care.
Nuclear power.

T1S

Reducing class sizes.

By reducing equalization payments to other provinces.

T6H

I believe government should be cutting in non-essential
areas such as administration

Presently the Government spends nearly 30% of education
I think we need a viable energy industry. We should start by
dollars on Alberta Education. Most of their duties (which
focusing on the improbability of climate change and particularly
the idea that there is a climate disaster!
include changing curriculum every second day) are not
essential to education in Alberta although I know they are
telling you otherwise. They always justify their own
existence. One example of idiotic curriculum change is math
learning by "discovery" It took centuries for the brightest
mathmeticians to develop theories of math--and our
curriculum developers believe students should be able to
discover all this? HOGWASH!! Alberta Ed is snowing you.
The same way they snowed your government into thinking all
students could study the same curriculum which sounds
good to politicians but is a false assumption. And in the
same way politicians fell for the idea that special needs
students should be placed in regular classrooms. Politically
it is a great move but it is causing elementary teachers so
much grief that they are leaving --or getting stressed out so
much they cannot run a classroom. I would not even
consider becoming a teacher these days (And I did teach for
the EPSB for17(1)
One other thing is the idea that
students can be taught the curriculum individually. I used to
call this the "hit and miss" curriculum which failed to teach
even the basics to average students. So please don't be
"snowed" by Alberta Ed and their silly curriculum ideas. If
you cut 30% of Alberta Education, you won't have to ut
eaching positions.

Invest in research and creation of non fossil fuel energy
sources especially nuclear power. Continue to support the oil
industry that exists along with pipelines but we need to move
away from fossil fuels. Get rid of the war room.
Getting companies to want to come and invest in Calgary.

Same thing goes for Alberta Health--cut the middle
administration--not front line workers like nurses.
T1A

Health and Education

Over paid bureaucrats and the committee rates. Revise down Stay out of the way. No Corporate welfare.
the rates for created committee chairs and participants.
Reduce the number of managers in public service. Target
services for area of need rather than universal. Remember
that whatever you add to the individual, really hurts fixed
income and low wage earners.
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T2J

1. Cut spending. 2.Cut spending again. 3.Reduce the size of 1.Reduce the size of government departments wherever
possible. This includes layoffs. 2.Eliminate waste and
government.
duplication of services.
3. Never give handouts to corporations.
4. Reduce expense budgets of all managers and MLAs by at
least 20%. Zero frivolity paid for by taxpayers.
5. Eliminate giving $ to sports organizations on all bids like
Olympics, Commonwealth Games, NHL teams, fieldhouses,
arenas, etc.
6.For AHS discover best practices of other lower cost
provinces (all of them are lower cost aren't they?) and
implement them. Obviously layoffs are necessary.
7.Enact legislation to handle future strikes of workers of
essential services such as doctors, nurses and teachers, etc.
8. Show you lead by example by taking minimum 15% pay
cut for all MLAs and highest paid managers and Premier.
9.Flatten the management structure in all government and
AHS departments. This means layoffs.
10.You know exactly where the money has been blown in the
past and where it is going now - you have the documents.
I've not seen them. We've elected you to fix it - so get to
work!
11. Stop threatening Ottawa with getting our own provincial
CPP equivalent and RCMP. Too expensive and unnecessary.

Get out of the private sector.
Cut spending.
Reduce the deficit and debt.
Fix our equalization payments transfer of wealth to Ottawa.
Do not give huge sums to any private sector. Or anybody else
for that matter.

T4C

Reducing Environmental impacts

Giving Tax breaks to large corporations

Creating jobs to reduce environmental imapcts

T8r

Health Care reform. Send undercover investigators into
hospitals at all hours of the evening and eliminate those
jobs that are not doing anything. Spend more on reducing
awful wait times at ERs.
Healthcare upgrades
Road maintenance
Housing program to eliminate homelessness
Job creation
The economy
A fair deal for Alberta

Generate revenue by bringing back health care premiums, so Put the insurance rate cap back on. We are going to see many
essential medicines are not cut. Give huge tax credits to
uninsured motorists on the roadway
those who donate towards imaging equipment purchased for
hospitals
Cut 25$ Daycare
Oil, Gas & Pipelines
Refugee stance

T9K

t8t

Reduce Government
Reduce red tape
Bring wages in line with other provinces
Increase productivity and attendance for public employees
(The pathetic amount of productivity by some public workers
/ union staff compared to private sector / self employed is
brutal)

Reduce overall tax burden
Reduce the cost of doing business in Alberta
Do not listen to Unions - they are half the problem
Attract business big and small to create private sector jobs
Contrary to what the lefties say you are on the right track!
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Why are you cutting education??? Afraid educated would
not vote for you??? Why cut spending on health care, want
to balance budget on backs of poor and sick. Why not find
green technology are you just looking out for oil and gas at
expense of our environment
T0G

Stop doing town meetings and surveys if you have already
made all these decisions before hand. Why was there no
Townhall meeting in Edmonton. Shut down war room, this is
not Russia or North Korea, we all have freedom of speech.
Why aren't you looking at all the foreign oil companies
funding climate change deniers.
Healthcare is a priority.
Look for savings in upper management positions within
government ministries. Decrease the pensions paid to
Keeping criminals locked up in jail is my priority. This catch former MLA's and government officials. No government
and release we have going on in Alberta is just not working. bailouts of private business.
Us rural Albertans are afraid in our own homes. We need
Decrease the funding to prisons. Cut internet access there,
castle laws here.
serve poorer quality food, turn down the heat, decrease
access to professionals. Make it an place that criminals don't
want to go. Maybe they'll choose an honest living instead.

Don't think that oil and gas is going to save our economy and
don't blame the rest of Canada for believing in science. All your
noise about not getting a fair deal and seperation is not helping
to get investment in Alberta.

Continue to promote Alberta Oil and Gas as an environmentally
safe & ethical option. Remind Albertans and the rest of Canada
that we could not live in the Canadian climate without fossil
fuels. Expose those fake environmental activists for what they
are.
No Carbon tax. This is an economic growth killer. Don't waste
money on renewables that don't make sense in Alberta. Don't
invest in EV charging stations.

Government officials can decrease use of private jets fly
commercial airlines. Sit in economy and have a chat with the
people you represent.
Have a cap on the things taxpayers are charged such as
meals, transportation, good and services. There's plenty of
waste within the government.
Put a cap on what AHS managers are making. There's no
need to be cutting frontline services and nursing positions to
the public.
Cut funding to immigrants. If you are moving to this
province come here on your own dime. No handouts.
T2Z

Education
How about the war room?!
Healthcare
Diversifying the economy- brewing, film production etc....
small/ local businesses so entrepreneurship is encouraged.
Alternative energy sources

Yes but not at the expense of social services

T3J

EDUCATION

...

Get rid of the energy war room
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T4B

Healthcare, education, emergency services, social services.
As a society if we have sick, uneducated, unsafe, at risk
populations what does that mean for productivity and future
development?

Adding a sales tax, take the emotion out of the equation. A
sales tax has the potential to make a huge difference in
providing revenue to the province. It is ridiculous that AB is
the only province without a sales tax in this economy.
Cutting essential services should NOT be the answer.
Providing tax incentives for the oil industry didn’t seem to
work either. Perhaps there should have been a clause to
ensure taxes were paid in full if the oil companies decided to
pull out of AB in a specific time frame.
Decrease funding to private schools, people who send their
children to private schools should pay for that privilege or
choose public funded schools. I found it interesting that my
MLA’s child went to a private school and now there is
increased funding to that sector, I’m not sure it’s a
coincidence.
Lastly, the premier and MLA salaries should be scaled back,
again. These salaries are some of the highest in the country,
for doing the same job.

The focus needs to be on education, either in sustainable
energy or sustainable educational programs. An economy that
is hyper focused on one industry is a huge financial risk, AB
needs diversity. The province needs to not only focus on the
energy sector but other industries that can be more sustainable
to our present economy. I don’t know what those industries are
but I do know modifying our present education situation can
help with bringing the province into a 2020 mindset.
I’m not an economist but what is being presently done seems
like a waste of my tax money, two examples would be, “War
Room” CEC, funding private sector business.

T6X

Jobs, retraining, just transition.

Healthcare, education, public sector collective agreements.

T3H

STOP EXCESS SPENDING! Use your own life as example. If
you have suddenly lower income and higher debt, and you
continue to spend what you don't require to survive, you will
be bankrupt in less than 6 months.

(1) STOP BORROWING MONEY COMPLETELY,
REGARDLESS WHAT THE BUDGET or UNIONS DICTATES. It
is impossible to truly balance the books with unsustainable
compound interest. Again, use your own life as example. Buy
a house with zero down, your compound interest will be
painful in comparison to 25% down. (2) Reduce the SIZE and
SALARIES of public service unions incrementally at 10% per
year, begin from the TOP management positions working
downwards until the unions match private sector equivalents
in size, salaries, bonuses and raises. By doing this, will also
reduce union influence over elections, but fear not, for NDP
strongholds are by majority union members. Do that math.

Promote investment and support business via a low costow reg
environment.
Alberta govt cannot create jobs and growth, EVER. It is the
PRIVATE SECTOR who does that ALONE. But, govt policies
restrict private business to thrive, especially Fed policies.
THEREFORE.....To be blunt, GRAB A SET OF BALLS. Set a new
precedent of provincial government objection to National
Policies which are destroying this entire nation. Kenny is polite
and kind to TRAITORS in Ottawa. ENOUGH OF THAT! For it is
IMPOSSIBLE to negotiate successfully with DICKTATERS.
MAKE A HARD STANCE AGAINST FEDERAL ECONOMIC
KILLING POLICIES. Example: FED LIB Carbon tax. UCP said
"NO", promised to PROTECT Albertans, promised NO carbon
tax. The first order of business should have been a
PROVINCIAL REBATE AT SOURCE, beginning Jan 1, 2020. Why
is there nothing but TALK? GRAB A SET....Put Ottawa's
OVERSTEPPING, FRAUDULENT policies in the trash DIRECTLY,
and then REALIZE there is NOTHING Ottawa could do to stop
us. Lastly, while democratic processes are important, I must
ask, when is it time to act? Rather than all this talk, surveys,
and public opinion polls? JUST DO IT, and YOU KNOW WHAT
TO DO.

Alberta Community and Social Services front line staff who Corporate tax increase and sales tax. So far corporate taxes
are providing help to vulnerable Albertans. These folks need decreases have only helped fat pockets they have not
to get back to work and access needed programs to help
increased employment!
them get healthy so they can find work and maintain
employment! We need contributors to our economy don’t
hurt front line staff!

Training programs for skills needed in the various labor
markets in our communities. Give us the tools to help people
and don’t eliminate staff in our ministry, cut our wages or touch
our pensions! You harm us you hurt Albertans who need our
help to get the training and support they need to become
contributing members of our province.
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T4X

Health care, education, and industrial diversification.

Stop handing billions of dollars to oil company CEOs no
Industrial diversification.
strings attached - they are pocketing that money into tax-free
It's time to face the reality that Alberta will never see another oil
offshore accounts, never to be spent in our country again.
boom like the ones in the past, pipeline or no pipeline. The
Make oil and gas companies pay the taxes they owe
Saudis have a stranglehold on the global price, and it will never
municipalities. If they can't fulfill their obligations they don't again escape their control - except downward, with world
deserve to live as businesses, any more than any other
consumption dropping steadily. Once electric vehicles surpass
business. Being oily shouldn't magically give them a special gas ones in terms of mileage and initial purchase price, oil is
status.
going to become like coal - still necessary for certain uses, but
largely obsolete.
Let's stop putting all our eggs into that rickety old basket, and
start getting ahead of the game for once. Alberta has all the
components it needs to be a green energy giant: plenty of
spaces with perfect conditions for sun farms and wind farms
(not too mention all those abandoned oil wells that we could be
using for geothermal heating), and a huge workforce at loose
ends, ready to be retrained and deployed, already used to going
where they need to go and working hard there.
I know you can't call it a Green New Deal without giving your
most right-wing members hives, but that's basically what it is.
Rebrand it however you want. You've got professionals for that.
Also, you have to stop slashing healthcare and education.
People can't reach their full potential if they're sick and stupid.
These things are investments, and destroying them is going to
cripple to province for generations.

T1J

Education, health care, policing

T9E

To begin with the PC government did not contribute to the
70 billion dollar deficit. The province had a SURPLUS prior
to he NDP's term in office. The government should look at
all the over paid GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES and cut their
wages instead of increasing our taxes!!!!
Public (not private) education. Increased per student
funding with additional funds for students with complex
learning needs.
Infrastructure
Job creation
Healthcare
Improve access to post secondary education
Oil industry

T2A

T1J

Another thing we should be investing in is local food
production. Times are not just hard and unstable here; it's like
that everywhere. If global food trade breaks down, Alberta
needs to be able to produce enough food itself to feed all our
people - and ideally to help others as well This IS another
All government officials should take a cut in their salary and No cuts to front line health care workers.
no bonuses for the next 4 years.
CUT GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE WAGES AND BENEFITS.
Focus on ALL ALBERTANS not just GOVERNMENT
EMPLOYEES.

appropriate salaries for government/ministry staff. Disband
the war room. Hold O&G companies accountable for their
taxes. No more corporate tax cuts.
Close the Lethbridge safe consumption site and have
rehabilitation sites instead.
Lower the import of foreign oil
Use AB oil resources to maximum potential
Drop conservation officers - an unnecessary second layer of
law enforcement

Maintain $25/day childcare so parents can afford to work.

Lower taxes
Lower the minimum wage
Incentives for small businesses
Improving our natural resources would create jobs - oil,
agriculture
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T4C
T6V
T0K

Decrease DEBT, reign in health care spending, education
spending, social spending..
Health care, roads, public safety.

Stop subsidizing any company

Create an environment that encourages entrepreneurship,
minimize bureaucracy, make it simple.
Do a 10% cut across the board. All public employees need a Lower taxes and fees.
wage cut ? of 10%.
Reduce restrictions on municipal grant projects both
Maintaining or increasing municipal capital infrastructure
provincial and federally and reduce number of provincial
grants.
stars needed to review and approve projects.

Municipal infrastructure needs to be at least maintained or
enhanced going forward as they account for over 60% of
provinces infrastructure. Tendered projects translates into
private sector contracts and employment. Please consider
not reducing the Local Government Fiscal Framework LGFF Cut middle management positions at AHS.
from MSI levels.
If it is going to be reduced then have it tied to provincial
revenues on an equal basis. Good years, revenues shared
equally. Bad years, revenues reduce.
Municipalities in linear rich areas should not receive MSI or
LGFF municipal capital grants. This significant area specific
resource leads to extreme discrepancies as to what
infrastructure a community is building for their residents.
Communities (big or small) up north with indoor rec centres
and communities down south barely able to an outdoor
swimming pool. Municipal capital grants should be income
tested.
Enhanced Policing model breeds to consider credits for
communities that employ Community Peace Officers. We
went with CPO’s vs Designated RCMP as they have chronic
staffing challenges and are not really interested in municipal
bylaws etc. CPO’s are much more responsive to municipal
enforcement and credit should be extended in the same way
it is for those communities with Designated RCMP.

T6j

T4B
T8n

T8S

housing for the homeless,increase in aish, help the
stop building new buildings period or new projects in this
vulnerable people first. fix the roads potholes everywhere in city it is ridiculous.ni wonder we are in debt.
the city.
pay down the debt
do not cowtow to the unions

the government should not be cutting back right now on public
health police, nurses,etc.dumb move

Health care , emergency over loaded ,rent control ,housing Get rid of Trudeau !
prices and rent to expensive , were seniors
Really think 2nd education needs strong support ,we have
9 grandchildren 4 working for min wage
Paying down debt
Health care but also examine all of government top to
bottom, provincially and municipally. I believe there are
Private sector jobs
many many people who are overpaid and do not deliver
results. Start at the top, eliminating and reducing salaries
and benefits.

Need to get pipelines approved ,

stay the course with our natural resourses, but invest in tech.

Incentives for entrepreneurs, private industry.
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T1J

Infrastructure and other projects that stimulate industry and Reduce or eliminate conservation officers. They are a double The basis for growth is creativity in the human brain. When
layer of enforcement with way too much arbitrary power.
society degenerates dues to a lack of healthy relational bonds,
job creation
Eliminate safe consumption sites especially the one in
creativity is lost. Support families with both parents.
Lethbridge. The site manager gave herself a $250k salary
and has ballooned her staff using bogus statistical data.

T6e

Education, health, arts

Taxes, aglc

T0C

Public school education, and post secondary education for
Canadian students should be the priority. Health care for
the more vulnerable members of our communities is
essential. Policing and justice departments that keep us
safe must be a priority. Paying these workers a salary that
reflects their responsibilities is mandatory.

Until we have an accurate view of expenditures I am not able The government should invest in the above areas. Even the lack
of health care providers available to treat patients puts
to comment.
employers and employees out of work for days at a time while
they fight off the flu and other ailments. Each day of lost work is
detrimental to one’s income. Cutting edu stain budgets so that
school closures are necessary in rural areas depletes our work
force in agriculture and our local businesses suffer.

T1k

Public service, education

T1A

By cutting the high salary of managers, ministers, judges,
adm
Concentrate on spending resources that put us back to
Cut the programs that encourage people not to work. Reduce
work; if we can get back to work we obviously pay taxes, we the size of the body of government employees, cut AISH, cut
purchase goods and services which generates more
welfare,
income, taxes .........
(Only help those truly in need, drop the liars, lazy’s and the
professional complainers/pretenders) cut paid maternity
leave and above all REWARD people who display a strong
work ethic.

T0j

education. Health care

Cut the art and culture out. Anything that is not essential

T6B

Clearing the name of the oil industry in Alberta. Too long
has it been tarnished by those whose interests are in doing
so.
Creating long term infrastructure that could be maintained
by the private sector. P3's
Investments in diversifying the economy the past
conservative gov blew this opportunity as well by not
investing in the future at all.

T3K

The government should not cut education.

T9C

Getting Alberta back to work by focusing on our natural
resources oil, gas, lumber and dare I say coal. Refining our
own resources instead of sending everything out then
buying it back.

At every department in the management category. Gov is too
top heavy. Not only this but too many folks in the culture are
not being let go based on lack of productivity or social
issues. We need to stop this push and pull about the front
line. Its the people in the middle and the degenerates
wasting the tax payer dollars.
I would suggest a whitleblower line at the provincial
municipal levels as people are afraid to out folks taking
advantage of the system without them themselves being
singled out. This has to stop.
Start pushing back on Ottawa and the rules that govern by
using not withstanding. Its time the money made here stays
here until Ottawa can start proving fiscal management and
fair distribution.
Why do people who use medical cannabis have to visit a
doctor every 3 months while other provinces require an
annual visit? This is a huge waste of money.
Find saving by refusing to pay any more equalization
payments to Quebec.

Support, add and find jobs in the public sector

By not giving money away to big corporations, and investing in
diversifying the economy
Tax breaks??
Rewards/recognition for employees, companies that display a
proactive attitude when it comes to working efficiently and
adding real value to our economy??
Stop welfare recipients and bums/losers from moving into
Alberta and getting on the dole??
Repeat of second item; reward good, conscientious, hard
working individuals and companies.
STOP SENDING MONEY TO QUEBEC!!! They hate Alberta,
excepting for the cheque’s we send
Lower small business tax and corporate tax.
Tax breaks for the actual people who create jobs in the
economy not supporting the false economy by creating jobs in
the government.
Building long term infrastructure. Lets get back to recycling
products that we could ten years ago. Hearing that its not
market sustainable is not good enough. Alberta could create an
industry of recycling and processing of materials that could
then be re-manufactured into final goods by making
partnerships with manufacturers within Canada or the USMCA.
Would this not be an opportunity to negotiate the rip off called
carbon tax by having industry that is supposed to help the
environment

How does cutting education (particularly post-secondary)
diversity our economy? This is very short-sighted.
Yes
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T5Y

the biggest and most important spending priority is the
elimination of the debt, and maintaining balanced budgets.

T5t

Education (public) and post secondary, including smaller
class size, more support for teachers in the inclusive
classroom.

T3K

Eliminating government waste and reducing the civil service. Less government burocracy, regulations. Competitive tax
Public sector wages must be brought in line with the private structure to encourage new capital investment.
sector.

Research into different school models who have found ways Support job creation - listen to the people. Listen to teachers ,
to save money such as adding extra minutes to the school,
the nurses , the frontline workers who are trying to tell the
government that they need smaller class sizes, more support
for inclusive classrooms. Hiring freezes do not support job
creation or economic growth.
In the light of recent economic conditions there needs to be We're starting by looking at savings which immediately
A deterrent tax, such as the carbon tax, is a revenue stream to
be applied to increasing support for and innovation in New
a a recommitment to the a heritage fund, and supporting our fortells the direction in which this Government intend to
public service workers. We, as Albertans, need to think of
move in regards with this budget. A penny now mentality will sources of energy. Alberta will continue to be an energy
not create the long term improvement you so hope for, class producing powerhouse, not only fossil fuels, let's deversify and
our future, not only our personal interests. The manner in
inequality is on the rise and your government should fund
which this current government has handled this matter is
help out our of work Albertans back to they're rightful place.
public education, social programs and increase accessibility
repulsive.
to post secondary, not restrict it as many of your cuts and
claw backs have threatened to do.

T6E

Health care and the way health care is administered. A full
review of how health care is administered and what is free
and what Albertan's are willing to pay for such as MRI's.
Let private clinics do MRI's and put them in competition with
each other to drive down costs.

Administration of services. Needless spending of many
departments on non productive meetings at expensive
locations. Cut all provincial budgets 5% a year for 2 years.
Then 3% a year for 3 years.
Spending has gotten completely out of hand.

T2Y

Education, health care, child care, reducing regulations and
restrictions on small businesses and farmers who create
jobs, oil industry support, infra structure... keeping roads in
good condition and our electrical and water systems.

Evaluate and minimizee inefficiencies in government jobs
that never change regardless of the party in power. Many
departments were expanded in the good old days and maybe
can be stream lined with new technology or training... or
weeding out extinct positions!
Tax breaks to corporate companies
Carbon tax
Provincial tax
Wage freezing, rollbacks to gov’t wages, just like others
have had to do in the last 5 years.
Cut down on bonuses for higher tier officials, increase taxes
on corporation, and if savings must be made in cuts to
programs, I would rather see the cuts in systems such as
transportation or if must be, public education.

Education

T7A

Highways, rural security

T3P

Social programs including but not limited to: public health
care, public education, post secondary education ect.
I also think the government should do more to plan for the
future. Tax incentives for start ups and tech companies,
investments in things besides oil, and we should be looking
at how to combat climate change.

t0l

LOWER TAXES

Cut Beuracracy

T6W

Healthcare and Education. Cuts to these areas will have
effects for decades.

Corporate handouts, especially if there are no guarantees
that these businesses will stick around

The raise in minimum wage has put thousands of young people
out of work. We need to lower the minimum wage so young
people have a chance to enter the workforce.
We needed to attract investment back to Alberta by making the
business environment competitive.
There is far to much government regulation in business
especially with safety for some businesses. These costs are
non-productive hours paid.
Reduce regulations for all businesses, especially those that
serve the public and create jobs.

Broaden the economic portfolio

I’m not too sure about this one.
Tax incentives for smaller start ups and tech, spending on
infrastructure projects, and training programs for those in
sectors who face layoffs. For those in the oil sector who face
joblessness, a program to train them how to code, how to work
on renewable energy alternatives. For those is customer
service or government, the same. This province needs to plan
for its future, now, and to stop doing the same old thing time
and again.
Lower taxes
Alberta Pension Plan
Cut the East off - Separate if neccessary
By staying out of it, we need to diversify. Oil should not be our
focus.
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T2X

I think the government should prioritize saving and not
spending and increasing efficiencies. While things like
education, health care and the environment are certainly
important, the spending can not continue to go up every
year and taxes can not continue to go up.
direct health care - the face to face time. Albertans already
face incredible wait times and don’t deserve understaffed
facilities that deliver less than adequate care.

By privatizing everything possible including health care.
Reduce administration costs in education and health care.
No private company would be allowed to operate with the
inefficiencies of the government. Less government
workers!!!!
Administration is too heavy - if cuts are made that should be
where the money is saved.

direct health care - the face to face time. Albertans already
face incredible wait times and don’t deserve understaffed
facilities that deliver less than adequate care.

Administration is too heavy - if cuts are made that should be Maintain or increase health programs. Let people stay close to
where the money is saved.
home and still receive the care they need and have earned
through out their lives. Fund the programs they know are
needed. Give the money to the programs in place. Why start
private facilities when they are already in place. Don’t cut
positions and reduce the effectiveness of the people who
already are working to their maximal abilities.

T0K

Lowering debt

Public sector wages

As long as it will benefit the economy

T0K

Lowering debt

Public sector wages

As long as it will benefit the economy

T9E

No more tax breaks for corporations. Lower government
Healthcare
salaries
Education
The government should focus more on the child who have
On all the teacher conference
learning disabilities that are in a regular programming. I am
a parent of two child with disabilities. My oldest has a
complex social emotional issues and is currently on code
42. How ever my child does not receive enough services
through his school and because we are forced to find other
ways for him to cope with all the challenges at school.

Stop making widespread cuts leading to job losses

The government should focus more on the child who have
learning disabilities that are in a regular programming. 17(

By providing more schooling and training at a more reasonable
price

T2M

T2M

On all the teacher conference

By reducing corporate taxes, removing bureaucracy and
government administration.

Maintain or increase health programs. Let people stay close to
home and still receive the care they need and have earned
through out their lives. Fund the programs they know are
needed. Give the money to the programs in place. Why start
private facilities when they are already in place. Don’t cut
positions and reduce the effectiveness of the people who
already are working to their maximal abilities.

By providing more schooling and training at a more reasonable
price

1)
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T1k

Seniors benefits — ridiculous how little money seniors are
asked to live on. People are always saying that no one can
live on minimum wage yet seniors get a fraction of this. I see
how much my parents struggle financially.
Health care — no beds available in Lethbridge hospital. No
beds in nursing homes. Takes too long to see a specialist

Pensions for government employees - the real world isn’t
I understand wanting to create jobs but giving government
getting such generous pensions, so why should taxpayers
money to corporations doesn’t seem to work. I don’t have any
pay for very generous pensions for their workers? My friend brilliant suggestions, I’m afraid
is a retired garbage collector and he makes a very generous
pension and retired at 55. Who else can do that?
$400 million for private and charter schools. If people want to
send their kids to private school, then they can pay for it
themselves. public schools should be only ones government
funded
Indigenous programs sometime border on the ridiculous in
how much is spent
Safe needle consumption centres should be done away with
and free needles should not be provided. This is called
enabling.
There seems to be so much wastage with so many special
interest groups. It seems never ending.

T1X

T6H

T1J

Love the war room! Get the economy rolling by continuing
to make Alberta an attractive place to do business.

I had a conversation with a surgeon who is a contractor to
Alberta Health services. He claims that he can get
considerably more done during his allotted time in the
operating room than the staff surgeons because he is more
organized and efficient than they are. Run our hospitals like
a business, find the efficiencies!

Education- get the old to teach the young how to live within
their means without credit. Every high school student should
graduate with a trade. Too many people with degrees and no life
skills. Teach our young people how to survive in the world, they
should graduate knowing about mortgages, loans, interest and
the benefits and dangers of credit, who the hell cares about
algebra. Create some Entrepreneurs!

Education: funding growth in enrolment and reducing class
sizes.
Education because children are our future. Money spent
now on students saves money in the long term on welfare
and employment benefits.
Health care is the next priority.Our health system is world
class and needs to be maintained.
Education and Health

Cutting spending from non critical services. Please do not
cut education or health.
Reducing subsidies to mining and agricultural sectors.
They are being enabled by government hand outs.

Encourage and hire locally.

Oil and Gas Subsidies.

Tax break for new job providers, incentives for new industries
moving to Alberta.

Strategies used in the last 6 months don't seem to be working.
Time for a reassessment. The definition of stupidity is continue
to do the same thing and expect a different outcome.

MLA salary and perks.

T3Z

Business (Tech and software, AI), agriculture and energy

Increase provincial tax a bit, and increase large corporation
tax (not small corporation to encourage small business
growth)

Emphasis job retraining for our young male workforce so they
can find active employment in growth areas outside of oil and
gas.
grants, create a need for alberta to become a leader in global
tech
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T2L
T6c

T9X

T6X

T8R

T7S

Social programs focusing on public education,
Tax the rich. Oil companies.
homelessness, marginalized women and youth, and mental
health. Public and separate school systems, working on the
most modern and up to date curriculum possible for k-12’s.
Transitioning from fossil fuels to more renewable
resources/expanding alberta’s economy beyond oil and gas.

Focus beyond oil and gas. Think about teachers, public
servants, health care, careers in the arts. Tax the rich.

Continue medical and transportation mega projects started
by NDP.
Priority should be on maintaining front line health care
services but otherwise major cuts to spending are required.

Make middle managers accountable. Salary reductions
across the board. Extensive program reviews.
Role back public sector and government sector wages and
reduce the insane amount of benefits that are badly abused
by public and government sector.
Cuts to education need to be done also. Don’t let unions
continue to drag taxpayers down the rabbit hole.
Almost everywhere. And I am not joking.

Get out of the way. Encourage small businesses.

albertans deserve public education and funding is
important.

Stop Alberta Pension
Stop alberta own tax collecting
Reduce politician spending
Reduce management
Reduce top exec salaries

They tried already with lower corporate tax rate. That should
bring jobs

Continue with tax cuts at the business and corporate level to
encourage private enterprises to reinvest in Alberta. Continue
to support oil and gas while encouraging diversification in the
economy. Fight the carbon tax and look for sensible solutions
to reduce emissions.
Basics. And trim the litter.
By being pro business and cut the red tape. When a new rule is
brought in an old one should be dropped. At least things will be
brought to even.
- education
- public sector wages
- no tax increases
- energy war room
- freeze minimum wage
- health
- hold anymore tax cuts
- keep pushing for pipelines
- insurance & electricity rates
- no raises for mla’s
- less regulations
- transfers to municipalities
I think government should focus on providing more
I think government could find savings by providing less help Government should help bring more renewable resources
resources for health care and education. Providing more
to big companies and providing more to small businesses.
industry to Alberta and help provide training to those willing to
help for education will produce a better educated workforce.
switch from non-renewable resources to renewable resources.

Spending should resume on public education and public
healthcare. Especially now since Coronavirus.

The indigenous people did not want the pipeline as well as BC.
NDP wanted the pipeline.

STOP funding private schools as they are for profit.
STOP funding private clinics
Reduce cabinet ministers to 1/2. One could do the job of 2.
Implement a sales tax. This would reduce deficit
T7x

Education

Building new recreational buildings

Don’t cut budgets to essential areas like education and nursing
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T4A

Health, Education, infrastructure, Seniors, The Poor, Fire
and Police

AHS Management
Doctors Funding Model - they spend the money ordering lab
and xray, etc with no fiscal responsibility.
Review all of the expenses from the top of the hierarchy
down to staff levels for excess expenditures and move
revenue to where its proven its required. ( That includes all
Boards). Watch for a spike in expenditures for Feb & March
as that's when depts waste money as they don't want to send
the money back to Govt.
Reduce the public sector.
Consolidate Boards
Keep following what the McKinnon Report said.
If possible make 2 year operational budgets and capital
budgets. It makes it easier for depts to plan.

T7Z

Doubt the government will truly listen or give albertans the
real results of this survey.

Cut from the top! Not the bottom where the work is done. Cut Definitely not by cutting frontline alberta health workers and not
top salaries and reduce management. Reduce politician
by cutting teachers. That will hurt our economy.
spending.
Also taking our CPP to invest in Poorly in AIMCO is wrong!!!!!! i
Implement a sales tax instead of hurting education and
totally disagree. This is my money that I worked hard for and
health care.
the provincial government should keep its hands off my CPP!!!!

They should cut management jobs and not front line
workers.

I think you are currently doing a great job at this. Give
companies incentives to invest here and follow what is
happening globally. Get the message out like you are doing
the benefits of investing here.
Pressure the Federal Govt to support us.

Public Education funding should not be cut. Our Province is
However you didnt listen to teachers regarding their pension
growing and we need our teachers. We also need our
so doubtful prov govt will listen to these ideas.
healthcare.
The government should NOT implement our own Alberta
Pension as that is a waste of money. We should not be
using all our Albertan tax dollars to invest solely in oil.
I disagree with our own Tax Collection as Federal govt CRA
employees in Albert will lose their jobs - how is that helping

T1H

Healthcare and PUBLIC education.

Eliminate the “war room”. Immediately stop any corporate
subsidies or bail outs, especially for companies that don’t
contractually commit to creating new jobs in the province.
Eliminate all travel budgets for political travel unrelated to
formal Provincial business. Eliminate the duplication created
by the separate Catholic School Board and leave religion in
private homes and churches. Insisting that oil companies
who extract out natural resources pay a refundable deposit
to eliminate the taxpayer cost of orphaned wells. Increase
tax levels by a mere 5% to all Albertans making more than
$500,000 per year.

DIVERSIFICATION OF THE ECONOMY! Continuation of the
increase in minimum wage across all employment spectrums to
stimulate local spending by putting the money in the hands of
people who will actually spend it. Offer tax breaks to small
businesses for every Albertan they employ to offset the
increase in minimum wage. Invest in innovative “Made in
Alberta” renewable energy solutions. Join the rest of the
civilized world and charge a carbon tax to be reinvested,
locally, in Alberta.
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T9K

Schools curriculum, achieving higher standards without
passing kids simply to advance their attendance if they
don’t achieve 70 % or better.

Use our own oil supply and ban foreign oil imports.

Reduced interest loans for capital start up loans on private
business.
Subsidies for post secondary evenly split across all provinces.
No more special circumstances to Quebec for material leave
and funded post secondary.

Global Attraction to investment in our resources and get
pipe lines operational. Eliminate foreign oil imports!!!!!!!
Hospital and Health Care. Respect these folks who deal with
all challenges for humanitarian needs.
Greatly reduce the aid to other countries until ours is in
good order. It’s sickening to see federal spending on other
foreign aid programs when we are not addressing our own
issues with that money.
Legal accountability to MPs and all MLAs for what they
envisioned and promoted their party would accomplish.
Failure to achieve these goals should reprimand their
resignation and any benefits.
T5X

I think they should stop cuts to public education snd
healthcare. These should be the most financed.

They could reduce cabinet ministers. I think that like Alberta
Government workers who do more work with less workers,
the cabinet ministers should be reduced to 1/2 and one
I think the government should bring in a sales tax to reduce minister do the work of 2. I also think there should be a
deficit instead of cuts.
reduction in management and not front line workers.
It seems that the Premier has a personal vendetta against
Workers have been facing cuts and layoffs for sometime,
teachers and public education as well as health care. This is with same number of management and supervisors. That is
greatly affecting Albertans in a negative way.
unfair.

Well definitely not by cutting funding to public education and
healthcare. Those are crucial to our province and should be
well funded.
We should not encourage more layoffs by trying to collect our
own taxes as that would result in layoffs in Federal Government
employees in Alberta. Those workers should not lose their jobs
because the UCP cant handle the fact that the Liberals won-the
Federal election.

We should not be spending money by implementing our own I think you tried already by corporate tax cuta
Alberta Pension. I think that is stealing money from
Albertans. I disagree with
An Alberta pension.
T6C
T2X

Health care (including dental); education and student loan
assistance; disability and old age pension.
Education, both public and secondary.

T6E

Spending should be towards education and healthcare.

Funding to oil and gas, corporations and the carbon tax.

Investment in green energy and education.

Size if caucus is too big; too many managers in AHS; do not
cut front line staff or wages!No need to give corporations
huge tax cuts!
Getting rid of the tax break for corporations and charging
these companies more instead of average albertans having
to pay more. Also looking at what management in alberta
health services makes and reducing their wage instead of
the nurses. Getting rid of the war room. It’s an
embarrassment and not contributing and it’s upsetting
knowing that money could go towards albertans

Support education-no cuts. Support healthcare with no cuts to
front line staff.
Not be 100% focused on oil &gas. Re invest in green energy
and the tech industry. Alberta needs to diversify their economy
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T8N

Health. Education. Infrastructure. Diversification.

Get rid of the war room. It’s a waste of 30 million dollars.
Quit investing in an industry that is dying. DIVERSIFY!! This
Quit making stupid panels.
means tech, solar, wind, research, tourism, arts. Anything that
isn’t oil and gas. We need to move on - the rest of the world is!!
Follow actual research. Trickle down economics does not
work. We all need to pay our fair share. Adopt BCs income
tax structure, quit with the corporate giveaways and adopt a
sales tax like every other province. We aren’t that special
that we don’t have to pay taxes. Quit giving tax breaks to
corporations who aren’t even paying the taxes they owe.

T2x

People not unions

Clearly the public sector and any special interest group or
anything lobbiests are after.

T2M

Healthcare and Education and Diversification of the
Economy
Health care
Education
Job creation / employment
Infrastructure

Get rid of the “war room” for Oil & Gas.

Heath care , education and environmental studies for
solutions to climate change crisis.

Taxes pst

1)PUBLIC education
2) healthcare
3) supporting cities and municipalities in building
infrastructure
Highway improvements and up keep.
Learning facilities for healthcare workers i/e RNs and RNAs
Larger police forces.

1)MLA salaries.

T8R

T8A

T6R

T6J

T7A

Lower taxes, cut red tape & get the hell out of the way.

Encourage new investment and opportunities to diversify our
economy and reduce our reliance on Oil & Gas
Cut Government waste and unnecessary expenses
By promoting oil and gas’s environmental improvements
Cut/dissolve MP’s / Elected Officials pensions - they can use By promoting environmentally safe technology to eventually
their own earnings to buy RRSPs/Mutuals like everyone else lessen the need for our dependence on oil and gas

Invest in new industries and studies for environmental
solutions which would create new jobs.
Support small business with incentives and grants, who employ
a huge number of employees in Alberta
Whatever it takes to bring the deficit and debt down.
Until our financial position improves, please screen carefully Support small business owners, provide initiatives to
Other than helping provide jobs for the unemployed who are the various grants to the arts, education (i.e. school bus trips employers who will hire Aish recipients or disabled individuals
and 'extra' learning experiences), and seniors' services
willing to work, please cut out the frills and layering of
who may have skills in areas in which they could be given a
which seem to be redundant in many cases (i.e.
administrative positions in health-care, seniors' services
chance to prove themselves.
congratulations on removing the "Seniors' Advocate"
(especially) and education.
position). With the financial crunch we have, studies on
ageism, sexism, intergenerational exchanges supposedly
for the benefit of seniors, could be postponed .

2)Increase corporate tax rate
Healthcare administrators, there is way to many levels of
admin, yet the gov chooses to keep shortages of front line
health care workers
Also the levels and levels of admins in gov itself are not
justified!

1)Support Indigenous Business opportunities, including oil and
gas sector
2) support the Public Sector
Ensure to not shut down or cut back on funding on higher
education facilities.
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T4X

T2k

I agree with the implementation of private health clinics and I feel the government is doing a great job with the business tax.
more medi centres. They would take of some pressure from
hospitals. More funding to in home care and seniors
facilities to be able to free up beds in hospitals. I feel the
education system should be looked at very closely as some
kids graduate from high school without grade 12 reading
ability. Wage freeze on any govt job till debt is under
control. I do not agree with government subsidies for day
care. Having children is a choice and if you choose to have
kids make sure you can afford daycare if you choose to
work. My tax dollars should not go to support daycare for
your kids!
Health Care,Mental Health Seniors, Infrastructure
GIVING, GIVING AND ALWAYS GIVING TO INDEGENOUS
GOVERNMENT SHOULD MAKE IT EASIER FOR SMALL
PEOPLE INSTEAD
BUSINESS AND BIG BUSINESS
TO FLOURISH IN ALBERTA WITH OUT SELLING OUR
MAKING THEM ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR DESTINY.
PROVINCE SHORT.
ENOUGH OF BLAIMING THE PAST FOR THEIR PRESENT
BEHAVIOUR, LET US MAKE THEM A PROUD PEOPLE BY
EXPECTING SOME RETURNS INSTEAD OF GIVING THEM
HANDSOUT. IT DOESN'T WORK,THE PAST HAS PROVEN IT
TIME AND TIME AGAIN.
Ensure reasonable Infrastructure, health, and education
Education, special interest group funding I.E. LGBQ. Fight to Create honest awareness, and promote the development of
spending without unnecessary spending on special interest remove carbon taxes
Alberta resources. Promote Canadian development
prograns. Fight for more balanced equalization payments,
environmental standards and how the world can benefit from
and reduce carbon taxes.
them and why we need to ensure our resources are not left in
the ground to appease special interest groups. Fight against
Carbon taxes.
Economy growth, small businesses
Auditing government spending
Supporting small businesses

T5a

Aish, homeless, veterans

I’ve been a patient in hospital for almost a year due to my leg Pipelines put people to work
being amputated and while the government thinks laying off
nurses will save money I’ve personally seen waste daily in
supplies such as throwing out expensive slings for lifts
instead of washing them. Single usage makes waste in
hospitals all across canada

T2T

In my opinion the government needs to help seniors that are
living below the poverty line and not just shove them aside
like they are garbage. The renter's assistance program
should never have been cancelled because it is needed by
seniors who are living below the poverty line and having to
pay big rents. I suggest that the premier restore this
program immediately.
I think cuts to health, education and Alberta Supports would
be nonsensical at a time when the economy is weak. Also,
the ND P are not responsible for the deficit. It can be traced
back to 40 years of PC rule.

Didn't the government cut enough in the previous budget??? I think the government is doing all it can right now to attract
I don't think there is much more that can be cut without
investment into the province to support job creation and
doing harm to many people especially the low income
economic growth.
people.

T9H

T0A

T3K

I would like the government to cut spending and tackle the
debt. Spending has been out of control under the NDP and
must be brought into control.

Get rid of the war room and tax cuts to major corporations.
Travel and accommodation both inter-provoncial and
international should be cut to the minimum needed to
encourage trade and at cheapest cost possible. If Albertans
have to trim their expectations, so should ministers.

Put more effort into diversification and get rid of the focus on
oil and gas as our main focus.
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T1R

T7X

T0A

T4P

The GoA should focus on building a competent civil service
that will be held accountable for the quality and efficiency of
service delivery. We need a new civil service that empowers
front line staff, and provides opportunities for innovation.

1. You free up competent top managers to be creative in
getting done what matters.
2. You give front line workers the tools to become more
efficient.
3. You move to a decentralized management model.

Public education funding
Healthcare

Stop corporate tax breaks
Stop austerity measures! They will put Alberta into a recession
Stop funding the war room - it's ridiculous and embarrassing

Healthcare, education, special needs funding, and climate
change

By cutting down the paycheques of politicians and not giving
tax breaks to large corporations. If you’re really desperate
then bring in a provincial sales tax
Education funding- our rural public school Boards work
Government offices and staffs are top heavy and too much
hard to provide good education for our students and should money is spent implementing already failed projects from
other provinces. If it didn’t work in Ontario what makes you
not have to constantly worry about where the money is
think it will work here?
going to come from.
Cut the spending. Watch and check every dollar spend.
Cut the government spending by lowering Premier's salary
Right now we do not have money for spend.
by 10% and all government employees by 10%.
The stop of supplying water and tissue in court room is a
very good idea. I hope it is only the beginning. Do more same
things like this one.
Tell to all people of Alberta that we will do this till the deficit
will be under control.

1. Aggressively diversify by leveraging what is already in place
through taxation, regulation and direct support (oil & gas->
petrochemical, energy intensive manufacturing, data centers;
agriculture -> processing food, fibre, pharmaceuticals)
2. Provide a vision for rural development that is respectful of
nature and will build rural communities.
3. Create centers of innovation for young entrepreneurs
throughout the province.

With investing in renewable energy sources

Encourage companies to hire Albertans instead of foreign
workers from the Philippines who contribute nothing to our
economy. They just send all their money to the home country!
Fight for the pipelines. Tell this Ottawa's boy to keep his hands
out of Alberta. Make the referendum if necessary . Keep money
in peoples pockets for spend. In Capitalism money must
circulate between business (salary), spending (people). As less
money goes through government (taxes) as better the economy
is. Absolutely no Alberta sales tax. Taxes kill every and each
economy. Ask the teachers, doctors and others, where to find
money if they ask for more money for them self. Be and act like
Ralph Klein, Margaretha Tucker and Ronald Regan.

T1J

health care & seniors

govt ceo's cut wage 5%

sponser training

t2a

health care education and the myriad of other spending
priorities you decided were not priorities

t1w

Health Care and Education

cancel the Canadian Energy Centre, have oil companies pay
before drilling so that Albertans don't have to cover the cost
of the clean up
Corporate Tax cuts

invest in clean energy projects, high tech and expand our
income portfolio so that we're less reliant on the booms and
busts of the oil industry
Talk to the Albertans and see what is important to us.

T8X

Focus on Education: inverse spending on All Schools and
secondary education, not just select private school.
Increase funding for smaller class sizes and special Ed
support.
Reduced student loan interest rates
Make Affordable day care,
Increase Medication and drug plan coverage
Support our most vulnerable people,

Save a huge amount of money by Decreasing the vast
amount of government officials over spending on their
personnel accounts, lower their wages, pensions and
personal spending budgets to a reasonable and comparable
amount
Decrease the huge hand outs to top CEO’s and large
corporations.
Make all people, business and corporations pay there tax
every year, and we will be swimming in money

Forward and progressive thinking, Support the new ideas that
are out there, these will creat jobs and care for the
environment. Listen to our youth, they are their own future, we
are holding them back with our old ways and old boys club
thinking ,of you scratch my back and I will turn a blind eye to
your wrong doing.
We have to do things smarter,cleaner,greener and make
companies accountable.

T5m

Health and education

Re up the corporate tax rate

Diversify instead of beating a dead horse of the oilfield

T2T

Diversify the economy
lowcost housing/homelessness
healthcare

size of government
low sales tax

bring in new business through promotion, tax incentives,
support innovation, greenline, green energy, high tech
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T1J

Health System, reduce wait times and slowness of the
system.

Reduce burocracy and salaries of top management. Too
many managers in different ministries.

Infrastructure in other places other than Calgary and
Edmonton.

Do not waste money in EPR or Recycling initiatives.

Promote business investments.

Promote opportunities for medium and big companies
Invest in technology and diversify the economy. Not only oil
and Gas.

Reduce spending in Universities and a colleges, lower
salaries of professors who make more than 150,000 for no
reason.
Reduce spending in travel and conferences

T0E

Education, Infrastructure, Medical, Oil/Nat Gas Pipe Lines,
to Churchill Manitoba.

Freeze salaries for 2 years and invest the savings
Remove MPs Living allowance for out of town MPs, Remove However the US being its’ typical greedy self, has realized that
other perks,
by keeping Canadian oil land locked, it will be able to buy that
Remove assistance for assistances, Stop unnecessary air
oil at a very large discount, because there is a lack of pipeline
travel,
space to get it to market. Canada is currently producing more
oil than can be stored or shipped, resulting in a discount of
around 75% of the global price.
We should be pursuing a new path for our oil. Lets look at
building a double pipe line up through Saskatchewan, to
Churchill Manitoba from there into the world markets. The
amount of money we are losing every year is staggering,
the cost of this pipe line and 6 lane highway (3 lanes each way)
would be nothing compared to what we are losing each and
every year to the greedy US. A double oil pipeline on one side
of
the highway, on the other side a double nat gas line. While
these Hugh construction projects are progressing. Liquid Nat
Gas Processing plant can be built at Churchill, bigger bang for
your buck.
Why should this new highway be 3 lanes each side, so as to
transport the modules for the Liquid Nat Gas Processing Plant.

T2Z

Supporting vulnerable individuals
Reducing government waste
Cut more spending. We can't afford to keep going down this
road.
Health care and education

Size of Government
Bureaucracy and legislation
Unions they are costing is to much

Finding alternative contractors and supports to replace
expensive government services
Keep so ng what you are doing

Less funding to arts, and other non essential things.

T7p

A balanced budget. Reduced middle management. Stop
subsidizing industry

Bringing public workers salaries (and benefits/pensions) in
line with COL adjustments to the rest of Canada.
Healthcare needs a massive adjustment to compare with rest
of canada

Tax cuts for those who create new jobs. Wage subsidies for
new jobs.
Reduced taxes (I understand this should then mean less
services from the government)

T5l

Healthcare

Make a sales tax that will go directly to healthcare

T5c
T8H

Hire more healthcare workers
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Police, Health Care and Education.

Cut Provincial Government Public Service.

T8E

Healthcare , senior’s benefits, invest in opportunities in the
tech industry

Cut back on the arts sector, stop funding abortions and
gender re-assignment operations.

T8S

Infrastructure health education

Upper mamanagement and non essential personnel

T0L

stop over spending
Cabinet ministers bloated retirement benefits

Increase minimum wage

T0C

stop wasting tax payer's money and do what every citizen
has to do: spend only what you earn
Preventative health care, mental health and addiction
support
Health/schools/pipeline

Lower taxes.
Allow private health care.
Sell off the orphan/abandoned oil wells to private companies.
Have an option to pay a fee to receive car registration and
drivers license renewal notices.
More bursaries and opportunities for education and starting
businesses
As well as encouraging sector growth not through tax cuts but
project incentives
DON'T TAX BUSINESSES

T1M

Public education and public health care

Infrastructure and taxes to corporations which are the lowest Promote new technologies and energy sources.
in Canada and are NOT bringing in more business.

T6C

Health, education and economic growth

Hiring freeze, management pay rollback, training,
consultants

T2L

Education and health. The cuts were devastating, we need
well educated healthy Albertans to ensure a prosperous
future.

By increasing corporate taxes. We had the lowest corporate Diversify! Support alternative energy by giving subsidies to the
tax rate before the cuts.
businesses and those who purchase the products. Climate
change is the biggest business opportunity we have.

T3a

Education and Health Care.

Raising corporate taxes.

Hire more nurses and teachers.

T3E

Cutting spending

Outsourcing all non essential services

T0L

Don’t cut health care we all need it, you g and old. Don’t
leave the seniors with no money,

T0G

Taking care of people and taxing corporations fairly.

Cutting some of the arts , things that arn’t needed as much.
We have a lot of people on ASH in our small town. Some of
them can for sure do some kind of work.
The oil and gas war room could be cancelled which would
save money.

By supporting the private sector not by creating government
jobs
To an extent,

By promoting initiatives that diversify our economy; in
particular, developing sources of energy other than oil and gas.

Higher taxes

More full-time positions rather than part-time

Administrative positions .

Privatize some healthcare aspects

T3L

T7p
T2N

Providing increased funds to public education, nurses and
front staff workers.
Frontline healthcare workers.
School Curriculum.
1) Infastrucure to get trade workers employed
2) health care it is essential and has not been treated as
such
3) green technology investment we have an opportunity to
grow a new industry

Look at re-organizing AHS-VERY top heavy again-make them Continue to support the pipeline
responsible for unnecessary layers on management-4 levels
before a simple decision can be made

Incentives for small business or corporations

Cut political salaries. If we need to tighten our belts it's time 1) bring back the incentives for tech companies. It bring a new
the government lead by example.
sector of growth and was rebuilding Calgary's core
2) invest in infastrucure which will create jobs for trade workers
including former oil workers.
3) return spending to public sector jobs. AHS is the provinces
largest employer health care employees who can't get work will
leave the province which affects housing and other industries
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T3g

Funding for special needs children (specifically funding for
homeschooled special needs children to be able to access
therapies)
More funding and therapy options for children over 6 with
special needs.
Public schools- specifically TAs and smaller class sizes.
More midwives available and midwife assisted births.
Economic growth and encouraging small local business’ to
start up with an entrepreneurial spirit and positive energy

The catholic school system which shouldn’t be government
funded anyways.
Increased hiring of midwives and encouraging home births
to save the hospitals $$$
More open conversations about home education and
possibly increase the perks of home education to encourage
more parents to take part in that to lessen the burden on the
public school system.

A1A

Healthcare and Education. As our province grows, our
I think there are areas of government that are bloated,
schools expand, needs for mental health in schools and
benefits to government workers is too generous, especially
communities. Schools are the hubs of our communities, and at the expense of the public purse.
already stretched thin in direct teaching and EA supports.

Be careful of job cuts, no one can spend money when they are
out of work. Tax benefits to corporations who do business and
employ Albertans.

T0H

Healthcare, Policing, Seniors, Disabled People. Highway
repair in the Northern part of the Province. Bar outside
interests from protesting in Alberta against our Oil & Gas.

Clean up Abandoned Wells. More support and Funding for Oil
&Gas. This will cause the “Trickle Down” effect and all
communities will benefit
Support Oil & Gas wherever and whenever possible.

T0m

Education, keeping health care public, restarting the
Edmonton lab

T2W

post-secondary education
Health Care (reduce # of physicians)
government jobs
social assistance for immigrants
reduce financing of immigrant ethnics communities

Close Safe Injection Sites. Teacher’s take 5% wage cut.
Retire older Nurses sooner.
Gov’t Employees take 5% wage cut & freeze all wages for at
least 3 years. No funding for large projects like Arena’s etc.
Not all residents use them so why should we all pay for
them?
Collecting taxes from oil companies, reducing the payouts to
fossil fuel companies, fine the companies of abandoned
wells monthly until they are cleaned up.
reduce payments to the federal government funds
cut funding of immigrants programs
replace the international temp workers for kids and retired
people
stop paying any social help (like EI) to temps and illegals
increase waiting time for a social assistance payment for
legal immigrants

T8R

Education and healthcare

Diversifying the economy, especially focusing on tech
companies and renewable energy.

T3H

USE RESTRAINT IN EVERY LINE ITEM OF THE BUDGET.
CUTS TO LINE ITEMS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED FOR
EVERY LINE WITH NO LINE GETTING AN INCREASE.

The government should focus on revenue as we are already
underfunding critical services. A sales tax and corporate
increases seem reasonable.
IN ALL CATEGORIES

T2V

The top spending priority is to reduce spending!!

Across the board 5% cut to all departments including all
government salaries.
Very simple.

Encourage diversification- offer breaks to start up companies in
the first 2 years of business to get on their feet. Encourage
local small businesses to start up and support those
businesses in growing through grants, decreased taxes for a
certain period and even offer personal tax breaks to legitimize
small business owners.

Build or support companies to build recycling facilities,
renewable resource companies and our own refineries for our
gas and oil
replace the all big and small retailers who hiring foreign temps
and illegals for local retailers (as it was done in Seattle WA
during 2008-2010 economy collapse)

JOB CREATION IS IMPORTANT, BUT MONEY SHOULD ONLY
BE SPENT ON JOB CREATION THAT WILL ENSURE LONG
TERM EMPLOYMENT AT A MINIMUM COST. INDUSTRY WILL
PROVIDE THE JOBS SO CUT RED TAPE AND ENCOURAGE
INDUSTRY TO CREATE NEW JOBS.
The government has no role to play in job creation. This is a
political fallacy!
Government needs to get out of the way and the economy will
do fine. Let the markets work without government manipulation.
The government is, and always has been, the problem! $70
billion debt- nice work on behalf of Albertans. Government is a
bad joke foisted on the people.
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T2W

Spending priorities should be firstly on the inevitable:
- An aging population requiring accessible and sustainable
health care. Creating barriers to health care will likely create
other problems (e.g. higher morbidity, frequent burnout
among providers, increased costs in potentially risky
behaviors in those who simply need care, etc.). These
problems will need resources to address later on; consider
primary preventative measures
- Investing in sustainable resources: perhaps I need to
research more about what you have done to contribute to
promoting use of sustainable resources but most of what I
have heard/read is primarily to do with oil
- Those of our future: it is easy to simply look to 4 years
down the road but garnering knowledgeable, innovative, and
optimistic generations to contribute to a sustainable Alberta
is an investment. Seems minuscule compared to what
Alberta is facing at the moment but cutting back on
education, essentially making education less accessible,
will impress on generations that education is not important.
Is this a worthy sacrifice? Again, this would create further
problems later on (e.g. less candidates to fill positions
requiring post-secondary/graduate education, less job
prospects, etc.) Again, think primary preventative measures.

If cuts are necessary, targeting one particular sector will not
garner any level of sustainable unity or agreement. I
understand there is a deficit. Yet why is it that the best
course of action seems to be to hone in on one particular
sector? I suggest finding savings in all sectors; that if there
must be cuts, everyone contributes. A community that all
shoulders sacrifice may create a better sense of
contribution, less entitlement, and maybe a more sustainable
savings plan. You might hate this idea, and maybe it is
political suicide, but why does a province with such huge
spikes of boom and bust not have a provincial tax? Why is it
that every time we hit a bust, we're scrambling?

I do feel some level of sacrifice (whether it be budget cuts, less
jobs, more taxes, etc.) is required to jumpstart our climb out of
this deficit, but I suggest a long-term plan that involves all
sectors and industries. In targeting the public sector right now,
perhaps you may be able to save some money, but I feel this
will last us only a few years (if Alberta's history has taught us
anything, it is this). This is also at the cost of one sector,
comprised of many valuable and necessary resources to a
viable province (e.g. health care workers, teachers, civil
servants to name a few). I implore that Alberta's government
look to find a sustainable safety net that doesn't rely on a
severe budget cut every time the economy is not booming.

1. Environment/ climate change/ transitioning our economy
away from oil and gas.
2. PUBLIC health care
3.PUBLIC education

1. Stop subsidizing the oil industry
2. Add a sales tax
3. Return modest health care premiums while ensuring low
income Albertans are not charged
4. Increase corporate tax rate
5. Cancel the ‘war room’
Cut to the top first and foremost!

1. Encourage tech investment
2. Justly transition workers from oil and gas to clean energy
jobs
3. Encourage investment in film industry
4. Stop cutting essential supports to education, health care and
public service and forcing layoffs
Look into renewables. Clean up some of our orphaned wells.

Return corporate tax rate to pre election levels. Why so
obsessed with saving? Everyone who owns a house takes
out a mortgage. You can't build a house without one. We
need to attract people to Alberta and if you are only thinking
about cutting spending, young professionals who will pay
high tax levels will be discouraged from coming to or staying
in Alberta.

Build infrastructure. Fund growth in school districts by hiring
more teachers. Be like Suncor and diversify. They seem to
have figured that out, why are you so set on bailing out the Oil
industry when world market prices are the reason for the
downturn. People still need good hospitals, schools and
transportation.

Long term views rather than short term answers.
Equal taxation for everyone including corporations and small
business.
By decreasing their wages and bonuses and no pension,
until they've earned one, after at least 25 yrs of service and
paying in to it, up until the end of service.

By bringing investors back into OUR province!
Tax break system that helps companies that promote economic
growth and head count simultaneously.
Quit sending our hard earned money to other countries, quit the
climate control agenda, which we all know is bogus, put the oil
and gas back in to full production.

T0B

Priorities! Great word!

T6a

Education and Health Care. Infrastructure. Cutting those
departments and continuing to find ways to find efficiencies
is not money saving. You can't cut what they don't have.
Teachers have had 8 years of near 0 increases. Why are you
picking a fight with them? Get Albertans working by
spending on infrastructure during lean times. Your fiscal
plan is too extreme and you will end up hurting future
Albertans by not investing in new schools, hospitals, public
transportation, and roads.
Education should always be first. Healthcare. Safety (police,
fire & rescue)

T0L

T9H

Schools, Hospitals.
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T3A

T5W

Education and health care - including teachers, doctors and
nurses. Please make them comfortable and not afraid of
their jobs!
Aish, healthcare and education.

T3G

Public healthcare for all Albertans.

T3A

Public Education

T2B

Education- public education

T3A

Education - specifically public education. Teachers, teacher Tax breaks to corporations.
aids. Our kids have 30+ kids in their class and they list their
French teacher, in class aids and support, and the music
and physEd teacher’s time was cut. This was before the
budget. We have lost more classroom aids since the budget

Diversity in the economy

T1K

Restrict government spending to only what the government
alone can do - ensure a fair marketplace, care for
vulnerable; provide essential services. As much as
possible, create opportunities for OTHERS to work rather
than having government do so directly.

Replace income tax with consumption tax. Reduce red tape
and find efficiencies. Get government out of unnecessary
areas.

T8R

Health care and education

T3G

Teachers, AHS, Police deserve the funding, and resources
needed to do their jobs. The province would be screwed
without them. Who would teach the next generation? Who
will keep you healthy and safe.

Change arts & culture funding (for example) to matching
programs rather than direct grants, to ensure community
support. Encourage local service provision by community
groups and charities by funding them, avoiding government
bureaucracy to do so.
Stop funding elective medical procedures such as abortions
and 'sex-change' operations.
Cutting out a 30 million dollar "war room" and putting it back
in the classroom. Stop giving tax giveaways to large
multinational corporations who can afford to pay provincial
taxes while small business get nothing.
Cut government employee salaries, cut the salaries of
parliment, get rid of positions that are useless and
rudundant.

* Eliminate Canadian Energy Center War Room immediately
* Reduce the number of ministers in Alberta's legislature
* Hold oil companies accountable for paying back provincial
taxes
* Eliminate tax reductions for large businesses
* Eliminate cronyism and the perception of cronyism in all
areas
* Eliminate the development of straw committees which only
echo the UCP party line
* Use the work of the previous NDP to the current provincial
government's advantage e.g., education curriculum
* Stop the creation of "initiatives" which have no financial
gain or validity in practice

* Allow open bidding on all contracts - current practices award
contracts without
* Employ full transparency and accountability strategies with
regards to spending and awarding of government contracts
* Provide incentive for entrepreneurs
* Create provincial sales tax at 2% rate

T5Z

Good hardworking Albertans are leaving to find work and
start a new life, good luck getting them back.
* Re-establishing previous funding levels and supports for
health care, education, AISH, seniors, social services, etc.
* Develop Alberta's previously ignored infrastructure in
order to support potential finanacial growth showing
"Alberta is actually open for business"
* Support diversification through tax credits and financial
incentives in area of reusable energy (including adapting/
scaffolding technology from the petroleum industry);
biotechnology in agriculture and medical research;
technolgy (cybersecurity, virtual reality, artificial
intelligence); and tourism/film industry
* Development of employment skills and opportunities for
the individuals with the greatest unemployment rate (males
under 25 and over 55)
* Integrity in actions for all Albertans, not only those in the
petroleum industry

Stop large tax breaks to corporations. As long as there is a Diversify our energy sector and economy
single well or abandoned well not paying their fair share or
cleanup - all tax breaks are on hold!
Stop funding the immigrants. I’m not prejudice but we should Don’t know
help our own people first.
No more tax breaks for large corporations.
Support Alberta's oil industry and continue to fight for the
Transmountain pipeline.
Tax breaks to rich resource companies - they have not
Diversify the economy
created 1000’s of jobs as promised.
Stop corporate tax cuts and subsidies to industry
Diversify the economy!

Investing in a well educated population, encouraging
diversification and tech expansion

Adding money to where it needs
I am leaving Alberta because I could not get a fully time job. I
was working 55+ hours a week between two jobs and could not
make enough to survive. I probably will not come back if I can
get a full time job.
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T3R

Public education- we need to focus on smaller class sizes
and meeting complex learning needs. With the rise of autism
entering public school systems, facilities need to be in place
to help families cope and children deserve proper
educational experiences that will help them build life skills.
Having them in mainstream classes is not helping them
grow, nor the other children around them. Teachers are
killing themselves to ensure children are getting quality
education. Public tax money should absolutely NOT be used
for private systems. If parents want private schools, it’s out
of their own pockets. The public school sector shouldn’t
turn into the piece of shit education system the states has
created. We do amazing work and have phenomenal
professional development that moves our children to be
prepared for the future. Stop talking to the people up top
and meet with everyday teachers, that work 50+ hours a
week trying to help their students with shit supplies. They
will tell you how funds can be allocated appropriately.

T3e

Auditing all large publicly funded budgets like AHS,
Education, police forces, etc.

T6H

Shed up top! We don’t need half the people involved.

Make Alberta more than just an oil and gas hub. We need to
branch out into other areas like nuclear power and technology
Especially in the Calgary board of education, make everyone to diversify our power generation.
work with children. We don’t need an entire office full of
We need to be future forward/trendy to maintain a name for
people. They need to be on the front lines with children
ourselves. Branch out with engineering in design and
making a difference.
innovation.

Lay off unnecessary middle management. Offer bonuses for
people to come in under budget. Cost justify all expenses
over 50k
infrastructure and basic services, and leave everything else a sensitive point but: limit government spending to its basic
out ...
obligations, make sure that, even when cutting expenses
(such as education and health), the cuts are aimed precisely
at overlapping services even if you have to list them, explain,
to teachers' unions that, for example, professional
development days ought to be taken in their own time and on
their own dime: all other professions do so ... a number of
services provided by government at all levels are running
side by side where one provider would suffice: find the most
cost-efficient one, and remove all the others ...

Get public spending under control and reduce personal taxes.
That will encourage more spending.
cut business taxes to a reasonable level, remove as many rules
and regulations that exist ... they make production more
expensive and slower ... wherever possible, break unions'
monopoly in individual industries ... provide initiatives (such as
tax breaks, but NOT grants) to developing industries (research,
etc.) ...

T6X

Healthcare and education

I’m a physician, and I know there are still inefficiencies in our I believe we need to diversify. O&G can be the backbone of our
system. However the way the government went about
economy but it can’t be the only thing. Bring back tech
addressing them felt haphazard and without much though.
subsidies, look at taxes for small businesses.
Straight cuts will not address the inefficiencies that AHS has.
Also, the entire existence of Covenant Health is an
inefficiency. Paying for 2 sets of administration to do the
same job. Looking at merger would be a good decision.

T8L

Eliminate the deficit as soon as possible.

T1M

Front line health care and education

Keep public sector wages at current levels and eliminate
perks.
By eliminating Upper management/trustee/executive
positions and salaries in public sector.

Reduce taxes on private sector and assist small business
startups. Provide infrastructure as needed.
Get rid of the big salaries employees that have no impact on the
day to day work within an organizations front line. Hire more
front line employees to improve the quality of experience the
patron receives
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T5L

Police and safety and help for seniors that were born here, By not funding special interest groups and take the
worked here, and raised functional children to contribute to necessary steps to help improve education by removing
special needs children from regular classrooms and put
our society
them in an area where their needs can be met and ‘regular ‘
children can actually have teachers spend time on them.
Also, by not increasing funding to facilitate drug use by
providing seemingly endless resources to those that have no
interest on ever helping themselves or contributing in a
worthwhile way to society. The majority have chosen this as
their path. I’m not their family and do not want my money
wasted on them

By contributing to worthwhile endeavours by entrepreneur ps,
not throwing money at someone’s idea that we know will do
nothing to help society. Keep it Canadian, and support jobs that
are from Canadians that are keeping their workforce here

T6G

Social services to vulnerable populations and provide the
highest quality education in the primary, secondary, and
post-secondary sector.

Diversification of the economy to end the dependence on the oil
and gas sector. Investing in a knowledge- based economy, as
well as focus on progressive technologies which will be able to
create solutions to contemporary and future challenges.

T2Z

The government should focus on balancing the budget at all Hold the boards and committees accountable for their
costs.
spending. Establish a more economically sustainable
management system for publicly funded institutions.
I think the spending priorities should continue to fund
Less grants for big cooperation's that take the money and
students to upgrade their education to get better jobs.
leave with it, instead of investing it back into Alberta.

Balance the budget and reduce obstacles for business.

T7X

Infrastructure

Cut civil servant jobs

T1S

Only the very basics. Infrastructure, health care and
education. Everything else needs to take a back seat while
we pay off the debt.

Reduce or eliminate spending on things that are normally
funded by philanthropy, such as cultural and art based
budget items. Give philanthropists the opportunity to fill in
the gap and get a tax break for their generosity. Eliminate
foreign funded ENGO's and put unions on notice that they
will be put under the microscope. If there are any illicit or
illegal activities going on they will be eliminated. There are
too many unions funding political parties illegally.

If we can’t get pipelines built then it’s time to split from this
country!
Reduce red tape and lower corporate taxation. Reinstate the flat
tax in Alberta. Take out ads in the US to call our energy sector
back to work here. Promote capitalism and entrepreneurial
endeavours.

Disabled/Mentally Challenged/Seniors and Veterans

Upper echelons of Alberta Health for one, not the front line
folks. Identify and eliminate waste. Incentivise agencies for
cost cutting measures. Suspect there a many ways of cutting
spending without cutting services, particularly to those
mentioned above.
First, eliminate outrageous salaries at upper levels.
Find efficiencies by combining similar services between
levels of government - for example, I don't see a need for
each level of government to have an elections agency rather
than all using the services of Elections Canada.
Stop hiring so many outside consultants to provide
recommendations; maybe ask for the regular Albertans who
elected you for their input, and put together a panel of
volunteers with reasonable qualifications where more indepth study is required.

T0A

T6T

Health and education - at least maintaining current service
levels, adjusted for population growth - should be top
priorities.
Supporting municipal transit projects and other "green"
projects is also important.

Closing all loopholes for business to evade taxes, and
introducing a sales tax.

By educating the people and making the big corporations invest
back into Alberta, which would open up more job opportunities.

Fiscally responsible government with plan for balanced budget,
simplified tax laws, creation of a law prohibiting government
from running deficits...live within our means. As a blueprint,
simply take federal government plan and reverse it.
Encourage development of oil and gas refining and processing
facilities here rather than transporting our crude elsewhere for
those steps.
Encourage economic diversification so that our economy will
become less closely tied to oil and gas.
Ensure that any tax credits for companies are based on
demonstrated job creation rather than blindly hoping that
companies will be so good-natured as to invest savings from
reduced taxes into new jobs.
Create local and regional tax credits for companies creating
new jobs in areas that most need them
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T7S

On things that support the private sector and towards long
term develop of our resources.

privatize services. cut public sector hard.get rid of the layers Cut red tape, fight fake news and fake enviromentalists
of waste in the public sector.
Stand up for our resources
Don't pay equalization

T9X

Health care and education

Get ride of the war room, examine travel expenses for
government officials, have elected officials take the pay cut
they are asking other to take and cut back on their pension.

T4C

With the debt where it is the priority is cutting.. minimum
20% across the board, let the union decide, wages or staff.
Management could be likely cut mor

T1s

t6j

T4R

T5N

Yes our unemployment rate is too high and we need new
industries to move to our province.

Holy crap.. just having the gall to ask this question shows
how out of touch you are? Everywhere you look there is
waste, over staffing...overpaid staff by 10-30% above other
provinces and even a higher percentage about private
sector... Useless regulation.. capital spending waste (March
madness), useless policies...
1. Cut business taxes to bring companies back to employ
1. Stop paying cronies for studies that are useless.
people.
2. Focus on creating a business friendly environment $$ that
2. Elimination of carbon tax by implementing a home retrofit will employ people bringing growth to Alberta.
plan for energy efficient home.
Allow a grant for solar, geothermal and wind for individuals
and corporations to retrofit and new builds.
3. Provide a tax exempt
moratorium on taxes for up to 3 yrs on oil, chemical and
plastics plants new builds and upgrades using energy
efficient methods to run plants show the co2 gains.
4. Place a tax credit for individuals who utilize energy
efficient means of heating homes, and utilizing energy
efficient transportation.

Reduce regulation and contract out via bid process...and get
the hell out of where government doesn't belong..... In short
...get out of the way... Jobs is not the governments
responsibility.. Health care, policing, public safety

My budget priorities are to support public health, public
Not give tax cuts to corporations.
education, municipalities and the diversification of the
economy at better levels than your 2019 budget did. Also,
you should be engaging with these sectors and consulting
up-front with these sectors before budget changes are
made. Their input and the well-being of these sectors should
be taken into consideration and the budget should reflect
this importance. As far as I know, Alberta is still a
democracy.
* New innovative Green technology & investment
* Reduce health care costs & admin bloat by abuse. annual
* Solar Energy investment
physicals unnecessary as an example.
* Secure bonds and deposits for oil/gas drilling &
environmental cleanup with set time limits to operate or
forfeit licenses & deposits. (North Dakota is an example)

If your priority is to support jobs and economic growth, you
should not be making budget cuts that decrease jobs in the
public sector or decrease funding to diversification projects
that assist in the development of newer industries, such as IT.

Please spend within our means, no deficit.

Infrastructure spending

1. Provide startup tax credits for new technology companies
creating new employment opportunities for Alberta.
2. Get more pipelines to export our resources to the world.
3. Give credits to manufacturing companies creating jobs for
Alberta.

* A Gas Tax Levy
* Provincial sales tax of 3-4%
* Cut out annual physicals, Dr's bill about $100 plus to govt.
One of the only provinces to still allow this.

Less red tape
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T2Y

Only essential service. Cut everything else!

-overstaffed construction crews
-Actively speak with companies in all areas, tech,
-no more renovations on anything in the parks for at least 2 manufacturing, oil and gas.
years (Fishcreek SW Calgary just replaced all the buildings, -keep taxes low
it was not nessessary)
-no more renovations on any provincial buildings unless it is
a safety issue
-axe the purchase of all non essentials, art, decorative
bridges, flowers, parties, celebrations, grants, expense
accounts (cut by half), there are many many things you could
cut! Think like you are a single parent and reduce!

T1S

Necessary services and firewall implementing costs

Cut Public service jobs. Lower immigration.

T3B

Health care
Education (K-12)
Advanced education
Expanding labour markets into other areas. Tech,
agriculture, tourism, etc...
cut public sector wages, benefits and pension plans, to put
them in line with the lower benefits we get in the private
sector.

Support staff within many government ministries.
Reduce the size of the government.

stop paying for abortion as a method of birth control, which
is what you are currently doing.

by cutting taxes and regulation

T2V

CUT SPENDING AND VALANCE THE BUDGET!

CUT ALL DEPARTMENTS!

T4a

Education, health, infrastructure

Shuttering the Canadian Energy Center.

LOWER TAXES, REVERSE C69! Allow pipelines to be built and
allow us to sell to new markets!
Increased investment into economic diversification

T1A

1. Health - improving wait times for surgeries
2. Economy - diversification of energy resources
3. Education - Make provision of education for students with
all ability levels a priority and provide the necessary
supports (TAs, resources, Behavioural Specialists, etc.)

1. Close the War Room.
2. Start collecting taxes from Big Business on an equitable
basis.
3. Introduce a Provincial Sales Tax.

T0B

Create jobs get rid of Trudeau before he completely destroys
alberta
Corruption is a huge concern. I’m dealing with it right now
on the county level and there doesn’t seem to be a way to
call our elected officials to be accountable!

DO NOT Give the feds any transfer payments grow a set ha

T2W

T0H

T3k

Put health care and education back on the for front. The
economy will be stronger in the long term if these recive
more funding.
A healthier and more educated public creates a strong
economy. Also harm rediction should be invested in more.
Helping people like this will help reduce money spent on
taking care of them later. Helping the lowest line rasies
everyone else up.

T8A

An increase in social services funding will help econmicilly
in the future.
Debt reduction!!

Tax cuts and no red tape, putting Albertans to work first. Deals
with US for trade.
Th rough education at the post secondary level and through
research initiatives.

1. Increase funding for those who wish to improve their
education level or retrain for other types of work.
2. Support diversification of energy resources.
3. Fund Education, Health and Social Services at previous
levels.

Subsidy only Alberta companys why do we get meals from
Toronto for the HOSPITALS come on really
They have a tendency to cut wages or numbers of the people Put money towards fixing things that are wearing out such as
who actually do the work. It’s management who need to be bridges,
cut. I see it over and over. There priority is to protect there That is a worthwhile project and it keeps us safer!
position!
Less tax cuts for large corperations. These corperations
Diversify and stop relying on oil and gas as the main source of
should be paying higher taxes as they can afford it.Giving
income. The industry has changed. Things like art, music,
science, technolgy. Any investor would say keeping all the eggs
them tax cuts leaves money on the table that Alberta can
in one basket is foolish. Oil should be part of the future but not
use.
held as the main source of provicial income as the infustry is
Just making things more efficent will help too. Just make
not as large as it once was.
sure it is effective too. The main mindset though should be
to ceate more value as saving will become less of an issue. It should also encourage people to start thier own creative
busdiness that contribute more that just econnic value but
educational and social value as well.

Acrossed the board.

Become debt free. Get that under control - the rest should
follow.
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T4B

Cutting government personnel ( bureaucrats).

Unions - teachers - health care - too many in adminstration.

T0A

Healthcare and public education.

Oil and gas, CEOs, your own paychecks.

Lower taxes on businesses and citizens so everyone is able to
LIVE on lower paying jibs.
Reinstate old healthcare and public education funding

T6R

Additional funding to account for population growth and
aging in the health care system.
Leave AISH & PDD funding well enough alone - these people
need the supports they are receiving... Same with access to
medications - & coverage of medications... These programs
should be maintained to the actual cost of living... You keep
these people stable & healthy - they contribute back by not
costing more for illness & other...

That's your job, not mine.

Again, your job.

Politicians salaries & perks - The meals, transportation,
clothing allowances & other stipends need to be stopped...
The rest of us out here have to pay for this stuff out of our
pockets for our jobs - Politicians should be doing the same...
No more free rides - Cut at the top - not off the bottom... This
*war room* thing is costing tax payers money to run this - &
this lacks transparency - shut this down & be accountable to
those who voted you in...
Health - put a salary cap on positions of CEOs & those who
are at the top running the show... Leave the nurses alone...
Leave the drs alone...

By not giving their corporate buddies hand outs & hiring their
friends & patronage appointments to boards & other in the
province - Need to hire people who can do the job for their
abilities - not for their political followings...
Find fair taxation for all - not tax cuts & payouts for your
buddies - enough is enough...
Need to diversify & invest in alternate energy sources & other
kinds of employment that benefit Alberta - not just your buddies
pockets...

Run the hospitals 24 hours a day - surgery 24 hours a day MRI 24 hours a day - this would clear the wait lists & cut
costs of having everything sitting idle & unused at night...

T0j

Stop cutting public service support and jobs. Invest in
diversity and renewables. Remove dependancy on oil/gas

Stop funding the energy war room. Stop tax breaks for oil
companies

T1K

Education and Post secondary Education
Health care
Education and health care.
If big buisnesses are given tax credits they must produce
jobs.
Making tax breaks for the middle class so they have more
money for their every day lives.
Healthcare
Education
Innovation

Eliminating the “War Room.” Investing in drug treatment
plans for addicts
Cutting the administration cost of education/health care.
Buy out for senior teachers/ health care workers who are
able to retire. Getting new teachers/health care workers in
the profession at a lower salary. Cutting the red tape of that
plaques health care and education.
Close the “war room” (it’s a waste of money and an
embarrassment).
Combine Catholic and public school boards
Implement a PST
NO MORE tax deductions to oil companies. Make them pay
their fair share. Cut the funding to the “war room”, it is a
ridiculous
waste of money.

T1S

T2V

T2l

Health and Education!

Ensure public confidence by not slashing public funding. We
have delayed/canelled may purchases and renos do to current
goverment policies causing jon insecurity.
Diversify the economy
Helping companies, organizations and individuals with cost
effective loans to diversify the Alberta economy.

Bring back the STEP program. You have hurt students enough.
Provide tax incentives for innovation and technology ventures.

Diversify the economy. Give incentives to OTHER industries
rather than just oil and gas.
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T3G

The government needs to focus on eliminating the debt. It is
a millstone around the neck and will only get worse. Any
responsible individual or household should be debt-free or
have a debt that is manageable. The government should do
the same.

The government can find many savings in all the work it
contracts and anything it buys. Some pensions are too royal
and bonuses do not need to be paid out of the taxpayer's
pocket. The government needs to contract and buy things
from other providers because anything the government buys
or contracts is simply way to expensive. Things are so
expensive because everyone knows the government will pay
good money and so everything is expensive. The
government needs to be run like a corporation or an
individual's business and the overpaying and spending
needs to stop. We don't have the money that is being spent.
Alos, all projects government spends money on should be
vetted carefully. Government tends to throw money away on
some very doubtful things.

Diversification, lower taxes, and lower regulations. Let's look at
what president Trump is doing and his success with the USA
economy. We need to have common sense approaches. One
very important one is to not stifle the economy with
unnecessary regulations.

T2T

Addiction, Mental Health, affordable housing, homelessness Alberta health services management (too many layers).
Investing in renewable energy sources instead of continually
dumping money into oil and gas. Increasing corporate taxes
instead of giving tax breaks that corporations are dumping
into their own stock shares instead of creating jobs.

Move away from oil and gas and explore renewable energy
technology. Invest in city infrastructure and continue to invest
in affordable housing. Ban temp agencies as they only give the
impression of economic growth and job creation.

T2L

Education
Healthcare
Restructuring Alberta’s economy to RENEWABLE

Dissolve the “war room”
Get the corporate welfare back that didn’t do anything g but
line the pockets of the rich and we’ll connected.

Pivot to renewable energy

Education and healthcare

Do not lower corporate taxes,

Diversifying the economy, bringing new industries and
investors (such as renewable energy and high technology
companies)

Re-educate oil and gas workers
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T6L

Govt should stop spending immediately on any ongoing
govt project where the work has not been done more than
25%. no further developement needed onward.

This is worse case emergency situation going on in Alberta,
so needs to do very strict following measures
Salaries of all the govt employees should be reduced to 60%.
Engineers, consultants, professional have become addict to
old style wages style which is highest in Canada.Fresh
university graduate 60k, with 10 years experience 80k. top
boss like project engineer, head of the organisation 100k.
Engineers do nothing except stamping. Fire them all getting
pay above 80k and recruit new. Govt employees in edmonton
voted agains conservative govt because they wanted to
enjoy levish salaries.
Stop all the envirmental budget to zero these guys give zero
benefits send them home. companies should be fined brutaly
if some mismanagement takes place.
Stop Phase 1 & 2 commercial and industial envirnmental
assessment, only phase 3 assessment should be
compusory. eliminate all envirnmental organisations, they
are burden on the economy and zero output. Only these guys
are enjoying their jobswith handsome pays and they add
zero to the work force, they dont let do any thing, whereas all
other engineers have been laid off.
Chage the Alberta Tax Brackets as below;
Upto 50,000 8%
50-100k 13%
100k and over 15%

Govt should reduce highly paid technocrats reduce the pay of
everyone to 60% and hire fresh graduates at low wages.At a site
where 10 Engineers are working make it 6.Eliminate the red tap
like environmental regulation who stop progress. Revoke all
these environmental regulations through constitutional
amendments.
Make tax free economic zones in all the cities having a
population of 25000 or more.Announce Tax holiday for 5 years
in these industrial zones, you can get huge foreign investment
and Boom in the economy all of sudden and ultimately
economic growth.

T8L

There are no priorities. Spending cuts are imperative.

Anywhere possible.

Pipelines are a must going East, South and West.

T0E

CUTS IN PUBLIC BENEFITS. CUT ALL GRANTS.

GET OUT OF OUR WAY.

Everywhere

By making Alberta business friendly. Governments are not job
creators.

Corporate tax rates/ breaks.

Support new industries/ renewable energy.

T8N

HWY 16 WEST OF EDMONTON TO EDSON HAS MANY DEEP
POTHOLES.
CUT SPENDING! We must live within our means to ensure
our children and grandchildren don't pay for the mistakes of
today.
Education, health care, supports for seniors and the
disabled.
Debt reduction

T1S

Infrastructure

T6L

Affordable daycare.
One school system-- no separate school system funded by
taxpayers.
Affordable post secondary for Albertans.
Leave my pension alone.
The government should focus on job creation, healthcare
and senior's programs.

T1S

T6B

T2G

Allow more privately run, government funded, health and
education services

Less cumbersome regulation, provide more choice for
productive sector in Workers Compensation, hours worked per
day/week,etc.
Audit the overtime being charged by ALL government
Get rid of all unnecessary red tape and regulations just like
employees and departments.
President TRUMP.
Cut the task force on o&g
Pipelines. Alternate energy projects
Stop equalization payments to Quebec, that pours raw
.high tech companies
sewage into St Lawrence and stalls our pipelines and bc that Vocational schools
does the same in Victoria.
The government could find savings on employee wage and
benefits, particularly pensions and by cutting non-essential
services.

The government should give tax credits to businesses that
promote onshore hiring, impose penalties for companies that
offshore work and provide tax credits to companies that will
help diversify the economy.
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Mental health/health care
Social programs
Environment

Taxing large corporations such as oil fields

Sustainable energy
Support of Social programs (which will need employees and
service users will become more employable)

T4C

I am in favor of LESS spending …...

Less taxes, less red tape including les Federal interference in
all matters including pipe lines.

T0M

Health care
Diversity in industry

t0c

roads,education at primary levels/k-12,INCLUDING puf
funding which saves $ in the future,physical infrastructure

all across the board. In all departments. We absolutely need
to have the government to be more efficient and work more
like the private sector.
Don't be afraid to cut sick days, pensions and pays so that
government workers are remunerated more like the private
sector.
There is still a deep-seated belief that one should work for
the government to have a good pay, not work too hard and
enjoy great benefits and pensions. Unfortunately this belief
is based on reality …….
Fire Matt Wolfe
Close War Room
Cut MLA salary and pensions
Reverse the tax reduction to Corporations
Make O & G companies pay there taxes
provincial staffing levels-should be cut by at least 5% across
board/and merged/eliminated. If asked I think almost every
business person would agree that a 5% cut in staffing levels
is possible/agreeable and the business would survive just
fine. And if looking at the provincial 'swamp' that needs to be
drained I think a 5% drain across the board and looking for
more within individual ministries would be a great start

T2X

Getting jobs back.

You could find a ton of savings with the HR department
(Public Service Commission)
There are way too many managers/ directors. If you look at
the size of Alberta Health Services and the size of their HR
compared to the GOA you would be astounded of the waste.
Senior leaders there protect one another and create
unnecessary and unneeded director and manager positions.
17(1)
it’s over bloated..
their job evaluation and classification department are not
objective and have over classified positions for their friends.

Work with businesses and keep up the war room. A rough start
but get some legitimacy back

Decrease number of government ministries
Create PST
Reduce the size of the public service when times are tough.
Not borrow to keep it bloated. For our future generations
abolish defined benefit pensions now. Make defined
contribution public pensions to industry standard of 6%
match
Make public wages equal to private industry wages
Make budget deficits illegal. Me and my family can’t go into
debt to live especially in tough times. why should
government be able to at my expense.

Increase tax credits for small to medium businesses

Keep fighting g the carbon tax

T4B

Healthcare (especially Home Care and Palliative Care)
Education
Better fiscal management, hire more panels to spotlight
overspending and make spending more effective in health
and education etc. More police and other services that
focus on the citizens which is what government is supposed
to do. Not serve themselves. I’m a 17(1) old taxpayer and
I feel I clearly work to keep government workers in the
luxury they are accustomed to. They certainly don’t work
for me any more.

Stop putting all our money in O & G some day it will be gone

continue to cut red tape. Why can some jurisdictions get major
project approvals 2 to 3 to 4 hundred percent faster than
alberta/canada

Don’t back down with the Unions
Keep up with reversing bad NDP employment standards and
regulations and labour relations board.
You may need to put in a small sales tax to get us back

Wipe out the debt, have responsible government and not tax all
business and people into oblivion. If you reduce overall taxes
then businesses will choose to come here, jobs and prosperity
will come to you. It’s a pretty simple formula.
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T2S

Alberta need a strong public sector. Undo the disaster you
have created.

Public dollars should not spent on the disrespectful press
Diversify, diversify,diversify. Do what Texas did and diversify
secretaries whose job it seems is to troll taxpayers on the
economy, you can start by bringing back the incentives that the
internet. They are the highest paid trolls in Canada, and they NDP put in.
need their salaries cut to be in line with what the other trolls
are being paid in this country. And it should go without
saying, that the war room should be shut down.

T5b

How about people with disabilities? Or basically anything
that isn't gas or oil since that is all you bloody care about.

Not giving corporations 4.7 billion dollar tax breaks. Building Get rid of Kenney.
a war room, or taking expensive trips.

T7Y

Getting rid of the FEDERAL Govt. Gov't can only
redistribute wealth and it wastes way to much. Let people
live their own lives. We know far better than you on how to
spend our own money.
Public Education

Cut the civil service by 20%. Allow private health and
education services.

Create right to work legislation which gets rid of unions. Make
unions collect dues from members directly, not through their
employers.

Government bureaucracy

Good Question

t6h

Health
Education

Taxing corporations.
War Room cancellation.

T3K

I think cuts to health, education and Alberta Supports would
be nonsensical at a time when the economy is weak. Also,
the ND P are not responsible for the deficit. It can be traced
back to 40 years of PC rule.

Get rid of the war room and tax cuts to major corporations.
Travel and accommodation both inter-provoncial and
international should be cut to the minimum needed to
encourage trade and at cheapest cost possible. If Albertans
have to trim their expectations, so should ministers.

Education
Training apprentice
Support research and development
look at future needs
Put more effort into diversification and get rid of the focus on
oil and gas as our main focus.

T6H

Diversification of the economy.
Education
Health

Removing subsidies from the dying oil and gas industry.
They should have long made their money in that industry.
You lost your chance with removing the Provincial carbon
tax!
Cancel the stupid “war room”.
Stop flying your friends around for pancake breakfasts.

T1S

Protecting the people. Making Alberta independent in
whatever ways are possible. Educating Albertans on
economic realities.

Bloated bureaucracies. Allowing people to run their own
lives. Cutting back on ridiculous regulations and red tape.

T4H
T1R

T0E

Diversification of the economy by supporting training through
education, supporting emerging tech industries and alternative
energy industries. Support new smart industries not old dying
ones.

Provide an environment conducive to business. Protect
property rights. Negotiate pipelines. Stand up firmly to those
who try to slander our industries and way of life. Promote
Alberta to a wide range of industries.
Support for people with disabilities and drug rehabilitation. There is an excess of management in government programs Support for businesses that hire young workers.
such as AHS.
Rural Crime,
Close Safe Consumption sites,
BUILD PIPELINES!!
Debt Repayment,
Reducing labour unions(more contract work)!!
flat income tax rate,
More Judges so criminal cases don't get tossed out of court
no sales tax,
because they aren't tried in time,
More opportunities for private enterprise,
Healthcare, education and affordable housing
Their salaries and expense accounts
Make it easier for small businesses to start and survive
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T5M

Education and Research and Development: we should be
looking toward the future, funding education at all levels,
producing thoughtful citizens capable of critical thinking
and being productive members of society; we should also
be looking toward the future, doing research to diversify
Alberta's economy, particularly in areas such as renewable
energy

I'm not sure that savings are our highest priority when we're
trying to deal with a recession. But the government's
initiatives such as trying to rely more on technology for
communication, rather than travel are a good start. And I'm
pleased to see the notice that public sector institutions are
not to do the usual "use up all the money by year end so that
we get the same amount next year" spending. And perhaps
we could try not to pay public sector middle and upper
managers huge amounts of money and give them big
payouts, when they don't create the same kind of money that
business managers do.

T0m

Helping small business owners who are financially
struggling and the recently unemployed. The increase in
crime in this province needs to be addressed. People are
getting desperate. Loss of jobs=increase in crime.

People who are abusing the healthcare system EI and AISH Incentives. Lack of spending is up in our province do to lack of
need to be corrected be it through education or copay in the income. If we could stimulate spending this would help growth.
case of abusing healthcare.
An example of that would be healthy eating and exercise give
you a tax break because you are not a burden on the healthcare
system. In our case we would be able to buy more veggies to
feed our family better and be able to afford more services like
dental care for my children.

T2Z

Getting jobs and investment to Alberta. Oil and gas.

T3M

T8R
T8X

T0K

T6W

Reduce public sector wages. Control costs by demanding
vendors/suppliers reduce their cost or lose contracts.
Renegotiate all building contracts. Put all contracts out for
tender.
Law enforcement and the court system. These are legitimate Decrease the bureaucracy, at least a third of which is entirely
government expenditures that keep a free and prosperous
unnecessary. Cease corporate welfare. Stop covering nonsociety running. Fill the vacant seats on the bench and
essential services that are better addressed by the private
address rural crime before throwing more money at a failing sector in any event.
public education system and failing public health care
system that are both dominated by statist leftists and
corrupt unions.
Health and education. Stop cutting! This affects our
Upper management. Leave the front lines alone. Cut the
children! Stop the funding of private education.
number of MPP’s!
Smaller government means more money for other things
Privatization of many services
Roads
Smaller government
Hospitals
Less regulations
End equalization
Transition programs to allow workers who are in
Pharmaceuticals, health care, and education. Also,
petrochemical field to retrain for other areas.
downsize the cabinet and make it more streamlined. Get rid
of political appointees.
Lowering the Provincial Debt
Stop all equalization payments to the federal government
and pay down the provincial debt with it or insist that the
federal government pays of that debt for repayment for all
the lost revenue the pipeline feascal has cost this and other
provinces.
Healthcare and education
Implement sales tax, stop giving large corporations tax cuts.
Revenue could be made off of these larger corporations if
they were taxed more
Education
Cut public transportation expansion

Tax incentives for businesses; apprenticeship programs,
training programs, education at all levels to create competent
workers to hire; research in innovative technologies;
encouraging innovative-technology businesses

Lower taxes. Demand accountability. Quit bailing out losers.

Lower taxes, both personal and corporate. Reduce redtape.
Unshackle private enterprise. This isn't complicated.
Government "supports" job creation and economic growth by
getting the hell out of the way and providing an effective and
responsive law and order regime and top-notch infrastructure.

Diversify.
Less regulations
Lower taxes

Eliminate provincial trade barriers.

Show investors that we have a plan to reduce debt and still be
able to stimulate the economy. The balance is the key and as
the jobs increase so too does the Tax based income for all of
the province.
Do not solely focus on oil field. This province needs to diversify
in all job sectors.
More teaching staff required, reduced class sizes. Allow our
children to be taught to their highest potential, this will allow
for economic growth.
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T0C

Government spending. Cut backs for all govt officials

T6V

Getting people back to work by diversifying the economy,
developing industries where we refine our own resources
instead of sending raw resources east to have them refined
there. We should develop industry/business in rural
communities. Discourage franchises that hire few people
and offer nothing to workers beyond minimum wage. We
should be allowed to trade more with other provinces.

T5k

The disabled, seniors, vulnerable people. Spending on
citizens, not corporations.

t7x

health care, education and infrastructure.

T2W

Reduce spending, don’t spend more.

T0L

Less spending everywhere. Reduce the number of
government employees.

t3r

- Boosting Economy with increased diversification
- Eliminate non-essential services that do not add value
- Improve existing operations to increase efficiency and
reduce spending
Healthcare and education
Lighten the administration and support the frontline
workers!!

T8R

T1p

Cities can support private schools but small towns cannot!
Provide proper education for rural students
Education and all the budget cuts need to be reversed.

On the people who make unreasonable amounts of money
and all their tax breaks.

Stop laying off people like health care education. Also stop
making rich richer and poor poorer. Also get rid of Kenny’s war
bunker!!
Often there is too much variety in existing resources instead Support local small business such as cheese and dairy
of promoting strong basic resources, we have catered to too production, grain milling. Create a more diverse economy by
many islands of people. For example, in education why are
encouraging local business in rural communities such as
we offering courses in Arabic if there are 12 students when butcher shops, hardware stores etc. Encourage vitality in rural
other courses require a minimum of 20 for the course to be towns! Limit franchises and encourage small business.
offered? Why are we paying medical bills for non-essential
medical treatments such as abortions, sex change
operations etc. Discourage special interest groups that do
not have a benefit to most of Albertan.
Salary cuts for all government workers making $100,000 or
more. Government salary caps at $300,000 max. Reduce
redundant management.
MLA pensions/benefits.
Get to where the private sector is, preferably with a
reasonable, defined contribution to individual RRSP's.
Administration cost of government departments. Reduce
payroll/benefits for senior management.

Invest in SMALL LOCAL businesses and individuals.

Most government expenditures arise from the number of
public employees; therefore, reduce the number of
employees. At the same time, reduce red tape by reducing
even more employees.
Reduce government wages to less than the private sector.
Farm out as many services as possible to the private sector
like was done with registries.
Eliminate government pensions and pension matching.
I have to plan and pay for my own pension/ retirement, so
should they.
For every new law or regulation considered 2 laws or
regulations should be removed.

Not your job. Leave it to the private sector.

Any public union services being offered is definitely priority
no. 1.

Duplicated services

Encourage/subsidize trades training and other "useful" training
ie: training that will lead to a job. Reduce funding for secondary
education that leads to no useful contribution and generally no
employment after graduation. We have enough political science
and psychology grads.

Job creation happens best when government gets out of the
way of the private sector.
For every new law or regulation implemented 2 or more should
be eliminated.
I loose hundreds of man hours every year to regulation
compliance in my 17(1)
ompany. I had to let 2 people go
and hire a compliance officer and now we are less productive
and less profitable and paying less taxes because of it. We
were very safe before with very few WCB claims over a 25 year
period. We are no safer today, just more frustrated and less
productive.
Investing in more diversification by providing grants to
companies to move their HQ to Alberta and new startup
company which will in fact boost growth.
Investigate and support Alternative energy sources
Do not put more money into oil companies who choose to
mismanage their funds

Increase taxes. Cut government wages to be the equal with
the lowest in Canada. Premier included.

Increase social spending, child care so both parents can work.
Diverse get away fro oil and gas.
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T0C

Reduce the size & role of government across the board &
See above
cut taxes, fees & fines to zero. Government should be
limited to ensuring the protection of people and their
property, and it should levy just enough taxes to finance
services related to these purposes, such as national defense
or law enforcement. Otherwise, it stays out of people's – and
businesses' – affairs. It does not concern itself with matters
such as employee wages, higher education, how individuals
invest funds for retirement or how many miles per gallon a
vehicle should attain.

See above

T8H

Health care and infrastructure.

Replace a portion of income taxes with an Alberta sales tax

T2E

T2J

Reduced bureaucracy; fewer levels of management;
reversing pay bracket creep. Requires in-depth program
review by external resources.
Social safety-net for unemployed, disabled and
higher corporate taxation rate and fewer tax cuts for
disadvantaged Albertans; improved healthcare systems,
corporations; higher taxation rates for individuals in high
including mental health, with a greater focus on preventative income brackets; minimum wage requirements that ensure
medicine; improved access to affordable, reliable, and
workers are paid a living wage
comprehensive public transit,

development of sustainable energy sources and technology and
incentives for individuals and companies to switch to
alternative energy; diversifying the provincial economy to rely
less heavily on oil & gas exclusively; investment in education at
all levels, including providing educational institutions with
greater resources to meet the educational needs of students
and support educators, and reducing individual economic
barriers for those wishing to pursue higher education

Health and education. This is part of supporting our children
and youth (who are our future), as well ad our aging
population.
Paving highways
Jobs
Cut red tape
Get our oil industry healthy
Less pay for bureaucrats
Spend whatever it takes to attract investment dollars back to
Alberta, stimulating local businesses and creating jobs for
Albertans.
Once the economy is off its knees, focus on paying off the
massive provincial debt created by the previous
government.
Be fiscally responsible and live within our means.

Consider the impact on working families of tax breaks for big Construction. Supports for small local business and
corporations, who's employees make 6 figures per year.
entrepreneurs. Youth employment programs. Return to work
incentives (after injury or with lay offs)
Smaller government
Less red tape less taxes
Less pay for ceos of health divisions
Support training for people’ who have lost jobs to industries
that don’t exist anymore

By trimming the fat from our bloated public sector created by
the previous government and not caving into the outrageous
demands of the unions.
Dissolve inter-provincial trade barriers and stop over-paying
equalization to the rest of the country to our detriment. Stop
paying subsidies to so-called green energy and support our
own oil & gas industry for the benefit of all Canadians.

Reduce business taxes and provide incentives to stimulate
private sector growth, the actual economic engine of this
country.
Fight to repeal Bills C48 and C69 which have created an Alberta
blockade by the federal government.

T1M

Debt, debt and more debt.

Decrease the size of our bloated bureaucracy.

Get out of the way: decrease corporate taxes and cut red tape.

T8N

Education and essential services and then in the energy
sector. Building state of the art, highly efficient oil and gas
refineries. Canada should be a leader in the oil and gas
industry yet we send out our crude and get it refined in the
US. We also need to lead the way in alternative energies.

Having our own refineries would allow us to export oil and
gas and make revenue from our own resources. We need to
stop giving our oil away and buying the refined product back
at market prices.

Alberta should lead the world in refining its oil and gas, not
sending it off to be refined then brought back at market prices.
We should buy our own refined oil and gas that we produce
ourselves, and no more bringing in foreign oil and gas. Alberta
should also lead the way in alternative energy growth.

T0B

Education, healthcare, infrastructure improvement

Stop throwing money at oil companies just to have them
leave Alberta

Increase focus on high-tech jobs

T7S

T2X
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T8S

Primary focus should be on cutting spending and getting
our debt under control as soon as possible.

Cut administrative expenses in education and healthcare.
Re-privatize services like hospital laundry service.

T3G

We have a 70 billion dollar debt. Please reduce our
spending, and start paying down this debt.

You would know better than I would where you overspend
and where you can cut.

T6M

Over all gov spending.

Middle management throughout all departments.

T8A
T3A

T3A

Keep business taxes the lowest and most competitive in the
country. Continue to demand the federal government repeal
damaging legislation to our resource sector.
Remove the government mandated oil curtailment as soon as
possible.
Health care should be a priority
The government could not hand out money to companies
Put some money into alternative energy and create jobs in
willy nilly
those fields
The government needs to spend money on education, health Quit giving huge tax breaks to corporations.The trickle down Diversify!!! Oil will still play a good part of the economy but
theory that tax breaks to business creates more jobs and
new business like solar, wind, energy storage and carbon
care and social programs.
stimulates the economy has been proven untrue... there are storage are all comers. These are exciting new business to do
no statistics to back this up.
with the environment. Albertan are innovative and with
investment behind new ideas, I think we can have oil, a healthy
economy and environment.
Jobs
Reduce government involvement in health coverage except Create a favourable business environment.
Business opportunity.
the basics.
Lower taxes.
Pipelines.
Increase private pay options for DI and specialist
Reduce red tape and time wasted on endless rounds of
Access to export markets.
consultation.
consultation especially with the likes of so called hereditary
Deinsure elective cosmetic gender theory based procedures chiefs.
and chiropractic health coverage.
Support carbon based industry.
Reduce the odd influence of some whacky university and
college professors on teachers.
Create portable voucher system for choice in education
including an expanded role for private schools and charter
schools at the expense of the terrible top heavy public
school system; reduce the number s and influence of
dysfunctional trustees and school boards. Terminate 40% of
administrative positions and 30% of the consultant and
resource teacher positions and keep a few more teachers in
the classrooms.
Drain the swamp in big government and civil service. reduce
the role of government in all areas of life in Alberta. Fire or
reassign and retrain the cohort of civil servants hired by the
Notley crew especially those brought in from Failed efforts at
government in former or current socialist provinces.
I think if we had less debt we would be in a better position to
support economic growth. Right now, I think your primary job is
to turn around our debt problem.
Cutting the costs of hiring and adding staff for employers
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T4H

1. Paying down, and eliminating, the debt.

1. Eliminate all corporate welfare programs (ex. direct
subsidies, grants, loans, loan guarantees, tax credits and
other financial supports provided to businesses through any
kind of government program).
1a. Examples to eliminate: Petrochemical Diversification
Program, Partial Upgrading Program, Petrochemical
Feedstocks Infrastructure Program, Alberta Investor Tax
Credit, Capital Investment Tax Credit, Interactive Digital
Media Tax Credit, Incremental Ethane Extraction Program,
the Alberta Enterprise Corporation, Alberta Bio Future
Program, Alberta Export Expansion Program, the Alberta
Media Fund, and Travel Alberta.
2. Reduce compensation costs for government employees
(not including doctors) to pre-2014 levels.

1. Support school choice by funding options outside the
government system and remove barriers limiting charter, home,
and independent school development.
2. Allow for greater business involvement in health care.
3. Reduce and eliminate regulation and red tape across all
sectors.
4. Reduce the size of government and the related tax burden,
allowing for reductions in the taxes Albertan's pay.
In short, government needs to get out of the way of business
and allow Albertan's to keep more of their money.

3. Bring spending on doctors in line with Canada's other
large provinces.
4. Utilize attrition to permanently reduce the number of
departmental positions.
5. Eliminate defined-benefit pensions for new employees and
replace with a defined contribution plan.
6. Bring Alberta K-12 education spending and postsecondary spending in line with the rest of the country.
7. Bring overall health-care spending levels (not including
doctors' compensation) down to match the other provinces.
8. Reduce spending on infrastructure and bring it in line with
the national average.
T8L

1.JOBS
TRANSFER PAYMENTS.
2.Health and education (because this investment pays back).
3.Infrastructure.

T0H

Frontline services to Albertans, frontline nurses, frontline
social workers, and frontline teachers. Equalizing the
negative impact to provincial government managers through
the freeze - managers and opted out employees have
received 0 %(including in range increases). This has
resulted in undue hardship for some government employees
and have negatively impacted them.

More PROVINCE POSITIVE activities and advertising.

The government needs to review and REDUCE the number of Revise Canadian policy and ensure that the entire country
school boards. The amount of money that is wasted on
supports the Albertan oil industry.
administration, superintendents, assistant superintendents
etc is unacceptable. Superintendents / assistant
superintendents make in average 265,000 per year, this is
more than the deputy minister of Education, this makes no
sense. By amalgamating school boards millions of dollars
would be saved without having to negatively impacting
students as teachers would not be decreased. Leaving the
responsibility to find savings in education to the school
boards will not create the desired outcomes as they are self
serving and will protect themselves and cut frontline.
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T9E

T6l
T7S

T6W
T1J

Healthcare, education and social programs

Through evaluation of taxation. Perhaps more user pay
taxes.

Support emerging markets and diversification in the energy
sector, especially where it involves development of sustainable
energy technologies.
Debt reduction and advertising for business and investment Eliminate social programs, reduce government staff by 20% Incentivize business headquarters to move to Alberta, eliminate
immediately, implement an immediate hiring freeze
anti industry red tape.
Reduce our deficit. We need to cut our spending
All goverment services, healthcare, edication, social
Reduce red tape. Streamline government services. Keep things
services etc. There is too much waste and we are not getting simple and to the point and quit servicing the special interest
good value for our dollars spent.
groups and focus on the main priorities only. There is no
money left we are broke!!
Education including all special needs funding, healthcare,
Program efficiency and elimination of duplicated services or Investment in skills acquisitions and working on getting
and all funding to vulnerable groups.
efforts.
Alberta's resources to international market.
Stream line government ,remove layers of managers. Hold
Cut agriculture funding most producers have more then
Reduce government have managers do reviews to see if
government official accountable for decisions that impede
urban people. Eliminate support or if that is too drastic cap departments are helping or hindering private investment . Make
sure if laws are inacted they are applied equally to all citizens .
growth or private citizens rights if unjustly applied. Get rid support for any entity at mean income of all albertans.
of municiple affairs and replace with an oversight
Eliminate crop insurance, insurance is available from private speed should be an issue the delays caused by minor officials
not doing their job can cause investment to be lost due to
committee. Reduce number of MLAs. Combine school
industry. Role back rural property taxes levels of increase
frustration.
boards into one consistent board. Overall reduce
have been much higher then inflation
government as we are over governed look at other
Review all past programs and eliminate all that are past
jurisdictions to see what level could be obtained. Cut salary applicable use. Reduce regulation
levels don't let one branch justify their salary by comparing
to other government most would not quit or move if salaries
were rolled back over time base, should be mean of
citizens. Municiple manager salaries are outrageous when
councilors direct what they do. Government was allowed to
run away from reality with high resource revenues making
underlying ability to support this bloated result.

T6w

Education and Health care

Relief to refugees

Support local business

T3A

Education and healthcare. Always. The children in this
province are our future. Period!

30 million dollar war room for starters. The education
system is working hard to find ways to save money, the
government must do the same.

Diversify industry in Alberta. I love the oil industry and support
it 100%. However we must look to add other industries as well
to have a more balanced economy. We should be encouraging
the technology industry as much as possible.

Before cutting back teachers and nurses salaries two things
should be done. First, stop voting increases for the
ministers jobs. Second, each minister before voting should
spend one day in an elementary classroom and one day
shadowing a nurse. I strongly believe if you spend time
experiencing what these two professions accomplish in a
single day, you will think long and hard about the
compensation they should receive. I am a realist and know
there has to be belt tightening in education, but the
disrespectful language used by our current education
minister around education is absolutely appalling. This
women should be replaced!

T5B

Education and healthcare

Stop corporate tax cuts, introduce a PST

Support actual Albertans through public services, not large
corporations. Large corporations are not Albertans! Cuts to
public service have proven, time and again, to be the most
ineffective way to reduce debt
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T1B

Job creation and giving Cost of living raises to public
service employees (no raises in 5 years).
Building free (20 years) Serviced industrial parks for
secondary industry to locate in Alberta.
Recycle and convert to energy 100% of garbage going to
landfills.

Force walk in clinics to fill prescriptions for 1 year durations Create industrial parks between Calgary and Fort McMurray and
like Ontario does instead of one month and allow for up to
Give foreign companies free land and services use for 20 years.
ten medical issues per visit instead of one.
Build solar and find farms in the Badlands where the land in
useless for farming and grazing. Use the power to convert
water from the Saskatchewan river into hydrogen and oxygen.
Build corresponding hydrogen storage facilities and use it to
generate power during peak periods from fuel cells and sell the
oxygen.
Make arrangements with the other provinces to send their scrap
plastics to Alberta so it can be converted to hydrogen and
hydrocarbon fuels.
Demand carbon credits equivalent to the transfer payments
made to the other provinces since 1967. Eliminate all future
transfer payments to all Alberta to build secondary industry and
such things as an LTR between Edmonton and Calgary as well
as VIA rail service between major cities (over 50,000 pop) in
Saskatchewan and Alberta.

T0g

Highway maintenance
Provides jobs = more tax dollars

Hire Alberta companies for highway maintenance contracts. Infastructure hiring alberta contractors. Keep the tax payers
Keep alberta tax dollars in alberta!! Should have learned that money in alberta!!!
from hiring carillion. Tax dollars got shipped to ontario then
the uk. They dont spend the profits in alberta!!

T3K

Education
Healthcare
Seniors
Vulnerable sector
Note: go after companies that have unpaid taxes and put
them on payment plans

Reduce staffing in ministers offices
Digital copies of booklets and forms (people print or pay for
printing)
Streamline departments and websites
Cut salaries and benefits for public sector managers and
reduce middle management
Find less expensive sources for supplies (eg office supplies,
catering etc)

Incentives
Investment in technology and new industry projects
Cut red tape and make it easier for people to invest in business
and private sector industries

t3e

Education and Health care need to be the focus, taking into
account my thoughts below;

1) getting rid of red tape
2) going it on our own (seperation) so we can negotiate our own
sale of our resources

T2m

-no more equalization payments to the east. you don’t do
this, Wexit AB will take your place.

1) Giving option for health care to reduce the tax payer cost,
ie if someone can afford to skip the line then they should be
able to hire a private clinic as long as the same level of
service for public is still available
2) go after the large salaries in the public sector as we have
seen with recent budget cuts the school boards and
universities are just firing the people in the trenches while
the upper management goes untouched.
-Cancel every single defined-benefit pension given to gov
employees. defined-contribution is to be offered just like the
private sector
-make union membership optional for the ATA & nurses. give
10% wage cuts to all union gov workers & when they strike
union bust (hire private sector)

-do a deal w Trump
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T6B

Healthcare and education. Spending cuts need to be
implemented in education especially. Allow more
independent/private schools to access government funding
and cut funding to public and separate schools. Healthcare
needs to be examined and funding for administration
personnel needs to be cut. Use the funding from
administration to pay for nursing and doctors, not for
administrators. Cut corporate “welfare”, private
corporations need the government to reduce regulations
and remove barriers that inhibit private enterprise.

Cut the number of civil servants currently on the government
payroll. Replace them with private contractors. Cut
government support for private industry including
agriculture. Cut support for initiatives that don’t help
produce positive fiscal results(gains), ex. So called climate
change, social issues(LGBTQ+S...), etc.

Make it easier for private industry to operate in Alberta. Leave
taxes at current rates, for now. Taxes can be reduced later,
once a firm economic base has been established in Alberta. Get
people off of the government gravy train, this applies to lower
level positions as well as upper level managerial positions (ex.
WCB hierarchy from the top down, as well as senior ministerial
positions, deputy ministers, the whole pack of them). It is time
to radically change how government operates. Lean and mean.

T3A

Health Care, especially for geriatric patients, and education
at both regular and secondary levels. Also, incentives for
clean energy providers, and clean energy users.

Stop giving tax breaks to huge corporations that are in a
dying industry (oil).

T3M

Keeping quality of public education and health care.

Their give always to corporations

Stop firing all the people doing great work in the public sector
(health care and education). Create incentives for companies
providing green energy options, an area that is experiencing
growth around the world.
Diversify the economy so we are not reliant on oil prices

T0G

Transportation, keep highways in good condition. Necessary Cut top heavy management and salaries of those remaining
for enhanced economy.
in in Education and Alberta Health care. Audit municipalities
for unnecessary positions and programs.
The Alberta Government needs to focus on investing in
Vague question.
Economically Alberta can raise taxes to multinationals
Services and Education. Without a baseline support in the
operating in Alberta as well as increasing taxes on the
form of Services, Albertan families cannot grow, without
welfare they will starve in these uncertain times. Spending wealthy. Tax people who 'Have' so that 'Have Nots' can be
taken care of.
more on Education is an investment made to the future, a
better educated population can innovate better and organize "Savings" should not be a priority. Think realistically about
better to solve issues that we will have to face further down the economic downturn and the burst oil bubble.
the line.
People are suffering because the jobs promised to return up
North have not.
You find savings by saving the people, that means doubling
down on social services, not pinching pennies and cutting
services
Health care STOP the cuts Red Deer Hospital has not gotten Yes cut some of the useless jobs in management And cut
money for their needs in years
their spending for needless travel also
Sport
Physician compensation
Streamlining government staff expenses and processes
physical activity for people with disabilities

Get the Federal government to buy Alberta Oil and Coal not
Arabian oil and US coal Get that pipeline going
economic diversification
stop job loss in public sector

T8H

Education

In bureaucracy & in the war room

Alternative energy sources

T9N

Big Union.

Big Union.

Get our Oil patch backup and running.

T4V

T4R

T8r

Yes but not by subsidizing.

Innovate. As I mentioned above, the oil bubble has burst, just
like it would and always will. Change gears, invest in other
economies in Alberta.
We are an agricultural province, we can invest in the new
Cannabis industry, for instance.

1. debt reduction; 2. raising the basic personal exemption to 1. debt reduction reducing interest payments; 2. publickeep removing lowest income earners from tax rolls
sector remuneration

1. reduce red tape; 2. stop trying to "innovate," let the private
sector do it.

health care, infrastructure and trade schools

charge all frieght that travels through alberta to Eastern and
Western provinces when freight isn't dropped off here in AB.
charge extra for products going to quebec

i think the UCP need to axe that wasteful funding on the so
called, "War room" that's more freed up funding than being
useless.
more members need to take a cut in their wages and less
spending within the parliment on travelling places in which
don't care for or support alberta products or innovations.
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T2P

Roads

Education, healthcare, civil servants generally

T7Y

Focus on Healthcare and Education but try to find ways to
cut waste in all departments.

If it has not been done already, cut the practice of
Lower taxes!
departments having to spend their entire budget by the end
of the budget year even if they don't need anything. Savings
and underspending should be rewarded, not punished by
having their budget cut the next year.

T0B

Healthcare and education-healthy educated people will solve None essential services
problems
Edmonton LRT contributions.
Government employee salaries and number of employees.
Marginally longer work weeks for Government employees.

Small business programs

Yes to a limited amount. Alberta's biggest problem is Ottawa
and the ability for capital to come to Alberta.

T0B

more advertising to show what you have done. Counteract Government employee salary increases.
the nurses union miss information. Status quo on spending. Grants, Social programs,Schools
No new programs.
Kill more of the NDP social programs.
Your current budget showed only a modest reduction, you
should cut deep.
Provide opportunity for those on welfare to get jobs make it Savings with less people on social assistance. Limit the
part of their duty to have a part time job to receive any
amount of $ leaving Alberta tax those that send money
payments. There are many low paying jobs that people
abroad.
refuse to do. Immigrants have been fulfilling these jobs with No more tax to the feds without electoral change.
incentives to businesses to hire them. Have incentives to
hire those receiving social assistance.

T1M

Addictions treatment and prevention.

Keep corporate tax levels comparable to other jurisdictions.

T9X

The government needs to prioritize spending on services,
health, education (both k-12 and post-secondary), policing.
Essentially, the government needs to reverse the cuts
imposed by the last budget.

Bring public per-capita spending down to levels comparable
with other provinces.
Paying down debt-less interest fees.
Savings can be found in cutting projects such as the Canada
Energy Center. This question implies that there are large
inefficiencies that, if found, would amount to billions of
dollars. Implementing new programs such as funding
models, ending programs such as curriculum development
or safe injection sites is wasting money already spent. It is
making the government more inefficient.

T6M

Healthcare, public schools, post secondary schools

Sont give my money to oil companies

T6N

T5K

T2B

Private business will usually pick up the slack if they r not
taxed to death.... they r more creative and innovative than any
government body... reduce regulation and taxation
Priorities should be to cut infrastructure and facilities that
Find a way to get realistic pensions for retired government
Our business does R&D for product development and the
do not create jobs - (except during their construction). The employees. I see a bunch of teachers that are retired getting SR&ED program that essentially returns a portion of payroll
class of the design of facilities should be for function and
full pension for probably 15 years on average. If there was a taxes for qualifying activities is a significant contributor to
minimize architectural embellishments that can significantly proper saving plan for these employees then the government employment retention and creation. I think that I saw that
does not need to essentially keep these retired persons on
increase costs.
Alberta was going to cut its portion of this tax credit - that
its payroll!
would really hurt many businesses in Alberta that are
innovating and creating new products and solutions.

Lessen the “red tape” associated with projects.

Incentives to have head offices in Alberta
Stop the logging in Alberta and giving resources away water
and lumber.

This can be done by continuing to support family business
including farmers. More protection for large companies is not
encouraging job creation or growth. That money is going out of
the province. Tax breaks and incentives to new industries, so
we have a diverse economy (one not simply modelled on oil and
gas), breaks us free from global markets.

Support post secondary schools and diversify the economy.
Oil wont save us forever.
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T2Z

-Bringing our debt down.
-Supporting small business.
-Education
-

-Government spending on employee wages
-health care

-less red tape/regulations on business
- lower taxes for business
-support the training in the trades - give students economic
incentives to go into the trades.
-support women entering the trades.
Reduce the size of the government. Combine departments
Don't. Every time the government gets involved in these areas it
reduce wages and benefits by natural attrition and hiring
costs the taxpayer money and puts an imbalance in what
freezes. Get the cost of government under control. Get rid of entrepreneurs are doing. Talk with entrepreneurs and find out
the Alberta Human Rights Tribunal to start with. We have a what you can do to clear the way for them (with regards to
court system already. At least with using the traditional
regulations) to create businesses that will create jobs.
methods both parties will have some skin in the game
instead of one party going to the human rights tribunal and
not having to pay a cent for lawyers.

T8V

The debt.

T0B

I think every budget should be looked at very carefully...be a cuts to every budget need to happen minimum 10% and
Ralph Kline x4
some 100% until we get spending under control, If the
project isn't something people will put their own money into
then the gov should not be contributing either...user pay...as
in arenas .. then no new spending unless we have the money
in hand and then only on absolutely necessary projects. We
are spending money foolishly handing it out to every and any
special interest group that ask or has a buddy in Gov. If you
need help with this concept I am available for consultation
and assistance...Im a Steve West kind of guy... the budget
cuts are to start with management and if necessary then
workers. special attention needs to be paid to public unions
and gov employee pension plans...all wages and staffing
should be based on average and comparable private sector
models.

T1W

Education and health care. Allow private insurance. I had to Civil servant salary should be the same as the private sector. Fight Ottawa. Get the pipeline built
go to the USA to see a neurologist.
Let the no essential go on strike. The longer the better.
Essential services can be legislated to continue working

T0C

We have the highest-paid Provincial employees in Canda
with gold plated benefits and pensions. Time to reign in
AUPE and introduce them to the same economic reality
thousands of regular Alberta's are facing. Do away with
defined benefit pension plans and replace them with defined
contribution plans. Stop building useless wind farms and
solar arrays that will never pay for themselves and only
disrupt the power grid with their intermittent power output.
Work with the other Western provinces to fight back against
the corrupt carbon tax; the Liberals proposed gun
confiscation program and pipeline moratorium. Also, work
with them to fix the equalization issues.

Reduce wages, salaries, benefits and pensions for al Alberta
Government employees. Outsource all possible work being
done by government employees to private businesses that
have a bottom-line business mentality.

gov could start to get the people back to work by upgrading our
road infrastructure, promoting and defending our oil and gas
industries (not financing or tax shelters) The oil and gas
companies are all making very large profits and should be
paying their own way.

Encourage our youth to look at trade skills rather than gaining
them useless degrees - drowning them in student debt.
Provide tax incentives only for businesses that have the
potential for growth in the 20th-century economy. Look at
encouraging the recycling of plastics into diesel fuel or plastic
wood substitutes.
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T8v

Cleaning ministerial entitlement. Like I mean come 30
million for a quote.....WAR ROOM. there a big saving right
there. Have government stop over paying for near every
public project by being able to charge above scope and not
on contract. It's sad.diversify from always the oil and gas.

Eliminate the massing tax break for business to make more
in like with current financial conditions

Make oil and gas become the leaders in development of
different sources of energy. This will also help with the peak
and valley economies.

T2T

Cut spending, cut personal income taxes, get pipelines built,
become an energy (all forms) powerhouse for innovation
and development.
Getting elderly hospital bed blockers out of hospital care
and into more efficient and less expensive facilities.

Reduce/fix public salaries and wages. Eliminate pension
benefits for new employees. Open private health care.

Invest in all forms of energy production. Add nuclear energy to
our mix of energy production. Become the centre for all energy
production innovation.
Continue to lobby for pipeline construction. There is still a
huge need for oil and gas around the world. We need to utilize
our resources.

T5R

Health care inefficiencies. The system needs to be more
efficient with fewer redundancies. What about a two-tiered
system where patients can opt for private care?
Zero wage increases for public sector employees. In tough
times, we all sacrifice.

T4T

Education (Borrowing from our kids' futures is just not
responsible)
Infrastructure (Failing to maintain infrastructure is another
form of borrowing, and it has an 'interest' cost because
repair is always cheaper than maintenance)
Rural Broadband (Essential for economic development)
Health Care for Seniors (They've already paid their dues and
we owe them)

STOP giving big corporations tax handouts. STOP IT!
Rollback public sector wages
Freeze public sector hiring
Reduce FCSS funding (I see too much local funding of
frivolous projects)
Overhaul the health care system, WITH consultation from
health care practitioners, WITHOUT cutting back services
(which are already cut back too far)

1. Investment in Infrastructure
(This is not the same as borrowing money to throw it into the
wind. Infrastructure investments create jobs in the short run
and support economic development in the long run.) I do
believe government should own infrastructure, but in tight
times an alternative might be to contract corporations to build it
(with absolutely no cost overruns allowed), sign a long-term,
fixed-price lease that stipulates once the lease is paid out the
government takes over the infrastructure. Corporations have to
get their quotes right, but they get a predetermined rate of
return. (Pension funds might be interested in financing this.) In
the end we still get to own our infrastructure.
2. Encourage increased immigration from other countries into
our rural areas, to help us fend of population decline and its
deleterious effects on our regional economies.
3. Government isn't very good at creating jobs frankly. Just
keep cutting the red tape and mostly stay out of our way.
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T4T

Education (Borrowing from our kids' futures is just not
responsible)
Infrastructure (Failing to maintain infrastructure is another
form of borrowing, and it has an 'interest' cost because
repair is always cheaper than maintenance)
Rural Broadband (Essential for economic development)
Health Care for Seniors (They've already paid their dues and
we owe them)

STOP giving big corporations tax handouts. STOP IT!
Rollback public sector wages
Freeze public sector hiring
Reduce FCSS funding (I see too much local funding of
frivolous projects)
Overhaul the health care system, WITH consultation from
health care practitioners, WITHOUT cutting back services
(which are already cut back too far)

1. Investment in Infrastructure
(This is not the same as borrowing money to throw it into the
wind. Infrastructure investments create jobs in the short run
and support economic development in the long run.) I do
believe government should own infrastructure, but in tight
times an alternative might be to contract corporations to build it
(with absolutely no cost overruns allowed), sign a long-term,
fixed-price lease that stipulates once the lease is paid out the
government takes over the infrastructure. Corporations have to
get their quotes right, but they get a predetermined rate of
return. (Pension funds might be interested in financing this.) In
the end we still get to own our infrastructure.
2. Encourage increased immigration from other countries into
our rural areas, to help us fend of population decline and its
deleterious effects on our regional economies.
3. Government isn't very good at creating jobs frankly. Just
keep cutting the red tape and mostly stay out of our way.

T2A

assisting Albertans with gainful employment opportunities. a lot could be saved in the Public sector; Union agreements
resident's safety from natural disasters, i.e. Flood mitigation could do with less compensation;
projects.
Front line staff for health care and appropriate class room
sizes.

infrastructure spending creates jobs now, and provides future
dividends.

Have a small sales tax

T0C

Cutting red tape
Cutting back on political wage and waste
Getting all resources to market
Selling everything of value we can
Start cutting back on services, then when we get control of
the debt situation start cutting provincial income taxes so
we all can benefit

Diversifying the economy. Oil and gas will not be needed
forever. Alberta can not just depend on oil to support the
province.
Toll roads or putting a $1/ride tax on LRTs, planes, and
Get our resources to global markets
buses
Cut provincial income taxes so we have more money to spend
Open up contracts to all businesses for various
or invest
infrastructure projects to get the best work for the best price Bring in Alberta bonds with 4% 10 year rates to incentivize the
Up traffic ticket prices for offenses and have a certain % go older population to invest in Alberta
towards the Alberta Heritage fund
Cut the minimum wage
Start an Alberta only Lottery with more winners of less
Build an LRT line from the south side of Edmonton to the
money (prizes of around $10,000) with half the proceeds
airport to gain income from travelers
going towards the Heritage fund or debt payments
Look at building a high speed rail line from Edmonton to
Calgary

T6H

Education!

No more tax cuts for the wealthy!

invest in renewable energy
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T5A

Give the money that is needed to health care and education.
Stop making cuts to health care and education without
consultations with stakeholders.
Prepare for Seniors book, increase in dementia, increase in
aging population,

Stop giving incentives to international companies unless you
and they can prove that there is more money in the province,
more jobs in the province.
Get the companies who did the spills, who used the land, to
pay for reclamations and use Alberta as employees to do it.
If you freeze or decrease salaries and benefits of employees
of the government than do it equally to administration and
politiciens.
Look at travel expenses and entertainment expenses of all
politicians and questions the vailidity and the performance.
Prove that the trips brought income to Alberta.
Cancel the War Room.

Support your own employees. Support small business. Focus
on the strengths in Alberta and stop giving economic incentives
to international companies.
Stop attacking teachers and health care workers. Work with
unions and with associations and listen. If you look at others
performances than use the same methods to look at our own
performances. Practice what you preach. Walk the talk. Public
and private can work together succesfully, stop pitted them
against each other. Lead the way yourself. Leave education,
health and transportation to the public sector. Every individual
Alberta should have a basic living income.

T1J

Stop with cutting taxes for corporations on the backs of avg
workers already struggling, and now even more with
increases in Electricity, Rent and Condo fees due to removal
of Insurance caps. If workers have money to spend will
stimulate economy and money will work it's way to the top
without skimming it
R&D in High Tech development A.I. and medical research.
Healthcare & education must remain the priorities, no other
single group or groups provide a better standard of living
for the citizenry of Alberta, and a brighter future for
generations to come.

Govt salaries and double gold pensions, tax corporations
and wealthy

Invest in renewable sector and transitioning and diversification

Government itself should easily be reduced in size.
Conservatives spend money far worse than the NDP ever
could, sill providing cash incentives for dying industries and
their friends/donors in these. Oil comes to the table with
plenty of liquid cash at hand, no need to provide anymore to
this industry, even by way of tax credits and other nonsense.

Divestment grants for research and development in high tech
industries. Attract businesses that will promote regional growth
beyond a resource based economy, specifically ones which tie
into the Pacific Northwest businesses of the U.S., Pacific Rim
countries, and Western Canadian needs.

T0g

Infrastructure, roads highways and better health care and a
dental plan for Albertans.

Political salaries

As mentioned fix provincial infrastructure roads highways start
a oilfield lease reclamation project you failed to bill industry in
the form of taxes so now it's your responsibility to deal with.
With unemployment at a high there are no shortage of trades
and skilled workers available thanks to political interference.

T8H

As a Conservative Albertan for more than70 years, I have
always favoured responsible spending practises. Therefore,
I want to see major cuts to spending in the coming budget.
Last year's 1.6% reduction over 4 years is woefully
inadequate. Ignore the NDP's handringing and let's see
some serious cuts. 17(1)
Paying debt, lowering taxes, reducing the size and scope of
government.

1.Management in many government departments is bloated
and could stand to be cut back.
2.Allowing private health care would reduce wait times and
health care costs.

Reduce red tape.

Phasing out unions, getting an honest days work out of
union employees, reducing the size and scope of
government,
Get things done. After watching the NDP force through
various disastrous policies against most of the people’s
wishes the government can no longer use the tired old
“things move slow we can’t get things done “excuse.

Get out of the way, cut red tape and bureaucracy

T8N

T0H
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T0C

Lowering our debt!!

Cut administration in health care and education.

T2W

Cut spending!

Reduce salaries and benefits to private industry levels.

V9T

veterans and drinking water

stop bringing in immigrants and renting hotels for them

hire people to look after aging people, hire people to increase
efficiency
in the home furnace, insulation, and safety

T6R

Support programs and services that provide albertans with
the tools they need to get working. Stop supporting
profitable corporations.

By increasing the corporate tax rate.

DIVERSIFY! Continue programs and services that support
Albertans to participate in a diverse economy.

T5N

T1K

T8A

Employment and economic development programs and
services help move in the direction of sustainable employment
through the province. We need to diversify the economy to
have a strong, resilient economy.
Health care, job creation, upgrading education leading to
Cut funding completely to international and national sporting I believe that funding for upgrading and retraining must
employment such as that offered at accredited colleges
events, building of arenas and other recreation facilities.
continue at colleges such as NorQuest, MacEwan and NAIT,
such as NorQuest and NAIT, infrastructure such as
Reduce funding for city and municipal projects which are
but the cost of upper-level management (president and vice
provincial highways, roads and bridges. Continue to add
costly and ineffective such as LRT in Edmonton (rapid buses presidents) must be changed by government intervention.
Teaching staff and assistants could be increased and retained if
new businesses to the province by extending tax benefits
are much more economical), reduce the numbers and
admin costs were reduced. More funding for retraining
and adding incentives for companies to move to the
remuneration paid to the costly overpaid adminstration
province. Continue to encourage medical staff to relocate to strata in colleges, school boards and hospitals. Instead hire unemploye and working poor.
rural areas of the province.
more instructors and assistants and allow these lower paid
employees to carry out administrative roles.
Cut all civil service wages. The Unions are so arrogant they
don't seem to get it that who pays their wages are the
taxpayers. Most taxpayers in the private centre do not get
the of wages they do. They get all kinds of benefits as well
they are a bunch of hogs..
Preventative Health Care & Technical School training
programs for your young people.

T4n

Road repair, hospitals

T0B

Place as much money as possible into social services,
education and health care. Focus on helping those most
vulnerable.
cut more spending on hospitals and advanced
education...your not cutting enough...cut more...the people
want more cuts .

T2A

Build pipelines! Keep Corporate taxes as they are to get
investment back. Pressure Federal govt to build pipelines. To
use positive promotions indicating our clean environmental
efficient oil that Albert already has.
Promote “ Twinning the pipeline “ not completely building a
whole new one in new area.
Reduce taxes and government regulations

Have less high pay surveys, we pay you to figure out the
problems.

Get rid of Trudeau and all the useless NDP members .

Cutting non essential services, downsizing the number of
government employees (at least 5%) and legislate tougher
anti-union rules on unions. Public Sector Unions are nothing
but well organized special interest groups who waste
taxpayers hard earned money. The government needs to
look at the employee benefits that government employees
earn and begin to roll them back to reflect what the market
realities of the 21st century.
Groups that say they need money that dont. Stop supporting
unions. Stol dumping money into special interest groups.

Reduce government regulations and continue to cut corporate,
payroll and property taxes. An overhaul of the municipal
government act to limit taxing and spending powers of all
Alberta municipalities would further help reduce wasteful
spending. ie the Edmonton LRT lines. Also, roll back the
minimum wage in the province of Alberta.

Stop giving tax breaks to those who are already extremely
wealthy.

Stop cutting funding to social services, healthcare and
education. Cuts lead to loss in jobs.

start with the refugee boards and contributions to
municipalities.

incentives would be a good start

Lowering taxes and making alberta a business friendly, living
friendly province.
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T1G

Providing support to municipalities/ organization of funds

Safe injection sites should go
Carbon tax should go

Taxes for middle class could be correct

T2S

Community and social support and education

Reducing Bureaucracy

T2Y

Education and health - portfolios that cost the most to run
but can also be trimmed to reduce duplicity and reduce
waste. Wages, in both portfolios, need to be reduced for
management and not people working in the trenches so to
speak.
Too many management positions and not enough trench
workers especially in healthcare. Rarely should a manager
make more than the employee providing the care.

In many areas where waste happens - even the smallest
saving can add up to large savings. As an example, there is a
disgusting amount of money wasted in healthcare but
managers refuse to ask workers on how best to reduce
waste and save money.
And stop paying people like Tom Olson $196,000 year - there
is nothing he can do that can possibly support this kind of a
salary. Stop blatant patronage appointments - this kind of
behaviour makes me not trust UCP or the decisions they
make.

Economic diversification, support re-training of skilled workers
who can’t find work in the oil and gas industry. Incentives for
new hires
Through an educated work force.

T0A

Affordable housing and food.Cut carbon taxes for all
grocery stores and utilities. Taxing Corporations
Alberta first.

Corporations paying their share of taxes. Lowering CEO
wages in Healthcare, civil servant CEO's
stop equalization payments

Lowering taxes for small businesses so they could pay a few
dollars more than minimum wage.
expand fossil fuel extraction and pathways for export.

T6R

Health, education and economic development.Jobs!!!!!

Not sure

Health care and public education
Maintain infrastructure

No MLA cola increase
No war room
No politician travel

I want to see a much more aggressive approach by the
government in bringing companies into Alberta. Alberta's
Premier should be on tv every week showing some company
around the province pitching why we have the best place to do
business. Start showing a scorecard of companies coming to
Alberta. I'm seeing nothing on this from this government so far.
All I see are clips of this gov't angry and fighting with Ottawa.
And get off the dependence on traditional oil and gas. Its a
dying industry. Diversify!
Maintain infrastructure
Support small business
Support post secondary students

Public education and health care

Eliminate War room
Eliminate all politician travel
Eliminate MLA cola salary increase
Leave more money in pockets of business men and tax
payers pockets. They’ll spend wisely.
Cut welfare 1st class services like taxi transport expensive
accommodation, cut teachers and nurses
Slow down in the corporate hand outs, consider a PST

T0M

Take care of budget.

T6l

Job creation

T6L

The nurses/school and the public service. Having
appropriate taxation to corporations, funding the public
service on tax base verses boom and bust oil. The cost of
living has jumped significantly due to this government

T1K

Education.
Health care.

Higher taxes for corporations and the wealthy.
Higher royalties from oil companies.

Small business support
Making all businesses that received corporate tax break provide
jobs
I this is also answered in the above.
Build pipeline
Funding the public service/ which in turn supports the
vulnerable

By diversifying the economy.
By not relying on the energy sector and its historic boom and
bust cycle.
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T2Y

The War Room to get to the bottom of the plight to destroy
our energy sector, ads/commercials on an international level
showcasing our beautiful province and all it has to offer with
a focus on our sustainable and environmentally friendly
exploration and production of Natural Resources. Build
refinery's and be like Trump and make Alberta great again! I
do not believe in Unions, I do not think the government
should respond to the public health care protests. Very few
jobs offer a pension anymore, and given our current
economic climate I feel we are all the same page no matter
what industry you work for.

Use web conferences as much as possible to reduce
Lower corporate taxes. Lower the minimum wage; In Calgary
transportation expenses, bonus of environmentally friendly. they have passed the small business tax increase on to the
Reduce the size of the AER; certain aspects could be handed resident and this is so wrong in my opinion.
off to industry experts who could volunteer time to fill
positions. What ever happened to our Heritage Fund? I
thought that Premier Lougheed had started a lawsuit to find
out where the money went under Stelmach? Provinces that
are against our natural resource development should not
receive any resources from us. If they do, we should charge
a substantial environmental tariff.

t7v

Environment. Public Lands and dumping and cleanup of
waste on public land. Trash piles all over the place around
here and nobody every cleans stuff up.

stop importing American and overseas wine and beer, and set
up a system through AGLC that lets them buy more small
volume Canadian small wine and beer brewers stuff. drop your
provincial cross border tariff's and get the Canadian stuff
flowing every direction. Get Canada winning the trade wars,
then worry about provincial trade. This will get Canadian micro
brewers networks working for you. I want to see AB and BC
wine and beer on the shelf before California wine them pricks.
Coors light and other American beer too much $$ going south.

T2C

Health care, social services, supervised consumption

Reduce capital spending on government vehicles. Raise
your mileage rate to match the federal government rate, and
pay staff to drive their own cars rather than your huge capital
expense of purchasing cars that then sit around in a lot
getting vandalized more they get driven. A lot less
administration and overhead when the employee does his
purchasing, oil changes and repairs on his own time own
dime.
Shut down forestry's Edson air tanker base. It is noisy, right
in town, unsafe clearance zones at tend of strip. It is close
to Whitecourt and now that they they don't use the WW2
bombers anymore the planes are way faster which means
they need less bases
Stop giving oil companies money.

T6w

Reducing the size of the government

Get the pipeline moving forward

T5E

Notley hired thousands of public employees during her
reign, focus on cutting those who add no value as well as
excess management positions of those who fail to do the
jobs taxpayers pay them to do.
NO MORE TAX INCREASES, UCP pulled a dirty trick by
increasing taxes after being voted in. Any other tax
increase will assure your demise, Trudeau is bad enough
without the UCP climbing onto his tax and spend wagon.

Reducing government size
Wage rollback by 5% non funding of non essentials grant to
artists museums arts etc
Civil servants are paid handsomely to do a job yet fail to put
in the effort required to get the job done, especially in
management. Review every department and clean out the
grifters. NO INCREASED TAXES, Albertans can’t afford it.
The UCP have already hit Albertans with tax increases which
is beyond disgusting.

T2B

infrastructure

government departments with wasteful spending

lowering taxes and cut red tape

T0A

Health care, education, ending the drug epidemic.

No one involved in any civil service should be making more
than 200 000 a year. Superintendents should take a pay cut
and AMALGAMATE the school boards!

I have no idea...

Renewable energy investment.

Not by giving taxpayer dollars to corporations! What was your
plan during the election? Albertans have been burnt enough by
Ottawa and don’t need a provincial government also increasing
the cost of living. Three levels of government have taxpayers
squeezed dry, use your common sense and not $$$$ extracted
from the diminishing wallets of Albertans.
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T4E

Government needs to keep education and healthcare a
priority. The cuts that occur will affect those most
vulnerable in our society. The child in elementary school
that needs support and the teacher is max. at 45 students
with no support. The single mother of that child that has just
been diagnosis with breast cancer and can’t find a family
doctor in the province. We need to take care of our citizens
in an efficient, economical way.

T9K

Education is a crucial priority if we want to ensure our future Oil companies have been great to help our province growth. Providing each albertans a chance to have a voice about their
generations are prepared to be successful Albertans. Cuts There is also a lot of money in that sector so possibly cuts to future. Getting input from each sector and how they could
that area.
to that sector need to stop.
minimize expenses without removing quality of service offered.
Perhaps increasing our tax sightly.
Healthcare, education, infrastructure.
Safe consumption sites, administration heavy health care
Lower taxes, personal and corporate. Get rid of drug sites!!!!
and education, subsidies to welfare junkies
Let natural selection take its course!
EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARE
I don't know... you spent most of that on corporate tax
Diversification.
breaks. Just don't take it out of our two most important
things to invest in. Teachers and nurses are getting hit hard,
and that affects all of us. It isn't the "red tape" effectively that
is being reduced.
Education
Government waste and inefficiency - give them incentives for Economic diversification - encourage tech startups and target
growth sectors: sustainable hydroponic vertical farming,
Economic diversification
keeping costs down
insect/microbiological food sources, alternative energy R&D,
Education
Follow up on delinquent companies refusing to pay taxes
software development. We are a first-world province in a firstPoverty reduction by addressing root causes, not symptoms (revenue, not savings per se, I realize)
world country, and we should stop treating our economy as if
Education
we were a banana republic relying strictly on natural resources,
especially when the primary one, petroleum, is non-renewable
and we know it will run out. Let's be smart and finally plan
ahead!
Health care, public education.
Their own salaries. The “War Room”. Not engaging with
Incentives for small businesses, energy diversification (ie
expensive and doomed lawsuits with the federal government solar), increasing minimum wage, not giving huge tax cuts to
over carbon tax. Increasing corporate taxes and income tax out-of-province oil companies who then vanish with the money.
Bringing back the carbon tax so those dollars stay in Alberta
on the wealthiest citizens.
rather than being remitted to the federal government.

T1K
T8R

T5M

T5M

T1P

Don't waste money on non-essentials: cut spending on
things that individuals can pay for out of their own pockets.
Recreation is good but it should be user pay. Don't fund
things like football stadiums and hockey arenas.

I think they are on the right track by managing the pensions
of AHC and teachers, perhaps adjusting the provincial
government workers as well. Attrition is not a bad thing; we
need to let some of those young teachers into our education
system and along with that bring in new teaching
philosophies and concepts. Also, increasing the tuitions in
our post secondary institutions is not the answer, all that
does is increase debt into the younger generation.
Government funded businesses need to be run more like a
business, if there is excess, cut it or share it amongst all
employees for more efficiency and productivity. Look at
1000s if oil field workers effected in this province over the
last few years. It was the top guys who made +$150-200k that
got laid off/and a lot that made less than that. No pension
there!!! Government agencies need to be run more effectively
and the big $s up top need to spread the wealth down to
more people and more productivity.

Cut out perks for gov't employees and bonuses for jobs that
people are paid to do. Cut back on hotel and travel expenses
for Gov't employees. Travel on airlines should be regular
seats, not business class. Book in to reasonable priced
hotels and limit meal spending.

We need investment into our province. Our biggest industry
has collapsed in the past few years. Yes the oil industry is
Boom or Bust ... perhaps the government needs to regulate it
more so that sporadic economic fluctuations in the industry
does not occur. We are still sitting on one of the world’s
biggest oil reserves and our economy does not reflect that.
We’ve been accused of leaving a carbon foot print while we
produce some of the cleanest oil in the world. We have lost all
confidence in our federal government ( and feel manipulated by
the large economic powers south of us) and feel our only hope
is the protection of our provincial government. We voted this
government into power in our province and have confidence we
will become a province of economic and social growth once
more.

Hold job fairs, offer tax incentives for small businesses. Cut red
tape for getting new construction of energy providers. Keep all
business start ups within Alberta. Limit foreign companies
from setting up business here. Let's get Alberta First
going.And finally, lets support Wexit.
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T2E

The basic services meaning services that impact the
majority of Albertans and not just special interest groups.
Government cannot be responsible for every financial
requirement of it's citizens who have to take personal
responsibility. Canada is becoming a socialist nanny state.
Once a financial benefit is given to a special interest group it
is more difficult to discontinue that benefit.

The majority of government spending is for salary and
wages. There should be a wage freeze, hiring freeze and
reduction in government employees by not filling positions
that are vacated by retirement and employees leaving.

T2B

Health care, and highways.

T0E

debt reduction

Get rid of Alberta Human Rights Tribunals, review delivery of Reduce taxes to SME, cut red tape, eliminate government
services for cost saving by process changes, cut funding to duplication of bureaucracy between province/city
special interest groups & special interest events. Move to
Defined Contribution Pensions. Stand strong against
government unions to limit increases.
government bureaucrats
income tax reduction for corporations and personal

T9W

Education and health care. AISH. Subsidized daycare pilot.
Early childhood programs such as Parent Link and FCSS.

Eliminate the War Room and several social media
communications positions. Less trips abroad for the premier
and staff. Implement a sales tax to help bring down the
deficit.

Diversification. Invest in technology industries and
infrastructure. Decrease costs for families so that they have
more money to put back into the economy (ie reverse cap
removal on insurance rates, reduce personal tax collected, give
at minimum COLA increases to public sector workers who have
had zero percent increases for years).

T8X

Infrastructure

Healthcare

t0c

Road maintenance and repair is a serious issue.

Education system at all levels.
Pension set-ups for public service and politicians.
All wages should be frozen for a 5 year period for the same
above.

Lower business and personal taxes, reduce regulations.
Lowering personal taxes plays a large part in this.
Freeze and reduce taxes in areas.
Cut red tape and continuous delays to projects for studies,
engineering reports, etc. Look to new US regulations just
passed to solve these problems.

T8r

Education !! Early childhood intervention and education
supports. Low classroom sizes.
Consistent and dependable funding for rural municipalities
in support for programs an infrastructure.

Reinstate mandate for inter municipal frameworks to
.
continue. Large counties needs to continue discussion for
join agreements that support the rural municipalities in their
areas. Counties who contribute accordingly reduce the
burden of municipalities needing provincial funding support

Education, university and high school funding, investing in
technological and renewable jobs

Increasing taxes for the extremely wealthy. Increasing taxes
for oil exporters. Removing tax incentives for the oil sector.

T2V

Health and Education should be affordable or provided for
all citizens. Seniors should be looked after better and more
affordable. The price of automobile insurance should be
capped at a more affordable rate. Healthcare should never
be privatized. Nurses teachers frontline people workers
should receive salary increments and their pensions and
unions should be theirs solely! Government needs to value
the working people of this province. Those caring for our
sick and elderly and those educating the children of
tomorrow for jobs that have not even been created yet!
Make more jobs for people in Alberta

Support should be in the form of lower taxes and not corporate
welfare. If a company cannot start up or continue operations
without government subsidies then it obviously is not a viable
operation. Taxpayers should not be responsible for subsidizing
business who have to be profitable on their own.

Investing in education. Creating tax incentives for renewable
energy projects. Investing in local business and encouraging
tech sector jobs.
Higher taxes for ultra rich and big corporations. Oil
Raise minimum wage. Provide fair and equitable working
companies. Less time spent concentrating on pipelines. Find conditions. Provide affordable tuition to higher education. Cut
savings taxing tobacco liquor gaming things not necessary salaries of ultra rich. Invest in small business. Invest in
to sustain life. Less concern about debt and deficits like the education and healthcare. If Alberta has the best and most
US. They don’t seem concerned about debt. Just print more affordable healthcare and best public education lowest tuition
money. Lower salaries of politicians and government
fees attract many from our own country and others.
workers. Alberta heritage trust fund?

Stop paying and bring people in to this country as we have
no work for some of the people here

Investors and oil and gas stop trying to save the world over
night
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T2J

T5J

T8V

Decimate the bloated bureaucracy that is Alberta Health
Services. Then, as rapidly as possible, take decisive and
courageous action to replace Alberta's dysfunctional state
health-delivery monopoly with one modeled on the many
European health care regimes that WORK VERY WELL such as Switzerland, Germany, France, U.K., and also nonEuro Australia.

1. Alberta Health Services - See above.

2. Universities - Significantly scale back funding support for
the ubiquitous plethora of undergraduate programs for which
there is no job market demand - such as most liberal arts
degrees, music, drama, etc. Just consider how many well
known actors and music entertainers entered their careers
via a university degree program related to their crafts.
Our daughter, who has lived in Germany for nearly a decade, Nearly none.
and prior to that lived in England for 10 years, reports that
since leaving Canada she has never had to wait more than
3. Public School System - Dispose of the Calgary School
two weeks to see a medical specialist.
Board administration building. Then adjust downward the
level of retained administrative staff such that all can be
housed in ONE ATCO CONSTRUCTION TRAILER
Maintain spending in health and education but find ways to Don’t hire anymore public sector workers and through
stop the waste of taxpayers money in those sectors because attrition reduce the size of the workforce. The NDP created
there is a lot.
an over inflated workforce when they were the government.
Wasting tax payers money in all levels of government is a
big problem! Pie in the sky projects we don’t need at this
time!
Education and health care. Increase funding! Do not
Stop decreasing corporate income tax. It just increases
reduce. Class sizes are higher now than they were 15 years corporate profit which then leaves the province or even the
when the Alberta Commission on Learning established the country. It doesn't create jobs. Increase revenues and that
guidelines. Live by your own guidelines. Support special
will save health care, education and families a ton of pain.
Increase corporate tax. They should pay their fair share. Get
needs students. Don't continue to dump them into regular
after oil companies for abandoning wells. Make them pay for
classrooms without adequate support.
clean up, not the province.

See Trump's USA. Reduce taxation back to the "Alberta
Advantage" level. Then GET OUT OF THE WAY!

Reduce taxes! Encourage/supporting businesses through
policy changes, like with trade between provinces and going to
bat for them at the federal and provincial levels - especially with
BC.

Keep spending. It keeps people employed and primes the
economy. Invest in health care and education.
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T4H

T3k

t9a

Identify the essentials which for me include efficient and
quality health, education for children, post secondary
education that includes putting real value on trades and
opting for more apprenticeship training for the majority of
careers, making sure that training for all health care workers
( including Doctors ) reflects the demographic needs of
Albertans ( example seniors health ), safety and security ,
roads and associated infrastructure,a real plan to reduce red
tape and focus on interprovincial "free trade ", and
contracting work for human services to not for profit and
charities where possible ( with good oversight ) and
contracting work on roads etc in many ares of Govt.to
private business ( with good oversight ). There are a number
of tasks and jobs currently done by Govt workers that could
be contracted out.

Do not put civil servants in charge of deciding where to
make cuts. In my experience their first choice to cut will be
those services that are contracted out to not for profits
especially in human services.There are many union jobs that
have been created as a result of onerous regulations and
processes. Again it may need an outside firm working with
Govt and Contractors to determine what can be stream
lined.The Ministry of Health has too much under it`s mandate
of responsibility.It may be time to provide a clear definition
of what belongs under health and what does not. Some of the
services it has under it`s mandate could be done differently.
As long as Doctors and Nurses are the main influencers in
deciding what they should be doing the focus of delivery of
services will have that orientation.For example senior care
including long term care really belongs under community
with a focus on doing care differently.There are many senior
facilities that are underutilized as people have to move when
their support care needs no longer fit the "levels " that
facilities have contracts to provide . This is backwards
thinking.Many support needs could be met by delivering the
support that is needed at the time thereby preventing
unnecessary moves and creation of long term beds.Some of
the support they need does not have to be done by a health
care worker. My guess is that if seniors did not have to move
to obtain care that families and communities could assist as
well. It would likely have better outcomes for the health of
seniors and their family members.Much of what is needed is
social and emotional support, some physical care and being
part of a community.I do not understand why every Albertan
does not have a family Doctor as there does seem to be
shortage of Doctors. In some communities, access to clinics
is hampered by restrictive clinic hours requiring people to go
to emergency when a Nurse practitioner or a community
based doctor could have provided the necessary care We
Health care, education and keeping social services available Make oil and gas companies pay the taxes they owe, higher
to those who need it.
tax rates for those making over 6 figures and bringing back
carbon tax.

As stated previously we should be looking at interprovincial
trade and reduction of red tape between provinces for trade,
qualifications for employees ( it is crazy that employment
prerequisites have different criteria from province to province
)Also we need to ask employers what skills they are looking for
in employees and then tell our educators what they need to be
focusing on in high school and all post secondary facilities
including apprenticeships which could be expanded to many
other occupations.

Infrastructure.

Get rid of the minimum wage mandate, encourage investment in
the province, don't bring in foreign workers, get us a
referendum on confederatiion, collect our own taxes & EI
benefits.

Cut all government salaries in half, fire 30,000 NDP
bureaucrats regardless of cost to do so, they already fucked
us, cut out the cancer now. AISH & welfare reform.....the
abuse of these social services is mind blowing...I see it every
month in my business just cashing the checks and who is
cashing them. Abolish the climate bullshit rebate program
the NDP brought in.....seriously, why has that not been
cancelled yet!?

Don't focus all our energy on oil and gas. Money has been taken
away from start ups looking to diversify. It is Not a luxury to
diversify our economy. We need to stop chasing the high that
oil and gas was in before our economy dipped.
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T0M

Gov't payroll
Health care spending - maybe give consideration to user
fees to ease the burden, anything free always gets abused
Education budget
Keep on doing what your doing we can't have it both ways
and some people arguing to be upset, we can't keep on
doing what we have done since Klein eliminated the debt

T2S

Education, health, public services

t3b

T3K

T0H

T8A

See above

Businesses are leaving the province and closing up, this has to
stop and we have to get more back and people working, most of
this has to do with the Fed's and Trudeau. i don't know whether
is can be done, or how, but we have to get control of the
Provincial wallet

Getting rid of the war room (85,000 per day is way too much).
Adding or raising taxes instead of transferring the burden to
municipalities.
Education at all levels is very important, as well as Health,
All Departments, and Boards, Commissions, Municipalities,
and especially for low income and Seniors with low
Cities especially, should be reviewed for the multiple levels
pensions. (ps-Jason and team; you are doing a great job of of duplication, Blatant Waste,and cleaned up. Make every
controlling our spending and debt )
possible efficiency you can.
Government should concentrate spending on hospitals,
Spending on frivolous things..cut out spending where the
government thinks they’re buying votes. Cut the civil
schools, transportation, highways, national security.
service! Too many employed.

Diversification. If it continues to be a "luxury", people will start
leaving for other places.

Public spending, schools, hospitals, day cares,

Elevating the minimum wages
No allowing corporations to source joj positions out side
CANADA

Repair roads and highways, repair schools, hospitals,
recreational areas, and assist new ventures, especially small
local employment types.

Pay down the debt. Don’t ask what the government can do for
you but what you can do for your country. Support small
business by giving a tax break. People are always putting this
on government using top down approach but that’s really not
your job. YOU ARE NOT GOD! Tell those nay sayers to put their
mouth into action.
It is obvious that Health and Education need to looked at. I As with any big change look closest to home first. The
Stay away from sales tax and HST. Support local chambers and
believe they are very different though. Education spending Previous Gov enacted PECBA legislation and formed TEBA economic development when possible. We have had
can be frozen and redistributed and still function well. Cuts to reduce costs and spent an additional 2M dollars to sign 2 businesses that would have set up but Transportation has told
would be very hard and probably affect front line services.
of the most expensive contracts with the ATA in Alberta
them that due to the increased traffic you will generate, you will
Gov has played a key roll under the NPD as far as inflating
history. Gov as a whole has become too large and that is
have to install turning lanes and such at their own expense so
wages for unions and wages are hard to roll back. Health on costly. Look at program spending and analyze results. I also they decide to scrap the plan. All local planners and council
the other hand I feel can be cut without affecting front line
think this province must stop cleaning up after companies
did not agree but Transportation has all the control.
services. In dealing with Mental health and physical health that fail. Need a better system to hold land lease holders
issues I have dealt with several levels of bureaucracy that
accountable for reclamation even if they go broke. More
could not make a decision. This tells me they are redundant bonds of some such thing.
employees. Pay Dr.s and nurses and lab Techs and such
but remove some upper management and empower local
managers to improve service and cost effectiveness. Gov is
too large and all ministries could be paired down but you
must look at each one on its own merit and not make
sweeping cuts, make calculated changes. I deal a lot with
Transportation and many of the regulations and legislation,
though intended to provide for safety, only increase cost
and do not produce results. Melt is prime example.

Cutting taxes of the rich
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T3Z

Emergency services (police, fire, ambulance), Back to the
I have had two opportunities over 2018/2019 to observe
Basics Education (reading, writing etc)and technical training medical services in two different hospitals for an extended
, Medical services cost reductions.
time frame. My observation was this, several of the nursing
staff spend the majority of their time, chatting at the desk.
Two nurses in the Ward worked so hard the others did not. It
is very frustrating to observe this. I feel there are several
who feel they are entitled to their job versus working for it. I
believe the Unions are the problem. These people need to
have some sort of performance based increases versus the
way things are done now. Patient or family input could be
incorporated into this.
Policing- In metro centres we could look at police only being
called to injury accidents, freeing them up for important
things. Perhaps responding to accidents could be taken
over by Insurance Investigators.
Education - Keep all religion and politics out of the
classroom. Back to basics, teach useful skills like money
management. Reduce the PD days at schools. Seems like the
children have a day off every couple of weeks. Personal
Development days should lake place in the summer on their
own time.
Implement a 'Coin Your Idea' program for all government
employees that would allow them to engage in identifying
cost savings. They would provide an idea with cost/benefit
to management committee, if the idea is implemented the
employee could be awarded a nominal benefit calculated
based on the savings it generated. Publish these savings to
keep people engaged in the program.

Reduce taxes and get out of the way of private businesses. I do
not believe in any government subsidies for anything. Sink of
swim on your own merit. The economy will look after itself if
products and services people want to buy or need to buy exist.

T8R

Infrastructure such as road repairs. But in general, maintain Over administration in both health care & education.
the status quo on spending. Continue with the energy war
room.
Health, education, and social programs. The wealth gap in
The government needs to stop focusing on ‘finding savings’
Alberta is far too large.
and start focusing on finding funds. Progressive taxation is
an option as well as ceasing giving corporations tax cuts
when they are not contributing to our province in positive
ways.

Laissez faire! Reduce government regulation of the economy &
over taxation to allow investment in our economy.

T1K

All I have seen since the UCP came into power are cuts. These
cuts have directly resulted in job loss for Kanye people. Folks
who do not have jobs or are concerned about job loss, don’t
spend as they normally would. This negatively impacts
businesses causing further job loss. The economy can’t grow
when people are worried about losing their jobs.
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T4P

Welfare recipients should be getting more for their shelter
If it's not those areas, listed above, feel free to cut or even
eliminate.
costs. The current amounts are far less than even half of
what is needed. Right now, a single person with no children
gets only $330 for both rent and utilities. That's insane.

Make sure that nobody falls through the cracks. Find out from
the career counsellors if there is anyone who isn't getting what
they need from them because there are no available programs
that work for them, and then do something about it.

Schools need more funding, especially when it comes to the
busses. A lot of parents who depend on school busses are
unable to pay the higher cost due to Trudeau's carbon
taxing.
Essential services. Medical, police, fire, and infrastructure.
Job creation.

T0A

Education, health, the poor and the old, the environment,
and public infrastructure

T3K

Public Education... and start using the word PUBLIC again.

T3A

Education (particularly early childhood), front line health
care, and preventative health care.
Education, education and more education. An educated
workforce will be able to tackle the challenges of the future
and help to diversify the economy of Alberta away from its
reliance on oil and gas.

T6X

They could stop giving money and tax cuts to the oil and
gas industry, they could shut down their expensive
propaganda office, the politicians could take cuts in pay like
the rest of us.
Stop giving the huge corporations big tax breaks. You are
robbing the poor to help the rich prosper. Watch Robin
Hood.
Middle management in the public sector.

They are doing the opposite of creating jobs and diversifying.
They need to stop giving all the attention and tax breaks to oil
and gas at the expense of all the other forms of business in
Alberta.
Taking away the high tech company tax credit was a stupid
move. Reinstate it and figure out how to help small businesses
while you’re at it.
Not sure.

The Energy War Room, obviously. Subsidies for oil and gas
companies which are going out of business within 10-20
years anyway. There is room for efficiency in the health care
system as well (for example, the Choosing Wisely initiative).

Education, first and foremost. This will pay short-term and longterm dividends. Subsidizing fledgling industries (e.g. tech
startups, alternative energy, pouring money into artificial
intelligence).

17(1)
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T2V

t9e

***Secondary high school/post secondary - career
counselling -focus on career and employment training
programs - specifically skills training in diverse career areas
no just trades and oil and gas!
***New training and employment programs for the "variety"
of unemployed Albertans - not just trades or oil/gas or for
immigrants, etc. -funding appears to be for exclusive groups
and not based on individual situations.
***Environmental innovations, research, etc. diversity in job
creation
***Building on alternative resources and selling those to
other provinces

Health care pharmaceutical care

**Start at reducing jobs at the top of the government. All
corporate organizations can also reduce the "fat" at the top,
including education and health care.
**If the everyday Albertan has to pay increased taxes then
corporation taxes should also go up the same rate and not
reduced!! We are not here to supplement businesses and
shareholders

Getting Albertans back to work- so far failed
Making life better for Albertans- failed many times over
Standing up for Alberta - started and stalled!
So far this government has failed in all areas...now with
education, health and social programs budgets cut... not only is
the economy falling but the ALBERTAN is now not being
supported... it may be time to go elsewhere!

**Investing in alternative resources and selling those to other
provinces
***Secondary high school/post secondary - career counselling focus on career and employment training programs specifically skills training in diverse career areas no just trades
and oil and gas!
***New training and employment programs for the "variety" of
unemployed Albertans - not just trades or oil/gas or for
immigrants, etc. -funding appears to be for exclusive groups
and not based on individual situations.
***Environmental innovations, research, etc. diversity in job
creation
***Building on alternative resources and selling those to other
provinces

Close the war room

When a business is failing - what does it do to revive itself?
Keep doing the same or does it re-evaluate, reduce costs, cut
management and develop a new vision
Invest in alternative power sources.
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Economic diversification
Health care and health technologies

I don't think the government should be solely focused on
finding savings. It should be focused on revenues and
bringing spending into our province. Yes, it is important to
spend taxpayer money responsibly, but major cuts are
detrimental to society. As one of the province's largest
employers, continued cuts increase unemployment, affect
livelihoods and the economy.

Personal tax cuts - with more disposable income, Albertans
would increase consumer spending thereby increasing demand
for more business activities in our province. Albertans may also
have more opportunities to personally invest and support new
businesses. Noting that there should be a sliding scale on how
much is cut as this would help more with low and middle
income earners rather than high income earners.

There should be focus on our competitive advantages. We
have a lot of land here in Alberta (and Canada) - in addition
to agriculture opportunities, there is an opportunity to drive
tourism by having a major attraction, and also opportunities
to entice countries that lack land mass to invest in Alberta.

Instead of general tax cuts for businesses, it would be
worthwhile to offer tax incentives for businesses that contribute
to social programs. Businesses need to reinvest in their
communities that are supporting them. This may also promote
partnerships between business and non-profits - if a building
construction company sponsors a position or project at a nonprofit on affordable housing.
We need to focus on innovation and new technologies. Being a
leader in health technologies has global implications. As well,
we are missing opportunities in other technology sectors. We
need to invest in the development and create a global
technological phenomenon/campaign that will increase the
influx of dollars into Alberta. For example: Rovio's Angry Birds
reinvigorated Finland's telecom. industry and created licensing
and ongoing merchandise and brand licensing dollars; South
Korea's "Gangnam Style" bought economic activity for its
music industry, tourism and fashion; Pokemon Go grossed
over $100 million in its first month and has since grossed
billions. There are many other opportunities for licensing and
royalties, which generate long term revenue for our province.

T6X

Eliminating debt, encouraging economic growth, education

T2K

Education and health care, diversifying the economy away
from reliance on oil and gas.

T0A

Making government services more efficient with less
bureaucratic overhead.

Large telecom. companies are not contributing enough to our
province's cultural and creative industries - I would like to see a
modest monthly fee (say 25 cents for every smartphone and $1
for every internet connection) be shared with our province's
I don’t know. It would be nice to have a strong economy so
Make sure high school kids are being educated about the job
we don’t have to worry so much about finding savings.
market so they will train to work in a field that has jobs instead
of getting a useless degree.
If we are comparing our expenditures to other provinces, we Support industries other than oil and gas. Stop putting people
should be comparing revenue as well. Our taxes are too low. out of work through layoffs. Fund education properly to create a
well educated next generation of workers and entrepreneurs.
Sales tax and indexed tax rates would be a good start. A
better system of preventative health care to keep people out
of hospitals where possible.
Reduce complexity and amount of government deparments
and overhead.

Make it easy for business to come to Alberta by reduced
overhead.... lower taxes, fees, wage limits, etc.

Roads and efficient health care. Bring back Alberta Health
Insurance premiums for everyone except poverty level folks.
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T9N

T6A

T8r

Gov’t needs to focus on the future who are our children.
Cutting important programs and funding is not the way to do
it. Funding needs to be put into schools, not taken away.
Cutting special programs such as PUF funding as well as
causing an incline in class sizes is not beneficial to our
future.
Public sector wages, no carbon tax, no corporate handouts
but create attractive tax environment for them & small
business.
Education and Health Care

T0A

Health care and education, including post secondary. Our
health and our youth are our future, and these entities
should not be farmed out as a for profit industry.

T2C

Reducing Government debt.

T6V

Class sizes

Big corporations continue to pay less taxes when they are
the ones who can afford to pay it! That is where changes
need to be made.

Cutting so many govt funded programs is not helping job
situations.

See item 1 above.

Lower taxes & red tape especially for small business

WAR room

Dont kill services that will always be needed and valid such as
EDUCATION and HEALTH
Savings can be found at every level and there could even be Maintain and build infrastucture during this downturn. Having a
incentives within various departments for lower level
massive infrastructure and personnel deficit in order to look
employees to come up with innovative ideas.
good on paper will only mean years of catch-up when the
economy rebounds. Move with the times instead of remaining
chained to oil and only oil. If we do not we will truly be left in
the dust.
Union wage rollbacks, divestment of non-essential services, Reducing Government debt and debt servicing charges.
ending corporate welfare, reducing wage and pension
Lowering corporate and personal taxes. Divesting public
benefits for public servants.
services such as Land Titles to the private sector for more costeffective management and delivery.
Increase school fees for single child families and reduce fees Teaching assistant program to further develop and become
for multi child families.
teachers.

Technology
Technology PD for teachers to improve knowledge &
increase productivity by becoming more efficient.

Merge school that are too close to each other that have
enrollment challenges.

Financial aid for qualifying individual who want to become
teaching assistant.
More field trips or guest speakers to introduce career insights
for upper elementary.
More focus of teaching upper elementary grades financial
smarts to learn the value of the goods they interact with daily.

T0E

Justice to enforce the rural crime strategy

Rebuilding the infrastructure and public services the
Conservatives destroyed during the Klein era.

T4a

Starting our own pension and opting out of CPP
Investing in ATB to get money flowing to AB businesses
again

Bring back healthcare premiums. I don't think that some
My family has been impacted by very high child support
departments are worth their expenditures - Status of Women payments. This means that I have no additional money for
investing or consumer spending beyond basics. If the
comes to mind.
government could do something offset what I know is a federal
legislation, that would help me greatly.
Creating efficiencies and value with what we already have.
Support residents with solid social and public services so they
That sometimes means investing a little in training and
can create their own opportunities.
infrastructure and equipment for longer term results.
But it appears that if results cannot be realized short term,
then no attention is paid to that type of strategy.
Already doing a good job there

Start promoting AB across the world. The feds won’t do it for
us.
Invest more in ATB to get money to AB business
Change the mortgage rules for ATB to get rid of the punitive
stress test
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T4C

No comment

Reduce public service budgets through hold the line salary/
benefits negotiations.
Also reduce the absolute size of the public service, through
attrition, but also through layoffs, if no, or minimal benefit is
evident. Far to much featherbedding.

Take on the federal government in an aggressive manner, to
resist and fight the c-69, etc bills, the carbon tax, and
equalization.
That will have a profound effect on job creation and economic
growth.

T4C

Climate change: and practically speaking this translate into
incentivising residents to buy electric cars, install solar
panels, install energy efficiency measures etc.
It should also mean accepting a higher carbon tax to
encourage innovation AWAY from fossil fuels.
Creating jobs not reducing those and wages

Stop the ridiculous "WAR ROOM"

support innovation in green energy MUCH more....

Government management and projects outside of core
services
Health care

Creating jobs, keeping money in economy by not cutting
jobs/wages, look at diversity of economy
DEREGULATION!! Tax cuts to small business. Follow the
Trump model provincially - US has the fastest growing
economy in the world for a reason.
I think the best way is reducing taxes, allowing companies to
establish in ALBERTA

T1X
T0B

Cut spending universally, especially environmental
initiatives, government wages. Trim the fat!

T2L

Government should focus on efficiency. I think that
Reducing taxes will allow companies and businesses to
education and health care is very important but I do not
settle in Alberta
know how efficient are those systems. Health care is a
disaster that has to be fixed
Just the basics, get rid of all frivolous government spending get rid of provincial human rights we already have
discrimination laws just enforce them. Anything that isn't
basic needs to be pruned the sooner the better.

t3e

T2V

No comment.

T1J

Cut their salaries and expenses

T2W

Overspending by previous Conservative and NDP
governments has resulted in a $70 billion debt. Focus on
that!

t0k

Bringing down the deficit and in time the debt. In a more
significant manner. You can not cut spending, without
cutting spending!

T5N

Infrastructure repair
Public safety
More Judges
Fossil Fuel Promotion and Exposure of the US NGO's

We need a tax holiday!! Get rid of provincial income tax we
have to make people want to start companies not chase them
away! Inept government intrusion and taxing people to death is
killing the growth of businesses.
Cut public sector wages in Alberta such they are in line with Eliminate corporate welfare and business subsidies. Instead
the Canadian average.
reduce overall business taxes.
Reduce regulation. Implement successful models such as that
of British Columbia to reduce regulation.
Salaries and expenses.
make it worthwhile for investors and business to do business in
alberta
Start with letting go the thousands of government workers
Be the private sector's best friend.
that the NDP government hired between 2015 and 2019.
Whatever they're doing is irrelevant, unnecessary and
superfluous.
Middle management, and holding the line with the unions,
Let's not just focus on our oil and gas sector (those are
Doctor's etc. We have the highest wages in the country. They important)
should go no higher until the province's fiscal problems are in our area we have three companies that are looking to open
solved. They shared in the good years they should share in coal mines (one of which as been in the process for six years)
the bad.
these would create between direct and indirect 1000's of high
paying jobs. And revitalize an area that has little economic
activity.
The regulatory process for resource projects is brutally long,
why would any company invest, millions and billions on
projects that don't get approved for 8-10 years.
Eliminate the 44,000 new employees the NDP hired
Expose the foreign organizations and NGO's dedicated to
Privatization of non-essential services
killing the fossil fuel industry
Eliminate wasteful red tape slowing growth and development
Make Calgary and Edmonton accountable for their out of
control spending
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T0A

Reduce meaningless govt jobs. Reduce excessive pensions.
The people have to work 40 to 50 years to get 12,000 a year.
Why do the politicians get lifetime pensions for working 4
years. Stop bailing out big companies. When we lose our
jobs the govt didn’t send us a cheque to help feed our
families! Why spend millions on the new technology in
hospitals (The portable computer input centres) the nurses
wrote in info down for years, now they are doing both. Not
efficient! This wasn’t responsible spending. Then you have
to hire more techs to maintain the system.
Stop spending money on climate change farce and
concentrate on how technology that will fix it and just
bandage effect. Windmills are not efficient! Solar isn’t
efficient. There is new technology out there but the powers
to be are afraid they will lose their income so they don’t
develop it.

Negotiate the equalization agreement so it’s fair to every
province.
Negotiations need to be revised re seats in parliament. We
will definitely save money if that happens.
We need to change so that big business are wanting to
invest in Alberta not leave! I never understood. Greed has
taken over and now we are paying for it.

I believe the govt is doing so now by reducing red tape!
Awesome news keep going on that! Reduce taxes on small
businesses. I mean reduce by 20% not 1%! Make it so the small
guy can function and others thinking about it will jump in!
Minimum wage is 15 that’s ok but if reduce the the businesses
taxes it’s a win win. They will hire more people because they
can afford it!

T0C

Funding for education

Stop giving tax breaks to large corporations and oil
companies.

Support education and job training for sectors with demand.

Maintenance of healthcare in rural areas; more urgent care
centres

Increase revenue through a PST and increased taxes on the
wealthiest Albertans

Stop focusing so much energy on the fossil fuel sector. Support
other vibrant and growing areas of the Alberta economy. Ex:
Agriculture, trades, alternate energy sources.

T1J

Increasing efficiency of operations, particularly in the area
of healthcare. There's too much government red tape.

Stop contributing to capital building for hockey arenas, etc. The government does not create jobs! That is an oxymoron! The
although I do support road construction and LRT expansion. only person that creates a job is an entrepreneur! Reduce small
business income taxes and that will stimulate economic
growth. Alberta needs to get its own police, pension, taxation,
firearms legislation and immigration. That will stimulate tons of
economic growth, and we can stop sending money to Ottawa.

T6J

cut spending and get control of our debt.

T1X

Actual infrastructure. Get some much needed high schools
built in high priority areas.

Gov't employees have golden pensions and wages, get
Unions under control, they think regardless of anyone they
deserve a wage increase every year. Start firing some of the
managers and assistant managers and give the front end
workers more support.
Stop the boondoggle of solar & wind farms or the
subsidizing of them. Expensive & intermittent energy is no
solution for this area. AHA needs a serious gutting or
overpaid upper management. There is bloat at all levels of
upper management across govt. Be bold, make the cuts.

T1K

Building our own refineries and food production sources.

That would be a change, getting the pipelines going would
create huge jobs for the unemployed. Quite listening to fraud
climate people "the sky is falling" . The western provinces are
in need of jobs and stop handing out money like candy.
Get the hell out of the way and let entrepreneurs and private
business handle that. Reduce govt size and scope of
involvement across all sectors. Axe the climate change bullshit
too.

Cut salaries or positions of CEOs who get huge salaries,
Incentives to small businesses. Get the pipelines done.
instead of cutting front line staff which directly affects
Incentives to people to work instead of being on social
services to people, especially vulnerable people.
assistance.
Cut funding to art projects. Defund safe injection sites and
fund more spaces for people ready to kick addictions. Tax
alcohol and marijuana and gambling more as they create
problems, and have the their tax money go into programmes
to help the people for whom they create addictions.
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T5e

Only the very basics, till we get out of trouble.
Every thing in balance!!!

Wage cuts for politicians! You do not need that much money
to have a comfortable life!
No $ to illegals!
No Canada pensions to any one unless they have been in
this country for 30+ years
Get the pipelines built!
Only important trips via our tax $. No personal trips, you get
paid 10,000% more than an average person, use your own
money!
Taxing groceries, and utilities is not a productive way to
collect more for your terrible government budget advisors.
Cut some wages already, to the government overpaid
government.
Insurance, put a tap on that! We are paying out our noses
and they keep raising rates! Governments and the people
having accidents pay raised rates, and they collect way more
than enough to cover damages, cut their pay!
Cut back on government employees!

t3c

Reduce the size of gov't thereby reducing cost. Too many
Politicians and civil servants eating up tax dollars.

Canadians can no longer afford their gov'ts, Municipal,
Red tape and gov't meddling has to end. Gov'ts must become
Provincial or Federal. They are all too inefficient, too big and professional, develop a strategy, get a plan.
too expensive. Gov'ts need to privatize as many departments
as possible. Gov'ts need to downsize and become more
efficient. Gov'ts have to give up their special status and join
the real world. Their pensions, their benefits and all the other
perks have to be rationalized and come in line with that of
the private sector.

T4l

Health care
Education
Rebuilding the rurtherford fund
Seniors care.
Child care

T4H

Cut the civil service.
Cut wages of nurses and teachers and Government
employees.
Debt repayment, job creation/diversification.

Revenues could be generated easily by taxing the top 10% of I think that the government could do plenty to support
earners appropriately.
economic growth by honouring its collective agreements and
increasing staffing levels to provide adequate care to people
who need it.
Providing a subsidy for child care allows parents to return to
work. It’s easy economic stimulus
See above.
Lower taxes

T2j

Police, art, social services, welfare, child tax benefit

Build pipelines!
Economic development...research.
Charge less tuition, let the people that want to learn to help us,
learn without owing hundreds of thousands to get their
education.
Offer free classes to help the poor that want to contribute more
but can’t!
Do not let anyone into country unless they have a skill or trade.
We give way too much to new people in our country. Some have
money, but use the system any way. Taking away from the
poor!

Diversification, regulation
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T6j

Core government programs such as healthcare and
education need to be supported, however, costs and
outcomes must be benchmarked to other jurisdictions so
that taxpayer funds can be respectfully and effectively used.
Public sector total Compensation must therefore also be
benchmarked and brought into line with private sector
compensation.

Bring public sector compensation in line with other
jurisdictions and with the private sector. also, stand up to
unions to allow government services flexibility to improve
efficiency. For example, using shift work for expensive
equipment such as an MRI would allow AHS to utilize this
equipment effectively for both reduced wait times and lower
costs. Improve communication and processes so that
Homecare can be put into place more quickly thereby freeing
up hospital beds. Also have Ahs assessment/coordination
staff available 24/7 to allow hospital assessments at night
and Homecare available next day. Match this with a
homecare coordinator available 24/7. Spending more funds
on these areas will free up expensive hospital beds. In other
words, hire an efficiency expert to review and make
recommendations and then stand up to the inevitable union
opposition. Many of us work shift work and work weekends
with only a small shift premium. It is not an unreasonable
expectation.

T1K

Debt reduction to include wage rollback for all government
employees "INCLUDING" judges and an across the board
budget cut for every ministry. AHS is very top heavy and
this can be done by cutting senior management positions

A 5% wage rollback for all government employees
Tax incentives
"INCLUDING" judges and an across the board budget cut for
every ministry. AHS is very top heavy and this can be done
by cutting senior management positions.

T3H

(1) Health care, with a focus on high-risk groups like
diabetics.
(2) Education
Health care, education and investing into alternative
renewable energy

?

incentivize business growth, and companies relocating here.

The carbon tax would have helped but since it is no longer in
effective for our province, savings have to be found in
making the city more energy and water efficient. Roads can
be fixed less if we looked into cement alternatives, and if
less money was put into art that is put around cities that no
one asked for.

T3K

Health care and education, unbiased support for all people.

Many oil and gas workers can be trained and educated to work
in renewable energy sectors very easily, the rest of the world is
progressing but instead our province is trying to put more
money into an economy that is no longer relevant. We need to
invest into renewable and sustainable energy and jobs that can
be sustained as resources change. We don't have to take
peoples jobs from them in order to create new ones in a
different industry
By supporting green technology, the tech industries, small
businesses and restoring grants for non profits.

T4L

All area's of government

Cancel the Energy Center. It is an ineffective, multi million
dollar waste of money that is used to intimate people and is
doing the job that the oil and gas companies can afford to do
themselves.
Cutting the bureaucracy in all area's of government
Build pipelines to start with

T8L

Cut spending across the board! Find efficiencies!

T6E

Building on industry that is sustainable and not reliant on
the global market.

T3j

ALL government services, cut the 48,000 new public service
employees that the NDP hired. Cut AHS administration and
the number of managers.
Taxing corporations. Absolutely no need to be attacking
individuals and small businesses, giving large corporations
tax cuts isn’t feeding the economy, it’s making rich people
richer. 44 years of a conservative government did more
damage than the 4 the NDP were in. Taking tissues away
from government employees isn’t where the money needs to
be found.

It is governments job to create a business friendly climate.
While competitive corporate tax rates are one element, all
factors need to come into play: streamlined effective regulation,
access to oil markets (pipelines), employment legislation that is
fair to both employees and not onerous for employers,
government investments in sectors that the province wants to
encourage for diversification, ...

Keep going according to current plans and direction.

Encouraging outside investment and focusing on sustainable
resources to crest income.
Eliminating public sector jobs not only impacts thousands of
Albertans, it creates frustrating among the public for lack of
access to services. It has a much broader impact than the
governing body seems to recognize.
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T0H
T5M

T0A

T4N

T4B

T7X

Healthcare, education, job creation

They could find it in the massive tax breaks they’ve given to
large corporations.
Cut spending. Quit funding corporations unless theres a
Lower the funding for the arts. Lower wages for the
signed agreement in place that will help create jobs not fund legislature. Lower spending in the legislature. Find the areas
CEO'S pay. If they dont use the funds for this then these
to cut within the legislature.
corporations are required to pay the money back with
Its time the members of the legislature assembly live like the
interest.
rest of the Albertans.
If the government funds an infrastructure project then the
agreements should state a deadline of completion. If its not
completed on time then the agreements should state a
financial penalties against the company who the agreement
is with.
The money used to send to municipalities should be
reviewed and the above items such as financial penalties
when the funds are not used appropriately should happen.

Diversify our economy by expanding the renewable energy
sector.
Creation of jobs through various industries through job
training. For example plumbers, electricians etc. Start job
training first then after the first year the person would go to
school etc. But job training first with the trades.

Education and health care. Our schools and students
deserve to have funding INCREASED, not maintained. There
are a host of reasons that operating expenses have
increased, and those needs must be met, maintained and
increased. We can not afford to further marginalized
students by reducing PUF, reducing support staff,
increasing class sizes. Schools NEED to have their physical
structure maintenance needs met. They need to have
funding increased to meet the overwhelming increase in
insurance. Maintaining funding, reallocating additional
funds to private schools...all of these damage average
Albertans ability to meet their potential in the education
system
Maintaining/repairing road, rail and building infrastructure
with safety being the primary focus.

We need a provincial sales tax. We need to STOP giving tax
breaks to corporations - they don’t have Alberta’s interest at
heart; they have their own profit line at heart. We need the oil
and gas companies to pay their debts/clean up their wells.

Diversify the economy. Bring back incentives for tech
companies. Bring back incentives for arts/entertainment.
Reverse the new post-secondary funding model so that
Albertans can afford to train and diversify. SUPPORT PUBLIC
EDUCATION so that the dominant narrative supports creating
educated and informed citizens who are engaged in the
democratic process. Crack down on Wexit because it makes
Alberta look unstable and irrational to the rest of the country,
which deters investors. Support our unions so that they can
provide stability for their workers, who in turn will be more
active in the economy with their spending.

Wages for public sector unions.

Bring back paid hire a student type wage matching grants.
Wage grants for entry level jobs for applicants without work
experience in that sector. Rather than blanket corporate tax
reductions give tax credits for non-overtime or bonus
employment wage expenses. This would encourage higher base
pay for employees and employment of a larger workforce.

Getting oil and gas industry back to work and our resources
to markets.
Hospital expansion and catherization lab for Red Deer
Improvement in services and reduced wait time for
surgeries and people facing critical health diagnoses
1. Cut the size of government
2. Continue to cut corporate tax
3. Cut personal income tax
Education and healthcare

Restructure Alberta Health so there are fewer levels of
bureaucratic red tape.
Hire more full time nursing staff so there is less overtime
being paid.

In Alberta, oil and gas is critical to a healthy economy.
Keep pushing federal govt to complete pipelines and promote
safety of our oil over Mid East oil.
Work to reestablish markets for our agricultural industry.
Diversify for long term
Lower corporate and income taxes

Not so much in health care but in other program spending.

In the government

Start financing infrastructure projects especially roads. Pave
every gravel road in the province requires a massive amount of
labour
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T4A

Bringing down the deficit without raising taxes. Unions are
pushing for this, but it is solely for their own agenda for
more spending. We voted the UCP because the NDP were
spending out of control. We expect you to follow through.

Wage freezes, reevaluating capital projects to see if money It has to be closely scrutinized. I am in favour of supporting
can be saved. AHS and Education board reviews to combat students and provide incentives to employers to hire students.
overspending and salary caps/rollbacks based on provincial
averages.

T3M

education, government unions

have Ottawa payback Alberta equilization over payment. fire
YYC mayor and over spending council.

t2c

Helping to get small business started. Less red tape.

cut the waste, double dipping nurses, create non
denominational school board similar to Quebec. reduce
admin at all levels of education, health care, create fiscal
monitors.
I beleive they could find savings by trimming back on the
size of the government as well as reducing wages in every
government employees.

T5J

Please cut spending in government non-essentials of which
there are MANY. Please include companies like WCB as
well. 17(1)
did not suffer any lay-offs
during Notley's time like the blue collar sector did. There
are many non-essentials in companies like this as well as
the federal, provincial and local governments. They must
experience the same cuts that the oil industry did
throughout all of Alberta, especially the major cities. The
savings by doing this should go toward the oil/gas industry.

By minimizing government and cutting off all non-essential
services which are many in all three government sectors.
This includes large corporations like WCB, etc. The
Government needs to drastically cut spending on migrant
welfare. These people are not contributing but are a drain on
our limited resources and spending needs to stop
immediately for there to make a difference. We need to stop
corporate welfare as well. Trudeau's east will need to find
ways to take care of themselves while Alberta begins the
recovery process after Notley's train wreck.

By focusing on Alberta citizens above migrants whose needs
are taking priority over us. True Albertans WANT to work and
contribute to our once rich economy. Government should
support us by listening to us and taking concrete steps toward
the betterment of our future which it once was. CUT OFF
DRASTICALLY ON MIGRANT SPENDING PLEASE.

T8H

Healthcare and education

T6K

Health care. Senior's programs and services.
Alberta NEEDS to cut so much spending and get the debt
under control. AB debt is disgraceful. AB's loss in credit
score is disgraceful.

not supporting federal initiatives such as security funding for Not trying to create a separatist movement is a good start; don’t
celebrity royals, not allowing the premier to spend like the
be so free with our resources to the states, invest the money
provincial coffers are his own, tax the 1% for a change
that is needed for our kids to actually be able to afford post
secondary school and become the next industry leaders. We
have to outsource because we’ve starved our own youth of the
chance to achieve. -because of the out of control school fees
that we can’t afford.
Cut useless spending! Trim the fat.
Get our oil moving!! Get our economy moving!! My house price
has dropped year after year in the last 10 years, my taxes keep
AB teachers are the highest paid in the country and I don't
increasing, groceries are more expensive and my wages aren't
think that they are doing that good of a job for that kind of
keeping pace! The current Alberta is NOT the Alberta of 20
pay! Do not give money to unions! We pay such high taxes
years ago! I'm sorry that I've stayed in Alberta.
compared to other provinces and do less with it!!

Cutting red tape is the best way to get companys started. Too
many regulations provincial and municipal.
First startup business need help in getting their doors open.
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AISH - people who receive AISH have had one increase in I
believe, 8 years. In 2018, legislation indicated AISH
payments would have an annual cost of living adjustment.
So, in 18 years, between 2012 and 2018, AISH payments
went up roughly 6%. Kenney has pulled the plug on the cost
of living adjustment, so perhaps by 2022, perhaps when
AISH payment might increase (or not), people who live on
AISH will have had, over then 10 years, a 6% increase. At a
very simplistic calculation, this is 0.6% per year. I CAN
ALMOST GUARANTEE THAT THERE IS NOT ONE
PROVINCIAL EMPLOYEE, MLA, PREMIER - WHO HAS HAD
THE EQUIVALENT OF 0.6% wage increase per year. But
let's put it on the backs of disabled individuals - they won't
mind!

Getting rid of indexed pensions, cut back of the number of
government employees, cut back on overpaid midmanagement, go after the idiots who decided we cold wait
until 2024 to 'review' the transfer payment formula - hence,
GET TO WORK ON IT NOW - IF A SMALL GROUP DECIDED
IT WAS OKAY TO PUSH FORWARD THE DATE BY FIVE
YEARS, A FURTHER DECISION TO MOVE THE DATE BACK
TO NOW, COULD OBVIOUSLY BE MADE AS WELL.

Get to work on reviewing the transfer payments earlier, include
an additional tax for Albertans who earn more than 2 million a
year (from whatever source),.........actually I don't think
politicians ever listen to what we want anyway.

Revise the outrageous salaries paid to government
employees - check the Sunshine List. Fire them all, rehire
people who are just as qualified and hungry for the work,
and will accept a reasonable salary.
People who work in any capacity for our government, need
to work as hard as others in the private sector. The 'word
on the street' is that do not have the same expectations
placed on them - whatever their position - yet are well paid,
get great benefits, and are underworked.
Allowances and special allowances - we have too many
people earning salaries that are too high for the role they
play. Kenney had the opportunity to cut back on overspending on salaries when he was first elected, but seems
he chose not to.
T1K

Healthcare (physical and mental), education (K-12 and post- Stop giving tax cuts to big corporations.
secondary), employment of young people entering the
workforce, the environment and sustainability

T4V

Stop using credit to spend and start paying the DEBT down. Cut all politicians expense accounts.
Live out of their pay cheques like every Albertan does.

T5Z

Education should always be a priority. Economic
diversification. Health care.

Support independent small businesses creation, diversify the
economy (Oil is not gonna last forever), create employment
opportunities for young people entering the workforce,
stimulate the economy by increasing the amount of income of
regular albertans, so that people can spend money.

For the unemployed, offer re-education after their jobs are
eliminated.
Allow the pipelines to be built.
Stop giving equalisation payments, make other provinces stand
on their own feet financially.
I wonder if the govt has looked at efficiencies within school We need a strong govt that will stand up to the federal govt and
boards. Could monies not be saved by consolidating school continue to support our energy sector not only as it is today but
boards whilst still respecting the need and want for catholic how it will change to be considerate of climate and
environmental issues. Diversification will flow out from a strong
and Christian schools. Could there then be a reduced
amount of trustees as well. Could more efficiencies be found energy sector. How can our govt and all it’s agencies become
more efficient? That is a question they need to ask themselves.
within AHS? How is overtime managed? Is it efficient? Is it
being abused? Could more staff be hired instead of...
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T8H

1. Reducing taxes.
2. Control spending.
3. Reducing the debt.

T5K

Ensuring Alberta’s students have access to adequate
supports-especially vulnerable populations like low income
and special needs.

Increase professional development days to decrease
transportation costs in schools
Evaluate superintendent and administration salaries

Create grant programs for schools to access in support of
training and educating staff in how to better support vulnerable
populations universally at the system and school level.
Bring in experts in areas such as universal design, social
emotional learning and autism to help schools feel more
equipped to support students without needing to have each
student with a 1:1 educational assistant

T4S

Stop the transfer payments. Become a have-not province
also.
Immediately address the orphan-well problem. Starting next
mineral land sale advice bidding companies that before they
drill a well they must deposit funds into ATB to cover
abandonment and reclamation. If they can afford to drill,
they can afford to leave that full amount in an account
earning interest for the life of the well.
Health
Education
Social assistance type programs
Infrastructure: roads, power distribution, internet
Public safety: police, fire, EMT

Stop investing in companies. Let the free market work by
itself.
Ambulance drivers sit around and get paid for nothing which
seems dumb. Municipalities get too much help that they
spend foolishly.

Stay away. Free market will work itself out. Stop giving away all
our oil. We do not need more pipelines to give it away. It will be
worth more in 100 years. All oil workers are way overpaid and
spoiled and a lot of those wages leave Alberta.

Don’t give tax breaks to big companies
Implement a provincial sales tax
Get rid of the energy war room
Dunno

Begin investment in clean energy

T4V

T3G

T8L

t2y

Reduce the size of government. Reduce traffic law
By reducing taxes and regulations. We need more small to
enforcement. If there is no victim, there should be no crime. medium sized businesses. That's who pays taxes in this
I saw a guy recently get pulled over for rolling through a stop country.
sign in a parking lot. Really? Law enforcement should be
Basically, stop taking so much from people and stop trying upholding real laws, not harassing a hockey dad in a minivan
to solve ever little problem. It's time to get people more self- trying to get his kids to school on a morning where the
busses aren't running.
sufficient.

Continue with the effort to reduce red tape to allow small
businesses to thrive.

Support initiatives to attract high tech to the province
Get rid of the governments own spending,e.g travelling,meal Practice what you preech,get rid of bottled water and tissues Create different industries other than oil and gas and promote
them
allowance,private jets etc.
in your own government buildings,all your own little perks
In wages and benefits. The size of government needs to be
drastically cut. It is burden to taxpayers. We do not need all
this government. It is destroying and bankrupting us.

They need to get out of business. Cut taxes and regulation. Let
the free market run itself.

T8L

They need to do cuts. Cuts in wages, pensions, benefits,
time to privatize services. Goverment employees live like
Kings while the rest of us pay for it. We do not need all this
government. We need to separate from Ottawa-get rid of the
fake equalizaiton payments. Wexit 100%. We want a vote on
it.
Health - education - new technology

Get rid of upper management - get rid of war room - instead
of flying to meetings use teleconference

Build the pipeline - ensure that post secondary education is
affordable - fix infrastructure

T0L

Stimulating the economy.

In government itself, all aspects of public spending from
That is tough. By any means possible
health care to mental care to education. These have all gone
out of control.
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T4R

Enough money being spent on everthing.Replecation in
many departments I’m sure.

Reducing size of government in all departments.

Tax incentives .Reduces taxes substantially in many area’s
instead of raising them has shown in the past to encourage
development.Grants are just a waste.

T4R

Enough money being spent on everthing.Replecation in
many departments I’m sure.

Reducing size of government in all departments.

Tax incentives .Reduces taxes substantially in many area’s
instead of raising them has shown in the past to encourage
development.Grants are just a waste.

T0M

My priority is to have government do less, not more. I have
no areas I want more spending on, I want to see a
continuous and sustained reduction in government
spending every year along with tax cuts as expenditures go
down.

Everywhere. Waste and overspending are rampant
throughout the bureaucracy and public sectors. When
cutting the bureaucracy look to cut the upper levels of
management first. Every department is very top heavy with
unnecessary management and those jobs cost much more
than front line positions. Cut the ones at the top first before
cutting the lower level positions.

By getting out of the way. Eliminate red tape, lower taxes and
make it easier for private industry to operate. They will create
the jobs on their own from there.

T3G

T1W

We have massively over funded education and health
sectors with significantly overpaid public employees
(teachers, nurses and doctors). Bring those two areas down
to the national average based on per capita spending before
anything else
Education- fund for enrollment growth, class sizes and the The government needs to ask the doctors and nurses in
Continue the fight to get the oil to market, but work on
needs of diverse learners
hospitals where savings can be found. They are the experts. diversifying the economy. I would ask the experts in the
respective fields. Ask educators, ask doctors, ask oil and gas
Education should not be in the transportation business.
I 100% disagree with public funds going to private schools. Other than rural students, if you want your child to go to a
experts for ways to improve their business.
I am terrified that our public schools will become places for special program of choice you either pay or get them there
kids who, for whatever reason, don’t fit the mold of private yourself. Cut administration costs not front line staff. Have
school environments. Public schools are only for the poor
Directors and other upper level staff actually go in and work
and children with learning, emotional or behavioral issues. with students instead of visiting and asking students about
What a disgusting state.
learning intentions. All administration-Directors, Principals,
Healthcare
AP’s, VP’s, strategists, consultants must actively teach and
work with students in schools. Trustees must participate in
front line activities. It takes a village.

Buy at least 3 water bombers so no more communities
would burn to the ground like Fort Mac Murray and Slave
Lake .
These should be permanently stationed near fort Mac
Murray ( strategic ground for Canada’s economy ) , Banff (
touristic worldwide renowned vital for Alberta‘s economy )
and Jasper ( another precious location that worth being
guarded and preserved ) .

Reduce substantially the government’s high ranking civil
servant staff as well as their compensations of all kind (
hefty pensions and salaries well above the median earning of
Albertans ) .

Promote the unionized labour that have workers with less drugs
affliction , more ethic and craftsmanship .
It’s not a crime to have health benefits and a pension plan .
Sharing the wealth shouldn’t be seen as sometimes
unreasonable . Big oil makes huge profits and cuts in the wage
of their workforce and still gives outstanding salaries to their
CEO .
That is immoral , therefore unfair .
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T0K

T6H

T8N

T1H

T6X

Roll back wages on all health, civil servants, education
unions and cut spending on major infrastructure projects
until such time as we get spending and budget under
control. Department heads of government need their wages
cut back as well. Don’t ask those lower down to take cut
backs if the top doesn’t as well
Invest in planning departments to study efficiencies in
health care throughout the world, adopt systems that will
lead to lower cost and better service for healthcare. Once
proven, these methods can be adopted throughout other
areas of the government where applicable. This will be
costly upfront, but will lead to long term savings which will
benefit all Albertans.
Government employees, freeze hiring and wage hikes and
benefits

As above.

Pipe lines. Major tax cut across the board. We as Albertans are
taxed to hell so turn it around. We known far better how to
spend our money than govt. Get rid of the Fed carbon tax, keep
the collected taxes here not to Ottawa

Decrease government workforce through attrition and laying
people off when projects are complete. Hire contract
workers for special projects. There is no need to hire more
long term employees.

Decrease paper burden for all business, lower personal taxes
for everyone, lower corporate tax. The number of law
enforcement officials needs to be lowered as they have a
negative impact on both business and personal growth.

Switch all new government employees to a defined
Already have by cutting the corporate tax rate
contribution pension plan like the private sector did 20 years
ago !
- analyzing the prevalence of chronic health conditions
healthcare: recycling/repurposing/re-selling unused or old
- adding incentives for renewable energy businesses, such as
solar, to make the energy market more competitive and diverse
(especially diabetes, hypertension, obesity, COPD, and heart technology and office hardware
disease) across the province as well as the efficacy of the
while keeping it worthwhile for oil and gas companies to stay in
efforts of primary healthcare and education centres in
Alberta
preventing these
- Get rid of the career and life management course in high
schools and instead facilitate partnerships/career fairs between
schools and businesses/institutions from various sectors of the
economy
Our Health Care system in Alberta is very good, but what
Savings can be found in the Health Industry, specifically in
Pursue and assist the Oil Industry. Without this Alberta and
people are unaware of, or don’t care about, is the cost of it. the way AHS spends boatloads of cash.
Canada are going down fast!
17(1)
Residents of Alberta should be sent a yearly information
notice as to what exactly was spent on them personally
during the previous year, also noting the total amount spent
in Alberta for that year, and especially noting that this is part A lot of “retired RN’s” find ongoing jobs with AHS doing
of the taxes they are paying (people need to be aware that
“special projects” and “special research”; I worked with AHS
and know this is a waste of a lot of money.
the “free benefits” they receive are in fact NOT free!
A lot of RN’s are hired to do jobs that do not require RN
expertise.
Also, there is far too much money spent on IT and the
services to support it.
Concentrating on these will likely save several million
dollars.

Public Education and health care for all.

Savings can also be found in the Education System.
The salary and benefits of teachers is much higher than
necessary
Eliminate funding to private and charter schools. Public tax
dollars need to go to public institutes.

Diversify the economy. Oil and gas are very important to the
economy but they are a nonrenewable resource. Alberta needs
to look at all alternatives not just the one we are comfortable
with.
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T4B

Education! Medical Care! The cuts this Government has
made is irresponsible.

You were voted in to increase jobs, not cut taxes and
Government jobs. You haven’t increased oil and gas jobs,
and you’ve put families even more distressed by cutting their
partner’s jobs in education and medical care. Sometimes you
need to spend some money in order to increase employment.

T1A

Infrastructure -- like roads and maintenance of current
infrastructure only until the deficit is paid off.

T7x

Reduce the cost of things benefits don’t cover. Everyone’s
benefits cover prescriptions. But dental, eye glasses,
physio... I’m a $150,000 household and can’t afford new
glasses or to get the physio my doctor wants me to do.

Reduce the size of government employees and unions. or do Please continue to reduce Taxes, Red Tape and eliminate those
a PAY cut of 5 % across the board.
social programs that only benefit the Bloated government
payrolls. Also FIX the Teachers Pensions so they fund ALL their
own Pension Plan because us Taxpayers are being robbed by
the Teachers Union.
Teachers salaries should be dependent on what they actually Employers need to provide more job flexibility and job sharing.
do, not some fixed seniority scale. Nor should part time staff Every organization should be required to have one full time
receive benefits. Someone I know works at 17(1)
position that is job shared and has the benefits of full time.
Leaves at 8, home by 4. Never brings work home. Never has
to lesson plan. 17(1)
And how does
that require any actual skills? Meanwhile I have a higher
education, leave at 6, home at 6, TWELVE months of the
year, work hard, works overtime, and I get half the wage and
no pension.

t2j

Spend on finding and implementing efficiencies in our
public sector, specifically Health services delivery.Keep
going Minister Shandro - we are behind you in delivering
value for money.

Short term, in the Healthcare sector, since it's our #1
expense.It's clear to most Albertans that the unions want
improved service to customers (we aren't patients anymore)
via more union workers, and that in the long run equals
poorer service due to the high cost of union delivery.

More apprenticeships for younger workers. It would reduce the
costs to businesses struggling under the municipal tax hikes,
and deliver valuable skills to younger people. P3's with
businesses focused upon assisted living would unload the
hospitals, and out more people to work. Use the P3 to get the
support people in the facilities to be non-union folks. It's
contrary to cost effective service delivery.

T3R

Assist the private sector in creating jobs by getting our
resources to markets which includes oil&gas, forestry,
mining and agriculture.
Deficit, JOBS, JOBS, JOBS, Get rid of useless regulations,
reduce corporate taxes , RIGHT SIZE THE ALBERTA
GOVERNMENT EMPLYEES , make efficiencies , GET OUT
OF QE. Alberta First,

Reduce government jobs which are non productive.

Reduce red tape

all departments, ask for a 2% budget reductions Use the

Use the Alberta pension funds to invest in Alberta initiative's,
provide tax free loans for small and medium business, cut out
the unnecessary regulations that take year for a business to get
going, work with the Indigenous community and provide
necessary funds to buy TMX as partners.

Social services- sufficient, safe, adequate affordable
housing funding so all Albertans have opportunity to thrive
and live in dignity, childcare, economic diversification.
Innovation, alternative energy and agraculture, public
education for all, post secondary school, align with federal
government .

Tax breaks to business

Small business is majority of Alberta's economy, support
prograns that help start and grow a business like I have done.
Support public spending in Infrastructure that has economic
multipliers, invest in keeping our talent from leavingtechnology, innovation, IT, entraprenuers. Address opied's and
addictions and create cities that are safe (not police states but
all people have opportunity, prevent early childhood trauma),
magnets for talent, green energy, alternative transportation.
Stop being a national bully and turning people off of investing,
and moving to Alberta.

t3g

T2J

Fund the reeducation of employees from the oil and gas sector.
Fund Health care and education as a priority, as Albertans work
in those fields too.... firing your own staff is absolute madness
when you say your priority is jobs.
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none

no immigration into Alberta. roll back on wages. no lay offs. less taxes. Do what President Trump did.
Cut back on MP wages and pension.
Culture/Multiculturalism/Status of Women
Cut back on number employees they have working in the
Yes they need to keep little business people stay in business
goverment
there is way to many small shops that are sitting empty

T1y

Stop giving goverment employees millions of dollars on
pensions and lump size payment when they leaveyes

T6V

Potholes, police

T1K

Reduce spending to reduce eliminate deficit

t3k

Reducing debt

T2Y

Health Care, Education, Nutrition Programs for Kids,
Unemployment

T2p

Reducing spending and cutting the debt.

T9N

Focus on service and program delivery. Priorities should be In the one area where government is afraid to go. Oversight
Healthcare, education, municipal, rural crime and justice.
and overwhelming bureaucracy and "red-tape, specifically,
health (AHS/Alberta Health) and education. For instance, it
costs approximately $50,000 to $75,000 to affix a concrete
screw into a wall in a hospital (under the equally perverse
process known as infectious control). It takes 3 signatures to
use a lease vehicle already in a fleet.

Any social programs that have to do with drugs screw those Stop taxing companies, simmer down on OHS
guys
Far too much waste, excessive bureaucracy
Make processes simpler and "get out of the way" of a free
market.
Bureaucracy reduction, dumping every single NDP enviro
keep taxes low. Start making serious separation noises to the
hire and department.
Feds.
Abolish War Room!
Less Gov't Travel
Cut Grants to Business
Social programs

There are too many rookie individuals and Ministers whom
are taking blind orders without much consideration to the
unintended consequences of continuing with a relatively
secure bureaucracy and instead cutting core individuals and
programming. In the north zone, a lower income individual
must now wait for approximately June of 2021 for a CT scan
however if they could afford, could complete their scan
within 24 hours. This is perversely wrong!
We must instead cease the practice of wholesale or
quantitative cuts for the sake of the optics of a balanced
budget. Instead, we must roll up the sleeves and shoulder
responsibility to Ministers, DM's and ADM's to look with each
of their departments and focus on the streamlining and
reduction costly program processes and oversight and
instead re-tool these processes in support of the delivery of
the core program or service.

Co-operate with other levels of government
Encourage a more diversified economy
Get government out of the way.
Job creation:
1) Create an environment whereby needed upgrades to
infrastructure can be funded and construction jobs to be
created.
2) Focus on unintended consequences of arbitrary cuts to
instead undertake an analysis of the implications of loss of jobs
and programing.
3) Engage with a committee/committees of "non-partisan public
expertise" to ensure core program delivery is adequately
staffed and create harmonization between department budgets
within a Ministry. Example: health programming
cuts/implications to EMS/Dr recruitment/increased burdens to
other facilities. The underlying priciple in the example can be
applied to Education, Justice, Social programming,
transportation and infrastructure.
4) Cease the practice of bias and departmental favoritism in the
procurement of services (ie. Infrastructure) and instead retain
competent individuals experienced in the fields of contract
management (or the processes required) in an effort to
streamline services. This may require substantial payouts, but
will have a relatively short payback period.
5) Provide predictable and sustainable funding streams for
municipalities to access for infrastructure, economic
development and job creation. Fund on the basis of urgency,
safety, need and cost rather than based on population.
6) Eliminate excessive oversight by bureaucracy. Allow ideas
and alternative program delivery to be fostered, encouraged
and implemented without all the "show-stop" barriers.
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T9E

Balancing the budget is top priority.

Health Education Seniors

Change government pensions to matching programs.
consolidate purchasing in areas like health care into a single
office in order to get bulk rates.
Remove the billion dollar corporate tax cuts. The Alberta
gas and oil industry did not go south both figuratively and
actually because of taxes or government policies here. The
will not return until economic conditions outside Alberta
government control change.

T8A

Balancing the budget.

T0G

Infrastructure, there are many roads that are full of potholes. Cut all funding/grants to all special interest groups. All of
Including major highways.
them, that way the government will not have to justify to the
public which ones are cut and which ones are not.
Reduce the amount of government employees.
Highways and road repairs fir example the stretch of
Cutting galas and parties higher fines for breaking the law
highway between spruce grove and stony plain are awful
higher fines for parking bans don’t raise taxes raise fines
huge potholes
I think that the government should maintain current
It is time to get a provincial sales tax. We could then get
spending on health and education and not cut these
more money from the federal government. We can't depend
programs any further.
on oil and gas to fund programs any more.
Balancing the budget and reducing debt
Overhead, red tape, downsize the Alberta energy regulator

T5T

T3L

T0G

T0m
T8B

Cut red tape. keep taxes low. Don't prop up any company or
industry.
Leave corporate tax rate where it is (lowest in Canada).
Encourage businesses outside the oil and gas industries to
come to Alberta.

Health care project management staff have tripled in Alberta Completion of pipelines.
during the past ten years. The budgets available to complete
projects are being reduced therefore management staff &
leadership staff should also be reduced.

Job creation, improve healthcare by looking at success
stories like Costa rica
Education and healthcare

Time to privatize land Titles or outsource services. Fees
have gone up to support high paying government jobs
Stop the kickbacks to oil and gas ‘friends’. Stop ditching, in
spite, NDP projects that were working and wasting money
through childish actions

Health care, education and infrastructure.
T4C

Education and health care.

Operating programs more intelligently. No new initiatives
unless they are critical.
Reduce tax cuts to big corporations, look for the waste in
education and healthcare( there’s lots if you’ve ever worked
in either).

t5x

education and health

public roads construction

Keep taxes reasonable and reduce red tape. Those are the
main things that an entrepreneur needs.

Stop taxing so much

The government needs to diversify the economy by supporting
other indusitries in the province besides oil and gas and
agriculture.
Keep taxes low to promote investment, and work with
provinces like BC to get pipelines built, or approach the US to
get a deal tabled to leave confederation. And use that as a
threat to Trudeau to get pipelines built and adjust the
equalization formula.
Look at more provincial autonomy
Quit focusing on oil and gas, reinstate diversity project that
we’re creating jobs, support families through childcare rebates,
blue cross coverage for seniors, reinstae tuition cap, increase
minimum wage, etc. All these will allow people to spend more
and grow the economy.
The very best action would be to find a new party leader that
isn’t an arrogant narcissist crook and someone who actually is
looking to make things better rather than acting like a dictator
who makes one wrong move after another
Reduce bureaucracy in starting businesses.
Stimulate new company incubation and research in the areas
that are inline with economic trends that the world actually
needs - examples, electric buses, transmission of water and
power east to west.
approve the pipeline
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T2A

education, harm reduction/treatment, health care

taxing oil companies

T2Y

Education, healthcare, infrastructure.

Not by cutting budgets to the most crucial se vices and
programs!
Reduction of the layers of bureaucracy within health and
education and the government itself should be a priority.
Get RID of the so-called "war room!" Thisvis a colossal
waste of funding that could and should be used to jeet
needs.

stop wasting money and time giving to all of the oil companies
and look at different ways Alberta can contribute. Start being
more environmentally cautious - use this to the advantage, not
disadvantages. Create jobs by new and improved systems - get
away from the oil
Diversification of the base of the economy. End the nearly
complete reliance on and focus on oil and gas and invite real
innovation. Promote new industries and give incentives for
those to start up here or locate here. Alberta must move
forward quickly or be left forever in the antiquated past. So far,
it appears nothing much is being done to broaden our
economic viability beyond oil and gas, which are losing their
prominence.
Stop cutting budgets and funding that is and will result in
thousands more job losses.
Visit, seriously, the feasibility, beyond political motivations, a
provincial sales tax. Alberta can no longer live and be strong
and prosperous basing its economy and budgeting on the
volatility of world set oil price
s.
To maintain a standard of prosperity here that invites growth,
healthy investment and job growth, our province needs stability
in its budgeting and operations. To constantly run it by
attempting to balance underfunded budgets on the backs of
people and their jobs is counter-productive. There must be a
sustainable, steady source of fairly generated revenue to keep
Alberta moving despite the orice of oil.

Climate change. Health Care Education addictions homeless Shutter war room put corporate tax rates back to where they
were and keep them there. Trickle down does not work. Cut
people
emissions instead of pushing for more tar sands mining or
will you wait till wild fires consume the whole province
before you see the light.
T4R

education
mental health services
green economy
Healthcare -don’t change coverage for biologics, this is not
fair to patients already on biologics like Remicade as
switching to biosimars could impact patients negatively.

Freeze salaries for two years in health care and education
and rest of public sector
Decrease upper management positions in health care,
education and other management government positions
-

Building the medical lab you canceled would have created
employment and could have made us leaders in the field. Stop
all the talk of separation you're scaring all investors away. The
rest of the country Didn't vote conservative because they
believe climate change is real and want to address it not
because they're against the west
step programs for university, college/trades
higher taxes/sales tax

-
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T2T

The government should be focusing its budget on
Less spending on government employees, it’s unnecessary
supporting individuals rather than just more and more cuts. for our Albertan government to be taking these trips where
I work directly with individuals who are affected by the cuts he says it is for job creation. This is unnecessary spending.
the UCP government has been making to create more jobs.
We have seen no positive difference with unemployment, in
fact I’ve just seen the numbers increasing instead of
decreasing. I realize that things can take time but by the
government focusing its efforts to help the top 1% instead of
its people as a whole they are making huge mistakes.
Capitalism is not the be all end all and those who make
more money should be taxed heavily. That’s what would
help get the government out of debt.

T4B

Education funding and Health Care funding

T0J

Education and Healthcare

T7V

Education, health/social reform, our future!

By relying more on businesses that are unfairly compensating
their employees. if all the money is sitting at the top then those
companies especially those companies should be paying more
taxes.
I know that budgets aren’t easy but what I also know is that if
you look around the world everyone is in debt, and very deep
debt. Most countries are all in debt. So why not focus on other
important things like creating a better more positive place for
people to live and grow in.

Collecting taxes from corporations, taxing corporations
Fund services that support low income families and individuals
properly. Oil companies do not need billions of dollars in tax so they can get back to work to support the economy.
savings when they are making billions in profits and their
CEOs are taking home multi-million dollar salaries and
bonuses.
Stop giving Oil companies money for starters.
Diversify. We do have other resources in Alberta - capitalize on
these.
Within upper and middle management. Reducing managers Small business grants, training programs, networking
to managers to managers. Wage freezes. Incentives for
opportunities, financial grants and rewards for corporations
benefit opt-outs, early retirement packages, reduction in
that have a certain quota of employment growth.
infrastructure (ie. HR, have working from home with
Investment in youth - Grants for education to train and expose
exception of weekly/monthly meeting at one shared
youth to trades while in high school, more than the RAP
workspace), Having technology and web site that are
program, have on site oppertunites. Small buisness programs
functional and clear so you are spending money on people
at high school.
calling in for questions.
Implementing a sales tax - It is obscene that we are the only
province without one, and clearly, given the recent cuts to
education, legal, health ect, we need to look at if we can not
afford, as one of the richest provinces in Canada our basic
services, we need someone to be brave enough to look at a
tax
Maintain corporate tax at 10%, rather than reducing to 8%.

Investment in indigenous youth - Reform in education for
indigenous peoples, look at caultural needs and be brave
enough to look at how we can better service this group.
Limits on top earners in publicly funded positions.

Maintaining Health, Education, and other social services
that support Albertans.
Building infrastructure to get Alberta's resources to market. Provincial sales tax.
Investment/incentives to promote diversification into other
sectors (ex. financial, tech, tourism).

Construction of infrastructure to get AB resources to market.
Attract established companies in other sectors to invest in
Alberta (ex. financial, tech, manufacturing, etc.)
Incentives/Grants to assist small businesses in starting and
growing, and encouraging Albertans to choose local.

Social programs, health, education.

Provide universal child care.

Tax corporations. Get rid of the war room and all the panels
that aren’t doing anything.
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T4S

1. Rural crime.

1. Initiate a 4-day school week for Alberta schools. A slightly 1. Trans Mountain Pipeline is essential.
longer school day would meet instructional requirements
2. Hire enough judges so cases can be heard in a timely
while saving millions in transportation, maintenance, and
2. Flat income tax rate.
matter. No criminal case should ever be thrown out of court medical days for staff (and students).
due to unavailable judges. Devastating to victims.
3. No sales tax.
2. Offer a new school curriculum or scrap it. Designing,
piloting, assessing, and redesigning curriculum that never
sees the classroom is a waste of millions. Also consider
that with new curriculum comes the need for new and
updated resources. Where will that money come from?
Educators and students cannot properly implement learning
without necessary tools and resources.
3. Close Safe Consumption Sites where increased crime is
stretching the resources of police and emergency
responders.

T0M

PUBLIC education, PUBLIC healthcare, reducing our carbon Running a well funded province is expensive. Cutting
footprint.
funding to vital programs (education and health) is
shortsighted. We need to look at raising taxes on the
wealthiest Albertans and on corporations.

-‘Trickle-down economics’ does not work.
-Affordable daycare will allow more parents to enter the
workforce and create safe, educational places for the future
citizens of Alberta.
-We cannot continue to depend solely on oil for jobs. Even if the
price of oil comes back up, will it stay up forever? We need to
incentivize other businesses - in tech, in green energy...
businesses of the future.
-We must continue to fund
healthcare, education, advanced education, supervised
consumption sites, diagnostic labs and other publicly funded
services to keep good jobs in those sectors.
-Let’s look at job creation beyond oil and gas - which is
becoming more more automated and will continue to in the
future.
- Times are changing. A great number of the world’s citizens do
not want to continue to rely on oil and gas. We can choose to
ignore that fact or we can look at growing other parts of our
economy (tech and innovation, green energy, etc)so that
Alberta can be relevant in the future.

Education and Health care. Our children are our future and
need an education to become individuals who will continue
to grow our economy in the future. If we invest in them with
good, quality education, they will in turn, invest in the
economy.
The government should continue to spend money of funding
Public Education. Our children are our future. Supporting
private schools only makes the gap bigger for our students.
Health care as well should continue to be funded as our
population is getting older and will require more care.

Reduce the red tape (rules and stipulations) for infrastructure
projects and small business owners.

Reduce the size of the in office government employees , as
well as their salaries.

The government could find savings by continuing to tax
It should continue to lobby for the pipeline expansions and get
large oil companies.
them built.
It could find savings by cutting upper management in school
boards and health care. (Not front line teachers and nurses
and doctors.) It could also find savings by cutting the
ministers salaries.
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T2J

Public education and health because a healthy, educated
society is better able to work and contribute.

T9M

Education - funding rural colleges. People need to have
training in something other than oil/gas related industry.
Families cannot afford to send children away to cities.

By not giving corporations tax cuts and incentives, they just Focus on ways to generate jobs here with what we have. Work
leave with our money anyway.
on building a refinery to process our crude oil rather than
shipping it out for a song for someone else to make the money
off of it. Look at other areas for growth in the energy sector that
don't rely on fossil fuels!
Get people to work, then province would not have to pay out Education - funding rural colleges. People need to have
to people on employment benefits or welfare benefits. Give training in something other than oil/gas related industry.
people back their pride in this province by getting them back Families cannot afford to send children away to cities. Keep $ in
the community.
to work.

Get people back to work! Give money to municipal regions
so that they can do the projects needed to keep people
employed in the community and keep the money in the
community/province.

Support indigenous communities by supporting education;
many indigenous communities in our area need educated
members to help them become stronger economically and
socially.

T1K

Education, health, policing, infrastructure .

Don’t take away speed cameras add more - earn money from Education benefits, bursaries, tax incentives geared to jobs
those who disregard the law/rules. This also increases
needing to be filled. Entice new industry in wind energy or film
safety.
industry with support and facilities, tax incentives - advertise
possibilities as the Canadian dollar is already a major incentive!

T2C

Education, healthcare and infrastructure. Not lining the
pockets of oil and gas companies as that isn’t a long term
solution nor is it positively impacting Alberta’s long term
economic growth.

Not bailing out oil and gas.
Look at 1% PST to balance the books

Investing in public sector
Not cutting spending to workers as that results in people
spending less, which has a ripple effect. Since the budget has
been announced jobs have been lost not created. The fear
tactics aren’t working. Look to Ontario and you can see this
drastic model that you’re government has proposed only
creates unrest. It helps the rich and has lasting social and
economic consequences for the rest of our society.

t2e

increase funding for schools, decrease class sizes

why, public education is important and should cost money.

t2e

increase funding for schools, decrease class sizes

why, public education is important and should cost money.

T0m

Health and education

Stop the corporate tax cuts. Stop laying off people you ard
only creating more ot

diversify the economy, we as albertans have had oil money for
decades and not invested it properly
diversify the economy, we as albertans have had oil money for
decades and not invested it properly
With tax credits for new businesses like film tax credits and
technology tax credits for companies that actually create jobs
not across the board no strings attached corporate tax cuts

T3G

Health , Education , Tax incentives for petrochemicals
industry and new factories

T4R

Education
Smaller class sizes
Teachers and nurses need a salary raise

The question should be How the government increase
revenue? as some saving can be found in all the services
that the government provides but these cuts will may reduce
our quality of life.
Cut administration costs principals and superintendents /
associate superintendents
Cut provincial salaries of superintendents and division office
cuts

Tax incentives for petrochemicals, technology industries and
new factories. provide good services ( health and education)
and infrastructure. provide support for small business.
Continue the growth of oil and gas

Increase in disability funding and senior funding
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Education budget.

Schooling, medical care, and social services

School’s budget were cut off, not having snacks during PD
We don’t need to create new job, what Alberta needs is to be
or staff meetings etc. government should also start doing the more productive in terms of what needs to be done. We just
same thing.
have to modify some job description and if possible evaluate
the existing job. This could mean overload or under load job
with aligned salary. Specially for teachers... underpaid with so
much work.
Cutting funding to the “war room” which has not shown any Diversifying investments, particularly in technology for long
positive results. Also, a moderate tax increase for
term sustainability. Also, by not cutting frontline funding
corporations so as to still be competitive, yet not hurting
resulting in job losses (education, healthcare) allowing the
education or creating a public deficit in our public service by money to stay in the Alberta advantage.
under serving.
Cutting funding to the “war room” which has not shown any Diversifying investments, particularly in technology for long
positive results. Also, a moderate tax increase for
term sustainability. Also, by not cutting frontline funding
corporations so as to still be competitive, yet not hurting
resulting in job losses (education, healthcare) allowing the
education or creating a public deficit in our public service by money to stay in the Alberta advantage.
under serving.
The war room budget.
Encourage growth in developing industries.
I would love to see the oil boom come back but it is not likely,
let's get people trained to do something else. Look to the future
not the past.
From corporations, particularly the ones that benefitted from Government can't create jobs, it requires employers to do that.
the $4.7B cuts to their taxes.
Small businesses are more common and create more jobs than
large ones. Giving small businesses a break would help more
in the long run.
Taxing companies that make billions and cutting taxes for
Tax incentives for startup companies. lower tax rates do not
lower middle class people to build a bottom up economy.
help startups or companies that take a few years to generate
money. Many of the billion dollar companies we have today
needed some sort of subsidies to get started. Invest in the
future.
Infrastructure
Stop cutting billions of dollars to industries.

Schooling, medical care, and social services

Infrastructure

T5K

Education, healthcare, child and youth care, frontline
employees.

T5K

Education, healthcare, child and youth care, frontline
employees.

T9E

Healthcare & education, not war rooms. Some of fossil fuel
royalties should be used to encourage the energy sector to
get greener infrastructure in place before fossil fuels
become viewed as globally unacceptable.
Ways to mitigate the damage caused by the budget cuts.

T5G

T8E

Diversifying the economy and investing in digital media,
technology, etc. The jobs of the future will be in digital
media and tech and we should take advantage of that
upcoming opportunity.

Stop cutting billions of dollars to industries.
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T3b

Healthcare
Education
Environment
Green energy

Alberta health services has far too much middle
management. Cost savings for AHS can easily be found
through eliminating redundant positions. As a registered
nurse we have six people in leadership positions for one
unit. That’s ridiculous and unnecessary. And all those
managers have managers. And while I feel physicians need
to be compensated fairly and paid well, they make $40 000
for one week of work in the ICU. Not including the $250 000
they make from their work with the University of Calgary.
Radiologists routinely make over 1 million a year being on
the old payment schedule. Yet family physicians have to deal
with cuts which is unacceptable. How did the McKinnon
report not see this as an issue or something to address?
Also, I do not understand this government’s persistence in
attempting to return to a boom situation in the oil and gas
industry. Oil and gas companies are leaving Alberta in
massive proportions and have been doing so for years now.
Why are we not investing in green energy or other options
instead of giving massive tax cuts to corporations that then
leave the province anyways? It does not demonstrate any
support from the government for everyday Albertans, just
Kenny’s corporate friends.

Pipelines are much safer than railroads and while I am
supportive of green energy, that transition cannot happen
overnight. Transporting oil by rail is costly and unsafe. Building
pipelines is safer and allows for the transport of other goods
that we may potentially be an exporter of in the future (fresh
water). So a focus on pipeline creation, green energy initiatives
and Alberta’s tourism industry I think would be good starts.

Give AISH recipients back their indexed pensions.

Look within government lower politicians salaries, benefits, Increase taxes on the wealthy and big businesses.
and pensions.
Diversify our economy. Invest in clean energy, thermal, attract
Stop messing with healthcare. We want great public health Stop corporate welfare. Cease giving away our tax money to other industries.
care. Stop pushing private health care.
big businesses.
Increase taxes for businesses.
Invest in social programs, each dollar you remove now will
Diversify our economy,stop trying to make oil happen again. create more despair which will increase health, social
program, and judicial system spending in the future.
T5P

public service, healthcare, education

cutting managerial positions

T6T

Social, community and recreational programs including
education and AISH

Cease the large tax handouts to corporations that no lo get
operate in the province.

stop attacking public servants, healthcare providers and invest
in technology, computers to become "SIlicon Valley" of the
North.
Stop increasing the cost of living for middle and lower class
Albertans. Tax the corporations and upper class appropriately.

T5X

Teachers

Not sure

Lower minimum wage!

Educational Assistant support
Staff
Small class sizes
T2e

T0J

The UCP government should reverse the recent spending
cutbacks made to all public services and social assistance.
(Police, health care, AISH, education,ECT)

Additional taxes to large corporations operating in AB. Cut
back government employee salaries to match what the
average middle class Albertain family is making. Cut alberta
parks and art funding.
Arts and culture. Expanding tech initiatives such as AR and Cuts to oil and gas, taxation on the wealthy.
VR. Green initiatives to help stop climate change.

Stop giving money to large oil corporations who are moving
their companies in alberta. Invest in infrastructure creation and
INVEST IN CLEAN ENERGY
Support small creative business and diversify the economy
instead of focusing on oil and gas.
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T5a

Health care and education.

Raise the corporate tax.

T6W

Health and education

Increase sales tax on all residents of Alberta - those who
spend more would therefore contribute more through taxes.
A PST of 2-3% would still keep Alberta low compared to
other provinces but result in substantial revenue without
negatively affecting health or education.

T0C

I think money should be spent on a grass roots committee
focused on school curriculum. Kids are the stupidest I've
ever seen the last 5 years coming out of school. What
chance do we have if a high school grad can’t add 3
columns of numbers.

Going after unionized groups should be adequate if your
looking for savings. How much waste does it take to see how
corrupt health care, nurses union, education, and
government is? How much money do you need anyway? If
your paying off debt people need to understand sometimes
you have to eat rice and beans and if your tired of that, bean
and rice. It what we have to do in our homes, we expect you
to do it too.

T0k

Ab

Less middle and upper management positions at all
government run occupations. I think the province needs to
help with this as these managers want to shove all these
cost cutting measures on to front line workers.
cut goverment pensions and pay

Affordable housing
T3B

Health care and Education

T2N

Health for people with diseases that is not of there
choosing.
You can pay for this by reducing the size of government
and reducing all the benefits go along with working for the
government.
Education and health care. And while you’re at it, fire
Adriana LaGrange and save her salary- she’s hands down
the worst education minister I’ve ever seen. She is utterly
dishonest and incompetent.

T5K

Stay out of it. Put money back into our pockets by reducing
taxes and punishing those who work hard. It seems when you
put your nose where it doesn't belong, you decide to control it
all. Not you place! Quit screwing up the province with promises
you have no intention keeping. You chase away industry and
you chase away the best of the best that were once here. Again
leave businesses alone and lower taxes. That probably means
youll have to eat rice and beans for a while you greedy
bastards.
Cd

cut goverment pensions and pay

Corporate taxes
Balance the budget
Freeze salary of 6 digit government employee
To many employees and benefits

By creating more jobs and not cutting specially health care and
education.

Eliminate tax payoffs to oil companies who are automating
and reducing jobs anyway.

Push for pipelines, stop the attack on the public sector.
Promote diversification of the economy- in particular the tech
sector. The oil boom isn’t coming back and yoy oook stupid
trying to make it so while closing the door to other industries.

Increases taxes for Large corporations and high income
citizens.

Grants and subsidies to company’s wanting to go more
sustainable.

T6R

Green/sustainably energy practices, creating new jobs in
wind and solar
Schools, teachers, education
Mental health, hospitals, nurses and public services.
Local theatre, artists, events
Better public transit.
More bike lanes.
Education and healthcare

T2E

Specifically nurses
Education and public transit; a guaranteed minimum income Reduce subsidies to large companies, if there are any
Education and healthcare

Spend money on infrastructur, fix roads, create incentives for
citizens to spend money to stimulate the economy such as
rebates for home renovations. You can't cut back budget and
expect the economy to grow.
By supporting alternative energy projects and small business
initiatives instead of oil corporations

Absolutely 100% stop transfer payments or any version of
payments to Ottawa

Bring Carbon tax back under provincial control. Focus on
film industry and being the set for future films.

Oil and gas budget cuts

The silly war room program

Allocate investments in oil and gas to the service sector

Institute a sales tax to invest in education and public transit and
to reduce the deficit.
Stop cutting jobs
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T0L

t2j

Homeless shelters, low cost housing, breakfast programs,
health care and supports for chronic illness Such as
diabetes pumps, universal daycare

Building ring roads and engaging in construction projects
that burden the taxpayer and still provide no real
improvements in quality of life for the working poor or
anyone struggling to make ends meet
A healthy and educated labour force. People and business
Make oil and gas companies pay their taxes. Donate the
will come back to Alberta when they know the elected
money from your War Room back to health care cuts and
government truly represents all its residents, not just oil and Education cuts.
gas companies

do Not touch Alberta public service workers pensions or
salaries

Invest in green alternative and encourage mass transit

Spend your War Room money on different employment
opportunities, not simply the ones that fill your pockets and get
you re elected and donate to your party. People see your
crooked ways and deceitful manner. Change you image and
show investors that this province is the best in Canada as it is.

Federal Government and Tech investors pay Nurse
Practioners more money and cut salaries for General MDs.
Cut and limit all Managers that are not unionized
Cutting the safe injection sites, art grants (how much were
those brass balls in Edmonton), this is for all of Canada but
not handing out money we don’t have to other countries and
financially supporting and housing immigrants and of course
cutting salaries of the upper government. They do not need
to paid that much to have lavish lifestyles while the rest of
the province suffers.
Stop large grants to corporations and businesses without
attached expectations in return. Ex. Attach cleaner
technology and/or environmental friendlier technology
requirements. Get rid of the war room. Stop breaking apart
working relationships between public sectors. Ex. Health
inspection, fire and RCMP should all be working together
when applicable. Stop breaking apart healthcare
administration efficiency only to administer to privatization.

Limit damage to public sector and health care front line workers
and teachers. Children’s education is our future. Slowly divest
of our unwavering support for Oil and Gas.
Not bringing in so many immigrants that take Canadians
minimum wage jobs

T9S

Education and health

T8n

Social programs, healthcare and education. These aren’t
profit businesses. They are a service to a healthy and
prosperous society. Assisting in stopping insurance
companies from taking advantage of customers.

T2N

Healthcare and municipal funding such as transit

Implement PST

Fund orphan well abandonment

T6A

Education

Cut ministerial staff

Helping independent entrepreneurs grow.

Reinstate environmental and sustainable energy funding as
economic growth should be supported in similar fashion as oil
and gas. Working with unions in diversifying with more
sustainable projects. Roll back the education cuts and
increased costs to secondary education. A greater educated
society will grow and prosper above a less educated society.
Stop major healthcare cuts. Not by handing over millions of
benefits to companies that have CEO’s that make more in a
year than many make in a lifetime. Trickle down does not work
for the majority of voters.

We need health care workers, teachers, arts programs,
Cut spending on oil companies and increase taxes to large,
mental health support. Also, training in green energy fields. rich corporations. Tax the rich more.
More money spent to try to diversify the economy. Post
secondary institutions. Things like that.
T0K

t5k

Help students. Create programs that educate people in sectors
where there is actually work. Oil is dying. Help the people
losing their jobs get an education to do something else. Fund
universal jobs like health and education, which are things we all
need.
Keeping living costs low while maintaining a high level (the Large government corporation salaries. Find employers who Find ways to attract and encourage investors to come back to
highest in Canada) of quality in public services.
don't honour fair working conditions (eg. Contractors that
the province. Stop favouring large farm operations - they are
don't pay overtime) and fine them as income. That
just big businesses with unfair tax breaks. However, smaller
encourages more and better paying jobs.
farmers need those breaks
We should be trying to help the economy and create jobs.
By ensuring all government projects are given to companies By supporting and creating programs and jobs in developing
We need to ensure the pipeline is built, but at the same time that offer the best pricing and have penalties for delays and value added services to the oil industry, technology, medicine
invest in research and development of sustainable energy
added costs. Increase the tobacco tax, marijuana tax and
and sustainable energy. Alberta could support oil and the
and technology to diversify the economy for the future.
cigarette tax. Tax gambling on aboriginal lands.
pipeline, while still investing in research and efficiency in
Similarly, more value added services in the oil industry
sustainable resources and recycling. For example, developing
would help as well as promoting research into
an efficient and cost effective way to deal with waste.
nanotechnology and medicine.
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T4R

T5C

T6V

Ensure that you fully fund public education and health care. You can find savings by eliminating tax cuts to large
corporations. This will provide the province with a TON of
Public servants spend a lot of money in the province but
extra money.
with uncertainty, they’re currently spending much less.

Invest in alternate energy. Oil will run out so stop putting all
your eggs in one basket.

Early Childhood Education, Early Intervention Supports,
Accreditation for stand alone Preschools, maintaining and
elevating existing education and healthcare standards

Trim the fat, cut the 2000 bureaucrats the NDP hired, stop
worrying about orphan wells in the province, stop taking
cuts from education and health care

Get the pipelines built and stop punishing Alberta’s children for
mistakes made by the NDP.

Focus on spending for Canadians, especially seniors,
instead of big business and foreign interests. Don’t forget
who built this country.
Education and health and wellness. Please do not cut the
PUF program as early intervention is crucial to the success
of our next generation.

Stop giving OUR money away to other countries that don’t
care about us or our values.

Show the world that we have some idea of leadership would be
a great start.

Putting less pressure on our healthcare system will generate
savings. That starts with investing in educating our people
on health and wellness as well as providing them with the
right resources
Tax breaks for large companies
Get rid of the war room
Oil subsidies

Provide them with the right education and resources. Early
financial literacy.

Early childhood intervention
Health
Education
Community mental health
Child poverty

Infrastructure spending
Tax rebates for job creation
Fund summer jobs for students
Diversify Alberta economy
Fund innovation and new technologies

T5t

Health care
Education

Managers

Stop cutting everywhere. No one wants to hire people when
they don’t know what the government is going to do next. Yes
we needed to save money but they are hurting the regular
people. Rich people can afford to pay for private health care
and expensive education for their family

t5w

Education
Health Care
Social Support Services
Safe Consumption Sites
Innovative technology

Increase Corporate Tax Rate
Introduce Provincial Sales Tax
Carbon Tax

Fully fund education, including enrolment growth and support
for diverse classrooms and PUF funding
Increase funding for post-secondary institutions
Provide grants for innovative, green, and sustainable
technology
Provide affordable housing for every single person in Alberta
Provide funding affordable child care to allow everyone to work
to their fullest potential

T6w

Education and hire more teachers!

Reduce government salaries

T6J

Health, Education, and infrastructure

T6E

Public services to alleviate wealth inequities

Bring the corporate tax to its original form and reduce
personal tax.
Stop giving tax cuts to corporations seems like a good start

Cooperate with federal liberal government in power to build
pipelines and get our resources to marketw
Yes, this will stimulate economy. Governments job is to work
for the people, this is not a corporation, its a province
Invest in diversifying energy production and other economic
areas.
Public services jobs are also jobs (e.g., teachers and nurses).

T5E

Economic diversification, public transit,
healthcare—primarily mental.

T7x

Education and healthcare

T5Z

Health care, social services, education, affordable
housing/insurance

I don’t follow provincial economics or spending enough to
weigh in, but not through the cutting / downsizing of
essential services.
Their own salaries. They are freezing everyone else, how
about their own or CEOs of large corporations?
Corporate tax cuts, keeping the carbon tax,

Signal support towards energy diversification, tech futures, and
small business over multinationals.
People need to be educated and healthy to work. Cutting either
of those will not help people keep jobs!
Support renewable energy research, keep summer student
programs.
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T2V

Go back in the records a few years and study how Alberta
had the Heritage Trust Fund and learn from it. By the way,
what happened to all that money? We have a wonderful Art
College so why are so many items purchased from
overseas? (Paintings, horses, bridges, etc.) Priorities
should be safety (medical, police, fire, etc.); (employment)
Unemployed oil workers could be used to make pipe lines to
take water from high flood level areas through to areas
which need extra water. Quit spending money on new
arenas, let the millionaires that use them most for hockey
etc. pay for them. Did the Bank of Montreal pay for the BMO
Centre?

Change the way government offices fill out budget requests By need not greed. E.G. Cut unnecessary travel by ALL its
yearly & do not allow perfectly good equipment to be
employees.
removed and replaced by the most up to date model, replace
only equipment which NEEDS replacing. The way the office
budgets used to work was always to ensure that the
government was asked for more money than the year before
rather than based on what was actually needed. Change the
"lunch" laws e.g. so that employees working in Kanankis
Country have to provide their own lunch and are not allowed
to drive out to city limits (Bowness) to collect a meal paid for
on their expense accounts. Ensure office managers are
more fiscally responsible for their staff, there was/is a
tremendous amount of waste in some offices.

T5K

Education and healthcare should be priorities for our
Reverse the tax cuts to large corporations. Less focus on
province. Education provides us with the foundation for the building pipelines and more focus on supporting Albertans.
future. 17(1)

The government should promote job creation in the fields that it
is currently underfunding. Education and health care systems
provide jobs to many people, not just teachers and nurses. The
STEP grants provided students with valuable work experience
to help them find jobs in the future, and helped organizations to
create jobs for students- I know I was the recipient of STEP
grants in the past, and they offset the cost of an organization
having a summer student but they did not eliminate the cost.

Our children deserve more access to support,
smaller class sizes, and a properly funded public education
system. Our school’s population will grow by about 100
students next year.
T8N

Not giving tax breaks to those that can afford to pay
Reducing upper management
1.Transport fair
2. can monopolize a part of vehicle insurance

Diversify
Listen to input of successful ventures
Should not tax newly created businesses for the first six
months or twelve months depending on how the company
intends to be socially responsible
By closing the war room. There is no war on our oil and gas. By not cutting services and salary of public servants.

T3A

Health care
Education
Health care and post secondary education

T6T

Health, Education and social serviced for disabiled

T8X

Education
Healthcare
Social programming

Their own paycheques
The “tax” breaks they have the corporations that can’t even
“pay their taxes” now.
The War Room budget

T0K

Education,healthcare(making sure funding goes to frontline
not management) increasing AISH, putting money towards
FSCD funding for children with disabilities as well as
keeping PUF funding in place.

The government could find savings by taking a harder look
at how AHS and some of the larger school boards spend
their funds. Having these organizations cap administrative
and management wages would go a long long way. That
being said MLAs wages could take a roll back as well to help.

Encourage post secondary/trade school attendance by
elimination of interest on Alberta Student Loans.
Support education and healthcare so that people are healthy
and educated and willing to work.
Support world class education and healthcare and social
programs so people will want to relocate to Alberta for work
instead of just “fly-in fly-out” work.
To be honest this govt has done nothing but kill our oilfield.
They haven't done any better than the NDP.
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T5N

1.Education. For a Government not focus in the short term,
should be a priority avoid cutting funds for Education. As a
famous quote says "The best investment for one year is to
grow grains; the best investment for ten years is to grow
trees; the best investment for a lifetime is to educate
people".
2.Health promotion and disease prevention: This is also a
way to save money in the long run, proved by WHO.

T6j

Government priorities MUST be families and an educated
No more breaks for big business and do not continue to
population which would include a properly funded, strong,
invest in the oil and gas industry when the government has
public Education and Public Health Care System, available been saying for years we must diversify our economy.
to everybody. These were the envy of the world and why the
government has been intentionally dismantling both
education and health care is appalling.

Invest in our youth and a healthy population! Educate our
population and ensure we have a healthy growing population by
Investing in Public education and a free health care system for
all. Diversify our economy by investing in future technology.
Think big and beyond our borders - no more alienating groups,
being unkind, and being divisive. Work respectfully and with
integrity with others and make Alberta a place others want to
invest in. We have been fortunate to have a strong industry,
that has allowed many people from all over Canada to benefit
from. Instead of cutting back on post secondary education and
making a university education unreachable, Alberta should be
trying to attract top notch people who will research and explore
future industries.

T0m

Education and healthcare.

Oil and gas could be taxed more. We are treating them like
they're the prized horse coming off of an injury. If you cut
education and healthcare you will literally hamstring our
province for the next 10 years.
By supporting all Albertan's, they can do this by helping our The government could find savings by doing things a bit
more efficiently, such as reduce the amount of expert panels
most vulnerable groups. These groups would be those in
foster care, those in post secondary on government loans, the government is using to help make decisions regarding
our budget, health care, schooling systems, etc.
those on AISH and government funding. By supporting
these groups, the Albertan government would be helping to
ensure that people from all walks of life would get better
opportunities which would help to secure Alberta's future.

Fund education inititiatives, trades programs, and certificate
programs to help students to get into the workforce.

Aish and cpp

Cut ur government MLa salary

T2V

T1b

- Reversing private health services, such as external
services (MRI, X-RAY, mammograms, etc), which become
more expensive in the long term.
- More extensive investment in cleaning/ maintenance of
roads/streets, because this will bring less accidents, less
spending in hospitalization and less job hours lost.

Fire Jason Kenny . Fire drew barnes

- Transportation projects, such as improvement of safety of
roads or in dangerous crossings, LRT or similar projects of
collective transportation.
- Helping companies to invest in renewal facilities, or build new
ones.
- Oil and Gas: Obligate companies in positive numbers to not
do Lay-off of workers, more if they are receiving public funds or
tax exemptions. Change legislation to avoid escape doors for
Oil and Gas companies from Environment issues, such as
Orphan wells. If no measures are implemented in this way, it
will compromise future Government Budgets in the bad way.

By helping support post-secondary students. By doing this the
government can ensure they are supporting multiple job fields
to ensure Alberta's financial and economic safety.
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T1A

I do not think the government should be cutting health care
wrokers wages. The government should have no right to say
where health care pension goes. The government should
adding employees to health care. The lab services, laundry,
housekeeping should not be private. Alot of private
companies abuse residents and neglect there the patient
needs. I don't think the government needs to changing
residents prescription. All the public health care wrokers
deserve a 8% raise over 5 years and better benefits. The
government should not be cutting education. We should be
investing in our post secondary students they are the way of
the future. I think government should not be giving
corporations handouts that money could of been used to
give health workers and teachers a raise. I don't think
government should be putting so much focus on the
pipeline the oil is not the future of Alberta. We need find
other resources that replaces oil. The world market of oil is
down across the world.

The government could find savings by investing in oil
resources such as wind power and solar energy. The
government could save money buy not investing money into
corporations. I think it is important to not put mental health
patients into long term care. The government needs to build
more mental health facilities.9

Finding other resources other then oil to support the wealth of
Alberta. The solar power and wind power would create jobs for
the oil wrokers. Having corporations pay for abondon oil rigs
that are on farmers land. There could be Jobs for oil wrokers by
cleaning up the abondon oil rigs.

T5X

Cutting middle management, there are way to many in EMS
land

The amount of useless transfer done by EMS, causing
massive strain on the system and a wild amount of none
necessary dollars spent

Use of Carbon Tax moneys to get other methods of employment
going
ie) is someone want solar power or wind power or even thermo
heating, help pay for this and more people would get on board

T2b

Homelessnes, education and sustainable industries for
sustainable jobs.

By supporting sustainable industries.

T1E

Health teachers and low income supports and families

T0J

Getting the province out of debt and stop or reduce
drasticsly our equalization payments to the east. Affordable
child care and lowering energy distribution charges.

Frankly without the ability to view cost and spending reports
I could not tell you. But public services such as health and
education should be the last place to look.
Tax subsidies to large corporations, cancel the “War room”120m over 4 years is a gross waste of money.
Raise gst to 7% for a few years

T0H

Making a difference.

Jason Kenney, the war room, the ministry of red tape.

Better supports for parents. Ensure that Alberta parents have
more time for their children so they can better prepare them for
adulthood. As well ensure that kids get a effective education so
they can make a meaningful contribution to society.

T6H

Education and health care.

Get rid of war room. Quit messing with pensions as it will
Invest in families and provide affordable child care so people
can go back to work. Invest in a diverse economy. We can not
cost the government more in the long run. Quit forcing
people to change to bio similar drugs. The health effects will afford to put all our eggs in the oil patch basket anymore.
cause more money to be spent in the long run. Quit cutting
jobs in the public sector. We are Albertans too and you need
us to teach your kids and take care of you when you’re sick.

T8a

Education and healthcare

Executive directors could be eliminated to a reasonable
amount per program.

By diversification of our economic engine- adding innovation
grants for alternative energy sources.
Support oil and gas workers while training them on new
techniques for creating new forms of energy.

Don't lay people off. Don't stop funding education and
healthcare. Put more money into the hands of the people, not
big business.
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T4J

Healthcare make sure you find it properly and not you
think....that people are rich.

MLA expenses. Let’s start there.

T8N

health care and education; job creation to assist the
homeless populations

oil money and anything to do with religion

T2X

Education. Health.

T2a

Education
Health care
Climate action

T0k

Education, infrastructure, alternative energy and job
creation

T2V

Health
Education

T7A

Social sector (AISH & PDD). Schools (expand PUF to more
than preschool kids or better support schools with special
needs kids especially rurally). Roads need to be maintained
better.
Education
Health care
Pipeline
Innovation, agriculture, education and health care

Restructuring and balancing money you have.

public education, public health and post secondary
education.
education, healthcare, other shit

tax

public education, public health.

Stop spending on itself

see above

T4r

T1k

t6l
T2M

Stop relying so heavily on oil....try thinking of other ways to
kickstart our economy. It’s our main sources of income....but
try to unite people instead of splitting us apart.

supporting jobs in sustainable environments; supporting
education that will turn into jobs; focussing on saving the
environment rather than destroying it with pipelines and oil
money, and people will stay to live in the province and also just
survive in general.
MLA salaries and expenses.
Job creation grants such as those previously offered to the tech
sector. The economy needs to be diversified.
1) Charge corporations higher taxes by not giving the richest 1) stop bashing public workers and overworking them
corporations tax incentives
2) stop treating anybody who doesn’t work in oil as not
2) Stop wasting $30 million dollars with a propaganda
important to the economy
campaign and going after credible science.
3) invest in renewable energy.
3) put in a sales tax
4) diversify our economy
4) increase taxes for higher income earners
5) stop funding private education
6) stop subsidizing fossil fuels

Automation of government services, reducing redundant
positions in public sector, reduced government wages and
bonuses. Centralized services and shared services.

Start up business grants, innovation grants to all sectors not
just agricultural, job sharing innovation. Investment in
infrastructure. Tax incentives for multinationals who bring their
offices to Alberta. Investment in recreational facilities other
than hockey.
By recouping funds owed by oil and gapossible provincial
By NOT cutting jobs
tax to support public systems (the cuts always cost more in Adjusting for inflation in poor economic growth
the long run...in this case possibly sooner...by creating more By NOT fostering a climate of government bullying, lack if
transparency, hyperbole and micromanagent from a 1000 yard
crisis with no boom in site
view.
Start with expanding in tourism.

Alberta health management- not front line
Support local infrastructure and education programs.
Perhaps not giving tax breaks to the highest income earners
and corporations.
Health care and education are not efficient.
Diversify. Oil and gas have been subsized too long. Look at the
Cut AISH to new Canadians capable of working.
orphan well issue - another welfare program to oil and gas

Children and adults with disabilities. Public health care.
Absolutely no more funding for religious education or health Diversify! Income support for vulnerable individuals. Force
Public education. Diversifying the economy. Tissues for
care. No more subsidies and tax breaks for oil companies.
employers to pay a living wage. Pharmacare. Quit cutting
victims testifying in court. Infrastructure: public transit. LRT.
thousands of jobs every month!
Oh, and tax the rich! Corporations and individuals.
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T2T

Education, health care, social programming, arts, alternative Stop giving tax breaks to oils companies. Delete the "war
room", it's a complete waste of tax payers dollar to create
energy, basic guaranteed income
propaganda. Spending $30Mil to argue with international
credit ratings groups, foreign investment firms, and the rest
of Canada is not only stupid it insanely irresponsible.
Aquivitable to an ostrich sticking it's head in the sand.

Fund education, health care, social programming, and the arts.
Support alternative energy projects as well as training
programs to retrain works to transition into emerging fields..
like the rest of the world is doing!

T8N

Education and infrastructure

Increase taxes on corporations and people making over
$300k per year.

Remove business building barriers like how incredibly difficult
it is to become a power generator. Small business shouldn’t
have to have a team of lawyers to get up and running!

T4N

Maintenance of a high quality public education system.
Do not allow public money to be diverted to subsidize
private schools.

T0H

Healthcare (particularly emergency care and support for
long-term physical disabilities)
Policing and justice
Education
Municipal government

End subsidies to chemical based Agricultural industry. There Support a move to healthy organic agricultural systems.
is no future in these systems. The science is clear on the
Organic systems create jobs and put people back to work.
toxic food being created.
Support “ new non carbon based “ energy industry
development, including the integration of IT.
Eliminate government funding of pro oil and gas industry
communications initiatives.This is clearly not the role of
government.
Provincial government administration
Give more options and opportunity to municipalities to be
AHS management
responsible for local economic growth. Local gov't is the most
Duplicated services
efficient and accountable form of gov't and yet it is being
trusted less. They work the most closely with citizens. They
need greater opportunity to stimulate growth and development
without increasing taxes. Downloading more responsibilities
and requirement to municipalities while saying you are
reducing taxes/spending, only moves the taxes and spending to
another level of gov't rather than actually changing anything.

T6B

Post-secondary education and climate action.

The oil and gas industry.

T6X

Education. We can not lose our amazing reputation and
brilliant public education system that we have in Alberta.
Our investment into the future, through education is
paramount.

If the government implemented a provincials sales tax many Quit making cuts to public service,
of our problems would be eliminated, and likely cost the
Implement a sales tax
average Albertan less. Even if we had a 3 or 4% tax we would Diversify our economy
still be the least taxed in Canada. Right now offloading is just
causing the average family house hold to pick up the extra
costs from our schools, cities and municipalities. Our costs
for insurance and transportation are also increasing. This
isn't doing ANYTHING for the economy. No one us spending
money. Particularly the public service workers who are
basically the ones left with some sort of job security are NOT
spending.

T2P

Do not know

Do not know

Sustainably (no oil).

The government should call Math Education Meetings, invite
UofC math professors and everybody else who has something
to say about math education. Math curriculum and math
textbooks in Alberta are horrible - a lot of non-correct
statements and exercises, no proper definition, no logical
reasoning and no proof. This is why most high school students
hate math - it does not make sense to them. 80% studying math
is just a waste of time.
Math education in elementary and high schools must be
changed dramatically!
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T6X

t6r

T6K

Education
Healthcare
Social Programs
Maintaining spending in public health facilities such as
hospitals and labs. Also, maintaining the professions where
there are already staffing shortages like teachers and
nurses. As well, development of lower carbon, sustainable
energy such as wind and solar.

Increase health and education spending to keep pace with
population growth and make up for your underfunding in
2019. Increase funding for supervised consumption sites
and expand coverage for mental health.
Quit forming panels and spending money on looking at
problems you created.

T6m

T6G

T0A
t6m

Cut back spending on standardized tests and unnecessary
testing, decrease spending on private schools

Government related travel expenses. Restoring taxes on
Not by slashing government jobs. Laying off thousands of
corporations which received tax cuts and continued to lay off workers does not support job creation. Investment in
employees.
infrastructure using Canadian/Albertan companies. Support of a
livable minimum wage. Support closing of the wealth gap
because wealthy individuals do not contribute as much to
economic growth compared to the same amount of money in
the hands of less wealthy people.
Fire Matt Wolf, disband Covenant Health executive, fire all
Quit taking money away from Albertans and handing it to
‘issues managers and press secretaries, disband the failed corporations with no strings attached. Protect worker’s rights
War Room.
and their safety in the job, basically the opposite of what you’ve
done so far.
There, I just saved the province over $130million.
Your government is a joke, welfare for companies and
increased costs for regular citizens, typical cons.

Properly funding education and healthcare. Fund enrollment Tax credits for companies that then turn around and layoff
growth. Stop trying to copy a broken american system.
hundreds of people.
Stop funding private schools.
Looking toward the future - education, healthcare (esp long- Bring back the AHC monthly fee.
term care & preventative medicine), and the infrastructure to Sales tax 2%.
support it.
We can't keep cutting without expecting severe
consequences.
getting trades back to work in oil and gas
reduce all gov't departments wages by 7.5%. including all
elected officials by 15%
-education
-increasing tac for high income earners
-healthcare
-holding oil companies accountable for their costs, clean-up
-attracting diversified industries
and taxes
-debt reduction
-bring in PST

T5a

Health care and education

T4S

Education!!! I’m an educational assistant at the top of the
pay grid making barely over $20/hr with children who have
extreme behaviours, speech, OT, PT, social emotional and
traumatic histories. Yet we are facing cuts. Children are our
future!!! They NEED to be our priority. I am extremely
passionate about my job and have been employed in
education for almost ten years. These needs are not
diminishing, they are growing!

Expand the green energy sector , transportation sector
Increase relevant student jobs ie. For university students

Stop investing in oil and gas as this is obviously a trade that
has come and gone. Start investing in technology and
research for alternatives
We must move our oil...every day we do not we are losing.
Transfer payments don’t even get me started!!

Reinstate grants that NDP created to encourage diversity of our
economy.

You need to spend money to make money. Incentives for
SMALL businesses to set up shop in Alberta. More funding and
focus on health care in rural settings.
provide any new companies 2 year tax free
-invest in green technologies, be a leader in clean energy
-attract digital and digital entertainment companies to our area
- stop cutting infrastructure because those jobs will help people
who face unemployment
Stop investing in oil and gas as this is obviously a trade that
has come and gone. Start investing in technology and research
for alternatives
We need promote and reward more small business grants
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T4L

The government of Alberta should focus on supporting
Albertan's with funding towards education, healthcare, and
municipalities. Funding these allows for individual albertans
of all classes, and a stronger long term economy as a
healthy and educated population tends to be more
economically productive and funding municipalities means
investing directly in improving the lives of albertans by
allowing municipalities to improve services, provide cultural
events and invest in things like getting their youth work and
life experience that helps them again be more productive
and happier which should be a goal of their government.

Stop giving money to the oil companies that are leaving the
province and giving tax cuts to companies that make
millions of dollars and are using the tax breaks to either line
their executives pockets or invest outside of alberta. Also by
instating a provincial carbon tax that would keep Albertan's
money in Alberta rather than sending it to ottawa to never be
seen or heard from again.

Again support municipalities so that they can hire youth and
other workers like city planners, interpreters, and other works
that help make their communities more vibrant and
economically effective, it also allows them to do things like
revitalize the down town core which builds jobs by attracting
business, doing other projects to attract new business like
building new commercial districts, or things like splash parks
and playground which helps attract new families. It also would
allow for municipalities to invest more in libraries which
according to this study done in indiana
https://www.ibrc.indiana.edu/studies/EconomicImpactOfLibrarie
s_2007.pdf put more money into the economy then they cost, by
a significant margin. Libraries are a good value. The direct
economic benefits that communities receive from libraries
are significantly greater than the cost to operate the libraries.
• Indiana communities received $2.38 in direct economic
benefits for each dollar of cost.
• Public library salaries and expenditures generate an additional
$216 million in economic activity
in Indiana.
• Academic library salaries and expenditures generate an
additional $112 million in economic
activity in Indiana.
• Public libraries account for almost 9,000 jobs in Indiana:
• Nearly 6,900 employed by the libraries themselves
• Approximately 2,000 additional jobs in industries that support
libraries and their staff (page 5)
Other ways to improve would be investing in growing economic
sectors that are growing instead of dying ones. Like green
energy in the form of geothermal especially, but also solar. Or
more digital technologies or tourism outside of just the Banff
and Jasper hotspots.

T0H

- Balancing the budget
- Cutting the size of the government
- bring into the national average the amount spent on health
care and education

T9S

Healthcare
Education
Employment
Social services

T6W

Health and education.

- Cut the size of government
- the middle management of both health services and the
education
- grants to the cities and municipal government
- duplication of services
Top level of AHS- check sunshine lists, Deb Gordon etc
Top level of Education Superintendent salaries
Increase taxes for wealthy
War room- CLOSE.... at 82,000/ day to equal 4+ billion dollars

- cut the tax as you r doing for business
- eliminate more of the red tape that is required for business

The government needs to stop giving tax breaks to
businesses and oil companies. In other words: you need to
tax them fairly and consider a provincial tax.

Diversify. The oil industry is turning automated. You must find
other areas for people to work. Technology is the future. They
should support early learners in school in order to avoid
spending way more on law enforcement and jail time later on in
life. People working = people spending.

Oil/gas pre-pay royalties 1 year in advance for wells on
agricultural land owned privately.
Freeze tuition...Bank rate....low, not increased
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T8H

Education and health care. We need to ensure we have fair, Maybe stop giving industries such big tax breaks. Let’s start
equitable and SUFFICIENT funding for public education and looking at government spending within...
post secondary education. The funding cuts (aka freeze) is
creating a major discrepancy for funding for our students,
and it will create a huge disadvantage for many. To not
increase funding for an additional 15,000 new students
coming into the system is not acceptable. Some of the new
performance based funding will increase red tape for the
government and it is proven ineffective. As for the health
care system, yes there are some inefficiencies, going after
front line workers and family doctors and pediatricians is
also unacceptable.

Supporting the youth of our province by giving them the best
education system we can. We already have an amazing public
education system... check out our current PISA results.
Reducing education funding is not the way to approach this.
Increased class sizes and reduction of funding to our most
vulnerable special needs students is not okay.

T6K

Education and healthcare. Specifically home care

Increasing corporate taxes and royalties

Governments cannot create jobs, so I cannot answer that piece
of this question.
To create economic growth, I believe the government should be
focusing on encouraging investment into our province from
industries OTHER than oil and gas. While my family has always
been involved, and directly benefited from the industry, I
believe it is time to recognize the Golden years are over. We
need to invest in New opportunites which can provide more
stable income for Albertans.

T4S

Education, healthcare and job stability/creation...all the
areas this government seems to have prioritized to
disassemble and attack

Looking at the adjustments to the corporate tax structure
that were recently introduced and assess if that best meets
the needs of ALL Albertans. Reducing your self-proclaimed
“war room” budget, rollback ALL public workers if you are
going to do this anyways...especially the politicians who
have had increases in an economy in which other public
sector workers have received 0% for a number of years. Put
your money where your mouth is and consider yourselves
front line workers, and are not exempt from these budgetary
decisions.

Striking that balance between getting oil field sectors back to
work and creating tax breaks for small business to help these
entities remain open in the floundering economy. What you
should stop doing is sneakily attacking the public sector with
massive cuts and unwarranted public criticisms which is only
going to equate to massive job losses and an even higher
unemployment rate.

T1K

Education & Healthcare. Lowering insurance caps

Invest in green energy. Sun/wind

t3g

Education and Health

Paying over paid politicians, eliminate tax cuts for
corporations.
From corporate tax

T8a

Education

Diversity oil isn’t the only industry.

T8n

Stop cutting jobs and reducing support services. With all
these workers working again, the province would get more
tax money and all these people would spend more money
thereby stimulating the economy!
Return AISH payments to those who need it like before!
These people need $$ to survive and because their money
goes to daily expenses, again more jobs/services will be
created, more $$ circulating and a better economic life.

Combine school boards. You would save tons on
administration and infrastructure if you got rid of catholic
board and combined with public.
Cut out all these panels doing the work the mla’s and their
staff should be responsible for!
Stop giving billions away to oil companies that don’t deserve
a handout. That type of incentive is known to be a waste!

T5x

Healthcare and schools

On there own salary

By leaving students to get well educated and trained

This the ucp has blown! All those cut backs have ruined a
working Alberta! Reverse all those cuts...now is the time while
we will be getting some growth via pipeline work! More people
working, more taxes collected and a more fluid economy.
Incentives for environmental improvements such as new
furnaces, electric cars, trucks and buses! Build a refinery to
clean our oil so only well processed crude leaves our province!

Pipeline
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T1H

Education and health care including mental health

Drug consumption sites. We are jusr enabling them. Also
farmers need to be taxed more... many of them write most
things off... except clothing and food they consume. Every
farmer I know is rich!

By meeting the communities needs.. which can differ in various
demographics. We need to find ways to employ more
indigenous people. Our oil industry must also be revived... keep
pushing hard for the pipelines. Please no foreign oil sources as
we have our own resources which we should be relying on.

T7x

Healthcare and education.

By introducing a pst

Further implementation of the 25dollar a day daycare so women
have more choice to keep their jobs or go to school.

T6E

Education and healthcare, also known as the areas the
government has been cutting.

Stop cutting spending. Increase taxes on business and
reinstate the carbon tax you goons.

Reimplement the STEP program, fund social services, fund job
support services, increase immigration, and above all, EXPAND
FUNDING OF RENEWABLE RESOURCES.

T4N

And actually implement the education revamp. The system
needs to be updated.
Public Services. Half of the people in Alberta depend on a
Public Service person to keep them stable emotionally and
financially.

Cut back on all of the "Independent" reviews. A few people
are getting rich instead of a lot of people having gainful
employment.

T8H

Education and Health Care

Municiple affairs

T4N

Increasing aish by a little bit to account for inflation.

Long term sustainable jobs. They should not be giving a lot of
deals to new businesses. We need employers who can and will
be willing and able to pay the proper taxes, etc. for their
businesses.
By not cutting teacher and nurses positions. By diversifying the
economy.
Diversify the economy.

T9S

Education
Health care
Debt reduction

They should use gambling revenues to pay for social
assistance, healthcare and law enforcement.
Introduce a Health care cap. Our healthcare system is
Make it easy for investors to come to the province.
amazing but it is abused because it’s free. So have it free up
to a certain point but then after you need to pay for dr.
Appointments. Of course people with certain conditions
should be exempt (cancer, diabetes, heart disease chronic
conditions) Also focus more on prevention, so many
diseases could be prevented by implementing a healthier
lifestyle. So controlling things like obesity so that they don’t
end up with diabetes or heart disease in the first place. We
could save a lot of money by preventing diseases before they
turn into chronic illnesses that cause people to have to use
the health care system so extensively...

T5L

Education, health care, social services, housing for the
homeless, supervised consumption sites and other services
for those with addictions, AISH, infrastructure repair and
upgrades.

The government could cancel it's energy war room to save
money, create a carbon tax, tax high income earners, create
a sales tax, and ensure that industries that do not now pay
for the cost of cleaning up their damage to our province
through pollution are held responsible for paying the cost of
cleaning up after themselves in future.

T3h

Public services such as education and heath services.

Corporate tax breaks

Don’t cut jobs in education and health care

T0G

Government unions

By seperating

Telling turdeau and the liberal government to mind there own
business. Now we have to sit here and wait for their
"Tech" approval, like we can't decide the businesses we want.
I'm done with this fair deal stuff. Will never happen

Investing in environmentally friendly energy sources such as
wind and solar creates jobs, investing in creative industries
such as film, arts, and culture creates jobs, investing in
healthcare creates jobs, investing in education creates jobs,
investing in social services creates jobs, building healthcare
infrastructure creates jobs, investing in tech companies and
software companies creates jobs, investing in our public
services including but not limited to police, fire, and wildfire
services creates jobs, investing in construction projects for
municipalities and rural areas creates jobs.
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T1A

1. Education needs (increase in educational assistants,
support programs, supplies for teachers)
2. Health care (increase in mental health and addiction
services, NO cut backs!!!)
3. Support for local businesses
Health care (mental and physical), education, environmental
responsibility, and helping people find work or retrain for
new jobs.

1. Cut backs for manager level and up Heath Care works (ie
non unionized workers)
2. Cut backs to excess government of Alberta travel
spending
3. Increased taxes to oil and gas company executives.
Collect on outstanding taxes owed by businesses and
corporations.
Figure out ways that government itself could cut down on
spending on itself. (i.e. encourage video conferencing rather
than air travel, make sure that expenses charged to the
government are for what they say they are and are within
guidelines.)

T6E

Education and healthcare.

Not reducing big business taxes

T8H

Decreasing class size in Education financially supporting
post secondary education and decreasing management in
health care, increasing front line staff.
Increased construction. Of major project to stimulate jobs
and the economy

T5B

Roll your wages back yourselves, axe the energy war room. Restart major projects- hospital, lab, etc
Tax corporations and actually collect those taxes.
Don’t give pensions to government employees for serving
less than 15 years.
Decrease management in health care. Reduce supintendent
wages.
Through the implementation of a provincial sales tax
No answer.
Cut upper management positions while maintaining frontline
services and job positions.

T0G

Public education, early childhood development, public
health care, environment, regenerative farming and carbon
capture, diversification away from oil and gas and
development of new business opportunities and higher
education opportunities including research and
development.
Health, Education, infrastructure, R&D grants, economic
You dont need to find savings you need to raise taxes on
diversification, the poor, the young, anti gang violence, save corporations. Your lower tax attempt has failed miserably,
use drug sites.
you've started off in a net negative jobs position because you
laid off staff. Its a joke.
Health, Education, infrastructure, R&D grants, economic
You dont need to find savings you need to raise taxes on
diversification, the poor, the young, anti gang violence, save corporations. Your lower tax attempt has failed miserably,
use drug sites.
you've started off in a net negative jobs position because you
laid off staff. Its a joke.
General life counseling programs for 18-30 year olds.
transfer payments (don't give as much to those who are
trying to destroy us in the east)
Job creation, health and welfare. Individuals with chronic
Increase taxes for the wealthy. Increased taxes for
diseases and life inhibiting ailments need help with the cost corporations are passed down to middle/lower class workers
and consumers in increased prices and job losses and is
of medications. Money spent on things like safe injection
sites takes money away from hard working individuals who seldom felt by high net worth individuals.
actually have real medical problems rather than self inflicted
conditions.
Healthcare, education, infrastructure
Raise taxes

T3g

Health & Education

t5g

T3B

T3B

t6h
T2Y

1. Grant and loans offered to local and small businesses.

Make supports for local business more accessible and/or better
known; invest in and/or encourage growing areas of business
(such as renewable energy, high-tech areas and medicine)
Perhaps something that would encourage movie and television
productions in the province - that would encourage people to
come into the province.

Diversify economy

Stop doubling down on the oil industry, its dying, you're
attaching yourselves to its stinking corpse.

Stop doubling down on the oil industry, its dying, you're
attaching yourselves to its stinking corpse.

Build up the Oil field and attract investment into it
Encourage more diverse businesses to come to Alberta and not
rely so much on the oil industry. Encourage oil companies to
find new directions, new products, new production methods. In
the meantime, get the message across that our oil is clean
compared to other countries.
Deregulation, reducing legal burdens

They should use video conferencing and webX instaed of
Protect Canadian jobs as many are being outsourced to other
flying around everywhere for meetings.
countries or technology is being built to replace people's jobs.
"On Wednesday, NDP critic for democracy and ethics,
Heather Sweet, said that the NDP had obtained invoices that
show Premier Jason Kenney‘s principal adviser David Knight
Legg had billed over $45,000 in expenses over a six-month
period, including $18,000 in relation to four recent trips to
London."
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T5Z

1. Education
2. Social programs
3. Health care

1. Limiting invasive, lengthy hospital admissions by
supporting Albertans to have goals of care and to set limits
on medical interventions.
2. Limit repetitive restructuring of public systems for
political motives.
3. Support families in need to prevent future reliance on
public programs.

Support diversification of industry in Alberta.
Encourage retraining of workers who rely on the energy sector
to make them more employable in a changing energy
landscape.

T3P

1. Health care
2. Education
3. Policing and safety

Invest in technology and innovation rather than relying on an
energy economy.

T3A

Education (Continuing with early intervention and all the
way to Grade 12)

IMPLEMENT A PROVINCIAL SALES TAX. Even a 3% tax
would help.
Eliminate large tax cuts for big corporations, implement tax
cuts for small business, reduce expense accounts and
salaries for top provincial government officials.
Looking at duplication of services.
Reducing ministries by combining portfolios where possible.
Infastructure- maintain roads, buildings to ensure safety but
not enter into new builds.

Health

T8l
T6G

Education and healthcare.

Increase corporate taxes.
Sales tax.
The government should be prioritizing education and health The issue is not a lack of money. There is an issue with the
care. These two areas are the bloodline of Albertan society. distribution of our current budget. Let’s be honest. How
The University of Alberta has a $0 budget for building and
much money is going into private industries? How
maintenance. This is unacceptable. Post secondary
transparent is the Kennedy government with closed door
education is investment in the future of Alberta. This should meetings with private oil and gas companies? This is not
NOT be neglected or dismissed. This is a statement that the socialism. This is not communism. This is diversification of
Kennedy government does not want to invest in resources, our wealth into industries that sustain Albertans. Oil is not
our bloodline. It is it’s citizens, children, teachers, healthcare
knowledge, skills and people for the future of Alberta.
workers, ect.

T5A

Maintaining public health care and education

T5H

Children - those who are at risk and do not receive any
intervention or prevention programming, will cost our
system significantly more in the future in terms of
interaction with health and justice if we ignore the needs of
our young children today. The science is clear, brains
develop in the early years (0-6) and to ignore this will cost
society and me as a taxpayer considerably more in the
future.

T4v

Health care - chronic disease management
Education
Employment
Non job eliminating ones.

T6m

Economic growth will not occur with the continued loss of jobs
and positions.
Ensure existing jobs remain by supporting government funded
areas. (Health, Education).
Provide incentives to private businesses to come or stay in
Alberta. Job creations provide financial impact to the
communities in all areas.
Provide
Tax the rich further and invest in infrastructure.
What we should be worried about is not job creation. Creating
1000 minimum wage jobs is not going to increase satisfaction
and happiness amongst Albertans. We need to have
SUSTAINABLE jobs that can support families with fair wages.
We cannot be looking and investing solely at industries that are
traditionally successful. If we do not diverge our investmentswe will sink. Look at numerous of corporations and companies
that are closing in Western Canada and Canada. This should
not be our future. This cannot be our future.

Upper management salaries and by flattening the
management hierarchy as promised instead of cutting
salaries to individuals who make $45000 a year.
Look into the government to cut funding - the amount of
money wasted in government is appalling. The layers of
management are inefficient and need to be trimmed.
We can do things in the community for a fraction of the cost
the government does to meet the same deliverables and
outcomes. We need services but they need to be delivered
by non-profits in order to same money as the government
does not seem to have the motivation or capacity to do so.

Focus on encouraging businesses to reinvest in the province.

Diversify our industries so we can be less reliant on oil and
gas.
Invest in research and in technology to be more competitive.
So many of our brightest talent go to the US or oversees as it is
more attractive and supported in other countries.

Some inefficiencies in health care such as nursing

Getting oil to market

Corporations should have to prove they created jobs with
their tax cut in order to continue to qualify

Holding companies accountable for job creation, creating a
realistic time frame for reducing the budget.
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T2X

Public education

Sales tax

- Support new initiatives for new businesses
- Continue to fight for Alberta resources within Canada
- Increase new technology and innovation funding to slowly
move away from oil sands economy.

T2R

The big three: Health Care, Education, Public Infrastructure.
Communities and people moving to communities are based
on these simple priorities. Public health care costs less
overall. People value universal health care and select the
country and province to call home based on access to good
comprehensive public health care that does not cost them
their paycheck to afford or force them to remortgage their
house like in the private health care world. 17(1)
Sure, people don't die waiting in line for
health care ~ they die because they cannot afford to pay for
treatment. Education: Let's face it - public education is
good for all. When kids are in school learning because they
have great passionate teachers and they can afford to attend
public school because the fees are low, all minds have the
potential to develop into the next Einstein and better the
world and how we understand it. Full day kindergarten
allows kids to better integrate, socialize and develop their
minds while allowing their parents to go back to work full
time and contribute to the provincial tax revenue. Public
infrastructure: It's 2020. Get with the environmental
program. Roads and bridges need building and repairs to
facilitate efficient transportation corridors. Cycle paths and
public transit meet the needs of the environmentally
conscious as well as foster tourism and better health
through physical exercise which will result in few chronic
disease health dollars being spent in the future as we age. I1

Government could find savings by adding a provincial luxury
tax to vehicles over $100,000, jewellery over $1000, boats,
motorcycles, and secondary homes/cottages, among other
luxury items beyond basic needs. Then save this tax to be
used where deficiencies lie such as snow removal, indexing
AISH to inflation, etc. The PC government SHOULD HAVE
SAVED WHEN TIMES WERE GOOD and made a rainy day
fund. That is where the government would now find savings.
If they had saved. It's not a difficult concept.

Support a hire a summer student program through grants.
Increase minimum wage so that people have money to spend.
Support science and tech that it is advancing renewable energy
alternative and get on board with the rest of the world rather
than constantly looking back into the pit of tar. Offer a film tax
credit to encourage Hollywood and Bollywood to make
blockbuster films in Alberta like they do in Vancouver. The
fallout is tourism and jobs for casting, crew, hotels, etc.
EXPAND your vision!!! See what other provinces are doing and
copy their foresight rather than look back in hindsight with
regret. Again, a simple concept.

You need to focus on the revenue side. Cutting taxes does
not and has not worked. Alberta needs one gov’t with the
courage to bring in a modest PST in HST form. Sure, some
poeple will be mad. But don’t you see that in long term you
will be lauded as far thinking Peter lougheed is today?

Stop cutting. You are creating a vicious cycle and brain drain.

7
(
1
)

Cities and need more infrastructure funding and universities
need more stable funding. I do not agree with the UCP
cutting approach on this matter. Both of those are
economic multipliers. I also do not agree with all the public
sector worker cuts. They have been frozen for years and
some younger workers only stayed because of historical job
security. I personally know three finance professionals and
two lawyers that moved to Ontario or BC. Why not stay in
Alberta and move to private sector? Because your economic
policies and budgets are bring on a recession.
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T1M

Stop giving corporate tax cuts.
Reduce health care overtime and hire staff.
Stop overpaid politcal appointments.
Implement a carbon tax. Or a provincial sales tax.

Support tax incentives for tech and emerging sectors. Support
education. Support clean energy industry development.
When the boom comes again maybe the conservatives can plan
ahead and put something into savings.

T0J

Addiction and mental health
Environment protection
Early childhood education
Small business
Rural law enforcement
Agriculture research
Education
Health care.
FCSS - especially in rural communities.
Teachers, EA’s, support for students with higher needs.

I believe if the energy sector was supported the way it should
be, then the government would have funds. They need to focus
on front line in the schools.

T8H

Having enough teachers so class sizes aren't too big

Utilize google classroom and have textbooks and
assignments online rather than photocopying pages from the
text books. Or at least textbooks online. I’m sure there are
some higher up jobs in Alberta education that could take pay
cuts to save the classrooms.
Take it from the curriculum developers and all the people in
the administrative jobs in the school head offices. There are
too many of them and they get paid WAY more than the
teachers.
Not give tax cuts to corporations

I feel that most people already know that there are more
teachers and nurses needed. The public will support it.
They should ask the school board presidents what they need
and take it into account.
Stop giving corporations tax cuts. Clearly it is not working. Not
have Jason Kenney ad Premier
Anywhere but healthcare and education. Focus instead on
Support economic diversity rather than trades where jobs are
taxing business and industry that are contributing to climate currently lacking. Encourage using incentives to have people
change.
reduce their carbon footprint in the form of tax savings or
grants to have people become more energy efficient.

Health and Education
T8H

Health care, particularly upcoming cuts to senior's spouse
coverage being cut, limiting family doctors' time per visit,
and education.

T0L

If you have to ask, you shouldn’t be governing

T6X

Education, healthcare

T3Z

Education
Health Care
Things that aren't necessary.

T3M

Students need to be educated and we should invest in their
future. I think it is pathetic that you are asking teachers to
work for no change in salary, with reduced budgets, higher
class sizes, and more expectations. Would you like to work
for 8 years with not even close to a cost of living raise?

The government should be taking wage cuts

Stop telling the people about climate change. And tell them the
truth about space
Proper taxing on higher incomes, oil sector. Rather than
With proper funding to healthcare and education, there could be
taking from those who are in need, take from those who have many much needed positions filled instead of running tight and
an abundance.
understaffed schools, hospitals, etc. With proper supports to
education we are investing in the future, providing students
with the proper tools to grow in their education, and work force
contributions.
Provincial politician salary
Promote private sector growth
Environmental initiatives
Trips by politicians, fancy hotels, expensive meals and
Invest in kids. Support entrepreneurs. Oil, we can't live without
dinners. You should live like the typical Albertan.
it. Also, we support much of the rest of our country.
In my school district, we have a pd day at the beginning of
the year where we all drive from southern Alberta to meet
together. Half of the day honors people who have worked a
particular number of years, and the rest is a snack, a speaker
who was a former student, then lunch is provided. I think it's
an expense that could be forgone. Now, I'm not picking on
our district, because I love it and feel blessed beyond
measure, but cut things like this rather than our classroom
budgets, or class sizes. I'm sure that the same thing could
be done for many departments such as health care.
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T6H

T2M

T2Z

Education (secondary and post-secondary), and diversifying Reverse the corporate tax cut (or a portion of it) as that did
not create jobs but was used by oil and gas firms to give out
the economy.
dividends and buy back shares. Trickledown economics
doesn’t work.
Policing
At the top - management first at all levels
emergency services
Especially hospitals, School boards and PDD
healthcare mismanagement
Give monies to policing and get rid of safe injection sights,
upkeep of schools - repairs & Mismanagement
come down hard on gangs.
Motivating the economy
Create an institutional settings for addicts and homeless
where when arrested then can do upto 20 months before the
option of release.
Education, education and healthcare
Infrastructure projects

By diversifying the economy away from oil and gas and
retraining workers for a diversified economy.

Encourage more small businesses that hire and manufacture in
Alberta
Continue to encourage large companies to return to Alberta
with not just Tax incentives but land use incentives.
Regulate what Insurance Companies and Lawyers can charge Flat fees!
Diversify the economy in terms of resources

T4N

Invest in ‘Greener Energies’ like the rest of the world and
start to cut back on fossil fuel development.

Not from cutting public sector wages and stealing pensions Invest in green energies and keep our technology development
... tax oil companies and find ways to make them pay back
among the best in the world. Invest in people.
their rural tax debts.
the board office is way over staffed , they have these
allow the so called "little guy "to make a living
positions with the statute of a president , and an expense
account galore from catered meals to all at the board office
,quite often the secretaries even have a secretary so to
speak ,to the principals with board office supplied credit
cards , treating Tim Hortons real well . Also the purchasing
dept . buying high priced products , when better quality
similar products can be purchased at Costco with 50% more
quantity ( Vulcan brand - nitrile gloves 150 per box not 100 ).
I believe as early as 10- years ago there was like 25-30 staff
at the board office , now there is about 70 to 90 ,does not
seem right , now there are rumors that the board office is
contemplating reducing hours for me and other caretakers ,
can you imagine secretaries have secretaries -----and they
reduce on toilet cleaning staff , is there something wrong
with this picture , of course there is , SO do the cuts in the
proper positions ! mention that to the Alberta government
caucus , when it resumes , because we are going to !

T1H

the best of treatment for the children ( teachers , teachers
aids and the cleanliness of the schools )

T4c

Services that just received large cuts to should be a main
Large companies taxes, people with more income having
focus of budgets. The services specifically that I believe are appropriate levels of taxation, government no longer
vital are those fields in the human services. Human services providing excessive funding for private trips/vacations.
includes nurses, early child hood educators, youth workers,
FCSS, parent link centres, teachers. People who work hard
to make others' lives better, keep people healthy, care for
children and youth, and educate our children.

Stop cutting funding to fields that could support job creation
and economic growth - such as child care, nursing, or teaching.
There will always be children who require care and families who
require support and assistance. Everyone needs health care
workers to stay healthy.
Find alternative possibilities in different fields to invest in and
stop relying so heavily on oil and gas.

T4R

Education, health care, programs for vulnerable Albertans
(AISH, PUF, supervised consumption sites), diversifying
(actually diversifying) our economy.

By actually working to diversify our economy in ways that can
still support oil and gas but also working to find other means of
energy including green. By not cutting funding to programs
that is resulting in all the job losses to date.

By not offering obscene tax credits to businesses.
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T8X

Education!

In government salaries, repealing the tax break to o&g.

Ask Notely, she was far better at this than you seem to be. I am
ashamed I voted for you and won’t make that mistake again
unless things begin to change. Toews should be let go for his
hand in the disastrous economic state he’s put us in this far.

T8a

Healthcare and education

Cut war room and MP wage

Construction, infastructure

T5T

Building schools, Recreation centres, and NON-LRT
infrastructure (sorting out the mess of the Henday in the
west end).
Health Care - Keeping front line workers (and keeping them
public)

Stop sending equalization payments out East.

Sorting out traffic woes helps the economy, the west end in
Edmonton is a nightmare between 4-6 on workdays.

Tax the upper 1% harder. They can afford it. No more
breaks to companies that take the breaks and then leave.
Make them sign a contract - get big break have to stay in
province - commit but constructive

Job growth - don’t cut jobs!
Economic growth - branch out. Look outside the box not in the
oil barrels

T7X

New and re-usable resources / old ways are not working
Child Care
Job creation
Health Care

Stop funding (subsidies )for-profit child care that are
Hemp education, forestry education and focus on
providing in many respects poor quality care and at times
environmental steering to support the renewable energy sector
unsafe care. Use this money to support education for more
Child Care Staffing as well as put towards a universal child
care program for families to make quality care cost efficient.
Wage freeze on all government salaries / wages in all areas
from Municipal to Provincial.
Give direct operational dollars to municipalities to operate
child care which could cut down jobs at the provincial level.

All public services. That is your mandate.

Don't implement your post secondary funding strategy which Do away with corporate welfare. Tie any monetary benefits you
I predict will be a costly failure. It is micromanaging at its
give to big business to demonstrable outcomes.
worst, adds red tape to institutions and government and is
punitive by design.
It is time to invest, not to save.
Insist that the oil companies pay for clean up of sites, increase
the percentage that oil companies pay to Alberta for being
allowed to take Alberta's resources with no thought to how they
are damaging the land and water. Corporations cannot rule us!
It should not always be about how they can make more money.

T6E

public schools, post-secondary schools

T0P

Health care, Education, SEniors, Veterans, Disabled people

T4S

Job creations by helping to create small businesses that are This is a hard one with no jobs and a high addiction rate it
able to employee people.
would be hard to say “ The Public Sector”. Maybe this can
happen down the ride once there are more small business
Which will probably have to be some sort of tax cut if you
running again and not just for new Canadians.
employee others

t8e

Resource sectors. Ag, Oil/Gas, carbon capture/carbon
neutral innovations

Bring in the PST. Cut out the WAR ROOM. Get rid of
government officials whose salaries are ridiculous

extremely high wages over $150,000/ year

We missed the boat on the technology fair that happened.
There's job growth in our province. Leave the post secondary
funding alone. Education is needed for both job creation and
economic growth.
PST will grow our economy
Is there a way to help the businesses that produce and sell
marijuana? There should be way more money coming into the
government from that. Are there too many regulations stopping
that?
How are some of the States in the USA doing so well from this?
investing in innovation in ag, oil /gas and other industries
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T7Y

Senior citizen that do not have any additional income other
than OAS and guaranteed income supplement!

Cut government spending

T3A

health care and education

T3H

Health and education

war room expense, tax cuts to businesses and clean up of
abandoned wells
collect taxes from oil companies
Don’t waste money changing processes in place that already Don’t cut funding to education and healthcare which leads to
work ie doctor payment schedules or education reviews.
further unemployment in our province.

T6j

Education - specifically reducing class sizes especially in
kindergarten and elementary school and updating the
curriculum.
Healthcare
Education - specifically reducing class sizes especially in
kindergarten and elementary school and updating the
curriculum.
Healthcare
Health-care. Education. Social services. Communities
development

Bureaucracy and middle management positions government Make large corporations pay their taxes.
wide
Support STEP programs for students.
Reduce red tape

Reinstate corporate taxes. Trickle down effect is *not* real.
Kill War room.
Concentrate on economy boosting.

Reinstate diversification programs that attracts IT and other
type of organizations to the province

1: Public Education
2: Public Healthcare

1: Reinstate full taxation for corporations.
2: Eliminate the War Room.
3:) Excessive PR dollars wasted (Matt Wolfe)
Taxing the rich, whom earn over a certain income

Stop putting all our eggs into the oil & gas basket and support
diversification.

T6j

t5x

T2p

Health care

Jobs create themselves and economic growth follows ( let an
82 year old tell you who never asked for a handout from
government in his lifetime!!!)
invest in education, retraining of obsolete oil jobs
invest in green energy and technology

Bureaucracy and middle management positions government Make large corporations pay their taxes.
wide
Support STEP programs for students.
Reduce red tape

Making life better for Albertans- specifically healthcare and Charge more for gasoline at the pumps.
more specifically, diabetes management with insulin pumps
and sensors.

Do not export jobs
Education
Don't have an answer.
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T8G

Environment, education, long term economics.
Retro fitting old buildings to be more efficient would create
a lot of jobs all over Alberta and reduce energy costs.

Start metering water use and charging each household
based on the amount they consume. The goverment could
collect money from water payments and a lot less water
would need to be processed as people would lower their
water use in response to fees.
Further increase taxes on products that lead to medical
costs. For example cigarettes, vapes, liquor etc. You would
be doing people a favor as less people would have medical
costs later on in life. In response to higher prices, less
people will smoke.

Promote higher education so future generations are more
employable and smarter with money.
Promote the idea that a strong economy can exist in a province
where public health,safety and environmental health don't need
to be compromised.
Instead of resisting change stay up to date on trends, or even
get ahead of the game. In order to be ahead of the game, invest
in research groups.

^The above are much more reasonable options that cutting
health care and education jobs.
Government officials using Skype to travel less. Government
officials only having 1 house which is in the area they
govern. Goverment officials getting more reasonable
pensions.
Goverment employees getting less sick days and less paid
vacations.

T0A

Education and healthcare.

T6X

Health Care
Education
Moving to sustainable energy while supporting the oil and
gas through the transition

Honestly, just be a goverment that thinks about the average
person first and the rest is common sense
The salaries of government managers and politicians.
Increase taxes
Add PST

Support subsidized daycares so that more parents can afford to
work.
Stop cutting jobs! Invest in health care and education.
MAKE CHILDCARE AFFORDABLE so that women can get back
into the workforce and families can have disposable incomes
again (we are already stapped and other families are facing
wage rollbacks) so we can do things like update our home
(create jobs), buy vehicles (stimulate the economy), buy
everyday items and access services instead of penny-pinching
(stimulate economy), or even go on trips (revenue from travel).
Stimulate the economy by getting into sustainable energy
research and production. Make the province be the forerunner,
have the patents on the technology, be the industry that
everyone wants a part of.
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T6C

I think the government needs to focus
1. on funding education so that our system stays a public
system with smaller class sizes. Comprehensive Early
Childhood education provided by well-educated
professionals is vital to our education system.

1. Forget about the ill-conceived, WAR Room for Oil and Gas. Focus on alternate fields like the Tech industry, AI,
Divert that money toward education and covering the deficit. biotechnology.
2. Incorporate a 1% or 2% provincial sales tax for nonessential products similar to the GST.

2. public health care for Albertans: including seniors on
fixed incomes, people with devastating illnesses. Stay away
from private health care for those privileged individuals who
can pay for it.

T5H

T0G

3. focus on developing the Tech Industries as an alternative
to Oil and Gas.
recreation for kids, good public transport, parks with
cutting all funding to cannabis clinics Any alberta health
no promotion of any addictive substances nor gambling. The
social costs of these habits are immense which will always
enforcement of dog laws as Albertans rich and poor benefit funding to cannabis increases addictions, off work, other
social problems in alberta and the doctors, in my opinion are work its way back to the government.
from safe and beautiful public spaces. Immunizations.
fraudulently billing anyway. What other clinic promotes only
one drug, and an addictive one at that. No Alberta Health
services hires to have conflicts of interest with drug
companies. no methadone no suboxone clinics. No chronic
pain codes (the pain society of alberta is drug company
funded) no use of public facilities for drug company
supported talks. Naloxone kits ok, but stop the expensive
and ineffective harm reduction programmes that include
injection sites etc.
Cleanup the mess that Oil and Gas has left in Alberta and
have them pay for it. Educate everyone including
government about environmental science. Promotion of
green technologies instead of oil and gas

Trickle down economics don't work.stop tax cuts for
corporations. You can't change the price of oil. Shut down
war room,you can't change facts about dirty fossil fuels and
what they doing to the environment

Early Intervention, focusing money on young children i.e.,
PUF especially for speech and language where some of the
impact can be reduced or mitigated through intensive
supports. This will ensure parents and children have the
strategies and skills to successfully navigate their
education.
1) Class size should be a priority. I have 25 students (4
behaviour and 7 with disabilities).
2) Funding for educational assistants (I have no help!).
3) Provide funds to replace teachers who were not replaced
(retired or temporary contract) to ensure teachers are
getting the required amount of prep time (our prep time was
slashed in half from 149 minutes per week to 80). Not
enough time to get everything done.

By making the oil companies pay their taxes!!!!!!

Don't keep beating a dead horse(oil and gas) how about using
old gas wells for geothermal heat and growing produce in
greenhouses. How about hemp products instead of plastic. Try
being part of the worlds solutions to global warming instead of
part of the cause
Focus on the IT sector and renewable energy sources. Look at
solar power and wind generation. Provide incentives to small
businesses, that are unlikely to pick up their roots and move
just because of a downturn in the economy.

1) Try looking from the top down? How many
?
superintendents, etc., does one division need?
2) Cutting down the work week to four days instead of five
saving in wages for support staff, bussing costs, and
keeping the school open (minutes can be added to the other
four days to ensure minutes are met).
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T6V

Education and Health

T2T

Education, social sector and healthcare.

T5K

Managing government spending without crippling to public
sector.

T7Y

Savings is only 1 half of the budget equation. Reducing
business taxes to below pre-NDP levels does not make
sense. Finding savings is important but so is generating
revenue. Oil and gas isn't going write the cheque anymore,
even after TMX is built. It is time to implement a provincial
sales tax.
Upper management, not giving so many tax breaks to
corporations.

Time to diversify. This government is stuck in the past trying to
balance the budget on oil and gas revenues and program cuts.
Green technology, biomedical technology are two examples of
emerging fields that we need to tap into to generate economic
growth.

fund Health Care and Education appropriately

corporate subsidies

Education and Health. Frontline staff are critical.

Stop creating panels and committees to undertake reviews
and provide the government with direction. Officials were
elected and should be acting based on campaign promises,
not taking direction from none-elected appointed
board/committee members. Salaries for the appointed
members of these numerous "panels" are significant and
unnecessary.
Cut some of the perks in the government.

invest in renewable resources alongside getting the pipeline
built
Stop focusing on the oil and gas sector. We need to diversify
our economy and move away from oil and gas. It should be a
priority to create jobs in the tech and film industries as well as
research and development into alternate energy sources.
Frontline public service jobs are also important.

Education

Incentivize or subsidize training programs for tradesmen to
enter into greener energy alternatives, incentivize local
economies
Dissolving publicly funded catholic schooling, and
Invest in a diversity of jobs from a diversity of public and
integrating public and catholic schools. Requiring less new private sectors, not so heavily biased to the oil sector, to
infrastructure, decreasing total board level educational staff, encourage long term economic stability (limiting the effect of oil
prices on our economy).
and likely seeing a return of smaller class sizes.

T6K

healthcare and education

- efficiency
- early retirement bonuses

t6a

Education
Youth

Close "war room"
Collect taxes from derelict oil companies.
Look at management positions in public sector

Education. Diversifying the workforce through quality
subsidized programs to retrain workers for new paths.
-4.7 billion in tax reductions for corporations has gotten us?
- making cuts without using logical moves
- it might be smart to govern for a year and then make moves,
just
saying; appearing like a fascist government
Diversify and increase support for growing industries, arts, tech
sector

Health care
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T5P

Public Education and universal health care are priorities.
These are fundamental basic rights for each Albertan, and
should be treated with special care, quality and equity.
Quality education can be a tool for long-term success and
by default, a preventative measure in later life for
homelessness, poverty and risky lifestyles. Furthermore, it
instills in our youth that they are capable of becoming
something and can contribute to society through ideas,
innovation and the workforce.
Quality access to health care can reduce longterm costs of
illness (mental, physical), especially if early screening is
available.
By reducing both of these necessities, we will end up with a
sick society, a gap in education and therefore shortage of
skills and it will be a big hit to future prosperity.

More equity in the taxing system. Very large corporations
with larger capital should be paying more on taxes, as the
public will benefit from public programs. I would also
suggest providing more grants/opportunities for
organizations with similar mandates to work in collaboration
with each other, therefore reducing costs of hiring additional
bodies.
Internships (either free, or not full-time pay) opportunities for
newcomers and grad students can also prove to be costeffective as well as beneficial because it provides the
incentive of practical experience. Increased experiential
learning programming in post-secondary and high school
institutions as well where students can commit a set number
of hours to be completed on an agreed upon time in
exchange for class credit.

It is important to provide opportunities for people, especially
new grads, to be exposed to different work experiences either
through internships, hands-on learning and spaces to
encourage thought and innovation. This will ensure that we are
addressing the skill shortages in the workplace.

T7S

Education, Early Childhood Intervention and Health care.
For students and front line workers

Have a diverse portfolio that doesn’t heavily rely on the price of
oil. Invest in other opportunities while also helping create jobs
in the oilfield private sector
By finding other avenues for revenue other than oil. Think
outside the box

T4J

Cutting MLA salaries and adding a PST. Alberta is the lowest
in the country at only 5%- we could easily do a 2 or 3 % PST
in addition
Education, health and wellness, social services such as care -taking pay cuts from the top of government
for senior citizens, early intervention for children with
learning difficulties
Teachers and classroom development,
Not from the education sector but from the federal reserve.
Stop straining Alberta’s taxpayers, let other provinces pay
their fair share, cut down on government unnecessary
spendings, reduce on how much Alberta puts into federal
reserves, focus on Alberta and, lobby for the pipeline. Cut
down on unnecessary political spendings, trips and
compensations.
Health and education
Administrative costs

T7x

Refocus on health and education. Stop cutting these.

T3G

Public education and health care.

T3K

T5X

Enhancing the current education system, encourage more
students to complete minimum qualifications standards

Don't over-tax the middle class income earners so they will
spend more of their money on consumer goods.
Diversify and invest in non-trade education like technologies.

Stop tax breaks to giant Oil and Gas business. Make
adjustment to the sales tax, add PST.
Making sure private companies pay their taxes as they
Provide opportunities for entrepreneurs who are interested in
become due. Do not give corporations, especially oil and gas diversifying Alberta’s economy.
companies, tax breaks. Shut down The War Room.
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T1P

Adequately fund all public services.
Public education.
Education enrollment growth.
Small class sizes in early childhood education.
Healthcare.
Cap tuition fee increases and rising interest rates on student
loans.
College and university funding.
Assured Income for the Severely Handicapped.
Alberta Seniors Benefit.
Special Needs Assistance for Seniors.
Seniors Lodge Assistance program.
Municipalities.

Reverse the corporate tax cut.
Stop funding private health care and private education.
Ask public employees how to make their work world better
and more efficient so money can be saved. Actually listen to
them and implement their ideas.

Diversify instead of putting all of our eggs in the oil & gas
basket!
Continue to offer subsidized child care so parents who want to
work can afford to go to work because their child care isn't too
expensive.

T7y

Schools

Private sector needs to be cut

Bring oil back

Your cuts are going to cause a recession. You should focus With a modest PST Alberta would be able to function like a
on not cutting further, restoring funding to Alberta’s most
normal province.
vulnerable (eg AISH recipients) and do some work on your
Very significant savings can be found in reducing your
revenue side.
reliance on outside consultants and other for profit service
providers (eg private lawyers, engineers). What I see spent
in the public disclosures is very concerning.

Become more financially stable by working on your revenue
side.
The tax cuts you implemented have not done anything. Add all
the cuts, and the trips to Texas etc that signal desperation to
potential investors and you are poised to cause a recession.
You may have already done so in Edmonton. Calgary does not
seem improved.

Also, stop undoing - at great cost - all the NDPs
initiatives/projects. This is not conservative management of Ps- the war room and public inquiry into “enemies” is also a
public funds.
signal of desperation to those making investment decisions.
Don’t make Alberta, my Province and your Province, appear any
more embarrassing with this next budget.
T4H

Education health care. Jobs not in the energy sector

Higher taxes for high income earners and corporations

T6X

education, healthcare, infrastructure

end the trickle down tax cuts 4.7 billion and the war room
120 million

T2R

Innovation in all industries, diversifying the economy,
ensure AISH is brought back to include cost of living
increases, education (and remove performance ratings from
universities - supporting people to learn and think is
incredibly valuable to a successful population).
Stop cuts to education, health Care and environment
protection

Putting money into public health and fostering a healthier
lifestyle for Albertans will save TONS of money down the
road. Active living, healthy eating, stress management.

Stop tax cuts, shut down war room,stop handouts to oil and
gas. Why spend money pretending to listen to Albertans if
you have already made all these bad decisions

1. Education and health care (no cuts because of short- and 1. Eliminate $30 million oil war room
long-term consequences)
2. Increase corporate taxes
2. Job creation

Create more jobs that are not reliant on the energy sector.
Support public servant jobs such as teachers, doctors and
nurses
Yes by ending the trickle down tax cuts, having a PST and
supporting Albertans by supporting education healthcare and
infrastructure
Support innovation! Bring back funding for the tech sector - this
is the future and will enhance our economy for years to come.
Invest in sustainable energy and take a lead on exciting
projects - this could employ so many Albertans.
Do exactly opposite what the conservatives have been doing for
the last 40 years and don't put all in basket (oil,gas). Get over
the federal election and stop scaring investors away from
Alberta
1. Invest in education and training
2. Invest in clean energy technologies
3. Invest in technology initiatives
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T1S

Safety nets for the less fortunate, youth health programs.
Health Care, Resources, you name it! We are $70B in debt
The rest can be do with less services from the government. after 4 horrendous years of NDP rule. We have a huge
We can’t afford to be everything for everybody. Bring back spending problem.
the Alberta Advantage!!!

Lower taxes back to a flat tax rate. People are not spending
because of high combined Fed/Provincial tax. 49% in my case
and that doesn’t include property tax increases and other fees!!!
I’m tapped out!!! Will have to leave if things don’t change.

Education and health care

By trimming and streamlining government administrative
spending.
Stopping the subsidies to large government corporation.

Providing incentives for small businesses to encourage local
job opportunities

T5G

Education

Wealthy companies and corporations

I don't know

T0M

Education, Healthcare the uses for our oil in Alberta

Bring in a sales tax. Every other province has one

t4t

Education, Healthcare, Growing and diversifying the number Reduce the number of hospitals/emergency rooms in small
and types of jobs, investing in rural broadband initiatives,
rural centres that are within 60 kms of another hospital.
tourism.
Replace with clinics.

By looking for other ways to use our oil manufacturing etc
instead of just looking at a pipeline that is not necessarily going
to make any jobs for more than 2 years
Look at the industries that are growing, like IT or AI, not
concentrating on industries that have matured and are maybe
shrinking like oil. Support broadband initiatives in rural areas,
credits to tech and film industries.

T1S

Introduce a PST
Education

T2X

Education

T6V

Education and health care.

Cancel the war room.

Support diversification of industry.

T3G

Healthcare and education are the backbone of a healthy
society. We need to take care of everyone and grow our
communities. All members of our society deserve quality
healthcare and educational institutions that support
everyone, no matter how much money they make.

We need to keep businesses accountable and ensure they
pay their taxes. Businesses and the rich do not need tax
breaks.

The government should support a diverse economic landscape
so they should support diversification of industries. The
government should also take care of people who are out of
work by helping them go back to school and receive training so
education is important and should be affordable.

T0C

Education and health care. Without educated healthy
Albertans, there will be no growth in the economy and
ultimately no income taxes
Cutting costs, taxes, etc for as many [all] Albertans as
possible.

Stop spending money on committees and useless court
cases.

Encourage new technical start-ups to divert from oil and gas
industry.

T3G

T8A

Public services such as healthcare, education, postsecondary education, providing funding for municipalities.

Size of government, particularly ministerial assistants and
communications staff.
‘War’ room
Panels

Invest in technology in all fields and expand its’ significance in
the health sector.
Look for and encourage the development of innovative earthsafe solutions to economic diversification.

A tax on excessive wealth PST.

Funding public services like health care and education

Social programs, bureaucracy, pork barrel, advertising,
travel, events

Reducing red tape, increasing regulatory environment
efficiency (vis a vis reduction of regulations), reducing taxes
especially in ways that help micro and small businesses that
don't have extensive accounting and legal resources, reducing
complexity of taxation structure
Eliminate the oil industry propaganda, that is, the so-called It's called INVESTMENT in PEOPLE not a single industry that is
"war room". Quit surrendering revenue to the energy sector weakening. It requires understanding that we need to address
which has rewarded the province by leaving the province,
revenue and quit hoping for some nostalgia of a return to oil
not providing jobs, not paying rural taxes, and leaving
glory. Trickle down economics works only at concentrating
orphan wells for the rest of the public to pay for.
wealth. Quit blaming the rest of Canada for Alberta's current
problems and start coming up with real solutions, rather than
wasting money and time on panels that are restricted to
generate answers for pre-determined ideological interests.
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T0H

Education at the school level, more supports at the school
level. Decrease the size and number of employees at the
Central Office level. Less assistant superintendents,
coordinators and assistants. This money should be used at
the school level.
Social services to help people who have fallen into
vulnerable positions. Financial subsidies and supports.
More affordable housing programs. More support to mental
health and addictions services.

Upper management and divert monies where it can actually
be used to enhance student learning. All that assistant
superintendents and coordinators create paperwork and
download more to the schools. Simply a way to justify their
positions.
Unsure

t5e

Education

Stop giving tax cuts to oil corporations.

T6L

Education, healthcare and social services. Specifically
funding for enrollment growth and inflation. Also ensuring
that infrastructure generally is not neglected.

Not cutting public sector spending. With a pst and higher
corporate tax rate you would not need to cut.

T6X

reduce elected officials pension benefits and freeze their
wages.
Cut the government departments and Stop cutting the lower
levels of government. Mandate that any cost savings in
education and health care happen at the highest levels.

Get the oil moving.

T6H

Healthcare, education, infrastructure, mental health
supports, supports for the disabled
Health care, specifically, redesigning the insulin pump
program to operate like a health spending account.
Education.

Return corporate tax rate to 12%, implement a provincial
sales tax on luxury items. Less frivolous travel within mla
and premiers office. Less panels to examine things that the
government already knows the answers to.
Stop giving out tax cuts to corporations and the wealthy.

T6V

Economy

No clue

Help business with finances so they can hire more people

T5W

Education (primary, secondary, and post-secondary) and
health care. I also think that the government should focus
on spending to create better social program, health care,
and education and to generate more jobs in those sectors as
well as others. Lower unemployment rates mean more
money in the hands of citizens that can be spent in our
province.

I do not think the budget should be about savings. I think it
should be about leveraging industry and the taxes industry
generates for a better quality of life for all Albertans. Without
well funded public health care and schooling, there is no
equality, no possibility for the betterment of people
individually and the population as a whole, and no chance of
creating innovative industries that can grow and evolve and
supply Alberta with jobs and corporate tax dollars when the
current oil industry continues to decline.

Trickle down economic theory DOES NOT WORK. This has
been proven repeatedly. Cuts to funding and cuts to corporate
taxes do not create more jobs or more income for the province.
It is foolish at best, and negligent at worst to operate using
these budget models. The government needs to support
industry development so that we are not dependant on oil. They
need to put money into the public sector so that those people
retain their jobs and so that they can empower others to be
healthy, happy, and well-educated enough so that they can
contribute to the economic growth of this province.

T6J

I think they should be focused on education. There really is
only one way to improve our future and that is to better
prepare the rising generations. However, I think there are a
lot of injustices and mismanagement in the school boards
and the money doesn’t end up going where it should. There
needs to be more guidelines and regulations and maybe
reworking of the system so the money gets where it needs
to be so the children who need support, get it.

I am certain there are many inefficiencies in the
bureaucracies of our institutions and the front line workers
are taking the hit rather than the people in positions of power
who are creating the problems by not streamlining
processes and policies. Obviously cuts need to be made,
money doesn’t grow on trees but money is going places
where it’s wasted and that’s a problem for me.

I think educating people on how to manage their income, would
go a long way to help people keep jobs and stimulate the
economy through responsible spending. In the end responsible
spending will give our economy longevity.

T5k

T4A

Public Education is essential and it will always come with a
cost.

If every Alberta resident was supported enough to be able to
work, there would be tremendous economic growth. Putting
more into supports that help vulnerable individuals heal and get
better can help them get to a place to be able to seek
employment. Mental health supports, addiction supports,
affordable housing, affordable childcare.
Put money into education and healthcare - not the opposite.

Supporting a diverse workforce, not just the oil and gas sector

Continue to fight for Albertans at the federal level, but STOP
cutting the education and healthcare so deeply. This will and
has stifled economic growth. As a middle class family with
someone in the education field, I can tell you that we are not
spending the same as we have in past years because of the
cuts to education and the UNCERTAINTY that this government
is creating. THIS GOVERNMENT is stifling the economic growth
within it's own employees.
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T2J

Helping the energy sector to recover but just as important, if
not more so, diversifying into tech and other non-energy
industries. Calgary must keep up and compete, if not
surpass, the Vancouver, Montreal and Toronto tech sectors,
or it will face a rapid decline regardless of the energy sector.
As a fiscally conservative person, I this this is worth
spending provincial funds, regardless of deficits.

The Job Creations Tax Cut was a great start. Understandingly
the government needed to make some cuts to reach but
anything such as tech grants, film grants, or other diversifying
First. Reduction of front line workers is not the solution. It is incentives must not be sacrificed. It is important we remain
an extremely “top heavy” entity. There are an obscene
attractive for corporations by having the lowest taxes possible
amount of non front line positions that are grossly overpaid. but we must attract more startups and “new economy”
industries. We are falling behind BC and many other
Second. I personally witness an overwhelming amount of
jurisdictions in North America. Please bring back grants, funds
people in lower socioeconomic conditions that have leaned and incentives to diversify our economy. Let’s fill the towers in
to “scam” the system and essentially live in hospital medical downtown Calgary with companies tired of the high cost of
units at an absurd cost to the province. These people have
living and low office space in Vancouver and Toronto.
no reason to remain at the hospital, but are allowed to stay
as there are no facilities to send them. Increase long term
care beds outside of hospitals. That is hands down one of
the most important health care policies that can take place.

T6J

Service areas- Nurses, teachers, caregivers

Increase alberta taxes

T6G

The people of this province.

T5Y

T8A

t8a
T1K

Alerta Health Services is one of the most inefficient
organizations in the country for two reasons.

Turn the tide on the conversation - stop highlighting the
negative, focus on positive, make people feel secure so that
they spend and take risks. Focus on alternative energy sources.
Promote the movie industry & the arts.

By not spending money on the "War room". Spending money By supporting emerging industries that will be the focus of
to travel the world to sell oil and gas. The provincial
Alberta's economy in the future.
Right now, it feels as if the only thing that you are interested government has a very small role when it comes to pipelines. Recognizing the importance of the green economy.
in is the oil and gas sector. There are many other sectors
They are going to be built. Once the product can reach
that could use support to help build the vibrant, productive tidewater, I believe that things will turn around.
Alberta of the future.
Education, Healthcare, and infrastructure.
Not pissing away 4billion to oil companies with no terms that Support diversification of the economy instead of marginalizing
guarantee they will invest any of those savings back in
any industry that isnt fucking oil and gas.
Alberta.
education!!!!! this is our future. Green energy this is also
Get rid of diploma exams and have universities do entrance Fewer international students let Alberta kids have the spots.
They will stay here and work and give back down the road. Our
our future. Healthcare, can't have a future if you are dead!
exams. Saves cost of marking them, making them and
kids shouldn't have such a hard time going to university and
would allow more enrichment in the classroom and more
nait.
community in education. Tax the rich!!!! give the middle
class breaks on taxes this is the group who is doing the bulk
of the spending.
Infrastructure, roadways, lrt, etc.
government salaries
investment in energy diversity
Health
Education
Post Secondary Education
Roads and other infrastructure

I believe the government should only build when the
economy is down and delay construction during the good
times. Building in the good times just makes the Alberta
Government's projects fight against private industry thus
inflating costs and ultimately draining the public purse. If
construction and staffing is created during the off market
cycles it would secure a steady workforce and employment
and thus more tax revenue. secondly the work force would
remain more steady and we would not see unemployment
rates jump.

I believe the government should only build when the economy
is down and delay construction during the good times.
Building in the good times just makes the Alberta Government's
projects fight against private industry thus inflating costs and
ultimately draining the public purse. If construction and staffing
is created during the off market cycles it would secure a steady
workforce and employment and thus more tax revenue.
secondly the work force would remain more steady and we
would not see unemployment rates jump.
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T7X

-Focus on investing in Infrastructure; reduce funding on
social programming which as French language and status
of women's office.
-Focus on post secondary school funding to Student, not
institutions
-Focus on eliminating cost to taxpayers and NOT simply
transferring costs to other levels of government or
organizations for taxpayers to continue paying
- Focus on protection of citizens, limited assistance for
people to return to work, real reductions to living costs for
taxpayers

MLA pensions - the short term of service to qualify for a
pension is offensive and ridiculous.
- Eliminate the photo radar cash grab for municipalities
- Focus on things that provide real saving to taxpayers not
simply to levels government without any savings to the
taxpayer.
- Savings in Healthcare
- Savings in Insurance Industry
- Define limits on Municipal spending - ie tax revenues used
for social events or buying flowers etc.

- training programs
- link municipal funding to the job creation or efficiencies they
achieve
- stop subsidizing organization that do not generate jobs or are
simply social organizations

t7a

Education and shifting our economic dependance on oil
production to other fields. Diversify our econemy.
Referendum on separation

Delay non essential infrastructure projects.

Diversify econemy.

T8e
T1Y

T0L

After a referendum on separation, no carbon tax, no
equalization, no bill 69, no bill c 48
Reduce size and restructure Alberta government employees, Staff and department reductions, let business take back
get government back to governing and out of every little
business in Alberta we don't need government into
issue. reduce government wasted give aways.. Focus on tax everything,
reductions, health care, education for Canadians and reduce
immigration hand outs..
Innovation - tech is the new employment industry
safe injection sites
Incentives for one parent to stay home with children
government-funded abortions
Public funding marriage coaching- marriages that stay
increase corporate charitable donation tax offset to
together produce healthy future citizens and reduce
incentivize them to pour into nonprofits. For every $1 an
subsidies for split families with daycare and increased CTB NPO's spends it could create up to $4.77 worth of service a
Curriculum overhaul k-12 +including more transferable life government entity does not have to provide
and wellness skills
stop renovating old schools at costs that are much more
Wellness of our youth means less cost to treat them later.
than new build replacements
create school
remove personal carbon tax rebate - it's an equalization
payment and no incentive for low income to speak against
the tax
tiered medical service options

T5P

Education and health care budgets never should have been
cut! We will never get back the services this government
has already lost.

T5W

Health care, education, alternative energy industry

T8R

Healthcare and education

t6c

Education
Health care

Referendum on separation now
Reduce taxes, let business and Albertans have enough money
to stimulate growth.

Grants for Innovation and tech.
Grants for mature adults reentering education to update tech
skills
Mandatory computer science classes from grade 3 to 12

The "War Room" never should have been created and should You (UCP) cancelled the programs that the NDP brought in that
be disbanded immediately!! We will not get OUR money back were encouraging people and companies to invest in Alberta
that you (UCP) are spending in such a frivolous manner.
and now you want ideas? You should have looked at what was
working already!!
Tax the rich and big business.
Focus on alternate energy industries, tax big business and
increase minimum wage to $18/hr.
In the corporate tax cuts they’ve created
By not losing 50k since being elected maybe? A large majority
of them because of the cuts passed by this governments
previous budget.
Administration
Tax preferences to entrepreneurship
Continuing projects that previous administrations have
committed to, instead of scrapping them ans eating the sunk
cost.
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T3A

Pipelines
Getting us back to work
Getting spending back in line; eliminate debt

Public sector salaries; cut back on the number of employees Get Ottawa's policies on oil and gas changed
Education
Change the transfer payment formula
Health Care
Stop Quebec from acting like Princesses and behave like the
rest of us.
Prisons, verifying social service recipients I know there are Lower secondary education costs and offer incentives to
lots of scammers, size of liberals, less big Ottawa pay
students.
cheques and retirement packages to parliament, less
freebies in Ontario and Montreal, higher booze taxes.

T6P

Senior, veterans, border security, Alberta recovery.

T8V

Alberta needs to spend at an appropriate level to ensure that
we maintain our public services. In particular, health care
and education need to be funded at a level to keep up with
inflation and population growth, which means it will need to
be increased every year. In addition, the government needs
to invest in public infrastructure like roads and public
transportation.

Contrary to what the MacKinnon report suggests (because it
only focused on one side of the equation), Alberta does
not have a spending problem, it has a revenue problem.
We need to tax at least at the level of the next lowest taxed
province in Canada. And we need to stop giving billion-dollar
tax breaks to Alberta’s wealthiest companies.

T5Y

The government needs to get wait times for CTs and MRI
lowered.

Look at ER physicians that over order lab and diagnostic
imaging. This could save taxpayers millions.

T6W

Education, healthcare and economic diversification
(attracting new industries to Alberta)

T5Y

I believe we should focus more spending on healthcare and We can find savings by not giving multi-million dollar
schooling/academics.
company's tax cuts and by taxing the 0.1% because even if
they get taxed 50% income(just an example) they would still
be richer than everyone and able to buy anything they please
while places like hospitals have to be short staffed causing
worker stress, and affecting patient care, as well as schools
not being able to push students to their potentials and offer
experiences that will create who they are cause of budget.

Alberta needs to invest in public service workers, particularly in
health care and education. It should invest in building public
infrastructure like public transit as well as companies that
create renewable energy sources.

Stop giving tax cuts to the largest corporations. There is no
such thing as trickle down economics. Tax savings to not get
passed on to employees or consumers.
Cutting the "War Room", minimizing travel and unnessecary Trying to actually attract other industries to Alberta (not just Oil
expensing of luxuries for staff.
& Gas). Rather than no strings attached Corporate tax cuts
(which we've seen just ends up in shareholders pockets), the
hiring of Albertans should be incentivized through tax credits
based upon hiring, setting up headquarters/offices/work sites
with Alberta. This would support job creation and help boost
our economy by putting money back in the pockets of workingclass Albertans, who would in turn spend it buying groceries,
going out to eat, shop, support local businesses, etc. Corporate
shareholder payouts do nothing for our local economy in the
slightest. Putting all our eggs in one basket solely focusing on
oil & gas industries is also disasterous because it ties our
economy directly to their performance, which is in turn tied to
global poltics/events, and largely outside of our control.
Diversification should be the primary driving goal of our
provincial government.
We can support public sectors, and also support the innovation
of renewable energy like solar panels to be more efficient with
energy. Also we can support the refining of oil and gas in
alberta so that more jobs can be created and alberta can make
more money. And by support i dont mean tax cuts to the
corporate side where the top positions will make money and
still wont create more jobs in alberta.
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Education and health
Fair wages for public employees - no roll backs as this
creates insecurity and distrust
Job creation
Rural crime
Seniors
Transit and focus on getting new industries into Alberta to
create jobs
Public healthcare and infrastructure to accommodate
Alberta's aging population without funds to access private
health services.

Bureaucracy in many areas is “top heavy”
Catholic schools could be eliminated. They are a duplication
of the public schools and Alberta is too diverse to fund only
one type of Religious school.

Keep public employees, teachers, Drs. and nurses working and
secure. Consult and listen too professionals in these areas.
Our province can’t afford more insecurity. Encourage
Apprenticeship Programs in agriculture, technology, senior
care, construction, and industry.

Freezing government employee bonuses, pay raises.

T6C

education.
healthcare
affordable housing/ homeless
aish

tax large corporations.
sales tax
less excess top executive spending

We need to focus on new industries and stop taxing small
businesses out of business
Supporting the public sector, leading the innovation of
renewable energy production and invention, supporting the
refining of oil and gas production within our province, providing
education grants for those transitioning from oil/gas sectors
into alt. Energy sectors.
tax breaks to small businesses.
entice inovative /tech sector jobs

T6J

Health care, education, affordable housing, Harm reduction
strategies, environment, arts and culture.

T2R
T6j

By halting, or not creating corporate circlejerks like the
energy 'war room' and not feeding into voodoo economic
processes.

Corporate tax incentives, unpaid oil and gas royalties. Don.t
waste public money on prejudicial processes like "the war
room"
We need to curb our spending. Over the past 4 years money Cut union demands to a realistic raise. Slightly below yearly
has been wasted focusing on keeping union jobs and
inflation. Privatize pension by going provincial, have our own
government jobs, with no concern to the private sector that police force. Reduce layers of administrative services get
Alberta health under control.
carries this province. Focus on savings, curb spending, in
other words stay the course! Ralph Klein did it, you can too

Invest in infrastructure and public services. Invest in changing
technologies in energy industry like everyone else on the
planet. ie. geo thermal wind and solar.
Eliminate red tape, start building facilities in our own province
to process our own products (LNG, liquid propane, butane,
plastics, etc)

t3e

provide sufficient funding/grants on education, as children
are our future generations

develop other source of revenues, such as tourism, wind/sun
energy, not only rely on the oil and gas energy

T0G

Healthcare. Non privatization.

T8V

Improving and strengthening social services (including
health and education spending), diversification of economy
not including oil production, limit dental fees and enforcing
adherence to dental fee guide.

T9G

eliminate unnecessary spending, such as admin cost,
encourage applicants apply applications on line, for
example, one application for different programs.
Ems transfers. Eliminate the Dr federal fee/bonus. Use
Telehealth to assess simple things which would otherwise be
hours or days worth of ambulance crews.
Significant savings from reducing corporate tax reductions.
Eliminating “war room”. Revise physician payments and
eliminate PCNs. There is a report identifying the sheer lack
of value for millions of dollars spent for what should be a
standard business expectation that is required to practice in
Alberta.
Stop giving oil companies tax breaks, get rid of ineffective
“war rooms”, cut MLA, and premiere wages and pensions.

Invest in training workers and creating. Opportunities in future
economic opportunities like A.I. and wind power.
Diversify, support those who are working in dying fields of oil
and coal production.

Stop cutting wages and jobs

t5t

Health and education, protection of jobs that ensure our
populations learning and health. Our population is getting
older and sicker. Medical staff are over worked and under
supplied. Changing RN positions to LPN positions are
putting patients at risk for health complications and critical
incidences. Teachers are over worked with large class sizes
and are not able to help any student that is struggling with a
concept.
Health & education
Less politicians salaries

t5t

Health & education

Build pipeline but also not just rely on the oil and gas sector!

Less politicians salaries

Build pipeline but also not just rely on the oil and gas sector!
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T2E

Healthcare and Education.

T8N

Public Schools are needed to pay teachers so kids can learn
in better environments without having a lot of
-education and health
cut the energy war room
end corporate tax cut
-keep life affordable for Albertans
-spend $$ on taking care of the most vulnerable people in
our province

Invest in the public sector

T7z

Getting back on budget. Getting spending in line with
revenue.

Lower corporate taxes and allow the people to drive business
and opportunities. I think how the UCP are out there to
encourage investment from other countries and big businesses
is the proper use of government. I am fine with tax breaks to
encourage large scale growth.

T4S

Job creation.
Diversifying Alberta's economy so we aren't forced to
endure boom/bust with the Oil Field.

T5G

Education
Healthcare- more jobs= less over time = saving money and
reduced stress on staff
Universal pharmacare- if citizens receive the drugs they
need and may not be able to afford, less will end up in the
hospital and therefore decrease hospital visits
Noting to being more eco friendly
Ban single use plastic
education, don't introduce the performance/outcome based
model for PSE funding because it fundamentally
misunderstands the purpose of an education, ie. getting a
high paying job right out of school is not the only positive
outcome of an education, the liberal arts make us better
people and you don't seem to understand that

T6E

T1X

T5X

health care, don't introduce privatization
Education and health, addictions programs

Ask your front line workers. They are the ones doing the
work and know what can be cut.

Tough question. How about we try to work with what we
have. I hope you can find good leaders and good
stewardship of our provincial money. Every business is in
the same boat, getting the right people who have integrity
and want to do what is right. Private business is better then
government run.
Tax big corporations more. Collect owed taxes from Oil and
Gas.

Less foreign aid, less aid for refugees and immigrants. No
tax cuts for big corporations

Invest in Alberta's Infrastructure.

-by providing stable front line services
-promoting renewable energy and economic diversification
-$25/day daycare so that women can rejoin the workforce

Support Child Care so BOTH parents can work and become
useful members of society.
Examine the Marijuana industry for possible expansion and job
creation.
Low costs of goods so people are more inclined to purchase as
well as increase tourism to Alberta.
Invest in green energy

eliminate the ridiculous war room, what an embarrassment,
fire the twitter trolls like Matt Wolf who attack and undermine
citizens you also represent, raise corporate taxes, premiere
and MLAs should take a bigger pay cut

stop making cuts, they are leading to job losses; stop removing
incentives for tech start ups; listen to your critics, take out your
earplugs (literally! that "joke" was not funny, it was insulting),
the attitude of this government is disgusting and entitled and is
scaring away investment, I know people who are leaving
because of attitude and policies of this government

Taxes

Less rules for entrepreneurs and immigrants working currently
in Canada that want to be permanent residents
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T3P

T8E

Primary, secondary, and post-secondary education in
Alberta are among the best in Canada, even North America.
Keep it that way by investing in schools and teachers and
students. Children are our future, they need a proper
education to make it to the future and improve society.
Class sizes as large as they are prevent students from
getting adequate education from their teachers.
Healthcare & social services are essential to a developed
and democratic province; by reducing their funding you are
creating a province that is less able to allow its citizens to
participate in democracy and our essential infrastructure
will begin to fail at the expense of the most vulnerable
people. Invest in healthcare and social services instead of
cutting funding and creating a massive loss of jobs.
Build inter-city transit.

Stop giving large tax breaks to corporations, if they can only
function by paying no taxes, they should not exist, help the
workers and their families instead of the corporation and
their board members.
Create a provincial carbon tax.
Create a provincial sales tax.

Give public services enough financial aid to give workers their
jobs back.
Start offering training programs and tax breaks to former
employees of oil and gas companies who are looking to get new
skills for a different field or who are looking to go back to
school so they and their families can properly take care of
themselves and plan for their future.

Your proposed budget cuts are revolting! All Albertans need
a strong public health care system. An X-ray machine costs
the same for a public or a private clinic, but the private one
needs to add in PROFIT! How could that be cheaper! Even a
farmer like me can see that. My mom is in a hospital!

Eliminate excessive tax relief for businesses that do not
need it, given that they are showing more than healthy
profits. Correct our royalties structure so it's in line with
Norway's. Start collecting a SENSIBLE amount in taxes,
given that ALL provinces collect way more than Alta. does!

Invest in public transportation projects, like LRT expansion, etc.
Invest in developing green energy producers. Invest in green
energy product manufacturers. Invest in home retrofit programs
to increase local demand for green energy products. Invest in
oil upgrading locally.

I think cutting the budget of Alberta Innovates was short
sighted. I see many good ideas here. Maybe the focus
should be more on "forced/assisted commercialization" to
maximize the return from government contributions sooner.

Healthcare - but NOT front line staff (nurses and doctors).
The bureaucracy and middle management in healthcare is
where the zero value-added exists. However I don't think
cutting the budget will do it as management isn't going to
volunteer their positions. It will need a dedicated team that is
compensated on their financial success. There are lots of
examples out there we don't need to reinvent the wheel.

Offer private medicine as an alternative to the public system for
the wealthy - but they have to pay incrementally. Expand that to
make Alberta a healthcare tourism center for the wealthy of the
world.

Healthcare - I continue to hear stories of emergency waiting
rooms full of non-emergency patients. Set up a triage at
reception to major hospitals with an attached clinic that
doesn't require the specialized skills and facilities of a true
emergency center.

Encourage more privatization of government services. i.e. why
do municipalities have hydro-vacs when we have numerous
industries where this is their expertise. They will be cheaper
and provide better service than government.

Targeted immigration. Fasttrack those with skills that can
advance our economy - i.e. Anyone with AI skills, etc

Education - why do we have a fully funded public and
catholic system and duplication of bureaucracies, facilities,
bussing, etc? One education system with the option of going
to a private school. As an accommodation for Catholics (or
other religions) offer religion as an option.
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T9N

Diversification of the economy. Mental Health of adults and
youth. Health care.

effective prevention programs. It may be expensive at the
beginning but would save money if they are effective. Fewer
people committing crime, medically healthy people not going
to the hospital or doctor as much. Fewer people in prison or
committing crime, less need for police etc. But you have to
invest in training and providing the necessary resources.
Cutting taxes so families can afford to stay home with their
children and having healthier, less stressed families.

Provide opportunities for work people to leave their job to train
for new careers. Tax breaks for people researching alternative
and new business opportunities. Offer more support for new
business.

T3H

Health care

Thorough review of upper and middle management in AHS
and EMS.

Unsure

T4J

We need to spend time diversifying this economy. You cant
entirely base a huge provincial economy on one export it's
just fiscally irresponsible.

Probably in the money given to big oil every year, maybe
having proper royalties so our govt can make money from
the current land and water currently being polluted in Fort
Mac and beyond.

T0h

Health and education. Roll back all your cuts and restore
higher taxes on corporations instead.

Restore higher taxes on corporations.

T6R

Healthcare is THE most important priority, then Education.

Reduce ‘middle management’ positions in ALL government
departments/ministries.
Look into the salaries of those in the higher positions in
Education, health care and all other public sectors. Rarely
are the front line workers the ones getting paid extremely
well.
Corporate tax breaks. Eliminate the war room.

Yes however that doesnt mean just handing the money over to
what company comes and takes it first. We need infrastructure
projects, a couple of nuclear power plants and investment in
public transit across the province. If we opened accessibility to
work across the province there would be many more working
albertans.
Support Albertans' economic situations by stop gauging them
on tuition, car insurance, health and education as the
government is currently doing or allowing others to do.
Unsure

Education, Health Care, Public Safety

T0A

Healthcare
Education, bring back the grants and increase funding as
enrollment grows. We can't work with the same amount of
money and more students. We have a world class system
because of proper funding. You jeopardize that by not
funding appropriately. You send the message you only care
about the wealthy, not the average Albertan--who cannot
afford to send students to private schools.

Trimming fat from the top.

Invest in other industries that are not reliant on fossil fuel. Any
good stockbroker knows not to put all your eggs in one basket.
Why is the government trying to do this? It's irresponsible.
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T5K

support the most vulnerable populations (Children services,
disabilities, seniors)
diversifying our economy (technology and manufacturing
sectors) not just oil

costs that will be incurred by privatization of services.
super high salaries (not the public servants but the CEO's,
Dr's, and high paid consultants).
stop paying consultants - you have highly skilled workers
(often they leave public service positions only to come back
as consultants paid 3x's as much - and worse, there's middle
men that get rich too)

invest in your public servants
incentivize/invest in small to medium enterprises, positioned to
grow, who are less likely to move headquarters
a decent minimum wage benefits the masses and encourages
them to spend
stop the fear mongering of service cuts - it impacts everyone,
not just public servants. All Albertan's have dialed back
spending as cuts to government services has a trickle down
effect
Don't allow private service providers to gouge the public - if my
child care, car/home insurance, energy bills, cost of purchasing
big things, etc. rise - i will dial back my spending on everything
else that stimulates the economy
introduce a small provincial tax, along with driving for more
transparent fiscal accountability. even a single one percent
provincial tax on luxury items would help (and go mostly
unnoticed)

T6E

Education

By raising taxes on oil and gas companies.

Getting the pipeline back on track to create jobs and
revenue for Alberta
Ensure Frontline healthcare staffing - and increasing
incentives for rural nursing across the province, many other
provinces have provincial student loan forgiveness for
nurses/physicians working in rural communities.
Keep the subsidized childcare - you can create jobs, but if
people still can't afford childcare, then the jobs are useless.
Focus on hiring Alberta companies and workers

If the nursing/healthcare workers are not getting raises in
wages, then there should be no raises for all of AHS
leadership and no raises for the UPC government. The cost
of living continues to rise for everyone, so everyone should
feel the squeeze of no raises - including the government. If
the government wants to lead by example and show they are
also Albertans, then they should be showing that they are
will to accept 'no raises' or 'roll backs', one of those wages
would equal multiple wages of the working class, same goes
for higher leadership within Alberta health Services. Same
goes for wage roll backs, if Albertans are expected to have
wage roll backs, the roll backs should start at the top of the
pyramid and not the bottom.

Invest in green energy projects. In view of the global interest,
this should pay off soon!
Look at developing Alberta resources that are profitable, keep
the business in Alberta and not outsource.

Creating jobs through education and health care. Focus on
services that are government funded, rather than support for
private industry.
Support for those who need it - AISH recipients, young
families, students.
The government's spending priorities should be focused on
the needs of the people in the province of Alberta.
Government can and should look to diversifying Alberta's
economy.

Duplication of services in middle management. Lowering
By encouraging jobs in health care, particularly those that
financial support for private industry, whilst still maintaining focus on wellness. Contribution to provincial infrastructure
legislative backing.
projects that create jobs and improve the life in general.

T2K

T4N

Government can find savings within the civil service;
perhaps audits of high ranking civil servants would be
beneficial. Looking at positions that may be duplicates; or
reducing the number of full time positions that are
redundant. Government can also look at reducing the
number of perks that are given to cabinet ministers. They
can drive their own car.

Government can support job creation by implementing
opportunities for diversification; eventually the number of
oilfield jobs will be reduced. New opportunities for research of
alternate energy sources should be an area of investigation.
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T5C

Public Education.
Diversification from dependence on the oil and gas
industries.
Tackle climate change.
Nuclear, wind and solar power to reduce greenhouse
emissions.

Introduce a PST, collect owed business taxes, stop cutting
By supporting the diversification from oil and gas.
corporate taxes. Alberta has an income problem more than a Create jobs in retrofitting homes to be more efficient.
spending problem.
Develop an incentive program for people to upgrade
appliances, windows, insulation, and home heating.
Introduce a revenue-neutral price on pollution with funds
directed to job creation in renewable resource sectors.
Develop a high-speed rail corridor between Calgary and
Edmonton to further twin the economies.
Savings could be found by amalgamating the Catholic and
Public school boards.
Savings could be found by providing low-cost childcare so
that women can become tax-payers.
Savings in the health industry could be found in centralizing
lab-testing facilities.

T8N

education is an investment in our future
health care cuts serve no one
investing in diversifying our economy. this is 2020 - we
should make decisions that reflect the times.
climate change - this cannot be ignored

Stop spending money on panels (Fair Deal Panel, McKinnon
report).
Cut Canadian Energy Centre(energy war room)
stop spending money on "inquiries" that give us reports on
things we already know (Inquiry into foreign funding of
environmental groups)
These are clearly politically charged initiatives that are
unnecessary.

diversifying our economy and not relying so heavily on the oil
industry
alternative energy - where does Alberta's future lie?

T0K

Social Programs / Housing / Healthcare / Healthy Lifestyle
Support
Education
Maintain and expand Infrastructure including Parks and
Recreation.
Maintain infrastructure needed for irrigation and flood
mitigation.
Maintain public lands on behalf of the public.
Education and Health

Collect all resource revenue on public lands that has been
going to the lessees of those lands.

Support infrastructure projects that will have a very long term
impact / payoff and only possible with public funds.
Eyremore dam in the Bow River.
Deadhorse reservoir in the BRID irrigation district.
Other capital works in order to drought and flood proof Alberta

Get rid of teachers convention.

Education.

T2G
T9e

Health care and Child Care (the more able bodied people we Reduce policing of homeless individuals
have working while their children are taken care of, the more
taxable income we create)

T6c

Those with a proven return on investment: early childhood
education, preventative healthcare, supports for those who
have experienced trauma and poverty, and advanced
education and job grants

Global investing. Right now too many eggs are in a dying
basket subject to global whims of oil only.
Boards need more scrutiny. Taxes need to be taken from
those who make money including oil and gas companies.
Taxes should be fair. Not in health care and education.

Diversify- stop relying on oil. It will run out and is part of an
endless boom and bust cycle that the average Albertan seems
to forget about, even to this day, as soon as we hit a Boom.
Start investing in Wind and Solar, and create jobs in those
fields.
Invest in tech, invest in green energy, support and educate kids
to be entrepreneurial, create places to holistically raise a family
so that entrepreneurs can locate across the province and give
back
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T1H

Education should be of the highest priority. The money
allocated to Education helps to educate the entire child
throughout their life and gets them headed to the world or
work. Without the needed increase to BASIC funding for all
Kindergarten to Grade 12 students these students will not
be ready for what is needed for occupations in the near and
distant future. Costs for student supplies, funds needed to
keep schools upgraded, funding to run programs for
students have all increased dramatically over the past
number of years, and no increase to basic funding has or is
planned to occur for at least 4 more years. This is in poor
judgement I believe on the government's part.

Collection of tax dollars from businesses who have been
exempt or have not seen increases in many years. Oil and
Gas have outstanding tax debt upwards of $173,000,000; it is
not perfect, but it is a start. Another suggestion could be the
introduction of a provincial sales tax of 3%. This could bring
in Millions of dollars to help out areas such as education.
Cutting jobs in specific needed occupations such as
education and health care is not the way to go!

The only way is to provide jobs in all sectors of the economy,
not just the oil and gas industry (which seems to be the only
focus for the UCP government). While I understand that most
of our income comes from oil and gas, there are also other
avenues (businesses) who could provide more to our province.
Areas such as technology and other forms of energy (solar,
wind, biofuels, etc.).

T5E

Education, healthcare, homeless people including are war
veterans making sure there basic necessities are covered !
Incredible why this not a priority

T5w

Education and health care

Don’t allow foolish spending ie Trudeau’s extremely pricey
Those who at un employed should be made to take a corse on
holidays that is taxpayers have to pay for ? Decrease wages how to get a job ! Or you don’t get any income help people find
of members of parliament and allow a realistic wage ie
work ? This will increase economic growth
$80,000 per yer to live
Parliament salaries
Small business grants for new jobs

T5B

Security, healthcare, and education respectively as well as
investing in green energy options, especially solar

Freezing the funding provided to public sector workers, as
they already receive salaries sufficient to meet a satisfactory
quality of life; that being said, cutting back salaries may be
going to far, instead having a 3-4 salary cap may help get the
books in order.
Removing the public funding of abortions in Alberta would
save a great deal of healthcare funding, which can be used
for any number of other things that heal and give life.

Investing in renewable energy would provide new jobs in the
energy sector.
It may be possible to have some sort of grants for small
businesses who have difficulties hiring with the high minimum
wage.

T5G

Economy, jobs, innovation

Legislature - Alberta per capita cost way more than others
Roads - should sold to private industry
Orphan well- the landowners collected fees all this time for
nothing. Should take the liability.
All regulation should be funded by industry.

Cut taxes. Eliminate red tape. Fund innovation.
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T0J

People (i.e. Public sector workers in health, education,
social services such as Child & Family Services, Disability
Services/FSCD, legal, etc.), new energy efficient
transportation options/public transit, maintaining
infrastructure and providing tax incentives to support
companies that are developing renewable energies to help
diversify this dying economy.

Having corporations pay their fair share in taxes. As a small See the above two statements.
business owner, I can honestly say that I can afford to pay
The provincial government needs to support public service jobs
more in corporate taxes than I am being asked to do.
being maintained at decent wages. If you do NOT do this, you
Eliminating tax breaks and freebies to large oil and gas
will see reductions in spending and will send this province into
companies that are essentially stores for antiquated
recession. Small business owners are avoiding engaging in
technology that is on its way out.
any expansion or financial commitments as they are quite
aware that if health and education sector jobs are likely to be
cut, there will be less spending; this means LESS potential for
small business growth despite your ridiculous corporate tax cut
promises. Paying less tax on no income is easy! If public
sector workers jobs are at risk, not only does this mean
businesses cannot expand, but it also means:
- risk of foreclosures (and a crappy housing market)
- more businesses closing
- less demand for oil and gas (because no one will need to drive
to their jobs)
...etc.
The current pressure that you are putting on the public service
is harming Albertans.
Stop throwing around divisive rhetoric - it doesn't help.

T8A

Education. Students are consistently falling short in all
fields because they cannot get the right support needed to
succeed. Their teachers' abilities to invest sufficient time
into each student is stretched too thin due to larger class
sizes, limited to no assistance with behavioral issues and
the rapid decline of mental health among teachers. This
spiraling descent must stop. Provide teachers with the
supports that they are desperately asking for and you will
see an increase in grades. This will lead to more students
moving into higher levels of academia.

Search for efficiencies in all programs; rather than cutting a
few completely.

Eliminate minimum wage. Employees should be paid what they
believe their work is worth.

I think there are too many government committees - how
much do these cost? What is the point of having a
committee looking into redundant expenditures, isn't that
redundant!

Have hiring an incentive for employers! Training potential
employees, or retraining employees to support the changes that
are happening.

Education is not heavy to carry.
T5Y

T8N

Healthcare, Education, without good healthcare and
education a society will deteriorate.

education, healthcare, vulnerable communities

defund the war room

The tax breaks for big industry has back fired with 3 major
corporations leaving Alberta after getting millions of dollars in
tax break. don't think that worked well.
encourage diversification of the economy
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T2J

support our farmers and food processors to grow these two there are too many managers and not enough front line staff
to do the work of the public service. for results we need
industries.
good planning (but with less levels of management) and we
absolutely must have the people in place to implement the
strategies that will effect change. The decision makers in
management are way too far away from the people and the
companies that we in GOA serve. reduce that distance for
more efficient and effective programming

we need to underpin and support the industries that are
experiencing growth or that have the potential to contribute
more to our economy and to the quality of life for Albertans.
This includes the agricultural and food industry, which is where
our rural population resides. We must process more of our food
ingredients which can help to grow the economies on our
towns and cities. Agriculture and food processing!!

T7Z

Health Care
Education
Environmental Clean Up
Infrastructure
Re-training oil workers

War Room
Eliminate all monies spent promoting oil and gas
Quit paying Kenney as he has done nothing to earn it - that
goes for most of you.
Eliminate most subsidies to farmers, all to oil and gas
Make everyone pay their taxes - I do and I expect
corporations to do the same - no exceptions!

Diversify the economy, retrain oil/gas workers or send them to
BC or Ont. ala Klein.
Institute a provincial sales tax as has been recommended by
economist for years, you people have been at this for 40 years
and still don't get it, as we go through these repeated cycles of
boom bust - if it wasn't for this Trudeau or his father the
Conservatives who have destroyed this province for the benefit
of a select few would blame the mess on whom? It is YOUR
fiscal mismanagement of the provinces resources that have put
us in this mess - now man (or women) up and correct it. You
want advice on how to spend my money - when in fact you will
re-insert your heads up your collective asses and continue on
the same path because it is all you know.

T5K

Health

17(1)

Buy local

t3r

Alberta needs to spend at an appropriate level to ensure that
we maintain our public
services. In particular, health care and education need to be
funded at a level to keep
up with inflation and population growth, which means it will
need to be increased
every year. In addition, the government needs to invest in
public infrastructure like
roads and public transportation.

Contrary to what the MacKinnon report suggests (because it
only focused on one side
of the equation), Alberta does not have a spending problem,
it has a revenue problem.
We need to tax at least at the level of the next lowest taxed
province in Canada. And
we need to stop giving billion-dollar tax breaks to Alberta’s
wealthiest companies.

Alberta needs to invest in public service workers, particularly in
health care and
education. It should invest in building public infrastructure like
public transit as well
as companies that create renewable energy sources.
Move on from oil and gas, its dead.

stop giving public money to private business
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education, healthcare, renewable/green resources

implement a provincial sales tax

put more money into education and make it easier to attend and
get training in different fields that average people are able to
access maybe through their current employers

T8N

Healthcare, Education, finding new ways to source energy,
and job creation not job loss.

Taking pay cuts in higher levels of management, in
companies such as Alberta Health Services.

Shift the focus away from oil, finding alternatives besides oil for
energy purposes. Stopping equalization payments to other
provinces and putting that money back into our own province.

t6j

education, infrastructure, social safety net

reducing corporate handouts, closing the "war room",

T0B

Keeping jobs in all aspects of all if alberta.

more programs to encourage entrepreneurs and small and mid
sized business. diversify the economy to rely less on the whims
of world oil prices.
Ues everyone should be employed. Oil workers need to go back
to school and complete education they need to get ahead like
the rest of us do.
I believe that supporting our post-secondary students with
reduced or no interest student loans once they graduate will
keep our highly skilled and educated students in our province
where they will spend money to support the economy and help
it prosper and grow. Otherwise, many students with high
tuition fees and high student loans repayments will opt out of
education and/or move out of province instead of helping
Alberta prosper.
Support small business and new business enterprises to
diversify our economy.

T8N

Not on pensions leave our senior pensions alone. Stay out of
employees pensions and teachers pensions we saved that
money for years keep u r hands out of it.
Diversifying the Alberta economy to create and sustain jobs. I believe that there is too much wastage in our health care
Fight the federal government to revisit the transfer
system when it comes to supplies and management of health
care facilities.
payments and have them reduced or eliminated to any
I still believe that in hard economic times such as we are in
provinces that are in budget surplus or economic boom
now that no funding should be given or they should have
such as Quebec.
decreased funding to non profit and art programs that do not
Support recycling and waste management companies to
help reduce our garbage that goes to landfill and reduce our support the well being and necessity of Alberta citizens. Our
tax dollars go to support so many useless organizations that
carbon footprint.
Support the oil and gas industry so that it can move forward I dont feel that these should be supported any longer.
with projects and grow our economy.

T6C

Social programs, education, and healthcare.

No more corporate handouts! Raise taxes on wealthy
Albertans.

T8L

Health care and education are a huge part of the budget.
But by cutting front line workers and limited diagnostic
procedures for example, you are putting the public at risk.
At eventually it's catch up time and then we need to spend a
lot of money to get back to where we need to be

In health care, my field, talk to the workers. We know where Well by getting rid of people from jobs that the UCP doesn't
a lot of the waste is. Get the ordering doctors to quit using seem as important (healthcare, education)...... that's not
Diagnostic Imagine like a free for all. It is ridiculous the
creating jobs !
amount of tests that are ordered.

T6h

Education and Health. Sure, it's nice to have money around
but not if the consequences is our population is sick and
stupid.
Education, specifically classroom sizes and sufficient
support staff. There's no way a grade 3 class should have to
have 36 students in it.

All these think tanks and panels. They are just confirming
what you want to do anyway. They are not bipartisan.

Tax people who can afford it like corporations and the super
rich.

Within their own departments. The majority of the private
sector don't get pensions, paid days off, sick days, annual
raises, vehicle allowances, etc, etc. So much waste.

Support the resource sector, get the pipeline(s) and refineries
built. Support education and health care, don't cut it back.

Education, child care, health care, infrastructure, small
buisness
healthcare and education

Equalization payments and stop buying foreign oil and gas

Support local business and support Canadian oil and gas

Large corporations

Yes

Post-secondary education, public education (k-12),
environmental conservation and climate justice
Post-secondary education, public education (k-12),
environmental conservation and climate justice

Increasing tax's for oil companies and CEO's

Support young people and expanding markets like biotech, also
supporting social services
Support young people and expanding markets like biotech, also
supporting social services

T4P
T6W
T4L
T4L

Increasing tax's for oil companies and CEO's

Focus on alternative energy sources and retrain former oil and
gas workers to fill jobs created by alternative energy sources.
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T0m

Cut taxes and let private sector companies thrive. We need to
grow private sector jobs and not public sector jobs.

T6B

Cut back budgets. Our government has grown far too large. Government jobs. The NDP INCREASED government jobs
while private sector jobs were being cut all over the
province. It’s time government employment reflected the
realities of our economy.
Healthcare, Education, infrastructure
Maintain provincial business taxes as the former higher rate.
We were already low compared to the rest of Canada.
Implement a 3% Retail Sales Tax, with legislation
guaranteeing it all goes to Health and Education and
increasing the funding as needed based on population
growth. Budget surpluses should go to our depleted Heritage
Fund.
Health care, education
Carbon tax

T5K

Education, healthcare, and infrastructure.

Higher taxes for the wealthy.

Diversify Alberta's economy! We don't need to stop oil, but we
can't rely on it as much as we are now. We need to diversify
our economy to ensure we're healthy for the future

T5W

Education, Environment, diversifying economy

Sales tax

T3H

Health care and education. Grants for crown land, too, but
that ship has evidently already left the harbour.

T1V

Maintaining and enhancing public services and the public
delivery of those services!

T5k

Addiction, mental health, social supports! Early child
intervention supports. Support for small and local
businesses.
waste of overpaid officials, stop the corruption and
subsidizing the oil and gas industries, the legal industry.

t5g

Invest in supporting new technologies IE software, gaming AI
development. Increase Business Taxes back to former levels.
Invest in building our business in other industries than oil and
gas. Solar, Wind, Methane, Battery Tech. etc.

Diversify the economy as the ndp were in the midst of doing

Allow free enterprise to take care of it and focus on other
priorities like education and environmental.
I’d like to hear about where the government might find
Incentivizing energy diversification. I’m not anti-oil — on the
alternative sources of revenue — pretty one-tracked
contrary. The actual mechanism of doing that is well outside my
mentality right from the get-go that everything needs cutting. expertise.
Consumption tax? Heaven forbid a small sales tax? We
Collectively rely on the government for services; those
services are largely deemed necessary to a balanced,
healthy, functioning, rich (in all senses of the word: there are
more than one) society.
Start taxing Oil and Gas and other large profitable
Definitely not the way you are not doing it now. Quit making
corporations and stop nickel and diming Vulnerable
scapegoats of public service providers and start listening to the
Albertans!
actual experts not your political hacks!
Less hand outs to big companies. Fiscal responsible
Support small and local businesses rather than giant
budgets while still maintaining social supports
corporations
Family courts, as in many other modern jurisdictions, equal
parenting by default, only deviate in exceptions. That is all
backed up by scientific evidence for years. They saved 100's
of millions per jurisdiction. Alberta aka Canada is about 40
years behind. It is the same with MEP Alberta, very
inefficient, incompetent people/directors, we have seen this
for many years. Make them accountable, as no one is there
and it is a well known mess.

expand apprenticeships, stop importing labour as we have
enough, provide incentives for corporations for added value
hands on training ( please do not subsidize hazy wazy training,
e.g. law, policies etc.), promote hiring older work force ( 50
plus...) as they often can't get jobs....discriminated. Expand
added value agriculture technology and industry, many smaller
countries like Denmark, Netherlands, Germany are bigger
agricultural countries on export/business than Canada which is
so far behind

Health care, over time of nurses, poor HR planning
Education, do away with all the little holy houses, merge and
make it more efficient so teachers can focus on teaching, not
the bureaucrazy.
Social services, make people accountable, you will see what
happens...
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T5W

- schools (maintenance, teachers & supper staff)
- maintaining infrastructure and hospitals

- cut subsidy childcare for middle class (keep those in most Continue to invest in alternatives to oil and gas
need)
- covering cost of expensive medicine when then is a nonbrand alternative
- within government (being more mindful of the items being
claimed by those working for government)
- I’ve heard government jobs are pretty cushy (great
pensions, some areas are relaxed as far as workload),
perhaps ensuring everyone is at capacity. I do think it should
be a desirable/good job as to attract good candidates.

T3B

Education

I am a high school teacher. During exams in Jan and June, See above answer
many teachers leave their schools to mark Diploma Exams in
Edmonton. Most schools call in substitute teachers to do
the absent teachers exam supervision duties. These subs
are paid by the government. But some schools try to save
the government money by having absent teachers do their
supervision duties before they leave and therefore not
calling in substitute teachers. Teachers who do not leave to
mark do their supervision duties after the markers leave. All
schools should have the marking teachers do their
supervision duties before they leave so the government can
save money on bringing in substitute teachers.

Public Health. We need investment into innovations that can By investing in projects and ideas which are efficient and
change our system to be proactive.
save money over time.
T6H

t8h

t3a

T6G

Have the minimum wage at livable wage range. Support those
most vulnerable. Provide incentives for business creations
(bottom up).
The general public's health and mental well-being. Caring
Subsidies to large profitable companies. The current
Invest in new renewable energy and technology sector as those
about the worldly stresses being put on families and not
government is looking to privatize sections of government
are industries on the rise around the world and will require a
on the mentality that the private sector is better due to profit. large labor force like any energy industry.
adding additional stresses in the removal of services.
If that's the case then the private sector shouldn't need any
help from government as the government is considered
incompetent compared to the superior private sector at
getting things done. With that logic the profitable private
companies should be able to be profitable without
government help.
Infrastructure, Education (all levels), Innovation and Health. Open up more convalescing care beds rather then having
Infrastructure spending. Corporate tax cuts create relatively
patients recover in acute care beds when they do not require minimal new jobs. Whereas Infrastructure spending creates
acute care. Acute care beds are for costlier.
immediate Jobs as well as providing us with the infrastructure
assets.
Public education.
Combine public and catholic school districts. Cut the
Providing excellent public education so it prepares future
number of high level administrators in half and spend all that generations for the workforce.
extra money on the children.
environmental responsibility and renewable resources.
In post-secondary education, reduce the duplication/overlap Invest in renewable resources. Get people working to clean up
Stop subsidizing oil/gas development - divert those
of programs among our universities. In Health, reduce the
abandoned well sites. Develop more innovative wood products
resources to cleaning up the mess: abandoned oil wells.
number of contractors. In all departments, reduce the
in Alberta instead of shipping out raw logs.
Lots of work to be done in that industry.
number of managers, and ensure they are managing staff,
not writing policy.
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T0J

Infrastructure and Creating a Provincial Police Force

T0C

Health care and education need to be funded at a level to
keep up with inflation and population growth, which means
it will need to be increased every year. In addition, the
government needs to invest in public infrastructure like
roads and public transportation.

T5X

Education, health care, diversifying the economy, jobs, oil
sands sustainability
Alberta needs to spend at an appropriate level to ensure that
we maintain our public services. In particular, health care
and education need to be funded at a level to keep up with
inflation, population growth, and an aging population, which
means it will need to be increased every year.
In addition, the government needs to invest in public
infrastructures like roads and public transportation.
Departments like the Office of the Public Guardian and
Trustee need to have an increase in funding. There are
patients stuck in acute care due to a lack of alternate
decision making. Guardianship and Trusteeship needs to
be in place as the private Continuing Care facilities require
this to be in place before people can move in. This
continues to be a stress on the healthcare system. Financial
benefit programs (AISH, Alberta Seniors Benefits, and GIS which is federal) needs to have more staffing as again
people are being stuck in acute care while waiting for
finances to be in place before people can be placed in
Continuing Care. The private facilities will not admit without
guarantee of payment.

T4J

T8E
t3g

Maintain healthcare, education and vulnerable population
(seniors and permanently disabled)
Small business assistance, Health and Education,
construction projects, transportation.

Health Care System.
The overtime and shift switching is taking advantage of the
system.
Staff book off their own shift and take a different shift at a
higher rate of pay. Benefits are costing a fortune.
Way too many people in management.
Alberta has a revenue problem. We need to tax at least at the
level of the next lowest taxed province in Canada. And
we need to stop giving billion-dollar tax breaks to Alberta’s
wealthiest companies.

Do everything they can to turn government jobs back to the
private sector. Too many government employees doing jobs
that could be contracted to the much more efficient private
sector.

Bureaucracy, reduce tax breaks for big business

Diversifying the economy, investment in education

Contrary to what the MacKinnon report suggests (because it
only focused on one side of the equation), Alberta does not
have a spending problem, it has a revenue problem. We
need to tax at least at the level of the next lowest taxed
province in Canada. And we need to stop giving billion-dollar
tax breaks to Alberta’s wealthiest companies.
In order to save money, you need to strategically increase
funding to agencies. Underfunding delays getting people out
of acute care faster. If you increase funding to certain areas
to make them work better you will have fewer people stuck in
acute care medical beds. Fund the Office of the Public
Guardian and Trustee. Ensure that benefit programs such as
AISH and Alberta Seniors Benefits are processed in a timely
fashion.

Alberta needs to invest in public service workers, particularly in
health care and education. It should invest in building public
infrastructure like public transit as well as companies that
create renewable energy sources. The world is changing, we
need to change with it. We need to be innovative and investing
in new technology.

Upper management in provincially funded organizations,
wage freezes
I believe there are savings to be found in public services
such as the public libraries. It's nice that there's no
membership fees/late fees/damage fees/photocopy
fees/printing fees however I feel it's a little excessive to
provide all this for free. I think it's reasonable to expect
people to pay a minor membership fee and for anything they
damage or return late, I find it very unreasonable that public
property (books in this case) is okay to damage without
consequence. Photocopying and printing should also have a
minor per page charge, ink and paper get expensive! I
imagine there are other programs that have similar
circumstances however this is the only one I know about
factually

Initiatives to support small businesses and trades

Alberta needs to invest in public service workers, particularly in
health care and education. It should invest in building public
infrastructure like public transit as well
as companies that create renewable energy sources.

Help small businesses succeed, they employ local and spend
local for the most part. They buy lunches / coffee from
restaurants, buy furniture from local stores for their office, etc.
It's all linked up and helps the province grow, this is the way
trickle down economics should be.
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T5N

Health and Education, everything flows from that including
economic prosperity

improving processes, applying process improvement
science to all govt functions

By funding health (including research) and education. An
educated population makes better health decisions; educated
people contribute more to society and to the economy and
decrease the burden on the social system. Better health service
options such as primary care networks, full use of Nurse
Practitioners, and preventative programs will decrease costly
service use (including ERs), surgical wait times, and repeat
hospitalizations. Get rid of fee for service schemes that reward
system dependence. Explore the "hot spotting" theory of
upstream prevention, and apply the principles to all sectors.

T5K

The creation of well paid jobs in an effort to reduce the
burning of fossil fuels for energy i.e. upgrading the energy
efficiency of all public buildings which will save money in
the long run while creating jobs today and stimulating the
economy. The obsession with balanced budgets is
misguided in the current economy. Every time it has been
attempted in history it has worsened the economic
conditions not helped.
Education
R&D to diversify our economy away from non-renewable
resources

Eliminate subsidies for the oil and gas industry but keep
them for small businesses

Retrofit all public buildings including schools and hospitals to
be more energy efficient and progressively increase taxes on
people with income in excess of $200,000 per year

Department budget management (remove any incentive to
spend all of the budget by year-end in order to guarantee
similar funding next year)
Wages, benefits and severance packages for senior civil
servants - they are not CEOs and do not generate revenue

Education; internship and apprentice programs; diversification
incentives; R&D for technological diversification. Stop putting
all our eggs into the NON-RENEWABLE petroleum resource
basket, over which there are too many external risks over which
we have no control.
Use technological advances (materials science, nanotech,
communication tech, food science) to drive diversification and
growth. Strong STEM support.

T8A

School, healthcare, environmental issues.

In your salarys.

T4n

Education of preschool and beyond. NO cuts to daycares or New infastructure
schools. Early learning education has scientifically been
proven to enhance the education of children later.

T4G

public education and health care

safe injection sites

expansions of public health care and schools

T4L

I think the priorities of government spending should be
focused on education, health services, social welfare
(especially providing programs for kids), and supporting
local businesses.

Increasing corporate tax rates.

T6J

- The justice system - the courts are already overloaded.
Stop cutting taxes for large corporations. You're spending
Further cuts will harm Albertans. It's also no way to garner millions doing so. That's where you find your savings.
votes.
- Education. Both primary and post secondary. Many of your
voters are unhappy with current cuts
- Healthcare. The province is aging. This is a given.

I think the government needs to ensure the jobs that are being
created are good jobs that will ensure economic security. There
should be a focus on boosting job quality of both new and
incumbent jobs as well as simply creating more jobs. Also,
policymakers should aim to delink some key measures of
economic security from employment.
Literally invest in education and a healthy population. The less
educated and healthy your population is, the more strain they
have on the system.

T5M

Dont cut health care and education jobs .
New business , self employment Grant's.
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T4V

For us to have a sustainable future, we need to focus
spending on sustainable industries. We need to provide full
support to education at all levels including elementary
schools, secondary schools, and post secondary
institutions. Maintaining funding for libraries is crucial, as
libraries provide so much support for all levels of their
community. Healthcare is also very important.

T5N

Education, health care and new investments (diversification Increase corporate taxes. A sales tax. Bring back a version
of the economy)
of the carbon tax.
Healthcare and education
Get rid of Kenney's war room.

Diversification. Incentives to go back to school and retrain.

T5N

Education, health, support for low income individuals and
families

Tax business at a rate comparable to other provinces
Maintain $15/hr minimum wage
Stay out of private business & stop privatization of govt service

T6L

Reduction of debt.
Infrastructure - Roads, bridges, public facilities and parks
Education - a responsible plan fair to all
Healthcare - same fair to all but allow people with money to
go buy their services if they so want to
Infirm and Elderly - Look after those who cannot look after
themselves (needs assessment required)

T9K

Education, Health Care, Social Services

T4P

HEALTH CARE AND SCHOOL

Increase taxes on large corporations

By not privatizing public sectors

T9H

Healthcare, education and sustainability

T8H

Healthcare you fucking idiots!

Adjust Alberta government employees income, introduce a
small percentage PST, reintroduce the carbon taxes on the
large companies.
Your salaries...

Create and introduce jobs that will help support economic
growth, think about jobs that will be needed in the future now
jobs that are needed now.
Not by giving massive fucking tax breaks that’s for sure.
Support universities better.

T4C

There needs to be a shift from oil and gas focus, to
sustainable energy. I realize this cannot be an immediate and
drastic shift since so much of Alberta's economy is built on
oil and gas, but there needs to be more conversation about
how to make that change from oil and gas to other forms of
energy that can take us into the future.

Stop providing ridiculous tax breaks to big business especially O&G.
Rescind ridiculous pensions provided to MLAs
Stop privatization of services provided by government
As in private business, efficiencies through responsible cost
control (purchasing and HR expenses)
No welfare unless a D&A test is passed
Collect payment(s) from tax owers (be firm, fair and friendly)

Getting rid of the “War Room”
Ending 4B tax break to corporations

Support the institutions that keep Albertans hired and foster the
growth of other Albertans. Health care, schools, and
libraries...while we are having economic difficulties, making life
difficult for these additional groups will not stimulate economic
growth. I'm sorry, I wish I had answers that provided a better
'solution' but I feel that it is important these elements be a
priority.

Infrastructure construction and repair.

Reduction in business taxes - business creates job - not
government
Reduce cross-provincial trade barriers (fees and charges) create an environment that encourages free trade within
Canada.
Make it attractive to open or expand a business in Alberta
Careful on taxing agricultural (marijuana) businesses. They are
the backbone of Alberta rural growth.
Grow public sector
Consult industry
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T5M

Leave the seniors alone, not all seniors have savings,
money tucked away or pensions other than CPP and AB
Pension for low income.

Travel/transportation for Government Elected Officials
Focus on the corporate taxes, leave the middle class and
lower income alone.

More government sponsored programming for retraining
individuals who require assistance to re-enter the workforce
after unemployment, disability, age or limited job opportunities.

Taking Canada Pension Plan Funds is fraud and theft, those
AB Tax Base for individuals earning over 80,000.00 per year
who contributed did this willingly and did not consent to
having the Government turn the money over to anyone else. to increase.
Incentives and assistance to the working poor. The ability
to work motivates a great deal of the population but not if
they are unable to keep up with the increased costs
experienced. A working person on minimum wages cannot
keep up with food, childcare, rent, transportation etc.

T2E

T5T

T5K

Education, Healthcare, Infrastructure Improvement, Social
Programs, Employment

Don't give money away to corporations, stop wasting money
on the 'war room', other ridiculous pro corporate programs
that do nothing for job creation
Health care - specifically surgical wait times. 17(1)
Stop the handouts. Reduce social assistance programs most of us have to work hard and make sacrifices to make
ends meet without our hands out. Why do capable people on
AISH have enough money to buy season seats to hockey and
football games? Social assistance should be the bare
minimum.if you want more, work for it. By the time some
By increasing access to
surgeons/surgeries, it will reduce the number of clinic visits people finish getting all their handouts, they end up with
more disposable income than two educated people working
trying to manage pain/mobility issues.
full time jobs. Stop spending money on a so-called LRT line
that is really going to be a glorified bus down 104th Ave
doing nothing but creating a traffic nightmare for those of us
who cannot use public transit. Stop building new museums
and arenas. And - probably the least popular idea - cut jobs.
But stop cutting the little guy - cuts need to happen from the
top. If you look at University salaries they are forced to
make public, those are the people that need to be cut instead
of always dumping on the administrative workers. If they're
not careful, they'll have a wide array of people at the top and
nobody left to do the actual work.

By investing in education, healthcare, infrastructure
improvement, social programs and industry putting money into
Alberta
Get the oil field back to work. I know that there is some stigma
to this but this province was built on oil and that's where the
Alberta Advantage came from.

It's OK to have priorities but you can't keep cutting people
and programs without investigating whether those people
are needed no matter how what role they are in or whether
they are temporary or permanent.

Stop cutting or do it more precisely than blanket cuts because
you are cutting at the working levels where job creation and
economic growth can't happen because there are no bodies left
to enter the information to support the people who are trying to
get jobs and grow the economy.

Keep up with the red tape group and start going into work
sites instead of waiting people to come to the group.
Sometimes people won't speak up. Cut managers who don't
actually manage or downgrade their from management.
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T6C

Maintaining and improving public health care funding is vital Reducing government travel spending and government
Through funding non-profit groups focused on community
to ensure that all patients have access. Education (including advertising/communications spending. Streamlining internal development, investing in entrepreneurship and small business
reducing ballooning class sizes) is very important.
government processes.
training and supports.

T6W

Investing in education and healthcare are very important, as
is addressing our infrastructure debt. The biggest thing I
am worried about however is that we are not promoting a
diverse energy future. I am a pro-oil Albertan that
recognizes that we need to diversify our energy industry,
not merely for environmental reasons, but for the long term
sustainability of our economy. Yes, Alberta has clean and
ethical oil, but future investment will naturally shift towards
greener sources, and Alberta needs to proactively invest in
renewables (wind, solar, geothermal), carbon capture, and
even nuclear. We have a workforce who is highly skilled
and their O&G expertise can be transferred to other areas.
We are letting Alberta of the future down if we only stick to
oil.

I am not against finding efficiencies across the board, but I
do feel the "war room" is not worth the investment. $120
million over four years is a LOT of money, and because it
has been set up outside of the purview of FOIP, Albertans
have no way of knowing how their taxes are being spent. If
the government wants to promote O&G that is fine, but do it
under the banner of the province of Alberta, not a pseudo
news agency. I would much prefer the AB government use
those funds to actively promote targeted investment, not
passively trickle out "news stories" in a vague manner - the
audience you are going after is already committed, and those
who are not will not be "spun" into loving O&G. The
government also needs to go after delinquent tax payers,
whether that be individuals or oil companies not paying
municipal taxes.

Invest. Investing means not only promoting traditional jobs, but
attracting new types of energy investment in Alberta. I also
believe that Alberta cannot be a competitive place to live if we
have a bare bones education and healthcare system, or
antiquated infrastructure. The cuts in education (from K to
University) are short sighted and do not set us up for a
prosperous future. And finally, stop dividing people in Alberta it's not "public" vs. "private" jobs. EVERYONE benefits when
Alberta is united.

T6l

Health and education

Oil sector

T3B

Stop attacking front line workers. Support your health care
workers, focus on making the public health care system
more efficient.
Support your teachers, and secondary school, stop
attacking them and undercutting them.

Cutting out unnecessary taxes like the carbon tax. Start
digging in the politicians pockets instead
Upper CEO and management wages, cut bonus.
STOP attacking front line workers and their wages.
Efficiencies in the system, stop repetitive over lapping
systems.

T5X

School education , classroom supports , hospital care,

Charging more bus fees , raise up school register fees. Cut
off some of the refugees supporting funding and supports.

T6H

A focus on health promotion. What specific strategies do
By investing in health and wellness you will find savings in
we have on upstream health strategies to keep the
health care, justice, front line staff, etc.
population healthy as compared to just taking care of them Find savings in funding to private schools.
once our population is sick. Positive mental health,
physical activity and school nutrition is important through a
comprehensive school health approach.
Spend on active transportation to municipalities.

It is ridiculous cut off the support for young generation
education and senior health . They are needs in schools,
because of the funding situation, they can not have any
support.
(In order to solve the economic funding situation, )having or
:hiring another group of people finding the answers, at the
same time , lay off the nurses, classroom supports , that does
not make any sense
Focus on youth. Create opportunities for high school
completion, first job experiences, Focus on jobs / employment
opportunities in various sectors, culture, health and wellbeing,
community building, social services, sport and recreation.

Implement a provincial sale tax.
Diversification into tech, environment tech and film etc. Stop
only looking into oil and gas to save the economy and spur
growth.
incentives for small business in community.

Support sport, physical activity and recreation.
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T8N

T4P
T5K

T6T

Older Adults (Seniors) - Continuing care homes - need to
increase staffing in order to provide a sufficient amount of
nurses, as well as health care aides. Right now, there are 4
nurses and 2 health care aides for a nursing home with over
220 residents. The floors and bathrooms are filthy, and
people are falling and dying because of insufficient amount
of staff.
Health care, child care, education, and infrastructure. Local
businesses and Alberta Oil and gas
Maintaining our health and education institutions.
Maintaining our highway and transportation safety systems.

I’m sure that the government could share the ridiculous
amounts allotted to pointless “research” including pine
beetles, in favour of some of our most vulnerable and
important citizens of this province!

Older Adults (Seniors) - Continuing care homes - need to
increase staffing in order to provide a sufficient amount of
nurses, as well as health care aides. Right now, there are 4
nurses and 2 health care aides for a nursing home with over
220 residents. The floors and bathrooms are filthy, and people
are falling and dying because of insufficient amount of staff.

Equalization payments and foreign oil and gas

By supporting Canadian companies and small businesses

Cancel the $30 million propaganda machine set up by the
UCP. Minimize unneeded structural changes in the
government that result in costly IT and infrastructure
expenditures. Example: reduction in the number of regions
means costly IT system changes that may overshadow the
supposed cost savings in staff reduction.

Fund infrastructure capital projects to ensure construction
trades stay employed during the economic slow down. Ensure
the minimum wage gets raised to $15/hr -- this money goes
back directly into the local economy and a more livable wage
reduces reliance on social services.

Upper management
Government committees
Stop cancelling projects where millions of dollars have
already been spent
Education deserves more focus. Cutting funding from
Perhaps instead of coming after the front line public service,
schools and forcing post-secondary tuitions up will result in the government could look at some of these triple digit
a less educated population. Education shouldn't be for the
"executives". Some are grossly overpaid for comparatively
well to do. A better educated workforce will also increase
little work that they do. Signing papers and delegating work
revenues, fill better jobs... it's very short-sighted cutting
should NOT put you at three times the salary of your direct
money from our future tax payers!!
reports.

Diversify
Stop privatizing
Build projects stop cancelling them

T2X

Healthcare education.

Encourage diversification including tech and alternative energy.

T0c

Everything quit cutting are schools health care workers start Getting along in the house u guys act like pre- schoolers
can not get along or support each parties back stabing each
cutting from the top of the chain
other and putting blame on past gov to responsibility for
your actions u can never answer a questions when asked
don’t forget u work for us we are the ones that pay your
wage
Healthcare and education
Tax cuts for large companies, welfare benefit revamp with
mandatory drug testing.
Alberta needs to spend at an appropriate level to ensure that Contrary to what the MacKinnon report suggests (because it
we maintain our public services. In particular, health care
only focused on one side of the equation), Alberta does not
have a spending problem, it has a revenue problem. We need
and education need to be funded at a level to keep up with
inflation and population growth, which means it will need to to tax at least at the level of the next lowest taxed province in
be increased every year. In addition, the government needs Canada. And we need to stop giving billion-dollar tax breaks
to Alberta’s wealthiest companies.
to invest in public infrastructure like roads and public
transportation.

T8L

T1C
T1b

Schools
Teachers
Healthcare

Increase taxes on big corporations.

Get behind education. Stop holding hands with industry and the
wealthiest members of the population and support those who
are struggling the most. Farmers, labourers, HARD working
Albertans who are struggling to get by because of tax hikes and
breaks that only seem to be offered to the wealthiest in the
population. It's quite backwards if you're honest with yourself.

Start supporting Alberta fully

Focus on supporting working women with subsidized child care
and capped post secondary tuition.
Alberta needs to invest in public service workers, particularly in
health care and education. It should invest in building public
infrastructure like public transit as well as companies that
create renewable energy sources.
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T6E

School programs and teacher wages. Public security and
rural crime. Mental health initiatives.

Not in Kleenex boxes. Harsher penalties for rural crime,
streamline traffic court to avoid people putting over court
dates constantly which is costing money paying crown
prosecutors. Incentives for paying traffic tickets early to
compliment the late fees that already exist. Would cut down
on court costs if made retroactive to Jan 2018.

Provincial police force to combat rural crime and eliminate poor
contractual staffing obligations of the RCMP. Could patch-over
RCMP members to set the baseline and then create job
opportunities in the smaller towns as base locations. More
members on the highway means more traffic revenue as
opposed to the under-review photo radar program.

I work in the court system and have had many conversations
with crown prosecutors who agree that if more people
challenged traffic tickets and ran trials, the entire traffic
court system would fall apart from the overhead. If you
incentivize people paying tickets earlier rather than punish
late, more people will pay their tickets instead of constantly
putting it over to run trials where they are often found guilty
of the offense anyhow. One could also reduce the fee for
online ticket payment if it's feasable.

One could also reduce photo radar locations slightly, but
increase the threshold for photo radar giving tickets from 10%
over the limit to 15% over, and use that as a way to justify an
increase in the monetary penalties.

-Support Research and Development, particularly in the energy
sector, to move away from oil and gas.
-Support companies that are working towards renewable energy
options (tax breaks, hiring incentives, grants, etc.), particularly
small businesses.
-Cost of living (or inflation) wage increases for all public
workers, and publicly-funded organizations (ie. public school
boards)

Freeze or reduce skyline and downtown development of major
cities, unless privately funded, with the exception of road and
public transport maintenance.

T2Z

Health care, senior care, early childhood care (continue
government-subsidized programs), early childhood
development (full-day kindergarten), public education for K12 (NO funding for private education, K-12), care for
vulnerable children and adults with
developmental/social/learning/physical challenges.

-Stop giving tax cuts to large corporations.
-Tie all wage changes for Members of Parliament and their
immediate staff to the wage changes of public sector and
publicly-funded organization changes (ie. nurses, doctors,
teachers).
-Limit pension (amount and length) for previous Members of
Parliament, based on time served in that position.

T8H

I think the government should prioritize spending on
renewable energy, education, healthcare, and affordable
housing.

Tax incentives to oil & gas companies. The world is
Work experience programs and scholarships. The government
transitioning to an electrified economy. We can leverage our could also provide retraining programs to professionals
strengths - a highly educated work force and a technology
entering new fields like renewable energy and manufacturing.
focused economy - to take advantage of the market
opportunities that are available now and coming available in
the future.

T8H

Education, healthcare, and affordable housing are vital in
creating a workforce that is resilient to economic change
and changes in market needs!
So far I have not seen anything that will help working
All Albertans need to pay their way not just the working poor.
Albertans with the every day struggle that is life under the
UCP. Labour laws are so behind the rest of the country it is
shameful. The UCP needs to stop making war and find a way
to include all Albertans not just the chosen few who already
have wealth. Alberta’s resources are for all Albertans not to
be given away to huge corporations.

We need to find ways to deliver our resources to market with a
much lower carbon footprint. Use all the work force not just the
high paid king pins who have for the most part ever had to
struggle to be heard. Listen to the workers who are the people
that will make the economy work again.

T1x

There should be more focus on development of
transportation and accessibility between major urban
centres and working sites. This would reduce costs for
companies to send more workers and for maintenance.

Even though the government is trying to reduce taxes, I
believe very large companies should be paying a form of
royalties to Alberta. By paying royalties, companies could
obtain certain benefits and support from the government.

Alberta should become more inviting for new companies, and
not only natural resources ones. There must be forms of
subsidies and incentives for them.

T6C

Education funding

Higher taxes for corporations

Diversification
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T1H

Diversifying our labour market. Develop emerging sectors
so they can provide new employment opportunities. Help
existing sectors develop their technology so they can
compete.
Ensure our workforce is skilled - help workers become
skilled in the new emerging jobs so that once they are fully
developed, we have workers for them.
Ensure our public sector is strong, especially healthcare
and education, including post secondary. If we are to
compete in a global economy, we need a healthy and skilled
Province. In order to have a healthy & skilled Province, we
need a healthy public sector.
We need our Government to take climate change VERY
seriously. We need mitigation strategies, environmental
policing and help for citizens who are now constantly having
costs associated with climate change (increasing food
costs, monumental increases in home & auto insurance due
to claims resulting from climate change, the costs of trying
to afford renewable energies in our homes and ensuring our
homes can withstand climate change).

T0C

To many to mention but most of all get Alberta working
again we support Canada

T3E

Health is number one, particularly areas where people rely
on technology and supplies for their very lives, such as
diabetics who are on insulin pumps, and better cancer
treatment including scientifically proven immunotherapy
e.g. autologous T-Cell Infusion Therapy, and PD1 Inhibitors,
and lastly environmental causes of health problems,
particularly industrial contamination.

Completely discontinue any and all funding to the energy war
room. Oil & gas is a dying industry. It will be needed for
awhile, but the world is moving on. Once renewable energies
are as accessible, O&G will not be in demand. The consumer
wants clean energy, give it to them and stop trying to shove
oil down their throats.
Stop all funding for our Premier & our Government to
advertise O&G or try to sell it to other countries, provinces,
etc.
Utilize technology like Skype to conduct Government
business, whenever possible, including the Premier and his
staff. This will eliminate travel expenses like mileage, meals
and hotels.
Stop funding Government salaries of people who appear to
be paid to troll people online. Stop all funding for partisan
advertising (including social media) with Government
dollars. The campaign is over and that money is not for a
political party.
End corporate tax grabs, they should be paying their taxes,
just like the rest of us.
Tax the top income earners, immediately, and collect on
taxes owed by top earners and corporations.
Bring in an Alberta made carbon tax and make those that
pollute the most pay the most. These dollars can then be
used to offset the costs associated with climate change and
hopefully some mitigation strategies
Clean up government lots of people on payroll that do hardly
anything for what they are getting paid for. Politicians living
and spending be one the means living the high life quite
taxes the people for everything cause u guys spend
carelessly and quite giving are money away to big corporate
business that can support them selves and to other
countries that do nothing for us think about Alberta first

Diversify our economy/labour market. Stop funding dying
sectors and, instead, fund the new emerging sectors like tech,
clean energy and even healthcare. Give THEM tax breaks,
development funding, a skilled workforce and the technological
environment that can meet their needs. Alberta is going to fall
behind rather quickly if this Government can't get with the
times and move on from Oil and Gas. We need to have the
skills, culture and infrastructure to compete in a global
economy. This province has SO MUCH to offer and yet we are
mired in the past. We could be global leaders in so many
things.

There could be huge savings on the health care system by
fast tracking life-saving cancer treatments such as
autologous T-Cell infusion therapy, PD1 Inhibitors, and other
immune system related treatments that have scientifically
cured cancer in other places, but are not used here due a
lack of profit potential by the makers of current treatments,
which are very expensive. This is serious science, not simply
the sort of immune system therapy one might run across at a
heath food store or yoga class.

The government could create as many jobs cleaning-up the
giant tar-sands mess as it could extracting oil from it by either
creating or increasing the environmental levies on production.
The argument that the industry cannot afford it due to low oil
prices is an outright lie because financial reports indicate
record profits, and studies indicate that only about 1% of profits
would be required to clean-up the meass. The same people (
truckers, laborers, managers, engineers, work camp personnel,
etc, could be put to work on a massive reclamation project AND
the industry would not suffer at all, despite their fear mongering
and threats. Besides that, if they threaten to pack up and go, let
them, and just take it over ourselves. No more being held
economically hostage by big business.

don’t kill what we have we need fossil fuel to support Alberta
so we can expand what Alberta is capable of doing alberta is
the most cleanest province going
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T6V

Home care
Education (Grade 1-12)

t7a

Healthcare, Education

T7N

T5T

T3Z

T0J

Job re-training in areas other than the energy sector. Look at
the bio medical and tech sectors. Promote tourism and the
entertainment industries. We have a beautiful province to show
off.
The irresponsible publicity stunt of the oil and gas war room, Investment in education and public works
wasted money and time fighting Ottawa over equalization,
implementation of carbon taxation that could raise
governmental revenues while also fighting climate change
Physician billing practices in hospitals

A strong public healthcare and education system.. you will
only create a stronger province if all residents are given
access to public health care and education. Increase health
and education funding by 2%
Don't balance the budget on the backs of the sick, poor, or
the children. While healthcare and education make up a
large portion of the budget and therefore are easy targets for
cuts. These two areas literally affect the health and the very
lives of Albertans, as well as our future generations' ability
to perform successfully in the future economy.
Cuts to Education is shooting ourselves in the foot; cuts to
healthcare is stabbing us in the back.

Eliminate corporate tax cuts. All travel through commercial
airlines economic class. Travel out of country minimized.

Public Health Care
Education (including post secondary)
Environment (promote and support clean technologies)

Stop spending tax dollars on political policies and ideology.
For Example - cancel the "Alberta Energy Info Centre" and
stop appointing your "friends" to expensive unnecessary
studies and unproductive or repetitive "panels".

Keeping higher education more affordable, arts and arts
education, support for families
Creating jobs in the calgary area by enticing other to move
the head office to alberta. With the current market
operational could be greatly reduce as the did for CP rail in
1998
-Ensuring low income people eg: AISH, are not left further
behind. It speaks to who we are as a society if we don't care
for the most needy in our communities.
-Education - Our children are our future. We need to give
them the best chance to succeed and contribute to the
future of Alberta. This starts in elementary school and
carries all the way through post secondary. Make advanced
education attainable for all and we will capture the best and
brightest in that net.

Promotion, pay of high-up gov't workers

Stop the attack on public service jobs - laying off a great many
middle class people when we are already approaching a
recession is counterintuitive.
Invest in the clean tech of the future
Invest in our future generations education
Invest in small business
Investing in sustainable development

By not passing expense down to the city but identifying real
saving.

Go to other province and sell the benefits of Alberta low
operation cost.

The 30 million a year being spent on the Energy Center is a
waste of money. Truly it is. That is a huge pot that can be put
to better use elsewhere. The corporate tax reduction is too
much with no discernible impact. All lost revenue. Remains
to be seen what all these panels will cost as well. All for
preformed conclusions.

The government has done us a disservice by not increasing the
focus on renewable energy. Our energy companies are doing
just that and we are swimming against the tide by not doing so.
We could be world leaders and instead we are behind and
falling even further behind. The writing is on the wall and we
need to pay attention.

The government needs to look at the fiscal situation more
broadly. The solution to every problem is not 'tax cuts'
followed by cutting the budget.
Why hasn't additional revenue been considered.

Support value added industries , tech, renewable energy , stop
all the right wing craziness/war boards / separation talks - it
keeps anyone wanting to invest away . Look at high speed
trains , new train corridors , let’s get creative .
Yes, support for more local refineries, as well as further
diversification of the economy. Leverage Edmonton's top tier
post secondary institutions and focus on high growth
industries, ie tech, software companies etc.
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T1L

The Government Needs to Focus on Healthcare and
Education. Our Government should prioritize the needs of
those who are most in need of assistance and support.
Children and the Elderly need not be lost in the shuffle. Our
Children are our future and the elderly are the backbone of
what Alberta is Built Upon. They deserve our Support.
Spend Less on Able Bodied Men and Women who are
looking for Government Assistance for Support Through
Welfare and other Government Funded Programs.

The Government could find savings looking at
Administrative Level Positions in Government Run Offices.
Positions that could easily be Blended or Combined to
Restructure in a more cost effective way.

By mandating the Hiring of Albertans First for Jobs that are in
Alberta- Especially on the Oil and Gas Industry.

Health,Education,and Social Services.
Increased vigilance of the Oil and Gas Industry,by increased
regulations on abandoned oil wells,and failure to pay their
municipal taxes.
Taxpayers should not be responsible for these costs,but
should be completely borne by the industry.

Eliminate the Corporate Tax cuts without any
conditions.ie.evidence of these being used to create
increased employment.
Reducing the frequency and/or necessity of medical exams
for seniors drivers licences.

We presently have a very fair and competitive business tax
structure.

Equalization payments … the gov should look at the savings Programs which get Albertans working in more than oil and
it has done already and keep people working
gas. The unemployment is across all sectors we need to try and
help all sectors

T2J

Getting and keeping Albertans working. Alberta has such a
high unemployment rate. Companies are still laying off we
need to stop the lay offs. People who thought they had made
it though are still being laid off.
Health for sure. I know in the North zone alone 1634
transfers and it’s Jan 24. Whether it’s mental health or
physical health.
Education and Healthcare

T0J

Health care education environment economic growth

T8A

Seniors, healthcare, schools (all levels including College /
Universities) and underground infrastructure

Upper management and general travel, expenditures in the
government.

T5Y

Alberta needs to spend at an appropriate level to ensure that
we maintain our public
services. In particular, health care and education need to be
funded at a level to keep
up with inflation and population growth, which means it will
need to be increased
every year. In addition, the government needs to invest in
public infrastructure like
roads and public transportation

Contrary to what the MacKinnon report suggests (because it
only focused on one side
of the equation), Alberta does not have a spending problem,
it has a revenue problem.
We need to tax at least at the level of the next lowest taxed
province in Canada. And
we need to stop giving billion-dollar tax breaks to Alberta’s
wealthiest companies.

T9E

T0H

I don’t think it’s a matter of savings, it should be worded
investing. We should be investing in our province. Drawing
people in not drawing people out.
Other initiatives and services that lend themselves to pay for
what you use.
Ahs provincial team structure. Over the last 10 years they
have grown so that they are farther away from front line and
have taken service away from the front line to justify their
positions. Remove duplication,

Maybe we need a provincial sales tax. We need refineries.
Create jobs within
less government and lower taxes
Try diversifying, quit being stuck on oil... a commodity.
Encourage growth of new and innovative industries. Quit
robbing from the poor and middle class, who do you think
supports the economy. You have created a very scared
population, staying put to try and survive the storm of thus
government. Leave our pensions alone, no one voted for that
dirty deal...it was a 10 year fight to remove government
interference.
Consider more provincial grants for businesses. This allows
smaller businesses to develop and established businesses to
continue which stimulates the economy and creates more jobs.
You must also support Post secondary education so people can
afford to go to school, be educated and contribute to society,
not be a burden to society which costs huge dividends.
Alberta needs to invest in public service workers, particularly in
health care and
education. It should invest in building public infrastructure like
public transit as well
as companies that create renewable energy sources.
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T3L

T1W

The government Itself. They should use skype like everyone
else for meetings. Stop flying all around the country first
class.
We should focus on the environment, heath care and
education.

Hiring more people and stop paying overtime.
Cut into non necessary management and administrative
cost.
It appears there are several outstanding royalties on oil and
gas companies. Instead of injecting money into a dying
industry why not focus on the future. This short sited view is
sickening.
Further savings could be obtained by correct taxation.
By reducing the Private Vehicle Mileage
Allowance
8(14)(a) N/A $0.505 per kilometre
travelled
This amount is used by some municipalities and school
boards and can be seen as another paycheque for some.

Diversifying.They are other things than oil and gas in this
Province that could boost our economy. Information system
businesses for instance.
public works, health care and transportation.

I think the government should look at the savings it has
already acquired and rethink the pace of savings if it means
Albertans are losing there jobs. Stop the equalization
payments or get Quebec to start paying equitation on the
hydro it produces and sells.
Making cuts to higher up managements in ALL areas

Programs, grants and tech. Lobby the feds for programs which
would create jobs.

T9W

Job Creation
Rural Sustainability

T0R

getting the people back to work and making sure the
unemployment rate does not get any higher.

T5e

Health care, education

T0K

•Getting Albertans back to work
•Making life better for Albertans
•Standing up for Alberta

Entitlement programs

t6x

Healthcare. Front line staff (IE nurses) diversifying the
economy (investing in green energy and other economy
builders such as technology) and school age education.
Support family doctors and encourage people to have family
doctors instead of accessing medicentres or emergency
rooms for simple or chronic disease management. Maintain
the funding model for family physicians.

T8e

Healthcare, schooling & oil field jobs

Cut the catholic school board system and make it one.
cut funding for private school systems and only support
publicly funded education that is available to everyone
cut the covenant health and combine the two systems into
one
reevaluate physician billing systems. They consistently over
bill and over treat to pad their own pockets.If their was
accountability and they required justification for their
treatments it would save a ton of money.
Make cuts to the top of AHS executives and managements.
Not every small department in a hospital needs its own
manager with their own personal secretary. example:
combine ambulatory care and diagnostics department
managers.
Stop funding foreign aid. Take care of yourself and its
citizens first. Push back against continuing transport
payments against other provinces. Push back against
provinces/organizations that resist of purposely try to hinder
alberta economy
Top heavy management positions on AHS, redundant
government policies

Invest in rural projects

Don’t cut front line staff in all areas of work. You need people to
do these types of work.
Keystone Pipeline is key, Less regulations, encourage
companies to do business here ( We are open for business
model)
Focus on green energy. Look into the orphan well program and
converting orphan wells into greenhouses. create incentives for
millenials to start saving. continue to support appropriate
infrastructure. Diversify economy and look into bringing in tech
companies or other large manufactors. small business funding
models and support for small communities. invest in rural and
northern communities to push people to development and grow
businesses. wind technology.

Tax breaks for the working middle class- we are the ones who
will stimulate the economy
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T8A

Maintaining our existing health care & education levels AND Reductions through attrition in large sectors.
pensions (as is). If this means a wage freeze for a few more
years then fine, but we do not need cuts! Morale is low
enough in these vital areas at the present time!

Diversification is essential. Oil & gas will not likely ever return
to the levels of the boom, even if new pipelines get our
resources to market. We need to develop other areas like AI,
wind & solar, and so on.

T5W

Front-line health care positions
Diversification of economy
Low cost daycare fees

Cancel the "War Room"
Stop giving handouts to big business, especially the Oil &
Gas Industry

Continue efforts to raise the minimum wage to a living wage.

Stop spending money on the Catholic school system. Stop
Diversify our economy away from oil, it will never be as good as
giving handouts to large corporations. Stop spending money it was, stop selling people a lie. Increase taxes on the wealthy.
on private jets.
Stop retroactively taking money away from businesses such as
pharmacies.

T4V

Rectifying climate change. Diversifying our economy away
from fossil fuels. Health spending to reduce downstream
healthcare cost such as such as safe injection sites. Invest
in education at the primary, secondary and post secondary
levels.
Quality of Healthcare, Education and Infrastructure.

T7V

Health care

T5T

Do not de-index AISH. These people are at the poverty level
and lowering any funding will only increase costs on
medical and social services.

Cut the government jobs, lol
Don’t get rid of RCMP, don’t change the CPP plan.
Have an independent review of each Government
Department and determine staffing and expenditure levels
are appropriate. Allowing this to be done by personnel tied to
each department is self defeating.

T1B

Funding public health care

Infrastructure

T0a

Health care, education, DO NOT touch public service
employee pensions.

Eliminate redundancies in management and streamline
processes so not everything has to go through 12 people.
Stop increasing treaty rights and offering them to more and
more people. It’s getting hard to sustain.
Stop giving financial breaks to large companies

T1X

Post Secondary Education

Corporate taxes

Invest in infrastructure, which is education, health services,
and other welfare programs

T1A

Public Services
Public Health Care, and Public Education.

Government wages, and other wasteful spending.

T5G

Health and education

By stop expecting the middle and lower class to carry the
economic burden of corporate tax cuts ie...the drop from 12% to
8%. If companies want to do business in Alberta, they need to
pay their fair share.
Get the pipe line built

Plug in loopholes that prevent large corporations from
paying 0 taxes. If it is already done, great. Probably a paycut
for Alberta Healthcare top execs, who get paid more than
500,000$ a year, reducing their funding only hurts the people
at the bottom, which in turn affects Healthcare services.

big corporations should not get big tax breaks, we are all
aware of short comings in funds in Alberta but targeting the
seniors and most vulnerable is not the place to make cuts. I
say more taxes on cigarettes alcohol and marijuana all
things that cause major health issues for bigger costs down
the line

I would suggest subsidies for startups in Alberta for employing
more than 10 people for the first 5 years of their inception.
Edmonton has been sort of a hub for software development in
the past few years, try to capitalize on that, since that can
potentially attract more people from Canada to Alberta, and
also provide jobs for local Albertans.
Be smarter and don’t waste are money
Have employers hire Alberta workers before any workers from
out of province. Quebec does this with limitations on ticketed
trades people with inter-provincial licenses as they are not
allowed to work in Quebec with out a Quebec ticket.
Not by oil. Find a resource that make Alberta stand out. Why
not Solar energy farms like Brooks has? Sell the surplus to
neighboring areas
Stop taxing the crap out of people to give to people who don’t
deserve it so they actually want to keep working.
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T5W

The government should be spending on essential services
that will build up all Albertans, first and foremost. This
includes healthcare, education, and social services. There is
no excuse to cut spending in these areas, as they are
essential for the future of Alberta.

The government could probably find some dollars by
reducing tax cuts to businesses and the upper class. Heavily
taxing those who can afford it (e.g., the upper class, large
businesses, etc.) keeps money in the pockets of those who
need it most (i.e., the lower class, people living in poverty
and experiencing homelessness), while giving the
government a bigger pot of tax dollars.
The implementation of a carbon levy could also find some
dollars that can be used to invest in Alberta.

Find a way to create incentive for business without reducing
their taxes. Provide grants for local businesses who do their
work in a good way and support job growth. Begin diversifying
our economy, by bringing new industry into the province, for
e.g., renewable energy.

T2b

we need to focus on the people
creating a better life for the people.
mental and physical health
healthy people create a better economy
supporting families and children and their early education
and school education
healthcare, education, municipalities

by helping people who are using government funding find
ways to work in jobs that they can sustain

open up more programs to help the unemployed and individuals
on welfare find a job and a workplace that works for them.

what about revenue, low corporate taxes and no sales tax
are not sustainable
Preventing future problems that will cost more if they are
ignored, and actions taken now may create benefits that we
haven't anticipated yet, ie. helping youth struggling with
mental health will help them reach a fuller potential later.
Transitioning to renewables and green tech will open up new
trading partners and keep Alberta from falling behind in
leadership in this area.

forward thinking make alberta a place companies and
individuals want to move.
Work with organizations such as the Pembina Institute which
have a proven track record of creating solutions that support
economic growth while protecting the environment. Invest in
CCS technology for the oil sands, and work with oil companies
to transition to renewables and helping older technologies
become increasingly efficient. Oil companies want to move in
this direction anyway, and the insurance industry and others
are recognizing more and more that we need to transform to an
environmentally sustainable economy, that assists people
through this transition (ie. investing in skills training).

T0K
T4V

Expanding mental health treatment and mental illness
prevention strategies for all age groups but especially for
kids and youth, and for older people at risk for loneliness.
Transitioning to an economy that is environmentally
sustainable and helping with skills training for people
searching for work in the renewables and energy efficiency
sector.

T8N

Education - building more schools, funding to keep schools
operating and maintenance. I also think we need to keep
funding the same for kids with disabilities and people who
need assistance. Our future is children and we need to give
them the best education and skills we can to maintain and
keep Alberta running.

I love the idea of one centralized bus systems to include all
surrounding communities.

Pension Plans LAPP - DO NOT touch the pension plans of
union worked. That is their money and there retirement
should NOT be allowed to be spent or invested by the
government. That is NOT government money to be playing
with!
Health Care and education.

I do think post secondary education can increase the tuition
slightly as we have the lowest tuition rates.

T6R

I think we should reestablish the Home Renovation Tax Credit
as its an incentive for people to build equity in their homes,
create jobs and spending money on making Alberta homes
Alberta should start the Provincial Savings Tax (PST) to help more desirable. As well as home renovation tax credit would
help create affordable housing as they can build legal basement
get us out of debt and pay for some of these services that
suites.
are a requirements for the future of this province.

Stop giving bail outs to oil and gas companies and close
Invest in new and novel areas.
down this "war room." Invest in health care, education, small
businesses, and alternative energy.
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T0M

Public Education- proper funding for enrolment growth and
funding the kids with special needs

Stop giving businesses corporate welfare and make them
pay their fair share.
Ensure companies and corporation are paying their taxes
Bring in a sales tax

Support research
Diversify the economy. Put money into technological
companies .
Educate our workforce for the job of tomorrow not just oil and
gas.

Bring in a wealth tax
T6L

Healthcare, Education, Social Services

Cutting useless management positions.

T5K

1) focus on maximizing public education and post
secondary education. I am 17(1)
a tax
payer that voted UCP. I do not support watering down public
education to provide an elite education for those who live in
the right area and/or have the financial advantage to send
their child to charter/private schools. We also have an
excellent university program in Alberta. Please do not
destroy. Yes it needs corrections but not distraction.
2) medical system. Our professionals in our medical system
have taken many years of training and education to be the
wise ones in this field. We need them. Please do not make
them feel under valued and make them want to leave our
province. 17(1)
Please
help not destroy our system.
3) supporting and making jobs. I know this is your mandate,
but I am so confused as all the steps being taken seem to be
taking away and destroying jobs. Our province needs both a
strong public and private sector. Not one or the other.
Please quit trying to portray the professionals in our
province as spoilt demanding people. Many are payed way
less with way more training and self-payed-for education
then people in the private sector. Please stop this you and
against them propaganda. 17(1)

1) excessive guaranteed retirement packages and payouts
for government officials. It is a hard job and compensation
is deserved but it should follow reasonable standards.
2) the war room. Should not oilfield be paying to promote
and show the world how green they are themselves. I agree
the Canadian and world perspective needs to change but
why are the companies not promoting and paying for this
mind set change. How is this huge sum of money being
spent, especially when we are being told there is no money
for teachers. Nurses. Drs.
3) PST - I don’t want one but we need money and I would
prefer we didn’t get the money destroying services that are
also needed. Make the PST on non-essential items. Then it is
the buyers choice on whether they want to pay the PST. And
some may disagree but fuel is not non-essential in our
province. We are rural please don’t punish those who can’t
take a bus.

T2X

reduce spending in all departments in redundant, frivolous
or unnecessary costs
balancing the budget in a reasonable time frame that DOES
NOT put anymore people out of work.

reduce spending on upper echelon government workers by
streamlining responsibilities
cutting or amalgamating mid-level management in
government and other public sector positions. finding
efficiencies in the way government programs are run that
make use of digital technologies for accuracy and to
eliminate overlap.

T0M

By not cutting healthcare workers jobs, teaching positions or
social services supports. When you have looked after the least
of these, all will benefit.
1) people recovering government financial services are in a job
creation program when possible. Working makes a person feel
needed and gain confidence. Let’s help build these individuals
in gaining confidence in the work force.
2) not cutting funding to front line workers in the public sector.
They are needed and the jobs are needed. If you have to make
cuts do not allow the boards and unions to cut devices and
front lines workers.

do more to rejuvenate the oil industry in Alberta
Marketing of Alberta to other industries as a great place to do
business. Some additional support to oil and gas sector,
however, it is past time that our economy was diversified.
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T3G

Education and health care. Albertans should have access to Eliminate funding to private education. Reduce salaries of
quality public health care and public education. This would the premier and MPPs as well as their travel expenses.
mean making sure the public servants working on the front Implement a small provincial sales tax.
lines (ie- nurses, teachers, support staff) are valued and
have the support they need to be able to do their job.

Diversify the economy so it is not completely reliant on oil and
gas. Build up renewable energy sectors. Tax breaks to major
corporations is not a solution as trickle down economics does
not work.

T6H

-health care
-building a greener economy
-education

-stop subsidies/tax breaks to the resource sector and the
ultra rich
-stop wasteful spending on things like the 'war room'

-support economic diversity, green jobs and tech innovation
-invest in sustainable and significant tax revenue multiplers like
culture/arts/film
T6

T1S

Instead of focussing on salaries of front line personnel in
teaching, civil service and health care the government
should set up an independent task force to review business
processes and find efficiencies through methods of work
rather than salary reductions. The cost of living is not falling
and salaries have remained stagnant across the majority of
industries.

Renegotiating the equalization payment, it seems that if
Alberta wasn't sending money out of the province through
this payment then Alberta wouldn't have a deficit at all.

The government should take and invest royalties from the Oil
and Gas sector in a sustainable way like the Norwegian
government has with the Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund.
Revenue taken from this fund should be at a level such that the
value isn't depleted and this wealth should be used to fund or
subsidize growth in new sectors and/or in the expansion of Oil
and Gas areas such as processing or final product
manufacture.

Why should Alberta fund a federal system in which Alberta
has no power or voice.

Alberta should seek to make deals which do not include the
federal government and which locks the federal government out
from the revenue. If it is legal and possible to direct revenue
from Oil and Gas exportation directly to a Sovereign Wealth
style fund without that money ever truly entering the hands of
the Alberta government then perhaps this would prevent it's
inclusion in the equalisation payments.
T6T

PUBLIC health care

Upper Management

T6H

Education and early childhood
Health care - particularly reducing wait times, senior care
Child Care- supporting low income families, single parents,
non-profit child care
Environment - limit use of pesticides and herbicides

Increased tax for large corporations, provincial sales tax,
hiring freeze in Alberta government

T3R

Creation of more jobs
public service
Tuition fees
K-12 Education and Family Support for Children with
Disabilities

Fee hike for international students
fee hike on immigration
by motivating people to work instead on social benefits
Eliminate funding for the Canadian Energy Centre.

All spending should be critiqued and eliminated or reduced
if possible. All unnecessary spending should be cancelled.
Change the way supplies are paid for. Have competition
rather than a sole source provider.

In wages. bring them down to the higher of what they are in
BC or Saskatchewan. If a teacher in BC can get paid less
then they can here as well.

t6g

T6L

Diversify in something other than oil and gas (ie: renewable
resources) and support public health care through job creation
and not job cuts
supporting education and health care creates continued jobs in
these sectors.
Supporting child care lets more women go back to work

my attracting foreign investments, diversify the industry,
should develop other industries like dairy, farming, tourism
Reinstitute the provincial top-up to Ottawa’s Scientific
Research and Experimental Development program as well as
the interactive media tax credit, the Alberta Investor Tax Credit
and the Capital Investment Tax Credit.
Change the education system to focus on jobs for what the
economy needs. Business needs to chip in as well for job
training e.g. if it determined that more welders are needed then
the businesses that need welders chip in for training etc. Use
Germany. Switzerland as a model of what to do.
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T3A

A just transition from an economy centered on extractive
industries to a more diverse and better regulated economy,
and putting money back into health care and education, just
the way it was without weird-ass religious exemptions and
other such bullshit that allows bigots to do hateful shit in
the name of some sky wizard they claim wants them to
follow the dictates of bronze age con artists and charlatans.

- End energy sector subsidies that are not actually helping
create or even retain jobs in the sector
- Roll back tax breaks for large corporations and wealthy
individuals
- Tax churches and religious organizations on their income

Cut the lowest earners a giant tax break, tax the top earners,
close loopholes that the top earners can use to avoid their civic
responsibility which is paying their fucking taxes, tax religious
organizations, use the money to subsidize other industries and
markets than energy, and see if your whole trickle down bullshit
doesn't work better when the people have more money, less
debt, and dont need 3 part time jobs to get by and remain
functional.

- Make all government employees fly economy class
- Stop wasting my fucking tax money on regressive rightwing bullshit
T5N

T6T
T2G

T1G

Public health services especially mental health, education
Taxing oil companies, harsher regulatory penalties for
environmental breaches, not giving payouts to large
(primary, elementary, secondary and tertiary), public
services such as affordable housing and safe injection sites, corporations. Taxing higher income earners. Implementing
PST
Electronics, extra curricular
Get rid of useless teachers.
I believe the government should remove the cap on our
By investing more into our film industry!
provinces film budget. It provides a lot of work for Albertans -the workers will stay in AB & invest their money back into
in many different skill sets and right now the work is scarce. the province.
-more productions will come here and pay Albertans
employees and businesses.
education and health care, funding for PDD and special
having oil companies pay their share of taxes - helping to
needs children
recover unpaid taxes. Limit the size of government.
While the provincial economy is suffering, start on
Reduce choice based health care procedures. These include
infrastructure like the Canamex highway that has been on
abortions, sex changes,
the books for years
Require reduction in management of AHS (and other Govt
departments) instead of reducing services.

You really dont even have to do anything but tax the people
making the money, put it back into education and health care,
and make sure more people have more money and freedom and
social care. The rest will take care of itself.
By diversifying the economy, allowing tax breaks for software
start ups, investing in renewable resources and not depending
on oil and gas to create another boom
Getting rid of the teachers that aren’t living to there full
potential and getting ones that do.
Removing the film budget cap. There’s no reason BC, Ontario &
especially Manitoba should have more film work than Alberta!

supporting infrastructure spending for municipalities.
Incentives for small businesses.
Infrastructure to facilitate the transfer of goods, this would
stimulate the construction industry and benefit us in the future.

Stop giving golden parachutes to public servants for poor
performance
eliminate the requirement for LGBQXYZ facilities in public
buildings (Ei in schools)
eliminate the provincial "parks" the NDP put into place
Tie provincial employee benefit packages such as retirement
to match the private sector. (move to defined contribution
rather than defined benefit)
Compare Alberta costs of public servants to other provinces.
I believe we are the highest paid in the country. Teachers,
nurses, doctors. Reduce this so we are average not best.
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Technology and innovation

I think savings needs to be balanced with investments into
the future. I think the biggest savings could come from
decreasing bureaucracy.

I think that direct investment into companies that are innovating
technology to become more efficient, productive and
sustainable is the best way to go. The differentiator in modern
economies is technology and access to technology. Alberta
cannot rely on oil production forever - a technological base
needs to be built that can compare with other provinces (such
as BC's investment via the SR&ED program, or Ontario's
ORDTC) or even other countries.

T1Y

Health, education, infrastructure, social programs for
disenfranchised, elderly and the poor.
Do not increase the privatization of health care. This has
been shown to decrease the health of the population and
increase wait times in other countries that have moved to a
dual system.

Pharmaceuticals: making the prohibition of generic drugs
shorter
Trickle down economics does not work. Implement fair taxes
for all including big corporations and the ultra rich.
Subsidies of the big oil companies did not result in jobs nor
did it bring business to the province so abandon the
subsidies for big oil companies.

Diversification. More support to small business and innovators.
Do the job of government which in my opinion, is to support the
people so that they are able to contribute to the economy.
Consider strategies to bring oil refining back into the province.
Continue to support the building of the pipelines.

T4R

Libraries, Education and Healthcare

T4R
T4R
T0A

T4R
T0C

T4R
T4R
T2Y

The Canadian Energy Center can save 30 million per year for
reallocation to public service
Libraries, Education and Healthcare
The Canadian Energy Center can save 30 million per year for
reallocation to public service
The Canadian Energy Center can save 30 million per year for
Libraries, Education and Healthcare
reallocation to public service
Education & Health Care. We need to re-educate those who Management at all government levels. Red tape reduction.....
have lost jobs in the falling economy. Overloaded and top
need to be able to do our jobs without all the hoops that need
heavy departments need to be evaluated. We need the front to be jumped through to get a result. Get rid of the GDL
driver's license nonsense. If clean record for 2 or 3 years
line workers like nurses kept, not forced to take pay cuts.
Re-educating requires money to make this happen. Cutting straight should be an automatic removal of this. Costs
taxpayers and government money for this.
during this time to education makes no sense.

Invest in Education and divest from Oil and Gas
Invest in Education and divest from Oil and Gas
Invest in Education and divest from Oil and Gas

By investing in post secondary education and k-12.
Government has promised jobs and dedication to education but
now tying the hands of the institutions to be able to provide this
training. Health Care has tremendous turn around in staffing
and burn-out. we need to be supporting our front line workers
(nurses) not penalizing them, Gov should "encourage" AHS to
take a look at the Management structure as I believe they are
also top heavy.
Libraries, Education and Healthcare
The Canadian Energy Center can save 30 million per year for Invest in Education and divest from Oil and Gas
reallocation to public service
Environment, Healthcare, education, infrastructure and our Cut spending on keeping dying oil and gas industry running, Creating jobs within our tourism industries to help support
no more corporate buy outs, stop sending so much money
environment. Fund more green energy jobs.
military
overseas to other countries, maybe the overpaid politicians
could take a pay cut for a change
Libraries, Education and Healthcare
The Canadian Energy Center can save 30 million per year for Invest in Education and divest from Oil and Gas
reallocation to public service
Libraries, Education and Healthcare
The Canadian Energy Center can save 30 million per year for Invest in Education and divest from Oil and Gas
reallocation to public service
Reducing class sizes, creating one public education system Create one public education system... stop funding religious By investing on people not handing out Corp tax cuts in hope
to reduce spending on trustees and boards
and private schools, this needs to stop
they will create jobs... hold private sector accountable
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T5C

Spend on front line Registered Nurses and Doctors.
Stop the cuts to these two professions. They are the
highest trained, hardest working and most necessary people
involved in our healthcare. Please do not force new
Canadian schooled/graduating physicians to practice
rurally. Make the new to the Country medical licenses
practice rural instead. We need our newly graduating
Canadian trained doctors to have the freedom to practice
wherever they want to within Alberta or we will lose them to
other provinces. Do NOT replace Registered nurses with
LPN's. Our RN's are some of the most highly trained, best
quality nurses in the world - replacing them to save what $8 to $10 dollars an hour - that is not acceptable. Health
care needs to be a priority.

The government needs to cut high level duplicated and
The government needs to create more jobs with benefits.
unnecessary management positions within GOA. They need People need benefits to survive. Banks, insurance companies,
to cut their own pension getting after serving only one term. utility companies, tech. companies - all need to employ more
local people - these are the companies with the money. Employ
Why do our politicians get a tax break on their income?
Albertan's first - the people that are born and raised here;
Eliminate this! They need to cut breaks to big business raise the business taxes! We do not seem to be creating jobs support them to save our province. This is about protecting our
by lowering big business taxes. Do whatever it takes to
economy and we are a diverse workforce. The government
NOT affect our healthcare - add a provincial sales tax if that needs to look at alternate energy sources - create jobs by
will save us. Find a way to STOP the transfer payments to
building solar energy, wind turbines, geo thermal - we need to
have affordable and easier access to solar panels - help us save
other provinces- it is about time we get to take care of
ourselves. Fire-fighters, police - stop the generous pensions - money on our insanely high and rising heating and electrical
these professions can retire after a mere 20 to 25 years bills by promoting solar.
how is that fair to the rest of us? Create our own police force
- eliminate the RCMP from our province- the duplication of
services and upper level positions is a joke. Create a
provincial police force. Integrate the aboriginal folks into the
general population; we cannot afford to continue to carry
certain groups - the time has come to make a change. Stop
the tax breaks to churches and religious organizations - they
should all pay taxes like the rest of us. Even out the playing
field so that middle class Albertans can afford to exist. If you
want to save money in healthcare - stop the waste of medical
products, centralize and specialize our hospitals, eliminate
some of the rural hospitals - people may have to drive further
but the cost of running these buildings is outrageous, cut
upper hospital /AHS management positions and spend the
money on the doctors and registered nurses.

t5n

Schools - teachers, teacher aids
Health - drs and nurses as valuable resources
diversifying economy

t5y

Health Care
Public Transit
Affordable Daycare

reinstating Alberta Health Care premiums with appropriate
subsidy.
NOT using tricks-down economics. no corporate tax breaks
for big oil
Everywhere could use a review with an efficient lens.
Less corporate tax cuts
Minute sales tax
Increase corporate taxes

T3C

diversifying other fields and not only focus on oil/gas.

Reduce waste on organizations that are stealing money. AHS
execs are the highest paid execs in canada. Instead of
reducing budget on healthcare and letting employees suffer
restructure the management/execs, canadian blood services
asking for free donations from people and overcharging
blood back to hospitals.These are only some of the issues,
look at restructuring the head not the bottom.

by creating and promoting job growth you will see a ripple
effect and see economic growth. Oil will never be high as
before and we should be diversified and not only focus on oil.
Need to spend money to make money.

T3L

Education

PST
Royalties

Take foreign oil companies

diversificaiton, small business tax incentives for hiring

Promote entrepreneurial vision in tech sector
Diversify away from the traditional oil and gas mindset
Subsidize post secondary programs in which jobs are in
demand
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T8A

Healthcare. Education.

Submit a list of true tax payer dollar spending and I will
answer that

t2j

LRT (expand on) to help reduce congestion on the roads and
simplify how people travel to and from work. (and allowing
job creation) B) Affordable housing by enticing builders via
low interest loans, etc. Ask Feds to match dollars spent by
AB gov't.

T2V

Health and education.

A) Show Albertans austerity in gov't admin. budget where
cuts should be made; B) Define social pgms budget based
on # recipients i.e. under a 1,000, stop providing funding. C)
Reduce # govt trips within Canada, suggest hosting them
here instead. D) get more money on oil well ahead of them
being put in the ground to recoup cost when out of service.
IMPROVE relations with Fed gov't with collaboration
approach
Big infrastructure. Duplicate government services

T0C

Definitely animal welfare including agricultural livestock.
Preserving Forrests and wetlands.

Focus on supporting present priorities. Healthcare and
education. Ask those on the front line where cutbacks should
be . They are a wealth of info .
Grants, lower interest rate loans to small entrepreneurs.
Increase taxes & accountabilities to larger companies. Increase
royalties to oil sector. Inasmuch as the oil is resource of
Alberta, the gov't still needs to stand up to the oil company and
get their fair share (royalties). Ask Feds to match Alberta's
funds relating to LRT jobs

A labour tax credit for media content production. Tax
incentives for innovations in technology and agriculture.
Alberta should be a leader in media production but government
is afraid of the optics. Billions of dollars in foreign investment
is being ignored.
Government can find some money in the healthcare industry. Cut back on corporate taxes. There has to be some initiative for
Someone should be looking into the billing aspects of
companies to expand and be able to hire more employees
doctors in the province. Even if you don’t need to see a
Also the government should look into mineral owners for the
doctor they have you come in to get a prescription renewal
province. Seems like everybody’s benefitting except the people
or to get a Form for bloodwork etc. That’s because They
that actually own the mineral title. I don’t think oil companies
don’t get paid unless you walk through the door. So what
and governments should be able to take money away from the
ends up happening is you go to see the doctor for an issue
people that actually own the mineral rights.
he’ll give you requisitions For x-rays or bloodwork and then
you go back to see him so he can read the results to you.
Really these requisitions could’ve been forwarded to the
applicable labs and then forwarded back to the doctor and
then if there was any concerns you could go in. So instead of
two required visits to find out your results you might not
have had any required visits unless of course the news was
negative you had to go in for further discussion.
Basically I’m saying a lot of this can be done over the phone
and resolved. Yes the doctor should be paid for phone calls
and their expertise that’s fine but you shouldn’t have to go in
to and three times to get the same results you could have
with one. This goes on all the time.
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T5T

T0M

T3N
T5K

T5p

Public education, public healthcare, support/grants for
development and transition to sustainable energy sources,
social programs which lessen the increasing economic
disparity in Alberta (AISH, childcare, income assistance,
housing), maintaining and improving infrastructure. This is
not a support for absolute economic equality, aspects of
capitalism and entrepreneurship have provided an excellent
quality of life and standard of living in Alberta, but history
has shown that they have also not been perfect, and
government must intervene in the economy to decrease
economic inequality and promote economic prosperity for
all. Everyone in Alberta benefits from decreasing
disparity/businesses benefit from a safe/secure province
and an educated, healthy & motivated/fulfilled workforce.

The issue is not that the government is spending too much,
it is that they are not collecting enough. The government's
job is to respond to the will of the people- all people- and
work in the best interest, to the greatest extent possible, of
all people in the province. The government cannot focus on
finding savings without considering the revenue side.
Refusing to consider a provincial tax and providing large tax
cuts to big business and top earners cannot be made up
through cuts to essential services. Those cuts can't make up
for the loss in tax revenue. The government could find
savings through not wasting money on ideologically driven
decisions- "war room", removing "public' from names at
great cost/changing emails, signage, forms, cancelling
contracts that have to be paid out, etc.

Where's the question regarding revenue? If you won't even Cut that stupid energy war room.
hear feedback on budget revenue, only cost, it shows you're
not actually listening and/or don't care what Albertans have
to say.
Health care, especially expanding the Red Deer hospital.
Quit funding the drug addicts and safe consumption sites.
Specifically the cardiology department. Being central
Alberta, Red Deer should have the proper means to deal
with heart attacks and more.
Not making huge cuts to health and education
Not giving tax breaks to large companies

A strong middle class drives the economy. It's not businesses
that create jobs, it's people with money to spend that creates
jobs/keep businesses open/thriving. Raise corporate tax,
institute a provincial tax, stop cuts/rollbacks to the "little
people" whose spending drives the economy. My husband and I
work in the public sector. I'd like a new car- I'm not buying one
because the government is going to roll our wages back/job
may be lost. We're not eating at restaurants. We're not going to
plays/movies/sporting events. We're not buying new cloths,
pillows, toys for our kids... the list goes on. The 1% only buy so
many houses/cars/clothes/pillows etc. The province needs a
strong middle class to spend if the economy is going to
grow/jobs are going to created. Create law which encourage,
not discourage people and businesses from relocating to
Alberta, immigration/strong population growth promotes strong
economic growth. Diversify the economy- government has to
support through law and policy or it won't happen. Individuals
working in the fossil fuel industry, and any transitioning
industry in the province, should be supported by
policy/opportunities for education and retraining. Oil and gas
resources have benefited the province greatly (maybe not to the
extent it could have with 50 years of improved government
management, but...), and there is not anti-oil agenda in the
province, there is scientific and economic fact/reality that is
impacting that particular industry. The world moves forward,
change continues- strategic and well-informed decisions,
supported by facts and evidence, will best support Alberta's
future economic growth.
Change the revenue structure of the budget. Less income tax,
more sales tax.

We are an oil province, support this field. Also we need more
paramedics spread through out rural communities

Not be cutting public service jobs and diversify away from oil
and gas
Incentives for small businesses and stop cuts to healthcare,
which is arguably one of the biggest, if not the biggest,
industries in the province. Diversify from fossil fuel based
industries into more sustainable options.

Keep funds in public healthcare where they actually benefit
everyone and don't further damage a system that is already
stressed.
Invest in education so this province actually has a future
(grade school and post-secondary).

Less money and tax breaks to large private corporations so
that they can make even more money to benefit the few.

Education and healthcare

Fair taxes on large corporations, cuts to government offices. Government funded jobs are necessary during economic
Publication of privately contracted business with detailed
downturn. We should increase infrastructure spending
expense reports

Private/religious-based health institutions and schools
should not see public funds to maintain them.
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t6t

Post secondary education - to diversify our economy and
workforce and to get more Alberta high school students into
universities and colleges and NAIT/SAIT, and to get more
Alberta residents back to school to upgrade themselves so
we are not reliant on new immigrants.

Cut 10% out of the health budget, as that is too expensive.
Cut 20% out of the physicians budget, and put all new
physicians into a salary - that is less than the average
amount paid to physicians in Alberta through the fee-forservice payment system now.

Post secondary education - to diversify our economy and
workforce and to get more Alberta high school students into
universities and colleges and NAIT/SAIT, and to get more
Alberta residents back to school to upgrade themselves so we
are not reliant on new immigrants.

T0A

Agriculture (which is the second largest industry in the
province and is very neglected by the province),
infrastructure as our highways are falling apart, education
as we need informed citizens in the future, and front line
health care workers ( you need to cut management)

By funding front line workers in health care, education and
research. We need a well educated healthy workforce to drive
the economy forward.

T2N

Diversifying the economy and supporting research and
development in the province, but putting financial support
back into programs such as Alberta Innovates and SR&ED
credits.

Alberta Environment could use a reorganization. There are
too many managers and repetition in the department.
Everyone is in a silo and there is no consistency in the
ministry. Stop contracting everything to private
corporations. Also stop giving handouts to the oil and gas
big business.
By cutting MLA's salaries.
Otherwise no cuts, look at instead brining in a sales tax and
using carbon tax to fund programs. I don't think we should
be cutting.

Diversifying the economy and supporting research and
development in the province, but putting financial support back
into programs such as Alberta Innovates and SR&ED credits.
Also funding for re-training programs.

Also important is supporting our post-secondary institutions
and not making it for the elite and wealthy only by brining
back caps and properly funding them.

T2M
T2N
T8E

T9C

T8A

T5A

Health is the most important thing in life, universal dental
care should be for all. Regular cleanings and bi-yearly
check-ups should not be paid by the individual
Education, health care, the arts
Funding Education, Healthcare, and public services with
public money greater than what they are now
healthcare and childcare

Health care, education, and economic diversification. The
government should be focusing on these areas in terms of
investing and not cutting.
Publicly funded, publicly delivered health care.
Publicly funded, publicly delivered education.
Accessible, affordable childcare.

Health care
Education
Policeing
Job creation

Corporate subsidies

Encourage diversification and provide training paths for people
to transition out of dying industries
Greatly reducing oil and Gas subsidies, and no longer giving Funding a just transition from Oil and Gas to sustainable
large handouts to corporations
energy, and re-instituting the STEP program.
by taxing the corporations and not giving them tax breaks
stop cuts to Education - which only result in very short term
that obviously do not translate into benefits for regular
monetary gain but has long, long term detrimental effects on all
Albertans - als by shutting down that ridiculous War Room
Albertans
that is nothing more than an excuse to create a divide
between Albertans
Canceling the "war room" and "anti-Alberta" investigations. Not giving tax breaks to large corporations. Encouraging and
supporting small businesses and start-ups. Exploring economic
diversification and investing in same.
Get rid of the energy war room.
- improve availability of affordable chilcare including retaining
and expanding $25 per day childcare
Stop thinking that cutting costs always results in savings - diversify the economy by investing in green technology
pay attention to the downstream costs of cutting. Firing 90
research
government lawyers equals millions to hire private law firms - be realistic about the true long-term viability of oil and gas as
to do the work and means that the preventative advice is not the only economic engine in this province
available. Cutting dependent benefits for seniors means
- improve access to post-secondary education
people don’t get the medications the need and end up much
sicker.
Get rid of Kenney
Do not cut front line workers in health and education. Stop
CEO and managers making over 150,000 a year
paying for those that abuse the health care system. Stop giving
tax cuts to big business
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T6E

- Healthcare
End public funding for private schools
- Renewable energy infrastructure and R&D. Ex. High
capacity electrical storage and distribution. Could Alberta be
marketed as a new centre of energy innovation? We'd have
to walk the talk.
- Education, particularly k-12
Education, healthcare, environment.
Cut fossil fuel subsidies, fire Matt Wolf.

Lower barriers for new small businesses

Invest in infrastructure, public transit, education, & renewable
energy.
Tax breaks for small business owners. Invest in education for
the future. Incentive programs for small business. Incentive
programs for trades and technology programs.
Go ahead with the pipeline, more jobs for us Canadians and
curbing refugees being helped financially over the citizens in
Canada, our own homeless situation and helping hungry
children.
They should not focus on oil industry. They need to find and
develop other industries here in AB so it can create jobs and
economic growth.
Diversification in energy, Education, grants towards
electrification of the transportation system.

Healthcare and education. Diversifying the economy into
other resources other than oil and gas industry.

Stop giving tax breaks to big corporations. If companys want
our resources they will pay to get them.

t3k

Insulin pumps and sensors which are very pricey. The cost
of my sensors are 3800.00 a year and no insurance
companies will pay for these sensors. These sensors have
kept me out of hospital and very healthy.
Health, education, for Seniors and Low income families.

Less income for the politicians and in order for the
politicians to get a pension, same rules need to apply as the
Canadian citizens, 30 or 35 years of service to get a pension,
not under 10 years of service.
decrease salaries and spending of politicians

t6l

Health, Education, Infrastructure, Social Issues

T2A

Education
Health care
Small business
Alternative energy
Education and healthcare

Repeal the tax breaks given to corporations. These seem to
bedoing nothing but reducing the revenues the Government
receives.
In there own salaries, pensions, and expenses
Funding alternative energy sources and small businesses
Giant corporations can and do take care of themselves

T3c

T6W

T8A

Education and Health care, the two things that ensure a
future.

T0M

Maintaining and improving services, and infrastructure.

T6w

T8B

T1J

corporate tax revenue

The environmental sector. We pay so much into green that
we are being drained elsewhere. Tomorrow won't matter if
we can't make it through today
PST and indexed income tax.

providing either tax benefits for average income earners to
promote more spending in the retail and services market.
Provide business start up incentives.
Find ways to open the oil sands more fully again.

More funding to schools and training, as well as, transitional
programs to move funding from oil and gas to more
environmentally sustainable energy industry.
Actually assisting the seniors. As I've found very little help Start with there own pockets. Its hard/tough to live on
Hire us seniors we need funds just like the rest of the human
race. I'd gladly work part time and be productive. But its all
since relocating here. Everyone in these offices pass you off nothing. More programs to ensure seniors are actually
to someone else.
looked after.
about youth looks and what businesses are as essential which
isnt seniors. We are responsible, loyal and ready to work at the
right job.
Education, health care and the environment.
Stop providing tax breaks or incentives for big industry. Re- By increasing support for education, health care and the
institute the carbon tax so that money can be focused on
environment. Look to support our social services and diversify
diversifying our economy in our province instead of the
our economy so it's not solely focusing on oil and gas. What
money now being taken by the Feds. Should the question not changes in the last year has actually created more jobs? The
also look for opportunities for revenue instead of just cuts? impacts that have been made to our social services not only
impact those industries in terms of jobs, but cause people
without jobs to feel even more pain when their services are
being cut too.
Climate saving incentives, actions and promotions.
Re-evaluate the profit of short term investments. Think
Climate saving incentives, actions and promotions. Alberta has
Indigenous health and communities.
sustainably. Think long-term.
a lot of work to do in this area. People will save money in the
long term. We are ready to work hard now so we (and our future
generations) can benefit later.
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T2z

Health care and education

T8N

Health care and Education

T1J

Health, education.

Less spending on political propaganda that divides
Albertans.

T2P

Medical treatments that: return willing citizens to work,
enable flexibility in employment options (i.e. diabetics tend
to be tied to their private plans at their employers. it makes
moving jobs within the province more difficult. Moving this
to provincial care will increase employability and flexibility)

Medical services: remote appointments, ownership of
medical data by patients.

T0L

Healthcare and green power initiatives. Rural internet
infrastructure.

T5R

-Keeping adequate front line health care workers (adjust
spending to reflect population growth)
-keeping class sizes to recommend levels (consult teachers
association), adequate numbers of EAs in classrooms.
(adjust spending to reflect population growth)

Stop giving tax cuts to O&G companies. Get rid of the
Fund tech companies. Bring back the solar initiative.
ridiculous "energy war room". Stop inserting yourselves into
and micromanaging higher education and the healthcare
system.
Less corporate tax cuts.
Continue work re: pressuring for Pipelines
Bring corporate tax rates Back to pre-UCP level

T0K

health, education, small business start up incentives,

t5x

T8N

Pay cuts and/or wage freezes

Cut royalties on oil and gas production and do whatever it takes
to encourage business to want to be in alberta
Put in a PST and much of our "spending" problem as well as Please stop cutting to start up businesses and those trying to
"revenue" problem will drastically decrease. With all the
be innovative. There used to be many more grants available to
tourism we have in Alberta (Calgary Stampede, mountain
assist those who want to start something new (like new energy
visits, etc.) we are missing out on taxes (revenue) from non- initiatives).
Albertans. Any changes (cuts or user fees, etc.) that you
have proposed only hurt Albertans, while a PST would
impact everyone visiting our province.

Diversifying our economy - less dependence on the oil and gas
industry. Investing in other industries that offer long-term
sustainability.
Classroom size
Longer school day over 4 days
Focus on quality education. Reduce Premier and MLA salaries,
Quality of education
tax corporations, find alternatives to fossil fuel and support
Support for special needs
worker re education initiatives. Leave education and healthcare
alone!
I think the government need to focus on growing our
Honestly if need be I think we need a PST. I hate saying it
I think we need to promote all new business in our province.
Can we look at incentives to bring companies here and hire
economy and getting us back on track. However some of the but I would rather pays this and bed get for this than see a
cuts really scare me. Education is so important for our youth bunch of services cut. Maybe we could re implement Alberta local. Can we look at maybe a one time 2 year tax break for
companies that hire over and maintain a certain number of local
and what they will contribute to our province in the future.
health care costs like we had before.
workers. We need Albertans working and paying taxes so we
Understanding that this is a huge cost to us but to me
I think we also need to look at government departments. Is
seems so important. There has to be a way that we can
all the staff needed, can we merge departments. Can this be can fund our province.
We need to find an alternate source of income besides oil.
maintain what we have now and same for health care. My
more efficient.
Obviously we can’t forget about it or not work to develop
thoughts are we need to be helping them restructure from
the top and demand they leave front line staff as be. As I feel
pipelines but this oil crash will happen again. Will we be
that this service is stressed as is. 17(1)
prepared or will the same thing happen again.
For us growing
the economy is of the upmost importance as both of our
incomes have been drastically reduced over the last 3 years

health, education, redundancy

See above

No new govt jobs. Decrease govt spending and decrease taxes.
Spend govt money efficiently.
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T3A
T6E

Healthcare, education, police, other essential services

Tax breaks and bailouts for oil and gas companies. Could
also introduce a PST
Focusing on moving towards clean and sustainable energy, There is no need for a military. There is no need for new
airplanes which only exist to murder civilians a world away.
on housing and care for those living in our streets, a
THERE SHOULD BE NO MORE PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION.
functional and all-encompassing transit system, public
education FOR ALL, public healthcare FOR ALL, initiatives All efforts towards continuing the advancement of oil WILL
HURT FUTURE GENERATIONS. Also, tax the rich.
to assist climate and other refugees and immigrants,
Exorbitantly.
indigenous reparations and genuine acknowledgement of
genocide, as well as continued building of public spaces
such as libraries.

Diversify. Stop focusing so much on oil and gas
By moving in conjunction with the federal climate emergency
declaration of June 2019. Any "economic" growth that we work
towards is incredibly futile, if not overwhelmingly harmful to the
world around us. We know that the Global South and peoples
living near the Equator have already been facing lifethreatening and life-changing consequences from the climate
emergency. It disgusts me to think that those in power would
still continue to pressure the layperson to focus on "economic
growth" rather than the protection of our remaining populations
of both humans and all animals. Any actions that are not
directly related to mitigating the climate emergency are a
WASTE OF TIME, RESOURCES AND ULTIMATELY, LIFE.
THERE ARE NO JOBS ON A DEAD PLANET!

T2X

Health care and education. Infrastructure.

Narcan program scrapped
Tax breaks for corporations scrapped
Tax breaks for the wealthy scrapped
Safe consumption sites scrapped

Diversify. Oil is dead stop allowing that to be the primary focus.
Tech, alternate energy sources, etc.
Continue to support post secondary institutions not cutting!!!

T0L

Diversification of province's commerce and tech sectors to
complement the decline in oil and gas. Education. Health.

it's own administrative costs. I don't believe in this climate
austerity will help pull us from this hole. Minimize costs on
efficiencies but don't burden everyone with looking over
their shoulders in admin checking up (re: recent education
funding plans)

Development of tech (future tech, think power generation (and
all around it) not just raw resources) and tourist sectors.

t0b

k-12 education, keep healthcare affordable, invest in rural
municipalities

cut red tape, offer incentives, invest in new technologies

T8X

Education, Health, Social Services

post secondary that doesn’t produce desirable outcome,
adding privat health care providers, the way grants and
funds are allocated and used for
1)Taxing oil companies proportionately, and actually forcing
them to pay what they owe. I used to work in the patch, and if
they are struggling then it's definitely the best kind of
struggling.
2) A sales tax. So blindingly obvious! A 5% sales tax is
barely noticeable, and combined with the GST to make 10%,
we would still be lower than most provinces.

Diversify. Invest in the people on top of the ground, not the oil
beneath it. Support the transition to sustainable industry and
wean Alberta off of its economic reliance on fossil fuels. I'm
from NS and I've watched as my home province dumped far too
much taxpayer money into the dying pulp industry for short
term political and financial gain. Once the money is gone, the
corporations leave. I've seen retirees forced back into the
workforce because their pensions were cut. Alberta isn't there
yet, but it easily could be in a few decades. There is a global
move toward cleaner energy alternatives. Whether a person
agrees with the scientific reasoning behind this or not, it will be
hard to argue that maintaining our economic reliance on on
industry that the world is shying away from is a good idea.
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T6H

DIVERSIFY the economy!! That way you will have the budget Tax big business and the rich in our province- just like the
NDP were doing and then diversify our economy, like the
to fund the most important things: education, health care
NDP. That way, we can start making money in a non- boom &
and care of vulnerable groups. Support ALL Albertans!!
busy fashion! Get rid of the super expensive and ridiculous
“war room”- focus on building new economy, by putting that
money into new business and education/health care so
people want to live here. Support ALL Albertans!

T1J

Education, Health and Energy Diversification. Stop relying
so much on oil and gas to solve everything!

CEO salaries in the education and health fields. Start at the
top instead of cutting workers at the bottom.

Again, diversify! This government has cut diversity out, taken
away grants for new business that then located elsewhere,
stopped construction of labs that would help diversify, cut
income to so many Albertans. The oil & gas industry will
always be needed, but should just be one of MANY economies
in Alberta, so we don’t have such huge boom & busts!! Stop
kicking a dying horse and actually be leaders in thinking of
Alberta’s future and how we can make our economy diverse &
strong for all Albertans!
Support diversification of the economy, health care and
education. E.g., new technology and innovation.

I would also like to see oil and gas companies pay their fair
share of taxes...no more tax breaks!

T1K

T5Y

I would also support a sales tax if it meant keeping social
services.
Primary and post secondary education. Agriculture research Reduced administration and government size.
and development. Infrastructure.
Health care and education because we have an ageing
Taxing corporations and raising taxes on the rich.
population and we need to educate our young so they can
make informed choices.
While I do feel that spending is an issue, what is currently
I think that one of the main ways that the government can
happening and what is being proposed as far as cutbacks is find savings is doing a full review of all government
way too extreme. The cuts are affecting Alberta's most
programs and focusing on the top earners. Government is
vulnerable (all ages) and these cuts are only going to make very top heavy. I can provide two examples - 17(1)
things worse; we must think long-term as to how this will
affect our society. Cuts to the social income assistance
approximately 60 front line workers, 10 supervisors, two
programs and what is currently happening with the rental
managers, and one senior manager. Are all of those
supplement program, not to mention funding cuts to so
managers and supervisors necessary? Each department
many community support agencies is going to affect
seems to have many supervisor, managers, directors, etc.
thousands of people that rely on government support.
and are very high paid. This is what the focus should be on,
rather than letting go the lowest paid staff that are the most
Also, cuts to frontline workers is also too drastic. The
needed.
public service workers that are being let go by attrition (eg:
temporary positions not being renewed) is just not the way
to go. I have seen very low paid people (admin workers)
that are absolutely necessary in their organizations being let
go rather than having a review of government position to
see where savings can be found. 17(1)
that
staffing has always been an issue and it is very scary to
think about what will happen in the near future. Over the
years I have seen and personally suffered (physically and
mentally from the consequences of high workloads and with
further cutbacks this will affect the remaining staff by
having to take on more than one person can handle. This
government is focused on creating jobs and getting people
to work. What about it's own staff?

Education. Small business support programs and loans.
Reduced ALCB red tape
Diversifying Alberta's economy away from oil and gas so
people are not so reliant on oil and gas jobs and have other
forms of work when the gas industry goes bust.
All I can say is that what the government is currently doing is
not working. So many people have lost jobs recently so
another approach is needed. Something needs to be done so
that the people that are currently employed keep their jobs.
This is in all employment sectors in Alberta. Government must
support it's province; not make everyone suffer.
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T5E

Spending priorities should be get work for the out of work
people.

T0L

Economic diversification; upstream support for people to
prevent mental health and addiction issues-community
health supports, diversity and inclusion work at the
community level, access to affordable housing. Dealing
with full blown addiction is costly.

t5x

Education, Health care and low-income financial assistance Corporate taxes

Support for job creating starts in education. Adding required
supports for students to aid in their education journey and
follow through to post-secondary support and funding.

T3K

Healthcare, education

It’s own party

Support the healthcare and education of Albertans. Make these
things a priority that doesn’t become threatened with each
election. Use research to drive decisions on staffing levels and
classroom sizes. Consult those who work on the front lines that
have an intimate understanding of the issues and risks at hand.

T3H

Post-secondary, education and healthcare

Mid-level management

Giving teachers at least a cost of living adjustment for at
least the past few years, instead of 0/7 during the past 8
years. Increase education funding so classes sizes can be
reduced. Increase health spending so front line jobs can be
kept.
Child Care Agencies - do not cut funding for non profits
Senior Benefits - do not cut funding

Increased taxes on big business, investigate the possibility
of a provincial PST.

Support oil and gas, but also work to diversify the economy.
Support nascent industries
Invest in education at all levels.

T4N

T2N

Healthcare, education, poverty reduction, investment in
social services.

T0b

Heath care and education. Cut the hirelevels Of pay and
more on the ground (nurse and teachers)
Public healthcare, public education, public transportation,
attainable housing
Health care and education

T2H
T5Y

Healthcare, education, infrastructure

By separating from Canada, pulling our Pension (CPP),
Quebec has there own (QPP)...Stop all Transfer payments...
Cut middle management out,
Get rid of the war room. I am not pleased with the divisive
anti-Canadian discourse this thing has been creating. Also
too much time spent spinning stories on social media that
are meant to distract people from the main issues while
questionable policy is pushed through. Get rid of the
disrespectful Issues Management director and actually do
some work on helping Alberta move forward with benefits for
the people not just oil corporations. Collect those taxes oil
companies are not paying.

By giving the workers the Tax Breaks, not the Corperations,
(10%) credit on there personal income taxs...
Diversify the economy. Previous premier was trying. This
government needs to quit with the ideological spin and put
some effort into making things happen. I am so disappointed in
the difference in what was promised and what is happening. It
is pathetic.

Funding for big companies - why do they get the tax breaks

Support the businesses that provide care for low income
families.
If the low income families can not work because they can not
pay for child care there will be more unemployment.
Collecting tax from oil and gas companies. Not giving oil and Diversifing from oil and gas. Investing in green energies. Not
gas industries tax breaks. Getting rid of the Canadian
cutting public sector jobs. Investing in preventative supportsenergies war room.
poverty reduction, safe injection sites
Taxing hire income. Taxing business. Oil.
Getting our oil to the coast and having a refinery built here
Tax corporations
Tax breaks to big business and higher royalties for nonrenewable resources
Redundancy, unnecessary bureaucracy.

Diversify the economy, invest in alternative and renewable
energy, reduce income inequality
Diversifying the economy and stop trying to make 2006 happen
again. It won’t. Move on
Supporting innovation and research, looking to new industry
beyond oil and gas as it is no longer sustainable as our main
industry and is not renewable. We need to look forward not
back. Support tourism as tourism can bring in good growth
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T8N

Healthcare, education and social services for vulnerable
populations.

The Canadian Energy Center is sucking up valuable money
that could be used to actually support Albertans. You say
that you want to have programs and funding more outcomes
Making more revenue - all you can think about is cutting, but based. I am having a hard time understanding the outcomes
there is another part to this equation - we need more stable of the War Room.
revenue. If you can't recognize that than you are being
Reinstate the corporate taxes that you cut for large
willfully ignorant, which is not a good look for government. businesses.
If we are in such dire straights, why aren't you looking at
ways to increase revenue?? Taxes (corporate and personal), Why are there no questions on here about how to get more
diversifying the economy, supporting women to get into the revenue- "finding savings" is only one part of the equation workplace so that they can pay taxes and contribute to the what are you going to do about our revenue problem???
economy.

Shifting our economy from an oil and gas dependent economy
to a more diverse mix that looks to the future. Not putting all of
our eggs in one basket and looking for opportunites to invest in
technology, renewable energy and people centered economies.

T3M

Health, education, childcare. Do not expect physicians to
only spend 10 minutes per patient this is absolute insanity.
Dont privatize healthcare or take steps to break the current
system to undermine public health which is exactly what
you're planning on doing. Shame on the UCP for being the
enemy of the working class, the students, the seniors, and
the Alberta family.

Stop corporate tax cuts period. It does not work!!!!! 4 billion
dollars wasted!! Encana just left the province and they got a
55 million dollar tax cut!! That 55 million could have been
used to support subsidized child care or education.

Spending money on new infrastructure projects that will create
jobs. Like the green line in Calgary or building new hospitals.
Stop cutting funding to social programs. Most economists will
agree that trickle down economics does not work. In difficult
times, governments need to spend money in order to stimulate
the economy. Not cut back. In the great depression, they
bounced back because of social spending. Not because the
government cut back. Stop being an enemy to the working
class. Start diversifying the economy so jobs can be created in
sectors other that oil and gas. Invest in education so that we
have a skilled workforce in the future.

T2K

Affordable, reliable, well-trained and capable child care
providers. The cost of childcare - regardless of subsidy - is
a huge burden; forcing many to choose between working
and caring for their children. And the health care system;
particularly mental health resources. 17(1)

Where the hell does all the money from tickets and fines go? By working for the people instead of for their paychecks.
From minor speeding tickets alone, I could have funded a
much-needed vacation 3 times over. Most people don't have
time to go to court to ask for a reduction, so these tickets of
100+ bucks from cameras - how are they being used?
Further, the transportation ministers press secretary could literally, I am not exaggerating - pay my rent with their salary
for about 8 years and still have a good chunk of savings.
How about a salary review???

But health
care in general is overworked and underfunded! We are in
the midst of a serious opiod crisis. The government should
be looking at why that is - why are people medicating
themselves to death? It's totally avoidable. You can lead a
horse to water, but when the water won't be drinkable for
about 6-8 months, what's the point?

Your policies are failing badly and you need to readjust and
shift your thinking if you don't want this province to continue
into this downward spiral.
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t8s

Health, education and infrastructure.

Cut the old timers within our ministries who are simply
milking the system and staying along for the easy ride. They
do nothing and are not bringing anything constructive to the
table. If the issue is packages/$ - just take the hit and pay
now, push them out the door so people can move on and
government can actually take some proper steps forward.
There's nothing that will change except you will end up with
poorer results for as long as they stay on especially after
cutting more staff.

Consider bringing back elements of private sector back into
public sector while not using unions to fill those positions.
Keep it competitive so people who have drive for results will
push for the betterment of government.

Stop all creation of programs or spending on garbage
programs the government use and hire a private sector
company to evaluate what would actually be worthwhile to
use. The sharepoint being created/used in transportation is
not thought out, does half of what it should and is supported
by people who shouldn't even be considering its use. So
you're left with mediocre results with people who are holding
positions that are costing far too much for what you're
getting and wont look for proper solutions.
Cut Minister/politician salaries as year in year out no matter
who they continue to fail Albertans.
T5L

Healthcare and primary education

Restructuring the way spending is done. Instead of going
Push job creation in growing sectors, IT, eldercare, maybe tax
with the "cheapest" (because these always seem to go over breaks for new businesses or for businesses willing to provide
budget), go with the ones that guarantee their work on time job sharing positions
and on or under budget, or penalize the ones that go over.
Penalize shoddy work.
Pre-emptive healthcare (keep people healthier in general and
find things before they become real issues and they'll rely
less on the healthcare system).

T1Y

Public transportation, health care, other industries such as
uranium, helium, or renewable energy sources
HEALTH, ROADS, EDUCATION, CONSTRUCTION, NATURE,
OIL/GAS, COMMUNITIES
Health and education and supporting the vulnerable sectors
of our society.

Adding a provincial sales tax of even 2% would help
substantially without significantly impacting Albertans
CONTROLLING BETTER WHERE MONEY GOES NOW

Addition of PST and investment in uranium helium exports and
renewable energy sources
WISELY DIRECTING FUNDS

In your own offices and upper management of provincial
structures. NOT on the frontlines and taking away from the
people who need it most.
Cut back on the size of the civil service - not cutting front
line health care and education. Hire more full time nurses
with benefits to reduce outrageous overtime costs.

A sales tax. This is a long term user based sustainable source
of income. Why not? I would much rather see this than all the
programs being cut.
Start up incentives for new businesses
Support small business through lower taxes

T2B

T3B

Job creation
Health care
Education
Seniors

Quit hiring panels to make recommendations - we elected
you to make decisions, not panels.
A “means” test for $25 per day day care - I know of couples
making $400,000 receiving $25 per day care - just ridiculous.
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T3L

Education

T2a

Education, healthcare, job creation

T2Z

The government should focus less on corporate tax breaks
and more on public infrastructure. Public transit, public
health, etc. Trickle down economics has been proven time
and time again to be ineffective. Especially in an industry
such as oil, which is spiraling down.

T5P

Spend on public health and education and prevention
Don’t cut corporate taxes, they literally took the money and
programs. We understand not paying nurses/teachers more ran. Raise corporate taxes. raise taxes in the highest bracket
but don’t try to take away stuff from their contracts.
(right, for your buddies!). Reinstate carbon tax and all
associated programming.
Basically, don’t be conservative.
Oh, and a low provincial sales tax would also really help. Yes
I live here. Yes I’ll pay it.
waste of overpaid officials, stop the corruption and
Family courts, as in many other modern jurisdictions, equal
parenting by default, only deviate in exceptions. That is all
subsidizing the oil and gas industries, the legal industry.
backed up by scientific evidence for years. They saved 100's
of millions per jurisdiction. Alberta aka Canada is about 40
years behind. It is the same with MEP Alberta, very
inefficient, incompetent people/directors, we have seen this
for many years. Make them accountable, as no one is there
and it is a well known mess.

t5g

PST
Royalties
The tax cuts and bonuses your giving the big companies. If
you don't up their tax at least put it back to what it was. Stop
only caring for the rich white man and start thinking of
everyone. You are making the rich richer and the poor
poorer, with worse education and healthcare.

Take foreign oil companies
Dont cut funding to things like the Calgary cancer center. Invest
in renewable energy (this does not mean to forget about the oil
field!)

The government should introduce higher taxes, especially on By supporting public infrastructure. Rather than cutting nursing
corporations. A sales tax would also be beneficial to balance jobs through attrition, actually hire new graduates. Support
the budget.
students through internship programs, thus encouraging
companies to hire students. Invest in green energy projects.

I don’t know.

expand apprenticeships, stop importing labour as we have
enough, provide incentives for corporations for added value
hands on training ( please do not subsidize hazy wazy training,
e.g. law, policies etc.), promote hiring older work force ( 50
plus...) as they often can't get jobs....discriminated. Expand
added value agriculture technology and industry, many smaller
countries like Denmark, Netherlands, Germany are bigger
agricultural countries on export/business than Canada which is
so far behind

Health care, over time of nurses, poor HR planning
Education, do away with all the little holy houses, merge and
make it more efficient so teachers can focus on teaching, not
the bureaucrazy.
Social services, make people accountable, you will see what
happens...
T7x

T2c

T2N

Albertans! Ensuring all Albertans have a quality of life.
Social programs, low income housing, transit, education,
healthcare, renewable energy
Job creation, education, affordable healthcare, affordable
housing, transit

Stop creating all these panels! Actually reduce red tape not
create more. Look for efficiencies.

Through investing in renewable energy and all the great things
already happening in Alberta.

Cutting welfare off for healthy, able bodied Albertans who
should be working.
Also maybe stop buying these terrible public art pieces
nobody likes but guaranteed costs $500k each

Why do we not have more oil refineries in Alberta? Why are we
shipping it off the US and then buying it back at a premium?
Take out the middle man and build some more refineries here
so then we have the job growth and less expensive oil and gas
prices. Maybe I’m an idiot and that’s not how it works, but if it is
then this could help tremendously.

Public services especially health care and education.
Development outside of oil and gas.

Not increasing tax breaks for companies. Maintaining the
carbon tax. Reducing spending of premier and advisors for
travel. If necessary increasing PST.

Funding health care and education. Encouraging development
outside of the oil and gas sector.
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T7V

Creating jobs (in the public sector as well). We need more
Get rid of the War Room and Matt Wolf. That would save over Get rid of the Conservative government! But you won't, so
Alberta's economy is going to go down the toilet.
nurses and teachers! Also diversifying our economy and not $30 million a year. Jason Kenney also does not need to be
investing everything into oil. Oil will not be around forever. travelling all over the world on the tax payer's dime.
We should be investing in technology.

T1J

Health care
Education
Environmental protection
The spending priorities should be on healthcare, education
and public service such as income support to better provide
better staffing, case management, and molding peoples
minds. You can't create a better world, and more/better
productivity with people who aren't trained properly and
paid well.

t6b

No more tax breaks for big oil.

Education and the promotion of alternative fuels. Alberta is far
too deeply dependent on the oil industry.

Getting big companies to pay bigger taxes rather than the
middle working class/lower class, having the oil. Getting the
oil companies who owe 173 million in property taxes to
actually pay their property taxes.

Providing funding and staff to public service that assists people
in finding employment, to stop allowing immigrants into canada
to sit on income support and to provide proper training and
education to canadians. You should also be looking at other
renewable resources rather than oil. It's also important to look
at what places like sweden and the netherlands are doing. Their
quality of life is better, they have lots of renewable resources,
and they actually have to pay people to use energy.

By ensuring more emergency services in big cities have the
budget to hire more staff. Public safety and police response in
some cities is a joke and needs to be fixed.
- diversify economy, focus on green technology and innovation
- get resources better access to markets so prices can rise

We need to stop spending on jobs within the oilfield as there
will never be a booming economy the way it used to be.
T8H

Schools
Emergency services

Lower high government employee wages so they get paid
like everyone else.

T2N

- access for resources to markets (ie: pipelines and more)
- diversify economy away from oil and gas (ex: green
technology)
- making the provincial health care system more efficient not by cutting staff, but by looking at systems elsewhere
and incorporating better models of service delivery

- orphaned oil and gas wells - make companies pay for the
these - taxpayers shouldn't have to.
- increase corporate tax rate - a race to the bottom isn't in the
best interest of anyone in the province.
- eliminate the provincial corporate tax collection unit and
hand it over to CRA like every other province has done.

T5M

Healthcare and education.

Taxing the rich.

Diversify the economy past oil and gas.

T1k

Health care & Education.

GST.
Stop lowering corporate taxes with no strings attached. They
should only get further tax breaks based on job creation.
Fire AHS management that is grossly incompetent as leaders
and causing good workers to quit and ruining the morale of
the others. This is a huge factor in why our health outcomes
are worse.

Stop cutting everyone’s budgets and causing layoffs and mass
fear of job loss. I can tell you that I’m not spending my money at
all for this reason and many others are doing the same. How is
that good for the economy?
The government needs to spend money (to a point) to stimulate
the economy. And don’t just focus on oil and gas. You are
losing voter support outside of that sector in masses.

T2v

Education, health and social services

Decommissioning the war room, increasing business taxes,
and reducing MLA wages

T4s

Education. Health care

Cutting their own wages . Getting rid of some of them.

Increase taxes on public good exploration and sale or NG, oil,
minerals.
Support investment in education and IT development
Invest in media projects
Develop areospace programs
Pipelines.

Public education and health care

Introduce a sales tax. Fewer tax breaks for major
corporations

Stop cutting funding that pays teacher, nurse, EA, etc wages
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T3Z

Education, health then economics
If you want my vote again you will show across-the-board all
politicians in Alberta willing to take a pay cut and taking the
pay cut the same as the nurses doctors teachers CEO,s and
everyone else that is doing this just to keep their lights on.

Getting albertans back to work. Job creation...

Eliminating pension packages for government political
employees. Setting a pay cap for politicians no one makes
over $95,000 a year. No one makes less than $45,000 a year.
Stop chasing your tail around all the issues that really aren’t
important and start moving forward with a positive form that
betters all Albertans instead of a reactive form that
continually leaves us scrambling.

Not by pulling your pants down and taking it up the ass from
everyone else. By eliminating all pointless ventures that have
committees reviewing ideas on how to make them work or even
move forward.
Stop making up bullshit about environmental and climate
control issues when our entire solar system is in disarray you
are lying to people it’s bullshit anyone with half a sense can go
and do some research and find out our planet is not alone in
this era of super storms and tectonic shifting. Figure out as a
province how we can adapt and benefit from this celestial event
instead of blaming ourselves.
The war room. Aish program recipients get far more benefits Hire a student programs. Retaining from oil and gas related
for the same items than income support recipients do. Lots types of jobs to other environmental industries. Build more low
could be reduced or eliminated. Aish recipients are allowed income housing units and assisted living u it’s for the baby
boomers.
thousands of dollars in assets and given multiple financial
benefits still that they could afford. Aish program needs to
be seriously reviewed and made more means tested to
reduce unnecessary benefits to those who can afford them
Themselves. Reduce and eliminate a lot of management
positions. Reduce the number of management levels. Your
government workers are already working multitaskers and
committed to providing the best they can...no need for
supervisors for three employees. Reduce the amount of
supervisory roles and it will give more working staff for front
lines that are already stretched way too thin.

T2S

Services that impact people directly - preventative
healthcare, children's services, AISH and income supports.
These services are expensive in the short run, but they pay
dividends in reduced healthcare overall costs, reduced law
enforcement costs, and reduced costs to society.

In giving tax cuts to corporations.

Let it happen on its own! Stop giving big cuts to large
corporations; there will always be some constituency that's
prepared to give more, so they'll go there anyway. Invest in
what makes our province unique and incredible - its people.

T6C

Health, education, social programs

Increase tax

Invest in areas outside of oil and gas

T4X

Healthcare and infrastructure

Administration, cut the government salaries and bonuses.
Close their war room.
Decreasing the amount of management we have

Stimulate jobs by spending on infrastructure (roads)

Looking for big resource companies is not the right area,
encouraging small and medium business growth. Health small
businesses can employ more people than large corporations
and small business is where you can measure “trickle down”.
Reduce small business tax, create funds and incentives to help
people start.
By not cutting existing public service jobs. Why pick on those
good people who support other Albertans. This was tried years
ago by the Klein Government and turned out to just Alberta
behind in services to people and infrastructure. Why be so
negative to repeat poor choices.
Reverse cooperate tax cuts , put in a small sales tax - invest in
AI, health as an economic driver

Front line health care staff
T5r

Keeping our kids and work force up to date and attractive
for exitsting and business

How about taxing corporations and not giving away our
resources rather than trying to cut a province that has
almost doubled population in 15 years m

T1K

health and education and no cuts to public service jobs.
Maybe its time for a provincial sales tax just like the other
provinces.

By implementing a provincial sales tax like the other
provinces.

T5Z

Pharmaceuticals (drug plan)

Alberta Health Services (hospital system) -decrease
management wages.

100 should support economic growth
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T7S

Job creation, healthcare, education, looking at root causes Creative renovations do we really need all new new new
...
for addiction and mental health and support those areas.
Support following job loss. Expecially in rural communities.

t4j

highly educated and skilled labour force, support for growth eliminate energy war room; create jobs not job losses. tax
of businesses of all sizes, spend money to keep jobs not cut the wealthy. learn how the trickle down effect doesn't work.
jobs. balance the budget over 20 years if that's what it takes.

T3H

Healthcare, Education, and Social Services. When your
citizens are healthy, supported and educated they put more
back into society and into the economy, because they have
more to spend. Oil & gas is important, even the NDP
maintained mandates to keep working on getting the
pipelines, but focus on educating and building relationships
with those opposed rather than attacking. It’s a waste of
money. If you attack people just dig their heels in more.
Diversify... Tech, Film, and the dirty word - renewable
resources (and more) have their place in Alberta and will be
necessary as we rely less on oil in gas in the next 20-30
years. Be progressive and not regressive like Ontario who is
striving for the bare minimum for its citizens.

T8N

Health
Education
Bringing new business to Alberta and retaining current
businesses
Health care- mental health and addictions (also making
dental part of our covered health care), education (smaller
class sizes and more funding for sports and arts), law
enforcement (crime is rampant through the province and
victims have less rights then the criminals. The crown needs
to stop dropping charges against life time criminals and
become Stricker. Gang violence needs to end. infrastructure
major job creation projects should be fully funded (public
transit for major city's and twinning of major highways.

T5H

Incentives to hire youth, older workers. Free for Alberta
Employment services help tremendously. Helping rural
communities diversify economy.

stop cutting jobs in all sectors. invest in new technologies.
invest in education at all levels. invest in municipalities. get
your priorities straight because right now you're really, really
bad at your jobs.
Stop giving the wealthy tax breaks and stop making the
Forward thinking and not backward thinking. Invest in your
choice to spend frivolously. Those are two simple things.
people so they invest back into Alberta!!! Albertans voted for a
And stop spending money trying to fight people against oil
Progressive Conservative Party who promised the “Alberta
and gas... it’s as much a waste of money as you would spend Advantage” but so far I have only seen regressive cuts and
trying to convince “flat earthers” the world is round. Please changes that are taking us backwards... all to be like Ontario.
recognize we do not have a spending problem and you do
Instead of being different, and smart by diversifying and
need to keep up with population growth and inflation. (It’s
investing into our home, we are lowering our standards and
like looking for more ways to save when your a home owner looking at short term instead of the long game :(
and unemployed... you can’t keep cutting, you need to find a
source of income - taxes). We have an income problem and
you may actually have to consider that a provincial sales
(which I hate to point out but a provincial carbon tax would
have acted like a sales tax and we would have kept that
money in the province rather than give it to the a Federal
government). Focus on actually hearing Albertans and those
doing the work in Alberta... you may be surprised at the good
ideas they really have. Please don’t forget if everyday
Albertans have the health, education, and money in their
pockets to put back into Alberta. It’s like renovating an old
home and spend money on fixing the fence, the roof and
siding and, insulating it and new furnace (that’s investing in
health and education). The $$$ comes back down the road.
But if you piddle it away to host parties for your rich friends
and on expensive food and wine... (Tax breaks, spending
money on the war room, fancy flights and hotel) your house
is worse and still needs $ put into but you won’t have any)

Instead of cutting jobs/wages of the people at the bottom
how about the top officials of education and AHS getting
their wages reduced to a more respectable amount....no need
for them to make $400000+/yr.
A provincial sales tax is the best way to find money.
Attacking front line workers at Ahs and in education is not
the right way to go. Times may be tough for oil and gas
workers but that's not there fault they already do there part
everyday. Telling them they need to do more is not okay.

Spend on key elements, health, education, oil and gas......can
always bring back the arts when there is a turnaround in the
economy. No one can say that health and education should not
take top priority.
Financial incentives for new technology and new business.
Funding for re education of our out of work oil and gas workers,
in new feilds. We need to diversify away from oil and gas
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Healthcare, especially for seniors and mental health.
Education.

Cutting expense accounts for senior officials and
management.
Reducing privatization, because it ultimately costs more in
programs to oversee contractors, lawsuits, inadequate
supervision, and shoddy work that never gets fixed.

PCs slashed and burned private systems and laid off public
servants 20 years ago to achieve a so-called balanced budget.
Didn’t work, obviously because UCP is slavishly following suit.
How is it that PCs and UCPs, in one of the richest provinces in
the country, cannot seem to get it right?
Stop pandering to the oil and gas industry and start looking at
other options.

T5T

T9K

Support k-12 education
Support the creation of techology related jobs. Our kids are
graduating with digital media and tech degrees. Give them a
reason to stay in Alberta
Reduction of class size, increased integration of technology
in all classrooms, updated curriculum resources so
teachers are not spe doing so much of their own money on
TpT.
Early intervention for kids as it is proven to have a positive
impact

Government salaries for higher roles, e.g presidents, premier Generation and support of tech and clean energy companies
Tax oil and gas companies, get orphan wells under control

...

Increase teacher pay; increase incentives (both short and long
term) for teachers to live and work north of Edmonton, because
life doesn't end after you cross over the St. Albert mine;

Non-direct service positions should all be under review in
health and education

Continue to lobby federal government to get out of the way of
the oil and gas sector.

Mental health and social services

Oil companies paying their taxes

What can we do to support more tech jobs?
Not cut jobs and start looking into renewable energy

Kids

All management levels in public sector need to be reviewed
(correction from previous submission)

Diversify

T3H

None. We are broke.

Communities that take over services get grants.

T3a

Health and education

Download some services onto communities, contract out
some services and cut others right off.
Management costs in all levels and areas. Increasing taxes
on businesses and people with high profits and income.

T9X

Infrastructure, pipelines, military.

T7x

Creating a better job market so that you are able to gain
experience through the job instead of education which puts
you into more debt & not everyone is good at test taking.
Making it easier to have kids because there is not much
help & they keep immigrating more people.

Spend less on everything. It isn't your money so you should
think small.
The big corporations who are online & don't pay taxes or the
big corporations that avoid paying taxes. Cut budget
spending on unnessary jobs and creating more updated
versions.

Spend less taxes. Lower tax rates. Allow job creators to be
able to hire more people.
Create updated positions & cut out the old jobs that are not
needed anymore.create different variations of jobs that we
actually need in the economy & offer training.

T0E

Childcare for all families
Healthcare - PUBLIC
Education - PUBLIC
Affordable housing
Harm reduction
Aish recipients and our more vulnerable population

Talk to the frontline workers
Talk to the businesses
Tax the wealthy!

T2Z

Health Care, Education, Innovation for new industries,
Diversification of the economy, Public health interventions,
Transportation, Mental Health.

Get rid of the "War Room". Remove unnecessary positions
in cabinets. Tighten Spending by members of the UCP on
frivolous expenditures.

Not by cutting jobs and giving 4.7billion dollars to the
wealthiest corporations!
Supporting unions and their power to create better working
environments.
Childcare - get women back to work! Proven to be very effective
for economic growth!
Ban self check outs - imagine the jobs.
Stop supporting the oil industry 100%, and put the energy into
diversifying the economy. Tech sectors

T5A

Diversifying the economy is the only answer
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We need more low-cost housing since most of Albertans are Let the Landlords and owners of big companies pay more
provincial tax.
living in a hand to mouth existence.

If you help us pay our electric bills; if we could only pay the
amount we used for energy.

The health of Albertans, educating them about healthy
living.
Alternative energy, healthcare, education.

I wish you could provide free education or training for all
Albertans.
Invest in alternative energy.

Axe the "war room" = 30 million dollars in savings.
Stop subsidizing fossil fuels.
Find revenue in a progressive income tax and a sales tax.

T4G

Education and Health Care

Road Construction, tax breaks for Oil and Gas companies

T5R

- Stop cutting funding to education and healthcare
- Universal subsidized daycare for everyone
- Warm places for individuals living rough to sleep, housing
first and harm reduction initiatives
Public health care, public education. Take care of the
citizens of Alberta before corporations.
Diversifying the economy. Infrastructure.

- Increase taxes, particularly to the rich and large businesses - Increased funding towards retraining for those laid off,
- Increase/keep carbon tax
unemployed or underemployed
- Increased taxes for large businesses and those in the top
10%ile of earners
Retraction of the 4.7 billion dollar corporate tax cut
Diversify the economy so we aren't dependent solely on oil.
Institute a provincial sales tax. This would balance the
budget. Provide rebates for the lower income brackets to
ensure they do not unduly bear the burden of the pst.

Diversify the economy into renewable energy sources. Provide
Grant's for training in alternative energy and provide incentives
for homeowners to install these energy sources.

T7N

Health, Education (preschool to grade 12),
roadways/infrastructure

Reduce or eliminate severance packages and lower wages of
very top management level employees. Ask front line
workers how to save money in their workplace...each of them
know their jobs best and see where resources are being
wasted. Open walk-in clinics in small towns to avoid abuse
of Hospital ER’s for routine medical needs. Bring back health
premiums and consider small user fees for some health
services to deter unnecessary visits (waive these for low
income residents),

Control (set maximums for) banking/transaction fees for small
businesses. Offer tax incentives for the first year or two for
corporations moving offices or operations into Alberta. Keep us
the only provide without a provincial sales tax.

T0L

Healthcare and Education

Not giving taxpayer money to big corporations.

T8H
T5h

T5K

Support small businesses

By not contracting out jobs. Alberta is more than oil and gas.
Stop making out public sector workers are the issue.
Public K-12 education and class size reduction. Investment Shutter the Ineffective Canadian Energy Centre. Collect owed Support for small an medium sized tech and video game
in technology and video game industries and attracting new taxes from delinquent corporations. Get people back to work companies to promote their products to international markets.
investors and companies to the province in those industries. so that they’re paying taxes again. Invest in growing
Offer tax incentives to help tech and game companies grow.
Public health care and access to family doctors. Maintaining industries to attract high paying jobs to prevent the need for Encourage other companies in tech and video games to set up
support for safe injection sites to reduce strain on
massive sweeping cuts to essential services like public
shop in Alberta to maintain a stable job market for the talent
emergency rooms. The opioid crisis needs a solution and
education and public health care.
within the province to prevent a creative brain drain to BC,
removal of these sites are a step backwards.
Ontario, Quebec, and the USA. Invest in emerging technologies
in the energy industry such as batteries, solar technology,
carbon fiber and material sciences, and artificial intelligence
relating to: forecasting, data analysis, etc. Create a retraining
program for out of work oil field workers to work in related
emerging energy industries.
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T1H

Health, Education, Infrastructure.

Shut down the "War Room". and invest the money in Health Stop the cuts! Invest in alternate energy sources, the days of
Care, Education, and Infrastructure. No more Corporate give huge oil and gas revenue are no longer realistic to rely on.
always.A Provincial sales tax would bring in enough money
to balance the budget. Some corporations are not paying
taxes, this is wrong, the ordinary tax payer cannot do this.

T4L

public health care that includes dental. Employ enough
doctors and facilities because middle class and poor can't
afford private health care, yet the wait lists are too long
waiting for public system, and not enough doctors. Almost
impossible to get a family doctor, no-one is taking new
patients. Consequently usually you have to go to a walk-in
clinic rather than a family doctor who knows you.

By not paying government management employees such big Get Alberta's oil industry booming again.
wages, unreasonable benefits, and MLA's should not get
pensions, and payouts. They aren't in lifetime employement
to deserve it.

T5Z

Health care, court system, policing

Provincial managers and politicians salaries are ludicrously
high. Some get more than doctors, lawyers or surgeons and
to pay them bonuses to cut the budget is counter productive
because then they keep cutting jobs and workers are left
overworked and stressed out due to staffing shortages. The
cuts need to come from the top!

Cap managements salaries to more reasonable ones and what
you save on one manager could easily employ 5 or 6 regular
workers to reduce staffing shortages and stress in the
provincial workplaces.
Cuts to provincial business taxes for small business would help
small businesses and for heaven's sake, reduce the minimum
wage back to something more in line with BC or Ontario where
the cost of living is the highest. What are we trying to prove?
We're killing small business and it's not helping minimum wage
workers either because they are either getting laid off or their
hours are being cut to save money. It only hurts everyone!

T0M

Education, health care, infrastructure (especially broadband
internet in rural areas that remain trapped in the digital dark
age with lost economic potential), help Albertans make their
homes and businesses more energy efficient, support more
arts and culture, explore the potential for geothermal
energy, and protect the environment.

Immediately pull the plug on the oil and gas propaganda
machine, I mean, energy war room, and cease and desist
unconstitutional attacks on free speech by ending the
Orwellian inquiry into anti-Alberta activities. Boom, $30-plus
million saved right there alone that could now help people on
AISH.

As stated above, provide tax breaks for the middle class and
small as well as medium businesses, *not* billion-dollar
corporations.

Additionally, trickle-down economics do not and never have
worked, well, not for anyone other than already wealthy.
Profitable billion-dollar corporations that are largely foreign
owned don't need tax breaks. If you're going to provide tax
relief, give the middle class and small business community a
break. They actually spend money back into the economy,
unlike the international conglomerates that lay people off
after taking our money to a tax shelter, showering
shareholders with dividends, or awarding their CEOs
obscene bonuses that most of us wouldn't earn in lifetime.

After all, if we don't want to invest in our own province, why
should a major enterprise?

And instead of distributing wealth upwards, raise taxes on the
one per cent and use that revenue to invest in Albertans'
education, health care, and infrastructure. If we really want to
Stopping with all of these stacked panels whose findings are incentivize new businesses to invest in our province, we need a
well-educated, healthy, happy work force with good roads and
a foregone conclusion would also undoubtedly save plenty
bridges to get them to work.
of funds as well.

Lastly, this survey is missing an important question: how do I
think the government could create new revenue streams?
A PST, while unpopular, would alone provide the funding we
need to ensure the quality of our already-strained public
services do not deteriorate further. Stop trying to convince us
that maintaining funding amounts to anything less than a cut
when our population is growing.
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T6h

T2Z

Education
Health care
Social services
Expand the $25/day daycare program!

T5R

EMS, health care, and education.

T2Z

Expand the $25/day daycare program!

T1B

PST
Liquor, tobacco, cannibis, gaming taxes
Increase carbon tax
Fire the top AHS executives and get someone in there that
can manage a budget better.
Get rid of the war room. Get rid of all contracted EMS
dispatching centres and merge them with North
communication center, central communication centre, and
south communication centre depending in contracted
service location. Make doctors more accountable for
unnecessary hospital to hospital transfers. Allow EMS and
other health care full time workers to pick up extra shifts as
straight time if mutually agreed upon by employer and
employee. Get rid of contracted EMS services and merge as
one service one uniform.
Fire the top AHS executives and get someone in there that
can manage a budget better.
HIGH LEVEL Administrative Jobs. NOT front line worker
healthcare wages.
Getting rid of the 30 million dollar war room and putting
those dollars back to where they belong! Do away with the
4.7 billion dollar tax break for the top 1%.
Raise taxes to 7%

Education funding

$25 daycare and diversify away from energy sector by
promoting new programs
provide more security and incentive to pursue careers in the
public sector (health care).

$25 daycare and diversify away from energy sector by
promoting new programs

T8L

Education, Healthcare, Specialized services (PDD, PUF,
AISH, ETC)

T6V

Education

t3g

small business
infrastructure
tourism

T0A

Healthcare and post secondary education.

T5X

Health and post-secondary education

Hosting and travel budgets

T0K

Addictions treatment (rehabilitation) , law enforcement
(especially rural),

T3j

Allowing families to access Affordable and quality CHILD
CARE, by not removing the $25 daycare, this allows more
people To enter the workforce because they can afford and
trust the child care they have. Make it across all non profit
programs.

Healthcare and education represent the largest portions of
our provincial budget. Even moderate cuts in these areas
could result in massive savings. Government administration
and capital projects could also be reviewed. Government
buildings seem to be very grandiose and public
salaries/benefits should be brought in line with private
equivalents.
In places that don’t affect families, education , health care
By not cutting everything. Many things have been cut therefore
system!
removing hardworking people from the work force for no
reason, which is flooding our unemployment rate!

fix tax loopholes
ensuring that government spending is directed to core
programs and services
reduce government spending on travel, meals, and
hospitality
Government management positions.
Front line workers are under staffed.

Not give away 4.7 billion in tax dollars for nothing in return!
Support industries other industries along with oil and gas so
we can be more than a one trick pony.
Invest in our schools and universities. Support the upcoming
workforce.
support
initiatives
innovation
projects
Post secondary education- without educated youth we cannot
create growth.
Infrastructure municipal projects.
Research into production and extraction of greener fuels.
Stop corporate handouts to oil companies and the ineffective
'war room.'
Listen to Albertans and support what they do. That will lead to
optimism.
Deregulation, tax reductions (business and private)
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T4x

Education and health

Upper level management wages, bonuses, committee
compensation pay. The allotted time a Member must serve
before allowing full pension.

t5X

Health care , early childhood education . Education in
general. Jobs ,
EDUCATION and health care

I will be okay paying increase GST ,

T5t

public healthcare funding
Public education funding
Tax incentives for students trying to further their education
to earn more money.
Infrastructure
Grants for renewable resources to stimulate the economy.
New resources means new jobs.

T6W

T8H

By investing in education, increased funding for post secondary
or trades school students. Decreasing student loan interest
rates. Make education more affordable so albertans can go to
school and get appropriate education so they can apply for
jobs.
Infrastructure, Education and Health
Wasteful winter plowing
Invest in science and technology. Be a leader innovative
thinking. Dare to try something new.
Focus on our natural resources and profiting from them.
Health care (nurses, dr. all do work most of us would never STOP PAYING THE APPRENTICE TRAINING PROVIDERS
Oil still important to the province income so we need a better
last a day - pay them more), seniors deserve better, the
FOR UNFILLED SEATS!!!! WHY not adopt a model where they price for WCS. American refineries need our oil. Create an oil
vulnerable need more help, K-12 education shouldn't be left get paid only for apprentices who sign up instead of a
crisis by reducing the supply (this should also reduce what we
behind, advanced ed needs money (I like your funding tied guaranteed payment for a filled class with half the students? pay for transfer payments, righ?) Best way to increase the
Why are apprentices more special than other occupations? price. Shut off the gas to BC and let them freeze and deal with
to performance and outcomes - good job!).
(Hint: they're not!) I don't see Universities getting paid for
I do think our justice system needs an injection of funding
high prices at the pump. Stop allowing any project (esp any oil
any unfilled seats in their schools so why are NAIT, GPRC,
as so many things are broken. I'd suggest some data
sands related) to go to Quebec - they are not our friends if you
so special? You let the instructors unions run the show - this haven't figured that out.
analysis that immediately recommends new policy (ie. get
would be a bigger savings than the DFI somebody came up
some of the crap out of the courts - focus on the
with to remove the tissue and water in the courts. YOU
severe/serious/vice crimes. Get rid of things like speed
NEED SOME LEADERSHIP WITH BALLS AND BRAINS!
ticket court - Waste of money.
I can't believe I'd say this but I'd be OK with a sales tax. We SEEMS LIKE BOTH ARE MISSING here. Why are taxpayers
are not in a good spot and I hate debt. this would help to get subsidizing training providers like GPRC - Fairview (do
people still live there??), Portage and Northern Lakes.
out of the mess of previous power trippers.
Taxpayers are tired of subsidizing these providers. Shut
them down! Do the math to determine value - its not that
hard! Millions can be saved and the apprentices can travel
(cheaper to subsidize their travel than continue these
providers).
Not cut jobs, especially in areas that are crucial healthcare and
education
Not giving tax cuts to big businesses. They could also
By lowering the cost of post-secondary education, for trade
implement a 3% sales tax- lower than any other province still- schools and universities; all areas of post-secondary education.
which would lower our provincial debt.
Also diversifying the economy to provide opportunities in
renewable energies,
The wages of top earning ceos and higher income residents Grants for research into new technologies, retraining the
of the province. Tax them. Ps I am over the 125,000 a year
unemployed.
and would pay higher taxes to support our health care and
Invest in our provinces current available systems that employ
education systems.
people say like teachers, public service workers. Nurses
doctors, ems, fire etc. They spend what they earn here in our
Drug testing those receiving public assistance. They fail.
province they leave that revenue is lost. And they will leave
They don’t get.
Higher taxes for corporations that make significant profits.
Not mom and pop shops but large companies.
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T0A

Deal with people getting income support and committing
fraud. Cutting off those who do not tell the truth. It’s the
same people who keep getting money over and over
because there are no negative consequences

T6W

Health care and education. Period. There is no way to justify Not giving tax cuts to corporations and the most wealthy.
decreasing the amount of funding to these two areas. It
Decreasing salaries to upper management in the
doesn’t matter if you dress it up by saying that “funding per government.
student isn’t decreasing”; no, you’re just decreasing or
eliminating grants that provided services for those students.
And it doesn’t matter if you say that Alberta spends more on
healthcare than other provinces; there is NO EXCUSE to
decrease the amount of frontline workers (and I included
RNs, LPNs, HCAs, housekeeping, physiotherapists, doctors;
everyone who interacts with patients). If you had mentioned
management, I might have a different response, but this
government seems to be trying to paint nurses as the
problem, when they are not.

Investing in Alberta; the proposed new hospital in south
Edmonton that was promised by the previous NDP government
would be a good start.

T4B

crime reduction and economy boost

art and architecture

increase business growth

T6V

Expose faulty federal equalization program and plebiscite on Regulation reductions. More projects approval and progress.
withdrawal.
Raise hell over federal C68, C69 and lack of resource export
If Teck kyboshed by feds or TMX is delayed yet again and
pilpelines
Energy East remains a non-start: secession referendum

T5t

Attrition, Austerity in goverment ranks.
Pension review and localization of Pension programs. Opt
out of CPP.
Tear up RCMP contract. Create provincial police to tackle
rural crime.
- Climate change adaptation and transitioning our economy
to a greener, lower carbon one
- education
- health care and mental health
- transit
Education, health care and jobs

T2E

Healthcare and education

T3E

The GOVT is too top heavy. Too many managers , get rid of
some save money, people on AISH and those who know the
system come in crisis 70 % of the time because want more
money
Do u realize that if a client has IQ lower than 70 get AISH
right away bc low IQ then how do u expect them to manage
their money. Pay landlords rent so they have a place to live
and people don’t take their money. U save on always giving
thousands per mth extra away when their money spent
within a couple days of getting their cheque

-Stop subsidizing the oil and gas sector
- less funding for the arts

Provincial sales tax. Stop giving money to corporations that
just leave or lay off people
Fewer Corporate rebates

Have those who are committing crimes give back to community
and cleaning hwys, beautiful clean and can hire those to watch
over them to create jobs. Also The prisoner will get cut of
money but it is put away so when they leave they leave with
money. This way they do t leave jail no money and break into
house to get items and steal
Get oil going. Hirer more frontline staff in GOVT so u won’t
have so many people leave and have to work along get stressed
then medical leave etc

They should assist out-of-work oil patch workers with retraining
programs for the green economy.
They should subsidize post-secondary programs for jobs that
are in demand and subsidizing up-skilling and retraining
programs for out-of-work Albertans
By not cutting jobs and going with the NDP budget plan
Support small businesses rather than large ones, encourage
entrepreneurs, encourage growth in industries not tied to our
natural resources, and fund education.
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T5T

Alberta has long been known to be the hardest working
What can we do about the equalization payout? Just how
does Quebec get away with being so hard done by, and
province. Also, is known for having the highest spousal
abuse. Probably because we do not, now, or never did get a having the most SUV's per capita???
fair share of our hard labor. And cuts to child care will only
compound this problem, because for many children "child
care" is the only other experience they will have with the
world in their very most formative years, the first five. An
experience that can teach a child from a stressed home, that
this is not normal and they have a chance for better
outcomes in life. It is our misfortune of how little
understanding our leaders have yet to learn of the
importance of great and equal beginnings for all children.
And, what a healthy society that would build.

The government can not control corporate greed. Canada used
to have laws about that before greed became acceptable in the
80's. Corporations want economic growth without job creation,
and presently they are winning.

T2W

Public Education and Public Healthcare

War Room

T8W

families
Special needs individuals
seniors
Working families below the poverty level
Education

I don't know if when you make cuts to various ministries
(health, education etc) you can require that the cuts have to
be from those shuffling paper, sitting behind the desks and
not of those who are actually doing the work.
No tax cuts to large corporations

Public works, public sector pay raises, infrastructure, deficit
spending, diversification from oil and gas.
Taxes have to be cut for all Albertans.

T1A

Increasing money in health care and not cutting public
health employees wages. Not changing prescriptions for
patients for the government to save money

Not giving corporate business handouts. Not focusing so
Investing in students in education not cutting teachers. Giving
much on the pipelines finding other ways for Alberta to make post secondary students opportunity to pursue there education
money focusing on technology
different resources would make Alberta stronger. I think the
problem with oil & goes further then just being a problem
environmental problem. The world market in oil is down. We
need future generations to focus other resources that will
create stronger economic growth in Alberta.

T5Y

Healthcare, education and infrastructure.

Increasing the corporate tax rate. Also would probably be
beneficial to not handout 4.7 billion dollars to companies that
immediately leave Alberta and build new infrastructure in the
states with our tax dollars. At the minimum if the UCP is
going to keep throwing away tax dollars make a clause that
the handout at least has to be spent in ALBERTA...
The UCP provide corporate welfare but fail in supporting
everyday taxpayers.

T0E

Homeschool families, we get a small fraction per child when Their own pay checks
we homeschool $850-$1400, though if they go to school at a
brick and mortar school the government spends over
$10,000 per child. I would like to see a balance there. It cost
to do programs for music, sports, which are like gym and
music class in a brick and mortar school. Supplies can get
expensive, sometimes are homeschool children don’t get all
the supplies they need due to financial situation at home yet
the commitment to homeschool is huge.

No budget cuts to teachers or health care

Diversify the economy, which this province has lacked for the
last 40+ years. Allow tech/research companies to expand into
our neighbourhood instead of deterring them with backwards
thinking and oppressive values. Be on the cutting edge of a new
industry instead of providing corporate welfare. Invest in
something forward thinking for once.

Community programs for young families to met and learn.
There is a great program being shit down in many communities
that really need this certain program called Parent Link. It
supports families and build connections. Sad to see our
community is losing such a great program due to cuts.
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T1H

Education, health care and social programs.
Needs in schools continue to grow and require more
intensive supports than what the education budget will allow
for providing.
•“Stand Up” for Public Education by recognizing the actual
cost of public education and funding it instead of diverting
more tax money to privatized ed
•“Make Life Better for Albertans” with ongoing funding to
Alberta Health services
•“Get Albertans Back to Work” through Diversified
Economic growth led by professionals who know what this
actually means

No tax breaks for big business and industry.
Regulate wages in highest administrative positions in
government and public sectors.

Invest in research and establishment of alternate energy
sources.

•quit wasting time picking fights with your own govt
employees on twitter and actually govern and lead like adults
•hold your ministers accountable to hours they should spend
working to learn about their portfolio so they can make
informed decisions vs. hours they spend focused on social
media smack talk, evasive interviews, and coming up with
“solutions” to Alberta’s problems based on what appears to
be input from your fundraising dinner suggestion box
•eliminate the “war room” and all associated spending.
•Do not spend money on “fighting misinformation” or the
federal government by filing court cases that will end up to
only waste time and line the pockets of legal teams
•Appoint ministers with actual relevant professional
experience in their portfolio. expertise = efficiencies and
relevant outcomes
•Consult/collaborate with actual experts and professionals in
the areas you are governing instead of relying on the random
appointed politicians’ personal opinions and un-researched,
often biased viewpoints. It is embarrassing.

Diversify
Quit putting all your eggs in O&G basket
Provide funding to actually hire teachers to meet recommended
class sizes and staff to appropriate ratios for patient support in
healthcare—that would employ a whole wack of people and “get
Albertans back to work” while “making life better for Albertans”
at the same time! ??

Dissuade layoffs (the more people that are working the more
people that will spend money and contribute to economic
growth), work with businesses to provide employment
opportunities for new grads, students, and others who may
have a harder time attaining a job, and push industry to create
more employment opportunities even if “it is out of their
budget,” they can afford to create more employment
opportunities even if they might not want to for financial
reasons.
By investing in new energy businesses outside of the oil and
gas sector, and by investing in our students by financially
committing to public education and universities.

T8A

Healthcare, education, homelessness, poverty, and the
energy sector.

Increase taxes for big businesses, they can afford to pay
more as they make billions. Also discouraging businesses
from then increasing prices as that does not promote
positive economic growth.

T4A

I think we need to continue to invest in public healthcare,
public education, infrastructure, and diversifying the
economy outside of the oil and gas industry. In that order.

Corporate tax breaks for large companies. Legal action
against the federal government on the carbon tax issue.

t4G

Upper management. Drug test people who go on welfare

T2J

Education and health care. Ensuring rural communities
aren’t overlooked
Health and education

T1J

Education, Healthcare, & Sustainable Energy

How are these 3 very limited questions being marketed as a
“budget survey”? Ridiculous.

Perhaps provide some sort of tax break for small businesses
based on the amount or jobs they create
Stopping the hand outs and tax breaks to oils and gas
Diversify the economy. Expand the tech sector, renewable
companies and other foreign companies. Make Jason Kenny energy etc
pay back the billions he wasted
Reduce tax incentives and subsidies across the board.
Support SMALL businesses and startups in Alberta. Encourage
an EDUCATED population for a more EFFECTIVE workforce.
Invest in alternative, sustainable energies to ensure the
longevity of prosperous economy.
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t4p

Education is not something that should he cut, it should be Please fund education. Our children deserve it. No one
bolstered. Education in Alberta measured in $$$ per student voted for this. Your government is robbing Albertans of their
future.
is very very very reasonable and produces very very very
good results for the entire public. Please do not destroy this
system. All of kids deserve a great education. You're
destroying the future of Alberta. You're suppressing the
marginalized. You're perpetuating classes.

Focus your priorities on creating unity and respect among all
aspects of Alberta. We are in this together, your government
needs to start acting like it. Stop public vs private - that's not
Alberta. That's not the future. That's not what was voted for.

T0M

Healthcare especially for the Seniors who worked so hard to
get our province where it is today.
Incentives to get small businesses back IN business, that’s
what Alberta has always been known for.

Tax breaks, tax rebates,

T2z

Education and health care

T2z
T0B

T6J

Tax those(if there are even any left)businesses/companies
that actually made money and leave the middle class
alone—do not raise our taxes.
I understand it makes sense for politicians to have perks in
their positions, but they should be held accountable with
taxpayers money and how it is spent.

Get rid of the war room implementation of a 2% provincial
sales tax.
Education and health care
Get rid of the war room implementation of a 2% provincial
sales tax.
More support for rural education - rural schools face higher High priced administrative positions!! This could be in any
expenses than urban. Bus routes are already long for kids. government ran office. Put the money back into front line
Costs for building maintenance are higher per capita. Small jobs where it is needed the most.
communities rely on the schools to prosper (students
support small stores, school functions are community
functions, etc).
Frontline health care.

Look for investments other then oil and gas like technology
investments and Green energy
Look for investments other then oil and gas like technology
investments and Green energy
As above, reduce high paid admin jobs to create more front
line. Encourage more industry growth. Choose Albertans first!
Offer incentives to employers who hire permanent alberta
residents before out of province.

- healthcare (no privatization)
- education
- reasonable childcare
- services for those in need
- support diversification of the economy
Education, health care

- incentives to diversify the economy
- approve infrastructure projects
- finding ways to cut taxes from private citizens instead of
corporations

T8A

Funding social service agencies and properly supporting
education by unfreezing funding to school boards

T8N

Sustainable Healthcare, Renewable Energy, Innovation in
technology

- the war room
- reinstate corporate tax rate to 12% (previous conservative
governments had 10% so why the reduction to 8% when its
proven not to be an incentive for jobs)

Eliminate some post secondary duplicate programs - e.g. not Invest !!! and refrain from ending programs like seed and step
every one needs a business program!
initiatives.
Lowering salary for the premier and MLA's
Reverse funding cuts to AHS and Alberta Education where jobs
have been lost
Grow up, stop acting like toddlers and play nice together.
Just because an idea came from a different political party
does not mean it is useless. Enourmous amounts of tax
payers money is being wasted on political pissing contests.
Remember the tax payers pay you and we expect you to use
your time in office wisely. DO NOT waste it.

Look beyond you own lifetime and use your common sense.
Invest in renewalable energy, Alberta is well poised to become
a world leader in solar energy. Invest in science not oil, so
many albertans feel you only invest in oil to get votes.
We should innovate and allow small to medium businesses to
flourish. You policies keep hurting small to medium
businesses. Tax incentives have only been offered to large
business. Give small to medium business tax incentives.
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T4L

Front line health care

T3G

Stop cutting low and middle class jobs and services.

Upper management. Make everyone wear a GoPro on their
forehead and you’d see who the time-wasters are!!
Get rid of top heavy positions and the sunshine list.

Stimulate the economy by continuing infrastructure repair and
maintenance. Close the “War Room”.
Cutting jobs hurts economic growth. All you've done is cut.

17(1)

Asking managers who created top level positions for their
buddies to cut jobs will only cut services, not redundancies.
Health care and education (university and
elementary/junior/high schools).

Increase taxes that large corporations pay, marijuana
income, also increase taxes from 5% to something that
would be helpful.
Stop giving major corporations tax breaks.

Invest in services such as health care as people are unable to
put money back into the economy if they do not have any jobs
or income to use.
Give workers fair wage increases instead of laying them off
(nurses, lab techs etc.). People dont want to work jobs where
they are bare-bones staffed and overworked because of it. This
makes people want to leave this province to find jobs
elsewhere.
Continue supporting the pipeline. But start diversifying so
eventually we aren’t solely reliant on oil.

T4a

Health care and education

T6R

Classrooms and education. This is our future. The negative
impacts of even small changes and cuts to education (or
increases in insurance!) funding are significant. One year of
crowded classes without EA support increases anxiety, and
reduces learning, which reduces literacy ...and it will take
years to fix this.
1) Spending to maintain PUBLIC education and PUBLIC
health care, especially for vulnerable groups. Programs
such as AISH and FSCD and PUF need to be maintained.
2) Also supporting rural areas (who continually vote to elect
Conservative governments) by addressing funding
equations (not solely based on population) for both
education and health care because rural communities
continue to be a major part of Alberta’s economy, and
maintaining these communities despite small populations is
essential.
3) Diversifying the economy to be less reliant on oil and gas.

A provincial sales tax!!!!

1) Reducing middle management in government. 2)
Encouraging AHS to reduce middle management.
3) Stop tax cuts to large corporations who have no obligation
to keep their business in Alberta.
4) Consider increasing income through sales tax.

1) Invest in/incentivize diversification of the economy. We can
not get back what we once had in oil. We need to look forward.
2) Protect employment of Albertans in health care and
education. These jobs will maintain economic stability as those
who have lost jobs in oil and gas re-educate and find new
employment.

Orphan well cleanup.
Essential infrastructure upgrades.
Rural policing.

Reducing administration and overhead/ benefits in
healthcare.
Ensuring government runs atleast if not more efficiently than
the private sector.

Subsidize the eventual transition to green energy instead of
fighting it.
Bring back subsidy programs for homeowners to improve home
heating/ electrical efficiency.
Continue cutting the red tape for essential fossil fuel projects.

Education, health

Photo radar should stay - it is a self imposed tax - if you
don't speed you don't pay fines. Speeding is illegal.

Quality child care will support families so both can work.
Quality child provides an economic benefit to all citizens

T0B

Make oil companies pay their taxes. Can't believe that the
premier of Alberta says it is ok for them not to pay! My
husband is not working - we can't afford taxes, yet we have
to pay!
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T1S

Education and healthcare, as they are the pride of Canadian In the grossly huge handouts to the massively successful
Invest in renewables and job-retraining. Oil is going away for
corporations that single-handedly run our province from the Alberta. We will never see another boom. Hard as it is, the
public services.
top down.
investment in a new economic structure is needed NOW.

T5T

Diversification of the economy, health care, education and
infrastructure.

T0E

Small business tax breaks, grants and training subsidies
Health care: dental assistance/subsidies for low income
families

Corporate tax rate back up to what it was, MLA
representatives are not effective - less of them and less
"management/director positions in public sector plus they
should be paying their own disability premiums and
employee/employer pension contributions should match
same as non-mgmt - employer should not be contributing
more, money is wasted on fluff such as kdays premiere's
breakfast and uneffective court fights with union. Stop doing
repeat "inquiries".
Provincial gov’t can make money by instituting a modest
provincial sales tax (2-4%), a liquor tax, and increasing large
corporations tax rate

Be more forward thinking like the NDP gov was - think forward
growth rather than tying to go back to the way things were - it's
a different world - our economy cannot rely on oil and gas.
Make a true statement of Jason Kenney's quote "Alberta is
open for business".

Separate Edmonton/North (splitting Central AB) and
Calgary/South MLA meetings to decrease travel and hotel
expenditures
Salary and wage cuts to province employees, funding cuts to
arts and culture and looking more to contracting the delivery
of many services by the private sector. I'd also like
government to undertake a study on what programs and
services are essential and what are nice to have, then act
accordingly.

Offer better and more option courses in junior and senior high
to reflect job vacancies, including school to work transition.

Allow tax breaks and subsidies for companies investing in and
developing green and efficient energy, low waste options

Education: teacher’s assistants for children with special
needs, smaller class sizes
Investments in alternative/green energy sources, research
and development
Subsidies for homeowners/small businesses investing in
green energy and energy efficiency upgrades
Social/financial supports for First Nation communities.

T3A

T9K

Health Care for aging population
Education and Secondary Education transitions to work
Rural Internet Services
Repairs and upgrades to transportation infrastructure
(bridges, overpasses, etc.) is something long overdue
across this province. I once had pride in the state of our
highways, but not any more. The previous government
seemed more preoccupied with the bandaid solution of
patching and pothole repairs, and it shows.

Government should support the private sector in that area by
reducing red tape and onerous regulations, and by carrying on
with its plan to reduce the tax burden borne by industry and
businesses. They, not government, are responsible for
increased standards of living and improve our overall economic
health through the jobs they create.
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T4x

Anything that was in the Climate Action Plan that could
encourage new energy industries or the home energy rebate
plan or other industries such as the film industry, or the
other tax credits that were cut. I can tell you to STOP
finding the war room.

By not funding the war room, the legal costs to fighting
climate change, the costs of going around the planet to sell
others on Alberta’s oil or stop spending money on private
planes and what ever else you are doing to “host” your
corporate friends.

By funding new industries that will bring Alberta into the future
(like green tech, nano tech, creative industries, medical R&D,
etc) and by investing in post secondary to enable bright
educated Albertans to bring about innovation into the future.

Look at health care and lead the way in Canada to establish a
proper pharmacare program where you can use the free
market to have big pharma bid on our drugs and help lower
the cost. Change our medical system so that our doctors are
similar to the dental system: there is a fee guide, but docs
can also charge for certain services. You don’t need to do
everything that the US does - INNOVATE! Think outside the
box. Plus it’s not just about savings it’s also about
generating revenue. Charge user fees that are more market
competitive and then reinvest the money. Don’t be afraid of
charging taxes like the Carbon levy. That was a VERY good
idea and nobody noticed the impacts - your own economic
analysis proved that. A PST is also not out of the question if
done right.
T8A

public education and public health care

Increased revenues from taxation

Increased government spending - basic demand-side
economics
Bureaucracy, middle management, operational inefficiencies, Investment in infrastructure and services to keep improving our
communities

T6J

T0K

Preventative social services (education, AISH, supports for
child welfare, supports for parents, public health - all cost
money now and save society a ton in the long run - there’s
so much evidence) and job growth
Canadians

T5t

Infrastructure, education, health care

T5P

Researching, designing, and building clean-energy projects. Stop giving billionaires billions.
Making sure all have adequate 'public' healthcare.
Increase corporate tax.
Helping people with things such as homing solutions,
Pay for 50 fewer committees a month.
childcare support, pharmaceuticals support, etc.

Stop supporting other countries

So canada can grow

Get rid of the war room, reduce bonuses for senior
management, get rid of redundancies

Stop laying off staff and hiring contractors when you realize
you need people to do the work.
Diversify the economy instead of thinking an oil boom will
return.
Job creation ... yes.
Creating economic growth ... yes ... as long as they quit
equating economic growth with corporate profit.
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T0B

Education
Crime prevention on farm (rural areas)

Well due to the fact I also work in healthcare and have been
telling managers where they could do cuts and no one is
listening.
For example in the lab systems there was microbiology
pulled from all the “smaller” labs. Except covenant sites.
Now that we are all APL you should be looking at these sites
that have more staffing than any other APL site. And also
pulling the microbiology from them and moving it to dynalife
like all the others had to do (ex vegreville.) also you should
be allowing combined lab and x-ray techs into the lab. It
would save money for callbacks (as if you have a chest pain
come in you are now calling an X-ray tech in and paying
them for 6 hours of work for 5 minutes of actual work time.)
where the combined tech would have been able to just do
that extra 5 minutes while they are waiting for their lab
samples to run.

Do not cut front line staff in health and education. Get more
money from oilfield. (Oilefield workers make way more money
than doctors/ nurses/ frontline healthcare.) and yet you want to
give them tax breaks. Pathetic.

Quality child care which means a well resourced and well
supported ELCC workforce

Health care - let Albertans know how much the cost of health Diversify the economy - jobs will not be coming back to oil and
care is each time we use the system. How much does the
gas because of automation.
doctor claim?
Child care support for families
Diverse economy, don't put all the money in oil and gas

Take an extra 1% from the higher income earners - they don't
spend their money here.
Alberta’s health care is suffering, the budget should remain Removal of unnecessary government positions (ie. Matt Wolf
the same or have a small increase, with a decrease of upper who is paid $200,000 a year to tweet and harass people
online). Not giving 4.5 billion dollar corporate handouts to oil
management positions and salaries. I also feel Alberta
would benefit from investing more into renewable and clean companies who already owe money and are not creating
jobs. We do not need a 30 million dollar war room, that is
energy sources, we need to catch up with other leading
outrageous and embarrassing.
countries in our world.
Spend more money on education, both on K-12 and postTax the wealthy, and go after the oil companies who have
secondary. Our children are our future, and saddling them
evaded taxes.
with debt makes them wage slaves, not innovators.

Education is important -

t1s

Assisting those Albertans who are in need
Seniors' medications & housing
Diversifying the economy

replace the incentives for technologies and alternative power
sources that were stopped

T1J

Education, health, infrastructure.

T7Y

Cost of operation for all government operations. Eliminate
extra layers of admin, keep front line.

T5K

T2L

Cut out the unnecessary 'war room'
Stop all those 'blue panels', just look at the stats! We don't
need dozens of people studying every little thing in the
province!
Get rid of that stupid war room!! Follow up on unpaid taxes
(especially in big business and oil and gas.)
Performance based tenders for all construction.
Infrastructure buildings should be modularized. We dont
require tax Mahal for all infrastructure.

See above comments regarding excessive handouts of
Albertan’s tax dollars and unnecessary government positions.
Return the pension of those individuals/public sector workers
to them for management by a more proven financial company.

Work-integrated learning, a higher minimum wage, and
stronger/better funded social programs that help people find
employment.

You have to spend a certain amount money to make money —
slash and burn simply doesn’t work.
Programs for trades, privatise local survices to help employ
locals instead of Union. Incentive to employers to hire pre trade
employees to help them get started.
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T4S

Education should be the first priority- cutting funding from Shut down the war room, try to collect money from orphan
wells, raise corporate taxes (even a tiny amount).
Program Unit Funding will only cost the government down
the road. Parents should not be expected to pay for support
for their children with severe delays or disabilities, and early
childhood services make a huge difference for later
education outcomes. Healthcare is also top priority, as
current resources are already stretched. It is clear that the
current government wants to undercut both education and
healthcare, and diminish services to such a degree that the
door is open for further privatization.
Quality child care which means a well resourced and well
supported ELCC workforce

T5A

Education
Healthcare

Fund or subsidize childcare (more parents would be able to
work), give tax incentives to tech companies. Put limits on
university class sizes for jobs that there is already an
abundance of workers for (in education, trades, etc) to
encourage people to diversify their training and/or education.

Health care - let Albertans know how much the cost of health Diversify the economy - jobs will not be coming back to oil and
care is each time we use the system. How much does the
gas because of automation.
doctor claim?
Child care support for families
Diverse economy, don't put all the money in oil and gas
Take an extra 1% from the higher income earners - they don't Education is important spend their money here.
Savings in offices - being efficient with photocopying, office Create volunteer opportunities so people can gain field
supplies, etc.
experience in a variety of fields.
Volunteer opportunities for the public to help upcycle and
build things such as wooden stairs in parks and benches.

Funding education and healthcare
Look into green power sources

T2E
T5z

Increasing support and funding for public sector and health Reduce tax breaks for Clarke corporations and enforce
care.
collection of corporate and personal taxes.
Education,and health
From not giving cooperate tax cuts

Support retraining of out of work oil and gas workers in health,
sustainable energy, and technology.
By reversing healthcare and education cuts.

T8n

Education and health care.

Higher tax on corporations and high income earners.

T0M

I want health care wait times improved. Specifically quicker
access to diagnostic testing and more doctors!!!

Creating more Oil & gas jobs.

Stop demoralizing essential service workers. Stop cuts to
essential services like education and health care.
Create more oil & gas jobs

I want more oil and gas jobs. 1000s ++ more!!!

Reduce the number of people on AISH by making the
allowable requirements stricker and reviewing existing
clients.

I do not want the carbon tax at all!!!

T4N

Education

T0A

small business development (b/c local business supports
locals),
health,
public awareness about our incredible environmental
standards/speaking out in support of our oil & gas industry,
supporting agriculture in light of a disastrous harvest

Close "war room" and all the commitees and let Ministers
responsible find savings with input from managers and
public.
not sure ...

Grants for start-ups and innovators in tech and research.

support small business with tax breaks, business development
incentives beyond the first year etc.
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Heath care and education.

T2R

T4X

T2T

When making cuts (and yes, you ARE making cuts although Diversify.
you call them by different names), cut from the overloaded
top layer, not the front line that is already desperately dog
paddling to stay afloat. Ensure that this happens instead of
acting surprised when the top layer saves itself and cuts the
front line.
-Healthcare
Reduce spending on the Canadian Energy Centre
-Diversify our economy for the future, invest in renewable
-Education
energy
-Post-secondary
-Support building an inclusive workforce (people with
disabilities and youth)
Healthcare
“War room” to be dissolved
No job cuts in any industry
Education
Caps on top executive salaries of publicly funded positions Maintain what we had no roll backs in education and health
care.
Funding for early education is absolutely essential for
Looking at salaries of managers and executives rather than ... Invest in early education!!! Also, when I entered the
Alberta’s long term growth. 17(1)
front-line workers.
workforce, colleagues moved to Alberta rather than other
provinces because of competitive wages within the healthcare
It is well-documented that early intervention is the
system. If this edge is taken away, why would anyone want to
key to ensuring that children with delays experience
move to rural Alberta?
academic and social success - and successful citizens that
contribute to Alberta’s economy are a return on investment
(please research - there is empirical evidence). The fact that
my wage, and potentially my job, is at stake with threats of
healthcare budget cuts is unnerving 17(1)

But taking away the opportunity for children to get a
head start on their future, in order to balance the budget or
foster short-term economic growth is frankly quite sinister.

T1K

Health care and teaching

Cut upper management positions

Don’t cut front line staff from teaching and health care

T2S

Economic diversification

Build broader revenue base

T6M

Education. Ensuring teachers remain in the classroom with
a good contract and class sizes staying the same or
decreasing. There are more diverse students and funding
needs to reflect that.
Healthcare
Education

Efficiency in infrastructure projects. No War Room for Oil what a waste, get with the times of technology. Ensure Oil
companies pay their taxes.

Increase incentives to technology
Increase incentives to non oil and gas energy initiatives
Tax credits to film, alternative energies development, transit
infrastructure
Support technology industries who are creating sustainable
products for the future

T1J

T2S

Education

Cut wages of top earners in AHS/Covenant Health. Find ways
to help reoccurring patients in our health care system.
Example - AADL only pays for approximately 1 catheter per
day. Reusing catheters increase the risk of infection, which
can lead to sepsis, kidney failure, etc. Paying for 5-10
catheters per day is more cost effective than having multiple
patients in the Emergecy rooms/ hospital admissions.

Look into alternative energy projects. Wind turbines, solar,
hydropower.

Administrative spending

Continue to recruit educated working professionals by
maintaining jobs that require degrees

Instead of cutting corporate taxes, how about only giving those
tax breaks if they are hiring people?
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T1B

Focusing on spending is not the only answer. You can't just
save your way to prosperity. You need to look at revenue,
like increasing the corporate tax. You can't blame the
federal government for your lack of vision.
Stop pissing away money on the premier's pet project, the
Canadian War Room. It's nothing more than a propaganda
machine to make it look like you're actually doing
something. There's nothing that can be gained by spending
money on this pet project as all it does is focus on saving a
dying industry.

T4V

Infrastructure
Debt reduction

T4N

Health care and job creation

T6T

Education
Health Care
Public education
Health care
Clean energy
Education

T8n

T6G

MLA's and Premier taking a much larger cut in their salary,
since they as politicians expect all the teachers, healthcare
workers, etc. to take wage cuts!!! The politicians also figure
we as Albertans need to pay for more services, yet the
politicians GAVE 4 BILLION $$$ away to the oil companies
that are using that money to leave the province. How about
realizing that no matter how much money you give away to
oil, it's not bringing jobs back to Alberta.
Good companies look at both sides of the equation, revenue
and spending. Instead of giving tax breaks to corporations,
start collecting taxes again from them, especially oil and gas.
Oil and gas companies are walking away from paying their
taxes, leases to farmers, and refusing to pay for abandoned
and orphaned wells. Why should they get tax breaks when
they are screwing over Alberta. You gave our future away by
bowing to the oil whiners in this province and gave them
their golden handshakes to walk away with a pat on the back,
and a kick in the pants to the ordinary citizen.
You wanted a balanced budget, but you spent 2 billion
dollars more than you projected to bring in. This
government continues to blame the NDP for 4 years of
spending, yet there was 40 years of PC government that
spent ALL the Heritage Fund and didn't prepare Alberta for
the future.
STOP the talk of pulling out of the Canadian Pension Plan, or
forming a provincial police force. These are going to cost
the province more money than what the "forecast" from your
so called professional advisors have said. All this talk does
is put more uncertainty on investors coming in to Alberta,
and making us as citizens of Alberta rethink what province
we want to live in. What's the better choice, have your
population leave in large numbers, or look at better ways to
run this province than the old PC ideas that you keep
recycling and they have failed miserably All you have done
Review funding of social programs, people need to work it
gives them dignity and purpose.
Nominal ER user fees or health care premiums, there is so
much waste in the healthcare systems.
Cut the size of government.
Review and cut upper management positions as needed....
review salaries paid out (ie. Ahs) for upper management and
cut accordingly

You campaigned on no cuts to education and healthcare, yet
those are ones that you used an axe to cut without any
thoughts as to what it will do for the future of Alberta. Our
educators, doctors, nurses, and other jobs associated with
those career paths, both present and upcoming graduates, are
going to leave this province for jobs elsewhere. They will have
better opportunities in other provinces and countries than what
they will get here.
Job creation in your eyes is only within the oil patch. Education
is the key to job creation because we need to have a vision of
where the future jobs will be. You need to embrace technology
and need to embrace climate change. Stop relying on oil as
being the lifesaver of the province. We are like a hamster on a
wheel, that we keep relying on the wheel of oil being the only
thing that can save the province. We are the picture of insanity
because we keep doing the same thing over and over again.
We spend and spend when oil price goes up, then when the
bottom falls out of oil, we continue to spend but refuse to see
that our lack of diversifying our economy is the real problem
here. We are totally reliant on oil and gas. We need to have a
government that has a vision of a much more diversified
economy!! You are failing miserably on seeing what the real
issues are.

Increasing corporate taxes

By not laying off teachers and nurses

Cut back in government expenditures, stop creating new
panels to asses things that are already being looked into

Encourage, invest and offer incentives for clean energy
creation in Alberta

Support private sector initiatives vs government intervention.

Provide rebates and feasible loans for homeowners for green
energy projects. Also look to forgive student loans to stimulate
more spending within communities by individuals

Less tax rebates for billion dollar companies. Premier salary. By funding public sector appropriately; teachers nurses
MLA travel expenses
doctors. Less tax breaks to big companies
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T1X

Focus on capitalism and funding new innovations as well as Cut funding aboriginals with money and start by educating
them properly so that the money they receive is well
small businesses.
managed.
Education, family services, healthcare, sustainable energy In discontinuing subsidies for certain resource industries
initiatives.

Look at new industries such as nuclear power. Proper waste
recycling so we don't have to ship it overseas

T0J

Protecting publicly funded and delivered healthcare and
education. Providing universal childcare and pharmacare.

Increase corporate tax look at adding a provincial sales tax

Diversify economy develop more alternate energy environment
jobs

T8n

Put money towards public services.

Stop giving money and tax breaks to big corporations and
support your public services as well. Stop giving money to
support private services and private education.

Put the money back into public services to provide those jobs
back to those that lost.

T1k

Education (primary, secondary, AND post secondary).
Health care
Climate change issues and responsible resource
management.
1) Early child education and health care
2) PUF funding to support young children with special needs
in home, preschool and school. Early supports result in the
best success.
3) Community-based family supports like Parent Link
Centres
funding public education
funding public health care
creating stability rather than trying to seem decisive/
revolutionary (measure twice, cut once; cost effective in the
end)

-

Support and subsidize alternative resource production.

Less managerial positions in health and education
0% public sector wage increases

Sadly, I have no idea.

eliminate giving money to private corporations in lieu of
public services (private health care, schools, large
corporations)
war room and advertising for Alberta oil sands
keep the education curriculum which was already drafted
rather than paying Americans to write it for us

by keeping jobs in public healthcare, public schools (not
cutting staff), looking at alternative revenue sources (oil will
sell if there is a need, $ should go to building other industries,
not being so impulsive economically as it creates no sense of
stability to investors, making clear lines when it comes to WExit
craziness (not helping with our current companies, ie. WestJet)

T6E

Education, environment (parks and renewable resources),
healthcare, arts and entertainment

Diversification by support to small local business in underrepresented industries, retraining programs for stale industries,
improved pension and welfare support to people who need to
work for money despite not being efficient workers

T0K

Early childhood education, public education, housing for
seniors and the disabled, seniors medical aid, front line
health workers

Fewer tax incentives to large corporations (especially O&G),
carbon taxes for the highest emitters (that money needs to
entirely be reinvested in renewables), keep the money in the
province by promoting local goods, funding to institutions
focusing on prevention (i.e. safe injection sites, mental
health clinics, planned parenthood) rather than behaviour
punishment (i.e. police enforcement).
Top echelon wages could be cut

T1A

Public education and Healthcare

T9C

Education, Libraries, Municipalities and policing

T9E

Education. PUF funding as it extremely important for early
War room, tax breaks for multi billion dollar corporations.
intervention. It supports kids and families and saves money
in the long run.

T9M

T8N

Fund retraining oil workers to work in the renewables sector.
Fund healthcare. Fund education. Those are good jobs.

My main reason for filling this out was to stress the importance
of maintaining early supports for children, especially those with
special needs.

Eliminate the “Energy War Room”. Reducing MLA salaries,
putting a cap on MLA staffing and expenses. Increase taxes
on large corporations.
Bureaucracy, advertising, transportation, highway
maintenance contracts, sports

Invest in local commands, note multinational conglomerate.
Focus on IT, small business. Expand energy sector so we won't
be left behind as we move to more sustainable sources.
By diversifying the economy. Increase incentives to the tech
sector. Increase funding to the orphan well program.
Support things like libraries and social programs that are
feeling the results of people who are out of work and support
them and help them find work
Diversify the economy - we are more than oil and gas.
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T3H

T3B

T9e

t2a
T6H

Education and healthcare. If we truly have a free market let it Not reducing corporate tax.
recover, the things you should focus on are things the
market won't.
Healthcare, Police, Fire
Education - cut programs of choice CBE - too costly. IB
Education - to some extent
program is 18K us dollars a year. Cut some administrative
positions CBE. Can reduce some teachers but focus on back
to basics education.
trim some gov't depts
Diversifying our economy. If you keep focusing so hard on TAXING THE COMPANIES. Everyday life has become co
oil and gas eventually we will all go under. Fair
much more expensive as a result of this new budget. Kids
compromise? Become leaders in carbon capture
get less, seniors get less, and the middle class gets all the
technology.
taxes with none of the benefits of being too rich too care or
poor enough for assistance.
education and health care
political salaries.

Don't cut funding to tech and green industries. I work in tech
industry and finding enough candidates to grow is a constant
challenge.
-lower taxes
-incentives for tech, green industry

Grow the carbon capture industry, we are going to need it.
Show them we are leaders in caring for the environment.
Reduce the cost of living. Subsidized farmers who provide
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. If possible, lobby to change the
mortgage requirements so more people can buy.
make Alberta a place people want to live. With good education
and healthcare, decent living costs.
Continue to fund summer student employment program, fund
programs to retrain oil and gas workers, bring back the
software company tax credit

Infrastructure, health care, police, public education/post
secondary, increase funding for low income, diversify the
economy (green and high tech), don't defund the Lacombe
crop research station (it is hugely important for the
development of new crop varieties which generate a lot of
money (taxes) for the economy)

Increase taxes on middle to high income, don't give money
to corporations/enforce taxation on them, re-cap electricity
and insurance, sales tax, defund energy war room, don't go
on a huge advertising tour of the world, listen to your
ministry of finance

- funding for schools
- funding for health care
- people with special needs
Health
Maintaining Public Service and not private industry
Energy Diversity for our provincial economy

-MP salary
-Stop giving tax cuts to large corporations
- remove War Room
- dropping the War Room
- focusing in energy diversity instead of fossil fuels
- stop wasting time and money on cutting Public Service and
legal action

- Proper funding in education
- Smart investing in oil and gas and environment

T5T

Public education supports all Albertans. Move away from
the bubble economy of Alberta
Health and Education

Big business needs to pay taxes. Trickle down economics is
not supporting Albertans.
Minister of red tape reduction and energy war room. Make
corporations pay their fair share not reward old PC boys club
members for their political support.

T4X

Public education

Create provincial sales tax

Support innovation. Move away from the bubble economy of
O&G. I am worried about my children.
Should be forward looking searching for new economic growth
and opportunity instead of trying to make the public buy into
the oil and pipeline dream of prosperity. It’s never going to
happen get over it and move on.
Public services

T8W

Education and health.

T3R

Reducing infrastructure debt and investing on better/
efficient health care.
Social services. Public education, front line health care.

Subsidies and supports for business and corporations. The
ridiculous ‘war room’ waste of money. Constant
‘commissions and studies’ these dog and pony stores are
designed to get answers that the government wants.
Eliminate the advertising telling everyone what a great job
the government is doing. This is campaign advertising and
should be paid by the UCP.
Not giving business tax breaks. Or at least a smaller
reduction.
Stop giving tax breaks to the wealthy.

T4S

T6r

T1H

- It’s time to stop investing focus in a dying fossil fuel economy
and look to making Alberta a leader in alternatives such as
solar and wind energy.

NO financial support. The corporate tax break was supposed to
do this wasn’t it? Streamline regulations but not at the expense
of the environment and employee safety.

Diversify and provide incentives for the tech sector.
In order to have money to pay taxes and support the economy
people need to be employed. They government needs to directly
create and maintain jobs, not just hope they trickle down from
the wealthy.
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T5E

Schools, affordable housing, childcre

By not go into tax breaks to rich oil companies

Renewable energy

T1j

Stop giving tax breaks to the already wealthy!! Start
In the tax breaks it’s giving large cooperations that are
diversifying our economy, and to do that you need a highly creating no new jobs!
educated work force so stop making cuts to post secondary!

Through continuing to support post secondary education and
diversifying the economy, you have way too many eggs in one
basket, and you have no control over oil prices or what
corporations decide to do with the money you have so
generously given back to them, like packing up and leaving.

T6C

Health Care and education

War room is a joke and a huge waste of money

Diversify the economy! Invest in green technologies and
alternate industries! Stop firing nurses and teachers!

T7X

Services for the people: health, public education,
infrastructure because that's who taxes are for.

Rescind hard earned tax dollar giveaways to wealthy
corporations; trickle down has been proven to not work.
Cancel the 30 million dollar 'war room'; it's plain silly for a
political party to be a lobby group for one private corporate
body and allot the saving toward services for the people.
Increase taxes for the able and wealthy.
Make delinquent oil companies pay their fair share of taxes
Insist that oil companies and other energy projects create a
surety fund for guarantees of tax or royalty payments.

Encourage diverse energy projects such as wind, solar and
geothermal where feasible. Champion diversification of tertiary
and quaternary industries rather than relying on one sunset
industry. Fund post secondary institutions including colleges,
universities, and trades.

T4N

Seniors. Social services. Health. Education.

T2L

Health Care, as well as preventative initiatives.
Education: more teachers, lower class sizes.
Diversifying the economy.

You spend money for more trades to work in oil and gas but cut
funding to companies that not only trained folks but helped
them secure work - Make sense ?? Not one bit.
Diversification. Tax incentives for tech, tv/film, animation.
Alberta is a great place to live and raise a family - we should be
able to attract these industries too.

T4C

Leave our priority services alone. This province is not a
work camp. I live in a society, that society is based on
minimum standards to ensure civility and basic human
needs. If I want to live in an uncivilized dump like Mexico
with low taxes I’ll move there.

Stop trying to buy friends in O&G with big hand outs. You
are never really n the big boy club unless you actually work
in oil and gas. And Make them pay taxes they owe.
Eliminate the Canadian Energy Centre.
Increase corporate taxes; Alberta would still have the lowest
tax rate, as well as no PST. This should be a no-brainer:
$4.7B in revenue.
Cut upper management. Leave the front lines alone. The
front lines are here to serve us. They are not here to be IN
service to us.

Stop giving every oil company a break. Either you can your
business efficiently and effectively or let market forces take
over and kill the business. No more insane tax breaks. Be tru
conservatives and let market forces dictate business supply
and consumer demand
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T4N

My submission is based only on the budgetary issues that I
am aware of. My concern is the lack of support for the
working poor (people who are working at or near minimum
wage). Especially the removal of things like affordable child
care). Lack of affordable child care will take many of the
working poor out of the job market and onto the
unemployment or welfare line. Children of the working poor
are starting to miss out on proper education opportunities
by not being able to attend field trips etc. School costs
(busing, field trips, lunch supervision fees). I recognize that
the fees mentioned are set by the school board but some
and likely most school programs are impacted by the
removal of Provincial monies.
Lets give the working poor an opportunity to keep their jobs
and contribute until the economy improves and better
opportunities exist.

I suspect that a lot of my suggestions are already being
Build the pipeline and diversify the provincial economy.
acted upon. What i would like to see is:
- a review of the mandates of all government agencies and
boards;
- a review of all government positions to weed out
duplication and make a flatter organization. rather then
mass lay offs consider giving government employees
scheduled unpaid days off.
- cancel all school field trips, encourage parents to take their
children to museums, zoos, cultural events.

T0H

Absolutely on Social Services-Healthcare and Education
primarily.

I don’t think the implementation of a provincial service tax is More funding to healthcare and education to increase much
unheard of. I would be willing to be taxed more to receive
needed jobs. Actual positions receiving benefits and
essential social services.
guaranteed hours should be created rather than only casual
worker roles. Incentives to expand industry beyond fossil fuels
that we’ve become dependent on. Exploring nuclear energy,
mining lithium deposits, etc. could utilize transferable skills
from workers who have oilfield experience but have fallen out
of work due to the current economy. I believe we need to push
for more diverse options rather than just try to assist the oilfield
itself which will boom and bust regardless.

T6L

Education, healthcare, infrastructure, innovation
technologies.

Dismantle the “war room”, eliminate the “red tape cutting”
committee, stop spending money on attempting to sue the
federal government, stop creating consultation “panels” that
only employ those people who already support the
government’s mandate.

T3H

Health Care and Education

T2t

Stop giving tax breaks to corporations
Senseless court challenges
Special panels
Public health care and education. Taking care if our seniors, Stopping direct support for rich people and oil and gas
vets and children.
industry. Giving all the breaks to companies instead of
investing in healthcare and education.

Stop creating more unemployment through budget cuts and
instead invest in education, healthcare, infrastructure,
alternative energy, and other innovative technologies.
Recognize that times are changing and we can never return to
the past. Be flexible, adaptable and think outside of the box.
Diversification Alternative Energy Projects

By supporting education and healthcare. Supporting basic
needs ensures that people are educated well and healthy so
that they can work. Also when you support healthcare a d
education you provide jobs!!!! I think this government has
forgotten this completely.
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T0B

1: Investing in opportunities to broaden opportunities in the **Close smaller rural hospitals; 1: They get abused as walk- Find ways to Move the Provence AWAY from oil and gas
in clinics, 2; They send majority of their patients out via
Provence away from oil/gas.
ambulance to larger centers for “real” treatment, 3; It would
utilize EMS more appropriately and cut down on inter-facility
transfer costs.
**Centralize EMS services to “mega-stations”- This will save
on renting spaces in every town.
** Make Doctors more responsible for their actions; it’s a free
for all allowing them to book any test, treatments and
ambulance transfers they want, “just because”

T1J

Fixing health care, getting oil to market, supporting small
business

T1J

Fixing health care, getting oil to market, supporting small
business
The government needs to continue to provide adequate
funding to health care. Decreasing the number of frontline
nurses is only going to put more stress on an already
strained system, less time for care per patient is associated
with poorer outcomes for patients. Additionally, this puts
more stress on nurses, leading to burnout among nurses
and adding to strain in the health care system.
Supervised Consumption Sites should continue to receive
funding and remain open. These facilities provide a crucial
services access point for some of Alberta's most vulnerable.
Research on Supervised Consumption Sites suggests that
these facilities are having a positive effect on health
outcomes in Alberta.

Middle managagment in government, hospitals and schools,
wasteful spending at public institutions, over paid educators.
Less government!
Middle managagment in government, hospitals and schools,
wasteful spending at public institutions, over paid educators.
Less government!
Savings can often be found by making administrative
processes more efficient.

Give small business an incentive to grow, tax credits, lower
taxes
Give small business an incentive to grow, tax credits, lower
taxes
I appreciate this government's support of the oil and gas
industry, it is possible that this support will create jobs within
the industry.
However, the world seems to be going in the direction of green
technology and energy production. Investing some effort and
money in this new field could create jobs and help Alberta keepup with this global shift to greener technology. Promoting
programs that train individuals in trades and skills related to
green technology may increase the workforce qualified in this
area and help to improve the viability of green technology in our
economy.

T9V

While doing your very best to preserve our fantastic social
services network - - 1. Live within our means - within a
reasonable period. 2. Begin incentivising LIKE CRAZY
industries that will make our province GREAT in 2045.

Oh man - bureaucracy - but good luck - if I ran my business If we produce the cleanest - best oil in the world - and can
with as many levels - I'd be out of business - - the focus is on PROVE IT - (I know, its heavier oil) - and can let people know
the customer.
why this matters (CHINA GET OFF OF COAL because of that
work) - I'm not an economist thought, I really don't know.

T6k

Public schools. And public health care provided by public
health care employees.
Health and education including post secondary

Closing down the war room. Ending the corporate tax give
away.
In administrative costs not Frontline workers. Need to
change the statute so hospitals and universities for example
are not autonomous. Otherwise any cutbacks simply is
shuffled on to Frontline workers making nurses and teachers
and professors part-timers. This impedes the quality of
Frontline service and does not do anything to get rid of the
administrative bloat.
Increase corporate taxes,

T1k

T5g

Education, health care, investing in renewable energy
technologies.

Bring back the tech subsidies for all businesses. Not just oil
and gas.
Get pipelines built by being willing to create more autonomy
within Confederation or even in join the United States. Current
situation is a loaded deck against our province.

Invest in renewable energy
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T4a

Education
Health care
Mental health

Micromanagement/Gatekeeper gov jobs
Create a curriculum that is current and promotes independent
Put money into special education programs
thinking and learning...not hoop jumping and checkbox ticking
Get rid of Standardized tests in schools
Get rid of grades and let students learn to mastery level in 10
months vs grade level
Get rid of recycle programs that do not sustain themselves
nor do what they claim to do
Get rid of Nutrition programs in schools
Make parents buy school supplies for children grades k-5
Year round schooling
Staggered hours for students- schools should run 8-6, 12
months of year, and have smaller class sizes and make
better use of daylight hours and space

T4m

Health care, front line staff in social services and all
education.
Health, education, subsidized daycare

Not providing handouts to oilfield. I dont find investing in oil
the way of the future.
Get rid of energy war room and Twitter trolls (Matt Wolf),
Kenney's travel and unnecessary chartered flights.
Getting rid of the war room. Eliminate the department of red
tape reduction. Stop the anti-alberta inquiry.
Tax dollars!

Not putting all our eggs in the oilfield basket.

diversify the energy sector, support an educated population,
support all workers private and public

Diversify our economy. Invest in startups.

T6C

Raising taxes to pay for services. Don't cut services.

T6M

Éducation! Class size

T6T

Healthcare, jobs by diversifying the economy, education,
PEOPLE first

T2A

Health care and education

Not giving corporate tax breaks, efficiency in public sector
does not mean cuts as it will cause more cost in the future,
the government needs to invest in its people
Not give tax breaks to business

T6M

Éducation! Class size

Tax dollars!

Oil and gas industry

T7A

Huge corporate handouts to international companies.

Addressing class sizes and hiring more teachers and EAs.
Increasing appropriate staffing for front line health workers.

T9H

Health and education. Research has proven educational
investment decreases health costs for many populations
within their lifetime.
End the war room disaster

By consulting with all stakeholders prior to legislating
nonsense nobody wants. Transparency is at an all time low
right now similar to harpers dictatorship

Raise corporate taxes and invest in public education healthcare
and infrastructure. Transparent decision making. Quit the
politics of division, stop pretending wexit is real, stop blaming
the feds and the UN for alberta misfortunes

T9h

Social programs

Place a sales tax

Yes

T0K

Education. Getting Pupelines built.

Implementation of a provincial sales tax.

Get pipelines built

T0h

Health care-no privatization just a big waste of money no
cutting front line staff
education - smaller classrooms which means more funding
to hire more teachers

T3J

Public Education, public healthcare and government
assistance programs (AISH)

Get rid of middle managers gluttony in AHS
Stop creating panels that cost money and get us no where
Including the stupid war room 30 million a year wasted

Limiting corporate tax cuts to oil and gas and technology
corporations.

By raising taxes to increase service levels.
Oil and gas industry

Not cut education or health care

Incentives for new technologies stop putting all the “eggs” in
the oil baskest. time to look to the future and new innovation.
DIVERSIFY

The government should be diversifying their interests in job
markets other than oil and gas and tech. Due to the
concentrations of such industries, we fall further into
recessions and the fluctuations of market demands.
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T2M
T1k

T5T

Education, health care, environmental pursuits (Green
energy), business diversification (get out of oil)
Growing our resources, tax incentives for companies and
investment in our resource sector

Trim excessive administration within your own government
offices
Trimming government growth, cutting grants to green
energy, wage freeze for government employees and public
employees.
Healthcare and education
Stop providing tax cuts to large corporations. If you feel the
Building alternatives to the reliance on oil and gas, i.e.,
need to provide these, ensure that what the corporations and
supporting the tech sector and innovative small businesses businesses save is reinvested into their workforce, not taken
as shareholder gains or executives’ bonuses

T1a

Childcare, addiction crisis and the public sector.

T5T

Education, Healthcare, concentrate on people as opposed to Raise the corporate tax and create provincial sales tax.
corporations.

T7a
T0P

T4C

T0a

T3L

In oil revenue.

Lower small business taxes, raise large business corporate
taxes, raise tax rate on higher income earners
Tax cuts, less red tape for small business, investing in
infrastructure and means to get our resources to the world
market.
Stop cutting existing essential service jobs. Leave healthcare
and education jobs alone.
Accountability to large corporations to show what they do with
the tax breaks they receive.
Develop the tech sector, there are brilliant entrepreneurs in this
province.
Stop the American interference in manipulating the price of our
oil
Look into renewable resources.

yes, but in all sectors and not just in oil and gas. Government
should be providing re training of laid off workers and promote
other sectors.
Public Healthcare, public education, investment in
By raising corporate taxes
Investing in innovation, alternative energy, supporting city
alternative energy and innovation
development of new hospitals and schools
Healthcare. Providing support for seniors, education. STOP Reduce numbers for transfer from rural hospitals by ground Public works
CUTTING HEALTHCARE AND FRONTLINE WORKERS.
EMS. Stop sending ground EMS on transfers that can go by
private vehicle
Education, Heath care
Getting rid of the war room, not giving massive tax break to Diversity
the richest.
Post secondary education for Alberta residents/ Aftercare
Governments salary
Work with contracting business and get job creation for the
programs when clients leave a treatment drug facility/
unemployed provide them with employment opportunities for
assisting single parents
clients on welfare/
Health care and education.
Not providing oil and gas tax cuts. Not funding the Canadian Diversity!!! Be forward thinking whe it comes to the workforce
future jobs. We are too focused on oil and gas which is
energy room. Implementation of health care premium or
consider provincial income tax. Education user fees to keep keeping us in the dark ages. We need to be thinking tech
industry and renewable energy. These companies should get a
classroom sizes down.
taxbreak to set up shop in Alberta
Health, education, infrastructure
Political costs, politician travel, duplicate services, multiple Support employment efforts for both public and private sector
school boards, subsidizing corporations
Provincial sales tax
Education and health care should be top priorities
Salaries and travel budgets/other “perks” of MLAs and top
Less major corporate tax cuts and providing more
government jobs could be trimmed; using
resources/incentives and breaks for small businesses who will
technology/telecommunications to cover long-distance
be the real drivers of economic change
communication and meetings when possible to cut down on
costs
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Education (regular and advanced)
Health care including social service support (like affordable
child care so more parents can afford to work)
Agriculture (2nd major primary industry) including research
and industry growth support for diversification

Get rid of fossil fuel war room (worthwhile idea but cost
should be covered by industry)
Cut MLA numbers (if they only represent party instead of
constituents, then not as many are needed)
Focus on value of quality service, not just savings. The
wording of the question indicates a failure to recognize that
balancing of income vs. expenses can be done by means
other than just cutting spending.

Government likely has little ability to influence this as main
factors (global fuel price) are outside government control.
Provide support for diversification and entrepreneurship.
Recognize that while Alberta had been spending more per
capita than BC, ON, QC (why wasn't SK included in
comparison?) and has experienced economic downturn, it is
still the highest per capita income province in Canada, and the
provincial government is collecting the least amount of
provincial GDP of any province in Canada...there is ample room
to increase personal and business (especially business) taxes
and still retain a favourable tax situation. Low taxes for local
business activities of international corporations extracting
Alberta's wealth has only limited value for Alberta. The
objective should be to maximize the value Alberta gains from
its resources, not maximize international wealth extraction.
Capping fossil fuel production rates to ensure favourable
pricing works, it has been done in the distant (decades ago)
past of Alberta and is a major strategy for influencing fossil fuel
price supports (i.e. OPEC).
Pursue increased federal income stabilization (different from
federal transfers which are simply premised on progressive
taxation and equality of services) to help ensure service
standards (education and health care) can be met despite
boom/bust cycle of fossil fuel industry.
Attract more federal investment (i.e. service centres, national
support offices, etc.) to start equalizing regional federal
expenditures vs. revenue extraction. Theses should not be
exclusive to Ottawa or special interest groups in Quebec or
eastern Canada.

T9H

T6X
T3a

T2X

Healthcare. Threats of laying off nurses and other healthcare
professions scares me. The health of my family is most
important.
Health care, education, public sector all together, private
sector should get least amount of funding
Health and education

Discontinue the “war room”.

Invest in other industries besides oil and gas.

Shutting down the war room, increasing tax's on big
corporations
Create a sales tax

Investing in the future not the past, diversifying Alberta's
economic growth out of just oil and into technology etc
Don't lay off more people

Marginalized operations

Get revenue from companies that haven't paid taxes

Diversify to things other than oil, become a leader in technology
and other areas

Diversifying away from oil
Education
Health care

Infrastructure

That’s your job!
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T4h

T0H
T6E
t5a

Health Care-stop cuts immediately. Invest in Mental health
services and quicker access to the same. There is huge
need for increases in seeking these services . I It is shame
that in our province and country this is an issue. Wait times
are up to 12 weeks.
Continue funding for Safe Consumption site with expansion
to detox and rehabilitative services without wait times.If one
community is facing wait time find available beds and
access for services for residents in some other community
in Alberta.
Expansion of hwy 2 between Calgary and Edmonton to 3
lanes or build the fast rail-road between two
Increase child care subsidy or continue funding for
affordable childcare places of 25 per day
Increase AISH and Income support as per previous
government guidelines
More funding for Women's shelters to increase capacity so
that women fleeing abused relationship are turned back due
to lack of space
Green Line project in Calgary
funding for more employment programs and retraining in
communities outside Calgary and Edmonton specially rural
communities.
Expand occupational health and safety in area of bullying
and harassment in the workplace and have tougher stance
in legislation to ensure employers are in compliance in this
area. Workers face serious mental health issues which is
fault of employer. At the end of the day health services
funded by government are utilized for care from, doctors,
specialists, mental health services and workers pay all the
price which drains the health budget, disables workers from
employment and as result have them dependent onto
government financials systems while there is 0
consequences for employers All this have ultimate impact
Smaller class sizes
Health care

Increase taxes for corporations
Less travel for premier and ministers where they are
advancing agenda of UCP or other PC parties across
Canada. Connecting with Albertan's and for Albertans by
visiting our communities not traveling across Canada. Invest
in video conferencing and connect via technology with
Ottawa and other premiers. Many departments at Federal
Level are doing the same
increase % of fuel consumption gas fro 13% to 15 and
decrese it for corporations by those 2%

Immigration landings for Alberta have been down which means
we are not providing enough settlement and employment
services for newcomers specially in small in rural communities.
Newcomers are known for entrepreneurial skills and open
many small business. Provide monetary incentives for business
start-up, child care, training and affordable loans; encourage
newcomer women to start-up business specially in small and
rural communities. Job support programs and skill training for
seniors who want to re-enter work force for additional income;
Attract the upcoming university students born and raised in
Alberta to study in Alberta by connecting them with employers
and jobs upon graduation so we dont face outpour of youth to
other provinces to study, spent money there and use skills
upon graduation in other provinces. Look into loan elimination
if students stay in Alberta, get job in Alberta and work for an
employer for 5 years. Lets make it attractive to young people
and students to stay here specially in town where they are born
and raised.
diversification and moving eventually from dependance on oil
to green economy- look at Norway and how they did it

Management jobs-AHS and school board superintendents

Environmentally friendly industries and power sources

publicly funded healthcare for all albertans. INCLUDING lab
and EMS services.
Justice issues, unified family court system, legal aid

CORPORATE TAXES!!! stop giving corporations a $4.33
billion dollar break.
PST

by increasing wages of public sector employees, they will
spend more money locally, increasing economic growth.
Tax credits for technology start ups

Healthcare and Education. The two critically important,
Canadian things that you cut.

1. Investing in better long term sustainable energy sources
like Solar.

By not cutting funding to areas that create jobs. Either
increasing or at the very least, not decreasing the minimum
wage, so that even those working at minimum wage can make
enough money to spend and thus contribute to the economy.
There is overwhelming evidence that an increased minimum
wage is beneficial at best and negligible at worst, so to reduce
it is inane.

2. Stop giving billion dollar welfare deals for already
profitable companies.
3. Less gratuitous, wasteful spending, i.e. "The War Room"
t6w

Education and health

Oil industry war room, social programs

Invest in public works to support Albertans; I advise raising
taxes or implementing a provincial sales tax to do so
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T5K

Government needs to allocate more money towards
education and healthcare. EMS is constantly in the red zone
with limited resources for the public. This creates a danger
to those who need lifesaving care, as well as perpetuates
burnout and PTSD in those that hold the public’s wellbeing.

Less money towards government travel, less money towards
government hotels, less money towards rejuvenating the
oilfield—it is a natural resource, money isn’t going to
stimulate oil.

Rather than creating cuts that makes businesses lay off
employees to keep the doors open, put money into the
economy to stimulate growth and jobs. You need to spend
money to make money.

T0H

Infrastructure

Support upswings and focus on economic diversification.

T4S

Education and healthcare

Reduce travel expenditures by avoiding useless trips to
Texas, Ottawa, and Europe. Reduce or eliminate MLA
bonuses and benefits. Overhaul MLA pensions.
Increase taxes to corporations and the rich.

T5Y

I think you have done alot of cost cutting and dont need any
advice on that.

Tourism/ fun things to do attract more people to come to
alberta to live will enhance the GDP.

T2z

Tourism. Big sporting events. Also the hyperloop or some
form of fast transit between Edmonton and Calgary major
cities.
Healthcare and schools

Oil and gas bail outs, subsidies

Keep your population healthy and educated.

T0L

Keeping Class sizes low. Teachers, assistants.

School boards accountable with their budgets. Top heavy. In Support private sector growth because it funds public sector
public sector 1/3 ratios. In private sector 1/8-10 ratios.
jobs.

T1V

Education
Government salaries and travel expenses.
Affordable Housing- Veterans, seniors, low income etc Drop- Live within 'means'...like any other household budget- don't
in centers
have the money then don't spend it. Is it a want or a need?
Health care/Emergency services-Police, Fire, Ambulance etc
Rural Crime

Invest in education and healthcare

Stand up for ourselves and our resources
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T0E

Effectively utilize the red tape reduction program to not just
eliminate unnecessary tape but also to exploit the
government’s vast IT resources to improve efficiency and
effectiveness of all processes and programs.

Cancel all funding for the City of Edmonton’s Valley Line
West. The line is unnecessary, expensive, and very poorly
planned and designed. While no provincial capital funding is
to be provided until after the next election, much preparatory
work is being done now that would be cancelled. The funds
the city is expending on that work could be directed to other
city work which would reduce the draw that the city requires
from the province. Such a move would also assist the longterm outlook for the provincial deficit. The UCP has nothing
to lose by doing this. They only have one seat in Edmonton,
won by a very thing margin, and the vast majority of
Edmontonians, if asked, would say that they oppose that line
for reasons stated earlier. In fact, such a move would likely
improve the UCP’s standing in Edmonton.

Reduce the size of the bureaucracy by incented attrition but by
attrition only, without layoffs. Forcing more people out of work
will only increase the provincial unemployment rate further
harming the provincial economy and hampering deficit
reduction efforts.

While I completely support current and future development
of Alberta’s energy industry, the “war room”, formally named
the Canadian Energy Centre, is an unnecessarily extravagant
expense. While their logo debacle was nothing more than a
minor embarrassment, they do seem to be flailing about
searching for things to do and ways to accomplish their
mandate. Sharply focused efforts aimed at identifying foreign
funded organizations and individuals who slander one of our
two major industries, followed up by targeted initiatives to
refute and overcome their shrouded undermining of that
major industry, could surely be done by existing government
resources at far, far less than $30m/year.

T6A
T5L

T1a
T6w
T6W

Education
Healthcare
Education and health care

From their salary

-Investing in a knowledge based economy with a focus on
tech.
-Staff development

Outdated processes and red tape.

Post Secondary Education for oil field workers including
student loans for upgrading
Education and Health

Taxing oil companies

Attracting the global community.
Funding research

Cut art work. Our future isn’t in art and sculptures

Unsure

Infrastructure
Economic Diversification

Grants to arts spending
Paper processing and double entry clerks.
Intermediate management layers taking the place of
empowerment policies.

Make it possible for employees to be hired with ease. Reduce
overhead burden on small businesses. Facilitate venture capital
to get Alberta ideas out to the world.

Cut perennial and lavish pensions to MLA’s

Stop giving so much to big corps and help the small guys that
actually care about our community
Support local, smaller business. Support green technology and
innovation.
Tech sector investment.
Foreign investment and trade partnerships.
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T7V

Health care and education

T8s

Health and education

T6G

Education and healthcare

T2T

Spend more money on Health care and teachers

T4C

Education and Health Care

T9V

Create a climate to encourage Investment.
Ensure Nurses, Teachers, Public Service are paid amoung
the top 4 Provinces.
Review spaces that the Government is leasing/renting to
ensure we are getting what we need.
Justice (To many people walking from Serious Crimes),
Health, Education,

Health Care
Education
Social programs

Have the right people for the righty job! Stop paying
registered nurses to complete tasks that should be
completed by other departments. You eliminate stock
personal, laundry personal, unit clerks, environmental
services.... who do you think picks up the slack??? The job
still needs to be done! So now the RN’s are stocking and
ordering supplies, folding laundry, making beds, making
charts, and cleaning. Ridiculous.

Support the oil companies

Cut social programs.
Cut safe injection sites.
Stop handing out the free narcan.
Stop handing out welfare to everyone who just doesn’t want
to work Most don’t need to be on it
Increase corporate taxes

Support all jobs which includes public sector. Keep money in
the hands of the local people
Increase royalties and taxes to generate more revenue which through economic diversification. The next big wave of new
can be invested in transforming the natural resourced
jobs will be in innovative technologies. Those jobs are talent
dependent economy. Savings can be found by investing in
driven and by the fact who controls IP. Alberta needs to catch
transformational, visionary projects in public service
up with the rest of Canada i that regard. The population is
delivery. Those transformations will take for than 4 years, ie young and needs these jobs
one election cycle.
Stop giving hand outs to oil and gas. Cancel the “war room”. Diversify industries through subsidization
Reduce middle management in AHS.
in almost every department, by eliminating middle
Increasing education funding, more schools, easier to afford
management that does alot of the same job. If you look at
post secondary education. A well educated population is more
organizational charts of many of the government
productive and contributes to a healthier society.
organizations there is lots of layers that don't need to be
there, and or reduced in size.
Find additional revenues (Tax on Cannibis products) Similar Provide advice, support, some cases financial support for
to tobacco.
new/existng, innovational ideas, feasable small businesses.
Review Schools, Seniors housing, Government buildings are Create a Provincial/Private business to look after oil leases that
necessary or can be renovated/repaired/updated for less
are orphened - Fesable to produce and or decommison (ex
than new. (Example 163 new schools?)
Primer Wall in Sask asked for $200 mil from equilistaion
Eliminate some of the minor incidents that go before the
workers to employ about 1000 workers To work on abandoned
courts
leases. Fed Govt said NO it did not fall in the line with their
Persons trafficing in drugs should have personal items
environment policy
seized if convicted including Bank Accounts, Vehicles and
Houses - accommodation should be taken into account the
family members that had no involment.
Ensure that defendants are not changing lawyers and or
deliberately delaying court procedures to have charges
dismissed
because not being tried in a resonable time frame
Billion dollar corporations!
By not supporting lay offs in public or private sectors.
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T4R

Items that provide economic and social value.

Cut upper management. The nurses and teachers I've seen You tell me. You're the government. You promised a lot. I
are being worked very hard. Do NOT cut "The Troops on the voted for you as the NDP hadn't gotten even close to a balanced
Ground".
budget.

Build a nuclear plant near Ft McMurray, use steam and
electricity to heat the bitumen, would greatly cut the Carbon
Add a sales tax.
impact and provide reasonably priced electricity.

Removing "Public" from the name of school district has to
be one of the dumbest things I've every seen in AB. How
can that save money? Really guys...

T6w

Healthcare and education. It’s not all about balancing
budget in this economy. Yes making some cuts is great but
we also need to sustain jobs etc. We just need to make
sure we don’t go more in debt

Managers at hospitals. They sit in meetings how many
times a day. 17(1)
had mgr role
their eyes at the meetings they have over and over again on
dumb things. How can they manage and help out staff being
in the same meeting all the time. I see it every day at work.
4-5 30-60 min meetings a day. UnreAl. 17(1)

Get the pipeline to the coast done.
Promote secondary industry where we can win, Dow / Nova
Chemicals.
Get out of the producing and shipping the raw
product.
Think solar. We get incredible solar hours in AB.
Just save going into debt and look at simpilar ways to cut. Not
affecting the major industries. Trickle down factor is a theory
but s never been a reality. It’s the middle class still spending
and going broke to maintain economy

Look at extra sheets that can be cut out of charts and saved.
Thank god for connect care. Make it move faster!!!! Part
timers also get half the benefits. Yes it’s great but maybe
give smaller options. Different levels of benefits. I worked at
McDonald’s and they had four levels of benefits. Consider
this a factor. Look at turn over of units. Maybe it’s the mgr.
maybe certain staff. Maybe we need more accountability for
People and work
T8N

Infrastructure (road maintaince, access to public recreation In the public sector (reduce bureaucracy), healthcare
to reduce impacts on health system, ski trails, bike trails,
(overhead), union funding, make firing public sector workers
hiking trails, running trails), sport funding, healthcare (to an easier.
extent), education, clarify the environmental regulatory
process, unify the environmental regulatory process among
sectors, flood studies.

Build pipelines, promote forestry (in castle mountain region),
support alberta innovation, encourage investment, reduce taxes
on small businesses, reduce minimum wage, prohibit
automation in the grocery, retail & food sector (i.e. self
checkout, screens to order fast food, etc) to provide more jobs
for students & untrained workers.

T1G

Rent subsidies, education, AISH (give back there indexing
for inflation) seniors.

New opportunities for technology and climate change.

T3L

Education, Infrastructure, renewable or alternative energy

T0J

Advanced Education. Basic education. Reducing liabilities
associated with orphaned wells. Getting albertans a fair
return on their renewable and non-renewable resources.

Hold back on spending for the government parties, flights ,
hotels etc. Increase liquor tax, hold back on the arts and
sports. centers. Hold back on increases to government
employees wages, Mps etc.
From their own pockets. Pay freezes for politicians and a
smaller cabinet. Also enough with the war room.

I’m interested in government getting more revenue from
resource extraction industries, land users.

By accepting the fact that oil and gas can no longer be the
primary or sole source of our energy and income and focus on
developing jobs and education towards alternatives like
nuclear.
Advanced education and resource revenues as the basis of a
transition to an advanced economy.
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T4B

Education and health care

This government clearly wants to find savings by cutting the
aforementioned essential services... breaking a campaign
promise. It’s pretty clear that this government doesn’t care
what Albertans think so what’s the point in giving my
opinion.
Add a sales tax, add a nominal monthly healthcare cost, tax
higher income brackets a small increase

Diversify our economy. Alberta is clearly reliant on one
resource and this is a dangerous path to follow.

T6B

Education, Healthcare and Diversification of industry

Education should be a priority. Not undermining the
systems we have in place, but making them better, and
investing more money in K-12 and post secondary
education.

Eliminate the safe injection sites and the war room. If junkies
want to overdose and die, let them. If they're not being
rehabilitated, we don't need to be spending money
supporting their addictions. Actions should have
consequences, and by supporting safe injection sites, the
government is refusing to hold these people accountable for
their poor lifestyle choices, and giving the middle finger to
the rest of us who go to work and pay our taxes.

Instead of continuing to waste money on a war room, run by
people who are so inept they can't even get a logo right, why
doesn't the government spend money on an initiative to help
diversify the economy.

T0B

Education

Just get the money back that oil and gas owes

Invest in green ideas and a promote a 2% sales tax

T3A

Alternative energy sector and technology industries.

Corporate tax breaks.

Diversify Alberta’s economy to attract investment.

T6W

Education
Health care
Child care

Large corporations
Politicians salaries
Equalization payments

T3A

Investing in new technology companies to diversify
Alberta’s industries.
Education and health care.
schools and hospitals

Tax breaks for oil and gas companies. It’s an industry that
isn’t going to be around 100 years from now. Alberta needs
to begin to transition out of it.
senior bureaucrat and MLA salaries/expenses
drop the "War Room" and promote the efforts and
achievements of those Albertans and companies who have
succeeded in reducing environmental impacts. We have
much to be proud of!!

Support small businesses
Support our teachers
Support our healthcare
Support childcare
Investment in alternate industries than oil and gas.

T4N

T5e

Spend more money on healthcare and education!!!!!! Cutting Big corporations. Administration.
front line staff is absolutely ridiculous. Our province needs
those nurses. They do so much that the government does
not realize! Without them, our families and loved ones will
not get the proper care they need.

Support Education, healthcare and diverse industries! We are
so much more than oil! My kids education and health matter!

invest in and promote "made in Alberta" solutions that
currently reduce carbon output and market those innovations to
the world.
Until recently we have never been a province of whiners; help
Albertans celebrate our collective achievements instead of
blaming everyone else for our failure to respond to a changing
world.
By not cutting hospital front line staff... create more jobs.

HEALTHCARE AND EDUCATION

Less handouts to the oilfield and the rich.

Hire more (NOT LESS) Healthcare workers, in particular nurses

T1J

Healthcare and education

Politicians taking a wage cut, instead of cutting frontline
workers thin out top heavy management, and stop
equalization payments to the Eastern Canada.

T0B

Education

Infrastructure

By not cutting the frontline workers jobs, encourage and
support the oil and gas industry, and stop the wage freeze of
frontline health care workers forcing these workers to leave the
province and go south in a brain drain.
Get some ideas from the NDP
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T6G

T4P

Health care including preventative health care. With the
aging population we (recreation therapists) are expected to
have a worker to client ratio that is unsafe (some places we
are responsible for over 100 people with maybe one
assistant if we are lucky). I think more spending is needed
for people with disabilities most cannot live with what they
get. They did not choose to be disabled and should get more
than under the poverty level. For instance 17(1)
doesn't
have any money to use and be apart of the community.
Programs that help people with physical disabilities get jobs
by providing training so they may be able to get a full or part
time job
1) heath care , keeping home care public
2) keeping public education public
3) free dental care
4) pharmacare

Make people/businesses pay taxes that have evaded taxes.
Taxing big corporations 1-2% more. Having another tax
bracket for the people that make over $250,000. Doing a
carbon tax with the money staying in Alberta. Fighting
equalization payments when Alberta is struggling to provide
for itself. Politicians can take a 10% reduction in pay. Not
wasting money on a war room that isn't even transparent to
the public if it's using public money...use private money.

Increase money for Healthcare...when it got cut I saw the job
openings from AHS go from 150-200 consistently to 25-50. In
my field alone it was about 10 consistently to 0-1. Make it clear
in a contract that the amount that is given is used to fund a
blank number of jobs. Or for every person they hire for a new
position they receive an incentive

Increase taxes on the rich 1 %
Progressive taxes
Collect royalties on oil and gas
Sales tax

Alternative energy program
Reduce, reuse and recycle
Art’s
Build Low cost housing units

PUBLIC Education
PUBLIC Healthcare
RCMP
Social services for those who can’t advocate for themselves

-getting rid of war room
-wasted money on curriculum reviews and fights with school
boards/teachers to change something that is already world
renowned
-elaborate trips for cabinet and their families... at rediculous
costs (this is why the PC were voted out of office 4.5 years
ago!)
-legal representation to dispute the illegal activity that this
government is being accused of

By NOT cutting jobs of thousands more people than were ever
laid off in the oil industry
By NOT overloading the people doing the jobs that care for
others to the breaking point
By NOT pissing off the doctors to the point of leaving the
province

Education
Health care
Environment

In their own cabinets

Invest in health and education
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T6C

Education (adequate numbers of teachers, adequate
resources at grade school levels; at higher levels, less jobas-an-end-result driven funding, more emphasis on an
education for the sake of exploring personal potential
resulting in the job that fits best); healthcare (including
provision of basic care for those without that "don't qualify"
for made up, usually discriminatory reasons); care (beyond
health care) for the elderly and infirm, the homeless, the
Indigenous & others left out of the current system;
infrastructure maintenance(roadways, public buildings
(including schools, hospitals and housing for the poor, etc.);
diversification of our economy, funding and assistance for
startups ...

Strike the 'war room' - ;
Belt tightening by politicians themselves ... roll back pay
increases, curtail travel, limit entourages, stop unethical use
of spending allowances, etc.;
Cutbacks in civil service, specifically middle levels of
management - that is, positions created to reward party
loyalty which are eminently unnecessary.

Provide funding and support for diverse start-up businesses,
especially those that can replace aspects of gas/oil industry.
Reinstate the carbon tax; institute a sales tax; replace flat tax
with one that will properly tax very wealthy individuals and give
a genuine break to the less privileged; simplify, simplify,
simplify relationship between small business (including
farming) and government, and be authentically supportive of
small businesses so they can support families and employ
others; tax big business / corporations appropriately instead of
supporting them with (financial and regulatory) breaks that cost
others the breaks they ought to have; adopt a mind-set which
speaks to the public in a way that supports cooperation and
working together, contributing to the good of all, equality of all
(stop bashing the teachers, the intellectuals and the scientists,
the Indigenous, the so-call 'criminal' element, women in
general), cooperation with federal government, actual
cooperation with other provinces to promote Canadian
economy (rather than the side-taking, razing, bashing and
trolling that currently seems to pass for communication);
genuine justice that benefits all (especially the poorest and the
misfits) so that all people get to contribute to the economy;

T3G

Education

Oil and gas tax

Not cut education and health care

T6M

better administration

less taxes for small and medium size enterprises, as well as
other incentives, such as promotion and partnerships

T6l

-research on new industries in the province different from
oil and gas
-education
EDUCATION!!!!

SUPPORT EDUCATION!!!!!

T1H

Education and healthcare

Stop giving tax cuts on bit corporate businesses! Put in a
sales tax
By clawing back the 4.5 billion dollar corporate tax rate that
has not shown to benefit anyone other than people already
making enough money they don't need that type of tax cut.

T2J

I don't think spending can be separated from revenue and I
think the government should stop reducing revenue.
Corporations should pay more in taxes which will allow us
to spend in priority areas. Cutting taxes, and then cutting
services, has only left us with a larger deficit.
I think the government should focus on health and
education.

Eliminate the war room.
Stop creating all these commissions to rubber stamp UCP
policies.

Well, cutting billions from health and education will result in
many people losing their jobs. This certainly does NOT support
job creation and economic growth. But it seems our
government is only interested in oil and gas jobs. Maybe you
could invest in health and education - that will support job
creation and economic growth.

T1B

Education and Healthcare. Alternative energy and economic Eliminate the "war room" Cease corporate welfare. Collect
diversification.
taxes from delinquent companies and individuals

Research and implement alternative energy development. Keep
post secondary tuition low so more people can retain.

T6W

Education: funding for more teachers, smaller class sizes,
Less tax breaks for big corporations
support staff, etc.
Health care: Funding for more nurses, doctors, therapists to
help reduce wait times and provide quality care

By allowing local companies the opportunities to build new
infrastructures, bridges, roads, etc.

Create a provincial sales tax.
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T2S

Public sectors that create jobs. This would include
healthcare, the arts, renewable energy and education

Dismantling the environmentalist war room would be a great Well firstly, putting funding back into programs and services
start. As very few people honestly believe the propaganda it that create meaningful jobs, but a great next step would be to
creates, making it largely unproductive by proxy
reinstate youth rights in the workplace. As currently any job
that a youth can do will always be given to a youth given how
corporations can pay them illegally low amounts of money
without getting punished, thus in turn starving and limiting the
adult job market. After all pay gaps directly result in the
oppressed group getting hired more.

T1A

Shut down the war room, put money back into education

Stop austerity and trickle down economics. Increase corporate
taxes and oil gas royalties. Stop tax bracket creep.

T6A

Quit embarrassing Alberta with the 30M waste called the war
room, put that money back in education. Focus on public
services and infrastructure spending that's in line with
inflation and population growth. Stop austerity and trickle
down economics.
Economic Diversification, the world is turning away from
fossil fuels, I'd prefer to be ahead of the curve than behind
it.
No more gifts to well to do corporations that don't care. It
was a forgone conclusion that the UCP was going to win, yet
corporations left even after you sold us out to them.

Reduce the premiers pay
Reduce the MPs pay
No more austerity cuts for the poor, take from the rich for
once.

Bring back the tech subsidies that were actually fueling job
growth.
Subsidize solar and wind.
Let's build a nuclear plant, we're an energy producer so put
some effort into looking at the next big energy.

T6r

Healthcare, education, renewable energy

Oil and gas industry

T6A

T8A
T2X

T2N

Support healthcare jobs and jobs focused on developing
renewable energy
Healthcare, schools and jobs
provincial sales tax
Funding industry to support alternative energy sector.
Incentives for oil gas workers out of work to learn new
technologies.
Small local business incentives, education and healthcare
Healthcare, billing system for physicians
Support local businesses, incentives for investments in the
province (pipeline)
Infrastructure, health care, education, alternative energy,
STOP GIVING OIL COMPANIES FREE MONEY!!!!!! AND STOP Actually make Albertans the priority. We need jobs, doctors,
alternative agriculture.
LINING YOUR OWN POCKETS!!!!!
teachers, healthcare (Not private), police, EMT’s, and a future
for our children.
1-Ensuring quality education at all levels, for everyone.
Reduce payouts to big corporations, invest in local industry Invest in education, especially post-secondary.
Diversify the economy.
2-Ensuring efficient and quality medical and health services. & businesses, sales tax
3-Providing fair and reasonable chances for ALL Albertans
Help small businesses.
Reduce excessive cuts that are causing massive layoffs and job
(including, but not limited to: LGBTQ+, First Nations,
loss.
Elderly, Children, Disabled, Minorities, Low Income, Young
Workers, Immigrants, Small Business Owners, Workers of
the Private & Public Sectors)
4- Diversifying the Economy
5- Innovation & Technology
6- Fighting Climate Change
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T1J

T4l

Healthcare for seniors and education.

Government expense accounts should trimmed to the
Stop destroying public services.
absolute minimum and every single expense should be
receipted, and justified, just like every operating expense is
vetted right now.
Accountability and transparency. Stop blaming NDP for
everything. That stunt is getting old.
Twenty years ago the Conservatives laid off employees and
now it’s doing the same thing again. It didn’t work the first
time obviously so why is UCP doing it again? Public services
were decimated and we still haven’t recovered from the Klein
era. stop shredding public services.

Health care, education, environmental issues

Corporate taxes—increasing them rather than giving tax
breaks.

Research into how Alberta can explore alternative energy.
Look for ways to support growth of the economy that is not
solely in revnue that we already have.

Unsure

Salaries of top people in all areas. Decrease them rather than
cutting front line positions.
Tax on the wealthy.
Support for small buisnesses and encouraging consumers to
buy local products rather than imports. We should be making
everything we need. We have the resources but have squashed
our own industries by giving contacts to out those that are out
of country.
Stop subsidizing oil and gas
Invest in people through education and healthcare
Decrease MP wages/spending
Alternative/green energy
Tourism

T1K

Education
Healthcare
Alternative Engery
Alberta parks and protected spaces
Healthcare and education.

T0L

Infrastructure

T2C

Spend money in ways that actually increase jobs and not
Stop corporate welfare! Look at MLAs own spending habits,
throw it away at companies who pocket the money without double pensions and cut their sizes and staff.
job creation. So jobs created by building facilities for
population use, infrastructure that is cheaper now than in 10
years. Let businesses survive on their own

Absolutely because private for profit companies only interested
in meGA profit not jobd

T5G

Health care and education. Forward thinking solutuons to
Top heavy management organizations such as AHS.
create employment. Not relying in past economic sources of
revenue ( oil and gas).

By looking after its population. The point is to get tax dollars.
Make sure your population is healthy, educated and stable in
order to create and bolster a populatuon who can become
employed and then in turn pay taxes. The wealth of a
governement isn't the natural ressources; it's the people.

T4N

Getting Albertans back to work and trained
Getting our Oil and gas going- we can do this and save the
environment too
Taking care of our youth and seniors- you could easily
accomplish this with seniors taking care of youth and youth
taking care of seniors...I wonder why you do not get this

Train people and they will help you find growth situations....the
smarter people are, the more they see is possible. This is not
difficult if you have the right people in the seats.

Holding oil companies accountable for rural taxes, not
New renewable energy sources, investing in finished products,
funding the energy war room, not giving cuts to corporations funding education for new technology

Education voucher system

The government should look at what they are spending
money on...
Cut up management positions- great workers need little
management
Cut non essentials and help lift our homeless/addiction
population too make them contributors to the economy
Empower people vs enabling

Low tax and low regulation
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T4L

Rent Supplements and more Seniors subsidized apartments Cutting high level administration
in smaller towns. The education system needs a lot of work.
Christian schools should get government funding to make
the tuition more affordable for families.

Making it more enticing for small business owners, offer
incentives, tax relief etc

PDD services delivered in communities across the province.
Education to ensure smaller class size and adequate
supports for children with disabilities.
Publicly funded healthcare ensuring access for every
Albertan

Support the development of alternative energy to build capacity
to lessen dependency on fossil fuels.
Promote employment for marginalized groups (people with
disabilities and immigrants) to reduce reliance on Alberta
Works.

Cancel corporate tax cuts
Implement a deposit system for new gas and oil well
development so funding in place for clean up.
Implement a sales tax

T2J

Always enough for good education, health, law and order.
Listen to knowledgeable people who can find savings in their
Depending upon immigration, more may have to be spent on fields of expertise.
teaching English as a second language. Other related costs
like health costs will go up as well.

Make it easy and affordable in terms of licencing, taxes and
incentives for small businesses to set up and operate in the
province. Capitalize also on natural resources and marketing,
assist with their "greening", and advertise to other Canadians
what Alberta is doing commercially and environmentally. Have
the "war room" challenge doomsayers with accurate
information. Prioritize Alberta residents for available jobs.

T0A

Reinstating funding for heritage, infrastructure, education,
and healthcare.
Education and Health Care

Closing the Canadian energy center. Investigating Panels
should be voluntary positions instead of paid.
Cut the war room. Although unpopular, we need to move
beyond trying to prop up the energy industry in its current
form. My children, grandchildren and future generations
need us to be forward thinking beyond non-renewables.

Increased investment into economic diversification.

T2K

Strong families mean strong nations. Yet astronomical
amounts go into breaking families apart. Audit how much
the crown pays lawyers for their child protection with
unlimited funds , yet just recently huge cuts are taken from
paid advocates who help parents know their rights to help
them keep their kids.
Much of our justice system and homeless are former foster
kids. This cost Albertans huge amounts in court , jail,
health, crime. Also Kenny is wanting to dump kids at age 22
rather than 24 which will create more homelessness since
these kids have no families to turn too.

Using the bank of Canada , it’s treason to the people to not
be using it.
https://youtu.be/UbACCGf6q-c
Supporting
https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.cbc.ca/amp/1.3065650

Open source ecology, permaculture, funding for low income to
go to school.
Turn to and support hemp farming based which produce
materials for oil and gas which is way cheaper to produce than
fossil fuels and much better for our environment.
Also hemp is amazing for food , clothing non toxic building
materials for houses, cars and can replace toxic plastics made
from oil.

T7Y

Health benefits for spouses of seniors

Stop handing out funds to large employers.

T6H

Health care and education.

Transparency in spending, including MLA’s expense
accounts. Open to full public scrutiny the slush fund you
created for oil
Less corporate handouts.

T6L

Supporting the arts community especially film and music. It Travel budgets for government officials.
has been proven time and time again that iconic movies
create iconic landmarks that increase tourism. Ghostbusters
3 was just shot here. That is COOL and people care about
that. Plus it brought millions of dollars to the province and
hundreds of jobs.

T8N

Stimulate growth in NEW and future industries. Although we
can not simply drop coal and oil, we need to be working
towards what is the next big thing for Alberta

By diversifying our economy. We can't only count on the oil and
gas industry.
Increasing tax credits for artists. Removing the cap on existing
credits.
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T5S

T7A
T8A

Education, health care and support for essential services for By having companies and high income earners pay a higher
proportion of taxes rather than giving them tax breaks.
cities and municipalities.

Focus on alternative energy and economic diversification.
Reduce reliance on oil and gas. Promote and incentivize other
area of economic growth.
Trimming spending! NO bureaucrat should make more than Cut bonuses and over paid Bureaucrats!
Remove red tape impeding workers! Young men out of work
an elected official!
should be filling the need in Trucking!
Healthcare and education. New technologies to diversify the Longer legislative seasons, to maximize the time and $ spent Invest in tech that will diversify the economy. Wind? Solar?
economy.
in top level of govt.
Look 50 years in the future, not 10.
Stop hiring consultants and panels for every issue. Disband
the War Room - a complete waste of 30mill and so far an
inefficient and unnecessary disgrace. There should be
publicly available oversight of this is a supposed govtsponsored committee. Why is it a private org?? Ridiculous.

T2X

Education
Health

Reducing beauty ratio red tape and agency redundancy

Invest in technology
Invest in infrastructure etc

T8V

Diversifying our economy, particularly into renewable
energy sources. It is clear that our province can no longer
rely predominantly on oil revenue. Also, with a weakened
economy and with interest rates as low as they are, we
shouldn’t be so focused on balancing our budget as we
should be on investing in infrastructure spending and
upgrades to aging medical facilities. In times of economic
turndown, you must invest in jobs and building. This is
basic economics proven time and time again.

Perhaps the premier could stop flying across the country
with 18 ministers at a time? And get rid of the war room. 35
million wasted dollars. Our oil speaks for itself and will
continue to be used, and Tom Olsen being put in charge was
clearly an excuse to give him a job when he didn’t win his
seat.

For one, cease the attempts to reduce funding for education
and health care. A healthy and educated population is one that
contributes to economic growth. Give the health care workers,
teachers, and government staff a wage increase, even if only a
small amount. 8 years with no wage increase with cost of living
on the rise is not feasible for anyone. Work with energy
companies on the province and offer them incentives to
diversify their energy offerings. We are a province with much to
offer, not just oil. Finally, quit trying to create a war with
Ottawa. We don’t want to separate, and we don’t mind
supporting those in need. Perhaps if you tried to cooperate
more, the Feds would work with you. We are all in this together.

T2y

Education and health

Tax breaks to the wealthy and large corporations

Promote jobs in areas it’s cutting

T0M

Education
Healthcare

Their wages
Travel expenses

Tax cuts for small business
Diversify the economy by recruiting new business adventures
Diversify our oil and gas reliance and increase our production
with our own refineries

T5P

Sustainability.

Fossil fuel subsidies.

Education

T8T

Education and Agriculture.

Oil. Limited resource and if the market floods like it did a few By providing our children with the best education possible and
years ago then Alberta will hurt.
investing into tech companies and not oil CEO's that will take
the money and leave Alberta.
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T4R

T0L

T6J

T3R

SOCIAL SERVICES. HEALTH CARE. EDUCATION.
TRANSPORTATION.
EMERGENCY SERVICES. THE LEGAL SYSTEM, PERHAPS
STARTING WITH PREVENTING CRIMINAL CASES FROM
GETTING THROWN OUT OF COURT BECAUSE THE LEGAL
SYSTEM TAKES TOO LONG TO PROSECUTE, AS THEY ARE
NOW.

Taxing large private corporations. Especially the oil
companies who like to claim bankruptcy in order to avoid
reclaiming their dry wells, abandoning them to be cleaned up
by the government using taxpayer money. Then these
companies re-incorporate under new names to do the same
thing elsewhere, often on some poor farmer's property who
has to wait years to be able to let his cattle graze on the field
because the government is years behind in remediating
these sites, which have grown by 320% in 5 years during the
last decade. "The cost of cleaning up after Alberta's oil and
gas industry was estimated by the Alberta Energy Regulator
to be as high as $260 billion." Stop cutting healthcare and
public service sector worker raises, for god's sake. Shutting
down all of the CNIB satellite offices in Alberta, really? How
much did that save Albertans per year, a silly million? I'm
glad to pay taxes for blind Albertans to live a better life! Why
are you even looking at disabled people for tax cuts? Last I
checked, this was Canada, and people who were born with or
who develop disabilities are cared for by the rest of us.
Seriously.. that was just shameful of you to do to CNIB. GO
AFTER THE OIL COMPANIES WHO MAKE BILLIONS
STRIPPING OUR LAND AND LEAVE THEIR MESSES FOR
THE PUBLIC TO CLEAN UP.

Stop having a different minimum wage for young people, it's
ageist and completely discriminatory. I seriously can't believe
a government in a developed country in this day in age would
pass such a ridiculous law.

job creation for all industries - not just oil feild
reducing costs (insurance, carbon tax, income tax)

stop giving cuts to companies who move out of alberta
STOP making a panel for EVERYTHING - if you think about
decisions before you make them, then you make fewer bad
decisions.

STOP treating your government like they are the problem - if
they are allowed to hire enough staff programs can run properly
and do their jobs to suport job creation and promote economic
growth.
Realise that companies you are trying to attract will have to live
in this province and if insurance and tax costs keep going up
they will not want to do that.
I think that this is already going in the right direction. We need
pipelines.

Health and police. More regular police and more highway
patrol. Speeding fines would, probably pay for the extra
highway patrol.

It should not be necessary for every small Alberta town to
have a high school. Consolidate some high schools and
thereby reduce # of buildings and staff. Buses often do alot
of travel for to pick up only a few students (for example a 54
passenger bus with 9 students).
Education
Any kind of tax break to the oil and gas industry
Diversify, start looking seriously at alternatively energy (solar,
Health
wind ) as well as new technologies, support for university
research.
Education, specifically to reduce class sizes. We are leaders Force school boards to eliminate excessive middle and
Pressure Ottawa to complete pipelines and build more
in education, far superior to the United States yet this
upper management bureaucracy that are a waste of financial refineries in rural areas on the pipeline routes. Start a
resources and do not provide any direct benefits to students. worldwide ad campaign to inform governments about how
government seems to be trying to follow the disastrous
Implement the new curriculum that was ready to be rolled
methods of funding used in the states. Using a voucher
clean our oil is.
out to teachers and students and leave it alone. Forget the
method would create ghetto schools and increase class
Develop alternative clean energy sources, solar and wind. We
politics of who will take credit and put the needs of students have the climate to support these technologies.
sizes at high achieving schools.
in this province first.
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T9A

Debt pay down and job creation through smart stimulus.

Cuts to middle management in the public service.
Ignore climate hysteria.

T4N

PUBLIC schools, mental health, health care, and all
vulnerable populations that they have recently robbed.
Education spending - smaller class size and better support
for teachers
Education and healthcare

Giving tax breaks to oil companies

T6V
T3m

T0K

Again, ignore climate hysteria and junk science. Pursue the
NGOs.Challenge federal carbon tax and climate change justified
programs based on contingency of providing legitimate proof of
anthropogenic drivers. This has never been provided.

Stop cutting funding and forcing places to cut jobs, diversify
from oil, invest in tech
Get rid of the assinine "War Room". Cut /Rollback wages for Tax big business and Oil&Gas. They don't need or deserve
politicians.
breaks while low and middle class Albertans suffer
Abuses in the system
Ask business for suggestions
Overtime in healthcare
Over spending in post secondary
The rural crime around the Pincher Creek area is ramped
Most unions are top heavy, and people who don’t show up
The new Tech development in the oil sands has to happen.
and totally out of control. Our RCMP squad at Pincher
for work can’t be fired, and there are many of these kinds of Finally someone wants to come to Alberta again instead of
Creek has been reduced to such a minimal amount the
people who make the health systems and other things totally leaving here. That is a great beginning to getting Alberta back.
RCMP can’t possibly keep up with the crime, and there is
inefficient. So glad you are standing up to the unions, they I agree with what you have been doing to get more confidence
NO ONE on shift from 4 to 7 A.M., and the criminals know it. should have to feel the pain just like the private sector.
in investing in Alberta, but don’t forget the technology area as
Also, the crime ring is aboriginal, and as we all know they
well.
get let off far more easily than we caucasians. We have
been told that response would be at least 45 minutes for
911, because it goes to Red Deer, then they have to find
someone to come out, etc. It is 20 minutes to our place from
Pincher Creek driving the speed limit. There is another
gang in the Crowsnest Pass, methods, some people had
their whole house gutted. People are afraid, and something
serious needs to be done.

T0K

In the energy sector.

Try to reduce the equalization payments to Quebec.

T6T

Education and health care

T8r

Essential only

No corporate tax cuts or giveaways - trickle down economics Diversify resource development
DOES NOT WORK
By cutting the bureaucracy in every department!
Keep up with cutting red tape, and lower taxes

T8r

Essential only

By cutting the bureaucracy in every department!

T5H

https://www.acklandsgrainger.com/en
Cut that dumb war room shit out. Also keep your religion out Well if you just stuck to the NDP's plan I'm sure we'd have seen
That's a link to a well established company that should have of the legislature.
growth in renewable's. Also getting rid of jobs doesn't really
enough rope for the UCP to hang Jason Kenney with.
help this either.

T1K

Education, health, and career retraining.

T1j

Directly indicate where redundancies need to occur: health
care administration (of course they will lay off nurses and
preserve themselves) and in Education, begin by getting rid
of half to 2/3 of the assistant superintendents who aren't
worth their salt.

Early Childhood class size funding. Maintain inclusive ed
Not education or health care
funding, PUF funding for all qualifying students. It’s crucial.

Taxes on small businesses,

Keep up with cutting red tape, and lower taxes

I'm conservative and support the energy industry. But for
heaven's sake, diversify. We need far more types of industries
and businesses to survive economic downturns. Go after perks including your own. And reign in cities, particularly Calgary.
And no I don't live there.
Finally, stop pretending. If your ultimate goal is to reduce public
sector salaries, just bloody do it by 10-15%. And cut MLA and
Premier salaries by at least 20% to show you mean it and are
willing to lead.
Invest in green energy
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T9S

T6R

T4J

T1W

T4c

Health system properly funded
Keep the public education system properly funded
Fund new ideas to continue to diversify our economy
Keep up with infrastructure on a timely basis
Education and health care
Child care which keeps single women working and not
relying on benefits .
Senior care work to keep seniors in their homes .

Stop the silly expense on war room.
Pharmacare would benefit all Albertans
Collect a realistic amount for all Albertans resources

Healthcare, education, orphan well
reclamation,infrastructure

MLAs salaries, connect care,

Climate change initiatives

Increasing revenue opposed to cutting services

Promote a climate that promotes ideas to benefit all Albertans
Use this time to improve our crumbling infrastructure

Bring in Sales tax or bring back the carbon tax which funded
projects
I am a small c conservative but found that particular tax a
very worthwhile one.
Less money to corporations which are not giving back to
Albertans

Stop the cuts keep people working they are then paying taxes
and buying within the community
Invest in Farming and agriculture , look at Holland . We could ,
with solar energy become once more the bread basket of
Canada .
Less worry about oil which is never going to bring the riches it
once did
Premier Prentice said for what was wrong with the Province ,
“Look in the Mirror”
Focus thinking of the public and NOT cutting back on Health Stop giving away money to the corporations, they aren't
First by not eliminating jobs where they are needed. Also, had
the conservatives diversified the job markets, economy over
care, social services. Putting a plan together to reeducated going to create jobs just because you are giving them
the 40 years they were in this government and not given away
people from the oil and gas services... finally get it right and money. Reeducate people in different areas. We have gone
through so many layoff since the 70s and still this provincial so much royalties to the corporations when there was a boom
diversify the economy.
government never learned over the 40 years.
we wouldn't be in this mess. We shouldn't have to have our
social services cut back just because the conservatives
messed up. They need to take accountability and stop pointing
fingers.
Maintain essential services such as police, fire, health, and Our justice system. Ongoing delays in trials because of
Invest in alternative fuel. Support those in the current industry
education. Do not cut here.
ineffective lawyers, disorganized. Constant adjourning of
to transition over.
court cases.
Lower salaries of politicians
Our prisons; don’t make them such an attractive place to
Lower tuition fees for university students. You want your
stay. Back to basics. Essentials only. More psychological
help for criminals who suffer from PTSD and addiction. Treat people educated to compete on a world scale. Continue on the
path you are presently on and you will make it unaffordable; for
the problem while they are incarcerated.
the rich (who won’t necessarily be the brightest).
Cut pensions for all politicians; they shouldn’t be collecting
until age 55 minimum and after 25 years service.

Focus on initiatives that will diversify our workforce and
economy instead of subsidizing oil companies through tax cuts
in the naive hope oil will go back to 120 dollars a barrel. Don't
take away money from nurses, teachers, research and higher
education.
Building a diversified economy less focused oil and gas, so Stop giving tax breaks to large corporations just because
Give tax breaks to companies that actually create jobs, not just
Albertans can prosper even during the all too common oil
they are large. There is no particular evidence that large
all the big ones. Invest in economic diversification so we can
and gas bust times, as well as during the inevitable
companies reinvest tax savings in growing our economy.
have an Alberta strong enough to weather the oil and gas bust
reduction in global demand that will occur as the world
Too much of it goes into shareholder pockets, (which
times, not just the booms. Support home renovations to
works to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions.
includes taking it out of the country), reinvesting in
increase energy efficiency. This saves every resident money
automation (which decreases jobs), or just goes into growing forever (which they can spend in the local economy), while also
the cash balance on their balance sheets. Give the break to supporting the building sector.
companies that actually create jobs instead.
Diversification of industries under utilized in alberta
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T6X

Healthcare and education. Keeping programs to help
children with learning or physical disabilities.

T8R

Education, health and childcare. Creating jobs.

T5S

Healthcare!! The proposed cuts to professional RNs is so
wrong ... god help you if you, your family or loved ones end
up in the healthcare system .., hopefully you won’t be
assigned other healthcare providers instead of RNs ,
especially if it’s critical care... which is largely unforeseen to
most of us . Their training allows for critical thinking,
observation, intervention and prevention while the other
disciplines are task focused .

Also focus on increasing revenue rather than finding savings
- such as introducing a provincial tax or increasing corporate
taxes
Tax cuts to the wealthy and corporations. Wage cuts for
government administration. Get rid of the war room.
Government buracrasy, administration!!!!

Diversify from a focus on the oil industry

Make it easier for people to return to work with affordable child
care.
Support pipelines, essential services in healthcare , education

Education & Healthcare

In their own spending of tax payers money & their wages &
Diversity. Less focus on oil & gas. Explore the technology that
their pensions, in the “war room”, in all the red tape
is popping up everywhere. Try to be a global leader in new
committees created, in all the tax breaks they are giving
technologies.
companies that are still laying off workers, in all the projects
that were started & then canceled in the middle of building

T8V

Diversifying economy away from carbon based energy.

Investing in harm reduction for addictions.

T3C

Health care, we need a more robust system that can take
Cut defence spending, tax items that cause health problems - Help cities diversify their economies so they are not reliant on
care of all our citizens. This is not the time to make cuts to alcohol, processed foods,
one economy.
health care but rather figure out how to improve and
enhance our public healthcare system. Even if private clinic
open- we al still have to pay taxes into the public system- so
why create more costs for Canadians.

Model your economic growth around sustainability/systems
thinking and look for opportunities within these systems to
support bottom-up organization. Now we're talkin'.
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T5B

Investment in public services that properly accounts for
both, population growth and inflation. This includes
investing in health and education, but also in childcare.
Rather than eliminating the NDP 25-dollar childcare
initiative, for instance, the government should expand it.
In general, the government should consider priorities that
reduce rather than increase the costs of living. Policies that
result in increases to tuition fees, school bus fees, museum
fees, vehicle registration fees, property taxes, income taxes,
and child care costs, as well as in reduced drug coverage
for dependents of seniors and larger class sizes are making
life harder for Albertans.

T4p

T0L

T5N

The 30 million war room (the Canadian Energy Centre) can
be cancelled. The government, however, should not be
limited to the expenses side of the budget. It should consider
raising additional revenue. Freezing the basic personal credit
increased the real taxes for all Albertans, while corporate
taxes are planned to be reduced year after year. This is not
fair and does not help the province.

Invest in public infrastructure (roads, schools, universities,
etc.), support public and private research on green
technologies and low greenhouse emissions. Cancel the
general corporate tax break and provide instead tax credits for
new investments only. Support home buyers through a
provincial plan to help the residential construction industry.
Companies do not look just at taxes to make investment
decisions, they also consider how skilled the labour force is,
The government should also take a look at the many forms of the affordability of housing, the additional costs of health
privatization that have been implemented in the health care insurance, how connected a city is, etc. A growth strategy must
system over the years and assess how they have affected
address all these areas, it can’t single-mindedly focus on
costs. If these initiatives cannot be proven to have reduced corporate taxes.
costs (as seems to be the case), privatization should be
reversed and public solutions that increase efficiency should
be considered. The Edmonton Public Lab seemed to address
precisely the type of inefficiencies created by a fragmented
privatized system, and scrapping its construction was a
mistake. To realize efficiencies, you have to invest money.
You can’t take advantage of the efficiency in electronic
services if you refuse to buy computers.

I am a single mother trying to provide for my daughter,
hearing the child care funding may not happen anymore
really concerns me. I know while I am at work I know my
daughter is well taken care of.
Recognize that the oil boom is over. The bumper sticker
asking for a second boom that we would not piss Away was
just a pap to the masses. Our conservative government
allowed our resource to be pissed away. The big American
oil guys are buying their islands and yachts they got their
tax breaks and then abandoned Alberta to clean up their
mess. Salvage what Alberta Owned components can be
salvaged of our oil resource and focus on developing
alternate resources to create wealth. Dirt, sunshine, wind,
education, healthcare, computers,

N/A

Childcare funding

Increase our taxes. A sales tax specifically labeled for health
care and education is the fairest tax. We do not pay enough
to live the life we live. Scrap the centralization of education
and healthcare it has not worked, management and
administration simply found a way to protect themselves. It
gave over control of health care and education to
government agenda and not delivery of good care or
education, and the vagaries of coffee shop politics. No more
severance packages for the people who were found to be
unable to do their jobs. A health board member told me his
mileage claims exceeded the cost of running our local
hospital board. We ran our board with a surplus, we ran our
school board with reserves and surpluses. A manager in
healthcare went from running her own department within the
constraints of her budget to needing six signatures to get
paper clips.

Oil boom is over. Education, healthcare, pull your head out of
the sand and identify the other developable resources and
exploit them. Dirt, sunshine, wind, travel, secondary and
tertiary processing of every raw product we possess, value
added processing, of our dirt products, oil and gas production,
educated people will develop services and products for sale to
the world. We should not be importing our macaroni in from
California, we should be manufacturing our own solar panels
and wind mills,

Education, healthcare, municipalities, and infrastructure.

Reducing the size of the provincial government; ie. number
of MLA's and the bureaucracy that goes with it. Reduce
government staffing at the legislature.

Introduce a SMART sales tax that targets luxury goods, while
omitting necessities like groceries, gasoline, and utilities.
Generate important revenue by adding a 5% tax. It is the most
fair tax.
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T8N

1)Education
2)Health care
3)Transportation
4)Increasing access to electric vehicle charging stations

1)Quit giving huge tax breaks to rich corporations!!!
2)Cutting MLA pay and pension
3)Eliminating expensive government trips and perks
4)Eliminating the ridiculous war room

1)Diversifying away from oil and gas to sustainable industries
like solar.
2)Invest in high tech research such as that being undertaken by
the U of A's nanotechnology department.
3)Fund universities

T2J

Heath Care

Collect taxes from oil companies

Invest in City projects

Closing The War Room, Taking A Cut From There
Salaries,And A Provincial Sales Tax.

N/A

T6W

Healthcare,Aish Cheques, Continue Rent Subsidies,Low
Income Housing,Childcare Subsidies For Low Income
Families,and a Cap On Rental Rates Of
Houses,Apartments,Etc.
Healthcare and education

T3K

Education
Health care

T6A

The people of Alberta which include people on AISH,
SENIORS,health care and education. This will and should
not include CPP or Alta. Gov. Pension!

T2T

Education, health care, environment, tax credits for tech
companies, tax credits for film and TV industry,
DIVERSIFICATION OF THE ECONOMY - please lets not put
all our eggs in the O&G basket.
seniors prescription medication- wave dispensing fees and
decrease the amount of co-pay for seniors from 30% to 10%
as most seniors are on a poverty level pension plan and
therefore cannot afford the necessary medications and
therefore often end up in hospitals costing the province
even more money.
Our Government needs to reduce silly spending. They
should bring in an independent auditor who can go through
all the expenses with a fine tooth comb and help us get rid
of a lot of unnecessary costs. AHS should also do the same
thing as there is a ton of unnecessary costs there as well.
We need to pay down our debt as well, it shouldn't be up to
the kids who aren't even born to pay that. Everyone in the
private sector is earning less money so this needs to be
reflected not only in the spending habits but also in the
wages our tax dollars pay.

Cut back on managers that manage managers! The people
that are not working with the students and the patients but
are making all the decisions, should not be the ones making
the decisions.
People abusing there benefits and the waste involved with
unions. Employees that shouldn’t be employed but are
because there part of a union.
Cancel your 4.3 billion tax reduction to corporations.
Legislate the oil companies to pay their taxes, reduce your
cabinet level travel .Close your embracing war room and
stop convening your expert panels . Put the people of
Alberta first and not last!
Subsidies to oil and gas, government overhead.

T5S

T0H

government should focus on creating more revenue instead, By reintroducing support for sectors booming elsewhere in
with higher top bracket rates and 5% sales tax
Canada and have potential in Alberta too, such as the IDMTC
and investor tax credit
When the oil patch was good people spent money so it helped
restaurants, stores, house builders etc etc. And charities did
better.

Diversify the economy, embrace alternate energy, mandate
energy companies move towards renewal energy, encourage
tech companies to start up in Alberta. Stop living in the past
and move forward instead of backwards.
Tax credits for growth industries - like tech and film / tv.

see above notation- reduce hospital costs by enabling
continue with the building of trans-mountain pipeline, invest in
seniors to get the necessary prescribed medications. Some tech companies and give grant incentives and tax breaks.
do not take the proper dosage, skipping a day etc. ending up
in the hospitals.

-Implement mandatory drug testing for anyone who is
receiving AISH, Welfare, EI, etc and stop payments for
anyone who is positive. Tax payers don't mind helping
people who really need the help however we don't like
enabling drug addicts.
-Wage freezes and/or decreases for big Government
employees if they're already earning a fair salary.
-More restrictions on travel and
-Combining different branches together to save overhead
costs.
-

By doing everything in it's power to get the oilfield back on
track and immediately stopping the transfer payments to other
provinces. It's completely unfair that Quebec has a ton of things
which are beneficial and we don't even have yet we pay for
them to have. They're boasting a surplus...but its because of
every Albertan's dollar.
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T6G

Social Services and renewable energy sources. I think
sectors including education and health care are imperative
for the success of the citizens of Alberta. By making
education a first class privilege, a huge population of
intelligent and motivated albertans are not able to receive
the education that they deserve. Proficient health care
should not be a privilege but a right in a province like
Alberta that has the means to make it so. By taking away
funding for hospitals, units are understaffed, research is
being halted, so that Albertans are no longer able to receive
the health care we deserve. On the subject of renewable
energy, we know that the oil and gas industry is not only
finite, but is also markedly worsening the state of our
current climate crisis.

The carbon tax should be brought back, Alberta is one of the
richest provinces in Canada but has some of the cheapest
gas. It has also already been proven with the previous
government that Albertans were able to easily manage the
carbon tax previously. Additionally, the government needs to
stop giving massive companies and corporations insane tax
breaks. You are creating bigger and more divisions between
the rich and the poor in Alberta.

By reinstating all of the front line workers the government
promised they would not lay off, but did anyways (nurses,
university professors, teachers). An immense amount of jobs
would come from investing in renewable and sustainable
energy sources.

T2J

Health care and education.

Jason Kenneys salary, private christian school funding.

Focus on new green technologies

T0M

Green infrastructure - trains/LRTs
Transition away from coal power faster
Remediation of abandoned gas/oil wells
Health care - especially PREVENTION programs

No more tax breaks or subsidies for the fossil fuel industry
Simplify social services - maybe universal basic income reduce barriers to access and reduce the amount of
administration required
Defund the Canadian Energy Centre
Increase income tax for higher brackets in Alberta

Use the skills we have in other sectors - invest in geothermal
energy, attract more technology companies to Calgary, put
back the subsidies for arts (especially film/TV), research in
alternative agricultural processes that are more regenerative become world leaders in this
Use the carbon levy to encourage jobs in the green economy solar/wind/other
Encourage more food processing in Alberta - why do we import
so much?!
Allow for small scale abbatoirs with less restrictions so that
small farmers can move their meat to market - creating local
jobs and keeping money in Alberta instead of leaving the
province (ie imported meat)
Reduce restrictions on the "cottage" industry - allow more
people to create food at home - this creates all sorts of jobs for
local markets and reduces our carbon footprint.

T5T

- Additional funds directed to public schools
- Additional funds, tax credits, or incentives to high tech
companies (including game studios) to help Alberta build a
stronger 21st century economy.

---

T2P

Develop an Orphan Well Program to deal with the current
problem (my company would love to provide remediation
services!) and establish strict timelines to ensure we never
have to deal with this problem again! Maybe copy North
Dakota's program and collect a 50,000 bond from the oil
companies upfront to avoid any bankruptcies problems!

The Energy War Room.

Similar to my answer to the first question, Alberta needs to plan
for the future. Eventually we're going to need to transition away
from oil as a key industry. We need to invest in technology
companies and other innovative areas in order to attract top
talent.
Start dealing with the orphan wells - my company would love to
provide remediation services!
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T2L

Health, Education, Welfare, & Environmental Sustainability

Stop subsidizing fossil fuel industries
Collect taxes from corporations delinquent in paying their
property taxes
Hold owners of orphan well sites responsible for clean up

FULL universal health care, including pharmacare, dental
coverage, ambulance, etc
basic universal living wage
subsidized or free early childhood care and education
Free postt-secondary tuition
A HEALTHY & EDUCATED population is more creative and
entrepreneurial

T0M

Infrastructure

Cut government staff

Lower taxes

T6G

Healthcare
Education
Investing in ways to combat climate change including
instituting a carbon tax and developing and encouraging
green technologies. An example would be Norway where
50% of cars on the road are now electric.

Stop giving tax breaks to oil and gas companies.
Ensure oil companies pay into a reserve clean up fund for
orphan wells BEFORE they initiate exploration or production
instead of waiting until they're bankrupt and have no money
left.
Institute a sales tax.

Heed the advice of Mark Carney ( Bank of England governor
and new United Nations envoy ) and stop promoting and
investing in fossil fuel production. This is bad business. The
future is with green technologies and this is where Alberta
needs to invest.
Institute a carbon tax and a sales tax.

Healthcare, education, vulnerable populations, sustainable
energy sources

Travel of political representatives, imprisonment, corporate
business

T9A

Get Alberta’s Public sector in line with other provinces.

T1K

Education: early childhood (kindergarten), grades
kindergarten-12, post-secondary
Health Care - promoting good health (ie. maybe provide tax
incentives for gym memberships, eating healthy, etc.)
Innovation - creating new areas of economy for Alberta
(tourism, entertainment business/movies TV, agriculture food sustainability)

Reduce or freeze public sector wages until they are in line
with other provinces
Calgary Energy Centre (30 million)
Education - be sure $ gets to front line teachers and staff
Mailings like Christmas cards and notes from politicians
More transparency on government spending
Tax higher income earners (200,000 plus)

Invest in sustainable jobs, support small businesses, support
opportunities for students who will grow to support our
economy in the future
Business tax breaks and pressure on Ottawa to get the energy
industry thriving
By providing a high quality public education system that
provides a diverse and education. Interdependence is a key
skill needed in the modern economy. People from all areas will
need to work together to be successful.
Apprentice-ship programs and work co-ops - partnerships with
high schools and post secondary institutions to address the
challenges of gaining satisfying work versus 'McJobs'.

T2N

Healthcare - reducing wait times, new hospital in Edmonton, Eliminate the War room immediately
hire more nurses
Increase corporate taxes
Education - reduce class sizes in K-12 education, increased Make oil companies pay for orphan wells
funding for post-secondary education and job retraining
programs. Increase number of teachers in K-12 education
Infrastructure - improve investment in infrastructure

Increased spending on industry diversification programs
Reverse cancellation provincial SR&ED programs and Alberta
investor tax credit

T2E

Economic development and diversification; Creating pride
and confidence in our province through cultural activities
and tourist events;

re-energize capital investment in resource sector, diversify in
growth sectors (e.g. tech), major events and tourism
development

Reduce administration at all levels of government and
institutions, re-focus on front line delivery in health care,
education and community support services
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T8X
Investment in public services that properly accounts for
both, population growth and inflation. This includes
investing in health and education, but also in childcare.
Rather than eliminating the NDP 25-dollar childcare
initiative, for instance, the government should expand it.
In general, the government should consider priorities that
reduce rather than increase the costs of living. Policies that
result in increases to tuition fees, school bus fees, museum
fees, vehicle registration fees, property taxes, income taxes,
and child care costs, as well as in reduced drug coverage
for dependents of seniors and larger class sizes are making
life harder for Albertans.

T6H

Not wasting money on 'improving' services that don't need
it. Take the automated voice systems installed. Now it's
impossible for people to have the silence to THINK on the
transit system. But hey, at least three hundred blind people
in a city of one million can ride and know where they are
going.

The 30 million war room (the Canadian Energy Centre) can
be cancelled. The government, however, should not be
limited to the expenses side of the budget. It should consider
raising additional revenue. Freezing the basic personal credit
increased the real taxes for all Albertans, while corporate
taxes are planned to be reduced year after year. This is not
fair and does not help the province.

Invest in public infrastructure (roads, schools, universities,
etc.), support public and private research on green
technologies and low greenhouse emissions. Cancel the
general corporate tax break and provide instead tax credits for
new investments only. Support home buyers through a
provincial plan to help the residential construction industry.
Companies do not look just at taxes to make investment
decisions, they also consider how skilled the labour force is,
The government should also take a look at the many forms of the affordability of housing, the additional costs of health
privatization that have been implemented in the health care insurance, how connected a city is, etc. A growth strategy must
system over the years and assess how they have affected
address all these areas, it can’t single-mindedly focus on
costs. If these initiatives cannot be proven to have reduced corporate taxes.
costs (as seems to be the case), privatization should be
reversed and public solutions that increase efficiency should Other ideas brought forward:
be considered. The Edmonton Public Lab seemed to address
precisely the type of inefficiencies created by a fragmented Increase the Mental health network and make it easier, cheaper
privatized system, and scrapping its construction was a
and faster to access.
mistake. To realize efficiencies, you have to invest money.
Increase funding of addiction and rehabilitation centres.
You can’t take advantage of the efficiency in electronic
Reopen the rent supplement applications for Albertans – it’s
services if you refuse to buy computers.
been reduced and no more applications are being processed.
Put the cap back on insurance and utilities.
Eliminate funding for non-professional university programs, Not providing tax breaks to companies that bail would be a
such as Women's and Gender Studies and the Humanities.
start, idiots.
Seriously. Public money is being used to finance essentially
political activist programs, without purpose in society.
Also, fire anyone with 'Equity' in their job title, eliminating
the positions across the province.
Also, terminate all government worker pensions.
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T6H

Decreasing class sizes for all elementary and secondary
schools where the class size is more than recommended by
the Research on this at the Alberta Teachers' Association.
Increasing the umbers of teachers in our public schools,
and returning the title 'public' to all the existing public
schools; this is essential to the realization that it is through
all cultures and abilities learning together through a publicly
funded school system, that our future will be built upon
people who can speak with and appreciate one another.
Improving the working conditions for Registered Nurses
(RN's), and increasing the numbers of RN's in all hospitals
and care centres. The present negotiations, where the
government is planning serious cutbacks must be
withdrawn, as this is not within the safe standards for
nursing care. Nurses would be terribly overworked, with
little to no extra recompense, only having to continue to
work in extreme tiredness. Much research shows that this is
unsafe in any working situation, especially in work such as
nursing, where lives are being saved.There must be an RN
on every shift in care centres for older people and in
rehabilitation centres. The knowledge and skills of RN's is
so superior to all the lesser educated nursing staff, that RN
expertise is necessary for safe care. There are many
examples of this.
Increasing funding for all universities, including for all Arts
programs, as these are struggling and need government
support to help realize this very great value to any
civilization. The University of Alberta began with a
Philosophy professor and an Educational Psychology
professor, the latter of whom was responsible to begin 2
departments, the Department of Psychology in the Faculty of
Arts, and the Faculty of Education, as an Educational
Psychologist is educated in both fields. The Professor of
Philosophy began the Faculty of Arts and put the University
Education and Public Health Care

By ceasing the 'War Room', a costly and erroneous project,
that does to acknowledge that international companies and
people of all kinds are in our province, that focussing upon
the few environmental experts who help to educate us here
is a blind act, as it would deprive us of some of the helps we
might need to prevent calamities like the Australian and Fort
MacMurray forest fires.
By taxing the oil industry much more heavily, as Premier
Peter Lougheed did, as the resources of this province belong
to all of us, not to oil companies.
By insisting to oil companies 1. that when and if an oil
company declares bankruptcy the cleanup costs of that
company's activities are the first to receive monies in the
dissolution of the company, 2. that the provincial
government will determine whether this is a bona fide
bankruptcy or a hiding of monies to allow the company to
not fulfill its responsibility to the people (the government of
Alberta and individuals and families, all of whose lands are
affected) whose land has been used for oil work (drilling,
transporting, expanding storage, etc) for cleanup costs. I
suspect that some executives have walked away with plenty
of money, while we in Alberta are left with oil industry
equipment and toxic oil wells not cleaned up.
The issues above amount to billions of dollars, thus would
enable all the priorities I listed to be accomplished.

In the ways I outlined above in "Where do you think government
could find savings?'
Most important is not to continue to not put low income and
average workers in dire circumstances while giving money to
the already wealthy, both of which you government has done, to
the detriment of this provinces economic, health, and
educational well being. Lowering taxes to the wealthy has
caused these companies to leave Alberta with full pockets, and
has not led to their creating jobs for Albertans, only more debt.
Soget after the wealthy, get them helping, as they got rich
through the work of all who now are being punished when they
have in fact worked very hard, got the education they needed,
and are a credit to the strengths of good governments of Peter
Loughheed and Rachel motley. Please learn from them, and
take on some of their ways, and soon, before we go bankrupt
through your terrible choices. Thank you for the opportunity to
respond.

Increase Corporate Tax and High Income Tax

Encourage innovative industries

T7A

Helping those in need. Such as the poor, the chronically ill,
and single parents.

Cutting their OWN salaries FIRST. I make $15 an hour, and
the government tells me I make enough to survive, so why
can’t the premier, and the MLA’s make that as well?

Quit fucking firing people from needed fields such as
healthcare. Build a pipeline.

T6G

Increase corporate taxes and taxing the wealthy instead of Government travel expenses – no need for fancy jets and
giving them a tax break.
travelling to London. Please focus on Alberta and lead by
Please invest in health care and education instead of cutting example
front line staff.

T6M

It is irresponsible to cut spending in health care and education
(particularly front line staff) and not taxing the wealthy.
Government should develop a plan to diversify the economy
instead of chasing a non flourishing energy industry
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T0J

*Public Education (all levels)
*Private schools should NOT receive tax payer's money
*Religious schools should not receive tax payers money.
Leave the Public School system intact.

Stop giving corporate handouts (corporate socialism has no Embrace the reality of climate change and its shifting economic
place in a free-market economy).
realities (do some background reading in the Economist to see
how the rest of the world is dealing with these realities).
Return ownership of our electric grid to Albertans (see next
section).
1) Emplace a thoughtful mix of green energy alternatives for
new homes and communities.

Prevent American-based anti-science religious
organizations from dominating our home schooling
industry.

2) Retake control of OUR electric grid, from American
corporations (Klein's late 1980's privatization of our electric
grid continues to cost each Albertan thousands of dollars each
year.) My electricity bills are ridiculous: I pay 10x more for
delivery charges than for the electricity I consume. WE PAID
FOR THE GRID, NOT THE AMERICANS!

Leave pensions alone.

3) Support viable bottom-up incentives for homes and
communities to produce their own, as well as extra electricity
using alternative sources. (Such an approach would create a
boom in small-to-medium sized support businesses across
Alberta, and when combined w #2 above, would help staunch
the flow of our money south to the USA, providing more
poortential tax dollars for the GOA.) This is no-brainer stuff.
4) Continue to support hydrocarbon use in heavy transportation
industries (trucking, rail, flight), where technology currently
does not allow use of green alternatives; but also subsidize
exploration of increased efficiencies in these same heavy
industries (e.g., in research departments of Alberta Universities
etc.)
T5H

Fund the school boards for the extra students.

T3Z

1. Front line medical workers-doctors, nurses, operating
room access

T2Z

Education, the only hope for a diverse economy is a well
educated one.
- Health care- healthy people work.

T4P

Child Care and those struggling from the economic
hardships. Education and providing a more affordable
standard of living for families.

All the committees that are only setup to employ friends of
the UCP. Cut the wages of MLA's since most are collecting
income from other sources. Cut the funding to the private
schools, if you want to send your child to a private school
then pay for the majority of the fee.
1. AHS administrative overheads. The system is ONE GIANT,
NEVER-ENDING MEETING.
2. Boards of Education who turn out illiterate students based
on useless, experimental teaching methods.
3. Government bureaucracy.
Quit traveling unless you do it by regular airlines, economy,
or car.
Lessen pension contribution to all provincial employees,
including MLAs.
ARCQE is not very helpful and outdated. More money could
be put into the child care subsidy program to help families
who need the funding.

Support other types of businesses and industries not just the
oil sector. The oil sector will not hire back as many employees
as they had before, because of efficiencies discovered.

1. Get out of the way!
2. Stop trying to pick winners.
3. Just set up a good business climate.

Education,we didn't qualify for the Amazon contest in Alberta
because our workers were not ready for big Tech.

Diversify the economy and look to support economies that are
doing well even if they are not directly in Alberta. Create
partnerships to create demand for manufacturing and
maintenance services.
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T0A

With this unstable economy, should be focusing on
education to re-train those who have lost positions in oil and
gas NOT REDUCING education. Also, although AHS needs a
major re-organization at the top and to cut red tape it should
not be at the expense of those needing medical care - WHY
are nurses on the firing squad?
Health - universal health care/universal day care for young
and elders/ universal pharmacare
Education - both k-12 and higher education
Infrastructure - build/ rebuild things that are falling apart
from neglect such as roads/cities/schools/ hospitals

Various departments within the Ministry - if you expect the
average Albertan, I will refer to Nurses, to take pay cut,
institutions to reign in spending (travel, etc.) then show it
from the top - Government of Alberta. Show us you can
reduce your wages and expenses.

Once again, there are thousands of Albertan's who lost
positions due to the oil and gas downturn. Let's give these
people the opportunity to re-train themselves in other areas if
they chose to do this.

Stop ministerial (including premiership) travel nationally and
internationally
Stop giving billions away to corporations
Join national pharmaceutical purchase programs with other
provinces

Support small business and entrepreneurs with innovative
loans for new technologies and green technologies
Have oil companies pay money owed to municipalities (owed to
province) at all levels
Have a sales tax (even just for a short period until revenues and
expenditures balance)
Increase taxes for top 5% corporations and citizens

T6J

Health, education, infrastructure, and supporting harm
reduction for drug users.

T9K

Being able to provide good quality education & healthcare,
within a reasonable budget while ensuring our healthcare
and education employees are making wages appropriate to
their true value and contributions.

Cancel corporate tax reductions. Close the Canadian Energy Invest in infrastructure throughout the province.
Centre. In order to eventually achieve a balanced budget which is definitely NOT an immediate priority - implement a
consumption tax in Alberta.
Provide wait times for all emergency rooms, it's been proven I think instead of cutting so many costs they should have
to cut down on number of visits. People have to pay a
looked to implement a provincial sales tax.
nominal fee for access to emergency rooms (will have to
take into consideration people on social assistance and how
that would be identified), will greatly reduce people over
utilizing the system.

T2N

Remove independent phone lines within Alberta Health, we
already rely heavily on Skype for Business and do not have
the need to have a landline.
Increase access to provide medically assisted deaths.
Allow more working out of home options so we are not
paying rent in Health Care.

T5H

-public health and education
-infrastructure

-cancel the war room

-return corporate income tax to prior levels and invest that
revenue in job creation programs and infrastructure projects
-hold oil and gas companies accountable to pay their taxes and
support local economies

Social supports and infrastructure. Diversification of our
economy support to small businesses. Tax the rich and
support the poor.

This is a terrible question FYI as all answers equate to
budget cuts. Instead I’ll tell you how it could generate more
income - increase taxes for the wealthy and increase taxes
for large corporations. Introduce a PST if needed.

Recognize that the province is more than oil and gas. Find
revenue from increased taxation of the wealthy and infuse
money into the local economy.
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T0C

Ensuring our health care and education field are being
funded adequately. Bringing business to Alberta in ALL
fields of industry (oilfield, agriculture, film, graphic design
etc.) Promoting Alberta Tourism. Revisiting the court system
process to better facilitate court cases and hearings.

Responsible Government spending/expenses for business
trips, office supplies, utilities etc.
Alternative service delivery, and strategic sourcing and renegotiations for service provider contracts.

Provide incentives for businesses to invest for new job
creation. Reviewing job mobility AND any trade barriers
between provinces to better support all provinces for economic
gain for goods and services.

T6E

Getting our sale of oil back in the world market. Lowering
the equalization payment to an eastern province that is not
part really a part of Canada...Think Alberta..Getting
residential Alberta back to work.

Stopping paying the carbon Tax.
Lower the amount of equalization payments made.

Stop giving away our money and projects to non resident
Companies and Stop giving work to over sea's fabrication
companies.
Support existing/established Alberta owned Companies

T6H

education both public and university level. Healthcare
Oil industry, tax breaks and handouts to huge cooperation's, by funding education so that youth can give back in meaningful
investing in registered nurses. Funding research in
taxing the rich and big cooperation's more.
ways. providing housing and resources so that homeless
universities and masters programs. Give AISH their funding
populations can work their way back into providing for society.
back. Reduce the interest on student loans back to what it
was. Fund schools so they have more teachers so that
students aren't so packed into classes where the teachers
cannot properly teach the children.

T4T

Spending priorities really need to be on education, health
and mental health and job creation

I think Governments could find savings in the bureaucracy of
Alberta Health and within school divisions instead of these
departments bringing the cutbacks down to the bottom of the
education and health systems such as teachers, education
assistants, nursing staff of any sort. I often feel like the
upper echelons of these departments don't look at
themselves for cutting back enough. They should be
considering doing more work with less pay because they are
often over paid compared to the amount of salary spent on
frontlines staffs. Teachers and nurses, and other frontline
staff are paid relatively well but often in adverse conditions
such classes which are to large and the teachers don't have
enough time to spread themselves among their students, not
having enough staff support such EAs to help with unruly
students who are continue disruptions and attention seeking
thereby drawing the teaching resources away from the
students who require assistance but don't draw attention to
themselves. Nurses and other hospital staff are also paid
appropriately but not staffed appropriately. The demands on
their time is often such a burden that patients are not able to
receive the proper and the right amount of care needed. I
feel very strongly that upper management in these areas of
our government are not going to cut themselves even if they
are over staffed and/or overpaid. I think the government
really needs to look in this deeply and find out why we have
so many issues with overspending and where the problems
really lie.

Economic growth and job creation should be supported by
ensuring that money from corporations and government
departments are spent on the lower class and not just the ones
who contribute high taxes and overloaded upper management.
Upper management must be willing to put themselves back and
see how their greed affects the balance of our society
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T6W

education, health, transportation, social services,

T3E

Health care, education. Tax the rich. No handouts to big
Being back the NDP.
companies of any kind. Close your stupid war room.
Education, post-secondary education, health, mental health, Taxes, especially corporate taxes. Stop cutting valuable
funding for social programs, AISH
programs

T6H

T2X

T6W

T6W
T3M

T2Z

- Post secondary education
- Job creation
- Attracting non-energy industries

events, celebrations, redundant job positions or
organizations - reduce

identify redundant job positions and reduce organizations who
are doing the same thing and centralize / automate common
services.
Leave office.
stop focusing on oil, diversify through the economy through
supporting multiple industries (e.g. tech, public service, social
services, education), support all Albertans through social
services and education and health care to be well enough to
participate in their community and reach their full potential

- Cutting social programs
- Administration costs
- Less pet projects

- Attract non-energy industries
- Reducing red tape on existing industries
- Lower barriers to entry to small businesses
- Push municipalities to reduce tax burden on businesses and
homeowners
Education , trade schools for adults and teenagers who feel Oil and pipe lines will bring in a lot of funds , that’s one area With trade schools that are well recognized students leaving
the mental incapacity to focus and retain in regular
savings could be taken from, tax the lottery winnings more if with certification and training will open more job opportunities
already taxed.
schools/universities that
plus eventually promote more businesses.
Provides internationally recognized certification and places
for practicum.
well in AHS there is many jobs so why is it only the front line stop giving out tax breaks...
HEALTH CARE AND REGISTERED NURSES
getting roll backs and cuts?
Within the government operations. Decrease in cooperate
Diversify the economy to limit the effects of our traditional
Getting and keeping Albertans working.
taxes should be dependent on job creation and investment in boom and bust economy.
Alberta on a prorated basis to the maximum of tax decrease.
Capitalism is founded on companies/cooperation making
monies and re investing a large portion of those gains in job
creation and increasing the workforce and improving the
standards for its workers.
Diversify the economy so the province is not dependent on our
traditional boom and bust economy.
Offer financial assistance for those who need reeducation to
change careers.
AS mentioned above offer tax cuts to cooperation with
conditions they work to improve the standards of living. If we
support you you support us.

Protecting the environment and reducing our carbon
The Canadian Energy Centre - sorry, but so far I've seen no
emissions. Lets make sure Canada and the world know this value.
is a priority for us, even as we support our economy.

No Corporate tax breaks for any companies that owe taxes to
rural municipalities; if I have to pay taxes, they do too!
Create initiatives that will bring non-oil and gas business to our
economy; we need to diversify and be less dependent on the
price of oil in order to have a stronger economy. Get the
pipeline built but lets bring other industries to Alberta to spread
our hard-work ethic around!
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T1J

Healthcare needs to be a priority. Making cuts is going to be Higher up positions. You want to cut front line workers, take
a look at managements 4 managers, and a lot of desk jobs
devastating to not just staff, but the entire population.
that really aren’t needed.
Privatization would also be devastating with our large
population of low income, and even middle income families
would not longer be able to afford healthcare.

By actually taking into account the general population. I have a
good job but still barely manage to scrape by. Cutting Front line
workers is in fact the complete opposite of what YOU mr
Kenney had said you would
Not do

Assisting middle income families. You cut the Kin care
program which is so beneficial to people who need family to
care for our little ones. A lot of people work shift work where
day care is not an option.
Education. Everyone needs education. Cutting there again is
just setting up the children of now for failure.
T2W

I believe spending classroom priorities are very important. I
challenge the government to access the amount of
Volunteer Hours that are put in by Parents / Grandparents /
Retirees and give the specific school (boards) a credit
against their budgets. I think you would be very surprised at
the hours / days / months that are volunteered.

T3E

Social services, health care, education.

T2C

When Iran my own company I looked within for everything. If
the government requires savings look at Travel / Lunch /
Lodging budgets as a first step. Second look at how many
assistants that each department has - Run a small company
you don't have any? If your / the government job does not
make a direct contribution to the taxpayer "your boss" uour
NOT needed.

Stop handing out money to oil companies. If you think they
need a hand out then you don't trust their ability to be
profitable long term.
I recently read Larry Fink (the CEO) of BlackRock letter to
I don't know because I do not have any cost or expense
CEOs in which he comments that climate risk is investment actual information.
risk. He believes finance is going to change and that in the
near future capital will be reallocated to mitigate climate
risk.

Innovation is the answer to most problems - you have to learn
how to fail before you can move forward - This and previous
governments have that down pat - NOW move forward LET
INDUSTRY MAKE IT HAPPEN - GET OUT OF THE WAY.

Investing in training, education, rare-earth metals, and a green
energy shift.
Research and development funding.
Low interest loans

This concerns me as I feel our oil and gas industry could be
influenced by such comments and that it could affect
current and new investment in these industries negatively.
Therefore we need to spend money on innovation and
develop some products and processes which have a
positive impact on climate change. We will need to prove to
the investment world what the smart, creative government,
schools, businesses and citizens of Albert can do.
I ask you to get the perspectives of many people to go
forward with this type of spending priority because I think
the government alone could make a mistake if it alone
decides.
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T4S

Jobs

In house. Eliminating positions that are not needing and
control spending. Investigate and release findings from all
public sectors to show actual spending

Embrace it and bring back corporations.

T3B

Keep the 25 day care, but it must be income tested

Use more Midwives for births in and out of hospital

T2J

Increase spending on Education (grade school, postsecondary, and related organizations). Increase spending on
Culture and the Arts (especially museums and libraries).
Increase spending on public Healthcare. Increased focus on
economic diversity, especially in future-focused areas (such
as green technology).

Remove subsidies to oil industries that aren't immediately
tied to specific programs or initiatives to improve the
environment or worker conditions/education. Take back
money spent on the Canadian Energy Centre. Increase
attention on tax dodging companies. Increase attention on
ethics concerns in government positions.

Alberta has a highly educated workforce. Alberta could be the
hub for a world renounced problem solving centre . Adam
Legge wrote about this idea recently it has merit
Increase spending on Education (grade school, post-secondary,
and related organizations). Increase spending on Culture and
the Arts (especially museums and libraries). Increase spending
on public Healthcare. Increased focus on economic diversity,
especially in future-focused areas (such as green technology).

T4V

Alberta does not have a spending problem, it has
employment and tax revenue problems. Without full
employment we can finance our existing spending. See
below.

Remove risk management from AER and outsource it to the
private sector. This has worked well in transportation, like
auto insurance, and many industries now served by bonding
companies. Resource extraction companies need to be
bonded, not regulated directly by government. This will
reduce our beaurocracy.

1. Have an "Alberta first" policy for purchasing goods, like Walmart has had for many years here in Canada. Purchase goods
or contract with companies outside of Alberta if they are more
than 10% cheaper than from an Alberta based supplier.
Counties and towns should be encouraged to do the same. This
will protect Alberta jobs.
2. Give first priority to workers who have or will have an Alberta
address on their tax returns. This will protect and grow
Alberta's tax base from being exported to other jurisdictions
after Alberta has provided day-to-day transportation, health,
education and other services to employees from elsewhere.

T5R

Education, Health Care, and Infrastructure. Easing financial
burdens on middle class families.

The War Room. Oil companies mandated to pay their taxes,
no tax cuts for multi million and Billion dollar companies.

Economic diversity. Support oil 80%, look into Green energy
20%. Grow green energy each year by 1-2% while still
supporting oil
Reinstate industry diversification programs (technology, green
energy, etc). These fields were brining in jobs and paving the
way for the future.
offer money to for people 18-25 to try trades or offer money for
the woman to go to school, offer more training programs

T2Z

Healthcare (mental and physical), public education.

Reduce handouts and cuts for businesses.

T2A

low income, education and health

from casinos, the lottery the oil industry, the rich,

T2A

low income, education and health

from casinos, the lottery the oil industry, the rich,

offer money to for people 18-25 to try trades or offer money for
the woman to go to school, offer more training programs

T0C

Education, health, climate change

Not give corporations tax cuts

Healthcare education support services

cancel the tax cuts for business

Support the development of alternative energy. Hire
unemployed oil workers to reclaim wells in the province.
reclaimalberta.ca seem to have a very reasonable suggestion of
how to do that
fund green industries
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T0G

A1A

T5M

The GOA really needs to look at how AEP manages Crown
Lands and dispositions. Excessive timelines here create
red tape and limit opportunities to create wealth in Alberta.
A corporate review is needed here.

It is not all about cost cutting. The GOA has to not be a
walking embarrassment within and outside the province so
that good people will commit to work on its problems. Its a
great province but from all the whining, you would think we
were a backwater. Let's up our game. Engage capable
people. Treat those people well to bring you the ideas to
make opportunities known and the pie bigger. Or you can do
traditional farmer welfare, cater to yesterday's people, and
make enemies when you should be making friends.
Meanwhile the smart money moves to British Columbia or to
the United States.

The Kenny war room needs to outline its priorities and be
transparent with its outcomes sought. It doesn't need all the
money it has. Let's get our heads around value and that
investors want dividends and share buybacks. Also Canada as
a country has issues with access to financing that the US does
A review of waterbody approval practices is necessary.
not have and that it is the nature of financing in the 2020's that
Projects near waterbodies are subject to unnecessary extra
is the problem in oil and gas. Let's address that problem and
work and better assessment from a cost-benefit (monetarylet's focus on innovation in the current energy sector and be
non-monetary benefit cost) perspective.
open to the new. There is some incredible technology held by
the industry that actually could uplift the image of the current
Ensuring that oil and gas companies with unwanted assets
industry as we meet Climate Change targets. TransMountain
are not bundled to be dumped into the orphan well fund. It
will be built and done so using the rule of law, which is also
upsets those in the industry and affects municipalities' tax So its about attitude mostly. The GOA is so focused on
important. Remember, currently growth is down in the sector
people getting something they aren't (Quebec). Yes there are both in Canada and the US.
base. Failing municipalities will turn to the government.
Stop cute moves of trying to get AB pensions to loan money imbalances but focus on win-win. When you are yelled at, do
to these companies that are going to walk away stiffing the you rush out and help that person and immediately change
We have foolishly subsidized the energy industry with recent
funds so the GOA can say those funds should have made a your mind? We know the answer to that.
corporate tax cuts. GOA timing was ill-timed. With supply at
better investment...
capacity and oil and gas revenues back to pre-2014 levels, the
Canada was built to create a market separate from the US.
GOA cut tax and now citizens have to pay the price with
Take lottery/casino funds away from community groups and We need remove barriers to internal trade. We need to be
nursing and service cuts. The highways are disgrace. As an
our neighbour's champions so they will do likewise for us.
NFPs. Sounds cruel but these funds create more
energy company shareholder I appreciate the flow through of
Let's see what we can do to expand with CETA, that Pacific your efforts on my investments, but your efforts will not create
infrastructure that requires more dollars for sustainability.
Use the money for replentishing the Heritage Trust fund so trade agreement, and of course the new NAFTA.
jobs. Its about our province, and really what should have been
considered use can be contemplated. Smaller fund raising
entertained is a cut in rate once the pipeline capacity has room
Cut back the funds to political staffs (non-department staffs), (ibid for trains) for stimulus - if at all. Perhaps as pollution
expectations may build community and what really is
kill, enmass, communications departments and faux
necessary in a community.
decreases.
stakeholder relations people. When people have a problem
they want to speak to someone who will attempt to solve a
Provide incentives for co-gen for forest companies so we
War Room Again: Let's not make advertisers rich. Be targeted
problem and not be manipulated.
are not giving money from Alberta to Berkshire Hathaway
in the outcomes you seek. Instead of being the agency that
feels that AB is being wronged, seek out strategic partnerships.
and others. Energy (gas) is cheap and is a source of
You might even get the NDP to support you in protecting Right
Preventive maintenance on highways will save you money.
competitive advantage for Alberta for industry.
Whales in the St. Lawrence so foreign oil tanker traffic is
Also, bring one or two highway divisions into the GOA so
you can cost compare to your private sector divisions -- that limited and Energy East makes more sense. (We can have fun
Shutdown near dead municipalities that are dying or ones
with this grow Alberta and save the environment)
that should be consolidated Draws on provincial funds for will keep both honest
1. Increased funding to keep up with cost of inflation and
Education is not a money making business. A good
Trickle down economics does not work. Do your research.
overall increase in cost of education
government spends money on education to ensure we have Educating your citizens is the single most effective way of
2. Updating new curriculum - we are way behind other
the most educated citizens, thus increasing life chances for stimulating economic growth.
provinces like BC who are doing competency based
all.
Diversify the economy...refine oil and gas in our province rather
curricular outcomes
than shipping it to other countries to be refined. Spend money
Don't cut education!!
3. Targeted monies for students with complex needs
on green initiatives so we are less reliant on the oil and gas
industry.
1. Health Care
Get rid of the War Room!
Invest in Diversifying our Economy. Give tax breaks and
2. Educations
Revert back to how the NDP was addressing Health Care,
interest free loans to start up companies. Give tax breaks to
3. Social Programs
Education, and Infrastructure Investment.
corporations that are actually going to hire more people. Invest
4. Infrastructure Investment
Stop wasting money trying to erase red tape.
in climate change solutions and stratagies.
4. Investing in Diversifying our Economy
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T3M

Education, Healthcare, and Infrastructure.

Combine all catholic and public school boards. Eliminate
private school funding.
- Make it a requirement that Health boards employ sufficient
people in FT positions to eliminate the excessive overtime by
nurses and other medical professionals, along with the
proliferation of PT employees.
- Cap tax-payer paid salaries at $200k.
- Switch MLA pay to performance based.
- Eliminate the propaganda arm of the government (Energy
War Room)
- Eliminate MLA and Premier travel

T0J

Keeping nurses and doctors in Alberta. Keep schools
funded well. Public daycare or support federal government
to help fund that.

Cut spending for higher up executives and MLAs.
Do not let corporations have tax breaks.

T6G

Energy efficiency and greenhouse gas management.

T4A

Investment in public services that properly accounts for
both, population growth and inflation. This includes
investing in health and education, but also in childcare.
Rather than eliminating the NDP 25-dollar childcare
initiative, for instance, the government should expand it.
In general, the government should consider priorities that
reduce rather than increase the costs of living. Policies that
result in increases to tuition fees, school bus fees, museum
fees, vehicle registration fees, property taxes, income taxes,
and child care costs, as well as in reduced drug coverage
for dependents of seniors and larger class sizes are making
life harder for Albertans.

T6C

- Restore the innovation + technology tax credits to encourage
investment in Alberta businesses.
- Provide a significantly higher budget for higher education.
- Invest in people.

Create a refinery here in Alberta. Do not cut wages to Nurses,
teachers, or physicians but instead hire more part time
employees as the new generation values balance between work
and family and struggles with fulltime work and no universal
childcare.
Energy efficiency of government facilities.
Support and fund the Energy efficiency and greenhouse gas
management industry in Alberta.
The 30 million war room (the Canadian Energy Centre) can
Invest in public infrastructure (roads, schools, universities,
be cancelled. The government, however, should not be
etc.), support public and private research on green
limited to the expenses side of the budget. It should consider technologies and low greenhouse emissions. Cancel the
raising additional revenue. Freezing the basic personal credit general corporate tax break and provide instead tax credits for
increased the real taxes for all Albertans, while corporate
new investments only. Support home buyers through a
taxes are planned to be reduced year after year. This is not
provincial plan to help the residential construction industry.
fair and does not help the province.
Companies do not look just at taxes to make investment
decisions, they also consider how skilled the labour force is,
The government should also take a look at the many forms of the affordability of housing, the additional costs of health
privatization that have been implemented in the health care insurance, how connected a city is, etc. A growth strategy must
system over the years and assess how they have affected
address all these areas, it can’t single-mindedly focus on
costs. If these initiatives cannot be proven to have reduced corporate taxes.
costs (as seems to be the case), privatization should be
reversed and public solutions that increase efficiency should Other ideas brought forward:
be considered. The Edmonton Public Lab seemed to address
precisely the type of inefficiencies created by a fragmented Increase the Mental health network and make it easier, cheaper
privatized system, and scrapping its construction was a
and faster to access.
mistake. To realize efficiencies, you have to invest money.
Increase funding of addiction and rehabilitation centres.
You can’t take advantage of the efficiency in electronic
Reopen the rent supplement applications for Albertans – it’s
services if you refuse to buy computers.
been reduced and no more applications are being processed.
Put the cap back on insurance and utilities.

Primary Education, Post Secondary Education, Research
Halting all the useless panels they have created, shutting
and Innovation, Investing in Renewable Energy, Technology down the useless "War Room" and firing the cronies they
and Gaming industry, supporting the public service
have hired to work in it, stop unnecessary travel to work on
oil and gas files, collecting the unclaimed taxes owed by oil
and gas companies

Diversifying the economy to areas outside of oil and gas,
supporting post-secondary programming, removing the minor
minimum wage, invest in technology and gaming industry,
support the blossoming AI and health tech sector
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T1K

Health Care Administration costs. There is incredible waste
and redundancy in both Alberta Health and Alberta Health
Services (AHS). There are branches in each department
(agency) that are doing the same thing. For example, Alberta
Environment & Parks has an Indigenous Knowledge,
Community Monitoring and Citizen Science Branch. This is
certainly redundant and does not belong in Alberta
Environment and Parks when there already is an Indigenous
Relations Department in the Government. There is also an
Environmental Regulation branch within Alberta
Transportation. Why is this needed when there is a similar
branch within Alberta Environment and Parks. Also, the
Climate Change Division in Alberta Environment has grown
to an astronomical size with little benefit to the taxpayer.
The costs of Government can be reduced by eliminating or
merging the number branches in each Department along
with the associated Executive Directors.
Also need to control the waste in Municipal Government
administration by reducing the amount of grant money given
to cities and municipalities.

Reduce management staff in both Alberta Health and AHS as Use the savings from streamlining Government administration
well as other departments such as Alberta Environment and to further reduce corporate and personal taxes.
Parks. The number of staff in these departments has grown
exponentially over the past 5 to 10 years. There are also new
branches in the Government departments that are redundant.
For example, Alberta Transportation has
There are too many branches that each have a highly paid
Executive Director. Some of the branches can be merged
into one resulting in less and more effective branches.

T2E

Public education, health and the environment

The war room and Matt

T5H

Health, education, environment, economic diversification

Efficiencies, cut funding to private schools

T3M

Health Care
Education
AISH

Terminate Matt Wolf (Your Twitter Troll).. He doesn't deserve
to be paid $220K, considering he was once fired/quit
whatever it was from the UCP..
Reduce your UCP MLA Office wages (They don't need to
make over $100K+ for a bloody press sec
Make MLA's pay for their own expenses, no more billing tax
payers for office stuff. If they can't afford to buy their own
tim hortons etc then they shouldn't be in Government.

Don't cut Health Care staff, hire more.
Don't cut Alberta Government Staff (Clerks, Admin etc) Hire
more. Ask for the $4.5B handout money back, especially from
Encana!
Get the I.T Sector back in Alberta (Shame on the GOA for not
going to the Las Vegas Tech Sector show.. But you can go to
London for nothing right!)

T9C

Public health care and public schools

By taxing the oil companies the conservatives gave a
massive tax break/gift to.

Fund new green energy projects
Oil is not going to last and Alberta needs to start taking steps
away from an oil based economy for when it does run out.

Bioeconomy, renewables acknowledgement of economic
opportunities associated with climate change
Invest in areas like AI, video games, movies and plant-protein
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t1j

Investment in public services that properly accounts for
both, population growth and inflation. This includes
investing in health and education, but also in childcare.
Rather than eliminating the NDP 25-dollar childcare
initiative, for instance, the government should expand it.

In general, the government should consider priorities that
reduce rather than increase the costs of living. Policies that
result in increases to tuition fees, school bus fees, museum
fees, vehicle registration fees, property taxes, income taxes,
and child care costs, as well as in reduced drug coverage
for dependents of seniors and larger class sizes are making
life harder for Albertans.

The 30 million war room (the Canadian Energy Centre) can
be cancelled. The government, however, should not be
limited to the expenses side of the budget. It should consider
raising additional revenue. Freezing the basic personal credit
increased the real taxes for all Albertans, while corporate
taxes are planned to be reduced year after year. This is not
fair and does not help the province.

Invest in public infrastructure (roads, schools, universities,
etc.), support public and private research on green
technologies and low greenhouse emissions. Cancel the
general corporate tax break and provide instead tax credits for
new investments only. Support home buyers through a
provincial plan to help the residential construction industry.
Companies do not look just at taxes to make investment
decisions, they also consider how skilled the labour force is,
the affordability of housing, the additional costs of health
insurance, how connected a city is, etc. A growth strategy must
The government should also take a look at the many forms of address all these areas, it can’t single-mindedly focus on
privatization that have been implemented in the health care corporate taxes.
system over the years and assess how they have affected
costs. If these initiatives cannot be proven to have reduced
costs (as seems to be the case), privatization should be
reversed and public solutions that increase efficiency should
be considered. The Edmonton Public Lab seemed to address
precisely the type of inefficiencies created by a fragmented
privatized system, and scrapping its construction was a
mistake. To realize efficiencies, you have to invest money.
You can’t take advantage of the efficiency in electronic
services if you refuse to buy computers.

T0M

Frontline healthcare workers. Surgery wait times. Get rid of
the administrators in healthcare who are not doing their
jobs.

Getting rid of government staff that are not doing their jobs . I think what they currently are doing by lowering tax rates for
I am sure the previous NDP govt overfilled govt job positions business will help. To hopefully bring new business to Alberta.
to lower the unemployment rate. Wage freezes.
Wish we could be assured they are hiring Albertans first.

T4V

education

t6k

Focus increased spending on all kinds of education/
healthcare and reduce funding infrastructure projects

T2W

Education, Health care, affordable housing, transportation
projects, social services, parks and greenspaces.

Top people in all areas should have salaries looked in to to
see if they are paid too much.I think an efficiency team
should be hired to look into all aspects of government jobs
to see where cuts could be make.
The government is already doing a good job at this. I think
the focus should be on increasing revenues, can we
introduce PST or create jobs that will increase taxes thereby
improve revenues.
bailing out business.

T4X

- pharmacare so seniors do not have to pay atrocious
amounts that we can't afford
- adequate affordable housing for seniors
- affordable transportation so seniors are not isolated

- reduce MLA salaries
- stop all pay outs to corporations
- increase taxes for corporations

- reduce taxes on middle class
- diversify the economy. Oil and gas alone is not going to grow
the economy

T6G

universal daycare for Albertan's, health, education

Alberta pension, Alberta law enforcement (replacement of
the RCMP), "war room"

embrace the fact that the world is changing, automation is
coming but that doesn't necessarily mean the end of jobs but
that we need to prepare for different kinds of jobs. Diversify the
economy, we need to invest in technology and AI and make
Alberta a leader in this sector.

have more government controlled things. No private schools or
medical things.

Diversify . Diversify, Diversify : Bring specific pharma/
advanced manufacturing- petrochemicals, food based
industries into Alberta.
actually diversify the economy and stop talking about it and
only supporting a dying industry - oil and gas.
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T5X

Providing funding to support smaller class sizes and more
staff support. Teacher wellness is a major issue and this
model cannot be sustained, otherwise our students will not
have anyone to educate them. Providing a budget that
allows schools to provide for learning needs as well as
maintaining older buildings and other infrastructure
expenses unrelated to education MUST be considered. Our
students are not getting the education that we can afford
them due to the lack of funding we can allocate to their
needs. Governments need to support public buildings and
ensure they are in working order, not educational dollars.
People who work in education and health care fields should
be making these decisions, not ministers and premiers who
have little experiences and are ruining what was once a
great province. Think about longevity and sustainability and
about the future... if you lessen the education system you
are ruining our future!

Not by taking it from education or health care. Implement a
small sales tax (3%) to cover the costs. Reduce top heavy
manager positions that are repetitive in Health Care and
Education so that frontline workers are more supported and
paid enough to handle their jobs without burnout. Re-think
allocations that are wasted in business sectors and move
them to public sectors.

By ensuring that education and health care are the top priority.
If you don't have a properly educated population or healthy
population...you will have no future economy.It is time to start
looking to nations such as Norway, Netherlands and Sweden
who place great emphasis on the supported education of
children, family supports and healthcare which in turn has
produced a highly educated population who are able to be
innovative in supporting job creation and economic growth.

Education and Healthcare.

Raise corporate taxes.

Diversity, bring back technology incentives and programs.

T7E

Healthcare and education

T6C

Healthcare and education.

T8A

Diversifying our economy. Continue what the NDP were
Get rid of the War Room
doing by making us a province with more than ONE revenue
Get rid of the giant corporation of AHS. It doesn't work. The
stream.
theory of one policy fits all of Alberta is ridiculous. Going
Focus on social programs including Health and Education. back to health regions.
Stop treating these as cost instead of an investment.
Bring all physicians into a salary based compensation. The
physicians specifically within hospitals (not GP's) are
overpaid and are the biggest part of the problems within
AHS. There is no autonomy within them. They have no
accountability
Educational, healthcare, eliminating poverty, economic
Reducing MP's and their staff salary, eliminating positions
diversification.
such as "issues management", Canadian Energy Center
should be fully funded by industry and not taxpayer funded,
reducing unnessesary travel costs.

T0M

Start a pst
Infrastructure
Maybe start paying for healthcare monthly again like bc does Get the pipeline built
Support healthcare
Education, Health Care, Seniors, Child Care, Public Service, Cutting some executives, they are WAY over paid for what
Infrastructure Programs to boost Economic growth, Renewable
Infrastructure Programs to boost Economic growth,
they do. In some areas there are 6 executives where there
Energy and Technology. Stop attacking schools and health, we
Renewable Energy and Technology
used to be 1 executive 8 years ago. That is in one area. This need education to feed growth and health to keep a healthy
should be audited and paired down. That is millions in
work force.
savings right there across government. Also, the war room
is a waste of money, scrap that. Stop giving money away to
oil companies and actually start taxing them and collecting
back taxes on them. You keep blaming the weak members of
society for your economic woes when it is your rich
corporations that do not pay their fair share.
Energy war room seems like a pretty big waste of money.

Stop laying everyone off.
Bring back our own carbon tax and continue with investing that
money into diversification.
Bring in a sales tax.

Bringing back tax incentives for non-energy industries, work on
diversifying the economy, stop talking about separating as it is
driving away investors.
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T2K

Health, education and services. This is what governments
are supposed to provide.

How about making oil companies pay their taxes? Restore
corporate taxes since the cuts you gave them didn't trickle
down to the employees, it went into the pockets of exec &
shareholders, you know, your friends.

Stop giving tax breaks to your buddies in big industry. It hasn't
worked and isn't working. You cut funding to education health
and services throwing thousands out of work. Unemployed
people don't pay taxes, don't shop, don't stimulate the
economy. Your 1% friends don't pay taxes either and most of
their money leaves Alberta. Perhaps get an honest leader who
doesn't cheat to get his position.

T1W

Climate change, energy efficiency, natural resiliency,
reconciliation, education, healthcare, wildlife crossings
Social Services
Health
Education

stop funding the war room

Through the renewable energy sector

Travel Budget for MPs
Communication staff
Energy War Room

Stop laying people off

T6G

The government should focus on increased spending on
healthcare, education (both for teachers as well as
universities), and social support for people.

Less spending on the oil field and trades

t7z

Health Care
Education
Social programs

stop giving tax breaks to big oil corporations.
Close the war room.
Stop forgiving the taxes owed from oil companies.
Make oil companies clean up their abandoned oil wells.

By supporting teachers and nurses, among others of that sort
of job, more jobs will be created rather than being cut as they
have, which will help the economy as well as keep people
working.
Diversity by giving incentives for alternative green energy
companies, tech companies, etc. Make ALL businesses feel that
Alberta is up and coming in supporting alternative businesses.

T8N

Fire Jason Kenney.
T8E

Health, AISH

Get rid of war room, make oil companies pay their taxes, get Not sure, maybe tax incentives
rid of drug consumption sites (put that money into bio drugs

T3E

Health care, education, child care

Get rid of the $30 million “war room”. It’s a huge waste of
money that could be better spent elsewhere.

t2l

Health care, public safety, education

t6b

Infrastructure repair. Stop building LRT for now.
on water, sewer and road repair.
Also work on the garbage dump and recycling.

Reinstate the carbon tax. Save money by cutting corporate
Diversify the economy away from failing oil and gas. Invest in
bailouts, especially from non Albertan/Canadian companies. "mass timber" research and production with BC. Create
incentives for companies to open wind & solar energy
equipment production facilites, farms and economy.
Terminate all LRT expansion - it is the most expensive
Stay out of this domain. Make sure we do not end up with
project on the books. Make government employees work
environmental disasters, garbage issues, etc. at the expense of
longer hours like everyone else. Reduce the benefit
corporate and developer profits.
packages as well.

Focus

Support families (with health care, education and child care
funding) to make Alberta an attractive place for young families
to settle down and stay. The UCP government has so far done
nothing to convince my family that Alberta is the place we
should stay and raise our family. We are young professionals
(over $200k income) with a toddler and plans to expand our
family. Many of our professional friends are considering leaving
the province because of the poor decisions of the UCP
government. If the government does not support children and
young families, there will be even more job losses and
investment leaving the province as those who are privileged
enough leave for better opportunities elsewhere.
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T0H

Revamp Education like has been discussed for the last 15
years. Reduce class size, bring in mental health support for
students k-12, include child care and education for children
3+ utilize rec building for gym classes that are close to
existing schools. force schools to amalgamate no need to
have 3 schools in an area that are all half full you can still
have unique programs in one school there is no need to
have an only English and than an only
french school.
Use the same plans to build infrastructure if a building
worked no need to have a new one engineered just to make
it look unique. GP hospital is a example of what not to do.

Place a maximum salary for publicly funded Jobs Im not sure
why my tax dollars are paying people making 250k+/year and
than we are upset that we don't have enough teacher,
nurses, functional hospitals but we continue to pay CEO,
managers and Administration these large sums of dollars but
the issue never get fixed. We need to be realistic on what a
far working wage is i would suggest no one in the public
sector with a pension receive more that 175,000/year.
Government needs to manage there cost no different than a
normal business however some of the compensation is out
of control.

Bring back grants to employ young people for the
municipalities, Non profits and small business. Provide
funding for companies to send there current staff for more
education even a program that would Encourage to send there
staff to get a degree or diploma.

T5Z

More money for Health Services, and Education with
absolutely no cuts.

It’s more about finding the revenue. We can’t afford to cut
programs and services. Perhaps a provincial tax, excluding
children, seniors, and basic essentials. There’s money out
there, just look at Oiler game turnouts. Why should our
children, who are our Country’s bright future, suffer the
consequences of our debt.

Keep the economy stimulated. No more cuts! No more job cuts.
Offer incentives to small businesses. Invest in Education and
career development.

T5N

Education and healthcare

Make oil companies pay taxes
We don't need a war bunker

T1W

Keep our healthcare continually moving forward with the
latest things for healthy people. Do not cut spending on
education, we need a well educated population.

Do not cut health care services, do not cut education, these
are essential services that we should be paying for. Your
priority is not to save money it should be to offer Albertans
the best possible quality of life available. If you really think
you need to save money look internally and try to cut down
some of the government bourocuracy.

Diversify the economy
The super lab should never have been shut down as it would
have provided several new jobs. Make it easier for small start
up companies. Stop laying off nurses. Give education enough
funding to hire new teachers
Get The Alberta oil patch booming again, by continuing to push
the construction of pipelines, negating all the negative
propaganda about the oil sands, and reduce the rail
transportation of oil.
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T4E

- Free and accessible health and pharmaceutical care - take
care of Albertans. Expand the Red Deer hospital, which not
only serves Red Deer, but also rural central Alberta
communities that are really hurting for better care.

- Cut Deputy Minister positions from every Ministry. This
would save the government over $6 million per year, not
including the amount you would save if you also removed or
reallocated all of their support staff that duplicate work done
at the Minister's level(e.g. MCU). DMs are not elected
- Equitable and accessible education - invest in the future of officials but have a heavy hand in the decision making
Alberta and give schools the funding they need to set our
process and add a lot of red tape in the approval process for
kids up for success.. and make that success all the better by anything that goes to Cabinet.
making post-secondary more accessible.
- Remove the war room, unless you can provide empirical
- Make sure all Albertans have access to basic human needs evidence that the costs associated with that group are
- that will in turn help with a lot of other issues our province having a positive impact for all Albertans.
faces with respect to crime, at least.
- Reverse the "job creation tax cut" that has yet to show any
success, but has had negative impacts on budget for other
areas.

- For one, don't add to unemployment by cutting nurses,
teachers, and public servants who will then compete with
average Albertans for jobs in an already tight market.
- Go beyond the oil and gas industry - everyone talks about
diversification but hasn't been successful in doing it. Support
innovation and allow for the growth of technological
companies, AI.

- Stop creating task forces - there's a reason unnecessary
boards and committees were cut before you came in. You're
just creating more that cost time and money - rely the
expertise of your public servants and consultations with the
public to make informed decisions, not executives with a
political agenda.
T2X

police for rural crime,education loans ,hospitals

t5m

Climate change, Truth and Reconciliation, Education, Health Increase corporate taxes
Increase oil royalties
Care
Carbon tax

T0B

Healthcare and Education

T6L

Hospitals ie more education for proper use of walk in clinics exactly what they are doing now, come down to the workers
instead of ER
and find out what they need and what is actually going on at the
ground level
Support new entrepreneurs and more jobs in the Private sector
to take the load off supporting public workers

By taxing large corporations more. They should pay their fair
share. Trickledown is a myth.
Supports for Seniors, mental health and vulnerable people. By investing in long term sustainable programs that keep
There should also be a focus on quality accessible
people healthy and in their communities longer. By investing
healthcare for all people and affordable housing. Continue
in the work force and creating jobs in all sectors so people
investing in infrastructure because when it is not maintained are gainfully employed and contributing to the economy
it needs to be replaced which comes at a greater cost.
again. When these things are not invested in things break
and end up costing the government more. The government
could find savings from collecting more taxes from large
corporations and from refraining on investing in things like
the energy war room.

Encourage diversification away from oil and gas and into green
energy.
Encourage high tech buisnesses
By creating a plan for diversification of our economy.
Encouraging green jobs and sectors.
By supporting existing jobs and creating new ones. Excessive
layoffs in the name of balancing the budget means less people
are employed and those who are still employed are worried for
their jobs which overall means less spending and contributions
to an already fragile economy. By making existing staff do more
with less, huge burnout rates will be created in staff and clients
will fall through the cracks as there is less capacity to help
people. When people fail they end up in emergency rooms and
correctional facilities which end up costing more in the long
run.
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T0H

Health, Education and Highways.

Healthcare, Schools, Public Education (k-12, Uni/College,
Technical schools)
T5l

Healthcare retention and recruitment

T5l

Health care! Rolling back wages of any sector will not help
the economy. It has been proven that it harms it
Spending priorities should include, in no particular order:
education, health care, economic diversification,
infrastructure

T2w

T3B

Education, health care, and diversifying our economy
beyond oil and gas.

Cut back on government employees. Hold back on increases
in compensation to all
government employees, cut back on pension payout to all
elected MLA's, they should have to wait until they reach
retirement age like all the rest of us do and then receive pay
equivalent to what we receive as private citizens. The pay
they receive would make it possible to set up there own
private pension with out any thing from the government
coffers.
Rather than savings we should increase taxation, institute a
PST

Well the first problem is government employees, how many
contribute income for the province?

Make a new tax and don’t let big corporations have so
Many tax breaks
Cutting the wage of the high upper management at ahs and
implementing a new tax
Governments could find savings by decreasing the amount
of incentives given to larger corporations to invest in the
province. It hasn't shown to work and really has only made it
easier for corporations to take more of our provinces money
before leaving.
Scrapping the tax cuts for corporations and wealthy
individuals.

Increase wages

Not schools,
Not health care,
Not services,

T1K

T8V

Invest in renewable energy technologies. Not to say that oil
and gas don't have a place in the economy, but we need to
attempt to wean our economy off of it.
Health, Education, Environment, Renewable energy
development, green tech and environmental protection need
high priority spending.

Tax the people who actually have the money.
Removing subsidies given to profitable oil and gas
companies.
Shut down the war room nonsense! Carefully examine all
contracted billing and see who is overcharging and double
dipping. Get after those companies that haven't paid taxes.

Invest in green energy, tech incentives, film/movie tax grants.
Diversification is our way out of the boom-bust cycle.

Increase wages so there is more money flowing around the
province
By diversifying the economy and investing in emerging
industries and technologies, job and economic growth would
incur

Diversify away from oil and gas. Make Alberta more appealing
to investors by providing the best infrastructure, education, and
health care possible. Stop flirting with separatists. End oil and
gas subsidies, instead offer tax credits for small businesses in
other sectors.

Invest in technology development, especially renewable energy
and artificial intelligence.
Push development in renewable and green energy projects.
Pursue hi tech and make sure valid science based data is used
in decision making. Yes we need oil support but we
desperately need to realize the industry and world has changed
and will never be what it once was. Wind, solar, geothermal,
hydrogen, electric vehicles. Come on government step it up!!!
Things are looking dire and it doesn't need to be that way!
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T2N

17(1)
I would ask that the
current government support our industry. As a 'clean'
industry, the trajectory for our industry is trending upwards.
Ontario and BC both have over $3B+ of production each
fiscal and Alberta is prime to be part of this ever increasing
industry. The Film and Television industry was listed a
priority area by the UCP in its election platform and honestly
this industry is primed to explode with jobs and
opportunities on all levels for Albertans. Please consider
spending/allocating more funds into Alberta's film and tv
industry. The returns would be substantial.

T3B

T7E

The government can find savings within its own provincial
GoA employees, some of who admit there has been a pattern
of overspending in their departments with the hiring of too
many managers and not enough front line workers/analysts.
Trim positions in upper management at all levels of
government. I know this will be difficult as middle and upper
managers exert a lot of control in their departments, but it is
shocking the number of managers that outnumber those that
work below them.

Pertaining specifically to the film and television industry in
Alberta, I think it's important for the GoA to not only look at the
outlay of money to our programs but also look at the revenues
generated via jobs and money spent in Alberta on businesses
(ie: hotels, restaurants, vendors, gas stations, etc) that support
our industry. The rate of investment is approximately $3 for
every $1 spent. Plus money that is provided to our industry is
issued AFTER monies have been spent and audited statements
have confirmed the spend. Job creation and growth is very
much evident in the film and TV industry and the more money is
allocated to our industry, the more jobs and growth is created.
If the GoA were to remove the 'cap' that is currently applied to
our industry, outside investment (ie: building film/tv studios) in
Alberta would be immediate. Investment money would flow
quickly into Alberta and the jobs created for Albertans to build
the infrasture to support film and tv productions would create a
boom for our local workers.

Hospitals, Schools and Universities

You can't. Start taxing the rich. Make corporations pay their
taxes. Institute a PST and a carbon tax.

Resign. It's actually the only way to increase economic growth
and support job creation. You have stopped every other method
of diversifying the economy from new energy technology to
computer technology. You will drive all youth out of the
province.
Job creation and reduction of bureaucracy.
Limit the % of block funding grants for health and education, Right to work legislation.
Regulate use of small, clean, safe nuclear power technology to
Develop private alternatives for education and health care. that can go to Administration, forcing funds to front line
services.
dramatically reduce carbon footprint of oil sands developments.
Improve Long Term Health services delivery.
Eliminate jobs created by Notley Government.
Privatize delivery of government services where ever possible,
Move Alberta towards greater independence within
Privatize delivery of Government services.
including delivery of long term care service.
Confederation.
Provincial delivery of Federal services wherever possible
Pension Plan for Albertans. Income Tax collection. Policing.
including AG Pension Plan; Collection of income taxes etc.
Immigration. Follow the Quebec precedents. Quite
subsidizing the ROC.

- Social services (all levels of education, health care,
maternity leave, affordable housing, affordable daycare etc.)
- Sustainability and environmental causes.
- Art and culture
So essentially everything that the current budget doesn't
address.

I think eliminating the corporate tax cuts for the ultra wealthy By not cutting but investing.
would be a start!
I would much prefer an increase in taxes (either income or
sales) than cuts in savings. I'm happy to pay more to receive
better social services. That said, I think it's time to come to
terms with the fact that oil and gas as in industry is never
coming back to what it was. Use that funding to put towards
alternative programs instead.
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T6H

Education, Post-Secondary Education, Healthcare, Arts &
Culture, Tech Investment, Vulnerable Youth, Public
Transportation, Public Services/Public Sector,
Environmental Protection/Combating Climate Change

By increasing taxation for high income earning individuals
and increasing corporate taxes, especially for oil & gas
companies.
By not spending millions of dollars on a 'War Room'
concerned with uplifting the image of oil & gas in the public
eye. This is a losing battle.

Diversify investment away from oil & gas
companies/corporations. This industry is not environmentally
sustainable and is dying. I'm not even saying stop investing in
oil & gas altogether, but start making moves to sustain other
industries and areas of economic development.
Other industries need to be supported and invested in by the
government to stimulate job growth and the economy, such as
investing in healthcare, education, technology/AI, small
businesses, arts & culture, and the public sector. Investing in
job retraining for individuals who have worked in oil & gas
would also be encouraging and beneficial to encourage them to
gain the skills necessary to enter a different industry.
Fiscal debt is not the only debt that a government or society
incurs. Lack of investment in healthcare, education, and the
environment also creates significant debts to the absolute
detriment of society as whole.

T6M

The serious needs of working people.

Stop giving handouts to your business friends.

Raise the minimum wage.

t6a

public education , health care and infrastructure is usually
the sphere of influence of government to aid the people it
serves/

They could find savings in reducing upper management of
their own departments first then pursue reducing upper
management in any sector rather than slash and cut
mentality that has long term effects on the quality of key
factors affecting society ( health care wait times, students
ability to properly fill positions in our growing economy,
crumbling infrastructure that does not support residential or
commercial growth)

By leaving the working persons wages alone allowing the
working person to buy things and stimulate the economy.
Cutting the working persons wages causes them to curb
spending further reducing the economy. Maybe an increase in
spending in education to promote tertiary industries rather than
always depending on primary industries ( natural resources) to
somehow get us out of a slump. What will happen when these
natural resources are no longer there? ( much like the present
value of them is not worth excavating)
Do something different ( promote industries, offer tax
incentives,etc) rather than putting all of our eggs in the oil and
gas basket which has been done for the last 30 years with less
than stellar results

T2Y

Education
Health
Business development programs

1.Cut liberal's federal programs including equalization
payments
2.Decrease foreign refuges support
3.Decrease provincial construction projects spending till
better times

1.Cancel ALL federal programs pushed by "climate change"
extremists, rationalize related spending and action considering
global (world) issues vs only Canadians
2.Invest in and support all (including conventional and "green")
energy businesses

T2C

Education, health, and medicine

Investing in public projects and public sector

T4B

Ensuring our public sector is well staffed, well paid, and
well cared for. They are the ones working
New and evolving industries - more then focusing on a
single sector of Oil and Gas, which is of course important,
but not the only industry.

By not ya ding out money to corporations who contribute
little to the economy and culture of Alberta and Canada at
large
PST.
Create a AB focused Carbon Tax so the funds stay here.

The Film and TV industry brings millions to communities. B.C.
is taking advantage of it and Alberta should too.

T3E

Look at areas other than oil and gas.
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T6W
T5X

Public Healthcare Funding
Public Education Funding
Non Profit Organizations
Health and Education, as well as social programs.

It shouldn't be saving, it should be investing. Cuts are
hurting the province
Tax corporations more, not reduce it!

Grants for more job sectors.
Diversified investments business wise
Support public sector as much as private.
Diversify- encourage tech companies, cinema industry,
alternative energy ideas

T3J

Health care
Corporations, CEO/management (particularly bonus
payments), higher royalty tax
Education
Child care
Seniors care/accommodation
Maintaining current support for medication (colitis, Crohn’s,
IBS, epilepsy, etc)
Growing the economy.
Public transportation

t3k

education and health

pipeline

T0H

health care and not giving money to refugees but to our vets by cutting the salaries of themselves and fellow "high up
managers" especially at Alberta health services the amount
who fought for our country!
of work they do for the pay is ridiculous! I used to work for
them and know first hand!
Education, health care, infrastructure.
Bureaucracy, redundancy, add a PST.

T5E
T4T

T3C

T2W

T1H

management, government

EDUCATION
back to smaller class sizes, pay teachers a reasonable
wage, more EA's, etc..

Less support for welfare and immigrants, less money given
in equalization payments.

Health
Education
Climate Change
Arts
Health care, education, social services

This isn't real savings but you could generate revenue by
initiating a provincial sales tax.

Yes!
bring our oil and gas sector back we didnt have a problem
when there was work now we are hurtin albertans!

Make sure that Alberta is a good place to live and work.

Support oilfield jobs...we are so lucky to live where we do and
have these opportunities
More jobs in Education
Help support rural
I think the government should prioritize spending time
Stop paying yourselves for giving Alberta an enema- we can Reverse the corporate socialism, no jobs tax handout and
thinking about the bullshit they're putting us through- this is squeeze our own douche bulbs thank you very much. Your
invest in the formerly growing tech industry, arts and culture
not what I voted for.
salaries are wasted money. Additionally the useless,
(specifically film- the filming of Ghostbusters recently
unconstitutional "war room" (Canadian Energy Centre/CEC) generated 1 million in economic activity in drumheller)
should be scrapped. Our government shouldn't be lobbying teachers, doctors and nurses.
for industry, nor should we be funding you giving your
cronies million-dollar contracts to "disprove true facts"
By supporting growth across the province in both public and
private sector. Make sure the youth have a broad education,
not one that limits their point of view or subject matter learned.

Scrap the war room and stop subsidizing oil and gas
Stop funding cuts that result in employees being laid off or
companies. No industry in our history has had the kind of
losing their jobs. They cannot contribute to the province's
handouts this province has given to oil companies who rack economy if they are unemployed.
up profits, don't pay municipal taxes and then cry poor.
Also, stop giving breaks to large corporations who do not
reinvest in the province.
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T4X

Nuclear power sources. We live in the most stable
environment in the world. No tornados, no earthquakes, no
civil unrest, highly educated population. Its a no brainer.
Wind power is expensive, and needs boosting from gas
power. Look at the cost to replace a single turbine blade.
Not to mention the fuel to bring in the large crane from
another part of the world to replace it. The overall energy
footprint is not very environmental.

Scrap any push for electric vehicles. Alberta is not the part
of the world that would benefit from this technology. The
power we generate for these cars is not that clean, and the
car manufacturers do not include the power consumption of
having your car plugged in every night in the winter to keep
the batteries warm. The infrastructure costs to provide
everyone power are prohibitive as well. Plus the cost of the
car is unattainable for 85% of the population. There is no win
here, just a shuffling of money from one pocket to another,
and a pat on the back from the sales guys that sold this idea
to the government.

Push for Federal support for our industries more. Don't be our
worst enemy. Get rid of carbon tax as well, or explain how this
tax is supposed to help us. By making fuel cost more, it raises
the prices of all of our products and food as well. Where is this
money all going. How does it actually help save the planet.

T1K

Maintaining sustainable levels of Public Services.

T6R

Health care, education, affordable housing

They can cut their own (MLA) salaries and increase
Invest in the economy and stop using trickle down economics.
corporate taxes. Find new ways to increase revenue and
grow wealth. Stop the oil and gas roller coaster. That doesn't
mean stop supporting oil and gas but stop basing all of our
revenue on it. Diversify.
TAX THE OIL COMPANIES. it makes no sense to me why oil tax the wealthy companies. filter that money down. create more
companies need to make hundreds of millions while other in jobs in healthcare.
their province cant afford a meal. How greedy do the wealthy
need to be to make 1 billion instead of 700 million.

Social issues
Modernize the way Alberta have been drafting policies and
programs in a more system approach.

I am working for Alberta Health.
Between the Assistant Deputy Minister and there are three
managers. The issue with this type of structure is that the
Assistant Deputy Minister has to go three levels of
management before getting an answer from me, which is in
99% of the case not necessary. One manager and a team
lead (if needed) should suffice between the ADM and the
employees.
Reducing the number of managers we give more clarity on
who is doing what and what do they bring to the company.

T5Y

PUBLIC education

T8W

maintain efficient health care services
provide efficient education for our youth
maintain our roads, maintain our safety

Eliminate the war room, jets for premier's pancake breakfast Focus on PUBLIC EDUCATION and Support Post Secondary
institutions.
1)cut down on all levels of government
less red tape, less taxes, eliminate carbon tax,
2)bring government pensions in line with industries,
giving less money to every group that is continuously in need
eliminate defined benefit plans, and replace with defined
contribution plans
3)bring government worker salaries inline with rest of
working class

T4R

Environment, renewable resources, climate change,
sustainability, health care, K-12 education, post graduate
education, public transit, low income housing and other
supports, senior care, environmental monitoring, ways to
mitigate natural disasters (forest fires, floods, drought), a
robust and well supported public service, crown
prosecutors, technology innovation

Reverse corporate tax cut. Stop cutting public servants and
services (this will cost more in the long run!). Shut down
"War Room" project. Increase income tax for high income
earners. Reduce subsidies to oil and gas companies. Stop
western alienation rhetoric (do not change CPP, no need for
provincial police force, etc). Stop fighting federal carbon tax
in court.

diversify the markets
support innovation through funding to university
Have 3o year plan for the future of Alberta.

Find ways to diversify economy and move away from overdependence on oil and gas industry. Focus on renewable
resources. Introduce a sales tax. Fund infrastructure projects.
Increase funding to cities and municipalities, hospitals,
schools, court system, public servants to drive economic
growth. Improve conditions for low income people.
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T1K

Education and Helath

T1W

Increased funding for the public education sector. Include
inflation and student growth.
Healthcare, education, alternative industry. Whatever you
Oil bailouts
do, please stop giving away my tax money to oil companies.

Implement a provincial sales tax! We have to pay for want we
need.
Supporting alternative industry, healthcare and education

T0H

Pipelines, CN, and supporting our economy.

Concentrating on agriculture and oilfield support, our provinces
two main sectors. Making education in trades a priority.

T4H

I believe that Union positions be monitored regularly. As
Alberta teachers make some of the highest salaries, their
should be a salary freeze, until we are under the highest
paying provinces. I personally know teachers who want to
go back East, but can't because Alberta pays the most! I do
not want to be First in highest paying Union Jobs

T5K

Health, Education

T6r

T7A

PUBLIC education—lower class sizes, proper support for
kids with special needs, PUBLIC healthcare, investing in
alternative energy sources.
education(all levels), health, income supports(ie AISH),
environment, diversification(phase out O&G industry while
we have the opportunity to do so)

Abolish the War Room! Quit wasting money on private trips
to foreign countries with nothing to show for it.
Smaller government.

By pulling funding from environmental groups similar to the
EPA, and by not supporting groups only because it's
politically correct.
Reducing middle management positions! Assess front line
workers, but do not lay off to save Middle Management
Positions! Waiting to retire does nothing to enhance our
communities and province!

Create the best living and working conditions in the country!

Good Salesmanship! Proactively seek Businesses to expand to
Alberta. S.T.E.P. - not sure why this program is decreasing.
Students get a decent job , finish their education and become
tax-paying citizens. We are investing in our youth. This is a
very good plan!

The province should not even be considering giving tax
Don't let 16 year old drop out of school.
breaks to oil and gas companies. These companies need to
pay their property taxes.
Raise taxes on the highest income earners and corporations. First of all, don’t cut jobs in the public sector. Invest in
alternative energy sources and jobs will be created both in the
present and sustainably going forward.
Reduction in salaries for Premier and his cabinet as well as DIVERSIFICATION!!! Put support into tech,
any lower ministers. Tax the 1%, oil companies, and take
environment,alternative energy, public infrastructure and
back the 4.9 billion cut for big business.
services.Theses industries will lead us into the future not O&G

T6E

It should reverse its freezes to public education and health
and commit to expanding both in proportion to population
growth. It would also stimulate the economy to finally work
on transportation infrastructure such as passenger trains
between the province's major cities.

The Canadian Energy Centre and all the superfluous
committees and panels the government has recently
assembled. Stop letting oil & gas skate out of the province
without paying their share.

As the province sinks further back into recession, it should
abandon balancing the budget as a priority. Recessions are
precisely the correct time to run deficits, especially if it's to
expand infrastructure. Deficits are ordinary decisions made by
governments all the time. Trying to run a balance or surplus
now will only exacerbate the recession. You can balance the
books when the province is finally back on the upswing by
taxing profitable enterprise.

T2L

Social Programs, education, heath care and taking care of
Albertans.
Ensuring we have proactive programs in place that will take
off the burden on our health care system Ex. Homeless
initiatives, supervised injection sites, more funding for
vulnerable Albertans on AISH or PDD funding.

Stop corporate bail outs. Stop funding the "war room". Force
Oil and Gas companies to pay property taxes. Stop creating
needless committees to study things that have already been
studied.

T6K

Social services, health care and pharmacare, education,
Decreasing funding to its "war room."
promoting the transition to renewable energy, investment in
projects that will support long-term job creation and growth

Funnel money into education and retraining in tech and
renewables. Encourage oil and gas workers to look at other
industries and not hold onto the hope they will retain their wage
and position. Stop giving people false hope that they will be rehired after industry layoffs resulting in individuals living off
credit cards and EI. Do actual research into market trends and
employment opportunities instead of repeating outdated and
incorrect information.
Through increasing spending and support of emerging
industries, tax credits for emerging sectors like digital media
and film.
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T8N

The first priority listed in this communication is stated as
follows: Getting Albertans back to work. For this very
reason, I do believe that to maintain the funding required to
provide adequate education and health care to our students
should be a number one priority. To cut teacher and nurse
positions will not solve any issues. I do believe that the per
pupil allocation in education should be maintained and even
increased. I also believe that additional funding in Education
to support vocational programs such as Knowledge and
Employability in High School should be increased. These
programs have a direct impact on student retention in
schools and High School completion.

Some possibilities in this area are as follows: 1) Reduce
expenses or even terminate the Provincial Achievement
Tests program in Grade 6 and 9. 2) Put a cap on the income
earned by Superintendent of Schools and Health Care
administrators. 3) In the private sector, it is clear that some
corporations allow huge bonuses to their senior
administrators while terminating some employees to
maximize profits. This practice should be under review as
maintaining employment should be clearly stated as a
primary goal, even in the private sector.

t5y

Education (class sizes are simply too large, and you cut
major programs to help kids with speech problems, bring
this back), sport/recreation (we have world class facilities
with no one using them), Diversification (oil is dead, Alberta
will be a wasteland without this happening)

Alberta does not have a spending problem, Alberta has an
issue in generating money. Thanks to Ralph Klein in
pushing all major projects back 30-50 years (in a terrible
attempt to be dept free), we are now having to spend a lot of
money just to get caught up to where we should be. Oil and
gas are not the be all end all, Alberta used to have a diverse
portfolio, but since the major boom in the 80's all Alberta
government sees is oil. This is not the solution,
diversification is the only way out of this mess.

A 4% or 5% sales tax would allow the government to maintain
all jobs in the public sector and even increase the quality of our
education and health care services.Of course, it would require
political courage. Again, to cut teachers and nurses will not
support job creation and economic growth.

Become the new silicon valley, get new tech companies here.
Stop making stupid cuts, Calgary asked for $13.5 million to host
the X-games for 3 years and the expected economic impact was
estimated at $250 million. That is a great return on investment,
and Calgary was looking at taking on the X-games beyond 3
years. Even if you put in a stipulation that they repay the $13.5
million over a period of time, this was a huge win for our
economy that you axed. Perhaps instead of making cuts for the
sake of making cuts, you look at potential rates of return of
investment, you would look smarter.
Stop catering to unions, how is it possible that nursers who For job creation, well people need education (which you cut)
work part time (20 hours a week) can pick up extra shifts and and re-education because Oil and Gas are dead, it will not
earn 1.5 X their pay as overtime, when everyone else has to rebound to what it once was. One cannot say for sure what
work 40 hours first? This is where a lot of health care funds education programs are needed, until Alberta begins to
are going and its crazy. They should be $30 for morning
diversify.
shift, $34 for evening shift, $36 for night shift and $40 for on Look at Manitoba, they have diversified and continually show
call. No more paying nurses $70/hr for OT after working only growth year after year, even if oil drops. This is how you run a
20 hours that week.
province. Drop the egos saying you can do it better than other
Education, private schools should not receive public funds. parties, because you have shown nothing in bringing Alberta to
As a parent it is my choice to choose a private school and
a brighter future. The previous conservatives with all the extra
thus whatever costs are associated with it. No more public money they had from oil blew it stupidly, rather than reinvesting
it into other ways to grow our economy. Be forward thinkers,
funds.
not reactionary knee jerk decision makers.
Government can stop making agreements with foreign
countries that allow them to sue Alberta if law changes to
make their company less profitable (China bought lots of oil
and gas companies and can sue Alberta because of Alberta
says to protect environment), decisions and agreements like
these have cost taxpayers way too much money both
federally and provincially.
Stop spending tax dollars on things you know you will not
win, stop your grand standing (ie BC on the oil pipeline
expansion-they knew they wouldn't win as its in the
constitution, but spent nearly $1.5 million in tax payer
dollars)
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T5M

Infrastructure, roads, keep the staffing up in hospitals and
schools.

Cut unnecessary high level staff duplication in the
government (not front end). Cut down on consulting fees,
stop paying large companies large amounts of money to
'improve jobs'that are non-existent.

Get the oilfield back up and running. Improve alternative energy
projects such as solar and wind power. Diversify more, don't
just concentrate on oil and gas, look into bringing more tech
companies or movie industry here. Talk to the youth to see
what they are looking for. Have an open mind.

T2K

Job creation and RETENTION at all levels.

Funding to organizations that provide Human Services (HS)
programming.

Any way they can.

More money is given to these organizations automatically
every year without thought or hesitation, because it 'pulls on
the heartstrings', and would result in public outcry if there
were cuts. Some of these organizations use the money
honestly, others do not (e.g. Outrageous ED salaries,
automatic annual staff salary increases, other perks). Why
should these organizations get a 'free pass' when all others,
and government are being pushed towards fiscal restraint?
Funding to these organizations needs to be better tied to
outcomes and performance, and not 'automatically' doled out
year after year to satisfy the public's emotions. There is a big
'oversight' loophole here that needs to be addressed by
government. The 'performance based' funding model being
used with Universities would be an excellent start if it where
applied to HS related organizations.

Education, health care, early childhood education and
resources.

Cut useless management positions. There are too many
Support nurses and teachers!
management positions within the government. There are also
many useless management positions in healthcare. Don’t cut
the frontline nurses. They usually work short staffed and
suffer burnout from it. If you want to cut healthcare
positions, look into upper management!!!
Definitely management level of AHS. Should privatize all
Mr. Harper’s Canada Economic Action Plan was a favourite of
positions at AHS that didn’t require bachelor’s degrees such mine.
as food, laundry, cleaning and such.

T1J

Making it easier for private health care. Many younger RNs
are trapped working casual positions with no hope to get a
full time AHS. Let free market dictate wages for RNs,
Doctors etc. We need more private for profit clinics offering
surgeries to take pressure off the public health care budget
and open up more jobs.
Seniors health care
Hospital health care
Health care
Healthcare, education

T4J

Health care. And education

A sales tax on luxury items, hotel stays, pop, chips

T3m

T3m

Upper management systems

Offer more front line worker hours in hospitals

Stop giving tax breaks to big corporations.

Support the oil field. Push the federal government to get trans
mountain done. DON'T your universities' funding to wages of
alumni - this will KILL the arts! Just because we don't make
much, doesn't mean we don't want this career or this career
isn't necessary. Universities WILL let the arts suffer and put
their efforts towards the "money-making" programs like
management, business, etc.
By not laying off government employees!
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Education, health care - including mental health, police
services.

t4v

Heath care

T2R

Education, Health Care, Oil & Gas, Tech Sector,

T6R

Elementary, Highschool ,Education and Health- especially
primary care, increase in family doctors and a team
approach to primary health care.
keeping healthcare and education funding, and not cutting
or creating private service lines
More money and manpowershould go into the investigation
of the UCP leadership campaign.
This is a far more serious issue than the economy. If there
is no honest democracy there is anarchy.

T6E
T8N

Education

Infrastructure

I’m NOT giving billion dollar corporate handouts, and not
By NOT trying to privatize essential service.
spending money on bringing other politicians via private jets
etc. Politicians should make an average Canadian workers
wage to be able to accurately represent the population and
understand concerns and ideasz
Unfortunately we need revenue. PST
Needed infrastructure, developing new sources of energy
besides oil and gas.
Roll back your salaries, the so called war room,
Properly fund Education and Health Care so there are
competent and healthy citizens in this province.
Middle management positions .. review needed
Support diversification in fossil fuel industries. Aid oil and gas
workers switch to other industries.
removing the corporate tax cut, and letting these
corporations pay their fair share
Stop giving tax breaks to anyone.
End all panels and shut down then CEC.
Stop the legal challenges
These are costing albertans Millions if not Billions of dollars

by investing in green energy
Show more interest in diversification and less on oil.
Alberta was a growing province until the new government
cancelled alternative energy programs
We all know oil is a dead end and to support it only prolongs
the inevitable.
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T8N

Your budget plan has been an epic failure, stop and turn it
around! I was offended when I heard you say that you can’t
ask struggling oil and gas companies to pay their taxes but
you are asking struggling and suffering families to do more
with less?!! Stop your attacks on vulnerable populations, it’s
horrible. So far this has been the impact just on my family (I
am a single mom 24/7 of 2 kids with special needs who left
Life threatening abuse): our abuse recovery counselling has
been cut, our AHS counselling has been cut, my kids
services and supports at their school have been cut, are
home services are threatened to be reduced/cut, daycare
costs are going up, insurance costs are going up, the cost
of everything have gone up dramatically and everything has
been cut. Why are you asking low income and struggling
families to do more with less when we already don’t have
anything?17(1)
kids have significant health issues and
the wait times have increased, services have decreased and
outcomes will be poor. You are jeopardizing lives and the
future of Alberta.

- cut all government travel and hospitality
- reduce wages of high paid government staff
- have all MPs take a wage cut
- stop War room immediately, complete waste of money
- stop handouts to the rich
- stop costly lawsuits

- stop cutting jobs and services, you are literally cutting jobs
not creating them.
- focus on diversification and strong public services (which
creates jobs)
- stop handouts to the rich
- your plan is having the absolute opposite effect and even your
previous supporters are seeing that. It’s not too late to change
the path!
- stop creating chaos and panic in the economy, people spend
less money during times of panic and chaos

Also, cutting Kleenex and water from Alberta courts? Clearly
you have never been an abuse survivor attempting to
bravely tell what your abuser did? A lot of Kleenex and
water is needed! Stop your cruel and heartless cuts. You
absolutely will not get re elected ever based on heartless
and cruel cuts like this. Protect the vulnerable, support
families and protect health and education. The system and
societal costs of cutting all these services and supports will
be much higher than any small savings you may be claiming
now.
Do NOT cut FSCD, PDD, AISH, health care and education
etc. Invest in people!
T6T

Support teachers and nurses by removing the overpaid top
levels and investing more in the classrooms where it
matters. Teachers are faced with larger class sizes, higher
number of special needs than ever before and less
educational assistants. And fewer "managers" so that we
can have more nurses on the floor actually caring for
patients.

In education and healthcare specifically, there are so many
Ensure public servants are getting fair wages and accurate cost
levels of "upper management" that are paid ridiculously high of living increases. Getting the pipeline projects going will help
wages. Eliminate those positions and put the money back
the oilfield sector to get moving again.
into the classrooms and hospitals.
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T6K

Education, Health care, infrastructure deficit,

War room, oil company subsidies, tax cuts

By opening up the field to new technologies, looking at
innovation in research, medical technology, geothermal
heating, artificial intelligence, harnessing all the young
educated people in this province to achieve new economic
goals through projects that expand our product range. Start
moving away from oil dependent industry into things that will
be around longer, hydrogen fuels. Better energy storage
systems, zero energy outcome housing modules. Ask all those
bright young minds where they see the world in 50 yrs. Finally
introduce a sales tax to pay for things, increase business tax to
a reasonable level. Bargain basement tax does not appeal to
companies as much as healthy infrastructure.

T8N

Your budget plan has been an epic failure, stop and turn it
around! I was offended when I heard you say that you can’t
ask struggling oil and gas companies to pay their taxes but
you are asking struggling and suffering families to do more
with less?!! Stop your attacks on vulnerable populations, it’s
horrible. So far this has been the impact just on my family (I
am a single mom 24/7 of 2 kids with special needs who left
Life threatening abuse): our abuse recovery counselling has
been cut, our AHS counselling has been cut, my kids
services and supports at their school have been cut, are
home services are threatened to be reduced/cut, daycare
costs are going up, insurance costs are going up, the cost
of everything have gone up dramatically and everything has
been cut. Why are you asking low income and struggling
families to do more with less when we already don’t have
anything? Both my kids have significant health issues and
the wait times have increased, services have decreased and
outcomes will be poor. You are jeopardizing lives and the
future of Alberta.

- cut all government travel and hospitality
- reduce wages of high paid government staff
- have all MPs take a wage cut
- stop War room immediately, complete waste of money
- stop handouts to the rich
- stop costly lawsuits

- stop cutting jobs and services, you are literally cutting jobs
not creating them.
- focus on diversification and strong public services (which
creates jobs)
- stop handouts to the rich
- your plan is having the absolute opposite effect and even your
previous supporters are seeing that. It’s not too late to change
the path!
- stop creating chaos and panic in the economy, people spend
less money during times of panic and chaos

Also, cutting Kleenex and water from Alberta courts? Clearly
you have never been an abuse survivor attempting to
bravely tell what your abuser did? A lot of Kleenex and
water is needed! Stop your cruel and heartless cuts. You
absolutely will not get re elected ever based on heartless
and cruel cuts like this. Protect the vulnerable, support
families and protect health and education. The system and
societal costs of cutting all these services and supports will
be much higher than any small savings you may be claiming
now.
Do NOT cut FSCD, PDD, AISH, health care and education
etc. Invest in people!
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T2V

Economic diversification
Education

T5T

Social programs, healthcare, education, mental health, and
addictions support
More public health care, more k-12 funding, more university
substitidy, more funding to manicipalities

T8n

Identify and reduce overheads
Simplify processes (e.g. approvals)
Hire employees rather than outsourcing and paying for
contractors' profit margins
Hire and contract to Albertans, to recycle some of the cost
back into Alberta Treasury through taxation
Quit fighting the federal government on the carbon tax

Incentivize economic diversification, leveraging Alberta's
resources and Albertan's high-value skillsets; focus on creating
/ retaining high-paying jobs for Alberta’s STEM workforce that
has been especially hard hit by the oil & gas industry downturn.
For example, reinstate SR&ED and Alberta Technology Futures
programs.
Focus more on diversification, invest in education and job skills
development
No more bail outs for oilfield companies. Decrease privatized Stop stimulating fear that alberta will separate from canada.
health care. Cut the wage of the premier.
Invests dont want to be in markets if alberta becomes a rogue
state. Help finish the NDA and federal government mission of
building the pipeline.
Find savings by reducing unnecessary government spending Stop cutting grants and budgets. Stop advocating for 1 sector
such as the Fair Deal consultations, the Energy War Room, of Alberta's economy alone and advocate for all sectors of
Alberta's economy. Support and advocate for Alberta's film and
and investigations regarding foreign targeting of Alberta's
television industry or it's burgeoning tech industry. Alberta
energy industry. I don't understand why Alberta Fish and
must become a forward thinking, innovative jurisdiction and
Wildlife is traveling the province to consult Albertans on
this will not occur if our leadership believes 1 economic sector,
stocking lakes with walleye when rural crime continues to
that has struggled for over 10 years, holds the key to Alberta's
escalate in frequency & intensity. It seems like such a
prosperity. Again - short sighted. Think beyond the next
misalignment of values and priorities.
election cycle.

T6J

I believe strongly in efficiency but I do not believe efficiency
should come at the cost of care/service. Alberta's
government must maintain services in our publicly funded
institutions without undo strain on front line workers. This
means maintaining class size commitments for students Gr
1-4 and lowering still class size caps in Gr 5-12. Maintain
existing staffing of Nurses, Nurse Practitioners & other
highly qualified health care staff. Stop closing hospitals and
start funding every student entering the school systems.
Stop providing corporate business tax cuts. Start
supporting to rural municipalities who are endeavoring to
collect back taxes from business, especially those in the
energy sector. Many of the decisions made by Alberta's
current government seem to reflect a value of profit and
private enterprise, not the value of shared responsibility and
service for all.

T2A

Health Care, Funding For Special Needs People And For Our Cuts To Spending On Public Arts Which Should Be The
Seniors - Our Most Vulnerable Citizens, And Essential
Responsibility Of Private Coffers, No New Taxes, Cut Taxes
Infrastructure.
To Small And Medium Size Businesses, Cut Spending To
Post Secondary Education Such That Tuition Fee Increases
Will Reduce The Number Of Graduates Entering The Labor
Market-The Market Is Swamped With Too Many Graduates In
Most Disciplines, And Last But Not Least Get Rid Of Public
Sector Redundancy And Hence Trim The Fat Off Wasteful
Spending.

Keep Business and Corporate Taxes Low Which Encourages
Companies To Hire And Rehire Staff. Invest Smartly In Other
Job Creating Industries While Maintaining A Strong Energy
Sector. Keep Fighting Together With Other Provinces To Kill
Carbon Taxing Against Trudeau's Draconian Style Of
Governance. The Public Cannot Afford To Put Money Back Into
The Economy If People Are Out Of Work And The Tax Man Is In
Your Pocketbook All The Time.
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T5R

Quit cutting public sector! You cut front line workers not
the ‘fluff’. Fire executives. Quit comparing AB to other
provinces and quit funding private companies, schools etc.
Our education, health systems were just starting to recover
from Klein cuts and lack of investment since. I fear the
‘brain drain’ from our province will be so much worse and
take far longer to begin to recover from. Klein cuts is why
the health and teacher unions are so poisonous. Cutting the
staff is NOT going to help that. Quit putting off investing in
the infrastructure needed to keep our province running (it’s
not going to get better, cheaper). Bring in a PST. Our
province resources were sold By Klein and Albertans are
not benefiting. The free for all Wild West of resource
development has left a legacy of abandoned environmental
liabilities and this government keeps handing more and
more to operators with only the hope they will somehow
bring back the prosperity of the past with no requirement
that industry even pays taxes?

Quit wasting budget dollars on moving staff a million times
(office after office, desk after desk - it’s a HUGE waste of
$/resources). Quit the practice of ‘use it or lose it’ every
March for government operations. This shouldn’t dictate a
departments budget year after year. Budget for projected use
not what was used. It causes departments to spend their
budget on equipment that’s not needed and sits in storage
rather than being re-allocated where it’s needed (ie staff). It’s
a waste of money on equipment, storage space and
inventorying. This is a broken way of budgeting particularly
when more staff is required not equipment. A budget should
not be hard and fast allocated to staff or equipment. If a
department is given a chunk of $ let them decide over the
corse of a year if they need to shift $ from equipment (for
example) to staff or vice versa.

Diversify! The previous government didn’t have the tunnel
vision this government does and was investing in ALL
industries not just O&G. Our Tech companies are now
suffering, green industry, etc. now that we have lost jobs
across board - not just O&G, there is less purchasing power in
the hands of Albertans to help keep our economy going and
businesses which rely on the public to spend are suffering. It
was bad before but I am scared to see what is going to happen
now. I have been part of O&G my whole working career but I
learned that you need to adapt and adjust to other industries
and opportunities to stay relevant and employed which too
many other Albertans haven’t learned. Our public sector (not
just nurses, teachers etc) is what keeps the province running.
Keep in mind ministers this includes you!

T3E

Education, sustainable tourism and new technologies to
capitalize on our educated workforce and grow an economy
that will be sustainable and viable long-term. Capitalize on
the Alberta entrepreneurial spirit and get some good ideas
going that aren't crying about how good things were a
decade ago.

Closing down the "Canadian Energy Centre." We need to
focus on new technologies, education, and creating a new
world, not yelling at people who don't like the (now outdated)
ways of doing things. It's unprofessional, embarrassing, and
does not position Alberta as a desirable place to live--even
for us living here now! Spend the money creating an Alberta
we can all be proud of for years to come.

Invest in alternatives to the old boys' O&G. Yes, we have
significant resources, and maybe we have been treated unfairly,
but we have to see what's in front of us and start investing in
new tech, education, and other sectors that will actually grow
our population long term (not just bring in hoards of unskilled
labourers that buy big trucks and leave when they're expected
to get an education past grade 10).

Infrastructure and transportation between and within the
major cities and airports. It's ridiculous that neither of our
major international airports have train service between them
and the cities they serve. How can you expect to be
internationally viable?

T8A

Other provinces and countries are way ahead of us. Our
politicians need to get their heads out of the (oil) sand and start
finding solutions, not bemoaning economic realities.

Health, Education, Infrastructure. We need roads, schools
and hospitals. Not focusing on health is a slap in the face to
everyone, especially seniors who have made the province
what it is today. Not supporting Education means the next
generation is going to be uneducated and unable to be
employed. But I suspect that is what your government
wants. Keep the masses ignorant and maybe they'll not
notice all the bad that the UCP is pulling.

Shut down the war room and stop giving bailouts to Oil and
Gas. Actually reducing red tape. My friends who work in the
government have told me stories about how many more
committees have been formed to try and approve
government spending. What a waste of time and labour
costs. I think if all elected officials had all their tax benefits
removed and had to live like normal people that would save
lots of money.

Support all industries and sectors of the province. The current
view that only oil and gas matters is insulting and frustrating.

Education, health care, and adopting strong targets for
reducing climate change emissions should be priorities.
Increase taxes on the rich and corporations or bring in a
PST which is a consumption tax.

Stop subsidizing the oil and gas industry through royalty
credits. Make them pay for abandoned wells and allow no
further drilling without a bond covering all reclamation costs.
Reduce spending on tourism, recapture the hotel tax for
general revenues. Stop taking money from the Heritage
Savings Fund. Introduce a PST.

Oil and gas industry is a dying industry. Stop counting on it.
Stop talking and do something to actually diversify our
economy. Encourage renewable energy industry, agricultural
processing, technology and aerospace industries,
communication industries, innovation and research. Tax breaks
for these new types of industries only. Use a PST to balance
budget and support new industries. Adopt a longer term view
than 4 years.
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T8W

I have concerns about cuts to education. I do not like the
How about deleting the 'war' room which is costing us? Why By investing in the future. Not treating a university like a
are taxes being cut for corporations?
business.
idea of 100% funding for private and charter. Why are we
providing money to those students whose parents have
opted out of public education? These parents are able to
afford to send their kids to these alternative solutions. They
have chosen to pay for the child's education. Why would we
fund the rich? Why is public education not the place for the
funding? Why are we enlarging class sizes? With a lack of
increase in funding to hire more staff to cover the increase
of 15,000 students anticipated, larger class sizes are the
only solution. It makes it impossible for teachers to provide
a more personalized educational experience for their
students. More students in class means more time
managing behaviour than being able to teach. Education is
our future. Are they not worth it? I'm a passionate teacher
about kids. Endorse our future.

T6w

Education for the kids, cut red tape for small business trying Legislative assembly should all take a pay cut and set an
to open in a tough economy.
example
Education and healthcare
Taxing large corporations appropriately

T4B

T9E

T9G

Education
Healthcare
Social Programs
Creating/maintaining jobs and economic growth.

T6L

Education, Healthcare

T5Y

Education. Keep all schools public. We need smaller class
sizes for our kids. There are too many kids in a class and
some/many with special needs. Our students are not getting
the attention they need in order to reach their full potential.
Keep healthcare public as well so everyone can be their
healthiest- especially the children.
If we want a “strong Alberta” we need to make sure our
citizens are well educated and healthy first. That is the
foundation to any successful society long term. The last
thing we need is more division among people. We will be
stronger together.

Cutting unnecessary government jobs
Cutting from the top positions and not the front line
Improving internal and external government processes so
that the processes are more automated, efficient and
streamlined.
Executive level salaries, tax the richest, increase taxes for
high-earning businesses and corporations.

Less spending on the oil industry alone. Yes it brings in
revenue and jobs, but it is not all our province needs to
thrive.
Perhaps the government leaders could take a pay cut and
spend less on travels as well - like the rest of us are doing.

Support small businesses
Stop cutting funding to vital social services like education and
healthcare. If we want our next generation to be successful and
better our society they need to have the proper tools to succeed
instead of being cut off at the knees. By cutting off education
funding we are setting up the next generation for failure and
they will only become a larger drain on our quickly depleting
resources
Investing into renewable resources
Stop cutting funding and front line jobs
Don't lay off government workers, invest in capital projects to
create jobs, issue grants to small businesses that promote
economic growth and job creation.
reduce taxes on the poor, fund social programs to support
those entering or re-entering the work force, provide
accommodations for those who need them to enter the work
force
If people see that Alberta is a good province to live in - in all
aspects - then we will attract people to move here and
businesses will want to invest here because we will have the
people to support the businesses. Supporting locally owned
businesses is important to support our own residents as well.
Ensuring our youth know and understand more about the types
of jobs and businesses offered/needed in Alberta will also help
encourage them to go into those fields and we
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T1S

Alberta Film/Screen industry tax credit. The credit should
match or exceed British Columbia's tax credit. WITH NO
CAP. The screen industry is a Billion dollars industry that
employees large about of blue collar jobs.

-Cutting upper level government salaries.
-Increasing taxes for anyone making over $250,000 a year.

T0A

Lowering income tax

T4H

Education - class sizes
Health care
Police
Sustainable funding that will allow public schools to
maintain their excellent standing in the world.
Sustainable funding for health care to ensure a quality
public system. STOP farming out our health care to private,
for profit institutions!!!
Health System
Education
Economic Diversification

From over paid union runners. Who needs that much to sit in Incentives
an office and look pretty .
adjusting programming instead of getting rid of it
?
completely. Getting used to a little less instead of nothing at
all.
We need a sales tax, not enough revenue can be generated Diversification.....stop just focusing on oil!
from other sources.
Stop giving incentives to business.
p

T8A

t2v

T5H

PUBLIC Health.
Environment.

T0E

Healthcare, education & elderly care & lowering debt

T5n

Education, post secondary education, retraining for those
losing their jobs

T9H

Public education and Health Care

-By diversifying the government's focus and spending into
other industries like the Alberta Film Industry. Oil and gas is
important but we struggle as a province when we have all our
eggs in one basket.
-Create our own oil refineries so we dont have to export.

Eliminate the Oil war room
Cut back on new infrastructure projects

Bring back the SR&ED
Invest in Tourism
Invest in Tech Research grants
Invest in Sustainable energy projects
Stop giving tax breaks to corporations and bending over
- provide incentives to companies moving toward sustainable
backwards for industry. They aren't profitable or sustainable energy
and we've all been aware of this for some time.
- push companies in O&G to clean up and reclaim wells
- support the tech industry, they're here and not going away

In government staff wages, traveling and other frivolous
spending.
Remove Tax breaks for oil and gas

In the best way they can.

By diversifying and focusing on strengths outside the oil patch
(tech, medicine). Look at what Pittsbugh did when their main
industries collapsed.
In my opinion, it is entirely too simple to believe that you can Innovation and research into broadening our province's
totally balance the budget responsibly by focusing on only
revenue base is key. While the oil and gas industry has
cost cutting measures. When considering the removal of, or provided us with great prosperity over the last 50 years, there
streamlining of various services, it is imperative that you
are pressures negatively affecting our ability to continue our
consider the impact on your citizens. Cutting costs from a
economic path using these same processes. I am not
provincial prospective by shifting the responsibility for these suggesting that we eliminate oil and gas, as I believe that a
services to municipalities or ordinary Albertans, is
transition to include other sources of revenue is better for our
disrespectful and deceitful. I believe that you must also
province as a hole.
consider the revenue prospective as well. It is obvious by
the actions of certain corporations that the recent tax cut did
not inspire them to hire more personnel, therefore
eliminating the planned tax cuts for corporations would help
by improving revenue. Increased revenue directly, and
indirectly brings savings to the government.
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T6H

Education and healthcare, including post-secondary.

Don’t give billions in tax breaks to corporations.

Also, it’s totally possible to balance the books by RAISING
more money as well, such as increasing taxes on the 1% and
implementing a PST. Savings is only one side of balancing
the budget.
Salaries of politicians
Diversifying the provincial economy! We have oils and gas but
we need other industries to employ Albertans. We could have a
thriving film industry but that was killed by the government
rolling back tax incentives. We could have had a thriving tech
industry but again tax incentives roll backs killed that. The
government needs to see that oil and gas will only employ so
many people, we need other industries to fill in the gaps and
stabilize the provinces economy as the price of oil fluctuates

T5t

Health care, education and technical training

T3Z

clean energy and the energy transition, we need to find ways use IT to replace bureaucratic jobs. decrease the vast
to redeploy our skills. Diversifying the economy into up and amount of useless reporting in, for example, health and
coming sectors like tech, film industry, biotechnology
education spending.

T8L

Diversifying economy away from fossil fuels
Restoring funds for schools and healthcare
Drug addiction prevention strategy
Education & health funding

T6C
T2X
T2T

T2R

social services supporting the disadvantaged: youth,
disabled, seniors, poverty, unemployed.
Schools, university, hospitals.

T7A

help Alberta get a slice of the renewable energy/cleantech
sector using our existing infrastructure and educated workforce
particularly in drilling, engineering and business

Ending panels such as war-room
Diversification. We are more than oil and gas! Educate our
adding provincial sales tax
public. Invest in technology
Taking fewer staff and aides on trips around canada and the
world
Taxes on business, decrease spending
Rewarding businesses that create more job opportunities
Stop politicizing government decisions.

Better management of government funds. Charging more
taxes to big corporations.
Focus on supporting the post-secondary sector. During an The government could find additional revenue through
increasing the progressive taxation measures in place and
economic slowdown, Albertans need access to additional
education and training. The province already has the lowest by introducing a sales tax.
participation rate in Canada and we should improve in this
respect.
Health care, education, transportation, roads, and lowStop giving tax breaks to oil and gas companies.
income families.
Jobs!!!!!
Health Care - stop laying off the front line workers. Having
just spent some time in hospital they are short staffed as it
is. Laying more off will only make the situation worse. Mr.
Kenny you need a reality check. Try being a patient for a
week or two and see how you feel about the current staff
shortages. DON'T MAKE IT WORSE.
Education.

Fund post-secondary. Reinstate grants such as the technology
grant that help diversify the economy.

Try taxing the high wage earners instead of socking it to
middle class and low income. You try living on a fixed
income of under $1500.00 per month and see how you feel
about raising taxes. Why don't you take a pay cut? That
would save quite a few dollars I'm sure.

I think the spending priorities that the Government should
I think the Government could find savings by cutting back on
focus on are Schools and Health Care. These are the 2 main staff in Division offices and focusing on putting more
departments that need the most help instead of cutting this support in the Schools and Health Care.
back.

Support other industries besides oil and gas (and I work in oil
and gas!) but it's critical that the province diversifies.
Invest in infrastructure. Incentives for the small businesses, not
just the big ones.
The government should support job creation and economic
growth by providing Albertans access to low-cost, curiositydriven education at all levels.

By diversifying the economy and making it lucrative for tech
companies to startup in Alberta. Bring back the tax credits!
Why don't you try fulfilling your election promises instead of
cutting back on health care workers and raising the cost for
students trying to get an education. Quit lying to the general
public. Get the pipeline going.

I think the Government should support job creation and
economic growth by supporting the Schools and Health Care
more instead of cutting these jobs back. It's the children and
patients that are suffering without having the support they
need.
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T0J

The government of Alberta will S.P.E.N.D.?

Tissues... get them out of courtrooms. In fact, remove all
public toilet paper, paper towel, toilets, and soap too from
every government facility. Alberta has plenty of leaves (in
summer) to wipe with.

t9k

hiring more nurses to ease wait times in hospitals
cutting public sector workers sick days as they are heavily
more snow plows in Fort McMurray the way the roads are in abused
the winter are absolutely ridiculous and embarrassing
better busing system in Fort McMurray in a small city it
shouldn't take 3-4 hours to get to a destination

T5x

Front line staff, nurses, teachers.

T1H

Education and Healthcare

t6a

Not Matt Wolf... Maybe making sure your citizens can
survive daily life. Stop giving breaks to oil and gas
companies. First 4.7 billion dollars in handouts, now they
don't have to pay their arrears? GARBAGE.

T1K

By strategically placing UCP supporters in the War Room. That
way, they can use the UCP propaganda & rhetoric to woo oil
companies to the province who will subsequently withhold
municipal taxes. In short, DOUBLE DOWN on oil & gas Mr.
Kenney, the base supports your efforts.
create more jobs add to the already existing not cut 1000 and
then ad 500 then say we created new jobs

Trim the fat. Why is there 7 managers to front line staff
offices with only 6 staff?
Reducing inefficiencies top down in some of these
organizations. The front line workers are already lean. Look
to the top and see what is needed and how efficiently it is
running. Grants and initiatives.
Stop paying Matt Wolf almost 200 grand a year, when you
won't even pay head nurses that wage! They save lives! Matt
Wolf is a) not even an Albertan, b) sits on his butt all day
formulating awful tweets and c) is a despicable human being.

Tax the big corps. They don't need huge bonuses in their
pocket.
People need to be educated to work. People need to be healthy
to work. Parents need their children to be safe and cared for to
be able to work. If people are educated and supported they will
work and help the economy.
Subsidize schooling, get people into the trades, encourage
growth instead of just focusing on one sector.

Two ways; Close down the ridiculous "Red Tape" Ministry,
and focus on diversifying our economy, and get back the
$4.5 billion that you gave to the oil and gas companies.

Support diversification, and create a more robust royalty model
from the oil and gas producers.

T9K

By making the oil companies accountable versus giving
them a handout with a $4.5 billion tax cut. They have not
paid taxes to multiple rural municipalities and we have
thousands of orphan wells that have been abandoned
across the province. Meanwhile, they only pay a pittance on
royalties and Alberta has nothing to show for it, so
something different needs to happen. Also, reversing some
of the economic practices that happened in the current
budget year are appalling. Thousands of Albertans lost jobs
(versus 'going back to work'), and life has gotten more
expensive for all of us; increases to our municipal taxes and
insurance costs.
Improving the deficit issue and promoting jobs

How much is given to Ottawa

T9K

Improving the deficit issue and promoting jobs

How much is given to Ottawa

T1K

Health care, education, and social programs.

Stop subsidizing the dying oil industry.

By not cutting jobs that are essential like medical employment
like nurses and cleaners at the hospital
By not cutting jobs that are essential like medical employment
like nurses and cleaners at the hospital
Invest in education

T5H

1. Education - K to 12 and post-secondary
2. Hospitals and medical
3. Homeless
4. Mental health

Cut funding the oil and gas war room - $400+ million saved
right there.
Cut elected politician's salaries to $50,000/year.
Cut elected politician's spending accounts to $25,000/year.
Stop trying to cut your AB employee's yearly salary unless
you ALL do the same!!!

Diversification and promotion of technologies within and
beyond the oil and gas sectors (green tech, alternative fuels,
etc). It's great that you want to stand up for Albertans in the oil
and gas sector but you need to stand up for ALL Albertans in
ALL sectors. The lack of support (perceived and factual)
towards various technology companies is disparaging. If you
don't work in oil and gas, the current government couldn't care
about you other than your perceived vote.
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T5T

Education, Secondary Education (colleges, universities,
trades, etc), Bussing initiatives and affordability, Healthcare,
Senior Care, Affordable Day Care, Universal Pharmacare,
Getting Tax money from Oil Sector, Negotiating to have
Carbon Tax reinstated & to be collected as it was beforewith revenue staying in Alberta, Infrastructure, Small
Business incentives, Roads, Public Transportation....AND
GIVING THE PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYEES THEIR
PENSIONS BACK—you KNOW you had NO RIGHT TO MAKE
THAT GRAB WITHOUT CONSULTATION WITH MEMBERS!!!
That alone has cost you 100s of 1000s of votes!!! Leave the
lotteries alone too!!

Instead of waging wars with public sector employees and
their unions—be serious and HONEST and cull the over
abundance of middle management EVERYWHERE; why is
the CEO of AHS earning a very healthy six figures AND
BEING ALLOWED TO DOUBLE DIP AND CHARGE FOR
HOURS, working a SECOND POSITION IN AHS??? Tax
breaks for small independent business owners; INSTITUTING
A PROVINCIAL SALES TAX, investing in all of the
audio/visual/film making industry, JOB CREATION,
decreasing government travel expenses (especially in this
day and age of technology), CLOSE YOUR DISASTROUS
WAR ROOM, maybe have a consultation with the other party
to determine some GOOD plans for this province!
I can guarantee that you will not get in to power again,
running this province the way you are!

STOP. GIVING. AWAY. BILLIONS. OF. DOLLARS. TO.
COMPANIES. THAT. ALREADY. MAKE. BILLIONS. OF.
DOLLARS. AND. ALREADY. RECEIVE. RIDICULOUS. TAX.
BREAKS. AND. INCENTIVES.
Instead of hurting industries, invest!! Is this really news? Does
anyone know how to do their job??? Why hurt the film
industry? Why hurt small business owners? Why go after
doctors, lawyers, teachers, nurses, police, fire fighters,
paramedics? Get the province working! Ed Stelmach at least
had the Anthony Henday project moving in his downturn; get
your public sector workers working! Their taxes will help your
bottom line! NO PRIVATIZATION. That is a one and done deal,
we have seen it before and we all KNOW friends and family get
the deals; with subpar work and the province left holding the
bag with bankruptcies and bills left to pay....FFS, BE SMART.
Tell me, do you REALLY believe Oil and Gas will come back to
the way it was?

T0A

Healthcare and education

Get rid of the unnecessary war room ideas.

T6W

Education

Cutting or freezing the salaries of managers, CEO’s and
other high paid office official positions.

Work on getting the pipeline approvals, stop taxing everything
to death, cap insurance and utilities, and people will put money
back into the economy.
Unknown at this time

Healthcare

T2z

Increasing Education
Increasing Healthcare
Making the rich pay MORE not less

Also introducing increased sales taxes. Many albertans
would gladly pay slightly increased taxes instead of seeing
frontline health care worker jobs cut and budgets for public
schools cut or “redistributed”
Reduce the premier's and cabinet's salary and bonuses.

Bring back tax incentives for non-oil companies that you just
eliminated to diversify the economy
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T8N

activities that fuel and stimulate economy.
encourage business investments

Laying off public servants may provide instant savings. But
in the long run, it will slow down economy as there will be
less money flowing in to the system. For example, laying of
lawyers will not necessarily provide savings, there will still
be a need for legal advice. Outsourcing or getting advice
from outside will be more costly and not necessarily get the
best advice. How much savings can there be? And there
will be hidden costs from other ministries.

US has been very aggressive in encouraging investments.
Trump has been doing the right thing and the stats are proving
he is doing the right thing.
Our Federal government is not showing any aggressiveness in
making the business environment conducive. All Trudeau says
is he wants to increase employment. But who will employ
Canadians when there is no right business environment.

Within the government, review employees from different
ministries that sometimes requiring to work on weekends.
Make them change their worktime instead of working
weekdays (monday to friday) and always get overtime for the
weekends (saturday and Sunday), let the staff take 2 days
weekday off so when need to work on Sunday, there will be
no overtime pay or banked time which is time and half and
double for sat and sunday.
There are many social programs that are not income tested.
I suggest all the social programs need to be reviewed by a
fresh eye. Asking social workers or their executives to
review them will not get good feedback.
so many $ spent on social service to agencies and
contractors. Not enough audits and controls in place on how
they spent money. These should tighten their belts along
with all Albertans.

T1J

Health and Education

Do away with elected school boards
Reduce administration across all ministries, hospitals,
school boards and other agencies.

Reduce regulatory roardblocks

T3b

Education, Social Services, Health care, Infrastructure

Tax corporations and businesses at the same rate as the rest Diversify: as long as all Alberta's eggs are in one basket (oil
of Canada. Eliminate incentives.
and gas), our economy will continue having a boom and bust
cycle.
Infrastructure upgrading creates job, which in turn help the
economy.
Think long term: band aid solutions do not solve problems.
Invest in youth programs and initiatives.
Support affordable child-care: lack of affordable child care is
the number one reason for mothers lack of employment or
under employment.

T6R

Health and the arts. Incentives for new grassroots
businesses. Support those trying to make a difference by
starting new local Albertan businesses.

By giving fewer tax cuts to multimillion dollar corporations.

By encouraging new avenues for business. Making it more
affordable for home based businesses to pay for and maintain
licenses.
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t0l

Education
Healthcare
Infrastructure

17(1)

I voted UCP even
though I knew it would hurt my field of employment it was
what was best for our Province.
Please take into account we have a wicked Province but you
need to prioritize "need to have vs nice to have" services.

Non essential spending
Salaries for unionized workers that are not do not have a
specialized skill set
Arts and Culture spending: this is a nice to have not a need
to have when we are in our current economic situation

Government needs to lower corporate and small business taxes
as well as work with municipalities within the Province to
ensure we are not taxing businesses and corporations. Doing
business in our Province should be accessible and encouraged
it should not be a deterrent.

T2K

The well-being of Albertans, particularly vulnerable
Albertans, meaning a focus on healthcare and education as
they are both investments that will make the province
stronger. For example, investment in early childhood
education yields long-term ROI. Protecting our most
vulnerable people should be the top priority. And that's not
Oil and Gas Companies.

The Canadian Energy Centre has been a boondoggle of
stolen logos and spending without insight.
Bottom line is, we have a revenue problem, not a spending
problem. Corporate tax cuts are only creating the need to
find savings, they are clearly not creating jobs nor are they
keeping O&G companies from leaving Alberta. They are
being supported at the expense of vulnerable Albertans.
Also, it's time for a sales tax. I don't love paying tax but I
would feel better about it if it was being invested in our
future, and not in the pursuit of bringing back the old oil
boom days and corporate welfare. Start by collecting the
taxes owed to rural municipalities by O&G companies!

Investment in daycare would allow greater workforce
participation by many Alberta parents. Diversifying our
economy has to be a priority for economic growth, given the
divestment from oil sands by so many international players, the
need to reduce our use of fossil fuels, but most of all, to keep
up with where global industry is heading. Diversifying into tech,
and providing mechanisms for growth and investment in this
area, is key. I feel like the government is currently trying to pull
our economy back into the past, and has lost sight of where
things are heading.

T5J

Healthcare and education.

Stop cutting existing jobs.

T6A

Preserving and up-scaling social support programs. It
doesn't matter if the economy is fixed if the workforce is
broken or crime is so rampant no one wants to move and
work here.

Corporations and sports - do NOT subsidize or provide tax
breaks!!!
Remove tax incentives for business. Stop trying to deliver
community programming in house and instead fund
community not-for-profits who have the expertise to deliver
programming. Stop costly court cases against the Federal
Government. Implement a provincial sales tax and a
provincial carbon tax.

By focusing on the health and education of our population.
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Health and education. Health can be made more efficient
but it shouldn’t be done by cutting corners and dumping on
nurses and physicians. We have worked tirelessly for years
to attract physicians to rural parts of the province and these
proposed changes to their pay structure will undo that effort
with one stroke of the pen. Perhaps you don’t realize
doctors (and nurses) can work anywhere in the world. Right
now, one in five albertans don’t have a regular doctor and if
they leave, it will get worse. There are way to cut costs by
working together. You don’t have to be so combative all the
time.

Cut your stupid war room!!! What a bunch of nonsense.
You spend the salary of one front line worker every day
doing what exactly? Picking fights with Alberta reporters
and ripping off logos. Also stop with the travelling all over
the world for the sake of travelling. Do you have any metrics
around the cost benefit of these trips? Are they evaluated
against any criteria? Are they done at the recommendation
of Alberta businesses that trade with other countries? Are
they based on statistics around success rates of FDI
companies? Also stop showboating by flying other premiers
around in your cool jet. They have their own budgets and
that should be able to manage their travel within it.

Stop taxing the crap out of everyday albertans. Your
government has raised the cost of living of every household by
1) education cuts which translate into increased school and
budding fees, 2) removing insurance caps, 3) allowing 21%
tuition hikes in post secondary, 4) eliminating the education tax
credit, 5) changes to the personal exemption,6) removal of the
cap on electricity rates, 7) reduced payments to municipalities
resulting in increasing municipal taxes, 8) elimination of the $25
a day childcare program to name a few. What this means is
people are not spending money. This is hurting small business
and the economy in general.
Second, I thought you might be interested to know, Alberta has
a large number of industries in which we are a world leader.
Stop focussing all your efforts and propaganda on oil and gas.
You make us look like a bunch of redneck cowboys when in
reality we are an educated and innovative province with
amazing entrepreneurial spirit and get dressed done attitude.
You are driving away industries that don’t feel supported or
valued and missing out on a huge opportunity.

T0G

The public sector- healthcare and education.

T2J

Health Education

T1J

Healthcare and education. Actually fund them, don’t lie and
say you are when actually, accounting for inflation and
student enrolment, you are making massive cuts.

T4V

The government should focus spending on education,
healthcare, clean energy and climate change.

Also, you should really stop unfairly discriminating against
women in the workplace. The elimination of the $25 a day
childcare program will result in a large number of women
leaving the workforce because they can’t afford childcare. The
translation of your cuts to education are resulting in bussing
reductions which impact those who rely on before and after
school care in order to work. Women have always carried the
bulk of responsibility when it comes to childcare. Alberta has
(or had) the highest participation rates of women in the
workforce - one of the reasons Alberta has been so prosperous
in the past. Forcing women out of the workplace is archaic and
downright wrong when it comes to provincial policy and
spending Do better
Paying their employees less.
By NOT killing the public sector. Also they could find growth by
diversifying from something other than oil.
Cutting back on bureaucracy. Lowering wages for
Eliminate subsidies to big business. Provide incentives to
administrative staff. Eliminating task forces and "war rooms" smaller businesses.
Increasing taxes on the rich.Eliminating subsidies to big
businesses.
Not lowering taxes for profitable oil companies that continue Investing in people, not gas companies. Invest in education and
to lay off employees while further enriching themselves. I
healthcare. Invest in diverse industries not just oil and gas. It is
want my tax dollars to go towards healthcare and education not that hard.
not corporate handouts.
The government could find many savings in tax breaks and By investing in students and supporting small, local
benefits to large corporations.
businesses.
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T6J

T2V

Making life better for all Albertans, creating jobs that ARE
NOT in oil and gas, and investing in the future rather than
looking at the current year or two.
Oil demand is falling all around the world. We are behind in
making the shift away from the oil industry into other
industries that will be successful long term. The government
needs to stop pandering to the oil companies and start
investing in a diverse economy that will carry Alberta well
into the future.
Diversifying the economy away from oil and gas as soon as
possible or we'll be left with "a bunch of fishing boats and
no fish" like in NL some decades back!

T4P

1. Hospitals and patient cares facilities
2. Highway improvements, as making the QE 2 six lanes.
3. Make welfare recipients take weekly or biweekly drug
tests
4. Senior residences that they ca afford.

t3b

services for Albertans, health care, public service
employees, infrastructure
Education, Health, Infrastructure & not to forget Environment.

T6R

T5E

T3C

T6w

t1w

Finding savings is the wrong way to go about it. There is
nothing left to cut.

DIVERSIFICATION!!! Don't rely on the oil companies for all the
jobs. Attract different industries, provide support for retraining,
and shift the focus away from the oil economy.

The government needs to find a way to increase revenue
streams. This includes diversifying our economy so we are
not so reliant on the ups and downs of the oil economy
(news flash: global demand for oil is DECREASING), and
introducing a small PST.

Any moneys going to support O&G should be stopped
immediately... let them pay their own way.
Further, we should implement a pollution tax (use of fossil
fuels, abandoned wells, ...) to avoid the need to "find
savings"
Government has too many people working for them, start
there. Limiting pensions of MPs and high ranking officials.
Use the taxes of programs such as taxes on fuel.

We have a young and educated workforce... move our people to
the future including green energy, green tech, tech, etc... this
will support urban and rural folks

I suggest that Alberta do the same as some of the States do.
Companies that want to build facilities if they ask for tax
concessions, work with them. Yes it may be a short time pain
for long term gain, but it also puts people to work.

management in public sector, corporate tax credits

support small businesses and entrepreneurs, diversifying our
economy,
By not giving those already extremely financially advanced
By looking more for things which support the future and not
people more tax credits & building are war - room with
hanging only on the idea in the oil & gas industry.
millions on dollars in there.
Supporting more new ideas which might bring more work in the
Instead work for the people who are in needs and looking for long term for the people.
some lifts in every day life’s.
A mixture of Keynesian economics linked with strategies
By implementing strategies for improved accountability in all Define better human resource development approaches across
designed to find efficiencies and better economies of scale government ministries, especially basic education, health
multiple ministries with responsiblities that overlap this area.
E.g. see the draft report, Skilled and Capable Albertans, the Key
in both the public and private sectors. There should also be and post-secondary education.
to Alberta's Future (June 1992) if you can find a copy.
some built in accountability for the private sector to
demonstrate it is investing in the Alberta economy with
monies saved from the corporate tax reductions.
Stop putting money into corporate tax breaks for oil and
gas— with no pipeline here (blocked by federal govt) there is
nothing for these corporations to invest in! Waste of money
making the rich richer and the once-middle class poor.
Consider investing in newer forms of sustainable energy.
Plenty of wind and sun in Alberta.
Education for ALL ages, focus on k-12
Mindful spending. For instance the cost of changing the
name of a service/program. For example unemployment
insurance to Employment Insurance.
Education, Health Care, services that better the province as Likely in environmental taxation. Increase tourism taxation.
a whole. Everyone needs health, everyone needs to learn,
everyone needs services such as police, fire, etc.
Healthcare and education.

Don’t require massive budget cuts that result in layoffs to
nurses, teachers, and university administrative staff. Your
government has caused far more job loss than growth.

SUPPORT oil and gas industry. Put $$ into diversification if
economy. For example Lithium
Build from the ground up, the better our province is as a whole
the better off we will all be. Don't cut jobs from government
related services as those have significant residual effects
through the entire economy
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T1P

education that doesn't push an agenda for some group.
health care front line workers without AHS protecting non
union workers

Stop allowing unions to run government. Get rid of AHS
Hold the referendum NOW. Start moving forward. Nothing
adminstration that is duplicated. unions are misinforming the changes by standing in one spot and waiting.
public on front line workers, by protecting non union jobs.

T1w

Health and education

Not subsidizing profitable industry
Taxing corporations

T6W

Econony, Education and Healthcare

T0A

Excess travel

Cut down on immigration and support for addicts and low
income who are otherwise healthy and can support
themselves
Use of technology for meetings/documents

T8A

Diversity of Alberta's energy industry through the
development of nuclear power. Specifically Thorium based
nuclear power. Safe, reliable, expandable and zero
emissions. There is no logical reason we should not be
looking at this.
The government should be focusing on the future of all
Perhaps reevaluate all of the construction and infrastructure
Albertans. The Province has already invested so much
and be creative and innovative with the space we already
money and infrastructure for social programming to end
have available.
domestic violence, homelessness, overdoses, etc. The
completely deplete the funding for these programs creates a
greater strain on our society as a whole. This will impact our
future generation as well as the social programming we
currently have available. Let's think proactively and from a
trauma informed harm reduction lens.
victims should NEVER have to bring their own kleenex and
water to court.
We NEED a sustainable healthcare system. What is currently
happening is not sustainable and the results will be a
suffering society. We need nurses, doctors, patient care. We
do NOT need a privatized system which is quite frankly the
way things are going.

T5Y

T7A

Health and Education

T0M

Education and Healthcare

T0H

Public Services, Teachers, Nurses.

By not cutting front line workers,
Through social programs that support people
Through a minimum wage that gives the whole population real
buying power
Support local talent and train locally.

Looking at aiding institutes on creating MOOCS and other
online learning for people to better themselves
A proper review of AHS. I know several people all working
Development of nuclear power would not only position Alberta
there in different departments and they all claim AHS has too as a leader in green energy but bring jobs as a result.
many managers and not enough front line staff. Earlier
reviews of this are not accurate.

In my opinion and experience we are mid level heavy. Many
employees are able to layer up and not be accountable for
outcomes in the mid range. The public can phone and do not
get the same person twice. People don't do their jobs, are
poor at their jobs, or are bored with their jobs but can hide in
plain sight.
Reduce Government bureaucracy
Ensure companies are playing their taxes
Cut down on committee work

No more corporate tax breaks. Eliminate the war room and
committees that are there to pay lip service and be
responsible with hiring (ie your social media buffoon)

More programming for individuals who are reintegrating into
our society from homelessness, domestic violence, or criminal
charges. Offer programming to offer these individuals jobs,
under a harm reduction scope.

I think you are on the right track by getting rid of a minimum
wage and supporting employers as I think they are often taken
for granted in getting people back to work. Build the pipelines!

Ensure all students have access to financially accessible postsecondary education.
Incentives for small business owners
Properly fund education so that future adults have necessary
skills
Invest in people, not companies.
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T0H

Public Services, Teachers, Nurses.

T5G

Education and healthcare.

T9s

Healthcare and education

T7x

Public education and health care including mental health for War room
children
Education and health care
Impossible Legal battles and Kenney’s war room. Less
corporate handouts to companies still leaving the province.

Yes

1. The Family and Community Support Services (FCSS)
program should be increased. As the economy has slowed
and employment is extremely low under this government,
people are needing more social services than ever. This
program is unique to Alberta and deserves to be highlighted
more and enhanced.
2. Maintain and expand the $25/day daycare program after
June to ensure that both parents can go back to work. The
research demonstrates that when women can go back to
work it is not only good for society to have more diversity
but it increases the GDP.
3. Investment in green energy including solar and wind. Oil
and gas is a diminishing resource and cannot continue to be
the base on which the Alberta government makes financial
decisions
retraining of the under or un-employed
ways to make access to employment opportunities more
readily available

1. Restore the nursing positions that were cut from the health
care system.
2. Diversifying investment into green energy. Create a program
for former oil and gas workers to learn these newer
technologies.

T5M

T4S

T5T

No more corporate tax breaks. Eliminate the war room and
committees that are there to pay lip service and be
responsible with hiring (ie your social media buffoon)
Supporting preventative healthcare to decrease healthcare
costs later.
Management and reevaluating contracts with vendors in
larger government sectors. For example, ridiculous amounts
of money are being spent on office supplies from grand and
toy when despite the discounts, the same quality products
can be bought elsewhere for cheaper.

1. Implement a provincial sales tax. It is absurd to not have
one like every other province and could bring in billions of
dollars to be spent on social services, health care, education
and employment.
2. Increase big business corporate tax back to where it was
under the NDP.

Invest in their people. not companies.

Support education so that we continue to have skilled workers
in Alberta.
Invest in the people of this province and job creation, not
cutting positions. People who have money to spend will spend
it.

Incentives for small/startup businesses
Diversify resource spending on new technologies

less reprinting, less logo work, less new initiatives that have re - training, taking our province into new energy sectors. more
high start up costs. More using what is already in place.
solar- more development of renewables and reusing in solar.
More
encouragement and ways to help people be energy and other
resources( water) conscious. Use train the trainer models to
employ more people in energy ( non- oil and gas sectors). Help
people find work that pays more than EI but help them
understand they won't have the level of pay of oil and gas in the
past. Set employment standards that support family lifetransport back to your home regularly is part of the job benefits
for example.
PUBLIC Education! It is easy to see through the
Less review boards, less war rooms, less deregulation so
Fight for energy - that is fine. But understand that it will never
government's agenda to create a fully funded private ELITE that the private sector can take advantage of Albertans (eg. be the same and the PC party from 20 years dropped the ball
education system while slandering/diminishing/dividing the insurance).
when they didn't invest in refinement and infrastructure to get
current world-class system. Why the need to perpetuate the
the product to market. Now the US doesn't need our energy
gap of rich and poor?
The government wants to save money, but Albertans are
and we don't have the means to get it anywhere else. TIME TO
paying more and more. Not what I voted for.
DIVERSIFY!
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t3p

The GOA needs to focus on things other than oil. The age of Savings, the premier and MLA's took a "roll back" MLAs
oil is no more with the growing movements of green power from $127,296 to $120,931 as of Aug. 6 and Kenney's pay was
cut from $206,856 to $186,170. Since most senior
and protests around pipelines.
management make over 6 digit salaries cutting them by a
couple percent should happen. A regular "peon" as I call
myself makes 17(1) a year and pay the same type of
payments the 6 digit people do. I can make those ends meet
why can't they afford to take more of a roll back. May I turn
your attention to the sunshine list where the Assistant
Deputy Minister made $192890.10 salary, 104375.55 in cash
benefits and 45852.89 in non cash for 2018. According to
this site this particular individual received 104375.55 in Cash
benefits including earnings such as overtime, vacation
payout, northern allowance, vehicle allowance and lump-sum
payments. Instead of looking and cutting the average
Albertan's salary perhaps taking a better look at this list and
finding ways to cut from the upper crust should happen. The
rich get richer it seems.

The current goa is killing any prospects or ideas of job creation.
With the pipeline being built some jobs will be created but not
enough. The GOA plans to cut 2500 from public service, 20003000 at AHS, 400 nurses and many more. Pushing towards
private healthcare, another tool the rich can access easily.
Perhaps trying to save jobs they plan on cutting would be a
better question. It seems there is alot being done about oil and
gas workers and not the goa ones. It seems like we are being
vilified in the media as spoiled. I have offered many times to
show my pay cheque if they show theirs.
The GOA should capitalize on things like the legalization of
marihuana and build processing plants which would create
jobs. Oil and gas seems to be our bread and butter why don't
we refine it?

The goa can also save money by having their employees
scan more material versus faxing (save on paper costs). We
have an outside contractor doing grounds maintenance and
shoveling, why can we not use the inmates to maintain
flower beds, sweep parking lots, paint the lines for the stalls,
clean office areas. They do some of these things under
supervision already why not expand.
I believe that the goa should not supply management or
supervisors with their own printers (toner costs etc can
exceed 250$) because they are too lazy to leave their office
and walk a couple feet. I think if all areas are getting supply
cuts (no kleenex, water, post it notes, paper etc) the Judges
should also follow suit. Overtime is another area of
contention with me. I came from a department where OT was
plentiful but people milked it for all its worth With less staff
Have fewer levels of management. Cut management perks. Sales tax on luxury goods, e.g. non-commercial vehicles over
40K, all non-commercial boats, electronic goods, e.g. TVs, over
1k, RV's.... in other words, a tax on non-essentials.

T6J

Healthcare, e.g. waiting lists for specialists, tests, surgery,
etc..

T2K

Homeschool education fund. Parents are only given $830
per child per year to cover all the costs of home education.
This amount doesn't come close to covering the costs of
supplies, books, class room materials, physical education,
music and art. We are spending hundreds of dollars out of
pocket to give our children a rounded education. We save
schools $10 000 per child and would like to be compensated
fairly!

Stop spending millions of tax payers dollars on city "art
Bring back the oil and gas industry! This would create
works" like stupid round lamp posts and rainbow coloured
thousands of jobs for Albertans, it would bring money back into
the province, and strengthen our economy.
crosswalks.
I also believe the city of Calgary should be outsourcing their
construction projects. Get quotes from different companies,
and hire the best for the job. Stop wasting tax payers money
to have 10 guys hired to do one man's job! You'll save our
hard earned tax payer money, get the job done quicker (and
better!!), and support local businesses.

T4S

Health, education

End War Room, Stop corporate tax cut, decrease number of
MLAs.

Fund arts and public services, invest in alternate energy
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T6W

T6C

For global competitiveness, we need to focus on education, (1) Raise corporate taxes to levels similar to other provinces
(2) Eliminate the Canadian Energy Centre -- energy
healthcare, innovative energy technologies, technology in
companies have their own budgets for outreach. (3) Upper
general, and healthcare.
management: there are too many sunshine-list managers
who are unnecessary. (4) Paid boards, committees, and
panels: being part of these should be part of members'
normal salaries
Healthcare, education, and investment into alternative
They should start by immediately discontinuing the "War
(sustainable/green) energy sources, as well as the transition Room" (Canadian Energy Centre) as it clearly provides
of O&G workers into this field.
absolutely no value and is a burden on taxpayers (not to
mention an insult).
The government should also severely restrict travel
spending, especially for the premier and staff. Absolutely no
need to be regularly taking national and international flights
when we have Skype technology. If traveling within Alberta,
the premier should demonstrate fiscal conservancy and use
mass transit options (i.e., Red Arrow) to show how he, like
all Albertans right now, are tightening the purse strings.

T0E

Childcare - making it affordable

help Canadians before any other country

T8g

Job creation & health care.

Public servants (ie office & admin staff) receive a wage and
benefits that are disgustingly disproportionate to private
sector employees. They are also extremely over staffed. Not
to mentioned the money wasted on office supplies and
furniture. There needs to be more accountability for
spending at each area. Ie) Alberta education, Alberta health
services, Alberta transportation, Alberta infrastructure. They
don’t need 1000 different types of pens in each branch
supply room or “special pens” for special managers or
support staff. Or 40 different colours and styles of post it
notes. Or a new ergonomic assessment annually that results
in new furniture for each employee in which no expense is
spared - it’s ridiculous. The amount of admin staff is simply
wasteful. There’s is at least twice as many admins that would
actually be required to get a job done properly and in a
timely fashion. Not to mention the wage on travelling for
managers. Welcome to 2020... video conference. And not
every meeting needs to be catered.

T5T

Home Care.

t6w

By helping Albertans educate themselves to be globally
competitive in the booming low-carbon, technology-driven
economy. By helping develop innovative technologies to reduce
the carbon footprint of our oilsands. By re-implementing our
own carbon levy to further legitimize our energy industry.

As above, the government should support O&G workers with retraining and continuing education incentives to transition their
skills into green energy industries. The government could
further support job creation in this area by revisiting the Energy
Efficiency Alberta program and ensuring a viable local market
for these skills.

by decreasing childcare costs so parents can go back to work
Taxes should be reduced for business/corporations. We need to
attract investors back to Alberta. Maybe additional tax
incentives for new companies looking to set up shop here.
Minimum wage hikes hurt small and medium business. If not a
reduction on minimum wage a freeze for the foreseeable future
would provide confidence to struggling small businesses.

Reducing salaries of public employees. Shifting funding from Supporting innovation and investments in areas outside of oil
long term care and nursing homes into home care so that
and gas.
people can stay at home longer.
Public education, especially early education which is crucial By increasing tax on higher income corporations
Promote innovation and start-up companies, and lowering
in helping to identify and support/treat any concerns as
interest rates.
soon as possible. This will save money in the education
Strategically using tax cuts and rebates (not to high income
system later on as fewer years of intervention may be
corporate companies who have no allegiance to Alberta)
required.
Healthcare
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T6G

Reducing all spending, across the board.

Reducing the number of public sector staff.

Expanded job creation tax credits.

Get Albertans back to work
Education
Health services
Environmental practices
* Education - Alberta has the highest standards for
education, producing highly educated work forces.
* Health Care - self explanatory. Keep Albertans healthy,
working and off of government assistance
* Infrastructure - harsh Canadian winters are hard on our
roads. Also job creation.
* Referendums for equalization and/or separation
* Evaluate/investigate insurance companies & skyrocketing
premiums
* Helping Albertans get back to work - through retraining
work forces, attract and retain businesses, continue to push
for pipelines

Cap salaries

Create opportunities through creation of oil projects, new green
practices

Reduce Albertas contribution to equalization payments.
”Alberta contributes more to Canada than any other
province. Canada's economic success over the past decade
has largely been thanks to Alberta's success.Jul 13, 2017”
Now Alberta is struggling and the need to take care of our
own economy first, will only benefit the rest of Canada in the
future.

- assisting with programs to retrain the workforce. A lot of
emphasis has been on a trade related work force, but the trades
are struggling to find consistent work.
- assemble a government led agency to combat climate change
rather than having the federal government tax the crap out of
everyone. The agency could come up with, and implement ideas
such as tree planting, controlled burns on a schedule, greater
protection of rivers and lakes, incentives for companies actively
looking & implementing climate protection strategies, including
“green” energy additions. Alberta has some of the most
environmentally responsible resources and really should be
advertised, aggressively, as such! The general public really are
uneducated to these facts!

T6J

Education, health, alternate energies.

Corporate handouts and subsidies. Raise corporate taxes.

T6M

In economic crisis, focus of priority has to be on education
and health care.

T0A

Diversification of the economy, city infrastructure, rural
security, healthcare, education (elementary, secondary and
post secondary), social supports (ex. AISH).
As a side note, how heartless is removing tissue and water
from courtrooms - attacking the most vulnerable will do
nothing to endear the UCP to Albertans. Robbing Peter to
pay Paul doesn't fix an economy, it just hurts people (Peter).
T6G
T8l

T0M

T0G

Provide training for energy workers to switch to alternate
energy jobs. Diversify.
Decreasing the amount of funding to privatized and charted Focus on claiming a stake in renewable energy resources while
schools.
slowly decreasing the reliance on fossil fuel recovery and
production.
The disastrous "war-room" needs to disappear! Find savings STOP GIVING CORPORATE TAX CUTS TO OIL!! IT DOESN'T
in middle and upper management of the large corporations
WORK!!! Welcome to 2020, the world is changing and Alberta's
like AHS, not at the frontline. Things like mandatory
support of industry needs to change with as well! Nobody is
retirement ages in healthcare and education would do
saying stop oil and gas, we're saying let them support
wonders in getting old crusty but highly paid people out of
themselves. Support for other industries such as tech, film or
the way to make way for new graduates.
sustainable energy would encourage more stable jobs and put
more money in Albertan's pockets.

Physical activity programs, and programs supporting
individuals with disabilities.
Healthcare and education. There is always people getting
sick, and always kids needing to grow and learn.

By supporting post secondary education and its institutions
Make a “fee” per emergency visit. Decreases the frequent
flyers that are wanting narcotics.

Abolish animal agriculture.

Stop persecuting animal rights activists.

Cut higher management. Our ER has 3 managers for one
department. We work short every single day

Provide funding to vegan businesses and animal rights
activists.
Protecting vulnerable Albertans (like AISH recipients and
Not giving tax breaks to oil and gas corporations. Trickle
As above, green technology funding. Alberta has the most sun
domestic violence victims), post secondary funding
down economics don’t work and this past year has proved it. and some of the highest winds in Canada, we could be
including grants for unemployed Albertans to upgrade their
diversifying our economy and being environmentally
skills, and converting to green energy to diversify our
responsible if the government would support businesses
economy.
starting to switch.
health care, Schools, roads
Take a Pay cut and eliminate some support staff.
Take back the tax cuts to big corps. as they are leaving
anyways
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T6R

- RENEWABLE ENERGY
- Affordable housing
- Improving accessibility (to areas such as recreation,
employment, housing, etc.) for people experiencing
disability
- EDUCATION
- Senior care
- HEALTHCARE

- Please, please, tax the rich. It's so simple. Tax the big
corporations.

- Invest in the renewable energy sector. And do it now.

T2R

Clean Energy, Education & ensuring smaller class sizes and
a curriculum updated to reflect Canada in 2020, Healthcare,
protecting and enhancing benefits for the most vulnerable
Albertans.

I think there is a revenue problem, under former conservative
govs better services were provided, under the NDP the size
and cost of government did not grow significantly and where
it did it was to meet the needs of Albertans. The climate war
room is 30 million lost. A PST of 1% would likely cover our
debt and reflect how most provinces work in this country.

Hold off on any cuts that may occur, the APS is likely to be
significantly impacted on March 31 and beyond. These jobs will
be lost and unemployment will increase as a result of those
decisions.

By supporting their obligations to EDUCATION and HEALTH
CARE. The UCP has lost more jobs cutting funds to these areas
while pouring money down the drain with Oil & Gas companies.
Stop pretending another Oil boom is coming. Invest in new
technologies and sustainability.

Investing in small businesses of all kinds including tech, clean
energy etc to bring new industry to the province. Incentivise
these new and emerging trends, be a leader in those industries.

T2T

Education! Education! Education! Small class sizes,
reducing stupid expensive tests that give no actual data.
Health Care! No "savings" at the expense of people's lives.
Social programs with proven results.

Corporate tax breaks. Reducing payouts to companies that
are failing. Property taxes. Reducing MP salaries and
compensation. Stop wasting money on public studies and
inquiries of things that were JUST studied under the NDP
just because you don't like the data.

T0C

Social services, libraries and school.

pay freezes for government workers in all areas. Enough
Tax cuts for big businesses it’s big business that hires our
local workers and pays wages.
C.O.L.A increases. Almost every other industry in this
province is feeling the economic struggle. You should also
look at the hardships you have caused your people.
Insurance increases of over 100% and tuition increases. The
people of alberta will be unable to afford to get to work with
these increases and further more hurt the system by relying
and increasing the reliance of the social services you cut.
The small village I live in no longer has any social services
offered as FCSS and Neighborhood place have been forced
to shut down requiring our people to travel to another town
for these services when they can no longer afford the costs
of insurance. Don’t even get me started on the police module
you so kindly threw at small villages with ZERO level of
service and a ‘promise’ of 300 new positions. Where are you
finding these 300 new warm bodies?? Easy to create
positions but to find the trained staff is a whole new ball
game. We now have to pay higher taxes for ZERO service.
It’s wonderful when you call the cops and are told they MAY
come in the next day or two.
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T6M

Job creation, education, healthcare

get rid of the war room

Make doing business here attractive, but not at the expense of
the people. Stop taking funding away from innovation projects
that can help diversify the province. Find other ways to
encourage businesses to grow outside the traditional
hierarchical business models. Reward innovation, not tradition.

T2C

Public healthcare not private for profit. Education at all
levels including post secondary. Again public education not
private for profit education.
I believe that hospital and city infrastructure should be a
priority, but totally agree it is time to rein in the
administrative salaries and bonuses. We have to maintain
and grow our infrastructure, it keeps the workforce moving
forward, hence paying taxes, but it is time to overview
general spending.

By raising corporate taxes and to stop giving oil companies
unneeded breaks. The province was doing fine until you got
your fingers into it.
Again by taking more control of the money they allocate to
hospitals, schools, and provincial operations. I think salaries
and bonuses of anyone in administrations, paid by the
taxpayer should be posted publicly every January in 1 big
summary. I know you can look it up, but I think you need to
publish it outright for all the people in Alberta to see. By
doing this and also showing that you have increased, not
decreased the actual infrastructure budget will make your
government more transparent and take away some of the
union control. Overall spending has to be cut from the top,
not the lower positions and I think if the public paid a bit
more attention, it would override the continual attacks by the
unions.

By supporting other industries that are not oilfield based.
There are more industries that just the ones that produce oil
and gas.
By spending on infrastructure, as previously mentioned. I think
the government needs to also prioritize more on the amazing
advancements in other industries besides oil and gas. I moved
here from BC last July, and would never have known the degree
of progression in green agriculture, technologies etc. This
province is always attacked as being major polluters of the
environment, and what I have actually found to be true, is it is
one of the most advanced green provinces in the country. I am
not saying oil and gas don't matter, but there are many other
sectors being ignored because the focus is always on that
sector.

Education and Health Care (including and focusing on
Seniors and AISH recipients). The AISH payments should
increase and they should be paid until the death of the
recipient.
education, environment, clean energy

Unnecessary activities such as the so-called "War Room".
Also stop the very expensive court proceedings against the
Federal carbon tax.

Put more money into Education at all levels.

T2W

T2G

T6M

T5T
T6T
T6k

T2X

T8n

T2A

Eliminate tax cuts to wealthy foreign corporations.

Supporting education and innovation, build infrastructure, build
a legitimate worldwide reputation for innovative clean energy
production.
Seniors veterans and seniors medical
Less welfare for long time users and people not working less Grants to higher people on welfare and not working
funding for immigrants and Indians
Health care, education and getting the oil industry booming Stop giving money to other provinces
More support for the oil fields, increase health care
again
coverage/jobs
Schools, heath care, public service, municipalities, policing, Middle and upper management we need less of these none
Diversification, taxing big business as they should be, more
front line worker not less to provide service Albertans deserve
fair collective bargaining _ diversifying the economy ,
front line positIons
seniors
1.) Health
1.) Infrastructure (ctrain in Calgary is a want, cancel it)
1.) incentivize job creation
2.) Pipelines AND Diversify Economy
2.) cancel connect care Once Edmonton is finished.
2.) encourage the tech sector. These are high paying jobs of the
3.) Education
2.) War Room - a failure, add these responsibilities to an
future
4.) Infrastructure
already running ministry
3.) get the pipelines built
3.) Tourism
Healthcare, education, diversifying our economy, changing Tax more corporations, implement pst
Building new industry for oil and gas to greener energy sources
to greener resources
and supplying demand such as more teachers and healthcare
workers
Education and health
Beauracracy
Divesisification so we have other industries besides oil and
gas.
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T6E

PUBLIC healthcare
Stop cuts to our schools and public resources

T3g
T7P

Education, healthcare including mental health, and climate
change action
Education-an educated population will transition to a
knowledge economy. Infrastructure. Actively ensure
companies remediate abandoned wells.

T3M

Education and job creation beyond the oil industry

Health care !!!
T4N

T4R

T2K

Education and Health Care

- save 30 million by dismantling the ‘war room’
-our healthcare system is still needlessly management heavy
- get rid of middle management and give our doctors more
say in implementing cost cutting measures that are safe for
Albertans.
- restructure fee for service - there’s a lot of double dipping
going on and it’s not family physicians that should be
targeted by cuts.
- provincial sales tax
Their salaries, taxing large companies

Building up and maintaining public infrastructure, our roads,
our schools, our healthcare system.
Provide incentives to businesses that diversify our economy so
that we are less reliant on oil and gas.
Support small, local businesses

Climate change action, better access to education, helping
small businesses
Kill the Ministry of Truth, waste of money. Patronage is all it Not through patronage appointments to cronies. Go into dept
is. Stop stealing the pensions of hard working Albertans.
and create jobs in well-site remediation, support daycares so
Have the balks to enact a sales tax like all other provinces.
young moms can work. Keep tuitions for post-sec low so that
graduates don’t have crippling debt.
Cut their own wages instead of public service workers. Stop Look into/support other energy sources. Get ahead in this.
providing tax breaks to large corporations/oil companies.
Building arenas a pools and shit

Albertans should not forget that one of Jason Kenney’s first
acts as premier was to max out the province’s credit card on
a $4.7-billion giveaway to the largest and most profitable
corporations. We know this money has already been
distributed to corporate shareholders without creating a
single job. More than 27,000 Albertans have lost their jobs on
Jason Kenney’s watch.
Education and Health Care
Albertans should not forget that one of Jason Kenney’s first
acts as premier was to max out the province’s credit card on
a $4.7-billion giveaway to the largest and most profitable
corporations. We know this money has already been
distributed to corporate shareholders without creating a
single job. More than 27,000 Albertans have lost their jobs on
Jason Kenney’s watch.
Health and well-being of citizens - cutting back AISH funding Corporate taxes - all businesses across Canada pay
substantially more in taxes and it makes sense for Alberta to
puts the burden on friends and families to try and support
their severely disabled loved ones. Same goes for nursing. catch up. Also, a provincial sales tax on luxury items (not
necessities).

Healthcare! Pipeline! RoAd repair
Stop investing in Oil and Gas. This is not the way of the future.

Stop investing in Oil and Gas. This is not the way of the future.

Through training incentives - work with energy companies to
transition workers so they can grow into clean energy
operators.
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T2C

Infrastructure, because if we allow infrastructure to
deteriorate foo far we will forever struggle with increased
maintenance and replacement costs which grow ever larger
with time and inflation. Maintenance is far cheaper than
replacement in the long run.

Expand private-provider health care options where
appropriate. Centralized health care through AHS can be
very inefficient and has far too much overhead cost. Private
clinics can be more cost-effective, but gov't must maintain a
close watch/audit on private clinics to ensure services are up
to par and billing is not fraudulent. Consider a fixed rate-ofEducation, because it is the foundation to everything we do. return in much the same way that regulated rate options for
However, we need to reduce the number of foreign students utilities provides fixed return to the operators.
in our universities and get more of our own children into
advanced education. The universities love foreign students Be very miserly in respect to handing out money to specialinterest groups unless it can be shown that they represent
because of the extra revenue they bring in, but we are
the wants of a majority of citizens.
crippling the opportunities of our own children. As an
Alberta-born citizen, I've paid taxes here my entire life but
my kids can't get into university because the programs are
full of foreign students with high marks (possibly fake) who
have "bought" their way into the system. This makes me
furious. And audit the universities to see how they spend
their money. The president of the University of Calgary
spent $800,000 on a custom-made boardroom table! Is this
an appropriate use of funds???
Continue operating the Energy War Room and vigorously
defend Alberta's interests against fraudulent claims and
interests.

T3M

Healthcare.

t8n

Education, specifically early years education (pre-school)
and elementary school, particularly K-3.
Redevelopment of a very old k-12 curriculum that does not
reflect the skills that the future workforce will need,
particularly, financial skills and relationship skills should be
taught from kindergarten and children should receive more
exposure to the workforce, something more concrete than
bring your child to work day in grade 9?
Children should have more outdoor education, children
should study subjects outside that fit naturally with outdoor
education, such as science.
Healthcare - reducing long waiting lists to see specialists
and have surgery.

opportunities for children, youth, and adults experiencing
disability to access physical fitness.
decreasing class sizes
funding education

Trimming off the fat in upper management positions in AHS
as there seems to be numerous salary positions that do
absolutely nothing but waste taxpayers money.
Cutting back with education seems to be a wise decision as
the schools have not been using their funds wisely;
according to reports the schools just need to budget their
funds and they should be okay.
The government should stop giving industry millions of
dollars.
The government should stop forming "committees" to give
their friends jobs.

decreasing salaries for top level government officials

Gov't has put all its eggs in the oil and gas basket for far too
long. Diversification is necessary. Gov't should be promoting
research and development (with commercialization as the goal)
of small molten-salt thorium nuclear reactors. Alberta could
lead the world in the technology of these safe means of
electricity generation. Current nuclear reactor technology used
in electricity generation is a derivative of the nuclear weapons
industry and is poorly suited for the safe efficient generation of
electricity, not to mention dangerous. Thorium molten salt
reactors are a different concept entirely and operated
successfully in the 1950's and 1960's in development trials.
Alberta could lead the world in the development and production
of this game-changing technology which would go far in
addressing the concerns over climate change. Canada could
also profit as one of the world's leading producers of
radioactive ore suitable for this purpose. This is such an
amazing opportunity and we are ignoring it.
Provide grants to industry to clean up and properly abandon
orphaned oil and gas facilities. This would provide short-term
employment opportunities but also long-term environmental
and social improvements.

Save healthcare jobs. Focus on expanding research and
development in new hospitals like South Health Campus. SHC
has so much potential that requires more funding to save and
prolong Albertan lives.

More work-integrated learning funding and supports in postsecondary, including in areas that previously did not have workintegrated learning such as liberal arts education.
Invest in areas like Alberta Innovates where for every dollar
invested many jobs are created.
There are many talented, professional, highly educated
newcomers to Canada, their education and international
experience are not recognized. More funding towards helping
newcomers get their first Canadian job, related to their field.
Constructing Futures, out of EMCN, is a wonderful program that
helps internationally trained professionals enter project
management careers, it should be a model for other similar
programs.

diversify the economy. stop focusing on oil and gas and start
focusing on IT, AI, small business, post-secondary education
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T7X

Education, healthcare, $25/day daycare

Taxes on the wealthy and corporations

T6H

Healthcare, education, infrastructure.

The tax cuts that were afforded to oil companies who then
left the province. Possibly the large amount of tax owed by
oil and gas companies.

T6C

Public health care, education, social programs and diversity In the day to day processes, minor details and increase
of economy
taxes, sale tax, decrease funding for travel expenses for the
premier
The government should focus on health care, education, and Cut the fluff! Cut arts funding. Cut the layers of
building a strong economy.
management at the government level in health care and
education - keep front line people. Get rid of school boards;
they act as puppets for the superintendent anyway. School
boards are a huge waste of taxpayer money. The buffoons
we have in our district are nothing but housewives, retirees,
or people killing time to make a bit of money. It's ridiculous!

Yes. Diversity in the economic availability will help encourage
sustainable energy

T4G

Education and Healthcare

Increase corporate tax

T4P

Social programs as welfare/Aish are still living under the
poverty line and seniors benefits need an increase and
schools (technology funding), and policing in smaller cities
like red deer where crimes are on the rise.

Don’t know

Continue working to build the pipeline while investing in
alternative energy. Put money back into the pockets of lowmiddle class Albertans so they, in turn, put money back into the
economy.
Bring back economic growth in oil & gas as you never hear
anyone complaining about it during winter months!!!

T6B

The government should proritize heathcare, education and
infrastructure.

By reversing the tax cuts to corporations and the wealthy.

T0A

Invest in our children by funding public education and post
secondary. Open more $25/day daycares so families have more
spending money to reinvest in the economy.
Put back 25$ a day daycare so that women can work. Expand
daycare subsidies. Reinstall the economic diversification
programs the Notley government enacted. Support our tech
industry. Reinstall the STEP program for post secondary
students. Support green energy alternatives and research.

Continue to cut red tape. It's still a burden in so many areas.
Also stimulate the economy through infrastructure projects.
Our roads are in terrible shape; put money into those types of
projects.
Green initiatives. If our oil and gas is threatened we need to
diversify.

By focusing on diversifying the economy and not solely
supporting the oil industry.
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Creating Jobs, hire more crown prosecutors to keep up with
the rural charges by the RCMP. create apprenticeship
incentives to industry (by the way, apprenticeship should
also be offered in government - IE maintenance in hospitals
and GOA buildings).

T9A

Education and Healthcare

T3M

Education and health.

Too many top management positions in Social Services and Industry Project initiatives. Offer training for those out of work.
AHS...
Cut the red tape in areas that make it hard for business.
Past premiere Redford wanted 30% cut to managers in the
AB social programs. Then the super ministry was created Human Services and the managers found a way to reinvent
their jobs.
- GOA to have better hiring practices (not who you know) and
stop offering jobs to individuals from other towns (again jobs
offered to friends) with GOA vehicles to be used from one
site to travel on company time to work at a distance site
where the job is. Hire local site talent!
AISH - Why do youth who turn 18 get on AISH and keep the
assistance to build their savings account. These individuals
are still living with family and do not have expenses!I do Not
what I want my tax dollars to be used for. It is for individuals
who are experiencing financial hardship.
PDD - Change eligibility criteria so that a neuropsych can be
rejected. An individual does not function when a mental
health diagnosis is untreated.... a youth or adult will perform
poorly on the IQ testing due to poor mental health
(diagnosed) but yet PDD feel this is valid. Most cases IQ level
increases when a Mental Health diagnosis is treated and
individuals function at a much higher level saving thousands
of PDD funding
AB Supports - Why have individual's participate in a
neuropsych assessments when it is very clear the individual
has mental health issues. Very costly! Individual goes to gets
the Neuropsych and it says IQ is low so go get PDD and
AISH....really??? Have a triage system...when individuals
have Doctor notes (used to access income support) that
states "mental health concerns unable to work" then the
individual should be expected to seek treatment before a
Neuropsych is requested by the AB Supports worker.
- Some GOA positions - need to be reviewed Why is the tax
Government should stop tracelling
Provide sufficient funds to avoid layoffs in Education and
Healthcare
Decrease government officials whose jobs are not
Push for the federal government to support oil and gas. Provide
necessary. Take a page from CP rail when they laid a bunch subsidized child care so people can return to work. Provide
of management off. Saved the company a ton of money and student loans for families who may have a higher income where
one party is going to return to school. Losing one income
made it more efficient.
makes this option impossible for some families who make too
much money.
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t8n

cut wasteful spending of monies, get municipalities to cut
their wasteful spending, stop overpaid government
bureacrates ( in many countries there are wage caps, even
for the top executives of no more than 200k per year...and
no one runs from their positions to the private sector....),
automate many archaic processes ( e.g. the banking, IT
systems) before you lay people off...., reduce work force
through attrition, not lay offs...

reduce workforce through artrition, automate ( e.g. get with
the times as in many areas we are about 30 years behind
many north european countries, e.g. health care automation,
efficiency, provide homeless shelter saving lots of $$), Law
courts...save 100's of millions in family law by setting the
standard ( all research shows that, and many jurisdictions
implemented it) of equal parenting by default, only deviate in
exceptions ( that is about 1%) as well as in all divorce cases
95% of the case is non legal related. Equality is key...as that
is best interest of the children. Real free market ( not the
corrupt free market here), stop subsidizing oil and gas, they
have to become more efficient and cost effective of
themselves. Diversify.

T1K

Education should be the highest priority. We will not have
healthy thriving communities without educated Albertans
who are able to contribute.

Increase revenue through a sales tax. Eliminate tax savings
for corporations and the wealthy.

T4H

Encouraging private sector growth and tax generation
through increasing the tax base, not taxes themselves.
Privatization.

Modernize Alberta, as investors won't come here ( that is what
they tell me) because it is such outdated systems, banking is
expensive, the work force has this entitlement, the market is
protected to the hilt ( e.g. water treatment etc.) while the world
has moved on many years ago. A government who cannot do
basic accounting, is corrupt ( some investors tell me that is why
they left)

We need to diversify our economy. Oil and gas supported the
growth of the province but we need to look beyond to more
innovative alternatives. To achieve this we need creative and
educated citizens.
Salaries, middle management, administrative inefficiencies, Lower the minimum wage, leave tax rates, lower the first tax
exorbitant administrative salaries, privatization of some
rate to 9% and shift its bracket upwards. Have a “personal
healthcare services, larger class sizes (30 is a good target), exemption amount” for business taxes and increase the
less alternative classes (get back to cores + basics), less PD minimum bracket (making it easier for small businesses).
money and required courses (seriously, my kids have
Creating public sector jobs does not count, only private sector
several PD days off a month), elimination of consumption
jobs do (for tax generation).
sites, increase post secondary fees for international
students, reduction of perdiems for gov employees,
economy transportation for all public employees (taxis and
coach, not limos and 1st class), use of remote presence
rather than requiring face to face meetings and
appointments, reduce or eliminate business incentives and
subsidies to wind/solar. Make all maintenance, construction
and menial contracts for public short-term RFP, to keep
bidders competitive. Cut contracts with RCMP, EI and other
federal programs that can be ran more efficiently than the
Feds.
Separate from Canada if necessary.

I think it’s important to look at all the energy options
Cutting the energy war room, & adding a tax to large
available so that we can begin to think about having a future corporations profits
with a future. An ideological attachment to oil (when we are
competing globally) feels like we’re on a sinking ship.

By lifting the freeze on government positions - so many
services have suffered in the name of “getting Albertan’s back
to work” when you are the very people that control this.
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Increasing safe consumption sites. Having so few just
concentrates problems in specific areas. By having many
sites widely disperse, problems will disperse as well.

By greatly reducing the number of tax credits available to
corporations. Ensure that businesses are successful on
merit, and not just on Government subsidy.

Eliminating costly social programs through a guaranteed
Also hiring more nurses and teachers. Healthcare and
education are the two fundamental building blocks of a just income supplement.
society, and that is where any government 'of the people, by
the people, for the people' should focus its attention.
Offer a guaranteed income to all Albertans, and eliminate
disparate and overly complex, bureaucratic social
programs.

T6E

Healthcare and healthcare personnel, the education system:
lower (or even better eliminating) student debt, raising
standards for education and showing that our youth are
cared about and supported. Environmental programs and
funding to switch problematic things over to an eco friendly
route (ex. Switch out plastic bags and instead support the
hemp in’s us try and have hemp bags, these would be
environmentally friendly and the crop of hemp is much
easier to produce maintain and regrow than trees). And of
course: people need a livable wage. No not minimum wage.
Your dog couldn’t live on minimum wage so why are we
asking any human to?

Bluntly? The politicians and those in government need to
take a large wage decrease. There are students with three
jobs that cant afford rent or tuition, there are single parents
struggling, there are communities and social programs in
trouble, the homeless problem needs to be addressed (and
let me tell you something: taking away safe injection sites
sure as hell looks like a way to systematically kill homeless
and vulnerable people). People in government don’t do
anything to deserve that amount of money.

T2P

Health care FRONT LINE WORKERS specifically and
education.

Utilizing internal audits to implement findings of where
savings can be had.

By encouraging a shift in what society values from
consumptive and extractive activities, and placing a higher
value on labour itself. Work with unions to increase their
representatives and memberships.
Also, mitigate the risk to entrepreneurship by creating a
Guaranteed Income Supplement. By granting every Albertan
basic human needs, more low-income residents will feel
emboldened to bring their entrepreneurial ideas to life (without
the fear of becoming destitute if they fail).
Create a centralized marketplace for capital investment in
entrepreneurial projects and provide a backstop, that allows for
a more open application for financing process and higher risk
tolerance
QUIT LOOKING TO THE PAST!!!! No more oil or jobs that people
looked to years ago. We need new technologies and programs
that will create jobs that will last for years and help create new
jobs in the future.
Ex. Hemp farming: lucrative, eco-friendly, can be used for a
variety of products from food to clothing to paper products.
To put it bluntly: you are kicking a dead horse. Nobody ever got
anywhere in this world without wanting to go above and beyond
what we do now. So let me ask you why you are looking for
every opportunity to stay in a time that is long gone? Either get
with the times to take a step down and let a younger, smarter,
and more dedicated generation take the reigns cause you are
driving us all off a damn cliff with your reckless driving.
Implement findings completed by economic groups.
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T6S

1. Supporting our vulnerable populations - elderly, those
with disabilities/medical conditions/mental health,those
receiving public assistance, veterans. *no reductions, in
fact, our seniors especially deserve a significant increase
since most live below the poverty line.
Create affordable housing for all/ when the basic necessities
are handles, ppl are more able to contribute by working,
paying taxes etc.
2. Ensuring our healthcare is restore and maintained, it is
already overtaxed with wait times, not enough doctors or
health care professionals. No more layoffs, re-hire.
3. Supporting the oil/gas sector while diversifying
industry/business including green energy initiatives
additional business streams.
4. New comers - immigrants *labour shortage forecast
throughout the country and we need more taxpayers.

1. Ask those who are receiving benefits eg. seniors/other
and have a healthy income, to voluntarily be cut off.
2. Keep our transfer tax or at least take a significant portion
of it - use it for the above items and a reduction in our debt.
* do we see other provinces stepping up to financially
support Alberta now that we are a have not province, they
still expect monies to run their provinces.
3. Wage freeze for public sector *** short term, revisited
annually.
4. Income cut back for those in politics *would be an
incredible gesture of good will / majority of Albertans are
experiencing significant financial hardship. * we are in this
together, tighten the belt at the highest levels.
5. Pensions for politicians * reduce, reduce, reduce the
amounts and provide term pensions equaling the years of
service! Their service does not equate to the length of
employment that others work to garner full pensions. *unfair
for taxpayers to support this for a lifetime when many wont
ever have access to a pension.
6. Increase the costs for other provinces/out of country to
access our healthcare system/education.

# 1 Job creation *must spend to move ahead/survive
Increase funding to training programs that target populations
and areas of the of the labour sector. Train up all Albertans!!
*senior care, green energy initiatives including in the oil/gas
industry .. education, healthcare
#2 INVEST in diversifying businesses different from the oil/gas
industry, technology for green energy use, other streams that
will put Alberta in a competitive market.
#3 We are soon to be at a significant labour shortage in our
country/province (2030) - we must attract individuals who
can/will contribute to our economy and growth.
#4 Attract people into fields/industries that are currently short
or anticipating a significant decrease.
#5 Best case scenario, post education available for all
Albertans at no cost OR Decrease the cost and/increase
subsidies/grants for students in post secondary. We are unable
to achieve a higher level of education for the average Albertan
due to in part the exorbitant fees and burden of debt.
*increase the cost of tuition for foreign students, especially if
they are planning to return to their home countries and reap the
benefits of accessing our world class education.
Raise business taxes/no subsidies
Increase taxes on alcohol, cigarettes, cannabis.

T6C

Arts, health, education, diverse economies rather than
focusing solely on gas and oil.

Procurement strategies, rehabilitation projects over new
build outs for capital projects (regenerating infrastructure
that is aging rather than abandonment). Private practice
incentives for large companies that are not invested in the
development of the provinces economy

Diversify rather than focus in a dying oil and gas sector. Bring
opportunities to the farming industry through research and
sustainable practices to keep creating new sectors as well as
support and develop tech friendly strategies to allow our
province to be relevant

t6t

Perhaps some benefits to Ministers should be reduced as in
other countries. These individuals are in these roles
because they want to serve public office, not for the
financial benefit. The Red Tape reduction is ridiculous, and
is doing nothing but create additional work for an already
taxed workforce.
health and education

I think the government should stop spending time and
energy on an Alberta exit. We are proud to be Canadian and
it is a complete waste of time. While Alberta may have been
taken advantage of in the past its time to work towards
solutions that are actually applicable.

While oil is important there needs to be other viable ways to
support the economy. There are thousands of tradesmen
unemployed in this province, so why not work with unions to
retrain and educate these people.

new initiatives - reinventing the wheel

encourage oil industry in alberta

T4T
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T6H

EDUCATION and Healthcare. Children in grades K-12 make
up almost 20% of the Alberta population, it is such a
disservice to these kids by making cuts in education,
especially with children with learning/physical disabilities.

Cut the war room and tax incentives to oil companies that
are continuously leaving Alberta and/or cutting employees
irregardless of the tax breaks they are getting.

By not cutting funding to public sectors, they are large
employers of Albertans and when people have jobs and are not
fearful of losing their jobs they SPEND MONEY. As well, any
transient oil workers should have to pay Alberta taxes.

T5M

Education and Health
Physical activity and sport initiatives
Supporting the volunteer sector: sport, cultural, etc

Firstly, eliminate the $4 billion in tax breaks to big business and
utilize those same dollars to support actual job creation
initiatives.

T4N

Diversify our economy!

In not giving over $4 Billion back to corporations when, right
around the time of the announcement, one of those
benefiting from millions in subsidies announced massive
layoffs. Just a mindless decision that has not proven to add
jobs as promised
Reduce bureaucracy. Put government employee unions into
check. Challenge equalization payment to Ottawa.

T4g

Climate change and forward-thinking economic
diversification

T5A

Health care and education.

By rolling back the wages of the top heavy AHS system.

By not cutting jobs of the public sector.

T3L

I think that you should maintain services like health care
and education and not make further cuts to them.

Why don't you amalgamate some of the smaller school
boards? Do we really need to have so many?

T7y

Education, health care, and highway maintenance

Increase tax on large corportations

T5Z

Health, education, transit and infrastructure

T4A

Healthcare
Education
Oil and gas

Instead of finding saving government should focus on
increasing tax revenue through a PST and significantly
increased corporate taxes.
Take away provincial standardized testing in grade 6. Tax
bigger corporations and higher incomes more.

The government should attempt to diversify the economy by
supporting things like tourism, the tech sector, and the film
industry
More funding to education. Fund a green energy transition
which will create many new jobs.
By increasing public sector employment by creating an orphan
well cleanup company owned by the province and employing
out of work oil workers.
Don’t take away jobs from public services. This is only setting
us up for future failure. Kids who don’t get a proper education
will not be proper members of society. For now, don’t cut
budgets in public services like teaching or healthcare.

T0m

Health Care, emergency services and schooling

Government travel, salaries and drug consumption sites

Unknown

T2H

Education (university) and Health Care

More taxes or raising fees for license renewal and
registration

T4g

Keep as much front line services as possible such as health Downsize management in the GOA by attrition. I worked at
care, education,
GOA for 15 years and saw a lot of waste. Run GOA like a
Help Albertans get back to work creating jobs and training
business and pay them like the private sector.
opportunities
Put the drivers lic back the way it was now you wait 3
months for appt.

Create incentives for tech industry to enter Calgary. We need to
focus on gaining a secondary source of income instead of only
relying on oil.
Spend money on infrastructure
Create training programs
Give employer incentives

T0A

Education and Healthcare

Corporate welfare

We don't have a spending problem, we have a taxation
problem. Taxes are so low compared to the rest of the
country.

Reduce red tape for companies. Make an environment open for
companies to develop in Alberta. Get the federal government
out of our way!
Imagine the world 20 years from now and support education
and job diversification that prepares Alberta for that. Renewable
energy, net zero building practices, biodegradable plastics,
upgrades to infrastructure to include more renewable-based
grid ideal, geothermal conversion of defunct wells

Incentives for small businesses, and small businesses just
starting out. Tax large corporations that are stable/rich
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T3B

Public transportation in cities.
Invest in the rail line between Calgary and Edmonton.

No more corporate tax cuts. Disband the war room.

T2X

Insure essential services are not gutted. Continue to invest Take what was spent on the "war room" and invest that
in education including post secondary institutions. Invest in money into the sectors mentioned above. Cut salaries
public healthcare. Return AISH funding that was cut.
temporarily to upper government positions or have a wage
freeze.

T0B

EDUCATION.
HEALTH CARE.
THE END.
Healthcare that is not privatized.
Education including post secondary.

Roll back MLA salaries and then freeze them for the next 7
years, like teachers and nurses.

Make computing/technology a priority to attract new
companies.
Support small businesses.
Increase minimum wage so people can do more than just
survive: a decrease in economic instability has a flow on effect
in terms of reducing risk of homelessness, decreasing
domestic violence, substance abuse and emergency service
interventions.
Invest in the tech industry. Find a way to attract growing tech
companies to come to Alberta. Use this growing global industry
as a way to diversify our economy. The oil boom is not coming
back, it will never be the same as is once was. We need to
diversify so this same economic crash doesn't happen again.
Depends on where that money is going. If it’s paying big oil to
“stay in Alberta” just to have them take the money and run,
THEN NO.
Increased reliance on tourism in our national parks.

In healthcare, reduce levels of upper management. Reduce
numbers of paraprofessionals and hire more professionals.
Allow said professionals to practice at the full scope of their Provide incentive for small businesses to provide tourist
services such as housing, transportation and experiences.
profession.
Wage roll back in health care.

Provide more funding to grants to assist people in getting a
trade or skill for employment instead of providing services that
isn’t enough to live on and doesn’t assist people in acquiring
work in a sparse and progressively more skilled job market.

T5j

Healthcare, education, childcare

Oil and gas tax breaks

Childcare

T2M

Public Education and Health Services. It is important that
everyone has the same access to these services and not
privatized. That would mean people with the money will have
more advantages because of their financial situation. When
it is usually those who are running corporations that are
getting the tax breaks and laying off or not paying or giving
hours to those who don't have the same financial benefits.

Not giving tax credits to corporation. Increasing taxes to
corporations and the high income people and they will
reinvest money into the economy because they won't want to
pay the government money. Spread the wealth. Having the
working class paying the majority of the taxes compared to
the high income companies and people while they are
getting tax breaks is not acceptable. Greed is taking hold
instead of compassion for their fellow man.

Making the corporations and high income people pay more
taxes will increase the money in the economy. They will think of
ways to use their money for the good of society and not just
their own pocket. Giving money to corporations who then lay
off thousands of people so their CEOs get the big pay is not
what our society needs.

T3C

Arts, diversifying the economy, helping those in poverty
such as single parents, the DOAP team in Calgary
desperately needs funding, they help keeps streets safer
and prevent unnecessary deaths.

Stop giving hand outs to large corporations that could care Have tax incentives for small businesses and help the tech
less about our province. Especially foreign corporations that industry grow. Also increase funding for the arts as the arts
are leaving.
contributes way more to the economy than most people realize.
Also stop letting people go! It’s hard for the economy to get
better when even more people are losing their jobs.
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T3E

Reducing process time. An example is going to your doctor
who then passes you onto a specialist who sees you for two
seconds only to send you on to the next specialist. Cut the
middle doctor out.

Why do we have two school board? New immigrates are
NOT catholic! Combine into one school division. Kids go to
the CLOSEST SCHOOL. this will reduce transportation fees
right off the top. Kids who want a religion class take one.
This should be any religion class not just catholic. We need
Operate like a private company and cut things that just take to catch up with the population trend. Now lay off head office
staff, remove all the duplicate IT systems etc.
up time. Allow individuals to make decisions without
needing four levels above to be involved. They cut jobs.
GCA gas cost allowance it’s a credit received on crown
invoice bills. It is painful to file for industry. The rules are
grey and the AER then audits. Yes creates jobs but
inefficient jobs. In Saskatchewan they just pass over a dollar
value credit on the bill that they think is fair. It doesn’t
change. They then don’t audit and industry doesn’t have to
process paperwork. You just removed a whole department at
the AER and laid off staff at every oil and gas company.
Again all cost reductions!

We need to diversify. Corporate Tax credits for other industries
who move into the province. They employ individuals who then
pay tax back.
Pipelines would help.

Why two health care systems? Same as the school board
have one. No two heads which are paid $500k each. Huge
savings right there.
T5X

Switching to clean energy
Education
Healthcare

Cutting government officials bonuses and wages

Switching to clean energy

T5N

Education and Healthcare

Oil and Gas

Funding Education properly, funding post secondary education.
An educated population will lead to greater economic growth.

T6W

Public Education Funding
New Student Growth Funding
Inclusive Education Supports Funding
Teacher Wages to Accommodate for Inflation
Health Care Funding
Nurses Wages to Accommodate for Inflation
Adequate Post Secondary Funding

By not providing billion dollar handouts to oil and gas
companies.
By demanding oil and gas companies pay their taxes like all
Albertan citizens and companies.

By providing appropriate funding to education, health care,
seniors services, daycare, small business, $15 minimum wage,
tax appropriately to all sectors.

T0C

Reducing spending in every area and eliminating the debt.
Continue to fund education and healthcare, but stop having
the government run schools and hospitals.

T6X

T1H

Allow private medical and surgical clinics to open which
would allow Alberta to participate in the medical tourism
industry. I understand this would eliminate our federal health
transfer, but one more way to get out from under Ottawa's
oppressive "thumb".
Reduce the size of the civil service.
Making sure front line services remain intact. Nurses and
Stop giving tax breaks to multi million dollar companies.
teachers are 2 jobs that should NOT be cut and should be
Trickle down economics DO NOT work. War room is an
properly funded to accommodate population growth.
international joke. Stop creating panels to investigate things
that are already working.
Fully funding education for enrollment, daycare, health care Reduce giveaways to large corporations

Reduce and eliminate regulations.
Eliminate minimum wage.
Eliminate corporate welfare.

Diversification. Oil and gas are never going to return to their
former glory no matter how much people want them to. All the
pipelines in the world can't bring back the good old Alberta
Advantage.
Affordable daycare which allows families to work.
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T5t

T6H

T2N

Healthcare
Education (not schools being built but supporting teacher
resources)
Stop the war on unions
Education
Healthcare
Mental health (including safe consumption sites and AISH)
Care for seniors
Climate plans
Diversify our economy
Promote technology in Alberta

Need to focus on sustainable income via taxing businesses
or introducing PST

Stop cutting budgets and provide support financially to your
constituents

PST
Cut the War Room
Cut unnecessary travel (ie. trip to London, for what?)
Cut MLAs salary and expenses

Diversify the economy
Stop cutting public sector jobs
Stop relying on only O & G
Promote Alberta rather than destroy it - who wants to live or
invest here right now?

Education, health care and small business

Within taxes on large companies, travel costs for politicians,
and by cutting back politician salaries.
The government should be spending. Increase corporate
taxes, increase personal income taxes, or create a PST to
fund increased spending as the province's largest employer.

Give tax breaks to small businesses, grants for starting up own
companies, and more funding for education aids
Increased spending in the public sector, and increased
spending on public projects (building roads, hospitals, and
schools). The government is the largest employer in the
province and increasing the number of public sector jobs will
drive economic growth immediately.

Increasing funding to education and health care to allow
these sectors to continue to provide high quality service to
all Albertans.

The government should NOT, under any circumstances, cut
corporate taxes. Trickle down economics DOES NOT WORK.
T1H

Healthcare, especially in the areas of harm reduction and
rehab systems, and education.

Reduce corporate tax breaks

T4T

Education
Healthcare
Healthcare and education.

Stop supporting people’s bad choices.

T3R

T0L
T6E

T4V

Investing in renewable energy production, including training
opportunities for those looking to get into the industry.

Invest in education so we can help our youth grow into people
who will contribute to the province
The war room. Your own salaries and spending on travel etc. DIVERSIFY. Renewable energy. Technology. Encourage
If everyone else in Alberta has to get laid off or take a pay
innovation in post secondary institutions.
cut, so should you.
The government should focus spending on diversifying
The government could find significant savings if the
The government should encourage Albertans to create and
Alberta's economic engine, investing in technology, the arts subsidies to oil and gas were reduced.
empower small and local businesses by providing grant
and green energy.
funding dedicated to creating new ventures.
Restoring and increasing funding to education and health
Roll back corporate handouts to oil and gas companies,
Invest in / support growth in new technologies including those
services
eliminate energy war room
in the renewable energy arena
Healthcare, schools, alternative energy, transit,
High level politician wage reduction , raise corporate tax,
Alternative energy grants, medical superlab construction, cap
stop creating useless committees like the war room, cut
insurance rates,
travel expenses by attending via Skype.
The government needs to focus in many areas - but giving
Get rid of the war room. We are not at war - why is our
By investing in people. Make all Albertans happy. Invest in oil
tax breaks to corporations hoping they will invest those
government making it look like it's us against the world.
and gas - but don't ignore the amazing opportunities in
savings in new jobs cannot continue. It doesn't work. Create Savings are good, but look at proven economic ways to
renewable energy. Make these scientist and professors want to
a climate where people are looked after, where people want improve the economy. Make this province a place a
come here to work. Don't ignore climate change. Invest in your
to live, work, play, spend their $s. Invesheaviely into
destination - that means a great medical system where the
cities and municipalities. Partner with them to make living
tourism. Get those Americans and Canadians here to spend medical professionals are happy; invest in education so
everywhere in Alberta a great place to live.
their $.
people want to have their children educated here. Give
opportunities to the weak.
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T3g

Medical care, education.

T6E

Education, post secondary education and healthcare

Regulate the marijuana industry more closely in the west and INVEST IN RENEWABLE RESOURCES. Canada is a primary
lighten the regulations in the east.
industry country, we should be investing in secondary or
tertiary manufacturing instead of exporting huge amounts of
Lower the price of marijuana to be more competitive to the
resources. With specialized government funded training it
underground market.
would be possible to stimulate the economy.
By not providing oil/gas corporation incentives
By investing in publicly funded systems such as education.

t5r

Expand not CUT the Capital Region Housing Program

seriously consider a PST as a viable option.

NOT CUT PROGRAMS. By your 2020 proposed cuts you are
hurting our children, our students, our families, our seniors in
other words EVERYONE in our province.

Get the pipelines built before anyone else can file a challenge.
GET GOING ON TRANS-MOUNTAIN.
Diversification away from an oil and gas culture

Increase Alberta Seniors Benefits and NOT cut benefits for
for spouses of Seniors
Increase Health Care Funding to reduce wait times for
surgery, follow through with proposed projects for hospitals
etc

T1G

Increase not CUT funding for EDUCATION for schools and
universities etc.
Education

T0L

Education, healthcare

Middle management/administration cuts at gov't of Alberta,
health board offices, and school board offices.
Their own raises

T0L

Education, healthcare

Their own raises

Diversification away from an oil and gas culture

T0c

New initiatives on community ... people helping people.
Healthy community. Healthy environment. Shared resources
and stop wasting resources. Comnunity Health should be a
1st step.

Feeding the ones in need by not wasting food that is not sold
or almost to expire rather than throwing it in the garbage.put
an end to provincial parties fighting..time to work together
and stop wasting time and money. Turning people against
one another. Initiatives for shared accommodations to make
a better quality of life for everyone. Do not enable corporate
greed.

Create jobs for ways of helping community and stop wasting
resources. Create jobs for people to take unsold food to the
hungry. All the regulations on standards is a waste of time and
money. Stop segregating people on classification.there should
be no special handouts based on groups.eg
natives. Accountability. people are people. There is no need for
hunger or homelessness. Everybody deserves the basics.News
channel promoting mental health. News channels showing all
the good in community.

T6G

Healthcare, education and mental health services.

Abolish the "war room" and stop advertising the oil industry. Create a tech tax on automated industries where people can be
The oil industry can defend and advertise for itself.
replaced with machines. Reinvest this money through start-up
business grants or creating more public service jobs.

T6T

AISH, Healthcare, education, infrastructure.

Corporate Tax-Breaks, CEC "war room", MLAs could move
back in with their parents and take at Least a 20% pay cut.

T6C

Return funding to public education and health services.
Invest in attracting green energy companies.

Start with legislative salaries, remove war room

T6R

Education and healthcare

Healthcare
OVERTIME payouts
Middle management positions

UBI, subsidize common industrial safety certifications,
generally avoiding Trickle Down economics like the Plague it is
would be a good start.
Diversify energy industry to sustainable resources such as
solar and wind. Include First Nations as equitable partners in
this as sustainability is part of their ways of knowing.
Pipeline
Small business tax break incentives
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T0K

Education. This is an absolute must!! We need teachers, we There are too many managers managing managers managing
need teacher's assistants. We need to support the kids. Not managers.. I think you get it. These people are making the
to mention we need to ensure that access to post secondary moolah. But let's go after the first line workers..
school is affordable. No one can excel if the cost of going to
post secondary school is so high.
Second, WE NEED NURSES and other health care
professionals. Nurses are the keystone to the health system.
Reduce nursing positions and wages and this is what will
happen - Burnout, fatigue, mental, physical, and emotional
instability, lack of job satisfaction, mistakes will be made
with the mentioned above. An RN is just as important as an
LPN. WE DO HAVE DIFFERENT ROLES. It is too bad that
this isn't recognized. Reducing RNs IS NOT IN THE BEST
INTEREST OF THE CLIENT. It is not fair to the LPNs either
who practice within a certain scope (task oriented) and RNs
provide more critical thinking and problem based learning
skills for the complexities of family dynamics, unpredictable
health statuses, and behavior management... to say the
least.

T4R

T5Y

T6C

T8h

Mental Health. Supports for the vulnerable. Energy Industry. Executive salaries. Corporate management structure that is
And finding renewable energy sources.
too top heavy. Corporate tax breaks should be reduced.
Better management of funds. Accountability across all levels
of government spending.
Decreasing the homeless population by creating jobs! Get
Health care, as nurses get overpaid when the actual doctors
Albertans back to work!!
do the bulk of the work, as well as getting double time on
weekends for no real reason.
Finding MISSING INDIGENOUS WOMEN, helping indigenous I don't understand this question? Is Alberta broke?
people reconcile, finding sustainable energy, high school
education(put funding into good teachers and back into art
and sports programs), create easier access to mental health
programs, make public transportation reliable and lower
cost.
Communities and social services
By cutting the war room. Increasing corporate taxes.
Introducing a progressive income tax. Adding pst. And stop
with the obscene private flights and for executive council

The only way is to support education. With education this
allows opportunity and expansion. Smarter people = success.
Another is to support healthcare. You can't do much if you don't
have your health. Health is everything. Job creation and
economic growth will only happen if people have their health.
How do you expect people to have their health if health care
positions are cut and the healthcare professionals begin to
burn out too?

Invest in new kids of energy. Invest in the the wellness it's
people. Education.

Absolutely imperative! Not sure how, but job creation and a
growing economy are imperative to thrive as a province
More city jobs, encourage sustainable energy businesses. fund
startup costs, grants for small businesses, more education
grants for post-secondary NOT loans. Invest in people who will
make big differences.

Technology investment. There is a way that the government can
capitalize on the world class tech that the oil sands developed
to redevelop lands that have been drilled on. Selling this
technology and technique to different jurisdictions should be a
money maker make us an energy capital of all types of energy.
Not just oil.
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T8a

Jobs but not just jobs for typically male fields of work. Many
women are the sole, or main income earner in their
households. Many budget decisions to date seem to
disregard the importance of jobs in typically female fields of
work. People are noticing this.
Priorities that don’t result in MANY people I know being
much worse off now than they were three years ago.

Should have left the carbon tax the way it was (and where the
money collected came to the Alberta government coffers.
Perhaps this would have avoided the future need for a sales
tax. )
Stop fighting pointless posturing legal battles with the
federal government over jurisdictional issues.

Diversification. Stop with destabilizing the oil industry ( e.g.
messing around with the carbon tax. Industry wants
consistency and level playing field. You are creating problems.
Stop focussing only on the oil and gas industry.

Get rid of the war room or whatever it’s called.
Staff salaries in premier office and upper echelons of power.
The info seems less available than in the past. We notice.
Gradually and responsibly reducing public service via
attrition.

T2T

Increasing support for social services, healthcare and
Increasing corporate taxes to 15%.
education. Diversifying the economic opportunities for
Albertans with developing technology and energy
businesses that will help to transition to a post fossil fuel
economy. Invest in geothermal R&D, become a world leader
in geothermal tech, construction and generation.

Put more money and programs into renewable energy. Support
local agriculture and diversify our food security. Reclaim and
repurpose abandoned oil wells for geothermal power
generation.

T3p

Health care

Highways road construction

Build the pipelines

City architecture

T5x

Healthcare
Education
Disability services
Oil and gas, education and healthcare.

T8S

Maintaining Provincial infrastructure, completing projects
that have been on hold, improving funding to smaller
municipalities that are facing major funding shortfalls for
basic infrastructure needs. A rollback of capital
expenditures, and more funding for maintenance and
rehabilitation.

By allowing companies to open more part-time positions and
allowing the services we have now to become really good
before opening new ones
Fighting for equalization payments for Alberta and pushing Build our pipelines! Once our oil is moving again, the province
for oil sector to expand and turn our local oil back on! No
and country will be more profitable. We need to support our oil
more international oil!
and gas industry, we need our current companies who have
stayed during this downturn want to continue to stay. We need
a government willing to stand up and fight all the slander
directed at Alberta!
Attrition in the public service, introduction of some user fees Tax incentives for small to medium size business, tax
for services, increase in some service fees, reinstating
deferment for larger businesses that need a short term boost,
health care premiums, mandating efficiency reviews for all
more predictable funding for Provincial projects that would
Ministries. "Pay as you go" taxes, where payroll tax
allow business to be able to plan rather than just react, the
deductions are made, rather than waiting for annual income expanded use of P3 type projects to get more people working in
the short term, a fresh look at the nuclear power option, which
tax revenue. A look at the existing tax code to determine if
would give Alberta access to cheaper electricity with
changes can be made regarding out of Province workers.
opportunities for nuclear medicine and nuclear technology
Many people work in Alberta for years, but do not switch
programs at our Universities and Colleges, as well as the ability
their Provincial residency, and pay their taxes to their
to sell medical isotopes to the world.
Province of origin, not their Province of residence.
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T6H

Actually creating jobs, and not just talking about it. Stop
wasting tax dollars on this "war room" nonsense and the
other panels getting news coverage. Those decisions can
more effectively be made in a streamlined, integrated
process rather than something entirely new and silo-ed. This
government campaigned on job creation and reduced
spending, so I impatiently wait for them to start acting like it.

Cut tax breaks for multi-billion dollar companies. I agree that
there should be consolidations in government middlemanagement where redundancies occur. But for heavens
sake STOP cutting front-line workers. The rural areas are
suffering enough, and what benefit does cutting healthcare
workers serve?

Also, if a PST is what it takes to make up the deficit and
I recognize that public service jobs are a huge source of
kickstarting economic growth, I'm all for it.
contention, but healthcare should in absolutely NO cases be
privatized-- we're in an economic downturn, who do you
think can actually afford private care costs? You aren't
serving Albertans, you're serving wealthy people in
Edmonton and Calgary.
T3G

T8n

Education, health care, diversification of the economy,
supporting small businesses NOT big corporations
Class size
Support for inclusive education
Transparency in policy making with proper communication
to all stakeholders
Education and health care.

T3j

Education, health care, social services

T4B

Diversifying the economy away from oil and gas and
towards more renewable clean energy like solar, wind and
hydro.

T2X

Get rid of standardized testing in Education, streamlining
government bureaucracy, their wages
Senior corporate CEOs
Tax incentives to the major private corporations
Politicians

Tax businesses and give bursaries to areas like technology,
health, education and infrastructure.
Don’t give tax cuts to big profitable corporations. Tax the
Incentives for “green” businesses, incentives for tech
rich. Tax the oil companies
companies that would like to set up shop here
Utilize progressive taxation and ensure corporations and the The Alberta UCP government should not be making cuts to
highest income individuals are held accountable to pay their education and health care forcing job loss. Increase spending
taxes. Do not give tax breaks and bail outs to corporations
in education, health care, arts and social services to increase
and big business. Stop paying for the “war room”.
job and economic growth.
Provide incentives for new renewable green energy
entrepreneurs and businesses to spur job growth in new
sectors.

Reconciliation with indigenous peoples: Adopt UNDRIP;
commit to the Truth and Reconciliation recommendations;
investigate justice for the Missing and Murdered Indigenous
Womens and Girls and Two Spirit peoples.
Education and health

Support small businesses, support family farms, support
forestry
From the bottom up, focus on everyday people

Start by the salaries of the politicians by 50%

Increase spending on social supports and services for low
income, disabled and marginalized Albertans.

T5l

Look at who actually needs to "get back to work". Let the
profitable private companies work without you interfering.
Invest in fields that stand to grow in the province, like forestry
or catering to long-needed public construction projects. Make a
plan for the next recession, with all this fear one is on the
horizon in 2020 and 2021. All I see that these current supports
doing is trying to create instant growth, but I want sustainable
job growth - year-round, reliable, continuous positions. I just
want to feel that this government is serious about their goals,
and not headed back to the PC days under Redford and
Prentice, of all talk and no action, rampant nepotism, and
money mis-management.

Quit subsidizing the oil and gas industry
Abolish the “war room”
Cut out all this nonsense about fair deal for Alberta

Education education education
Encourage the new industries involved in green energy
Embark on programs to deal with orphan wells.
Quit giving corporate tax breaks

T7X

Spend on Education and infrastructure. Quit giving money
to oil and gas

Reimplement the carbon tax use that money to invest in
green technology. You can get rid of your war room. Also
take back the 4 billion dollars you gave away to oil and gas.

T6E

>bringing back and reinforcing social programs that support >less subsidies for oil and gas companies
the most disadvantaged (e.g., re-indexing AISH)
>trimming of administrative bloat
>healthcare staffing and infrastructure
>diversification of the economy to help create jobs

Find new industries to invest in. It can’t be all oil and gas.

>By putting more spending towards diversification, including
more funding (or less cuts) to industries that bring in
considerable money to the Alberta economy (e.g., arts and
culture, video game development, music)
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T1A

T5K

Getting nurses paid. Flat or low wage growth is okay as long Cutting all funding to the Canadian Energy Center.
is there is no plan to claw back other perks or conveniences Trimming Doctors salaries.
No raises for elected or appointed provincial government
they get.
officials.
Reduce infrastructure maintenance dollars.
Robust public health care for physical AND mental illness.
Tax businesses and income brackets appropriately. If
Strong public education system that ensures that the unique employee cuts are to be made, don't cut those on the
learning needs of children and adolescents are met.
frontlines. Train staff well and provide solid resources
Investment in diverse fields such as tech, scientific
instead of relying on external consulting for so many things.
research, and other innovative developers in order to make Focus on what businesses are already here and help them
Alberta a desirable place for business. Focus on reducing
thrive instead of spending so much on trying to get external
business to move in. A healthy business community will be a
child poverty and hunger and promoting a genuine living
great selling feature.
wage. Working to repair relationships with Indigenous
peoples and following treaty obligations.
Post secondary education - large and quick cuts are
reckless and detrimental to future generations. Needs a
more moderate approach - agree cuts can be made but the
speed at which it’s done is irresponsible

Tax rebates for start up companies. Or tax rebates for larger
companies who are investing in Alberta based startups or who
are researching in Alberta.

Invest in diverse fields, not just oil and gas. While that is
important it cannot be the only focus. We know what happens
when all the eggs are put in one basket... Look at infrastructure
projects; the Hoover dam (while it caused a lot of problems)
was initiated to create jobs. Stop focusing on eliminating the
debt so quickly that in a few years time we are going to be
suffering consequences of poor health, uneducated people,
youth having moved away for better opportunities.

Medical salaries - doctors and nurses

Stop the cuts - a first step would be managing layoffs
happening because of reckless cuts. Job creation in a time of
Post secondary faculty salaries - no caps on salaries for
government forced layoffs doesn’t seem viable.
professors is completely unreasonable as are tenure
Diversification of the economy - still too great a focus on oil
positions. These are out of touch with reality.
and hopes of increasing oil prices. Also need to focus on
Capital maintenance and renewal - current assets across the
programs that stimulate other funding - federal, private,
system are underfunded Focus should be on truly public
Government parking program should be cut - employees pay research based etc. Again current cuts are contrary to
builds as opposed to govt offices.
taxable benefit which goes to feds while cost of parking is
achieving this.
borne by Alberta tax payers
Unnecessary government positions - lots of overlap with
director, executive director and ADM positions. Not all are
necessary nor do all these layers exist to the same extent in
other jurisdictions.
Stop funding private post secondaries - let them be private
and invest in the public institutions.
Proper space planning to get rid of excess space and
manage inconsistencies in space provided.
Government should take its own advice and stop travel and
hosting including meals for meetings and mandate use of
per firms for meals.
Stop preparing Audited ministry financial statements - AB is
the only jurisdiction that prepares them. They are of no use
publicly and could still be produced as unaudited to continue
to provide information.
Cut DM and ADM salaries. They are out of touch with reality,
higher than other jurisdictions and out of line with other
public sector salaries.
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T4N

Public services included health, education and
environmental services.

Cut the tax gift recently given to big business!

T4N

Public services included health, education and
environmental services.

Cut the tax gift recently given to big business!

T2Z

Education/health/Senior support/ child care/kids with
special needs.
Health care and education

Reduce Public service workforce. Specialty close satellite
offices such as HR offices.
Personal salary

T6t
T6G

Health care infrastructure (mostly primary care facilities,
mental health, safe injection sites)

Support all government supported jobs: nurses, teachers,
government employees, environmental workers, etc. Stop the
cuts! Reinstitute the tax incentives for industries like the film
industry and other industries to diversify and grow economic
diversity.
Support all government supported jobs: nurses, teachers,
government employees, environmental workers, etc. Stop the
cuts! Reinstitute the tax incentives for industries like the film
industry and other industries to diversify and grow economic
diversity.
Build pipeline
Helping small business taxing big business more

T1H

Wages, wages, wages, benefits, wages, sick days, benefits,
wages, and wages. Did I mention wages? Physicians fees
too. Note that I did not say jobs. More people working, each
paid 5-10% less.
I think the government should increase the funding to
As a homeschooler, I save the government around $10,330
homeschool families. As it stands, I recieve around $830 per per child per year. I think the government can continue to
child. In the elementary years, this amount may be sufficient save this money by promoting parent's choice for education
but as my children get into the higher grade this funding will for their children as well make homeschooling a viable
not be adequate.
option by supporting homeschool boards.

Speed regulations. Time delays and uncertainty kill projects.

T4H

Education and Health Care

T5E

Education, Healthcare and social programs to support our
most vulnerable.
Sustainable industry and renewal energy.
Increase possibilities for the tech sector to develop.

T8A

Infrastructure. Social programs, disability, youth
employment, basically every damn thing you have been
cutting.

How about not giving billions to large corporations who keep Stop screwing the little guy. Help out small businesses instead
leaving the peovince with the savings. Get rid of the war
of large corporations who dont care. Small businesses are
room.
going under left and right causing unemployment and the large
players are leaving with our money.

T7X

Healthcare

-finding a cheaper alternate than ambulances doing inter
Build that pipeline and stop importing oil from Saudi Arabia
facility patient transport.
-bring back two doctor goals of care decision making. Most
Families don’t have the capacity or knowledge to make
informed decisions.
- not build a 30 million dollar war room.... that’s ridiculous.
-build a new chronic vent unit at a hospital! Numerous
trached patients occupy ICU beds costing the government
thousands of dollars a day where if they had an appropriately
staffed vent unit it would save money.

Oil and gas is great but as a province we need to diversify our
economy. We need to bring other types of business to Alberta
to get Albertans back to work.

By not pitting public sector verses private sector. By
diversifying industry in our province and not just focussing on
energy.
By taking back the money given to corporations and shutting Entice tech sectors
down the “war room”.
Support public servants- aka teachers, nurses, social workers
DIVERSIFY the economy to not be solely based on the oil
industry
reducing the salaries of the Premier and MLAs
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T3M

I think MLA's should try to live pff minium wage while in
office.

Fund education and health care

Government should focus on finding alternative revenue
streams. We wouldn't need to find savings to balance the
budget if we had a PST and we brought our corporate tax
rate back up. Moreover, Alberta is still trying to catch up to a
period of rapid population growth, so we can't afford to be
making cuts right now. Vital services need to be paid for, and
if we don't pay for them now, we'll just pay more for them
later, so we're not really finding savings.

Growing the economy through targeted economic development
and investment attraction programs aimed at diversifying into
promising sectors such as tech. Wholesale corporate tax
reductions have been proven to do little to attract investment in
other jurisdictions. Good data analysis will be key in identifying
diversification opportunities.

- Stop corporate tax cuts and large expenditures for
government officials.

Diversify the economy. Stop investing completely in the oil
industry.

t9e

- Healthcare.
- Education.
- Social Security.
Better recycling systems.

cutting wages to politicians.

by making it easier to get training wanted.

T9S

All Education, Health and Environment.

collect the carbon tax yourselves and diversify the ecomony
here

T5K

Public education, health care, senior citizens housing and
diversifying the economy.

Only give corps money back if they create jobs and build
more stuff here. If not, no corporate tax breaks. Institute a
sales tax to bring more sustainable bottom line dollars to the
table and get away from oil dollars.
Shut down the Canadian Energy Centre aka war room. Tom
Olsen is incompetent. Tax the rich. Implement a Provincial
Sales Tax.
Cutting upper managers in health care it’s too too heavy,
close down the war room it’s ineffective, stop creating so
many panels on work that has already been done. Quit giving
large companies such big tax breaks.
Government salaries, and government travel expenses.

t5a

T5A

Health care
Education
Diversification of industry
-Maintaining the quality of public services such as
healthcare, education, and infrastructure
-Developing policies that target issues of poverty and
income inequality, such as ensuring that youth are able to
afford post-secondary education and are not overly mired in
debt when they start out in life. Over the longterm, a
shrinking middle class could sink our economy

Public Health care, front line staff, Public education (post
secondary, elementary etc) infrastructure improvements

Funding like the S.T.E.P program, energy efficiency grants and
incentives, tax big corporations and individuals.
Bring back tech initiatives, cinema/movie benefits, alternative
energy initiatives, invest money into infrastructure projects
(roads, hospitals, super labs) which will employ Albertans

T6G

Healthcare, education, public services, and public
infrastructure.

T4M

Increase homeschool funding. Home schooling is becoming Foreign affairs or charging more commercial taxes instead of
more and more popular. Not only does it ease the strain on personal
already over populated educational institutions but it also
saves tax payers a lot of money. If there was more funding
there may be more interested.

Put minimum wage back to where it used to be so businesses
can afford to stay open and employ people. If servers are being
paid that amount then put a cap on tips like they have in New
Zealand.

T4G

Healthcare, education, Community services funding

Encourage domestic growth by Albertans, for Albertans

By reducing redundant, duplicate jobs

Diversifying their investments to fields outside of oil, not
abandoning it but looking into other fields that they can also
invest into to help create new industries in Alberta. Also,
through government public service projects that need workers
to complete, and the money earned will go into other areas,
stimulating the economy. Also, introducing at least a 1%
Provincial tax would help increase Provincial revenue and
balance the budget without decreasing social services for those
who need them.
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T1P

Healthcare and increased policing particularly in rural areas. Eliminate redundant positions. Politicians are paid too much
and use so much public money. Expense accounts are
ridiculous. Funding spouses to trips and meetings abroad is
ridiculou. Stop giving ADHD patients AISH AND PDD
funding. There are far too many individuals getting PDD
funding who do not require a support person. There should
be streamlined processes for all government related issues.
Stop bailing out corporations and giving tax breaks while
middle and low class Albertans are struggling.

Encourage and fund oil, gas and renewable resources within
Alberta. Build refineries, focus on Alberta first. Build and
encourage recycling facilities within Alberta. Cut taxes to
hardworking Albertans. Wages are not realistic to support
individuals and families. We are taxed on everything,
sometimes disguised as delivery or usage charges.

T4G

Education and healthcare. Two areas it's unreasonable to
cut from as long as it's front line costs in both.

Mandatory drug testing for everyone in all fields. Drug, alcohol,
whatever.
Let's keep us clean!

T6E

Administration costs and how the budgets are allocated
inside governmental organizations.

Take out the too heavy jobs. The job of a supervisor for a
supervisor of a supervisor.
And that is for many areas. Including education and health
care.
Don't cut front line staff - they're needed.
Take the ones who make the insane salaries!

Supporting local businesses and providing better incentives
for them to invest in. What budget cuts do at the moment is
that the working force at the bottom who are already
struggling has to pay since large organizations do not make
dramatic changes to their high ranking positions or
administration. By closely monitoring how and where the
budgets are allocated the government can help the province
save.
Healthcare, education, investments in diversifying our
Decrease tax breaks for the wealthy, use things like carbon
economy
tax to fund public sectors
Education and healthcare. We cannot create a demand for
Corporate tax cuts, government created departments to
our oil, nor change the direction of world economics. Let us promote the interests of the government.
then focus on an educated and healthy population, who can
diversify and grow our economy and create sustainable
opportunities for all Albertans.

By supporting the more vulnerable groups through helping
them to find jobs, monitoring and advising large organizations
to create better opportunities for their employees and
supporting local businesses through ongoing consultations
and public engagements.

T2N

Education, more teachers and more resources to fund
special education classrooms
Health care- adequate staff of hospitals and clinics

Big corporations (increase taxes)
Introduce provincial sales tax gradually

Invest in renewable energy sources and turning our oil and gas
sector into something more sustainable for future. Use current
oil and gas workers in process.

T3H

Education
Public Transportation
Public education and healthcare

ENGINEERS

cutting down on unnecessary areas

?

Public education

T6H
T6L

T6R
T0E

Subsidized childcare, infrastructure, tourism and education Staffing (outsourcing certain work) and option for private
healthcare

T8B

Healthcare and education

Look at government salaries and their pensions.

By stabilizing current job markets, like public sectors, leading
in new energies, moving away from oil.
By adequately funding a healthy and educated population.

Promote tourism, allow
More international airlines to fly into Calgary and Edmonton like
Emirates , Qatar, Japan airlines, etc as this will draw & retain
migrants in the province instead of everyone settling in Ontario
GTA and main reason is more connectivity options from
Pearson airport
Education so we have people qualified to work in the future!
Healthcare jobs and support so that people can stay alive and
not live with chronic health problems or die needlessly because
of cut backs
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T5R

Education
Green industries
Tech industries
Senior and long term care
Healthcare. Drug coverage for seniors and Albertans

Stop giving tax breaks to oil and gas companies.

Invest in green energy and Alberta based tech companies.

By reducing politicians wages and spending accounts.
Reduce politicians pensions Increase tax for corporations

T6R

-education and health!!!!

-corporate tax cuts, removing caps on insurance

Reduce costs for tuition so albert an children will become
educated and productive members of society and feel fillies in
their roles
By having a well educated and healthy population!!!!

T2Y

Education

T0A

Focus on creating a more independent economy away from
goofs in Ottawa.

Not having a ‘war room’, have large companies pay
appropriate tax instead of bailing them out.
Join all school boards together to save money on half used
buildings and a waste of money on school board
management and staff. All schools can teach what ever
religion or language in separate class rooms in one system/
building.
Increase corporate tax rate

Diversify- computer programming, robotics, renewable energy.
Give the tax breaks to new small businesses
We are an oil province we have the resources so let's start
refining more of our oil to gasoline and other sot after
produces. Develope the medical specialties to cut down on wait
times and bring in extra money from other provinces and
states. Create an independent Alberta.
Support diversification

Education and health care
T9V

T8N

T8N

T6E

I think the government should focus on increasing
homeschool funding.

The government will save by increasing homeschool
funding. More homeschoolers means more savings in the
public school system.
Fighting against the wrongful perception of Canadian oil and Get a provincial police force and punt the RCMP.
Gas. Focus on educating Canadians and our students on the
truth. The students are getting taught that we are causing
climate change.
Fighting against the wrongful perception of Canadian oil and Get a provincial police force and punt the RCMP.
Gas. Focus on educating Canadians and our students on the
truth. The students are getting taught that we are causing
climate change.
Health Care
Stop giving massive tax rebates to corporations.
Education
Economic Diversification
Post-secondary education

The government should work towards allowing/supporting
pipelines and getting Albertans back to work.
Continue to support Canadian oil and gas. Double down on the
effort.

Continue to support Canadian oil and gas. Double down on the
effort.

By not cancelling projects that were already in the works which
would have employed hundreds.
By not cancelling incentives for the tech industry.
By not cutting back on health care.
By not cutting back on education.
By not cutting back on post-secondary education funding.

T4X

Health, Education and Crime

Your salaries, and ridiculous handouts.

T2X

Education
Health care
Health Care & Education front line workers

Downsize upper management

With the job losses you've already incurred, you could basically
do nothing and still come out ahead
Start focusing on other industries as much as you do oil and
gas.
Reduced Tuition for people needing to diversify their skills

Force cuts to middle management.

Diversy economy (more than Oil & Gas)

T0L

Homeschool funding for secondary education needs to be
higher.

Promote and support homeschooling in rural areas to save
on infrastructure and bussing.

Provide business consulting and mentorship for small business
and offer financial management education.

T2N

Education

salaries of elected officials

through organizations that stimulate innovation

T3K
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T5x

Schools and public services

Their structure and waste no front line services

Support other industries other than oil. Tech and video games

T6T

Education
Climate change
Welfare, social development

Cancel lawsuits against carbon tax
Cancel the Canadian Energy Centre
Reduce wages, pensions and other benefits for elected
officials.

T0A

Education
Health Care
Courts and prisons (get rid of PCJ Ivan Ladouceur)
Roads
Economy, lower tax bill's to keep more money in everyone's
pockets
Difersifying the economy beyond Poland gas,support for
extensive public infrastructure projects, forcing oil and gas
companies to clean up orphan wells, and expanding
healthcare

Politician salaries, allowances, perks
Corp taxes - increase
Special interest groups
Cultural groups
Cuts in hospitals & schools.

Invest in research and development of renewable energy
sources.
Support innovation and basic research at post-secondary
institutions.
Cancel the corporate tax cut and invest in training for non-fossil
fuel based jobs, give hiring incentives to small businesses who
don’t benefit from the corporate tax cut.
More funding to education, the key to ALL growth!!
Cheaper education allows more residents to get an education.

Education Standards, Schools, Health Care, Infrastructure,
Reinstate the Energy Efficiency Alberta Programs.

Cut Government Salaries of MP's, Stop the Alberta Senate
Election, Completely disband The Canadian Energy Centre
War Room, Stop tax cuts to Oil & Gas.
The government is hemorrhaging money through ineffective
management and useless initiatives and privatization.
Contractors run by former employees provide substandard
work and are paid obscene amounts of money for it.
Ridiculous amounts of money are spent on lawsuits dealing
with private contractors. Massive amounts of money are
spent on expense accounts. No expenses should be
reimbursed without receipt. Managers are ineffective and
should be assessed on the VALUE they deliver, not how
much they “save.”

T2X
T5A

Health care, education.

T3J

1. Education
2. Health Care
3. Children Services
4. Social Services

Put tax payers money into prosperous growth projects.

Increasing corporate taxes, implementing a sales tax,
Divesifying the economy, value added initiatives, green
ensuring that corporations and industry pay municipal taxes industry, nanotechnology
that are in arrears so municipalities need not rely on govt for
services they could pay for with those owed tax dollars
Invest in renewable energy, Sensible infrastructure projects,
Invest in Technology solutions and companies.
By providing value driven and effective public services, a
secure well-educated population will create its own jobs and
economic growth.

1. I do not think we need to balance the budget making such Invest in alternative energy sources to create jobs. Do not rely
on oil and gas to solve economic growth. Begin to diversify
drastic cuts. We as a province will be dealing with the
consequences of children not being properly educated, and investment in alternative energy sources.
lack of health resources for years to come of the government
continues on the path they have started.
2. Examine top level positions in government services and
trim jobs that overlap.
3. Less travel expenses given to representatives.
4. Scale back infrastructure projects.
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We should be working toward generating businesses that
contribute to a sustainable future. We should be
transitioning agricultural farms to plant based farms. It is
2020, these practices are no longer necessary. We do not
need to abuse and murder animals for our selfish desires.
Farming animals in this manner disrupts the delicately
balanced food cycle – creating more herbivores then there
are plants (or more readily, space), and more carnivores (i.e.
humans who eat meat). Industrial farming has also shown to
have a number of detrimental environmental impacts,
including high greenhouse gas emissions, extreme water
usage and land exploitation, and air pollution.

Instead of using our resources in the most energy-efficient
way possible by growing plants to feed directly to people, we
currently use our dwindling land and water to grow grain to
then feed to animals who we then eat, giving us considerably
less bang for our resource “buck.” The problem is that the
standard Western diet is extremely resource intensive. In
order to produce animal products, land, water, and energy
are required to grow, harvest, and transport the feed that is
then fed to the farmed animals. After feed for livestock is
produced, additional land, water, and energy resources are
required to house and raise the animals and dispose of their
waste. Eventually, even more energy is required to transport
these animals to slaughter and process their bodies. To give
you can idea of how this all breaks down, it is estimated that
people who eat beef use 160 times more land, water and fuel
resources to sustain their diets than their plant-based
counterparts. Because we are already struggling financially,
we should be adhering to a diet that minimizes the use of our
precious resources – not a diet that requires astronomical
amounts of resources.

Many factory farms cause substantial mental health issues for
their workers resulting in depression, ptsd, and abusive
behavior. By transitioning factory farms and slaughter houses
to sustainable plant based companies, we would be creating
products for consumers that are not harming the animals and in
turn also not harming the workers who have to normalize such
horrific things on a day to day basis just to cope mentally. All of
this can be done without anyone being forced to lose their jobs.
It’s time that the government and the people in power take this
matter seriously.

t0l

seniors and their dependents

get the .. out of the way and let business do their job

T3H

Healthcare and education

T8n

Education, social and mental health services, health care,
pensions
Education!!!!!!!!!!!

redundant committees to study things that have already been
studied and recommendations not implemented
I’d be willing to pay higher taxes for better services like the
Nordic Countries do.
Regulating tax contributions from large corporations.
Redistributing wealth from wealthy household incomes
Idk
Reduce Travel. Use Skype.

Support back to work education. Fill vacancies with out of
work Albertans.

T1k
T3K

Primary health care flowing into referrals. Urgency for
specialists.

Canada should be self sustaining in the oil and gas sector.
By supporting public sectors. Funding government programs
accessible to all
Idk
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T6C

Healthcare
Education - primary, secondary and post-secondary
Safe consumption sites
Creation of a “super-lab” for all laboratory work in Alberta
Renewable & Green energy technology & production

T6T

Public Education accessible to all regardless of income,
public healthcare.

T8a
T2J
T2R

T5Y
t5r

T2e

Stop the payouts & bail outs to oil & gas companies
Cut the salary of the premier
Stop funding all these red ribbon panels and review boards,
when they are just being paid to echo the premiers wishes

- Invest in Green & renewable energy technologies and
production
- create a provincial carbon tax
- incentives for technology businesses to operate in Alberta
- reinstate the incentives for television, video game and movie
media to be produced in Alberta
- create more teaching & nursing positions and increase
funding to healthcare & education
- stop spending money on bailing out oil & gas companies
- disallow oil & gas companies who are on the verge of
declaring bankruptcy from using their remaining funds to pay
their board of directors and executives, instead reroute those
finances to cleaning up abandoned wells and back to the
municipalities the companies operated in
- focus on expanding post secondary funding & grants, to
attract more talent to Alberta’s universities
- increase corporate taxes
- promote marijuana tourism internationally
- increase taxes on the top 10% of private income earners
- invest in infrastructure
- stop wasting money on vindictive cancellation of NDP plans
and policies, like the oil by rail contract

Not wasting money redoing work that was already done (like Diversify the job market and not put all our eggs in the oil and
redoing a well thought out and much needed curriculum
gas basket.
rewrite) and instead spend that money on updating the rest
of the curriculum.
Education, mental health, health care
Corporations
Tackling issues that affect employment like addictions, mental
health
Education, healthcare and social services in general
Nowhere. Cuts are not appropriate; increase taxes for the
Increase funding to government agencies, hospitals and
rich.
schools so they can afford to hire more staff
Jobs, taxes, education, health care
Companies like Amazon - are they taxed? Instead of making DIVERSIFY .... Let's get out of the oil & gas box! Yes it is an
important resource in AB, BUT, it is not the only one! AB =
blanketed cuts, look & analyze. Ask people, where can we
agriculture; AB = forestry; AB = big, blue, sky ... Tourism!
cut? It is always easy to cut from the vulnerable. ASK ...
Water, wind .... Let's support oil & gas, AND develop other
economic projects!
Healthcare
Government wages, equalization payments, carbon tax,
Spend money on infrastructure and hire local people. They will
need to spend more money
Health Care, education, low-income and back-to-work
ministers budgets (everyone is feeling the pinch, the people support tax credits and economic benefits to diverse economic
support, cheaper day care (get people to work), middle class making the rules should feel it too), Government 'war room' interests (not just oil!), support start-ups, big subsidies to tech
support, diversification of the economy (tech industry, start- is a waste of money with no foreseeable gain
firms (like you see in Vancouver), support innovation and
ups, alcohol, cannabis, other untapped markets).
education that stays in this province, move money out of the
hands of oil and into the hands of other groups to shield
Alberta from the turbulent oil market.
Diversifying Alberta's economy by investing in green energy I think politicians should look again at their own super
projects.
cushiony pensions and wages. I would support a sales tax
so no services are cut.

Create more crown (provincial) corporations that for
diversifying the economy.
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T0L

T8A

T4P

T1x

Helping small businesses succeed, getting the economy
going again.

Cutting wasteful public spending, but doing so by consulting
with the front line to take advantage of their insights, and to
avoid making cuts that will lead to increased costs down the
road
Government should focus on public funding such as health Yes. Start by getting rid of the UCP War (propaganda) Room.
care, education. We have a revenue problem, bring in a
It is a total waste of my tax dollars.
sales tax or raise taxes.
Business tax was a stupid move. It has been proven fact that
triggle down economics does not work.
We need to spend more on public education and public
I'm sure there are a ton of political events and funding to
healthcare
ridiculous things that are redundant and could be cut. Also,
politicans could take a pay cut.
Sustaining and increasing funding to public education as
By not giving large private corporations tax cuts.
this is our best investment in Alberta’s tomorrow.
Explore a sales tax
Maintaining a strong public healthcare system that allows all The energy warm room is unnecessary and extremely costly.
Albertans to access the very best services
Cut this department due to redundancy
Bring back the carbon tax to pay for community growth

I wish I knew. I am not sure the corporate tax cut is working...

Maybe by actually supporting job creation, rather than cutting
it. UCP policies are not bringing jobs or job creation to Alberta.
Use technology to improve Alberta job creation.
Focus on growing public healthcare and education. Better
education will provide more opportunity.
Grants for innovation in the oil and gas and alternative energy
source industries.
Maintain education funding.
Create well paying jobs for young Albertans in all industries.

T6J

Alternative forms of energy production - shift focus from
fossil fuels (create employment by diversification in energy
production)
Environmental protection - pay attention to climate change
and act accordingly - LISTEN to the SCIENTISTS!!!!!
Preservation of endangered species and natural areas
Education - youth are our future
Health care - ensure quality care is available to all citizens focus on prevention
Law enforcement
Efforts to promote national unity

Chuck the energy WAR ROOM!!!!!!
Focus on essential services
Do we really need a Governor General?
Streamline provincial courts i.e. attach unpaid fines to
driver's licences, property taxes etc.
Ensure the government isn't on the hook for all the
abandoned wells. Stop letting energy companies get away
from their responsibilities.

Encourage/support businesses that think outside the box when
it comes to job creation. Alberta could be a great tech hub, what
about a movie industry? Do a better job of promoting
agricultural diversification in the province (beyond beef and
pork and grain).
Take measures to ensure pollinators are protected. We need
them to grow anything!!!!!

t3m

Aish,Health care

By not sending so much out of country.

get pipe lines. Build more for tourist

T4S

Health care and education.

T2X

T3G
T2E

Management at AHS. Keep our money in the province. Limit
how many people are hired from outside of Alberta. I.E
easterners working in fort Mac.
Transitioning our food system to a more environmentally
Stop the corporate handouts. Are you government or are you
sustainable and just plant based food system. Keep your oil a business man? Quite frankly albertans now can't tell the
and gas, animal farming is the leading contributor to our top difference.
three environmental crises today - direct exploitation,
habitat degradation and loss, and climate change.
Supporting Albertans basic needs: health care and
Stop giving tax breaks to large corporations. Stop funding
education
the Kenney "war room."
Education. You may have a case that we spend too much on Close the Energy War Room. That’s real money.
health care but you have no case that we spend too much on
K-12. On a per student basis, we lag behind other
jurisdictions. Despite being much wealthier.

Put the tax back to the multimillion dollar companies and
maybe increase gst back to 7%
A plant based food system supports more jobs because it is
more labour intensive.

Rebates for the public for alternative energies such as solar
and wind to create new jobs in these sectors.
Fund diversification efforts. We have a natural advantage in a
dying industry. Without investments in the next thing, there
won’t be one.
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t2e

Get help to those who need it, those who are facing mental
illness and addiction. Deliver education and rehabilitation
programs to these populations. For those repeat offenders
who continue to commit crimes, deliver a stiff jail sentence
but offer education programs inside our correctional
systems. Force education on incarcerated populations by
reducing sentences for inmates who improve their situation.
This would work.

Healthcare - Focus on preventative care and healthy lifestyle
choices. Create an advertising campaign around citizens
making these choices (remember Participaction?). Continue
to tax unhealthy lifestyle decisions. Make some hard
decisions around spending caps for healthcare; protect
frontline nurses and doctors. We cannot afford to spend
millions of dollars on every elderly person.
Education - Eliminate unnecessary transportation costs to
and from school. Example - Langevin School in Calgary is
busing in kids from all over the city and has eliminated
priority enrollment in the school for those kids within close
proximity.

Support the oil and gas industry but prioritize the
diversification of Alberta's economy. Moving oil out of the
province has proved extremely difficult with the political
situations of our adjacent neighbors. This is beyond our
control. Our focus must be on innovation.
Tax cuts for corporations work to a certain extent but
corporations should contribute their fair share. Where is all the
money that the province saved from the prior decades of
prosperity?

t2z

Getting Alberta back to work with sustainable jobs

Government salaries - cut your own salaries not front line
workers

Stop taxing us and cutting everything, look at other ways to pay
the deficit down. WE can't go out and spend money in the
cities when we can't afford our bills

T2N

Supporting the needs of health care, education and the
disabled. Not tax breaks for corporations. Increased funding
for schools, AISH, and doctors. No cuts to nurses or
doctors.
Public Education, public transit, making child care
affordable, climate change mitigation and preparedness,
preventative health care, public health care, harm reduction.

No tax breaks for large corporations. Stop funding the
Kenney "war room" that is wasting millions of tax payer
dollars.

Fund growth in sectors other than oil and gas, such as
renewable energy sectors. Stop cutting funding to schools and
health care that results in job loss.

Close the war room. Use proper procurement procedures.

Diversify the economy.

T2R

Invest in diversifying the economy. We all love oil money
but we have to behave responsibly. It won't last forever.

No more tax cuts to foreign companies. That 4 billion could See above. Don't cater to the already wealthy. Help small
have funded schools, tech, innovation. It could have kept the businesses.
Superlab and the cancer centre. Investments in business
must demonstrably benefit Albertans, and not in an abstract,
wishful, trickle down way.

T4G

Schools and hospitals

T1B

Education, healthcare and job creation

Within Gov't itself. Eliminate lengthy studies if research has
already been done. Look at travel expenses, etc.
Cut contracts with seniors facilities and fund individuals
instead of facilities. Let the person be funded not the bed.

T2v

Lower small business taxes.
Make it easier for businesses to deal with employees. Currently
employees have all the power.

Cut high administration government jobs similar as the
private industry has had to do. No need for 10 levels of
managers to mange each other
Healthcare, education, public services

T6l

Education and healthcare

Education
Health
Job creation

Impose a provincial sales tax to increase revenue. Stop
paying for elected officials food/lodging etc. Spending
account freezes for those in elected positions.
MLA wages. Taxing multi million dollar corporations more. I
will admit I need to look at this more to find good places to
cut

Diversify economy

Wages at the top of many boards could be reduced.

Do not cut front line employees in health and education.
Diversify, yes oil, but also
invest in new technologies.

Diversification. Oil revenues are important to pay for
diversification now. Though anyone that thinks the oil reserves
are going to last forever is only kidding themselves
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T3H

Health care and education

efficiencies within bureaucracies

Tax incentives

T3A

Healthcare - maintaining services and investing in wellness
programs including mental health, safe injection, harm
reduction and long term care.
Education - lowering classroom sizes and modernizing
learning technology and invest in teaching resources such
as special needs, early childhood education and outdoor
education.
Climate Change - increased investment in economic
diversification, green technology, electricity transmission
and generation infrastructure, public transportation (green
line in Calgary, high speed rail Calgary-Edmonton) and
retrofitting buildings to be more energy efficient. Oil and gas
green technology. Investments in climate change resilience
(Calgary dry dam).

- consolidate public and separate school boards
- eliminate all public funding of private schools and require
charter schools to elect trustees.
- Increase Corporate tax rate
- introduce 3-4% PST to pay down debt and reduce to 2-3%
once paid off to fund programs and investments in the
future.
- Expand PSW roles in healthcare and increase nurse
practitioner roles to reduce nursing and physician costs.

- investments in economic diversification and green jobs.
-

T6C

Health care and education

Inefficiencies in the City

Creating cheap affordable housing

T1K

Education, Green Technology

Higher corporate taxes

Fund education. Green technology

T5M

Health, infrastructure, education, with the caveat that we
should ABSOLUTELY NOT be doling out corporate welfare,
or stealth-supporting privatized healthcare or education.

We should start by cutting down on the amount of handouts
given to private businesses. Defunding and/or rolling the
Catholic school system into the public school system.
Trimming bureaucracy and middle-management in the
healthcare system, rather than focusing on front-line
workers.
Let's be real, though. Alberta has a revenue problem, first
and foremost. Man up and introduce a sales tax, you
cowards.

Increase funding to sectors promoting a diverse range of
economic opportunities instead of throwing money at oil
companies and hoping they'll stick around. Innovation,
technological advancements and diversification of the economy
will all lead to long-term economic growth. Bleeding those
sectors dry while single-mindedly trying to boost the oil sector
(a sector which is entirely at the whims of international forces)
will only lead to Alberta dying a slow death as the rest of the
world moves away from fossil fuels.
Do we want to be the people developing the next metaphorical
automobile, or do we want to be the suckers who went all-in on
the horse-and-buggy industry after seeing the internal
combustion engine demoed for the first time? "GOOD OL'
DEPENDABLE HORSES AND BUGGIES. NOTHING WILL EVER
REPLACE THEM!" -- the UCP Government, 1853

T6W

Transit more for LRT expansion

Tax corporations higher

Expand LRT

T8N

I think the government should focus on health care and post I think the government could impose a provincial sales tax
secondary
so instead of cutting funding to crucial sectors they have
more money to support them
PUBLIC Education
Recoup unpaid taxes from oil and gas
Funding renewable resources
Stop giving tax breaks to the rich....
Green projects

They should support education at all levels so people are
encouraged to stay in Alberta and start their business
especially in regards to developing alternative energy
Supporting renewable energy and projects
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T5K

17(1)

T0M

T2N

taking some of the salary of ill doing doctors and ill doing
university staff.

violating human rights is huge obstacle to economic growth
,hence the government should make sure the rights of all
citizens are respected.

Cut the propaganda machine! Less political staff, get rid of
the war room and less control over communication.

Diversify by investing in education, renewable energy, tourism,
and making our communities sustainable. Make people want to
stay in Alberta rather than move to BC!
Increase corporate tax to fund public programs. This will lead
to a healthier and better educated population which will
ultimately create more jobs and economic growth.
More movement in the Oil & Gas sector.

T1p

Primary health care is essential.
Public education.
Stop privatizing health care and education.
Jobs, health care and persons with disabilities

Increase the corporate tax rate that was recently dropped.
Big business is not coming back to Alberta!

T5w

Education, child care, Heath care

T2Z

Public education and public healthcare, retraining of Oil and Not handing out tax breaks and payouts to corporations who Make it easier and more feasible for young people to attend
Gas workers, new energy.
leave anyway. Impose a PST.
Post-Secondary education. Diversify into new energy sources.

Government contracts.
Building less leisure centres and more focus on what’s
important, like health care and schools.
Cutting wages from Big box companies, CEOS, Etc

Unsure
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T4H

We must maintain strong PUBLIC services in Health,
Education, social services, etc. Do not continue to cut in
these areas as planned. These areas make us one of the
strongest areas in the world. I do not support in any way
cuts to these areas. We must spend first on these critical
public services. And...we must look at heightened supports
for rural services. Urban is becoming more and more
advantaged in this province. Rural needs to be funded in
ways that address their challenges.

Stop the corporate tax breaks! Enough. We need to quit
being tax adverse. These tax breaks will not bring back the
oil and gas industry. We must secure these taxes for
revenue.

Keep money flowing to municipalities and all public services.
The only plan I see right now is cut, cut, cut budgets...but give
breaks to the big corporate world. This is choking regular
Albertans whose pocket books now have limited disposable
income. We are spending less....except on everything costing
Stop creating layer after layer of bureaucracy at the
more as the government has underfunded multiple areas now
government level in Edmonton. Look deeply at the ministries causing increased fees, etc.
and the layers of staff and projects...is this needed? Out in
the work trenches of hospitals, schools, etc there are few
funds to maintain the quality Albertan’s deserve. They are
hurting where it matters most. Do not cut the money directly
serving regular Albertans and making them competitive on
the economic global stage.
Are Boards necessary? i.e. post secondary boards, school
boards.

T7Y

Education and health care. Two services that are too
important to suffer the enormous cuts that they saw in the
2019 budget.
Spend it to fight for Alberta’s right to develop her resources
Spend it on a PR campaign to expose the climate change
carbon tax flaws and hypocrisy
Approach all AB schools to investigate the consequences of
the carbon tax policies and the effects of the climate change
activists on Indigenous young people and the dismantling of
their job prospects because pipelines would bring jobs to
the the Indigenous men and women

Funding to those that do not contribute to society.

Supporting all education. Both public, catholic, and private.

Stop the transfer payments
Shut down SCS
5% pay cut to every government employee
Cancellation of all duplicate pension plans for (MLA,
Alderman, Mayor, etc)

Lower taxes
Build pipelines and provide incentives for businesses to return
to AB
Offer the best film industry tax credit in all of Canada
Offer other incentives to lure film production to AB
Fight for the worker and the right to work
Powerful PR campaign defending ABs natural resources citing
the support for green energy but not at the expense of killing off
the oil and gas industry. Having both will prosper AB

T8A

Child care, public service, education

Taxing large corporations

Support small business. Lower the cost of living so that regular
folks actually have extra money to purchase services/products
as a result business stay open and create jobs for Albertans.

T3m

Roads/maintenance/ necessary public services- AHS
nurses, childrens services and early intervention services
for at risk populations

New building projects, Stoney trail west, The SE part of the
LRT, keeping the city of Calgary councils overspending in
check.

T2t

Education - funding for growth and teacher wellness
Health care - do not privatize. Put more money into the
health care system of every day Albertan.

Where money is being mismanaged/overspent- CBE audits
AHS audits, subsidized childcare for those abusing the
system, anywhere NDP just threw money at without asking
questions
Tax breaks for big corporations.

T1Y

Diversify.
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T4C

Healthcare!! Without a healthy population, you can forget
everything else. If you want to attract talent for the oil and
gas industry and other industries to the province, they need
to know that they will be moving to a province that can offer
them excellent healthcare. Hearing of cuts to the frontline
does not instill confidence that Alberta is a excellent place
to live and raise a family.
Education. Like healthcare, families considering a move to
Alberta want to know that their children will receive an
excellent education with classrooms that are promote a
strong learning environment.

A smaller cabinet. This government is just too big.

Ditch the War Room. The province does not want it and we
can’t afford it. You can achieve the same result by retaining the
Ditch the War Room. It’s a frivolous expense that comes at a services of a good Communication firm.
cost of forfeiting Services that contribute to a high quality of
While oil & gas are important to the province, there are few
life and standard of living that is important to Albertans.
signs that the province is actually diversifying its economy.
Time to finally rationalize and streamline the very top heavy Seems to relying on same old, same old while other Canadian
and bureaucratic management of Alberta Health Services.
economies are evolving and therefore attracting new talent and
This has never been done since it was formed. There are
new industries.
many management redundancies that could be eliminated so
that we are not having to forfeit frontline resources like
nurses and doctors. We need them; management not so
much.
Look at the remuneration for doctors. It is long past due time
to salary doctors off.

t8c

Arts and culture programs

investing in long-term sustainable alternatives in new
building infrastructure therefore diminishing the amount of
spending per year

T3m

Healthcare
Early intervention
Srs health
Ways to bridge energy sector both traditional and new
technologies

Not marketing a “war room”
Not rebranding things the “public” school board

T0M

Education, healthcare, and infrastructure

Not handing out money to private schools and rolling back
the decision on the corporate tax cut.
Taxing large corporations, eliminating higher up positions,
and creating more lower end positions (cutting at the top,
rather than the bottom)
By not allowing huge corporations to have tax breaks.

EDUCATION and HEALTH CARE

T2W

Healthcare and Education

T0g

Education
Health care

Spending less on themselves

investing in making education, especially post-secondary
institutions accessible to a wider portion of the population thus
making the emerging work force more diverse and less
competitive
Start finding ways to work with existing structures or unions
healthcare workers. STOP divisive language between groups. It
is not pipeline vs public service. Find ahs to build practicals
between different groups so we are learning skills!
Look at WHO is being hired into union jobs for ex:AHS: most
ppl hired have had experience in thier field before being hired
in. It is NOT their first job. They also require advanced degrees
and training and required to be regulated unlike private sector
or not for profit
Diversify our energy sector.
Support families : when you take away subsidies like early
education then ppl can’t get back to work. You need strong
health outcomes so in the future those kids are healthy qnd can
contribute
read research on adverse childhood experiences so you
understand how trauma is the largest health loach in healthcare
costs

Support diversification programs to help move Alberta off of oil
only.
By listening to the people, focusing on areas of need and
growth, rather than oil and gas, which is a dying sector
By putting funding into education. Citizens need a strong
foundation to create a strong workforce.
Stop giving the large corporations tax cuts
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T6r

Health care and education

Cutting mla/premier salaries, travel expenses and spending
Instead of politician travelling should do more Skype
meetings

T5X

Education, Health Care, Get pipeline built.

Stop all the committees and all the meetings that just line the PIPELINE and diversification.
pockets of the ministers. Everyone including you know what
NEEDS to be done.
Stop giving tax breaks to millionaires. With the current push Local business bursaries so they can afford to pay their staff,
for renewable energy sources, oil is a thing of the past.
and to hire new employees.

Healthcare, education, senior care.

Not cutting people’s salaries like teachers and nurses!

T6A

Education - keep funding model from 2018
Health Care - keep funding model from 2019
Invest in Alternative Energy
Maintain Funding in Infrastructure including Transit
Do NOT scale back funding on programs where the
disadvantaged do not have enough to begin with.

Stop giving our money away to large corporations that are
not ensuring added employment in our province.
Introduce a 5% sales tax. Our province is the only one in
Canada that doesn’t have one.
Properly fund education now so that we are not suffering the
consequences later.

Invest in Alternative Energy by funding those entrepreneurs
who have viable solutions.
Invest in computer technologies that support both human and
physical resources.
Ensure that we utilize our workers who are parents by
supporting subsidized day care.

T6T

Education. Kids are important. They're the future. 17(1
)
So far with Jason Kenney's education cuts
and
backwards antiquated education plans, it's clear he doesn't
have kids of his own nor does he care about my children's
development. It's sad. It truly is.

For starters there's a trade mark violating "war room" that's
costing Albertans $30 million. I'm sure that money could find
a better home than a hypothetical tantrum clubhouse.
Seriously though, it's as big a joke as Trump's wall.
Jason Kenney and the UCP make me ashamed to be an
Albertan.

By not cutting costs to healthcare and putting nurses and
healthcare professionals out of work. If that's not an essential
service then I don't know what is.
By not making daily life more expensive by eliminating
childcare aid and subsidy programs. You want both parents to
work and spend and get the economy moving? Stop
reducing/eliminating measures that allow childcare to not cost
a hardworking family a second mortgage worth of payments.
Oh wait, Jason Kenney doesn't know what raising, caring for,
and feeding a family is like. Kenney doesn't care, unless you
have money to line his pockets with.
The only Albertans Kenney cares about getting back to work
are ones that make HIM and his golf buddies richer.
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T6R

People experiencing disability (children, youth, and adults)
Environment (figuring out a way for Alberta to be more
environmentally friendly)
Homelessness
Health care
Education

If you are giving companies tax breaks, you should be sure
they are putting that money back into Albertans and Alberta.
Where is the proof that the money the companies save is
going into the pockets of their workers or back into the
Alberta economy, rather than the CEO's bank account for his
next vacation out of Canada? If there are policies in place to
be sure of this, you should be highlighting it for the public so
the public better understands what tax breaks actually do to
create jobs.
Focus on raising the lowest common denominator and
everyone will benefit. Focus on ensuring everyone has the
bare minimum that they need. Look to countries like
Denmark and Sweden. Look to studies of what a basic
income has done for people. I am not saying that we
absolutely need something like a basic income, but the
evidence shows that when people feel supported and have
what they need, they become more productive members of
society. The Alberta.ca website talks about the housing first
initiatives, but what else is being done to help people who
experience homelessness? How is the government ensuring
they are helping those who need it most? Homelessness is a
complex problem that includes addiction, trauma, mental
health considerations, etc. We know that the cost of these on
the health care system can be immense, especially because
small problems turn into extremely costly ones quite quickly.
An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.

T5Z

Education and health care

T6w

K-12 and post secondary education

Find ways to being Kinesiology into the health care system.
Many Kinesiology graduates have knowledge on how to get
people more active. What happens when a doctor prescribes
"exercise"? Typically, the patient is told to go to the gym or
start adding activity into their day, but the patient receives
no support Much of our health care costs come from
Government pensions
Get the pipeline through
Not giving tax breaks to businesses unless they actually
create jobs

Kids are the future
T4C

Healthcare
Education

branching out into the environmental sector. Yes, we can solve
our immediate problems with oil, but quit looking into the near
future and start looking to be ahead of the game. Get on board
or we will be left behind, and when oil and gas aren't relevant
anymore, we will be kicking ourselves for not jumping ahead of
everyone else. The opportunity is now. It may be a larger up
front cost, but in the long term (for $$ and the planet) it will be a
better investment. I feel like the government thinks they will get
the most popular vote with oil and gas, but guess what? When
the province misses out on this opportunity, people will
remember that Jason Kenny was the one who didn't bother to
get ahead of the game. Alberta could make a real name for itself
world wide if they focused less on oil and gas and more on
ways to be more economically friendly. What a wave of change
it could create - one of the top producers of oil deciding to
focus on other energy opportunities.

Listen to albertans
Think of the future. Invest in educationn

Collect the unpaid taxes from oil companies
Consider funding healthcare BLS extension course instead
of paying each healthcare worker for 4 hours each year for
CPR.
Not find a new NHL arena.
Infrastructure dollars relocated to priorities

Laying off healthcare workers and first responders leads to
longer wait times for health services therefore requiring longer
medical and disability leaves coming out of provincial and
federal budgets.
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T9h

T3M

Education, health care, social services.
If we could re-educate generations of work forces in botany,
organic sciences, and computer sciences and hardware. It
would introduce a new wave of businesses and new needs
and services.

Taxing oil companies, auditing 10 years worth of budgets in
order to see which programs have no place in 2020.

Education and students. Funding the future should be the
way to go, not consistently funding receding industry like
the oil industry. Additionally, clean energy.
Healthcare, diversifying our economy, green energy,
education.

Cutting funding to the oil industry.

Recycling, by reducing outsourcing of certain products,
invest in repurposing. Maybe including some bylaw changes
to accommodate growth, but not cluttered.

Fund education and education jobs. If schools and universities
are understaffed and programs are cut, Alberta will become
weaker overall in economic growth.
You need to spend money to improve our economy long term EDUCATION - Free post secondary school or better options for
and invest in the people of this province.
student loans (no interest for loans if you stay within the
province,)
Diversity in our economy - we cannot survive off only oil and
gas
Upper management and oversight. Trust your front line
Stop focusing on only one dying industry. I work in oil, I love
again. Stop micro-managing everything. Demand that for
oil. But f off. We need support in other areas. Badly. Bring in a
every dollar spent on an administrative or management
carbon tax and invest the money received back into alternative
budget, 12x as mich be spent on the front line. Teachers
sources. I would love to work on other energy projects too.
need more money, admin and head office needs less.
Curriculums need to back off and give teachers liberties. Let
direct managers MANAGE their staff... Not policies. Policies
are a pathetic attempt to litigation proof yourself and
convince the public you are doing something while actually
doing nothing. I am not in Education yet I can see through
this. Cut policies. Grow teacher education and trust in them.

T4C

Education. Health Care. Access to Justice. In that order.

T8R

Health care

Management. Political salaries and benefits

T2S

Bringing business back to Alberta.

Cutting “premium” social services.

T4E

Education
Health care
Transportation
Greener energy, diversification, healthcare and education

Top-heavy administration

T9E
T6l

Cheaper education, and updating courses every 4 years . With
cheaper education less debt for every income bracket, it'll be
easier for the general workforce who don't make the average
income to upgrade, and grow in the workforce.

Reduce government salaries or increase tax for wealthiest
companies.
Healthcare, education, social programs. YOU KNOW, the
Tax large businesses and corporations APPROPRIATELY.
things that give us a higher quality of life.
QUIT GIVING TAX BREAKS AND GOVERNMENT HANDOUTS
TO YOUR MILLIONAIRE BUDDIES. QUIT WASTING OUR
MONEY ON ASININE PROJECT'S LIKE A BOGUS "WAR
ROOM"
TAKE A PERSONAL PAYCUT. YOU ALL MAKE TOO MUCH
MONEY TO BE SCREWING US SO HARD.
Higher spending on education and helping those with a low Stop giving so many tax breaks to big corporations that are
income/no income. Stop cutting funding to programs people already rich. Get taxes from them instead of lowering them
need to survive and not be in debt
and impose environmental taxes

By encouraging ideas that provide value for dollars spent. ie
adult day support for group respite as opposed to individual in
home respite
Reducing unnecessary yellow tape and offering tax breaks for
businesses.
Give tax breaks to the little guy!

By being open to renewable energy sources and not having all
eggs in the oil basket.
Quit giving our oil away for basically free. Invest in green
energy and infrastructure. Join the rest of the first world in
environmental concern. Quit gutting our healthcare, education,
pensions etc. You're literally fucking average Albertans.
Thanks.

Stop focusing only on jobs in the oil sector, there is more to
Alberta than that. Spend money on infrastructure and such
instead of austerity measures. Lowering the minimum wage for
those under 18 and for servers will just require them to find
second jobs and thus make jobs even harder to get. Make new
projects sustainable
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T6x

T3G

T6R

Low income services. Healthcare, education, daycare, social Tax the rich. Stop giving a billion dollars to billion dollar
securities.
companies who then refuse to invest in alberta meaningfully.
Slash MP wages, since you've gutted the rest of the public
sector taste your own medicine.
Funding Education properly. It is shameful that in a
I'm sure that there must be lots of admin that can be made
schooling system that requires pre-teen children to travel
more efficient but the two things that cannot be cut are
many kilometers to school that school bus routes are
investment in education and investment in healthcare, both
cancelled or parents are forced to pay public transport fares of which need to increase year-on-year.
to get their children to school and back. It's shameful that a
public education system should be forced to operate like a
private school system and be charging fees for nebulous
services just to be able to carry out the curriculum. What
sort of backward, 3rd world, country does that make Alberta
look?
Job growth and education
Government personal spending

T3l

Education for children. Especially the children with
disabilities

T2J

Introducing a pst. It can be reviewed later “when/ if” oil
prices increase again.

T8N

Quality Public Education for ALL students! Quality
healthcare
Education and healthcare

T6a
T8S

Education through all ages but especially early years
learning
Ensuring affordable and flexible childcare so women are
able to contribute to the economy.

Increase budgets for daycare, education, healthcare, public
works. Diversify the economy away from oil and gas, which has
30 years left tops. Look at west virginia for gods sake.
Invest in infrastructure, schools and hospitals whilst interest
rates are low. Invest in diversity - oil is not the only valuable
commodity in the vastness of Alberta wilderness.

Make higher education cheaper or student loans easier to pay
off
Health care in ways of collective agreement language around Pipeline
Overtime and providing a realistic budget for medical
professionals to patient ratio.
Reduce the number of management within AHS. It is totally How can you support job creation and growth by getting rid of
top heavy.
thousands of health sector jobs.
You have tried fighting the unions before and you lost
thousands of nurses to other countries and provinces.
I agree that part time nurses shouldn’t get paid overtime until
they have worked full times hours, but reducing their shift
differential payments so no one will work nights or weekends.
Who will you get to work all these shifts when the casual staff
that AHS currently depend on decide it’s not worth working
them?
No more tax cuts to big companies
Diversity. Oil and gas is fine, but let's expand our options.
Tax cuts for oil companies

Affordable daycare to keep parents working

While looking for some improvements in efficiency is fine,
Infrastructure improvements
the government may need to look to a small sales tax for
Economic diversification
increased revenue or higher taxes for large corporations and
the very wealthy including closing tax loopholes to prevent
large companies and the very wealthy from avoiding paying
taxes.

Healthcare. Particularly primary and preventative health
care.
Rural and remote health care and healthcare for vulnerable
populations

T2N

Health care, education.

N/a

Invest in infrastructure

Public services (health care, social programs, low income
housing, public education, PDD, etc.).

I don’t think it’s just about savings but increasing revenue.
Corporate taxes should be increased and a provincial sales
tax should be introduced.

Consider public sector jobs as jobs. This government is
causing massive job loss.
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T6b

Health and education

No more incentives for big businesses thinking it will draw
more investment in Alberta. It doesn’t seem to be working

Stop cutbacks.

T5x

Healthcare, education, diversification of our economy

T3M

Children's services (advancing futures bursary, reinstate
funding for youth 22-24, prevention services like wrap
around, healthy families, kinship), services/programs for
families, social services such as aish. Education (lower
class sizes, busing, more teacher, funding for mental health
and support staff), healthcare.

War room, 4.7 billion doller give away to oil companies who
did nit keep the money in alberta
Less tax credits to corporations, get rid of the war room.
Anything but cutting services for vulnerable people.
Honestly, shame on you.

Continue to support oil and gas ASWELL as diversification,
including other soruces of energy
Fund childcare, give back finding to vulnerable people,stop
cutting jobs! Work respectfully with unions. Diversify our
resources, oil and gas is not the end all be all. Bring back the
alberta tax credit so we can manage the money. Be creative and
get to know the humans in this province.

T6A

Housing, Jobs, Minimum wage

T3M

Tax the wealthy

invest in solar and wind energy, support locally based
businesses and not big business.
We need money directed towards the opioid crisis, other
This war room is not needed. We do need a dedicated
Again, investing into new energy sources which would produce
addiction, and mental health. Education and health NEED to marketing team to manage negative publicity against our oil, more jobs and more income. We need MORE nurses not less,
with more nurses there is job creation and it decreases costs of
be a priority, if they are not strong, then everything else
but not to the extent the UCP has directed. Money towards
fails. We need more low income housing, money to combat multi levels of management should be reduced, specifically overtime due to nurse burnout. We should encourage
homelessness, support our veterans. Property taxes are
within AHS, CBE etc.We need to diversify our energy sector. entrepreneurs to come to Alberta. I think Alberta could be a
ridiculously high, something needs to be done to decrease I do absolutely support the oil and gas industry but the trend tech hub and a bigger tourist destination.
this for both residential and business tax.
globally is moving away from oil. Alberta should not be left
behind. We need oil righ tnow but we should be investing in
research into other methods of energy. If we could provide
energy from multiple facets, we could be strengthening our
income.

T3M

Ensuring all Albertans have proper, timely access to quality UCP leadership wages! Less focus/payments to support
Work with the universities to see how Alberta can diversify.
dying oil and gas industry. Get rid of the ridiculous war room
education and health care

T2W

Education and health care.

T4r

T2x

I do not think the government needs to find savings it needs
to increase revenue by introducing a sales tax.
Education, healthcare and job creation in sectors other than Stop giving corporations tax breaks. They are taking the
money and leaving Alberta. Such a foolish mistake on the
oil
part of government to do this.
Education, health, roads.
Everywhere other than health, education, roads. Even this
survey is rediculous and a waste of money. The analytics out
of this should be selected choices not text input. The data
would not be confused and could be analyzed with much l as
effort. This is a joke.

By spending money on infrastructure and working to diversify
the economy.
Focus on industries that show long term growth such as
technology and renewable resources.
This is a loaded question. Why would you be asking people this
in a text field?
We should be supporting industry, of all kinds, and making it
worth their while to come to Alberta.
Let's talk tax dollars from Cannabis. In only a few months the
UCP has taken Alberta from a leader to a follower on Cannabis
tax.
This is a joke of a survey. How is this helpful in any way?
Let my company run this survey. I will do it for free. I will get
you exponentially better and more actionable data
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T5B

Climate change, health (front line health care workers),
education (teachers and other front line staff),
keeping/expanding the Supervised Consumption Sites
program, post-secondary education, diversification of
industry,

1. Get rid of the "Canadian Energy Centre".
2. Stop giving handouts to large corporations who have
simply just failed to keep up with the times
3. Stop with the ridiculous inquiries into things that have just
been researched (eg. SCS's)...
4. Some of the decisions that this government have made
stand to COST the province a lot of money in the future. For
instance, gutting Alberta Health Services ensures a crap
product. People will stop going to health professionals by
choice or for prevention. This means people will only go
when the have to. And at that point, their health issue will be
much more expensive to take care of. The government could
find potential savings by undoing some of the damage they
have done to the health care system. Another example,
AISH... if people can't cover their rising costs, they will end
up homeless, which is much more expensive to the province
than any other option.

First, undo all the cuts that have been made since this
government has been in power.
Second, continue to invest social programs that ensure people
can actively participate in the economy in a meaningful way.
Third, look at some of these top heavy institutions and instead
of having them cut at the front lines (or in the case of
universities, pass the cuts on to students), explore the
possibility of thinning out the upper levels. Perhaps there are
inefficiencies that can be discovered there.
Fourth, invest in industries other than oil and gas. Diversify.
Get with the times.
Fifth, kind of a social program (see #2), BUT quality, universal,
$25/day daycare. How can people work if they can't afford to
have their children safe. AND also, the investment in these
children - the labour force of tomorrow!
Six, work with leaders in the oil and gas industry to grow this
industry in a balanced, responsible way (and not at the expense
of other industries).

T8G

Job creation, focus on oil and gas but at the same time
support those business that are contributing to the
environment and sustainability. Healthcare. Nurses and
doctors don’t need more money for wage, they need more
staff on hand so they aren’t short handed and are
experiencing burn out, sick days. Provide discounted mental
health care for all Albertans which in turn would cause less
hospitals visits. Turn the Sherwood park hospital into a real
functioning hospital. It’s a waste of money and time for
patients to go there only to be shuttled off to the grey nuns.

Pensions and wages spent on politicians wages. Get rid of
safe consumption sites. Get rid of personal days for nurses
and doctors, I feel they abuse this.

Provide incentives for companies under a certain income ( mid
sized) to open business in Alberta. Provide grants for
businesses that focus on sustainability.

T4B

Education, child-care, public services, and exploring
renewable energy sources.

I think the best idea would be to avoid handing big
By listening to research and professionals by investing in
corporations 4.7 billion dollar handouts. Also maintaining the renewable resources. Increase taxes on non-renewable
curriculum draft changes that were already in place, rather
resources and companies.
than hiring a new committee and restarting an incredibly
expensive process. The government should not fund
increased standardized testing in schools.

T8L

Public Education
Healthcare

Ridiculous tax cuts to large corporations. How about looking Invest in diversification.
out for low and middle income folks instead of the wealthy??

Also hospitals should keep track of repeat offenders costing
the health care system money (ie. coming in for
prescriptions, alcoholism, overdoses etc).
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T2N

Reestablishing the carbon tax; better in Albertan hands than Getting rid of the policy war-room.
Taxing companies at a fair rate instead of corporate welfare.
Ottawa's.
Methods to make sure landowners and the government itself
is repaid to look after orphan wells. They're a liability timebomb to the health of our agriculture industry.
Reestablishing sites for health: safe injection, the combined
saving through the centralized lab.
Investing into alternative energy: Alberta has geothermal
and rare-mineral resources. We should be developing them
instead of holding to coal & oil. The old slogan was "Alberta
has the energy"- we need to embrace future
markets/become a net exporter again.
Transit options for Albertans, including Calgary's Green
Line. If LRT won't work, maybe BRT and dedicated lanes
will.

Investing into new technologies, leveraging our energy
expertise.
Stop giving tax dollars to companies that just abandon Alberta
anyway. That would be smart.

T5y

Education
Health Care
Funding for special needs children

Stop investing in repetitive and unnecessary research,
evidence, statistics and follow through on projects pending
completion.

Reduce management employees, reduce management
salaries
Hold provincial and municipalities accountable for spending,
unnecessary expenses like training and excess meetings.
More front line workers, less management.
Reform corrections. Criminals have more rights and access
to care then working public.

Reduce management and create more front line workers

T8N

Public health and education.

Get rid of the “war room”. What an obscene use of money
Investing in the renewable energy sector with all the skilled oil
while public health and education are experiencing cuts. The and gas workers that continue to get laid off.
oil and gas sector does not need more tax breaks either.

T3M

Mental health and drug addition and rehab

T8W

Education and Health

Public sector pension reform.
All new hires should be moved over to a Defined
Contribution Pension plan. Honour all previous employees
Defined Benefit Pension.
Most companies have transitioned away from DB style
pensions because they’re too expensive to manage.
But it still leaves employees with retirement benefits.
Get rid of the war room
Waste of money and has done nothing to improve things

We need to attract more tech and manufacturing jobs. Offer
term tax incentives to relocate to Alberta. And add stipulations
that they stay and actually create jobs. I hate corporate welfare,
but we do need a more diverse economy

Worry about the every day man and less on corporations
Corporations can afford to pay more and this idea PC preach
has never been positive. I voted UCP and your failing badly
Kenney
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T4B

Health care, education & infrastructure

Stop giving tax breaks to corporations. If they actually paid
their share instead of expecting to keep getting rich off the
backs of the working, we wouldn’t need so many cuts.

Ask your in house experts and actually listen to them

Stop wasting $ on “war
Rooms”
Stop hiding where you are spending money
Eliminate the Minister of Red Tape (complete and utter
nonsense)
Minimize staff in Ministerial offices. You need a minister, a
scheduling person, an EA for issues management and a
general admin support employee. You do not need chiefs of
staff & press secretaries. You have a Communications
department with experts for each Ministry- much like the
model Ralph Klein had.
ASK PUBLIC SERVICE EMPLOYEES WHERE THEY CAN
SAVE MONEY! This includes GOA staff as well as Education
& Health. BYPASS THEIR MANAGEMENT. They know things
that they cannot share without worrying their jobs will be
eliminated. Make it confidential & safe for them to report.
You will of course get some nonsense but I guarantee you
will get way more truth than whatever you find from audits
that only involve the leadership teams that are the problem
in the first place!
T6C

Energy transition, climate change adaptation and education. Through renewables, eliminating corporate handouts and
shutting down the war room.

T7Z

Health care, education, social programs that support
marginalized and most vulnerable segments of our
population
Education and health care. Stop trying to cut wages and
focus on building new industries in Alberta that will offset
the low oil prices.
Education, Health care and emergency services... everyone
needs all of these services to be at their best.

T0c

T1S

Investing in renewables and the green job sector. Helping fund
re-training for oil and gas workers to transition and have a
stable and sustainable livelihood.
Eliminate some of the cabinet ministers; take some of your
Diversity resource development in Alberta to end the
own “advice” and restrict travel and hosting other dignitaries rollercoaster ride of relying on one dying industry to keep all of
our province running
Stop bailing out big corporations and giving them tax breaks. My support for schools and vocational training, tuition caps and
Stop redoing studies and previously completed work t like
loan forgiveness - get people skills to work the jobs that are out
the curriculum redesign.
there.
I'm sure there are ways for all areas to reduce costs but
Who would say no to this? Of course we want growth...but
cutting services that affect the most vulnerable populations corporate tax cuts aren't the only way to do this
is not the best way.
Public sector pension reform.
We need to attract more tech and manufacturing jobs. Offer
All new hires should be moved over to a Defined
term tax incentives to relocate to Alberta. And add stipulations
Contribution Pension plan. Honour all previous employees
that they stay and actually create jobs. I hate corporate welfare,
Defined Benefit Pension.
but we do need a more diverse economy
Most companies have transitioned away from DB style
pensions because they’re too expensive to manage.
But it still leaves employees with retirement benefits.
Higher income tax rate, lower business tax rate
Upskilling, educational grants

T3M

Mental health and drug addition and rehab

T1w

Transition to low-carbon economy, education, social
services
Health care and education.
Their own salaries and their own spending. Not cuts to social Bringing tech and green energy back.
Diversifying our revenue streams to not be so reliant on oil. services and programs. Stop giving money to big
corporations who can afford to go without.

T5X
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T3A

Diversification. Get away from Alberta's mono industry
reliance on oil and gas (hydrocarbon energy). Something
that should have been ndone decades before.

T5B

Education and child care should be funded appropriately. It
makes no sense for a parent of two to put their kid in
daycare when it costs as much as a mortgage payment.
Also, burdening students with more debt is a callous noninvestment for the future.
From a social perspective, public schools, public health,
ensuring safety of children, ensuring children have access
to proper nutrition (public school food programs for
example), mental health support, ending homelessness.

T3E

Get people back to work first. With more people working ...
government revenue increases. Austerity only punishes
those who are as already suffering as a result of our bad
economy.
A PST, look into it. Every other province has one so it
doesn’t rely on ridiculous boom and bust cycles.

Support green and tech industries ... fund education snd
support students ... just like the NDP tried to do.

Tax cuts to major corporations.

Diversify the economy and look to support opportunities
outside of the oil and gas sector. Increase educational
opportunities in the technology field, starting in elementary. Get
a better handle on the cute of AI and what the impact it will have
on our province.

Diversify the economy already. Putting it all on one horse is so
1980

Investment in diversifying the economy. Support for
technology and emerging technology, start ups and
education focused on computer science, data analysis,
advanced mathematics
T5H

Investing in renewable resources and stop pretending that
our oil supply will last forever.

T5W

Education and health care. Anything BUT oil and gas, they
are doing fine on their own. Spending in the Energy sector
is important, but the focus should be on renewables.

T6R

Education, healthcare, infrastructure

I don’t think finding savings should be the main objective.

By not hedging all of the province’s financial bets on trickle
down economics, and instead directly support the industries
such as the arts that have been stolen from.
Tax the really wealthy, corporations and CHURCHES. Add a But stopping the tax breaks for the wealthy and for Oil and Gas.
PST - doesn't have to be much - 1% is A LOT more than 0%, Increase tax incentives for the arts, especially film and tv. If we
but is so little people won't notice
bring more of that kind of work to the province, more people
will be working and the film companies will be spending, win,
win. Also the RENEWABLE energy sector: create jobs (and
therefor more spending) for an industry that we need, but in a
forward thinking way. The. Oil. Will. Run. Out.
Stop wasting money on ridiculous ideas like the “war room”, By properly funding the entities that made Alberta a great place
Giving handouts to your private companies rather than the
to live... such as the healthcare system and education.
regular citizens of Alberta, stop wasting money stopping
areas that were supported under the NDA government such
as the carbon tax and curriculum updates.
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T8N

Education and Healthcare - the way things are going we will Don’t re do curriculum that was already set and approved by Look at alternative energy options like solar and wind. Have a
many teachers and Alberta learning. Why spend more on it
back up plan from oil!!! And invest in them.
have chaos, stressed teachers and practitioners, and the
when it’s already been done and done well!
people who will suffer are the kids and patients.
Get rid of the ENERGY war room. Not necessary and a total
waste of money.
Stop trying to find savings where it hurts so many families.
And stop thinking privatized health care is a good route to
go.
Stop fighting the carbon tax - bring it back and stop
spending money fighting it.

T6R

1. Sustainable resources and companies/prioritizing
environmental policies.
2. Healthcare, especially nurses
3. Education, especially in ensuring there are enough
teachers for students and to avoid overcrowding schools.
Charging more for secondary education will not stimulate
the economy when students play a big part in driving
purchases of goods and services, but will not have the
money to do with increased tuition and interest rates on
loans.

1. No more subsidizing oil companies
2. Do NOT decrease corporate income tax. America is much
larger and many of their companies don't need businesses in
Canada when they make a high enough profit in their own
country. Trying to increase revenue through this avenue
does not stimulate the economy within Alberta (supporting
outsourcing from other companies outside of Canada) and
could be put to better use.

Investment in the lower-middle class, a bulk of which are in
need of public services (accessible healthcare, education). You
do not stimulate economic growth when you let the rich get
richer, if they're spending more money, it is not on the local
businesses that would support the economy. Invest in where
students are studying so that they are more likely to stay in
Alberta to work and that will generate revenue for the province.
Invest in sustainable resource. There will be lots of job
opportunities, provide subsidized education so that those who
are afraid of losing their jobs (workers in the oil industry) will
instead be well suited for the industry of sustainable resource.

T4C

Health care, education

Less tax cuts

Tax cooperations and fun health care and education

T1w

Health and education

T3m

Getting people back to work! Oil and gas.

Trickle down from the top. The painfully rich should be taxed
at a higher rate than others
They should be cutting there salaries until the province gets
back on its feet

T8R

Education

Stop hiring consultant firms

Move in the direction sustainable energy and locally sourced
farming
Oil and gas ! We have clean energy let’s use it promote it. Get
the big business back to Alberta. Offer incentives cut there
taxes.
Property values are going down we need to fix our economy
ASAP
Continue to stand up for Alberta natural resources.Get our
resources to market.

Health care

Roll back government wages

Economy- pipelines IN canada

Trim unnecessary supervisor/office staff. NOT front line
nurses and teachers

Health care, education, and children's services.

ENDING CORPORATE WELFARE. NO MORE HANDOUTS TO Invest in infrastructure that is in need of replacing. Invest in
COMPANIES THAT LAYOFF WORKERS.
trained professional staff to work in the infrastructure,
(teachers, healthcare workers, etc.)

Don't make cuts healthcare!!!then people will work in health
care!
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T4B

Oil & Gas and trades. Getting the current trade workers who Savings!? How about let’s get out of debt first, then save.
are laid off back to work before putting incentives for high
school students to get into trades.
It’s unfair when you have thousands of trade workers laid off
and no work.

I think cutting healthcare is not right. In any respect.
I think fighting the federal government on the carbon tax,
lowering taxes for middle class as the cost of living is getting
out of control.
The biggest thing the government can do is to find ways to
produce green energy in oil and gas. Wind farms, solar panels,
etc.
stop firing nurses

t6l

health care education supporting new green technology

end tax breaks for big business

T6J

Affordable housing (capital development and programs to
make home ownership as well as programs for low income
households that can not afford market rent)...too much
households struggle with housing costs and have nothing to
contribute to local businesses, or invest in various
economic development initiatives

Stop giving money away to corporations...support people so Support people to live affordably with daily cost of living so
THEY can choose where to invest, what industries they want THEY can contribute to the economy. Customers drive
to support and choose where to buy things and contribute to corporate enterprise...the government should not.
the local economy (government should not be making these
decisions for us).

Quality mental health therapy (offered by professional
counsellors and not by social workers at PCNS who just
refer people to online resources or pass people off to other
services that don’t really help)...we need to offer affordable
licensed psychotherapy

T4E

T8N

AHS. Particularly the many layers of managers.
There are too many mangers all out of scope.
Possible bonuses that are incentives for keeping budgets in
line.
Education and health care. They claim they want the
province to have the best education system. Which we
already have a pretty good one but instead of helping fund
further progress they are pulling money which will be a
detriment to our world class education. They need to find
for growth and classroom sizes need to be reduced.

Healthcare bureaucracy (cut unnecessary management and
duplications and oversight, not front line positions...in fact
increase front line delivery)

Restructuring managers in AHS. Overtime is constantly paid Lower taxes. People are struggling just to live.
to employees instead of hiring staff.
Medical salaries should be inline with other provinces.
In the big corporate handouts they are giving. Which have
only resulted in most companies leaving our province
anyways. It wouldn’t hurt if we also implemented a small
provincial sales tax. 3-5%

by not cutting funds to education and healthcare.
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T2V

Education
Policing/Safety
Health Care

The constitution guarantees a public education to all. This
does not mean a "private/charter" school education but an
education. If parents are not happy with the current public
school options they should be paying the full cost to the
school of their choosing (not subsidized by taxpayers). In
addition, school boards should not be subsidizing busing. If
parents are choosing schools outside of their designated
area, parents should be paying that cost. There are several
neighbourhood schools that have room for more students.
Why are taxpayers paying to send students somewhere
else?

Lower personal income taxes (people will spend $ which leads
to employers hiring more people or expanding businesses etc.)
Support younger workers entering the workforce (ie. offer
incentives to employers who hire them)

The government should concentrate on keeping hard
working civil servants employed. By laying them off you are
exacerbating the situation by removing productive tax
paying Albertans.
Giving a bigger yearly funding per child for homeschooled
children.

Stop the billions of dollars being GIVEN to highly profitable
businesses and re-invest in lowering the deficit.

See No 1 above,

T5r

Job generation in new fields
Education

Curtail government jobs
Cut back on money given to sports
Hold universities and colleges more accountable
Hire more auditors to do spot checks on people’s tax filings

T4B

Crime, education, healthcare

T2E

Invest in the future of Alberta for all Albertans, not solely those
with deep pockets. Work on reducing costs of living and
creating jobs by providing necessary services the appropriate
funding, so that Albertans will have income to spend within the
province rather than spending their money online and
supporting large corporations therby not supporting the local
economy. An incentive to shop local and keep Albertans money
within Alberta. Oil and Gas royalties should have been
implemented years ago.
Creating more jobs for younger people (eg. Job for New
Prioritizing spending so that the main economical issues are Support local businesses (less taxes), support education,
graduates, entry level jobs) ; taking care of dangerous road covered first (healthcare, education, job availability, housing) provide funding for companies to hire new employees
conditions (seems like nothing is being done to sweep/sand spend less on recreational resources or other areas that are
the roads)
not necessities
Education and Health - maintaining current levels with no
Labour and Immigration, Municipal Affairs
Cuts to education, not including universities/colleges, will
result in job losses for teachers which will have a reversed
further cuts.
effect on the desire for job creation initiatives.
Furthermore, larger class sizes due to teachers being laid off
will have a negative impact on those students requiring
additional assistance.

T5H

T6M

T8N

The government could remove the regulation that children
Encourage entrepreneurial spirit at the young age, not only the
can only write diploma exams for 100% of the mark if they
educational part of it.
are over age 19 or have taken the course. If kids are ready to
take the exam from self-study or tutoring, they should be
allowed to write it at age 16 (or any age really.) That saves
the government money in providing a needless course.

Government excess spending, overly inflated pensions, and
salaries.
Public services, inluding but not limited to supporting
Trickle down economics have been proven not to work. No
transit initiatives in cities where transit is lacking, health
pay-outs to oil and gas corporations that are going to cut and
and wellness services, including mental health and services run. Keep money made in Alberta within Alberta.
to support and end to homelessness, all public education
including universities, colleges and technical institutions,
alternative energy.

Focus on innovating new fields and education so Alberta has
strength in human capital going forward

Pipeline, oil and gas, solar
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T1K

Education, Health, and Social programs

T5K

Transitioning our economy, public transit, housing.

T3M

1. Education
2. Local businesses setup/ boost
3. Health care

T3H

Education
Health
Helping local oil companies with diversifying their
processes into other areas
Getting rid of the debt
Attracting more industry to Alberta
Support initiatives that make us attractive to investors like
tier 1 conference facilities and better transportation
infrastructure.
Board choices in education such as better funded home
education.

T3G

Increase business tax on large "for profit" businesses
(minimum 40 employees) and increase tax on high income
earners (individuals making $135,000 or more)
Stopping unnecessary & performative legal battles with the
federal gov't, addressing revenue shortfalls re: taxes.

Support and proceed with the pipeline; this will create lots of
jobs and increase potential for trade.

1. review of inefficient school board spending so you can
pay teachers more and thin out the top heavy management.
2. offer better funding to home education so more can take
advantage of the option. They save taxpayers $12,000-$1670
= $10,330 per child per year. Offering a cheque for even a
quarter of what full time students cost the government is a
saving and reducing numbers in the classroom. But give it
freely, like the Child Tax Benefit - not every penny approved that process is ANOTHER cost saving for the government.
3. Wildlife conservation. We have 7 well trained facilities able
to take all manor of wildlife and the government has
restricted their intake. On top of that there are at least 4
government officials monitoring them. There are 5 times the
centers in Ontario and they need only ONE government
official. Cochrane Ecological Institute costs the tax payers
NOTHING and yet the current public servants providing
oversight are choosing not make use of them? Open up
wildlife rescue to the trained professionals, get rid of those
currently managing the program and you will significantly
reduce costs in parks.

1. Offer subsidize or free training for out of work professionals
in high demand sectors. Like Identity management and security
2. Provide education degree fast tracking for industry
professionals to bring their skills to youth and be employable.
3. Get our resources to international markets.
4. Remove tax barriers for SMBs to hire locally.

By investing in green energy initiatives, providing incentives to
tech etc. to open up shop in Alberta, invest in our cities
(PUBLIC TRANSIT)
1. Tax increase on imported goods
1. Incentives for investors to invest in local businesses.
2. Reduction of payments to low incomers who have been
Platform for local businesses to share their ideas to serious
getting support for more than 5 yrs without showing proof of investors.
hard work / disability inhibiting then to establish themselves. 2. Help setup and boost local businesses by providing them
3. Attract and give incentives to rich international investors free funding or no taxes for 3-5yrs whose ideas have real
to invest.
potential and great economic benefit.
3. Open up more tourism spots to attract tourists.
Duplicity of roles within government itself.
Investing in education, decrease taxes for new and existing
companies to come to our province.

T2T

Health care and education.

The issue isn't finding savings, it's not lowering corporate
taxes in yet another soon to be failure of trickle down
economics. The fact that you will be running a higher deficit
than the NDP with all these cuts is beyond parody. Also shut
down the energy war room, it's an absolute embarrassment.
Also you should preemptively find savings by not creating a
provincial police force or an Alberta tax collection agency.

Stop handing out tax breaks to large corporations that are
going to use the money to A) issue buybacks or B) just leave
Alberta anyways. As a business owner myself, a lower
corporate tax rate does not equate equal more hiring. Tax the
corporations and the wealthy fairly, give the middle class a
break.

T3G

education and health THEN job creation

Solicitor General - staffing under all departments can be
decreased; perhaps remaining employees would work their
full shifts.

Negotiate lower wages with AUPE to align with average
Albertans. See Stelmach's approach to taxing big oil. Alberta
has missed billions of tax revenue.
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T9E

T6X

T6g

Education, Health Care, Infrastructure, and Advanced
Education

Ministry of Red Tape Reduction, Reducing the red tape on
advanced education institutions, axing the Canadian Energy
Centre Propaganda machine, MLA salaries, stop flying all
over Canada arguing with people
Ensuring a healthy and safe community. Including teaching, Stop giving tax breaks to corporations. Middle level
health, programs for social assistance, and all senior care. management in many public sectors.
Find income in corporate tax, and a pst.

T0b

Health, education, and other public services, renewable
energy, diversifying the economy.
Education- our future

t6e

Support public servants, teachers, nurses.

Cut Jason's War on the Environment machine.

T3L

Health care
Education
Social services
Low income housing
This budget needs to actively support "Public" education by
reinstating the total amount of grants to public school
boards.
Remove the cost of the "Red tape" committee.

Make oil companies pay their taxes!
Great rid of the ‘War Room’

Health Care
Education
Energy efficiency
Spend more on education (kindergarten to grade 12 and also
post secondary) even if it just means spending more for
support staff such as educational assistants, occupational
therapists, testing for learning disorders, etc. so teachers
can focus more on teaching.
Return minimum wage for youth to the same level ($15) as
adult minimum wage.
Spend more on hiring full-time or part-time nurses so other
nurses are not having to work overtime and costing us
more. Provide incentives to businesses and families who
renovate or innovate to reduce their carbon footprint.
Spend on research and development.

Large business and wealthy taxation.

T3E

T3A

T6X

T2G

Top heavy in education

Give a tax cut for people, reverse the corporate tax cuts,
increase funding for job training and post-secondary funding,
cap tuition increases, fund the technology sector
By supporting non oil sectors. Look to engage and grow
sustainable careers. Encourage post secondary education.
Local businesses over foreign business.
Diversify the economic so we are not dependent solely in oil
and gas.
Push for new construction, hire ONLY Albertans
Supporting public servants, teachers, nurses but not cutting
their salaries or firing them.
Support industry other than oil
Invest in green energy and make Alberta a leader in green
technologies

The government could find saving by:
Invest in technological innovation industry - be future focused.
Reducing MLA salaries, travel and admin. Support. Eliminate Promote diversity in the economy.
the role of communication directors and Chief of Staff.

Try to increase educational programs to research and develop
new energy efficient technology.
Stop relying on the oil industry to bail us out of a deficit
Stop handouts to corporations in the form of excessive tax
Support education instead of making it more unaffordable.
breaks which have not proven to add jobs.
Support teachers so they can focus on teaching and help
Stop wasting so much money on panels and committees.
students be more successful in school.
Why should these people earn such high salaries?
Subsidize childcare expenses so more people can get back to
Scrap the “war room.” I don’t support spending $30 million a work and earn money (you get revenue from income tax, people
year for that.
have money so they can spend more money at local
Introduce a small provincial sales tax with rebates for lower businesses...)
income families and individuals. That way tourists spending Reduce red tape for professionals moving to Alberta, trying to
money in our province help support our province too.
transfer their credentials to Alberta equivalent credentials. For
Force oil companies to pay for cleaning up abandoned oil
example, a qualified teacher from Ontario should be accepted
wells.
instantly as qualified to teach in Alberta without so much
hassle.
Support services dealing with mental health issues.
Provide housing for homeless people and provide counseling
and support to them to get back to work and back on track.

Social services for those most in need (youth, those with
I think it can find efficiencies but I don’t think now is the time
disabilities who can’t work, etc), health care, and education. to be cutting too much. I would support paying a little more
to keep the services that we have. I am really concerned
about all the cuts to services etc. that I am seeing and I don’t
see how they will lead to actual savings. As an example cuts
to Alberta Justice - I can only see that leading to them having
to hire outside counsel to do things that previously could be
done internally, at a far greater cost.

Invest in / support skilled industries other than oil and gas
(tech? Health research etc?). Invest in our tourism industry.
Alberta is gorgeous but it’s cities are not destinations as are
some Canadian cities of comparable size (Vancouver, Montreal,
etc)
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T6H

Renewable energy. Take control of oil and use the income to Higher corporate taxes especially for oil companies. Mr.
Kenney’s tax breaks have been a complete failure. Trickle
fund the transition to renewable, clean energy.
down economics do not work.
Keep our educators and healthcare professionals in Alberta.
Our schools and hospitals are overcrowded. Recent cuts
and layoffs in our existing system will be catastrophic in
years to come.

Invest in the future of Alberta. The transition from fossil fuels to
renewable and clean energy will employ thousands. Let’s be
ahead of the curve for once while supporting strong healthcare
and education systems.

Invest in our future
T6C

Health care, education, transition to greener energy

Subsidizing billion dollar corporations

t5x

Paying down the provincial debt by first balancing the
budget. Getting the healthcare and education departments
to real things in and stop expecting an endless stream of
money when they don't seem to manage what they get now
very well.
- Climate mitigation
- Expanding Indigenous rights
- Health care
- Education
school funding for supporting students that need help
(educational assistants)
Services for children requiring help with speech language
therpay, occupational therapy and other services such as
these more readily available for children

Letting special interest find their own funding for their pet
projects they think everybody needs and should pay for.
Give healthcare and education guidelines to stay within.

T6C

Health, Education, Welfare

Fire the War Room

Communism

t1k

healthcare
education
justice

healthcare contract spending ie: contracts for medical
supplies,
and useable assets such as fixtures and
equipment.
healthcare management: number of executive staff and their
roles

support regional industry that is appropriate to each area. In the
south support agricultural industry, in the central regions
support tech and agriculture, and in the north, support
environmentally safe oil refinery and delivery, and appropriate
use of natural resources.

T6G

t8e
T6L

Grants for education. Retraining oil industry employees to new
greener industry
By diversifying the economy instead of relying on oil revenues
that have become controversial and always left us in a boom or
bust situation. Tech and Thorium Energy research and
development will be ideal places to start.

The government could stop subsidizing oil and gas projects
and companies.

The government should work to create more jobs in renewable
energy, nuclear power, and construction of cross-laminated
timber residential high rises.

NOT by taking it away from the schools

by not taking away funding from schools or nurses.

In their pockets!!

By supporting our province and our children! Our government
is a bunch of political BS

education: number of executives and hours to teaching ratio

T1k

Poverty reduction; job creation

Reverse corporate tax cuts

Invest in diversification and green energy technologies

T6E

Health care, Education and helping create a green economy Upper management and executive positions in all areas. Too Reduce executive spending and use that money to help create
for the future should be the focus.
many industries are top heavy.
careers where they are needed for the future economy.
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T3G

Advertise to the world how well Alberta does on
environmental protection as well as advertise all the good
things we get from oil & gas - sell the good things we do !!
Fix the schools we have -many require repairs and need
cash to fix them.
QE11 expansion which would benefit all Alberta.
Go into partnerships with Big Business Ventures sharing
expenses and profits when they succeed. This would
support jobs. ie Like Alberta Energy many years ago.

The NDP hired 40,000 public service people. It's time to cut
public service employees by 40,000.Cut spending to
municipal government's. Alberta is $85 Billion in debt.We
have no money till Alberta's economic Health improves. Mr
Nenshi and company continue to spend everything they get
and push for more. Many of these projects can wait for
economic improvement. Stop funding these ventures.
Explore "Administrative Cost Savings" not front line
personnel. Personal Example - I was in Calgary South
Hospital waiting for my doctor appt. Across the hall were 3
doctor assistants . I waited for almost a full hour and during
that period the 3 doctor assistants discussed different
recipes and never left their office. How many more people in
the health care system are doing that?? These people are
over paid and under worked. I suspect the same in our
educational system all caused by unions pushing for more
people and higher salaries.

Give small business a tax cut. There are thousands of small
employers all hiring staff. We increase their cost by increasing
the hourly wage and increase their taxes and all they do is shut
down. Give them a break.
Lower corporate taxes.
Lower Property taxes.
Continue to push for the increased royalties we are entitled too.
Support jobs that would help decrease our debt.

In our hospital, I witnessed a full tray of scissors and
assorted appliances opened. The only tool used were the
scissors. Everything else was thrown away !! I can't imagine
what that tray cost. I understand everything needs to be
sterilized but there has to be a better less costly way ???
Lower salaries/wages. The public sector has cut salaries and
laid off people to control their expenses. What have we done
to public service employees ??

T3A

Public education, Healthcare, children and senior citizens,
and research into economic stimulation.

Increase corporate taxes, add a provincial sales tax on nonessentials, downsize the government, reduce Jason
Kenney’s travel allowance.

Research! Utilize post secondary institutions to help determine
areas and industries in which Alberta could expand. Focus on
investing in the cannabis industry - developing more farms and
green houses, research cannabis health benefits, fibre uses,
invest in engineers to develop more biodegradable products
using hemp. Research alternatives to plastic that are
biodegradable. Invest in post secondary education and
research into industries Alberta could develop that does not
involve oil and gas. Research how the arts help stimulate
economy and make arts and culture a priority. Develop
industries that are focused on environmental needs worldwide.
We need to invest money In order to make money. The
government needs to show they are here for the people and not
corporations. Invest in the people.
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T4J

Education & Healthcare

Stop providing private schools with public funds. These
schools have the ability to discriminate against students who
can’t afford the tuition, have different religious beliefs and
have diverse learning needs. Alberta needs to fund one
inclusive, public education system. Want another option?
Certainly within your rights, but parents pay one hundred
percent. I don’t get to delegate that my tax dollars be used to
pave the street in front of my house only. They fund
infrastructure for everyone’s benefit. The same premise
needs to be applied to education. For the benefit of all.

Invest in electricity infrastructure so the gov’t can reap the
returns to benefit Albertans and we can have affordable
transmission. When there’s no option available (other than
Fortis, the can charge exorbitant rates and there is no
competition).
Slow inflation. We’re all taking wage cutbacks, meanwhile
inflation continues to grow. My rural electricity bill is a perfect
example. Four hundred dollars for ONE month for an essential
service that should have been maintained by the government.
Poor public policy from twenty years ago.

T3B

Health Care (1), Infrastructure (2), Efficient spending (3).

Do a proper efficiency analysis of each department within the
provincial government to highlight areas that can be
redesigned for efficient spending. Hire a contractor to do this
then implement the suggestions to save money where it is
being misused and mismanaged. Cut the red tape and create
a more efficient business model for our government!! Also
perhaps look into more private health care options with
public health care. Let people who have money pay for their
care, taking them out of the pool and still allow others to
remain in the public realm.

Diversifying the economy. This could be done a couple of ways
but some efficient ways are by creating policies that incentives
companies to settle in Alberta with a one-time tax cut or a
bonus tax break if relocation/or build in Alberta. Further, create
a renewable fund or policy that promotes diversification of
energy to attract solar/wind/other companies. Moreover, with all
the empty office space in Calgary create a program or policy for
tech companies to move to create a centre for innovation.
Relying on one source of income is unsustainable and
impractical in the long run so try and entice diversification of
our economy (energy, tech, start-ups etc) to Alberta cities.

- cutting oil and gas investments
- add a provincial sales tax
- increasing current taxes
- cutting the "war room" out of the budget
- legal fees related to the carbon tax suit against the federal
government
Universal healthcare, Public education, and public
A provincial carbon tax or provincial sales tax, just like many
transportation. Many people can't exactly "get back to work" other provinces have had success with. Definitely NOT tax
if they are sick, not educated in their field, or lack access to cuts for large corporations.
public transportation.

- invest in attracting innovative industries related to green
industries, computer engineering, software, startups and future
technology
- transition away from traditional out dated industries like oil
and gas

- affordable housing
- permanent supportive housing
- attracting investment to innovative industries like green
industries and computer software and future technology

T3M

Invest in diversifying the energy sector and invest in public
post-secondary institutions. It may help if they understand that
progress has a buffer period and acknowledge that investing in
things like this are highly beneficial in the long run. Ask an
economist.
Help provide accessible financial support. Loans, grants etc.

Fiscal responsibility first, then job creating initiatives
including resource development and tech industries
- public education
- alternative energy resources
- agriculture
- healthcare
- waste management

Public sector, focus on efficiency.

T8X

Job creation.

T0B

Social programs- education, health, support for disabled
and disadvantaged
Police and prosecutors

Reduce the amount of employees in government positions
Encourage job creation with incentives to create jobs.
who have no purpose.
Stop giving the wealthy and huge business a free ride- make Support small business. That is where most of the jobs come
them pay their fair share!
from anyway.

- not waste it on corporate handouts in the first place
- cutting oil and gas spending
- higher taxes for those in the top percentile
- wasteful political spending

- invest in alternative energy resources
- fund public education: the more educated the population, the
more productive members of society and the more who go on
to university to solve problems of the next generation
- stop handing out corporate tax breaks. They help no one but
corporations.
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T8W

Public healthcare (NOT private) especially in northern
Alberta.
Education
Twinning highway 40

Shut down the War Room!
No public funds to private schools. No public funds to
privatized healthcare services. Tax corporations higher.
2%sales tax would be welcome to support our services.

Reverse the tax break for corporations and natural gas sector.
Support municipalities especially places like Grande Prairie
that keep the economy going but often don’t get the benefits.
Our taxes are ridiculous and we need provincial support to
manage the social challenges that come with economic booms.
( law enforcement, drug and alcohol issues, young city etc)

T0M

Education, Healthcare, Environment, Resources to reduce
crime

Unsure

T6w

Health, education

T1y

Transportation - LRT expansion
K-12 Education

War Room
Government red tape
Useless studies
I think it is all important. And if the budget looked into the
future to find way to save money in the long term we could
save that way. Pinching pennies doesn’t make anyone rich.
Also, tax rates on corporations need to increase back to
where they were.
Trim non front line staff in the public sector (education,
health care)
Privatize support areas of the business (security, cleaning,
non essential workers)

investing money into new and green industries instead of
always the oil industry

Have the population trained to support new industries.
Attracting tech start up is good but the companies won’t stay if
they can’t find local staff/technical expertise to do the work.
Make the funding for startups on the condition that they
hire/mentor post secondary students.

Automate processes (paperwork, inventory) wherever
possible even if it means spending the capital to do it. The
savings in the future operation costs will pay it back.
T1P

Education

Add a small pst and stop cutting important services

T8W

Education, health care, vulnerable populations

T5z

Healthcare, education and social services. The only way to
cut spending is to keep people off the street, out of th ERs
and out of jail.
Health and education

Administration and upper levels of every branch of public
services. Not front lines.
Quit giving the rich and large companies tax breaks.

Diversify our economy. We need to find other options than
strictly oil and gas
Diversify commodities, support farmers and small business not
oil conglomerates
Invest in business and social services.

Close the war room

Find a different resource other than Oil

Streamline management for real

Economic growth. Don’t lay people off so they can support
business
Have the population trained to support new industries.
Attracting tech start up is good but the companies won’t stay if
they can’t find local staff/technical expertise to do the work.
Make the funding for startups on the condition that they
hire/mentor post secondary students.

T7Z

T1y

Transportation - LRT expansion
K-12 Education

Trim non front line staff in the public sector (education,
health care)
Privatize support areas of the business (security, cleaning,
non essential workers)
Automate processes (paperwork, inventory) wherever
possible even if it means spending the capital to do it. The
savings in the future operation costs will pay it back.

T2T

Healthcare and k-12 education. $25/day daycare for working Cut the Canadian Energy Centre which is a waste of money
Albertans.
and resources.

Fund infrastructure, renewable resource development. Don't
give massive tax cuts when you have no revenue coming in.
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T6J

Healthcare and education

Literally any other area that isn't related to the health and
well being of its citizens

Education and Health Care

Their own salaries and taxing large corporations

T1K

Public Education (especially inclusive education),
healthcare, social services.

Increase taxes for large corporations,

T0M

Environmental action plan (ie. sustainable energy),
Education, post-secondary education (including student
summer job grants), health care.

Increasing corporate taxes again, getting rid of the War
Room, possibly instituting a sales tax if it means keeping
public services intact.

People who get a quality education tend to be more hireable.
The population is aging, the government could support this by
hiring more people to work front line healthcare and supportive
care jobs.
Increasing funding to education and health care
Increase funding to public education to support inclusion, build
more schools, staff schools, and provide rich educational
experiences for students. Education is the foundation that we
need to support our future.
The government needs to hire front-line nurses and public
health care staff.
This government needs to make decisions in the best interest
of ALL Albertans, not just the wealthiest Albertans. The
government should ensure that Albertans working in entry-level
positions receive a living wage.
The government should diversify the economy
By investigating in job creation in industries other than the oil
industry (ie. sustainable energy), because Alberta is capable of
more than oil and one day that is the way Alberta is going to
have to go so we might as well start now. Alberta is strong in
innovation and is good at getting things done, let's use those
skills and strengths, and make a plan to wean ourselves off of
oil. To be innovative in sustainable energy resources and
technology. Retraining those in the oil industry to do other
things and not making ourselves a one trick pony.
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T5W

Education!!!
Community based services
Children services

larger companies pay more
Carbon tax

By not making cuts to essential services which cause people to
loose their jobs. And put resources into our low income
communities to find employment. Do examples by not adding to
the education budget we can sustain the costs of new coming
students to the 2020-2021 school year this deficit causes school
to cut essential supports in their building like counselling,
school resource officers, therapy, parental support, educational
assistants and other partners just so that they can provide
enough teachers at a bare minimum or extreme ratio.
Economic growth needs to happen by looking at albertas
resources besides the oil industry, if we continue to always
depend on oil we will always have a boom and bust economy.
The government needs to underhand that balancing the budget
does not happen all at once and seeing all these services being
cut left right and centre creates a loss of hope for vulnerable
communities and the people who work there. I’m hearing all
this talk about “creating jobs” but all I’m seeing in my sector
(human services) is the loss of jobs due to loss of contract or
money to be able to afford them. If I were to loose a job it
should be due to job performance not cut backs. What is the
government doing to protect the jobs that are at risks due to the
implementation of Alberta budget?

T3L

t3m

T5T

Education
Health care
Diversifying the economy
Alternative energy
Education (K-12) - schools for new communities; smaller
class sizes
Healthcare - accessibility; wait times

Leave AISH and SENIOR , Nurses Doctors alone!! Quit
giving money away in Equalization Payments until we have
our pipelines and oil & Gas industry going in AB

PST 3%
Stop the corporate tax cuts

Diversify economy

Healthcare - streamline middle/upper management;
standardize healthcare delivery across sites (today, every
hospital runs how they feel is 'best'); focus dollars on
healthcare delivery - not pet projects
Universities - efficiencies; remove duplication of program
delivery
Quit giving money away to Other countries and non
Canadians until we have a full economic growth in AB Start
sending AB grads to University instead of the training and
education leaving AB.

Maintain current approach to corporate taxation
Pressure federal government on pipelines
Focus on economic diversification (eg. tech sector; clean tech)

Invest in IT and Teck and better Educate our children who want
to stay and work here instead of students who educate and
leave with the knowledge and skills that we don’t benefit from.
Invest in Albertans First!! Stop the refugee gravy train while
seniors disable and homeless Albertans suffer!
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T8A

Regain the Alberta Advantage by ensuring Alberta remains a
destination for people to come to. Not the lowest taxes, but
competitive taxes. More importantly, strong public services
that add to our competitive advantage. Most notably health
care and education (elementary, secondary, and, most
importantly, post-secondary). Alberta is a cold place and far
from virtually all of the centres of the world. People need a
reason to come here and it is not simply to make money.

Internal government operations. Look inside for bureaucrats
who do nothing but generate work for other bureaucrats. HR
departments, communications departments, ARTS, policy
coordination, strategic integration, etc. All these areas are
very heavily over populated and would have absolutely no
impact on services to Albertans nor the effective workings of
government.

Encourage diversification away from oil and gas (still very
important, but too risky to be our only card). And, most
importantly, while I fully agree that our spending must more
closely align with other provinces, but so too must our revenue
through taxation. And, the most efficient tax on earth (other
than no tax at all) is a consumption tax. Be it carbon, sales, or a
combination thereof. It is inevitable and supported by a majority
of Albertans.

education, infrastructure, social services, care for the
vulnerable (rather than cutting back funding to AISH
recipients) diversifying our economy away from tunnel
vision focus only on oil.

oil war room, government travel, eliminate separate school
systems and roll them all into the public system.

increased taxation of businesses, increase taxes on the
wealthy, barring that or even in addition, suck it up like other
provinces and institute a PST/HST and bring back health care
premiums. Use money from these taxes to invest in and
support research, support diversification of our economy such
as investment in AI, biotech, pharmaceuticals, the arts and
other industries apart from oil in Alberta that don't seem to get
the government's attention even though those businesses exist
here, are hiring Albertans and helping to add to the wealth of
this province. Particularly with regard to education, research
infrastructure, and funding for university facilities,
opportunities for Alberta to lead the economy of the future are
likely going to be lost if not being lost already for lack of
adequate investment in university facilities, maintenance,
research, etc. Investment in public infrastructure rather than
paying a premium to private entities will get more people
working and also provide more lasting benefits; private
businesses are only in business for profit, not for the good of
our province.

T9W

Social supports, education, health care, diversifying
economy.

Lowering government salaries to the average salary of the
province, creating a sale tax, getting rid of corporate benefits
from the government (obviously not working, just admit it),
taxing corporations, taxing the extremely wealthy. Guys, tax
is not the enemy.

Supporting job creation doesn't mean paying corporations
billions. It means investing in diverse options for our province.
Energy, technology, tactiles, new small businesses...these are
the things that diversify our economy and make Alberta strong
and give REAL Albertan people jobs. Not all of us work in the
oil and gas sector. We also need to make education accessible
(That means low cost-no cost) with small class sizes and
capable teachers to make sure that we have citizens who CAN
diversify this economy instead of focusing JUST on oil and gas.
We're getting left out in the cold here because you're so worried
about ONE sector.

T3K

Education, Health Care, Infrastructure

Stop wasting money on panels, energy war room and other
partisan activities.

Providing assistance to industries committed to diversifying
the economy and the transition to a low or net-zero carbon
economies. Provide funding for advanced education and job
retraining programs.
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T0B

People. The aged, young, homeless. Services for people education, health care, social services.

Stop giving so much money to huge multi-national
corporations that leave at a whim.

Education.
A sales tax so corporate tax rates needn't rise and we could still
fund apprenticeships, scholarships, universities.
Pull funding from education and you end up with American
education - students who can barely read when they graduate.

T5Y

Stop privatization of lab services (It will cost us more. I
work in the profession and I know from experience)
Increase Healthcare
Increase Education
Decrease Tuitions
Green Energy

Increase corporate taxes
Increase income taxes on the top %
Eliminate tax breaks/grants to companies
Implement Carbon Tax

Stop cutting positions and wages of healthcare workers and
educators. These dedicated workers are cutting back on our
spending which is hurting the economy.

T3A

Health care and education

Duplicate management positions, supply services

T5K

Spending on health, education and social services needs to Tax the rich and large corporations.
keep up with inflation and take into account Alberta's
growing population, Freezing spending in any of these areas
is the same as a cut.

T6J

Public services such as healthcare, education, mental
health, safe injection sites, etc.

T8N

t2e

The ones that create jobs. You should not cut budgets that
end up laying off people.
Diversification of the economy because news flash the
oilfield will never be back to what it was, and supporting
public sector workers who already don't have enough
resources. Also why the fuck did you take the cap off utility
and insurance fees? To make it harder for all the
unemployed people you say you care about to heat their
home?
Health, education, pipeline

Invest in green energy. This is the wave of the future. Times
are changing. We need to be taking advantage of this and not
be left behind.
Infrastructure

Beef up job programs, including youth summer employment
programs, along with internships. Diversity the economy
beyond oil & gas -- they are important, but we cannot keep
putting all eggs in that basket. We should be investing now to
be world leaders in renewable energy and technology
tomorrow. Oil & gas are losing a lot of jobs to automation, so
let's think more broadly.
The War Room, corporate handouts, less evergreening in
Diversify. Don’t cease funding to oil and gas, but start investing
provincial government offices. Fewer allowances - ie. deputy in other areas. Continue to invest in the public sector - those
ministers do not need leased cars for private use. Should
are jobs and those people spending money will assist the
also be basic, economical cars if necessary - not high end
economy as well. No more trickle-down economics.
luxury models. Responsible travel - not chartering flights and
flying family members around.
We don't have a spending problem. There is no need to find By not cutting jobs that are working right now.
saving. You need to increase your revenues.
Scrap the "war room"
Stop cancelling provincial projects... How many people lost
Stop giving major companies tax breaks
jobs over cancelling the super lab

Less pay and stop buy outs for top admin. staff.

more money for education and re training of adults, more
incentives for those choosing to enrol in the trades.
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T7A

Sustainable funding for municipalities to ensure the areas
where people live and work are able to support their
residents and businesses with quality infrastructure ans
services.

Divert funds away from public information campaigns that
are ineffective with the target audience and redirect those
funds back into other ministries or grant programs where
there will be tangible results.

Investment and opportunities that support diversifying the
economy to complement the oil and gas industry and
fostering ways in which the skills and knowledge of the oil
and gas sector can be applied to other sources of energy as
well.

On a large scale, continue to promote Alberta's opportunities in
all facets of the economy, including traditional industry,
renewables, entertainment, tech and innovation globally and
back that up with streamlined processes to allow outside
investment along with tax incentives or granting opportunities.
On a smaller scale, supporting the municipalities in the
province with sustainable funding, a variety of granting
opportunities and assistance (financial or resource support) to
implement unique municipal-led initiatives that will make
individual municipalities attractive to business and appealing to
the families who will make up the workforce. Municipalities are
ideally positioned to promote the benefits and opportunities of
their areas, but it's impossible to entice businesses or workers
when they don't have the funding support to maintain existing
infrastructure, or invest in new capital projects.

T6V

Creating employment and diversification of the economy.

Eliminate the “War Room” . Reduce duplication of service in Public service staff reductions only through attrition. I don’t see
area such as public and separate school bus routes where
how reducing the public service by firings or forced retirements
possible.
do anything other than add to unemployment. They may be paid
more than some other provinces but I’m sure less than others.

T3R

EDUCATION AND HEALTHCARE

- the money given to corporations -- i.e. the 4.7 billion given
away
- their own salaries -- they have increased many salaries
compared to the NDP government
- money provided to fund private schools could go to public
education

investing in technology and alternative energy production
invest in new schools and education
invest in health care

T3H

Healthcare and education

Get rid of the energy war room.

Invest in both k-12 and post secondary education.

Implement a provincial sales tax.

Lead by engaging in a transparent and collaborative approach
to governing rather than a polarizing approach.
Support Agriculture by attracting value added industries to
Southern Alberta

T1R

T7V

Drought prevention and flood mitigation on the Bow River.
Eyremore dam

Health care and Education. Administration cost in
Healthcare. Utilize school infrastructure better . Schools sit
empty for 17 % of the year . Why can't teachers work full time
like the rest of the working class.
Education and child care. By helping students and children, Limit spending on government officials from other provinces By supporting education and small businesses! By improving
we can help create a better Alberta of the future!
the education system and access to social services, more
(i.e. don't fly them out to Stampede). Maintain taxation on
people will be inclined to Alberta. By making it easier for small
major companies.
businesses to operate, we will get more local businesses
opening in the province, hiring local workers.
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T7X

Education
Economic diversification

Spending money on defending your position (Oil & Gas War
Room) and sanitizing social media. I may not agree with
your ideology or many of your decisions but you won the
election. The rest of the province wanted you. Don't waste
our money by trying to make it appear as if the entire
province agrees with you because we don't. You've got the
mandate, use it.

Help Oil & Gas be responsive and current in their practices.
The writing is on the wall that the Oil & Gas industry is going to
be (is already) being disrupted by environmental, political and
social factors far beyond the Alberta industry's or government's
control. The fact that you are hanging on to an outmoded
approach will be even more detrimental to the Alberta economy
in the long run. We still need oil and gas, but not in the same
way that they have been operating. They need to focus on the
area of their operations that are less controversial
(petrochemicals perhaps) and show the world their inherent
value in our current society as we all shift toward alternative
ways of consumption.
AND DIVERSIFY!! Alberta has been too energy industry
dependent for generations!!

T3L

Healthcare and Education

T6E

- Affordability in post-secondary education, specifically
student financial aid given the greatly increasing tuition
rates.
- Deferred maintenance in publicly-controlled spaces,
including hospitals and post-secondaries. If they are not
addressed now, it is only putting higher bills on the backs of
future generations.
Healthcare & Education.
Wage caps & cuts for upper level management & govt
officials.
Education and healthcare. Reverse the cuts made to
Reverse the insane tax cuts to large corporations. Clearly
Education, stop the funding of private/Catholic schools.
they did not work, as corporations immediately cut jobs and
Reverse the cuts made to healthcare. Stop plans for “for
moved headquarters. You have been played for a fool. Scrap
pay/two tier healthcare”.
the “war room”, we are not a dictatorship as much as you
are trying to turn us into one. Scrap the absolutely
disgusting “UnAlbertan Activities List”. Also, the
“department of red tape reduction” is just absolutely insane
and asinine.
1. Education- not private
Bring back school fees and Alberta health care fee
2. Health care- not private
Education - keeping class sizes low by hiring/keeping
infrastructure, government pay checks, stop making miniteachers, supporting with dollars for educational assistants, committees to determine programs are viable/not viable fund growth within school boards, recognizing the need for save money for other important projects, "War room" for Oil
an updated curriculum, making sure the classrooms have
and gas is not needed.
the necessary tools/technology to properly learn and health
care.

T8A
T5J

T2C
T3H

Upper management, duplicates within departments. Create a
sales tax
Examining the possibility of a 1-2% provincial sales tax.
Cutting administration red tape in the performance funding
model.

Retraining for new industry, focusing less on pipelines and
more on new innovations.
Support emerging markets and industries, specifically
technology/artificial intelligence and renewable resource
development.

Support local industry.
Stop blindly focusing on Oil and Gas. That era is gone. Oil is
not coming back and it is time to accept that. Many companies
has stated they won’t come and invest in Alberta because the
government is openly hostile to any industry that is Not O&G.
We need to be investing in green technology. We need to
diversify if we hope to survive. We have the potential for a
thriving technology sector.
Support oil and gas
keep taxes low, support education - education breeds
knowledge,
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T4N

helping people in poverty,maintaining seniors health care
revenue should be increased through higher taxes for the
wealthy and a sales tax should be considered.
benefits and providing services for those with
addictions.Specifically AISH should be indexed to
inflation,seniors benefits should be maintained for
dependents and homeless shelters with treatment programs
should be available in all major centres in Alberta.

T7X

Health and elderly care, care facilities, municipalities, job
creation, not handing money to rich oil companies in free
tax credits for them to pull pin and pay off 1000’s of workers
diversified and economy, education spending increasing
wealthy taxation, cheap child care so more people can get
out and work
Education, health and the welfare of the poor should be up
front and center. Help with start ups and the tech
industry....use grants and other incentives to have them
move to Alberta or develop in Alberta.

Pay politicians for actual days sitting in legislature and
Investing in education, diversification of the economy, stop
contributing to the solution, cutting back amount of aids, and buying oil from the Middle East build refineries here and sell to
burecrats not giving multiple millions to failed party
those who we buy from
members in the form of working for divisions of government

T5W

The government should spend more on health, education
and new technologies that are not strictly all about the oil
patch

Cutting the war room out - huge waste of money. Instead of For one thing reinstate a higher corporate tax and look at
Albertans asking the question what should the government growth in tech industries as opposed to relying strictly on oil
of Canada be doing for Albertans it should be what should
and gas.
the government of Alberta be doing for its poorest Albertans.

T8n

Health care and schools

by cutting corporate tax breaks.

T2V

Education

Government

T8N

1. Health care
2. Education
3. Police services
4. Transportation and infrastructure

T2W

T6B
T7Y

T8n

Implement a provincial sales tax to help with the debt...even
if it is a sales tax that could be droppped when the debt is
manageable.

Implement a PST just like all other provinces so we are on a
level playing field. How can we expect other provinces or
Canadians to sympathize with us and our economic situation
when they are expected to pay more via their PSTs. Maybe
with a PST our revenue and spending problem won't be as
difficult to manage.
Getting the province back to work. Cut unemployment rates The Government should assess the savings it has already
found.
I would like to see some budget funds devoted to fixing up Serious cuts to bureaucracy and bloated administrations in
the poor state of our roads and highways. They have
all government departments - especially in health and
deteriorated significantly in the past 10-15 years to the point education without cutting front-line staff.
where many major roads are extremely poor. Would also
like to see the maintenance come back under the
government umbrella vs. private contractors. The decline of
the state of our roads ironically coincided with the move to
use private contractors for their maintenance.
Education, health care and social services

Diversification especially through green energy initiatives and
tourism.

Support those that are already working by not making deep
cuts that would mean layoffs. Keep public sector workers
working and paying taxes. Many public sector workers such as
those working in schools, universities and in the health care
system, are partners of those in the oil sector...cuts to public
sectors will affect many families and will be a financial draw
rather than adding to the tax base.

Supporting families not corporations
...
Diversification of industry. We can't rely soley on oil and gas
anymore. Invest in new industry so we can decrease our
reliance on a sector that is likely on a decline with the
advancement of new energy and ongoing environmental issues.

Grants, project, invest in Tech. Do not put more people out of
work
I would like to see Alberta become a world leader in the
development of safe nuclear energy. In particular molten salt
reactors fueled with thorium. If anyone is truly concerned
about finding sustainable, cost-effective, safe zero-emission
sources of energy, we should be looking strongly at this
technology. Alberta could become a world leader in it's
research and development.

Their salaries, war room, manger positions in public sectors Not cutting jobs in the public sector to provide opportunities for
private operations.
Invest in infrastructure
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T5K

Humans that live in Alberta, not mega corps fisting our
province. Welfare programs, healthcare for all people,
education, social programs to eradicate bigotry and hate.

Not sure if you remember the $4.3 B corporate giveaway,
stop fucking doing that.

By creating careers and developing industries that benefit all
people (social programs, literally the one things government do
that benefit us all).

Education and Health Care

Taxing big corporations, pay cuts and freezes for elected
officials, wage freeze for teachers and health care. Reduce
holiday/sick/days off paid to government employees as they
have WAY more then other workers.
Elimination of the "war Room," elimination of blue ribbon
panels, increased taxation of large companies, consider
implementing a provincial sales tax

Get the pipeline moving

T6W

Education...including funding enrollment growth
Health
Social programs

T4T

Health, Education, Public services

?

Increasing company taxes, monitor and audit public services
for a better use of the funding.
Healthcare
Creating a PST
Education
Taxing higher incomes
Taxing large businesses
Cutting politicians salaries
Health and education are absolute priorities! I am dismayed I think the government should spend less on travel, 5-star
when talking to teachers at how bad the classroom situation hotels, war rooms, and panels that travel around the
is going to be for them - huge numbers of students in each province.
classroom, no support to help deal with special needs
children, etc. Health is also a non-negotiable. It needs to be
supported.
I think more RCMP should be patrolling neighborhoods I
Get rid of all these safe injection sites, stop spending money
also think more should be done to protect the victims. I
on “art”
believe in spending more on health care but I also agree it’s
too heavy
We should be funding programs that will help diversify our Rather than attempting to find savings in the short term, we
economy, and help train/retrain our workforce to adjust to
should be focusing on making our economy stronger in the
the changing global economy. In addition, we should be
long term. Cutting programs and initiatives now to save a
helping those most in need.
little now could mean fewer jobs, a weaker economic output,
and a lower quality of life for the average Albertan later.

boosting and investing in other sector (IT, Technology, ..) than
oil sector.
Taxing the oil companies
Creating more for the tech sector and green projects

T6E

Education, both at the primary and secondary level. As well Tax cuts for massive companies. Taxing pollutions and
as healthcare, frontline workers need more support to
companies that create large amounts of waste or
provide adequate care for all Albertans.
deforestation.

T3H

Education and healthcare should be an unequivocal priority. Perhaps no longer providing multi billion dollar tax breaks
Previous levels of funding should be restored and
and bailouts to corporations.
increased. Decisions should be put back in the hands of
experts and not those whose sole intent is to privatize
services for profit.

Invest in tech companies and support technical schools and
universities as we need workers in all industries, and especially
ones that will become more important in the future such as IT,
data science and computing.
Diversifying investment in alternative energy ventures rather
than ignoring the inevitable collapse of oil and gas.

T5M

T8N

T1S

T6K

Not by cutting thousands of teachers and nurses! I think we
need to support the oil and gas industry, but we also need to
support diversification of our industries - alternate energy
sources, tech companies, etc. I feel very discouraged by the
number of job losses in our province since the UCP has come
into power.
You know when we get crazy snow falls? Why aren’t all those
ppl on welfare given a shovel and maybe give em an extra
couple hundred bucks and put em to work.
By diversifying our economy, and not relying on increasingly
obsolete fossil fuels.
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T0G

Get rid of the war room and stop lobbying for rich oil
Get rid of the war room that is 30 million dollars you can be
focusing the people of this province instead of lobbying for
companies that don't care about Albertans. Mean while
children are not getting funding for supports and preschool. the rich oil companies.
Our young Adults, the future of our province, are moving
elsewhere cause higher education in not being supported by
this government. Spend money on diversifying our
economy. Oil and gas is out, time to move on. Just like the
East Coast had to do when the fisheries collapsed.

T3M

Education

T2E

Social services (includes health care and education),
regulation of industry/marketplace. What we need to have a
safe, healthy environment to live and work.

T5e

Actual jobs instead of stealing them...ie teachers and
Actually tax the people who can afford tax hikes, ie
healthcare. Maybe fulfillment of the promise to create jobs. corporations, the top 10% of earners. Wouldnt it be nice if we
forced oil and gas to pay land tax....
Stealing jobs from other industries does NOT equate
creating jobs in other industries. Maybe not force Albertians
to go uninsured due to insurance rates,

T2J

Postsecondary Education, Social Services, Health Services

T6j

People Fund society - stop the cuts to education and health Trips that are waste of time for government
care
Indigenous consultation, Healthcare, Education
Government salaries and positions, increase taxes on
corporations

T3M

Invest in education instead of taking away from it. Right now
you are creating a "brain drain" all our highly qualified people
are leaving for greener pastures because this government
wants to invest in welders and pipe fitters for an industry which
is failing. Quit throwing good money at an industry that does
not care about the environment or any other stake holders.
They will just take our money and run leaving us with the clean
up just like the thousands of dead oil and gas wells we have
now.
Innovation, tech, and green energy is what will help create jobs.
You will get way more support from the rest of the world and
this country if behave in a ethical and environmentally
responsible way. This will promote more investment than will
oil and gas
Increase corporate taxes, lower personal taxes and have a
By diversifying the economy. Oil and gas has proven to be
PST.
unsustainable. Time to move on from depending on this
income.
Stop spending money on preaching to the converted(ads
A fair and equal deal for everyone. Support business and
extolling the virtues of the UCP and the "fabulous" job they industry by getting out of the way. Previous conservative
are doing) stop looking for someone to blame for the
governments failed to make serious efforts at diversifying the
collapse of the oil industry (it's everybody's fault, and we will economy. It will take longer than an election cycle to make a
all pay the price) and fighting endless losing battles with the difference.
federal government (only the lawyers get rich). And stop
hiring people to study this that and everything else? I guess
you could call that job creation, but really?
Get the conservatives out of power is really the only answer.
Let's face it, they have no intention of assisting Alberta's
economic diversity. They havent even helped the one industry
they said they wanted to, and they have cut jobs in other areas.

Not finding saving but generating more revenue - implement Fund post-secondary education, elementary education, rea sales tax and reduce the tax breaks given to large
instate the education tax credit . Also diversify the economy
corporations.
beyond oil and gas - encourage other growing industries or
provide funding for new entrepreneurship or new industries.
Stop the cuts so people have jobs
subsidies and tax breaks for solar, wind, and technology
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T5W

t2g

T6B

- education (K-12) as this is so vital to our most vulnerable
citizens and the future of our country
- advanced education, across trades to research intensive
universities, so that we have a robust workforce with a
broad range of skills
- healthcare - as it impacts everyone!
- economic diversification and job creation

I think caution with public dollars is always prudent, but we
need to think of ways to diversify and grow revenue rather
than how to cut back. Alberta appears very stagnant and 'old
school' with constant cut backs. These cuts can have lasting
negative impacts for generations. To generate more revenue,
we are simply at the point where we need a sales tax and
more diversity in our economy. We live in a world class
province (I think the best!), in the best country in the world,
let's not erode our public services by doing things the way
we always have - clearly that is no longer working. The
Alberta Advantage means supporting all Albertans, and the
only way to do that is to think about growth, not slow, steady
decline.

The only way to secure long-term job creation is to diversify our
economy. Alberta should be a leader in technology and AI,
environmental stewardship, construction, alternative energy,
agriculture, and many other industries. As more jobs are
automated through AI, it will be important to have an educated
workforce that can think strategically and approach problems
creatively. We need to focus on how the energy sector needs to
respond to today's environmental and economic expectations,
but we also need to invest in other areas.
In addition, because of and despite the worldwide downturn in
oil prices, Alberta needs to bring in more revenue by
introducing a small provincial sales tax in the order of 2-5%.
This is critical and would bring more revenue for healthcare, k12 and advanced education, job creation, investment and more.
There is no reason that Albertans should be exempt a small tax.
That is myopic, dangerous thinking in our modern world.

Education, diversifying our economy beyond oil & gas

corporate tax rate, tax rates on all earners over 100k (myself Investing in industries not tied to the global oil market, most
included), royalty structure matching profit margins, etc.
specifically technology. This question ("How should
government support job creation and economic growth?")
should probably include a reference to the vast amounts of data
showing that there is ZERO correlation between lowering taxes
and job creation.
Education, Healthcare and Family Needs. This includes
In the corporate world and taxing higher incomes. Large
They should focus on what matters to people. Renewable
teachers, educational assistants, nurses, LPN's and more.
corporations do not need tax breaks and benefits and those Energy, having stable careers, having publicly funded
Education and Healthcare should be publicly funded.
healthcare and education and knowing that you can provide for
in the highest earning professions do not need tax breaks.
Making sure that daycare is affordable for families should be Cut out large administrative positions that hinder rather than your family is what matters to people. When people are given
a priority as you can't get Albertans back to work when it's help. We do not need a War Room - use this money to better the best opportunities at home, they can flourish and increase
too expensive for them in terms of childcare costs. Our
productivity at work. By taking away essential services, you
support our education and healthcare system.
teachers and nurses are INTEGRAL to our society.
simply create an environment of stress and fear which will not
lead to productivity or growth. Focus on local startups and
businesses instead of looking elsewhere. Explore renewable
resource industries - there are many out there and they are the
future. There is huge job potential in this and Alberta could
become a leader in the fight against climate change.

T6C

Taking care of Albertans, especially the most vulnerable:
children, elderly, those with health care needs (both
physical and mental); homeless. That means investing in
PUBLIC education, PUBLIC health care. The environment
should also be a priority, as the repercussions have real life
physical impacts on Albertans.

By cancelling the WAR room and the red tape committee. I
cannot fathom how adding more red tape by creating another
committee is going to resolve the bureaucratic processes in
place. In addition, the government could look at increasing
revenue! By taxing corporations and wealthy individuals
fairly.

T5T

Schools, healthcare and social services.

2% provincial sales tax ??

T4C

Health, Education, First Responders

Within process

Diversify, diversify, diversify. Albertans are capable of much
more than working in oil and gas. That is not to say that we
should abandon our natural resources - there is still a need but
as the world needs to reduce their reliance on fossil fuels, we
need to reduce our dependency on the income generated by
those fossil fuels. We are not going to encourage companies to
invest here by cancelling incentives in teh tech sector and
others.
Keep interest rates low, reduce the stress test for buying
houses and give consumers confidence that it’s a great time to
spend money. Let the pipelines happen.
Through Policy
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T1W

No new spending priorities other than all new steps taken
towards separation.

Healthcare spending balanced with the rights of individuals
to buy private health insurance.

Fundamentally, while we remain a part of Canada, it's more
a question of what should be de-emphasized.

Mass reduction in government worker salaries (20% cut
across the board)

Otherwise, Education and re-training of workers would be
my highest priority.
Anything to continue to encourage support innovation but
without massive government administration.

The absolute key is full separation from Federal government
policy. We cannot continue to let the clowns in the east have
any control over economic policy in Alberta. The only way to
achieve this is through full separation from Canada conducted
in steps:
1. Pension plan, policing and income tax all run provincially;
2. Hard ball negotiation on cancelling equalization;
3. Full separation to become an independent republic.
If we don't go this route, we are teaching our children/citizens
that we are sheep. There is no other way to ensure the ability of
our people to set the course of our collective futures.
There are NO benefits to staying in Canada; political and
economic uncertainty will be guaranteed if we stay.
I do not want my children to be sheep slaughtered at the altar of
eastern Canada.

T6R

Funding education, sciences & the arts.

I think the government could correctly tax corporations.

Correctly taxing corporations while funding the sciences, the
arts & education while also tackling the fact that climate change
is due to fossil fuels & looking into ways to expand Alberta's
economic growth while not supporting a dying industry that is
harming our planet.
encourage development of new technologies, diverse
business/industry

t4s

supporting students, classrooms. I don't think it is
continue to look for inefficiencies
reasonable to expect schools/districts to provide equivalent
services to more students with same funding.
hospitals, emergency rooms, wait times

T5x

Teachers and education

Reduce politicians salary.

Stop cutting education

T1K

Health care
Post-Secondary Education and not favouring the private
institutions
Primary Education
Other Government Services

Stop handing out corporate dollars that are not staying in
this province! UCP gave all these tax breaks and slowly, but
surely these business are leaving this province with more
money in their pockets at ordinary Albertans expense.

Invest in areas that you know are growing - renewable energy,
Health Care, Post-Secondary Education (all not just the trades
where there are no jobs, but the UCP continue to say there are),
Primary Education, etc.
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T5A

Maintaining, not cutting services (Education, Healthcare)

A procedure or system to track the use of funds among
services (e.g. Education, Healthcare), particularly grant
money. Keep the organizations more accountable for
spending money on improvements at the front lines.
Money spent should be of tangible benefit to students and
teachers, or to patients, nurses and doctors. Encourage the
limitation of management and bureaucratic positions.
No money to private sector corporations without serious
strings attached.

Keep taxes low. Continue advocating for export options using
legal means (e.g. pipelines).
Give temporary tax breaks for small businesses and/or job
creation in all private sector operations.
Loosely related: Move away from income tax. ONLY ONCE
INCOME TAX IS REDUCED, move toward a Provincial Sales Tax
or value-added tax.

Fix the cannabis supply problem to reap taxes there.
Loosely related: Move away from income tax. ONLY ONCE
INCOME TAX IS REDUCED, move toward a Provincial Sales
Tax or value-added tax.

T7A

t5Y

T6A

With an aging population, medical is a priority. As a retired
teacher, having Alberta students being able to compete in
the job market is also important. Finally, diversifying the
economy from oil & gas should be a priority.

Savings could be justified by cutting the salaries of upper
management in the medical & oil government bodies. Front
line employees on the street can remain in their roles.

The government can support new jobs by encouraging
investment in new industries such as computer and dealing
with the federal government on problems in international trade.

Spending in side the house! Members of Parliament have to
much bonus. Bring bagged lunches people.
Health... Re look at budget for that.
Bring back a partial payment to Alberta Heath care! Our
health we should all have to support the bill. Decrease
dentist and specialist wage.cist for these expenses to the
average citizens cannot afford to have there teeth fixed.
Decrease childcare cost so more people can work bringing
in more money to one household. Bring back a modest(like
200.00) school fee to the budget. Currently I pay no school
fees in my county. Implement a busing fee for rural areas.
This should be in place to help offset transportation fees
paid by school boards, allowing more money in the pocket
of the school district.
Homeless! Afordable housing!

Lose some if the top dogs that are not needed. To many
generals. Cut back spending for our MLA, premiers,
councilors. No more paid lunches, dinners. No more paid cell
phone bills. I work for government... Have to pay for mine.
No more personal flying on tax payers dollars. Further Wage
decrease for members of Parliament.

Decrease tuition cost! Have equal pay grid for male and female
working same job. More instentive for mothers to return to
work( decreased childcare, funding for school, more school
options available to include rural areas) suppor local food
industry.

Infrastructure, fighting special interest groups stopping the
flow of Alberta energy to foreign markets, Education.
Specific health care items -reducing waiting times. Not
general administration bloat
Health care, post secondary institutions and vulnerable
individuals, such as people with disabilities. Pretty much
everyone you have decided to neglect since your leadership
began.

Stupid special interest funding, indigenous freebees, health
care admin, revised banking rules and profit reductions.

Thorium nuclear research using carbon tax funds. Less red
tape for small business, more tax for big business.

Stop putting money into the oil and gas industry. It is a dying More jobs assisting our vulnerable individuals, because getting
market. Stop driving people into solely trades jobs with
them out of hospital will save us money.
incentives through NAIT. Every student, regardless of the
field, should be supported. Also, support health care. Having
people stay I hospital is costing us so much more money
than hiring staff to care for them in the community.
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T1L

T5Z

Family
Education
Children services
Public Libraries

Useless self-promotions like "cutting red tape". Stop giving
billions of tax dollars to oil and gas companies who then
abandon wells and jobs.

Diversify energy spending and infrastructure
Cut down on idiotic promotion of things like "wexit"
Stop pretending cuts to family programming is "reducing
duplication' and focus on actually reducing duplication of
services (e.g. scrapping the RCMP for a provincial police force:

Those programs for at risk individuals. This includes those Eliminating corporate payouts for oil and gas companies.
with metal and physical disabilities, those with addictions,
those who have less opportunities due to socioeconomic
factors, etc.

Support diversification of the economy by offering grants to
companies wishing to come to Alberta if they would offer
diversity to the economic environment. I also believe that jobs
in health care and education should be supported and should
be increased proportionately to patient/ student increases.

I really think the Alberta gov't needs to focus on industries
outside oil extraction. Our province is too dependent on oil
and more frustrating is that we don't even refine it in large
amounts which I feel is selling ourselves short. Other oil
countries like Dubai understand that they need to invest in
other areas (e.g. infrastructure) to continue growth in a
possible future without oil (when oil runs out).

Stop further cuts as government should be using saved up
funds during rainy days to help their population instead.

I don't understand the Alberta's governments insistence on
balancing the budget when many other province don't.
What's the benefit for Albertians if there are other provinces
have been in debt for years?! For one it doesn't give us more
say at the Federal level.
It's even worst now because the current Alberta gov't has
artificially induced a recession through cuts. Cuts means ppl
lose jobs. This leads to risking the possibility of a new job
(which is usually temporary positions in the short run and
very bad for older workers) or increased welfare support. To
be brutally honest, I feel these cuts are political; they were
pushed as a guise to blame the Federal Liberals since they
stayed in power. Personally, I feel the cuts would come even
if the Federal PCs won because the provincial PC focuses on
balancing the budget way too much.

Provincial gov't should be investing into new industries on a
more permanent basis that can be grown in Alberta outside of
oil. Support current working force so they can still pay taxes
and spend to keep economy going. Fund new industries for
economic growth.

The war room also feels like a waste of tax payer's money.
It's continuing to push oil, yet market demand is controlled
by many economic factors that are out of our control. There
are many places besides Alberta that are capable of
producing oil. Also, extracting oil from sand is always going
to be more resource intensive then areas where you can
pump it out of the ground directly. No amount of educating
others will change that.
Support innovation into sustainable industries; sustainable
agriculture, alternative energy, converting orphan gas wells to
geothermic energy lines, hemp processing and manufacturing,
etc. provide tax incentives, loans, grants, etc

T1S

Creating new jobs by supporting innovation into new
Bureaucracy, too much middle management,
sustainable industries
Education - make the workforce of tomorrow into critically
thinkers, innovators and problem solvers
Healthy living and habits to prevent disease rather than treat
it at enormous costs.
Homeschoolers
Public schools/city budgets

t3b

Education and healthcare

By funding growing sectors, like healthcare and education. By
pouring into our IT and tech industries to draw investors to the
city

Oil & gas war room - completely unnecessary

Help homeschoolers
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T4L

Job Creation - not through corporate tax breaks - but by
providing funds for small business.
Health Care - getting more Family Doctors
STEP Grant - creates jobs and assists students in getting
valuable work experience. This program should not have
been cancelled. It benefits many people in Alberta.

Charge high income taxes to the rich
Quit giving tax breaks to corporations who only leave when
there is no more tax breaks.
Charge PST if we have too to maintain public service pay
increases; increases to teacher and ensure we keep our
nurses in Alberta instead of cutting their positions.
Albertans who are working and contributing to the economy
by purchasing vehicles, putting their children through post
secondary, buying necessities keeps our Alberta Economy
going.

T6L

Education, health and adoption of emerging technology.

Inefficiencies in existing services, ministries, bureaucracy.

T6W

1) secular public education
2) renewable energy
3) healthcare
4) technology, excluding fossil fuel extraction
Infrastructure, job creation, economic growth, more money
in the tax payers' pockets, getting the oil sector back up and
running

Re-instating the provincial carbon tax

T6W

Health, education, post secondary education and safe
consumption sites.
t8w

Health Care, there is a desperate need for doctors in my
area. I have been without for several years which I am quite
sure will cause more problems in the long run. This
includes mental health as well, to try to prevent the
addiction problems we are seeing lately.

Increased taxes on cigarettes/alcohol/weed, save on
government personnel spending on travel/meetings etc..., try
to decrease operational costs, reduce spending on
supporting the Natives and the immigrants, eliminate
inefficiencies and redundancies in processes/personnel
etc...
Get rid of the war room.

Reinstate government grants for retraining people who are
unemployed or underemployed.
Provide incentives for small businesses to expand and hire
more people.
STEP Grant and the Gaming Fund should have remained in
place for struggling Not for Profits in Alberta.
Would like to see the more tax credits for businesses and
people who donate to Not for Profits charities in Alberta.
There use to be a matching provincial grant for cash donations
for Not for Profits that were eliminated.
Employing people to work within education, health and
technology initiatives that support efficiency and lean
execution.
Diversify, invest in everything except more oil and gas
dependence so we can weather another oil price crash

Lower taxes for corporations, lower minimum wage, build oil
refineries, ease regulations so corporations can run easily and
more efficient, incentives for employers, lower interest rates to
get people spending, bring back the 5% down for first time
home buyers to kick start real estate again, diversify our
contributions to the economy
Diversification. Oil and gas is important but we cannot be a one
trick pony.

Quit funding safe injection sites or anything to do with
Start allowing us to take advantage of our natural resources.
providing illegal drugs to addicts/criminals. Make more
Quit taxing the crap out of people so they actually have money
severe consequences for petty crimes that now seem almost to spend.
acceptable; only costing the hard workers time and money.
It is a waste of policing and court time to allow these people
back on the street to commit the exact same crimes, with
only a slap on the wrist. Take some control of our finances
back from the federal government instead of allowing our
hard earned money to fund other countries. Stop paying
government workers more than the average worker. Cut
back on pensions for government workers and politicians; as
well as reducing the amount of benefits and perks they are
entitled to. Obviously, get rid of Justin Trudeau before he
bankrupts Canada.
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T7x

Health care
Education
Infrastructure

Investing in better schedulers and systems for health care. If I'm not sure about this one
there are less scheduling errors, that would save a lot of
money in overtime pay and less employee turnover.
Actually only cutting some of the top wage earners in health
and education. Not the front line workers!
Replace some of the RN positions with LPNs

T0B

Heath care!!!! Education and oil and gas

Welfare, drug test people. Cut prisoners costs rather then
elderly!!

T2w

Cutting the war room, cutting cabinet size and salaries,
increase AISH, increase health spendings,and increase
education spending.
First of all I think your second priority, Making life better for
Albertans, is the antithesis to what this government has
done since they took office. How is cutting K-12 and Postsecondary education making life better for Alberta
students? How is is changing eligibility requirements for the
Seniors Drug Benefit Program which could leave some
46,000 Albertans without coverage, making life better? The
budget for kindergarten to Grade 12 education is $8.2
billion, the same amount that was spent last year, but you
have abolished three grants: Class Size Funding, Classroom
Improvement and School Fee Reduction, which totalled $428
million and only partially replaced those cuts with a onetime transition grant of $153 million. You did not account for
the fact the number of new students in K-12, so in fact this
will be a decrease to budgets for school boards.
The government's spending priorities should be on
education, healthcare, tax benefits to assist lower to middle
income individuals/families, investing in industries other
than oil and gas.

Reduce size and cost of cabinet. Get rid of war room.
Collect taxes from oil companies
The corporate tax cut translates into a net $2.4-billion
revenue reduction for the government over four years. I have
yet to hear an explanation for this and how it will support job
creation and economic growth in this province. So maybe
the answer to your third question on this survey would be to
cancel those corporate tax cuts and get that $2.4 billion
revenue. cutting Child care subsidies make zero sense. If
you can get parents with kids working, they are paying taxes
and not accessing social services. You give both the parents
and the children a brighter future. It honestly seems like the
government is focused on finding savings at the expense of
the less fortunate Albertans. When did our provincial
government decide that oil and gas was more important than
its citizens?

The Capital Investment Tax Credit, the Community Economic
Development Corporation Tax Credit, the Capital Investment
Tax Credit, the Interactive Digital Media Tax Credit and the
Scientific Research and Experimental Development Tax Credit
are all being cancelled. These support both job creation and
economic growth.
How about you look at investing in industries other than Oil and
Gas? Many people in Alberta’s tech sector say the Investor Tax
Credit in particular — which had approved $28.1 million in tax
credits by the end of 2018 and leveraged $94 million in
investment for small and mid-sized businesses — helped get
much-needed venture capital into the hands of new industries
in a province where investment dollars have typically gone to
oil and gas.

T3G

Critical services. Police, education, healthcare

Increase Business Taxes

T3M

Education, Health Care, Infrastructure

T5k

Health education - you know, stuff that’s important to non
conservatives

Bureaucracy - clean up top end of government, education,
health care
Get rid of the useless war room

Capital projects, encourage diversification of the economy, and
attract tech sector investment.
Tax breaks, education, local business supports

T4X

Healthcare, Education, Technical innovation, Climate
change commitments, Affordable childcare

T6J

Create more jobs, people are hard out for work right now!!
People aren’t looking for amazing wages but rather just a job in
itself
Quit and get a good government back in.

Stop corporate welfare. Your tax cuts are not working. The rest
of the world has moved on from trickle down economics

Oil company tax breaks and subsidies, Government Officials Not laying off so many essential and skilled staff within the
travelling
APS.
Support innovation and transition technology.
Attract tech businesses into the province and help support
small business.
Do not invest all our "eggs into one basket" into the oil
industry.
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T1J

Education and health are always a priority for our kids but
there is a lot of waste in both areas. Don’t punish the
vulnerable children and adults. Don’t cut PDD or AISH or
Seniors benefits. The government should look at all of
their upper level people with made up positions. I have seen
it but it is the “good ol boys club!“

I feel very strongly that instead of cutting the important front Not my area of expertise. Sorry
line nurses that Alberta Health Services should look upward
and start eliminating some of the hierarchy at the top who
make inflated wages and will have huge pensions. We are so
top
heavy!!! Do they have courage to do it. I doubt it!
The government should bring back health premiums to those
who can afford it. That would bring in a lot of money. I am
not opposed to charging a small fee per dr visit.
Ask the front line health care workers ways to save money.
They are there 24 hours a day!!!

T1B

Reducing classroom sizes, more supports for teachers
Healthcare, to disease and disability prevention programs
and services
Health care, alternative energy sources, education.

Tax big corporations

Yes but not to the detriment of everything else

Stop pissing our money away on stupid stuff like your "War
room". How ridiculous can you get? Stop handing out tax
cuts to corporations and start using our money to help the
people. Trickle down economics doesn't work. Get up-todate!
The salaries of everyone Jason Kenny has hired should be
cut by 20% immediately. Close the money sucking “War
Room” and stop providing cushy high paid jobs for cronies
and friends. Stop all flights/trips to England and elsewhere
that are done in secret and include luxury hotels/flights.

By diversification and transition to alternative energies. Quit
being single minded with the economy.

T6L

T3H

Health and Education. Homeless problem in Calgary is also
an issue that needs attention.

Diversify and support emerging industries such as tech and
green energy. Move away from giving handouts to rich oil
companies.
Also it may be time to consider a sales tax in Alberta but since
the scope of this survey is so limited and targeted to what the
government wants to hear I gather that does not fit with the
survey.
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T2Y

I know Calgary is building a new youth centre for mental
health. Unfortunately, the way wee conceptualize mental
health and the healing process is usually wrong. The
individuals we hire to help these kids are usually broken and
lead the kids to make worse decisions.

We don't need savings. We need individuals to create value.
We're simply not producing enough. 20% of our males under
25 are unemployed, not because there aren't jobs. But
because we're not equipping them with valuable skills. If we
give them skills, teach them how to add value, encourage an
entrepreneurial spirit. Then we will find a way for them to
Personally I think the model developed in church with youth make money.
groups is the best. Unfortunately we live in a secular world
that lacks values, and the lack of values is what causes the
mental health problems. I don't understand why nobody can
see this.

Loosen regulations all across the board. Promote
entrepreneurial markets. Get rid of junk corporations that don't
care about the people. Encourage small business and lower
taxes for them. Grants for people who want to start businesses
instead of tax cuts for wealthy corporations. They don't need
your money, they can find investors. The government is for the
people, not for corporations.

17(1)

A HUGE ISSUE with our youth is pornography addiction. Its
massive and completely swept under the rug. 17(1)
pps like
Instagram, and TikTok perpetuate the sort of addictions
especially in young men. They cause our young women to
act morally corrupt. Yes we have sexual liberation but it's
not the answer. Responsibility is.
Once our kids are able to understand sexual health in a
RESPONSIBLE manner, I think that will make a HUGE
difference. Sexual health and mental health are indefinitely
linked. Sexual energy is the driving force for all creation. As
it is the force that creates human beings in the first place.
t6l
T0M

T8N

But how can these kids use their sexual energy when they
Education and health care
Tech
Healthcare, Education, Social Programs, Universal Income

More funding for home education is needed! We save
taxpayers $12,000-$1670 = $10,330 per child PER YEAR by
investing our time and own money in our children and
taking responsibility for their education. $830 doesn't cover
the true costs in home education and this methodology of
education should be available for everyone.

many places. This is not our job but the taxes from oil and
gas, wage freezes
Taxing large corporations and increasing marginal tax rates
for those making >1 million a year

you haven't created any jobs but I would say firing EA's and
teachers isn't the answer. My kids deserve good education
Investing in education and realizing that either raising minimum
wage (15 is still low to live on) or creating a base income for
people will actually help economically. When people can't
afford to live, they do not spend money in your society.

The government could remove the regulation that children
Allow income splitting again so families have more net income
can only write diploma exams for 100% of the mark if they
to drive the economy forward
are over age 19 or have taken the course. If kids are ready to
take the exam from self-study or tutoring, they should be
allowed to write it at age 16 (or any age really.) That saves
the government money in providing a needless course.
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Stop all corporate subsidies and tax breaks for oil and gas.
Support the lowest 1% not the highest. Increase tax for
anyone that makes over the mean Canadian salary. There are
more higher salary earners than any other province.

Reinstate all subsidies put in place for the technology sector by
the previous government. Offer further subsidies taken from oil
to encourage further diversification to technology. Invest
heavily in education. Especially STEM.

the war room?
Get the taxes from the oil companies

by not firing teachers

T8H

Invest in new business and technology. Education,
education, education. Make education a public service and
priority and legislate against education "businesses" (so all
current post secondary "schools"). No business should
profit from education, the profit is the benefit to the
community.
Why are we taking money out of the schools. Fees have
doubled and class sizes are going to be larger? We have
more then oil and gas to focus on
Health Care and Education

Currently, the Gov't is top-heavy with Management. There are
managers who have the title and the pay but do not have any
staff to manage. They "manage" work...but we all manage a
workload! Do we really need directors and executive
directors? Eliminate the executive directors and make the
directors work. Top-heavy! this also cuts red tape.

T5W

Adults and Children with disabilities

Government positions and human resource positions at
government facilities that are not necessary could be
decreased, make drug testing mandatory (monthly,
spontaneous) for anyone on welfare and if they are using
drugs remove the benefit, no more giving financial aid to
foreign countries or agencies until our debt is repaid.

Promote Alberta, but it's a little difficult to sell how great
Alberta is to people outside the province, or country when the
Media keep focussing on the NDP's opinion of how bad we are.
Promote hiring local, grant money to new businesses with
criteria of hiring local Albertans. The unemployed could retrain
for other jobs, or trades if they has support from the gov't.
Retrain to get people back to work, people with families can't
afford to retrain.
Provide more affordable + available high school + college
education for adults trying to better themselves, have firmer
laws on refugee status, and immigration.

t6l

Health care
Education

T8a

Education, health care.

Big business. Reducing red tape.

Healthcare and education

Stop funding private education. Increase oil royalties.
Increase corporate taxes. Bring back the provincial carbon
tax so the money stays here instead of going to the federal
government.
Cut back on military, and that stupid energy council you put
together.

Support alternative energy projects, not cut education and
health care.
Job creation stimulates growth because with more people
making money, more people are spending money. So giving
small businesses tax breaks and retaining the jobs we already
have will help the economy.
Subsidies for new and emerging industries. Make it a benefit to
grow marijuana, create solar farms, and for god's sake open
that super lab. Oh, And stop giving the rich tax breaks. They
have done the studies. Trickle down economics doesn't work.

t6h

Education/Healthcare

T8N

Our economy

End equalization payments, defund the CBC, more efficiency Slash red tape, slash regulations, scrap the carbon tax, stop
in infrastructure projects, and more efficiency in many
cutting public sector jobs and salaries.
bureaucratic areas, that can be done by slashing red tape.
But more important than saving is stimulating the economy
out of a recession so that we can earn tax revenue.

Education, health, economic diversification, infrastructure
projects

higher corporate tax rates, add a provincial sales tax

I think this government is too focused on expenditures and
not enough focus on the revenue lines and obtaining a
diversified revenue profile.

I think this government is too focused on expenditures and
not enough focus on the revenue lines and obtaining a
diversified revenue profile.

T6L

Silly question- Economic development should be done wisely
and not at the cost of destroying the provincial economy
leading to recession and wide spread job losses. Stop investing
in old economies(gas, oil, coal, corporate tax cuts offs). We
need infrastructure development and economic diversificationread Keynesian economics. Have foresight and plan for the
future.
Provide tech companies and other industries the same tax
breaks and accounts payable to gov't forgiveness as oil and
gas.
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T2Z
T8A

Infrastructure, property rights and responsible land use.

Eliminating redundant bureaucratic positions in the
Legislature.
Well for one, maybe not giving almost 5 billion dollars to
Oh how about 5 billion in savings that you just handed to
corporations, of which many have moved their central
corporations. Load of good that's doing us all thus far.
operations OUT of Alberta, despite the handout. That's
Spend it on your constituents perhaps? Also stop cutting
almost 5 billion dollars that could have gone into our
our health/care/meds. That's a priority to so many, as is
education (not just religious education institutions thanks). province. You could have also saved millions on this
Your government is making life much harder for the average godforsaken oil war room that will last what, two-three
Albertan, of which I am, NOT easier like you promised to so years? Load of good that's doing us all. Finally, your trips
many.
around the globe to entice business to come to Alberta. First
and foremost, Jason Kenney is the world's WORST
spokesperson. If you really think he is the man to send to get
people to want to move their business into Alberta you are
so far wrong it's hilarious. He's slimy, conniving and
wouldn't know how to conduct real business if it hit him in
the face. If I was an investor or a businessperson with money
to spend, it definitely would not be on something Jason
Kenney recommended, considering he still lives in his
mother's basement. It's sickening to see the UCP do what
they think is "right".

Invest in youth, subsidize continuing education, and provide
supports for families.
Well for one, by actually understanding that diversification
NEEDS to occur. Oil and gas is NEVER going to be like it once
was, sorry to all the haters, but it ain't. Get that through your
heads. Support education, support the trades, support
something, anything but JUST oil and gas. I understand that it
needs to be a part of Albert's economy, but so do other things
and by not embracing change, you are causing a huge chasm in
this province, financially and socially.

Finally, institute a freaking PST. No one will bat an eye at 2 or
3 %. That is huge revenue right there and you wouldn't be
killing people's way of life like you are with taking the caps
off of insurance, natural gas and the like. I don't need my
life's necessities being crazily priced and outlandish. Idiotic.
Education, employment, senior support, and healthcare.

T2P

- Stop "legislating"/ forcing people to use "govt approved"
- decrease legislative barriers for companies, but also enforcing
firms to do things like renovating buildings etc.
their social and tax responsibilities
- Provide incentives for agencies that operates below budget (because they spend time finding the best appropriate deals)
and do not increase budget for those who spend every penny
or over budget.
- Stop compensating (with bonus etc) govt official for just
doing their job.
- Recognize there are working poor and support them as best
we can: increase individual tax credit?)

focus on diversification of the economy. Focus on the
start by implementing a prov tax and stop giving farm, oil
environment and most importantly stop giving farm, oil and and gas tax breaks
gas tax breaks

since 1980 the GoA has talked about the need to diversify the
economy away from oil. Get on with it.
Start supporting businesses such as IT and the environment.
make the oil industry clean up their abandoned oil wells and
those oil companies that have gone out of business should be
covered 100% by the oil and gas industry

T9A

Cops, health, jobs, education, transport, help centers for
homeless or low income families

Lower your own income

Our oil fields
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T6E

T7X

T1A

*public education (not private)
*public health care (not private)
*stimulate our economy through diversification

no more giant corporate giveaways.

A healthy public sector stimulates the economy. I know that
since all these cut backs, my families spending has gone way
down and our personal savings up incase we need money for
things our current government is cutting.
Education
Bureaucracy
Economic diversity
Health care
Upper management
Tax incentives to promote new businesses and retain existing
Infrastructure
Administration
ones
Continue to promote and advocate for the energy sector
Duplication of services
Family support, education and fostering future generations. I am not privy to every area the government spends.
By encouraging our youth and families through support
However, certainly those with power over, and knowledge of networks and education programs.
such information can utilize common sense and prioritize
appropriately.
Education- cap tuition so the average Albertan can afford to Cut some high level jobs, especially AHS. Too top heavy.
Build the pipeline! I know that is one of your key objectives and
go. Also funding for kids with disabilities that require and
You are fighting with AUPE frontline and support staff to not part of the reason I voted UCP.
EA in school
give a raise or possible pay cut and to make other cuts. We
Create jobs, cap expenses ie: tuition, insurance, utility bills
are average people who work hard and for me have to recertify each year. Minimum wage went up, cost of living went (mine was $450 this month)
Cap insurance so people can afford to drive
up but my wage hasn’t. Too many people at AHS are making
more than $150,000 a year. Hard to feel sorry for them when I
am making 17(1) a year and supporting a family

T0J

Medical, education, social services

Stop letting Jason Kenney spend money

T6J

Needs to start attracting tech and other environmentally
friendly companies to the province.

No more tax breaks for corporations, get some of that money Work with other provinces and the feds, rather than being
back.
antagonistic.

t6a

t4t
T3L

Tax the corporations and the rich

Push to get our oil to market but also need to start to look
Rather then cutting front line service workers, maybe focus
towards the long term future - its going to be tech and
on the abundance of middle managers and paper pushers.
environment over oil and gas in the very long term. Need to
benefit from oil now, to grow into more diversified industries
in the future.
Focus on public services (transit), healthcare, education
Implement a progressive tax system.
(teachers), libraries.

Continue to fund public service-type jobs in health care,
education, etc. Eg. libraries are essential for effective
community development and employ numerous people.
Funding libraries has been demonstrated to positively effect job
creation!
Education, more teachers, teacher raises.
PST taxes would reduce our transfer payments and generate Funding education to give our youth a future.
needed revenue.
The governments focus should be on growing our economy. The government needs to focus on decreasing the budget
Alberta needs a vision for a new future, one that will incentivise
Education also needs to be a primary focus, how can we
deficit by growing our economy, not excessive budget cuts large corporations to move here and small business to startup
reduce the deficit under the presumption that we don't want that are putting more people out of work. While I support
and grow. This isn't done by lowering the large corp tax rate to
future generations to have to pay off that debt while not
balanced budgets there are times when investment in future excessive lows, but by encouraging investment opportunities
focusing on the education of those future generations. We
growth is more important, and with interest rates low a
through gov't programs and tax credits. Tax is only one part of
cannot go back and educate our children once they are
different strategy from fast and furious budget cuts needs to the picture when is comes to corporations, they are also
grown and if they have an underfunded education system
be implemented.
looking for progressive governments and economies where
they are being put at a disadvantage.
there employees can prosper. Industries, including E&P and
Agriculture need to be able to innovate and credits related to
R&D are important to encourage development.
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T1X

Education and Health Care - make them more accountable,
especially CBE

Top heavy education - look at the CBE

T9E

Spending for education - public schools and reducing the
amount given to private schools.

Getting money for abandoned wells owes to municipalities.
Defer lowering corporate tax rates for a year.
Don’t plan to balance the budget in 4 years, plan for 5
Stop giving MP’s and higher ranking government employees
raises. Keep the money in the system

T3M

Front line workers. Vulnerable Sector groups need their
funding back (seniors, children, disabled Albertans, and
struggling families). Ensuring Alberta remains a
competitive/appealing place for good doctors to want to
practice medicine. Education at all levels. Job creation.
Public education needs to be supported not dismantled.
Stop putting forth surveys that only present the desired
outcome of Mr Kenny on subjects like privatization of
education.

The multiple extra levels of management need to be
refined/reduced in government offices, AHS, and School
Systems. Privatize the drivers test again with stricter audits.
The job creation tax break needs guidelines that if a
company gets the tax break and cuts jobs they have to repay
the taxes at the rate before the job creation tax cut.
Implement the firewall so we have say over how our tax
dollars go to the federal government, stop just talking and
start acting.

Support small businesses. Encourage apprenticeships
working with high schools. Look at having students leave
school at 16 end of Grade 10 as is done in the UK. then money
would be spent on high schools where students aren't
academically included. let them go to SAIT as early entry
Apprenticeship.
Give incentives for keeping people employed
Look into bringing diversification of not only oil and gas but
other industries as well to our province

Invest in more than just oil and gas. The tech industry is huge.
Give a tax break to companies that actually use the money to
create jobs. If they cannot prove extra jobs created they don’t
get the tax break. Put back the student work program that helps
students gain experience that often turns into a full-time
position for them. Encourage the development of greener
technologies in the oil and gas industry so Alberta can remain a
world leader in the oil and gas product markets.

As much as I hate to say this bring back the Alberta carbon
tax so we get the rebates back in Alberta, not into the federal
government’s pockets.
Bring back Alberta Health Care premiums, they should never
have been taken out in the first place. This is what pushed
me into being a Wild Rose voter over the previous
Conservative government that I have voted for from the time
I was 18.
Keeping many of the AHS programs under AHS. If the labs
were to be privatized it is going to screw over long term
employees and cost more than it will save.
Do independent spending audits that are transparent and
focused on finding redundant costs. Have enough employees
there isn’t OT required to remain staffed properly.

T2E

Education

T5A

Healthcare , Education, helping young families and getting
Alberta to work

Better education to the public on when to go to a family
doctor, vs walk-in clinic, vs, urgent care, vs ER. So many
resources are wasted with people going to the ER for the
sniffles. Urgent Cares are well equipped to to handle
pneumonia cases and determine if there is a need to access
higher levels of cars other than antibiotics
Getting rid of the war room. What a waste of money and take Fund education and diversify the economy away from oil.
back that rediculous4% corporate tax cut that was
unnecessary.
Look at budgets for the higher up in polticsw ..trim some of Finding ways to get the economy going
the unnecessary trips and expenses
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T1K

T9m

T3M

T3b

Emergency services should be a priority

By elemination safe injection sites that are used as hangout By seperation from the East or independence like Quebec.
and drug sales areas. Reducing the amount of chairmen
executive positions and personal assistances/ secretaries in
public health and school s.
Put oil field workers back to work. Start up Alberta pension Ei, we fired a worker for stealing then he went on Ei. Totally Follow the Ralph Klein system of government!
plan, Do not allow any more gun bans. Cancel the carbon
unacceptable.
tax.
Management of most social programs think they are
deserving of so much money.
Education and healthcare
Social services- stop feeding the system. It’s broken. We are Oil and gas but also diversify to tech companies.
not empowering these people but supporting them
constantly. Families should not receive Child tax credit (I
have children so I’m not discriminating). I chose to have a
family. I should be able to support my family.
Education- NOT frontline staff (teachers). There are hundreds
of consultants and far too many administration positions that
could easily be cut. A school with 3 secretaries could do with
1 or 2. A school with a principal, vice principal and assistant
principal could go without the 3rd principal. Schools have 3
diverse learning teacher- totally unnecessary. However these
types of cuts will NEVER happen if you let the school decide
on how to allocate the funds. Look at each school. Cut the
dead weight. Teachers have not received a raise in almost 10
years! That is not where the money needs to come from.
Healthcare- same situation. Too many supervisors however
when cuts come it’s the frontline staff that are impacted. This
should not happen. Someone needs to go in and make these
decisions that isn’t worried about covering their own job/
salary.

Education and health care
There is not enough schools for the middle class families it
is a real struggle also the schools the children do attend the
class sizes are too big they are not getting quality
education.
Healthcare the wait times for minor things that could
become major things is out of control the doctors and
nurses are stressed beyond belief trying to keep up

1.Collecting taxes due from corporations.
2. The income support system where albertans can stay on
income supports for years on end without the expectation of
getting a job. 17(1)
and it is more beneficial for
people to stay on income support then to get a job this
system needs to be fixed we are paying way too much for
other people to sit home and not work

Growth comes from small businesses stop taxing them so
much.
There are a lot of jobs people just aren't taking them because
they would rather get on assistance .
I see help wanted posters everywhere around my community
it's not worth people getting jobs they aren't paid enough and
they get more on social assistance.

2. The amount of child tax that low-income families get is
outrageous in some cases it is enough to pay their entire
rent it seems like they do not have to work that along with
income support and they don't have to work at all.

Also income taxes I know this is the federal system, but it is
noteworthy, that income taxes for hard-working double parent
Working Families are extremely high we are barely making it .

3. The assured income for the severely handicapped
assistance is too easy to qualify for. 17(1)
on AISH because they have mild depression. 17(1)
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T5M

T1G

T6W

Education and Health Care. Those are two of the most
important things that make Alberta the best province to live
in.
Renewable resources/research, social services, health
services, education

Decrease spending overseas and concentrate on helping
Albertans.

1) Education - providing sufficient grants to students to
cover increasing tuition costs and reverse decisions to
remove tax credits for students. We should not be
burdening future Albertan workers with insurmountable
loads of debt. Specialized workers with post-secondary
education will be just as important (if not more important)
than trades jobs (which seem to be the province's current
priority for some reason).

Limit the salaries of all MLAs to no more than $60,000/year
and the Premier's salary to $80,000/year. There is no viable
reason as to why they should be making more than these
figures.

2) Healthcare - hiring more nurses and doctors to decrease
wait times and making sure there are sufficient hospital
beds and spaces that are needed by patients. Current
budget constraints have impeded these outcomes
immensely (removing hundreds of nursing jobs) and need to
be changed.

Find efficiency (time & money) within the various
government systems/offices. Taking a fair look at the
salaries/pensions of government officials. A strict and
accountable measure of frivolous spending (ie. travel) at all
levels.

Decrease minimum wage so more small/family run companies
can reopen and afford to hire staff required to maintain
business.
Tax incentives/support for "green" companies; businesses
involved in renewable resources or sustainable technology.
Perhaps new trades could be formed in one or more areas of
these job fields, creating incentive for those in the workforce to
make the switch from the oilfield industry or other areas. Less
government outsourcing to non-local businesses.
DIVERSIFY ALBERTA'S ENERGY MARKET! Here's some ideas:

1) Begin constructing mines to harvest the Lithium needed to
make Li-ion batteries. As the world shifts toward a decarbonized economy, Li-ion batteries will be very useful in new
Defund the Canadian Energy Centre (ie. War Room) which is emerging technologies such as electric vehicles. There is
currently wasting $30 million/year pumping out conservative currently a world-wide market for these batteries and demand
propaganda, stealing other companies logos, and giving
will only continue to grow.
Albertans a bad reputation
Source: https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/lithiumalberta-oilsands-1.5424527
2) Investigate ways to sell hydrogen gas, a very marketable
form of energy that will only grow in demand.
Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-0114/green-hydrogen-could-price-gas-out-of-power-markets-by2050

3) Infrastructure - Municipalities' resources are heavily
strained by the recent budget cuts and will require more
funds to be financially successful in an already uncertain
financial future.

3) If pipelines must be built, pursue LNG pipeline projects
instead of oil. They are much less catastrophic to the
environment and natural gas has a huge market as well.

T1p

Maintaining healthcare and education spending, as well as
vital infrastructure

Stop relying on trickle-down economics. They have never
worked. Ever. Stop cutting taxes at the top.

T4T

health and education

MLA and executive travel costs

Public sector work is a stabilizing factor in recessions, stop
trying to cut public sector workers simply because "it's their
turn to feel pain". The desire to inflict pain or suffering on
others simply because you have had to deal with it is a
monstrous mentality.
invest in small business
continue to fight for Alberta's pipelines
continue to the fight to make sure Ottawa listens to the West
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T6R

Its a Revenue Problem not a spending problem. Govt should
protect operating expense and not try to balance the Budget
on the backs of the civil service? Cutting billions in govt
spending will result in billions removed from the economy not only will govt jobs be lost but private sector jobs will be
cut as no money in economy to support - $5B in savings =
50,000 jobs - do the math. Fix the revenue or devastate AB!

Hold off on less critical infrastructure projects, Reduce ABC
funding in-line with direct department cuts. Cut wages via
Union contracts (stop cutting jobs)! Cut grants by equal
amount you cut wages; cut s/s by same percent.

Stop misleading and telling everyone its a spending problem.
Admit we lost billions in revenue and need to find ways to fix
that? Stop reducing business/corporate taxes; introduce a
Savings Tax (temporary Deficit elimination tax), increase
Federal transfer payments for SUCH sector; increase federal
contributions to pay proper share of programs - Indigenous
programs; legal aid; Victims of Crime; etc.
Cutting government jobs and services and reducing govt
spending by billions will create major issues for overall job
market when billions removed from economy. Govts that
function effectively and economically when they save in good
times and spend in bad.... to support the economy. If economy
and jobs in private sector are struggling, adding govt cuts will
only exacerbate the problem.

T5x

Daycare subsidies for the average middle class family

Raise corporate taxes enough to offset costs

T1M

Education
Health Care
Small business
Childcare
Grants for small municipalities
Agriculture
Renewal energy development
Vocational training for displaced energy sector workers (to
address the challenge of unemployment and poor economic
diversification). Advanced education across all sectors (to
address higher demand for post-secondary during the
economic downturn, and to promote economic
diversification). Infrastructure investments (to spur
employment and as a long-term investment in AB’s future).
Economic diversification (we MUST reduce our dependency
on the fossil fuel industry for our economic well-being).

Investigate Government officials’ spending habits
Stop tax cuts for businesses

Health-care (through tough but necessary labor
negotiations). Review of middle and upper management in
the provincial public sector.
But this is really only part of the question. We have a
substantial REVENUE problem in Alberta. Until we
acknowledge that stable and high-level services rely on a
steady revenue stream, we will continue to face short-term
budgetary crises in the future. I will vote for ANY political
party that has the courage to implement a provincial sales
tax in order stabilize our fiscal situation. At that point,
resource royalty revenue can be directed to debt reduction
or a long-term endowment.

Government should acknowledge that economic diversification
requires training and education across the spectrum (from
liberal arts to basic science to pure vocational learning).
Supporting education, particularly during periods of high
unemployment, is thus key to sustainable economic
diversification. The provincial government’s full-throated
support for the AB oil/gas sector plays well politically at home
but it ultimately counter-productive when it comes to relations
internationally and with the rest of Canada. Infrastructure
investments require debt but are much stronger engines for job
creation and economic growth, especially when compared to
the laughable trickle-down economics of tax cuts.

t2n

Health, Education, housing, social supports.

T7Z

Education, infrastructure, health care costs

Stop all funding to oil/gas/pipelines. End all support to
carbon industries.
Cut equalization payouts by 65% Health care is eating up
forty plus % of prov budget.
Cut twenty million per year from war room budget.
Far to many people living off the government, or being
needlessly subsidized (Wealthy seniors living in subsidised
housing)
Pay down Prov. debt, use interest saved for capital projects

End oil subsidies, encourage unions, raise minimum wage,
close oil/gas "war room"
Encourage innovation through education, technology, value
added products and diversification of economy

T5N

Diversification, investing in renewable, maybe looking into terra
form technologies for nuclear power.
Invest in post secondary education to ensure that the work
force is trained adequately for the future
Funding and initiatives for small businesses
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Healthcare
Healthcare staffing and salaries, particularly nursing

Physician salaries
Physician expenditure allowance
Increase back the corporate tax

Implement the pipeline project

Creating positions for nurse practitioners in primary care
T5L

Focus on front line working staff not big corporations. We
Cut high paid ceo jobs or reduce their income. Don’t take roll Continue with new projects that will employ all trades . Invest in
education for our children, not cutting everything back.
need more jobs for the trades and keep education and health backs on every day hard working front line people. Curb
care priorities.
highly expensive government program like the war room that
cost massive amounts and produce nothing.

t3k

The government should prioritize advanced education as a
means to diversify the Alberta economy

T0C

Education funding. We need well funded schools and staff.

t2w

Social Services
Public Health
Invigorating the economy (through innovative new
technologies and energy)

The government should reconsider tax cuts, as they have
significantly offset the savings found in other cuts made to
date
Tax the large companies again. No more free handouts.

By incentivizing post secondary studies in technical fields and
universities. If we need more workers in certain fields make it
more palatable.
Through aligning funding to outcomes and ensure that
Through providing ways for Alberta to expand it economy into
expenditures are aligned with best practices in spending and different areas (technology, health etc..) and providing stimulus
budgeting.
for Alberta to engage in exploring alternative forms of energy
(wind, solar, etc..)

T8A

The Climate and Pollution. Everything else is secondary. It
doesn't help if we make 2% more if we have to spend 5%10% on disaster relief and emergency services.

Eliminate the ridiculous energy council you jhat introduced
and are blowing our money on.

T2y

Education, front line medical staff

T6M

Upper management in education and hospitals . Such
organizations appear very “top heavy.”
Leadership's paychecks and big business tax breaks

Schools and nurses, smaller class sizes so children who
need it get more help and have the ability to succeed, and
support for nurses as they give round the clock care to their
patients and deal with heartbreaking situations on a daily
basis
Cutting MP salaries
Education
Health care
Reversing the $4.7 billion tax cut for businesses
Retain public sector employees
Raising provincial tax rates
Instituting a provincial sales tax

T6E

Stop funding catholic and private school boards.
Remove tax exemptions for churches.

T6A

Post-secondary Education
Industry Development in the TECH SECTOR
Mental Health

promote education and the development of high-tech industries
in Alberta

We need to wean ourselves from oil revenues as the economic
engine of our province.
Diversify more. Initial economic debt into strong infrastructure
for a more diversified and strong private sector in the future is
the surest way to improve growth and dampen economic loss
as fossil fuels will be declining globally.
By taking the same budget cuts that they are proposing for
other sectors . That would be really great to see
Better transit for getting to jobs, support of higher wages so
people can afford to live and to spend extra and circulate
money in the economy

The first step should be to make sure we don’t lose further jobs.
Cuts to health care, education, and public services will only
lead to further job loss. And it’s harder to create jobs than it is
to retain them.
Reinstate the grant programs for small business, tech sector,
and others that have been cut by the UPC. Not all business
needs to be corporate.

Leaving CPP alone. We don’t need to spend millions to
poorly duplicate a system that is already in place.
It needs to offer a fair consumer and business tax.
Increasing employee security.
It can save money by reducing MLA + Premier salaries.
Increasing education and training to improve skills.
Reduce travel and hosting by Premier and staff of the Alberta International and cross provincial trade
Government.
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T6P

t4s

T5C

T5K

T5Y

T2M

Government should be focused on services for the
vulnerable, like mental health funding so people can get
back to work or go to school to contribute back to society &
lower the unemployment rate, maybe even implement stages
for people to get off assistance. Mental health support is not
included in AB works support. It is very expensive to get
good treatment. Get people addiction counselling, so they
can get off drugs.
Health care & education should be the first priority of the
government. Decreasing health care wait times & building
schools so class rooms are appropriate sizes & so more
teachers can be hired.
It can be almost 2 years for a referral for autism? Why we
know there is an increase in cases, more nurses & doctors
could be hired.

Taxing corporations & rich people obviously
Funding projects for innovative technology, research &
Ditching private health care, if people can afford it they can development & services like education & health care.
go somewhere else & get it.
Promoting & prompting education requirements.
Maybe cutting some city staff considering every time you see
people working for the city or EPCOR there is 30 people
around a project & only 4 are actually working.

Why don’t we have the Remand open for the homeless to
get them off the streets & clean up the area for more
business development downtown to create more jobs. There
should be added services such as hygiene, clothing, to get
people employed & off assistance
education, health care,
stop funding day programs - they have 0 outcomes, invest in investing in our kids education, reducing the number of GOA
innovation
employee's in redundant positions, and stop doing the same
things every other government have done.
I believe the UCP needs to keep status quo. They don't need They could reduce hiring in areas that don't really need more The UCP needs to stop borrowing and spending money we
to cut jobs from people, but they don't need to be hiring
people, and could freeze wages.
don't have. They could add a PST, use it properly, and help our
more either. Ex- education and health care. I feel that the
economy grow.
UCP shouldn't be cutting from the 2 most important areas in
Alberta.
Climate change mitigation and adaptation. Social services
Increase the corporate tax rate. Increase the royalty rate.
Invest in industries with a future, stop clinging to those which
including but not exclusively public housing, transit, health Implement a stronger progressive taxation system. Eliminate very obviously will not rebound such as oil and gas. Lead the
fossil fuel subsidies.
transition to the clean energy economy rather than digging
care, and education.
heels in and resisting change to try and please it's top donors.
Invest in renewable energy and energy efficiency projects,
create tax incentives for tech and clean energy industries.
Honestly, this is not hard.
Health and Education
Large corporations who are getting tax cuts without the
Invest in your province - you can create jobs by increasing
promise of investing back into Alberta
public services, there is a basic fundamental need for it whether that’s infrastructure or even social services.
Trickle down economics isn’t working.
It works from the bottom up, if you create jobs and venues of
opportunity for the lower and middle class, it will result in an in
our own economy.
Healthcare and education, Alternative energy options,
Higher taxes on the wealthy, NOT the poor and needy
By not cutting funding to already underfunded job sectors.
Not by cutting into already lower "priority"
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T6H

T0M

Education, healthcare (with a focus on preventative
measures), climate change initiatives, post-secondary
institutions and the research these institutions do, help for
families (like childcare subsidies), spend money to make
people happier and healthier, these people cost less!---look
to other countries for examples :)

Ensure education and health are adequately funded
WITHOUT wastage at the top - which is what we generally
see. There needs to be stewardship of the money and
accountability to ensure it gets to the front line:
classrooms/hospitals functioning.

Improving healthcare and healthcare worker satisfaction
T4T

Investing in long term projects rather than short term. A "war
room" (brutal name by the way) is unnecessary and insulting
when the most recent budget is all about trimming excess.
Taking away things that matter to the average person and
diverting funds to oil and gas is short sighted in my opinion.
On top of that, pissing off teachers, nurses and doctors-- the
current government seems to have no respect for the
average person if they aren't associated with oil and gas-and even then, those people seem to be used as a means to
an end (to make higher ups wealthy). The fossil fuel industry
benefits us all now, yes, but that will not always be the case-prioritizing oil and gas in a time of change seems like a
wasted opportunity for growth. Subsidies to large companies
is not appropriate, there are bound to be some savings there
if rich, environment exploiting companies start taking on the
burden instead of shifting it to everyday people. A PST
doesn't seem like a bad idea, and I would happily pay more
taxes if I (and all Albertans) could continue to receive things
like universal healthcare.

Get with the times! The world is changing around Alberta! Stop
driving away creative people and innovators. Be preventative-again, continuing to rely on the oil and gas industry is not
sustainable. Take the opportunity to change the rhetoric. This
means investing in young people, in post-secondary
institutions and education. Research, innovation, incentives for
people to stay and work in Alberta that aren't oil and gas related- I want to see changes in the energy sector which would
provide jobs. And I would love to not hear about how 'economic
growth' is necessary and the be all end all, since (again, times
are changing) measuring things in terms of GDP/economic
growth is really no longer appropriate for this day and age.
Let's be brave and diversify!
More of a rant than a legit suggestion--my apologies, it's
frustrating times, I feel like Alberta is moving backwards and it
makes me sad!

Get rid of some of the top managers: there are too many
Get rid of the carbon tax (keep fighting it), cut business tax,
people in management and not enough on the front lines. Get actively court big business to come to Alberta.
rid of middle managers. 17(1)
that
needs EXERCISE MACHINES for the office staff. Clearly they
are not working hard enough while the TEACHERS and EAs
are getting cut back. That makes NO SENSE!!!

Their own wages , and stop supporting a dying oil and gas
industry
Class sizes, special needs and enhanced reading programs. Each student should provide their own technical device,
I think in our area, we need to see why public school
ipad, chrome book etc, as alot of damage and no
enrollment is declining and Catholic school is increasing?
accountabilty for keeping it in good shape. Utilizing schools
Look into this and help support or mentor School divisions for after school functions, the power and utlities are going,
to make public more appealing and increase enrollment
have other organizations use it , gymnasium, etc, like in big
cities, for banquets gatherings, etc.

Re introduce credits that were making it more realistic for tech
companies to come to Cal
Def oil and gas industry is a huge factor, if people move away,
enrollment goes down. Small towns are struggling, encourage
growth to schools .
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T6L

Healthcare
Education
Public infrastructure projects (lrt)
Green infrastructure (renewable energy)
Social services
The things that keep Canada what Canada is . Not another
version of the United States

First and foremost don’t waste 30 million dollars and a oil
“war room” to talk about strategies. A criminal waste of
money.
We live in a debt-based economy, I don’t see any way of
possibly getting our province or country out of debt. You
would need a complete change in monetary policy, where
Canada can create its own money supply again. The bank of
Canada should be supplying interest free loans from
infrastructure and health care projects. Cutting services and
current projects to “save money” goes nowhere. Our country
will always be in debt while we take loans from foreign banks
and keep trying to increase our gdp, an indicator that does
not reflect the health of a Country anymore.

Public infrastructure projects
Green infrastructure projects
Please stay away from trickle down economics, such as
subsidies to oil companies . It does. Not. Work.
Research and development in science and medicine.
Diversify our economy like the previous government was trying
to do . Reliance on non renewable resources is going to hurt us
10 years down the road .

If you have to find savings , do not take it from Canadians in
the form of social service cuts and halting the lrt. That is
only hurting the most disenfranchised people while the rich
don’t feel any effect.
Find savings in taxing the billionaires.

Providing more front line health care workers instead of
cutting them!

T6C

Climate change mitigation, adaptation, renewable energy,
energy efficiency, artificial intelligence, technology, lithium
extraction for batteries and energy storage. All of these
initiatives will lead to long-term prosperity in a low-carbon
world. Foster growth now for significant returns in the future
as Alberta remains an energy leader of the world.

I think instead of cutting front line health care workers, the
government can look into people working higher up in AHS
such as management or administrative to find places to
save. It’s not fair to be cutting nurses and other front line
workers when there already isn’t enough of us! We are
already working to our max, many are starting to burn out,
and it’s unfortunate because the soon there will be more
elderly in the hospital who require care. Soon it’ll be our
grandparents or parents in the hospital and it’ll be sad if we
are unable to provide for them because of things such as not
enough nurses.
Focus on increasing long-term, stable revenue as compared
to drastic cuts to spending.

They should be creating more job opportunities for health care
providers such as nurses.

Invest in the new energy economy (energy efficiency,
renewables, and energy storage) which studies show provide a
greater number of jobs and more job security as compared to
oil and gas jobs.
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T3H

Money for the people - programs like child care coverage,
safe injection sites, education, health care etc. Not on
wealthy organizations like oil and gas companies - so far
this approach has not been helpful.

Instead of savings, increase taxes especially on highgrossing companies and high-earning people. Close down
the war room (what a colossal waste of money and such
poor mismanagement of time and resources. The reason it
can't be FOIPed is so we can't prove how inefficient it is). A
Carbon Tax is also a great way to create jobs and increase
investment into the province. If external audiences see that
we are progressive, we are more attractive. The old way just
doesn't cut it anymore and I hope that the current
government will eventually accept that. We are so much
more than an oil state - the constant focus on one industry is
really getting tiring. Diversify!

Stop cutting funding for social programs and important
industries like health care and education. More funding = more
employment. A Carbon Tax also helps support job creation and
growth and attracts progressive companies. Create opportunity
to diversify our economy by showcasing how progressive we
can be. The war room is such a poor investment - their mandate
should be focused on diversification rather than just a suffering
industry. Other industries are losing out in favour of oil and gas
- support the other. I don't support the current mandate of this
government and did not vote for them. Is a balanced budget
truly helpful if no one is thriving?

T3M

Education and job creation

Continue fighting Federal red tape and the carbon tax. Make
Alberta less expensive for businesses to operate will drive
investment

T7a

Healthcare, our system is very broken

T8L

Hospital care and nurses

Public sector workers are the highest paid in the country and
the largest chunk of the budget. There needs to be cuts to
align wages with the rest of Canada. Efficiencies can be
found in the Health Care budget without affecting services
and wait times
Upper level management in every sector instead of frontline
staff
By taxing the rich more

T0A

Health Care

Child care

Support the oil field

T9M

Health care and education. Mental health

Upper management. Decreasing administrative positions.

T6V

1. Public healthcare - frontline workers
2. Investing in renewable energy.

Stop giving oil companies tax breaks.

Decreasing requirements for foreign workers, opening up front
line food service staff foreign worker streams. Decreasing
business tax, WCB fee structure.
Invest in renewable energy. There is evidence to support that
the amount of work to be created could be significant - much
more significant than the state of oil right now, unfortunately.

T7Y

Healthcare and education. Current plans for massive cuts in
healthcare will end up costing the system more in the long
run,we are shooting ourselves in the foot and doing
Albertans a disservice with the current plans for the
healthcare system. The better we support education the
more those people will contribute to the economy in the
future.
Public education and healthcare

Trimming the salary of upper level employees, being more
efficient on government projects (ie accountability and less
wastage of taxpayer dollars), increasing corporate tax rates
to previous levels.

Through promoting our oil and gas industry as an ethical and
responsible choice compared to countries we are importing oil
from. By not making cutbacks to the most vulnerable in our
society such as handicapped /people on fixed income, and
supporting families who are already struggling. Also by trying
to support diversity in our economy.

Raising corporate taxes

By supporting tech and renewables industries

T5H

-Healthcare
-Education
-Climate Action Plan
-Infrastructure

-Dissolution of CEC
-Receiving payment of backlogged corporate tax from oil and
gas companies
-Cheaper flights/lodging for ministers, civil servants

T3m

Stop cutting health care!

Cut your salary (and all govt salaries) if you’re serious and
quit to running govt officials all over this country (and the
world). Use telecommunications to hold meetings.

-Bringing back the tax-credits for homeowners to retrofit their
homes with renewable energy sources
-Investing in renewable energy industry
-Investing in the student body with a revising of current postgrad employment programs to reflect the diverse economy of
Alberta outside of trades
-Eliminate or rescind the corporate tax hand out of 4.7 billion
that has not resulted in job creation
Get the pipelines built. Quit privatization. Stop tax cuts for big
business and the rich! We need that money!

By continuing to employ front line staff instead of cutting jobs
Construction and incentives
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T3m

Education, healthcare, child tax benefits/rebates

T4X

Education, health care, public works. Do NOT invest in oil
and gas. It is a dying industry, so a bad long term
investment. I would personally never invest in oil, so why
would the government? Terrible financial losses will result
long term to continue this course.

T3M

Bring jobs back. Get Oil & Gas going again.

You've already decided so why are you having a survey?

Make oil and gas companies pay their taxes, slight increase
to corporate tax, cut government spending on its own
employees
Waste management policies. Force corporations to be
responsible for the waste they produce. Other provinces do
this, look into it.
Stop P3 schools!!! This is proven to be a detrimental long
term solution. It is short sighted to build 1 school and have a
balanced budget this year, rather than the ability to save
money over thirty years and build the two or three schools
paid publicly only with the same cost.
Funding projects at aren’t essential items. We don’t need art
and fancy new buildings. We need people working and
investing back into our own economy.
You "already know best" so why are you having a survey?

T4x

Schooling, finding jobs, home schooling needs more
Encourage home schooling to those who find themselves
funding. It already saves taxpayers a lot of money, but more without work
money should go to the moms and dads who are doing it.

T0B

Human Services, assisting people who have been hurt by
cuts already including seniors and the vulnerable.
Rural Crime, but do not download cost onto Municipalities
Assisting the Poor and Middle class
Front line workers in health and education

Health care, education, tech sector

cut the War Room
charge Agriculture producers a fair amount (e.g.--registration
is $100 for agriculture producers for their big trucks and they
pound out our roads, commercial haulers are paying up to
$3500, spread the pain)
Health, cut out the middle managers
cut out big payments to Board members of provincial
organizations
cut out large payments to managers in school districts
Increasing taxes to support stronger public services implementation of PST.

T6E

Healthcare and education

Cutting back wages of upper management, reducing waste
within government organizations (eg. waste of supplies)

T0C

Health care, education, environmental conservation and
promoting a sustainable, diversified economy.

Stop giving money to oil and gas industries!

T7z

Seniors health job creations

T0C

Mental Health - especially in rural Alberta
Low Income - AISH, Income Support, Low Income Housing,
etc.

Provide incentives to new companies, help students complete
higher education in various fields
Continue to support education and public works projects.

Lower taxes for small businesses and increase them for large
corporations. Build the pipeline and get people working again.
Actually create a plan to stimulate the economy (infrastructure
plans, tax cuts for SMALL businesses, stop laying off health
care, public sector and university workers, because as it
stands we're heading into a government induced recession.
This survey is a joke.
Encourage out of the box thinking for people who are
committed to the oilfield. There is life after oil.

take the tax roll back from the companies and invest it in
training Albertans in new things, not just oil and gas but
technology, visual reality, computer apps, etc.

Increase investment and support into the tech sector. Reduce
dependency on oil & gas by diversifying into renewable energy
sources.
Do NOT cut frontline healthcare poitions

Promotion of alternative energy projects, sustainable ecofriendly tourism, high speed rail projects, supporting local and
small businesses instead of huge corporations who treat their
employees poorly. Diversify our economy away from oil and
gas.
CEOs pockets
Find ways to present incentives maybe of taxes like reusable
reducing stuff
Management in both Health and Education - we have way too The focus on training in trades/apprentice should help and also
many managers, making way too much money. Also, pay
assist older students in receiving education/training. Keep
cuts for all upper management and people making over
corporate taxes low in order to attract business and hold the
100,000 a year can afford a pay cut while those on the bottom federal government's feet to the fire on their policies re:
end of the scale cannot. This would be a good start.
pipelines. Cut more red tape!!
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T3L

Supports for AISH; Supports for early childhood learning
and childcare for parents; support for subsidized housing
units; supports for low-income and working-class families;
supports to reduce child poverty

Stop spending money on the Energy War-room;

Maintain public sectors jobs so that more people are not faced
with unemployment in this province; diversify the economy and
stop relying only on the energy sector to build Alberta's
economy. Implement tax incentives for growing industries like
the Tech sector, gaming, retail/service economy, film and arts;

T6L

I think that all government programs/services are important
and were created for a reason. I don't really see one service
that supports one demographic more important than another
service which supports a different demographic. I do think
there has been a lot of money wasted on studies to
determine the fiscal status of the province.

It's not about savings and cutting and more about revenue.
We should never have taken away the health care premiums.
Having "free" health care makes some people more willing to
abuse the system. We should have to pay something for
public health care. I was fine with paying the premiums.
Bring them back. I would also support instituting a sales tax.
We are the only province in the country without one and we
are in a financial crisis... It makes sense, and it's guaranteed
revenue. People will grumble to start, but it will be just like
when GST was introduced. No one complains about it now.

Re-institute health care premiums and put in a sales tax... if
less people are losing their jobs because public services and
programs are being cut, there will be more economic growth.
Everyone I know is scaling back their normal spending because
the situation keeps getting worse instead of better. When there
is job security people spend their money as usual and in turn
businesses make money which will create more jobs. You have
to spend money to make money! It's a basic business rule.

T3M

Health and education

A PST

T2K

Social safety nets (AISH, childcare subsidies, health care)

T2K

Social safety nets (AISH, childcare subsidies, health care)

T3C

Government should prioritize tax money for those things
that benefit all Albertans and protect the economy of
Alberta.
Healthcare, education and child care. Everyone and every
business benefits from strong public health, education and
childcare systems.

T2J

Fully funding healthcare and education
Retraining oil field workers
Expanding mental health services

Ensuring Teacher Salaries adjust and catch up with
inflation.

Support new industries. Let’s be ahead of the wave instead of
drowned by it.
Revoking billion-dollar tax cuts to oil companies
Reinstate the Alberta Investor Tax Credit. Support green energy
projects. Invest in municipal infrastructure.
Revoking billion-dollar tax cuts to oil companies
Reinstate the Alberta Investor Tax Credit. Support green energy
projects. Invest in municipal infrastructure.
Focus on putting money to things that benefit Alberta but
Encourage the economy and job support by lessening the tax
hold those who receive money accountable so there is a little burden, allowing businesses and individuals to keep more
money to support initiatives in society.
waste as possible.
Reverse the reduction of the corporate tax rate. Eliminate all Continue programs to incentivize petro-chemical investment in
hospitality expenses for MLAs and Ministers unless they are AB. Encourage greater investment in wind and solar power
public events. Shut down the Canadian Energy Centre and re- generation, which Alberta is geographically optimal for.
profile those funds.
They could reduce spending by:
- Invest in new green technology
- not funding wasteful research panels
- Give tax breaks to low/middle-class people and small
- not bailing out large corporations and the dying oil industry businesses/corporations
- treating the underlying issues of drug use to reduce
healthcare spending
- stop funding private schools at all levels
Upper administration of School District Central Offices, as
well as Health Care administration and overtime.

Diversify our economy and promote business other than
oil/gas.

GET RID OF ENERGY WAR ROOM!!!!!

T6W
t1y

STOP USING TAX PAYER MONEY TO SUPPORT PRIVATE
OIL?GAS COMPANIES
Education, health care, funding for families(ie continue with Starting at the top, higher taxes for big corporations, stop
$25 a day childcare)
spending on stupid things like a War Room.
job production, stoney trail road construction and Calgary
efficiency on programs that aren't doing very well
events awareness

Continue with pipelines.
focus on areas in the province and cities that would benefit
from a little touch up and gentrification
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T9M

Public health care and public schools.

Look at administrative redundancies. Reevaluate civil
Support affordable childcare and diversification in our
servants expense accounts and allowances. Work more
economy. Make us not so dependent on one industry to make
collaboratively with our federal government instead of
our province financially stable by researching alternatives.
spending money and valuable time pitting provinces against
each other.
Stop investing in private schooling who are not so heavily
regulated and can find alternate revenue streams.

T1A

Diversification and education (the two are awfully related)
Providing services to those in need (Daycare; counselling)
Arts/culture

- oil and gas subsidies
- the Energy Centre/War Room
- panels

Diversity (energy and beyond)
Hemp - paper, etc
Recycling industry

T2J

Job creation and economic diversification in the areas of
energy efficient and renewable / clean tech deployment.
Relatively small investments in energy efficiency initiatives
drive significant benefits in job creation, emissions
reduction, cost savings and productivity.

With a 2-3 year plan to integrate energy efficiency program
funding into the utility system through regulated ability for
utilities to recover program costs, government funding of
efficiency projects and programs could come off of the
government budget completely.

Job creation and economic diversification in the areas of
energy efficient and renewable / clean tech deployment.
Relatively small investments in energy efficiency initiatives
drive significant benefits in job creation, emissions reduction,
cost savings and productivity.

Rollbacks for all public workers

This is particularly true in the industrial and commercial
sectors not under the TIER structure, which can deliver on a
large proportion of the remaining 45% of emissions in the
province. Small investments on a broad basis in energy
efficiency projects creates new jobs and boosts industry
competitiveness and productivity in a time when it's sorely
needed.
Cut corporate taxes, no more minimum wage hikes

T8B
T3M

Getting our energy industry back on track. Cut excessive
spending
having investment increase should be the top priority. to
make sure that our energy sector can improve .

- As a former employee of AHS, I saw a lot of redundant
positions that could be adjusted in order to save a lot of
money. There are too many managers in some cases. Also
Overtime was not being scrutinized as it should be as some
employees were billing unnecessary overtime.
Corporation taxes - specifically oil and gas companies

- make it easier for investors to bring in capital to Calgary.

T5T

Health care - nurses wages. Beds for hospitals. Laboratory
medicine. Healthcare is of prime importance.

T5L

Healthcare( aging population, increase in population of
Stop giving profitable oil and gas companies tax breaks
province,)education (student growth, 15,000 new students
when all they are just going to do stock buy backs and
per year), social services( aish recipients, afforable housing) investor dividends. Or maybe have
preventative investment in housing would save the province
in healthcare, policing, and many other areas. Post
secondary needs investment, UOFA is world class because
we invested in students and programs that make smart
people want to come to alberta...smart people start
companies that in turn create jobs and tax dollars.

Give tax incentives to companies that aren't just oil and gas.
Media, AI, renewable energy( wind, solar), DIVERSIFY THE
ECONOMY! Oil and gas are slowly dying and in 20-30 years they
will be a dead industry. Be pragmatic like half the industrialized
world. Public perception of oil and gas is rapidly turning sour,
stop wasting 30 million on a WAR ROOM run by dinosaurs

T2h

Plant based agriculture

By helping animal ag farmers transition to plant based
agriculture

Stop subsidizing animal exploitation industries

Tax corporations.
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T6H

Education - particularly public education. My tax dollars
should not be going to private education. Not that I am
opposed to private education. But if someone wants private
education, they should pay for it themselves 100%.

Stop spending on unnecessary projects like the war room. It Support other industries beside oil and gas. Alternative energy
is a waste of money and he people who are running it are
is what most Albertan really want.
incompetent. And have wasted money on the logo problem,
etc.

Heathcare - making sure EVERY Albertan has the same
access to good health care. More support services for
mental health and addiction would be good too.

Up the tax rate on big businesses.

Affordable childcare so that people can work and pay taxes.
If they can't work, then they will need subsidiary which I
know your government does not support (well unless it is
giving our money away to big businesses, then you are all
over that...)
Creating jobs. That was a promise of this government...
T8L

T3E

T4X
T1K

Diversifying economy
Investing in alternative energy
Health care
Education
Health Care, Schooling, both pre and post-secondary, social
programs, not giving large sums of money to the oil and gas
industry. Expand our market to different types of job
creations.

End the Oil War Room
Don’t fight carbon tax

Healthcare
Education
Education, Researching sustainable energy, other forms of
social services.

Government poditions

T1K

Education, Researching sustainable energy, other forms of
social services.

T3m

Healthcare, frontline services

T1s

Education and Health

Diversify industries
Support alternative energy like solar
Projects like the medical super lab

Reduce salaries to top-level execs in government, reduce
Support entrepreneurial sections, make post-secondary more
payments to government officials leaving their offices, make fiscally viable for students.
financial plans (where are they spending their money) for
medical care, schools, post-secondary, etc. crystal clear so
they are accountable to their constituents, reduce red-tape
wherever possible, cut out programs that are duplicates of
each other, don't support big corporations too much, instead
support health care, schools, and social programs. I feel
health care, schools, and social programs are not as
important to the government as funding large corporations.
It is time to expand our job creations instead of trying to
keep the oil industry going. Most oil industries have lots of
money and don't need government money to keep them here.
Eventually the oil and gas industry will not be viable. We
need to protect ourselves by expanding other industries
instead and supporting our social sectors.
Not eliminate current jobs

Decrease spending in Oil and Gas. We must remain aware of Invest in sustainable future.
forms of resource depletion that will inevitably occur within
Oil and Gas production. There will, at some point, no longer
be an Oil and Gas industry.
Decrease spending in Oil and Gas. We must remain aware of Invest in sustainable future.
forms of resource depletion that will inevitably occur within
Oil and Gas production. There will, at some point, no longer
be an Oil and Gas industry.
Management
By providing the necessary services needed by your
constituents and not cutting out frontline staff
Increased taxes.
I don't know
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T6M

T2R

T3M

T0E

T8S

t6r

Education, specifically music and arts, physical outdoor
education.
Justice reforms and access to mental health services for
low income and marginalized communities
Health and Education are important priorities. Wage freezes
in both sectors for many years now represent a major
setback which is a big chunk of the "Alberta advantage"
melting away essentially. I am personally getting ready to
move to the US because if this.
Spend to diversify the economy, attract new energy sectors
like renewables, tech, we have so many engineers i.e. brain
power available for hire around here!

Healthcare
Education
Natural resource development
Social programs, education, health care

Cut back on management expenses, cut all management
bonuses, cut travel allowances for management, reductions
in paper notices by encouraging better use of tech

By cutting tax breaks for oil companies and increasing tax
incentives for small businesses and sustainable energy
businesses

Corporate taxes were amongst the lowest in Canada, roll
those back to what they were, 12%. And get us back to a flat
income tax already! Maybe bump it to 11% or 12% instead of
10% for additional revenue.
Cut funding to religious health care facilities already! This is
a duplication of our public sector. Cut rural communities
hospitals, folks from Black Diamond can go to the South
Health Campus in Calgary!
I agree with a slight cutback on physicians remuneration
given that they make more in Alberta compared to other
provinces, but keep in mind that we are short on specialists,
so most of this money should be redirected to hiring more
specialists probably.
Cut back on management, keep frontline staff. Cut on the
amount of paperwork "red tape" in health care, this will
result in needing less managers directors etc
No idea

Reinstate the tax credits for the film industry (and the art
industry), this is a great industry for revenue and growth in
Alberta. Hello, have you seen the scenery around here?!
Promote tourism.
Diversify the economy, look to the future and a mix of energy
like wind and solar, we have so much sun and wind in Alberta!
Support let Cal farmers, we have so much unique ingredients
here... think duck from Brine Lake, it's the best duck there is.
We have bison here and so much more amazing food!
Keep the alcohol and marijuana industry strong and private.
Support health and education, those are not for profit and
foundation for future growth.

By continuing to support and help develop the oil and gas
industry

Stop giving out tax cuts to people who already are financially Add more social programs (not only will people get in a place
stable and corporations
where they are able to participate in our economy by using
these programs, you will create jobs in the programs) , increase
grant opportunities, tax cuts for small businesses

Prevention based services, early childhood, Inclusive
Addictions and Mental Health supports (our clinic has no
indigenous representation, Friendship Centres, an inclusive
school curriculum that involves input from teachers,
enhance the one put together by the NPD they did a lot of
work on it and it deserves to be kept and added to, not
thrown out with the bathwater.

Bringing back Parent Link Centres and Family Visitation
Programs so that families are supported in their early years
and don't fall through the cracks and end up costing us more
in social services later in life. Or at least provide them with
the same amount of funding as before so that the new Family
Resource Networks can function effectively.

Invest in new new/greener technology and train those that are
out of work from the oil industry in those new technologies,
increase capacity for us to refine our own resources and not
have to rely on the US as much.

health and education

it's own salary
excessive frivolous spending on letterhead, pens, papers
etc.
flights for the premier

I don't know

Invest in nursing instead of cutting their services, they are a
valuable resource and we're going to end up with a critical
Fund homelessness and prevention in rural communities so shortage of those wanting to enter into nursing if we don't
that we can keep our most vulnerable in programs rather
invest in them. Provide subsidies to those entering university
than costing us so much in intervention services.
programs in the areas where we have staff shortages. Peace
Officers for example, nurses, doctors, veterinarians, mental
health therapists. We are short of all of these specialists in the
North.
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T1P

Economic stimulation (agriculture, oil & gas, resources)
Middle management
Culture & multi-culturalism (nice to have but not during
Structured autonomy from federal government but NOT
austerity budget conditions)
separation
Mental health/addiction & physical health front line services

T0h

Health and education.

T6A

Healthcare, education, helping lower income families

T3L

Focusing on diversifying the energy sector, not only
focusing on the oil and Gas. Why does creation of the
Energy War Room , was a good idea? to spend millions of
dollars on something that the ministry of Energy should be
able to produce for you.. waste of money and i cant believe
how many people are being laid off from these initiatives.

Maybe lay off people that are bad at their jobs, and dont do
anything at their works place, like watch videos and play
video games. and not lay off hard working people who bring
value to the organization. I cant believe that this is still
impossible to fire anyone within the organization, even if
someone has made really bad decisions, at a cost to the
taxpayers. everyone should be completing to do the best
work, and that how the AB government will advance, not by a
bunch of admins sitting on their asses.

Diversify, and not just focus on oil and gas. we all know that all
oil companies are diversifying and exploring sustainable energy
sources. the province should support that and not punish them
for this.

T2V

Education
Health Care
Education and health care

The rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer.

Support education

T4P

Scaling back on rollbacks to support Education &
Healthcare. This behaviour is kicking Albertans while we
are already down. Would love to see some creativity in
addressing income streams rather than the divisive rhetoric,
increased user fees and arbitrary cutbacks that affect
hurting Albertans.

Diversification in agriculture
Oil & gas sector support
Trades initiatives

In upper management all over, too many upper management Education. Stop cutting education, make it more accessible. Put
in AHS for sure. Stop going at frontline staff and look at the the oil field workers out of jobs into school and grow things like
sustainable energy. Actually make it possible to not work and
guys sitting around not being helpful.
goto school and support a family at the same time through
grants, unemployment, etc.
Higher taxes on corporations
Stop laying off teachers and nurses

In this time of fiscal restraint, it doesn’t make sense for
Provide stable, predictable funding for education and health
Alberta to provide more public funding to private schools
care. Replace corporate taxes with a provincial sales tax.
than any other province. We should cut per-student funding
to private schools from 70% down to 50% or less.
Rural hospitals should be replaced with less expensive
emergency care centres - clinics open 24 hours with
physicians and nurses, capable of treating minor issues and
stabilizing more serious cases until patients can be
transferred to a more efficient urban hospital.
Physician pay should be changed from a fee-for-Service
model to a pay-for-performance model.
I think I am tired of hearing that you need to save money. As
per your own MacKinnon report, you need to address income
as much as earnings and cutting $5 billion in corporate taxes
to companies in hope that the trickle down effect will kick in
is archaic. Why do the lower class and middle class need to
pay for the rich to get richer? Is that what Alberta is?

Education - focus on K-12 public education being strong, so
that Alberta minds and home grown intellect can inspire
diversification of the economy for tomorrow. Make post-sec
education accessible for Albertans so demographics like males
(18-25) can find work. Stop giving free passes to the wealthy they need to do their part too.
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T6T

-Education
-Healthcare
-Lowering child care costs
-Economic diversification

The government does not have a spending problem, trying to
find savings during an economic downturn can quickly
change a recession to a depression. The government must
increase its revenue stream with heavier taxation. Large
increase in corporate taxes to put it more in line with rest of
Canada. If this does not increase funds enough Alberta
should re-introduce a small provincial sales tax.

-Increase subsidies to growth industries to better diversify from
oil and gas. Such as tech and healthcare innovation. Lower
corporate taxes have little impact in attracting these up and
coming industries as they will be running at a loss for many
years
-Decreasing child care cost to decrease risk in beginning new
entrepreneurial ventures which could lead to more job creation.
-Prioritizing education can also support entrepreneurial efforts
and help attract companies that require a highly-educated
workforce.

T1K

Education. The education system is too top-heavy, and not
enough is being spent on the front-line workers, specifically
teachers and educational assistants. Class sizes are too
large and there is simply no way some of these teacher
should be expected to educate and manage that many
children without classroom assistants. Education is about
the kids— why are we not putting the money where it
matters most?
Diversifying our economy - we are far too reliant on Oil

Do an audit on the education system. Find out where the
dollars are really being spent, and put more money into the
front-line workers. That’s what’s really needed in our
schools.
The money is being spent so unwisely. There needs to be
accountability from the school districts on where the
spending is going.

As a small business owner, there is far too much red tape.
Make it easier for businesses to grow, without so much
government involvement. We spend thousands of dollars and
hundreds of hours trying to keep on top of all the government
red tape. We could be using that time and money to focus on
growing our business, thereby creating jobs.

T2w

T0B

Their own in house processes and procedures. Don’t cut the
programs and public sectors that make this province as
great as it is.
Supporting Education, health, mental health vulnerable
Stop giving money to friends
populations, children and families, urban Indigenous people. tax big business
stop giving tax breaks to oil and gas
end the war room

T5A

Healthcare, education, social service, providing predictable
funding to municipalities.

increase the corporate tax rate, set a small sales tax, stop
subsidizing oil and gas

T9G

Healthcare, Education, Seniors

T2A

roads repair pot holes all over city
the vulnerable increase income
supplent rents
Healthcare and Education should be priorities.

Stop cutting taxes for corporations. Introduce a 3%
provincial sales tax!
dont give anymore money to the corporations
dont spend on panels

t0j
T6r

Health care. Specifically Primary Care Networks who focus
on seniors and geriatric services

T3m

Health care

T0B

Education, health, children, mental health

t5k

Get rid of panels to scrutinize all issues. Stop focussing on
corporate taxes and help the people.
Stop giving tax breaks and bail outs to big businesses and
oil companies. Tax oil companies at a rate comparable to the
rest of the world and we will generate billions in extra
revenue
Cut doctors and people higher up in these organizations
instead of the people already making less.

Staying committed to an independent judicial system.

stop giving money to oil and gas, increase taxes to
companies, cancel war room.
Capital gains tax / tax high income earners

Health Care, Education

Corporate tax cuts are a waste

Innovation! Infrastructure spending! Green Energy!

support post secondary and education
support green initiatives - there are tons of jobs there
support small businesses
stop giving money to oil and gas friends - they don't care about
us, they are laughing at you!
Student temporary employment program, alberta innovates,
investments in renewable resources, grants for film/software
companies
look at diversifying our economy. Oil and gas are great but not
sustainable.
hire people for other jobs outside of gas and oil

Get the pipelines built. Start to look at aleternate industries for
Alberta.
Stop diverting costs to the average Albertan. Put a cap back on
insurance, don't let schools start charging again for bussing
and make childcare affordable if you want middle class people
to keep having children.
By taking more from those who can afford it and have more
equality in our province. A doctor making 300k a year working 3
days a week while nurses slave 40 50 a week to have their
wages cut isnt right
support education, post secondary, climate and green
initiatives
Economic diversification
Protect industries like health care, education, and other that's
help citizens when other industries are failing.
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T4V

Making sure our Indigenous populations on reserves have
access to clean water.
Making sure all Albertans have access to timely, NON
PRIVATIZED healthcare.
Put funding into social services, especially for those who
are: POC, disabled, disenfranchized, queer, students.
Stop benefiting those who have access to surplus resources
and privileges and take care of Albertans who do no look,
worship, live, love, etc. like you!

Stop giving oil and gas, multinationals, and large
corporations tax cuts. Give those tax cuts, instead, to small,
independent businesses who would greatly benefit from
them to continue thriving. Tax large corporations
appropriately for being in and conducting business in
Alberta.

Invest in green energy. Start transitioning our oil and gas
industry into green technology so that there is minimal job loss.
That oil and gas companies are already leaving Alberta shows
that they too recognize their industry is on the decline. Alberta
could be a leader in green energy if they begin to invest NOW
and start exploring their options.

Implement a PST. Use that money to fund health care, road
construction, social services. Stop believing that Alberta in
2020 is the Alberta of pre-2008. The reality is that
implementing a PST would help cover what this province
needs the most.

Invest in parternships with companies such as NEWO
(Camrose, AB), which gives those who are labelled "high risk"
and "unemployable" job skills while also helping the
environment. Promote those types of businesses, which are
able to do two very important things at once: employing the
least employable and helping the environment/investing in
green technology.
Re-implement the STEP program. That program gave university
students work related to their field, it gave non-profits summer
students, it gave parents/guardians accessible, affordable
summer programming
funding education

T0E

education, healthcare

government

T6M

Healthcare and education

PST!

T6E

Stop cutting public sector jobs, stop giving handouts to
greedy oil companies, and start investing in clean energy
technology
- public education, healthcare, diversification of economy
and transition to green energy. Increasing tax credits for
green energy initiatives, as well as reinstating previous
green energy initiatives. Providing a fertile ground for
attracting tech, as well as increasing quality of life in
Alberta.

Stop cutting public sector jobs, stop giving handouts to
greedy oil companies, and start investing in clean energy
technology
Eliminating the Canadian Energy Center, and all associated
programs that are saturated in government’s political
agenda.

Libraries, Education, healthcare, wages for healthcare
workers, social programs, renewable energy.
Infrastructure, education, bringing in investment

provincial sales tax, cut subsidies to oil, close tax loopholes Invest in education and healthcare. Be a leader in renewable
energy.
Cut the fat in public sector employment. Continue to push for Continue to pursue pipeline expansion projects. Cut small
a new deal in regards to equalization payments.
business tax.

T4P

Education
Healthcare
Public sector jobs

Personal spending
Oil and gas spending

T6H

Education, health, economic diversity

Government spending, corporate handouts

T3M

Health care and education; social services

T3M

Research and education

management roles in health care and education need to be
trimmed. There is a lot of bureaucracy and redundancy in
education and healthcare. Consider bringing in PST (at a
lower percentage like 5%).
City government

T6G
T6H

As an edmontonian, supporting the growing cannabis industry.
I know so many people working in it and the regulations are
stalling growth.
Supporting government and healthcare jobs.
Stop cutting public sector jobs, stop giving handouts to greedy
oil companies, and start investing in clean energy technology
-By promoting the diversification of the economy and
embracing industry’s move to green energy.
-putting more money back in the pockets of everyday working
Albertans by reinstating caps to fees (insurance premiums,
tuition, energy rates)
-reinstating the Alberta Carbon Tax

Increase corporate tax
Create 1-2% PST
Increase spending in public sector - make jobs here, not cut
them
Invest in new technology
Look into non fossil fuel based energy sources in addition to
maintaining oil and gas support for the trans Canada’s
pipelines. We need to diversify otherwise we will become
obsolete
Diversify from oil and gas. Alberta has so much potential. Don't
be a puppet for just the oil and gas
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T8h

Road repair / transportation related issues (Edmonton to
Calgary), health care wait time’s, aesthetics of city.
Education of course. Our youth are our future and we want
them to stay in Alberta. Health however more programs
available to educate and to be proactive vs reactive.

Reparations payments, equalization payments, treaty
Subsidize education further like Quebec, lower taxes
payments.
Check the procurement process for general contractors on
By not laying off public sector workers.
major capital projects a lot of money is lost when a general
contractor is only hired because their bid came in the lowest.
Alberta health services management. Should not be getting
bonuses. They are public sector workers.

T2Y

- children in care (assisting them beyond 18 years of age if
necessary)
- seniors subsidized accommodations
- public education
- negotiating contracts with unionized employees

- Stop the dependency on paper and printing every email,
etc.
- Cut subsidized parking for senior management.
- Cut management positions. They are costing more than
bargaining unit personnel.
- Centralize all government's surplus office furniture and
equipment (e.g. if a ministry needs a conference table, it
might be available from the central repository). This is
similar to what is being done with computer equipment.
- Do not fund independent schools.
- Cut travel for cabinet ministers, MLAs, top management.
- Cut MLA allowances and remuneration.
- Cut subsidies to oil & gas.

- Encourage a hemp industry.
- Offer incentives to technology companies to move to Alberta.
- Encourage bison farming, more economical & healthier than
cows.
- Offer incentives to movie producers to film in the province.
- Take a look at what you are doing by refusing to honour
contracts with your unionized employees. Does not look good
to global markets.
- Actively seek out companies who develop alternate methods
to fossil fuel consumption.

T3B

Healthcare
Education
Diversification of Alberta business

Reduce salaries of highest paid staff across the board

Encourage and support entrepreneurs and small businesses
Diversify the economy

Get rid of the "WAR ROOM"
Ensure every department is scrutinized for appropriate
spending and staff optimization andxeliminate redundancy
Streamline departments
Hold management and staff fully accountable for their
budgets
Cut handouts to industry/big business
Implement a sales tax

T1C

1. Education 2. Healthcare 3. Infrastructure
Way, way at the bottom: tax breaks for oil and gas
companies and BIG business.

Cut MANAGEMENT at all levels of government agencies,
AHS, Educational Institutions. There is no direct value for
Albertans in bloated management structures. Management is
virus-like. They just hire more like themselves. Costs mount,
operations become unfocused, and value provided declines!
Cut all funding to Supervised Consumption sites. That isn't
healthcare, it's sanctioned criminal behaviour! And it
encourages other related and similar activities.

Encourage small business growth by creating a positive
environment for small business and job creation. Big
corporations, like "big" money are fluid, and predisposed to
move quickly and easily when it suits them.
Maintain your tax base by not cutting wages and nonmanagerial jobs. BTW oil and gase workers are not the only
sources of positive human capital. Don't lose sight of the fact
that government employees have families, spend money, and
pay taxes. Cutting or capping provinicial employee salaries is
short-sighted and biased FOR non-governmental workers.
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t5a

education classroom/teacher funding

T0C

Healthcare on the frontline (AHS management needs to be
slashed).
Education funding to public and Catholic school divisions
Do not cut Government of Alberta frontline positions. They
actually do the work.

T0B

Education health and transportation

T2W

Education and health - especially supporting
public/provincial education and health programs and the
people that provide those programs

T9K

Helping Albertans with condos and insurance.
Proper lighting on Hwy 63 through Fort McMurray.
Affordable daycare options.
Increased funding to the Homeless programs.
School, health care, and first responders.

T4B

T3H

Healthcare
Alberta Parks

T2x

Health care , education

T2T

Free health care, free child care, affordable housing (as a
human right), green infrastructure, good quality public
education for all, free post secondary tuition, free transit,
rail link from Calgary to Edmonton, provincial bus service,
reclamation of orphaned wells, reparations to indigenous
people,

District assistant superintendents and superintendent
salaries in education, too many administration positions
reduce to increase teachers
Stop subsidizing Government of Alberta management
parking.
Cut Government of Alberta management (especially upper
management) positions.
Do not fund independent schools.
No out-of-country travel for Cabinet, MLAs and top
bureaucrats.
Shut down the Energy war room.
Cut MLA allowances and remuneration.
Cut subsidies to the Energy sector.

tax incentives

Offer tax rebates to tech start-up companies to locate in
Alberta.
Offer tax rebates to environmentally-sustainable start-up
companies to locate in Alberta.
Offer tax rebates to movies and "television" to film here. Not
only does it pay in production jobs, but also in tourism jobs
(look at Georgia's model).

Cuts to MLA staffing. And in general cuts to government
staff.
Cut the Public inquiry into anti-Alberta energy campaigns
and cut the Canadian Energy Centre - a waste of money
based on international trends in oil production. The glory
days of Alberta oil are over.

Cutting of government red tape.

I think every branch and department can look closely at
what’s a need vs want.

Support the oil sands.

Invest in renewable energy, energy efficient/ zero energy
construction technologies and training. This is the future and
uses the natural renewable resources that Alberta enjoys. the
Alberta Government needs to recognize that technology has
replaced many oil-related jobs and there is no more investment
in oil production in Alberta.

Tax breaks and handouts to large Corporations.

By branching out from oil and gas. There will never be another
oil and gas boom and if we want to have jobs in the future we
need to branch out.
17(1)
Mount Royal University and the school has Streamline and facilitate fast business approvals. Crack down
two offices of “Campus Equity & Meaningful Inclusion” that on excessive municipal regulation that strangles business
list “peer social justice education” as one of their roles. In
growth. Put municipal regulations under audit for excesses (I
my opinion, these offices are far left grievance factories and expect we’d find a ton here)
these offices are a waste of taxpayer money and student
tuition dollars.
Second, the provincially operated Fort McMurray Oil Sands
Discovery Centre closes every Monday, but remains fully
staffed for “research day”. Couldn’t the staff do this
”research” during the many other days of none to minimal
visitors during the middle of the week?
Instead of cutting front line workers , management in
healthcare can be looked at for cuts
Disband the Canadian Energy Centre, abandon taking the
federal carbon tax case to court

Care about the people here instead of business
Introduce a provincial sales tax with rebates for low and middle
income earners, invest in transit and inter-city bus service, fund
reclamation of former resource extraction sites, build
affordable housing, provide free child care, provide free health
and dental care, raise the minimum wage, invest in green
infrastructure.
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T0J

Infrastructure, roads, healthcare for people who are actually Forget about supervised consumption sites for drug addicts,
sick, education, job creation, making it easier for companies quit wasting money on ridiculous “social issues” such as
to do business in this province by lowering useless taxes
rainbow sidewalks and fifteen different types of public
bathrooms, scrap equalization payments. Why are we
supporting provinces that don’t support us, especially now
that we’re in trouble ourselves?

I’m afraid I don’t have a good answer for this one... Make
Alberta more attractive to businesses by lowering their cost of
doing business, unfortunately there’s nothing you can do about
the rate of inflation now. The minimum wage hike raised the
cost of living, effectively negating any raise in pay. But you
can’t explain that to a socialist. People need to have money in
order to spend it, and most of us just don’t.

T0J

Infrastructure, roads, healthcare for people who are actually Forget about supervised consumption sites for drug addicts,
sick, education, job creation, making it easier for companies quit wasting money on ridiculous “social issues” such as
to do business in this province by lowering useless taxes
rainbow sidewalks and fifteen different types of public
bathrooms, scrap equalization payments. Why are we
supporting provinces that don’t support us, especially now
that we’re in trouble ourselves?

I’m afraid I don’t have a good answer for this one... Make
Alberta more attractive to businesses by lowering their cost of
doing business, unfortunately there’s nothing you can do about
the rate of inflation now. The minimum wage hike raised the
cost of living, effectively negating any raise in pay. But you
can’t explain that to a socialist. People need to have money in
order to spend it, and most of us just don’t.

T3R

- health care
- education
- infrastructure
- social welfare (support for seniors/children)
Education. Health care. Jobs. Helping middle class and
below. Crime. Cost of living. Cracking down on cell
companies.
- Essential Services (healthcare, education, police dept,
corrections, etc)
- Infrastructure (roads, hospitals, water/sewage lines)
- Assistants programs for first responders, military, elderly
- Resource development (pipeline/product to market)
- Next Generation technology

- reduce salary/pension of MLAs
- reduce/eliminate funding of programs for those who make
poor life choices (rehab, safe injection sites)

to support growth, people need disposable income, this is
difficult to do when fees are increased for services (registries,
etc) and caps for services are removed (auto insurance)

Companies. Taxes since we pay lot.

Support local businesses. Be open and attract new
opportunities and stop cutting everything: education.

- Government representative spending
- Safe Injection Sites
- Welfare/Community Programs that enable unproductive
behaviours

- Utilize a percentage of profits (from resources) to develop next
generation technologies and developing training programs
geared towards those technologies.
- Give reductions (taxes) to companies that hire only Canadian
employees, develop their product in Canada, and have their
factories/labs/head offices in Canada

Retaining good teachers and classroom resources

Eliminate a few levels of school board management - or reduce salaries of school boards. Audits of board funding
every 3 years would also help to keep costs down - force
boards to be accountable so that they don’t fire teachers and
keep the money for themselves.

Retain the good public teachers by having parents do report
cards on teacher performance. The questionnaires that the
students do in classrooms about their teachers are quite light
in substance and are biased in favour of unions.

T4X

T6A

T0L
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Diversify the economy, by maintaining things like grants to
encourage things like tech sector to come and set up shop
in Alberta. This will help create jobs, help with diversifying
what is happening here, as for too long, the primary driver
of this economy has been in oil and gas. Realize and
emphasize that industries other than oil and gas will need
support and opportunities to thrive to help grow our
economy. Too much emphasis has been placed on one
single industry, and now, we have some problems moving
forward.
Help make Alberta an appealing place for corporations,
families and individuals to want to come here to contribute
to the economy in diverse ways. Putting resources into
better quality health care and education will be a draw to
others looking to come to this province. Making cuts to
education, health, post-secondary education, minimum
wage, social programs, etc, etc makes this province less
appealing to those who value community, resources for
their families, emphasizing education and opportunities for
our future generations, simple things like and being looked
after when you get ill (the population is aging by the way...
health needs will be increasing).

T0J

Stop the very expensive war room and all of the money that
is going to that project-- what a mistake.
Re-instate corporate tax breaks for industries who have
typically shown huge industry profits.

Diversify.
Realize that oil and gas is not the only thing we should have
going for us.
Numerous other examples shared above.

Reduce funding to those students using the private school
system. Those who access this, have a lot of resources in
the first place. By making their expenses a little lighter, there
is a mismanagement of funds that could and should be going
towards the majority of students who would benefit from
more resources in a public education system.

Put more money and investment in upstream health care.
These are areas that promote health, prevent illness and
later reduce highly expensive use of the health care system.
Think early intervention. For example- The recent
announcement of this government to support and add
resources to mental health crisis services, and mental
health resources in post secondary institutions, seems
reactive. A pro-active measure for this, would be to ensure
healthy levels of funding, lower class sizes in schools, and
more resources available to primary education early child
Education and healthcare
Fewer tax breaks for big companies

Make it easier for locally owned businesses to grow/hire people
from surrounding areas.
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T3C

1) Education - Funding should include room for growth in
student numbers. Funding is needed in order to address
class size, special needs students, and support for mental
health support. A focus on funding in the early years is
needed in order to help students have the basic building
blocks and skills for learning in later years. Please
reconsider performance based funding for any level of
education. Learners are people who all have specific stories
and needs. Performance based funding brings the
possibilities of teaching to the measuring stick rather than
the needs of the learners.

While I'm not thrilled to say this, it might be worth seriously
considering a sales tax in Alberta. As well, I think the
premiums for Health Care should be reintroduced. I thought
it was a mistake to take it away in the first place. I realize
that some people cannot afford that, but exceptions can be
put in place to help with that.

Diversification is key to this. Supporting smaller business as
well as big business is vital.

Reduce small business taxes and increase incentives for
innovation. offset by an increase in corporate tax

Healthcare and education

Increase corporate taxes, income taxes on the highest
brackets. Eliminate all public funding for private & religious
schools.
Cutbacks on Corporate handouts

EDUCATION, HEALTH CARE should always be priority.

Tax large corporations and the wealthiest populations.

Tax larger cooperations and give smaller businesses a break.
So far the tax cuts in oil and gas have not made us more
desirable or resulted in trickle down so what is the point.

Their own pockets. Maybe they can take a pay cut so the
rest of us scraping by can still put food on the table.
Stop giving handouts to oil companies. This money goes
directly into their pockets. We need to invest this money in
public services. Not cut public services to give handouts to
oil executives.
Within themselves. Less government spending. Wage cuts
for government officials.

By EDUCATING PEOPLE! Educated people breed educated
people!
Lower taxes for small businesses. Government incentives
towards post secondary education.

Improving education and health funding will help us have an
educated and healthy labour force.

2) Health - Hospitals and medical staff need the funds and
the time to meet the needs of the patients.
3) Supporting urban and rural areas with funds to develop
and strengthen the supports and programs in their areas.
T6B

T8N

Public Education, healthcare, transportation

Supports to make childcare more affordable.
T3H

Education and health care!

T6R

Healthcare, public & post secondary schools, and
infrastructure.

T4P

Investing in infrastructure.
Reducing daycare costs for families.
Investing in education and healthcare.

T7X

I think health and education and other essential services
need to be a priority. However, without our public sector
there will not be enough money to support those services. I
believe that once the money is coming in, it should be used
to support those essential services by increasing their
funding. I believe in fiscal responsibility above all, but once
you have money, it should be “spread around like manure,
encouraging young things to grow.”

Less tax breaks for large corporations.
Ensure that the services you are paying for are what is most
important: front-line workers in health and education. More
teachers, more aides, more nurses. Check that upper
management and middle management are being paid
proportionate to the jobs they do. Do not give tax breaks to
big businesses, but support small business start-up instead.

Not by relying on the oil and gas sector as heavily as they are.
There should be more interest and focus on fostering
sustainable resource development and realistic approaches to
climate/environmental sustainability. This should be at the
forefront of the government’s focus in job creation.

Investing in infrastructure.
Investing in healthcare and education.

Encourage small business, encourage buying local where
possible, and taxing any individual or company appropriately
based on income, those who have more should pay more as it
won’t affect their ability to purchase necessities of life.
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T5X

Job creation in the form of oil & gas diversification and
Ending the 'war room' and travel 'junkets' for select
retraining. We have the highest unemployment rate of 18-24 government employees and appointees. Instead, support and
support industry at established trade shows and events. ie.
year old men in the country. Why?
Vegas Tech Show.
Tax corporate Alberta at the 11% National average. Insist
through fines, that Oil & Gas companies pay their municiple
taxes which indirectly will result in savings for the province
because municipalities would not have to 'beg' for their
share of provincial dollars.
Invest in Education and Health Care because every dollar
invested there ensures a strong future tax base and saves
money on the social welfare side of government.

T3M

We need to spend on infrastructure, to make sure alberta is
still a good place to live, work and start businesses.
We should also maintain essential services like health care
and education. Cuts to non essential areas, like government
policy analysts or researchers or administrators should be
cut.

T0B

Job creation

T0J

DIVERSIFY. Promote POST Secondary education and job
training. If we lose 40,000 jobs in one month due to oil industry
then it's up to us to have the vision to promote other training
and industry that fills the void low gas/oil prices causes. Smart
industry is the answer ie. computer vision, connected retail, ecoindustry.

We need smaller government. There are so many
Continue investing in oil and gas. Then start divesting the
inefficiencies in the government bureaucracy, by shrinking
money to help create new sectors and new jobs.
some of the ministries and ensuring there are not too many
public servants, we'd save a ton of money. Run the gvt like a
private company. Public servant salaries and pensions,
including MLAs, are way too high. We can save there.
The high level ATA and AHS needs to be reviewed and
overhauled. Everyone who works in education or health care
knows that there are too many useless people being paid
way too much at the top. Force them to fix that without
cutting front line jobs. All of Alberta knows we need teachers
and nurses, but we don't need bureaucrats. In a private
company, people do more with less. They should too, but we
can do it without service levels suffering. That is what
Conservative Albertans truly want.

Redundant positions. Positions within healthcare and
education such as “the principal of principals” in Clearview
School Division
Front line Health care workers. Resources and infrastructure Consider lightening the budget by thinning health care
updates for the older rural hospitals.
manage to positions. It’s getting ridiculous. 1 manager to
Intercede only the elimination of front line staff in all
every 3-5 front line employees? Is that necessary?
positions. It’s making it harder for us to provide adequate
care to our citizens.

Reduction of red tape for oil and gas development

Provide incentives and tax breaks to small business and
entrepreneurs.
Maybe higher education, both trades and uni, more affordable.
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Health care - holding AHS to account with their spending.
Why are there often 2-3 managers doing the work of 1? Why
on earth does the heads of AHS make over $600,000? It
blows my mind.

Education - Our teachers are the backbone of our province.
They are almost entirely responsible for the next generation
of our amazing province. They deserve better support,
funding and pay. We also have an increasing number of
children with physical and mental disabilities and we NEED
to help support the teachers as well as the children.
Also holding school boards to account. Cutting back on
excess spending where it’s unnecessary.

Scraping the MELT program!

I feel that doing what is necessary to invite investors back into
I firmly
our province is essential. Lowering corporate business (if it
believe more class 5 training is needed. The amount of
hasn’t been already) tax to make Alberta more appealing.
unskilled drivers out there is shocking and down right scary! I will admit I’m not up to date with the current budget, but I
know when the corporate world flourishes it does affect
Do “something” about the equalization. I agree with helping everything else.
out have-not provinces but something has to give.

17(1)

Disabilities - 17(1)
Alberta and our amazing Insulin Pump Therapy Program.

17(1)
But when there are
multiple insulin pumps available nationwide, should we not
be able to have our pick from all of them instead of the two
covered by the program? Better and newer technologies
will help enable healthier and happier citizens.
I’m a firm believer in preventative measures. If we are able
to provide people with ways to prevent life threatening
situations or complications later in life, would our health
system not be better off?

T3E

T2V

I understand we are one family and you can’t change your
entire budget to meet our needs, and for the most part we’re
very happy to live in this amazing part of Canada. But we
should strive to put Albertans first. Which I also understand
is tricky considering our diverse needs and equalization
payments
Health, education, infrastructure. No health care
privatization, as that costs more! We cannot afford ANY job
losses, so please stop attacking nurses, teachers,
government, and construction workers! Build the Green line
and cancer centre faster, not slower! Any delays kill jobs,
and constant project direction changes and funding
uncertainty add unnecessary costs! Borrow if you have to
and put money into the Heritage Fund; next time there is a
stock market crash pounce and buy equities. If we can get
the fund to $200B over 15 years we can start taking out 4%
($8B) each year. That would get rid of the deficit and keep
growing the fund.

Funding growth in education

Cancel the immoral, unnecessary, and ineffective corporate
tax cuts. Raise taxes on rich to generate more revenue. Cut
health costs by investing in elderly hospices, and affordable
housing and treatment for drug addicts. Make it easier for
old people to die with dignity, assisted by a doctor, instead
of spending huge sums to torture them in hospitals in the
last few months of life. Tax junk food and give people Fitbits
and rewards if they get active. Provide nutrition and
educational assistance for fat oriole to lose weight. Ban or
severely tax vaping products. Tax urban sprawl to save on
infrastructure (make builders pay full cost of setting up new
communities). We are currently subsidizing sprawl and
wasting billions on infrastructure to far-flung neighborhoods.

Build any legitimate infrastructure needs now while economy is
struggling. Give government workers job certainty quickly so
that they will continue to spend and sustain the economy.
Prolonged labour disputes will devastate our already weak
economy; any paltry savings on that are NOT worth it. Give tax
breaks for NET NEW investment in Alberta; for example, call up
Elon Musk and tell him you will give him free land and retrain
laid off oil/coal workers if he brings a car factory to Alberta.
Give tech companies breaks for setting up here. Even oil
companies can get breaks if they spend more, for example to
diversify their business into clean tech. Research hydrogen,
geothermal, and using captured CO2 to make building
materials. Current across the board tax cuts are a waste of
money.

Anywhere but education

Fund growth in education
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T6J

Education (INCLUDING postsecondary), PUBLIC Health care Not giving tax breaks to oil and gas
DIVERSIFYING the economy and not only oil and gas

T1H

T3J

T2J

T6r
T6H

Industries that are not destroying the planet and making it
uninhabitable. Industries that have a future like anything in
the tech sector for instance, healthcare, entertainment,
media, education etc.

You need to find NEW revenue - e.g. bringing in a modest
provincial sales tax
By giving up on the ridiculous notion that trickle down
economics works when it never has and never will. The rich
are rich enough. You can also find savings by getting rid of
that ludicrous war room which costs the taxpayers an
incredible amount of money and for what? So you can sit in
a dark room with a bunch of political hacks and come up
with ways to make the Albertan's who aren't in agriculture or
oil and gas lives miserable? Or so you can "own the libs?"
It's absolutely pathetic and embarrassing.

DIVERSIFICATION - support new energy alternatives as well as
oil and gas.
Find new revenue - e.g. a modest provincial sales tax
By DIVERSIFYING. Our current trajectory of going all in on oil
and gas is not only dangerous as it's inevitable collapse will
leave us in an untenable position, but it's this type of
backwards thinking that keeps us from being able to compete in
any other sector.
When oil and gas collapses, and it will, Alberta will be in a hole
we may never be able to climb out of. (At least with you morons
in charge)

We need to invest in our healthcare, education, police
services and social services/public services. Don’t take
away. When these systems aren’t working properly due to
cut backs everyone suffers! This has been proven time and
time again! How many more times do we need to go down
this road?!
education, health-care, climate action and economic
diversification incentives.

Government does not need to be making hundreds of
thousands of dollars! It’s public service work, you were put
in there by the people not to make your pockets heavy but to
help our province! Live on a salary that is reasonable!

Give tax breaks for for small business owners. Incentives for
small business owners. Big corporations do not need the tax
breaks! Do you think those people are going to bed at night
wondering if they’ll have enough money to feed their families,
to buy medication, for a bus ticket?

There is a revenue problem, not a spending problem. Better
increase the sales tax from 5% to 10%.
Don't reduce the corporate income tax - that is just a give
away to rich Albertans.

Negotiate re-investment in Alberta of the carbon tax paid by
Albertans to invest in renewable energy and energy efficiency
measures. This will create jobs in short term, and lower utility
costs for consumers and businesses in the long term. It will
also improve Alberta's international image as environmentally
responsible which is vital for re-investment in core industries.

Healthcare and maintaining appropriate staffing levels in all
areas of care.
Education, Heath Care, helping low income, people on AISH,
the homeless,
EDUCATION & HEALTHCARE

Company CEOs and managers taking pay cuts. Higher taxes By not encouraging employers like AHS and the school boards
for the wealthy.
to eliminate front line staff.
War room for oil industry
Promoting new developing industries like tech

T4A

Put a reasonable provincial sales tax in place. Green the oil
patch and plant trees. Provide faster and more thorough
health care and solid education. Offer counselling to oil
patch workers to see how the skills they know could be
transferred to another industry or the green oil patch
industry. Shut down coal fires plants in Alberta. And
remember Alberta isn’t just the oil patch! Make good
decisions for all Albertans!

T4H

Education
Health Care

within government. there are so many inefficiencies at higher
levels NOT FRONT LINE WORKERS
The government could choose to put a provincial sales tax in
place. And leave the heath care workers, and teachers alone.
And leave the health care workers pension fund alone too!

MLA Salaries
NOT cutting corporate taxes
NOT taking private jet flights for the premier

Childcare funding; small business tax incentives
Give tax breaks to movie industry when they hire locals to
encourage this industry. Re-train oil field workers to other
industries. Help oil field workers see how their skills can be
transferred to another industry. Help the oil patch be greener!!
Encourage it! Use the great minds we have in this province to
make it greener. Plant trees! Encourage the tech industry to
come to Alberta! Continue to support good agriculture
practices. And greener agricultural practices. Find great
markets for agriculture products. Encourage the arts! Set up
business of planting trees to offset carbon emissions. Charge
other provinces/ counties money for this service.
Diversify the economy
Stop relying soley on oil and gas revenue
Get with the times
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t4x

Affordable child care.
Improved healthcare.
Technology.

No more handouts to Oil companies
Increase taxes on high incomes
Implement a 2% PST
Increase tax on alcohol, cigarettes and cannabis

Invest in incentives to encourage growth in alternative energy
and tech.
Incentives for small businesses.

t5h

Leave spending alone

Get rid of the new corporate tax reduction

I think the government should initiate all promises made in the
Provincial Election as those promises were the basis of their
being
elected.

T2g

Diversification of the economy as planned in the 2019
budget was farsighted and necessary.

Deregulation/red tape reduction, and continue to fight for
Alberta's resource economy federally and internationally.

T8L

Social programs
Victim services
Police

Administrative and bureaucratic costs of services-gealth Ed
etc could be regulated better to ensure we are not paying for
redundant admin costs instead of hiring more actual nurses
teachers etc
Corporate tax cuts to oil
War room?
Red tape nonsense

Provide social programming to help people
Invest in new industry
Make childcare affordable so people can get back to work

T3M

Supporting our Energy Industry & getting pipelines
approved

T5y

Health, education

T3G

Continuing health coverage for seniors and their
dependents.
Education - we need to create new economic opportunities
in alberta and stifling intellectual development in an attempt
to usher in privatization is dishonest and self serving for
political means and does nothing to ensure our development
as a province

T1W

T3B

T3m

Their own pockets. The gov't salaries and perks are way
above those working in industry. This is not referring to
Health care or Teachers (front line workers) but to the
management of those groups as well as the main gov't
offices, politicians etc.
No corporate tax bail outs for oil companies

Cut politicians' pensions. They are beyond ridiculous.

Stop giving tax breaks to corporations that could care less
about the people of Alberta. Get rid of your stupid war room
and actually work for Albertans and not for 5 big oil
companies. Stimulate economic growth which does not
mean more oil and gas - it means develop or help develop
new opportunities. And stop laying people off - you are
cutting your own throat by reducing opportunities for people
to pay taxes.
This government should focus their spending on growing
This government can find savings by rextracting tax breaks
the public health sector, transportation, education, housing, given to oil and gas companies who objectively do not need
and environmental regulation, as well as diversifying the
them, shutting down redundant or frivolous programs such
economy.
as the ministry for red tape, reduced minimum wages for
teenagers performing the same jobs, and the energy war
room company.
Fiscal management. Need to align spending to current
Overhead costs and align salary with other provinces.
revenue and manage to a budget. Continue to push big coat Previously public sector had to compete with private based
centres for reductions ( health care, education, government but the private sector has reduced salaries so there should
services)
be a realignment.

Supporting our Energy Industry & getting pipelines approved

By supporting alternate energy producers OTHER than the oil
and gas industry in order to make Alberta become a world
leading energy producer again. This means SOLAR AND WIND
ENERGY.
Continue to cut red tape. Increase support for small business.
Stimulate creation of new industries via technology incubation
and support new associated educational opportunities. Build
upon work NDP did to stimulate economic diversification and
new energy exploration - by tearing that down you’ve not only
crippled future investment but YOU directly wasted all the
investment in at that point. Make decisions for Albertans not for
your political career.
The government needs to invest in their citizens to see and
experience economic growth. Only investment in public
sectors, increased wages, investing in diverse energy sources
such as solar and wind, and forcing businesses to pay their
taxes.
Align province job sectors to future needs. Talk to energy
companies about how to energy companies for the future and
capitalize on new opportunities in alternative energy for other
provinces. How do we become the engineering, management
and supply chain hub for green projects across the country
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economic growth

Public health care and education

T3M

Healthcare, education and infrastructure- without proper
funding the neglect of these areas will only lead to further
downfall for our province even in times of economic growth.
Poor people/unemployed people need quality healthcare and
education opportunities even more so than their thriving
counterparts- so the need will continue to rise whether you
fund or not but by cutting back you are only creating a
vicious cycle of more damage/bandaid fixed like mandatory
overtime and this will have the reverse effect on the budget.

T3M

Maintaining supports and services for Education,
Healthcare, and the vulnerable in our society. Without
strong public education, public and comprehensive health
care, and support for those who need it, our society will be
weaker in the long term. Yes, that means that money needs
to be invested but it is invested in the people, health,
education, and well-being of our province.

T3m

Paying down debt, not paying one red cent in transfer
payments.

T4V

start with elected officials and their staff plus government
departments and provincial boards - either have an
independent external review of the efficacy of the
organization structure and the services provided or a
straight 10% cut across to start with deeper cuts later. The
province is not growing, stop adding more infrastructure
spending.

Create a stable regulatory environment with clear rules.
Tout the benefits of Alberta, i.e. stable and transparent
regulatory environment, low income tax rates, NO PROVINCIAL
SALES TAX. A provincial sales tax negatively affects
everybody including low income individuals, whom you are
supposed to help and protect. Bringing in a sales tax is
equivalent to increasing the income tax rate for the first trench
of taxable income - everybody has to pay more. Low income
families will see even less disposable income.
If there are proposed rollbacks, it should be across the board As stated above
for all of the pubkic sector workers, not just nurses and
teachers. Include city workers, police, rcmp, firefighters etc.
Make a 1% cut across the board, then everyone shares the
responsibility equallu.
Stop tax bailouts to the corporations, fight against carbon
Invest in infrastructure and diversify agriculture to meet the
tax, introducing a minimal pst, and capping bureaucratic
global trends in agriculture demands (less meat, more plant
salaries (ceos, high ranking management and administrative based diets); invest in greener technology development, more
positions in government industries)
specifically science and engineers that may be able to develop
innovative ways to recycle and reuse plastic and waste to
create new material and products; continue working with the
federal government and oil and gas to responsibly use our
provinces natural resources But without becoming a one trick
pony.
What about cancelling the 4.7 billion dollar corporate tax
cut??? You have cut education, healthcare, AISH, tuition
credits, etc etc etc etc. Is there anything left to cut?
Everything is more expensive for "everyday Albertans" as
you regularly refer to us. School bus fees.. more expensive
because you underfunded education. Insurance... more
expensive because the rate cap is gone. Post
secondary...more expensive because tuition is now
increased and tax credits are gone. It is really ridiculous how
much you are increasing all these costs for Albertans while
cutting corporate taxes. Corporate taxes were already the
lowest in Canada. And you are doing all this by off-loading
the responsibility onto the school board, health board,
municipalities, etc. (so you can "say" that "you" didn't
increase taxes)
Cutting bureaucracies in health care, getting rid of useless
programs. (Where evidence shows they don't work) eliminate
BIRTH TOURISM THAT CLOGS UP OUR NEONATAL UNITS!!!!

How about stop cutting jobs in the education and healthcare
sectors???? How about stop cutting diversification programs
that help Alberta diversify into the film and tech sectors?? How
about stop underfunding everything so that all the fees have to
be increased to cover the basics and removing rate caps on
insurance/electricity/etc. How about stop this nonsense of
Wexit, an Albertan CPP or police force, etc?? It is causing
huge uncertainty for businesses and investment in this
province which is slowing economic growth.

Healthcare and education.

Taxation of higher income brackets.

T8E

Healthcare & education

Taxing big corporations appropriately

T6L

Education and health care.

Maybe a cap on government saleries as well as government
spending on travel. It's a hard thing to figure out for sure.

Continue to create jobs in many fields and to reduce cuts as
much as possible, even at the risk of a deficit.
Start by not cutting jobs of hardworking Albertans, just to have
to “support job creation” for them...
We need to figure out our oil. Oil is the only thing that makes
this province function. So we need to use it to our advantage.

Reduce or eliminate taxes to small and large businesses.
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T9S

Healthcare, Education including Higher Education

end direct and indirect subsidies for oil and gas

Making Alberta's economy independent of oil and gas by
developing alternative sectors of the economy (e.g. forestry,
tourism, organic agriculture, green technologies, solar
energy)

The public sector should be expanded.
All non-traditional businesses (such as startups in new and
emerging technologies) should be subsidized (directly or
through tax relief). Alberta needs a long-term vision for a new
economic policy.
China could be role model for Alberta, with its long term plans
spanning decades rather than until the next election.

T2S

Education, healthcare

Government employee pensions

Diversity, continue trying to attract film and tech sector.

T5J

Social services. Keeping people who are employed,
employed. Focus on the people and not corporations
moving towards more casual and part time work in order to
avoid paying benefits and increasing their own bottom line.

Cutting the tax cuts handed out to large corporations.
Investing money in all of our futures instead of helping short
term profits of the few. If you spend money to increase the
people you represent's quality of life then money will be
saved en masse over the next 10 years. Oh and do not spend
30 million dollars on an opaque propaganda group to spread
misinformation about oil and gas.

Diversity. Show that Alberta is open to business to all
industries, not just outdated and corrupt ones. The technology
sector sounds like a pretty good idea to me, maybe show some
support to them so companies stop up and leaving to other
provinces who give a damn about them. Invest money in
infrastructure and social programs that will create jobs for
people instead of championing cuts that hurts not only jobs, but
the community as a whole.

T3m

Education and health care

Taxes and superfluous spending

T3A

Health care
Education
Hertiage fund
-Education
-Healthcare

Useless government programs

Ensure they are investing in companies that are staying with in
Alberta
Partner with companies to offer incentives like training funding
and tax cuts prorated to number of jobs created

We don't need to find savings. A government is not a
business and shouldn't be run as such. We shouldn't be
looking for a 0 balance or running a surplus unless this
government then want to put that money back into the
different public sectors, which doesn't seem like a goal. This
question in this survey shows citizens the priorities of the
government.

Diversify from oil and gas. Don't drop the industry but look to
others. This government ended the Interactive Digital Media Tax
Credit and the Scientific Research and Experimental
Development Tax Credit which actually led to companies
deciding not to expand or worse, leaving Alberta in favour of a
tech friendly province.
Cutting public spending means that many public industries will
have to find ways to balance budgets. The quickest way to
balance a budget is by using layoffs. A direct result of reduced
spending will mean less people employed in the public sector.
Stop cutting public spending because it leads to classrooms
with 40+ students and longer hospital wait times.
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T3M

Focus on essentials - healthcare, education and
infrastructure.

Government cannot and should not be all things to all
people. Focus on the big things - education, healthcare,
infrastructure. Less focus on meeting the endless needs of
Nobody likes public sector unions except for its members - every special interest group - let those people either come
firm resistance to ever increasing demands is fair and
up with their own funding or come up with ways to improve
required.
their own circumstances. When there is little to go around,
focus only on the essentials - we should not be funding
With that said, this government should stop playing games. livelihoods for every low income person
It’s mandate is to provide healthcare and education in a
reasonable and cost effective way. It is not to dismantle the
whole system (ie. move to a voucher system, increase
funding to non catholic religious schools/private schools/
homeschooling, privatize healthcare or make
ineffective/unreasonable consolidations.

Bring back the Alberta advantage - reduce personal income
taxes. Continue tax credits for niche industries like tech and
movie to encourage them to set up shop in Alberta.

A1A

1.Health care:Nurses,Doctors,elderly care in out of
institutions
2.Education:class size,Tuition for post secondary needs to
come down.We need to compete with Global
economy,highly skilled workforce is needed.
3.Maintenance of INFRASTRUCTURE{take care of what we
have}
4.Economy :move away from oil based
economies.Promoting Farming industry
5.Lower crime in general cities and rural

1.Health care cut fat from top [ADMIN] money should be
spent on patience wellness.Hire more health care works part
time,so you do not have to pay overtime.Look at
BRITAIN'S.FRANCE health care systems.Every Albertains
has the right to a good healthcare,at whatever the cost.
2.Education :money should be flowing to school principal
and teachers and aids and students education.Top ADMIN
salaries {superintendents,assistants sup,consultants why so
many?}cut programs that are not necessary , Calm for
example can be integrated in to the core courses.Post
secondary institution ,lots of FAT in Upper Admin.VPs wages
and expense? Again systemic change is needed in Post
secondary.Money should be flowing down to future
workforce students
3.Buildings ,roads,bridge,hospitals and schools should have
schedule maintenance repairs.No unexpected repairs that
cost a lot of $$$
4.Generally everyone needs to tighten up.Starting from
provincial government to small business

Create jobs in areas mentioned above.PUT restrictions or ties
to loans or on business tax cuts.Stop spending money on
things that are not going to help our economy. Arts/music
buildings,Sporting events ? Invest only if return is going to
make the province money.Government needs to tighten it
belt.No Tax increases to citizens.REAGANOMICS AND
KEYNESIAN ECONOMICS pros and cons

Investment in renewable energy which will create jobs.

re-introduce the effective carbon tax created by the previous
government that provided jobs and funding for energy
efficiency programs and infrastructure for cities. the
governement could save money by immediately stop funding
the carbon war room and instead use the communications
dollars and money from TIER on what it is intended to do,
which is to support carbon reduction programs and
technologies. The governement can also save money by
stopping any funding and staff time that is dedicated to
"standing up for Albertans" and put it towards something
productive. Like nurses or teachers. the government can
also stop wasting money on fighting the carbon tax.

the government needs to stop fueling the divisive campaign of
isolating us from the rest of the country which is driving away
investment. job and economic growth can come from a shift to
renewable forms of energy and develping refining capability
within alberta.
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T3A

Public Health Care (including mental health), Public
Education, Social Services & support, Public Infrastructure
& Innovation/Diversification.

T6T

Move oil subsidiaries to farming subsidiaries. Focus on
Oil investments. The industry *needs* to die.
making food affordable for Albertans, invest in multi-culture
Stop sending our money to Aimco.
fields, specifically Hemp.
Invest in retraining oil-field workers to transfer to
renewables and clean energy.

Spending: expanded use of Nurse Practitioners, use of
smaller publicly owned and funded Community Health
Centers, eliminate universal standardized testing (adopt
random sample smaller scale testing to ensure high
standards in schooling).
*Revenue*: Provincial Sales Tax (~4%)

Don't deploy troops to, once more, suppress the native
population.

Invest in innovation and diversification. "Energy" (in all its
forms) should be a focus, not just oil & gas. Reduce
dependence on a single volatile, globally declining, nonrenewable resource.

Funding a hemp industry. If we can truly invest into hemp
plastics and biofuel, then we can become the first titan of the
industry.
Investing in sustainable food culture to make living affordable
(which will boost the dollar strength).
Community housing programs.

Re-hiring the investigator into Kenney's election fraud,
criminal conspiracy, and mismanagement of government
funding.
Oil and gas
Parking for public transportation! Train
Bike paths

Better management of $ in health and education!
Supporting separate home and private education. (Check
figures with parents for Choice in education)

T2E

Economic diversity, and a reduction of our dependence on
the oil and gas sector as a panacea for all our provincial
woes.

Introduce a sales tax, like all the other provinces, and use
those funds to support our civil servants and infrastructure.
Get rid of the ‘war room’ and invest in Albertans.

Oil and Gas.
single people are the only people that have less income and no
breaks. If we had more disposable income we could boost the
economy and young people could actually move out of their
parents homes and buy their own.
Raise the corporate tax rate instead of giving large oil and gas
companies breaks that they don’t deserve, and invest those
funds in other burgeoning sectors.

T9S

Schools and Hospitals

Corporate taxes

Pipe lines

T3m

Education. It truly is the only thing that has ever improved
quality of life by allowing people to be financially
independent and more worldly.

Diversification.

T0B

frontline healthcare
education

Cut management in health care, not front line staff and their
wages/benefits. When oil and gas workers were laid off, who
do you think supported the household? The wives. Nurses
and teachers.
Every government seems to be bloated with overpaid
executives. The number of school boards immediately come
to mind.

t5p

corporate taxes

return money to education, healthcare, elderly

T5T

Education(K-12 especially), Healthcare, Infrastructure

Administration

T2Z

I would like to see orphan wells abandoned on a fairly
aggressive time timetable. Enable legislation to oil and gas
companies who refuse to pay taxes. Perhaps some government
assistance for individuals looking to transition from the
oilpatch
put money back into students jobs
Fight to Drop carbon tax (helps business and individuals), small
business incentives
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T5t

Keeping front line nurses on the job! Past 5 years nearly
everything has been temporaries. How is that consistent
care for Albertans? There is too much upper management
and middle management They should go first ! Why does
Steven Mandel have a cushy position created for him ! What
does he have to offer to the position ? Don’t cut teachers or
hike education. How can our children go to school?
Everyone should be able to get a secondary education for a
chance to get a good job prospect in the future ! You still
have to spend money to make money Keep projects going
like the LRT in Edmonton. Need job creation ! Build
recreation centers so people can pay to go in and be healthy
and exercise !

Create full time jobs. Stop letting temporary jobs be put up
on job boards in ahs. No consistency of staff. There are too
many middle managers and upper management they should
be trimmed.

T7Y

The core areas of government responsibility still need to be Management within government agencies and corporations.
looked after, but at a sustainable rate.
I do not have first hand knowledge, but do have second
hand, and am blown away at the inefficiencies and hierarchy
i.e. health care, education, infrastructure
within certain groups. Would love to see multiple reviews
similar to the AHS review, to find cost savings.

Don’t let companies keep the tax break unless they keep
currently jobs and no pay offs. Stimulate the economy by letting
nurses, teachers and support staff keep their jobs. There have
been vacant / temp jobs avail for the past 5 years !!!! Permanent
jobs = healthy work environment and consistency that albertans
deserve. You are making the LPN’s in Alberta move to full
scope. How long do you think they will work without getting pay
raises. Registered nurses are accountable, we have always
been the choice of albertans !

I agree with the lower tax rates for business, to encourage
investment. I also like the idea of the war room that has been
implemented to put a positive spin on our world class energy
source.
It seems to be a total anomaly, but having an opposition that is
willing to work on issues, with the government, would be a
momentous occasion. Rather than spreading derogatory
messages and telling everyone how bad the government is
doing, it would be nice to see any opposition simply work with
the government in power to advance our province.

T7N

Public Programs (Wildfire, healthcare, education)

They found room for the 4.8 billion dollar tax cut for Oil
companies didn't they?

By not cutting programs that provide public safety and prevent
wildfires from reaching forest surrounded cities and towns.

T6L

Health, education, infrastructure, Justice

There are too many panels and consultants. Send this money The government needs to invest in attracting new business to
Alberta. We are too reliant on oil and gas. We need to make
to the front line workers
Alberta an attractive not just for business, but for employees. If
you have a healthy and happy employees you will have a better
company. If you have employees concerned about their
children’s education, family health, etc., it will effect their
abilities at work. Make this a place people want to come too to
live and work.
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T0C

1. Environment: well/o&g plant clean up, increased carbon
emission limits, water protection.
2. Public Services: restore grants taken from our schools,
restore University maintenance funding and increase, not
decrease direct funding without monthly reports (RED
TAPE) or an additional set of evaluative criteria to be
monitored.
3. Add to our coffers by closing both the Canadian Energy
Center and the Anti-Albertan Inquiry. Save their operating
costs and save us sure to be up-coming legal challenges
against these unnecessary and embarrassing UCP entities.
4. Reviewing the curriculum and teaching standards at all
our private and charter schools; specifically to ensure that
they are meeting our legal and moral responsibility to be
engaged in the reconciliation process with our First Nations
neighbours.

1. From the closure of the Canadian Energy Center and the
Inquriry.
2. From raising the corporate tax rate, by taxing the wealthy
more, by taxing luxury goods.
3. You doubled the size of our government, were elected with
a plan yet have governed by non-elected panel after panel
after panel. You are willing to engage in court challenges in
which we have no hope of winning. You can travel as a group
to Ottawa for what, Christmas Parties but professors at
research Universities are forbidden from traveling or hosting
visitors. Stop you overly expensive governance and you will
find savings.

1. Whatever you have been doing, stop immediately. you have
an abysmal record regarding job creation. Take the CEOs
hands out of your pockets for starters.
2. Restore public services to the citizens of this province.
3. Incentive and otherwise support renewable energy projects
as much as possible.
4. Put an immediate stop to the separatist/fair deal talk. You
are flaming the fires that will discourage any one from setting
up shop here: poorly educated workers, poorly maintained
infrastructure and transportation systems, unsettled and
divisive social climate, lack of public health services, etc, etc,
etc. My son, 17(1)
is already planning his exit
from Alberta, a 6th generation Albertan fleeing for his future
from you his government.

T1H

They could stop giving the rich tax breaks. Help the middle
class a little more!

T1K

They need to focus on getting Albertans back to work, not
just part time jobs, no one can survive on a part time
minimum wage job.
Get the Pipeline built

Think about creating our own refineries and we would be much
better off getting our oil to market. But invest in all areas not
just the energy sector.
Get the Pipeline built

T8b

Health care, education

T2K

Anything that gets people working and contributing.
Different levels of work for different abilities. Take care of
people here and not hire from elsewhere.
Primary and secondary Education. The importance must be
placed on funding actually reaching the schools, NOT going
to administration!

Redistribute the “fat”. Layoffs are not solving anything, put
these people to work where it’s needed.

See above

At the top. There are far to many high paid, "executives"
making decisions that adversely affect the lower paid
working class. This applies to all levels of government
operations.

Government services, health care, education and
diversification of our economy. Oil and Gas can’t be our
main economy.

Get rid of the war room!!! What a bloody waste of money!
Combating misinformation is the job of cabinet and
government communications.

We need to focus on how to work within a greener framework
that supports our oil industry. Ideas like carbon capturing and
making use of carbon fibre nanomolecules. Ideas like these can
be brought in as "contests" which will create growth in ideas
and economics.
Invest in diversification.

T6B

T5z

1. Cut funding to supervised consumption sites. Or move it
to the reserve.
2. Review AISH & welfare system....The government is
making it way too easy for people not to want to work.
people are abusing these programs & it needs to stop. Help
these people for the short term but then get them back to
work.
3. Stop paying people to have babies
especially new immigrants...it’s not a job
4. Stop sending equalization payments to the east
5. Review education system & health care system cause I
believe there is a lot of waste
Oil and gas
Renewable energy
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T5X

Education & Health Care. Listen to the needs and concerns Look to the private sector and non-essential expenditures
and tax benefits being provided to them.
of the people in your province. Stop taking notes and
mimicking models coming from the United States, it is a
broken and deeply flawed system. We are better and we
should hold ourselves to a higher standard. Shame on you
for pushing your short term agenda at the cost of your
voters. You work for the people of this province, stop
treating us like sheep.

t8h

Education and healthcare

Diversifying the economy to reduce dependence on oil and
gas (providing grants and supports to other industries
including tourism, film production, the tech sector,
entrepreneurs)
Maintaining the quality of K-12 education
Maintaining infrastructure

The oil and gas sector are not a sustainable market and won't
be around in the next few decades. This needs to be slowly
grandfathered out and in the meantime start looking towards
alternative sources of energy. We need to be forward thinking
and start establishing ourselves in emerging technology that
will be in demand once the shift has moved away from oil and
gas. Stop thinking only within the limits of your term in office,
we need to plan ahead. Economic growth will follow
technology and demand for that which we have become an
expert. The world can look to us as a leader in emerging
technology and not simply as a has-been province living on the
coat-tails of our once booming oil and gas.

That's not really my job to determine. I don't have insight
into your financials.

By actually creating jobs and not hemorrhaging them like you
currently are. Bring back the green energy credits that
supported the renewable industry.
Reducing costs of government turnover by not scrapping
Use funding from specific taxes (ex. carbon tax) to provide
projects that were implemented by the previous government grant funding to growing (future focused) industries
just because they were an "NDP idea" (ex. the superlab and Continue to support the oil and gas sector by supporting
the curriculum review)
pipeline projects
Initiating a provincial sales tax
Support cities in attracting new industries (especially in the
tech sector) to support employment of laid-off skilled oil and
gas workers (ex. engineers)
Promote Alberta tourism across Canada and internationally

T4X

Healthcare and education. These are the biggest
investments for our future! Everyone will benefit from this,
not just the wealthy

Big payouts for large companies. The wealthy DO NOT need
a tax cut. Unit clerk positions with the new connect care
system could be cut but invest that money into healthcare
not other nonsense jobs. Also if you expect everyone else to
take a pay cut maybe you could consider the same...it would
set some form of precedent

Stop discussing Alberta being so upset with the equalization
payments, yes it's unfortunate but it was part of Kenny's
decision....whining about it publicly makes us seem pathetic
and who wants to live in a sad pathetic province. So in short
postive talk about our province will hopefully encourage others
to move here.

T4X

Healthcare and education. These are the biggest
investments for our future! Everyone will benefit from this,
not just the wealthy

Big payouts for large companies. The wealthy DO NOT need
a tax cut. Unit clerk positions with the new connect care
system could be cut but invest that money into healthcare
not other nonsense jobs. Also if you expect everyone else to
take a pay cut maybe you could consider the same...it would
set some form of precedent

Stop discussing Alberta being so upset with the equalization
payments, yes it's unfortunate but it was part of Kenny's
decision....whining about it publicly makes us seem pathetic
and who wants to live in a sad pathetic province. So in short
postive talk about our province will hopefully encourage others
to move here.

T3E

Improving life for poverty stricken people; introducing a
consumption tax to provide a stable revenue stream; create
a roadmap for transition to alternate energy (look at Shell’s
1960 - 2100 projected energy sources for inspiration) call
CEO Michael Crothers in Calgary, a Chemical Engineer from
University of Alberta

Stop wasting $$$ on the “olden days dream” and lead us into Continue supporting oil & gas as well as putting your foot
the future. Shell has developed a Roadmap that sees the
solidly into being leaders in alternative energy including
continuation of oil & gas as we transition to the alternatives looking at the work Bill Gates is doing in a new closed system
nuclear reactor that uses spent fuel rods as fuel.
We are retired from the oil patch & can see the future of
transition
Please show great leadership!

T4C

Education and Health care.
Reverse the cuts and fund the growth.

Reverse the tax cuts to oil and Gas
They need to pay their share of the tax bill for Provincial
revenue
Bring in a sales tax to stabilize the Provincial revenue.

Don't cut so many jobs in the public sector.
Re-instate grants for jobs in alternative energy creation.
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T5k

T2L

Not oil companies. Stop taking from public healthcare. Stop Literally create a sales tax.
Also, not relevant but stop being so corrupt. If you support
taking from education.
the leader of the UCP party then you are just as corrupt as
cheating Kenney. Shame.
Diversifying the economy. The current budget and priorities Continue to look for efficiencies everywhere but
feel like they're pandering to a nostalgia more than a
*respectfully* not antagonsitically, and with an
realistic future.
understanding that the beaucracy is made up of individuals
who have dedicated their careers to those roles and know
something the politicians might not. Don't hype up conflict
for cheap political points. Also, stop comparing tax-payer
funded salaries to other provinces as the only data point
needed to prove prove they're too high. They had to rise to
compete with the O&G boom times, cost of living was going
up because of all the high oilfield salaries... prices come
down slower. Finally, please don't just focus on savings,
think about income in the short term. There are still very high
average salaries in AB and we need some sort of
consumption tax to do proper budgeting.

Renewable energy and not cancelling projects that would
supply ppl with jobs.

By considering more than one industry. Tech was really
growing, then you cut the AB SR&ED, the AITC, etc. The future
depends on nurturing new industries that are providing jobs
now but are still far away from benefitting from the corporate
tax bonus you gave that is still not going to make extracting our
land locked heavy oil more economically attractive.

T0B

Health care and education, carbon reduction, subsidized
Increase personal and corporate taxes, implement sales tax
child care, supporting new technology jobs and industries,
rural crime, mental health support, support for retraining oil
industry workers, promote a medium term move to nuclear
energy and support training opportunities for oil industry
workers to work in nuclear energy

Assist new technology startups with tax relief incentives.
Green energy transition incentives.
Develop a nuclear energy plan
Subsidize child care allowing parents to contribute to the
economy and the tax base.

T5X

Education and health

Taxes

Being more flexible with requierements for immigrants

T5Y

Education and Healthcare. We are giving away money to oil
companies on the backs of our most vulnerable.

T4R

Funing healthcare and education.

t2t

Preventive health care and more efficient health care. We
noticed a huge difference moving from BC, facilities are
nicer, new here, easier to find a doctor (hard in bc), more
facilities. You can see the budgets are bigger. Big industry
(pharma, food) have taken over the health conversations
and are just leading us to worse health. The government
should take more efforts to combat these interests by
educating and promoting preventive health problems.

By not giving money away to oil companies and a provincial Do the exact opposite of whatever you are doing now. So stop
defunding public services in an attempt to introduce private
sales tax. Oh and stop sending our premiere around the
ones. Stop giving away money to oil companies that have no
world for no reason.
loyalty to us whatsoever.
Quit handing free money to billion dollar international
Offer benefits for High Tech industries, this keeps our grads
local and their salery's paying taxes locally. Stop the brain
companies.
drain.
Encouraging alternate forms of education by supporting
Help small businesses and encourage innovation. Invest in
financially these alternate forms in a way that encourages
young people and encourage entrepreneurship for young
more take up (increase funding for homeschooling,
people.
encouraging higher uptake but in the long run saving the
government).

T5R

Education, health care, and the environment

Corporate tax rates and eliminate 4.7 billion giveaway to
corporations.

T6K

infrastructure, health care, primary education, senior
supports and services, subsidize public transportation for
municipalities and for transit users to help fight climate
change

reduce spending in tourism, reduce MLA and government
worker wages to match the private sector, reduce
postsecondary education funding (but maintain grants for
lower income students), increase tax on tobacco products

By increasing minimum wage and by making education more
affordable and attainable. Also by making quality daycare more
affordable.
lower taxes for both individuals and corporations, reduce
spending on tourism marketing/promotion, lower minimum
wage (small businesses cannot keep up with $15/hr), DO NOT
introduce a PST, reduce taxes on gas and alcohol
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T6T

Seniors care, education, healthcare, municipality upgrades

We can find savings by no longer subsidizing oil and gas,
We need a PST of at least 3% that will bring more money into
they have made a mint off this province they don't need to be our coffers and allow the repayment of debt which will increase
subsidized.
the money we can spend. Support green power it is the way
everyone is heading and we need to be able to provide both the
oil the world needs and the green tech.
LRT line... Cuts to higher-ups & the elimination of bonuses to Focus on a healthy Alberta- healthcare, education.
those in such positions rather than cutting the wages & shift
differentials or hard-working Albertans sacrificing their own
health & well-being to care for others (you know I’m talking
about nurses, paramedics, teachers).

T6X

Healthcare, education, daycare, infrastructure.

T4G

Homeschoolers should receive more funding. We save the Control how much upper management makes or at least gets .
government just over $10,000 per student that isn't in the
in funding.
public care system. We receive just over $800 in funding
every year which has to cover curriculum, activities and any
school-related things. Not to mention kids with special
needs, who would normally get extra supports in school still
require those supports outside of school and we don't get
any additional funding to cover things like counsellors, OT,
psych, learning assessments, etc. Most the schools are
tapped out of resources, which is half the reason we started
homeschooling in the first place. We pay out of pocket for
all these things.

T5K

-Addressing climate change and making Alberta a leader in
environmental sustainability
-Expand public transit
-Education, including reducing tuition for post secondary
students
-Healthcare
-Implement a minimum income

T0M

-Dissolving Alberta's separate schools to create one public
school system. According to the Blue Ribbon Panel Report,
this would save hundreds of millions of dollars annually
without firing staff.
-By investing in public transit, fewer expansions to
transportation infrastructure would be required and less
maintenance work would be needed.
-Shut down the war room for immediate savings of $30
million annually.
-Cancel the corporate handout of $4.7 billion dollars.
Education k-12, Post Secondary Education (Fund them
I would like to see the elimination of all of the unneccessary
properly) Health Care, Seniors benefits, Biologic medicines, panels. Forget about savings, worry about revenue first,
highways and other infrastructure such as hospitals,
bring in a PST, bring in a carbon tax we control (dummies),
schools etc... I would lik
tax system needs to be changed. Avoid Trickle down
disasterous ideological failed economic systems (Even the
IMF says they are a failure). Cut out the warroom, reduce the
communication staffers that the government employs for the
ministries. I know there are areas to trim in administration in
education, If you are looking at education there is a lot of
money spent on inclusive education, maybe a rethink on the
delivery of the system.

T5E

Education and Health Care

Cutting upper management in the Government. Not
providing free taxes to multimillion dollar companies.

-Support the tech sector. In particular, help develop Alberta's
world class artificial intelligence hub.
-Prepare for the inevitable transition away from fossil fuels.
-Don't lay off large numbers of public sector workers.
-Develop Alberta's renewable energy potential and require
industry to speed up its reclamation of projects that have been
exhausted and/or abandoned.
-Implement a minimum income.

Infrastructure spending is the number one area, also give
people confidence in the government and the economic
program and people will spend money again. Lets get back on
investment into the tech sector as well. There is a signficant
lack of confidence in my work place and nobody is spending
right now. My family doesn't eat out anymore, we don't spend
money in Alberta as we don't feel confident in the government.

Not cut education or healthcare
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T3K

Education and health care. A healthy and informed
population will put less burden on social service programs
in the long run. This will result in "savings" for the
government and allow investment spending in other areas.

There are very few places to find "savings" anymore. Most
social programs have been pared down to basic levels. The
only area may be a look at the grant programs and
increasing corporate taxes.

The only way to increase economic growth is to have
consumers spend money on more than necessities of basic
living. Consumers must have more disposable income or the
cycle of cutting household budgets will continue to spiral
downwards. This perpetuates a negative economy.

Health care, education, creation of jobs in new areas not just Cutting the fat...i.e cutting executives rather than the front
Diversify
oil and gas
line staff. With a growing and aging population our future is
in a lot of trouble as you cut education spending and health
care front line staff. We all know the goal is to make our
health care system so terrible that you can justify a private
system....hopefully you want be in power long enough to see
that plan through. You have definitely lost a vote here.
T3G

More funds for homeschoolers per year.

T1k

Education health care diversifying economy to technology
and service sectors
Give money back to education, and public health services.
#BetterOffWithRachel

T8N

Each homeschooler receives up to $830 per year. It saves
Diversify the types of activities in the province. Support
more than $10000 per child who aren't going to school - that entrepreneurs with more trainings.
is where the savings are, from those homeschoolers who
should receive more funds.
Cancel war room increase tax on oil companies
Investing in education and diversification into technology
sectors
Taxing the rich, and the big corporations.
There is more to Alberta than Oil and Gas. Focus on jobs in
technology, and sustainable energy sources other than oil and
gas. Support the arts, education and public health services.

T5W

How about not hurting the most vulnerable in our society.
How about implementing a PST? It makes so much more
Taking money from education and healthcare shows that
sense.
this government doesn’t care one bit about real live people. Or investing in the development of alternative energy.
So for priorities: healthcare, education, non-oil related
industries.

T1A

Maintaining front line services in health care and education. There are multiple layers of management through out both
the health care and education departments and provider
organizations, at astronomical levels of pay and perks. This
is also true of deputy minister and assistant deputy ministers
and aides to assistant deputy ministers ad nauseum within
the provincial government itself. Cut these positions and
you'll not only reduce costs substantially, you will decrease
the administrative burden for the average worker who is
actually trying to get something done.

Realize that the oil industry isn’t the only option! Diversify.
Invest in alternative energy. We live in a great province that is
also a bit stuck in the past when it comes to energy.
When we cut healthcare and education budgets, we are
CUTTING JOBS. Do you know who doesn’t spend money to help
grow the economy? The UNEMPLOYED.
It seems to me that the recently announced plans for measuring
and funding post secondary education are a step in the right
direction.
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T8A

Increase corporate taxes; increase healthcare spending;
Decrease governmental salaries for ministers and premier as Small business start-up grants. Promote small business,
well as their expenses for meals, travel, meetings, etc.
Alberta film industry, IT, renewable energy.
maintain education funding; freeze post-secondary tuition
increases, maintain $25/day childcare, direct funds to green Freeze travel for governmental officials.
energy initiatives rather than fossil fuel industry.
Bring back provincial carbon tax and use these funds to
support climate change initiatives such as installing
renewable energy sources (solar, wind, geothermal) for all
existing provincial and educational buildings as a start.
Close UCP "War Room"
NO MORE CORPORATE HANDOUTS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

T6K

T9H

T8L

Healthcare, education, infrastructure.

Stop forming boards and commities to figure things out that Education, help people develop professionally.
people already know. Stop concerning yourselves with just
ALberta, we belong to a country. Please stop giving our
money to large corporations.
Education, Medical, Emergency services
remove none needed positions instead of reducing/removing Diversify the economy to not rely so heavily on the oil and gas
programs.
jobs. Invest in new alternative energy's like geo thermal or
solar. Increase funding to post secondary schools to create a
better work force.
Increase funding for home educators because we save the
By not giving out a tax break to multi-million dollar
By investing in healthcare, social programs and education
government money! We deserve to have an increase in
corporations. They don't need the money. The rich do not
you'll spur job and economic growth. You cut so much funding
funding, so we can provide the best education we can to our need the rich helping them out. They're already rich!
to all those areas which cost Albertans thousands of jobs.
children.
That said, you won't listen to anyone with these surveys, you
More teachers in brick and mortar schools, lower the
have your own agenda to put money back into the pockets of
classroom size and give more funding to schools in general
the rich with your corporate handouts. You hoped they'd use
yo help schools hire teachers and help. Not all students
that money to invest in Alberta but they used that money to
learn the same way and the ones who struggle are falling
increase the pay out to their shareholders. Something that we
through the gaps left by lack of funding.
all knew would happen.
Increase spending for healthcare. Wait times for procedures
are atrocious. People are going to die before they even get
the diagnosis they need let alone the care. Private
healthcare is NOT the way to go, we need to spend more on
healthcare so everyone has access.

T2p

Health, education, infrastructure

T1a

Education is how a society moves forward.
Invest in diversifying our economy.
Child care!

T6L

Shut down Canadian energy center. Reduce number of paid
panels, make voluntary instead
Uncertain. Perhaps float the oil sector less

Increase investment in diversification

Carbon tax, eliminate 25/day daycare

Diversify economy and invest in technology, support child care
funding

Education
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Socially responsible ones, not just the ones that will make
you look good to people who dislike Trudeau.

While I think looking over spending is important, and 'fiscal
responsibility' is also important, creating an undue panic
over our relatively small provincial debt and using that to
justify making changes that benefit a select few and harm
many is probably not ideal.

T3A

Health
Education
infrastructure

Electricity/ by solar panels

T8A

Education.

Nurses salaries.

Seeing protesters as people and not as some imaginary enemy
might be good. Actually caring about the people that your
decisions are impacting and analyzing things from the
perspective of those less fortunate than you would be an even
better start. I know making these massive decisions is hard, but
being callous, vindictive and fear- and hate-mongering sets a
dangerous tone for everyone and is not conducive to growth in
any setting.
Diversifying the economy
Tourism
IT
manufacturing
There appears to be inflation of credentials in a lot of job
postings. People are asking for education which is not actually
required to do the job. This likely limits a lot of good candidates-they are not appling or receiving jobs that they are capable to
doing (i.e. low-mid level administrative jobs which ask for a
masters degree).
Also, higher the retirement age=less jobs for our youth. Maybe
if our youth could afford to move out, our senior wouldn't have
to work so long. If the kids could afford to should support the
parents, they wouldn't need to work. Balance is off.

T6M

Education, health care.

Cutting front line staff in hospitals, schools or care facilities Refocus our priorities outside of oil and gas. Alberta needs to
is not the answer. Teachers, nurses and support staff are
diversify its interests and find new ways - sustainable energy,
the heart and soul of our province. If you aren’t focusing on tech sector - to make our economy strong again.
the greater good, families will pay the price. Savings should
come from cutting administration costs, and the focus
should be on running these ministries more effectively. I
think about the number of consultants and senior managers
out there that haven’t been in a classroom or a hospital or
care facility in years, or ever. If things were more efficiently
run, we would save money and be able to invest those funds
in the future of our province.

T0K

Smaller classroom numbers, ratios are out of control.
Better calendar of grade 12 exams, everyone has to account
for the last day of school happening on a Monday, June 29.
No extra curricular tournaments province wide for 3 days
(Thursday, Friday, Saturday). Province wide ban on this.

Become self insured, every government building should be
self insured. Your making local school divisions pay money
to insurance company's that can set the price for coverage.
With the money you save you could build new schools.

T3K

More money for homeschoolers

Not using plastic and therefore saving on recycling

T6N

Priorities of spending should be focused on areas which
Reduce all unnecessary bureaucratic - administrative jobs
creates profit, accelerate and stimulate business, economic that do not have direct, explicit impact on job cration.
activities, the areas of business activities that will produce
synergetic effects in terms of fostering jobs and economic
growth.

Government should help smaller communities with economic
growth by providing infrastructure funding to help place school
in new locations. Providing funding for sewer and water would
help small communities grow there tax base without huge costs
to the municipalities. Rebuilding on existing sites in some
cases doesn't address parking, safe cross walks, and enough
green space for kids to play outside.
Give Canadians born and raised here priority.
Government should financially support, inject the funds into
business which have good prospective and provide, prove they
have tangible ideas and projects that will generate income and
financial growth.
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T9S

T0H

T6L

Reversing the Corporate tax breaks and keeping money in
the pockets of working Albertans.
Essential Services and Education.

Reversing Corporate tax breaks.
Upper level management rollbacks/cuts.
Cutting federal equalization payments, especially to the
provinces that don't support our industries.
Take money from wealthy corporations instead of cutting
jobs and wages.
Health & Education
Why not a salary wage freeze for government officials. Less
travel expenses- what did Canada receive for travel to IndiaSwedenThe government should have its spending priorities be
Government could find savings in cutting back how much
public healthcare and education. Our education system
government officials are paid. They could also cut back in
shapes the future of our province, as our teachers are
healthcare management and wages specifically for
training the kids today that will be the adults tomorrow, that healthcare management and administrators.
will be the leaders of tomorrow. Cutting back public
education funding does everyone a disservice. Public
healthcare is crucial as well; proper staffing levels provides
safe care to sick patients. Cutting funding and nursing staff
creates a less safe workplace and increases staff burnout.

T4R

Core spending, health and education,

T2E

green energy, public transit, cleaning the environment

T5r

Health care and education

T3K

Education (at all levels), healthcare and infrastructure.
Schools should be properly funded without the worry of
whether they can afford the teaching staff or supplies after
the release of the budget.
Ensure that this province is a leader in all sectors. Proper
funding is the way, not cutting and then wondering why
performances were poor.

t1w

Health, Education, tech futures and infrastructure.

T3M

Health, Education, Social Services

T6K
T6T

Lift the hiring freeze for public sectors.
Don't touch our wages.
Take money from wealthy corporations instead of cutting jobs
and wages.

More incentives for business to hire people.

Help push the pipeline through, and don’t sell off to foreign
investment.

Less goverment

Continuing to creat an environment that is attractive to
investment.
get rid of the 'war room' cut government salaries (of the
promote the green energy sector, lower tuition to all secondary
premier and others at that level)
educational institutions, hire more health care workers (nurses
and all), encourage more education in trades, support teachers hire more, lower class sizes
Stop giving oil companies tax breaks, and perhaps tax them Look to diversify the economy instead of focusing on the dying
properly. Also increase the tax on the ultra rich
oilfield.
The War Room needs to go. It’s a colossal waste of money. Build a North Calgary hospital and other important
Don’t provide corporate handouts to private business. Stop infrastructure projects. Increase subsidies for other forms of
suggesting a referendum on equalization is needed. It’s not energy production, like solar. Consider building a nuclear
and would cost tax payers a stupid amount of money, which power plant in the province to expand grid capacity and give
could be better spent elsewhere.
coal workers a new industry to transition into. Become a
province that cares about industries beyond oil and gas.
Stop cutting essential services.You should be questioning
Diversity is key.
how to improve our quality of life rather than hacking and
slashing things Albertans need.
Stop giving money to companies who aren’t assisting in the
vision of keeping Albertans employed.
The war room. It is not necessary and is a waste of money.
Through investment in new technology, green jobs, and
Also stop taking control of public sector pensions.
infrastructure. Stop pumping money into

Taxes and Royalties from Oil companies, get rid of war room. Diversification of oil industry to building our own refineries.
Agriculture
EDUCATION, HEALTH CARE INCLUDING MENTAL HEALTH, Increasing taxes. Increase the sale tax by 1% ffs
BY NOT CUTTING EDUCATION FUNDING LIKE A BUNCH OF
RENEWABLE ENERGIES
SKEEZEBAGS
SCHOOL AND HEALTHCARE. It's a no-brainer guys...
Collecting taxes from billionaires and millionaires. Collecting Support growing new industries. Bring in tech, renewables,
owed taxes from oil and gas.
film. Stop propping up a dying oil and gas and accelerating
climate change.
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Focusing on the social wellbeing of Albertans - Education,
health care, early childhood, family supports etc. Investing
in early childhood is protective throughout the lifespan. It's
hard to measure what you prevented by investing in family
supports and early childhood, ensuring that a young child's
developing brain is nurtured. Supporting broken adults from
the age of 18 to death is incredibly costly and there are
many children whose lives would change course with even
minor supports in place for a family. There is plenty of
research that has found that the presence of even just one
caring adult is more important than the absence of adverse
childhood experiences (ACEs). So if a young child is
experiencing adversity, support from a caring early
childhood teacher or social worker, nurse or support worker
of any kind can and has changed the trajectory of that
person's life.

The Government chose to lower taxes for the largest
corporations in Alberta. My family owns a small, family
business and was not affected. We weren't hoping for a
corporate tax cut either. Raising corporate taxes, especially
taxes for the companies that make the most profit annually,
is a great way to find savings which could then be invested
in supporting ALL citizens. I know this is not a very
traditional 'Albertan' view, but it's valid, nonetheless. I was
born in Alberta, raised in Alberta and am now raising my
children in Alberta. I know plenty of people who echo these
sentiments. But in oil country, it's not always safe to speak
up.

Education (K-12 and post-secondary institutions),
Healthcare, carbon emission reduction and saving the
environment.
Spending priorities should be spent on retraining oil field
workers to new positions, money should be spent on tech
and renewables to put Alberta at a real advantage to the
world. We should be a leader in new energy. We have the
talent, workforce and commitment to do better as Albertans.

Eliminate the Canadian Energy Centre and stop wasting time More aggressive taxes for large businesses and those making
fighting the carbon tax.
over $150k a year. Stop believing the myth of trickle-down
economics.
The government should save in stopping bailout money to oil Retraining o&g workers, capping tuition, investing in
companies, who have already decided it qas time to leave
technology.
due to the economy and world pressure on renewables.

T7S

Health, education and paying down the deficit

lower wages for government workers, especially
management and higher. Fight the equalization payments.

fight for our natural resource sectors.

T3k

Public services, healthcare, environmental protection,
public transportation, safe injection sites, natural disasters
relief, economy diversification!!!
Health care and education

Stop paying oil billionaires. Stop wasting money on
cronyism nonsense. Build local jobs and invest our money
with a BIT of forethought.
Get our cooperate tax back to where it was

Education - fund enrollment growth. Fund for inclusion.
Health Care - more GP’s are needed.
All services! They are the heartbeat of our Country!

Increase taxes to those who make over $200 000/year.

DIVERSIFY. Oil is not going to save us. Neither will the “ Trickle
Down Economics” scam cons have been peddling. Stop rich tax
breaks and actually help workers
By investing in Education and Health care. Lets stop pretending
that the government can control the economy with the price of
oil where it is.
Fund innovative projects for alternative forms of energy.

T3E

T8L

T8N

T5R
T5A

T2W

Mental health, jobs, affordable housing, diversifying
economy, affordable post secondary education for all -

Humans that are thriving have the capacity to dream, take on
challenges and accomplish things. Families that are just getting
by don't have time or energy to do much more than that. For
example, my husband and I are average, middle class, working
Albertans. We would not be utilizing many of the benefits the
government has in place for lower income families. That said,
we're not swimming in money. We represent a lot of Albertans.
When the government trialled the $25/day daycare in our area, it
changed our lives. The difference amounted to about $1000 per
month which we were budgeting to spend and then didn't need
to. This financial change is what allowed us to start a small
business. We would not have been able to make it work without
the $25/day daycare grant. Just getting through each month
would have been tight financially. We thought about one of us
staying home instead of working to get through that time
period. Instead, we started a small business which created jobs
in our small town and now, 17(1)
, it's a
successful small company that provides meaningful work for a
few residents. We credit the government's ELCC grant with
having given us the little bit of financial wiggle room to be able
to think beyond basic needs and take on the risk associated
with launching a new venture. We will forever be grateful.

Wage freezing and cuts are not the answer when cost of
Hire more homeless to clean up our streets and our city!
living continues to increase! Service Professionals are now
the working poor! Please stop!
Public service sick days, don’t stay at Chateau Lake Louise - Diversify economy invest in alternative energy, refine the oil
find a more economical hotel, government expense
here, have a well educated population
accounts, government ‘entitlements’
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T1P

Homeschooling funding rise.

Make the current divisions accountable for every dollar.

T3L

Maintaining access to ESSENTIAL services including health
care, education, social assistance, and disability services.
Prioritize funding to companies working on research and
development projects that will bring Alberta to the forefront
of other industries (including local AB energy companies
working on things like carbon capture, safe bitumen
transport other than pipelines, alternative extraction,
alternative energy).

You need to look closely at the middle-management level of
government-- ADMO offices, DM offices, etc. Cutting back
your front line hurts Albertans and does nothing to save
(when you terminate a $40,000/year position, it does much
less than terminating a reduntant $100,000/year position).
There are managers without teams beneath them collecting
salaries for duplicating the work of front line. These offices
are inefficient, cumbersome, and problematic to the function
of government-- eating up valuable financial resources better
spent on maintaining services Albertans need. As our own
Premier said-- you can't get blood from a stone, so milking
the poor for budgetary savings makes little fiscal sense.

T5T

Healthcare and Education

Higher tax rate for corporations, and higher tax rates for the
wealthy.

T0a

More funding for homeschool families.
More funding for midwives

T5Y

Education and health care.

Maybe realize that parents who homeschool should get a large
tax break or split the income coming into the home between the
2 parents.
Stop promoting trades as a viable career path when there are
no jobs for those graduating from programs (welding, oilfield
services, etc). Promote educational programming and monetary
supports for those wanting to re-train in IT, Research and
Development, etc. Focus on promoting industries working to
provide alternative economic options for this province (R&D,
technology, renewable energy).

By investing in green energy, diverting away from a limited
source. Investing in infrastructures in cities/towns. As well as if
there is increased spending on healthcare and education more
jobs could be filled in those areas.
If there is more incentive for homeschooling more families
I think more jobs that support mothers would significantly help.
would do it. Homeschooling saves the government
When mothers feel their pay check is making more money than
thousands of dollars but costs the families so much more
the cost of childcare then more mothers would return to work.
than they receive.
This would mean Canadian citizens being able to work. Which
means more money going back into Canadian economy. Heavily
Midwifery is way more cost effective than hospital stays for taxing is also not beneficial to Canadian economy, it takes
low risk pregnancy17(1)
money away from people being able to afford to support local
companies. I often shop outside of Canada because Canadian
There are so many women who wish they
pricing is too high for handmade and local items. Where I can
could have a midwife and a birth centre birth but the wait list find similar items in other countries. Encouraging people to
is too long. With more money put towards midwifery more
shop local would help increase jobs and the economy. But
people would utilize it saving the government thousands of when majority of people are living pay check to pay check they
dollars and put the doctors trained for high risks birth to
will not be investing in smaller more expensive business.
better use and free up more of their time.

Government salaries.

Stop relying on the revival of O&G and attract other/new
industries into Alberta.
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T4V

T3e

Support for those who need it, such as AISH should really
be maintained and at a level that actually makes a difference
and accounts for inflation. Continued support for post
secondary education and research institutions is essential
for helping to continue our growth and progress as a
society. Public education should always be an actual priority
and not just buzzwords without any meaning behind them.
Teachers do an incredible amount of hard work and this
government, currently, is doing its best to show how little
they are appreciated and how stupid it thinks its followers
are.
Public services. PUBLIC healthcare and education, as well
as affordable childcare and supports for families and
elderly.
Debt reduction, healthcare wait times, health care surgery
wait times, seniors health care.
Social programming. The cuts to programs that assist
vulnerable Albertans are unethical.

Not paying for a war room or offering corporate tax cuts or
bailing on the carbon tax... good options. Offering to take
some salary cuts at the very top might not make a huge
difference, but it would at least make everything else feel
less like a sham. And, y'know, raising taxes on the wealthy
might be something to not just dismiss outright because
that's where campaign funds come from.

Listening to economists about how ridiculous a trickle-down
economy is might be a solid start. Support research and start
ups in alternative energy so that our economy is not so tied to a
boom and bust cycle that seems to be in a constant bust and all
reasonable voices indicate it is really unlikely to boom again.
Let the public service sector do its job without the cuts. Maybe
support diversity in all parts of society.

The “war room” which has not made any jobs. And raising
taxes for large corporations.

Diversify our economy and give incentives to start small
businesses

Government office jobs, government wages.

Small business incentives, new business incentives.

CORPORATE. TAX. BREAKS.
Get rid of the "war room".

Support post secondary students who are getting ready to enter
the work force.

Instead of saving, invest more for the future.

Support nuclear energy and mining for thorium.

Alberta Justice and the Courts are heavily impacted, at the
expense of victims and hardworking staff (ie: Prosecutors,
Court Clerks, legal assistants, etc). The overall impact on
the administration of justice has already been identified,
matters are being stayed or withdrawn due to lack of
resources.

t6j

Post Secondary Education. The cuts are at the expense of
students who are working so they can contribute
meaningfully to the Alberta economy. Let go of the
emphasis on oil workers and look at alternatives that can
support the economy
Education and renewable energy

T8N

Health, education, public services, and public transit.

T5T

Education funding, affordable housing, prescription
coverage for low income adults without having to 'have
ongoing cost' to get it
Education, Health Care, AISH, Infrastructure (especially city Decrease funding for the Canadian Energy Centre, increase
transit systems), Post-Secondary Education, funding for the corporate tax rate, implement a 3% provincial sales tax.
arts (film industry tax rebates).
Environment and public sector
Public service management and top heavy governance. Too
many bosses / supervisors

T2E

T3h

T0B

Health Care, Education and putting people to work.

Not giving away billions to corporations. Close down your 30 Support green jobs, invest in education, not trickle-down
mil energy propaganda machine.
economics.
their salaries, higher taxes for large corporations
If people are health and educated they will create the jobs and
growth themselves

Look at the Alberta Health Services Sunshine list. Why is
there so many VP’s, and management positions. Instead of
cutting services, programs and frontline staff, look at
eliminating some of the ‘management’ positions.

Grants for diversification of economy (NOT OIL/GAS), increase
minimum wages to give more purchasing power to least
wealthy
Ensure an even playing field so everyone and every company
has to follow the established rules and procedures. Too many
are trying to find loop holes and cracks to gain an advantage
over their competition. Unfairly
Get the pipelines built. There is no faster way to employ people
than to get boots on the ground in the oil sector.
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T8A

Healthcare, seniors and education

The government could reduce the number of provincially run Diversify! Stop relying on oil. Support innovation in other forms
parks but the issue is revenue, not spending. Increase
of technology such as solar and wind.
corporate taxes, introduce a sales tax, bring back health care
premiums - any or all of those would help.

T3B

Educational and healthcare

Their salaries

By joy cutting frontline workers jobs

T5A

Health care and education are the prime areas to focus
spending. You need a healthy and educated work force to
allow Alberta to have a future. Cutting today will hurt in 2
years, when you need to be reelected.

The governments own spending, trips for no benefit to us
immediately, why should they occur. If they should occur
then, there should be upfront media discussions on how they
can benefit us now or in the future with measurable results.
A good example is the WAR room which employs people for
no measurable results.

The future growth direction is in tourism, organic farming and
green friendly resources. The oil industry which has been our
backbone industry is suffering publicly, the view can shift to
positive public image if the green friendly sided can be sold
world wide to other oil and gas companies. Do to lower costs
of engineering and management found outside of Canada (Asia,
South America, etc.), there will be no job future there unless we
can show the world a better way.

T4E

Diversifying our economy....alternate
energy....technology...agriculture

T5L

Taking care of those who are most vulnerable. This means
health care, social services, and education.
Healthcare

T6R

There are too many upper management layers for effective
department function.
Lose the War
Room. Cut back government pensions and perks..... stop
paying energy companies to leave our province?
Subsidies to businesses, especially large ones.

I think the government needs to immediately stop the ridiculous
and close minded view that oil and gas is KING and start taking
a serious look at diversification.
Invest in a healthy and well educated population.

T9S

Education, Healthcare, Social Programs, The Arts, Law
Enforcement, Saving our environment, Pensions

T4P

Education - an educated work force is a long term
investment that is proven to pay off.

Less reliance on oil & gas, create new industry job with clean
energy, become industry leaders
Tax churches, increase taxes on the wealthy and ultraInvest in renewable energy resources, stop privatization of
wealthy, make politicians accountable for reckless spending, health and education, reduce military budget
don't give huge tax cuts to corporations
Get rid of the useless war room, reduce healthcare overtime Explore possibilities beyond oil and gas, cut taxes for small
by hiring more workers, institute a 2% provincial sales tax.
businesses, give incentives to tech startups and game studios

t6t

The government should focus on providing quality public
services to the taxpayers.

The government can stop providing hand-outs to
corporations and invest in the working class.

Invest in new ideas: technology and renewable energy
Provide incentives for companies to be based out of Alberta
through tax breaks for small corporations
Provide incentives for projects and research working on
renewable energy sources

making sure that the tax payer money is well managed by the
public sector
Taxing businesses and people with large incomes &
reserves.
We need to increase taxes to match the rest of the country,
Alberta's tax system is unsustainable for growth and the
protections we want in healthcare for when we get older.

diversify our economy (more than just the oil & gas sector)

Corporate spending

Investing in healthcare: geriatric care, increased facilities
for elderly, increased healthcare access and incentives for
working in rural communities, preventative measures for
community disease screens
Diversify the economy by shifting focus AWAY from oil into
other industries such as Tech and renewable energy. AB
should make itself a diverse province with incentives for
small businesses and start-ups.

T2T
T5L
T8A

Tackling climate control and our carbon footprint
education & health care
Education, health, homeless population, and seniors.
Supporting small and medium sized businesses.
Healthcare and helping the disadvantaged

Support education, fund innovation, and stop leaning on trickledown economic theories.
Use innovation and move us away the oil and gas dinasaur
model, I have lost two jobs because of this industry and had to
move to something else.
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T6w

Health care and education (all levels including university)

Focus on green energy and technology innovation. Stop trying
to bring back dead industries like oil and gas.

Health care

Stop giving tax cuts to big industry. Cut the salaries and
pensions of The MLA’s. Shut down the war room. Stop
challenging the carbon tax in court and wasting money on
court battles
Cut energy war room

Diversification of economy

Increase revenue by adding sales tax

Investment in technology companies and renewable energy

Public education

Grants for startup companies

Stop cutting health care and public sector jobs

T2E

1. Education, from early childhood care facilities to postsecondary institutions
2. Health care
3. Infrastructure, specifically public transit

1. By overturning tax cuts to large corporations, especially
ones not headquartered in Alberta, whose manufacturing
occurs outside Canada, or whose products are delivered
mainly to destinations outside Canada
2. By dismantling the "war room"

Yes, by
1. Increasing spending in education in order to build up a tech
sector (funding post-secondary education programs in
computer science, industrial and mechanical engineering and
design, and related fields; funding hi-tech research programs;
funding STEM programs in primary and secondary education)
2. Fuelling the tourism industry by increasing public transit
options to Banff, Jasper, and other tourist destinations and
from Calgary and Edmonton airports, and by expanding
highways leading to the mountains

T5s

Public education rather then spending it on private and
charter schools. Public health care and keeping nurses on
the front line. Fire fighters and police. Firing thousands of
teachers, nurses, services isn’t making life better for
Albertans or our future. How is that creating jobs in Alberta
if your letting go thousands upon thousands of people?

Stop giving money to bigger business and corporations.
Perhaps look into your own government and how much
everyone gets paid/spends. Maybe we should have kept
carbon tax in our own backyard rather then give it to the
federal government

Look into other ways of us making money other then oil. We
shut down coal mines, are we able to bring that back?
Introduce a small provincial sales tax to help. I would be willing
to pay if that meant we could use the money to help build our
economy.

T6E

Sustainable, long term investments. Education, health care,
"green" technologies, diversifying the economy, public
transit.
Also anything that helps those who have the least, which
includes all of the above as well as social care programs.

This is the wrong question, instead ask where the
government could find revenue. Increasing taxation on
unsustainable industry as well as increasing the amount of
tax paid by large corporations and wealthy individuals.
Scrapping the "war room" would also do a lot of good.

Through education and encouraging sustainable industries.

We need money for education, healthcare, and the arts:

Actually taxing corporate Alberta!

Diversifying albertas economy beyond the energy sector.

T2S

Diversifying industry.

Attempt to use more facilities / buildings as mixed use
Tax breaks for companies that help diversify our economy. The
spaces. Have government organizations/positions that try to tax breaks are only given if they provide quality positions over
make a profit.
multiple years. i.e., if a job can provide 50 jobs that pay $85,000
over a period of 5 years they can have tax breaks.

T1k

Health for seniors and children/Education / Economic and
Environment

Minister’s salary should be capped (retirement pay be limited
to a max of five years verses life)
Stop giving gas companies tax breaks ,force them to pay
what they owe

Start looking at increased supports to seniors(residential,
independence and overall health).
Research environmental sustainability .
Increase in addiction services/ tighten criminal justice get the
addicts off the streets.
Increase attention to dental health of all Albertans

T9E

Education, healthcare

Increase taxes, or add a provincial sales tax

Provide programs for retraining, grants for businesses who
actually hire new staff
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T0M

Healthcare, hire more Registered nurses to increase safety,
help reduce burnout, fatigue, and the huge expense of
paying overtime.
Education, reduce class sizes, hire more teachers, invest in
our future generations.

Look at healthcare overtime spending, it’s a chronic daily
occurrence. Our current system is stressed to the max and
running on thin resources. Staff are burnt out and working
short handed all the time. Hire more nurses, increase the
staffing levels on the frontline. Reduce the layers and levels
of management and the time they spend in meetings.

Education, we cannot freeze the current budget amount for
Education when we know we have an influx of new students
each year. The government needs to account for growth. We
need to put the needs of our younger generation first. They
are the future leaders of our province and we need to ensure
that they learn how to be critical thinkers and lead. We need
to provide early intervention from K-3 and provide SLP, OT,
PT, Ed Behaviour, Psychology in the early years to help
mitigate their struggles to assist them with reaching their
potential. If there was a standard of service for K-3 then the
students would not require as much intervention/service as
they age. Research shows that intensive early intervention
makes a difference.

By taxing businesses, not providing tax breaks to large
Set priorities and provide incentives for the IT sector, small
corporations. The government needs to lead by example and businesses. We need to diversify the economy, but not at the
cut some of their middle management and stop the legal
expense of public services.
challenges to the Carbon Tax act. We know that other
provinces were not successful, why are we wasting taxpayer
dollars on this?

t5t

frontline health and frontline education

get the pipeline built

T9K

Health care, Education and infrastructure spending
All 3 get people back to work and generate a good ROI for
the province.

reducing top heavy administration,and huge salaries of
those high up in administration for health and education
End funding to all the partisan foolishness. No more War
rooms, no more blue ribbon panels, no more funding
private/religious schools, no more cancelled contracts that
have to be paid out or fought in court.

t5m

Healthcare, create the jobs we need instead of cutting jobs
and hobbling the system with cuts.

Stop giving tax breaks to the wealthy and make political
salaries responsible

Regulate insurance companies, land lords, child care and DO
NOT privatize healthcare or the lab.

Keeping the safe injection sites to stop countless deaths
and hospital resources.
More money to schools and health care (hospitals). This
money should be given to the front line workers (teachers,
EA's, OT's, PT's, SLP's, Nurses) to allow for smaller
classrooms and more support for children.

The government can still save money within the school
districts and health care systems by cutting positions at the
top. For example, there is no need to have so many
managers in one unit at the hospitals.

Yes

t8n

Maintaining per-citizen health funding and per-student
Tax the rich. Increase corporate taxes and recoup the $4.7
education funding, accounting for inflation. Reversing public billion+ of revenue that you gave away in a tax cut. Eliminate
sector layoffs. $25/day daycare province-wide. Adding more the war room.
fully-staffed safe injection sites. Enforcing payment of tax
and reclamation liabilities on oil companies.

Get the pipeline going! Hire more nurses and teachers, invest in
healthcare and education to take care of our population.

The same way jobs are created by any government, build
infrastructure, invest in secondary and post secondary schools,
clean up orphan wells, pull tax credits from oil companies and
give them to new companies to diversify the economy.

Eliminate all subsidies and tax breaks to fossil fuel companies.
Adopt Green New Deal principles. Invest in green technology
and re-training in green technology fields. Invest in K-12 and
post-secondary students so that they will be armed with the
tools to thrive in the economy going forward. Bring back
$25/day daycare and expand it province-wide so that vast
numbers of women can (re-)join the workforce and start
companies - this will also increase income tax revenue.
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T5R

The government needs to focus on fully funding public
education, including supports for diverse and inclusive
class rooms and growth in student numbers.

T9A

Spend what it takes to get oil and gas industry back on its
feet, wherever that spending needs to be

T0C

Maintaining/improving front line staff. Do not reduce
budgets to health and education causing nursing and
teacher cuts.
Health care and education. Two main necessities in this
province which do not need cutbacks.

T4C

The government could save the good taxpayers of Alberta
$30 million by cancelling the ill-conceived and poorly
executed Canadian Energy Centre.

The government should consider not only the benefits of oil &
gas job creation, but also the negative economic consequences
of significant reductions to the public sector workforce. Public
sector workers pay taxes and spend money in the economy,
also.
Too many of our systems, meaning health care etc. Are too Possibly by subsidies, or by low interest loans to oil and gas
top heavy. The government could get rid of a lot of useless companies in particular to get this province back to work. Our
and unnecessary management positions. That would enable oil and gas industry is the backbone of our provincial economy
them to maintain front line workers.
and needs support from our government.
Middle management

Support green energy programs as they support the oil
industry.

High cost management positions.

No job cuts.
Have a health care premium minimal cost to individuals and
families.

Definitely ensuring people are properly supported during the Government should start exploring other methods of funding
hard times while being fiscally responsible for the money we such as paying for results and outcomes instead of paying
currently have.
for good intentions. A lot of money seems to be thrown away
and there is no or little accountability. In addition
government should not be afraid of complaints. It is
expected.

First off the government needs innovation and investors to
come. The government right now has been portraying itself as a
mess and in desperate need of people to come to Alberta...
Attitude needs to change to make us seem more desirable by
focusing on positives why people should invest instead of
being angry at the federal government.

Another way to find savings is to start weeding out from the
public service. There are individuals in the public service
who do the bare minimum and frustrate those who are more
willing to do more work without demanding more. Some are
so bad they cannot write to save their lives or understand
how the government works. It demoralizes the good people
and they leave. You should also look into those who are
always on some sort of work leave.
T2V

Healthcare and innovation for new business and industry

T3B

Health & Education
Public Transport between major cities

Cutting back on city funding of transit. City of Calgary
Innovation and new industry. Technology.
budget for transit is 243,000,000 dollars and there are many
inefficiencies in the system. Buses run empty all day in
many neighborhood, high frequency of routes in
communities with minimal ridership, large buses run empty
while smaller more efficient buses would save money. Many
areas of waste within city transit.
Give less to oil companies
Give us a provincial sales tax already!
Alcohol tax
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T3B

Continue funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options, the only viable way to prevent
flooding in Calgary and the Bow Basin (upstream
mitigation).
Ensure the renegotiation of the TransAlta modified
operating agreement during flood season for the Ghost
Reservoir since mismanagement of this infrastructure was a
major contributing factor in both the 2005 and 2013 floods.

T2Y

Education, health care, diversifying economy.

T2K

T6E

Dismantle the welfare system and provide a minimum
income to all citizens of Alberta, thus providing the
disadvantaged with real opportunity and independence and
reducing the civil service in this space. Allow private health
care services that cannot use the public infrastructure,
allowing those who can pay to free up space in the public
system - a win/win for everyone.

Not handing out obscene corporate tax cuts to large
companies. PST.
Stop financial assault on the poor, disadvantaged, disabled - Superfluous government bureaucracy and top end staff
no righteous society chooses to victimize its most
earning way too much. Monitor and decrease government
vulnerable. Housing subsidies. Eliminating long medical spending on personal allowances, payouts, and continued
procedure wait times. Smaller classrooms.
salary/pension after a few years of service.
Homelessness and low income seems to be a problem in
Edmonton at the moment

Taxing large corporations

Consider a separation referendum immediately in order to put
maximum pressure on the rest of the Federation to act in the
countries best interest regarding Energy resources. Maximize
incentives to SME (small to medium size enterprise),
particularly in the Tech space, but overall, which will open up
job opportunity, provide economic diversity and allow the
government to reduce public service jobs.

Focus on sustainability, not growth.
Diversify. Bring industries unrelated to oil and gas such as
manufacturing. Livable salary for all at a shorter workweek
such as 30 hours, making more opportunities available.

Diversify our economy, move away from oil production. The oil
industry has collapsed we need to move on from that.
Alternative forms of energy
Health and Education sector employment

Education and Health

Business taxes

T0A

Post Secondarys - it's the future of our economy! Stimulate
learning, growth and professional development.

Salaries of top CEO's, ministers, hosting expenses.

Absolutely - rebates, economic programs, pipelines,
diversification

t2m

-Energy Efficiency and sustainability
-Diversifying Alberta's economy
-Health care
-Education (Primary, secondary and post-secondary)

-No longer providing tax breaks and subsidies to large oil
and gas companies

-To invest in diversifying the economy beyond traditional oil
and gas. This includes renewable energies, technologies and
innovation

T3H

Film and television industry. This is a huge job creator in
our province. Public schools and health care. Especially
safe consumption sites.
PEOPLE, NOT PROFITS!

Within government itself. Construction redundancy. New
market for recycling. Carbon tax.

Look to a sustainable future for our environment. The future is
new industry

dismantle the "war room"
install a sales tax

Stop eliminating Public Service jobs. Stop following a failed
economic platform: trickle down doesn't work!

- Cancel the fair deal panel
- Cancel the war room on Oil And Gas promotion

- support tech companies coming to Alberta
- Support the creative industries
- Retrain Albertans out of work
Increase funding and support for the tech sector and AI
development to draw companies back to Alberta. We need to
be known for more than just oil and gas.

public services

T2S

T3K

education
healthcare
eldercare
Infrastructure
- Post secondary education
- Funding for school boards
Education
Healthcare

Increase corporate taxes, not decrease them
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T5l

Now that we got the pipe in progress in BC the next
important thing is the idiotic tanker ban.... and also this
stupid carbon tax.

From what I read I see that 96 percent of the new migration
from 4 years ago is still sitting on welfare. Make a time cut
like ei.
If you can't get a job after TWO years then you got a problem.

17(1)

Tax cuts. I know you guys are already doing it and I love you
guys for this already. But it makes sense. less taxes so you hire
more helpers who all pay taxes too. So you collect less from the
individual but the volume is raising so you get more in the long
run.

don't understand what is
happening to this country.
First of all, we have a REVENUE problem more than a
spending problem, and if the government continues to deny
that, they will be on the wrong side of history. Their
corporate tax cut has been an absolute disaster. Do not
assume that your citizens are so stupid that they don't
understand the different between studying the economy vs.
only studying where cuts can be made.
freezing wages for politicians (just like they are doing to
everyone else), discontinuing tax credits for large
corporations. Less meetings and more action. Stop rebranding.

DIVERSIFY THIS ECONOMY. Why have you taken away all
incentives to support growth in the industries that are the
future? Efficient home renovations, solar installations, all of
that is gone thanks to this short sighted government. Again,
the UCP seems happy to sail along in ignorance, knowing that
oil and gas is in the past. Economic diversification is the key.
Support people to retrain.
Continue the $25/day daycare. Families cannot go to work if
they cannot afford quality care for their children. Construction
projects can create more jobs. Investment in existing energy
markers and expanding into alternate energy markets.

T6H

Health care, education, supporting high needs and
vulnerable individuals.

T9S

Healthcare and education. Privatization of healthcare and
education may save government money but it is at the
expense of direct services to citizens. It is a terrible idea.
The main role of the government is to provide services for
the people. Healthcare is the most fundamental right and we
should strive to protect it. The government should look at
increasing revenue from investments rather than cutting
services.
The government needs to focus on public services.
I think the government could find savings by taxing
Education to look after our next generation and health for
businesses, and also by looking into Alberta Health Services
all. We cannot make cuts to front line services.
which has too much middle management (without a direct
front line benefit). Within AHS there are Team Leads who
often don't perform any front line work, managers, directors,
etc. Are all these layers really required? We need to think
outside the box. Perhaps school boards don't each need a
superintendent (can one superintendent look after all
Edmonton schools?). Also, many positions within schools
don't touch students directly, such as curriculum
consultants, etc. There are also many small elementary
schools, and each have a Principal and Assistant Principal.
Could 1 Principal oversee multiple sites and only have APs
on site? This would be a huge cost savings.

T4N

The government needs to support the IT sector, and other
sectors that are not dependent on the oil and gas sector. The oil
and gas sector also needs to be held accountable and pay their
share of taxes.
We need to diversify the economy.

Healthcare and healthcare workers
Drug coverage for seniors

T3E

Increase taxes on big businesses stop giving huge amounts I can tell what doesn’t work, cutting salaries of public
of money to those same businesses.
employees and stealing their pensions. This was a disgusting
and cowardly act on the part of the UCP. You will not have my
vote again.
Infrastructure, students, social services for seniors and low- Reducing economic disparity gaps in public service wages, We have jobs, please support nanotech, animation studios,
income earners.
by reducing top end wages and allowances. Remove or
renewable energy and profitable use for recycling and landfill
reduce the million-dollar severance packages for public
(Sweden energy)
service workers. Reduce ei benefits for those who made
$50,000 or more in income, in a single year.

T2Y

More for Health Care, Education and job creation.

In government offices. Axe middle management in
government. Corporations have done this successfully over
the years.

Put money into education programs, specifically trades. Focus
on STEAM and give companies incentives for hiring new
employees.
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T2A

Education

MLA salaries

When it is feasible, govt should support/assist

Public services: education, health care, programs.

Ending corporate tax cut/handouts.

Policies that support economic diversification.

T4C

Social supports to communities and families. Strong
supports reduce future costs and keep people functioning.

provincial sales tax. Higher sin taxes.

T8h

Health and education

Less tax cuts to large corporations

T6J

K-12 education, advanced education and health care.

The provincial government itself has grown too big over the
years and has experienced significant program creep.

T3G

Diversifying the economy. Alberta has leaned on its onetrick pony status for too long, and the world is changing
faster than us. We are being left behind.

Shutting down the War Room.

Increase infrastructure spending to stimulate growth. Focus on
growing areas other than just oil.
Take a step back from sinking money into a dying business for
now.
Diversify in the economy, invest in green technology
companies as well as oil and gas, don’t put all your eggs in one
basket.
The whole concept of providing corporate tax reductions is one
that does not necessarily provide the results that were
intended. This government must be very careful in how it
structures that.
Again, diversifying the economy. Courting future development
in forward-thinking industries. Places like Houston are able to
weather the fluctuations in commodities because they have
strong healthcare and insurance industries. There is no reason
why Alberta can't be strong in multiple areas.

T5X

Education

By cutting their own expenditures

T2G

Stop subsidizing big oil with our tax money at the expense
of critical public services. The tax bracket creep is
extremely cynical and hypocritical of a government that
prides itself on low taxes - reverse it!!! shut down the
disastrous waste of 30M/year called the Energy War Room.
HANDS OFF PENSIONS
Public transit

index Jason Kenney's and the rest of the Conservative party index Jason Kenney's and the rest of the Conservative party
salaries to jobs creation performance. stop wasting tax payer salaries to jobs creation performance. invest in infrastructure.
money on trips to London and Mexico
fund things like the X-games that bring a clear overall economic
benefit. bring back NDP economic diversification initiatives

Education and health care.
Seniors and special needs.
Infrastructure
education of all levels & health care

Not giving breaks to corporations and cutting others in need Yes
to fund it.

T8A

Affordable childcare, stabilization of funding to education
and healthcare

Eliminate the "energy war room", drop legal challenge
against federal carbon tax
Stabilize revenues through the introduction of a GST.

T2N

Health and education. Put money in but streamline for
efficiency.

Salaries of MLAs and other top executives.

T2K

T5A

T2J

By raising corporate taxes to what they were in 2018. Also
cut the “war room”

Their pockets

By stopping the cuts

By financing green energy infrastructure projects like nuclear
power, public transit expansion and inter city passenger rail

The more people that are working the less they rely on
government funding for support.
Stop pitting industries against one another. Eg. Nurses and
oilfield workers are both valuable to the province and firing
nurses will not bring back oil jobs. If anything you will drive
entire families out of the province who now will have two
unemployed adults in the household.
Focus on value-add economic opportunities rather than raw
natural resource sectors. Eg. refinery capacity, bio-products,
agri-processing
Work with the federal government in gaining more access to
new markets for Alberta goods and products apart from the US.
Work with other provinces to reduce internal trade barriers and
promote economic growth across Canada.
Diversify Alberta's economy. Support the growing tech and
fintech sectors. Also the environmental sector.
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T6G

It’s not so much about cutting but finding ways to make
money outside of oil.

Diversify our economy

t4l

Health care and education front line workers (doctors,
nurses, teachers). Also we should invest in alternative
energy because we need to diversify and not be so
dependent on oil (and the boom bust cycle)
need to have balance across all ministries.

reduction in management positions - not front line workers.

T0E

To inprove on highway maintenance. Increase the budget.

Cut the canibis. Get people back to work.

T3A

Supporting ALL vulnerable Albertans and stop stomping on
them. Fund education (not freezing it when Alberta
continually gets new students), fund health care, fund AISH,
fund women's initiatives, fund mental health, fund elder
care, look at real prevention programs instead of bandaid
solutions
Health care and education - both of which need an
appropriate response to managing funding. Not the usual
slash funding and then trying to go back and fix the
problems that have occurred after funding cuts.
Continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options and renegotiation of the
TransAlta modified operating agreement during flood
season for the Ghost Reservoir. This will help protect
communities down stream from requiring government
funding for clean ups.

Implement a sales tax now; stop subsidizing private
companies

identify and address gaps that would support job creation and
growth. this will vary with sectors. government should take
responsibility for the policies, processes and mechanism that
will support job creation and growth.
Increase income for house hold. Increase budget for highway
maintenance.
Stop cutting public sector jobs; ACTUALLY diversify the
economy.

T3B

T0L

Making redundancy cuts where needed. Home education
families save the government huge amounts of money per
year, yet are only allotted $830 per year, per student. An
average curriculum package costs upwards of $1000/year
per student, as well as extracurricular costs, like field trips,
PE classes, art/language classes, etc.

In the health care system, why is there never audits of the
The process of keep spending money on committees to study
highest billing services? Why does the health care system
job creation and growth is not the way. Perhaps supporting
not cover some basic costs which would help prevent use of education, so we have an educated population would help.
health care services at a later date at a much larger cost.
Example #1 - ophthalmologists - Southern Alberta Eye
Centre - the amount of patients that are put through this
clinic is astonishing. The doctors who work here are also on
call for the hospital (Rocky View for example). When you go
to emergency with an eye issue, you are seen by an ER
doctor who will consult with the on call ophthalmologist,
who is being paid by AHS to be on call. But they do not come
to the hospital (Rocky View, where you are told to go as this
is where the hospital eye clinic is located), you have to go to
their clinic. Where they are now being paid for the on call,
they are being paid for the consult and they are still running
through over 100 patients a day (which makes one wonder
what care you receive). So how many billing opportunities
are they given?
2. Why would there not be free diabetic medications,
supplies? The amount of diabetics that need treatment in the
hospital because they cannot afford supplies is astonishing.
The cost savings of supplying diabetic supplies rather than
the hospital visits and stays would be well worth the change.

In its own walls - less staff, etc.

By supporting businesses, and the oil and gas sector
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T5Y

t0g

Education and healthcare are 2 of the most important
considerations not just here but world wide. We need to
sustain and improve these areas instead of hacking and
cutting away at their budgets. focusing on these creates a
future to look forward to.
Education and Health

Cutting political perks such as private transportation. The
once again, get the oil fields pumping.
government themselves taking a lower wage. Get the oilfield
back to making a ton of money

Reduce their own rediculously high saleries and pensions

Diversification and invest in alternate energy sources

Education and Health

No need for savings-oil revenue would improve with time and
make the economy diversified.
Finding and eliminating redundancies in government
organizations
Need to complete a major position review within all levels of
the public sector. Review non-essential benefits received by
public sector employees. Need to deal with "non-performer"
employees protected by the unions.

Invest more in the education, health, and bring corporate taxes
in line with other provinces.
Focus on education to make sure our next generations have the
skills and opportunities to succeed
Diversify. Get the pipeline built!

T3m

Education

T9S

Senior citizens- increased health care coverage & increase
benefits (funding). Provide adequate coverage of
prescriptions. Cost of living has increased dramatically need to provide appropriate COLA increases to Salaries.

T5E

Education and healthcare! Stop expecting these teachers,
aides, doctors, nurses and auxiliary staff to do more with
less! Our population is exploding and our system is not
prepared to handle living arrangements for the seniors that
built this province!
All public services and EMS are at risk, daily of relentless
workload increase are at higher risk of disease and suicide
when not given a few minutes to breathe!

Taxes must be paid by ALL companies using land and
resources! Churches, mosques, temples and building of
worship should not be excluded!
All oil and gas should be responsible for maintaining roads
and infrastructure they use!
More support staff to better streamline patients waiting for
services to improve communication within health care.
More public education about prevention of disease and
disorders!
Tax junk food!
Alberta only lottery.
Higher fines and penalties for impaired drivers.
Higher fines for commercial vehicle and driver infractions.
Mandatory winter, night and highway driving exams for new
drivers (class 1 and all others). Mandatory city exam for rural
drivers.
Encourage more lotteries for hospitals and schools.

More refinery and processing plants throughout the province.
There is no need for our resources to leave this province
without obtaining top dollar for our products.

Economic. Job creation. Seniors and Aish clients having
more access to services and better care as well as income.
Family incentives to remain in this province. School funding,
especially towards children struggling to read and making
sure the schools can afford to test and help them properly.
Nursing and doctors. Infrastructure and highway
maintenance. Reinstating the big country pcn programs that
have been cut.

Salaries of our premier and office could be scaled back to be
more proportionate to our economic situation. Implementing
a small pst would be acceptable to me as well (like 2 or 3%)
Corporate tax hikes.

Spending in the right places, like large scale projects thay
employ many people. Incentives for employers to hire locally
and pay fair wages. No more hikes on minimum wage as that
just raises everyones cost of living without raising wages.
Putting money into important industries like health care and
education which will create more jobs.

T0j

Promote tourism internationally!
Promote and fund technology awards/prizes for innovation
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T1B

-Decrease medical wait times (emergency rooms, MRIs, Pain
clinic consults)
-job opportunities
-infrastructure

-higher provincial taxes on household incomes greater than
$150,000.00
-travel expenses and meal coverage for any government
travel

-decreased tax incentives for new promising local businesses
that employ 20 or more permanent staff
-promotion of local businesses
-develop local laws that promote full-time employment (we all
know those hiring part-time and temps don’t pay benefits)
-decrease unnecessary govt spending (individual ‘allowances’)

Climate Action (just transition - support for those who are
losing their jobs, diversified economy, energy efficiency /
renewable energy)

Ask an expert. Economists seem to agree that a carbon levy
is a great way to support the decrease of emissions and
generate income to support those most affected by the
transition. Sales tax on non-essential items also seems to be
a decent way to have those who can afford to contribute to
the uplifting of society as a whole, which means we are all
better off in the end.
Tax big corporations

Attract ingenuity. Provide strong public education. Provide
strong public health care. Provide excellent post-secondary
education. And the bright, forward-thinking problem solvers
and entrepreneurs might want to be in Alberta! A strong society
is a great incentive.

disband the Canadian Energy Centre. reduce the amount of
money government officials can charge for travel. stop
sending Kenney to Texas.

invest in renewable resources, creating more wind and solar
tech will create jobs. stop propping up the oil and gas industry.
times are changing and this government is poised to leave
Alberta in the 1990s rather than join the 2020s.

Diversifying our economy

Health Care. Bring back the small monthly premium we used
to have for AHC. I see too much abuse in the health care
system. It. It only clogs the system but it runs the costs way
up.

Education and health care

Oil, other corporate entities

This is a difficult one. I work in the high tech sector and it is
booming. The challenge is that in high tech your product is the
result of your developers and developers are in short supply.
They are in demand and want to live in trendy millennial type
cities like Vancouver or Seattle. I would suggest the answer
here may be to explore investing in more tech educational
programs. Industries may consider setting up shop where the
supply of resources are.
Support public sector

Education and supporting tech startups (particular those
focussing on the energy industry)
Health, education, and other social services.

Not sure

T6H

Due to the urgent nature of climate change, we should be
investing in renewable, sustainable and green energy.

Subsidies extended to oil corporations.

Provide incentives for sustainable and renewable energy
companies to start up in ALberta.

T4C

Public healthcare and public education.
These are so important for a healthy, informed, and
prosperous future.

Within upper management and within government wages.

Not cut healthcare and education.... those are peoples jobs.
Not cut major corporations taxes. Help invest in alberta based
companies.

T6M

Health care, education.

Rescind recent corporate tax cuts.

Support all efforts to diversify economy away from heavy
dependence on oil and gas.

T3N

T3E

T2T
T2Z

1. Education
2. Health
3. Roads and community building
Healthcare, public education, clean resource technologies
and innovation

Implement a provincial sales tax, force O&G companies to
pay their property taxes, and drop the retirement age to 60.

Training programs

Stimulating the creation of startups and supporting growth
companies
Invest in innovation, greener energy options, and tech. Stop
forcing Alberta to continue living in the dark ages - the rest of
the world is already moving on without us. Incenvitising small
business owners and promoting buying local would also help to
stimulate the economy. Dropping the retirement age to 60
would also greatly improve the employment rate.
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T2Z

Health, education, and security.

T6J

Health, education, seniors, post-secondary education,
working families, job diversification beyond oil & gas.

T8E

Our government should focus on innovation to streamline
services!

T3R

$25/ day daycare, public healthcare and public education,
and job creation.

T9K

T0j

Apply a provincial sales tax , even just 1% would give the
province a huge regular revenue. We shouldn’t just rely on
oil and gaz, which is too volatile. The time of $100 a barrel is
gone.
Bloated government expenditure (i.e. war rooms, panels)
ministerial expense claims, corporate payouts.

Cutting administration in all departments:
Healthcare
Education
Government
Public Service

Providing financial support to universities to promote research
in new technologies, climate change , environment.

Stop paying upfront for job creation schemes with large
corporations that cannot commit to what those dollars will be
used for. Support small businesses and entrepreneurs over
large corporations. Encourage economic diversification and
innovation to attract new industries such as technology and
manufacturing.
Attract investment
Separate from Canada

Eliminating the "war room" and cutting tax breaks to the
Focus on diversifying the economy and bringing new industry
wealthy. Also renegotiating the federal equalization
while keeping the existing.
payments for more money.
Abolish the useless AER and ACO that do nothing to provide Listen to indigenous people and environmentalists!
Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts and
protection for the environment or indigenous rights and do
concerns about the Alberta budget.
not actually provide certainty for oil companies.
First of all the “fair deal panel” and the “red tape reduction” Abolish the waste of money energy war room and red tap
and the “energy war room” are complete wastes of Govt
dept!
time and tax payers money.
They are blatant attempts to silence opinions and studies
that question the supremacy and so called perfection of the
energy industry, and other policies of the current Alberta
Govt.
This Govt should be spending less time and tax payers
money on all of the above and more time in things that truly
matter to Albertans such as treating veterans, seniors, the
sick, the young, students, and Immigrants better, as well as
respecting the environment and indigenous people while
still profiting economically!
Also this whole meeting and online comment system is not
actually geared toward hearing all options with its short
sessions in so few places and online portal. Many don’t
have good access to or don’t know how to comment online
especially among rural communities and the elderly.
If you really wanted to hear what all Albertans have to say,
you would have a lot more sessions in a lot more places,
especially within indigenous communities.
Also why doesn’t this Govt spend less time and money
whining about that current and last federal govts are
supposedly not doing right or at all and actually do things to
help albertans!!
Healthcare

Bloated beauracracy

Business incentives to stay in alberta, and tax breaks for small
business
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T6E

Education, subsidized child care, AISH, health care

T0J

Health care
Education
Childcare

T2K

Renewable energy, affordable daycare, health care

t3m

K-12 Education
Healthcare, education and justice. Children are experiencing
increased anxiety and depression. The environmental
impacts of stressed home lives and large over burdened
classrooms are adding up. Our children are our future. They
need access to timely effective mental health support as
well as reasonable education environments. The slashing of
resources and threats to these public services made by this
government is short sighted and dangerous.

T1j

Education, health, diversification of the energy sector

T5H

Municipal transfers.

Stop giving big businesses tax breaks, raise taxes for higher Stop cutting crucial jobs in the public sector
earners
Tax breaks for business who keep their head quarters in
Implementing a provincial sales tax
Alberta

Higher taxes for large companies, pay cuts to Alberta cabinet
ministers
Rather than giving oil and gas corporations hand outs you
could increase tax rates on top earners
Internally. Get rid of the war room, use regular flights, cut
out unnecessary staff (reception, janitors, marketing) at the
legislature. Lead by example. I would love to see the
operational best practice reports from an outside agency on
the internal work of the government. Attacking vulnerable
people by cutting disability support is not a good look. You
are creating a siloed environment instead of focusing on
collaboration.

Incentives for industries in renewable energy sectors
Reduce low and middle class income tax rates while fully
funding public services
Stop dividing people. Help people to work together. Diversify.
Spend war room money on education initiatives for greener
jobs. Stop putting your eggs in one petroleum based basket.
Stop complaining about how we are treated unfairly and focus
on solutions. Listen to the kids. They are worried about the
world they will inherit.

Not give a 4.6 billion dollar hand out to oil companies that
just leave... premier take a pay cut.... should have kept the
provincial carbon tax.... 2% PST for 5 years
Increase income tax for higher income brackets, and
corporate taxes.

Diversify the energy sector, not lay off public employees, have
Grant's for companies hiring apprentices

Find efficiencies in all departments. Have all vacant
positions filled to prevent need for extra overtime.
Not allowing nurses who work part time hours to get Over
Time for anything over their small amount of hours. I would
also think closing the Calgary or Edmonton Young Offenders
Centre where they only have 30-40 Youth would save the
province alot. Re-instate the Alberta Health Care Premium.

Assist with staffing costs to those that create significant
amount of new jobs. Reduce unnecessary red tape.
Please start by not cutting peoples wages. It is not right and
effects their families and the economy at large. Treat your
people well and that will support your desired outcome.

Car registries, Why do cars need to be registrated every
year. Make it like trailers, register it once or when it changes
ownership.
Don't implement the “voucher system” in Alberta schools.
Eliminate the "war room"!

Education, If you want new business with fresh ideas,
education will allow people to gain the skills needed to start
businesses and to create new ventures.
Support and provide grants for new industries such as tech,
and new energy. Oil and gas should not be this provinces sole
bread winner.
yes to a certain degree
get innovative
get into infastructure for e.g. wind power

Diversifying the economy.

Programs that encourage new sectors, like technology, clean
energy, and programs that support new start ups and
expansions of existing companies.

Clean energy programs.
Wage increases for the public sector to keep pace with cost
of living in Alberta.

T0C

Balanced budget through tax increases.
Health. Education. Job creation. Infastructure

T3L

Health Care and Education.

t6r

Health and education!

T3C

Public education.
Alberta Health Services.

T3G

Health
Education at all levels (including post-secondary)

Trim the fat at the top of all levels
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T1k

Public services. Health care and education!
Those are two undeniably important sectors, that are
currently being overlooked, just to “cut costs”. Our future
relies on successful and wholesome health care with the
retention of nurses and and hospital and clinic staff. If the
funding is not appropriate, and nurses are overworked and
underpaid, there will be less of a desire for young people to
enter this field. How do we function without them?
Children are also our future, and we are currently doing a
disservice to them with the grant cuts and projected budget
next year (and this for that matter) that does not take into
account the increase in students the system has each year
at this rate. The number of educational assistants available
to help teachers is decreasing, and with this, students will
slip through the cracks and lack the appropriate support to
aid in their success. This fosters resentment for the
education system and it will be through no fault other than
the government for lack of funding. Our education system is
one of the best in the world, and funding is required to keep
it that way. The scores for PISA reflect this.

By not giving the incredible amount of corporate tax cuts.
By funding opportunities and public sector, and give a
Some is maybe acceptable, however, the amount for this
significantly smaller corporate tax cut.
year that was announced is astonishing. With the number of
jobs that have been lost since September in Alberta in all
areas, I do not agree with this decision on such a tax break.
If we think that a tax break of this nature will trickle down
into job opportunities at the lower levels, people don’t
understand the wealthy very well. This is exactly how the
rich get richer and the poor get poorer.
Also look at the salaries of those in legislature, and cut or
freeze them.

T8A

Focus on providing supports to the folks supporting your
outcomes, and let’s make sure they are not just there
because of who you know. Support local and not high
priced services from other provinces. I use to work in
government and made significant contributions, I spend a
lot of time doing work for low cost to improve the system.
Bring back true partnerships and collaboration

I can help identify ineffective inefficient process and people
and help implement change. I have a contract as a coach at
the lowest cost and the team has never once used me, yet
will pay high priced consultancy fees. And no that’s not
about quality, it’s about old systems not wanting to change

T5x

Healthcare and education. We need to be healthy to work.

Increase efficiency in government programs. Reduce printing Look at subsidy for training new workers to help new
forms. have forms online with the ability to load ID,
businesses. Cutting public servants does not support job
electronically sign and submit. Cut duplication of services
creation or economic growth.
where Albertans can get funding to support dependents
caring for minor children of family members and then claim
them on Income support as dependents.

T2N

job creation
health care
education
institute a 5% sales tax, tied to a firm determinant of
provincial economic welfare (ie prov GDP) with an upper cap
and no tax on staples (milk, bread, books...)
Education, healthcare, arts, diversifying economy to
sustainable energy

reduce/eliminate govt travel given ability to communicate
electronically
reduce overtime - I realize this is a contract issue

faciliate post secondary retraining - partner with corporations
to fund

The war room, corporate give aways, carbon tax, sales tax

—don’t cut jobs in stop gap sectors like Education and Health
care. Don’t cut jobs period.
-incentivie economy with industries who want to be here but
can’t (sustainable, tech, film, etc)

T3K

I am working to reshape minds, and provide temporary career
and employment navigation. I appreciate all the revisions and
working with folks. It’s the staff that are making it look like they
are busy, engaged and retired in place. 17(1)
and
what you have left needs a shake up. Start internal and make
the unions work with their membership reinvent process. Keep
the pressure up to create change. We are at a critical point and
have the best opportunities available, work with partnering with
businesses. I can help you see the systems.
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T6W

Pipeline, oil & gas, and the education system for k-12.

With Jason Kenny's own spending.
Do not get rid of front line health care workers, but the
middle of the system where there are too many hoops to
jump through. There are many government systems like this
as well. Really reconsider raises of people who work in the
government, if my job is not able to provide me with a raise,
then I do not think someone in the government should get
one.

Unless the federal government gets things figured out and as a
country we stop getting our oil from other countries we won't
have job creation or economic growth. We need a federal
government who supports Alberta and what we can do for the
country, not shipping in oil from the middle east.

T8L

Focus on helping people instead of harming the most
vulnerable. Put funding back into AISH and Alberta Health
Services.
Stop cutting in areas that effect women and children!
Education and childcare. Also go back and look at all of the
amazing things the NDP did for our province that helped out
the average citizen $25 a day child care, holding insurance
premiums!

Stop giving subsidies to dairy farmers! Transition them to
plant based jobs. It’ll be best for the environment and the
animals.
Getting rid of all of the ENERGY WAR ROOM and the RED
TAPE REDUCTION area. Also get rid of all of the other
boards and councils created for every tiny problem. Stop
giving money to Oil and Gas. They just take our money and
head south.

start paying groups that provide the service of exposing animal
abuse and drop bill 27.

T8A

T0G

t0j

T5H

Education. Health care. Getting oil back on its feet.

Stop lowering taxes for the rich. Implement a higher royalty First of all, lower tuition rates for students attending
rate. Oil is low now and probably a good time to let them
universities and colleges. They want to contribute to society
know it's going up. If they want to be in Alberta, they'll stay -- and we're knocking them down. Doesn't seem fair! Alberta is a
if they don't, they don't.
wonderful province, full of opportunities and we should be
promoting it as such. Perhaps provide more incentives to small
businesses and entrepreneurs.
Healthcare, education, and economic diversification. Oil
Get rid of the "war" room. What a joke. Face the music and Support education, encourage investment in other sectors; not
and gas has had it's day. It can still be a part of the Alberta bring in a sales tax and give indexing back to the most
just oil and gas.
economy but it can't continue to be the dominate part.
vulnerable members of our society that rely on AISH and
social services.
healthcare,not for profit contracting out. Rehab of of all oil
Alway cut at the top and stop for profit contracting out, it
only with job creation tax credits and user pay system for
and gas wells abandoned and make companies liable with adds more than double the costs, no such thing as a free
companys actual costs for environment damages. REHAB CAN
new laws, not less laws. More title and security deposits for lunch , it will bite you in the butt.
PROVIDE 100000 JOBS AND FIX BAD PR FOR alberta carbon
rehabs. SAME as for reclaiming mines and forest stripping
war
making sure they kept up with time limits to reclaim
properly.less laws make bigger and costlier messes in
future.
Putting money into Post Secondary Education and looking into
Health care and infrastructure.
Taxing big companies
different renewable energy sources to create jobs in Ab.

T5E

Health care

T4C

social services/assistance programs, education, job
creation.
Health and education and people with disabilities

T6H
T9S

Making it affordable for women to go back to work! $25/day
daycare allows parents to go back to work and not spend at
least 50% of their salary on child care. Bring back the carbon
tax. Start focusing on any other industry outside oil and gas!
We need to get out of the hope for another boom and start
moving our province into a tech leader

Investment in healthcare staff, research and infrastructure;
support for those less advantaged; renew aging
infrastructure with local companies and suppliers; stop
chipping away at public service jobs because capitalism
doesn't work if no one is employed and cannot afford
anything but rent and food.

Look into removing excess or unnecessary management
positions
Give less money for foreign aid, more taxes for large
corporations.
Large corporation tax cuts

Diversifying the Alberta market, we need more than just oil to
sell
Stop buying resources from other countries if they can be
purchased here (oil)
Introduce a sales tax

Tax corporations fairly and don't put the burden of taxes on
the middle class; hold oil companies accountable for
cleaning up abandoned well sites and for paying the rent on
their leases. Cut government spending (jobs and advertising)
which is earmarked for propaganda; you won the election;
why do you need to keep trashing the opposition? Close the
War Room.

Invest in alternative energies and industries; look to the future,
at a time past fossil fuels, and plan for it. Invest in job
opportunities for students for their work experience and income
for post-secondary study. They too are the future. Invest in
research for new industries and jobs to keep us viable and
employed.
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T6X

T5A

More money given to education. The cuts are affecting class
sizes, the students are not able to get as much one on one
time with teachers because of this.
Education and Healthcare

T6H

Health care needs to be a focus for our aging demographic.

T0A

School, healthcare, infrastructure, and public services.

T1b

- social program -fcss
-education
- diversifying the economy
- affordable child care
- health

Stop putting so much money into the oil industry which is
dying. Invest in the future, such as wind turbines or solar
energy
The $4.7 Billion dollar tax breaks you gave to business. Take
it back.
Fewer dollars spent on promoting growth of the hydrocarbon
industry.
Cutting at the top down. If the government deems in
necessary to go into healthcare, it should look at the admin
staffing not nurses. Same with with schools. As well in
regards to health care, many emergency room visits don't
need to be at the emergency room, perhaps more clinics, or
adding additional doctors to the existing ones would lighten
that load.
There are absolutely some savings that could happen in
health care with all the upper management positions. When
the Government moved from
Health care regions to a centralizes model the vision was
probably to decrease spending. However, this simply has no
worked for rural areas and the red tape is atrocious costing
piles of money.

Same as above, invest in the future and stop putting money into
a dying industry
Listen to the people.
Support post secondary institutions in finding connections
between education and future green economy based jobs.
Infrastructure. Government owned and operated energy sector
jobs, whether solar plants or oil refineries. Keeping the jobs
owned and operated are important.

Look at all industries and not just the social programming and
education industries. Some of us who
Do work in these fields , have degrees , and have outcomes for
our work don’t have a clue what job we will magically fall into
once social programs are cut. Realize that the opioid crisis is
not the only crisis that is happening across Alberta ( I would
wager a guess , just from the work I do that many of the
homeless population are a direct result of young men who
That said , from the standpoint of working in the industry, so worked on the rigs and made a lot of money and had no idea
much money is paid out to people who could and should be how to budget that or has any life skills- could there not be a
getting back to work. We still have a lot of people who live
need for oil field companies to force employees who make big
off of income support who simply refuse to get a job and
dollars to not only be drug tested, which I know they are , but
have many excuses. I know that things can be difficult but it also to require they budget properly and teach them
would be nice to see more measures in place to force people some life skills )
back to work.
In addition the I think money could also be saved in red tape.
So much paperwork in new funding structures it’s laughable
and clearly not written by anyone who works front line at all.

T0c

Rural policing

City infrastructure

Create more government jobs

T5r

Health care
And other systems set to help the people.

Cutting out higher level government workers. Either by
paying them less or minimizing the people doing the jobs.

Looking to the future. Oil and gas can only take us so far. We
need to be looking at other options to be a leader within.

T6J

Education
Health Care
Diversifying the economy

Get rid of the oil&l & gas war room
Raise corporate taxes

Diversify into renewable energy
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T0G

Alberta needs to focus its spending on both education and
health care. We cannot afford to cut costs in these areas as
it will only lead to problems down the road. We need to pay
the professionals in these fields well as they are experts and
we want to attract the very best to our province. Yes, we
need to find efficiencies in the system and be wise with how
we spend our money, but cutting education and healthcare
will hurt every Albertan.
Secondly, as a province, it is of the utmost importance that
we support our public education system. Private schools
have caused major issues in other countries and create a
greater divide between those who have and those who do
not.

Savings will be tough to find. I feel as though looking at Post
Secondary funding is a small step, yet a performance-based
system is a slippery slope that may take years to recover
from. I also believe that contracting out cleaning/laundry
services in Healthcare can save some money. The biggest
way that I believe the government can save money is not to
cut things, but to rather promote Licenced Practical Nurses
(LPN's). Let LPN's be managers and provided them with
proper training so that they can widen their scope and take
on more roles. LPN's cost far less than RN's, and you could
promote it as a positive by empowering LPN's.
Finally, I believe that if we want consistent income as a
province we need to look at implementing a PST (even just
2%). This will be wildly unpopular yet it would help create
financial stability in the province.

T6X

Child care, healthcare and education. Most importantly
education and family programs

Taxing those with more income. Especially larger
businesses with more income

T2J

Education, Healthcare and social services

T4J

Health services
School class sizes
Job creation.

Create a provincial sales tax and carbon tax. Shut down the
war room and spend less money of private jets and personal
gain. Also be less corrupt so money doesn’t need to be
spent investigating your campaigns.
Gov't salaries.
Unnecessary spending

T4B

t0j

T5R
T8T

We first need to provide a quality public education to drive
economic and job growth. Secondly, we need to support not
only Oil and Gas, and all of our industries. Third, we need to
look to the future and use what we have to help us diversify into
the technology sector. Finally, I want to say that economic
growth is a complex chain, you cannot build a province by
simply supporting industries, or by simply supporting
Education and Healthcare, you need to support and grow both
together.

Green energy. Look into becoming a leader in green energy
development, it’s the way of the future and will create a
significant number of jobs.
Creating an equal emphasis on the importance on jobs
Stop giving free money to the oil and gas sector while
Support industries outside of oil and gas. Invest in education,
outside of the oil and gas industry. Using other industries to cutting other services. How do we run a deficit similar to the healthcare and other important industries.
raise up and support the oil and gas sector to help move the previous government without the same services?
province forward.
Cuts to bloated management office including contracts.
Mostly upper management cuts, prime example was all
CUT upper staff first and workers last,dont give corporations
most offices have more 3 times managers in last 12 years
managers sent firefighting overseas, i have fought many
money ,without job guarantees only tax credits per jobs created
fires and you need boots and firechiefs on the ground get the ,tax liability for job cuts. Money given without strings to
compared to boots on ground doing the real work.
job done.
Everything is micromanaged and delegated work back
companies is stupid bordering on corruption.
down. One board has 2 to 3 times supervisors to workers
and 3 times office space compare to ten years. same has
happened ,down to municipal levels.
Diversifying the government's economy by looking at things I don't know.
Diversifying the government's economy. Create work in non-oil
other that oil.
industry.
Education, because education is the future of our children. The government does not need to find savings. All they need The government should support the O&G industry, but they
Healthcare, becase healthcare is a human right
to do is institute a 4% sales tax and then they can avoid
should diversify. The writing is on the wall and the government
Infrastructure, to keep alberta in the 21 st.
harming vulnerable people and children.
would be foolish to avoid the need to diversify.
Oil and Gas, because that is important to our provide
It is cleary to many of us that the government is taking money
from the people to give to the O&G industry, and that the
government does not have an economic plan for this province,
other than rob from the poor and give to the rich.

Actually invest in Alberta - so far your policies have led to
layoffs in many sectors, provide adequate resources to
education so youth have bright futures with less debt.
Continue to help small businesses.
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T0j

Human services, addiction and mental health, healthcare,
education and ensuring those on aish continue to receive
adequate benefits to have a quality of life.

No tax breaks to be corporations, cutting management
bonuses and pay increases, cutting middle management in
alberta health services.

Increasing funding to addiction and mental health workers at
AHS, working with foreign markets and canadian govt to fund
pipeline work and oil and gas economy

T2W

Public education and public health care. Climate Change
and environmental protection.

Fund green energy development. Actually catch up with the
infrastructure deficit. Use corporate taxes and royalties to
actually build the future.

T3B

Social programs, education, infrastructure.

Get rid of public subsidy of private corporations and private
education. Merge all public education in to one system. Get
rid of fully funded religious education. Get rid of the stupid
war room.
Unnecessary government spending like flying your buddies
around the country on the taxpayers dime. Cut government
employee wages. You want everyone else to live on less,
why don't you try it? Scrap the energy war room!

T8H

Education and healthcare need to be funded! Freezing funds Less money given to large corporations as tax breaks. Less
money spent and wasted on our ‘War Room’!
won’t support increases in enrolment in Alberta schools,
and the Health of the people in our province is so important!

By putting money into education and healthcare, and by
continuing to get pipeline completed.

T4C

Education, healthcare.
Children are the backbone of a successful society.
Investments in good, strong education will carry Alberta into
the future.
Supporting our healthcare workers means better care for all
Albertans.

The government should focus on diversifying our economy to
increase growth. Alberta has the potential to maintain its status
as a global energy leader. Investments should be made in
research, green energy and sustainability . Oil and Gas revenue
and investments in the short term should be used to fund a
sustainable future for Alberta. We can not keep riding the oil
and gas train. It has proven to be an unstable source of
revenue, as well as creating a boom/bust economy.

T0M

Education
Heath care
Education
Heath care
Canadians only get the illegal immigrants out we cannt
afford them...Trudeau has put us in debt for generations so
all illegals out
Smart spending in health and education. Talk to the people
at the bottom and you will find out where money is wasted.
The lowest paid people are already used to budgeting - they
are experts on it.
Increasing education and health funding to proper levels

T0M
T0A

T5t

If lowering taxes creates more business in Alberta, therefore
increasing revenue, the plan should not included both deep
cuts and corporate tax rate cuts.
I understand the basis behind the capital conservatism
(lower taxes = increased investment = increased or stable
revenue).
Following through with deep cuts to education and
healthcare is the UPC admitting that their plan will not work
to improve the economy in Alberta, and therefore taxes
should be higher to maintain services.
Stop the pay out to large oil companies.
Get rid of the ‘war room’
Stop the pay out to large oil companies.
Get rid of the ‘war room’
cut the government wages and get the immigrants out

When corporations are showing huge profits, stop rewarding
them with more money in the form of tax breaks! They have
profit because the rest of us paid more than we should have
in the first place!
War room elimination and proper taxation of corporations as
trickledown economics does not work

Invest in alternate resources. Alberta was aimed to produce
energy through renewable resources and the UCP killed that.
Oil & gas is a dying industry and Albert's is being taken down
with it. If you insist on continuing to invest in oil & gas then do
so! Why are there energy projects still waiting on approved you
said would be priority?!

Diversify the economy.
Invest in post secondary education
Diversify the economy.
Invest in post secondary education
get the illegal immigrants out so we have work for the
Canadians again
Diversify! Support/fund research and development. Ease the
growing pains for small businesses with new employee
subsidies.
Create incentives to diversify the economy, do not cut wages as
these are also costumers and need to spend. As most Albertans
they spend money within Alberta
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T3E

Health care, education and oversight of energy development A bold move - why are there both Public and Separate
(Catholic) school boards and systems? Merge these into
(ensure no more cuts and stable funding for the Alberta
one. I doubt this government has the courage to make such a
Energy Regulator and Alberta Environment and Parks).
move. It would represent a significant savings (this
government is way too cowardly to do such a change).
However, I don't appreciate this leading question. What is
needed is more stable revenue. There should be a sales tax
and the corporate tax cuts need to be revisited as the cutting
tax rates to stimulate jobs (in an already low cost
jurisdiction) is not working.

Increased responsibility of government and cabinet. Quit
blaming other levels of government (comments about Calgary's
Mayor Nenshi being "Trudeau's mayor" and unwarranted
attacks on the Calgary Board of Education being two
examples).
Watch the 'effectiveness' of the Canadian Energy Centre and
the attacks on other levels of government and flirting with
Wexit. All these do is foster more uncertainty.
Reinstate incentives for technology firms and film production often these endeavours are such that the firms pay minimal
taxes and don't benefit from the tax cuts.
Show some accountability and limit the number of 'panels' and
committees. Many of these appear to have inherent bias to
them (this survey is one of them as there was no question
about, for example, where could the government find more
revenue.

T6w

Education!!!! Investing in our children, teens, and young
adults from elementary schools through universities creates
potential for future innovators and talented workers AND it
promotes the wellbeing of these members of society at an
early age. Should also focus on other public services like
home visitation, health care, housing, etc etc

I think the government needs to worry less about lowering
taxes until the budget is balanced. We can’t succeed as a
province until we grow economically and to do that we need
to invest in different areas and industries which isn’t
supported by lower taxes. While some people may be
frustrated at losing some of their earnings, we can all grow
our earnings if we place that money correctly.

T6L

Fixing roads, finishing the LRT from TransCanada.

Allowing Albertan parents to homeschool their children more Encourage oilfield, oilsands, pipelines, to flourish without
in turn saves the government about 10,000 dollars per child setbacks.
per year.

Setting up cameras to catch people making illegal right hand
turns on a blind hill (yellow head hwy to Victoria trail on
ramp).
If you can't be everywhere at once, at least have a few
cameras to help out and make money.
Health care! It's horrible how you're forcing Albertans to
There are two boards for public + Catholic schools, and
switch from the drug prescribed by their doctor to a
health care + Catholic health care. It's a bloated, inefficient
biosimilar instead of cutting down the inflated salaries of
system - and getting rid of the Catholic boards would save
executives/managers across the government. Education!
so much money, it's ridiculous this continues. Catholic +
Moving to a performance-based model for post-secondary is private education should be paid out of pocket. You could
insane. How about we set that up for MLAs???
also stop spending money on suing the government about
the carbon tax - it's a losing battle. Also, dismantle your war
room that targets journalists. So much for free speech!

Investing in education and technology. We need to invest in the
future. Technology is a growing industry that Alberta needs to
be a part of by creating innovation. I also think that finding new
ways to sell and transport our oil, such as through the
pipelines, is important but oil can be an unstable source of
income so we need to begin investing in other industries. If we
start with education now we can create talented innovators
while opening up jobs for people now (teachers, educational
assistants, construction workers for new schools, school
psychologists, etc) and if we start with technology now we can
get in the game before we miss the boat.

Well, diversifying is how you'll save the economy, not digging
for coal or trying to bring back the oil boom days - it's not going
to happen. Neither is your ridiculous battle against the carbon
tax.
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T9h

Healthcare! Education! Paying teachers! Assistance for
people with disabilities!
Public education, health care.

Not giving giant payouts to oil companies?

Encourage small business & renewable resources

Stop giving tax breaks to large corporations.

Invest in green energy

By not giving tax brakes to multi billion dollar oil companies, By diversifying our economy beyond oil and gas.
and then cutting out services to compensate because we
couldn’t afford it in the first place

t6e

Funding sustainable, renewable energy sources. Retraining
displaces workers into new fields to compensate for the
loss of Oil and Gas jobs. The people who shape our
children’s minds, and the people who help keep us alive,
Teachers and Nurses.
On all areas that have affected people's basic needs:
education, health, transportation.
Seving vulnerable Albertans

T5e

Education and health care

Stop over paying for oil and gas subsidies

T5l

Gas and oil. Political bonus and wadges

T8S

Education - Home Education
Health Care
Economy

Cutting policians wadges. . Politicians car pooling or flying
on a regular flight.
Reducing bonuses
Home Education. When homeschooling, we save
approximately $10000+ as people are only funded $1800+/-

T7E
T8X

T5N

By removing the tax breaks given to corporations.
Reduce corporate tax cuts, get rid of war room

By allowing people to have jobs and income to participate in
spending and being able to afford personal investment
Fund health, education, renewable energy and not for profit
sector to create jobs.
Invest money in wages, benefits and pension
Reduce min wadges. Reduce inflation

I do not have ideas for this at this time.

Allow people to challenge diploma exams at age 16. This will
allow those who are ready to take the exams to not have to
take unnecessary courses, which costs money.
Give more of the funding that homeschoolers are saving tax
payers to the homeschool family, as it costs a lot more than
$1800+/- a year to homeschool.
Allow more tax incentives for sports/art programs for people
under 18, it keeps kids from issues such as drug use,
depression. So it saves money in the future.

Invest more into kids programs such as Casa House in
Sherwood Park. Fund more beds/mental health staff for kids
with mental health issues. It would save much more down
the road when these youth are not using the system because
of drug/alcohol use.

T0L

1) Budget balancing and paying down accumulated debt
2) making everyday life more affordable for all Albertans
3) reduce tax bills for all Albertans

T0j

Education, hospitals

1) smaller government
2) do not cave into unions, its their turn to not have raises
like the private sector
3) trim the public sector, les government jobs and public
jobs
Tourism funds

T8a

Get oil and gas money back. Also support public services
such as education.

Healthcare workers are overpaid. Nurses are INSANELY
overpaid for what they do.

Continue to promote the province with facts
Stay tough with Ottawa in demanding a fair deal for Alberta

Help with education. Can't afford to go to school but can't get a
job without school.
Don’t really know
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T2Z

Cut the war room, decrease unnecessary government travel
spending (paying for other premiers to fly, trips to England
with no transparency, etc.), stop funding private/religious
schools and universities
I believe the government should be putting more money into The government employees could live on a little less. My
the education system. For public and home schoolers. Home husband and I make it (barely) on about $115,000.
schooling family only receive $830/year to educate the child. Government employees should not be making more then the
This is supposed to pay for book work and physical
average Alberta worker.
education. My daughters swim club is $50/month $600/year.
That eats up basically the whole budget. And that only
covers one subject. We need more funding to provide better
education to the next generation.

Encourage tech investment, invest in infrastructure growth,
fund the green line in Calgary

T1A

Supports for the disadvantaged, senior citizens, health and
education.

There is strong and pressing need for a stable revenue
source. Show some courage and true leadership by
implementing a provincial sales tax.

T0B

Child care
Police forces for rural areas
Pipelines
Health Care
Education
Healthcare
Infrastructure
New energy transition initiatives

Immigration

Offer incentives for the new wave of companies such as
technology to prepare us for the future. Quit giving tax breaks
to oil and gas to only see them leave the province. There has
been a significant loss of revenue and a decrease in jobs due to
this archaic policy based on economic assumptions that are no
longer true or relevant.
Support child care so that both parents can work outside the
home

T8A

T3E

Education, health care, economic diversification

Eliminate the war room - 30 million
Government - mid level management

Invest in Alberta owned and operated business big and small.
Fight for a tax on overseas oil and gas.

Build the pipelines
Tax incentives for the digital economy
Be competitive with neighbouring provinces for set up and
attraction of technology companies
Recognize businesses are comprised differently that they were
10 years ago
Post secondary education support - support our students not
layer extra financial burden on them
Support commercialization of research and science - this does
not mean a rewarding IP alone. Who cares if a university has
many patents, reward the next level which is to commercialize.

T2r

Supporting homeschool families by increasing their funding N/a

Supporting families who choose to homeschool

T2s

It is important to prioritize Albertans by injecting funding
back into the frontlines of healthcare and eduction. Grants
to limit class size and increasing teachers salaries inline
with inflation are crucial.

Savings are evident through large corporate tax cuts.

Government support for job growth needs to focus on
supporting small businesses and frontline healthcare and
education employees.

T0J

Education and health care- these 2 services are crucial and
without them, we are screwed! Stop cutting these!

Cutting to wealthy corporations & possibly following through Possibly small business incentives; working towards
on making sure that people on EI need to be on it- I know
alternative energies while still supporting oil and gas
people who ride the system and don't need it (are capable of
working) and that could be a lot of money saved

T2S

Not being imperious assholes.

Cutting improper petrochemical and oil & gas subsidies.

Swift removal and closure of the oil and gas war room.

Proper corporate taxes stable reasonable levels. Proper funding
of government; sales tax.
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T2Y

I know Calgary is building a new youth centre for mental
health. Unfortunately, the way wee conceptualize mental
health and the healing process is usually wrong. The
individuals we hire to help these kids are usually broken and
lead the kids to make worse decisions.

We don't need savings. We need individuals to create value.
We're simply not producing enough. 20% of our males under
25 are unemployed, not because there aren't jobs. But
because we're not equipping them with valuable skills. If we
give them skills, teach them how to add value, encourage an
entrepreneurial spirit. Then we will find a way for them to
Personally I think the model developed in church with youth make money.
groups is the best. Unfortunately we live in a secular world
that lacks values, and the lack of values is what causes the
mental health problems. I don't understand why nobody can
see this.

Loosen regulations all across the board. Promote
entrepreneurial markets. Get rid of junk corporations that don't
care about the people. Encourage small business and lower
taxes for them. Grants for people who want to start businesses
instead of tax cuts for wealthy corporations. They don't need
your money, they can find investors. The government is for the
people, not for corporations.

17(1)

A HUGE ISSUE with our youth is pornography addiction. Its
massive and completely swept under the rug. 17(1)
Apps like
Instagram, and TikTok perpetuate the sort of addictions
especially in young men. They cause our young women to
act morally corrupt. Yes we have sexual liberation but it's
not the answer. Responsibility is.
Once our kids are able to understand sexual health in a
RESPONSIBLE manner, I think that will make a HUGE
difference. Sexual health and mental health are indefinitely
linked. Sexual energy is the driving force for all creation. As
it is the force that creates human beings in the first place.
t8n
T2R

T4G

T4l

But how can these kids use their sexual energy when they
Medical care.

Corporate tax benefits.

Economic stability (not necessarily growth), education and
health care.

Tricky way of posing a question. I’m not going to recommend
program cuts. Bring back carbon tax and you’ll find more
revenue.
Hospitals, schools, public programs and structure upkeep. The government could find savings if the one percent and
corporations payed higher taxes
Spending money on education and healthcare. Ensuring that Increasing taxation rates on large oil corporations. Taking
our youth can grow up, intelligent enough to not make the
some further gov't intervention in the oil and gas industry (ie
same mistakes of this current sitting government.
Norway's example).
Education
Health care
Rural crime

War room
Oil company handouts

by paying people to work.
Provide tax breaks for companies diversifying their energy
projects, consider expanding manufacturing sector (since
apparently Ontario’s not going to do it.)
Slowly moving away from oil and into other means of clean
energy
Support job creation by incentivizing clean energy sector and
transition from oil and gas. Job creation could also be stirred
by adding jobs in the health and education sectors instead of
cutting funding and employment.
Training and diversifying the energy sector
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T6J

Need only. As in, fixing the streets etc. No travel on
taxpayer's dime.

I think our politicians and higher paid citizens should be
getting their pay either frozen or cut. Someone making $100K
+ annually is not going to become homeless if their wages
are reduced, don't get bonuses, or their pay is capped.
Whereas someone like me, who makes $42K annually, and
who may get laid off or have my wages reduced is looking at
potentially losing my home. I already can barely afford food
each month.
Government offices, all levels, clean up health care and
education systems, starting from top not bottom. When left
to these boards to do they always cut from the top not the
bottom, to many insufficiencies that can be tackled.
Government should be able to restructure, not left to internal
restructuring.

If I lose my job or my wages are cut, that means that less of my
money, or none of my money, will be going back into the
economy. Cap ridiculous, non-essential spending for one.

T2W

Education, health care, pipelines, diversify economy

T4X

Healthcare
Education

AHS upper management

Build Pipeline!

T2m

-Renewable energy funding
- not cutting education for post secondary schools as now
students have an even harder chance of going to university

From the tax cuts you’re giving to corporations when you
don’t need to be

Start funding tech start ups and renewable energy sources as
its a good way to bring new jobs and diversify the Province

T2m

-Renewable energy funding
- not cutting education for post secondary schools as now
students have an even harder chance of going to university

From the tax cuts you’re giving to corporations when you
don’t need to be

Start funding tech start ups and renewable energy sources as
its a good way to bring new jobs and diversify the Province

T7A

Healthcare, education, homeschool!!

CEO’s. Managers. They get paid way too much.

T7E

Healthcare, education, infrastructure

On the right track with pipeline and oil. More diversity- IT,
research, etc.

I don’t believe people need to have 6 figure salaries as CEO or
management, quit cutting front line staff.
Also, more money for stay at home parents, parents who
choose to raise their own kids, educate their own children. We
should be supported!
Taxing large oil companies. Taxing the ultra rich people. The diversify with green energy, tourism. Create jobs by building
highest paid in the government could take a pay cut and pay healthcare buildings, new schools & working on the
more taxes.
infrastructure
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T6R

1. Nuclear power plants for the major urban centres
2. Health Care: four priorities should be decreasing waits
times for surgery, decreasing wait times for imaging
(CT/MRI), mental health and opening more long term care
facilities for seniors
3. Economic Diversification

1. Health care:
A. merge Covenant Health (and any other similar authorities)
into AHS
B. Stop using AHS facilities for doctors to have patient visits
that could/should be happening out in the community
C. For patients undergoing cosmetic procedures (ex. Breast
augmentation), stop covering the costs of complications or
implant removal.
D. Cut 25% of all AHS admin
E. Freeze the value of individual fee codes in the physician
schedule of benefits (SOMB) for the next 2-5 years. Ask the
Alberta Medical Association to find additional savings
F. For patients undergoing in vitro fertilization, refuse to
cover the costs of complications if they elect to implant more
than one embryo
G. Stop covering the costs of infertility treatments: Fallopian
tube recanalization, hysterosalpingograms, reversal of tubal
ligation, etc.
2. Merge school boards into one common entity (ex. No more
separate Catholic school board).
3. Stop ALL public funding to EVERY charter or PRIVATE
school. Make a clear distinction between public and private
schools. But also, allow private schools to operate for profit
(not just cost recovery).
4. All parents should cover the cost of busing their own kids
to school. How did this become the governments job?
5. Do not fund daycare programs. How is daycare a
government job?

T1S

Front line health care, not admin jobs; classroom teachers,
not admin positions; emergency service providers of all
sectors, post secondary training, agriculture

Cut funding for socialist minded teachers and professors
Small businesses are not sustainable with an increased higher
that are indoctrinating our children and over saturated admin minimum wage. Lower it or fund the entry level employee
jobs in all sectors. Promote competence, not entitlement.
through business incentives and tax breaks.

T0B

Health care and education.

Homeschooling. Homeschool families save the government Keep pushing the pipelines
over $10,000 each year, PER CHILD. I do feel that the base
funding per child should be higher, however, for parents who
homeschool their children.
Stop the ridiculous war room. Stop overspending on travel
Diversification!!! Invest in technology and infrastructure.
and accommodations. ALL UCP staffers take a 5 -10% wage Alternatives to oil and gas. The "boom" is NEVER coming back
reduction. 50% transportation allowance reduction.

Education healthcare infrastructure

T8S

Family values. Choices of schools.. homeschooling funding There are so many families who homeschool and thay alone
etc.
saved you so much already..support that! And support
natural health and actually healing people. The costs of
appointments and regular well visits is ridiculous! Natural
health and healing would save so much!

1. Re-institute the Alberta flat tax rate (rate as needed to be
revenue neutral) and significantly increase the personal
exemption limit (ex. to $30,000). Make it cost effective to work
rather than be on welfare
2. Cut the provincial small business tax rate to 0% on the first
$50,000 earned by any small business.
3. Develop nuclear power in Alberta

Not sure. But supporting local is always good!
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Health care & Education, small businesses

Taxes (sales tax, corporate tax)

T5z

Health care, education, and first responders

Eliminate upper & middle management positions that are not Stop putting all your eggs in one basket (oil), try to diversify.
necessary. Stop giving politicians pensions if they haven't
Cheap day cares gets more mother's back working, which puts
served at least 10 Years.
more tax money in the government pocket.

T4L

Repayment of debt
Infrastructure
Basic healthcare
Basic education
The human beings of this province

Stop giving money to accident victims' families who should Lower taxes on small businesses.
have had life insurance.
Give more to homeschooling families for easing the financial
strain on the education system.
Not giving tax cuts to huge corporations...duh
Tax the corporations

Grade school education.

Their own salaries

Education and health care. Invest into peoples futures
because they are the future.
Bolstering social supports, education, and health care.

Their wages are way too high!!!!!!!

T2B

T5z
T6b
T4S

T6R

Taxing large corporations more. Possibly a provincial sales
tax.
- Education
- stop paying Federal Equalization payments
- Mental Health services
- MLA salaries and expense budget lines
- Childcare
- MLA staffers and their salaries
- MLA pension adjustments
- Decrease funding to private schools and separate schools.
All government funded schools should fall under “Public
Schools”
- Disband Catholic School divisions and place all schools
under “Public Schools” (savings in administration would be
justification alone)
Stop giving tax breaks to corporations, it's obvious they
Fire the top 10% of highest paid government officials and
don't know how to use the money. We need to invest in our higher new ones at half the price. There are many qualified
people that will do a better job for half the price. I'm not
future by ensuring quality daycare and education, so stop
cutting the services that affect these. Stop tinkering with our joking about this.
Pension Plans...keep your hands off. Start being honest with
the public. Stop smearing your political enemies and find
Stop changing ministries every time there is a election. It's a
ways to work with each other. Get oil and gas companies to waste of time. Just create a plug and play architecture.
pay their taxes.
You don't need the war room. Why would you "go to war" so
that you can continue to put all your eggs in one basket? Our
dependency on oil and gas is what put is in this situation. 40
years of it is not healthy.

Stop believing that trickle down economics works...invest in
education and the public sector, promote larger middle class

Give grants for people taking educational programs to advance
their career or be hireable for a job
Invest into canada and not into other countries
By not cutting civil servant positions; by investing education.
- Truly advocate for Alberta’s needs federally or separate from
Canada

Again, STOP giving tax breaks to corporations. NO handouts to
corporations. Help the working class. Ensure money gets to
their pockets and stays there. The future is entreprenuerial and
it's the working class that will create it.
Start believing in Science. When you do, you'll realize climate
change is real. Then you'll have foresight to invest in other
opportunities.
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T2J

We need more funding for home education. We save
taxpayers $12,000-$1670 = $10,330 per child per year by
investing our time and own money in our children and
taking responsibility for their education. $830 doesn't cover
the true costs in home education and this methodology of
education should be available for everyone, eg Choice in
Education. Parents with children in Kindergarten, with
Special Needs and in High School especially need more
funding. If the funding doubled giving home education $3340
in funding, it would help more school authorities cover
costs of supervision and portfolio review at high school
level and help parents purchase tutoring and resources
needed, rather then have it come from their own pockets.

The government could remove the regulation that children
Increasing funding for home education allows caregivers to
can only write diploma exams for 100% of the mark if they
purchase more tutoring services and supplies. This creates
are over age 19 or have taken the course. If kids are ready to jobs in the private sector.
take the exam from self-study or tutoring, they should be
allowed to write it at age 16 (or any age really.) That saves
the government money in providing a needless course.

T0A

Education, no more bias teachers, take care of all the
students.
Take care of Health care
Growing our own Alberta Economy to be very self serving
Figure out how to lower all aspect of my cost of living

Cough cough equalization payments.

T2y

Education and health care.

Cuts to Upper Management in public sector. Take away their Put money into small businesses. Encourage tourism and
bonuses.
sustainable industry.

T4m

Our goal should not be spending, but saving and paying off
debt.

T5E

Medicine
Create tax credit for families who homeschool, we save the
tax payers thousands of dollars and we should see more of
that not leaving our own pockets
Education and creating jobs that aren’t just reliant on the oil We need to stop sending so much oil out of province. While
and gas industry.
it’s an excellent source of income for Alberta we need to
stop buying outside oil for ourselves. We have a right to it as
well.

T2T

T2A

Education

T5A

Giving our children the proper education they need to
succeed.
Rebuilding our economy and getting jobs for our people.
Focus on renewable resources in case continual protest of
our oil.

Listen to Albertans, not Eastern Canadians. Build Pipelines,
explore new industries, but lets not forget what we got going
for us right now.

Charge premiums for healthcare.
Encourage and incentivize home education. Home school
Laisez faire economics. Jason’s got the right idea already.
families save tax payers money and do a better job educating
on average.
Government administration
Stop crony capitalism and let the free market flourish
Public Education
Subsidies
Start looking into investing in local and smaller businesses and
provide grants and funding to things like the arts, start-ups,
other opportunities that could flourish with Alberta talent and
employees. Perhaps it’s creating funding opportunities for new
companies or grants to a diverse range of Alberta projects
(arts, technology, research).
Quit giving tax breaks to billion dollar oil companies. Make
Initiatives to get laid off oil workers to transfer their skills to
them pay their taxes.
renewables.
Make it easier for renewable energy companies to startup,
function and sell their products.
On their own salaries. Do some studies on the most
By first of all not laying off the front line workers. Do research
economical way to manage health care - cuts first will not be into new resources and new economic plans.
the option and firing people. There are usually more efficient
ways to do things. Consult with the specialist and work with
them to get things more efficient in education, health care,
and the public section. We spend a lot of money on upper
management who are not the front line people.
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T8n

Supporting front line workers in health, education and social Eliminate "war room", eliminate corporate give aways and
big Corp tax breakers. Subsidize growing, renewable
svcs. Building infrastructure while borrowing is less
energies and small businesses.
expensive and to help decrease the infrastructure debt.

Stop being idiots.

T4V

Health Care
Education
Increasing health spending and education spending and
diversifying our economy

Quit giving tax breaks to big companies.
Implement a provincial sales tax.
Scrap non essential committees, teams, boards such as the
Alberta war room committee/team

DON’T lower minimum wage!

T3e

Education
Health care

Speak with frontline staff in hospitals and listen directly to
their suggestions to optimize health care
Politicians salary
Tax cigarettes,booze and vaping products

T4B

Casual Nurses 17(1)

Casual Nurses 17(1)

Continue what your doing.

T6r

Reducing debt. This is going to be hard. There are allot of
people on the public take that are going to fight for their
golden goose. Keep it up. Many will come on here and
complain. But I like what the government is doing.
Reducing debt. This is going to be hard. There are allot of
people on the public take that are going to fight for their
golden goose. Keep it up. Many will come on here and
complain. But I like what the government is doing.
Healthcare and education

Environmental incentives to become more green in many areas
of our life.
Creative job solutions for growing more local products and
supporting green energy initiatives
Continue what your doing.

Increases taxes for the big corporations

T2B

Health and rduca

cutting wage for under 21, stop art funding from cities, fight
federal govt on sending Quebec payments they don't need

Invest in more than just oil. Invest in something more
sustainable
Create oil and gas jobs,we need investors. Create nursing jobs
its desperate we need them

T5H

Health and Education

The Oil war room

T4n

Health care, teachers, and support services for the most
vulnerable in our province.

The salaries of CEOs and top government officials. Lower
your own wages! Lead by example!

T1G

education and health care

T6t

Health
Education
Employment
Low taxes

letting most of the upper management from education, and
health care go, also take highway contracts away from the
contractors and turn them over to counties and
municipalities
Roads
Infrastructure
Beauty of city

with cost savings from reducing management costs in
education and healthcare and letting counties do highways you
could hire more frontline staff and lower taxes bringing more
business to alberta
Have tech companies pay less taxes. The more tech companies
we have here, better it is for Alberta economy as next coming
time is AI. May be make contacts with google, Microsoft, Adobe
to establish even call centers here.

t5t

Protecting the quality of Health Care and Education we
already have and making the oil companies use their portion
of the 4.5 billion dollar corporate give away to pay the back
taxes they owe to the rural municipalities instead of writing
them off.

Diversify the economy. Continue support the growth of AI, the
film industry, and green technology. All small business should
have been first in line for their share of the 4.5 billion dollar tax
give away.

t1y

health and education

Cancel the War Room.
Do not get
involved in P3s. It has been proven many times that they do
don't reduce expense but increase it.
Stop
creating ideologically based blue ribbon panels.
Stop the court battle against a federal carbon tax. You're not
going to win it.
businessmen and money cartel

T4v

T4B

Supporting allllll industries private and public - more money in
pockets of all albertans

Bring back tax incentives for the tech sector and the film
industry.
Diversify the economy! Put more investment in lumbar,
agriculture, and executive jobs. Dont be so relient on oil and
gas. God knows we are not a huge exporter on the world scale!

creating new connections with neighboring provinces
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T8S

The government should be investing in health care and the
education system.
Making Alberta a protector of the environment.
Health care (seniors, the handicapped & addiction
treatment)

By taxing those who make the most money instead of giving
them tax breaks.
Management, fancy dinners, and travel by the Provincial
Government.
Stop changing everything the last government did.
I think that if you expect all Provincial employees to “tighten
the belt”, the MLA’s should lead by example. 17(1)

By putting funding into non profit programs and grants you are
creating more jobs.
Support the University’s and Institutions (SAIT & NAIT) who are
into R & D and entrepreneurial pursuits.
Invest in recycling and uses for the recycled materials.
Invest in R & D regarding green products (better packaging
etc.).

r.
T5k

Justice system, health care, education

Undoing corporate bailouts. Duh.

Stop slashing jobs from already depleted and demoralized gov
sectors. Promote tech innovation.

Fire yourself.
Fire yourself.
Supporting diversification; ending cuts to big business

T3A

Education
Healthcare
Economic diversification

Ending tax cuts to big business
Implementing sales tax

T0J

Restore funding for public health and public education.

Stop looking for savings and increase revenue via increased Invest in education and health, institute a mandatory minimum
taxes on high revenue corporations. Increase oil and gas
monthly universal income. Supports for small business and
resource royalties
minimum wage increases. Worker protection is paramount.

T7X

Education, health and entertainment

From taxes

More jobs

T5X

Healthcare, Education, First Responders

Raise minimum wage and introduce a Provincial Sales Tax.
Albertans on average have the largest salaries of any province
and we also have the lowest taxes.

T0j

Health!!!

Enough with the war room. No ones mind had ever been
changed because someone told them to. It is such a gigantic
waste of money. Regardless if oil money is clean or not, it’s
not here forever, and we should not be defending it like we
do
Salaries! Y'all are paid too much!

T6C

Economic Innovation

Reduce police, construction, and social services.

Encourage small and new business starting up. Support
industries other than oil and gas. Support technology use in
businesses. Leverage money from Alberta based businesses.

T2e

Diversity of our economy.

Re establish old corporate tax rate. We need net revenue not Diversify and subsidize Alberta infrastructure during down
turns. Pure austerity does not work. Go into debt short term but
cutting one department to fund another.
build the province.

No carbon tax, make it easier for businesses to stay in Alberta
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T8V

The government needs to focus on adequately funding
health care, education, and seniors' programs. This move
towards only the rich being able to afford adequate access
to health care and education is absolutely criminal!

It's NOT about finding savings... if this government was
This government has NO interest in job creation or economic
interested in 'saving' money, it would not have made its first growth. Its primary agenda is to try to destroy public
priority handing over billions of tax dollar funding to huge oil- infrastructure and move to a completely capitalistic society of
rich corporations with absolutely no stipulation that they
private enterprise. It is only interested in making massive
reinvest that money into the province. This government
money for the the well off... the general public or their needs
simply gave away a massive amount of money, then turned had absolutely no bearing on the decisions of the current
around and said, "We're now short of cash, so we're going to government. If they would have diverted the money they
rob it from all essential services". What in God's name are
released those huge corporations from having to pay, we would
these idiots thinking!
have had BILLIONS of dollars that could have been put towards
bolstering the economy and creating some job and economic
Here's how other provinces fund themselves... it's not rocket growth! Cutbacks, layoffs, budget slashing... NONE of those
science: 1) Tax large corporations fairly... if you're not sure things have EVER bolstered an economy in HISTORY. Unless
what those numbers are, look to other provinces for
this government smartens up, we will be headed for the worst
examples! 2) Charge adequate royalties for our natural
economic recession in Alberta that we have ever seen! You
resources! Again... if you're not sure what those numbers
can't just keep making people become unemployed and think
should be... look to other areas, including the US to see what that's going to spur economic growth! I'm completely boggled
they're charging!! 3) Incorporate a provincial sales tax!
at the stupidity of this government, and I don't see how driving
EVERY OTHER PROVINCE IN CANADA bolsters its revenue the province into the ground is going to help ANYONE
by charging a provincial sales tax... if Alberta can't afford to economically down the road! I'm disgusted with this
adequately fun the basic necessities like education and
government!
health care... RAISE MORE MONEY!! Why on earth does
Alberta NOT have a provincial sales tax???

T6A

Healthcare, public education, childcare subsidies, 25$ a day Taxing the rich and big businesses & corporations
daycare, affordable post secondary education.

By taxing big businesses and corporations, and maintaining
jobs in the public sector, the health care industry and
education. Keeping people employed helps them have money to
spend which in turn helps the economy.

T1A

Health care, social services, education, diversifying
industry.

Diversify and stop putting all of our eggs in one basket.
Focusing solely on oil and gas in the land-locked province of
Alberta will not influence the global market and prices. Cut our
losses and explore other avenues of industry.

Introduce a Provincial Sales Tax to increase revenue. We are
the only province without one. Rather than cutting services
to save money, instead introduce a PST. If you truly want to
bring Alberta in line compared to other provinces as outlined
in the McKinnon report, instead of reducing services and
making our province less desirable to live in, add a PST to
still bring us in line with comparable provinces, while
maintaining a high level of amenities and services. This
would be equal to all Albertans - no specific group would be
singled out. For those with low incomes, this may be difficult
to handle at first but if they don’t make many purchases that
accumulate tax, then they will not be hit as hard (example:
groceries are mostly exempt and are a necessity of life.) In
contrast, the wealthy who make more purchases will in turn
pay more PST.
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Spend on public healthcare, building schools, lower class
sizes, educational assistants, teacher and nurses pay
increase, school curriculum updates.

Tax multi-million dollar corporations appropriately. Tax the
rich.

Investing in our future and safety by building schools, creating
grants for daycare workers, keeping programs that help people
going.
Thank you for reading.

People are dying due to wait times and lack of healthcare
resources. Our young and vulnerable are not receiving the
supports they need to have the best start in life through
educational development, experiences, and support.
Art and culture is dying in the city. This is what makes life
worth living.

T6A

Education, health care and advanced education.

Don't spend 30 million on an energy "war room". We need to Diversify the economy and attract industries other than oil and
start supporting ourselves. I fully support the energy
gas. Stop cutting public service. Invest in major infrastructure
industry, but they won't see $80 or $100 per barrel oil again. projects.
Implement a 1% sales tax to create the revenue needed to
maintain Alberta's spot as a great place to live and work.

Education. Health care.

Stop corporate handouts. Tax top 1%.

Pay attention to the tech sector and small business since that's
a significant contributing factor to our economy. Bolster these
industries instead of giving corporate tax cuts and handouts.
Read studies that prove corporate handouts don't work and that
investing locally keeps the money in the community.

Health and education

Closing that silly "war room" would save 30 million. Also it's
important to realize that we can't rely on revenue from the oil
patch anymore. Implement a 1% sales tax.
Stop giving corporate hand outs
Increase taxes
Sales tax
By not wasting time, resources and energy
reinventing/changing everything that the previous
government brought into effect.
All the middle management in hospitals. If one unit has 4
wings, there is a manager for each wing and those managers
have a manager. Get the psych patients out of the hospitals
and put them elsewhere. Every one that is never going home
will remain there taking up room and costing millions per
patient annually. I’m talking about the ones that are
transferred back and forth from hospital to hospital! Their
families won’t take them!
Reducing the size of upper management in healthcare.
Keeping our energy costs inside Alberta (ie: coal plants back
online and not buying it from the USA). Less wind turbines.
Less red tape = less government employees to enforce it.

Invest in major infrastructure projects. Diversify the economy
away from oil and gas and stop cutting public service.

T2E

Education
Health care

T5Z

Supporting familes through publicly funded healthcare and
education. Helping to support affordable, accessible, quality
child care.
Education for grade school . Autistic children need a school
.. the numbers are there. Presently, there aren’t enough
aides and it isn’t helping the kids. Funding for them goes to
general funds. They need more!!!

T4C

T0M

Hiring frontline workers in healthcare to reduce wait times
(nurses and doctors). Infrastructure improvements. No more
cuts to education; teachers and EA's shouldn't be fired.

T4V

Education, health care, mental health & addictions support,
diversifying energy sources/sector.

Shut down the “War Room” and avoid tax breaks for huge
companies.

Stop cancelling infrastructure projects
Invest in education
Stop defunding public service jobs
By not cutting 1000's of public sector jobs.

Seniors like myself, are getting back into the workforce
because we cannot afford to live on CPP and OAS. Taxation on
Seniors that make 14,000 annual is ridiculous.
Somehow, our pension amounts need to be enlarged or we will
be on welfare, heaven forbid!

Promote Alberta made/ Alberta proud industry, products and
people. Infrastructure projects. Pride in our oil on a global
stage. Build pipelines. Lower minimum wage. Reduce taxes and
red tape that make it harder for small business entrepreneurs to
stay in business.
By supporting projects that create and diversify jobs. Support
public sector workers instead of cutting their pay or jobs.
Theses people will spend money in your economy but will be
unable to if unemployed. They key is diversify!
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T3M

T0J

T8R

T3G

Social services are the only priority that matter. People first. There are no savings... only a revenue problem. The
government does not need to save money, they need to
create money. That is easy.

Yes, by utilizing Keynesian economics, increase government
spending to raise aggregate demand and increases
consumption, leading to increased production and faster
recovery from recession.
Education, health, job creation.
Upper management in both Alberta Health Services and
Education in trades, entrepreneurs, explore world wide markets
Education. Also not sure if we really need all of those public for products (eg. oil & gas, agriculture). Support new ventures
services hires by Notley. Should review this
that help Alberta to remain a clean province. Eg. garbage,
recycling, things that will make a difference for the good, not
wind which is useless.
Education, healthcare and public services. Quit ruining our Fire Matt Wolfe. He is an overpaid twitter troll. Get rid of the Quit wasting taxpayer money. Raise taxes to B.C. levels. I’d be
province with your reckless cuts and complete disregard for Canadian Energy Centre. They are an embarrassment and a paying less with that than all the fees I am paying now thanks to
evidence.
your government. I’d rather pay more tax or a sales tax and
waste of money. Quit flying the premier and his buddy to
have the public services my family relies on than corporate
London on secret trips that amount to nothing. Quit make
giveaways and paying more for everything like I am with the
taxpayers pay for corporate handouts I now have to pay
800 dollars in retroactive bussing, my kids class sizes have UCP.
grown, my taxes have gone up, insurance has gone up,
dental fees have gone up and my daycare fees have gone up.
I’d rather pay the Notley Trudeau carbon tax any day. We are
way worse off with your government and keep having to
shell out more.
Education! Our schools are ridiculously under funded this
year! My kid’s teacher asked for pencils as a Christmas gift.
I want my child to have the opportunity, in her public school,
to still have access to an EA to help with with extra reading
support. I want her to learn music and french from
specialists who actually know about those things. I want her
to be in a class of 20, not 30 or 40. Please do a better job
funding schools in the 2020 budget. Our kids are important
and are the future or Alberta. I will never vote UCP again if
my child’s education is impacted any further.

No more corporate give always. Increase corporate taxes.
Increase taxes on people earning over 120k a year. Cut the
“Canadian Energy Centre”. Reduce trips out of Alberta - for
example, campaigning in Ontario with Scheer was
unnecessary.

Create tax incentives for diverse industries to come here. As
long as Alberta is dependant on Oil and Gas, we will always be
stuck in a boom and bust cycle. The only way to end that is by
getting different types of business into our province. Increase
taxes on oil and gas in order to invest in green energy,
technology, manufacturing. We can’t be dependant on oil and
gas as the world is only going to continue moving away from
using non-renewable energy sources.
Also - Education. If we don’t fund schools properly, we won’t
have the type of work force required by business. People can’t
all work on the rigs if there are no jobs up there...

Education and healthcare. Support needs to be increased to This government does not have a spending problem, it has a
the most vulnerable Albertans. If this government was truly revenue problem. Increase the corporate tax back to where it
was. Stop with the rhetoric. We know the UCP is full of shit.
in support of this they wouldn’t release a budget cutting
funding halfway through the school year. Stop increasing
inequality. Don’t touch the pension.

By actively encouraging diversification. We can’t keep our
heads in the sand. We need to develop new industries so when
fossil fuels are used less Alberta doesn’t become like New
Brunswick.

T4L

services to Albertans example's Healthcare Education

stop corporate welfare

diversify the goods we produce not just interest in oil

T0B

Health and Education then moving away from fossil fuel
economy

Focus on green energy, agriculture, innovation in health and
sciences.

T5y

Health care, seniors, middle class

Stop giving corporations and rich individuals massive tax
breaks. Collect all the royalties owing. End the "energy war
room"
Making big corporations pay more

Stop giving money to the oil field. We are never going to be
what we where so why keep trying
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T1J

Increase spending on education (K-12 and post-sec) and
health care

Introduce PST

Fund post-secondary education.
Support diversification of industry beyond oil and gas. While
these have been key components of Alberta’s success
historically, their usage and value will only continue to
decrease globally.
Stop putting oil and gas industry first. So few of us are really in
that industry yet we all suffer when they’re put first.
DIVERSIFY ENERGY SECTOR

T6W

Education
Health Care

Diversify energy sector
Charge wealthy people more
Charge businesses more

T7X

Healthcare and education!!

T8A

Public services - education, health care, seniors services

In the upper management at AHS. Cut their salaries by half at Get Bill C-48 quashed and then continue with pipelines and
least. Cut some billing fees for specialists.
expansion.
C-48 has to be dealt with. No one is talking about that at all and
it has to be quashed or all the pipelines aren’t going to do a
thing for us.
They could use the taxes from oil and gas to pay for services Tax the oils and gas companies and use the money to fu d
for Albertans.
public services
PST
Education, supporting the tech industry

T0K

Health, education, research & innovation

Reckless spending for government officials

T1K

Upper management and beaurocrats salaries

Cut off welfare recipients. They are the burden.

Produce oil and other projects to get Albertans working.

T5r

Healthcare
Education, all levels
Diversifying economy
Environment and green initiatives
Schools, healthcare and infrastructure. Not more social
assistance programs.
Education and healthcare

Maintain an advantage of living in Alberta - don’t punish and
alienate public sector workers
Diversification of economy no longer bolstering oil and gas
Technology and innovation
Education grants, reduced tuition, accessibility for all

T9k

Education and health

T8N

I think maintaining healthcare and education where it is
currently at is a HUGE priority. You don't need to spend
more, you just can't cut. 17(1)

Stop giving tax breaks to oil companies. Can the $30,000,000
“war room.”
Consult with experts on investment and economics, not your
MLA’s who do not appear to well educated.
From paying high level executives atrocious salaries in all
industries, especially AHS. Cutting revenue from large
corporations to only balance it by cuts in the public sector is
NOT ok.

Making the oil companies pay taxes.

T5a

Breaks for big businesses. Small businesses need tax
Benefits for new and small companies. Encourage businesses
breaks but large ones are already profitable and established. to employ more permanent employees for stability.
Restart infrastructure projects that you stopped. Invest in
education and health.

Continue to press the oil and gas pipeline endeavours.
Continue to explore new green ways of energy.

I feel the same for
teachers. I know it seems like easy revenue, to take away
this and take away a little of that, but it is going to make
HUGE IMPACTS on ALL ALBERTANS. and not good ones.
T2M

Education, and health.

Create a sale taxe to cover basic healt and education needs. Promote green energy and new technologys.

T3k

Healthcare and educatio.

Getting rid of upper and middle managment redundancies.

T5b

Education, child care, the most vulnerable, renewable
energy, economic diversification, transitioning away from
fossil fuels

Reverse corporate tax cuts, provincial sales tax

Incentives for film industry. Need to expand our need for being
on oil and gas. Should implement a pst.
Support economic diversification (grants), green energy
(rebates, incentives), build much needed infrastructure
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T3M

T8W

T2Y

T6L

Education
Childcare
Healthcare
Climate change/energy efficiency/waste reduction
Building the economy (encouraging growth in oil and gas)
while keeping healthcare and public education at the
forefront.
Public education and healthcare and supporting our
vulnerable populations (kids, elderly, those living in
poverty).
Health Care and education

T6J

Social programs, post-secondary school funding for all
disciplines, teachers salaries, nurses and doctors,
renewable energy

T5p

eliminate the deficit

T5p

Healthcare, seniors, education

T0j

Debt reduction, school, infrastructure, hospitals

T8A

Education
Healthcare
Sustainable energies
Diversifying the workforce
Healthcare and education. Paying for health is expensive but
given our aging and ailing population, soon Alberta will be
in a state of crisis. If investment is not placed now then
Alberta (particularly lower income Albertans) will suffer the
consequences.
Education is also imperative for ensuring that Alberta can
remain economically effective. People with education are
more likely to seek stable, higher quality employment and
bring an economic boost in Alberta’s future.

T8N

Education, health care, the vulnerable people in our
communities

Cancelling the “energy war room”
Reducing government spending on advertising and travel

Promote diversification of Alberta industries (tax cuts, grants,
etc. for renewable/alternative industries/high
tech/agriculture/etc)

There are many savings to be had by looking at healthcare
but NOT at the front line. So many suggestions to make
within government... so many layers upon layers upon layers
NOT needed.
They could stop giving our hard earned provincial dollars to
rich corporations and oil and gas which is not supporting the
diversification we desperately need.
Reducing their own income

Encourage oil and gas development, support small and large
business.

Diversify the economy.

I'm not sure

Taxing large corporations (especially those operating strictly More opportunities for students to gain work experience,
in oil and gas), a province run carbon tax, getting rid of the
investment in other sectors
war room, decreasing funding for MLA’s especially as it
pertains to private transport
Provincial workforce
Stop giving our money to corporation
Services to support children with special needs--so much
inefficiency
Useless assistance programs

Invest in green energy

The War Room
Cabinet expenses
Subsidies for large corporations
Taxing the top 1%
Stopping the tax cuts for corporations (particularly
international companies who will not sustain Alberta long
term!) no longer funding trips and dinners for policy makers
at the taxpayers expense, nor paying for large scale
networking events like the “prayer breakfast.” These serve to
benefit politicians and not the Albertans they claim to be
helping.

Diversification
Green energies

First, take control of everything possible within the province.
Provincial police, collect all our own taxes, provincial pension
plan, etc. That will create jobs on its own. But then you have the
power to force the federal government to accept pipelines and
Alberta oil. Job creation

Invest in long term growth industries and diversification of
Alberta’s economy to allow for better stability in the event of an
economic downturn of a bust in the cost of oil. In an attempt to
make these industries appear and flourish, offer grants to these
industries (tourism, alternative energy, competitive higher
education, small business and entrepreneur supports etc.)

Private early and secondary education should no longer be
funded either. The individuals attending these schools are
advantaged enough that they can pay their own way if a
private route it what they see fit for themselves.
The war room, firing Matt Wolf

Being more progressive in their policies. Cuts to public
education and health care and top down economics does not
spur job creation.
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T6m

Infrastructure
Healthcare
K-12 and Post Secondary Education

T6H

T7X

1. Maintain current Healthcare & Education services and
funding levels.
2. Catch or eliminate coyotes from communities to protect
children and pets from attacks.
1. Maintain current Healthcare & Education services and
funding levels.
2. Catch or eliminate coyotes from communities to protect
children and pets from attacks.
Education and health care

T5R

health/education

T2R

Health
Economy
Education

T6H

Top-heavy management structures in government and public
organizations.
Having solid contracts and holding contractors accountable
to deliver on time and on budget.
Removing ridiculous spending requirements like the art
requirement on capital projects.
Ensure government spending is economical. Set a policy of
stringent spending for all government officials and hold
people accountable.
Defer major highway upgrades, such as widening Highway 2
and 63, and Yellowhead Freeway until budget is balanced.

Continue to fight for AB Energy
Invest in post-secondary education and research to educate the
next generation.
Invest in infrastructure projects that will provide long term
benefit.

Continue to work with other provinces, US, and markets
overseas to promote our Oil & Gas exports.

Defer major highway upgrades, such as widening Highway 2 Continue to work with other provinces, US, and markets
and 63, and Yellowhead Freeway until budget is balanced.
overseas to promote our Oil & Gas exports.

Corporate tax breaks, MLA, cabinet minister’s salaries,
premier’s salary
extra like sports arts

Hire more nurses and teachers to better support the health care
and cut down on overtime costs
get oilfield back

Reduce pensions for politicians & public servants
Make physician specialists provide continuity of care ( & not
charge the excessive fee for new referral within 2 years of
seeing a patient)
Bring back health care premiums
EDUCATION AND HEALTH CARE SHOULD BE TOP
I honestly feel that balancing the budget is not necessary,
PRIORITIES FOR THE GOVERNMENT AND SHOULD NOT
especially at the expense of key government services.
EXPERIENCE ANY CUT BACKS TO FRONT LINE WORKERS. However, I also feel that some areas of government services
The government should also focus on maintaining
are fairly bureaucratic and top-heavy. It is the people at the
infrastructure. Maintaining infrastructure also provides
top who make a lot of money, so perhaps amalgamating
people with jobs and saves money in the long run.
some upper management positions could save some money.

Support small business
Diversify so that the economy is not so reliant on oil & gas.
Support an Olympic bid to boost the economy

Again utilize your schools out in your rule areas instead of
shutting them down and bossing everybody to larger
centres.
More brick and mortar and boots to the ground and less
money poured into surveys and studies

Decentralize large corporations and encourage them to move
out into the rural areas where cost of business is much cheaper

T5J

AHS- Bring the money down from upper management and
apply it to the nurses, aids, homecare etc. where the
shortage of workers are which affects local hearhcare
especially rural areas ( having to commute over one hour
and sit in a waiting room for longer when someone’s health
is at stake is unacceptable)
Education- keep your rural schools open so you do not have
to bus students a ridiculous distance and time , It is a lot
more cost effective than building a new schools
Invest in Alberta

Politicians salaries

Invest in the blue collar workers and entrepreneurs

T1J

Education

Taxes, government wages.

Thinking of new ways to support our economy rather than just
trying to fixed the ones that are no longer working (oil and gas).
You can’t change the world prices and stop other countries
from producing it.

t1h

T0B

Don't cut jobs in the public sector - people in the public sector
contribute to the economy and support local businesses. You
can also support other industries besides oil and gas, for
example tech industries.
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T1X

Focus on social spending to ensure social programs and
healthcare are not the areas receiving cuts.

Reducing tax breaks to large corporations.

Support sustainable jobs, and a sustainable future for alberta.
This may include creating new jobs in enirvonemtal sectors
which will continue to grow in the future.
Economic growth should focus on sustainability, whether it be
sustainable ways to incorporate the oil sector (while ensuring
we are doing so with concern/regard for the environment) or
finding alternative/sustainable areas that Alberta can profit

T5s

Education

Big corporations

Not cutting public sector

T3k

I frastructure

I crease corpkrate taxes

Tax benefits for technology startups

Homelessness

When the ones in power take a pay cut.

Stop cutting important jobs, like nurses

T6j

Healthcare, education. Invest in our children and youth by
providing services to support their wellbeing abd growththis supports our present jobs and our future.

More cost effective ways to work within government using
technology, being creative and thinking out of the box to
make work more efficient, not by just cutting jobs. Relook at
corporate contracts that may be only charging large amounts
but is not the most effective and fiscally responsible - i.e.
local, sustainable solutions

Realize there is long term investments and planning needed,
not just quick fixes that rely on non-sustainable resources and
trends. If you want young people to stay, spend money in
Alberta, and raise families here you should think why they will
stay... Stable jobs in all areas (the oil field or engineer is
married to a nurse or teacher), affordable and quality child care
so both parents can work,communities that are safe and have
enough of interesting events and products that they spend in
Alberta, reasons to bring or keep their parents/aging relatives
close.

T0L

Infrastructure which creates jobs and returns to public

Privatize a lot of heath care so we don't have to go to the US OR
MEXICO and hire staff who are willing to work.
Support irrigation so that all the money spent on infrastructure
does't fall apart like in some of the US

T4x

Spend more on education and health

Control spending on schools and hospitals. All those extra
millions
do not give returns. Eliminate positions in hospitals and
schools that don't do anything. Research is not a good thing
to eliminate.
Tax big corporations more!!!

T1B

Reversing cuts implemented under the austerity budget of
2019

Disband or discontinue the Canadian Energy Centre

Support basic services that build a platform for individuals to
improve and integrate into the workforce.

Tax cuts to individuals and small businesses.

Raise revenue by reinstating the tax rate prior to 2019.
Introduce a PST/HST.

T6T

Health Care and Education

Collect unpaid taxes from corporations
Reduce Government spending on expensive trips, spending
allowances. Watch the cuts that you are giving to huge
businesses!

Make Alberta a place where people want to live. Acknowledge
that cost of living is high and money isn’t enough for many
people. Invest in great education and health care. Businesses
will want to build in Alberta!
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t4b

Job creating activities ,

Directors to Manage Managers to manage Junior mangers to
Manage Tam leads , Cut the Upper management .
Other Example : University have 40- 50 Finance partners to
do data entry of Budgets for Department heads which a
department head can easily do them self ,
Same with Nurses being used for data entry for projects like
EPIC etc . Top pay of Mayors and Politicians to be tied to
average of employed workforce and Unemployed ratio ( not
EI as that's temporary indicator)

Creating Jobs , Construction is so 1929 when those jobs would
need too many hands to work but now its with machines it give
jobs to one company and 2 people for the same thing . Focus
on IT , Software etc jobs for lower price many qualified people
will be ready to do that . Already done tax rebates ,

T6C

Education and Health Care. Reducing class sizes. Increasing
student supports. Reducing wait times in health care.
Increasing support for dental coverage.
Reinstate education funding. Fund per student increases in
budget.

By not handing money to corporations. By increasing taxes
for large corporations. Introducing a sales tax.

Supporting small and local businesses with tax breaks and ...
you guessed it... not handing money to large corporations.

Introduce 2 or 3% provincial sales tax. We need one as can
no longer rely on Oil and Gas to pull the budget through.

Continue to Invest in /support alternate energy programs.

T4G

Healthcare and teachers.

Not giving out tax welfare to huge corporations.

T8A

T5T

Heath Care
Teachers
Senior citizens
Job creation
Education, Health care, child care subsidies

T8R

Education, health care and old age care

T0M

Libraries, Healthcare and Emergency Services

Stop putting money in to oil and gas...nobody wants it!
Close the war room
Stop giving cuts to corporations they are all leaving!
Enough with the cuts
taxing the rich lowering the tax on the poor. stopping the
corporate tax breaks, taxing corporations instead of giving
them a pass.
increase tax revenues by making corporations pay their
share
-War room
-Wage cuts from the top down not the reverse

Raise the basic tax exemption amount. Allow larger deductions
for college tuitions.
Diversity.
Our current government is only looking at oil and gas.
New technology would be a good start

T1J

Universal health Care, affordable housing, Aish, education,
universal child Care subsidies

Tax the rich and big businesses

Not giving as much money away to people who don’t work
and not bringing as many immigrants in this year.
Prioritizing

T6c

Roads
Health care
Teaching
First responders
Social welfare
Climate change
Alternative energy
Creative professions
Social innovation

T5h
T0K
T6G

T5R

increase minimum wage, Expand the energy market to include
solar power and wind stop relying on one source of income for
a province
Funding infrastructure upgrades, new schools, new health care
facilities
-Other forms of sustanible enery. Not Wind/solar
-push for the pipeline
-invest in technology sector

Tax the rich and big business. 18$ min wage regardless of age
or ability. Increase Aish and PDD. Increase the cap on what is
able to be earned after Aish.
Not cutting nurses and teachers they are already overworked
and underplayed it is going to create a lot of stress.

Pay a higher living wage...
long term funding and core funding for the nonprofit sector
Support small businesses with tax breaks
Bring back the step program and create more programs like it

Roads

Corporate taxes - tax breaks and hand outs are idiotic- so
don’t do it.
Carbon tax
Tax the wealthy
Close the war room
Don’t spend so much on government travel
Walfare reductions and raising corporate tax's

Front line workers in Health,children and education

Administration in health, children services and education

Tax breaks for high tech startups

Health, education and climate change. Stop cutting
municipal funding.

Not investing in dying industries like oil and gas.

Invest in renewables and keep educated people employed
(nurses, doctors, teachers) as a priority.

Stop sending money to federal gov't and reinvest in alberta
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T8a

Wages for the public sector workers!!!!

Department of Justice justices should not have the free dry
cleaning, a servery to make them food when they want with
two chefs for the higher level court.
Cell phones for employees that use them for personal use.

T5N

Cutting management and waste

In every top heavy Organization cut out excessive
Support frontline workers so that they maintain their health and
management and supervisory teams. When trained properly, well being, pay them their value, keep up with inflation so that
frontline workers are self sufficient
less require financial assistance and supports

Put money into education and healthcare. The cuts are
hurting people and quality of life in this province.

Tax cuts to big business is no longer the way to go to
stimulate the economy. That money should go,back into
peoples pockets. Not big business. Work towards a
Not giving massive tax breaks to corporations that created a
loss of jobs, invest in bringing other industries to Alberta to
create jobs and increase economic diversity.

T2A

Healthcare, Education, higher minimum wage, higher taxes
for corporations and less taxes for people, supporting
people on AISH, farm worker safety, infrastructure such as
the green line in Calgary, subsidies for green tech
companies, subsidies for movie industry, subsidies for tech
companies and increasing the collection rate on royalties.

T5Z

Public Education, Health, Diversification of Resources

T8X

Education (inclusion and class size)
Health Care

Stop with the cut backs of wages!!!!
I don’t see parking going down in the downtown core. My bills I
can’t keep up

Work towards a balance in oil and gas and clean energy
development in Alberta.
Investing in green technology industry, movie industry, tech
industry, improve relations with other countries to move our
agricultural products better. Investment in post secondary to
improve outcomes for youth and the future of this province

Cancel the 4.7B tax cut to wealthy businesses, Eliminate the Restore the programs that were eliminated by this government.
"War Room", Eliminate the "Alberta Oil & Gas Centre".
Start diversifing the resources and economy and stop focusing
on only Oil & Gas!!
Mobile consumption sites
Energy resources
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T0K

Decrease health care and union spending.

T5R

Education, healthcare, child tax and roads
Social services, green energy, healthcare and education.

Do not pay for abortions, gender reassignments, invitro
pregnancies-especially not for lesbians.
Many savings could be made at AHS. The front line staff are
targeted when money is tight even though UNA and ATA
members have very expensive and too many benefits. If
there were less highly paid chiefs in the organization they
would not be missed. When front line staff are cut, they are
missed. If the people above the director level took a small
percentage pay cut there would not have to be front line job
losses. There is a huge list of AHS employees that make over
$200,000. The is a large list of employees that make close to
$500,000, including the CEO. The are many employees above
the VP level that who knows what they do. They create make
work projects to justify their job. The work for the projects
gets downloaded to directors, managers and frontline staff.
Nothing changes as a result of these projects.
There are too many provincial teams whose members belong
to a union but get paid more than the top front line RNS and
more than some managers. There too many meetings and
provincial representatives at the meetings so nothing gets
done.
Rather than have everything centralized to the big centers, it
makes more sense to have some local authority. It is more
cost effective to hire a local mover to move a desk rather
than have a "contracted mover" come from Calgary. The AHS
department pays the mover's time, lunch, etc. Their moving
rates are higher than the local movers. We are also not
allowed to buy from a local vendor. We have to buy through
a "contracted vendor". Their costs are higher and their
delivery costs are also higher because most of the time the
item needs to be delivered from Calgary. Usually the item
can be bought for less cost from Staples and delivered for
free.
We cannot move a desk etc without having someone drive
Handing out income support to people who are capable of
getting work
In all your oil and gas corporate bailouts or your atrocious
war room where you're hemmoraging our hard working
taxpaying dollars.
Reduce their pensions.

Remove some of the barriers for farmers and small business
owners. Keep insurance premiums in balance.

Investment in social services and green energy sector,
healthcare, education, and green infrastructure projects.
Investment in energy efficiency Alberta and training to
transition oil and gas sector workers.

.
Through green energy, social services, education and
healthcare.

T6W

Infrastructure. Build that pipe.

T5g

Transition support for oil and gas workers, green energy
sector, education, healthcare, social services-- stimulating
the economy through investment and supporting Albertans
with job creation during this economic downturn. Supports
for people with disabilities not de-indexed, and supports for
mental health around the increasing suicide rate.

Stop the oil and gas/corporate bailouts, tax corporations and
the rich, invest in energy efficiency Alberta that was
returning $3.20 for every dollar invested. Closing that
warroom joke that's bleeding money and lies.

Build that pipe.

Affordable child care. So parents can choose to go back to
work.

Offer union staff voluntary severance. This would shrink the Diversify economy. Bring back funding programs such as tech
GoA with less fear and stress from current union staff.
credit and SR&ED
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T8N

T1M

T2W

Maintaining publicly funded and public access health care.
Queue jumping by wealthy Albertans accessing private
services creates a two tier system that we did not vote for.
The government should come up with a responsible climate
change action plan that includes building up resources
other than oil and gas.
Prioritizing affordable child care initiatives, particularly for
lower income Albertans

Increase corporate taxes
Increase taxes on incomes above 100,000 $ or higher.
Actually increase educational supports and public education
funding to invest in enrollment growth. Why does the debt
have to be paid off in 4 years? Isn't certain debt considered
"good"(like a mortgage?). Perhaps a plastic tax would help
generate revenue and encourage more environmentally
sustainable choices by companies and consumers? Perhaps
a clothing tax on fast fashion?

Spend money on education and health promotion to decrease
the burden & cost of chronic disease
Innovative ideas such as seniors and college students sharing
housing to decrease burden of loneliness in seniors.

You need to go back and fix your mistakes in a lack of
funding in education and health care.

- Get rid of the war room
- Increase corporate tax slightly
- Institute a PST
- We all love Alberta Oil & Gas, however these companies are
taking from our land they need to pay the price. They have
been ignoring paying municipality tax. Step up Alberta
government.

Invest in all of Alberta and Albertans. Diversify... We were tech
leaders and now it has been washed away since UCP has
gained power. As a business owner and (once) proud UCP
supporter this needs to be fixed. The deficit has grown. My kids
are miserable at school because of cuts to education (which
you refuse to admit). My father has received declining health
care. My profits continue to drop. My taxes have increased,
insurance increased

Get it together or lose my vote
Making education more affordable could help with this
immensely.
Public services such as education, health, mental health and Reduce Energy Centre budget, cut/reduce expert panels, cut Support small businesses, support other industries beyond oil
addictions, senior care and AISH.
travel expenses and hiring in government offices, do not
and gas such as film, arts, technologies, do not privitize
bring in privatization of public services
education and healthcare, stop funding private schools and
businesses, bring in a sales tax, bring back the tax credit
indexing so people can afford necessities and luxuries
Education and healthcare.

Tax. The. Rich.

Health Care access.
Midwifery care replacing GPs for prenatal care. Uncapping
midwifery care in the budget.
Including Doula care in the budget.
Public Education
Safe consumption sites need to be funded and expanded.

Politicians expenses and salaries in upper level

Train for solar panel installation. Train for electrical conversion
in the vehicle sector.
Train for any viable green sector to transition away from
traditional oil consumption.
Use the products being trained for.
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T5T

T5B

-The people of Alberta should be the priority, and not just
the UCP members/voters/supporters. Not everyone voted for
the UCP, but we are still residents of this great province and
deserve to have a government that will do what is best for
us as Albertans too.
-Education, health care and economic diversity should be
top priorities so we do not have to rely solely on the oil
industry.
-The public education system, while highly regarded by
Albertans and consistently ranked top in Canada, is seeing a
freeze on spending, which is actually a cut as the numbers
of students we have each year continues to grow. These
new students deserve a high quality public education as
well, and deserve to be funded so they will have a teacher
and a classroom. Our teachers are dedicated, trained
professionals and should have all the tools needed to
ensure each child can learn and be successful. This will
ensure we are raising a generation of capable, contributing
members of society. Cutting funding to public education in
any form will severely damage our province. Quality public
education is key. 95% of Albertan students attend public
schools, so this where our money should be directed.
-Our health care system is full of many highly skilled and
professional health care workers, including doctors, nurses,
EMS workers, etc. Cutting these vital positions is ludicrous.
We need to be able to provide top quality health care for all
Albertans, regardless of their economic status. Every single
Albertan needs and deserves access to quality, timely
medical care in their time of need. Our health care system
already has places where it is stretched thin, and cutting
jobs is not a way to improve our health care system.
-We need to find ways to diversify our economy. We can't
rely on the oil industry forever. While we do need a pipeline
to an ocean to get our valuable oil to a port this isn't
Roads, public education, healthcare.

-Stop giving billions of dollars to your rich friends and big
businesses. When you give our billions of dollars to them,
but then cut public sector jobs it does not show support for
the public sector jobs that help run our province each day of
the year.
-Stop cutting front line workers in public sector jobs, who
will not be able to support the economy if they are
unemployed.
-Cut back on government expenses in travel (you can fly
economy class like the rest of the people in Alberta) and
hospitality (potluck dinners or meetings, perhaps? We have
to do that in the education field).
-Implement a modest sales tax (say 3%) to help bring in
revenue to help cut down on our debt
-Look at your government expenses first. Where can savings
be found?

-Don't cut jobs in education, health care and other public
industries. That will just cause our unemployment numbers to
rise. Protect public sector jobs.
-Work WITH the government of Canada, not against it to try and
advance the priorities of Alberta.
-Implement a modest sales tax (say 3%) to bring in revenue to
help cut down on our debt
-Encourage economic diversity. Read this article:
https://thetyee.ca/News/2019/07/31/Alberta-Strong-EconomyTransition/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=social&utm_c
ontent=0118201&utm_campaign=weekend_read&fbclid=IwAR3CPufEgZA8Mij0
9FUTWuAMUbBtWGcLVSaElTgov9oIni3cODSC5FfC8Wc

Try not giving handouts to massive corporations and maybe Try not giving handouts to massive corporations and maybe
look at broadening the energy portfolio to green energies.
look at broadening the energy portfolio to green energies.
Also... More trades.

T0M

Education, health care, services for people with disabilities

Scrap the $30 M War Room.

Invest in infrastructure
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T3Z

Healthcare, Education, Job Creation, Infrastructure, Welfare The government is the biggest employer. When in power the
NDP continued to give public service union employee raises
(AISH).
when the private sector bled jobs and took wage cuts. The
Creative incentives for new businesses.
unions don’t care. They just want more and more. There has
to be a pull back in wages or staff cuts.

Continue to build infrastructure and support job creators.
Support the oil and gas sector. Continue to try to bring in new
industries like new technologies, computer software, movies,
etc.

In the AHS, cut the management positions and put them back
on the front lines. If they don’t want to or are unable, move
on and replace them with front line staff.

T1J

T5B

t3e

The public service unions will loose their minds. What about
the rest of the Albertans that have been out of work for 4
years?
Healthcare and education majorly. The two sections they
Benefits given out like candy (such as AISH) to people who
just take advantage and buy things covered for them just to
seem to be taking away from. These are areas that will not
ever go away and will always be necessary, why limit them? sell them back through kijiji. Limiting the people who can get
onto that coverage based on which can actually work and
participate in society.
Public Education, post secondary education, healthcare
social programs such as early childhood education,
(including mental health programs and care for people with supports for parents and preventative healthcare will save
disabilities), public transportation, early childhood
money in the long term and also create jobs (poverty is very
education, low-income housing, energy diversification
expensive for government). Mainly it would make sense to
stop giving large subsidies to already wealthy corporations.
You could definitely find savings that way. The war room
seems pretty unnecessary in a world where burning fossil
fuels is one of the main causes of climate change, so if you
stopped funding that project you could find savings. Oh, and
it makes a lot of sense to bring in a PST so that we could
avoid all these massive cuts to critical services. I bet if all
the Albertans losing their jobs lately were able to keep them,
those people could afford to buy stuff and thus pay sales tax.
That would be a place where government could find some
money to roll back into job creation and critical services. I
know that I, for one, would happily pay higher tax. I bet the
amount it would cost me would still be far lower than the
extra $750/month I will soon be paying for childcare. Sounds
like savings for everyone.

Mental health that is based on evidence not efficiency. Long Increase corporate taxes, sales tax, efficiency in aspects of
term services are needed both in non profit and through the the budget that are based in numbers and not peoples lives.
health system. Single session and short term services is a
numbers game with no basis in actual outcomes of health.
“People served, or people in people out” mentality does not
equate to people being served well- and will have no
preventative impact long term.

Job creation through both healthcare and education. These are
two major factors that are always abundant and necessary, why
not feed off of them?

See above answer

Diversification of economy, mental health.

Safe consumption sites need to be a part of Alberta. A
movement away from this initiative would be a gross misuse
of power, a denial of evidence of its outcomes.
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T0H

-Frontline Heath and frontline Education.
-

-Public executive positions in health and education.
-pull public funds from private and charter schools and
distribue to public education.
-religious based education could be amalgamated with
public

-Invest in infrastructure, however we need capital first. Once
the economy is stimulated, its time to save to invest in albertas
future recessions.
We need to focus on the major industries that are leaving
Alberta and examine the root causes.
-make post secondary feasible for Alberta students. Any form of
post secondary is going to positively impact the becoming. We
need an accessible higher education incentive.

T3C

The government should be focusing on spending money in
areas that directly support Albertans - education, health
care, social services, technology and innovation grants, and
post-secondary education.
1)more frontline workers
2)a green-energy plan that is feasible, not just the flavour-ofthe-month go-to energy plan!
3)creating more jobs

The government can save money by not giving massive
corporate tax cuts to oil and gas companies that go on to lay
off thousands of Albertans, and by closing the energy war
room.
1)stop funding abortions
2)do not fund sex-change surgeries (other non-emergent
plastic surgeries are not covered, so why should this be?
3)cut back on public-sector management positions (enough
of the assistant-to-the-assistant-to-the-manager positions!)

By supporting and funding research grants in technological
fields to help diversify the Alberta economy, providing more
support to small businesses, put more funding into education.

T8A

Schools. At all levels. Our kids deserve the best education
we can provide.
Healthcare.

Eliminate the war room. Don't provide tax cuts to big
business, or perhaps increase their tax rate.

Diversify the economy. We can't depend on oil forever. Create
solutions within the province instead of blaming the federal
government.

T6x

Public education!!!!
Public services. Stop making decisions that cost families
like no insurance cap or daycare grants or school fees.
Since UCP took over, our family's monthly bills have gone
up a few hundred dollars!!!

Stop giving massive tax breaks to corporations who aren't
creating jobs. Corporate tax breaks should be conditional.
Work top down, cut the fat in government positions and
salaries. Stop funding private education!!! That is a parent's
choice so why are my tax dollars paying for it???

By making education for ALL youth a priority rather than
focusing on the elite few who will go to private school.

T6b

Debt

Management there way too any in many departments

Offer skill training

T3H

1)infrastructure
2)reinstate fee-for-service for ER room use
3)increase access to private MRIs/CTs/Ultrasounds, etc

Jobs for younger people, bridging programs from university Tax corporations. Trickle down economics obviously does
to work (internships, co-op programs etc). Health care jobs! not work.
Funding for early childhood education and education
assistants to help teachers with large class sizes.
Infrastructure for the city and creating jobs that are not
solely oil based. We want to create Edmonton into a
prosperous and exciting city with opportunity for growth not
just a place that’s mooching off oil.

Create bridging programs from university students to the
workforce. Help marginalized or vulnerable populations get
jobs by creating opportunities for people with little or no
English.

Public education fully funded including new students to the
province. As promised in election campaign and then
reneged once in power.
Adequate funding for health care.
-hospitals/public health care
-public services, particularly emergency management
(wildfire, police, ems, fire)

Stop giving corporations tax cuts eg
Encana which moves its headquarters to Denver despite
receiving tax cuts. 4.7 billion saved there

Diversify economy. Jobs not in oil and gas to be developed.
Especially technology. Subsidize the arts and research.

Scrap the war room

Support the pipeline growth
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Job creation and infrastructure build. Maintaining public
service funding
T4X

The government should focus on opening schools and
hospitals, funding mental health programs and finding
homelessness solutions. They should be looking for ways
for Alberta to become less reliant on fossil fuels and how to
fight climate change.

Not reducing taxes for corporations. They have been laying
people off and the income the government would receive
from their taxes will then shift to the taxpayer
We need to tax large corporations based here, specifically oil
and gas companies. Government should be focused on
helping citizens, not corporations.

Grants and incentives to bring on people rather than laying
them off
Incentivize the development of environmentally friendly energy
corporations here in Alberta before fossil fuels kill the planet.
We are an energy superpower, but we need to find a
sustainable solution. For jobs being lost in oil and gas, more
should be made in sustainable energy.

Give better tax breaks to small businesses and students. Most
people are too bound up in debt to participate fully in the
economy.
Mla salaries
Provide economic incentices to green energy..... stop funding
oil and gas industries
Bring back the carbon tax, increase corporate tax rates again Increase minimum wage, improve public transit while reducing
the fares, invest in universities to make them more accessible,
reduce funding to support oil and gas so we can quit relying on
oil and gas as the province’s only income

T1s

Stop cuts to services for health and education

T2P

Transit improvements, healthcare, university fees

T0K

Agriculture research

Buracrecy

Research and development

T0E

Restore seniors drug benefits
Don’t take away day care funding
Education
Health care
Prevention measures

Increase corporate taxes
Institute a modest sales tax
Cut politicians’ pensions
Red tape

Keep up with diversification of the economy- restore funding for
green initiatives
Funding universities
Funding schools
Fund the STEP program
Lower taxes for small and medium businesses
By investing in our educational systems, innovation, research,
alternative forms of energy, and environmental matters.

T0M

T1K

The government should prioritize spending on k to 12 and
Invest less in the oil and gas industry and introduce a
provincial sales tax, which is long overdue.
post-secondary education systems as well as on
environmental matters related to global warming. Young
Albertans need to have access to high-quality educational
systems in order to have meaningful careers and make
robust contributions to Alberta's economy. Global warming
is a significant concern that requires immediate action by
many, including the Alberta Government.
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T8N

1. Albertans that are disabled and cannot work need AISH.
That means they need to have yearly raises to keep with the
cost of living. Not cutting back.
2. Hospitals have needed repairs or updating etc for more
than 30 years. Why is this so behind?
3. Hospitals need staff to run properly. Why are they
cutting back? Is our population decreasing?
4. Every elected politician makes too much money. Why
would a politician make more than an occupation where they
put their lives at risk? Examples: firefighters, police,
ambulance, etc. Cut backs for all politicians!
5. Schools will keep bursting at the seams if our “LEADER”
doesn’t plan for our provinces population growth for the
next 30 or more years.
6. Homelessness needs to be addressed ASAP. WHY hasn’t
or isn’t there a plan in place?
7. This list could be endless so I’ll just stop now.

1. Politicians wages should be just slightly higher than the By looking into the future for population growth and roads and
minimum wage. No bonuses of any kind. No expenses
hospitals and schools to name a few. Common sense would
allowed. No travel allowed. No benefits of any kind. NO
create growth in the areas that we need.
PENSIÓN PLANS ALLOWED! Welcome to 2020.
2. Stop depending on OIL & GAS! Why did Alberta become
dependant in the first place?
3. Allow a citizen or several to every budget meeting to put
reality into “perspective”. Actually any meeting of any kind.
4. Volunteer. Yes, politicians that care would actually do
some things as a volunteer and not expect a huge paycheck
or a pat on their back.
5. Stop taxing the average Albertan and stop giving the tax
breaks to businesses and wealthy people.

T6R

Education .health care .small business
Invest in people healthy people healthy society then less
crime less sick peoples
Education
Health Care
Social Assistance programs
Moving towards a new economy based on clean energy and
renewables
Sticking to the mandate provided by Albertans
Not overstepping boundaries of democracy and acting as
elected representatives of the people and not self interests
or those of wealthy interest groups
Actually listening to Albertans
Health care, senior care and education

From Every Tex dollar saving.10 c and spending .90c

Yes and help small businesses to create more jobs

E-services
Reducing subsidies towards oil industry
Repurposing ‘war room’ funds towards public interests

Turn Alberta into a leader in green technology
Invest in public infrastructure
Renew and renovate decades old recreation infrastructure

They could cut their wages

Healthcare and education

Charge parents for school fees again that will help with
school budgets and bring in more revenue. Stop the
subsidized like was done with transportation. Put it back in
the hands of the parents as it was before

Provide jobs to Canadian citizens rather than people that are
here illegally
Not sure on this one

T3E

T8A
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T3E

The poor
The homeless
The elderly
The sick
Education of our children

Maybe the government could learn to view and speak about
the citizens of our province as people, citizens with real lives
and relationships and hardships who thrive when they have
a sense of community, rather than JUST speaking about our
citizens as taxpayers and economic concerns.
Is it possible to create initiatives that honor people and the
work they do and promote community building. Create
initiates and set up rewards for those they invest in better
lives for self and others.
If pp have businesses in Alberta, then they should also be
expected to invest in Alberta as a place to live...jobs yes, but
also contributing to the lives of others who are less able
Keeping gst

Support Small business
Encourage oil and gas companies to be forth coming (open and
transparent to the public) about risks and benefits that we face
& enjoy/need
Support alternate energy initiatives
Keep corporate taxes minimal around 10% would seem fair

T8H

In no particular order:
1. Full education funding including the 15000 students
expected in addition to current enrolment.
2. Health care must be maintained as a priority including
increasing hospital beds and increasing nurses at hospitals.
3. Climate/diversify energy sector away from fossil fuels.
4. Transportation/Edmonton LRT

- Full review of salaries of high executives including any
bonuses. This means a reduction in salaries/benefits of the
premiere, ministers, MLAs, superintendents and trustees in
Alberta. This also means very strict guidelines and oversight
on travel expenses etc...
- Mandated Transparency of Oil and gas bailout in the
amount of 1.6 billion. Expectation of companies to show the
public how this benefitted the economy in $$ and how this
was allocated. How is this being reinvested in Alberta with
very specific report with numbers and not a broad statement.
- Elimination of the “war room” that has no transparency.
Without transparency it is publicly funded ucp propaganda
room.

- Support small business through grants, tax credits.
- Expect full transparency with emphasis on job creation to any
corporation who is benefiting from tax rebates/credits
- Expect full transparency with emphasis on job creation for oil
and gas that received 1.6 billion bailout.

T3C

T9w

Education and Health care should be a priority...not an area Not giving handouts to oil companies.
Keep clean energy incentives for start up businesses. Not by
Look at a sales tax. Bring back modest healthcare premiums. cutting public sector jobs and singlemindedly supporting oil at
to cut.
the expense of all other sectors.
Public services. Stop cutting stuff people need. Healthcare Raise taxes on the richer.
Maybe you should diversify instead of being so fixated on oil
is needed. Having our own carbon tax was WAY better than
and gas only. Otherwise, we will become like Saskatchewan. Is
giving the feds the money to NOT invest back into alberta.
that what Kenney wants? Apparently.
Stupid decision.
-Public education
a low provincial sales tax
The government could support job creation by realizing that
-Healthcare
people also work outside of the oil and gas industry. Jason
-Supporting jobs and new economic growth in the tech
Kenney cutting public sector jobs and then standing around in
industry
an "I love oil and gas" sweatshirt at events truly shows he only
-Affordable day care
cares about some of the Albertan population. Rather than
subsidizing oil and gas, billions could go towards diversifying
our economy and promoting the assets and skills of all workers
of the province.
Education, health
No tax breaks to wealthy corporations
Quit making Alberta look like we are unstable by siding with
Wexit ideas.
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T8N

Healthcare and post secondary education

T3E

Fund public education. Fund post-secondary education.
Fund health care. Fund public services. Fund AISH.

T6j

Health education economic diversity environment

T2X

Education and health care.

T0J

get rid of the war room. cancel the recent corporate tax
breaks. money from tax breaks is leaving the province - not
making jobs. Shameful to hear that Husky is using tax break
win fall for operations in U.S, and another province. Adopt
Keynesian economics.
Get rid of that ridiculous "Canadian Energy Centre." Oh,
look, $30M a year freed up. Also walk back your big fat
giveaway to oil and gas companies, please. Demand these
companies pay to clean up their orphan wells. For fiscal
conservatives you guys are sure leaving a lot of money on
the table.

War room

Tax cuts to large corporations are frivolous spending when
companies have shown that they care for profits and not
people.
Public education and public health care should be a priority Middle management in health care can be cut.
for a healthy and strong province. People can then
contribute as working Albertans and we will have a stronger Less pay to our politicians. It is one thing to get a wage but
there are many other expenses also provided on top of
Canadian economy. Starting with our young to be active
wages to our MLAs and MPs. Better management of the
physically and a balance with getting outdoors. It is not
pension funds for MLAs and MPs. Too many are getting
about big team sports that are good but only reachable for
large pensions that have not worked a life time for the
the upper classes.
government. The general public has to work for years to
Much more is required in supporting Mental health. 17
obtain a full pension for the limited companies that offer
(1)
private pensions. The majority of Albertans do not get extra
ental health
perks for health coverage at retirement other than Seniors
occurs overtime and is usually at a crisis level when it is
Blue cross.
required. Why have people enter a hospital for care which is
much more costly than if care could have been provided
earlier in the community.

Give more tax breaks to local smaller businesses. Stop
subsidizing oil and gas and re-direct that money to green
technology.

Support innovation outside of oil and gas. Look at the rest of
the world. We have a burgeoning tech sector here that current
government policies are killing. Support it. Support renewables
and alternative energy. Look towards the future. Stop trying to
recreate the past and accept that the O&G industry needs to
become super sustainable in order to stay competitive. Transfer
some of brain power to the new energy sector (ie renewables).
Diversification
Supporting education to improve society and reduce
dependence on social support.
I'm not educated enough on the subject to comment on job
creation. But divesting into green energy would be a good start
with a potential for lots of jobs.
Better direction/ guidance for our youth in Colleges and
Universities on career opportunities. Support post secondary
schools in new innovations and research that will help make
Canada independent of other countries. Thus putting Albertans
ahead of other countries and becoming world leaders. Create
new jobs to support a cleaner environment and support
stewardship of our resources and environment. We are a throw
away society.

More invested in seniors care. Most facilities have limited
staffing in place (hands on care HCA). We are warehousing
our seniors. The facilities require more space and
recreational opportunities....socialization, exercise and
physiotherapy support to improve quality of life for
residents.
There are many children entering school who have high
needs. Teachers are torn in spending more time with
behaviour needs children, instead of having more support
staff and so are not able to spend more time teaching.
I do not wish my CPP to be disturbed and I do not support
leaving Canada. The governments efforts need to be on
making our country stronger.
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T6V

T9K

Public education
Health care
Healthcare, education, public sector jobs. Reinvesting in
diversifying our economy so as to stop chasing away
investors.
Education, child tax disability credit and health care

T2V

Teachers and public education

T2Z

Public healthcare
Public education
Diversifying the economy

T3E

Corporations

Build more schools

Tax corporations.

Public sector jobs, funding for education and health services,
youth employment programs, retraining for oil and gas workers
in renewable energy resources.
Less money for high ranking politicians and business people Keep and create incentives to stay here. (i.e. northern living
allowance,child tax breaks).
Eliminating the energy war room would be a good start.....
By diversifying the economy and allow teachers to teach for the
21st century not the 18th century.
By stopping corporate financial hand outs.
Diversify the economy outside of strictly relying on oil and gas.
Stop cutting positions in health care and education. They are
the workers that are highly educated and can contribute
financially to keep the economy going by spending their earned
money in other areas of the economy.

T2B

Health care, education, universal child care subsidies

Tax the rich and big businesses

Tax the rich and big businesses, increase AISH and PDD

T5C

Education
Health Care
Support for the most vulnerable Albertans

Diversification like the NDP did.
Instead of cutting jobs in the public sector protect those jobs.
Quit trying to privatize everything.

T3m

Education, health care and diversifying Alberta’s economy

Large corporations that are getting a cut in taxes while the
rest of us pay.
We would have money from the carbon tax if the UCP would
have kept it in place instead of giving it to the federal
government. We also need to look at the huge retirement
packages that our politicians get. Those should be cut
considerably.
Stop giving billion dollar tax cuts to corporations

T7v

Health, child care 7 days a week, tourism sector and oil
industry.
Health care and education

I really dont think the government should save money in
things we need, as hospitals, child care and tourism
resources.
Stopping equalization payments to other provinces

Diversify Alberta’s economy. I’m curious if anyone is actually
reading this.
By investing in the hospitality industry or tourism. The
investment done in the oil is enough right now, maybe create a
new hydro dam for benefit of many communities.
Keep corporate tax cuts so they can hire people

Increase revenue through:
Reintroducing health care premium payments
Provincial sales tax
T5T

Health care and social service. Albertans are struggling
right now and they need these services more than ever!

Looking at redundancies in positions, and focusing on
strengthening front line service delivery. A lot of government
sector 17(1)
are management heavy and have
layers of authority that are truly not needed. Strong front line
supports reduce recidivism, and help maybe Albertans
actually get back on their feet as productive members of
society.
Communications and branding - seem to regularly go
through rebranding that seems unnecessary
- ensuring evidence and fact based legislation is put forward
to not waste money on laws that show little outcomes

Increasing funding to health and education, post secondary Reduce taxpayer dollars supporting private companies and
study and supporting daycare costs.
corporations of any kind. Stop building war rooms. Freeze
MPP wages.

Spending money in social supports to support individuals to be
healthy, as well as education
- could also look at alternative energy sources to invest in,
encouraging companies to look at non traditional ventures in
Alberta.
- support tourism

Fund small businesses. Reduce daycare, insurance and health
costs for families. Invest in green technologies.
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T0C

Public Education

Make cuts to politicians salaries and pensions

V2C

Getting off of oil

Quit spending money on propaganda

T1W

Education and Health care.

EDUCATION!!!!!!

T6B

Class size and complexity. (Complexity being the priority.)

Top heavy admin.
Increase corporate tax
School management?

T4s

Healthcare — find ways to get doctors to open family clinics
again — the drop-in clinics are awful for patient care and
lead to more and more people seeing health care as a drop
in. When these offices take 8 hours to see you people just
end up in a emergency room.

Tax credits and tax breaks for the big businesses where the
money and savings do not stay in Alberta.

They should support businesses and opportunities that are
outside the oil industry. If we were more diverse we wouldn’t
feel the pain such as we do when the oil industry dips. And the
oil industry will continue to dip since other cheaper forms of oil
extraction keep being discovered in areas such as the United
States.

Education — rural education needs your help! People are
burning out! Costs are being downloaded to those small
communities that can afford it the least!

I believe Alberta has a revenue problem and not just a
spending problem. This question implies that the only way
to look things is cutting back. It implies that many
government agencies haven’t been doing more with less for
years!

Infrastructure — how about investing in Alberta parks and
campgrounds who really haven’t seen upgrades since
privatization.

Funding of Public Education through Kindergarten to Post
Secondary
Sales tax

?

If we keep only supporting one industry we will become Detroit
and Flint where the cities and regions have floundered with the
change of the economic model.
Money invested with more local companies would keep
investment money in Alberta. A focus on supporting more local
businesses would be beneficial.

Seniors and those on AISH — these people have either
spent their lives supporting is already or they have needs
that mean they can’t support themselves. Poverty is not the
way to lice their lives. It’s sad to see our aging population
and those who can afford it the least to suffer.
Environment — let’s clean up those abandoned wells!
T3k

Public education, public health care and creating/
maintaining jobs in alberta.

T6J

Literally anything but Oil & Gas industry.

T1A

veterans. Affordable drug addiction facilities. seniors.

Taxing large corporations. Taxation should be on a income
based and not make the middle class and lower class suffer
as a result of a disproved "trickle down" economics.

Providing incentive for technology advancements in alberta.
Looking for and researching new ways to produce efficient and
sustainable energy. Taking care of all classes of citizens and
our city by funding projects.
Certainly not in any of the public services they are already
Oh, is this something the government is interested in? It's hard
destroying with cuts. Do we need to focus on savings?
to tell by all the jobs being lost thanks to their widespread cuts.
Here's a novel idea: implement a provincial sales tax like the You know where there was room for economic growth?
rest of Canada. If you want to constantly compare Alberta to Through diversification. We could have done that with the tech
other provinces and how we spend more than them on
industry, but you killed that one too by revoking benefits for
various things, why can't we compare this aspect of
them in favor of the dying O&G industry. How well has that
finances. The "Alberta Advantage" is total bullshit.
worked out for growth And job creation? Pathetic.

Scrutinize and restructure AHS Management. Stay away from Oil and gas. US is advertising for foreign countries to buy from
the frontline little people like nurses and laundry personnel. them. We are being lost in the dust. Stop paying Quebec!!!!!! In
our government office we are counting the plastic cups we use,
ceased buying water for staff and begging to order pens.
Wonder how bad Quebec is doing?
They should continue to fund education, health care, 2ndary Closing down the energy war room. Getting rid od the red
Put money in the tech sector to encourage innovation co.
education, foster care and minors agingvout of the system, tape dept. Freezing, rolling back mla wage increases.
Money into renewable resources.. solar panels, wind turbines,
seniors, vulnerable albertans.
grants to homes to.upgrade efficiency.
Addictions, homeless disabled healthcare and education hi Stop give away to oil and gas
Take all money going to oil and gas and spend it on other
industries
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T5T

Education and health care.

Introduce a PST of 2%, bring back the provincial carbon tax. Bring back the AHS super lab. Fund more money to education =
more schools = more contractors, labourers, and tradespeople
in work. Not to mention the increased stability of school
systems and education, leading to more students graduating
due to better experiences in schools and learning opportunities.

T8N

Health and education

Hey rid of the "war room". Lower MLA salaries and budgets. Lower the deficit so we can have more money for things that
Spend less on infrastructure. Raise taxes. Less oil lobbying. actually matter.

Public Education
Public Health Care - specifically providing more mental
health care for adults, improving the quality of inpatient
units, numbers of beds, and provision of proper therapy
Education
Health care
Public services
Health care and education

By not giving tax breaks to large corporations
Decreasing salaries and payouts of MLAs

By increasing minimum wage.

Oil and gas industry

By putting money into good education for our upcoming
generations

Stopping equalization payments to other provinces

Keep corporate tax cuts so they can hire people

T0C

Increase revenue through:
Reintroducing health care premium payments
Provincial sales tax
T4C

-Health Care and Mental Health (instead of all your current
cuts!!!)
-Education (instead of all your current cuts!)
- Increased tax’s, no insurance caps, energy hikes, child
care and all the other things you’ve been doing to make it
harder for the middle class to make ends meet!!!!)
Stop privatizing health care and stop touching pensions!

Oil and Gas (and instead transition to sustainable energy!)
Corporate tax breaks (stop funding the 1%!)
The wages of senior government leadership!
(And here’s an
Idea, Stop taking private charter flights to Texas with your
pals Kenny!)

Make decisions for the MAJORITY of Alberta’s population (Hard
working, educated professionals, families, students, public
sector workers, etc), and not the rich white Privileged minority.
Thus far the Kenny government is coming off as a hypocritical
fascist government: DO BETTER, Alberta and the planet NEED
better.

T3C

Education and Health - these are the things that make
Canada and Alberta strong. Yes jobs matter but we need a
future for our children and young adults. If my grandchildren
cannot get that, then their future is lost.
Public services that Albertans Depend on, innovation &
technology, both related to oil and gas and also exploring
other options.

Instead please think of a sales tax - I know that is almost
sacrilege but the deficit can be addressed that way

Invest not destroy

Management in public service. Way too many people in the
chain of command that don’t do any actual work for
Albertans bring melas and their staff reimbursement in-line
with other provinces.
Oil and gas companies, and other big businesses, should not
be getting tax breaks. Our citizens need those dollars to
properly fund health and education.

Innovation and technology. We need to expand our focus from
just oil and gas.

T0m

T5k

Health care, including a focus on mental health needs, and
education.

T0K

Healthcare - specifically long-term goals such as improved
infrastructure and more long-term care beds

Implement a sales tax. Stop funding private and catholic
schools. And eliminate the new "energy war room"

Instead of making cuts and forcing rollbacks, allow people to
continue earning money in line with inflation, therefore that
money will be reinvested back into our economy.
The government should invest in small, local businesses.
By investing in clean energy such as wind and solar power. And
by subsidizing childcare so that women can afford to get back
into the workforce.
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T5N

Healthcare and education.
Both improve quality of life and provide opportunities for
Albertans to reach their potential and contribute to society.

Ask organizations (unions, groups) for ideas in their area.
Reinstitute Alberta Health Care fees.
Groups know where the $ could be better spent (eg PT
Support innovation in Energy Sector beyond oil and gas.
nurses collecting overtime when they work >20 hr per week) Support on the job training and education that leads to jobs.
Add a sales tax (invest 1/2 for the future).

T6C

Public education, public health care

Increasing corporate taxes, cutting wages to politicians and
members of Parliament

T5R

Education, Health Care, 25$ a Day Day Care
Health care, education, and social services

War room...30 Million
Unpaid taxes from oil/gas companies
Higher taxes for big wealthy companies and individuals

T0L

Education and Health Care

Tax incentives given to businesses

T1J

In-tox, de-tox, rehab, social housing. Let’s fix the opioid
crisis!

Post secondary inefficiency and the inefficient use of funds
given to NFP’s. These two things could totally fix the above.

T2v

Healthcare and education

End all corporate subsidies

Funding education and health care. A healthy, educated
population thrives.
30% of the GDP is coming from entrepreneurs making less than
$1m/year. Give them tax savings and incentives to hire
employees while they scale their businesses.
Investing in infrastructure, healthcare, and education

T8T

Education and preventative healthcare

funding for corporations who already make a high profit

educate the children

T6L

Public education, public health care/services, fighting
poverty and homelessness.

By enforcing higher taxes on larger corporations.
Specifically corporations that are in the oil and gas field.

t8v

support health care and education
No cuts to health and education
Fully find healthcare and public education. No voucher
system.
Healthcare and education. Knowledge is power! we
shouldn’t be left behind other countries in education.

government staff

Increasing budgets on public services like health cafe and
education in order to higher more qualified professionals and
focusing on hiring individuals new into the field.
diversify

Eliminate war room!
Stop giving money to corporations.
Too many “dead weights” in upper management, carefully
monitor people that abuse the healthcare system (ie. living in
US and coming to Canada for healthcare), AISH benefits. Far
too many people abuse this system. If you are capable of
living on your own, looking after children, you CAN work.
AISH could subsidize but too many get on it and never leave
it. Indigenous benefits? Just a few, but it all helps. “ Watch
your pennies and the dollars look after themselves!”

Grants to small rural businesses.

Maintaining reasonable and sustainable funding for public
sector areas (health care, education). Not tying funding in
postsecondary to ‘performance measures’
Education and Heathcare

Stop putting money into an abyss like the war room. Oil and
gas are on the clock - let’s start to find ways other than oil
and gas to employ people please.
Combine catholic and public schools. We don’t need two
boards in every district.
Pension packages for all elected officials. You can put into
your pension just like working Albertans. Quit paying MP's to
attend meetings, its part of their job! They should not be paid
extra.

Tax breaks for new technology and clean energy.

T0B
T9E

T2T

T8N
T1M

Education, health care funding. Quit giving money to
businesses that are heading out of Alberta.

The Government should be increasing spending into the public
sector and not eliminating or cutting jobs.
The firefighters who had their funding cut - reinstate it.
Education - increase funding to match with increased
enrollment.
Health care - increase funding so that jobs aren't cut.
Invest in renewable....EV cars are a thing...
Less dependancy on Oil and gas
That’s your job to figure out

We are a province that has relied heavily on oil and gas with
very high earning income. Many things are made from the oil
and gas industry, maybe start the facilities to manufacture.
With a greener society in our future, we have to expand on what
we have. Turn more crown land into reasonably priced
entertainment ie. camping, fishing, zip lines, rock climbing.
Things people can afford here and not leave the province for
vacations.

Targeted investment in technology programs in high school and
post secondary.
Bring back funding for high school students studying trades.
Quit giving money to oil companies who will take it and leave.
Support small business, support child care funding, support
education.
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Education and health.

Kill the worthless "war room." Stop giving tax cuts to
corporations. They only use them on share buybacks and
CEO salaries.

T2E

Healthcare and education.

Scrap the WAR ROOM!!!!

T5A

Health care and education
Healthcare, Education, and Seniors, and improve the
economy by devirsing it. Where are the jobs??

By spending on infrastructure. Roads, schools and medical
facilities. Restore the tax credit for tech startups that you cut.
An educated, technical work force is the future, not fossil fuels.
No matter how much you cut the corporate tax rate, Encana still
would have left and the developed world will still shift to green
alternatives. Wake up!

Stop cutting social programs, Medicare and education these are
important Canadian values
Infrastructure, politician wages
Don’t cut social programs, support post secondary students
and increase support to low income.
Quit wasting taxpayers dollars on your panels and war
Diverse the economy. Bring in new manufacturing companies
rooms. The government could save millions of dollars by
to do business in Alberta. Don't rely on Oil and Gas which
eliminating this unless commities which aren't improving the eventually disappear. Nothing but broken promises from the
UCP;where are the jobs??
economy. Where are the jobs????
Hiring more casual staff in heath care to eliminate overtime. Focus on necessary projects (repairing hospital building
Decrease levels of upper management and unnecessary
issues) so hospitals can function efficiently. Create more jobs
project staff. Focus more on front line care of patients.
in the oil sands instead of paying big companies to create jobs
that are not being created.
Health care putting nurses on 8 hour shifts save on over time Fund infrastructure, reduce taxes , support large projects oil
Reduce management in healthcare and put more people on sands, natural gas
the front lines serving the patient
Put coal fire power plants back to work because we have the
cleanest coal in the world and plants that produce the cleans
emission in th world
War room is a waste of money, as are many of the new
DIVERISIFY ECONONOMY. wr need to stop relying solely on our
panels you have formed.
oil. Find a way to attract technology jobs to the province. Oops
the last government had started that and you went and undid it.
Create some new incentive to replace what you undid.

T5T

Health and education

T5t

Health care, infrastructure and funding natural resources
like oil and who is stopping our production

T3J

Healthcare, Education.

T1B

T3J

Twinning Highway 3 between Taber and Medicine Hat,
Reducing taxes for corporation that employ 50 or more
people in Alberta
Healthcare, Education.

T5T

Helping the economy

More efficient use of money, not job cuts

Again, more efficient and effective use of money

T1V

Get the oil and gas sector back to where we were 5 years
ago. Stop giving agriculture a subsidies for every time they
feel they think they haven't got the the price they think they
should for their commodity.
Lower taxes!

Government employees pensions.
Stop giving immigrants everything for no return, stop them
from sending money back to homeland and not investing in
Alta.

Support young people for education.
Less government more private sector.

T2X

Education, health care, public transit, social services,
making lives livable!

No "war room", no tax breaks for foreign companies, stop
fighting with federal government

Keep post-secondary education affordable. Invest in a diverse
economy. Hire summer students. Listen to Indigenous ways of
knowing.

Start with the Reducing all the perk you get for being an
elected member

Lower taxes for corporations and employees

War room is a waste of money, as are many of the new
panels you have formed.

DIVERISIFY ECONONOMY. wr need to stop relying solely on our
oil. Find a way to attract technology jobs to the province. Oops
the last government had started that and you went and undid it.
Create some new incentive to replace what you undid.
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T1S

Ensuring that education and health care are being
prioritized, fully funded, and NOT privatized.

In the $4.7 billion tax cut that corporations received

By educating their youth, ensuring that their population is being
cared for health-wise, and diversifying the economy. You
cannot employ people who have not received adequate health
care or education and by cutting these areas, you are putting
future generations at a severe disadvantage. You also cannot
expect oil to be trading at over $100/barrel, as in previous
years, and need to identify areas that Alberta is able to grow
rather than trying to re-live the "glory days"

T4L

Health care, education and other government provided
services
Education
Mental health
Renewables
Social programs, recreation an small business, NOT big oil!

Corporate tax breaks

Not making cuts during a recession.

Corporate tax breaks
End war room
One public school system instead of catholic and public
The premier’s salary, disbanding ridiculous committees like
red tape reduction and fair deal.

Infrastructure

T6x

T4N

T4M

T1y

T2Y
T6R

T4P

Innovation & tech sectors, small business supports, forget
shallow gas tax cuts which just download costs to
municipalities, who in turn raise taxes to cover their operating
budgets.
Ensuring services are available to those Albertans that need Give more decision making power to lower management and Invest in education, support trades including the oil and gas
them. This means ensuring there are enough frontline staff supervisory positions which would decrease the need for so industry
to operate and support the programs and services provided many higher paying upper management positions,
to Albertans.
streamlining processes, get rid of the corporate tax cuts.
Education, health care, diversification of industry

Cutting or reducing the use of paid board to solve
government policy issues, redistribution of tax cuts to
increase development in industry.
Public education and healthcare and wellness for all citizens Corporate buyouts

Diversification and supports for industries that find new and
innovative ways to encourage development in and out of the oil
sector
Public education and healthcare and wellness for all citizens

How about not letting people go from their jobs. Lifting the
hiring freeze would be nice because we are suffering here.
Cutbacks are not working, people are suffering so much
now.

Well the more money people have the more they spend, so
people need to keep their jobs and get raises again. Inflation is
killing us. As for creation, have a contest for jobs created or
encourage people to be entrepreneurs!

Maybe they can investigate the native funding, they take a lot
of money and for what? So they can drink and do drugs?
How about giving them incentives instead? Yes I agree the
Government did them wrong a long time ago but don't throw
money at them for doing nothing! How about you say "If you
finish high school you get this amount. And when you finish
College you get a bigger amount. University an even bigger
amount! This way at least they'll be educated and they're
working towards a great goal and not getting money for
nothing.
Public Education - to support inclusion in the classroom, to Decrease the number of upper management positions in the
decrease class sizes, to support that teachers don’t get a
public sector of government. There are many supervisors
wage freeze or decrease, to lower transportation and school and managers that delicate workload and take a big wage.
fees that parents pay.
Not funding choice programming in Education.
Healthcare - more ambulances on shift, to support nurses so
they don’t take a wage freeze or cut.

By investing in infrastructure. By building pipelines. By
spending government money, and not giving tax-breaks to
corporations.
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T0B

Infrastructure to grow business. Ie) pipelines an roads.
Rural schools.

T4R

Reduce red tape in the public sector. Ie) grant programs,
healthcare, education. So money can be spent on valuable
ground level staff, not on administration.

Rural healthcare.
Health, education, seniors, job creation/retention
Addiction/homelessness/crime prevention

Reduce environmental restrictions. For example, this would
allow coal plants and oil sands to pick up again.

Making government departments fiscally responsible for
their budgets starting with wages/benefits/bonuses of
upper/senior management (non union)
Stopping running task/focus groups on agenda items over
and over because they don’t like the answer - hoping for a
different outcome
-Health care and education - improve quality.
-Making oil and gas companies pay their taxes to
-Increasing Provincial camping areas. (The online fees alone municipalities so government isn't having to make up the
are a cash cow. People will pay to go to un-serviced areas, shortfall.
so charge for them. It is very difficult to find weekend
-implement a tax similar to other provinces so our people
camping in the summer, if you haven't booked months
aren't dying stupid because you have cut education and
ahead.
health care so badly that it's inaccessible.
-Figure out how to capitalize on the inventions being made
and sold at universities.
-Reduce mileage allowances for government workers.
-Supply government workers (MLA's) included with modest,
but safe vehicles to cut costs. (Not $80,000 blue Fords.)

No more tax cuts for large corporations as that had not
succeeded to keep them in province
Help small businesses by fighting crime and addiction in
communities so they can remain open
Help business draw/keep customers by assessing rent and
taxes accordingly
-Put money into the film industry. AB should be a "go to" for
Hollywood because of the diverse geographical regions here.
-Don't create situations where you are causing mass layoffs.
Even the intellectually-challenged creator(s) of these surveys
should know that the less people working, the less taxes being
paid and the less people are spending in the community. Also,
companies aren't going to move here when you are eliminating
education, early child care services and health care. Check out
how many small businesses have closed in Lacombe since you
were elected.

T2j

Education, health care, job creation

Get the pipeline built!

T2Z

Expenditures: Healthcare and Education.

T4L

Tax credits: More for Film and Tech. We need to grow and
diversify our economy

In house, stop spending money on changing what previous
governments put in place just to spite them.
As per the MacKinnon report: transfer more health services
from doctors to Nurse Practitioners.
Also get rid of your idiotic Energy War Room. Its a massive
waste of money and has so far been a total embarrassment.
Also you might fix your revenue problem with a 2% PST.
We'd still have the lowest tax rates in Canada.

T8N

T2J

Education and Healthcare, Investing in Diversifying the
Alberta economy
Stop cutting education and health care. Stop the corporate
welfare and stat charging proper taxes to multi billion dollar
corporations. Trickle down economics doesn’t work. You
aren’t working for Albertans you are working for
corporations. STOP
Health care, PUBLIC education

T0K

Public education and public healthcare.

T5S

Well you couldgive back tax credits to the film industry that you
cut in the last budget. Your cuts of the last credit did serious
harm to a blossoming industry for literally no benefit.
I would also invite you to consider an increase to grants for
tech start ups such as Jobber which now employs over 150
people in Edmonton and growing.

The War Room, not giving massive corporate tax breaks, not Investing in alternative energy sources and technology to
misusing taxpayer dollars for personal gain.
attract companies to Alberta
By taxing corporations properly
By seeking a more diverse economy. Stop putting all our eggs
in one basket

Removing certain grants, publicly funded celebrations of
holidays (Canada day, fireworks, etc).
Taxing rich companies. Get someone leading our province
who isn’t a jackass.

Pipelines
Invest in green energy, create a war room to combat the
premiers lies and corrupt ways. This would provide for endless
jobs.
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t2j

T4R
T6W

Health - let's treat our healthcare workers and those that
require human services with dignity.
Economic diversification away from fossil fuels - investing
in the hydrogen economy - you can still use the resource in
resourceful ways.

Support knowledge workers in a skills transition - innovation in
agriculture - tourism development such as high speed train
between Drumheller-Calgary-Cochrane-Morely-Canmore-BanffOffer incentives for early retirement from the civil service Lake Louise. Update the Calgary-Reddeer-Edmonton corridor encourage job openings for younger Albertans - offer them a train, hyperloop - let's truly look at mobility as a catalyst for
chance to work for Alberta.
economic prosperity.

Innovation as economic development - agriculture and
tourism are two pathways to diversification.
Education and healthcare

Government officials’ salaries.

Diversify. Don’t put all our efforts into oil and gas.

Bureaucracy and spending on senior executives
Salary freezes for higher up executives
Hire in house rather than contract for as many services as
possible
Invest in proactive rather than reactive solutions (ex:
spending is currently frozen for safe injection sites but
studies show for every 1USD spent on safe injection sites,
there is a savings of approximately 2.3USD on other services
such as first responders, emergency room visits etc) (Irwin &
Jozaghi et al., 2016). Same concept applies to accessible
education, health care, mental health care.

Make tuition affordable
More provincial grants for education, retraining for people with
injury or illness, childcare for stay at home parents who wish to
start/return to work
Tax the wealthy and corporations
Support the interests of women & minorities, not just the
interests of upper class white men

Education
Mental Health
Healthcare
Sustainable jobs and industry (ie: not reliant on a "boom or
bust" industry and economy)

Cut subsidies to fossil fuels - conventional and mid-sized
firms

Irwin, A., Jozaghi, E., Bluthenthal, R.N., & Kral, A.H. (2017). A
cost-benefit analysis of a potential supervised injection
facility in San Francisco, California, USA. Journal of Drug
Issues, 47(2), 164-184. https://0-doiorg.aupac.lib.athabasca/ca/10/1177/0022042616679829
T2E

Spend less, balance the budget and deal with the deficit.

T0g

Reliable, efficient, spending-conscious, union-free health
care and education, and paying down the debt.

Privatization of services, decrease bureaucracy and reign in Reduce taxes and regulation. Get a fair deal in Canada or be
the public sector unions.
prepared to separate. Talking and listening is nothing. Actions
now!
Everywhere a bureaucracy exists. Please cut the fat. Offer
Cut taxes and regulations
small monetary incentives to employees within all areas of
goverment employment if their ideas are implemented. They
know best where inefficiencies and waste exist.
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T2T

Improving access for patients who require urgent
interventions-surgery, radiology-for cancer patients.

Limiting uncontrolled billing by physicians who do no acute
care, have no responsibility for in-patients, don't do
procedures. Acknowledging primary care physicians
Improving access to long term care facilities, well
financially whose interventions may prevent unscheduled
supported, which will reduce the burden on acute care
interactions with the health care system. Hire nursing to
facilities.
appropriate positions (full-time)to eliminate the constant
search for casual, high cost staff who will be paid overtime.
If tax payer dollars support charter and private schools who Incentivize delivery of health care. More efficient equals
can be selective about which students are accepted, make
bonus.
them more accountable for tuition and direct money to
public schools whose mandate is to accept all students,
regardless of challenges and are often unsupported. Class
sizes are also becoming unacceptable in the public system.
Work to address this problem by opening more classrooms,
hiring more teachers.

Diversification will inevitably flow from a healthy, well educated
population

T5G

Health
Education
Child services

By investing in health care, education, and child services.

Fossil fuel subsidies
Revenue could be raised with a carbon tax.
Stop handing out tax breaks to corporations.

Investing in public transportation.
Investing in renewable resources and energy.

T2T
T2J

Health Care
Education
Education, health, public service and important
infrastructure (like the green line), FCSS, innovation and
green jobs, climate change

T6J

Oil and gas development is essential. Also, any kind of
resource development. Creation of oil refineries and
perhaps a paper mill (given that we have a pulp mill).

t6t

health care and education

Get rid of the Canadian Energy Centre
Saving of say $30 million
Corporate giveaways that don’t create jobs. The war room.
High cost trips and expenses that have no benefit to
taxpayers. Not cutting public services, especially cuts that
impact our communities most vulnerable.
You could definitely find savings in Edmonton. The mayor
and the city council just love to spend on nonsense,
inconsequential kinds of development. The LRT expansion
could be saved for another day, the gondola across the river
is absolutely ridiculous and the millions of dollars spent in
city artwork is unbelievable. In addition, high level
administration could be cutback as could the people who
work in the development centre (who think up ludicrous
ideas for the city to spend money on). There is soooo much
monetary waste here, and yet at the same time, they keep
raising our city taxes. It would be helpful if the Edmonton
city administration could be controlled by the province
(without the city retaliating by taking it out on the texpayers.)

"the war room"

Diversifying the economy away from fossil fuels.
UCP stop the corporate tax break
Creating jobs by investing in green energy, tech and public
services. Education should have funding restored. Continue to
invest in FCSS and indexing AISH. Solving the issue of lack of
access and affordability of childcare.
We are a province that is reliant on natural resources. We have
to keep oil and gas going.

focus on diversifying the energy sector
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T3R

Public education - decreasing class sizes, hiring teachings
and assistants, focus on inclusion, and building More
schools and school additions.

Government ministries and departments, Canadian Energy
Centre, Premier travel, unnecessary court challenges to
federal laws

Providing students with more opportunities for teacher support
to have students more prepared for post secondary education
which results in higher paying jobs

Heritage spending - museums, tourism, agriculture societies
Increasing revenue from wealthy corporations
T5T

The government should focus on health care, education and Stop spending money on childish "war rooms". What are you Green jobs. There is so much opportunity in renewable energy,
climate change initiative. We need to get up to speed with
so afraid of that you need a play room to fight imaginary
green initiatives, abandoned well restoration etc.
the rest of the world because they are leaving us behind.
enemies? What a waste of time, effort and money to argue
with rock solid science.
No-one is saying oil and gas should be gone immediately.
That's impossible. But if we don't at least start to diversify
and invest in other areas, one day in the near future, Alberta
is going to be frantically catching up with those who had a
forward thinking vision.

T8N

Healthcare and education

T0E

T3E

T6w

Outside of healthcare, education and vulnerable populations. Greater support secondary education especially for those of
lower economic status. If oil and gas is no longer sustainable
we need to focus on creating a skilled workforce. These are the
members of society that will create jobs and earn an
independent income.
I feel the Government of Alberta should prioritize it's
In the 4.8 billion you gave away to non job creating oil
Through proper education, primarily making post secondary
spending on public education, front line healthcare (i.e
companies and other corporations, some of which have now school more affordable, i.e lowering student loans and not
cutting down management of AHS and returning nurses and left Alberta. Force them to pay the property taxes to the
turning your post secondary funding into an outcomes based
frontline workers back to the jobs they recently lost),
municipalities and other areas of government that they still system. Making post secondary and adult learning more
transferring to green energy as oil is doing absolutely
have not yet paid. You could also abolish the "war room"
accessible and less costly can only benefit. The two best
nothing for us.
which is consuming a large amount of money and doing
things for a society are and educated and healthy society. I
absolutely nothing.
would also make it easier for addicts and convicts to educate
them selves and put programs in place to reintegrate them into
society. Not treat them as pariah's.
public education, health care

Do not give subsidies or tax breaks to big corporations

Money should be spent on the seniors, homeless, the
vulnerable, and transit systems

Cut the wages of politicians and any one who makes more
than $100,000 per year. Cut the jobs of those who are just
there to ‘milk’ the system instead of doing their job, it’s not
hard to do some internal investigating to know who those
people are.

Public services, seniors, education and Healthcare.

Stop giving tax breaks to large corporations.

Education and Health. Strengthen the public do not give
them to private.

Wealth tax.

Universal child care will put more parents back to work.
Encourage alternative energy companies and tech sector
companies.
How can the govt create jobs when they are doing it on the
backs of those who lost their jobs? They for one should get rid
of all the top salaried people out there and instead hire more
people for the same price. Instead of 1 person not doing their
job, you can hire 5 who can for less than that one.
First priority should be on working towards not be so reliant on
oil and non renewable resources. Focusing on Hemp which can
basically make oil obsolete.
Continuing the fight to eliminate child poverty.
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T2E

Jobs
Healthcare
Police

Find ways for more efficiency in sectors
Stop funding drug injection sites
Spend less while on official government trips

T0K

Teachers and healthcare. And youth are centres.

T5z

Education and health care (money for our most vulnerable
populations)
Health
Education
Social support services

Not giving big corporations money, losing the “war room”,
By not laying people off for one. Embrace renewable energy
bigger taxes to the wealthy, investing in green energy would and create more full time jobs within the renewable energy field.
Oil is good but there are better resources we can focus on for
save everyone money.
the future.
Oil investment
Alternative energy

T6M

Keep working on getting oil and gas back on track.
Promote Alberta in general.
Don't pass anything that hits lower income as then they have no
spending money.

Taxing large companies more.

Support diverse energy sectors.

Taxing oil companies more.

Support and encourage industry outside of oil and gas.

Ensuring oil companies pay their property taxes.

Hire more nurses and teachers.

Getting rid of the war room.

T5S

Restructuring municipalities to be more self sufficient and
reduce size of their bureaucracy. Don’t line services are
suffering as they pursue socialist agendas.

T1S

Paying down debt, boosting the economy

Institute a PST.
Turn ambulance service back to municipalities. Costs have
sky rocketed under AHS while service levels have
decreased.
Provincial art fund, subsidising useless research projects,
supervised injection clinics. Healthcare and Education have
redundancies, especially in administration, cut the funding
for that specifically. Pay freeze for city and government
workers until the economy hits a specific target.

Allow small farms more freedom to sell directly to consumers.
Allow on farm slaughter for small farms like Sask does.

Corporate tax breaks to incentivise large companies, subsidize
small business for new entrepreneurs, especially hospotality. It
makes almost to sense to open a restaurant, make it easier.
Albertans throw a great party, bring in tourists by creating more
attractions. Get the pipeline built and get the oil and gas sector
back. Charge BC a duty on their freight trucks using our roads
and polluting our air.

Public healthcare and public education (primary, secondary, Initiatives such as the "Energy War Room"/Canadian Energy Reconstruct tax incentives for smaller businesses that reinvest
and post-secondary).
Centre.
all profits in order to grow, and therefore do not benefit from a
lower overall business tax. Ensure incentives for the ICT
industry remain competitive with other major Canadian markets
so as to attract and retain companies in this flourishing sector.
Encourage diversification of the economy to avoid reliance on a
few select industries.
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T5T

Government services must be maintained. No more layoffs.
Spend in a recession. Save when the province is booming.
Stop the disgusting rhetoric, this helps no one. Spend on
large projects. Building more pipelines are not going to
work, how about new technology to ship more through the
existing pipelines. How about the feasibility of building new
power plants along with some carbon capture running of
renewables. Moving electricity is easy compared to oil. How
about investment in fusion reactors. A lot of the North is
polluted from the oil sands how about use the land for new
age nuclear reactors. Think outside the box. The world is
changing and as Albertans we have no control over the
world oil price. The Middle East is building massive solar
arrays. They see the future, hopefully as Albertans we can
also.

T8x

Lifting low income Albertans out of poverty. Seniors and
families, including access to dental and health benefits.

T6W

T5J

T2N

Don’t worry about savings. Spend to get the economy
moving. Stop acting like the deficit matters at this point in
time. Dept will grow. Create new opportunities. Invest heavy
in green tech. Let’s maintain a future Alberta advantage.
High tech Jobs will require a highly educated work force.
Stop cutting educators, health care, government jobs. Stop
all cuts. Cuts are damaging the economy right now more
than anything. People worried about security don’t spend
money.

Government should be supporting all job creation. Think of the
future, not the past. As above new green tech. Doesn’t matter
on your position on climate change. Not relevant anymore. You
can see how much more environmentally conscious people are
becoming. Whole countries are banning the internal
combustion engine. Green tech is growing. Sell what oil we can
but think of new products. Glass for solar panels? Battery
production? Electricity generation?

Tax the wealthy. Tax industry- stop subsidizing Oil and Gas!
Stop the War-Room propaganda.
Tax online purchases more than in stores. Penalize
companies who dont reduce their carbon footprint.
Albertans use 13% of electricity for residential- bring back
the cap for residential. The cold snap costs Albertans too
much and we have to reduce spending on food and economy
to keep warm.
Health Care
Eliminating legislative Assembly research groups
Education
Eliminating legislative Assembly "War Room"
Infrastructure
Tax corporations
Return funding to public entities, education, healthcare, and Put effort in finding real top-heavy spending, and find and
arts. Fair corporate taxes - given that AB already had the
slim down redundancies. Actually audit and understand
lowest corporate taxes in Canada. We can't compete with
spending. Dont undo decisions and programs just because
the US for taxes (they have 10 times the tax base).
the NDP put it in place. Bring in a very low provincial tax
AND ACTUALLY USE IT TO REDUCE THE COUNTRY'S
LOWEST PROVINCIAL DEBT! Don't create war rooms to
spend millions of dollars and make jobs for cronies.

Invest in transition to greener energy solutions. Help Ft. Mac
residents going bankrupt and losing their homes by reducing
insurance costs through legislation. Encourage re education
and learning by giving grants to return to school.

The government should make education and health top
priorities. Making these top priorities will help draw in
companies to Alberta, which will help create more jobs.

They could start by stopping the cuts to public services, which
in turn is causing a lot of job losses. They could also implement
a small PST to stimulate economic growth. This is badly needed
in Alberta. Another good option is to stop cutting services,
which is causing job losses.

Public education, public health care, and services for
marginalized populations, such as those who are homeless.
Indexing AISH

The government could find savings in decreasing the
percentage they fund to private schools. The public school
system should be made a priority over private. If parents
want to send their kids to private schools, then they should
have to pay for that choice. The government should also
fold the "war room", which would free up some money for
this useless organization.
Reduce subsidies for big corporations.

Infrastructure spending
Alternative energy sources research
Increase corporate taxation
Stop cutting jobs in public service...how can you provide
necessary services to a growing population when you reduce
the size of staff providing those services? Invest in technology,
create a thin for technology development, and change the path
of Alberta's dependence on just oil. Make us a power house for
many resources. Diversify!

Diversify the economy. Make post-secondary education more
accessible and affordable. Promote education and training
programs for industries with skills gaps.
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T3G

Public Education-reducing class size and having sufficient
teaching assistants in the classroom to support students of
special needs in the inclusive classroom system model.
This would help teachers to be able to focus their attention
on all children as they would have support with Students on
individual program plans that often require one to one
assistance to complete work, support with using additive
technology etc. Teachers are working hard. I wish
government could see the challenges teachers have in the
classroom. Teachers go above and beyond their duties on
paper. Kids are our future. For our province to be successful
we need to have kids that are resilient, have good mental
health, and are able to be successful in the classroom
because class conditions support learning. They have up to
date textbooks, access to resource teachers, rich arts
programs, a proper gym teacher that isn’t the classroom
teacher but a someone specialized in the area like there
used to be before all the cuts over the last 10 years).
Schools need funds. Richest investment is in our kids.

Removing the War Room. I don’t understand how these
millions of dollars are used. Advertising? I understand that
our oil is cleaner than most in the world. I find it hard to
justify a team of people sitting in a room and thinking of
slogans or planning trips to talk about oil. Phone calls can
happen. Internet is big. Perhaps public education on how
this money is used?

People will spend when they know they don’t have to save.
Economic growth is halted when cuts are so much that nobody
feels safe spending. Rebates for making homes ecologically
friendly with home improvements are positive. Energy rebates
of some sort? Job creation can happen when small businesses
are set up to succeed. If the little guy can make it. It encourages
others to participate and expand business or start them up.
Innovation and technology, medicine are areas in our province
that need to be tapped into here. We have hospitals with world
class doctors, world class researchers in areas of medicine. We
also have very smart technological people who can contribute
to bring innovation to renewable energy and find other
efficiencies for other area besides energy. It’s a matter of
looking at Alberta and seeing our advantage. We are not limited
to oil and gas. We are rich in diversity and thinking. We have
incredible engineers and education. I would love to see
government think out of the box and find solutions that bring
together and involve all sectors so it’s not just one sector that
benefits. Maybe not everyone wants to work in oil and gas. How
else can they bring in money? What other sectors might people
want to work in that brings job stability that you can also focus
on?

T2t

Social services (sexual violence services and AISH
specifically)
Education
Health care
Investment in the renewable sector
Social services (sexual violence services and AISH
specifically)
Education
Health care
Investment in the renewable sector
Health care, education, opioid crisis, homelessness.

Decrease Investment in on oil and gas
Implement a wealth tax
Increase revenue through provincial sales tax

Diversifying industry.
Leaving behind the dying oil and gas industry and supporting
the development of renewable energy jobs.
Support local businesses
Prioritize community economic development
Diversifying industry.
Leaving behind the dying oil and gas industry and supporting
the development of renewable energy jobs.
Support local businesses
Prioritize community economic development
Spend money on public wellbeing. Make jobs there. Believe it
or not, Alberta is more than oil and gas. Yes, that industry is
going through a hard time, but why does that equate with laying
off health care workers? I can guarantee you, when the
industry was booming I didn’t once hear that health care could
spend a bit more.... we were being re-orged ad nauseum to
‘save money’. With millions spent on new letterhead and
business cards and policies each time. How about you quit
threatening the public service employees. Maybe if we weren’t
afraid we are about to lose our jobs we might spend a little
more; maybe our spouses might be willing to take the plunge
and hire a new employee at their small business when they’re
not afraid I’m going to lose my job and they’ll need to pull more
out of the small business to support the family.
Borrowing to invest in the growth of our province isn’t always a
bad idea.

T2t

T4R

Decrease Investment in on oil and gas
Implement a wealth tax
Increase revenue through provincial sales tax

End your pricey trips, your war room, your propaganda
machine, you incredibly stupid Fair Deal town halls! I was
silly enough to attend the one in Red Deer. Why on earth do
you pay the panel to travel around and sit at these if they
won’t say a word and you’re filming what the public is saying
anyway? Why did you need to appoint someone else to the
AHS board? Not quite enough bureaucracy yet? Quit
trying to reinvent the wheel with endless panels investigating
what’s already been investigated. Quit giving handouts to
big businesses.
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T1b

Na

Red tape administration
Redundant systems

Red tape reduction
Reducing private sector restrictions
Reducing govt paperwork

T3M

Education and Health Care

T6x

Front line nursing care

Don’t allow for cuts in public sector jobs. If jobs are cut no one
is paying taxes back to the government and we are all applying
for EI
Cutting front line staff is not the answer

T4R

Healthcare, childcare, education of all levels.

Infrastructure... it’s great that the province is focused on
putting an overpass anywhere possible but maybe we could
hold off until the economy turns around
Get rid of management positions that are useless such as
patient care managers, shift unit managers, bed
management. They do not help staff or patients and are a
hindrance.
In AHS-it is very “top heavy” with way too many levels of
management making too much money while front line
workers take cuts and do the work.
Savings could be found in deleting the war room.

T6H

Health care- specifically not taking away nursing jobs this
will hugely impact patient care.

Paying politicians less and eliminating corporate handouts.

By acknowledging that while fossil fuels have been the
backbone of our province-we need to stop cowaring away from
finding cleaner, renewable energy sources. Stop saying it’s oil
and gas or nothing.
Charge us a PST. Just do it.
Investing in post secondary education and supporting lower
and middle class citizens so they can contribute more to the
economy.

T5t

Education-more teachers with smaller class sizes.
Education and health care.

T1k

Public education for ALL

Literally anywhere except education

By funding a strong public education system

T2E

Saving public sector jobs, increasing healthcare spending

T2X

Get rid of the war room. Stop giving huge corporations tax
breaks
Give back the 4.5 billion dollars stolen from tax payers and
given to profitable corporations.

Health and education. Tax breaks for lower and middle
income families. Not giving a 4.5 billion dollar tax break to
profitable corporations. Corporations are not inherently
ethical so the government giving them tax breaks does not
gaurantee that they will hire Albertans.
Well no doubt creating jobs,however we should not use cuts Look at the abusers of the medical systems and social
to our core service in the way of job cuts to achievethis
programs.

Stop forcing layoffs in the public sector, it isn’t good for the
economy
Invest in health care, education, and social services so people
can be healthy enough to work in and participate in an
economy.

T5Y

T5S

Unpopular opinion but there was no need for the money
given to the oilfield for “jobs” when there were no jobs
created that I’ve been able to tell as I get these out of work
guys trying to apply at my retail store as a part time
associate just so they can have A job. And make sure giant
projects that they are helping fund stay on track timeline
wise. Everything in this city falls behind 6 months or more.
Huge costly mistakes that should/could have been avoided
caught before they happen

1. Education. These people are the future and they need to
Get rid of the war room, I'd rather see those funds go
be prepared for whatever life is going to throw at them. 2.
towards encouraging new business.
Diversification. We need to diversify our economy. Full stop.

Give tax breaks to the middle class-upper lower class rather
than the wealthy. They have deeper pockets. Kind of like they
do in Europe where for example speeding tickets are based on
your income.

Apparently giving tax cuts to profitable businesses has yet to
provide any economic benefit as yet. The laying off of
Government workers is not the way to increase economic
growth.
Diversification! Why are we not a front runner for major new
infrastructure in tech start ups, and why don't we take
advantage of the amazing trades we have and work on moving
to solar fields and geothermal energy? Or the creation of
Biodiesel plants? Or small scale nuclear? Green/clean energy
industry = job creation. Also, create a program of studies in
schools that support the foundations of this new diversity.
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T8H

Health care, education, and childcare.

T2Z

Increasing transit, Seniors, vulnerable Albertans

T5E

T4v

T8h

T3e

T3B

T6H

T6X

I think politicians should take a roll back in salary and
Invest in diversifying Albertan industries. Oil and gas is dead.
expenses, as well as a raise freeze. No more silly
government committees. Politicians should receive the same
wage as nurses and teachers (I am neither a nurse nor
teacher, nor married to one, but I consider politicians no
more valuable than them. In fact, politicians are far less
valuable).
Cut senior management not administrative staff.
Stop laying off gov workers in low positions to start.

Invest in wind energy. The world wants more green energy so
let’s make that stuff and then sell it.
Health care. Supporting homeless people. Infrastructure
Reduce tax breaks for big corporations. Get rid of the flat tax Incease minimum wage. Studies show that this is a very
maintenance. Public transportation.
and introduce a progressive tax rate where high income
effective way to stimulate the economy.
earners pay more tax.
Health care and education as priorities. Social programs and Cut government and management salaries. Current cuts in
Support youth and child development.
child development as well.
frontline nursing and healthcare practitioners is
unacceptable. If funding has to be cut from healthcare more
instructions need to be provided to cut from healthcare
management salaries.
Public education , social programs and aish
Tax breaks for major corporations
By supporting public education .
Oil Field, Education, Health Care

I don't have an answer

Education
Health care
Environment
Highest priority:
continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options and renegotiation of the
TransAlta modified operating agreement during flood
season for the Ghost Reservoir

Tax breaks for coorporations

Having already made significant reduction in fundings etc.
by the UCP ove the past few month I can only think of
reducing the number people employed by the Provincial
Government !!

Job training in areas with potential employment !
By reducing Government Red Tape business will take note !!

Increase for Education, Health care and services for
vulnerable individuals.

Increase revenues rather than cost savings:Corporate tax
increase, implement a Provincial sales tax

Stop slashing jobs in education and healthcare. Diversify the
economy. Sustainable power, technology, research investment.
Reduce post secondary fees so we produce top employees.

Reduce funding for private and charter schools.
Healthcare and education absolutely should NOT be cut! The Anywhere but education and healthcare.
fact that elderly people who have worked their entire live
and contributed to CPP and EI all their lives and worked to
contribute to the overall development of our country, are
being cut off as dependents from spousal benefits is
disgusting. As Canadians we pride ourselves on our
universal healthcare system, and yet we can’t take care of
our citizens at a time in their lives when they need it the
most.

Spending money on more projects that encourage jobs and
work. Big projects
By reducing cuts to education and healthcare

Support big industries in Alberta like Oil and Gas, get the
economy back on track.

Similarly, there are 60,000+ students entering school in
September 2020 and yet there has been no increase in the
budget. So teachers are meant to “make do” with the
meagre resources they have, and drastically increasing
class sizes and student needs diversity
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T7E

T0L

Education (support for families with children with
Upper government salaries!!!!!!!
disabilities), health care (frontline workers, the ones that
actually do the work, not management). Maintaining or
increase level of service in public sector that support public
directly, (agriculture & forestry, environment and parks,
family services).
Education. Our young citizens need to be prioritized and
deserve a well funded public education system. School
nutrition programs have proven to make a difference in
students everyday life, including their ability to learn and
function in a classroom.
Teachers have worked tirelessly year after year to provide
students with the best instruction and opportunities to learn.
Classrooms should be properly funded with not only
teachers in manageable sized classes but with support staff
to assist with students needing extra support. Cutting
funding in any area of education ultimately hurts our future
generations ability to succeed in life and contribute to
society. Public education, the voice of teachers and our
students needs to be taken into account. Moving funding to
private and charter schools will only make these issues
worse. All kids have the right to quality education and our
government should be supporting them through adequate
funds. Alberta has proven time and time again to be a leader
across the world in Education. It would be great if our
provincial leaders started to have some faith in the hard
work we do.

T3H

Education and healthcare

T3R

Fund public education fully. Save money by cutting money
that goes to private schools.
Fund healthcare properly (no cuts to nursing or doctors)

T8L

Getting people bsck to work! Enployment rate

T0J

Health care

T2E

The environment. Respecting workers rights. Actually
creating jobs.

They can start within, laying of your own employees does not
support job creation or growth in this province! Our oil and gas
is very important but so are the people working the front lines
for YOU.

The War Room and Red Deer Pickleball

Diversify the economy to rely on more than just primary
resources
Cut funding to PRIVATE schools. Stop giving away money to Invest in small and medium size Alberta companies. Invest in
oil and gas companies who are taking cash, but cutting jobs. our entrepreneurs. Support the tech industry and film industry.

All the layers in government agencies, AHS, etc. Why so
many senior managers.
Government spending, period. Redundant positions,
especially in 'management ' should be cut immediately
The Kenney government created war room. Cut this crazy
concept loose.

Reduce red tape to approve projects, remove some of the
policies NDP put in so business wants to stay in Alberta
Fight to get out natural resources to market
Diversity the economy into renewables and tech.
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T5W

Spending should be on public services. Our healthcare and
education are top priorities, closely followed by budgetary
allowances for policing (both in grants to cities for urban,
and for rural policing).

The government can find savings by getting rid of the
ridiculous 4.5 billion dollar tax cut to the oil and gas
companies - they are rich enough without my tax dollars
helping them out and not me. It's not like any of those at the
top live here or invest in OUR local economy. Savings can
also be found by getting rid of ridiculous and superfluous
"ministries" like the ministry of red tape reduction and the
"energy war room". It can also find savings by not paying a
ridiculous amount of panellists to conduct studies on things
that have already been studied and just accept the findings
might not be what you want them to be, but are what they
are. If you must cut jobs to find savings, instead of cutting
front line staff, directly cut the amount of directors, board
chairs, and middle men administrative staff there are
working at major institutions or cut their wages instead of
overworked front line staff. Find efficiencies by saving
money on branding (ie: stop changing department names
forcing rebranding), cut down on the amount of money the
government spends on paper and ink and use more online
based forums and document saving. Instead of sending our
politicians all over the world on an all-expense-paid trip, they
are more than capable of video conferencing. That should
not be considered a "perk of the job" and only something
that is used when absolutely necessary.

By DIVERSIFYING OUR ECONOMY. If you want to create jobs
and support economic growth, bring back grants for small
businesses, bring back grants for the AI and technology
sectors as they are a major sector that contributes billions to
economies.

T9C

Education (at all levels), Health Care, Seniors

Large corporation taxes

By valuing Education, and giving recent post secondary
graduates of all levels (college, trades, degrees, ...)incentive to
work in their own province, Keeping our small towns and rural
areas safe by supporting an increased police presence,
Respecting our Seniors and giving them a break on health care
and dental coverage, Hiring more doctors, Keeping our natural
resources intact. Looking to the people to hear their needs. In
short, these directives would allow confidence in our province
once again by thinking as the common folk and looking in your
own "backyard" first.

T8h

Education and healthcare

Politicians salaries and expenses. Corporations should pay Invest in education (k-12, post secondary), diversify the energy
more taxes and not get huge subsidies from the government. sector by investing in other energy projects(wind, hydro, etc)
Cancel the ridiculous “war room”
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T0C

public and separate education
healthcare
seniors
getting our energy sector back on track

Administrators, central office staff in schools
AHS management
stopping duplication of services eg my friend has 2 different
busses come to pick up her children because the public and
separate school division in her area do not share services
no public funding should be given to the top elite schools eg
Webber Academy, Strathcona Tweddsmuir Academy. If the
parents of the children who go there can afford in excess of
$18000/year in tuition, the school does not need to receive
government funding. That money needs to go to pur public
and separate schools!!!

Keep the war room running, perhaps change the name to
something less adversarial. I know there has been glitches with
it, but I think it is key to getting the word out about how ethical
and safe our energy sector is. We need out men and women
working again.

T3G

public services - health care, education, social services,
psychological and addiction services
Job re-training for oil and gas workers
Supporting post secondary students and student work
opportunities
Conservation of Alberta's natural areas
Healthcare, education, recycling

reduce corporate tax cuts
graduated provincial taxation rather than flat tax
institute a provincial sales tax

diversifying the economy, supporting new environmentally
friendly opportunities
expanding clean energy industries,

T5n
T3J

Education, healthcare, social services, the welfare of the
people who live here

T0G

Education and Healthcare

T0J

Health and education mental health diversification of our
economy. Post secondary for the young

T2E

T6X

Top executives, not front line workers, less bonuses

Fund recycling projects in Alberta, build facilities and use
Albertans to build and work in it. Maybe First Nations?
The “war room”/energy centre - you could get rid of it, it’s
Invest in helping people who lost their job in oil and gas get
frivolous, and clearly can’t undo what science has proven
retrained for new jobs/similar work/whatever in other sectors or
time and again. Denying climate change is like denying that whatever clean energy companies are looking for a foothold.
water is wet. Regardless of whether or not you want to
Cut a deal with a clean energy company that you’ll build a solar
believe that right now, if your current goal is to cut spending farm if they hire on x amount of workers from O&G. Create and
and shrink budgets, I think 30 million on a group whose work diversify the economy by moving into the future instead of
will only benefit perhaps one or two O&G companies is
clinging to the past.
frivolous. Care for the workers in every industry.
Incorporate a PST.

Bloated and overpaid oversight board. Luxurious
government travel. Stop funding oil industry and re write
corporate laws to stop oil companies from selling of bad
wells and bankrupting them
Education, health care, and economic diversification
If cuts are needed, I would look to delaying infrastructure
projects
Education and Healthcare (including mental health
Instead of cutting spending, let's first try to generate tax
programming, safe consumption sites, sex education, Social revenue by properly increasing tax on high wealth earners
programs for homeless individuals and addiction recovery), and large businesses. Fix provincial tax loopholes that
childcare programming.
encourage high earner tax avoidance.

Healthcare, public services like fire, policing, ambulatory
services, schools.

Bring back education tax credits so more people will get
educated to start businesses and create jobs.
Diversification and education subsidies for all age groups
support for local arts and cultural organizations

By incentivizing developing markets and small businesses
through grants and tax incentives.
Diversify the economy by investing in alternative energy
production, Small businesses.
Monetary incentives for companies that ACTIVELY support the
environment and limiting carbon gas output.

Additionally fund research into fossil fuel derivative
manufacturing. Oil is the most valuable manufacturing resource
on the planet as an organic precursor to a huge variety of
materials. It is too valuable to literally burn.
Reduce giveaways and tax breaks for individuals that do not Invest in sustainable renewable energy
contribute to society.
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T2J

1. Education - postsecondary and k-12. Do not roll back
teachers wages. Restructuring is fine but not cutting wages
or per student money.
2. Health care. Why is a hospital half empty in Calgary and
there are wait lists for different type of health care workers
in Alberta like anesthesiologists? Wait times need to be
reduce and so does 'middle managers' that observe or
manage programs in this field.
3. Promoting new energy sources like green or solar - or
encouraging tech sector (innovation)

Cut the Canadian Energy Centre. This a huge waste of
money.
Stop focusing on bringing back a 'dying' industry of oil and
gas and instead, focus on promoting future innovation and
transition to a new industry.
Cut lifetime pensions of MLAs, cut MLA wages by 5%. Cut
subsidies to the energy sector.
Cut severance packages for Alberta government 'managers'
Instead of focusing on just savings, focus on where to raise
money - eliminate tax cuts to wealthy corporations, revise
tax code to eliminate tax loopholes for big businesses, and
consider bringing in a 1% sales tax.

T0j

Challenge interest rates and why is the money not come
from the bank of Canada , keep oil supply tight, store it till
lines are built produce less get more
Paying nurses.

Charge new Albertans a charge for inferstructure that needs Nothing people bitch but 10 years ago ten wells ten rigs now
improvement do to overload revamp government and find a one rig ten holes same pad stop the bus and catch up
light switch when leaving a room

T1h

Detox programs
Education
Healthcare
Climate change

Make corporations pay fair taxes (increase the taxes for
corporations)
Implement Provincial sales tax
Cut out Government bureaucracy

T6w

Education, healthcare, infrastructure

T5y

T8n

T2Y
T3K

T5j

Stop giving huge tax breaks to oil companies, get rid of the
war room, and stop wasting money on fighting the federal
carbon tax.
Staff- to support learning for all students.
Add a provincial tax, open the market for alternative energy
Special needs funding that can be used to promote inclusion sources, reduce corporate tax incentives
and testing.
Health care
Corporate tax cuts
Education
Education and health care should not be cut. How many
Stop giving huge tax breaks to large companies. Spend the
studies need to be conducted for this government to realize, money we have wisely - do we really need a "War Room"?
that investment on these two key services will save
Isn't about time for a PST? Even a small percent of a sales
significant money in the long run. At the moment, all of
tax can go a long way to ensure the people of this province
these cuts are hurting Alberta and causing professionals to have proper health care, education and other essential
leave this province, which leaves Albertans at a
services.
disadvantage. Putting people to work, includes civil service
workers, not just big business employees.

Keep the film and tax credit.
Focus on green energy or tech sector - encourage innovation
and bringing/transitioning to new sector.
Don't cut public sector employees. They are workers and voters
too.
Collaborate with postsecondary institutions to encourage new
industries and innovation. Create incentives for this transition.

Solar power jobs and infrastructure
Trickle up economics

Stop cutting front line workers and giving money to big
companies that then leave our province.
Find education to develop new markets and support
technological creativity and innovations.
More funding to universities and public schools as this is our
future
Companies will move businesses here if their workforce has
access to quality education, healthcare and an infrastructure
that promotes family and well being. Make this province a
place where people want to live and lay down roots.
Diversify the economy - why put all of your resources into
something that is dying (look what happened to Detroit and
other industry specific locations)? Make Alberta a place where
all businesses can thrive, not just oil and gas (learn from the
past and move away from boom/bust industries)!

Prioritizing primary health care over expensive hospital care Utilizing Nurse Practitioners practicing independently,
Allow independent nurse practitioners to open and operate their
reducing the amount spent on family physicians.
own clinics
Reverse cuts to advanced education and education. Our
War room seems useless
Reinstate programs for software developers and film makers.
children are our future and deserve a good education
Provincial sales tax
Staffers making over 100k
Bring back corporate tax ad it hasnt resulted in any new jobs
only cuts
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T6A

education and health care- we need to take care of people

less managers in your legislative buildings
less $$ on travel
restrict travel to ONLY where it is neccessary
no more wage increases to legislative employees

look at other sustainable energy sources; talk to the U of A
Engineering dept on this as they seem to have a lot of ideas on
how to make fuel other than the oil sands

T5Z

Healthcare (front-line staffing, Albertans deserve quality
timely care)
Education (increased funding, students are the future)

look at new, innovative ways of recycling (research/U of A) and
create more recycling plants which would create more jobs in
all areas
Don't give corporations huge tax cuts. They don't care about Focus on education. An educated population is always a
Albertans, they only care about their bottom line.
benefit,they will be able to work, start businesses, design and
create new products, and strive to support themselves.

T0E

Education
Health care

Increase corporation tax
Nix the War Room

Opposite of what you're doing now.

Quality early years care. It is proven that spending money
Oil and gas "war room" seems unnecessary.
on early years programs is one of the best investments a
Tax breaks for large corporations.
Govt can make.
Education.
Social programs- I.e Parentlink centers. We need to look out
for those in our society who are vulnerable. Cutting back
social spending harms so many people.

Please focus on other industries- not just oil & gas. I
understand the importance of this industry but to prioritize this
over 10000s of other peoples jobs is shortsighted. We need to
diversify our economy and bring in new sectors such as the
tech industry.

Green energy, LGBTQIA+ rights/protections, abortion clinic
protection, education, health care.
Health care

Tax the rich instead of giving them handouts.

See above.

Reduce “expense account” spending, no more public art
funding (not right now), reduce MP travel costs - no more
boondoggles where many people go to an event, quit
“studying stuff to death”

Transfer payment renegotiation - Alberta keeps more of what
we earn and other provinces need to share in the negatives as
well as the money we funnel to them. Support O&G projects
Canada wide or opt out of transfer payments.

T6M

Health care. Social services, social safety net, innovation,
climate, education.

t4c

universal child day care. a 3%pst

T3E

Quality public education K-12 and post-secondary
Access to public health care

Streamline processes in all government services. Updating Innovation. As long as the world price of oil is low all talk
old health care facilities and equipment. Using old equipment about the difference a pipeline will make is just old worn out
in dilapidated facilities actually costs us money.
rhetoric and demonstrates short term thinking for political
capital. Like it or not the glory days of oil are a thing of the
past.
under the couch? stupid question. how about finding new
tax incentives, diversification.
revenue?
Larger taxes to the largest companies
Diversification across sectors
Disassemble the “war room”
Support innovation into alternative fuel sources, technology
sector, medical engineering, and business

T7v

Healthcare and education. Affordable housing and tax
breaks for families.

T0M

Education, healthcare,

I think health care and education is too heavy. The people
that make things happen are the frontline staff. Instead of
going after the frontline staff, we could stand to lose some
management.
Government offices/positions

T8n

Health care and Education

Cooperate companies make more pay more!

T5W
T2T

Tax and financial incentives for new business and additional
incentives for longevity. Keeping our energy resources local
and investing more money to keep it here (ie: refineries and
pipelines).
grants for training in specific trades, including the tech
industry.
Create jobs in the Oil field like they promised getting Albertans
back to work.
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T5t
T0E

T5W

Less handouts to big corporations and putting it back into
healthcare and our future with Education
Healthcare, nurses, decreasing ER wait times and teachers.
CT scanner for Westview health centre, spending thousands
transferring patients to the Misercordia for tests
More ER nurses, the workloads are enormous

Stop lining pockets of rich corporate CEOs

Science and innovation

Increase services at hospitals so we dont needlessly spend
thousands of dollars transferring pts to other hospitals for
tests. Then they have to re register in the ER and be seen
again by a doctor to get their result, so this means double
billing for each visit.
Charge a minimal fee for hospital ER unnecessary visits and
this would deter the public from using ERs as a clinic.

Start supporting our Oil and Gas industry again, market our Oil.
Why are depending on Oil markets from the Middle East.
Build more long term care facilities, which produces
constructions jobs, more long term care beds equal taking the
loads off the ERs. Our Emergency departments are full of LTC
patients waiting for beds which increase our wait times.
Make the physician's who look after the long term patients
accountable for their patients and have to come in and examine
their patients instead of just sending to the ERs.
More services at suburban rural hospitals increase jobs and
growth, and take the loads off the city hospitals.

avoid over payment through unnecessary OT. Why does a
nurse with a 30 hr contract get paid OT after 30 hours if the
standard is 8hrs/day or 33/week? Why do public employees
get paid regular time and then OT for snow removal on
weekends - no other person gets that. In general make public
services more efficient.
Health care, education, social programs. Your job is to keep Cutting politicians wages and pensions. But honestly screw
us healthy and educated so we can build a healthier
savings. When you cut the way you have been you
economy. Provide affordable childcare, seniors care,
demoralize you’re society. Who cares if we have some debt.
actually support people so they can do better. I’d rather pay Savings for what? A rainy day fund? To do what? Bail out
higher taxes and actually get these quality services then pay companies hoping for trickle down economics?! Invest in
for shoddy everything.
people. Support prevention programs so we don’t have as
many people with chronic illnesses, mental health concerns,
abused children, substance abusers etc... prevention is more
cost effective in the long run and will prevent high acuity and
unnecessary use of public programs.

Diversify the economy. It doesn't matter when oil will end, let's
prepare for the future now and become less independent from
oil

T6X

Health care and education

Support infrastructure spending.

T4R

Education
Health Care
Technology
We need to become a knowledge economy instead of a one
trick pony.

T7A

Education and environment

Unsure - consider taxing businesses at the same level as
other provinces.
By not giving a 4.7 billion dollar tax break to corporations.
All of that money could be spent on many alternatives that
would make our province successful.

Social economic development is extremely promising. Build
small business, support local investment and empower people
who live in Alberta. Invest in the hemp industry. Diversify the
economy. I want off the oil and gas boom bust cycle. I
appreciate oil and gas but we are too dependent on it.

Diversification. While oil and gas are important to AB, they
won’t be forever. It’s naive to think that putting all of our eggs
in one basket will fix Alberta’s economic woes.
Allowing other industries and ideas the opportunity to flourish.
Work with, instead of against our great country to be
successful.

T2T

Health, education

Cutting subsidies to corporations, stop $ going to oil and
gas

Health is the first pillar that needs to be supported. Unhealthy
Albertans will stop working and not paying
Taxes
Invest in sustainable energy
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T2W

On Education as it has been on a decline for sometime now. Middle management of the Healthcare sector but more so
Specifically into giving educators a deserved raise as 7 out increase Carbon taxes. Taxes breaks on those using
ofthe past 8 there has not been any increase to keep inline renewable resources. Make solar more readily available.
with inflation even. Also to help in the expenditures with
class sizes and more teachers to evenly space out students
amongst all the neighbouring schools.

Create jobs that are off of some of the commodity price ups and
downs.

T6J

PUBLIC K-12 EDUCATION FOR ALL. You’re not doing the
next generation any services by stripping education grants
to fund public education. It’s world renown, and you
suddenly think doing more with less is going to solve all
problems you associate with it. Dream on.

Invest in public education. Not require outcomes based funding
for post-secondary, which will dismantle the already
outstanding education program we have in Alberta.

Disbanding the “war room” with two plagiarized logos.
Seriously. You’re creating more red tape.

Not renaming weeks to be about getting rid of “red tape” by
including more red tape. Not hoping for some version of
trickle down economics to work to fund public services? It
PUBLIC HEALTHCARE FOR ALL. Supporting and bolstering isn’t working.
a universal single payer healthcare is what is needed.
Antagonizing the work of teachers and nurses isn’t doing
your government any favours.
V1w

Environment, and animal rights

Stop giving subsidies to animal agriculture farmers

Education, Childcare, Healthcare

Scrap the war room.
Repeal $4B+ Corporate Tax Cut
4% PST (lowest in Canada)
How about not giving enough money to solve all of the
eduction deficits to oil companies. And stop pretending that
it’s creating jobs out of a non-sustainable resource.
Cut back to Gov.pensions
Cut back to Gov.wages
Cut backs to higher ups
Shut down the $30 million "War Room".
Reduce politician pay.
Tax cigarettes, alcohol, pop more.
Tax oil companies more

T7X

Education, health care, preventative health initiatives, and
social services

T2e

Seniors
Homeless
Infrastructure
Education
Health

T5R

Teachers and Education!

Cut funding to private schools

redirect subsidies to plant based farming and other
environmentally friendly careers
$25/day daycare
Transition to Green Energy.
Diversify the economy. Focus on offering grants to the gaming,
film. and entertainment industries to set up shop in our urban
centres.
Encourage investment

New green economy. Get on board right now. Time is running
out.

Give more funding to public education so schools can provide
the necessary support needed to help the complex needs in the
classroom
Time to increase incentives to bring back the oil and gas
companies. Alberta is going into the shitter and the Federal
government has zero desire to help us out.

T4N

Go back to grassroots education systems. I have to spend
Eliminate all of these redundant management rolls and
$450/month on private reading lessons for my17(1 because special boards. If your paying someone $150k/yr of public
teachers can’t fail students or tell the parents )that their child funds, they had better be earning it.
is behind. School is not a publicly funded daycare, teach
first and second, then pass or fail. Then play.

T3C

Education

Not sure

Not sure

Improving, and improving access to, public health care,
senior's care, education, and infrastructure.

Increase taxes of corporations and wealthy individuals.
Increase oil royalties.

Invest in green industries, by using carbon taxes to fund them.
Improve public health care and education. Invest in tech and AI.
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T0E

Healthcare, education, seniors, infrastructure. Basically
everything you are attempting to slash.

Doing away with court challenges over the carbon tax, stop
your ‘war room’ that is costing taxpayers $30 million per
year, stop corporate handouts in the billions because they
have produced no new jobs for Albertans. Basically every
new initiative you are spending taxpayer money on.

Diversify. Don’t put all your eggs in one basket: oil and gas. It’s
a dying industry and to think we have any power over its
fluctuations is short-sighted arrogance.
Support diversifying & innovation in industry and universities,
and don’t try to tie their academic worth to specific
performance measures. There is value in a variety of academic
pursuits.
Finally, prepare for climate change because the science behind
it is correct, even if you don’t like what it’s saying. Invest in
alternative energy technology and projects. They can become
our next energy and economic boom when the oil Either runs
out or becomes the albatross around our provinces neck.

T3g

Education & Healthcare

Diversify the economy

T1J

Stabilizing the economy.
Supporting seniors and individuals who choose palliative
care rather than assisted suicide. Making sure there are
programs to support women who choose to give birth rather
than to abort their pre-born child. Supporting adoption and
foster care programs, simplifying the processes, removing
the financial obstacles. Support healthy families,
recognizing that the family unit is the backbone of society.

By not giving colossal tax breaks to oil/gas corporations.
Have a sales tax to stabilize budgets
If the government would cease to fund elective medical
procedures, such as abortion, MAID, cosmetic surgeries.

T6H

Public education
Public health
Affordable Transportation
Education and policing

MLA salaries and creating new government office jobs.

Let people choose how thy spend and I beat their monies and
pensions.

Cut their pay checks, benefits, and pensions

T1k

Health care
Education

Cannabis tax

Support the oil and gas patch and get the pipelines built and
find a way to scrap the carbon tax
Reduce taxes on small businesses

T6v

Healthcare
Education

Do not give tax breaks to big corporations. Thay are making
money, let them pay their taxes

Do not lay off people especially in public sector. Invite
investors to out province

T5T

Balancing the budget/ paying down debt. Investing in cost
saving is public services and infrastructure.

Privatize support services that can be done cheaper at the
same quality.

T4L

Health and education
Higher taxes for people making oodles of money
Support renewable energy and other options besides oil and Stop giving corporate tax cuts to oil and gas companies
gas
Education and Health Care
Stop traveling all over the country

Tax breaks/incentives for renewable and carbon capture
companies in the province. This will be the new boom in the
energy industry.
Support $25 day care so women can afford to work!

T0J

T0K

debt, medical, education

government employees. sub contract some projects.

Support small businesses, enabling them to have access to
markets.

Stop advertising jobs and having eastern Canadians come to
AB. Take care of us first
subcontract some jobs out... this helps business growth
the solar and energy sector did quite well with hiring people
when it was in place
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T4C

T4P
T6H

T2B

-Education
-Vulnerable populations - ie. low income, people with
disabilities
-arts and culture
Teachers (Education) Nurses (Healthcare) and Roads and
highways (Infrastructure)
Healthcare and education. Affordable child care.
Infrastructure.

-swollen government departments
-government inefficiencies

Education - smaller class sizes, supports for students with
special needs, adequate compensation for teachers (give
them a wage increase that reflects inflation over the last 8
year!)

Tax the rich, give to the poor. Stop favouring oil and gas
companies. Stop trying to bribe them to stay in Alberta and
invest in local businesses.

Tax corporations, churches, and other rich people
Get rid of the “war room”. Don’t implement you post
secondary education plan for outcome based funding. This
will cost you money and will increase your “red tape”
exponentially. Scrap your plan for increased standardized
testing for elementary schools. Stop finding private schools.
Stop paying for a Catholic school board and covenant health,
these are redundant services.

Health care - more front line staff, improve living conditions
for seniors, fund research to reduce reliance on
pharmaceuticals.

-invest MORE in education, encourage a diverse, innovative and
educated population
-invest in green sector technologies and tech companies
-encourage small businesses and entrepreneurship
Re-education of out of work oilfield workers in sustainable
energy fields
Find affordable child care so women can enter the work force.
Hire more nurses (employs more people and cuts your overtime
costs).

Focus on local farmers and businesses instead of trying to get
all cushy with Texas. Invest in education, health care and a
sustainable future to create jobs not take them away. The UCP
are Useless Conservative Principles who do not represent a
democracy I believe in. They are to represent ALL Albertans
and they sure as hell don’t represent me.

Climate change - sustainable resources, invest in the future
and alternative sources of energy, less dependence on oil
and gas
And above all else...not turning this province into the 53
state because we are Canadian NOT American and all the
crap the UCP is pushing is based on American theories and
rhetoric..it doesn’t work there and it won’t here.
T5Y

Public sector

T7P

Schools, new business, our image.

T0H

Education
Health Care
Advanced Education
Education, smaller class sizes. More help with Public
schools that have no help for children with special needs.

T9N

Higher tax brackets for big corporations

Implement various energy sources, lower tuitions, create more
programs where people are able to access coop schools, focus
on different commodities
First off, no new taxes, no sales tax, no increase in taxes.
Mom and pop shops are great for Alberta and the oil and gas
There are lots of requests for our money, ensure the money industries aren’t going anywhere soon but we need to diversify
you give out enhances Alberta and moves us forward. You
and bring in new big businesses to keep us vibrant and forward
may find savings if you ask how this expense/donation helps looking. Government will need to travel to other cities, other
the average Albertan.
provinces, other countries and sell not only our products but
our desire. Lower corporate taxes for new business, whatever it
Pay off the debt, spending millions on interest is crazy.
takes to entice business to move here.
I really don't think this is an issue.

Take a look at who is running the public sectors. Stop
cutting the front line workers.

By investing in AI, economic diversification, film production
Not reducing the public sector workforce that ultimately
increases unemployment
Build the oil industry.
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T6L

T2K
T4S

SUSTAINABLE solutions to disproportionate primary care
physician distribution across the province that primarily
harms rural communities. Forcing people to work where
they don't want to has proven ineffective and serves more
as a band-aid and political tool than as an effective way for
all albertans to have sufficient access to care.

Increasing large business taxes, getting the pipeline project
moving, and laying the foundation for more renewable
energy sources such that our province and its value does
not rely so much on our coal and oil.

focus less on political gain and more on growing a sustainable
future for the province

Schools and Education
Cities

Government provincial staff -

Fostering diversity and supporting initiatives that help diversify
our economy.

Health re: biologic meds being changed without
doc.consults. Very dangerous.
Lower personal taxes and increase corporate taxes. Get
people working again.
Education

Top admin.salaries are too high in almost all ministries.
Increase corporate income tax.
Their vastly overinflated salaries.

Reinstating services you’ve already cut from our most
vulnerable citizens

T3G

Education

In oil and gas

Healthcare and not cutting nurses. Stop blaming the
nursing profession for a province wide problem that wasn’t
caused by us
Increase spending/funding on K-12 PUBLIC education in
order to address classroom complexities (special needs,
learning disabilities, behaviour supports), reduce class
sizes, increase mental health support for children. These are
investments in the future of our province. DO NOT add more
testing and decrease testing before grade 9. Testing is an
enormous waste of provincial tax payer dollars. Implement
the new K-3 curriculum that was already created during the
previous government. Increase funding for non-religious
post secondary education schools in ALL areas even if the
government doesn't think there is a monetary return.
Interest areas are diverse and all kinds of people and skills
are needed for a broad and successful society. INCREASE
funding to the most vulnerable (AISH, chronically ill,
homeless, affordable housing, STEP programs, elderly).
STOP messing with the health of Albertans and dictating
what medications they can have covered for good health
care and quality of life. Health care should be left in the
hands of the person with an illness and their medical care
team, not a government trying to reduce spending on the
backs of the most vulnerable.

CEO’s of major companies, directors of boards.

STOP giving large corporations tax credits. STOP expecting
tax credits to corporations to produce jobs - this economic
strategy fails time after time. INCREASE corporate tax rate
for large corporations. INCREASE personal tax rates for
those making more than $150 000 per year. Add a provincial
CARBON TAX and invest funds into diversifying our
RENEWABLE energy sector (wind, solar and thermal) and
transportation sector (transit, passenger trains, LRT). Add a
modest sales tax of 2 percent and give rebates to families for
retrofitting homes to be more energy efficient - windows,
toilets, solar panels. Continue to fund $25/day childcare as
more people (mostly women) will be able to work more, make
higher incomes and ultimately pay more taxes.

Support and help young people
Small business tax lowered. More Canadian businesses
encouraged.
Look at ways to get industry to stay in Alberta and get people
working.
Obviously not what you’ve done so, as evidenced by the mass
migration of business and rapidly increasing unemployment
rates.

By not taking away grants or funding from those who are
currently working in public sector jobs.
Charge a PST. This was every single member of society is
helping to wards the deficit pro le
S.
Give tax breaks to innovative technology companies, the film
industry and small businesses. Fund post secondary education
with bursaries and grants to students of all income levels and
backgrounds. Invest in infrastructure and health care research.
Give rebates to families for home renovation and retrofitting
homes to make them more energy efficient. Invest and support
renewable energy companies to move away from the reliance
on a one resource based boom and bust economy.
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T6C

Health services
Education
The arts
Climate change
Making living affordable
Tuition freezes
Finishing and expanding public transit
Education, social services, infrastructure

Charging more taxes
Stop giving tax cuts to the wealthy
Not taking government paid vacations
Charging pst

Keeping minimum wage where it is at. Making secondary
education affordable so we can get the training so jobs
requirements can be met. Finding sustainable ways to produce
energy so tradesmen can continue to work instead of being
unemployed. Keep government funded programs alive so ppl
can still have jobs.

Reducing subsidies and bailouts for oil companies

Upgrading infrastructure creates jobs. Tourism and technology
are other growing industries that when utilized could support
job creation. Stable jobs will promote economic growth.

T2J

Public Health care and not privatization. I think it’s sad that
the Government wants to get Alberta back to work but has
no issues of cutting front line staff....what about those
Albertan’s?????

Stop giving corporations tax cuts!!!
Put in a PST. Many ways but quit doing it off the poor!!!

Start with your own staff... front line workers. Quit not hiring,
and expecting them to take a roll back then You expect them to
do the job of 2 or 3 people....but yet will give a corporate tax
break and watch them leave as they take Albertans money!

T2L

Diversifying the economy
Reducing greenhouse gas emissions and global warming

Instead of reducing spending, I think the gov't should focus
on increasing revenue. I haven't seen any studies that
suggest the province of AB is overspending in any area. But
there is plenty of evidence that the province of AB is not
collecting enough revenue: we have the lowest provincial
taxes in Canada! I think we should increase corporate tax
rates (except for those companies that would help support
diversifying our economy or work towards reducing our
greenhouse gas emissions) and increase taxes for those that
can afford it the most. (Adding a higher income tax bracket?
Adding sales tax?)

1. Link tax breaks to corporations directly with job creation.
(So tax breaks are not funneled to share holders.)
2. Invest in infrastructure needs in Alberta. (Isn't is, overall,
less expensive to do infrastructure when gov't is not competing
with industry for workers!)
3. Undo cuts to education and health care until a more careful
budget analysis can be done to improve financial efficiency
without losing jobs. (It seemed that the current cuts were to
rushed and audits were initiated AFTER cuts were made. This
sees backwards. The audit should be done before any cuts are
made.)

T8n

Healthcare and education. Bring new tech business to
Alberta.

T2Z

PUBLIC EDUCATION (NOT charter or private)

Increasing corporate taxes would help off set education and By investing in education. Making post secondary more
healthcare costs.
accessible. Encouraging new businesses to come to Alberta.
Making it easier for people to work by bringing back affordable
daycare. Providing education funding so people can start
working and paying taxes
Government salaries, give fewer tax breaks to big business Invest in clean energy, find innovative solutions to
and the wealthy, stop funding private and charter schools,
environmental issues, support public education

T0E

Health care, education, innovation/technology and child care Stop giving tax breaks to large corporations, especially oil
and gas companies. They are taking advantage of our
province and using every possible loophole to avoid paying
their fair share. Also, the government should stop sinking
money into unnecessary task forces and initiatives like the
Red Tape Reduction and Canadian Energy Centre.
T0M

Healthcare and education

Look to diversify the economy and stop relying so much on oil
and gas revenue. Support innovation, technology and
education.

a pay cut in Premier and other Cabinet members salaries, cut by putting out this survey, someone will come up with a good
out tax breaks to big businesses because it is failing to keep idea about job creation & economic growth and be heard!
them here in Alberta.
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T3B

T4v

Certainly it is paramount to protect the City of Calgary from
flooding and the only way to do that is endorse and fund the
continuing study and building of upstream mitigation on the
Bow river providing protection and water storage. Berms in
the city of Calgary won't protect. It must be an upstream
Dam expansion. Also need to negotiate a long term
TransAlta agreement. The Dam project could be the most
important southern Alberta infrastructure project for the
next 50 years.
Job creation and economic growth outside of oil and gas.

Certainly cuts in the bureaucracies in provincial government
departments and making the business processes in
education and health more accountable and efficient--good
luck dealing with the unions!Additionally cutting outdated
programs--that isn't to say that new innovative programs
shouldn't be funded.

Encourage labor migration to Alberta especially on agricultural
operations as even with high unemployment nobody from urban
areas can or want to work on farming operations. Reduce red
tape and don't view everything through the lens of catastrophic
climate change.

Restucture how doctors are paid, salary not per patient seen. Infustructure projects to benefit all albertains. Nuclear power
move away from coal and provide the power the province
Privatization of mri and cat scans like labs and ultrasounds. needs.
Remove road blocks for small power generation ie. Fair rates
paid for power generated and raise hieght restrictions for farm
and acreage based wind turbines.

T8N

T2e

T2R
T2Y

T8N

Education
Health Care

Make oil companies pay taxes - no more subsidies
Diversify economy - support for alternative energy programs
Provincial sales tax
Carbon tax
Deconomic diversification, environmental sustainability.
Increase taxes on large corporations, ie oil and gas
Look back to the NDP, they had a very good plan in place.
companies. REMEMBER Peter Lougheed, he did very well in
negotiating a great deal for Albertans. Stop cutting short our
education, health care and infrastructure. This will save us in
the long run.
Education and Healthcare. If you don’t have healthy and
Don’t keep helping out the energy companies.
Eliminate trickle down economics. Let the people who are still
smart Albertans you have nothing.
working keep their jobs!
The basics, long term job opportunities, trades training, then While art projects are nice in times of plenty, they make zero Infrastructure and road work.
after that everything else.
sense in time of restraint.
How about building our own refinery fir our own oil and gas....
Also, capping municipal council pay and double pension
it’s be nice to say it’s 100% Alberta made.
plans.... it’s a bit ridiculous!
Stop wasting money on provincial diploma exams..... OR
make all high schools run by the province with province
created curriculum, thus no need for municipal boards at the
high school level, also creates an even education across the
province.
Stop funding private schools.... completely ridiculous. If
public education isn’t good enough then the government
should take over. And considering the provincial drop out
rate, that should already be a plan.

Infrastructure, healthcare and policing.

If they’re so bent on cutting salaries they should start with
their own. They’re making far more than low level provincial
employees facing a 5% pay cut.

Through infrastructure projects. Getting around this city has
become an unmitigated nightmare. Something needs to be done
about the traffic congestion. My previously 25 minute drive is
now over 45 minutes. Want to hit tour carbon targets? Fix the
congestion and get people out of their vehicles in half the time.
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T6J

T2T
T8A
T2N

Real people. Schools, health care, infrastructure.
You know, the things they're supposed to be focusing on.

Stop giving it all away to corporations and blowing 30 million Diversify and stop relying solely on oil and gas.
a year on a phony war room.
A lot of alternative energy companies were ready to invest in
Alberta until the UCP were elected and canceled all the projects
the previous government implemented.
Education, health care, social programs (Alpha House DOAP Oil and gas, taxing the higher income brackets, taxing
Increase taxes on wealthy and corporations. Lower taxes on
for example), renewable energies.
corporations
small businesses. Increase minimum wage.
Education, early intervention funding, health care
Tax corporations, increase tax, introduce a PST.
Avoid cutting funding in public areas including education and
health care than employ millions.
Education & health spending should be maintained using
Pensions for elected officials & civil servants are to robust
NC
current formulas or increased. 17(1)
and should be more consistent with what people would get
for the same time of service in private sector.
Transfer payment structure with Gov of Canada needs to be
.
amended to reflect actual situations in real time in each
Environmental protection - it always seems to be the first
province.
thing cut when times are tough but the consequences are
The so called war room. Have a hard time believing the
long lasting!
government representatives cannot do what ever the war
room is doing as part of their existing jobs. If fact I always
assumed and expected that they did.

T3H

Health
Education
Environment

Disband "war room". The oil & gas industry can best defend Implement a carbon tax provincially, so that the revenue can be
themselves. Government does not need to speak for them.
used to create green initiatives/research/enterprises within
Alberta.
Introduce a provincial sales tax, so that the wealthy (who spend
the most money) will contribute more to our economy. Do not
put our fiscal problems on the backs of the poorest.

T2A

Creating an Alberta Pension Plan.

University level education - degrees that do not lead to
employment.

Create Alberta pension plan to stimulate financial sector and
lower payroll taxes.

Healthcare - we currently fund sex change operations using
tax dollars.

Cut taxes for the lowest income tax bracket, allow those at the
bottom to spend their money at local businesses.

Alberta Pension Plan.
get rid of the propaganda arms of this government. the
includes the war room, managers that are only there to layoff
productive civil servants, and reduce red tape within
government which is making it difficult for civil servants to
provide timely services/or do their job

T4L

**** long term investment that will provide all Albertans with
the tools to be innovative, diversifying the economy, and the
thereby ensuring a high standard and quality of life for its
citizens and with equal opportunity to participate. In order
to achieve this we need to have a healthy highly
educated/knowledgable workforce that can think critically.
We need to proactive health care as well as reactive, we
need a strong education system that is affordable to all,
from preschool to post secondary. Smart people are
required to tackle future problems, and we can't afford to be
stuck in the past. What should we invest in? education,
post secondary, healthy societies and public good research.

Invest in diversification, support innovative research that
provides new opportunities to Albertans. Tap into the wealth of
knowledge already in research and government and consult
with them for ideas. Be respectful others in the province and
outside trying to start new companies and maybe they will see a
highly educated and healthy work force ready to support their
companies in Alberta. Ensure this province has world class
infrastructure, maybe new companies will see the advantage of
being in Alberta. While tax cut to already profitable businesses
does not make them hire more employees when they already
have the ones they need -rather they will just take the profit.

T5W

Health care and education

stop giving tax breaks to huge corporations

clean/alternative energy start ups

T5L

Education and health care

More taxes on big business. Getting rid of some top heavy
government employees

Looking at alternate energy sources and supporting these
programs
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T3G

Education and healthcare.

Focus less on the rich.

Getting people back to work and crime reduction. In
education the province should have education ombudsman
to help families.17(1)

Working with groups and charities to help the less fortunate. Support small business and help stop the over taxation of some
Instead of inefficient government employees.
cities

T0L

Unfortunately many get written off and do not receive an
adequate education. They need to have multiple ways in
order to educate children.
Health care - stop cutting

T5K

Education and public services like health and transport

T6E

Health care; social services.

Corporations; oil and gas.

T6a

Public sector: health care, education, arts

Stop giving money to oil companies

T0J

Education and healthcare

Tax breaks for large corporations, politician salaries, stop
increasing minimum wage
I’m honestly not opposed to taxes, especially adequate
taxing of higher income individuals and corporations

Focus on providing the youth with good education so when
they are older they can get good jobs, and build the new arena.

Stop cutting essential services, stop buying ugly worthless art
By helping to transition oil field workers into renewable
resource industries by offering grants to fund training or
incentives to companies that pay to transition workers
Provide more tax cuts to businesses hiring young people
entering the job market. Stop cuts to health services that will
help people maintain wellness and continue to work. Better
support students with less cuts to universities.
Diversify the economy

T3K

MLA and premier expense accounts, salaries, perks and
pensions.
Public Health Care, Public Education, Harm Reduction, Land Getting rid of the 'war room'.
Conservation
Balancing budgets.
In the bureaucracy and administration levels.

T5h

Healthcare and supports for vulnerable citizens.

T1b

Seniors and disabled

In house

?

T8A

Employment, education, economic diversification.

It is not a spending problem, it is a revenue problem. Time
for a sales tax.

With consistent, sustainable funding, not boom bust fycles tied
to natural resource revenue.

T0E

Build the pipeline.
Stop cuts to education and health care budgets

Reduce the burdens on the private sector, which will allow
business to stimulate growth.
Fire Kenney’s $200k a year twitter manager, for one. Fire the Stop handing money over to large corporations and give it as
small business grants instead. Reduce income taxes to
“war room”. Fund social services appropriately to reduce
increase the amount citizens have available to put back in their
costs down the road in health, welfare, and corrections.
local economies. Bring back the carbon tax to support
Reduce the size of the cabinet and restrict travel to
businesses working towards the technology we’ll need in the
commercial options.
future. Stop trying to bring back “the good old days” and start
addressing the reality of our current and future economy.
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T6H

Health spending - layers of bureaucracy are sucking from
the system. Nobody makes timely decisions. Instead
decisions go to 3 parallel decision makers, and the delays
are crippling front line ability to get things done in a more
timely and efficient manner. In HSAA, we are all governed
by professional colleges. We don’t need 3 or 4 layers above
us to make the best decisions for patients. We were trained
to do that in our profession of choice.
Cut out the multi-layered bureaucracy. We are answering to
our professional associations, to provincial director and
various program Leads. We then have a full-time zone
manager who has a total of 14-20 people in her portfolio. It
makes us unable to do more front-line work because
bureaucracy creates complex processes that discourage
innovation and efficiency. AHS needs outside leadership to
make the hard decisions. The fear is AHs will cut front-line
workers and blame the UCP Government.
We have to stop this craziness and dig deep into programs
that are not changing anything in population health. 1/2 our
time goes to AHS “stuff”. If we want more services
delivered, we have to hire people JuST to deliver those
services, when you become an AHS employee the way it is
now, your time gets eaten up by non-productive make-work
projects that have nothing to do with improving things for
patients. It becomes all about the internal workings of AHS.
Please do a process evaluation into public health and see if
what the program claims is ACTUALLY producing the
perceived results. We need results at a population level, if
that isn’t happening, then the service belongs in the private
system where you make a difference one person at a time.

We have to quit double dipping. In community oral health for
example, public health is offering free preventive services to
75% of Alberta families have that have a dental plan. Lower
income families can utilize the Alberta Child/Adult Health
Benefit program for dental services. Even though we build
eligibility criteria into public health programs, we don’t
utilize it. Anyone can enter the oral health preventive
programs which are province-wide, no questions asked. Yes,
we make it easier for them to access, because we go to
them, however we are not accountable even to the criteria
that we set as a standard for who can enter our programs.
Get to the bottom of this waste. We are drowning in
ineffective programming that never gets evaluated or looked
at to the degree that it needs to. We need an overhaul, hold
every single program accountable and ask the right
questions. Numbers of clients seen means nothing if we
aren’t reaching the population where we can make a
difference. If there are programs that are not making a
difference to the health of Albertans, axe the program.
Simple as that....

Look at public health programs and assess to see if more of the
same services could be more efficiently delivered in a different
way. What about the ability of using public health community
health centers that allows a health care professional to contract
their services? End result results in more services for the
public and costing less than you could get it in a totally private
business.
Encourage innovation even amidst tough times. We who work
in the government front-lines have good ideas but WHO
listens??? No one, there is an attitude of status quo and if we
are not seen, we can go under the radar and no one will touch
us.
Be bold, be authentic and creative in healthcare and let’s come
out of this proud and encouraged that we are smart enough to
do better in healthcare, in education and above all in our
economy.

Education, healthcare, public services

No corporate handouts, instead spend this on social
services

Diversify the energy sector, stop relying solely on oil and gas

Increased spending on social services and preventative
strategies will save money in the long run by reducing the
need for emergency services later
T3H

Health
Education
Seniors

Disband "war room" for oil industry

Develop other budding industries, such as the technology
industry and the arts

Implement provincial sales tax of 3% (i.e. move GST rate to 8%)
Implement carbon tax (at double the federal rate) to fund
transition to clean energy throughout the province
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T5w

Restoring funding for education and health care that was cut Through the creation of a general sales tax, rather than
through continually cutting essential services under the
in the most recent budget
guise of fiscal responsibility (when it’s really just corporate
welfare)

Investment in retraining/ongoing/adult education programs that
allow people to transition into new lines of work, diversification
of industry and grants for alternative energy. If you’re going to
offer millions of dollars in tax breaks to corporations, find some
sort of structural solution that requires those funds actually
turn into job creation and wage growth, rather than a rise in
unemployment.

T0J

Public Education. We need to support small classroom
initiatives and support for students with exceptionalities
such as learning disabilities, English language learners,
mental health problems, etc... We also need to bring in the
draft curriculum, rather than waste more time and money on
stupid panels-- of which nothing has been announced
regarding their findings.

Shut down that stupid war room that is costing the taxpayers
a ridiculous sum of money each day. Not giving a $4.7 billion
tax cut to large businesses would also help. Half of that or a
quarter of that would still have had the desired effect of
making Alberta attractive to large corporations while still
supporting the people who live here and still need to survive
and succeed.

Support more industries than oil and gas. Offer grant initiatives
to schools who are implementing policies that increase
efficiencies or are seeing student growth in academic and
social-emotional well-being. Offer grants to hospitals and
health-care professionals who are researching and innovating.

Public health care. We should be increasing Alberta Health
Service's funding so there are enough nurses and health
care workers for the public. We should also be increasing
coverage for medications used to treat chronic illnesses.

We could begin taxing higher-earning incomes at a higher
rate. The rich should pay their part.

If the government wants to offer tax cuts to companies, it
should be reliant on the proof they are hiring Albertans at
comfortable wages for long periods of time-- not simply hiring
and firing or temporarily employing.

I'm in support of a provincial sales tax myself, with tax
benefits for those who make a low income.

Use this time to invest in infrastructure to give work to the
people who have been out of work from the oil and gas bust.
Many of our roads, hospitals, schools, etc... are old and falling
apart. We could be investing in building up those areas.

Supporting and encouraging new industries and diversifying

Support for people with disabilities. AISH recipients should
receive their benefits with raises for inflation, not a flat rate
that will mean less and less for already vulnerable
populations.
Diversifying the economy. Oil and gas are important
industries, but so many other industries have suffered as a
result of the current budget's priorities. Why aren't we
supporting areas such as tourism, film, technology, art,
etc...? We need to become leaders in other areas of the
economy, not just put all our eggs in the oil and gas basket.

t8v

Social infrastructure and programs

Less taxbreaks for big companies

T3R

Health Care
Education
Senior Care
Infrastructure

By reversing the corporate tax give away. Bring the business Stop cutting essential services, give incentives to businesses
tax rate back to what it was
that can stimulate and diversify the economy. Stop giving
millions to the fossil fuel industry
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T3P

Spending needs to be focused in areas such as education
and health care. If you look at it like a business, the
commodities of these two areas are always growing. There
is never a decreased number of new students entering the
school system. When funding is decreased, while numbers
of students continue to increase you run into classes of 37
Grade 6 students.
Health care has a similar concern attached to it. If nurses
are constantly working shot staffed, that means that they
cannot dedicate more than 10 - 20 minutes an hour to a
patient. That means they may miss important indicators of
disease or diagnosis.
Overall the government needs to recognize that the
education and health care systems are constantly growing
and will never bust like the oil and gas industry.

The government needs to stop supporting the wealthy. If a
large company is receieving a large tax break in order to
boost spending in the economy, how does that ever affect
social services like education and health care. We need to
have those taxes being paid to the province, to re-invest in
education and health care.
I would like to see a carbon tax be reinstated for the
province. With the federal carbon tax, Alberta is once again
sharing it's wealth with Ontario and Quebec. If it was a
provincial carbon tax, at least it is staying in the province.

T1K

Education and health care

T0k

Education, social services, health care

T6x

Healthcare
Education
Welfare
Community services
all vulnerable persons (including seniors, AISH, other low
income people)

Upper management. Making those who make the most
Providing basic level jobs and not cutting jobs
money take cuts
Reduced salary for political officials, reduced investment in Invest in the growth of the renewable energy sector
oil and gas
Decrease government managers and supervisors
Green technology as the NDPs did
No more funding to native — should be federally funded only

T6E

T0M

Health Care, Education, natural ecology preservation

t0j

trade and tech education would be good. More towards
stopping drugs from being produced and imported into
Alberta which over time should decrease the need for
treatment centers if there is a major reduction in available
drugs. This isn't so much about spending but harsher
penitentiaries for crime especially related to
drugs(dealing,importing,producing,theft to acquire drugs)

Allow for more exposure at a younger age. Encourage
companies to have outreach programs that go into schools to
show students what a future could look like in Alberta. Invest in
the future rather than the current working class.
Incentivize other forms of energy.

Perhaps, Jason Kenney will 'take one for the team' and take a by supporting people through education and training - ongoing,
pay cut to his pay cheque.
this will help to promote economic growth in Alberta
Subsidies

Remove caps on film industry investment/tax credit and
implement additional credits for rural projects, projects outside
the "zone".
well that's hard to determine as i don't know what being
decrees in the corp tax was a good start but sadly until we can
spent but given i have seen many in my industry take pay
get our natural resources to open market via pipeline to coast
cuts and or job losses i think a pay cut across all public
our oil is still not going to be profitable enough to promote
sector jobs i mean all of them including the admins because growth so we do need to look at taking some of the
if im not mistaken did not Kenney and the mls's take a cut
manufacturing that is done in Quebec and Ontario and start our
when we elected them in ya know lead by example so the
own manufacturing here at home.
example is set let the rest follow even if its only temporary
till our economy gets back on track. Also seems people think
the oil and gas industries shouldn't get tax breaks or
subsidies so neither should the green energy sector no more
bail outs at tax payer expense if a business cant make it its
best to let it die e.g. bombardier in Quebec
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T2M

T2J

Public schools (elementary, middle/junior, secondary) and
public health care (hospitals, cancer centres, clinics). Stop
stealing from our future generations and health. Oh, and
completely stop in your tracks what you are proposing for
post-secondary "funding" based on "performance", that's
completely wrong.

Reduce government waste, reduce your own wages to match
average Albertans, reduce bureaucracy in general. Stop
stealing from the average Albertan who works hard for what
this province should provide by means of our taxes. Your
jobs rely on citizen satisfaction, and so far the UCP is batting
a total zero. Show some good faith for the first time ever.

Stop giving tax breaks to the big guys and get back to creating
growth through home-grown and grassroots entrepreneurs.
Stop focusing on petroleum and remember that this province is
full of a myriad of diverse businesses, and that we need more
diversification. Stop relying on petroleum revenues and add a
provincial sales tax. Like yesterday. Please read up on "trickle
down economics" and learn, once and for all, that it has never
worked in the entire history of the world. Ever.

Funding public education and healthcare.

Eliminate funding to private schools and combining public
and Catholic school systems.
Fewer tax cuts and loopholes for large corporations. Instead
of giving them direct monetary advantages, give oil
companies the opportunity to get government grant money
to build wind fields, solar panels, etc. They have the
resources and money to do so, and this would help all
parties transition towards a sustainable future.

Environmental diversification energy sector

Being on the leading edge of green energy, championing
renewable resources, creating strong public schools,
infrastructure, public transit and public transportation
systems, public health

Helping the homeless
Health care
Education

Don't give our money to other countries

Again, give oil companies the opportunity to get government
grant money to build wind fields, solar panels, etc. They have
the resources and money to do so, and this would help all
parties transition towards a sustainable future.
Fund public services. Keep local jobs (teachers, bus drivers,
professors, construction crews, etc.) and create incentives to
be in the public sector
I don't know
Sell Alberta oil.
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T4X

Healthcare
Controlled spending
Job creation/maintenance

- Alberta has a low tax rate and a highly professional work
? The million dollar question
force with good incomes. Implement a SALES tax already. a 4 or 5% sales tax would go a long way to sustain services Sales tax.
Promote investment through regulatory standards and minimize
and jobs. Get one with it.
interference
Healthcare- reduce waste and inefficiency.
: contract elective surgeries
: Have clients pay subsidized rates for home care wound
supplies- do not provide for free. What a waste.
: increase cost share exemption for families with AADL. This
hasn’t been updated in years
: allow work from home/ mobile case management for home
care services Reduce mileage and space
requirements . This service has the capacity to be
mobile/work from home maximize it.
: hold contracted agencies accountable for quality home care
services and missed services, particularly in scheduled
weekend visits.
: minimize evening/ night shifts for homecare. Are they
needed?
: look at management structure across the public agencies
top heavy??
: schools- The amount of PD days is ridiculous. Address
this.
- free upgrading till 21? How about young adults/ families
take responsibility for not meeting the requirements in the
1st 12 years of school
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T4R

Making the province the best in the world for all it residents.
Continuing to provide an outstanding public healthcare
system which benefits all the residents.
I expect that the province will acknowledge the expertise
and training of our medical staff and allow the medical staff
to make the best decision for the people of this province.
Children are the future of this province and they deserve to
be educated to the best standard possible.
Continuing to provide an outstanding public school system,
available to all children, and not dependent on what their
parents can afford is important.
The public services should include not only what the
wealthy can buy, but apply to all residents.

Develops a plan over a period of time.
Yes there is money to be saved but recognize that there is a
human cost of these cuts.
What supports are in place to deal with the human suffering?
When cuts are announced, the spokesperson should not be
laughing and smirking. Show some compassion for the
people of this province!

Thoughtfully and well thought out.
Government programs should not be announced on social
media.
MLA’s owe their constituents respect and open dialogue.

Not focus on trades - oil and gas
Focus on making education affordable for everyone

We deserve first class services for all.
The future of our wonderful province is due to the work and
dedication of the past generations, the present generation
and the future.
We need to work together.

T1K

Reduce private school funding

Court Circuit Vehicles
Courier Services
Executive directors throughout the JSG, have Directors do
their job and place a layer between Directors and Managers
Online education
Conduct job analysis to determine if offices are staffed
according or over staffed and if deemed over staffed cut
positions

T6J

Definitely Education & Health Care

Cut back on unwanted staff in areas of management - too
many on the reporting list. Hire and keep staff that is
required and necessary.

Social programming and disbursements aimed at
diminishing poverty levels. Affordable housing for those in
need. Decreasing tuition costs and student loan debt.
T5A

Education and Health care
1. Public healthcare
2. Public education
3. Protecting our environment and ecosystems

Where the needs are especially in Education and Health Care!
We need education to allow residents and citizens to be
employable and self-sufficient as well as contributing to the
welfare of the country.
Health Care is important for all including dental care - from
babies to 120 years old.
Appropriate and proper taxation of the wealthiest. David
Creating and establishing more social programs will create
Thompson should not be worth 41.9 billion dollars when
jobs. Providing individuals with a minimum income will
people are sleeping on the streets in -40 degree weather.
encourage higher spending rates, and more money flowing
through all together.
Put the corporate tax rate near where it was. Doesn't have to Get the pipelines built. Encourage more refining locally. Energy
be exactly where it was, but close.
East as well.
1. Provincial sales tax
1. Starting to research and utilize renewable sources of energy.
2. Tax increases on the extremely rich corporations
2. Using existing developed non-renewable resources in the
meantime during an eventual inevitable transition
(NOT out of the salaries of middle class healthcare workers
or middle class teachers)
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T5Y

T0J

Children are our future. Child care subsidies needs to be
increased as parents are struggling to meet all their
financial commitments when they need to have quality care
and quite often settles for affordable centers as opposed to
quality. Children are our future and it is easier to build
stronger children than to repair broken men. Frederick
Douglas
Healthcare and education

holding government worker accountable for their spending
use of materials and ensuring that they are accountable.

Ensuring that parents have quality child care and not have to
work such long hrs to provide for their families.

Increase corporate taxes and royalties from oil and gas

Fund developing fields like renewable energy

Education and health care

Tax businesses and carbon tax

By not cutting the budget of education and health care since
that causes people to lose jobs, not gain them.
Look for various Avenue to cut/reduce waste. There may be a Take proactive steps to attract and retain manufacturing
need for a study on how government can reduce wastes
industries.
whereever there is waste of resources (if such exists).
Improve in agriculture.
Reuse, and recycle where possible

t6w

Job creation investments. I.e investments that create
longterm jobs

T2L

Health care and education

T2L

Health care and education

T6R

Front line education and health care.

T4r

New hospital (expansion) for Red Deer
Smaller class sizes
Reduction of school fees (including transportation) for
families
Better access to family doctors outside of large centres (we
haven't had a family doc for 8 years!)
Education and Healthcare
Rise taxes on corporations/companies that make the most
money.

T4P

Encourage renewable energy development
Try to diversify the economy, look at tech based companies,
medical technology, go to tech fairs to promote Alberta (unlike
the recent one with no government representation). Let’s not
focus all efforts in oil and gas, yes oil and gas is important but
let’s not put all our eggs in one basket. Spend money on
infrastructure, sometimes you have to spend money to make
money and jobs.
Stop corporate tax breaks brining in more money, eliminate Try to diversify the economy, look at tech based companies,
the “war room”. Give public sector employees a designated medical technology, go to tech fairs to promote Alberta (unlike
day off ie every third Friday or Monday, there is no pay for
the recent one with no government representation). Let’s not
that day but Increased quality of life.
focus all efforts in oil and gas, yes oil and gas is important but
let’s not put all our eggs in one basket. Spend money on
infrastructure, sometimes you have to spend money to make
money and jobs.
Management and administration of health care.
Education directly correlates to employ-ability. The education
must, however, match the needs of employers. Long-term
economic growth cannot come from any other direction. Short
term growth is dependent on finding ways to get our primary
products (both petroleum and agricultural) to international
markets.
Duplication of school boards (why can't one board support
Diversify the economy to better prepare use of a less oil-reliant
"public" and Catholic schools? Many "public" boards
future (not asking to get rid of oil and gas industry - we NEED it!
But we need to diversify!). Offer grants to attract non-polluting
already support other faith-based schools.
industry.
Stop corporate tax breaks brining in more money, eliminate
the “war room”. Give public sector employees a designated
day off ie every third Friday or Monday, there is no pay for
that day but Increased quality of life.

Incentives to those who look at different alternative power
sources. Move towards a greener province and less reliance on
oil and gas.
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T2L

T3A

T5B

Focusing on diversifying the economy and reducing
Alberta's dependence on the oil and gas industry. Making
responsible decisions about spending or cuts based on the
long-term effects that supporting or cutting a program will
cause. Stop further slashing funding to Alberta's major
universities and colleges, as that makes them less
competitive.
Health care and education. You have an obligation to
Albertans to maintain these essential services. Nothing is
more important.
Growing infrastructure for public education so that all
children have ready access to a high level of education.
Support for parents and families to get their kids to school
(e.g. bussing, childcare with bussing).

Reduce the amount MLAs are paid. Reduce the number and
amount given with payouts to the oil and gas industry.

Stop slashing university budgets. Support students and recent
graduates to find employment, which may mean reinstating
STEP. Support other industries besides oil and gas, such as
technology.

The insanity of this war room nonsense. This is not the
government I voted for. You should be ashamed of
yourselves.
Focusing on taxation of corporations, rather than inequitable
tax breaks. Fewer "war room"esque endeavours.

Incentivizing new industries to come to Alberta and take
advantage of a highly-skilled labour force. Stop tripling down
on the resource sector.
build relationships with the "big" corporations that invest in our
province. have incentives for them to invest and hire within our
province.

I would not be opposed to paying for Alberta Health Care
Before and after care for children with staff members who
coverage under similar cost to what was in place before. I
are paid a fair wage for the invaluable services they provide also would definitely not be opposed to a Provincial Sales
in caring for our children.
tax. Rather than cutting necessary
positions/programs/people, we could afford to grow into a
Diversification of our energy sector so that we are a
province that would be leaders again, and there would be an
LEADER in alternate forms of energy. This would pave the
Alberta advantage again. I feel like the previous government
way for a long-term and planned transition from one form to was addressing changes while supporting people whereas I
another. Collaboration between energy sectors, rather than am scared for children and people in general when it comes
"us vs. them".
to education and health care specifically.

Build bridges between corporations and NGO's so that the
vulnerable people of our province are not left behind.
Grow programs rather than cutting them. responsibly, of
course. the big tag line of UCP is "fiscal responsibility". there
HAS to be social responsibility right now. With the way things
are going, I would not be surprised to see businesses and
people leaving the province, which would further stunt the
economy. YOU are responsible for your people, and not just the
bank book.

Healthcare that is accessible
T5Y

Getting Albertans back to work. This will minimize GoA
supporting the unemployed.

Get people working.

When newcomers arrive to Alberta we offer them too many
incentives. Instead we need to create more job opportunities.
Promote small business, make it mandatory in every company
to keep one spot for new comers and students. Have this
opportunity through out the year. This will give newcomers the
opportunity to engage creating a positive environment. And the
students are able to enter the workforce and save for the future.
We need to create a community where all newcomers strengths
are celebrated and opportunities are developed to showcase
them. Better to create a diverse group and not separate. As
separation creates lasting division. Communities builds
confidence. For an examples see the layout of the organization
"Candora" in Edmonton. They are a true example of how
newcomers, moms, woman and families can be built
themselves to achieve success. Create hubs to help people
looking for jobs, hold Job fairs. When newcomers come to
Canada share the information. 17(1)
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T1G

Work with BC to establish a per barrel checkoff on TM
Pipeline to establish a fund to guarantee cleanup of a spill
disaster whether on land or in the ocean. This would
probably reassure all citizens including the indigenous
peoples and lead to less court-challenges.

T5K

Education funding, healthcare, social programs, affordable Oil & gas subsidies, increase corporate taxes, cancel the war
housing
room, introduce PST
Ensuring that Healthcare, Teaching, Post Secondary, and
By leaving corporate taxes the same (or even increasing)
social services have adequate funding to continue providing
high levels of service.

Invest in the tech sector, in AI, in green energy and renewable
energy, in hemp research and development
Focusing on diversifying our economy and enticing industries
besides oil & gas to setup shop in Alberta. The oil & gas
underneath Alberta isn't going anywhere so we can just sit on it
if companies don't want to play by our rules and eventually
they'll want it bad enough. Until that time lets focus on other
industries and make the Alberta more than a "one-trick pony".

T2M

Education
Health Care

Extraneous spending by the Alberta Government itself

add tourist based industries and create jobs in this industry.
Show off what Alberta has as opposed to what we don't have.

T3b

Education and healthcare

Stop giving bailouts to oil companies. Pay cuts for
bureaucracy

T3B

Health Care, Education, Climate and Energy conservation

They can first take back the billions that they gave to their
cronies, and they can all take a major salary cut, and get rid
of their 'golden' payouts when they are done "serving" our
Province.
LIMIT BUILDING NEW LIBRARY AND NEW REC CENTERS

Stop cutting teacher, nursing and doctor positions. Support
city’s capital projects which will create jobs such as Calgary’s
green line
By NOT Eliminating Jobs, by NOT cutting the Minimum wage
that people need to live on, by NOT Giving money to big
corporations that are pulling out of Alberta anyway!

T1K

HEALTH AND EDUCATION
T3B

T3K

T3H

T2Y

Establishing our own police force.
National Pharmacare Plan.

Establish a program similar to the Federal SRTC Plan of the 80s
to provide incentives for research and innovative technical
businesses which could then be spun off to private industry.
Shared cost programs like medical/pharmaceutical research
programs at the universities and subsidies for new/hi tech
small businesses.

Stop layoffs, create jobs

(1) continued funding for the feasibility study for Bow Basin
Water Management Options
(2) renegotiation of the TransAlta modified operating
agreement during flood season for the Ghost Reservoir
Improve education through better compensation for
teachers to ensure we don't lose teachers to better
opportunities (I personally saw professional teachers in
public education who were Professional Engineers leave
teaching in Alberta to make more money teaching elsewhere
--- i.e. we've already lost some extraordinary teachers due to
bad teacher compensation or bad government support of
teacher compensation).

Doing away with the ridiculous Bowness berm proposal

x

Stop wasting money on bad initiatives, e.g. stop putting
money into funding duplicate administration costs incurred
through private schools. Find savings by forcing
competition between investment managers, rather than
forcing ATRF and LAPP from sole sourcing from AIMCo, let
them compete on the fair open market.

Support jobs and economy by spending on diversifying into
more software technology companies. Stop wasting money on
propping up old dying oil and gas companies. This is a purely
business decision. Oil and gas is great but that's not where the
money is anymore. Software is eating up everything and the
current government policies on education and business
incentives does not support the software industry in Alberta at
all, and are in fact hostile to software tech businesses.

Teacher's salaries before we lose them. After 8 years of
virtually no increase, everyone is feeling the pinch.

Cut the overheads in schoolboards. There are millions sitting Start with education. Generate cultures of excellence with
in these positions. Director level.
leadership for innovation. The learners will take this ideology
into post-secondary or industry.

Health and Education

Support Educational Leadership for innovation (see 2011
Inspiring Ed. and 2019 Leadership document). Visionary
Leadership alone is self-limiting.
Upper management and new initiatives could be scrapped in By providing social programs for the disadvantaged segments
efforts to maintain high standards of current education for a of the population so that they may participate as effictive
growing population.
members of society.
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T5E

Pipelines, infrastructure to speed up transportation of oil
and gas products.

Reduce social programs, make education funding
performance-based. Allow a two-tier health care system.

Reduce taxes.

T8N

Government should be spending money on education,
health and public welfare. Ex. Transportation. Should also
spend money on diversifying the economy and not fight
tooth and nail for an industry that is changing (energy)
invest in renewable energy
Education, health and the most vulnerable in our society

By taxing corporations instead of giving them tax cuts and
trying to steal money from students and the educated middle
class. Stop subsiding the trades schools as there aren't
enough jobs for them. Instead encourage to go into other
sectors.
Corporate subsidies

Should invest in renewable energy as that would create more
jobs. It's already created more jobs than the oil industry has. It's
time to adapt to the changing times. Subsidize education for
these industries. Help current oil workers retain to join
renewable energy sectors.
Diversify our economy

T6T

Education, health care, social programs.
Focus on creating a sense of security in the province.
Currently, so many people are afraid of losing their jobs as
well as constant price increases for so many every day
items that they are not spending; therefore, the average
person is not participating in stimulating the economy.

Eliminate the war room and the budget items that
correspond to it.

Increase funding for education, social programs, training
programs. Incentives for businesses to hire students and coops.
Provide grants for more diverse fields (eg: arts, alternate
energy, tech).
Provide more supports for small businesses. (grants, etc)
Stimulate the economy by providing a sense of job and
financial security for the average person.

T2M

Finding ways of releasing Albertans from the tireless pursuit
of corporate employment by promoting and supporting
entrepreneurs.Create, build and support an education
system that promotes entrepreneurs and independent
thinkers. Support communities endeavouring to sustain our
city and our province with inclusivity, diversity and freedom
from a government trying to convince us all to hate our own
country.

Any financial support going towards professional sports and Please see above.
entities there in. Misinformed permanent public art. Financial
support of any kind towards religious communities and
entities there in. Any and all government vacations, travel,
entertainment, gatherings, conventions. Support of poorly
informed committees, task forces, consultants, advisory
groups and any and all related projects. And a $30M “war
room”.

T5H

Diversifying the economy. Focusing on social determinants
of health and prevention, not just on providing care after
people are ill. Most of the major chronic illnesses can be
prevented with a bigger focus on prevention but instead
they are a big drain on our health system.

Think more like a business. Find a way to link data between
ministries so that for clients who are accessing different
programs/services, you know the cumulative amounts they
are receiving. Of course privacy/anonymity should be taken
into account. Consumer analysis on the users of
programs/services is the best way to ensure programs are
being used effectively.

Add parts to the curriculum to encourage students to be
entrepreneurs and to teach them about current leading
industries in the world. Students should be aware of the
industries with opportunity to innovate.

t6c

Focus on Alberta a leader in the world scale, not just in Canada.
Don't just compare with what other jurisdictions within Canada
are doing. Find ways to get oil to other markets, but don't focus
only on oil. The world is changing rapidly in the tech
sector/manufacturing and Alberta is behind.

T5B

Education, climate change, health care

By not giving so much money away in tax cuts for the rich
and big corporations.

Investing in needed infrastructure and repairs, by funding
education and healthcare properly, by training people for and
investing in carbon-neutral energy such as wind and solar.

T8A

Healthcare (universal) avoiding any privatization. Making it
an easy process for everyone to access free healthcare
Education. Arts education in Universities, approve the new
Grade 4-6 curriculum that the NDP was working on. Getting
children and adults a well rounded education. Easy access
to post secondary.

Charge the oil companies more to harvest our resources,So
they know it’s a privilege to rip up our sacred land.

Invest in renewable energy industries
Add more public service jobs.

Raise my taxes
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Stop focusing on the legacy oil & gas sector. The days of
the boom times are long gone and will never come back like
they were in the mid-2000s. The mechanism of getting the
oil product to market should have been considered 15 years
ago when the permits were being handed out to build the
facilities that have since come on-line. Why didn't you think
of it then? I blame this on 40 years of Conservative
government rule in this province.

Stop the waste of money on the energy "war room." That 30
million would of been better spent putting that money in
teacher, nurses, and first responders pockets. Increase the
tax on the wealthy and give back to the lower and middle
class people. Increase corporate tax rates and give back to
small business, they are the real driver of job growth. When
Kenny gave the big corporate tax rate cut, they just bought
back shares. None of them hired more people as is evident
by the fact that we have higher unemployment now than
So instead of doubling down and wasting money
before the tax cuts. The idea of trickle down economics is a
championing an industry that is so clearly in decline, Alberta myth propagated by the wealthy.
should be investing in getting other industries going that
don't rely on an out-dated energy model. These industries
could include green energy, high technology, service sector,
call centers etc.

Stop wasting money on trying to get the oil & gas jobs back.
They will never come back as long as we live next door to the
worlds largest Oil and gas producer. You can support job
growth with getting the youth employed again. They do drive
local economies. Also stop trying to roll back wages for
teachers and nurses and the like. They too drive the local
economies. IN fact, stop any wage rollback because reducing
families spending power does *NOT* increase economic
growth. One would think that Kenny's government would know
this already but so far it has only been a bunch of buffoon
decisions made by a group of clowns.

Keeping the people who are currently employed by AHS,
Not giving corporate tax cuts to big corporations.
EMPLOYED. Rather than laying off people from programs
that are seen as morally deficit or creating even more
shortages in departments.
Infrastructure and economy but in balance with maintaining Make government process more streamlined. Get rid of the
social programs that the province requires.
multi-levels of government management and overburdened
red tape. Stop giving corporations tax breaks just so they
can lay off more employees. Find a balance between taxation
and letting corporations thrive in our province.

Beginning to diversify the energy economy.

T4B

Health and education. Honor the promises made by Kenney. Close the war room. Reduce the salary of MLAs. Less
Do not cut budgets in these areas.
government travel. Do not cut corporate taxes.

Stop doing what you are doing. It’s done nothing but cost us
jobs.

T4B

Health and education. Honor the promises made by Kenney. Close the war room. Reduce the salary of MLAs. Less
Do not cut budgets in these areas.
government travel. Do not cut corporate taxes.

Stop doing what you are doing. It’s done nothing but cost us
jobs.

T2T

T6R

Diversify the economy, help those who are stuck int eh cyclical
nature of oil and gas find alternative and lucrative career
opportunities. Work to bring in tech and new industries.
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T5K

Stop giving so many corporate tax cuts to oil and gas
companies in a vain attempt to try to create jobs. Trickledown economics does not work. Increasing taxes on the
highest earning Albertans will increase income for the
province. The government could implement a minimal sales
tax as well as reinstate the provincial carbon tax. Both
suggestions will ensure money could go straight back into
Alberta and help Albertans directly. Stop spending taxpayer
money on frivolous legal issues like fighting the carbon tax.

It is widely proven that increased investment in education
(primary, secondary, and post-secondary) accelerates
economic growth. Focusing on and investing in
renewable/clean energy diversifies Alberta’s economy while
creating economic development and jobs in manufacturing,
installation, and more. Since the government is so focused on
trades, which is great, diversifying our economy and investing
in clean energy will create jobs for tradespeople. Renewable
energy will also help our rural communities and
communities/areas of the province that have little or unreliable
access to electricity.

T6r

Social spending to address the social determinants of health
which will change the risk distribution for the entire
population. Since this government is outcome driven,
spending on social services will improve overall outcomes.
Spending on social services is favourably associated with
health outcomes such as life expectancy, infant mortality,
and mental health days off work. The more social services
Albertans have the less they need to focus on achieving the
basics of life. Earning a living wage, having access to and
support for education, supporting early childhood
development, and addressing issues of inequality will
ensure each Albertan is a contributing member of society. It
is widely proven that increased investment in education
(primary, secondary, and post-secondary) accelerates
economic growth. Educated workers can more efficiently
carry out tasks that require literacy and critical thinking.
Investment in families (via social services) helps to support
child development. Research suggests that costs
associated with offering a living wage tended to be less than
one-tenth of 1% of the overall municipal budget and the
overall cost of contracts does not rise significantly. Most
living wage workers tend to be in households that are
struggling to meet their basic needs. Living wages will
increase productivity and decrease turnover. Research also
suggests offering a living wage does not result in major job
losses. Focusing on and investing in renewable/clean
energy diversifies Alberta’s economy while creating
economic development and jobs in manufacturing,
installation, and more. Since the government is so focused
on trades, which is great, diversifying our economy and
investing in clean energy will create jobs for tradespeople.
Renewable energy will also help our rural communities and
communities/areas of the province that have little or
unreliable access to electricity
Healthcare and education

Stop providing tax breaks to large oil companies

T6w

Health, education, infrastructure

In big corporations

T5c

Diversifying industries. Finding ways to get away from
reliance on fossil fuels.
Healthcare
Education
Arts
Education, health care and climate change

Not giving huge amounts of money in tac breaks to
corporations. That a) do ot need it, b) dont reciprocate
Stop giving money to wealthy corporations.
Tax the rich

Continue pressure on the federal government and the province
of BC to get the pipelines built
Looking into and investing in renewable resources such as
wind and solar.
Again diversify industry, provide breaks for new jobs creation
projects, not oil based pipe dreams
Realise theres more to Alberta than oil and gas. Support other
industries.

Tax corporations, increase royalties for oil and gas
companies. Bitumen is a resource that belongs to Alberta,
foreign companies should have to pay more to the province
to extract our resource.

Promote Alberta companies and reduce the focus on oil and
gas as our only source of income. We are laying all of our eggs
in one basket (oil sands), causing our economy to be at the
mercy of this one resource.
Think future forward, diversify, promote renewable energy such
as solar and wind. Allow other resource sectors to thrive.
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Stop giving money to wealthy corporations, tax the rich.

Realise theres more to Alberta than oil and gas. Support other
industries

Stop subsidizing oil and gas companies. They don't need it
and they're running away from us anyway.

Focus on educating and re-educating people. Our future
depends on our investments now. It doesn't pay off now but it
pays off in the future.

More tax to large businesses.

Encourage education

T2V

Healthcare
Education
Arts
- education. Schools should have an increase in the budget
to match their growth. Also post-secondary and the trade
schools need more funding.
- health care. The province is growing and so should the
budget for our health care systems
Education, renewable energy / technology advancements,
small businesses.
Education, arts, public transit!!

Investing in local artists, not hiring out of towners

Invest in the arts and education

T0J

Education, healthcare

Diversify economy through various industries. Be on the
forefront for green energy practices

T7E

Police and Fire services, road maintenance, Healthcare.

Reducing unnecessary spending at top government levels
(ex. Spouse flights for politicians, salaries, non-business
related spending)
Beautification projects, engineering and consultant fees for
large projects. Re-introduce monthly fees for Alberta
Healthcare to help offset the huge costs of Healthcare.

T2t

Focus on diversifying the economy and stop pandering to
oil companies. There are other industries in this province,
but when the premier only talks (and wears pro oil and gas
hoodies), it gives the appearance that only oil workers are
important.
Education
Seniors
Health
Ensuring provision of public services; education,
healthcare and programs which assist the disadvantaged
and disabled.

The Alberta government is pretty lean as it is. I notice you
didn’t ask how to balance the budget, but asked only about
cuts. Progressive income tax would decrease the need for
cuts which tend to hurt the more disadvantaged in society.

Diversification is the key. Support the diversification of
businesses in Alberta. Do more to help incubate and support
emerging industries. Quit putting money into oil and gas.

Health Care
Education
Climate Change
Diversifying the Alberta Economy outside of Oil and gas
Supporting our public Health Care system, and our
educations system. Not privatized options.

Getting rid of the 30 million dollar "war room"

By promoting the diversification of the Alberta economy
outside of the oil and gas industry.

Removing the War Room. No longer supporting tax breaks
for large corporations, especially in the Oil Gas sector.

Health and education

Please institute a provincial sales tax as seen in every other
province. 5% minimum

Focus on emerging industries - technology. We have two or
three top end schools in the world producing top tech grads. It
has been the biggest part of job creation in Toronto and
Ontario, and we should be capitalizing on this opportunity. It
would support the post-secondary sector and the new
technologies sector.
By ensuring women have access to affordable daycare.

T8A

t6h

t5x

T6H

By fighting for the oil & gas industry, coal mining, and the
forestry industry. When these industries thrive, all industries
thrive. The money has to come from our natural resources, the
people need to realize this point...if we don't have exports we
do not receive money!
Stop giving corporate welfare to oil and gas. Don't focus
Again, by diversifying and stop relying on oil and gas. The
solely on cutting, instead invest in diversifying the economy, boom days are over, and it is time to change. We, as a
and in education. The budget will not be balanced overnight, province, have a lot of engineers and scientists. Invest in
and by cutting services, education, and jobs, you are being attracting new tech industries, instead of always relying on o &
dangerously short sighted.
g.
Cutting government employees allowance. Some people take create an incentive for companies not to leave and support
advantage ...
small businesses

Diversifying the economy especially considering the impact
of climate change; opportunities to lead globally as well as
areas to phase out of.

T5Y

T6W

T3R
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T5K

Healthcare, education, industry regulation and RE-invest in Reinstate corporate taxes, wealth tax on the rich, estate tax,
renewables so this this province doesn’t burn to the ground and nationalize the fucking oil industry already. There’s your
while Kenney and his cronies clutch their last dollars as the fucking budget.
clean air vanishes forever.

Instead of “cost-cutting” and DEregulation; fucking INVEST in
alberta tech sector, renewables, pay to transition workers from
oil and gas, health and education (economies do better when
people are healthy and educated), support the arts, create
safety nets for people who need them without any ridiculous
disclaimers (like drug testing), home the homeless, fund safe
injection sites, free post secondary education, and free pharma,
dental, and health care for EVERYONE.

T3B

Education, health care, green energy infrastructure and jobs Somewhere in the 4 billion pay outs to oil and gas

Green energy, focusing on education of our children

T1B

Healthcare, infrastructure, training programs to get people
on worker’s compensation and welfare back to work

T3B

Education, health, saving the environment, community and
social development.

As I said invest in people to investigate those drawing welfare
or worker’s compensation as I see way too many people
sucking of the governments tit when they could be doing one
type of job or another.
Support alternative and experimental options for energy
development, support education for secondary and postsecondary students, support day care so people can afford to
work, support health care so that people are well enough to
work, support housing so homeless and under-housed people
can have stability in their lives (then they can get jobs, and
building houses supports the trades).

T3B

Increase social program and education priorities, decrease
oil & gas priorities.

How about cutting salaries for government employees?
Everyone else in every field has had to endure cutbacks over
the last 20 years while the government keeps giving
themselves “cost of living” or pay increases.
Cut all salaries and benefits paid to politicians and their
staffs by an amount equal to at least 150% of cuts to social
supports. Reduce the subsidies given to the oil patch to
ZERO. Set the tax rates on this industry at economically
useful levels (useful to the citizens of Alberta, not the oil
companies) and actually go out and collect the taxes owed.
Stop burdensome red tape on educational institutions that
serves only to promote the reduction of secondary education
in this province.
Oil & gas subsidies. And move them over to renewable
subsidies.

Renewable energy (think green new deal)
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T2L

-Education
I think if you have an educated population they can work,
(and your favorite...pay taxes), take care of themselves for
the most part and be less of a burden on society. An
investment.
-Health Care

-get rid of the Dumb Oil and Gas war room which has a
mandate of challenging "true facts" as your CEO put it.
-stop spending money on ridiculous things. Kenney flying
out other premiers and their families for a little pow wow on
my dime. Paying an American company for plagiarized logos
for the "war room" when you could have had an in house
designer not plagiarize for cheaper

-well I'm not sure the war room is helping, unless you are a
friend of Kenney's or a son of someone under Kenney then it
seems there is lots of money and a relatively decent job for you
-support Albertan's in getting Law degrees...Kenney likes
lawyers so if more Albertans get law degrees I think there will
be jobs for them with all the challenges he is planning against
the federal government and with challenges he will have by
labour unions. He likes going to court.

-stop paying for audits (ie. CBE) that were already done a few
years ago
-not sure if getting rid of front line staff like teachers and
nurses is really helping the economy. Hey we are all about job
-MLA take a wage rollback to a similar pay grid to nurses and creation and economic growth...if you are in oil and gas... but
teachers...so sub $100 000
we are going to give you teachers and nurses more years of
wage freeze on top of the 6 you have already had and/or cut
-why are some positions under Kenney making more money your position completely so you can go on EI and sell your
than the same positions under the NDP? Especially when
house. For sure this is going to stimulate the economy. (just in
everything was about finding efficiencies. This makes no
case you don't get it...this is sarcasm)
sense to me. There is some savings right there
-I've got it! How about you support diversification of the
economy here..OH wait! You cut funding and support for film
and animation and tech here. I guess that doesn't make any
sense to you. It's all about oil and gas and nothing else. That
is only thing that makes money. Well I think that is the thinking
that got us into this mess. Thank you 44 years of
conservatives! So maybe diversify your thinking about the
economy and support diversifying the economy.

T6R

Education and healthcare

Tax incentives to oil and gas companies could be reduced.

Focus on diversifying the economy away from oil and gas.

T3C

- Supporting the social programs that are most used by
citizens, such as healthcare and education.
- Realize people are more interested in being supported by
their government than the flawed ideology of government
debt being the single worst issue facing citizens. Fix the real
problems of government waste, not cutting needed social
problems just to check a box.

- Eliminate corporate handouts to large companies (e.g.
Husky).
- Eliminate the endless string of panels and committees
struck and filled with the government’s financial backers.

Support all job creators, including small business and the
public sector, not just cozying up to influential corporations.
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Daycare
affordable housing
Education and Schools
Information services
Promotion of the Province and new opportunities
Agriculture
Energy Diversification
Build a high-speed train between Calgary and Edmonton.

Cut all the countless Government committees formed to find
savings. Red Tape and War room sounds so negative and
communistic. Stop the negativity and promote the positive.
People are afraid of the government. I would be afraid to
move to Alberta with all this talk of separation and having
our pensions taken away. Perception is everything.

It may not be the government's job to create jobs and stimulate
economic growth especially in the oil and gas business. Maybe
a plan to diversify the economy that could bring other sectors
to set up business in our Communities. We have a surplus of
empty office buildings in the larger cities. What a great
opportunity to provide space for new business. The
Government could start a campaign, "We are open for
business" Tell them what is great about living and working in
Alberta. Stop blaming and start doing. There are so many
opportunities out there. Bring the brightest people to Alberta
and utilize the brightest people that are here and give them a
chance to start something great. Listen to the people that care.
Work together to create change. Emphasize the positive and the
rest will fall into place. People in Alberta have the perception of
being angry including the government. Look at Energy
Diversification, technology opportunities. How can the Energy
Sector work together to form these partnerships to bring
positive outcomes? Look at the opportunities and possibilities.
Alberta has the resources (Brains; Ideas and skills) in the world
to build a sustainable future.

T0E

Education, healthcare and infrastructure

Eliminate layoffs in the public sector. Fix the roads and hire
people

t2x

Education and economic diversification. These two
spending priorities go hand in hand.

t2x

Education and economic diversification. These two
spending priorities go hand in hand.

T3h

New greener industries.

Stop with the corporate welfare. Decrease the premier's
salary along with all representatives. Try living on our
budget!
Government should be looking at education management
positions and "consultant" positions. If these people are not
in front of students everyday, they should not be considered
teaching staff.
Government should be looking at education management
positions and "consultant" positions. If these people are not
in front of students everyday, they should not be considered
teaching staff.
Pst

T5X

Post Secondary Education
and
Health Care

The government gives away much to the lower income
individuals. They subsidize people who have children.
I don't like the $25 a day child care program.
People should pay for their own children's child care.
If you cannot afford them don't have them.

Increases to taxes on small businesses does not support job
creation or economic growth.

Diversify the economy. This doesn't mean abandon oil and gas,
but rather support new industry research and development. A
blanket corporate tax cut does not achieve this objective.
Diversify the economy. This doesn't mean abandon oil and gas,
but rather support new industry research and development. A
blanket corporate tax cut does not achieve this objective.
Support IT industries.

Slashing budgets for government jobs and busting unions does
nothing to support job creation and economic growth. It does
the opposite as people are made vulnerable to losing their jobs.
Furthermore, senior citizens have had decades of working to What UCP is doing is a tragedy - gutting government services
save money for their retirement. The government should not and workers - and the way UCP is representing government
workers and institutions is a travesty. Shame on you for your
constantly be subsidizing one of the most privileged
generations of our time, because they were too lazy to save lies.
or invest any money for their futures.
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T2P

this UCP government is cutting medical supports to people increase taxes to oil and gas.
married to pensioners? Really? Perhaps you should spend
more money for the prosperity and health of the people
instead of giving tax cuts to oil and gas corporations.
Spend money on climate change and new ideas that
promote healthy lifestyle. Remove our province from the
necessity of fossil fuels. Now is a good time to do it as
most Albertans do not work in and don't want to work in
such a dirty industry

T6K

Put more money towards education and community
programs. This indludes proper funding for education
growth, early education, full day kindergarten, child care
subsidies, family programs. The hospital in Edmonton
should be started sooner as it is desperately needed.

Canadian Energy Centre, Billion dollar buyouts, twitter trolls, Don't put all the enery and focus on just oil and gas sector jobs.
ministry of red tape reduction and all the 'committees' the
Much of the middle class and public service industries are
UCP have implemented.
seeing cuts and their work needs to be validated. Put more
investment into alternative energy and forward thinking
industries.

T8h

Education, healthcare

Government salaries

T5K

Education
Health
Climate change/environment
Green economy
Early childhood education/support systems for parents

Reduce subsidization of oil companies/oil industry
Tax people who make over 200,000 a year at higher rates
Increase taxes on luxury commodities and goods
Increase taxes on behaviours/practices that exacerbate
climate change, like airplane travel.
Increase taxes on large inheritances.

Invest in tech
Invest in a transition to a green economy
Invest in retraining oil industry workers
Invest (not divest) in education at every level

T4p

Young families!
The middle class.

V3H

Economic growth outside of oil and gas (diversification).

Red tape bs
Fraud in the government
Better money management
Reducing funding or subsidies to wealthy industries and
services operating at an above-average level.

T4p

Young families!
The middle class.

Lower business taxes
Decrease regulations
Support the oilfield
Diversifying the economy to prepare for a potential decline in
O&G demand. Some ideas:
-Tourism
-Construction
-Mining
Lower business taxes
Decrease regulations
Support the oilfield

T8X

how about diversifying the economy. With $2.4Billion in tax
cuts to oil and gas we can attract new businesses and
emerging industries instead of keeping our head in the sand.

Co-op support programs, Sam business and startup support
programs
Healthcare, education and long term infrastructure.
Tax incentives for large corporations and businesses. Middle Healthcare and education... the better educated someone is and
management
in good health, the more they are able to contribute to society
and the economy.
Eliminating wasteful spending for MLA’s trips around the
Eliminating the oil and gas war room. Increase taxes on the By putting more money back in the pockets of the middle and
world. Streamline government spending where needed.
wealthy. Stop giving tax breaks to corporations.
lower classes by lowering income taxes, aggressively fight
Be aggressive with bids on infrastructure get the best value, Corporations don’t vote people do. Take care of people, it’s carbon tax. Regulate insurance premiums and energy costs for
regardless of who’s buddy would benefit from the tender.
your only job.
albertans.
Regulate cell phone plans. If I have more money, I’ll spend more
Taking money from basic services like police, healthcare
money. Will that not increase the economy?
and education is not the answer.

Red tape bs
Fraud in the government
Better money management
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T0e

Need to spend in healthcare and education, NOT CUT
SERVICES

Maybe not hand out billions of dollars to your rich friends

Are you kidding me? How about not cutting thousands of
nursing and health care support services, teachers, community
services that we rely on. All you care about is money and not
the people who will be out of jobs or people without adequate
access to essential services. How is a single parent going to
survive in this province? You are taking everything from us.

T6E

Cutting back on new hires in the government and other
related agencies. Finding process improvements to save
money. Investment into our resource sector to re-establish
investor faith in the Alberta oil market.

Cutting salaries of government workers (nurses, teacher,
admins, etc.) that are earning too much and doing too little.
Admins making $70K with excellent benefits and pension cutting back to match industry jobs

Encourage investment in resources, create on the job training
programs to give industry some tax cuts to encourage growth
within their own staff and organization.

T4S

Education

Re-introduce taxes on business and consider a pst

T6R

Diversification of the economy
Teachers
Buildings/maintenance
Supplies

T3c

Health and education are primary. Infrastructure is
important as well.

T4S

Health education infrastructure

T2M

Prioritize spending on health, education, and diversifying
Alberta's economy away from its dependancy on fossil
fuels.

T7X

Healthcare and job creation/retention

T6W

I believe that post secondary education should be a top
priority. We need to build a future proof economy. The
investment will paid out in spades.

By diversifying our economy and investing in tech and clean
energy
Government Staff are overpaid and abuse the system. Need Investment in infrastructure.
to reduce salaries. Not staff, but salaries
Tax the big corporations at a higher rate
Investing And tax breaks in small Businesses

Transfer payments for starters. However, I think internally
Invest in the oil sands. I would love to see this province get
the government could shrink their departments, such as inter companies to invest in and build refineries here in Alberta. It
office staffers.
would be far easier to sell a finished product than it is to sell
dilbit. Also would reduce our dependence on Ottawa actually
getting pipelines built.
Administration beurocracy.salaries to upper mgmt. I'm still a Fund research and development in both local universities and
believer I should pay a health care premium of some kind.
colleges and in private sector.
Taxes when used wisely and for what's important. There is
so much waste on bureaucracy.
By shutting down Kenny's ridiculous "war room", and by no The government should support job creation and economic
longer providing millions in tax breaks to corporations
growth by reversing their gutting of the public education
under the guise of "making more jobs". These corporations system (quality, accessible education allows the population to
contribute to economic growth), re-instating equal pay for equal
use those tax cuts for stock buy-backs, not to create more
work for working minors, and by ceasing to cut health care and
positions.
social programs.
No subsidies for corporations. Less money spent on
Not cutting funding from frontline staff to healthcare, education
management for public companies. Look into curbing
etc. make sure that money saved from those portfolios comes
healthcare costs by making physicians accountable for all
from management positions. Continue to invest in new
the tests and consults ordered for their patients( a lot of
hospitals and schools to creat jobs during construction and
money is wasted on unnecessary tests ordered every day,
then during their use.
we cann’t compare best practice for patient care to the
United States since most of their healthcare is profit driven
and will want them to order as many tests and procedures
and medications as possible)
Look at bringing back healthcare premiums or adding PST
The government may consider cutting out school board
administration and giving more autonomy to individual
elementary and secondary schools. Compliance could be
achieved through standardized testing.

Invest it all in post secondary education. Jobs will then be
created by the private sector. An educated Alberta will translate
to growth.
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T3G

PUBLIC Education and Public Health Care.

Stop unnecessary building and infrastructure. IE. Work with Fund Public Education and Public Health so we can hire more
the buildings and roads we have. Hold off on this work until teachers, nurses, aids, front-line workers.
we have more money again.
Stop re-doing work that was already started or done. We do
not need to re-invent the wheel. For example, the curriculum
review that was started should be finished and implemented.

T3P

Education and health care. It is absolutely ridiculous that
cuts are made to these ministries.

If the government plans to make any cuts to education, lay
offs should occur with redundant positions in board offices
not in schools. Rewriting the funding model for postsecondary education as was presented on January 20th is a
wolf in sheep's clothing. All the government has to do is
make impossible targets for universities that they cannot
meet and claim cuts need to happen. I hate to even say it but
maybe the government should look at a provincial sales tax.

Education is where it should begin. Cuts to health care and
education mean that the province could potentially lose
positions to other provinces or the States. Supporting small
businesses by cutting their taxes is a start. Investing in trades.

T0J

Health care and education

Less tax breaks to big corporations who then lay people off
anyway

T6K

Public education and health care.

T2Y

Education
Healthcare

Shut down the ridiculous "War Room" focus that money on
creating employment for Albertans.
Do not give tax cuts to large corporations, only to small
companies.
Stop spending money on the War Room logo
Stop sending private jets for the travel of Premiers across
the country

T2Z

Healthcare and education

Train people in green initiatives such as solar and wind power.
We cannot stick our heads in the sand and rely solely on the
fossil fuel industry anymore. We have to change and people
will need help to do so.
Reinstate support for IT companies, a growing industry in
Alberta.
Provide support for small start-up companies not large
corporations.
Diversify the economy
Provide incentives for industries other than oil to come to
Alberta (i.e Film, tech, computer science related fields).
Move away from incentives for Oil and Gas
Lower small business taxes.

T0B

Increasing taxes. Stop corporate giveaways. Lower small
business taxes.
Spend our tax money on funding social programs. Provide You can find much revenue in a 2% Alberta sales tax, use
sufficient funding to non profit organizations and those
this revenue to support social programming. STOP GIVING
CORPORATE TAX CUTS TO OIL COMPANIES, IT ENDS UP IN
programs offered directly by the government (AISH,
Childcare rebates $25 a day programs and Education at ALL THEIR SHAREHOLDERS POCKETS AND NOT IN JOBS. CUT
THE 'WAR ROOM', this is wasteful spending.
LEVELS). By supporting these programs you ensure that
further jobs are not lost and that your people are educated
and supported.

Spend our tax money on funding social programs. Provide
sufficient funding to non profit organizations and those
programs offered directly by the government (AISH, Childcare
rebates $25 a day programs and Education at ALL LEVELS). By
supporting these programs you ensure that further jobs are not
lost and that your people are educated and supported.
It is never wasteful to invest in social programs and education.
This lifts up the whole people. It is also good debt.

T5J
T4C

Education, Health Care, Public Transportation, Climate
Change
Getting the economy boosted
Health care quality and access
Education quality

Government salaries, multi million dollar company tax
breaks. Tax the rich properly.
Salaries of government employees

Look to future-oriented projects, green energy, and stop
investing in the oil sands, which is a dying industry.
Tax cuts and incentives for small business

Roll back huge tax cuts for the mega rich

Promote/attract business ie. High tech, alternative energy, etc
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T6L

Prepping for oil Exports of the millions of barrels of oil held
in stock pile
In education, I think we should keep our focus on wisely
spending for elementary school literacy and ESL supports,
beyond the classroom teacher. The additional supports for
ESL and low literacy students impacts so much of their lives
beyond Gr.3, therefore we should invest in early intervention
Gr. 1-3 with additional supports and save money and other
resources in the long run. Dr.Georgiou's study and training
for Gr. 1 teachers in best practices over 3 years has proved
this. He is now internationally renown for it.

In the Oil Barrels held in stock pile

Build the pipeline (around the Indian reservation as opposed to
through it)
I think students in junior high and high school students
Economic growth happens when salaries rise. We've seen
could be given education credits for volunteering in
salary stagnation for many years in Alberta and need to pay
education, health care and seniors' facilities - so they would teachers and nurses appropriately and the rise keeping pace
have greater life experience and contribute more in our
with the cost of living.
society. They are too isolated on social media and watching
Micro loans have been demonstrated to grow parts of the
their various screens in any case. This may cut costs and
would provide invaluable experiences for young people who economy in the poorest nations and allows people to be
independent financially, and keep money moving in the local
are trying to get jobs as well as references. They would
better develop social skills as well and be more respectful of economy. See the book from the winners of the Nobel Peace
Prize in economics: Good Economics for Hard Times.
people older than themselves.
Financial support for retraining helps, but only if the training is
in long term growth jobs. We need to support some businesses
in technology.

T8L

Healthcare, Education

Utilize technology to find efficiencies for once. its 2020

T6M

Education, Health Care, Renewable Energy, Public Transit

Oil and Gas subsidies, don't cut corporate tax

T3G

Education, Health Care

tax breaks for large corporations

T8B

Affordable childcare and subsidizing rural healthcare
especially around Midwives.

Seriously audit AHS, reduce redudant management and
ensure the bulk of budget is going to operations, equipment,
and front line staff, not cushy executives and managers
salaries.
Education, health, and diversifying the economy.
For starters, taxing multimillion dollar corporations properly
Education: give money to school boards so they can reduce instead of giving them 4.5 billion in handouts while they
class sizes and expand support programs. It makes a huge leave the province would be good. I don’t think the savings
difference.
should be found on the backs of the civil workers or small
Health: do not privatize our healthcare system. Invest more businesses. These are the people you want to have money to
into the healthcare system so we can have more care for all spend to spawn economic growth. Things like pay freezes or
rollbacks are extremely unhelpful.
Economy: oil profits will be gone in at most 30 years. We
need to start diversifying the economy now into other
energy sectors so that our newborn babies can have a
future. We are a very sunny and windy province - if we start
investing in the development of solar and wind energy now
these technologies will be affordable in a few years and we
will become leaders in renewable energy, able to export the
technology around the world while being able to rely on oil
and gas power to see us through the transition safely. If we
don’t diversify, Alberta will become the Blockbuster of
economies - obsolete and dead.

support developing sectors such as technology that you pulled
money away from. DIVERSIFY FROM OIL AND GAS
Focus on long-term careers, the oil industry is dying and
Albertans need help transitioning to jobs in greener areas.
Build refineries in alberta that operate to a high environmental
and energy efficiency standard instead of building a pipeline.
Invest in renewable and energy efficiency research. Encourage
the growth of other industries.
Have incentives for people to train in STEM careers and trades.
Seriously push for equalization restructuring.

By taxing our big multimillion dollar corporations properly and
investing that money into diversifying the economy and public
sector jobs. As one of the biggest employers in Alberta, the
government should not be rolling back wages. Especially when
the esteemed MPs are not rolling back their own in any
significant or impactful way.
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T5T

Essential services to Alberta: Health care, education, social Premier's salary, not giving tax breaks and not giving tax
rebates for political donations. You aren't asking about tax
services, infrastructure and environment
increases which you should. A budget looks at what is
coming in and what is coming out. Restricting yourself to
only one side of the equation is a disservice to yourself and
to Albertans. Your questions are deliberately slanted. You
should be taxing more, especially the high income earners.

T5T

Essential services to Alberta: Health care, education, social Premier's salary, not giving tax breaks and not giving tax
services, infrastructure and environment
rebates for political donations. You aren't asking about tax
increases which you should. A budget looks at what is
coming in and what is coming out. Restricting yourself to
only one side of the equation is a disservice to yourself and
to Albertans. Your questions are deliberately slanted. You
should be taxing more, especially the high income earners.

T0C
t2k

Look at available transportation for meetings. Doesn't need
to be first class.
Healthcare and education

T4s

Health care & education

T6R

Serving more affordable food at meetings and venues. Not
caviar type food.
corporate tax cuts and subsidies

Elected officials salaries, hospital personnel that recieve
highs rthtan minimum wage & pensions for positions not
requiring post secondary education ( I.e. porters, cafeteria
staff ) Cut from them to avoid cutting amount of essential
personnel ( I.e. nurses!)
Stop non essential spending on premier travel, & “ war
room”
Make a priority to have smaller class sizes in school. These End the $30 million War Room which seems to be designed
have been creeping steadily upwards.
to fight your fellow Albertans who hold a different opinion.
Reduce waiting time for medical concerns.
Education
Salaries for top government officials can be cut.
Healthcare
The “war room” should never have happened and should be
Affordable housing
scrapped immediately.
Seniors
Slight increase in sales tax.
Food security
Higher corporate taxes.
Youth in care/ aging out of the government programs
Less money spent in new panels and committees to advise
Homelessness, especially in the LBGTQ and indigenous
on changing programs that were working well in the first
youth demographics
place.
Infrastructure and upgrade of essential services
No more corporate hand outs.

Not cutting essential jobs in health care, education and
government services. Those are jobs too. Give incentives into
new research and industries, especially renewable energy. We
are an energy economy so it makes sense to invest in new
energy sources (especially renewable) rather than doubling
down on a resource that is declining. That is throwing good
money after bad. Help coal/oilfield workers to transition with
training and support rather than prop up an industry with our
money and they take as profit while only providing marginal
benefit.
Not cutting essential jobs in health care, education and
government services. Those are jobs too. Give incentives into
new research and industries, especially renewable energy. We
are an energy economy so it makes sense to invest in new
energy sources (especially renewable) rather than doubling
down on a resource that is declining. That is throwing good
money after bad. Help coal/oilfield workers to transition with
training and support rather than prop up an industry with our
money and they take as profit while only providing marginal
benefit.
Less taxes and incentives for small businesses.
By supporting our more vulnerable and middle class. Public
services like low cost childcare and equal opportunity
education allow parents to become dual income families rather
than having to choose between working and paying for
childcare.
Focus on diversifying instead of putting all time money
resources and research into a dying sector ( oil & gas)

Stronger negotiation with Quebec over Energy East.

Invest in programs to diversify the economy.
Invest in the tech sector.
Reinstate funding for arts and gaming industries.
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T9E

Education, health care, seniors, low income support for
those that need it.

Stop handing money over to large corporations!!!!! And get
rid of that stupid war room. What a waste of my tax dollars.

Create small business opportunities.

Plus, do a provincial sales tax. At least everyone will be
taxed equally.
T0J

Health care, education and educational services (libraries,
family resource groups), encouraging investment in our
province,

1. Getting Albertans back to work. This does NOT mean
cutting essential jobs in the public sector, but instead, by
generating NEW employment by DIVERSIFYING Alberta’s
industry. How about investing in new CLEAN & GREEN
industries? Amazon-like business? A variety of IT
industries? Research? Medical technology? Manufacturing?
Research into CLEAN energy?
Oil and gas are on the way out. Let’s be prepared to be
leaders in finding alternative energies! Until we do this, we
will NOT have more jobs.

Reducing internal costs of government (government
employees, efficiencies in process), efficiencies in all
government funded agencies

Having a War Room is a nasty, antagonistic idea. Dump it.
Mediate! Don’t pick fights. The present government’s
pugilistic attitude is unwarranted in a civilized society and
makes me embarrassed and ashamed to call myself
Albertans.

Make it easier for people to want to live and work in Alberta but
also encourage trade within our own country.
Businesses both large and small need an incentive but the
people who work there also have to be able to live here
See above.

As always, savings can be found in excessively costly
administration everywhere. Experts in this area, not
politicians, should be advising us on where to make
efficiencies.

Please! Look forwards to what might be, instead of back to
what has been.

2. Making life better for Albertans.
This means supporting strong education, and strong
healthcare that is provided equally to ALL Albertans,
regardless of income.
This means ensuring our indigenous peoples are not living
in sub-standard circumstances.
This means finding alternative means of dealing with people
in jail whose fundamental and primary problems are related
to mental illness or drug and alcohol addictions.
This means respecting EVERY Albertan’s human right to
dignity.
3. We do NOT need to stand up for Alberta. The rest of the
country and the entire world will stand up to applaud us if
we get over Alberta’s oil and gas problems by looking ahead
to finding viable, innovative alternatives that can be an
example to others AND strengthen our economy.
T0A

Health Care
Education

Start at the top. Too many high paid politicians.

Support New Businesses and educating young people.

T2E

Increasing money to education (both primary and post
secondary) and healthcare.

Cut government (premier and MLA) salaries. Cut current
Diversify the economy by supporting smaller industries like
MLA and premier pensions. Cut money for focus groups. Cut green energy, Film, and technologies not related to oil and gas.
government handouts for oil and gas companies.
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Health care and education

Raising taxes for large companies (including oil!!!)

T6l

Alberta supports, homeless shelters and food banks that
help our community.

Charge the bigger corporations pay more and make the
average to low income people pay less.

T2A

Health care and education

Their own salaries and expense accounts

T5Y

Economic diversification
Education
PostSec Education

Axe the War Room
Legitimate RFP contract evaluations
Eliminate O&G subsidies
Collect on corporate taxes that are owed and outstanding

Look to renewable resources over oil. Use the potential to make
Calgary the Hollywood of Canada!
Have more involvement in the community learn from the people
and learn how they live and you can help them with there
problems.
Make doing business in Alberta more attractive - incentives for
hiring local, reduced taxes
Reinstate the NDPs Carbon Tax program that helped fund
diversification in devloping sustainable conomic industries
Stop alienating any person, group, or industry that isn't O&G
centric

Education and health care

Reverse tax cuts

Infrastructure projects

T2N

The biggest issue in our high schools is class sizes.
Teachers are expected to provide individualized instruction
to each student in a class of 40+ students with increasingly
complex needs (learning disabilities, mental health
challenges). There is simply not enough time in a day to
address every child's needs in the way that they deserve.
Schools need the budget to hire more teachers so that class
size can be capped off at 30. It would make such a big
difference. Education is a long-term investment -the better
educated our children are, the better Alberta will be
positioned for long-term economic prosperity.

I don't believe that the government should be increasing
funds to private schools where the student-teacher ratio is
already low enough at 20:1 or 15:1. Furthermore, those
schools receive a tremendous amount of support from
donors and community partners. Private school students
often have tons of support in the home as well. Private
schools don't need more help. Public schools need more
help. Students who immigrate to Canada without virtually no
previous education need more help. Students whose parents
are never home because they work 2-3 jobs to make ends
meet need help. The government should be focusing their
support on schools where the student-teacher ratio is often
40:1.

Education is a long-term investment. If we focus on properly
educating all Alberta students, we are equipping them with the
transferable skills (innovation, problem-solving, criticalthinking, collaboration, etc.) necessary to help Alberta move
into the future. If Alberta children received the best education
possible, they could become adults who create and innovate for
Alberta's technological, agricultural, and energy sectors.
Alberta could once again become prosperous. There is so much
potential in our young people. This potential will never be seen
if children are in schools where teachers do not have enough
resources to create optimal learning environments. Please help
teachers do their jobs so that we give each child a chance to
learn and become contributing citizens.

T1K

Healthcare, homelessness, mental health, addictions,
secondary schools, road maintenance, Municipalities,
benefits for seniors, public transit, subsidized housing,
research and development towards diversification of
exports

Reduce MLA wages/retirement packages, no redundant
commitees, no expensive trips for government officials
(skype is cheap), electric government vehicles, look for
money within MLA offices reduce extra staff possibly, don't
scrap a oil to rail program that was paid for, less provincial
parks (people/organizations can lease that property), stop
spending so much on oil let corporations pay for that just
reduce red tape make it easier for them to set up shop, give
less to elections (make the campaign period shorter), lower
minimum wages significantly and make sure stores lower
their prices accordingly this will lessen the cost of
subsidized housing

Reduce barriers to entry for corporations, increase spending in
public sector jobs where there is a need (mental health,
addictions, housing), encourage trade schools, increase
spending towards diversification of exports (offer incentives for
corps or people who come forward with good ideas, Alberta
could be the leader in automation, it's happening and the time
is right to get in)

T0K
T2T

Health care education and infrastructure such as roads and Increase tax on middle class and corporations
bridges
Education and health care
Scrap the war room. Stop giving big oil companies tax
breaks. Bring back the carbon tax to keep the money in
Alberta vs federally.

Invest into the tech sector to ensure we are not solely relying
on oil and gas
Give tax incentives to diverse enterprises (tech and alternative
energy). Stop with the oil and gas cheerleading. We all know
where it comes from and how this province was built. Stop
living in the past and start planning for the future.

T5J

Public sector jobs.

Funding the public sector, and not giving tax breaks to large
companies.

Tax breaks to the rich.
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T1C

Healthcare, Education, Twinning # 3 highway

Get rid of the war room, Wages for MLA's, Increase taxes for Corporate tax cuts are not keeping companies in Alberta. We
high end corporations.
need to make our province attractive to outside investors.
Taxing the crap out of the middle and lower classes is not
helping Albertans invest in Alberta either. Allowing insurance
companies and dentist to increase prices for services is not in
our best interests either. We have no extra $ to spend.

T6x

Healthcare and education.

T6R

Education
Healthcare
Environment

Spending on government itself, like the incredibly
unneccessary things that politicians get such as the towels
in the legislature.
Eliminate the massive tax credits to Oil and Gas industry, get
rid of the war room and eliminate all the unnecessary panels
this government has created

T3A

Education

T1A

Quality public education and public health care. Kincare
reinstated

T2n

Education and healthcare and keeping teachers and nurses
working!!!
Health Care, Post-secondary education, economic
diversification

T0G

Healthcare and non-religious education.

Lower small business taxes, provide incentives for more job
creation through subsidies or grants, etc. (especially for small
businesses).
By giving tax credits to alternative energy industries, tech tax
credits, film industry credits, infrastructure needs to be built:
children’s mental health centre, super lab in Edmonton , SW
hospital in Edmonton LRT extension.
Government needs to create jobs, not wait for oil and gas. By
building the infrastructure in this province, numerous spun off
jobs are created which puts $ back into our communities which
in turn supports businesses!
Finding cheaper alternatives rather then being so dependent Increase minimum wage
on the oil fields solely
Cut diplomas and PATs (the savings on diploma and PAT
3% PST
marking would be substantial) and cut Ministry of Education
jobs (bureaucrats). Remove the "War Room"
3% PST
Corporate tax cuts
Don’t cut education!!!
instead of savings, they could raise revenue three ways
reasonably:
1) raise corporate taxes
2) carbon tax
3) Sales tax
The War Room, Executive Director of Issues Management,
the entire Ministry of Red Tape, and all these panels looking
into issues created by the UCP such as why car insurance
rates have gone up.
Quit lowering corporate tax rates for large corporations.
Further, the Alberta government should look at starting a
provincial sales tax to generate revenue.

more green-energy investment.
Tourism investment
Invest in something other than doomed petro-fuel-industry.

Stop cutting funding to healthcare, education, and the arts,
whoch will make our province a more appealing place to live
and work.

T4X

Public healthcare and public education. The government
needs to focus it time, effort and policies for the people of
Alberta.

T1S

Healthcare and education. Teachers and Doctors are the
backbone to any successful community.
Funding for student psychological assessments and in
school resources to support student needs.

Diversify the economy away from upstream oil and gas
development, unfortunately the oil and gas industry is a "sunset
industry". Never again will oil and gas companies be drilling
18,000 wells a year--those days are done and not every coming
back. Rather, the government needs to diversify the Alberta
economy and invest in policies that promote renewable energy
(wind, solar, etc). Lastly, please increase funding for public
infrastructure projects which will generate jobs for Alberta
citizens.
Reduce spending on projects that are non beneficial to every RAISE MINIMUM WAGE.
citizen.
Taxes?
Through education. We want to better educate our children and
youth as they are per say the future of our economy.

Education, Healthcare, & the Courts

Taxes

t2n

T8A

By not thinking in the short term
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T1Y

Education and health care.

Anywhere other than education and health care.

Supporting new/more economically and environmentally viable
energy industries in AB such as solar or wind or whatever.

T6c

Public healthcare
Government bonuses
Public education
Disassembling then war room
Affordable childcare options
Homelessness and Social programs
Economic diversification and job creating strategies outside
of oil and gas

Supporting Universities in innovation
Supporting tech innovation
Diversification of energy production

t3A

Health care and education.

Tax those who are in a high to earning bracket.

Aid to small businesses

T4P

Finding a way to recycle carbon into a feasible entity like
oxygen inexpensively and keep our oil workers, and oil
flowing. I feel we will always require oil and or an oil
derivative.

I feel our society is becoming drug addicted ( medicinal
Offer incentives in areas of the economy that require a boost
drugs ) which for the most part offer a band-aid approach to with tax incentives, subsidies for kick-starting new and
healing. If we could approach health in a more healthy way
innovative businesses.
such as using mind, body and spirit to help heal.
Also offer immigrants to come over ( especially in the health
areas) and if they are a doctor in another country offer an
apprenticeship program to intigrate into our system.
The cost to run governments is to me is astronomical as I
party may integrate a policy, the next government may
squash it. The moral of the story is doing something even if
is wrong is better than doing nothing. Put a lid on internal
political spending.Put a lid on spending for indigenoius
people, for drug addicts, for homeless, and immigrants.
Instead look for people to get back to work especially here in
Alberta.

T6R

T2Z

Reduce the size of Alberta Health Services IT through
volunteer vacancy and don't back fill positions. Even with
1.5 mo/ year packages, max 12 mo, saves big amounts right
around the corner.
Job creation. Education. Senior citizens services.

Reduce the size of Alberta Health Services IT through
volunteer vacancy and don't back fill positions. Even with 1.5
mo/ year packages, max 12 mo, saves big amounts right
around the corner.
STOP EQUALIZATION PAYMENTS!
Cap executive salaries to prevent more lay-offs. In our
economy, CEOs should NOT be giving themselves millions
of dollars in bonuses like some do.
Cut unnecessary trinkets like public bicycles or boards and
spend more money on education.

T5K

Drop the warfare against activists, including Bill 27.

Stop subsidizing the dairy and meat industry.

T9E

health and education

T3K

Education, climate action, and a shift to a green economy

eliminate the tax break to corporations and tax them
appropriately
Stop subsidizing pipelines and coal

By reducing the number of non-critical staff in AHS such as IT.

Make permit applications and Consultation processes less time
consuming and obscure. Many foreign investors go elsewhere
because they don’t understand the difficulties of getting a
permit in AB.
Because of the lack of jobs, First Nations are charging
astronomical amounts of money to consult. 17(1)
consultation with 10 Indigenous groups. The average
fee was between $250,000 and $700,000; and the site visits were
all identical. Now, THAT is a waste of money and a deterrent to
any company wanting to invest in our province. And the ACO
want to remain uninformed about these fees. How convenient!
Transition dairy and meat farmers into sustainable plant
farmers.
support the public service workers so they can afford at least
the cost of living
Support green jobs and education and research for the
renewables sector
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T0L

To maintain the schools and road. To have a high standard
of Alberta Heatlhcare.

Cutting a lot of administrative jobs in the health care field. Re- Focus on easier access for companies to start in Alberta with
introduce the healthcare premium. Do not pay for abortions. some good incentives. Work hard on the oil production.
Do not pay for sex changes. Do not give away naloxone kits. Stimulate the ag industry as much as possible with diversion of
Put a lot of tax on marijuana products.
crops.

t6m

Health care, education, services to the public

I don't think it is essential to find savings, it is more
Not fire government employees/ restrict funding to schools
important to properly fund services provided by government. such that they have to lay off staff.

T2P

Healthcare, education, diversifying the economy.

STOP giving corporate hand outs. There a re many other
industries besides Oil & Gas. I work in the industry and
whether you like it or not, the world is starting to transition
off of it. Doubling down and tax breaks to corporations is
hilariously stupid. All we are doing is paying them to move
away.

Diversify. The UCP Government is not about "Jobs". It is about
Oil & Gas jobs. Stop cutting Healthcare where jobs will be lost.
Actually do something no Alberta Government has been smart
or brave enough to do and start diversifying.
Get rid of all church tax exemptions. They contribute nothing to
society.
Alberta also needs a sales tax. This boom and bust cycle can
be managed.

T5K

Where the pressures are. Health, K-12 Education, Post
Secondary Education and Transportation and infrastructure
projects. Also support Government offices that do the work
on behalf of the Citizens of Alberta.

Quit being narrow minded about finding savings. How about
looking for opportunities to GENERATE REVENUE!!!!! There
are opportunities for the GoA to make more Revenue from
the sales of goods and services. Courts, Transportation,
Environment and Parks, Tourism, sale of laws and official
materials the list can go on and on.

Support civil workers and don't look to lay them off.
Question - why is it the Government's job to ensure economic
growth? The global and Canadian economy are stand alone
entities. Why do politicians think they need to drive the
economy? Doesn't the economy have it's own driver and own
agenda? The Government gets in the way with their policies
and political agendas.

You should STOP giving away free print resources. They
can be "free" on-line. You have channels such as Alberta
The Government has lost hundreds of thousands of dollars by
Queen's Printer that can sell print resources and official
giving the business tax credit to their "buddies" and business
materials for the Government of Alberta. Example ALIS
owners.
materials are given for free to their clients, Prevention of
Family Violence materials etc. These same resources can be
distributed at a charge and would bring in $500,000+ in
additional revenue.
You are also missing a big opportunity to generate revenue
for the sales of official materials such as Drivers Handbooks
for Alberta Transportation. Budgets are SO RESTRICTED so
funds are not spent to print the materials recognizing that
the return on investment would be there and that this is an
item that citizens of Alberta are asking for. Having to "beg"
to spend money in the GoA when the return will be there is
RED TAPE AT ITS FINEST!!!!!!! I thought the Government of
the Day was looking to cut red tape. Should that not apply to
the red tape policies you make government employees go
through too?
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t8b

children, health & workforce

Monitoring how funds are used.

T0E

Increasing AISH, increase funding to healthcare and
education, revers the cuts

Reduce top heavy government, red tape reduction

T2M

education and healthcare

provincial sales tax

T2N

Public Healthcare Services, Environmental Conservation,
and Public Education.

Tax the wealthy, and tax corporations taking advantage of
our resources and labour.

T3G

Education, Health Care, Oil jobs

Politician travel and a wage freeze or cut for the politicians

T6L

-

- Reduce the number of MLAs and the size of cabinet - a
legislative assembly of 60 to 70 MLAs and a cabinet of no
more than 12 to 16 should be more than sufficient for a
province of this size.
- Be more discerning when providing AISH and similar
programs - some current recipients are sufficiently ablebodied to volunteer, participate in recreational sports and do
countless other activities commensurate with those of the
working population, and they should be expected to work
and earn their living like the rest of us. Crack down on
program abuse and the shyster doctors who so willingly
vouch for their patients being on these programs.
- Crack down on general abuse of government programs and
services and all the buddy-boy BS that goes on in
government - and this includes your wasteful contracting
and procurement.

T8n

Education and health care.
(yes, everything UCP is cutting)
Education and Health care is what sets us apart from the
rest if the country. Our public education is top notch, our
health care as well. If we don't find them, take care if them,
they will deteriorate to the point of too costly to repair. It
will be like the States.
Get rid of Kenny and the UCO. focus on vulnerable person
programs, affordable and reliable public transit and access,
quality education from K to Uni.

In municipalities

Reducing Corp tax rate is great.

Get rid of Kenny and the UCP. Stop the prov. government
giving itself raises. Levy taxes on corporations and wealthy
individuals that every one else is required to pay. No need to
'save' money, just need to collect it fairly.

Get rid of Kenny and UCP. Economics 101 - spend to stimulate
the economy. Reduce taxes on middle and lower class workers.
Free and accessible health care for all. Living wage as a
minimum wage, and update labour laws so that the employee
isn't taken advantage of. Diversification of Alberta industries,
which includes subsidies/investments and grants for startups
and programs which are diversifying from oil and gas.

Government should focus on reducing benefits to low
income family. Which way government can cut down the
burden and invest those money in business so that people
with low family income can get a job and they can work.

Government should invest more on tourism so that they can Low business tax and allocate some land to big businesses like
find savings.
Amazon, big logistic or production company.

T2G

T6L

There are too wide a gap between a $15 job and some skilled &
semi skilled job.
Don't raise the minimum wage but reduce some wages or
salaries. If do have one less holiday a year it will not matter to
them.
Increase taxes for the wealthy, implementation of a sales tax on
luxury items, grants or tax reduction for business that
diversifies the economy
stop giving breaks to big businesses
Increased and improved public transportation: more train lines,
more buses. Increase healthcare and education budgets. Invest
in green energy industries.
get some of these oil workers back to work by pushing through
with the pipeline and oil sales
-
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T6K

Health and Education are by far the most important. Those
making cuts are obviously not in need of them at the
moment.

T3B

Healthcare, education (kinder to uni), diverse job
infrastructure, childcare, equality, racism and other
prevalent bigotry
Education and healthcare should always be a priority.
Ensure teachers and students are well supported
academically and financially so that their families can focus
on their own jobs and henceforth contribute to a growing
economy.
Healthcare must be well supported as it the basis of a
civilization. If you want a strong economy, you need strong
people; and that starts with health and education.

Much less travel and spending by the Premier and Ministers.
NO hosting of other premiers or guests. Cancel the $3
million "save the oil industry" initiative - that's not where the
world is right now.
Stop giving money to corporations, they lay off/ leave & take
the money. Increase taxes on wealthy.

- remove red tape and regulatory barriers
- support green projects
- more internships and apprenticeships in key areas

The War Room is a huge expense that is not reaping any
monetary benefits. It acts more like propaganda and does
not actually improve the economy. It is money wasted and
needs to end immediately.
Furthermore, the number of panels is an added expense that
is also not seeing any monetary gain. Gaining input from
citizens is vital and integral to government success; which
can be attained through town hall meetings hosted by MLAs
and the respected minister.

The government needs to encourage citizens to spend to
support businesses and the economy. The trickle down theory
does not work in any way whatsoever. What does work is
protecting jobs, which will then translate to citizens being able
to spend money. Privatization is not the way to go in any
society and it will only increase inequality and destroy our
social structure. The government is responsible for the public
jobs and just as the Honorable Mr. Kenney thought giving a tax
break to private corporations was justified, so too is protecting
the public sector.

Diversify the economy, invest in education, invest on the Tech
sector. Protect small business.

T6V

Healthcare and Education

Eliminate corporate tax breaks.

Work on pipelines

T0K

Infrastructure.
Capital projects in the arts & culture sector.

eliminate War Room
PST

encourage diversification of economy by grants, tax breaks,
etc.
Showing Alberta is "open for business" is simply not enough if
there's nothing for people to do once they move here.
Big Investors want to ensure that their employees' quality life is
excellent, including access to outdoor pursuits, museums,
sporting activities, professional sports, concerts, opera,
galleries, a symphony orchestra, etc.

T7Y

Government is elected by the people for the people. Public
services should be upheld at all costs. It is public money
paying for the services they need.

T3G

T6X

Cut positions and salaries from the top of every public
service.
Cut out all private sector in public service. It’s a fact that tax
dollars pay for these services but money goes into the
private purse (usually not kept in Alberta) ??
Really look at high paying positions and see if they can do
more than they do now. I know for a fact there is positions
where sitting at your desk on Facebook for most of the day is
your 100K$ job.
Maintaining current infrastructure, balancing the budget and Take out many unneeded admin layers in the CBE. Work in
working towards paying down debt.
the problem of over staffed government industries such as
nurses, and general government workers. Reign in city
councils on there in nessasary spending such as Calgary
with the new hockey Arena . Now is not the time for in
needed spending like this.
Health, education, family needs
Corporate Tax Breaks, War Room, Politician spending
(flying, events, etc)

Start looking at diversification. Bring in other industries.
Create more “clean” environmental industry. When our oil
starts flowing again it can be used for debt and savings. Oil is
used for so many products that it will never be invaluable.

Offer small business incentives to hire employees, help City
council such as Calgary to lower business taxes thus souring
on growth

Diversification - tech, green energy, etc
Well clean up
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T8A

Heath, education and infrastructure. These three areas have Getting rid of the Oil war room. Running around the province Again the UCP has thrown all their eggs in the oil basket. How
many jobs has the UCP created. They have canceled good
people who also work and pay provincial taxes. Create and surveying the public on issues that the NDP have already
done, Such as Agricultural research, farm safety,
programs and jobs in alernative energy, entrepeniurship in
maintain good jobs that diversifies our economy.
technology, etc. Not all the NDP initiatives were bad, Not
A decrease in corporate taxes has not created jobs. People
everything in Alberta is about Oil. Invest in Agriculture,
have to make a profit first before they pay taxes. Suncor,
Agrifood, technology, health. Diversify our econonmy, hard for
made a good profit, and used it to buy back shares. How did
a conservative to do, you only had 50 years to try.
that benefit Albertans. Their investment in the next year is
flat.

T2L

PUBLIC education - no vouchers that drain funds from
public education into private schools.

Make oil companies pay their overdue property taxes.

Cuts for tech companies - diversify the economy instead of
making it all about oil and gas.

Sales tax - just like every other province and state in North
Helping low income families...tax breaks. Support for
America. We cannot rely on oil/gas revenues to support our
addiction centers, single mothers, lower public transit costs. standard of living.
Green Energy

Swollen government. Break up the government run anti oil
lobbyist

T5K

Increased spending on government employees and service
delivery. This talk of belt-tightening is short-sighted and
disingenuous. At a time of increasing unemployment, the
onus is on the government to increase spending and hiring
as a way to maintain economic activity until the market
correction has settled.

This is a loaded question, presuming my answer to the first
question would be to cut instead of spend. Savings are for
individuals, to weather the storms of a market-driven
economy. Governments must spend the money they gain
through taxation on providing services and salaries.

t3g

alternative transportation strategies and implementation
Responsible development control to sustain and improve
the economy and environment (one does not come at the
cost of the other)
Resourcing non-profit/Charities who fill the gaps when GOA
spending decreases
Support of those who need it most (homeless, sick etc)

Restricting new development that requires new
infrastructure built and paid for by taxpayers. Find
efficiencies for using what is already available. Or new
developments pay for all infrastructure and resources
needed.
Work collaboratively with arms length organizations to
engage citizens on upcoming work or plans while using
consultants less.
Continue to research and investigate options to reduce
admin cost to education and health care.
Allow those who chose to live in risk prone areas to cover
their risks on their own. e.g. Those that live in flood prone
areas should be informed (flood risk mapping) and then
provided opportunities to move or cover their own risk
through insurance or other means. Taxpayers should not be
insuring those risks that are known and currently ignored or
passed on to other by those who live in risk prone areas.

By retraining people in new fields such as green energy. The
green energy sector could surpass traditional very quickly if
supported as much
Stop being so acerbic with the rhetoric, and stop punishing
government employees for trying to live their lives. Start
investing in make-work jobs for unemployed people until they
are back in proper private sector jobs. Reward companies who
pay proper salaries with hiring incentives, and tell the ghoulish
fairweather employers to get lost and never come back.
Re-introduce small business and entrepreneurial incentives
especially in the tech sector to build resilience to fluctuating
energy markets. Allowing for smaller businesses to hire new
talent for their projects is good thing.
Create incentives that organizations can use to adapt to climate
change realities. This has been shown in other jurisdictions to
be a job creation activity.
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Protection of Alberta's most vulnerable but only critical
services
Mental Health/Addictions
Education
Policing

Parents of children accessing children's programs should be
responsible for more and government for less. There is too
much of a sense of entitlement, a sense of "Government will
provide". Stop providing what people can provide for
themselves. People have stopped being resilient, and
providing for themselves as they believe government will
(because government has). Focus on programs that enable
people to provide and earn for themselves.
Reduce paper/increase electronic storage - way too much
duplication of storage of information.
More web based training, less in person/travel for training.
Why are we spending money on community access in the
PDD Program, when this obtains the worst outcomes for
people.
More procurement for services, and less sole sourcing.
Providers who are sole sourced have GOA over a barrel for
costs and there are more cost effective ways of
providing/delivering the services.

Develop/increase opportunities in rural communities; attract
new businesses to the province. Challenge the Federal
Government. Maintain fossil fuels but also move to greener
alternatives, and greener ways of extracting/processing fossil
fuels.

T0g

Education, Healthcare, increase old age pensions.

Quit giving tax breaks to the rich corporations.

Increasing pensions and invest in middle and low income.

T1R

Not themselves that’s for sure. People on AISH, the elderly
and children’s programs

Not sure.

T5K

Health, Post-secondary, Infrastructure.

By cutting their pay and stop giving big tax breaks to
companies that leave. People don’t need to be making more
150,000/yr - make them pay a bit more taxes.
Limiting Healthcare spending to a maximum % of
revenue(i.e. 45%) and finding alternate delivery methods to
make access better.

T9A

Seniors - Health Care, Long Term Care Facilities and
Protection
Education
Rural Crime
Health Care - Upper Management Goes (Top Heavy) and
more front line staff

Diversify - don't just focus on oil and gas

T4x

Health care and Education

MLA's Wages
Flowers - on the grounds and in the building - rather see an
extra EA in a classroom than pretty flowers.
Travel - MLA's and Premiras fly second class or stay less
expensive hotels
Increase Teleconferencing
Phone/Internet/Cell phones - shop around for best deals on
monthly bills
Tax breaks to corporations

T6E

Health, education, post secondary.

Cut wages to elected officials.

Provide grants to industries in need to help seed development.
Including small industries, not just oil and gas

Diversifying the economy and encouraging other sectors to
come to Alberta with incentives for Tech and AI. We need the
pipeline built, and better oil prices, but right now there doesn't
seem to be any imagination or willingness to think about
anything other than the oil and gas sector. Seems short sighted
when other provinces are moving towards other sectors. We
are going to be left behind unless the AB government has a
vision outside of oil and gas.

Invest in Technology
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T3B

Education and health care but to do this we need to build
the economy. Hence funding economic growth is key.
However, communication needs to be directed towards
understanding that our economy directly impacts funding
for education, health care and social service. We have
created an us versus them scenerio between business and
public systems. We need to understand one feeds the other
and stop claiming one is more important than the other

We need higher taxes on high income earners as well as a
provincal tax system to fund the economy. You have to
spend money to make money.

Diversify the economy beyond oil and gas! Tourism, the arts,
ect should be grown. We can not be dependent on one
resource. Again, gather community and brainstorm ideasT

Kill the war room! What a waste of money. Gather people in
the community to think and quit wasting money
Upper management levels of education and health care. The
system needs to be streamlined. Also return to community
based programs.
Anything not essential should be cut and put on hold until
the economy stablizes and grows

T3R
T5y
T6E

Education - Class sizes

Higher management / bussing / let the school board charge
fees
Healthcare
Lesser benefits for refugees who do not work and yet getting
more money from the govt!
Public health care!! Preventative care, education (especially Upper management in healthcare, prioritizing use of non
elementary and high school), and public infrastructure
specialists for low risk patients (family medicine doctors
focusing on sustainable options including public
over routine referrals to pediatricians) (family medicine
transportation (including inner city LRT and a high speed
doctors and midwives over routine referrals to obstetricians)
etc.
train between Edmonton and Calgary)
Education, reeducation, green energy, health, economic
This should be a secondary concern. Maybe not giving tax
diversification and public transport.
breaks to corporations would have been a good start.

By reducing class sizes
Focus on our main resource. Oil and gas
Investing in public infrastructure and public health, diversifying
the economy and moving towards investment in sustainable
energy

Direct programming; funds for education and retaining and
support for later life learners. Coal and oil are dead. Move on,
move forward.
Build pipelines to provincial boundaries toward Saskatchewan,
NWT and Yukon thereby bypassing bc @nd the federal
government

T5s

Stop supporting injection sites
Stop supporting and participating in CPP, development of
our own pension fund is critical
Stop using the rcmp as the provincial police force
Fire the cfo and hire one who reports to the province
Control immigration like Quebec
Hold a referendum on equalization calling for a
constitutional amendment
Ban foreign monies from politics, environmental groups,
Declare China an enemy state

R3move the rcmp
Stop funding safe injection sites
Control immigration like Quebec
Referendum on equalization and remaining in Canada

T2E

Diversify the economy, get on board with climate change
initiatives and stop being so partisan.

kill the war room. Bring in a sales tax.

Stop the focus on a single industry. Bring back NDP subsidies
for alternative energy. Fund the Green line in Calgary

Healthcare, Education, Economic diversification

Salary rollbacks on the top paid in public office.

Diversify the economy- provide training and investment in new
technologies
The pipeline shouldn't happen at the cost of education and
healthcare
Stop cutting jobs in health and education.

T8h

T4B

Education, healthcare

Anything other than education and healthcare that the UCP
fund. Their ideas are 1940s steps backwards
Spend money on putting nurses and teachers back to work. Salary cuts to the upper echelons of the public sector jobs premier, ministers. No more tax cuts for the rich.
Education and health care
Fewer school boards to reduce overhead and cancel the
wasteful Canadian Energy Centre

Invest in diversifying our energy sources and economy such as
high tech sector
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T5N

Supporting new business in Alberta
Reinforcing our leadership in education, health care, and
technology.

How are we feeling about oil corporations taking their tax
incentives and withdrawing investment from Alberta? Start
there.
We don't need savings - we need investments in new
industries.
Also, the energy war room is hilarious.

T1C

Healthcare, education, social services, pipeline

High ranking government employee salaries.

T0m

Canadians, healthcare

Stop sending it to other countries or terrorists

Support our oil workers

T2M

Education

Private industry

Dristribute money where it is needed such as education system.

T6X

Health care, education, environment, jobs (including public
sector ones)

More maintenance instead of capital projects for
infrastructure, and also reducing overly generous provisions
in union contracts with nurses especially (e.g. overtime, part
time hours, lump sum payments). Also, AUPE union
members that are ineffective at their jobs and just are warm
butts in seats need to be removed. You can find savings just
from getting rid of ineffective people and improving overall
efficiency.

Support industries that diversify the economy instead of
fighting against global headwinds against fossil fuel industries,
support retraining, and don't cut public jobs to an extent that
you push Edmonton into a recession, because that doesn't help
anybody.

T2E

T5T

T2E

T4X

Invest in people, support new industries, diversify.

Stopping the cuts on front line workers such as nurses,
teachers, childcare, elderly care givers and go further up the
ladder to make the cuts. Public education and Heather are. Not
private education and healthcare.
Health care, education, infrastructure, diversifying the
Corporate tax revenue.
Incentive programs for investment, energy efficiency rebates,
economy.
developing Alberta as a world class destination for
infrastructure, education and health care.
bring in a sales tax. bring in tolls on highways. demand oil
stop outsourcing legal work to expensive law firms charging fund geothermal energy plants. invest in the growth of the
companies to deposit adequate clean up funds before they $400 an hour. Keep in house legal counsel on an annual
digital economy. encourage innovation in all fields with tax
drill any wells. stop providing benefits to government
salary.Stop wasting $30 million of tax payers money on
relief or start up funding.
friends in exchange for funding support. Invest money in
energy propaganda centres, money which could have been
alternate energy to put people to work outside of oil and gas much better spent. Stop providing any rebates, tax relief,
like geothermal energy plants as in Saskatchewan, solar
subsidies any any sort to oil companies that are not paying
energy fields. Invest money to diversify our economy into
their municipal taxes or polluting our environment or selling
the digital economy favoring intellectual capital like
off abandoned oil wells to shell companies to off load clean
nanotechnology, artificial intelligence software,fintech.
up liabilities.
ensure access to Justice by having the correct ration of
prosecutors and court staff to provide timely justice to all.
Integrate provincial and queens' bench into a unified family
court
Mental health, the poor & the vulnerable. We have a
Raise corporate taxes. The recent cut is not working and is
Industry-specific incentives instead of an across the board tax
campaign in this province declaring "Enough for All." It is NOT creating jobs but it IS leaving the social web of
cut. The recent tax cut is lazy and inefficient.
inhumane and immoral to watch a neighbour struggle with
programs threadbare.
life's basics like food and shelter while many live opulently.
There also needs to be a focus on rapid transit between
Edmonton and Calgary.
Education
Changing the corporate tax rate to 10% rather than 8%
Corporate tax of 10%
Subsidies to fledgling industries (solar energy, nanotech, etc)
Child care subsidies
Grants for companies to train employees, provided employees
Personal tax cuts over corporate
are full time residents of Alberta
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T3r

T0L

T4V

Education (PUBLIC) and health care. These are essential
More taxes for big businesses and not tax cuts as they are
doing now.
services that are necessary for the general betterment of
society.
They have cut spending to much. Specifically for boards like Do attrition to reduce staff levels instead of all the layoffs.
the AER (Alberta Energy Regulator).

By not reducing funding in the public sector. There have been
far too many layoffs since they have announced their budget.
You don't create jobs by laying off all the gov employees. Do
staffing reductions next year by attrition instead of layoffs. This
includes non-union boards.
Diversify the economy, by investing in green technology, and
technology in general
Focus in Canadian worker's and Abilities

Health Care, Education, social programs that help people
trying to get out of the oil and gas industry
Medical and Retirement benefits and Education funds

Tax the rich, stop spending on the oil and gas "war room"

T5K

Education, predictable, long term municipal funding
agreements, environmental protection, affordable housing,
health care, and topping up the Heritage Fund

1) By properly funding the schools so that young Albertans
have the educational tools that they need to pursue a
successful career (in whatever field that is)
2) By funding economic diversification initiatives. Alberta has a
highly skilled workforce that is highly adaptable, so let’s kick
start industries that are sustainable in the long term and make
us less reliant on revenue from the most financially volatile
resource on the planet. How could the provincial government
not see the value in sending a delegation to support Alberta’s
technology sector at the worlds largest electronics convention
(CES)? Why is the government against creating a series of
protected parks and recreation areas in the Bighorn region so
that we can ensure future generations get to enjoy it, and so
that we can continue to expand Alberta’s environmental and
adventure tourism economy?
3) By providing consistent, predictable, long term funding
agreements to our municipalities. How are Calgary and
Edmonton supposed to provide effective services that attract
new residents and retain existing ones if they don’t know what
their provincial funding is going to look like year over year? The
provincial government lied to our two largest cities when they
said they were not going to change the City Charters, creating a
massive amount of uncertainty and causing cities to re-open
their already approved budget cycles. What savings did
breaking that promise actually provide? I am 100% for a sales
tax if it means that both rural and urban municipalities are
provided with a consistent, long term funding model for big
ticket capital and operating items like affordable housing,
public transportation, and irecreation/wellness.

T6X

Education & health

1) Dismantle the Canadian Energy Centre. The energy
industry does not need a provincially funded media centre to
advertise on their behalf. They already have lobby groups
like CAPP to do this, and if they aren’t doing an effective job,
then that’s their fault, not the province’s. Many Albertans,
including myself, do not agree that we should supporting
and spreading industry views that are not aligned with
sound, vetted, research. If the energy industry truly believes
that they are doing everything they reasonably can to reduce
their carbon footprint and invest in making the lives of
Albertans better, then you shouldn’t need the Canadian
Energy Centre anyways.
2) Merge the Catholic and Public School Systems and stop
stop provincially finding private schools. Why does Alberta
need to duplicative school providers? Merging the Catholic
schools into the public system would save money by:
a) Reducing the amount of land required for new schools.
You would no longer have to provide land for both a new
public and catholic school in each new neighbourhood,
minimizing the amount of municipal reserve that has to be
taken and reducing urban sprawl.
b) Reducing the costs of new building construction. Building
one, larger public school building is more energy efficient
than two smaller, individual schools. You also have to build
less municipal servicing and pay for less yard maintenance.
c) Cutting redundant services: having two school boards
service the same area of the a municipality makes no sense,
as they provide so many of the same supports. Merging
boards would also reduce the amount of administration
required, allowing funds to be out towards the people on
direct contact with students such as principals, teachers,
and educational assistants.
The Public School system can easily provide Catholic
services if they so desire much like they do with other
Reduce unnecessary spending - travel etc
Wage reduction for politicians
Combine some school board operations to reduce costs.
No bonuses
Junk food tax

T8N

Education and Healthcare

Upper management leave the everyday workers alone

Support students

T5Y

From Big businesses and Oil Money

I don’t know
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T2A

- Transition animal farmers into lines of work that don’t
devastate our environment and torture animals. - Set up a
fund to support (rather than criminalize) independent
investigation of operations that exploit animals.

T6W

Strengthening education and healthcare not cutting it.

Health care
Education
Environmental sustainability
Social welfare

T0B

Federal money being used to subsidize big dairy needs to be
freed up and sent to AB to help with a program to transition
animal farmers to ethical lines of work. We can also get rid
of the special prosecution task force sucking tax money to
intimidate animal abuse whistleblowers. (It’s not working
anyway).

Our top priority in Alberta needs to be our environmental
footprint and revolutionizing the way we treat animals.
Provincially-funded investigation would create a lot of jobs, and
a focus on plant-based farming for human (not livestock)
consumption would ensure our land is sustainable for centuries
to come. This is by far the best thing you guys could do for our
economy.
Cut back on unnecessary and overinflated government jobs. Fight to make an end to equalization payments so we can invest
that money in paying off provincial debt and invest in the
economy.
Oil and gas
By investing in the wellbeing of it's citizens - ensuring more
Industrial animal agriculture
nurses and doctors have jobs rather than cutting funding
- ensuring more teachers have jobs and students have a more
thorough education rather than cutting funding
- taking funds from corrupt oil and gas and transferring it to the
development of clean, renewable energy
- taking funds from corrupt industrial animal/plant agriculture
and investing in smaller scale farms, organic farms (which may
encourage more citizens to become farmers)
Equalization payment. The east doesn't need it as Quebec
has said they have 2.2 million excess and we do need it

In Alberta we are still waiting to see growth. Any step forward is
progress

T6X

Post secondary education and families abilities to pay for
the high tuitions.
Helping every family with there day to day expenses
Environment, health, education

Cut oil and gas out completely.

Provide training in environmental cleanup, solar industry.

T1K

Health care and education.

Reduce corporate discounts.

t6a

debt reduction and deficit elimination

all the overpaid executives at AHS could take a 50% pay cut

Diversification of our economy. Support local business
initiatives.
get out of the way of business

T0J

Education
Post Secondary Education

Giving business breaks, tax credits

T6l

Basic shelter, drug plans, environment

Alberta Supports
Safe sites for drug users
AISH
Disband the war room

T1h

Education, dental benefits, senior care, health care

Increasing taxes on the wealthy

T0m

Education
Heath

Government spending on studies that are useless

Provide tuition credits and bursaries so people can get an
education and Alberta will have more educated and skilled
workers
Pipelines

T0C

Education, health care,seniors and those in need.

Only hiring for gov't positions where needed.

T0J

Health care
Child care
Housing
Education
EDUCATION
HEALTHCARE
POLICE SERVICES
Health and education

Less middle man position

T8N

T8a

By funding projects like the superlab

Get out of the business of doing business with private
companies. If they can't make it let them die.
Reward the employers who are hiring within the province
instead of out of province

GST raised to 7%

INCREASE EDUCATION FUNDING/ TRADES

Cap government employee salaries.
Reinstigate healthcare contributions.

Support private sector small businesses more.
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T6V

T8H
T0K

T3h

Health, education, housing for low income, income for
Taxes on big corporations. You've given huge cuts in hopes
disabled and handicapped, seniors health and medications, to stimulate the economy and create jobs - this which has
not xome to fruition. How about meet in the middle. Give
mental health/wellness and access.
corps a slight tax break and create a PST- this would put
money back into essential services.
Healthcare, education, green technology/nuclear
Decrease corporate tax breaks
investments
I don't think we need to increase but I think education and
I think it's reasonable to expect that savings in health care
(which in reality could be the same budget without increases
health care should have clear support from government
for inflation). My big concern is the seemingly careless way
spending.
the government is going about this process. I suspect
money will be saved but people will receive worse health
care.

Invest in new green technology, and provide training for O&G
workers to transition into
I've become skeptical of the common hope that a healthy oil
and gas industry is going to resolve all our economic concerns.
I have concerns that government support of oil and gas is
benefiting executives but not the rest of the province and may
perpetuate an unhealthy job status (where many of these
workers are seasonal or get laid off regularly). Though I haven't
seen any great successes yet I hope that enabling small
businesses in general by removing 'red tape' would be great
and perhaps some programs that do target smaller businesses
and then emerging areas - technology and other energy
sources
The government of Alberta can save money by revoking their The government of Alberta can support job creation by
new rural police task force. A privatized police force is a
investing in progressive trades, specifically in new forms of
complete abuse of power.
energy.
Sales tax.
Recognize that the public sector cuts will result in dampened
spending overall, so not cut the public sector wages.

T6h

The government of Alberta should focus on prioritizing the
welfare of low income human beings (such as those with
disabilities) and animal welfare.
I think the government should establish funding to reduce
the costs of textbooks, specifically in the form of grants for
creation and adoption of open educational resources - a
program the previous PC government had, but the NDP
cancelled. Given rising tuition, a modest investment in open
textbooks would greatly reduce the burden on students and
their families.
Health, Education Senior services.
Political pensions, redundant levels of management in public
corporations.
arts and culture
firing Jason Kenney and hiring someone who cares about
the people
Education and healthcare. The fact that these two essential The large cuts that have been given to corporations have
services have been undercut so extensively is heartbreaking proven to be ineffective. It is not bringing jobs to the
and has hurt many families, individuals, and programs.
province.
Removing coverage for essential medications and offering
The War Room - is this really necessary?
coverage for another treatment that is "close enough" is
outrageous.
Unnecessary travel and extraneous expenses for
government members.
Education - elementary and secondary.
Enforce taxation on oil companies.

T5A

Education and health care

T0J

The elderly, more long term care,more choices. Education, Cut the ones at the top! To many of the big bosses take
K-12, tech schools. Health care, need more beds opened up home the pay, especially in health care.
in rural Alberta!! Build more hospitals,

T6A

T8N
T8N
T2W

Invest in new technology and renewable energy. Not saying oil
must go but at some point we have to learn to use our
resources better.

Within their own salaries to start with!

Give people on social assistance more opportunity to get off
assistance.
bring Rachel back
Educate our young people. Stop cutting jobs (eliminating jobs
does not equate to job creation).

Keynesian economics.
Support our oil and gas industry.
Encourage the youth to go to tech schools. Start drilling more
oil and gas wells. Build or reopen existing coal mines!! Invest
in any opportunities outside of the big cities!!
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T6X

Health and education are extremely important, as are many
of the social supports and services offered by the public
sector.

Education funding and curriculum that isn't decided by
people that are not in the field of education.
Improving public transit and getting around the province.
We are really lacking compared to other provinces.

Raising taxes, especially on the higher personal tax brackets By not slashing the public sector so much, by not paying for a
and larger corporations. The carbon tax was actually pretty ridiculous 'war room' (who are we at war with exactly, what sort
good at keeping money in our province.
of message are you even hoping this presents?), offering
incentives for alternative energy companies to come
here/developing programs to help all levels of oil and gas
workers to find jobs in industries that aren't failing on a global
level, maybe consider the needs of everyone, not just big oil
companies.
Cancel the corporate tax cuts. We already have the lowest
Support a VARIETY of industries and fields. Don't cancel the
corporate taxes in Canada, and there is no evidence that
Energy Efficiency Alberta Program. Invest in education and
lowering corporate taxes creates jobs.
healthcare.
Don't cut the corporate tax rate. Don't go back to a flat tax. Diversify the economy (beyond oil). Stop attacking existing
Stop picking fights with unions. Also stop the handouts to
jobs (such as don't slash film/TV tax credits, don't cut tech
corporations.
company tax incentives, stop cutting funding to
teachers/nurses).
Politician's salaries and mid-level management in public
By returning incentives to industries trying to grow. Film could
sectors
use some proper incentives. Forward thinking energy sector
ideas.
Show an Alberta interested in moving into the future instead of
fighting for the "good old days".
Cutting wages for top AHS executives instead of laying off
Continue fighting to gain access to ports for oil and gas
nurses
Not giving hand outs for oil and gas companies that lay off
Looking outside of oil and gas because we will never go back to
Albertans.
the oil boom we saw in the past.
The government shouldnt need to find any additional
Investing in transit is job creation. Every $1 invested in transit
savings. Too much has been cut already!
has a $4 economic return. (Source: CUTA)

T6H

Education and health care

T4A

Education, health care, and social services.

T1S

Public education, health, and infrastructure, in that order

T7S

Education and Health care

Healthcare and education. Social services take care of
everyone!

Tax people who make more money- they should help those
Oil supports and also social services. It cannot be one or the
who can’t. Government people / managers should make less other

T2R

Health, Seniors, Education, renewable energy grants

Get rid of the ridiculous war room. Stop allowing O&G
companies to avoid taxes, stop offering tax breaks to multi
million (billion) dollar companies.

Bring back renewable support, offer incentives for non-oil and
gas companies to set up shop in Canada. Remove Engineers
and any other oil and gas focused visa's to Alberta. We have
enough skilled professionals workers without work.

T5y

Education funding

Unsure

Funding to private and public sectors

T5Y

Health care, education and the environment

With big businesses

Support the middle class.

T0H

jobs

T5Y

T8X

T4R

Arts & Culture, Parks & Rec, Community and Housing. Let
the communities look after their own parks and rec. Arts &
Culture falling off the main stream due to high tech - social
media/info tech
Education, health and infrastructure. Quit investing in
No more war room, no more inflated salaries of government
billion dollar companies that give zero ROI while
officials, No more review panels of the premiers friends and
systematically trying to make Albertans dumber by
donors, no more trips for the premier to London with no
implementing your for profit school models.
feedback to the tax paying people about what he was doing
there.
Improving mental health for all constituents. Focusing on
Obliterate the transferring of equalization payments to the
PSI’s to be the lead in systemically approaching this so that east.
employers, employees, students and fellow citizens are
engaged, aware and supportive.

Cut back on full time gov't employee salaries, they already get
paid vacation and sick leave. Cut back on administrative jobs,
there are too many admin
By investing in up and coming technologies and realizing that
although we should still support O&G, it is a dying resource.
Hence non-renewable, but keep cutting education so that kids
coming through school don't know what that means.
Offer and support the development of increased higher
education granting for post secondary institutions so the
students choose to stay in AB cities once they graduate.
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T5S

Health care, schools and education, maintaining and
improving infrastructure

Decreasing the number of “higher ups” in the public sector Work with small business owners to find ways to make it easier
that have huge salaries and receive large bonuses and
for them to prosper in these difficult times. They cannot hire
increase front line workers- teachers and nurses for example- people if they cannot keep their businesses open and profitable
who are actually the backbone of our society
Continue to find ways to make Alberta look like a great place to
I actually would not be opposed to the government
live and invest- tv ads, tourism videos, educating the public on
implementing a small provincial sales tax if it meant there
how much we actually care about the environment despite what
would be no loss of jobs or major cutbacks to vital services. a few celebrities want the world to believe.
Continue to collaborate with the rest of Canada and try to mend
relationships with fellow Canadians and provinces. I feel this is
the only way the pipelines will be built. Education and
communication is key

T2Y

Diversifying the economy! Quit counting on oil and gas in
this province and start looking at creating a strong, stable
ecomony across sectors.

In tax breaks to big businesses, especially oil and gas who
By encouraging all types of businesses in this province and not
are not doing their part. Just ask the rural municipalities that playing favourites with oil and gas. Also by supporting oil and
are struggling to get them to pay their property taxes. We
gas workers as they transition to other sectors.
need to stop trying to find all of these cost cutting measures
on the backs of those most vulnerabke and those that can
least afford it. If it really is importany to the government to
cut costs, quit playing favourites with oil and gas.

T1m

Making child care accessible and affordable for all. Increase Government workers make less, get rid of funding for
subsidy threshold but scrap the 25/day child care
programs and grants not utilized.

Apprenticeship programs for more programs like ECE

Make a pay scale for those early childhood educators that
work in licensed centers and day home agencys and day
home providers who have ECE qualifications
Revamp licensing regulations for child care centers and day
homes
Have a better way to monitor private day homes
Make it easier for first time home owners to purchase their
first home
T7A

Education and Health Care

Do not spend taxpayer money on an Oil and Gas War Room
Not on the backs of many vulnerable Albertans...seniors,
children, sick...
Be careful where you are heading with tax dollars going to
the rich and elite in Education (Privatization of
Schools...Performance Based Funding...) the rich get richer
and the disadvantaged never see the light. It is all more
complex than that but delving deeper into details for all of
the above, would take a dissertation length survey answer. I
am sure that the message is quite clear though.

Quit messing up and people will want to spend money...I have
very little faith, considering the direction this government is
heading...so I am not spending. How many other Albertans are
doing the same...hmmmm?

T0J

Health care and Alberta’s oil

Immigration

Oil and gas
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T6J

Providing proper Health and Education systems with a focus I think we should focus on proper revenue streams. Perhaps DON'T GIVE ALL OUR REVENUES TO MULTI-NATIONAL
we could focus on savings if we didn't give 4.7 BILLION
CORPORATIONS SO THEY CAN USE THAT MONEY TO MOVE
on updating and maintain our facilities.
dollars to corporations and instead spent that money on
OUT OF ALBERTA!
providing Albertans proper services.

T3m

Education and health care

T6R

Leaving the nurses, teachers and other front line workers
alone. Decreasing our pay is only adding pennies to the
bucket- we really dont make that much money at all. Focus
on the big offenders, that being the physicians for the cuts.

t2G

- Education
- Health care
- Social Sector

Essential services
Hire more nurses to cover all hours instead of burning out
the ones you have. Overtime is extremely costly and so is
burn out.

T5G

Health Care
Debt Reduction

This question is incredible misleading and frankly, a load of
bullshit by only asking for ways to "find savings."
Big business
Pay for your own expenses
The physicians!! They are so sneaky in their charging and
money hungry. They live in mansions and many have
lamborghinis and other expensive possessions. Someone
needs to investigate how they bill for their services. For
example, in the OR at the UAH some anesthesiologists, will
double bill for liver transplants.
In the Endoscopy departments, if a GI doctor removes a
polyp greater than 0.6cm in size, they get more money. As do
the anesthesiologists who are present during the procedure.
Meanwhile, the nurse who is actually the one snaring and
removing the polyp, does not get any extra pay. And believe
me, the physicians are charging for alot of polyps that are
less than 0.6cm in size.
A third example, are anesthesiologists who make $10,000 per
shift on a labor and delivery ward. If a women has an
epidural running, these doctors bill every 15 minutes. Now
times that by 10-20 mothers on any given shift. This adds up
and can be very lucrative for them.
Its examples like this that upset me. And the examples are
endless. I just provided you will three that I see all of the
time.

Look at spending and cut wisely
The cost of living in Alberta is too high. Pay those accordingly
(nurses, teachers, etc) or people will not want to work in this
province.

The War Room. It isn't at all what we were expecting and I'm - Invest in diverse sectors
- Bring back incentives for the tech and renewable sectors
horrified to know that my tax dollars are going towards
something that is not only making Alberta look bad, but isn't
doing what it was set out to do. You've let us, your
supporters, down.
Top heavy salaries and administration. Scale back on the
Tax reduction strategies for small business.
amount of government pensions handed out like candy.
If you only serve a 4 year term I don’t think you deserve a
pension forever.
MLA’s who don’t spend any time in the offices and are
spread out don’t need new furniture, fancy offices and high
rents. Find something small and economical.
Instead of paying to store old furniture dispose of it. Too
much silly waste. Think more like a business On a budget
instead of raising taxes to pay for all the waste.
Smaller Government, cutting the fat at the top instead of the
front line

Get pipelines built
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T8C

Healthcare and education.

Taxing corporations

Continuing to advocate for pipeline development and creation.
Advocate for better policy for oil.

Government has to focus on public health, education and
infrastructure for growth.

Government can find savings in all places with increasing
financial management and proper use of funding for relevant
needs and audits. Track funding usage relevance and
increase financial management. All organisations are using
loopholes for fund usage.
Government salaries and expenses

Building necessity infrastructure like long distance railways
and an efficient public transportation system will directly
promote job growth.

T8a

Education, health care and pipeline

T5E

Healthcare and education

T1K

Healthcare, needs to be improved. Don't cut back
employment when as it is it is not top. It should be patient
focused and they deserve quality care, making cutbacks will
take away from the quality patient care.
Education
There is a whole raft of inefficiencies in any organization.
These are usually obvious to the people just below the level
Health
of where the power to change them exists. Ask them!!!

T2J

T6E

T8n
T4A

T0C

Wasteful projects such as the additions to the new North
Edmonton bus depot
Cutting salaries of corporations that keep getting the
benefits.

By not cutting health care and education budgets so people
lose jobs. Continuing to support building a pipeline to bring in
jobs.
Sell our natural resources for a higher price. Build more
pipelines to move oil.
Not cutting back jobs like in the healthcare industry. Create
more jobs to help the population like with soup kitchens and
shelters. Build up and take care of our people before we take
care of others.
Firing people does not seem like a good way to do it. Perhaps
you should stop doing that - which you are doing by cutting
budgets; sure you are not directly firing people but you are
effectively firing people.

Education. The number one complaint I’ve heard since the
budget release is that there’s not enough funding to do x, y,
z in schools.
Education, child care and helping keep women in the work
force.
Adding services for those less fortunate: health, education,
training, child care
Accessible health care, quality education, affordable
housing

Reduce any funding that prioritizes non-ethical energy
production and unnecessary corporate discounts or
privilege.
War room is a huge waste of money.

Invest in new energy, renewable energy, and innovative
research projects.

Tax the rich

Increase the minimum wage, incentivize green industry

Stop forming panels to research issues that have already
been studied for the last 50 years (if not longer). Stop
traveling the world to prove that Alberta is a good place to
invest. Try Skype or web conferences. Set up more
supervised consumption sites to save money on corrections
and health care costs. Invest in supportive housing for the
same reasons. Pay now for educational assistants, speech
therapists, and sports programs in schools, so you don't
have to pay later for therapy, surgery, and legal aid for those
who aren't being well-served now.

Make plans that are long-term rather than only as far as the next
election. If we want companies to invest in Alberta, your
government needs to invest in Albertans. We have hardworking, educated people here. Give them a chance by
investing in their businesses as opposed to global entities. That
way, money stays (and is spent) here.

Environment
Public education and post secondary education
Health care, particularly rural

Trying to save money on working Albertans (govt, teachers,
health care workers) will simply lead to more unemployed.
Rescind the tax bailout to big corporations. Trickle-down
economics has never been show to be effective.

Many oil workers and equipment could return to work in oilfield
reclamation work funded by proper adherence by the AER to
the rules already in place to deal with the increasing numbers
of bankruptcies in the sunset years of Alberta’s conventional oil
and gas. You need to consider the brilliant work of Regan
Boychuk regarding this.

Fund daycare for families so all parents can afford to work.
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T7Z

Get the oil and gas industry going again without giving them Look at yourselves first and stop dicking around with our
benefits.
tax breaks. Diversify and look into renewable resources
Shouldn't cost $16,000 to have a couple other premiers come
though.
visit us in Alberta.
LEAVE HEALTHCARE AND EDUCATION ALONE!! Stop with
the cuts. If anything, they need more money.
EMS and the hospitals are always stretched with resources
because idiots use the hospitals like fucking Medicentres
and take up beds away from people who need them. That, in
turn, causes EMS to be stuck with patients which then
causes Code Reds in the city.
Maybe you should tax big corporations....even 0.5% would
help the economy A LOT and if 0.5% affects their bottom
THAT bad, they need to look at what they need to do
differently.
Loved that the government hid in their secure chamber
while first responders took care of the scene where the
gentleman shot himself at the Legislature. Dont worry, you
guys hide. Everyone else can handle it.

Start building the infrastructure the city needs.
Cancelling schools, and hospitals just caused local companies
to lose their contracts and those companies have had to lay off
people... I dont see how that helps the economy. Essentially,
what you've done is stressed an already stressed system,
added more people to the unemployed list and those people
end up taking EI, they're not buying or spending money and that
slows the economy down.
I understand that the intentions is to get AB back to a better,
financially secure procince and I appreciate that, but I seriously
think it's being done the wrong way.
Add a temporary (2 year) 2% HST tax.
Add a provincial small carbon tax...provincial carbon tax means
that money stays in AB. Federal carbon tax means that AB gets
nothing from it and Albertans are still paying for it. Why not do
it in such a way that we get to reap the benefits?!
If possible, cut back on our equalization payments. I17(1
)
I know it's
Important for country but if you're having finacial issues, you
are not supposed to be helping others out with their debts.
Basic rule of wealth management.
How can you help others when you cant even help yourselves?

T5C

Education, Infrastructure, Healthcare

T4C

Health Care
Education
Public Service jobs

By not giving billions in bailouts to corporations who have
taken the money and ran.
Not having excessive spending accounts, going on trips,
treating the budget like their own personal money and not
free handouts they seem to think it is.
By eliminating the idiotic war room and the Canadian Energy
Centre. Total waste of money saving companies which are
more than able to lobby and promote themselves.

T0K

Education and health care

Higher level positions within large companies

T4x

Diversify our economy, less reliance on our and gas.

Get money from royalties from business

Support Albertans. Properly funded education and health
care.

Make training/education more affordable; stop cutting!
Research grants

Force oil and gas companies to pay their municipal property
taxes. This only pushes the financial burden further on to the
rural land owners who will have to pay more taxes to make up
what the oil and gas companies have not paid. Start forcing
them to clean up old wells. This will create jobs, and solve a
growing problem in Alberta. One that will not ever go away.
Put money into smaller business and stop wage freezes. Have
proper negotiations with unions
Maintaining and enhancing services
Fewer jobs losses as a result
Focus on other industries means more jobs

Less tax breaks for big business
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T0A

T3M

Getting Albertans back to work.
Seriously study the possibility of separation from
confederation.
Health and Education

T0J

Education, health and seniors.

T0M

T8N

Get a better deal on equalization payments.

Support small business because that is the sector that creates
the most jobs.

Bring all salaries in government and bureaucracy back in
line with reality. Government jobs should offer job security
and pensions at the expense of wages. While private jobs
are higher paying but with risks.

0% small business tax rate on CCPC with taxable income under
$500,000
Personal Investment tax credits for people to invest into CCPC
with taxable income under $500,000
Grants for CCPC's with taxable income under $500,000 to make
new hires
PST where all Albertan residents get a refund so the only
people paying it are visitors and reinvest it back into Alberta
capital projects.
Yes, But not by cutting corporate tax. 17(1)
I
would rather pay my share of taxes, providing in would help
post secondary schools, public schools and stop taking from
seniors.

I look at Alberta Online Auction surplus and the wasted
money that has been spent on items. They should maybe
have to follow the same system as the University. Budget is
on performance. The waste in some Alberta departments is
really sad.
Public Education, universal health care, environmental
Stop giving big oil companies tax cuts, disband the energy
protection, public services (libraries, social services, family 'war room' and the 'fair deal' panels.
support services)
1. Seniors - they helped to build this province and we owe it 1. Reduce tax incentives to 'big business'
to them to not cut or reduce essential services to them (eg. 2. Sales tax implementation
prescription drug plan) 2.Health care - We need to honour
3. Actively research for alternative revenue streams so that
our citizens and retain expertise in in the field by ensuring
we are not so reliant on the petroleum industry.
an excellent level of service with appropriate funding. 3.
4. Provinces who will not support us in our time of need
Education - children are our future and public education is should not be rewarded by any kind of transfer payment
for everyone.
program.

T2H

War room, pipelines, pushing back on Federal govt and
Quebec, bring investors back to Alberta.

T1k

Schools, hospitals, and green energy initiatives.

Cut the fat in Upper management positions in AHS, school
board. Stop raising cigarette tax and start taxing junk food!
Fat tax!
You already stripped anything worth taking.

T0L

Health care.

They should find saving by giving less money to oil fields.

T5H

Education, health and infrastructure

Cancel the 300 million dollar/year propaganda agency and
the illegal committee attaching free speach

T5T

Healthcare and education

Stop massive tax cut giveaways to wealthy corporations

T6M

education, healthcare (including mental health), energy
diversification with a focus on renewable energy, fixing the
massive infrastructure deficit, particularly in rural areas
(hospitals, schools, roads), public transit in cities, a highspeed rail link between Calgary and Ft. Mac.

taxing the super-rich, taxing corporations at a rate that is
actually comparable to the rest of Canada, going after
corporations who received massive tax breaks only to pack
up and leave Alberta

Forward thinking careers and fields - environmental science,
alternative energy sources, IT fields
This government could support job creation and economic
growth by supporting small business and entrepreneurial
applications. Show some faith in the hard working citizens of
this province. Demonstrate confidence in the ability of regular
citizens to help turn this economy around. Stop dividing us by
the 'rain of fiscal terror' that never seems to stop. At this point
who would invest in our province or our people? We are oil and
gas and so much more! Let's remember the more part.
Fight the Feds and Greta and push back on phoney climate
alarmism hoax!
Tax corporations fairly, and reinvest it inn local projects and
diversification.
Hire more skilled workers such as nurses.
roll back tax giveaway to large companies that are just taking
the money out of the province. Restore grants and tax
incentives to startups and tech companies
Strong education programs and infrastructure funding
invest into sectors beyond Oil and Gas to support the creation
of a sustainable and diverse economy, wage increases to low
and lower middle class jobs, end the caps and freezes on public
sector wages. Improving the lives of working people would
increase disposable income, thus increasing consumer
spending and stimulate growth from below rather than by
taking away resources from those who need it most.
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t6h

Innovation and Technology, Education, Justice, Culture and Tax breaks to corporations. Tax breaks and subsidies to oil
sands companies. Eliminating the War Room and other
Health.
propaganda devices.
An overall focus on the social safety net and strong public
Savings is just one aspect. We also need more revenue. I
services.
believe we need a provincial sales tax.

T9X

The budget cuts to schools, day care grants and public
service jobs should not be the focus. Causing an increase
of cost to services pull on families to remove more females
from the work force as these services become too
expensive. Make it easier for citizens to get to work and
enjoy the fruit of that labor and contribute to the economy.

Trickle down economics time and again are shown to not
work. Stop cutting taxes to everyone pays their fair share.
Pinching institutions to find savings again just tightens the
wallet of everyday people. Make the rich pay their fair share.

T4X

1. Quality public healthcare for all

Eliminating no-strings-attached corporate welfare handouts
to oil industry billionaires, who stash the money in tax-free
offshore accounts and keep right on slashing jobs. Trickledown economics has never worked and will never work;
support the working class directly instead, because they
actually spend money instead of hoarding it.

2. Quality public education for all

Frame it as a punitive tax-doubling if you want, payback for
the CEOs acting in bad faith after the initial tax cut. Your
more bloodthirsty voters will like that.

Boost the video game, AI and innovation tech industry. This is
the way of the future. U of A is doing great!
Keep public services strong
Look at new industries around green technology, cannabis, AI,
and invest in those.
Give up on oil - it's going down. Why are we subsidizing
billionaires? Let's move to the next industry.
Make it easier for people to work...restore daycare grants,
support school funding...stop gutting spending.

1. Industry diversification. It has always been stupid to put all
our eggs in one basket. Even if you took the Saudis and their
flexing off the table (which you can't, they can dismember their
critics alive on camera and face no consequences at all), at this
point the oil market is only going to get smaller every year;
there will never be another boom, pipeline or no pipeline. It's
time to break up with oil's binge-and-bust cycle, and build
resiliency into our economy by developing green energy
projects like solar and wind power, geothermal heating from
abandoned oil wells, and electric vehicles - and all the
supporting infrastructure this new paradigm is going to need.
2. Keeping the population healthy and educated with quality
public healthcare and education for all.

T4C

Healthcare and education

Management positions
No bailouts to the oil industry
Government wage freeze
Handouts to corporations

Promote education, create sustainable energy sources that
aren't reliant on out of country sales

T6X

Healthcare and education

T6R

I think it is important to plan for the future of our healthcare Create more front line staff positions (eg: nurses, respiratory
so that it can take care of our growing population. The
therapists, health care aids) and the amount of overtime will
current flu season has our hospitals strained, running at
immediately plummet.
full capacity. Children are being admitted into playrooms at
the hospital because there are no beds available. Children
with different viruses are being admitted into the same room
with risk of contracting each others' illnesses. We need to
plan for the future now by building infrastructure and
keeping the staff who we have already invested in.

Find ways to encourage people/businesses to start new
projects with things like subsidies.
Finding a way to offer affordable childcare will encourage more
parents to go back to work, earning and spending more money.

T5H

Infrastructure and public services. Education and health
Eliminating the so called “war room”, increasing corporate
care should not face the cuts that they have received.
tax rate instead of gifting over $4 billion to corporations that
Infrastructure projects provide training and jobs to low skill have yet to provide any jobs.
workers. Education and health care are essential to a
growing population.

By not giving tax breaks to large corporations as incentive to
remain in Alberta. The government should support local
industries such as technology and film, that provide revenue,
support job growth, and economic growth. Diversification is key
to a strong economy, not putting all the proverbial eggs into
one basket.

Encourage and support entrepreneurs
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T0B

T3L

balancing the budget and paying off the debt

I see farm plates on everything from Mercedes benz to bmws
on suv being pulled by motorhomes to kids vehicles at
school. farmers are by far the richest people in our
community and it is high time they shared the tax burden like
the rest of us. no more untaxed fuel every other business
pays and so should they. cut the huge subsidises to
agriculture.
Education should be the government's main priority.
Stop spending money on the war room and all the panels. I
bet these alone would make up the shortfall in education
funding.
Focus on Front line services and getting people to work. Do Consider additional revenue streams. The world would not
not cut front line positions and do an in-depth review before end if there was a small pst. Keep raises for workers flat but
don’t have layoffs because that makes unemployment worse.
you eliminate programs. Your first round of cuts was not
well cordinated and hit youth and employment in the city of
Edmonton disproportionately. If you are going to continue to
give tax breaks to corporations then they should have to
show investment not just pass the breaks to shareholders.
Reconsider investment incentives for those who diversify
the economy. Be forward thinking the oil boom is not
coming back.

lower taxes, give rural business people the same access to
funds you give to farmers

I think it is time to invest in diversification of the economy.

If you are going to continue to give tax breaks to corporations
then they should have to show investment not just pass the
breaks to shareholders. Reconsider investment incentives for
those who diversify the economy. Be forward thinking the oil
boom is not coming back. Think forward.
Reconsider your post secondary strategy. You seem to be just
focused on apprenticeship with no business case on where the
jobs for these people will come from. A post secondary
educated workforce will be ready for the technical jobs of the
future.
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T9H

Investment in public services and infrastructure. Investing
in health care, K-12 education, post-secondary education
and childcare.
The $25 a day daycare is highly important to Albertans,
especially in my community where the cost of living is so
high. It shouldnt cost more to put your child in day care than
it does the money you bring in working. This sets women
back 50 years - back to the time when they were expected to
stay home and mind the children and tend the house. The
$25 a day daycare should be expanded and funded, not
eliminated.
Reducing the cost of living for Albertans is paramount.
There have been a lot of increases under your government,
including insurance, tuition fees, bus fees for students,
vehicle registration fees, property tax, income tax, and the
reduction of the seniors health benefits and drug coverage.

17(1)

Well let's get rid of the embarrassment of that "war room".
That's 30 million dollars that can be invested into the
province instead of lining the pockets of more elitist
bureaucrats.
Stop cutting corporate taxes - it's not creating jobs. It's
actually working in the other direction. It's just hurting more
and more. It's nonsensical to think that big oil companies
and corporations are going to increase production, increase
workers and hire more people, when they could just line
theirs and their stakeholders pockets instead, or use the
savings to move out of Alberta.
Privatization is costly and costs more. It would be a good
idea to look at privatization that has happened, especially in
health care, and assess how the costs have been affected. If
they're not reducing costs (and they're not, it's not rocket
science), then they should be brought back as public
services.

Again, cancel the corporate tax break. Provide incentives and
tax credits for new investments and new jobs instead of a
blanket tax break that has yet to produce a single new job.
Increase and expand $25 a day childcare. This will allow
caretakers to go to work and be able to afford to.
Put the cap back on insurance and utilities.
Unfreeze the basic personal credit on taxes.
Support home buyers, all of them not just first time home
buyers through a provincial plan to help the construction
industry.
Help Albertans who struggle with the high cost of living,
especially in Fort McMurray, and expand the Cost of Living
allowance to all workers in Fort McMurray to help keep people
living in the city/area and working here.
Affordable housing needs to be a priority, instead of cancelling
new applications to rent supplement and closing the doors of a
homeless shelter and transitional housing in Fort McMurray.
Increase the funding of addiction and rehabilitation centres so
that our Albertans who struggle can get the help they need
when they need it without waiting.
Increase the mental health network in Alberta and ensure that
all Albertans have access to mental health resources without
waiting, or having to pay for private services from
professionals.

Economy and less federal government control

t9k

Education and healthcare

T9H

Health care and education/schools
Health care and education.

T0J

We need our roads and public infrastructure taken care of Stop bilingualism economically it makes no sense spending Independance
money on every sign ,packaging, instructions etc.
Stop giving corporations tax breaks, stop with the
Pipeline
outrageous paychecks for political leaders - close the war
room
Creation of PST or further to liquor/tobacco/marajuana sales. Continue to support oil industry.

Government officials pay rate could be dropped, a lot of
money could be 'saved' instead of so many Albertans
loosing their jobs.
Fire protection services emergency first responders training The top level government employees who in reality do very
for volunteer departments. Improving police response and
little to improve the province
reduce rural crime.

Diversify, look at other renewable resources besides oil. Look
at the technical sector to raise jobs.
By spending tax payer dollars on Alberta businesses rather
than outsourcing
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T2H

Health care - with an aging population, more people need
That stupid war room! Who paid for that copied logo
health care. People will always get sick. Jason Kenney will anyway?! Oh, and the tax loop holes for rich people and
too - and inevitably will need a hospital bed - and if he keeps corporations - lots of money to be saved there!
cutting health care, he'll be lucky to get a hallway bed when
he needs it and a nurse to respond to his needs on time. Is
that how you want to die Jason? Because it's what you're
asking of millions of Albertans.

Invest in the working class, not in companies. Trickle down
economics don't work. Oh and that financial report you keep
citing - get a second opinion. Invest in health care, invest in
education, diversify the economy and allow Albertans to
actually trust in their government - but it may be a bit too late
for the trust building now, you've already created a lot of
damage.

T3M

- Education
- Health Care
- Social Services

- support youth employment agencies
- performace-based/incentivized business hiring strategies NOT
based on number of employees hired/retained but on size of
company vs percentage hired/retained (so doesn't
impact/negatively impact small business)

T2p

Health care and education

- getting rid of the UCP "War Room"
- Adding a provincial sales tax

Getting rid of the propaganda machine that is the energy war
room
Health care, education, the arts, diversifying our economy
The government should immediately shut down the 'war
so we are less reliant on oil, green energy and technologies. room' it is not a sufficient use of funds. As well stop giving
Bringing back the tax credits to attract different businesses large sums to big companies that then shut down and never
into Alberta, retraining/ educating oil workers so they can
offer any employment to Albertans. Stop taking big trips to
move into different fields of work, retaining government
Ottawa with 8 cabinet members. Introducing a small HST tax
lawyers so excess money is not wasted on private firms.
would also create a lot of funds so there wouldn't need to be
any cuts. By focusing on cutting funds you are creating a lot
of harm to Albertans, instead of focusing on savings how
about you focus on efficient spending and creating funds
with and HST tax.

By taxing the ultra rich and large transnational companies.

T0E

holding energy companies to account for unpaid county
taxes, unpaid lease payments and clean up of abandoned
and contaminated sites; insurance premiums are unreal;
energy costs just went up due to deregulation - what are you
doing to transition from oil and gas?

war room should be abolished; unqualified hangers on
should be fired; quit spending advertising money on
propaganda; if oil and gas are so great let those companies
spend their own money promoting their destructive, short
sighted, agendas

support agriculture, support alternative energy, support
education but not stupid private and religious bullshit
spreading in primary and college

T6J

Education, healthcare. Front line staff need to be looked
after and NOT cut. Kids need a great education, teachers
and TAs should NOT be cut

Taking many layers of top executives incomes and pensions.
AND DO NOT give money to oil companies who just pocket it
and give it away outside of the province! Most stupid thing I
have ever heard. Oil companies conned you Kenny, they
created no jobs and are laughing all the way to the bank.

Diversification! BRING In other sectors, encourage tech growth.
Putting your eggs in one basked is a sure sign of failure. WHAT
HAPPENS when oil and gas run out and we are all onto other
forms of energy? Alberta will be left in the dark, the the dust,
tumbleweek province. I can't wait to get out of here when I can!

T3G

Health care and education

Support public sector and maintain front end workers

T6X

Increase spending on healthcare and education. The recent
cuts were not beneficial to the economy or to citizens. Also
on environment and climate change.

Internal spending and travel
Lottery money
Unsure.

T5M

Diversify the economy with other industries, work to attract
tech companies, green energy, have tax credits to attract
companies to us, invest in health care, education, the arts, keep
the government lawyers (their cheaper anyway). All the cuts
that are happening are creating mass unemployment, so if you
want to create jobs stop cutting and slashing health care, the
arts, education, etc. By introducing an HST tax you could create
a lot of funds and the cuts wouldn't be necessary.

Not cutting jobs to the public sector. Increasing privatization
makes finding jobs more difficult. The more public sector jobs
that are available can snowball and create more jobs or assist
in people finding jobs.
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T2R

creating jobs; making it easier for people to find and keep
work; providing services for people who are unable to
support themselves because oil and gas companies are only
interested in short-term profit-making; quit harassing and
penalizing people who have points of view that are not in
line with conservatives. Learn something about how Alberta
oil and Gas has contributed to climate change and take
positive action to mitigate future greenhouse gas missions
from industry in Alberta. Give a shit about people instead of
profits.

reduce government waste (i.e. inefficient bureaucracies);
quit pandering to the oil and gas industry and start making
smarter choices about the economy. Stop driving with your
eyes on the rear-view mirror ... the past glory of oil and gas
is over with ... pull your head out of the sand and start taking
a look around at the mess oil and gas has made even here in
Alberta.

diversify the economy ... get out of the business of providing
benefits for wealthy oil and gas executives and companies;
support the PEOPLE of Alberta ... industry has the wealth and
resources to look after itself.

T0J

Education and health care

Stop giving out millions to oil CEOs

T1J

Education and health care. We need more front line staff
(teachers, educational assistants)
Adult Education, especially foundational.

Cutting wages of higher paid MLA’s, CEO’s in the
government.
Social programs

Social services and grants for small business! Make it more
accessible for people to find resources especially in rural
communities.
More job opportunities in education and healthcare.

T8L

Health and Education. Making cuts but disguising it as “not
cutting, spending the same” is deceitful. We’re still behind
the times and need facilities built, students educated,
patients cared for. Stop overcharging those trying to get an
education. Stop fighting those educators and health care /
public service workers by trying to cut their wages and
benefits. They became that educated for job security, fair
incomes and pensions. They didn’t just finish grade 10 and
live on hopes and dreams that they’d continue to make
200,000$ a year on a dying industry.

In their own backyard. Cut your own wages, stop wasting
money on the war room that costs an educator’s or
paramedic’s yearly income to run each day...

T2N

Restoring harmful cuts from the 2019 budget to education,
health care, post-secondary education, the non-profit sector,
and arts and culture. Supporting small businesses.
Diversifying economies so that oil and gas does not employ
the majority of Albertans.

Use tax money to fund infrastructure and services, such as
education, health care, post-secondary education,
emergency services, and social supports. If you need more
money, raise taxes. Why would a government concern itself
with savings?

T3H

Competitively priced Health Care is always required taking
into account the cost of living in Alberta's cities.
Essential uniformed services are a must. Services for
vulnerable groups must be maintained

T6E

Through English classes, diploma programs, and supporting coops and internships
Putting our eggs into one basket is not working, oil and gas is
never going to flourish the way it used to be... invest in new
technologies and industries.

Support social infrastructures necessary for a civil society
(such as employing teachers, nurses, firefighters, police, and
funding post-secondary institutions). Support the
diversification of the economies in major centres away from
just oil and gas. Support the expansion of alternate, sustainable
energy sources.
Government should not cut services too deeply in order to
New sector employers are needed to support diversification,
balance the budget within the first four years. There is a lot with grants or low interest loans for start-ups. At the same time
of duplication and micro managing of the non profit sector. the oil and gas must be supported as it is our main economic
Bringing down the cost of wages for government employees driver. We can't just turn off the taps.
is a great initiative, particularly when there is no equity for
If we need a particular type of employee then they receive
similar roles. Many govt employees receive benefits and
subsidized housing for a few years or assistance to more to
pensions from tax payers that others have to save for.
province.
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T6h

Education and healthcare

Administrative roles with in the Government being that MLA
advisors having reduced pay or reduced numbers. Removing
layers of middle management in all the bureaucracy in the
GOA.

T4r

education,health,senior care,special needs
children,addiction issues

T0G

Infrastructure to make Albertan cities globally appealing
Investment in non-energy sectors (Tech, Nano, Bioindustry)
that Alberta is dominant in to diversify from a resource
econonmy
Strong public health care not compromised by big business.

T6M

Improving healthcare by lowering wait times and hiring
more nurses, decreasing class sizes and building more
schools, improving infrastructure by planning for the future
so roads etc. Flow in such a way that actually makes sense.
Increasing funding for entrepreneurs and small businesses.
Funding initiatives for decreasing plastics usage

By eliminating the War Room and the corporate tax giveaway Continue to support oil and gas but at the same time support
other Industries Lake Tech look at where the world is going and
support those Industries
Committees and war rooms dedicated to giving career
Invest in local research, small business development, and
politicians and lobbyists jobs are a waste of money when we emerging industries with the same emphasis as the
multinationals that you're trying to court - if Alberta is seen as a
aren't making Alberta an environment for innovation and
developed place with strong economic ties and market access
relying on stale or failing industries.
(which I believe it could) be, then the business will come of its
Corporate tax cuts are a race to the bottom to compete with own accord. If Alberta is stricken with austerity like other
third world countries more willing to suck up to fickle
provinces that have gone down this road (Saskatchewan), then
international companies.
we will be abandoned no matter how much we compromise
ourselves.
High level positions could receive pay cuts and smaller
Small business initiatives, investing in education
pensions, infrastructure can be properly planned out so
roads are only built once rather than being redone every 2-3
years for expansion. No more free bussing for schools, bring
back the Alberta Health Care fees that used to be deducted
via employer deductions, hire more nurses and pay more
wages at REGULAR wage rates instead of paying overtime

T9S

Education (tuition costs for low income and students
working to cover their own tuition) 17(1)

These children are our future!!!
T8N

Families

T0J

Healthcare
Education
Education, health services, research

T5M

Staffing, review of the staff we have to the staff that are
needed. Programs, strict guidelines on who qualifies for
supports, eg: homeless/drug addicts receiving AISH and
Income Support, using cheques for more drugs so we are
just enabling them and not helping them. Do not get me
wrong, we need to help but handing out cash is not the right
way.

They should increase spending for front line staff such as
nurses, teachers and other front line necessary people. Also, to
increase revenues would be to add a PST. Reduces
consumption and increases savings among the higher middle
class which then also leads to higher revenues. Increase
corporate tax and reduce personal tax. Build up the middle and
lower middle class through other incentives. This will lead to
more jobs and new businesses starting up.

Support small businesses with lower taxes, larger businesses
pull out of province/country if they don't like the rules but small
businesses are usually family businesses so they either stay in
an area or have to close their doors if they cannot afford to
operate.

Oil companies- taking higher taxes from them as opposed to Stop making cuts to health care and social services- there are
only royalties to put back into other economic development jobs within this sector that are being lost as many programs are
non-for-profit and can not afford for cuts to occur. Invest in
in Alberta
child care, making it easier for families to get back to work
without the stress of finding affordable, quality care for
Alberta’s future society.
In their own offices
Putting money into infrastructure
business sector

Provide resources to where it is needed, at the base of the
economy, not at the tip where most of the money currently is!
Fund and support people getting good education, staying
healthy, and public sector so that we filter UP and around, not
just providing incentives for the private sector. We are going
backwards, and things NEED to change!
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Diversifying the economy. It should be obvious to everyone
that the world is moving away from fossil fuels. A
government that ignores this is either monumentally stupid
or willfully ignorant. Either is unforgivable. You were elected
to represent the whole of Alberta, not just the interests of
the oil and gas industry.

Stop going on 3 day trips to Texas and London that cost the
taxpayers ridiculous amounts of money. Raise the corporate
tax back to 12%, still lower than under Ralph Klein during the
boom years. Bring in a sales tax. Get rid of the war room.
Spending that amount of taxpayer money with no
transparency or accountability is disgusting. You should be
ashamed.
Helping those in need, the children, the future. Reinstate
Stop flying off to pretend that you are fighting for Albertans.
Stop giving a dying industry more money to take out of the
STEP. Deal fairly with public workers. STOP CUTTING
funding for essential workers like paramedics and cops and province and stop paying for a propaganda arm that has no
oversight and is completely ineffectual.
teachers.

Bring back tax incentives for industries other than oil and gas.
Tech, film and renewable energy are also industries that create
jobs.

T0A

Health care and education

Stop funding oil fields and their own cabinets

Putting money back into public workers

T3N

they should shut down the pilot program which is $25 a day, they should spend money wherever needed and not wasted.
which is not helping the families in need or low income
They should be helping more small businesses so more jobs ae
families, highly paid families are getting this advantage as
created
there is no criterion for low income can only qualify.

T6A

They should increase wage top ups for staff and also
increase subsidy which has been there from last many years
same.
they should provide some help to daycares so they can
spend amount on resources and centre quality
enhancement, which can further help small businesses
Increasing health care and education spending.

T2T

Stop wasting millions of dollars on a “war room” against
non-specific media campaigns
Health & K-12 Education

T6C

Healthcare, + education

T0C

Maintaining jobs for Alberta employees, including public
servants.
Diversifying the economic landscape in Alberta. Stop
focusing only on oil and gas and support other businesses
and innovation
Education and Health Care

T0K

T3H

T6W

T6C

Economy (job creation and diversification)
Education
Healthcare
Environment
Heritage Fund

Support small business, provide support like child care for
working parents, encourage alternative energy sources and
provide incentives for municipalities to become more energy
efficient. Bring back the carbon tax so the money can stay in
Alberta and be used for transit and all the other projects that
were on the books before it was stupidly shut down.

Increasing corporate tax rates to increase provincial income. Public works projects.

Remove corporate tax loopholes and limit corporate tax
deductions
Stop giving tax cuts to corporations and the wealthy = new
revenue and no need to make cuts and find small savings

Support a strong public sector

Management levels, not front line staff.

Stop cutting wages.

Supporting small businesses. Grants for entrepreneurs and
new grads.

ALL OF THE LEADERSHIP POSITIONS' SALARIES.
OIL AND GAS SUBSIDIES.

Invest back in the tax credit programs that bring economic
revenue to the province, like film credits and scientific research
grants for technology companies.
Stop giving tax breaks or incentives to large corporations,
Have jobs in infrastructure, education, health care. These all
trickle down economics do not work, this has been proven. lead to people working and money being put back into the
Big corporations are only worried about making the
economy. We need to come up with jobs that are not
shareholders happy.
dependent on the price of oil. Looking for industry in clean
energy and technology would be beneficial as well.
I do not have the knowledge to say where or how we can find 1. Providing general tax breaks and credits to small businesses
savings, but I do know that in addition to reducing spending based on location, size, and revenue instead of by industry.
we need to consider increasing revenue.
Avoid relying on simply lowering business tax rates because it
can take years for a business to get to a point where it can
generate enough revenue that it can take advantage of them.
2. Encourage diversification and reduce dependency on energy.
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T4N

Health Care, Education, Infrastructure, Crown prosecutors

1. ADD a provincial SALES TAX. 2. Stop ALL subsidies to Oil
and Gas industry, 3. cancel "war room" (which uses public
money for UCP political propaganda). 4. Raise corporate taxe
rate to national average.

t1j

Health, education, municipalities.

Repeal the corporate tax cuts.

T6B

Healthcare (maintaining/increasing spending in public
healthcare), infrastructure

T5Z

Spending more on healthcare and education, and less on
giving tax breaks to major corporations.
Healthy life style for Albertans, that is one of the primary
reasons we live in this great province. This includes both
economic and physical wellness. While the energy sector
still warrants sifnificant input, healthy communities
(economic and physical) will help us all get through this
time of chnage and diversification. Investment in healthy
lifestyles include supporting Sports and Community
Development. Invest not only in large corporations but
encourage small entrepenereal development and investment
(i.e. single /family owned businesses over large corporate
box stores. This is supported by multiple policies - ranging
from the United Nations, WHO, Federal and Provincial
directions (See the Common
Vision...https://www.canada.ca/en/publichealth/services/publications/healthy-living/lets-getmoving.html) Sometimes our bottom corporate numbers
need to include our bottom supporters...The people of
Alberta..You get them healthy, they help get the province
healthy
Education and Health

T3H

T0H

Education, cleaning up oil wells, healthcare
T2Z

1.Legislate that petro industry CLEAN UP abondoned well sites
and mines, (without using public money.) 2. Restore funding
and incentives to solar, wind and other alternate energy fields.
3. Move quickly and decisively to promote diversification of
Alberta's economy. 4. Reduce our dependency on oil and gas.

Invest in education and future growth industries (e.g. tech) as
well as renewable energy.
Increase the number of long term care facilities in Alberta so Support job creation and economic growth by paying public
that patients waiting for long term care beds aren’t taking up servants a fair wage rather than insulting them by suggesting
expensive acute care beds.
wage cuts
The government can find savings by investing in healthcare
and upstream programs to save money in the long run.
Trying to “save money fast” by cutting wages and services is
an ignorant approach which will cost more money in the long
run.
How about not giving money to your cronies?
Put money into renewable energy.
By investing in healthy people the goverment can find
significant savings in the following sectors to name a few:
health care, social services and family services,justice,
education, "chronic diseases and other illnesses cost the
Canadian economy $190 BILLION annually, with $122
BILLION in direct income and productivity losses, and $68
BILLION in direct healthy care costs" (Chronic Disease
Prevention Alliance of Canada, 2018) This can be done by
ensuring sport and community inviatives remain at the
forefront(Common Vision, Canada 2018). A budgets bottom
line can no longer only be a double line, it needs to be a
triple bottom line and this includes the social investment.

Invest in the people of Alberta, we generate the revenue. While
work on the large corporate investment continues, deliver the
message that the people of Alberta are also worthy of
investment. Currently, Alberta is economically chronically ill.
We continue look at empty store fronts and buildings...and we
see more each day. Closing out sales are a norm. Encourage
community level growth, encourage small businesses and
entrepenerial growth.As a large corporation looking to invest in
AB, if the face of the community is empty, why would want to
come here?? and as an Albertan, why would I want to stay
here..brain and economic drain are real.

Introduce a 3 % sales tax.

Tax breaks for small to medium businesses rather than large
corporations.
Diversify the economy

Disband the war room

Economic diversification. Industries that are not oil and gas No tax cuts nor handouts to oil and gas companies. Higher
companies. Money should be put towards renewable
taxes for the rich. No “war room”.
resources (solar, wind, hydro), tourism, health care,
education, technology, small businesses.

Support other industries. Don’t cut spending on social
programs. Don’t cut spending on education and health care.
Keep minimum wage at $15. Even look at increasing it with
inflation.
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T5G

Healthcare and education.

T0L

Government should stay out of the spending business as
much as possible. Where necessary, try to focus on choice
in education.

T5G

Healthcare, Education, Diversify Economy(develop
industries other than oil&gas)

T2P

Climate change. Let's get real folks - it is the largest issue
facing humanity and this government chose to reduce taxes
to oil and gas companies. Sticking your head in the sand is
not the answer.

1.All members of the government should have a total income
of no greater then 150k/year.
2.Reduce the number of middle management in the public
sector.
3.Revoke spending accounts/tax write off from government
officials.
4.Decrease or remove any living allowances, vehicle
allowances, and charging for travel.
5.Apologize to Albertans

If we consider the cry that healthcare is underfunded, we
should take particular notice that savings could be found if
we stay focused on the basics in healthcare; we should not
be getting distracted by spending money on unnecessary
abortions or sex-changing surgeries and hormone
treatments.
Reduce tax breaks for the top 5%.

Cut the war room, I hear that it costs $30M - and haven't
produced any results to be taken seriously. Increase taxes
to corporations, specifically oil and gas. That should net
another $2.4Billion. They took that tax cut and gave it
directly to the shareholders, of which are not the people of
Alberta.

Support new technology and inventions. Support health care
workers, teachers and other educated public workers.

17(1)

fort McMurray I learnt that people can easily make
200k a year working in the oilfield (boom or no boom). These
individuals recieve bonuses, overtime, and incentives while
making 60-80 dollars an hour (straight time). These are the
same corporations that make billions of dollars and layoff
hundreds and hundreds of employees. So thank you for
creating an economy that doesn't value education or
healthcare. But caters to our oil and gas industry who don't
blink an eye firing your brother, cousins, daughter cause the
price of oil sucks.
Support pipelines and free market principles

Encourage Education, Research unrelated to Oil & Gas. Be an
active participant in creating opportunity for the lower & middle
class.
Well, if you believe Mr. Kenney, the huge tax cut given to oil
and gas should have created jobs. Where are they?
How about supporting the small businesses that earn and
spend their money in this province.
Supporting infrastructure projects in locations where
unemployment is the highest.
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T5T

Making life better:
early childhood services and supports for vulnerable
families
child care for low income and working poor families in order
for them to receive training to enter workforce or obtain
better employment which will make life better for their family
members
accessible and inclusive social housing for adults with
disabilities in order to live in safe and healthy housing
Focus on core business to ensure a healthy and safe
environment for Albertans. This includes health, education

Make life better by focusing on priorities and finding
savings.
reduce political staff hired to support UCP government
including ministers' offices, executive council including
machinery &
and cabinet coordination
Eliminate all funding for private schools - elementary, high
school and post secondary. This ensures a level playing field
in education and common sharing of resources, people,
infrastructure, builds stronger communities. Education
budget then can be focused on a single system and not
eaten away by private interests. Leave religion and wacky
science out of schools. If parents want children to attend a
private or religious school, pay full ride themselves.
Reduce and set limits on special committees established to
'review' things like the McKinnon panel. These special
committees are costly. Govt employees many excellent
policy managers and directors who have expertise to
research and provide appropriate advice.
Stop fooling with health system. With each new govt, they
announce improvements, cost savings etc but it turns out to
be a fiasco, cause disruptions, destructive to staff morale,
lack of confidence with Albertans. Stick to a plan that is
publicly funded but a system that integrates public and
private participants.

Getting Albertans back to work in businesses and industries
that have a futureGrowing support technology and innovative industries across
the board, not just O&G.
Sending an Alberta rep to the Las Vegas technology show could
have been funded by firing War Room's Tom Olsen. There is no
ROI on his $200,000/yr salary. The press secretary issued
statement basically said it wasn't important to send someone.
Fire press secretary.
Govt needs to cooperate with large cities, open dialogue and
working relationships with chambers of commerce and other
regional economic development initiatives. UCP does not have
all answers and seem to fail in two way communications. Next
action would be to shut down the WarRoom bringing all those
tax dollars back into govt coffers. Use some funds as 'industry
seeds' based on work with cities and local economic dev
groups. Determine where future is and focus on a few things.
Become centres of excellence.

Cancel Energy Centre, aka War Room, and transfer all
funding back into priority areas as per listed above. This
centre was an embarrassment from day one with its amateur
efforts and lack of professionalism. It has tarnished Alberta's
reputation on so many levels.
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T3C

Social welfare and protecting vulnerable Albertans.
Ensuring that everyone has access to opportunities
including public education and health care, affordable
housing, good public transit options. Promoting jobs
through investing in diversifying the economy- science and
technology, sustainable energy, heritage and tourism, film
and creative arts. Put Alberta at the forefront of new
technologies and environmental responsibility- let us be a
leader on the world stage, improving oil and gas, but being
leaders in new tech! Stop making cuts to public services.
So many cuts can also hurt the economy- less people
making money (including nurses and teachers!) is less
people spending money. Cutting education budgets has
mean those costs passed on to parents- which means less
money for them to spend.
So, stop prioritizing what you've been doing, and do the
opposite, really.

Get rid of the war room. Seriously!?- Talk about red tape and
propaganda!
Kenney staying in the province and not going to Texas or
Ontario.
Find cost savings in red tape- lower government expense
budgets for travel, etc.

Diversification, promotion of new technologies and forms of
energy, providing opportunities for Albertans to be world
leaders, ensuring Alberta is a place people want to come to live
and attracting top talent (tourism, art, museums, heritage,
nature, public spaces, good transit)

Stop trying to promote oil and gas like it is air. Stop trying to
promote wexit/separation/like we're better than the rest of
Canada just because we happen to live where the oil is.
We're one country, together.

Instead of just finding savings, figure out how to invest our
money for the long term. Don't pull a Ralph Klein and hand
out minimal cheques to everyone- save it. Invest. Why do all
of the other oil economies have more money than us?

Prioritize people.
T6V

T8N

T5E
T1J

T5W

t6v

Education, heathcare, services for marginalized individuals. Stop giving tax breaks to the corporations. Increase
By diversifying our economy and supporting sustainable
corporate taxes and tax the oil and gas companies for
energy choices.
depleting resources that belong to all Albertans.
Healthcare and education.
-Decrease Corporate handouts to non Canadian companies By investing in the public sector.
-Generate more revenue from taxes on corporations,
wealthy, PUBLIC healthcare premiums, Provincial sales tax,
etc
-in healthcare: BY adding more positions for nurses, service
workers, unit clerks, etc, this would cut down on overtime
costs, sick time/disability leaves from burnout, etc

Public services and education.

Cutting salary/positions from the already top-heavy
government admin.
Education. Who's going to make jobs without the educated The government's "energy war room" is basically a
around? The OECD has shown that people with postmarketing campaign for a commercial industry. Why are my
secondary education are more likely to be employed, have a taxes paying for an industries marketing?
higher income, and work to an older age
(https://www.oecd.org/berlin/42244848.pdf).
Post Secondary Education, Education, Childcare, Climate
Senior management levels of government.
Leadership, Reconciliation with indigenous peoples,
Implement a sales tax - lower than other provinces to
Support the big city charter
maintain the alberta advantage.
Education, health care and diversifying the economy
tax the oil companies / sue the companies that took your tax
cut and ran.

Invest in our province's growth and education, rather than
cutting it.
Make education more accessible, this empowers
entrepreneurship and the ability to get good jobs.

Diversify the economy by Working with industries other than
oil/gas to encourage growth. Work with small business to
support entrepreneurs.
diversify economy by giving tax credits to smaller businesses
in other industries that are not oil based or farm based. Such
as the tech industry, manufacturing industries (non-oil), and
scientific industries (research)
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T4C

Education, Health Care, and diversifying the economy
beyond oil & gas.

T2W

Public education needs to be a priority. A voucher system
has not proven to be effective or efficient in other
jurisdictions, why would we do it in Alberta? This is
especially true when you consider how well Alberta students
fare in international standings.
In my mind the provincial government is responsible for two
key things: healthcare and education. Everything else is
secondary. Other than that, growing new employment
opportunities and diversifying industry should be the other
focus.
I think its time to invest in organizational excellence
opportunities.

T7E

T6W

Take a hiatus from building anything new (other than critical
things) and shift the focus to evaluating and better
managing the programs, services and assets that we have in
place.
The province's programs and services have evolved over
time but its time to evaluate and rationalize their relevance
to Alberta's strategic priorities.
This requires the development of consistent service
definitions, performance measures/outcomes, service levels
and cost of service information across all programs.
This information will allow us to evaluate whether services
are driving the outcomes we desire and to effectively
benchmark against other provinces.

Corporate tax cuts. Trickle-down economics is a model that Grants for economic diversification, small business, and rehas proven to increase wealth to the top 1% and not increase education.
jobs.
Let's tap Alberta's pioneer potential to create innovation. Trying
to force the economy to behave as it did in the 1980's is
fooldhardy, short-sighted, and uncreative.
Why is the government funding 70% of private education. If Austerity measures do not appear to be working. Cutting
people want to send their children to a private institution,
education and post-secondary funding seems counter intuitive
they should pay the cost. This should not be subsidized.
to promoting jobs and growth.

Well I don't think massive oil and gas corporations need
handouts, so you can probably cut there. I also think the oil
and gas war room is a big money pit that is unnecessary.

I think diversification is key. The boom and bust system Alberta
has isn't good for economic stability and we need to look at
growing different industries through educational and business
startup grants/incentives.

Begin the process of implementing a sales tax to reduce our Its time to play the long game. There are no magic bullets here
reliance on changing oil and gas demand.
either.
I think that the short term investment in analyzing services
(described above), rationalizing the programs and services
that are offered and concurrently building management
capabilities, will result in long term savings over time.
There's no magic bullet to better management. You have to
build the tools and culture through training. Teach them to
fish instead of doing it for them.

Identify and actively pursue a long term economic
diversification direction while leveraging the economic benefits
of current oil, gas and petrochemical investments.
Its time to be realistic about how our economy will prosper in
the future given changing world views on carbon emissions.
Regardless of whether its fair that these perceptions are
negative for Alberta, its silly to think we can turn them around
given the media and the turning tide.
Its also critical to realize that we need to leverage and
collaborate with the Universities as a key source of new
technologies and commercialization opportunities to support
diversification. The performance based approach that was
rolled out should help to build this focus.

To support the shift from this current state analysis (service
definitions outlined above) to a rationalized, continuous
improvement driven future state, another key investment is
evaluating management capabilities. Its critical for
government at all levels to put training programs in place to
shift from technical to performance management.
This includes the knowledge and tools to continuously
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of services to meet
desired strategic outcomes, establishing performance
measures and performance management accountability,
evaluating service levels and the cost of services, and
improving the maintenance of our current assets.
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T1V

Healthcare, Family Resources to support children and their
families, More resources on Adoption for those looking to
adopt a child, Quality Senior care, Domestic Violence
Prevention & More support for Emergency Shelters around
the province. It would be great to see a positive change for
our Aboriginal people who live on reserves, what has been
happening is not working, people are perishing for lack of
vision.

Cut back on spending at the top levels and disperse that
money for more important things like listed above. If need
be, create a small provincial tax in order support these
programs. Instead of a Carbon Tax levy-(where is this
money even going? I have seen no change from the Liberal
gov't, it doesn't make any sense at all!) Lets create a fund/tax
that will help these important programs stay in place,
increase care and create more jobs for residents, we need to
help people now, people are loosing their jobs left and right!

By not cutting funds to the important programs for families and
getting the pipelines built, getting oil flowing again, it's an
absolute shame that we have these resources and they are
laying in waste. Also, please make rental units cheaper for
local residents that would like to support themselves by
starting their own business. In High River, 17(1)
there
are only a few owners of retail property and the rent is
ridiculous! We need to make it easier for local residents to
start their own businesses!

T4C

Infrastructure is always important. Two lane highways such
as Highway 22 South of Olds to south of Calgary is
dangerous.
Front line services such as Children's Services, AB Healthnurses, accessible doctors (we severely lack walk in clinics
in the communities surrounding Calgary).
Education-my kids need accessible teachers. They need
smaller classes in order to approach teachers for help!!
Appropriate Justice -Everyday people are breaking into our
cars, and sometimes our homes. We have to have
appropriate deterrents, and consequences. Of course, we
need resources to deal with the criminals, in order to
support the rest of our livelihood! This should be number
one but crime does not affect each of us daily so I have put
it last. It should always be considered though. So we need
the police, but we also need the other piece which is the
entire criminal justice system.

I am not sure I have that answer but so many projects have
been delayed even when there was money. For example, the
ring road for Calgary, that project should have been done
years ago. Glenmore trail is a nightmare!
Our education system has to have more changes so our
children can get into smaller classes.

We do have to continue building our worlds! Technology and
green environments are important these days, and I would
continue to support oil and gas. Gas is not going to totally go
away, we need certain things that are a result of oil and gas.

T1Y

Spending priorities should be for the people of Alberta, not
tax cuts for corporations that are leaving the province,
cutting employment and/or spending in Alberta. Tax credits
for businesses that bring diversification to the province eg.
Technology. Spend more on programs for low income
Albertans, schools, health and seniors.

STOP THE TAX CUTS TO OIL AND GAS COMPANIES THAT
ARE LEAVING THE PROVINCE, CUTTING JOBS AND
DECREASING SPENDING IN ALBERTA. LOOK FOR SAVINGS
WITHOUT CUTTING JOBS AND PROGRAMS. STOP CUTTING
JOBS, YOU ARE CREATING A WELFARE STATE, NOT ONE
WILL HAVE A JOB.

Diversify, look for companies that want to come to Alberta,
although why anyone would want to come here now with all of
these cuts is beyond me. Build not cut.

T9X

Child care grants, parents on maternity leave

carbon tax

T6E

Public services for the disabled, lower income, seniors, ill,
and education.

Increase taxation of the weathy, and large corporations
including oil.

Helping Albertans in the Oil Field, as that is the main growth in
Alberta
Diversify the economy. Invest in alternative energy.

NO, I AM NOT AN NDP SUPPORTER!!!!
BUT I AM NO LONGER AN UCP SUPPORTER EITHER
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T6T

Spending on building new industries in the province and
creating jobs for the next energy era. We are leaving the era
of Oil Power and heading into something different. We need
to build industries that can create power for us with our
unique weather conditions. Hydrogen power would be a
good place to start as we can make it out of oil keeping all
the jobs we currently have. An example would be finding a
way for Alberta to become the premier place to dispose of
Solar Panels and where we can recycle them.

Stop giving companies money in exchange for nothing. Use
AIMCo when the province provides a company with money
directly that company is required to give AIMCo shares to be
held for the province to be sold at a later date or to receive
dividends on. This will increase our investment in Alberta
business and increase our long term revenues while saving
the taxpayers money by not giving the cow away for magic
beans.

t8n

Public healthcare, public education, and public services
focused on displaced/disenfranchised peoples.

Our family would be willing to increase our taxes to provide
funds for public services

T4x

Job creation, healthcare, education

T0b

T1K

T4C

T6X

Reform the transfer payment formula so that Albertans are
treated fairly within Canada!
Create a user tax like New Zealand where all visitors to
Canada are forced to pay for using our infrastructure. Share
this revenue amongst the provinces based on # of visitors.
This will increase our infrastructure budget, the excess can
be put to health care or job creation
Stop sending money to other countries and help Canadians Get immigrants (especially illegals) refugees off welfare, and
stop bringing aged relatives of immigrants who can not work
into Canada. Stop spending money on trying to rehabilitate
terrorists, deport them instead
Healthcare, education
Maybe they should cut there own salaries, and increase
taxes to the large corporations they enjoy giving our money
too.
Education - return to actually fully funding education. Don't We have a revenue shortfall issue in Alberta. We need to
just maintain base funding but maintain all of the grants that increase business and corporate taxes and ask those who
were in place. Hire enough teachers to reduce class sizes
can afford it to pay more. If you want to find savings reduce
and fund inclusive education. It's not right to include kids
the salaries of government officials who earn over $200,000
with significant learning and behaviour problems in
per year - not those who can barely afford to live on their
classrooms without them being accompanied by an
wages.
educational support person.
Health Care - fund the system properly and eliminate the
privatization of health care. A 2 tiered system only benefits
the rich who can afford it and penalizes the poor by
removing the top quality medical personnel from the Public
system
Facility building for education. New schools to keep up with
growth, these are the children of taxpaying citizens of
Alberta, and they should not be in schools that are over
100% utilization, at any point, ever.

Environmental and social

I suspect there are a lot of ways to save. Political travel,
office space, wage cuts at a high level (don't freeze teacher
wages if MLAs and the Premier do not ALSO take a cut, a
real one). Sell off provincial assets that are in excess. Same
as we'd do at home in a time of lower income, reduce
spending a little bit in every area, except those that are
essential. Education is essential.
Stop bailing out corporations for billions and spending 80k a
day on a war room

By creating fiscally responsible incentives, allow new
companies to write off their expenses in the first year of
business. Fund and create growth centres where entrepreneurs
can get more assistance in creating new businesses. Allow
dilapidated buildings to be confiscated by the government if the
owner does not do something with them. A great way to use old
warehouses is to support greenhouses inside them. You
increase economic growth in the area and better food supply
while decreasing our dependence on external resources, which
leads to the taxpayer saving money. Add in an insurance
increase cap, insurance alone will likely lead to companies
close
Public education for our youngest. Focus on the early years those future adults will bring forth new ideas, optimisim and
economic growth.
Reduce government departments that are not needed or vital to
the key priorities stated. Promote Alberta energy by fighting
back.... get the message out to the public that we have been
targeted. Fight the federal government so that Albertan’s best
interests are first, federal interests second

Build pipelines, support our energy sector

By supporting the people that live here and investing in Alberta
tech and new business
Support job creation by reinstating all the grant programs and
restoring funding in the many places that you have cut and
created job losses. Hire more teachers, nurses, social workers,
firefighters, forestry workers, daycare workers, etc - all of those
who support the human infrastructure of our province.

Get infrastructure projects moving. Not the planning, the actual
boots on the ground, equipment moving. Specifically, in high
growth areas such as Cochrane. There's no labour shortage,
employed locals are good for the economy.

Encourage local companies, build a pipeline
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T6W

-Education
-Healthcare
-Diversifying our economy to provide for a greater range of
employment opportunities

Education, higher education, healthcare. Government
services are good for the economy.

-Joining the school boards for each area instead of having
public and separate. We could still have Catholic schools
but they would be under the umbrella of the local school
system. For instance, in Edmonton, we already have
Christian schools that are part of the Edmonton Public
School Board. By doing this, it would eliminate a lot of
overhead costs and allow for savings in many areas such as
transportation, building maintenance, contract services,
resource sharing, etc.
We don't need to focus on savings. We need to focus on
appropriate revenue, in line with the rest of the country.

The government should hold tight to see how quickly the
people get back to work. They should not contribute to the
increase in the unemployment rate at this current time.
Alberta is high above the national average for
unemployment.
Sales tax.

-The government of Alberta should be looking to support
innovative ideas to diversify our economy. Too much reliance
on oil and gas industry has made our province too susceptible
to the ups and downs of the world market for those products
and too dependent on decisions for pipeline development, for
instance. In other words, we have all our eggs in one basket
and that is not working.

The government should adequately promote and support public
services. Cutting salaries and positions in education, higher
education, and healthcare is exactly the wrong strategy. It's
affecting the local economy.
No more lay offs. Support grants and programs to get people
back to work.

T5K

Getting the province back to work .. we don't need to
increase the jobless rate in the province it is high enough

T3c

Education and healthcare.

T4B

The government needs to reinstate the services it cut in the
2019 Budget and focus on the needs of the people of Alberta
and especially of the needs of the vulnerable and the elderly.
Suddenly taking away health benefits from seniors’ spouses
is callous and borders on dictatorship. Scrap the expensive
“War Room” in only fosters division and alienation. Stop
giving money and credits to rich Corporations. Be a
democracy.
Health care, education, industry growth that isn’t focused
solely on oil and gas. The dumbing down of our province
and gutting of the health care system in an attempt to steer
it towards privatization is unacceptable

Diversify and offer tax credits, grants for innovation and climate
friendly ideas.
A provincial sales tax (harmonized with the GST) would
Diversity. Our dependance on oil and gas is akin to an
provide millions in revenue.
addiction. Support green technologies. Give back rebate
But let’s not stop there. How about a Fast Food tax
incentives for solar panels and energy efficiency. Let’s find a
(restaurants that have a drive through). How about taxing
way to really recycle everything that’s collected. In this decade
lottery winnings over $100,000. Get rid of the $82,000 a day electrical vehicles will outnumber gas vehicles. Will we have
“War Room”. Stop spending our tax dollars on trying to
the infrastructure in place or will we still be trying to build the
defeat the Carbon Tax. Stop being so arrogant and work with pipeline? Let’s be forward thinkers instead of being stuck in the
the opposition.
past.
Eliminate the embarrassment called the “war room”,
Balance support for industries outside of oil and gas, reinstate
eliminate jobs within the government that weren’t there when assistance to the tech sector, follow through with promises to
the NDP was in power, and revert MLA salaries to what the
the film and television industry by changing the cap on the tax
NDP had in place
credit. It’s a proven winner with a high ROI, and why it was
kneecapped in the budget while being presented to the industry
as a positive change from NDP policy is ridiculous

T7X

Climate, education, health care.

Oil subsidies.

T4P

1) Health care that is adequate and safe for our population-the present cuts planned only erode our health system and
present serious harm to our population!
2)Education--same comments as #1.
3)Essential services--in today's society is NOT the time to
make those cuts!

1) The world has changed. We have a revenue problem that
is not going to be solved with the severe cuts proposed.
Don't you learn from the mistakes of past governments--it
will cost MORE down the road!
2)Unfortunately it is time for Alberta to join the rest of the
country and bring in a sales tax!!

T4P

1) Health care that is adequate and safe for our population-the present cuts planned only erode our health system and
present serious harm to our population!
2)Education--same comments as #1.
3)Essential services--in today's society is NOT the time to
make those cuts!

1) The world has changed. We have a revenue problem that
is not going to be solved with the severe cuts proposed.
Don't you learn from the mistakes of past governments--it
will cost MORE down the road!
2)Unfortunately it is time for Alberta to join the rest of the
country and bring in a sales tax!!

Fund alternative energy sector, start up companies, new
research. Education, bring international talent to Alberta.
Get rid of ridiculously expensive, useless things like the "war
room"(complete waste of money).
Establish and promote programs that actually get the middle
class workers the opportunity to find jobs--such as the
subsidized day care program!

Get rid of ridiculously expensive, useless things like the "war
room"(complete waste of money).
Establish and promote programs that actually get the middle
class workers the opportunity to find jobs--such as the
subsidized day care program!
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T0A

Health care
Education

t3c

Restoring funding and supports to healthcare, education,
post-secondary, social services, and clean/green tech jobs.

T4L

Please leave the pensions alone, unfortunately we can not
manage money very well this is not something that should
be attempted right now. Looking at the other provinces we
have privatized too much, so please stop that. Keep
research for public good that has such a small investment
for government but such a huge gains for farmers. The more
money you can put in the pockets of the people the safer the
province will be.

t5m

Education and Health care.

T6A

T8N

Kill the "War Room".
Go back to supporting new industries/non-oilfield-industiries;
Stop giving corporate welfare to multimillion businesses that support economic diversification rather than hack and slash
do not pass their tax savings on to keeping jobs in Alberta
austerity policies that put more people out of work!!!! And cost
people more money (school fees, bus fees, post secondary
tuitiin)
Immediately dismantle the Canadian Energy Centre ("War
By supporting other industries and economic diversification,
Room") and do not provide subsidies to oil and gas
not just non-renewable resource extraction. (i.e. clean/green
companies.
technology, public sector, renewable energy, film industry,
healthcare, and tech research and development)
I feel the government has no choice but to have the courage
to tax the top earners an extra 1%. The majority of the tax
base can not afford all the tax hikes caused directly or
indirectly by this government. If a sales tax has to
accompany it then that's what will have to happen. We are
headed straight back into the 80's economy which is
terrifying for our province, so please be careful, we will lose
even more companies and suffer a huge brain drain. I
remember when we could not encourage doctors, nurses, or
brilliant researchers to stay in the province.

I can see that comparing the province of Alberta to other
provinces it may have been a mistake privatizing the
insurance/registration, liquor boards, gas and phone, etc
possibly another reason why the province is hemorrhaging
financially. Please stop with the privatization, its damaging the
public good. At current I feel this government with the past
budget and suggestion of the up coming budget is encouraging
people and companies to abandon this sinking ship.

Tax cuts to businesses. We haven't encouraged any big
businesses to stay or invest in Alberta since making these
changes.
Provincial sales tax, #1. Greater provincial income tax at the Stop handing out tax cuts to big businesses. They are
top brackets.. no more flat tax, #2. Investment in more
leaving anyway. Eventually, workers will follow if you the
efficient public services, not less budget for services, #3.
Government keeps cutting back government services. This
Re: #3, Alberta has a high private sector labour cost as well, will be even worse once the economy seizes when budget
reflected in the cost of living and the cost of government
cuts result in reduced consumer spending on things like
services. Spending on services needs to be properly
home renovations and consumer goods and services.
indexed to population and inflation. Efficiencies in areas
like bad contracts by AHS or the number of managers and
management training programs in the GOA could definately
save a lot of $ without impacting services.

Support for smaller businesses who operate within Alberta and
employ albertans. Tieing tax cuts to businesses having to
operate in Alberta
Proper investment in the economy, especially the green
economy. Our petroleum industry only accounts for a small
number of jobs and is unstable. Find ways to diversify the
economy with other energy sources (wind, solar, etc.) or
biochemical production before our oil birthright is all but
depleted or no longer in demand.

Education. Post secondary. Health care. Affordable
housing.

Stop catering to oil and gas. you are creating a divide between
oil and gas and everyone else. There are other industries we
need to look at. Invest in innovation. Tech. AI. the corporate tax
cut didn't work...bite the bullet and admit it was a mistake and
resume taxing the big companies.

No more 16-thousand dollar flights, no trips to London for
the Premier and advisors without detail and benefits. No 30
million dollar war room. stop with the working groups and
panels. Stop cutting essential services. By changing to
biosimilar drugs...that could increase healthcare costs and
hospital visits...costing more. Same with the slashes to the
senior's drug plan. They will end up in hospital...costing
more. We need to look for different revenue sources. PST.
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T8H

It is important that services delivered by Community Service How about our MLA salaries, which are higher than any other Put more money into services for developmental disabilities so
province? Get rid of the War Room, which is a high cost
the agencies can afford to pay and attract the staff needed to
Providers are on the radar. Supporting persons with
support these vulnerable Albertans.
disabilities, affordable housing and a strong workforce are budget line for no perceivable benefit.
all key requirements to support our persons with
disabilities. Subsidized housing MUST be a priority for those
who cannot afford to live in our expensive province.
Housing is a human need that leads to good physical and
mental health, taking the pressure off those systems.

T1J

Health care and education

Everywhere!

Job training

T8A

Child care - as this is often seen as something that is not
important. However, all of the research points to how the
early years are the most important in terms of success in
their later years. Investing in high quality early education
helps to prevent more money needing to be spent on
supporting adults who fall into crime, need supports, end up
homeless, etc.

Stop lowering corporate taxes so much and give money back
to education, health care and child care. Those are the three
main pillars of humanity. Society will suffer as you continue
to draw funds away from these services.

Continue the Alberta Job Grant, increase the threshold for child
care subsidy instead of offering the $25 per day program. Give
the money to those who actually need it, not rich people who
seem to be qualifying for a subsidy with the way it is run.
Increase the existing subsidy approval threshold to say,
$100,000 per year per family. Those that earn more than this
can pay their own way. I have heard that the subsidy approval
amounts have not changed in 10+ years, yet daycare fees keep
rising, as well as most other costs of living.

T2M

Education at all levels and diversification of the economy

Through higher taxation, especially larger companies

It should stop trying to focus on just oil and gas and should
help provide incentives for companies that are more diverse,
perhaps even try to convince companies to come to Alberta
given the amount of empty real estate currently. For example
Moving Picture Company just shut it's studio in Vancouver,
stating that it was too expensive, government could try to
encourage companies like that to move to Alberta.

T3R

Public funding. Education, police, health care.

Given corporate bail outs to oil companies to line the
pockets of the wealthy as those at the bottom still get laid
off. Audit the oil companies you gave 4.5 billion dollars too
and re coup some of the money that was not spent wisely,
get the money back from the oil companies leaving Alberta

Diversify our energy sector. Look to new resources so we don't
solely depending on the oil industry as it is a dying industry.

T6T

1. early learning and care i.e. affordable child care, more pre- Abolish the "energy war room" or the Canadian Energy
school programs
Centre! It is a waste of taxpayers money ($30M) to support
2. lower tuition fees for post-secondary education
pro-gas and oil propaganda, fake science and fake
3. raise the minimum wage to a living wage
information.
4. invest in sustainable energy

T2L

Priorities need to be on diversification of our economy to
get us off our one industry reliance. This includes funding
education as diversely educated students are necessary to
attract new diversified businesses.

Diversification of the Alberta economy beyond oil and gas. The
future of work will not be in this sector. Alberta is behind the
times. Please read the research on this - countries whose
economic and environmental policies are grounded on the
adverse impacts of climate change and embraced clean energy
have advanced more than those who have not. Alberta's future
will not be determined by the oil and gas industry but by the
progressive directions it takes to ensure a sustainable and
prosperous economy.
Return corporate tax levels to the already low rates before
Look for effective incentives to attract diverse businesses and
the change of government. There has been no return on this employers to Alberta. Invest in renewable resource industries.
gift.
Yes, we need our oil industry but the narrow minded pursuit of
it being our only hope will sink us further in dept.
Stop spending money on wasted efforts like the war room or
panel studies that are set up to make findings that only agree
with government actions.
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T3A

Health care and education.

Health care and education.

T5y

Health and infrastructure

MLA and premier's wages should not be luxurious

T6V

Healthcare, education and increasing international market
access and exports from Alberta.

T4C

Support job creation and economic growth.

T4R

Diversification of our economy, because our access to
education and maintain our health care. No private health
care

Continue to encourage economic growth in the private sector.
Move public employees to the private sector as positions
become available. As positions with like qualifications become
available, people in the public sector are laid off.

Stop giving tax breaks to companies leaving the province
anyways and tax the people working less. Stop taking more and
more money out of the regular peoples pockeylt, ie auto
insurance.
Find savings but reducing redundancies in Education and
I haven't seen any jobs created in the last 9 months. Rather
Health
than cutting government jobs, ask the workers/experts for
recommendations.
Lesson the bureaucracy of Government. Rachel Notley was Keep lowering taxes, fight the carbon tax, and support our oil
supposed to have swelled the government ranks a bunch
industry.
while she was in office, so start there. I haven't seen any
Keep the coal industry and power plants going until we have
improvements happen with the added staffing levels, so lets another source of cheap electricity. Renewable's are not
go back to 2016 levels or even earlier.
reliable enough and are far too expensive.
I like a lot of the cuts you have started, but dont stop! Make
every government agency have to account for their budget.
Keep pushing back on the wasteful spending!

Tax corporations. The tax taxes havent helped anything so
reverse them. Afterall this government doesnt keep
promises to it's people so why keep them to corporations.
Also tax online sales more. People buying online destroy
local economies and quite often it isnt even cheaper just
more convienent.
Invest in education. Government should focus on education There are too many directors in many departments. Please
in new and emerging technologies, more STEM in schools, take a closer look at Government of Alberta employees with
coding, AI. We need to build more high schools in Calgary. salaries or severance greater than the annual threshold.
Stop spending on roads and transportation that aren't
essential (i.e. the ring road in Calgary) This money could be
better used on education and health.

More SMALL business tax credits. And again tax online sales
like amazon so people would support local business more.

T0E

Environmental protection, mitigation against climate
change, and moving Alberta to being a large producer of
carbon neutral or carbon negative energy

End oil and gas subsidies, andend tax credits to large
corporations as they do not result in jobs anywhere near
equal the dollar amount given,

Grants and zero interest loans for workers looking to re-train in
green economy fields such as solar panel installation, tax
breaks for single family homes that invest in green energy
production and energy reduction, and programs that support
small scale, sustainable, regenerative farming practices

T2Y

Health care and education

Tax cuts for large corporations

T3P

The government needs to put money into looking into what
class sizes are in schools and realizing that the high
numbers are affecting student learning. By gathering data
and not just hearing our concerns, my hopes is that the
evidence is presented and a realization that it is a systemic
effect that we teachers have been voicing for many years.
We are losing good teachers due to stress and frustrations.

Focusing on essential public services and long term
planning, verses quick fixes. Looking at redundancies that
are not necessary to re-evaluating infrastructure to keep up
with community growth. Selling off schools or government
buildings that are no longer providing full classrooms or
usage.

Supporting its workers, investing in what we already have,
tourism
There needs to be pressure on the provincial government to
look at reducing class sizes by hiring more teachers. By
opening more schools and rezoning school boundaries. My
own kids currently take a bus for 45 mins to attend a high
school one way that is their designated school. Plus we are
now paying 100% of this bus passes to attend school which
equates to approx. $800 a year. High schools in Calgary are
playing catch up and not keeping up with the growth of the city.

T2P

Focus on innovation in new technology such as AI artificial
intelligence, Electric vehicle manufacturing, and other emerging
technologies. Build the pipeline.
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T2Z

Green infrastructure like funding the LRT Green Line
Free public transit
Free public education and free post-secondary education
Public health care
Universal basic income for all

No more fossil fuel handouts, tax breaks, or subsidies
No taxpayer funding for private schools
Implement universal basic income to bring everyone out of
poverty and get rid of the need for expensive taxpayer
funded social services
Defund the Canadian Energy Centre

Stop propping up the dying fossil fuel sector with public funds
Use the carbon levy to build the green economy and create
good, local jobs
Support entrepreneurs and innovation

T3m

Healthcare

Abolish the AHS board

Tax reduction

T8a

Healthcare, education.

Health care in particular has many areas to save money
without compromising frontline staff. 17(1)

I am no economist. So I am not sure. But it is off putting to have
billions in tax savings to corporate entities while basic services
are not being provided.

Fewer 'levels' of management
Reduce physician double billing. Example: a nurse
practitioner assesses, diagnoses and treats a patient. Then
a DR sees the
Same patient Just prior to Discharge. Just so they can bill
for it.
Allow RNS to practice at fill scope, including using protocols
for simple diagnosis and treatment. As they are hourly and
not fee for service.

T0J
T1K

Put more money into education, health, and economic
diversification
- Preventative medicine for kids and adults
- mental health
- front line staff in hospitals
- universal child care system

Abolish the catholic school system. Having 2 separate
publicly funded school systems is an astronomical cost that
is unnecessary
Get rid of the war room. Increase corporate taxes
Give tax credits to emerging industries and credits tied to
investment and workforce hiring
- taxes (Could include a PST) since we are the only province Stop increasing tuition fees for education. Support Albertans to
without it.
continue education and make it feasible. This makes people
- include the increase taxes to go towards healthcare,
more willing to stay and work in Alberta if the government
preventative medicine, mental health support, and universal supports/encourages economic growth.
child care.
If both parents are required to work in this day and age,
support the families with more resources of child care and
education. This can also reduce mental health and improve
quality of life. This can create a domino effect to decrease
the costs on healthcare.
STOP giving out tax cuts to corporations and big
businesses, instead RAISE their taxes

T6E

Education, healthcare, social supports

T6L

Education and early childhood

$25/day care is big waste of tax payer's money

T3J

a balanced approach

getting rid of all the excessive layers of management in
government, AHS, and the public sector. Front line staff are
NOT the issue, the multiple layers of managers are.

Give tax cuts to SMALL businesses, fund education including
post-secondary institutions, invest in sustainable energies and
technology
please stop laying off people in the public sector.
by NOT giving tax breaks to large companies, they rarely use
the profits to hire
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T5T

Education and Health care. Especially in the areas of
NOT by comparing Alberta to BC and Ontario/Toronto in our I have no comment
support for mental illness. The education system and health health care systems, or anything else for that matter. That is
care system need to work hand-in-hand to support all of the absolutely ridiculous. 17(1)
kids on our schools, from kindergarten to post-secondary.
The mental health of our youth needs to be taken seriously!!
Don't you dare start cutting these
positions or nit picking everything that they are doing to
make sure that they are "being productive enough". Peoples
LIVES are at stake here! We need more mental health
workers now more than ever because the stigma is finally
starting to be erased. We need this help and these supports
for the youth of our province, for everyone in our province.
Because when one family member is dealing with mental
illness, the ENTIRE family is dealing with mental illness!

T1X

Providing quality healthcare. We need more doctors and
better doctors, including specialists 17(1)

Social program funding

Incentives for companies to move in?

Unless you are dying or have a simple infection that
only needs antibiotics, our healthcare is useless. I'm
considering leaving Canada for this reason.
Healthcare and education
T3B

Healthcare and Education

T9A

Education, health and job creation

T0B

Health, education and diversification of the economy

Health care, AISH, education

Energy war room - waste of funds

Reinstate the tech credits.
Support industry beyond oil and gas - be future focused
War room.
By not axing Tec incentives.
Stop cutting taxes to the 0.1%.
Cutting their own salaries
Stop shutting Every thing down but making cuts that impact
jobs and faith new companies will succeed here
Look at exorbitant salaries of upper management within AHS Encourage oil sands and upgrader development within the
as well as the number of positions in that upper management province and push for the pipelines to be built both east and
bracket. Look at combining school boards of public and
west. We need to develop our own resources at home and
Catholic schools to save on duplication of administration
refine our own oil for distribution. Canada needs to decrease
and salaries. In upcoming negotiations with unions of
its reliance on overseas oil.
nursing, teachers and other allied health professionals,
continue the wage freeze and look at other cost saving
measures. BUT DO NOT CUT FRONT LINE POSITIONS!!! We
are already short staffed in hospitals, clinics and our schools
classroom sizes are already unacceptable. We need to look
at upper management first and where costs can be cut.
Don't punish everyday Albertans by cutting the front lines.

Stream lining services and talking the front line services
Investing in small businesses, education, technology and
where savings can me met. Stop subsidizing oil and gas, the diversification of our economies, training opportunities for
war room and corporate subsidies.
people
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T1J

Education, childcare, healthcare.

By collecting property taxes from oil companies who are in
arrears; by eliminating tax cuts for the most wealthy;

T8N

I would like to see current growth accounted for in both
health and education. They are our two biggest expenses
provincially but the proposed budget for these portfolios are
going to have detrimental effects. Please look at other ways
you can balance budgets (maybe a slight increase in the
corporate tax rate to cover some of these costs, to meet in
the middle).

Each ministry should be tasked with getting to the bottom of
how money is being spent. For example, in health care, the
best people to ask about how to reduce spending are those
that see those wastes day in and day out. This means asking
the lowest people on the totem pole - not just the executives
and managers. They won't see the day to day wastes like the
workers will. This would be a great to handle some of the
issues in health and education, without cutting the budgets
in massive ways that end with teachers, nurses and others
losing their jobs.

t8h

Healthcare, education, universal childcare subsidies!

Tax the rich and big businesses more

T3B

Health Care and Education should remain the foundation of
Provincial Spending and remains the fiduciary responsibility
of the provincial government. As funds are available, the
provincial government should be investing in large scale
infrastructure projects that will provide economic return in
the next century where global warming will provide
economic opportunities to expand agriculture across much
of the province. Expanding the irrigation system and
providing flood and drought mitigation will provide long
term value in a changing climate. The floods in 2013 cost
this city over $5B. Droughts in the early 2000's had a
similar cost to the agriculture industry. The province needs
to work with the private sector to reduce CO2 emissions.
Expanding the Electric network and driving increased fuel
switching from Oil/Diesel/Gasoline to natural gas is an
intermediate step that will have profound environmental
impact and value to our gas industry which needs increased
markets. Expansion and electrification of the rail system to
displace air travel and Long haul trucking emissions will
generate long term value for the province and drive high
employment and innovation here.

Universal daycare- puts more women in a position to work, and
therefore spend; healthcare- ensures people have their base
health needs met, and are therefore able to spend; abandoning
the oft-debunked "trickle down" economic theory; stop cutting
jobs; invest in alternate energy resources- which could create
lots of jobs.
Don't start laying off teachers, nurses and public sector
workers. There is tons of waste in each department without
those layoffs. Plus those layoffs (or threats of layoffs) create
further economic anxiety, which is bad for the economy.
Many public sector workers would be happy with no increase in
wages (despite what our unions say) but don't threaten peoples
jobs. Think outside the box to get to your targets. And those in
executive/higher positions won't think outside of the box either.
Ask the "little guy".

Diversification of our economy and public sector job growth
during economic slow times
The implementation of the "WAR ROOM" will not influence
As discussed above this should be done through long term
the people that are adverse to hydrocarbons. This
infrastructure investment as government where the payback is
requirement should be put onto the ERCB and the Industry to very long term, and as possible and appropriate working with
promote. The government should be driving this within their the private sector where the return period will attract interest
mandate and not taking this on with taxpayer money. They through shorter term payback. I think that tying corporate tax
can create objective public education materials that the
rates to job creation and economic growth delivery should be
government can use to promote a balanced view of oil and
something the government considers
gas production. The RED TAPE REDUCTION program
should also not be a separate organization. This should be
included within the role of the auditor general. If the
government is wasting money and loosing value due to
internal processes, the auditor general should be able to
report back and departments should be accountable and
empowered to make appropriate changes. The government
should temper it's agenda to look entirely to the Health Care
and Education sectors for cost savings. These areaa have
been continually worked and we should not expect huge
opportunities here. Perhaps one area that the province can
look to is reducing the number of school boards. A study to
evaluate unification of the Catholic and Public School boards
and merging of school boards might demonstrate savings.
Increasing Hotel Taxes, particularly on Foriegn Visitors
could provide increased revenue and I don't believe it will
impact tourism significantly. The reduction in Corporate tax
should be done through tax credits that Alberta companies
can earn through driving innovation, job creation and
greenhouse gas reduction, rather than an across the board
reduction from 12% ot 8%. This is consistent with the GOA
plan to link secondary education funding to performance
measure
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T3E

T3H

1. Healthcare: make healthcare accessible for everyone by
reducing/eliminating the waiting period for necessary but
non emergency surgery.
2. Road repair and construction.
1. Education - I don't know of any government that has put
money into education and later discovered that it was all for
nothing.

Eliminate bureaucracy by eliminating double or triple
position within the government.

Build the so desired pipelines.
Build refineries.
Build the pipelines that bring money and workers.

Stop giving tax cuts to wealthy corporations who are already
making large profits. Also, consider the other side of the
equation and raise taxes - you need to pay for what you get
and simply getting less all the time is not going to work.

By investing in something other than the oil industry. Yes, oil
is important and its not going away but we could create a HUGE
film industry, bring more money in from tourism, etc. Build a
high speed rail line from Lethbridge to Calgary to Red Deer to
Edmonton. This would allow mobility of workers and facilitate
the movement of commodities.

Retracting the tax break to oil and gas.

Building infrastructure in Alberta.

2. Health Care - Especially in sickness prevention. When
people are sick, they cannot be productive members of
society.
3. Innovation - Alberta has historically been prosperous with
oil but that makes us a one trick pony. We need to find
other ways to earn money such as technology companies,
film, and tourism. Alberta could be the next big place for
films since we have virtually every type of setting here.
Being fiscally responsible.
Education, Healthcare, affordable childcare

Elimination of the War Room, canceling carbon tax lawsuit,
reduced salaries for gov't staffers, increased corporate
taxes, collecting on taxes owed by O&G companies,
ensuring province is properly compensated from
abandoned/orphaned wells.
Health care.... Stop trying to privatize, most of us can not
Quit giving money away to big coporations..... Also stop with
afford it anyway. Bankrupting someone because if an illness the tax cuts to these same companies, middle income people
or injury is not the way to go
are getting taxed to tge breaking point
Health care and education
Corporate taxation and taxing the wealthy

Give tax incentives to actual growing industries (ie. tech, green
energy), subsidized childcare (see Quebec model), increase
minimum wage and reduce taxes on lower income earners

Get the energy industry back on its feet. Attract new industries
to Alberta. Support retraining for workers in collapsed
industries.

T6C

healthcare, education, infrastructure, seniors and programs
for addictions and at risk youth.
I don't mean cut spending. I mean find a way to deliver the
services without cuts. De-insuring medical services should
never be considered.
Infrastructure, social programs, and healthcare.

t5x

Education, heathcare, and diversifying industries.

T0M

Healthcare, I do not agree with
Cutting back Dr. Patient time together, I already feel rushed
in the Dr. Office now.

T4g

T5N

T3E

top heavy government department cuts, not front line
workers. The government should practice what they are
preaching and find cost cutting in their own ranks. What
does an MLA's pension look like and how much a year is that
costing the tax payer?
Increase taxes, especially on businesses, the marginal tax
rates of those making $200,000+, and maybe a sales tax this
time?
No more tax breaks to oil companies. Reducing government
wages.
.

Actually do it !!! Stop pretending to tiny tgings you do are
actually helping us cause it only makes people angry and
frustrated.
Diversify the energy portfolio. Solar and wind are some options
that could use provincial support, not just oil and gas.

Public works, government projects, and diversification.

By providing tax incentives to NEW industries who find
potential in Alberta. Industries like tech and new energy
industries.
.

Law enforcement, Crime and punishment, we need drastic
increases in punishment for offenders.
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T2A

T0J

1. Support for child care. Subsidy, continued support for
front line staff, funding to create and maintain spaces in
affordable ways (ie. partnerships for day care space with
schools, investments in family day home, etc.) Working
parents need dependable, affordable, quality care for their
children. Good child care options support strong
economies.
2. Continue prioritizing ways of attracting business back to
Alberta, creating new and long-term jobs.
3. Prioritizing health care, access for all, continued local
health programs for seniors and children.

There seems to be a lot of duplication and "reinventing the
wheel". For instance, Parent Link Centres were meant to be
(in the beginning) a "hub" for family services - a place that
parents could go and find resources they need. That funding
is discontinued, with a call for a "hub and spoke" system to
replace it. People are put out of work, only to have to reapply
for a similar position. Why spend the money to restart
something that is already in place, rather than going to the
service providers to see how the current system can be
made more efficient?

I support what this government is doing to attract business
back to Alberta 100%. Consult with Chamber of Commerce
agencies across Alberta for local ideas to stimulate business
and job growth.
Again, most importantly, invest in going to the people doing the
work - they will have the most thorough information of what
works and what doesn't. Ask what the suggestion is, how it
should be implemented and how and when it would be reviewed
for success.

Education and Post Secondary, health services, and
programs for vulnerable Albertans, taxing corporations
appropriately, supporting municipalities to collect overdue
taxes from industry
Priority should be on our most vulnerable and that is our
youth, elderly, and the disabled. It is a shame that disability
checks are not enough even for rent. We need to focus on
our children as they are the future of Alberta. Better
education, smaller classes, special needs educators,
improving family structure for their social and emotional
health, and better daycare and school age programs.
I think government has been ignoring Child Care workers for
far too long. We have a reputation of being 'glorified
babysitters' which is the farthest from the truth. We are the
most under paid and under appreciated people in the field,
and that is the reason why we struggle to find good staff
which is detrimental to our children. We have not had
government support and it hurts our youth as well as our
own families. We need incentives to bring in more good
qualified staff and encourage ELCC education. The Child
Care Assistant program needs to be upgraded and
evaluated, also. A better quality of education and better
income can help improve our image as well as government
support. It should not come out of the parents' pocket.

remove Ministerial press secretaries and issues managers,
shut down CEC and Red tape reduction ministry, Panels for
separation and inquiries into "non-Albertan" activities

provide tax credit instead of cuts, reinstitute the STEP program
for youth, support the public service so someone actually has
money to spend.

Schools, Job creation

Unions, Pensions, oil sands

I believe that the government cut the budget in all the wrong For certain these are what the government needs to support.
places. Education and health care budgets should never be They should also encourage small businesses and advertise
decreased. I think the government should have focused on local support in your city/town.
the things that were not really a priority and Alberta could
get by without. For example, upgrading Deerfoot Trail could
have been postponed and work on the green line. Also,
overall pay cuts instead of layoffs would have helped. All
high paid employees got pay cuts, and higher taxes for big
companies.

Invest in other areas besides oil (movie industry!!, tourism,
incentives for companies to come to Alberta beisdes Oil
industry)
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T9X

Childcare is used by many Albertans. I am from a rural
town, if you take away the Benefit Grant Contribution for
childcare programs that are accredited it will mean for us a
loss of $1900 per month for our programs. This means we
will have to increase fees for families to recover this. I can't
imagine what this will look like for families to have to pay
even more for childcare. Alberta has worked so hard to
improve childcare and has put us on the map with our
priority for quality, education and decent compensation for
staff and programs. Please consider the consequences of
your actions for families, it will cause immediate cash flow
problems for Albertans, over night.

Privatization....it really works, look at the Klein years. Take
business out of the hand of government, it's not what they do
well. A business owner will care more about efficiencies in
finance and delivery than the government could ever hope
to. Some examples are EMS, why should we be paying for
the ambulance ride and the cost to run the company? Never
mind how you are cutting those EMS workers pockets. They
work long hours, are not thanked or noticed publicly, see
horrific things you cannot even imagine, struggle with PTSD,
and have very little support. Cut their wages and look out.
Quality will go out the window, what a shame.

Continue to make business owners a priority. A balanced
economy is a welcome sign for business moving here or
starting in Alberta. If all we have are harsh cuts, you will create
an atmosphere of disgruntled Albertans. What will you do to
create a better place to live? It isn't always about money, but
money is on everyone's minds.

t5z

Health promotion initiatives to reduce treatment costs in
future generations

Support our oil and gas workers and industries to get back on
their feet, cap the housing market

T5g

Education, and health care. Considering that good health
care systems save lives, and Edmonton public alone is
having a surge of enrolment, and class sizes at most
schools are already close to thirty. Which is too much.
Also tax breaks for local/small businesses. They are
extremely valuable to the economy, and all the profits stay
within the province.

Cut funding to support unnecessary municipal spending.
Example, Edmonton has bike lanes for no reason, which are
cleared and prioritized over arterial roadways
Reduce wasteful spending.
Change funding for alternate/ semi-private/private schools
back to being 50% government, 50% from the parents.
Increase taxes. We are the only province that does not have
pst. No one likes taxes, but this would give the government
much needed capitol to invest in the economy, and support
local businesses

T1M

Health care and education

Implementing a provincial tax like other provinces

Through more accessible education

T7V

Education, Healthcare and childcare

reduce the cost of living so people can actually live a decent life
in this province

T4B

Affordable health care, promotion of healthy lifestyle,
encouragement of diverse economy.

Less travel for MLA's!!!!! With Skype and other ways of
communicating should eliminate the need for in person
meetings all the time
End tax breaks for wealthy. No More corporate welfare to oil
and gas industry.

Build more schools in the areas that they are needed.
Provide incentives to home owners for doing renovations.
Including rebates for switching to more efficient/
environmentally friendly options. as well as family’s who are
building, or doing an infill. Particularly infills, since infills
revitalize older neighbourhoods, provide the same amount of
work as new builds, but cause urban sprawl. This would
provide much needed work to a struggling construction
industry, and help gentrify older, rundown neighbourhoods.
Diversify the economy, and reduce our economic dependence
on oil. I am not saying do not support oil, but we need to get to
a point where our economy does not live or die based on the
success or failure of the oil industry.
Provide support agriculture, and farmers, as they are Alberta’s
second largest industry.

Encourage diversity. Clean energy, recycling and
entrepreneurial encouragement in developing new industries
that will clean up the environment and get us living
sustainability. In order for Alberta to survive, we must transition
away from dependency on oil and gas industries. The proposed
pipeline was a bad idea from the start, it will not survive
catastrophic weather events, fire season, -40, etc... we need to
move into realistic projects that address needs of today.
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T0L

Healthcare and education

I think big savings could be found by investigating
individuals on AISH. While there are individuals who do
require this financial support I totally dont understand a
woman receiving benefits who doesnt seem to have any
issues and can spend 6 months or more down in Arizona. I
am sure there are lots of cases where some folks could do
some level of work to support themselves partially.

I think grants to employers who bring on staff from different
education programs to cover a portion of the cost of adding an
employee; however there does need to be strict guidelines that
must be adhered to so that this doesn't turn a hand out.

As well there needs to be better review system in place to
approve government expenses for travel/living. Being an
elected official is not a ticket to have every expense in your
life reimbursed.
T0j

Health care and education.

Stop funding abortions!!

Investing in our companies. Prioritizing our residents over
others.
Invest in healthcare and education. That is the foundation of our
economy.
not sure

Schooling and healthcare

Add PST or stop giving tax breaks to oil corporations.

T1Y

Education and health care

not sure

T6B

Health and education

Taxing the corporations

T2V

Health care and education. In health care, wait lists, access
and other service metrics for the province are unacceptably
high. This is a population facing industry and optimal
function resonates to other sectors (i.e., a healthy
population has greater readiness and ability to take
advantage of other initiatives, including those in business).
Education is an investment in the people and future of the
province. Short term savings may have long term
detrimental effect.

Canadian Energy Centre. This is a poorly conceived and
poorly executed project.
Calgary Cancer Centre. The development of a new cancer
centre is not unreasonable and likely needed; however, a
greater degree of scrutiny of Alberta Health Services is
required to understand if the administrative and
infrastructure cost (including duplicated equipment) is
necessary and whether appropriate operational funding is
allocated to make these investment worthwhile.
More active effort to transfer traditionally publicly funded
services to the private sector (e.g., health institutions and
surgical centres). In this environment, it may be reasonable
to look at greater leniency to what is covered with private
insurance and health benefits programs.

T0J

Pensions and seniors.

Quit sending money out of our province!!

Get the pipelines built. Stop supporting all the immigration.

t4b

Helping students rather than increasing their already
growing debt.

Not giving tax breaks to those who are already making
millions of dollars.

Not giving tax breaks to those who are already making millions
of dollars, and funding employment projects instead

T6R

Education and healthcare. Education is what builds our
future - it’s not going to be all trades.

I’m their own salaries and the heads/ directors of the larger Providing a wide variety of educational options for everyone.
healthcare organizations / school organizations. When
This means supporting teachers and school boards.
schools need works done they seem to have only a small list
of “approved” vendors - these so called vendors charge
almost double what can be found elsewhere.

Keep pumping money into infrastructure projects. Keep a focus
on the environment and job creation from that. Don't cut
government jobs. Teachers and health care workers being laid
off isn't going to support economic growth.
Industry diversification. A focus on oil and gas is healthy given
the natural resources in the province, but dependency on this
single sector makes the province vulnerable. There is too much
outside our control in a commodity based economy and that is
unlikely to change. Thinking otherwise is not realistic.
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T5M

Health care, education and funding for advances in other
sectors than oil and gas, such as tech and renewable
resources.

T2H

Don't do anything to bring more hardship to those on AISH
or the elderly!!

T5K

Economic diversity, healthcare, education (including arts)

T0J

jobs, education cost and medical wait times

T4L

Public sector employment, healthcare, public services, and
infrastructure.

T5T

T3L

T6w

Stop allowing government employees in management from
having catered lunches. The billion dollar give away to oil
and gas companies. Go after the oil and gas companies for
the property taxes they owe.
Start by starting at the top, instead of punishing taxpayers by
making cuts, start by making cuts to what you think you are
"entitled" to such as expensive bottles of Champagne,
expensive hotels.
Health delivery (seems so inefficient when viewed firsthand),
Technology projects (especially bloated contracts)

With retraining in renewable resources or through other sectors
like tech.

Reduce payroll to themselves, cut out pensions accordingly
for short term politicians, cap salaries paid to CEO's of
corporations.
Taxing corporations, cutting non-essential spending within
the party, lowering political salary.

Bring back all oil & gas

The government should have the best interests of Albertans
as a priority, and sometimes that means spending money,
for example on healthcare. The cuts to healthcare are very
concerning, and will lead to patient deaths and adverse
outcomes. Cutting nurses and other healthcare providers
will lead to longer wait times, decreased quality of care,
more errors, etc. There is research that shows staffing
mixes with higher percentages of RNs have better
outcomes, and we are ignoring this and doing the opposite.

Taxing corporations, all corporations, regardless of what
they are (no special exceptions for oil and gas). If everyone
paid taxes proportionally, we would have a lot more money.
Also taxing people in the top 1% more.

Not cutting teachers and nurses would be a good start, doesn't
make sense to talk about job creation when they are decreasing
jobs.

Ensuring adequate access to healthcare for all, especially in
remote locations
MORE support in classrooms and educational settings for
children with special needs
Government decisions are the problem, not the solution.
Cut services, spend less and cut taxes. To start with,
government should have no place being involved with health
care or education.

Taxing large corporations

Health care and education

Decreasing middle management in AHS, increasing school
fees, bring back Alberta health care premiums!

STOP cuts to education, healthcare, and organizations that
support homeless/poor/mental health. This is directly leading to
massive job losses which further strains the social safety nets
and leads to slower economic growth
Government is the cause of our economic problems.
Government legislation has made Alberta and Canada a noncompetitive place for business. That is why corporate investors
look elsewhere in the world for favourable opportunities. We
would have economic growth if government were to get out of
the way and allow free and open markets to thrive as they have
elsewhere.
Decrease corporate tax on small businesses

Cut services significantly. To start with, end government
involvement in health care and education and allow the
private sector, charitable organizations and non-profits to
thrive in those service areas. Government should be very
small, and only provide what citizens of a ‘free’ civil society
cannot provide for themselves.

stop talking about doing it, and start doing it!! The people of
Alberta have already told you what you need to do, stop asking
us what should you do and start doing it!!!
Sales tax seems obvious and inevitable. Stimulation of
alternative energy sources, there is so much sunshine and wind
here. Promotion of granting and partnership funding for
startups and incubators. Stimulation of arts and culture.

Put more money into the public sector (teachers, front line
health care workers, emergency services) and give those just
entering the workforce a living wage! Stop handing over billions
to oil companies and invest in the people who work and live
here doing jobs that don't ebb and flow like oil! Money should
put out into making employment more accessible for all, better
health benefits, better transportation opportunities, subsidizing
childcare and lowering post-secondary education costs so
more Albertans can actually get jobs!
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T5A

investment in alternative energy sources, investment in
other industries. Crucial to diversify the economy.

Cancel the war room. It is a backward venture and an
embarrassment to Albertans.

Investment in education, subsidies for small companies and
individuals to innovate and grow and encourage diversification.
Investment in health care and other services to create a strong
and healthy and supportive work force and to make Alberta a
place where people want to live and invest.

Maintaining spending per resident in healthcare and per
student in education to 2018 levels, accounting for inflation.
Funding public schools only (no spending on private/charter
schools). Nuclear, solar, and wind power developments.

Remove all private and charter schools and school boards
and merge into one public system for an annual savings of
tens to hundreds of millions. Reduce ministers' staff
budgets. Eliminate the "war room". Do not focus on wages
for nurses and doctors but instead on process
improvements (i.e. A nurse calling in sick for O.R. causing
the cancellation of multiple surgeries.)
-Hiring more full time nurses thus cutting the overtime they
are working back.
-provide more incentive for people to by only partially
funding maybe half amount community programs
encouraging them to fundraise for the remainder.

Create or reinstate incentives for creative industries (software
development, film, etc.). Foster innovation hubs. Trickle up
economics & universal basic income. Limit temporary workers
(how send money out of province/country) and add incentives
for companies that hire local residents.

T4J

Balancing budget

t6e

Education & Health

Decrease wage to politicians, avoid unnecessary politic
travel expenses.

Diversifying industry around the province. Supporting farmers
to keep growing their products and process. Partnership with
more manufactures to bring their factories to Alberta, as
Ontario is doing, to create more jobs.
Initiative & incentive laws to small business, helping this way to
create more self-employment.

T1Y

Health
Education
Infrastructure

Hire more nurses and reduce overtime.
Eliminate school boards, or at lease have the cbe eliminate
area offices.

Everyone knows the biggest cost in public services is staffing.
Try to find a way to hire more front line workers and reduce
middle management. Instead of a hiring freeze on front line
workers, put a hiring freeze on middle and upper management.

T3L

Justice, and health.

Tourism, multiculturalism, and infrastructure.

T0M

Repeal the absurd corporate tax cuts so funding can be
Scrapping the war room and repealing the corporate tax
restored to the essential services like AISH, healthcare, and cuts.
education.
Natural resources to market (will solve a lot of fiscal
As above
problems if we have oil revenue)

Cut taxes, cut red tape, promote economic trade, develop
infrastructure for oil and gas, diversify our economy.
Bring back EEA and other programs for diversification.

T3B

Job creation
Public sector over spending and top heavy management
costs
Teachers and students.

Not paying the management above so much and cut their
salaries.

-hiring more full time nurses / cutting back overtime
-taxing small businesses that hire these workers smaller
amounts.
-supporting community programs
-getting out in the community and spending time with the
people of Alberta and getting to know them and ask them the
most important issue they feel you should touch base on.

Are you kidding, THIS IS ONE OF THEIR PRIMARY ROLES

Hire more teachers.
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T0J

Healthcare
Education
Policing (esp in rural areas!)

T0j

Snow and garbage removal, recycling implmentation.

T3B

Education, Health, Social Services, The Arts.

T5C

Education, Sustainable Energy, Environment, Health Care,
Childcare
Universities, education, science.

T6H

t2t

Education for all, not just the rich.
The arts, as all civil and intelligent communities do.
Technology, in the twenty first century we are in an
intellectual economy (surprise to most of you).
Healthcare, job creation policies.

T6X

Education and Healthcare

T6c

Equitably funded Education and healthcare for all Albertans. Increasing royalties collected on natural resources.
Diversifying economic activity. Provincial sales tax. Capping
fees on mandatory services. Stop funding agencies that
support partisan political agendas instead of all Albertans
interests.
Providing education at all levels - including post secondary. By not cutting the programs that the previous government
Alternative energy programs which will make us competitive put into place to save our o&g industry, like shipping by rail.
in the future as our dependency on fossil fuels fazes out.
The cancellation of rail contracts cost us millions!
The film and television industry also provides millions of
dollars and employs many Albertans. Something other than
oil and gas, which they seem to be spending far too much
on.
Social Services. Education, Health care, supports,
Tax the wealthiest and large businesses/cooperations.
specifically for people who are facing many barriers. I'm
already really sad about what we have seen with cuts to this.
I hope that the government keeps in mind the people who
are impacted the most by those cuts already are struggling.

T3E

T2M

Likely less tax breaks for private companies would definitely I would say they need to concentrate on getting the pipeline
help increase monies in the province.
built so Alberta is not held to ransom by America and it’s low
prices for oil.
I would say reduce their own expenses. Say something small
like pay for your own lunch? In any other job you have to pay
to get to work yourself, you don’t get paid for your lunch
break and you have to pay for your own lunch or bring it
yourself.
They don't need to save, we pay our taxes.
That's a two sided question.
I think we need a sales tax in Alberta. We have a revenue
problem.
No tax breaks for big business. Provincial sales tax.
Investing in clean energy.
No savings needed. Introduce a modest sales tax to balance
budget.
Middle and senior management of AHS. They do little and
earn too much. Keep frontline workers.
Cut your invented nonsensical divisions such as so called
war rooms. You’re not 12.
By cutting middle management in government services, as
well as cutting more education services.
War room, tax increase on businesses

By supporting diverse industries: technology, film, alternative
energy sources, tourism and others.
Investing in education and clean energy. Small business tax
cuts.
Invest in universities, education, science.
Diversification. It’s economics 101, but your ignorance is dug
in. Invest in the tech and media production sectors and realize
millions in revenues.
Yes.
Implement HST to get public service back on track
Put money back into businesses that diversify the economy.
Create programs and projects that provide Albertans with
supports to get trained and stable before moving into a new
career that will provide tax revenue for the economy.
Industries that are showing growth potential - alternative
energy (solar, wind, geothermal, etc) and film and tv. Invest in
the Alberta advantage where it comes to filming big
productions since American producers will see their dollars
stretched with no sales tax and low exchange rate.

Provide funding and tax rebates for students. Put your money
into people who want to support others. Oil will not last forever
but people will.

T0M

Healthcare and education

Cuts to government wages

By supporting more than just oil and gas sector

T5K

Health is the most important and the government should not
be taking money away from AISH, health programs from
seniors, or the special medical drugs that are needed for
some patients. Putting the most vulnerable in harms ways to
balance a budget is disgusting. The government should not
be balancing the budget on the backs of the poor and
vulnerable.
Also the budget does not need to be balanced in 4 years and
there must be a better way to balance the debit and not
endanger Albertans standard of living.

By taxing the large corporations and getting rid of the war
room would save the government a considerable amount of
money. Also stop the lay offs. If people are not working there
is a lack of tax dollars and less spending which supports
business. There would also be less dependence on gov
programs.

The government needs to get some diversification going on and
not relying on oil and not waiting for the oil to come back in
2023. We have been there before and it hasn't worked. We need
green energy and bring back the tax credit programs that were
in place before. When people are leaving the province to do
business elsewhere we need to fix that as the large
corporations with their tax breaks are not employing people.
This government ran on the promise of work and they are
consistently working at laying people off.
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T8N

Lowering spending

Employee salary, benefits and pension

Reduce regulation

T5M

PUBLIC Healthcare and PUBLIC education- work WITH the
unions rather than against them as they will push us further
down the hole and they WILL strike-you will not have
enough non-union workers to keep this province afloat if
there is a general strike.
um also maybe stop attacking women and trying to make
them return to the home you ass backwards losers.
Maybe also try at least pretending you give a shit about
gender equality and reduce the religious garbage that oozes
out of your pores

3% sales tax
war room
idiot staffers that spend gratuitous money
flying pals in for pancakes maybe
Kenney could take an 8% roll back

um...stop cutting wages and laying people off- if no one is
making money or unable to support their families, they certainly
aren't stimulating the economy here

T0J

Education, healthcare, infrastructure, build a refinery to
keep our oil here

Stop paying the big wigs so much freaking money! All
politicians take a pay cut.

Build a refinery here for our oil. Instead of employing a few
hundred for a short period building a pipeline you could employ
them long term and keep our oil here to make all the profits
instead of selling it and buying from foreign sources.

T2C

Increased spending on education at all levels.
Maintain & improve healthcare access. NO cuts to frontline
services. No privatization, which has been shown to
increase costs

T0C

T5H

Fewer paid Twitter Trolls at $200K a pop
Shut down unaccountable gov’t propaganda agencies, like
CEC.
Restore previous higher tax levels for profitable corps and
high income individuals, so they can pay their fair share
from the profits they make in Alberta.
Public Services, Education, Homelessness, Veteran Benefits Their salaries!

Balance the budget
If department heads cannot get the job done, fire them and
hire someone who can.
Ralph Klein was the most beloved Premier of our time except for greedy union members.

Diversify from oil and gas as whether you lie it or not it will
become an obsolete industry

Improve access to retraining and education programs for the
unemployed.
Encourage diversification, Eg, film, technology, clean energy
programs through grants and incentives.
A living minimum wage for all workers.
Cut their wages, support small businesses. Perhaps no
business taxes for the first year for new business owners? Stop
allowing big box stores to crush the little guys in small cities.

Travel expenses. Hosting expenses. I would focus on the
What if 80% of all retail sales positions disappear by 2030 and
damage we are doing to future Albertans who will be hobbled Alberta cities are awash in empty building that formerly housed
with debt repayment.
retailers? Are we ready for all the empty areas in shopping
malls?
Negotiating union contracts.
Institute an "online sales tax".
Charge $3.00 for every stop made by a Fedex or UPS truck, or
Canada Post driver.
(Hey... you wanted ideas...)
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T5K

Healthcare, education, and social supports programs to help An overview of healthcare systems that involves looking
program to program to reduce ineffeciences instead of
those out of work find a new skill/industry with job
targeting frontline workers.
prospects.
Increase corporate tax. Bring back tech industry support to
increase tech jobs, which leads to increased hiring of new
grads and increased tax pool to draw money from.
Look at ineffecienct management structures within all
government areas. Do we need to have as many middle/high
level managers. Are their salaries in line with their
productivity/effectiveness in managing our public services.
Bringing the provincial lab back online now before the plans
drafted and money spent creating the planning is completely
gone to waste. Before the province needs to spend large
sums of money replacing machinery in all lab areas instead
of one combined purchase of machinery for a single lab.
By increasing the amount of long term care beds so that
patients requiring just enough care that they cannot return
home are not holding beds in hospitals costing our system
upwards of $2000 a day.

T1K

Education
Infrastructure
Health Care

T3C

Healthcare, education, post-secondary

T5K

Health
Education
Economical diversification
Carbon emission reduction/environmental issues

The stupid war room
its own gluttony
wasteful thing like town hall meetings where information
falls on deaf ears anyway and they are all about optics of
pretending to care what people of the province want

T1h

Health care, education, the people not the government

In their wages. In unnecessary development costs for art or
building bike lanes

By increasing incentives that attract diverse industries.
By charging an automation tax as automation has resulted in
loss of jobs in oil industry.
By providing skills training in green energy and other areas that
can allow workers to diversify their skill set and help them to
find jobs.
By completing the provincial lab project which will provide jobs
in the construction industry.

Unnecessary subsidies and handout payments
Collecting taxes from empty properties
Switching off/Keeping the lights to minimum at night in
empty buildings

Encourage entrepreneurship
Diversify the economy
Invite companies to invest in cities
Exploit the immense flat lands for building for excellent
infrastructure and warehouse facilities
stop giving tax breaks to the wealthiest albertans, reinstate invest in green energy and start seriously looking for
the carbon tax, reinstate tax breaks for film/television,
alternatives to an oil and gas economy. Diversify! Invest in a
provide better mental health care so you're not paying for it strategy to stop the epidemic of men's violence against women,
on the other end when people are hospitalized. This includes which has huge economic costs. Fund the green line.
better funding and treatment for gender affirming surgery
Do NOT tie PSE funding to outcomes that prop up technical
industries at the expense of all other disciplines and that dilute
and degrade the quality of education so PSEs will lower their
standards to meet arbitrary graduation rates.
diversification
understanding that economic growth will not happen by cutting
jobs and pay for women int he province considering many
families are now reliant on those very jobs and woman to
support their households since there are fewer jobs in oil and
gas-it is short sighted and stupid and will push us into a
recession
Try to give people job security and a decent wage. Create or
maintain positions vs cutting them
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T2J

Spending priorities should be focused on the small and
medium businesses that generate income for the province,
and provide jobs for the people. Reduced red tape and
fewer restrictions to help encourage people to start and
maintain business.

Increased taxes on recreational drugs, vaping, and edibles.
These are all items that people do not need but do enjoy and
can generate significant income for the province. Spending
less money out of province and focusing on Alberta.

T1h

Health care, education, the people not the government

In their wages. In unnecessary development costs for art or
building bike lanes

Less restrictions and red tape for businesses. Lowering
business property taxes to more affordable rates. Additional
help for small business on setting up and running them
properly. Improve education system on teaching people how to
open and run a small business, do their taxes and stay
profitable.
Try to give people job security and a decent wage. Create or
maintain positions vs cutting them

T6C

Special needs education, to ensure the most vulnerable
recieve a chance to thrive in this society.
Ensure Education is fully funded including additional money
for population growth, as well as properly funding post
secondary education for population growth so that we can
diversify our economy away from the dying oil and gas
sector. Healthcare also needs proper funding as the
hospitals are in poor condition. The Royal Alex hospital had
one semi-working elevator in the atrium yesterday with two
other elevators out of service.

Rescind the corporate tax cuts, and increase tax relief to
small businesses as they are the sector that actually
increase the economy in Alberta. Cut the CEC as it is a joke
and the very profitable oil industry does not need a
government funded propaganda machine. Cut the unnessary
trips to places like London England, the financial center of
Europe is now in Geneva, get a clue. Eliminate the Premiers
and staffs travel to other provinces to interfer with their
elections. Jason Kenney wanted to be an Albertan then he
should stay in Alberta.

Reinstate the tax advantage to the Film industry, High tech
industry, Agriculture, and any sector that will increase the
diversification of our economy away from Oil and Gas.
Maintain spending on our infrastructure so that new companies
want to relocate here. Come out strongly agains Wexit so that
companies who want to relocate aren't worried about our
stability. Read a few studies on Trickel down economics and
the absolute failure it is. Stop giving money to the rich in hopes
that some crumbs will fall down to our unemployed and support
small businesses instead for a better outcome.

T0M

We know people on AISH and welfare that should be doing
something to contribute for the income that they receive.
Should there be a requirement that they volunteer etc.? Also
one of the people on welfare has a minor criminal record
that pretty much prevents her from getting a job. Could we
create programs where employers get compensated for
helping people with minor criminal records to work for them
in some capacity. Thus we could reduce the amount of
welfare that these people receive. We can’t continue to give
these people a free ride if they don’t even try to work.

Have you considered taking over operating some of the
producing abandoned and orphan wells? Perhaps there is
some revenue there?
We need a sales tax. Back in the day when we paid a 7%
GST, it got lowered to 5%. We should pick up that 2% as a
provincial sales tax. We know that people survived at the 7%
so adding the 2% back in provincially should be possible and
provide income for our province.
There is a lot of redundancy in our medical system. For
example we have to go to a doctor office to get a
prescription for orthotics. Is there a mechanism where we
could simply phone in and the doctor charges less than a full
visit? Also when we need refills for our prescriptions, do we
always need a full doctors visit or could there be a lesser
rate that the doctors charge for refills.

Continue to eliminate high paid executives that don’t do much.
Force high paid older workers into retirement and give their
jobs to younger people that are most likely paid less. For
example, you might be able to get two Front line workers for the
price of one executive.

T2P

Cost of living. It is getting harser to make ends meet in this
province!!

Within the government itself....start from the top down! Not
cutting services cutting government positions and salary!

Corporations are already getting fair treatment with tax
incentives and being supportex by the conservstive
government. Focus should be on the middle income family,
where you have the majority of the population!! Middle income
families have been underserved for decades. They make too
much money to get acces to certains services and programs
and they make too little money to take advantage of tax
advantages and maxing out their savings! Salaries are NOT
keeping up with inflation. By the time you retire your
purchasing power is extremely diminished! We actially live in a
sad world. The rich are getting richer at the expenses of the
middle income families!
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T4N

T2Z

Public education, public health care, poverty and homeless, End corporate subsidies. Eliminate the “war room”.
Make rural municipalities who are developing urban areas
drugs and addiction. Look after people.
surrounding cities pay for the same things as urban cities
pay for, i.e. policing and recreation.
1. PEOPLE - health care and education are vital areas for
Close the "War Room" and shut down that thinly veiled
this province today and tomorrow. Without a fully funded
propaganda machine.
PUBLIC education system that has the capacity to meet the Roll back MP wages by 5%.
needs of a very diverse population, Alberta will rapidly fall
Cancel the $4.7 billion corporate tax break.
behind not only the other provinces but in the world.
Currently ranked #3 by PISA standards, Alberta's education
system is recognized as a world leader. Shifting funding to
"alternative" systems such as charter and private schools,
will result in a significant decline in the ability of public
education to meet the needs of students with special
learning needs, English language learners, new arrivals,
those with mental health concerns, and the wide range of
normal learners who fill the halls. Albertans interested in
private or charter education should expect to shoulder most
or all of that cost in exchange for access to their preferred
special interest school.

T5K

Institute a sales tax (stop deluding the public into thinking
we are still a "have" province).

T0G

Health care and education (k to 12)

T3M
T1H

t2e

"Finding savings" is the wrong approach. We have a revenue Spend money on education (including higher education) and
problem, not an expenditure problem.
finance the creation of open educational resources (OER,
course materials that are free to use and share) that can be
adapted in future years.

Stop setting up commissions to give government advice on
what to do. That is what elected officials are paid to do. Get
rid of Oil and gas war room.
Education & health
“Issues Managers” (ex: Matt Wolf’s $192K/year salary) and
press secretaries for every minister
Healthcare, education & diversifying our corporate revenues Stop giving bonuses to management/executives that go
beyond oil & gas.
directly into their pockets & instead reinvest that money
back into the frontline of healthcare & education.
Stop the equalization payments to the federal government.
Education
Health care

Stop forcing layoffs. A strong public sector is important for our
quality of life. Public sector workers pay taxes and spend
money in our communities. Support and encourage the arts,
alternative energies.
Diversify
Diversify
Diversify
Alberta has so much more to offer than just oil and gas! We
have a highly educated population with opportunities to expand
into renewable energy, technology, tourism, agriculture,
logistics, sciences, trades. Make oil and gas just another piece
of the economic puzzle in Alberta, not the giant centre of
everything.

Eliminate the war room.
Eliminate corporate tax cuts.
Eliminate the department of red tape reduction.

(Stop subsidizing bad actors in dinosaur industries.)
Diversify our economy. Get pipe line built.

Tax cuts for industries like technology, digital animation, film &
TV, etc
Continue to invest in educating the workforce to provide skilled
laborers.
Prioritize tax incentives for companies that can prove & provide
sustainable renewable resources & revenue.
Support education including post-secondary.
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T8L

I think it's time to focus on new technologies to replace oil
and gas. This should compliment oil and gas but the
government should be looking ahead so that we are moving
forward with cleaner solutions.

I think the war room and the evaluation of environmental
organizations should be cut. We don't need this - let's move
forward. Also leave the crude to rain contract in place and
save the 1.5 billion dollar cancellation fee. I think efficiencies
in government costs - let's start to spend money as if it was
your own - less travel and unnecessary spending. I
understand that's a small amount but it's not to a regular tax
payer.

Infrastructure, reducing spending in healthcare and
on the many large CEO and otehr senior level and
education at the administrative (Board)levels versus cutting administartive salaries of those on boards like AHS, school
front line services
boards, other government appointed boards and otehr
government bodies

I assume the corporate tax cut is one method of hopefully
creating jobs. How about a carbon tax to spearhead new
environmental solutions - so that new technologies can be in
place for a cleaner future. I'm worried about drastic cuts to
universities half way through their budget year. Education
should be a priority and it's looking like only wealthy people will
be able to send their children to universities. Without a break in
student loan interest rates - people will be left with huge loans.
How about funding the film industry again in Alberta?
Invest in infrastructure projects, education and marketing the
province and our resurces and opporunities to the world. Build
relationships! Stop fighting with everyone and work together.
I thought you had a plan?

T6H

A well funded education and health care system!

T6J

Education, Medical and infrastructure.

T1C

Healthcare & Education above all else.

T8B

Health Care. Education. Environment. Infrastructure.

T6C

Public health care. Public schools. Improving dangerously
dated infrastructure. Economic diversification.

Blind tax cuts to profitable companies where they don’t have Giving tax incentives to companies that create good jobs that
to do anything to get the cuts!
add to the economic growth of the province! More jobs created
the better the tax break!
Stop handing out money to the oil and gas industry. Institute The government should support upcoming new energies to
a 5% Sales Tax.
eliminate the mass need for petrol-carbons. Also the cities need
more say in how the economy is run.
Probably corporate nonsense. Advertising budgets. I'm
Diversify. You don't have to abandon the whole pipeline and oil
pretty sure you can find money somewhere else than public stuff to support and invest in renewable energies.
services or jobs. Give me the spreadsheet lol
Reverse tax cuts to corporations. Increase taxes on the
Premier Kenney should resign for cheating his leadership race
wealthiest 10%.
and he should be shunned from politics. This would help
demonstrate that Alberta is actually an honest and trustworthy
place to do business. Alberta should resume incentives for tech
and software companies. We should invest heavily in renewable
energy and renewables research. The government should stop
their backroom dealings with franchisees. Increase minimum
wage again, and give everyone more spending power.
Fewer pointless committees. Less expensive propaganda.
Stop giving massive tax breaks to a dying industry. Trickle
down economic practices have been roundly debunked and
NEVER EVER WORK.

Focus on diversification instead of oil.
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T8N

Quit nickel and diming the average Albertan so they have
Stop reducng the corporate tax as that program is not
creating any jobs. Charge a provincial sales tax with all
some money to spend on supporting tourism and our
economy. They don't have anything left after the income tax money going toards paying down the debt
changes and the increase in tuition fees and the cutbacks
on education that they now have to ppay more for

Instead of cutting the corpoarte tax put that money into job
creation subsidies. Give the teachers and health workers a
modest increase each year so they can have some money to
support our economy and the middle class. You have everyone
so scared with your cutback threats that even those that are not
affected have quit spending discretionary dollars killing our
economy. By raising the cost of registrations on RV's you took
15-18 million dollars of discretionary spending that consumers
might have used to pay for a tank of gas, a case of beer or even
some groceries which all would have supported the local
economy. You have people scared with all of your threats of
cutbacks and layoffs. Pay professional people like teachers and
health workers what they deserve.

T3K

Education
Subsidized childcare
Cut wages from politicians and the top of Alberta Govt
employees. They are OVER PAID.
Cut travel expenses. Family members are not govt. STOP
the abuse. Kenny's $18000 flight to Sask for example.
Give Alberta Govt the same pensions and benefits as front
line workers.

Eliminate the “War Room”
Freeze corporate tax rate at 10% indefinitely
CUT FROM THE TOP.
Compensation packages for Alberta Govt members, cut it.
Cut their bloated wages. Cut the bloated expenses.

Greater investment in post-secondary institutions

T5H

Social services, health and education.

Delay further cuts to corporate taxes. To date corporations
are taking tax savings and leaving the province, laying off
employees and/or increasing shareholders dividends.

Provide incentives to industries that are diversifying Alberta
economy such as technology, energy and agricultural sectors.

T0H

Education and healthcare

Cancelling the war room

Investing in more diversity of industry and providing incentives
for alternative energy and other industries in Alberta

T0G

Improving healthcare (including mental health programs)
Education
And developing and diversifying the Industries in Alberta

Strategic cuts need to be made at the administrative level for Using grants and taxbreaks to incentivise new industries to set
the healthcare industry and education sectors (both
up shop in Alberta
postsecondary and primary levels)

T6M

Education should be very important. I also believe it's
important to maintain our health system and support all
businesses in the province.

The AB government could find savings by paying our
specialist doctors competitive fees. At this point in time I
think they're overpaid compared to other provinces. The
government should also consider taxing businesses smartly
by taxing competitively and not undertaxing. Tax business
fairly don't favour corporations.

T1S

Education & Health Care

T6T

Health care, public services and diversifying the economy.
Further, NOT focus only in one resource such as oil.

Stop giving tax cuts to huge corporations that can afford to Invest in Education because you need educated people to help
pay.
find ways to stimulate economic growth.
Help small businesses and stop giving big corporation
Yes, however, not by firing public service employees.
billion of dollars free money. Trickle down economics never
worked or will ever work. It has been 9 months since this
government was elected and we are still loosing jobs. No job
creation whatsoever "as promised".

T4n

Hire more frontline workers.
Start building projects refining our own natural resources.

The government should support all businesses. At this point in
time the weighting is far to focused on resource business. The
future is in the tech sector and being ahead of the curve.
Balance your support because that will give the best business
base for the province.
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T0K

Healthcare
Pharmacare
Education
Alternative energy diversification
Senior housing

T8G

Funding large oil and gas corporations and “energy war
Public education (secondary & post-secondary). In order to rooms”. The public doesn’t want this, as it’s not helping us.
create a world-renowned province, we need to focus on the Stop it.
future. The future lies in the hands of youth - not oil and gas.
Oil and gas may be something that built up Alberta and what
we’re proud to work for, but just listen to what the world is
saying. Really listen. Globally, there’s a movement to reduce
the use of fossil fuels. Why are we combatting with so much
resistance? Why are we throwing money into a well that will,
hypothetically, dry up? In order to create something world
renowned you need to listen to the rest of the world. Money
needs to be put back into research initiatives. Alberta has
renowned artificial intelligence and computing science
laboratories. Build these up and attract global attention.
Reengineer what a future Alberta should be proud of, and
this province will have a sustainable future.

Through funding public health care, education, transportation
and research. Trickle down economics DOES NOT WORK. It
pads the pockets of the wealthy and we still lose jobs. This has
already happened in Alberta since the Kenny government came
in. Please do not disregard this comment because it doesn’t fit
your agenda.17(1)
and I do not see my future in oil and gas. I will leave Alberta
because I don’t see a sustainable future here. Many of my
classmates have similar outlooks. Don’t lose your highly
educated potential work force by only focusing on a dying
industry. Diversify now, before it’s too late.

T6t

Health care, education, renewable resources, diversify the
economy to attract more jobs to the province.

Get rid of the "war room" albertans need hospitals!

T8L

Diversified Job creation.i am an oil and gas worker but feel
we need to get back to diversifying agriculture, tech, health
services as well as natural resources. Cut excess spending
funding on projects that do not make sense in the current
climate.
Increase spending for education (both K-12 and postsecondary), public healthcare, social services, and
childcare.
Education and sustainable energy

In their own pockets, austerity needs to happen with
government as well. Cut pay, relook at perks and benefits.
After all they are Albertans too. what hurts one hurts all.

Diversity! Invest in tech, stop laying off public workers because
our one resource isnt booming. Keeping everyone down does
not lift anyone up.
Diversify.

T6k

Technology support so more people are working
Film and Arts attraction to AB so more people are working
Healthy Albertans so you don't start increasing sickness
costs
Education in new energy to get more people working
Attracting people to Alberta through diversification
Stop wasting money on propaganda PR
No more panels
generating interest in Alberta as a world climate
technologysupporter instead of scaring everyone away with
ideology.
Work WITH nurses (genuinely)and teachers to find
efficiencies. Make these great places to work or people want
monetary rewards for the high level of stressors.
Stop letting politicians travel like they are royalty

Diversifying into new energy technology
Research Survival of Albertans during Climate Change
Education and updating skills of O&G workers to new
technolgies for climate survival
Support local cottage industry instead of only large corp. In real
ways. Tax incentives don't help until the business is profitable
Support some smaller farming industry in ways such as new
energy tech. And different tax structures (more hiher capital
input tax deductions)
Get more nurses into rural communities to support low doctor
numbers. Helpbwith complex care within the small community
instead of shipping people around.

Increase corporate tax rate instead and implement a 5% PST. Support diversification of the economy, including offering paid
Focus on increasing revenue.
training and hiring grants for industries that are not in the oil
and gas field.
Dont givectax breaks to big corporations and/or add a
By improving on overall education and by providing support for
provincial tax
struggling families
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T2Y

Education, Health Care, Emergency Services

Corporate taxes

Support the lower and middle classes by supporting the
programs that allow them to thrive. Allowing for tax breaks for
the hardest working people in the province instead of the 1% of
the population. Subsidy's for child care for dual and single
income family's to allow more citizens to participate in the
economy.
Education, health care and the arts. They also need to put
By not shelling out $4.5 billion in corporate tax breaks. The Alberta needs a living wage. Too many are living hand-to-mouth
back the money they took away from early child care
government can also look at administrative costs in the
and are literally one pay cheque away from poverty. Providing
programs and continue with the $25 a day day care program. health care system. Some of these bureaucrats don't need
$25 a day day care made it possible for child care centres to
the salaries they're getting when front-line workers are being employ more people and made it possible for many others to go
back to work. If Albertans are working and making wages that
cut.
enable them to pay their bills and have some left over, people
will spend money, which grows business, creates jobs and
spurs economic growth. Dumping the cost of everything onto
the shoulders of people who don't have enough anyway while
giving tax breaks to corporations that just took the money and
left does NOTHING for this province.

T7S

Education
Health care
post-secondary education
energy other than oil and gas
Education and Healthcare

increase corporate tax
implement a PST
close down the war room

T6E

The environment, education

T7P

The government should focus on spending money on the
day-to-day operations and maintenance of its communities
and infrastructure, to preserve what it has and to prevent
things falling into such a state of disrepair that matters can
never be remedied. The approach thus far has been
comparable to not changing the oil in your car and then
saying you saved money on its maintenance. There have
been massive amounts of money squandered on dead-end
"initiatives" and there continue to be large sums of money
squandered on showy projects.

incentives for small business and clean energy research and
development
funding for education and health care to prevent layoffs and
ensure people are qualified to get jobs in Alberta
Stop giving big corporations tax breaks, they can afford to
Diversify! Diversify! Diversify! We have to diversify our
pay taxes, middle class families are the ones who are
economy. We cannot blindly support oil and gas, we cannot
struggling.
control the world demands on oil and gas. We have to be
resilient! which means we need to support many different
industries.
Giving tax cuts to the wealthy
Creating more jobs in the public sector, education, social
services etc
The government is and almost always has been
By doing what it's supposed to do - provide public services
mismanaged. Management is, for the most part, ineffective
second to none so communities and its members can be
and unaccountable. There is favouritism and a tolerance of
healthy, educated, and supported to create their own
shoddy work by contractors that is shocking. It seems that
opportunities. The government is not and never should
management's primary goal is to come up with some
consider itself "in business." Healthcare is not a business.
"innovation," be noticed and move up the ladder to achieve Education is not a business. If it is, then where is the profit in
the highest five years of pensionable service. Viewpoints and educating a six-year-old? Alberta has become a hostile
input from frontline workers could provide a great deal of
environment to anyone slightly disadvantaged, and
insight into the smaller savings that
disadvantaged these days means that you don't work in the oil
and gas sector. Oil and gas runs this province, not the
government, as it stands right now.
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T6J

Supporting vulnerable Albertans. Children. Seniors.
Disabled individuals. Ensuring equal access to high quality
health care, including mental health care. Don't cut
education funding, or increase class sizes (but I guess that's
no longer measured) or cut health services.

Government needs a revenue stream. 2-3% sales tax and
take back corporate tax cuts. So far, savings have been on
the backs of the people, and particularly the most vulnerable.
School-aged children. People on AISH. And nothing to
show as a benefit for this. No steps forward in economic
growth. Edmonton's unemployment rate the highest of any
Canadian metropolitan city.

Invest in education so that people have a path to success and
will invest into society. Give teachers a modest increase. They
deserve it and will invest back into society. Stop being
reckless and changing everything simply out of a need to
unravel anything associated with your predecessor. It does not
inspire confidence. People don't want to invest in a place or a
government that takes this approach. We need stability. We
need maturity. We need measured, responsible approaches. In
order to invest in Alberta, we need to believe that the
government cares about its people. We do not have that now.
Investments in education and especially early childhood
development are tied to economic growth.

T6M

Diversification of industry, education, and healthcare. If you
want a strong province, and a strong future, you need to
build it through innovative industry, a well educated society,
and a healthcare system that is proactive rather than
reactive.
Front line services medical, education, infrastructure and
our vulnerable citizens

Stop spending money on useless "War Rooms" that cost
money but have no real value. Adding more to the
bureaucracy that is government while taking from the future
seems like a huge waste of time and money!

Create a province that people want to move to, that supports
it's education and healthcare, is forward thinking, and sees that
there is more to the economy here than oil. This government is
slowly drowning in it's dream of oil while chasing other
industries away.
Get rid of red tape, grants to people actually creating jobs

T2w

Giant companies don't need giant bailouts
Union negotiations. I just took a 10% salary cut along with all
the other non-union workers at my organization.
Cutting staff instead of reducing their wages hurts our
economy with more unemployed and reduces our level of
service.
Education, healthcare, and social services. With the
You could tax large profitable companies accordingly. You
occasional infrastructure thrown in here and there where its could also get rid of your "war room" no need for that. It's
necessary, not the lets pave the new portion of a highway
just a money laundering thing, plus its an embarrassment!
we built 2 years ago.
Reducing debt

T3B

T5T

They could start with their own salary which has doubled
while nurses and people helping Albertans have had wage
freezes

Pipelines and union negotiations, high wages limit commercial
interest and opportunity in our province.
Invite and encourage investment from companies like Carbon
Engineering.
Well, you should reinstate grants that benefited this kinda
thing. You could diversify the economy instead of betting all on
O&G. O&G is part of Alberta, but its NOT all Alberta is! In
addition, instead of giving money to companies that don't need
it without job creation at all, maybe get a guarantee that you are
buying jobs with that money, oh wait, but thats not how it
works. So get rid of your war room, stop reducing all the staff
we need here just so other provinces can hire them and we are
left without any qualified staff. You are ruining this Province!
Get your shit together, seriously!

Education and healthcare. Much needed infrastructure
projects that put skilled people back to work.

Forced upper management reductions in AHS, education
Grants for new technology start ups. Support other business
boards rather than front line staff (nurses, teachers etc). The ventures in addition to oil an gas.
war room should be eliminated. MLA pay cuts.

Education and health care.

Not bailing out the oil companies to the tune of $4.5 billion Invest in something other than oil.
dollars and then cutting funding to essential services across
the province such as education and health care.
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T1K

Education, healthcare, seniors

Stop giving tax cuts to big corporations!!! Stop wasting
money on the "war room".

T6l

Education, healthcare

MLA spending, war room, sole source contracts.

T6B

Education, healthcare, infrastructure and economic
diversification.

Get rid of the idiotic “war room”, fire your failed political
appointees and introduce a provincial sales tax.

T0B

The people who elected you. And my family too.

T2r

Education, health care, social services, post secondary
support, mass transit within the bigger centres

You already have, by passing everything on to us, school
fees, drugs fees, etc. Etc. Do you need to use a food bank?
The people
Cut the energy war room, stop subsidizing oil and big
Similar to how the NDP incentivized the green energy
corporations entirely,
expansions within the province, to a max dollar value. Give
small business grants and tax credits over the big companies.
Invest in coop/intern programs for students ending their
programs of study to encourage employment across fields.
Maintain a high minimum wage and stop splitting this minimum
for underaged, servers, etc.

T6C

Diversify the economy

Hire real professionals to teach you

Diversify the economy

T9g

I don’t think there should be any freezes to our nurses.
Education wasn’t cut per se but with incoming student
numbers I believe they deserve an increase. Low income
and handicap people should receive increases, not cuts

I think that oil companies should be responsible for their
own profits and clean up. They have received many handouts
over the years that common folk aren’t privy to and yet they
continue to demand more.

There are many industries that make a difference to our
economy, not just oil and gas. Find ways to stimulate the
economy with what’s already here (tech, movie industry,
industry not dependent on oil and gas).

T3E

You cannot create economic growth when you continue to cut
programs (drug coverage) and remove caps on things like
insurance, utilities, etc. as well as cutting jobs in the public
sector. If people don't have money they CANNOT SPEND
MONEY and therefore cannot contribute to the economy. Soon
we will see more small businesses fail because there are less
and less people that have money to spend. Tax the wealthy a
little more and you will see greater revenue. Bring back student
work programs.
EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY SERVICES. YOU MORONS. THE FUCKING WAR ROOM, MAYBE?
BY CREATING EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR
EVERYONE AND NOT MEDDLING IN A SYSTEM THAT WAS
WHY WOULD YOU NEED TO FUCKING ASK THAT? WHY DO
MAYBE STOP THINKING THAT OIL AND GAS ARE THE HOLY WORKING FUCKING FINE. MORONS.
YOU KEEP MAKING SO MANY STUPID DECISIONS?
FUCKING GRAIL?
17(1)
WHY IS YOUR JUSTICE MINISTER A COMPLETE FUCKING
MAYBE FUCKING DO SOME RESEARCH INTO WHO HAS
ASSHAT?
BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN MANAGING FUCKING ASSETS
WHY WOULD YOU TAKE MONEY OUT OF THE FUCKING
SIMILAR TO FUCKING ALBERTA'S? MORONS.
POCKETS OF AT-RISK PEOPLE?
SO
FUCK YOU, YOU BACKWARD FUCKS! FUCK OIL AND GAS AND
FUCK KENNEY.

By maintaining and supporting pubic services and
infrastructure.
Stop giving incredibly profitable corporations tax breaks
because as the last 50 years have shown us, trickle down
economics simply do not work.
Diversify! And quit giving handout to oil companies.

If there are corporate handouts, please provide them on
certain contingencies such as hiring requirements, etc.
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T0M

Oddly the very areas it’s taken away from. If we, as in
Alberta and Canada want to be recognized as leaders in
educated persons, then maybe quit cutting funding there.
Let’s keep the educators that can motivate minds to do great
things. Let’s keep the support to help those minds coax the
brilliant from their student.
I live in an area where we like to keep drug addicts alive and
I’m currently having a lot issues with that. I think the whole
mindset behind that needs to be re-evaluated. No money for
our hospital or for an additional facility but funds went into
the let’s keep the repeat offenders alive.

Within themselves. We all know someone that works for the
government in some capacity. When monies are given for
new office furniture as an example, frequently. It doesn’t
really install much confidence in the masses. I knew an
elected official who did not drive so she had driver, that is
just BS. How about we start in those areas.

I have news for you, it takes all sorts of talents to make this
world go round. We need everyone and every sector. We don’t
need a CEO in AHS making crazy amounts of money, work in
the private sector then. An open mind with promoting our
beautiful province all around. Be it a great education system to
attract new students. Wonderful tourism to attract peoples
from all over to see this beautiful place. How about continual
travelling exhibits at our museums so the people who can’t and
never will travel, can see what life is and was like somewhere
else? The governments job is to help its people succeed all
around not run a balanced budget.

T4p

On page 144 of the 2019 budget lists a 4.7 billion dollar
handout and tax breaks to big cooperations. Not doing
things like that would save the province, let’s see, 4.7 billion
dollars!
Government management positions throughout its branches

Diversify. It’s 2020. The province can still support oil and gas
while increasing economic growth in other areas such as
technology, film, etc.

T8l

Stop taking away funding from essential services such as
health care, education, mental health, seniors care. These
should be the priority not an area to cut costs like you did in
the 2019 budget.
Social programs. Education.

T9k

Education and healthcare.

T5T

Education and Healthcare

In taxing larger large corporations more instead of giving
them tax cuts.
By adding a 4-5% provincial sales tax

T8B

Healthcare, education, other social services (emergency
mental health, addictions, return to work counselling, etc.)

T0A

Health care - to reduce wait times. Increase funding to
public education so that all our children have hot and
healthy lunches, this will pay off in the future with healthier
population. the health affect of obesity alone would save
millions in the future. Better funding for small businesses
that earn and spend their money in our province.

Dump the frivolous law suits. Eliminate the War room ($30M)- Incentives to attract new businesses not focused on oil and
they are not accurate or effective in any way. Increase taxes gas. Invest in infrastructure in areas in the province where
to corporations like oil and gas (net gain of $2.4B). They
unemployment is at the highest level to keep Albertans
continue to post excessive profits to shareholders that do
working. They will spend the money they earn in this province,
not live or spend their money in our province.
unlike that of Syncrude, or other oil and gas conglomerates.

T0a

Affordable child care, and incentives for new daycares to
open, health care, school funding

Their own salaries!!!! And less payouts for immigrants

Tech areas. Small businesses. Start ups..

Create jobs in more sectors by providing them with more
funding (health, education, environmental initiatives.)
Investment in diversifying our economy while still supporting
the pipelines. Supporting jobs in education and healthcare, as
these have a beneficial trickle down effect to local businesses.
Stop threatening Wexit so that the province is a stable place for
businesses to invest in.
Remove corporate tax cuts. Corporations just bolster profits, Invest and diversify. Invest in innovation and education.
they do not hire more people and they do not increase
Create (fund) an environment in which start-ups and
wages. Large businesses with billions in quarterly profits
entrepreneurs can safely open a business and have access to
don’t need lower taxes....
supports that help to avoid drowning in administrative,
Remove bureaucratic and capitalistic culture. Government
superfluous costs. Diversify as in encourage new technologies
exists to keep businesses accountable and to serve the
and business types to flourish in Alberta.
needs of people, not to babysit people and serve the needs
Fund post secondary education and nurture relationships with
of corporations.
those institutions!!!

Support the oil sands, push to open a refinery in Alberta, we
can supply Canada’s oil requirements with less purchasing of
foreign oil and support economic growth and jobs
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T3R

Education
Health
Tourism
Infrastructure

Stop paying to the Corporations

T2P

Raise taxes on wealthy and big business. Keep Albertans
working rather than laying off public employees and trying
to cut their wages. Build clean energy industry and tech
industry.
Small business tax savings, infastructure development, oil
and gas development

Cancel "war room". Cut subsidies to oil & gas companies.

T3B

T8B

Health and education

T0A

Healthcare and Education including Post Secondary

T5N

Doing what they said they'd do
- "Getting Albertans back to work" not seeing any progress
on this front, seeing regression if anything...
- "Making life better for Albertans" tax breaks for
corporations doesn't help us, it helps corporations.

Increase export
Decrease import
Build more industrial zones
Develop Tourism
Develop infrastructure
Infrastructure spending. Transit building. Schools, hospitals.
Raise minimum wage. Incentives for SMALL business and new
industries moving to Alberta. Put people to work cleaning up
abandoned oil wells.
O&G, pipelines, infastructure

Public art, CITY OF CALGARY!! they should be run like a
business, not some city that thinks they can spend money on
whatever.
Eliminate the war room. It is just a reason to give
Do something to encourage new and innovative ideas
Conservative cronies a high paying job. It does nothing for
Alberta
Red tape, layers of management, efficiencies
Ensure population is still spending, salary freezes should be
removed or focused on certain areas that need a freeze, not a
general freeze. Cost of living is increased and salary freeze is
creating pressures that limits economic growth and stimulation
Lower your own salaries!!!
Or even better, tie it to performance like you're misguidedly
doing to education...

Stimulating the economy through funding.
Reducing cuts to healthcare, education, social programs; these
cuts aren't helping people feel confident in spending money in
our economy. Instead they're saving due to uncertainty.

Stop looking for "savings" and instead look for opportunities
for growth; this isn't a household budget with fixed income.
Look for and continue funding economic diversification to
grow the economy. The incessant talk of cuts and austerity
are hampering growth.
T3L

-diversifying economy
-improving education system
-health care

-stop paying nurses overtime
-force boards to cut administrative staff spending outside of
classroom, not front-line staff
-

-tax credits to companies that actually create new jobs in nonoil and gas based industries
-push federal and other provincial governments to get pipelines
through
-credits to massive wind/solar installations
Bring back companies to Edmonton.

T5S

Employment opportunities.
Bring back companies to Edmonton.
Child care.

Projects that do not go anywhere ie: red tape. No one has
heard what the government is doing with this project.
Less managers/supervisor.

T5N

PUBLIC education. PUBLIC healthcare. Welfare for our
populations vulnerable. AFFORDABLE PUBLIC postsecondary.

By not giving handouts to big corporations, taking their
friends on frivolous plane rides, and looking after the
environment NOW to save us destruction and cost in the
future.

Certainly not by causing 50,000 jobs lost in their first few
months. NOT by giving a $4.7billion handout to the
corporations. Go back to stimulating the economy from the
bottom up, trickle down doesn't work and you con artists are
perfectly aware of that. Bring back the provincial carbon tax so
the money stays in Alberta rather than going to Ottawa.
Diversify our economy, and stop ignoring the legitimate science
that's been available to us for decades now.

T4B

Progressing away from our dependency on petroleum

Stop robbing Albertans to give to your rich buddies

Diversification instead of backward policies that depend on
petroleum
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T6V

JOB CREATION.

T6J

- increase funding to schools
- stop giving tax breaks to corporations
- increase funding to healthcare
- salary increase for teachers (minimum should be a cost of
living increase since that has not happened in several years)
- environmental initiatives

T0B

Healthcare, education, and benefits

T2x

Education and healthcare!!! Albertans have said this over
and over again and the UCP refuses to listen. Also, I am
furious that religious universities and colleges did not have
their funding cut while other universities did. There is no
valid reason for this except bias,as we all know Kenney is a
religious fanatic and the party as a whole is infused with
right wing religious bigots.

The war room!!!It’s abdolutely outrageous that 30 million
Diversify and drop the focus on oil and gas.
dollars is being spent on this and $196,000 salary for a failed
UCP candidate to run it while telling nurses and teachers
they are overpaid. Also, the pensions received by politicians
need to end as there is no valid reason a politician should
receive a pension for life after their political career ends.

T2E

We need to spend more on healthcare and infrasture for the
whole province not just the cities... rural crime problems,
bring back work for crime programs, more stuff would be
fixed and done while commuting sentences

start cutting all the top heavy union brass instead of the
frontline people, like wow what idiot came up with laying off
nurses, teachers etc when you you management needs to be
cut and money given toward the front line staff..

T9E
T6W

T3B

Social programs

Approve pipeline installation
- jobs should be created in areas that will benefit future
generations, such as education, instead of in industries that are
ravaging our environment, such as oil

Get rid of your destructive ‘war-room’, pay YOUR property
By supporting our youth, helping our unemployed, and
taxes and make corporations pay for their property taxes!!!!! spending on education. Provide resources and benefits for
people to get back on their feet so they can actually get to work.
Seriously. You people suck so hard.
Support homelessness so there is no more burden in our
system. These are pretty simple concepts.
Reduce the salaries of the Premier and Cabinet, to start
Concentrate on building the people, and we will move the
One word: diversify! Why are you pretending Alberta is only
with. Don't touch the pay of people who work every single
economy in the right direction. "Savings" isn't always the
about oil and gas? That is absolutely asinine. We have so many
day to pay their mortgages and buy food. We are what keeps right move if you cripple the people so badly that we either
other facets that you are ignoring. Wake up before you do so
this province moving forward.
all end up on social assistance, or we leave for other
much damage that we have to spend another 25 years digging
opportunities. (Have you even HEARD of "brain drain"???)
ourselves out of another Conservative-created hellhole.

Well we will always be oil and gas, but make green affordable
for the average person, make it so that everyone can get solar
etc instead of relying on our utilities but sell off our oil and gas,
build our own refineries and plants here instead of shipping it
out...
Health. Education.
Taxes for people and companies who are not paying their fair By investing in industries other than oil and gas
share.
Education and healthcare including drugs coverage should Stop giving money to big corporations. They already have
Investing more money on Education and health, also It would
help if more money is given to public infrastructure like
be government priorities.
enough.
building/fixing new roads/bridges etc.
The government should do the opposite of what they are
This is a poorly phrased question, and reflects the
You should focus on a much more diverse array of sectors
doing now. Stop subsidizing large corporations and support government's fixed ideology in cutting rather than new
than...just oil and gas. Those days are not entirely gone, but
education at all levels, health care and people in need. The revenue generation. I do believe that there are inefficiencies they are going fast, as anyone who takes climate change
current path you are on is backward thinking and will
that could lead to savings, but this has been going on for
seriously knows they must. We could have been leaders, but by
damage this province for decades to come.
years in this province and there is less there than you think. clinging to the "glory days" that aren't coming back, you are
You could find revenue by 1) properly taxing corporations
consigning Alberta to a future that will see us fall far behind.
(reverse the 4.5 billion dollar tax cut), or AT LEAST see that Support diversification, innovation (in more areas than O&G!)
delinquent oil and gas companies pay the property taxes
and education/training for young people. Your current policies
they OWE and 2) introduce a modest 3% PST. The latter
will drive the best and brightest out of Alberta.
would give you a lot more credibility when you go to the
Federal gov't hat in hand for more equalization.
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T2K

Education and health care.

T8L

Priorities must be focused on prevention and early
intervention programs, supports and services. Programs
that support children, families and individuals before they
have difficulties or when their challenges are small, before
they become big, are the best bang for our buck as tax
payers plus the right thing to do as human beings.

T8S

Health..Education..Seniors..young families.

T2P

Education, child safe programs, youth at risk programs.

T4E

I believe being fiscally responsible very important for our
I think the existing management structures in a lot of the
government. However I do believe healthcare and education government sectors needs to be revamped.
are the most important areas for governments to spend.

T8S

Health..Education..Seniors..young families. Take away

T5g

Poverty elimination, health care, education, diversification
of the economy, environment

T6T

Investing in diversifying our economy. Re-initiate the funds
that were cancelled for public education and heath care.

T6K

Getting spending under control. If we can't live on a
balanced budget, we can't survive long term. It also steals
from future generations if we borrow today.

T2z

The People. Anything but putting money back into the
government

Healthcare

The government could find savings by not reducing taxes for Implement a Provincial Sales Tax.
the wealthier members of society.
If our energy market were more diversified, countless jobs
would be created.
Increase spending on the early years and on prevention and By ensuring that children and youth develop to their fullest
early intervention. Every dollar spent here, can save up to
potential - this means their social supports need to be strong
$17 later on in policing, health, children's services and other and their education needs to be robust. Also, there are many
crisis supports (Irwin et al, 2007)
people out of work right now and reductions in staffing at
Alberta Supports has actually caused MORE red tape and
hoops for people to jump through. When people are worried
about basic needs, they cannot look for work or re-train to
become more employable!
Take away the 30 million war room.
Diversification..
Get rid of the 4.7 million oil and gas payout.
Innovation
Do not just rely on Oil and Gas!
Government wages, spending, health care overspending,
Entice other businesses other than oil and gas into Alberta so
spending less on corporate incentives to only one industry. we cna diversify. Dont put our eggs into one basket.
As the environment has become such a primary focus in our
society I think the Alberta government should offer
grants/initiatives for environmental sustainable
inventions/ideas (in particular in oil and gas). Then we can give
lots of examples of how the Alberta government and our
industry is leading the way in this field. People need examples.
Also we need to start refining our own oil here and selling it
here. At least we will be able to support our own industry.

Take away the 30 million war room.
Get rid of the 4.7 million oil and gas payout.

Diversification..
Innovation
Do not just rely on Oil and Gas!
Government should increase revenue instead. Higher taxes developing other sectors (non- oil and gas) such as technology,
on corporations and PST
alternative energy, film, etc. Reinstate subsidy and incentive
programs previously in place)
Shut down the ridiculous, costly and pointless “war room”. Diversify. Diversify. Diversify. Invest in the tech industry. Invest
in the gaming industry. Invest in green energy. Alberta could be
Stop giving huge payouts to a dead industry. Realize that oil a LEADER in these areas instead of a joke on the world stage.
is going the way of the dinosaurs. Again.
Firing the AHS Board and hiring people whose salary and
skill is more in line with the rest of the country, and giving a
list of specific places to cut rather than just cutting a budget
and letting fat cat managers cut frontline employees instead
of themselves.
Within themselves!
Stop handing out corporate welfare. Stop adding more
government uselessness. War room? NO.
Yes to Government wage Cuts!

By getting out of the way. The more the government gets
involved rather than providing a good environment for growth,
the worse the economy does.

Higher taxes on cigarettes, alcohol and marijuana

Lower minimum wage so small businesses can grow

By putting money into Alberta, not into their pockets.
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T0M

Health care and education and generating economic growth. Probably shouldn’t be cutting health care and education.
Crucial to protect the provinces interests in oil and gas

Find savings by cutting municipal affairs - way too many
staff members in municipal affairs that don’t provide much
economic value for the province.
Persons who have nothing to do with direct services i.e.
Administration should be decreased in all areas of human
services. Our systems are full of box tickers who provide
limited benefit to those that the dollars are supposed to
serve. Mitchener Centre in Red Deer (prized puppy for
whatever reason, probably Union protection) is a huge pit of
wasted money. Acknowledge that persons with disabilities
do not miraculously recover... issue a card so continual
reassessments do not need to occur. There are so many jobs
that do nothing to help. Yearly meetings around people with
thirteen admin. types who do not even really now the
individual are ridiculous. Things are done in the name of
accountability when there is no evidence that it was
required; NGOs have also turned into paper before people
fund-suckers and it all takes away from what person's with
disabilities need and don't get.

By reducing taxes to small businesses and promoting
incentives to hire local.
Continue pushing for Alberta’s interests in oil and gas

T2G

Direct service in Education, Health and Home Care
proceeding in an uninterrupted way. Services to Person's
with disabilities should also be uninterrupted except for
caveats below i.e. finding savings.

T3L

Health and Education

T6E

Healthcare, education

Don’t build a stupid gondola in Edmonton. Completely
unnecessary.
I believe that health care and education should not be
I don't believe that the "War Room" is as necessary as the
touched any further. There needs to be further consultation government thinks. With the logo fiasco costing money, what
other savings could be had without this project.
on the best ways of finding savings. Trying to balance the
budget in 3 or 4 years, I think, is unrealistic. I don't believe
using the US model will work. Privatizing labs and such will
probably take longer to get results. We want a health care
and education system that is compassionate, not scared to
move for fear or being fired.

Invest in renewable energy resources and stop relying on oil.
Stop trying to make “oil” happen.
We need to diversify. I'm not sure how to go about doing that in
this economy. Cutting positions is not helping the economy
either as those people filling those jobs will either go to another
province to work or be on government support.

T5N

Health care, tech sector, education, supporting our most
vulnerable populations, not giving all of our tax payer
dollars to massive corporations who have already left
Alberta.

Stop cutting tax credits for the tech sector. Small businesses
and startups are suffering, and investors are taking their money
elsewhere.

T7N

Ensuring support for education in rural school divisions.

T0E

Providing social services, not decreasing services.

With politician wages, politician travel and expenses,
marketing and consultation processes.

t1k

Teacher Raise

Less government

Scrap the war room

However it’s done, it should be thoughtful and over time. If
the budget is balanced in the next 3 years, but thousands
(more) lose their jobs and quality education and health care
was not provided, is that really worth it? Tighten up MLA
travel and expenses. Don’t go back on your promises and
cut frontline health care staff. Focus on strengthening the
public health care we have and not offering a privatized
option. The money you’ve given to large oil companies who
already left the province/laid off employees is gone, so figure
it out.
Not sure... but I would not be opposed to a 2% sales tax.

Getting Alberta energy moving again without the huge wages
the oil patch boys are used to... they do not take jobs that are
available because they are used to what they had. While doing
that we can also focus on new "Green" technologies which are
required also. It is never all or nothing.

Lower education costs

Diversify the provincial economy and support/guide economic
development of rural areas.
Is it really the government's job to create jobs? And possibly
consider reducing the red tape for small business to hire
Relax environmental restrictions to allow construction (dock
construction on reservoir properties.
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T5R

Healthcare, education, arts and culture

You could try taxing the oil companies! It's not like they have
any choice but to operate here, WHERE THE OIL IS. Or
getting rid of your stupid war room. Or, accept that you could
try to work in a deficit for a little bit in the understanding that
by investing in caring for people, you eventually will make
money.

Let museums and art institutes hire people. Let healthcare hire
people. Stop stifling our post-secondary institutes in your
myopic desire to funnel people into the trades, where there still
aren't jobs. You decided to "create jobs" or whatever, and yet
here I am, unemployed, because your government decided that
the only jobs that matter are those in the oil sector. You know
there are other industries, right?

T8W

Diversification of the economy, supporting health and
education sector, collecting unpaid taxes from energy
sector.

Start with getting rid of the wasteful spending on the
canadian energy center which is an embarrassment to the
people of our province, and it is alienating the investment
world we desperatley need.

DIVERSIFICATION!!!!! Quit bending over and giving away
everything to the energy sector.

Travis Toewes is an embarrassment, a disgrace, unqualified,
and a participant into driving this province into the ground. A
province desperately needing help with it's finances needs
more expertise than a rancher from Hythe for a finance
minister.
The government should not be trying to save money right
Don't cut jobs.
now. Instead they should be spending money on
Teachers, health care workers and other government
infrastructure to mitigate a deeper effect from this recession. employees spend and grow the economy by being consumers
and taxpayers.
Invest in education to promote entrepreneurship in technology
and innovation that supports a transition into a green economy.

T2M

Heath care
Education
Social services
Diversifying the economy away from our dependency on oil
and gas

t4x

senior citizens should be looked after

too mamy management positions cut from the top

pay mothers to stay home with their kids

T3N

Debt, Health, education, roads,

Fight hard against the “green” future Trudeau is pushing as it
will bankrupt the country. Instead focus efforts on the economic
engine of Alberta, oil and gas

T1K

The government needs to put money back into education.
The removal of funds from both primary and secondary
education is detrimental to early learning that is one of the
defining factors for an individuals success but also put
pressure on secondary students which are the provinces
future workers.
Governing its people and environment so they can thrive.

Cut upper management in health and go after education
boards such as CBE, they’ve become bloated and counter
productive. Be forceful in cutting union pay, the rest of
workers in Alberta have been hurt drastically and we pay
their wages, so if they strike lock them out.
Finding job support for all people will increase individual
agency and decrease the use of social programs such as
unemployment payments. This will provide more
sustainability and a more sustainable budgets.

T0A
T4N

T6J

Support small entrepreneurs. Although large corporations
provide lots of jobs, it forces a lack of job diversity where local
businesses can provide jobs for people with diverse skills and
can therefore provide a diverse market on the national scale.

Adopt - it's takes money to make money attitude and invest
in all people.
Health care . Red deer needs new/ expanded hospital . It
Political salaries and perks need to be cut . That is where
services a huge geographic region and population. Look at spending is out of control with no checks and balances .
high levels of management for funding - salary - cuts not
Also panels and studies created are waste of money that
front line staff .
could be spent solving problems .
Also seniors/ disabled / people dealing with chronic illness
need more financial supports . Financial housing /
medication/ med supplies and equipment is very expensive
and people often aren’t able to have the medical resources
they need because of financial restraints .

Provide business with programs that encourage 'giving back' to
their community.
Not by big corporate tax cuts that only help the bottom line of
the CEOs but doesn’t help the everyday worker and family .
Small local businesses would benefit more and be better for
local economy .

Solar and Wind energy infrastructure.

I think we should focus on solar and wind energy sources. We
should invite Elon Musk to open Giga Factory 5 here in Alberta.

Further flatting of government hierarchy.
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T6J

Health and Education

T6L

Health Care, public transit, medications

Higher taxes to the rich, the ones who can afford it.

t8n

Healthcare, Education, Support Services and social
programs to ensure our citizens are properly looked after
and educated, thus putting less of a burden on our society.
It's embarrassing to see how all of these have been put on
the back burner and cut since our new government kicked
in.
Basic essential services. Debt reduction.

By putting a stop to investing in large companies who clearly By realizing how we are so badly in the past and falling behind
don't have issues with generating profit.
many other provinces and countries in the world especially
when it comes to seeking alternate ways to create renewable
energy resources. So many more jobs could be created by
branching out. Oil is old news and it's not going to be around
forever.
Reduce the number of Provincial employees. Many are
Streamline regulatory hurdles to working on Crown Land. Use
unproductive and only concerned with their benefits and
common sense in environmental regulations.
retirement pensions. These defined benefit pensions must be
stopped. Investigate the misuse of welfare and AISH.

t0e

1. Education
2. Health and Wellness
3. Job Creation

Redundant jobs and under used public service positions.

Ensure that we control our own destiny in the oil and gas
sectors and stimulate growth in those areas. Take steps to gain
more power in the decision making process regarding our
growth within our resource sectors. Feds be damned!

T0E

Senior’s facilities

Consultants

T2S

Healthcare, education, diversification (funding for startups,
technology etc)
The handicapped, education, cancer research. Look after
our disadvantaged, young minds and conquering cancer.

Within government itself

Expanding renewable resource sector, tax breaks for small
businesses
Invest in infrastructure development, support and fund industry
diversification
Diversify , Diversify, Diversify!! Have incentives for green
energy and tech companies to invest in Alberta

T0K

T2E

Less travel by government officials

A 3-5% provincial sales tax would afford the government to
have the money needed, rather than cutting back on
services. The MP's could take a bigger pay cut as well.
Healthcare supplies, ie, disposable scissors cost 10 cents,
OR scissors cost 150$.

Assist in partnerships between colleges and universities and
big business
Start by letting those with jobs, keep their jobs

T5R

Healthcare, education, people in need

T4X

HEALTHCARE - SPECIFICALLY MENTAL HEALTH
EDUCATION

BY NOT THROWING MORE CASH AT CORPORATIONS

T6J

Front line health care, education, the public service

Get rid of the "war room" - it is not helping, the physician
compensation budget suffers from abuse and over payment
of physicians, increase corporate tax.

T6a

Post secondary education. Lrt

Raise taxes.

T9J

Health and education and investments in green sustainable Maybe all you MLAs should take a pay cut since that’s what How about stop discriminating against young people and repeal
technologies. If you don’t pay teachers and health care
you seem to want to do to everyone else who is in the public that clawback in minimum wage for young people?
workers a competitive wage then they will go elsewhere and sector.
we’ll have a brain drain crisis happening.

T3E

Social programs such as health care, education, and other
supports systems that provide a social safety net for it's
citizens.

Government is not a person, and should not focus on
acquiring wealth. To fund their programs, they should invest
in and potentially also operate within growing industries
such as technology, alternative energy/sustainability, and
medical research on the global market.

Cut positions from above, upper management is redundant.
There doesn’t need to be a manager for a manager for a
manager. Or cut their salaries.
FOCUS ON SOMETHING OTHER THAN OIL SO THAT PEOPLE
INCLUDING OUR CHILDREN HAVE OTHER OPTIONS AND
DONT HAVE TO RELY ON A FADING RESOURCE. ALL EGGS MANY BASKETS MAYBE??
Invest money in Alberta rather than taking it away. When you
reduce teacher, nurse, public sector salaries you are taking
money out of the economy as they have less to spend.
Therefore, the economy suffers which leads to a recession.
Invest in post secondary education

Create projects and growth initiatives within the province that
focus on innovation and sustainable resources. Put funding
into research and development of technologies that will
improve our overall quality of life and foster community. In
addition, focus on growth industries that require funding to
start up rather than industries such as oil and gas that operate
within a declining industry.
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T7x

Not corporate handouts and increases of living expenses for By not giving 4.7 billion to corporations that don't need it and Diversification of the job market, you know, the market that
skip the country with our money.
Kenney defunded everything from to pay for his gigantic
workers, also don't lower people's damn wages.
handouts to the rich.
Firing Jason Kenney

T5N

Healthcare, education, poverty, and job creation.

T2t

Clinical frontline care in health care, educators , etc.
Primary care
Spending should focus on departments with ‘people’ impact Some departments are not structured efficiently. Some
Community and Social Services, Justice, Health, and
departments, for example, Status of Women should be
Education.
dissolved with those costs being allocated to other
ministries.
Health.
Stop incentive's to already wealthy corporations.
Education.

T5Z

T3L

T0h

T0K

T6G

Alberta energy war room and corporate tax incentives that
clearly didn't create jobs.
Admins/ management in every sector. Benefits .

Diversifying economy and not going all in on just oil.
Invest in tech sector education/ recruitment
The time has come for a 1-2% Provincial Sales Tax which could
be used to directly fund programs to employers as a subsidy
for creating positions.
By supporting industries that actually employ people and do
not lay people off to increase profits for non-productive share
holders.
Help the little guy and stop helping companies who are making
millions in profit each quarter and still laying people off. Small
businesses, even in oilfield, have more incentive and more to
gain by partnering with the government than Husky or Shell.

Public entities of education and healthcare... Helping our
system get better, not take away the staff it needs. Stop tax
cuts to large corporations who have clearly said the will
leave anyways, ie husky, and focus on small corporations
who have more to gain by a partnership with the
government
Health care, education, renewable energy, power grid
storage

With a 1% PST and forced cuts in the overhead
administration of the AHS...not leave it up to them to save
their own jobs and cut frontline workers. Frontline workers,
ie nurses, do not need their overtime or shift differentials
cut....they earn that.
less embelishment on new government buildings, eg: no
glass floors in hospitals that cost millions when concrete
would work. stop using private jets when 1st class on a
jumbo jet could save thousands

fund research into cleaner more efficient automotive engines to
possibly develope a new and reliable vehicle that could be built
in Alberta, try and change the way we depend on oil(an
irreplaceable and nessessary commodity) Become a leader in
efficiency as the world views on climate and energy change,
waste less, worst case senario we make the world a better
place and get known for and prosper from new ideas instead of
always competing against oil superpowers that can easily
extract and get to market.

Education (primary, secondary, postsecondary), health,
economic diversification

Austerity is a sucker's game. Alberta needs a sales tax and
needs to repeal the destructive corporate tax cuts.

Stop focusing on just oil and gas. Alberta's future lies in other
sectors, yet they are being ignored by this government.
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T8N

Focus spending on programs that support healthy
communities, programs that encourage partnerships and
collaborations.
Arts and cultural programs that have a positive impact in
enhancing the quality of life for Albertans.
Programs that support those in need, and invest in
prevention, treatment that encourages long term healthly
lifestyle and life skills.

Increase taxes for larger business and corporations.
Reduce travel and expenses on Government travel ie
business class not permitted
Require developers to more significantly invest in the
creative design of healthy communities include a variety of
housing options, including housing for vulnerable
populations, access to support services, and an opportunity
to share services, walkability, access to services such as
grocery stores within walking distance etc.

Investment in programs supporting growth in a more diversified
economy such as the creative and cultural industries.
Support for programs that encourage social innovation and
social enterprise; empowering people to help themselves by
providing supports to enable them to learn and work
collaboratively to support themselves and the broader
community.

Integrated social and cultural programs that support
collaboration, efficient use of resources by working together
to create healthy creative communities.
Investment in Reconciliation initiatives, requiring
municipalities to ensure they are addressing the TRC calls
to action.

T8A

Education and Healthcare

Quit wasting money on your ‘War Room’. Who is Alberta at
war with??? Do you even know what being at war means??

Let go if the user and your delusions about getting to oil boom
if the 70’s, 80’s and 90’s back. Start supporting a move into
sustainable energy resources.
Cut handouts to corporations who only fund their
Recognize that Alberta MUST support other industries with the
shareholders.
same or more zeal than oil and gas. The arts is under
recognized as a huge employer in the province.
By monitoring their AISH patients. We see it all too often that A happy, contributing, stable society is an educated and healthy
service being abused and wasted, there needs to be more
society. By cutting/freezing findings towards education and
accountability and more follow-up with the patients.
health care you are directly opposing having a healthy and
educated society capable of contributing. By making post
secondary more expensive you are increasing not only the
amount of student loan debt but also increasing the amount
that will require the assistance plan to repay, increasing debt.
Create jobs by allowing the healthcare professionals to have
jobs and teachers to teach. The more educated the youth are
the better we are going forward.

T2W

Supporting essential public service jobs - hospital, fire,
ambulance, school.

T1K

Education and healthcare

T1A

Universal child-care, funding public healthcare, and public
education.

Continuing with changes to doctor's compensation, they're
taking advantage of the system as it is now.

T8X

Front line health care workers, teaching professionals, and
pipeline development for oil & gas sector. Inflation control;
household utilities and grocery prices are insane!

Wage rollback to the higher management roles. Eliminating No lay offs. Support employment in front line positions, oil/gas
positions/middle persons in management that have duplicate production/pipeline development, refineries for our natural
job specifics....ie: multiple positions that report/produce
resources within Canada.
identical paperwork.

Fund universal child-care. Every $1 spent on childcare results
in a $6 boost to the economy in the long-term by inviting more
young parents, especially mothers, into the workforce.
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T1K

Education and healthcare

By monitoring their AISH patients. We see it all too often that A happy, contributing, stable society is an educated and healthy
service being abused and wasted, there needs to be more
society. By cutting/freezing findings towards education and
accountability and more follow-up with the patients.
health care you are directly opposing having a healthy and
educated society capable of contributing. By making post
secondary more expensive you are increasing not only the
amount of student loan debt but also increasing the amount
that will require the assistance l

t6c

Health
Education
Environment

Axe the propaganda office and efforts to "get a better deal"
from Canada. Other Canadians have no interest to support
Alberta's structurally higher incomes and lower taxes. Stop
fighting the carbon levy.

Effective program spending.Fix our tax system. Reduce
inequality. Consider expanding the property tax to fund general
revenue, not just education. This will reduce our massive
collective over spend on housing which sucks productive
capital to private use.

t1p

lower taxes and get people working

no war room

oil and gas

T6J

Supports for students with needs -mental, physical,
behavioral
Healthcare and education.

Cancel the war room. Take tax incentives back and give the
money to sectors that are underfunded.
Cut politicians salaries and pensions.

Diversify. More public works projects. Maintain funding versus
decreasing it which leads to higher unemployment.
invest in infrastructure, inventivize tech and green energy
growth. And make post secondary education more affordable.

seniors and disadvantaged getting public funding and rest
of society paying their way.
PUBLIC education

Bureaucracy is too large. Public funding is expected change the expectations.
Disband the Canadian Energy Centre (War Room)

Tax credits and innovative tax programs.

PUBLIC healthcare

Stop giving tax breaks or “handouts” to large corporations

T6j
T6E

Funding to support GREAT research and researchers at our Fossil fuel subsidies
post secondary institutions
Stop undoing everything the last government did. This
Cities/municipalities
wastes taxpayer dollars and resources. Move forward on
other files. Don’t waste money undoing.

Invest in grants and other incentives to help diversify Alberta’s
economy. Especially in tech and clean energy.
Invest in grants and other incentives to retrain our talented oil
and gas workforce
Stop public sector layoffs. We need these people to remain
employed so they can pay income tax and support their
families, spending money at local businesses.
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T3h

Healthcare save education

Not bailing out large O&G companies who, through years of Focus of getting other industries here and fostering growth of
financial management, are in trouble. The industry is
emerging industries like tech companies.
saturated.
Look for ways to trim redundancies not front line workers.
Why aren’t we pointing upwards? For example, there’s a lot
of talk of cutting teachers wages, no increases for what 8
years now, decreased Prep time, because it’s acceptable to
take work home I guess, and we’re decreasing funding for
equipment and teaching materials. The students suffer but
there’s no talk of creating a leaner not agile hierarchical
structure where management is trimmed and made efficient.
When they’re the ones with the high salaries.
When it comes to nurses, start increasing full time FTE so
that we’re not paying so much in OT. I know as someone
raised by a family of nurses that in order to make big bucks
like the wages reported by the govt those nurses had to work
a butload on OT and they’re able to bc the staff is needed but
there’s no funding for ot. That’s hugely inefficient.
Stop scraping years of work to satisfy egos. The curriculum
changes that were started under the consecutive govt and
took years to develop but actual educators didn’t need the
ucp govt to rework it.

Pipelines and health care

T9M

T0H

T2L

Salaries of top earners in publicly funded industries such as
health care and education should be cut, so as to preserve
the jobs and rights of the front line worker as well as the
quality of care received, which will decline with the current
proposal. Cut management!!!!
Also, with the current method of post secondary funding
based on merit, continue that
Health and Education
Cut M.P salaries. Stop corporate giveaways. Kenney take a
pay cut.
Health care and pipelines and education
By not supporting immigration as heavily, and by keeping
healthcare public.
Healthcare needs to be maintained. There are cost savings In all honesty, we probably need a sales tax. There can only
that could be found in healthcare, but not frontline staff. Talk be so much savings. It is revenue that is needed.
to the frontline staff and they can tell you where.
Public Education at all levels. Most important is public
education which the majority of students attend, not private,
religious institutions, which pulls funds from the public
system that has to accept all students. We need a highly
skilled workforce in the future, they need real teachers, who
are paid as the professionals they are. Focusing on
standardized testing, and performance ratings for schools is
pointless.

Tax cuts for wealthy corporations are the wrong thing to do.
Corporations distribute the money to shareholders ( who
have little skin in the game compared to employees, who
spend a large part of their working lives with a company.
People spend money in local economies and hence create
demand in Alberta.

Cut management, continue to fund front line workers

Reduce taxes for the middle class. If the people have no money
to spend, the economy slows.
Continue to fight for the oil industry, work to further medical
research, work to discover fossil fuel alternatives
Promote shop local. Encourage movement to smaller
communities.

Diversify the economy. You are scaring away diversification
with your policies. Oil and gas is not the be all, end all. Don`t
pell-mell lay off teachers and nurses who provide part of the
social safety net so important to people, especially the middle
and ldower income groups. Quite frankly if you don`t know how
to support job creation, you shouldn`t form the government.
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T3b

Education, infrastructure, diversifying the economy

Personal govt paycheques, increase tax to large
corporations, increase tax on the wealthest, be efficient in
own operation,
Elimination of Alberta Energy War Room investment
Capping Salaries and wages to 0%
Organizational structure review programs and service and
elimination of layers (unnecessary hierarchy)

Diversifying the economy, offer incentives for new industries to
set up shop here, incentives for small business owners to
expand
One time investment in municipal capital projects
Tax incentives to encourage investment in growing diverse
industries (eg technology based)

T8N

Health Care
Education
Seniors

T5W

Health and education

Large corporations!!! Government saleries

N/A

T3b

Health Care costs

Health Care:
As above - don’t cut jobs at the front line level in health care.
1) speed up the connect care rollout (can go much faster if
Lots of options to save millions of dollars and yet maintain
we enforce better/enhanced physician training as non
front line workers
optional). Another strategy to quicker roll out would be on
line training - with this we can rip the bandage off and just
implement across the province faster (9 waves is too long)
2) let leaders be strategic (its what they were hired to do) and eliminate the redundancy of the “strategic clinical
networks”
3) decrease the physician wages
4) eliminate special leave days and x days in the UNA nurses
contracts

T4r

Education
Health care
Services to albertans

Get rid of war room.
Get rid of red tape reduction ministry

T8A

Put money back into healthcare and education. No one
voted for you to cut these areas.

Cut back on government employee perks like attending
conferences on the taxpayers dime.
As a nurse I don't even get mileage to go to a meeting within
the city limits. We can’t even order paper clips. This is
ridiculous. The disparity is unbelievable.
Whatever rollbacks you do to nurses do to yourselves as
well. No car allowance for my job that requires me to drive
around to see patients all day?? Then no car allowance for
you either. It is far cheaper to pay for mileage than keep
these patients in the hospital. Use your heads people.

T0L

Keep going with the oil and gas war room. Choice in
Education. Tackle the debt.

Health is a big one. Kudos for what you’ve done so far. But
every department needs a hold on spending increase.

Pipeline construction. Get red tape out of the way of private
investors.

T5X

retaining teachers, healthcare workers, and university
faculty, and administrators. Build pipelines in interim but
use some revenue to transition to sustainable energy.

Work with existing infrastructure including in schools,
hospitals, and universities rather than spending on new
buildings unless building is condemned or beyond capacity.
Stop spending on new art exhibits. Put education and
healthcare money into staff, students, and patients and not
show pieces. Cut back on perks for MLAs and the premier
such as luxury travel accommodations. Nobody needs
taxpayer money spent on private jets or first class.

Have programs within post secondary and trade schools which
guide students towards jobs at the end. Stop killing teaching
and healthcare jobs in schools, hospitals, and universities so
students can get adequate support and mentorship to be able to
find work upon graduation. Have grants and mentorship to help
disabled people use skills to start small businesses if limited
ability to work in public sector.

T5S

Health and education

Management, tax breaks for companies.

Incentives to cost share wages. Much cheaper than tax breaks.

Support trade school and post secondary education.
Stop scaring off oil companies with attack on environmental
issues.
Invest in education and new businesses.
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T6M

Returning funds to Alberta healthcare services and to the
education sector.

No more corporate tax cuts for the fossil fuels industries
($4.7B), no more energy media "war room" ($30M)

T6w

Healthcare.

Reallocating money in Ahs so frontline staff stop being
attacked and we can maintain quality of care. Realistically
there evaluating upper management and examining wages.
Nurses are easy to cut but if history has taught us anything
in this province it is that these actions are dangerous.
Secondly if nurses will have wage roll backs to mimic
Ontario or any other province - we should expect the same
nurse/patient radio and scope.

T1K

Education and health care.

Stop giving politicians raises and tax breaks. They should
only have increases based on inflation, not because they sit
in an office. They do not need tax breaks. If regular citizens
have to pay increasing taxes so should politicians. Those
alone will save our government copious amounts of money
and allow us to stop the cuts affecting our youth.

Continue to push for the pipeline so we can get our oil to
market. However, do not do it to pad your accounts, rather do it
to pad the futures of our youth and to provide adequate funding
to our healthcare.

T5Y

Education and Healthcare.

Focus on revenue generation, increase taxes.

T3B

Diversifying the economy and not just focusing on oil and
gas.
Funding vulnerable populations.
Funding public education and health care.
Education and healthcare

Get rid of the”war room”
Provincial sales tax.

Education grants to retrain workforce. Attract tech & other nontraditional alberta industries with grants and programs. Provide
transition income for those leaving the workforce to start a
small business. Stop austerity measures to give companies
confidence in our province.
Diversify the economy, support small businesses, support
alternative energy sources, encourage growth in the technology
sector,

t3b

Education (k-12 and post secondary), health care,
infrastructure

provincial sales tax, increased tax to wealthy Albertans

T3K

Education, Healthcare essentially the universal needs that
unite us.

T3H

Education, Health Care, stimulating jobs

T0K

Education and healthcare

The government could find savings in itself. Alberta spends
more per capita on politician and Red tape compared to
other provinces. I'd they can cut education with this same
philosophy they can find savings too
Removing tax cuts for wealthy companies that aren't reinvesting the savings? I think bringing in a provincial sales
tax would be better than trying to make deep cuts. Everyone
can use a little fiscal responsibility but when there are
collective agreements involved, cuts just mean people will
lose their job.
In the pockets of the wealthy people we cut the taxes of

T6M

Education and public health care

Corporate tax rates

T2T

Payouts to Oil and Gas Companies

By diversifying the economy. Green energy infrastructure will
require jobs. Help coal and oil workers transition with
subsidized re-training programs.
Also promote migration of tech companies to alberta.
There has been no job created with tax breaks thus far. I’m not
an economical expert but times are hard for the “little man” and
big corporations have had it made for them. Doesn’t seem right.

Support small business, local initiatives and fund education
and health care
Youth employment, investment in universities- particularly
sectors that educate population in areas of economic growth.
Look at progress make Alberta great by not relying on the world
to keep us alive

Investment in infrastructure and capital projects.

Investing in technology to move us forward. Sticking to oil
alone leaves us only with a dying industry to support us.
Looking to the future is more likely to keep us at the front of
innovation
Support the pipeline
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T5g

Reducing waste of tax payers money, And overpaid
executives in public sector. In many countries salaries are
capped, often not more than 200k. If they think they are
worth more, the private sector can hire them...and you will
see what happens.

Automation, stop rehiring retired employees, over time,
Getting with the times, diversify, stop subsidizing the oil and
getting with the times in health care ( eg. Look at other
gas, stop corruption .
countries how efficient they are organized), maintenance
Modernize banking, is about 40 years behind and expensive.
enforcement program by hiring competent people who
understand math, automation, family law by implementing
equal parenting by default ( as in many modern jurisdictions,
research shows its best for the children) saving lots of tax
payers monies...lawyers don’t like it...as it is legalized mafia.
Education, organize it more efficiently.
Human services, make them accountable.
Stop corruption , it is all over here, up to city level.
Maybe look at agriculture as that has to modernize and get
with the times.
Look at other countries...the Netherlands is a small country
and the 2nd largest agricultural exporter...

T6G

Education, healthcare, infrastructure.

T7Y

Education and Healthcare. It is that simple. Putting money
into education is putting money into our future. Our
education system is saturated with more and more trauma
cases, special needs and children who have survived
medical challenges that would not have been previously
possible. It is POSSIBLE to support and create an educated
population with the proper resources and supports for our
educators. If we keep stretching teachers, admin and school
boards too thin, they will break. More and more teachers are
leaving the profession as the demands are unreasonable,
the challenges greater and the whole do less with more has
reached it's end point.

Raise taxes, specifically on large corporations but I would be Support retraining and diversify our economy.
open to a sales tax.
I rely on those that have been voted in to figure that out. This Same answer as above.
is not in my area of expertise and we vote qualified people in
to do the math.

Spending money on healthcare is also imperative. Our
healthcare system is also stretched to it's breaking point.
The reality is people get sick . . . thousands every day in our
province need this service. Keeping our population healthy
enough to give back and support our elderly who have given
to the system for years should be the least that they can rely
on.
T4C

Public infrastructure, healthcare front line workers

Digitizing project administration and contract administration Innovation & technology grants, public infrastructure projects

T9c

Building refineries for our oil.

By not sending equalization payments to Quebec.

T3e

Education k-12
Mental health

Stop subsidizing for profit businesses.
Prevention (health)

No more equalization payments to Quebec spend the money in
Alberta.
Not sure
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T9m

Education. Children are our future and without a proper
education what would our world look like in a couple more
decades.

I do not really see the point... the next government to come
into power will just spend it.

Stop laying people off that we need and are important. Example:
teachers, nurses/doctors, and oil and gas workers.we need
teachers to educate our future and it is such a hard job already.
We need hospital workers to help us when we are down and
sick and to also keep up with our over flowed emergency rooms
from free health care. Oil and gas workers keep ALL of houses
and cars going in the winter. It is a big part of Alberta but we
are trying to turn our backs on them and on Albertsons for
living in a place where if you can't pay your heating bills, you'd
freeze to death..

T4S

1. Improving front line health care by increasing beds and
functional hospital space in rural areas and increasing the
number of new (lower paid) nurses and support staff. 2.
Improve primary education by consolidating the public and
Catholic systems, increasing number of teachers and
support staff. Using admin reductions to fund better
programming in elementary schools so that every (including
rural) school has a music program, good outdoor education
program, a chemistry lab, etc.

Three areas: 1. The heavy burden of excessive
administration must be curbed including doubled primary
education systems, the high admin expenditures in postsecondary institutes (layers and layers of Deans, chairs,
directors and on in-school "institutes" each with their own
cadre of secretaries, communications staff,) and the mindboggling number of unionized staff within the GoA itself; 2.
The discredited notion that corporations that enjoy monopoly
or otherwise non competition environments such as
universities, boards, public utility oversight bodies or Aimco
need to pay upper management competitively with private
industry. For example, the presidency of the UA or UCalgary
could be paid $75,000 and still attract a new business
graduate with no loss in leadership; 3. Reduce the number of
publicly- supported boards. These typically have no
accountability, using tax dollars to pay executive salaries
that are unconscionable and operate as nepotistic old-boys
clubs. For example, other provinces don't need to spend
hundreds of millions on an equivalent of Alberta Innovates
yet all provinces have about the same amount of in-province
innovation and entrepreneurship.

Two areas: 1. tax credits, not up front payment, for the reason
that it shifts the administrative burden to the companies who
are the presumed beneficiaries of the innovation. Within
government it takes 20% to disburse innovation funding. Think
about that: for every dollar the GoA marks for innovation and
job growth support a maximum of 80 cents actually goes to
where it is supposed to and the remainder pays unionized staff,
whereas tax credits eliminates that almost entirely. 2. Fund Ong
and tax supports for alternative energy companies to transition
Alberta to a no-carbon economy within the next ten years.

T2v

Education
Healthcare

wrong question. Should be how to raise revenue. Introduce
sales tax.

Prime the pump with some spending.

T2R

Heathcare, PUBLIC education, and infrastructure

Less subsidies for oil and gas companies.

Look for ways to diversify our economy - dependence on oil is
ultimately going to lead to job loss and economic decline in the
long term. We should be supporting other forms energy
production. We should be welcoming tech companies!

T1H

Health care

T5M

Healthcare, education, civic infrastructure (particularly
transit), renewable energy.

Cutting back on social assistance programs and enforcing
stronger guidelines for approval.
Remove the bullshit tax breaks for oil companies that have
done nothing to create jobs.

T8A

Education and infrastructure

Stop giving tax cuts to gigantic oil companies

Consider sustainable industry. Put money into healthcare and
education
Invest in the renewables industry and the tech industry. Both
are growing globally while oil is declining and becoming
irrelevant.
Small business tax cuts

T3a

Public services

In the Private sector.
Stop your “Alberta is Broke” spin. Stop the lies just so you
can spend $$ on O/G

Ask the public. Have a referendum
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T0P

Preventing Rural Crime, Alternative schooling efforts

Grants, Public Education,

Keep Fighting the carbon tax.
Create our own firearms programs to make opening shops, gun
smithing and training simpler for entrepreneurs.

T8N

Education and healthcare

T2Y

Health Care and Education - front line workers

T6L

Healthcare
Education
Affordable Childcare, healthcare, education, persons with
disabilities, AISH, ALL services that support vulnerable
Albertans

T6W

Paying down the provincial debt

Less upper management within healthcare, pay cuts to
higher ups in AHS
Corporate Tax Cuts - not necessary. Overpaid government
MPs and ministers.
Wealthy people could pay more taxes.

Fund the construction of more long term care facilities

Stop giving tax breaks to rich corporations. Stop hosting
events. Bring back carbon tax

Stop punishing public servants for oilfield job loss. Stop
treating portions of the workforce as if they don’t make
significant contributions to the economy. Close the gender pay
gap by ensuring affordable child care is available, fair and
transparent hiring and pay practices are in place for all
organizations. Work towards ensuring gender parity in
leadership positions as research shows that more women in
leadership roles increases GDP.
Corporate taxes were reduced from 12% down to 8% to increase
investment.

Cutting funding to private and Catholic school boards.
Cutting funding to post secondary education.

Rational spending priorities. Let small businesses create.
Stop cutting jobs. Start investing in green projects.

Make mandatory re-investment in Alberta of the 4% taxes.
Several companies have simply taken the money and spent out
of Alberta.
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T5C

While the government is rightly concerned about getting the
provinces finances back into the black, after the years of the
NDP and red Tory rule following the retirement of Ralph
Klein as premier. However they need to keep in mind that
the mismanagement of the former governments led by
Notley, and Allison Redford threw the budget restraint to the
wind, that same mismanagement has left those of us who
are the most vulnerable in a very bad place. The
combination of such mismanagement and the carbon taxes
first put in place by Notley's NDP government and than
followed by the federal liberals carbon tax forced onto us
even though the provincial government removed the
provincial carbon tax the federal one has left we who are on
AISH struggling to make ends meet to the point that we are
forced on regular monthly basis to rely on the food bank in
order to make sure we're able to eat for the whole month.
Thus the aish needs to go up by the same amount that this
insanity of Carbon Tax has driven up the cost of everything
that has to be transported to the stores from groceries to
clothing and more. Thus it does need to increase by a
minimum of $300 per month. That would place us in a
position that we'd be able to make ends meet and possibly
be able to afford the occasional luxury like a new pair of
shoes or the occasional treat like a glass of wine to
celebrate our birthdays. None of which I personally can't
afford at present I haven't been able to do that for over six
years, since the last increase in 2012.

T5Y

Healthcare, increasing post-secondary education incentives Stop giving away millions in incentives to big corporations
to help educate our students, increasing municipal funding including in the oil and gas sector.
to provide key infrastructure like LRT lines and public
libraries.
EDUCATION AND HEALTHCARE
Tax higher earners

T5B
T4A

School-smaller class rooms sizes. To many kids in one
class.
Keep fighting for our oil industry
Getting rid of the carbon tax completely.

You can find savings in the public sector and it's exhorbitant
and out of sync with the real world salaries. The current
provincial public sector salaried are so much out of sync
that they have never had to feel the pain that the average
private employment workers have felt for the last several
years since that same year of 2012. Thus they need to be
made of feel that pain including the risk of having to change
careers or move into the private sector as those who pay
their salaries have had to do. Add that some of these costs
can be cut by finding efficiencies in the governments
operations like computerization of records and the way that
the bureaucrats handle their jobs. There are far to many
stories of bureaucrats and other public sector workers other
than the one's who actually work for a living like the
maintenance workers for the department of highways and
other vital functions that we tax payers pay for the
infrastructure have been overridden by the inside bureacratic
paper pushers who the supervisors have used to build their
own private fiefdoms while ignoring the essentials that the
frontline workers have to deal with. So maybe before cutting
the frontlines look at how many managers and other
supervisory staff are being paid just to manage the work
while the frontline staff in the various departments like
health, social services, seniors services, etc are facing short
falls in their numbers.Q

No pay increase for politicians
Stop sending so much money to Quebec.
Be stricter with people on welfare-no drugs or alcohol.
Should be needing the essentials if on welfare nothing else.

Allow for training and retraining of those workers who have lost
their jobs to find employment while our energy and agricultural
industries get back on their feet. The most important thing to ge
the economy moving again, is to get the province out from
under the regulatory boot of the federal government. It's been
proven over and over since the current prime minister's father
was first put into the Prime Ministers office and even before in
the gpvernment of Lester Pearson changed the national flag to
appease the people of Quebec by creating the maple leaf
symbol that only symbolizes that one province and only grows
in that one province. It's time to take a leaf from that corrupt
province and start taking control of taxes, pensions, and more
that the federal government currently controls. By removing the
control that the federal government from those areas of
governance like the Quebec government has done since the
nineteen eighties under the various PQ governments, as such.
If the federal liberals refuse to redo the equalization formula
that has been sending such a large proportion of Albertan's tax
dollars and cpp contributions, and EI premiums to largely
Quebec to the tune of nearly $20billion per year that has
allowed them to balance their budget and create such luxuries
as the lowest post secondary tuition fees anywhere. The tool
that province has used to get these advantages was the
constant threat of separation, that is why we are so weak by
insisting on a federalist viewpoint we are weakening our own
argument against the federal liberals. Thus we as a province
need to focus on the provinces and the people of this province
needs not on how we can appease other provinces nor on how
we can bargain with the liberals. Thus the answer is to make a
strong stand with the absolute threat of separation and the
corresponding loss of our petro dollars which have propped up
both the federal government and thusly Quebecs government
as well. That is how we win our autonomy and freedom from the
federal liberals insane policies like gun control laws that do
Investments in an environmental sustainable future has
enormous potential for economic growth and diversification
which will ultimately lead to job creation.
Invest in more education
Keep pushing for our pipeline to be completed
Bring back coal burning plants
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T0a

Health
Education
Infrastructure

Cancelling tax breaks for corporations we all work together
to balance budget. Once balanced we all enjoy benifits
Consider a PST
A reducing tax for debt reduction. Ex Starts at 6% reduces
1.5% each year until 0%.

Post secondary

Eliminate the red tape reduction ministry

T4r

The court systems need to be repaired and getting criminals
off the street
I also believe we should be getting our province ready for
the separation or independence

I believe there is savings on every level of government that
could be cut
There is also what I believe to be a lot of money being
mismanaged in the government,healthcare and schools
Should be adding more teachers and less big screen TVs
and crap
The government needs to stop taxing the shit out of its
citizens on all levels
Immigration needs to stop ASAP
This is a burden on the tax system and healthcare system
and tax payers should not be expected to pay

T8A

Healthcare, education and environmental issues.

T5M

Education (K-12 and Universities, especially U of A), and
healthcare.

Halting the province’s challenge of the federal carbon tax
would save millions of dollars. This challenge is a huge
waste of time and money. Also abandoning the group that
has been formed to investigate the alleged interference of
environmental groups into the province’s oil and gas
industry would provide savings.
Increased taxation on upper class and big businesses.

Continue efforts with pipelines.
Tax breaks or incentives for projects started or expansions of
existing projects, not broad tax cuts.
Infrastructure projects
Affordable day care
Maintain funding to health/education
Fund health and education. I'll never vote UCP the way they are
going with this.
Here’s a idea how about you make it easier for actual albertians
to start business
The government fucked up the economy and many families
have suffered and lost had to claim bankruptcy due to it as well
I find it extremely funny that all these immigrants that come
here from Syria and from where ever else and have nothing yet
are going in business within a year of being here
Nothing on back from third world country now soap producers
or restaurant owners
Yet I had to build credit bank money to start my business as
there are no government grants for actually albertians just to
run and be successful for 7 years just to have you guys put me
out and no it was not oil field but felt the trickle
Had to claim bankruptcy and lost everything so where is my
help to get back what I had where is my help to make a better
life
I tell you what Kenny I had great faith in you when I cast my
vote and can tell you I have lost just about all of it
You are right albertians are patriots
I see now you are not
You say you won’t let Trudeau push you out of your own
country. Then move back east or get behind the people of
Alberta you know we want separation!
Remember we are playing chess not checkers oh wait last time
I checked we weren’t playing fucking games
I can tell you if we don’t see a referendum ASAP on separation I
can ensure you next time you will not have my vote or any from
my family

Diversifying the economy away from oil and gas would create
new jobs in emerging industries. The province must rely less
on oil and gas revenue and its ups and downs.

Increased taxation of the rich and big businesses, increase
AISH and PPD.
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T6L

Schools, funding alternative energy sectors jobs, hospitals, Stop the ‘war room’, stop corporate handouts, cut politician
pay
Alberta healthcare, aish, public funded labs

Invest in alternate energy sectors to bring more work and
employment, tax incentives for new industries (not handouts),
invest in infrastructure, invest in education and hospitals
Stop being twats and giving money away while trying to
privatize everything.

T9E

Healthcare, education, infrastructure.

T1A

Health, and education.

T2J

T5T

T4V

T1J

T8n
T0M

T2Z

Eliminating unnecessary spending on things like the
Canadian Energy Centre, and the many panels that are
reviewing things that have already been reviewed recently
(like the curriculum or the CBE spending), or the advisory
groups that write reports like the McKinnon report to tell the
government exactly what they want to hear because the
group has been stacked with only people who share their
political ideologies.
Throwing money at big corporations that are not creating
jobs.

Not with the corporate tax breaks they gave out last year - those
didn’t create jobs or spur economic growth! But rather by
spending a bit of money to create jobs (infrastructure,
education, healthcare, research, etc) because more people with
more money equals more spending and therefore more jobs
created due to that spending. All of this puts more tax revenue
in the government coffers.

Look at more reusable energy sources and economic
companies instead of putting money into oil. Oil is important
but it will never be where it use to.
Keep front line employees working, ie nurses, police, fire,
Calgary has two EMS call dispatch centers,, one run by AHS Encourage the hiring of front line workers and cut the excess of
teachers,,, cut Managers and big wigs making 200,000 plus. and the other by the City of Calgary. Save millions by
Managers that exist in every government and public service
Leave the front line people and their pensions alone!
getting rid of all the little satellite EMS call centers like,
agency.
Calgary, Red Deer etc. Either consolidate all EMS Dispatch
or don't but do not do both. Rural patients suffer and money
is wasted.
Health Care we need family Doctors.Make life better for the Cut expense accounts, travel, wage freeze or cut back all
encourage investment with small/medium business tax
working poor, put insurance caps back, rental control.
senior government employees.
incentives
Healthcare and education.

Issues management department seems like a huge waste of
money.
A war room spending over $80,000 per day is absurd, when
all they do is shout into an echo chamber.
Eliminate the catholic education system as it redundant and
archaic.
Health care and education.
Less middle management in govt operations, more
streamlined processes. Don't add to paperwork. People are
now in hospital at least 3 weeks longer because of new
paperwork.
Public Education, public healthcare, aish.
Fewer subsidies for oil and gas corporations. Tax the rich.
Tax corporations more.
The govt should focus deeply on reducing spending and
Stop contributing to the CPP, EI, create Alberta versions of
streamlining our social programs. We can spend the same both, preferably not a redistribution of wealth scheme, scrap
or less and get 10x the service of you put common sense in equalization and QUIT SENDING BILLIONS TO QUEBEC
charge of hospitals and address runaway corruption that
exists in govt on many levels
Healthcare, Education, social programs.
Cut corporate handouts, get rid of the ‘War Room’.

Diversification away from oil and gas dependency. Green
energy and tech development are the way of the future

Diversify, invest in technology, and wind and solar energy.
Invest in more agriculture and ranching/farming. We are not
only oil and gas based anymore.
Tax the rich. Invest in education, alternative energy and
technology
Lower personal taxes and collect our own taxes, keep the
federal mismanagement of Alberta to the bare minimum.
Challenge bill c48 and c69 and block hwy 1 and shut off the oil
leaving Alberta until we get energy east BACK and TMX being
built.
Probably stop laying people off paying a living minimum wage
and people will start spending money they earn and creating
economic growth.
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T0j

None,
Currently the province and it's municipal governments are
drowning in red ink. How about across the board cuts and a
freeze on any new spending until there is balanced budgets.

Government can find savings everywhere it's not hard. 10%
to 15% reductions to departmental budgets across the board.
Pass a law that requires a third party to negotiate labour
contracts on behalf of the tax payers, politicians far to easily
use labour to promote there agenda "Alice Redford
promising teachers tax credits 5minutes before an election".
Stop the corruption, $300.000 going to Red Deers new Pickle
Ball Club, trust me there is corruption everywhere.
The province has been mismanaged going all the way back
to the 70's, any fool could govern when it rained money but
that's gone now, squandered.
Do the right thing make the deep cuts required to put the
province back on track.

Simply put, Stay out of the Way!
Red tape and regulations are killing our country and causing
investment capital to flee our province and country to go south.
There are to many laws out there killing investment and causing
hardship on the citizens and mostly just to collect some petty
forms of more tax. Quit being in the business of being in
business, your not there to make a profit off the backs of the
people your there to provide certain essential services at the
very best cost it can. Get out of the way and the free market will
look after itself.

T8A

Education, health care, low-income housing

Try developing revenue streams in place of ‘finding savings’. Whatever you’ve done hasn’t worked and isn’t working. (Great
job keeping Encana by the way) so maybe some new idea?
Investing in education as a way to develop an innovative work
force, investment in First Nation’s ventures and diversification
of the economy from resources and non-renewables.

T5L

Public healthcare, mental health, social security, affordable
housing, homelessness, climate change, green public
transportation, education, universal dental and pharmacare

T0H

Increase aish and income support, education, healthcare,
and public transit.

Ending tax breaks and loopholes to corporations and high
income earners. Create tax brackets for the super-rich. Long
term savings will accrue through heavy investment in social
programs. Work with the municipal and federal government
to fund large projects. Reduce MLAs salaries to Alberta’s
median income. End wasteful spending on things like the
war room and “western alienation” public consultations.
Pilot a universal basic income project with the aim of
replacing the current bureaucracy-heavy social assistance
programs
Tax rich people and big business. Srsly though.

Transition to a green economy, diversify the economy by
ending Alberta’s dependence on oil. Invest in postsecondary
institutions and create more full time teaching positions. Invest
in expanded healthcare creating jobs for doctors, nurses and
homecare workers.

Economic growth - increase minimum wage to 18$/hr

Shut down the silly and expensive public inquiry into foreign- Job creation - institute work guarantees and start building
funded environmentalists.
public infrastructure.

T4A

I feel like whatever I say doesn’t matter.

Nurses are going to strike and you will be fucked

Progressive tax rates for businesses: mcdonalds should pay
much much much higher rate than floundering non-franchise
ma and pa restaurant -for instance. Or,
canfor/proctorandgamble should pay higher rates than small
sawmill operators. Weve been giving rich people handouts for
far too long.
Y’all don’t listen to the working man anyway
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T4B

HEALTHCARE
EDUCATION
DENTAL

TAX BREAKS FOR RICH

SUPPORT THE PEOPLE. SUPPORT THE PUBLIC SERVANTS
FIRST.

DECREASING FUNDING FOR LARGE COOPERATIONS
FUNDING TO EDUCATION and job training/courses/resources
OVERSPENDING IN POLITICS
Reduce Money spent on middle men. Like CEOs, maybe far too
much, nurses don’t make enough, so why do I have so many
managers doing nothing ?

T2z

Education and health care

Your salaries

By not cutting funding to education and health care

T6M

Debt reduction

A review of public sector wages.
All public services have to take a cut.

T0e

The new government should make sure spending is on
Higher taxes for those in a higher invone bracket.
valued programs like health care, education and childcare. PST on certain items
Without heath care and social programming, employees will
struggle more with their employment and if needs aren’t met
for vulnerable individuals, they will not be able to be
productive members of the workforce.

By supporting private sector - reducing corporate tax.
Hiring more public employees only increases costs to the tax
payers.
Economic growth can be attributed to more than just job
creation. When employees are valued and their voices heard
they feel better about the job they are in

T4P

Health Care - Staffing with safe ratios

T6M

T2W

T5A

T3J
T2R

By downsizing the higher ups in health care and providing
salaries for front line workers
Maintain services in health, education and human services Rather than focus solely on reducing cost, add a sales tax
Encourage diversification of industry in Alberta and provide
provided by the non-profit sector
support for research and emerging technologies, such as the
biotech industry
Post secondary education
Illuminating corporate tax breaks and funding oil companies Fund public health and education and take a few pointers from
that just end up leaving the province anyway
the ndp government that was doing a much better job than the
current one is doing
Early intervention for our most vulnerable children. The
Stop sending public money to private education where the
Stop cutting front line workers!!!
institutions don’t have to accept everybody, parents can pay
dollars spent on early education far outweigh the money
needed later in life to repair the gaps left by underfund early if they want it.
intervention.
How about stop giving millions away to corporations that
Focus on Publicly Funded education where all students are didn’t even invest here or stay like Husky Oil!
welcome! Let parents choose private education if they want
Stop spending millions on a WAR room!
to pay but public education should be protected and be
properly publicly funded.
Pensions, benefits and salaries of politicians and senior
Diversify besides oil. Build pipeline and refinery. Food
Law Enforcement.
executives.
processing and meat processing.
Making post-secondary more affordable for students,
Cutting the Canadian Energy Centre. Corporations can pay
Ensuring education and career training are affordable and
accessible.
especially those who have to cover the cost without aid from for their own advertising.
relatives.
Grants and tax credits to make Alberta more attractive to the
Transitioning Alberta to a green tech based economy and
film industry.
placing us ahead of the curve on the world stage.
Penalize companies for leaving Alberta.
Province wide public transit. Bullet trains, for example.
Government owned province wide public transportation. This
would provide long term jobs for its operation and make Alberta
a better option for families.
The upper administration in health care - AHS
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T8H

T9A

T3N

Education and Healthcare

Reducing the bloated levels of management in most
government organizations. At the same time having full
transparency of spending and more closely monitoring
spending would prevent many wasteful things that ive
witnessed working as a contractor with Alberta
Transportation.
Health care. I find it difficult to find a family doctor.
Decrease MLA salary.
Infrastructure spending.
Decrease teacher raises.
Health Care; Education; Post Secondary Education;
Eliminating the War Room, firing Matt Walsh, stop funding
Childcare; Social Services for those in society who need a
the useless Ministry of Red Tape, cut salaries for MLA’s,
social safety net. Invest in municipalities, when people have stop jet setting to London etc on the tax payers dime.
jobs they invest in their communities, strong communities
make a strong Alberta.
Education, healthcare, low income people, low income
Stop giving out huge amounts of money to big oil
parents, seniors.... support Albertians not companies!
companies.

Healthcare and education
School
Healthcare
Aish/ seniors
Mental health
Recycling

Diversify the economy into renewables or tech by continuing to
fund research into those fields and making Alberta desirable for
something other than oil.

PST
Invest in diversity, infrastructure, the tech industry, support
education from K-12 and into post-secondary. An educated
populace is an innovative populace that creates opportunities
for industry and entrepreneurs.

Support all industries not just oil and gas! Alberta is not just oil
and gas. I'm tired of hearing UCP job creations...it's not job
creation when the UCP cut funding to legal aid, education and
healthcare. How is that job creation?
Maybe look into revenue instead of savings. Tax increase or Fund healthcare and education
bring back healthcare premiums
Our government wages could be cut back. Definitely no
Cheaper childcare so parents can go to school or get decent
raises!! Reduce Government expense accounts, extravagant jobs and use their money on more things.
vacations, stop paying government that don’t show up to
Invest in aboriginal learning opportunities.
meetings.
Help stay at home moms of any age get back into the
Art installation that costs thousands that we don’t need.
workforce.
Unused or less popular bursary programs.
Invest in recycling plants in our own province.
Help immigrants but don’t give them more than our own
Invest in pipelines and solar energy.
poor. Just enough to get them on their feet and live decent
Hemp farms for paper, clothing and what not.
so they can earn a living themselves. But they don’t need
Invest in innovation and science to create better and cheaper
12000 worth of dental work.
ways to do things. Science fairs and things like that.
Reduce redundancy in workplace
Don’t bail out corrupt businesses.

T0A

1) Seniors’ and low income health care combined with
improved HCA performance metrics.
2) Frontline workers in Children Services, Health Care &
Education.
3) Government inefficiencies and innovation
4) Reduced small business not big business taxes
5) Gang and organized crime mitigation and prosecution.
6) Rural and drug originated crime.
7) Indigenous reconciliation and trusting relationships.
8) Climate technology and emissions tax credit incentives.

1) Performance based retention and compensation of
Government employees.
2) Critical review of discretionary spending such as Arts and
Culture like Ukrainian Village vs. other founding cultures to
invest in.
3) Forced retirement of employees eligible for full retirement.
4) 24/7 Health Center use vs. hospital emergency resources
for public’s’ perceived emergency care.
5) Provincial Pension Plan vs. CPP but with goal of increased
benefits vs. employer cost reducions.

1) Wood Buffalo region Nuclear power enabling.
2) Freeze Government and minimum wages to be at bottom of
75percentile of national avg. given have lowest personal and no
PST.
3) Enable municipalities to afford tax incentives for business
attraction; stay out of it Provincially!
4) Sustain competitive corporate tax regime.

T4P

Education, healthcare, social services

War room, more tax for the wealthy and large corporations,
managers and high paid executives.

Make it affordable for people to get post secondary education
or a trade so they have skills to enter the work force. Support
small business and don’t rely so much on oil and gas. Diversify.
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T5L

T5J
T2V

T0J

T0M

t6g

T5L
t5w

Health care, social security, housing and reduction of
homelessness, education, green industry jobs, climate
change initiatives
Education and healthcare

Reduce tax breaks to high income earners and corporations, Transition to green economy, diversify industries, invest in the
war room spending.
arts and culture. Increase funding to post secondary education
including trade apprenticeships.
Axe the war room, axe the propaganda
Tax breaks for small businesses, increase tax on large
corporations
Public education, universities, healthcare, addressing
Reinstate the previous corporate taxes that were cut last
Move our province towards becoming a leader in green energy.
poverty, finding solutions for the climate crisis, transitioning year, stop subsidizing the oil industry, stop wasting money Look for ways to diversify the economy. Reverse the budget
away from fossil fuels towards sustainable energy.
on the "war room".
cuts to education and healthcare that have resulted in the loss
of hundreds of jobs.
Long term care facilities, hospice care, elderly care.
Alberta health services supply management and purchases, Diversify from energy sector, while supporting oil and gas at
AHS middle management, AHS consultant fees, unnecessary the same time. Provide retraining incentives and support so
tests and treatments ordered by doctors, reducing the
that families can change careers.
amount of CT scans given to pts.
Healthcare, education, and public safety
Everywhere else
Hiring the number of nurses, teachers, and police officers we
actually need, not just what their employers will tell you they
need
education
cut non essential services
gst!
health care
education
Non essential services.
3% gst
health care
No more private schools funding.
police
No more provincial diploma exams in High School.
Different salary for elementary, junior high and high school
teachers...Ontario model.
Climate Action, renewables, transitioning workers,
Axing the ‘Canadian energy centre’ & Matt Wolf, raising
They should invest in equally in all sectors including
healthcare, education, conservation
corporate taxes, penalizing defunct oil & gas operators, a pst renewables & diversified energy sectors, instead of putting all
their efforts, funding, & lobbying into the FF sectors, which
should have their subsidies slashed due to their negative
externalities & climate change realities
Health care, education, MAID, freezing and minimizing post Increase the top 5% bracket’s taxes , introduce a provincial Raise minimum wage to $18/h,
secondary tuitions
sales tax
The government is spending too much! They need to look at Government jobs are too good! Too hard to get fired and too We need to create things that can be sold to the world market.
ways to be more effective on what they are spending and
hard to be held accountable to do a good job.
Oil is the easiest. What would happen if we had a bunch of kids
hopefully cut what they are spending.
try to re create a Tesla. The Patents are open to the public.
Schools are teaching kids a ton of stuff that doesn't help that Could we not find other applications for world class designs
live a better life. How to eat properly the importance of a
Investing in things like Kibbutz's to give people options
that brings up businesses.
good diet, How to drive, how to be better with people, how to
instead of continually being burdens to society.
understand other peoples perspectives, how to manage
Also having a lower minimum wage for people who don't leave
money, how to make money, kids are REALLY REALLY smart there house, that are supplemented by the government and get
and can create things as early as high school that can be
tips (waitresses).
leveraged as a money source.

T1K

Health care and education

Decrease MLA and premier salaries

Tax cuts for business

T0E

Education, healthcare, environment,
organic/regenerative/holistic agriculture

Ministers salaries, eliminate ‘war’ room

Renewable energy and technology
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T4J

Health & Education

Less spending on immigrants, CEO/mgmt wage freeze or
cutbacks & minimize spending accounts (start from the top
earners instead of the bottom), less money put into safe
injection sites & more into help for people who want it.
Collecting bills for hospital services (by having departments
work together with finance to help in collection). Less tax
cuts for the Corporations & high income earners without
harming the low income earners.

T3H

Health care and education.

By staffing hospitals and schools properly to prevent over
time and burnout. Nurses and teachers are careers that have
high rates or burnout. Paying someone 2hours to work one
doesn’t make sense. It leaves the workers overworked,
stressed out and burn out. Same with teachers. So many are
on stress leave and yet the government is increasing the
stress of these workers. Put money into the future.

T5H

On child care

From employment

By providing enough job facilities for people in Canada

Health, education and diversifying the economy.

Take back the tax cuts given to the Corporations. Trickle
down theory does not work. Even IMF acknowledges that
and the wealth disparity in the US shows it.

There are 2 sides of the balance sheet. Stop acting like
salesmen for the oil and gas sector. Oil and gas does not have
a long term future. Alberta is a beautiful province attract IT and
renewable energy and service sector companies.

Quit spending on war room and other consultants. Use MLAs
who are being paid anyways.
Political expense accounts, advertising. Businesses should
be taxed appropriately.

T2R

Health care and education along with diversified enterprises
other than oil and gas
Education and health care. Too much cutting is going to
send this Province into a downward spiral that will take
years to recover from.
Health care and education

Reinstate corporate taxes and give tax incentives to new job
creation or areas of new industry.
Encourage post-secondary education. Instead of Providing
huge tax breaks for corporations give them subsidies for work
programs for students, seniors etc.
Invest in tech. Sector

T4p

Public services and job creation.

T9E
T5G

Cutting oil and gas war room funding, stop giving corporate
tax breaks
Management - bloated in public services in pay and amount
of management
Board members pay on AHS should be capped as well as
caps on college universities kept.
Nursing. Hire more full time to minimize the insane overtime
they pay to PT
The amount of committees and boards this government has
struck which all pays insane honorariums with minimal
show.
The war room which this Govt has taken great lengths to
keep secret.

Construct a few more prisons which would employ a lot of staff
& income for service companies while being able to lock up
some of the derelicts that are just being allowed to return
through the revolving doors. Help the medical system we have
rather than trying to privatize it all as that will only hurt our
economy as well as deprive the lower income people of
services they need. We certainly don't want a US system where
only the rich can afford health care. Work with the industries we
currently have & the people first instead of giving special cuts
to companies that are not supporting our province to begin
with.
By not cutting teaching jobs and nursing jobs.

Diversifying. By no means give up on the fight for the pipeline
but realize there’s lots more Alberta has to offer
Tech industries. Green energy. Instead of taking away their tax
breaks give them better ones to drive them back to Alberta.
Money into training Albertans for these new industries to get
them back to work.
Investing in public services instead of cutting them. Every job
loss/ pay cut affects the Alberta economy. People can’t spend if
they aren’t making money.
Alberta can have both oil and diversify their industries.
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T5T

Health Care
Education
Infrastructure

Get rid of the top heavy personalities in the Premiers Office
ie Matt Wolf who is the $200,000 Twitter Chief. This person's
salary is just a slap in the face to the unemployed and under
employed oil and gas workers. Get rid of the War Room.
Waste of my tax dollars. Get rid of the numerous
committees to study one thing after another. Can't this
government make a decision without forming a committee?
This costing lots and lots of my tax dollars.

Stop giving millions and millions of our tax dollars to rich oil
companies. This subsidy could and should be given to
technology companies which is the future of our province.
Many more should be encouraged to move to our province. We
are not thinking of the future and technology is where it is
going.

T1m

Healthcare, (including mental health, addictions, equal
access to healthcare, removing barriers, Education,
eliminate child poverty, job stability for all Albertans-not just
those who work in the oil field

STOP creating new groups, coalitions, boards, etc.. to
dismantle everything the previous government did. This is
time consuming and a huge fiscal waste. Also, dismantle the
energy war room, use that money in better ways. No more
tax breaks for corporate companies, this has never, ever
worked.
Eliminate the corporate tax cut.

Support small businesses. Support education, by making it
accessible to all and removing barriers. Diversify commodities
beyond oil & gas. Invest, support, train and educate about the
use of Hemp

T3L
T0B

t9x

Healthcare - don’t attack and threaten frontline workers.
Give frontline workers the resources they need and the
respect they deserve
Medical, education, disability services/funding, affordable
housing access
Education

Rural crime (at its roots not just more police). Young
underemployed laid off oil workers need retraining for
alternative employment.

Eliminate the war room.
Government administration, tax income from wealthy
Taxing increase on people/corporations who make the most
money WITHOUT loopholes.
Get rid of the “War Room”
Ask the oil companies who haven’t created jobs to return
their share of the $47M in tax breaks you gave them

Making a just transition to a green economy

Increase oil royalties. Decrease corporate tax credit as it has
not created jobs. Companies are still laying off workers.
Approval of new projects, less red tape, support/tax relief for
small businesses, tax breaks for innovating companies
Generate jobs to transition us from fossil fuels to green energy.
Employ more people in education to facilitate this transition.
Innovation and technological changes. Look beyond oil and
gas.
Quit the cuts and get people working again. Retrain laid off
workers, clean up abandoned oil sites and support Green
Energy initiatives.

Fund and support innovation

T4C

Education
Healthcare
$25/day childcare

Scrap the "War Room"
Alternative energy retraining programs for oil & gas workers
Raise corporate taxes
Provide funding to industries like film & tv production
Hold meetings via Skype rather flying around on a private jet Invest in education and youth

T5K

HEALTH CARE

Tax corporations that make the most $$

T5W

Front line Health care and education

CEO salaries and corporate payouts and tax breaks for big
corporations.

T6R

Private sector growth/economy, Education, Healthcare

T5K

End the attrition model and allow our public sector
managers to build a workforce that works for Albertans.

Middle management across entire government but especially
at AHS, government workers retiring with big pensions and
then consulting back to their previous jobs, overtime
loopholes by nurses, doctors/dentist fees (they don't need to
make $500-$800k on our dime),
Providing more freedom to our public sector workforce to
reward innovation and effectiveness over tenure.

T5R

Education, children’s services, health, addictions,
infrastructure, and resource development.

Get rid of middle managers. Explore pst. Properly tax the
elite.

By giving corporations and companies tax breaks for hiring
employees
Giving tax breaks to oil companies is not working. Diversifying
where income is coming from. Reduce reliance on oil prices.
Get the pipelines, figure out how to get foreign investment
back, cut government waste and reduce business and personal
taxes, remove red tape

We should continue to invest in economic diversification
across high growth industries. We should double down on our
academic leadership in artificial intelligence.
Grants and incentives for resource development and innovative
ideas to diversify the economy.
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T5t
T8A

T6J

Health care, education, pensions, rescources for citizens in In their own spending, excessive salaries, and pensions.
vunerable positions.
Education and healthcare
By bringing back the taxes that were cut for
corporations...tax cuts that did nothing to get people back to
work, and instead have lined the pockets of the rich.

?? maybe focus a little more on stability than growth. Booms
result in crashes. Over and over and over.
By supporting the renewable resource industry, which would
bring in a lot of new jobs that don't depend on the oil
boom/bust.

Education -if this province is to have long term economic
well being its citizens need an effective education from
kindergarten through to trade schools and universities. This
should include re-training for oilfield workers to move into
new roles should projects not pull through. Currently, young
men have the highest unemployment rate in Alberta. Its not
as simple as just getting a job in the oilfield anymore. But
there are opportunities, say in the IPL or Pembina
petrochemical projects. These young men could be retrained
as techologists and plant operators.

Support technology development and innovation, both in the
oilsands industry and in new, alternative energy sources. For
example, Alberta is the perfect place for nuclear energy
development - geologically and politically stable, with a highly
educated population. We simply need a government with the
will and vision to lead Alberta to be an energy innovator - even
in the eventual post oil global economy that we are likely to see
in the next 50 years. The time to start this innovation is now the Conservative government has a strong enough mandate to
champion this cause.

Eliminate funding for separate or religious school boards
and consolidate to one well funded, well managed public
school system. If citizens want their children educated in
private or religious schools, it should be on their own dime.
Increase taxes on the most wealthy 1%.

Consider development of an oil pipeline to Hudson's Bay. This
would be a way to ship Alberta oil out through the north-west
passage, bypassing the troubles in BC and Quebec.

T2X

Education, health care, and diversifying our economy to
stop being reliant on oil and gas as a primary source of
revenue. That train is ending and we cannot still be on it
when it does.

Any more committees of hand-picked UCP supporters that
are not returning any value to the taxpayer.

Invest in post-secondary education. An uneducated population
will lead to lower level jobs, reduction in innovation, and
ultimately lower taxes to be paid. Support diverse revenue
streams. Get off oil and gas. Invest in creating jobs as you
promised in your campaign. Stop cutting jobs.

T5H

Renewable energy to create green jobs and initiate a just
transition away from fossil fuels. Post-secondary education
to ensure that Alberta has a skilled workforce that is also
aware of the issues facing our society.

Cutting the energy war room entirely. Clear incompetence in
terms of stolen logos, an awful propaganda-style YouTube
video, and simply a waste of money given that pipeline
projects are already underway, and the rest of the world is
working on renewable energy (so are good Canadian
companies Alberta could seek out).
Another way would be downsizing unnecessary regulation,
which would save costs on enforcement/bureaucracy, if this
is done in a non-partisan fashion.

Most importantly: green energy projects, public transportation
projects. Public transportation is critical to ensure that
struggling Albertans can secure and keep good jobs in all
sectors of our economy, and jobs are created through such
projects.
Not giving tax breaks to wealthy companies that then leave the
province, but instead actively supporting the middle class by
spending government money strategically. Trickle-down
economic thinking has not, and is not, working.

T6x

-providing an education system that creates critical thinkers -not opening "war rooms" would be a good start
-diversifying the economy, preparing for less reliance on oil - keeping department names the same to avoid related
and gas
overhead costs
- only paying for logos you are authorized to use

- by realizing there is more opportunity outside the oil and gas
sector
-support our local tech industry
-make Edmonton more appealing to outside tech investment
-invest in education and innovation will follow
-17(1)
et's stop that and make Alberta a tech hub.
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T6C

Education - keep the money in the classrooms as much as
possible
Mental health supports - school counselors, mental health
therapists
Health care for seniors, esp those living in poverty
support for alternative medications for patients with serious
illnesses - cancer, ALS, MS, etc, and for seniors
Diversifying the economy
Safety and security of all citizens; clear the justice system
backlog

Red tape committee - make sure it is not just about business
savings. I don't need to see ribbon cutting ceremonies to
celebrate the creation of a committee - show me the
difference that has been made.
Remove the Success in School program from Children's
Services and Education. This started as a cross-ministry
initiative, and has not been effective in supporting kids in
care.
Savings should definitely NOT be on the backs of teachers
and health care professionals!
Start by taking a look at the government hierarchies in all
departments - trim some of the upper management positions.
Flatten the organization, if it makes sense to do so.
Get rid of your association with Rebel Media. That is an
embarrassment to all citizens of this province.

Diversifying the economy
Get the pipeline built
Keep up the fight with the federal govt to ensure the needs of
the west are known.
Ensure that diverse populations are represented in hiring
practices.

T5r

Those who are the most vulnerable in our society.
Maintaining infrastructure.
Health Care

Reports, commissions, studies etc.

Provide opportunity in non oil related fields, green energy.
Keep the frontline workers in hospitals They are the ones
looking after our sick and injured albertans
?

Diversify the economy. Welcome and support other jobs and
industries in addition to the oil industry

T0M
t6g

Preventative medicine- screening exams and public
education of same.
Mammography/ screening colon cancer exams/ PSA for
prostate amongst them.

T5T

Education and health services

Eliminate the over crowding of middle management in AHS
That alone could save you a lot of money
ER visits
There is no intermediate facility for folks who are sick but
not urgent to go after hours and on weekends ( have an US/
CT scan etc ). This crowds the ER unnecessarily, and costs
exorbitant amounts of money that could be better used in
health care.
Reverse tax benefits to large corporations

Education and health care

Stop giving handouts to large corporations

Diversify economic base
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17(1)
T6V

T2V

STOP FUNDING AND OVER FUNDING REFUGEES. FUND YOUR
CANADIAN CITIZENS, GIVE THEM THE $25,000.00 BALLOON
PAYMENT OR ALLOW THEM THE BENEFITS YOU OFFER
REFUGEES, PUT YOUR OFFICES UNDER INE
IMBRELLA...HAVE YOU NOT LEARNT ANYTHING FROM THE
UNITED STATES? HOLD YOUR PEOPLE ACCOUNTABLE..NOT
THE CITIZENS THAT WORK THEIR ASSES OFF TO SUPPORT A
BROJEN SYSYSTEM..211 AND 811 AND ALL THOSE LINES ARE
A REASON YOUR STSTEM DOESNT WORK..PEOPLE ATE
ASKED TO JUMP THROUGH IMPISSIBLE HOOPS..AND YOUR
EMPLOYEES MOCK THE CITIZENS..AND SAY..ITS NOT MY
JOB???.. REALLY? EVER TRY TO APPLY FOR DISABILITY
BENEFITS? AND..WHAT IF YOU NEED HELP IN YOUR HOME?
WHO YOU SUPPOSED TO ASK? NOT YOUR SOCIAL WORKER?
NOT THEIR BOSS? NOT..EMERGENCY SERCICES? HOW LIBG
TILL CANADA'S GOVERNMENT HAS TO TURN OFF ITS
LIGHTS? IN ALL ITS IFFICES?..call 811 or 211..I'm sure you'll
NOT GET ANY ANSWERS..BUT..GREAT DURESS..TRYING TO
MANUEVER THEOUGH THIS SYSYEM..TRY IT??? DO YOU
NEED TRUMP TO SHOW YOU? WHY HE HAD TO DO WhAT HE
DID? OR DOES?

Education
Child Care
Health
Art
Affordable Housing for all!
Alternative Energy sourced like wind

1. by Investing in social supports, art and education this will Create, Produce and manufacture local
benefit health savings on many levels for human well being. Hire local
And produce a more positive productive population.
Tech sectors
Education
2. Really look at yourself and know what you actually need
Health
monetarily. How much money should top government
Child care
officials be paid. Realistically.
The Arts
Construction of affordable housing in all communities ( not
segregated to one neighborhood) for every X amount new
builds the contractor must build an affordable housing unit for
seniors or young family. Like a 5:1 ratio.
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T7X

Schools & Healthcare

T2Z

Maintaining front line services in Health & Education.

T5Y

Driving investment in the province; diversification of
economy; improving healthcare

Stop giving corporations huge tax breaks without securing a Stop taking away the supports like childcare subsidies that
commitment to stay in Alberta.
make it affordable for people to go back to work.
Stop making so my kids school fees and my car ins goes up.
Then I'll have more disposable income.
Hold the line on wages on all union negotiations. And review Continue to fight against the federal carbon tax, continue with
administration costs across all public departments, with
tax initiatives to support small businesses. Establish some
particular focus on Health & Education
form of support for small business to encourage them to hire &
train young people.
The moves currently being made for university funding are
Highlight our passion and need for environmental technologies
great! The approach to have all public sectors reign in their to drive the tech sector!
budgets and collective bargaining is also great. I think the
Push the travel sector harder! So much lost opportunity
government should use more examples from the private
industry where this has happened in recent years to help in currently - could definitely increase tourism.
justifying these moves.
Give incentives for well and environmental reclamation
NWR needs to be scrutinized and held to the same account initiatives.
as the rest of the public sector. Subsidizing production costs
with taxpayer dollars this far in to the project is ridiculous.
Push for alberta to be a healthcare/environment/carbon and
renewable fuels research hub (funded privately).
Try to drive the financial sector.
Push on the federal government to scrap the new mortgage
rules for AB as it’s made the housing sector suffer.

T8R

T6w
T6K

Health care, education, the economy and getting jobs back
that have been lost. Supporting the seniors.

Cut the top heavy executives throughout. Re-introduce
health care premiums to bring more money into health care.
Tax the high income Canadian's so they pay their fair share
and not give them tax breaks.

Support AB and the oil and gas industry. Keep larger
corporations in the province who invest and keep the economy
going. Not focus on cutting front line health care staff, it will
even further affect job losses.

Funding public education - funding new growth in schools.

Discretionary spending.

Invest in our economy.

Health, education, social services. Homes for the homeless. Business taxes for large corporations. Returning multiInvest in an educated and healthy workforce, Diversifying the
Eliminate the need for food banks.
billion dollar tax break donated to large/foreign corporations economy. Looking to the future instead of the past.
from my tax dollars. Funding public and post-secondary
The environment and the climate emergency. Tax the
education. Eliminating waste: private, charter and religious
polluters and charge them for breaches: ecocide.
schools. Keep Alberta secular!
Law Enforcement and public safety
Health care, benefits to citizens and tax increase by 1%
welcome multinational companies and support small business
Education
Healthcare including proactive and preventative care

I think the government should focus on revenue rather than
savings.

Invest in public sector
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T1K

military, and seniors, Like the Christina bible says in
Mathew 24 there is going to be more earthquakes, disasters,
penclines, dieseases. the fig tree has to grow after all. so I
do know everything is going to get worse,
now
everyone is beefing up their military, all we have 2hand
equipment, bad for a first grade country.

It does not make sence, cutting back programs and
canceling them cause of no money, then give millions to
other countries. that is not a business, that is stupidy.
The other countries got in this mess cause of not handling
money right. and Canada just gives them more money to
spend on thier habits. like Africa for last 20 years. waste

Take the ei, take these put them in the military for 6 months, its
like a camp but not the military, its between that and learning a
trade, of a complete forest fire for example. he will always be by
a person to learn from. Thereby thigs be learned etc.
also ei most people should have a place to volunteer for 8
hours every two weeks, give people positive.

Put a poor person give him a good job and he will make more
of a change than someone went to university etc. cause he
also if your on ei once every 20 years, then some people on it
take the people on ei, give them a choice to go in the
have life experience.
every summer, don't make sence.
military, but not in the military all the way. so they learn a
trade. And then take the military and if there is a snowstorm
ask yourself in a business atmosphere what would you do?
etc, bring them in.
give millions to other towns and cities or make your own town
better. rich people do not know how to save money at all that is
seniors, at age 50 people cant find a job, they are passed
why Canada is in the red.
down, so there fore help them some how.

T8w

Giving the public sector a well-deserved raise considering
the previous government put a freeze on their
wages.everything is done up at least cost of living increase
would be amazing considering this carbon taxes robbing to
$3,000 out of our pockets each year

T2N

Health care and education.
Cut back on middle management especially in the political
Investing in developing new areas of growth so that Alberta system, health care, and education.
is not so reliant on the boom/bust cycle of oil, ?green
energy technologies, tech/artificial intelligence, movie
industry, and creating a favourable environment for
companies to consider relocating here.
Incentives for consumers to be able to upgrade their homes
to be more energy efficient (in a substantial way like rebates
for solar panels, and to be able to afford electric vehicles
City infrastructure- promote more inner city living, less
urban spraw (tax builders and home owners that choose to
live on outskirts of city and have to commute), promote
public transport/biking lanes on the main roads
Building codes could be upgraded so that new homes are
built with more green technology like thicker wall, grey
water capture, etc

T8H

Maintain infrastructure maintenance & development;
maintain at least CURRENT levels health care and
education,support for seniors,AISH.
Disband wasteful War Room, stop wasting money on all
your "expert" panels. DIVERSIFY our economy - support
tech industry and green environment industry.
Health Care

T2K

Go back to the private model for driver examinations. It's
absolutely ridiculous now not only for the clients trying to
book a road test but for the examiners as well. Asking them
to do up to 50% more work with a zero incentive behind it

I voted for this government. I do believe we have to be fiscally
responsible. I believe we have to get things in order the four
companies will want to invest. I also believe we should be
holding a referendum on separation. Not saying that we should
separate but it sure as heck would send a message to ottowa

Yes but jobs should be those that will develop and support new
industries in Calgary. We can't keep relying on the same old
expectation of lots of oil money and oil executives to boost
spending. We also need a strong tax base. Can't have young
educated people leaving Alberta, we need them to stay.

Disband War Room, increase corporate taxes, stop funneling Diversify and put support into areas like IT and technology and
money to oil and gas industry. Introduce small sales tax but green product development. Restore the higher corporate
ONLY if you stop the cuts.
taxes. Build and maintain infrastructure instead of letting it
crumble around us like your previous con govt did.

War room
Tax breaks for the wealthy and corporations

Tax breaks for alternative sectors such as the tech industry,
film, A.I and robotics.. future booming industries
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T2E

Health care and education. Get rid of the war room - it's a
terrible waste and a diversion away from the care of the
people.

The war room. What a ridiculous way to invest the money of Look at taxation of those who earn more. There were some
the people.
great programs to help stimulate the technology industry, but
the funding was pulled. I think with the way that the oil industry
has tanked in the last handful of years, it's time to put some
weight in other industries - the technology field being one.

T3l

Higher education, education and health

Raise taxes on wealthy

Sales tax and tax credits for high tech

T6R

Schools including post secondary. Education is so essential
to the well-being of our society. Healthcare spending should
not be affected and the cuts that will affect nurses will be
detrimental to both them and the system as a whole. By
cutting nurses and giving them more patients to take care of
at once, not only will they burn out quicker but patients lives
will be at risk without being given the attention they need
and deserve
Vulnerable people and children. Meaning education,
healthcare including mental health and harm reduction.
Administration systems so businesses aren't getting a free
ride on the backs of taxpayers. Education to retrain
unemployed and ensure Albertans continue to be able to
compete in a changing economic landscape. Health care to
decrease wait times. Social support for under-employed and
low wage families.

By raising taxes for those who are making a lot of money.

By funding education, investing in green tech and by providing
government jobs. Also by not making cuts to essential areas
that are high employers such as schools and hospitals

The salaries of MLA’s and their travel

Stop focusing on the oil sectors.

Cut patronage appointments like Canadian Energy Centre.
Cancel any travel by Provincial politicians if the focus of the
trip is under Federal jurisdiction. Ensure maintenance on
buildings to decrease utility costs and any new facilities are
as close to net-zero energy as possible. Stop public funding
of Catholic school boards and any non-accredited (a.k.a.
recognized) post-secondary educational institutes to
decrease educational administrative costs.

Tax credits & small business loans to companies with under 20
employees excluding agriculture and franchises with over 10
locations. Fund infrastructure & environmental cleanup projects
and pilot projects that diversify Alberta's economy. Reduce
interprovincial tariffs.

T6J

Climate change solutions, education and health care

Taxing corporations and getting rid of the War Room.

By diversifying the economy. Oil and gas is not a sustainable
way to go forward and if we do not diversify than Alberta will
not have any economic opportunities in the future.

T5y

Re-funding the tech sector, supporting alternative energy,
and re-focusing on Education (not just Christian education)

Ensure that the Premier and all MLA's have very similar
compensation as compared to other provinces, cut the so
called "war room", restate the carbon tax and use that cash
to fund alternative energy projects.

T6t

Improved healthcare and educational funding to limit class
sizes in our wonderful public education system, improve
patient outcomes in our world class public health care
system. Spend Albertan's tax dollars on the needs of
Albertans, not on bogus inquiries and War Rooms that
benefit no one except the overpaid political hacks who run
them. Stop the cutbacks to AISH and organizations helping
people with disabilities. Increase social assistance funding
to help people get back on their financial feet and decrease
homelessness and crime.
T5M

Growing industry outside of the Oil & Gas industry.
Education
Healthcare

Stop solely focusing on a single sector. O/G is the current
money maker, but there is a glut of world oil, prices are
depressed. Alberta has a vibrant entrepreneur and tech savvy
culture, that needs support. Doctors, nurses, teachers are all
driving factors in the province, vilifing them is counter
productive.
End the War Room. Forget the numerous, meaningless
Support public education and post-secondary institutions
forums and enquiries that appear to be looking for voices
instead of cutting funding and undermining what they are doing
who back up what the government has already done or plans to produce well educated, creative Albertans who will STAY in
to do. NO MORE giveaways of tax decreases to big
the province instead of fleeing to more enlightened places.
business. Stop squandering our tax money on stupid,
wasteful, ideological irrelevancies.

Corporate funding.

Supporting new industry growth.
Offering accessible education in new industry.
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T6J

Education

Deleting corporate tax breaks. Taxing corporations.
PST (provincial service tax)

T0M

Grants and available infrastructure replacement programs
for rural municipalities.
Health care and education

Stop sending equalization payments out east.

T8B

T0E

T2N

T6C

Let teachers and doctors redesign the systems to make them
more efficient. Create paid temporary consultation positions
for this (ranging from a few days to several months) to be
filled by practising doctors and teachers.
Education - classroom sizes are too large, educational aides Healthcare - not allowing insurance companies and
for students requiring extra help, rural funding model that
corporate companies dictate the need for doctors notes (i.e.
actually meets the needs of rural schools
sick time, making clients see the doctor for a prescription to
Healthcare - keeping healthcare publicly funded and not
access their benefits for massage therapy or other health
professional referrals (wasting physician time and healthcare
moving to a private model
Making sure vulnerable citizens of our province are looked money).
Making school districts accountable for how they are
after including seniors and early childhood citizens
spending government funding - i.e. Program Unit Funding
Investing in alternative sources of energy
Stop paying corporate companies millions of dollars to stay
in Alberta when they are just leaving anyway.
Put in a provincial sales tax on consumer goods which
would help fund the important things like education and
health

Lower taxes and allow small businesses to thrive. Build the
pipeline.

Investment in green tech and technology to help our energy Add a small (1-2%) sales tax, base our public services on
sector to meet our climate targets.
this pot of money and put oil royalties into the heritage fund
(to weather future recessions rather than tearing apart our
public services in a downturn).
Public education: invest in our future. Invest in the kids who Stop giving oil company subsidies.
will be working while boomers are retired. Invest in
Stop giving public monies to private schools.
teachers. Invest in francophone and french immersion
Stop giving public monies to catholic school boards: merge
education. Invest in postesecondary education and
them with public boards.
research.
If the provincial government cooperated better with federal
Public healthcare: keep funding it so Alberta's public
funding, like on the Official languages in education program,
healthcare is world-class. Keep it public so our most
I'm sure the federal government would be more willing to
important system is accountable to the people of Alberta
cooperate elsewhere.
who use it.

Invest in green tech, sustainable energy infrastructure.

T4a

Health care, education, special needs, job creation

T6X

Supporting our economy with diversification and pushing
our oil to market, improving our healthcare, making, more
sustainable long term care for seniors and education
system.
Getting Alberta back to work in business

T6B

T9E

Greater investment in renewable energy (ex. Solar power,
carbon capture, hydro, etc.).
Return to the Home Energy Savings Program
Find a way to opt out of the federal carbon tax.

Invest in alternative energy sources creating a new sector for
jobs
Stop looking at oil as the only thing Alberta can offer - i.e
tourism, farming
Hire more teachers and nurses, they are clearly needed if you
have spent any time in a school or hospital lately.
Invest in the people of this province not only the big
corporations. A province is only as good as the people who are
in it.
In fear of losing my job with healthcare cuts, I have stopped
spending money.
Trickle down economics does not work.

Increase the minimum wage.
Invest in the tech sector.
Invest in the development of green energy. Diversify Alberta's
economy instead of putting all of our eggs in the oil basket.
Provide economic certainty to those who are most vulnerable.
Stabilise the housing market: invest in affordable housing.
Invest in public transportation.

Political overhead costs

By encouraging a living wage, which will allow people to spend,
which will in turn stimulate the economy
Arbitrary administrative positions, and tiers of management, Diversification and getting our oil to market. Encourage
regulatory bodies, etc
entrepreneurship with incentives and tax breaks to encourage
job creation and innovation.

So many jobs created in government not doing anything.
Education and Health boards overhead costs, not just front
line
Public service-front line nurses and teachers (specifically
Completely halting all war room operations. Taxing oil
pensions and staff), universities-such as a tuition freeze and companies and not giving them a 4.6 billion dollar tax break.
bigger budgets for the institution as a whole, diversifying
Implementing a carbon tax.
the economy-sustainable energy sources and shifting from
oil to the future

Job retraining of nurses and teachers and public service
employees in non public sector industries
Diversifying the economy and investing carbon tax money into
solar energy. Investing in the people by creating jobs that were
taken away from the previous budget.
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T6X

T2K

Education and Health Care.
Cutting out upper management.
Most important, audit those organization. Trim the fat in the
middle and at the top. Give more supports to the front line
people.
Education, k to 12 and post secondary
Axe the oil and gas war room. Add a sales tax. Stop trying to
put everything back in the ministries, like dispursing lottery
money, it was fine as it was.
Healthcare and Education.
In the tax cuts for big businesses and the wealthy. Those
taxes should be going to services for the province, not into
the pockets of the people who need it the least.
Health care and education.

T4g
T0C

T5A

Health and education

Art and culture
CEO of AHS WAGE
Healthcare, stop under cutting those that hold the system up Hmmm let’s see maybe the politicians should take a pay cut
you entitled pricks.
you fucking ass clowns
Education, I get it you’re scared that if you actually educate
people they will realize the what empty headed morons the
UCP really are.
Education, low and mid income assistance and rural police. The Gov't does not require such drastic savings. Small
incremental savings and fiscal management over a long
period of time would be more responsible.
invest in social supports that reduce the burden on our
fewer tax cuts for large corporations which have not been
healthcare system and emergency services (home care, long shown to actually be effective at getting people "back to
term care, public health and prevention, free housing for
work"
homeless individuals - which is overall vastly cheaper than
provision of endless emergency services).

Mental Health of the children and how we can help early on
in theirs lives for less support needed when they are older.

T6T

Health, education, climate change, diversifying the economy Administration, legal fees, the "war room", reviewing the
cost of expenses they pay
Education and health care. Diversify the economy.
Shut down the energy "war room". Increase revenue by
implementing a 1% sales tax.
Healthcare and education
Corporate handouts!
Education including post secondary.
Health care.
Preserving public and private sector jobs.
Properly fund cities.

By diversifying the economy. Support tech growth.

Investing in renewable energy technologies. Reversing cuts to
healthcare and education. Invest in our public healthcare and
public schools.

Get rid of that silly "war room". Instead of incrementally
Support major infrastructure projects. Stop cutting the public
increasing fees, just man-up and realize we need a 1% sales service. Invest in diversifying the economy.
tax because we can't rely on oil royalties anymore.

T8N

T6r

Support small business. You won’t get anywhere with big oil.
But small businesses aren’t going to relocate. Help those
business owners.

Not sure!

War room -complete waste of money.
Stop corporate hand outs

Lower tax
Step one stop letting big corporations off with tax breaks when
the take their business else where anyways? Just a thought.

Additional income can be taken from the taxation of corporate
wealth and reinvestment in infrastructure.
incentives for tech, service, and green industry development to
diversify alberta's economy
education support and job retraining for workers out of work in
the oilfield

Bring in a provincial tax and health care premiums. This way
there will be money coming in and people more willing to spend
money.
Diversifying the economy, not relying on oil
Support major infrastructure projects and stop cutting front line
public service workers. Diversify economy.
Diversifying
Provide adequate, predictable and sustainable funding for all
public services.
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T4R

Public Education and public healthcare. We have world
class programs in both areas of government pervue. We
need to ensure that both areas need to be protected by not
cutting and ensuring that growth is properly supported
financially.

Cutting the 'war room' and government 'committees' or
'panels' that are spending unnecessary funds on issues that
dont need changing. It seems these funds could be better
used to bolster public education and public healthcare.

Support diversification of Albertas economy. Oil and gas are
important today but changes are happening where it will not be
the huge industry it once was (similar to coal) and we can't be
caught flatfooted. Otherwise we will end up like Newfoundland
was when the fisheries collapsed. We need to stay ahead of the
situation that is coming. Supporting technologies such as AI
and green tech, tourism, movie industries, higher education
programs that envision an Alberta that is not solely reliant on
oil and gas. If we can expand our economy so we have more
areas to create revenue from we will be better for it.

T6A

Strengthening our school programs and health care for
lower income and the middle class. More schools, more
teachers, more nurses, more doctors. Focus on
infrastructure and more funding for municipal light rail
systems.
Job creation, healthcare, judicial system

Less tax-breaks for corporations and the richest Albertans.

Research and develop a sustainable approach to the inevitably
doomed fossil fuel industry. Promote job training and give oilsector workers the adequate training to transition into new
jobs.

Wage freezes, top heavy useless positions etc., AHS,
Government, Education, stop equalization payments! More
care and considerations with grants.

Oil and gas! Get the pipeline built! Encourage oil companies to
stay in Alberta. Get our economy back on track! We all benefit
from a prosperous economy! Albertans are sick of being a
brunt of Canada. Re-evaluate the shut down of clean coal.

Spending on providing public health care and education as
well as direct services to vulnerable individuals including
(but not limited to):
FSCD
PDD
AISH
Aboriginal Services
Homeless services
Publicly available services/programs (such as libraries,
community centres/leagues, etc)
Health Care
Education K-12, and post secondary

Less management in Gov't departments, more front line staff
providing direct services.
Stop funding private services for education and health....
these are not 'for profit' endeavours
Start making school boards accountable/transparent on how
they spend the funds received for special needs children.
Direct services are NOT being provided in this regard across
all boards.
Significantly reduce all the panels and start directly
providing the services we already know are required for:
- FSCD
- PDD
- AISH
- Aboriginal Services
- Homeless services
- Elder care
- Health Care
- Education (K-12, and post secondary)

Fund alternative industries outside of just natural resources,
including (but not limited to):
- technology
- arts & entertainment
- alternative energy
- tourism

Government should fund full enrollment growth in K-12 for
each of the upcoming four years including busing and
infrastructure maintenance and construction. Stop playing
games with post-secondary funding and fund them
according to previous policy. Fund health care and stop the
cuts to staff and services and infrastructure. Fund road
maintenance and construction and honour previous
agreements with cities and municipalities.

Government could find savings in MLA offices. Cut there like
you're cutting everywhere else. Keep the Premier home
instead of traveling the country like he's the de facto Prime
Minister. Stop taking an entourage on junkets.

Stop firing people on the front lines. Government does create
work for people. Stop the tax cuts you've announced and fund
real jobs. Corporations just send the money elsewhere and
Albertans get to cover the shortfall. The last thing we need is
more big bonuses for some CEOs who already are over paid for
what they do.

T0M

T6L
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T5y

Education and healthcare specifically, but really stop cutting Introduce a PST. A 2% pst would go a long way to paying
Green energy. Sustainable energy. Hire enough nurses to
down the debt and it would be a sustainable funding model. actually cover shifts, enough teaches and EA’s.
everywhere. Trimming fat is one thing but your budget is
excessive and cruel.
Do not reduce the corporate tax. It’s clearly not working. Our Repair roads and build Infrastructure.
taxes back up to 10%. It was sustainable and only on profits.
It would also put 4.7billion back into the budget.

T3e

Social services and infrastructure. Cut back parliamentary
spending and salaries for any setbacks.
Spending on infrastructure projects. Education and
healthcare.

T3h

T8N

Education and Healthcare

T8N

Education: Ensure that my child with special needs will
receive supports. Government cannot abrogate its
responsibilities by using creative mathematics to tell the
public that total funding frozen at 2018/19 levels will work
when inflation and student population continue to grow.
Have you been in my child's school where one secretary
handles a school of 25 staff? Government would never
reduce staffing to that level! You can't cut any more than
that!
Health: It's not okay to suggest that people come up with
money they don't have to get testing done, like MRIs and
CAT scans. We will all pay when there are greater divisions
between income classes. That's not the kind of Alberta I
want!
Job creation and more help for low income earners.

T0A

T1K

Parliamentary spending and salaries

Support the schools and curriculum and provide public sector
jobs.
Why are you asking us? We aren't privy to the books. Are
How about tax credit for promising industries that do not
you trying to figure out which programs are least popular?
involve oil and gas; perhaps the tech sector. I hear the internet
Stop creating boards and advisory panels with your buddies is the wave of the future
to employ them.
By eliminating multiple school boards. Upper management Diversify the economy. Instead of providing tax breaks for oil
positions in Alberta Health and Alberta Education need to be and gas, provide tax breaks to new innovative companies.
significantly reduced!
We need to consider where government can keep revenues Look who gets government money: large companies, horse
or create new revenues. Cutting essential services like
racing, private schools, small businesses, public schools,
education and health creates negative discourse that leads hospitals, etc. Decide which organizations bring benefit to the
to outside investors questioning if Alberta is the best place province and which ones drain money from the province's
to set up their business, hurting our economy and future
economy. Studies show that money in the hands of large
corporations and high income earners usually sits in banks and
potential revenues.
often leaves the province, not contributing to the economy like
We need to stop impediments to the oil industry while
money in the hands of lower income earners which almost
encouraging other economic development like alternate
immediately circulates in the local economy, increasing our
energy industries and high tech industries. We cannot rely
on a cyclical industry like petroleum and gas. We know that GDP. Don't put money in the hands of high income earners.
historically, that industry busts every ten to twelve years
preceding the boom cycles.

Kill the war room initiative.
Reduce the number of MLAs.
Don't cut government jobs - we need the services and the
people to provide those services.
Post-secondary education. Competitive graduate
Cutting the UCP war-room. Brand-protection is important but
fellowships to retain young Canadian talent. An ‘outcomes- shouldn’t be a spending priority right now. Raise taxes on
based’ approach is a disastrous idea that invites potentially corporations.
crippling institutional bias against primarily-undergraduate
and comprehensive research universities. UofA and UofC
will quickly become understaffed and will be forced to
become more exclusionary at the cost of potentially great
Canadian students.

Invest in small businesses, provide help to sustain businesses
(not just oil industry)

Invest in Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning projects.
The University of Alberta has an excellent reputation and could
be a revenue source for Edmonton. It all comes back to postsecondary education spending. Prevent the ‘brain-drain’. I’m
about to finish my PhD in chemistry and will be leaving Alberta
for a post-doctoral fellowship at Princeton in the US.
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T6V

17(1)

STOP FUNDING AND OVER FUNDING REFUGEES. FUND YOUR
CANADIAN CITIZENS, GIVE THEM THE $25,000.00 BALLOON
PAYMENT OR ALLOW THEM THE BENEFITS YOU OFFER
REFUGEES, PUT YOUR OFFICES UNDER INE
IMBRELLA...HAVE YOU NOT LEARNT ANYTHING FROM THE
UNITED STATES? HOLD YOUR PEOPLE ACCOUNTABLE..NOT
THE CITIZENS THAT WORK THEIR ASSES OFF TO SUPPORT A
BROJEN SYSYSTEM..211 AND 811 AND ALL THOSE LINES ARE
A REASON YOUR STSTEM DOESNT WORK..PEOPLE ATE
ASKED TO JUMP THROUGH IMPISSIBLE HOOPS..AND YOUR
EMPLOYEES MOCK THE CITIZENS..AND SAY..ITS NOT MY
JOB???.. REALLY? EVER TRY TO APPLY FOR DISABILITY
BENEFITS? AND..WHAT IF YOU NEED HELP IN YOUR HOME?
WHO YOU SUPPOSED TO ASK? NOT YOUR SOCIAL WORKER?
NOT THEIR BOSS? NOT..EMERGENCY SERCICES? HOW LIBG
TILL CANADA'S GOVERNMENT HAS TO TURN OFF ITS
LIGHTS? IN ALL ITS IFFICES?..call 811 or 211..I'm sure you'll
NOT GET ANY ANSWERS..BUT..GREAT DURESS..TRYING TO
MANUEVER THEOUGH THIS SYSYEM..TRY IT??? DO YOU
NEED TRUMP TO SHOW YOU? WHY HE HAD TO DO WhAT HE
DID? OR DOES?

T9k

Education: Class size

Making school 4 days a week

T5z

Carbon tax

T4R

Education
Health care
Education
Healthcare
Diversifying the economy
Alternative energy sources
Reducing carbon emissions
Building renewable energy infrastructure
Education, Health and Disability services

T5S

Healthcare and primary education.

T1H

introducing a PST
introducing a made in alberta price on carbon.

Lowering small business and entrepreneurs tax rates as well
as making loans more available to start up business
As well as get the Alberta pipeline going
Hiring locally for jobs, using local vendors
With a made in alberta price on carbon.
building renewable energy projects.

Cancelling the Canadian Energy Centre.
Cancelling the Inquiry into Environmental non-profits.
Ditch the MDT requirements for specialized services through
FSCD. Utilizing Technology for meetings rather than
travelling for face to face meetings
In the private corporate sector.

diversifying the economy. building net zero. Incentivizing
energy efficiency.
By supporting education because in the long run those are the
people who will drive the economy
Focusing on healthcare and education- they are the two most
budget restrained and short-staffed areas.
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T9J

Outcome based funding for social impact

Arts: Nice to haves are not necessary when basic services
are at risk.
Department of Culture delivering front line service such as
strategic planning for non profits and then turning around
and funding non profits to do the same thing. Non profits
should be doing it and can do it more efficiently.

Energy sector.

T2k

Increase income. Corporate taxes have to be equal to
lowest (we have more to offer than just lowest!) not WAY
lower. Hasn't worked for several US states so why are we
different?

Increase income. Face reality that Albertans get paid more alot more than other provinces. Both public AND private.
Corporate taxes could be equal to lowest (we have more to
offer than just lowest!) not WAY lower. Hasn't worked for
several US states so why are we different?

Increase income. Face reality that Albertans get paid more alot more than other provinces. Both public AND private.
Corporate taxes could be equal to lowest (we have more to offer
than just lowest!) not WAY lower. Hasn't worked for several US
states so why are we different?

T0A

Education, health care, and investing in clean energy
technologies along with training for workers transitioning
from the oil and gas sector.
Healthcare, education, infrastructure and services for
Albertans that pay the taxes and the future generations of
albertans that need education.

Shut down the Energy War Room. I also think it's time for a
PST, rather than trying to create savings by making cuts on
the backs of the most vulnerable in our society.
Stop giving huge tax breaks to corporations that owe the
province no loyalty or job creation despite the tax breaks.
Politicians could also stop taking private jets wherever they
go. A ‘war room’ is also a huge expense for a think tank that
should be part of the job the MLA’s took on when they were
elected. Why are we paying more for this?

Again, by investing in clean energy technologies as well as
infrastructure.

T5E

Schools, updating and upgrading infrastructure, rural and
metropolitan policing, more mental health services.
Renewable energies
In province refining to market to Canadian buyers.

Politicians salaries
No large corporation handouts
If a large company receives a handout and then moves or
closes, they must pay penalty on the handout.
Implement a 5% or even 3% provincial sales tax

Diversify
Diversify
Diversify
Renewable resources. Edmonton and Calgary are the sunniest
cities in Canada. Why do we not have solar farms with all this
land around? How about wind farms or wind turbines on tops of
buildings. Southern Alberta is the windiest area in Canada. Let
it blow!!
You want job creation these projects require builders and
maintainers.
Small startup loans to entrepreneurs

T1K

health care and education

cut politicians' salaries; increase revenues by reversing the
very large and unnecessary tax cut to large corporations the province already had the lowest corporate tax rate in the
province so lowering it further does not give the province
any advantage that it did not already have

support education; young adults that understand science,
business, etc. are the ones that will have the skills and
knowledge to become entrepreneurs and create jobs; the
combination of taxing student loans and raising tuition seems
designed to ensure that only the wealthy will be able to afford a
post-secondary education and that does not result in job
creation - that is a recipe for stagnation

T2J

DIVERSIFICATION from the oil and gas industry that is a sunset
industry. Fossil fuels will have had their day when more
development of clean energy sources surges. Why aren’t we
getting ahead of the trends and fostering development of these
technologies? Bring the developers to alberta! Give them the
tax breaks!
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T1K

T8V
T3K
T5H

Front line, school level supports for inclusive education;
schools and teachers for the ever expanding student
populations; front line health care.
Cuts need to be made more at administrative and
management positions, not front line workers.

Reducing administrative/management positions and not
rehire non-required positions.
Wage rollbacks, not of front line workers but administration
making between $100,000-$200,000 a year.

Support all front line workers rather than making cuts of those
vital positions and placing more demands on less people who
are making less money.
Not sure why there are multiple administrators and managers
making decisions who hardly interact with or help the front
lines, making way more money?

Education
Health care
Green Energy

Add a 3% tax

Incentives are needed to get and keep people in a lot of service
positions. Security, wages to support cost of living increases,
no job overload/high demands as then people are needing more
mental/physical health days off. I understand there need to be
cuts, but front line health care and education makes no sense
and is harmful
Expand industries other than oil and gas

Introduce a 1%-2% Municipal Sales Tax

Oil and gas is important, but we shouldn't be dependent on it.

PUBLIC healthcare
PUBLIC education
AFFORDABLE daycares
Infastructure upkeep maintenance
Disability and AISHA
Agriculture
Grant funding for Arts
Post secondary funding

No war room
Less corporate welfare.
No more corporate handouts

Reversing cuts to public education (as teacher jobs cut)
Reversing cuts to public healthcare. (As jobs have already been
lost)
Reversing job cuts to firefighters.
Reversing cuts to arts.
UCP has lost an unprecedented amount of jobs due to cuts
made by the government. The most jobs lost while not in a
recession. There is no reason for Alberta unemployment to be
so high, in non-recession.

Investing in renewable energy sector, R&D, Grant creates new
engineering, manufacturing design and construction jobs.

T5T

Education
Tech / innovation
Small business
Seniors
Poverty
Healthcare

War rooms

Invest in green tech
Sustainable development
Infrastructure investment
Diversify economy
Invest in education
Grants for tech and startups

T4C

Health care, education, affordable child care and housing.
Diversification of the energy industry to promote healthy
growth of alternatives that will help to meet targets for
emissions and climate change.

Stop cutting corporate taxes. It isn’t just a spending problemit’s a revenue problem. Consider restricting travel and
expenses for government officials. Cut salaries for those
making over $150,000. Scrap the “War Room”-I certainly
don’t want my tax dollars paying for this unnecessary
endeavour.

Diversify the economy! The over focus on oil and gas is not
sustainable. We can have a diversified economy without being
“anti-oil”. It isn’t black and white. Invest in education and youth.
Invest in alternative energy sources and IT.
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T9w

Ensuring our nurses and teachers are fairly paid and
Upper level AHS management, unnecessary government
Don’t rollback wages for unionized employees in the healthcare
compensated for the incredibly important work that they do. positions and initiatives (ie: we shouldn’t be putting random and education sectors, don’t add taxes upon taxes upon already
high bills - this will drive people out of our province
research ahead of healthcare and education)

T9S

Health, Education, Infrastructure

T0L

Children with Special needs. education programs, speech
therapy, social worker, physical therapy, Occupational
Therapy.
Adults with special needs. education programs, social
workers, physical therapy, occupational therapy.
Research grants.
Seniors program helping stay in their own home. Senior
program providing a daughter or son financial assistance to
build appropriate accommodation onto their home for their
elderly parent.
Agriculture program offsetting federal government carbon
tax.
Doctors, nurses, caregivers. No unions.

T1H

Education:
Graduate student scholarships and basic research,
improving student accommodations, student initiatives
(competitions, workshops, internships) and conferences.
Infrastructure:
Alternative energies, long term plastic production, oil
stores, number of schools in large cities.

Get rid of the useless "war room". Review the tax breaks
being given to the big businesses who are systematically
pulling out of the province. Stop wasting money on
reversing policies and programs just because someone else
made the decisions. (I.e. - removing the word 'Public' from
school boards was a huge waste of money, just in
rebranding) If you say you're cutting out superfluous
positions, look within.
Program encouraging adult children over 45 to build a suite
onto their home for their elderly healthy parent or parents
who would be Happy to live near their family. Family can help
one another, care for one another, encourage respect and
opportunity for great grandchildren and grandchildren and
children to visit, socialize, help.
Keep local produce farming affordable.

Invest in areas that reflect post secondary enrollment patterns including trades. This would include arts in a domestic
capacity, forward thinking technology, and alternative energy
sources. Offer small business start up loans with minimal
interest for qualified applicants. Every business or home owner
knows that profit is not realized without reasonable investment
and upgrades, and many times one needs to finance to make
this happen.
Work experience program in grade 10, 11.
Teachers recognizing talent and tell parents.
School programs encouraging academics, music, trades,
traditional skills, agricultural skills, sports, nursing,

Regulating the cost of medical and research supplies (lower
cost of health care and research), tax richer companies +
individuals more (make more income), include a PST when
the economy improves, claim a royalty on resource sales
(water, oil, etc.) -- look to Norway as an example. Why do we
give resources away?
Hold business meetings over Skype instead of flying private
planes abroad. Government officials in Alberta don't need so
much security.

Support education, stop glorifying oil companies, give tax
incentives to small businesses and those wishing to come from
abroad, run deficits during slow economies and save money/
tax more during good economies.

Redefine Alberta. Quit fighting change. Automation is taking
over. We need to complement it or use it to find new ideas.
Invest in our youth that know technology best. Stop looking to
the past for solutions that are no longer appropriate or viable
options.

Research:
Agriculture solutions (pay off: cheaper food costs, higher
yields), neurodegenerative diseases (pay off: lower cost of
future health care),

T4R

Technology, film productions, science,

MLA staffing. MLA Budgets. MLA travel costs. Reduce tax
breaks for large corporations. Trickle down is not working.
You cant do what Klein did because that was 25 years ago.
The world has changed way too much. Nothing is really valid
before 2007 (introduction of smart phones) innovation is key.

T6L

Health care and education.

Remove the religious school system and health care system Reintroduce the Innovation tax credit you killed. It was actually
and only fund the public secular administration.
diversifying our economy.
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T0H

T4B

T0M
T5C

T6M

T0c

Education, health care, and diversifying our economy

Increase the tax rate for corporations.
End tax cuts for big oil and gas companies

Economy diversification incentives.
Improve roads and other public works projects.
Train oil and gas employees in other trades
Education, healthcare and the public sector.17(1)
Taxing corporations. Jason Kenney has cut jobs in my field You cannot tell me that cutting education and health care is
I am extremely discourage by this governments
of work and has given tax breaks to corporations. As we
good for economic growth. All you have done is encourage
have seen previously. The “trickle down” plan for economics more people to go into a dying field. Supporting jobs does not
lack of understanding when it comes to the public sector.
is non sense and has never worked. You are simply putting mean giving more money to big oil. It means funding innovation
at research facilities like the UofA that we can move forward to
more money, back in the richest pockets.
a brighter, less damaging future.
Health and education. A good government looks for ways to Fund early intervention well and less funding will be required Stop giving corporations big tac breaks, trickle down
improve not cut. And if cuts must be made, health and
to continue providing support to older children. The more
economics doesn’t work. The cost of living is not affordable.
education are the last place that should occur, not the first. support a child can receive at a younger age, the more
Families have less money to spend and contribute to economic
substantial the gains he/she will make and will be less likely growth. Affordable child care, groceries, insurance,
to require continued intervention
utilities...there’s not enough regulation around how much
consumers can be charged for these services and are faced
with exorbitant costs that unfairly benefit suppliers (often out of
province).
Education and health care. Also invest in the future -solar, Cut the war room.
Invest in clean energy. Forget the pipeline rhetoric. No one
Bring back the carbon tax.
wants our very low quality oil. Leave it in the ground and
wind and geothermal.
Quit eliminating jobs (hint unemployed people don’t pay
pursue development of clean energy.
taxes...)
Stop taking actions you have no mandate for.
Respect the people of this province.
Health Care subsidy, education funding
PST, provincial carbon tax
Diversify energy sector (natural gas, wind, solar), economic
(public/postsecondary), infrastructure
diversity (encourage tech and retail growth)
Instead increase revenue by creating a PST, stop subsidizing Diversify our energy sector so oil and gas workers don’t get left
Climate change, children, vulnerable populations,
oil and gas, make oil and gas companies pay for well clean
behind. Support secondary education so we can be leaders.
up and pay their municipal taxes
Health
Reduce upper management of government services
Consider a small sales tax
Reduce benefits to corporations
Diversify away from oil and gas
Education
Combine public and separate school boards
Don’t cut public service employees across the board- evaluate
Social Services
Reduce the number of small universities and colleges
performance of individuals
Employment
Stop spending on the Alberta Separation panel
Educate, educate, educate!
Diversifying Alberta's businesses
Less government travel
Encourage farming and ranching
Education
Healthcare
Diversifying economy
Education and healthcare. Also fixing and building
infrastructure. Conservative governments tend to neglect
infrastructure.

Stop giving tax breaks to big corporations. Bring in
provincial taxes, get rid of your “war room”

Diversifying, invest in arts, agriculture, innovation, tourism,
green companies and small business

Well, the “war room” is not only an embarrassment to our
province that scares investors away it is also a profoundly
ridiculous waste of taxpayer money. How many more of
these obnoxious UCP government programs exist under the
radar? Chop them all! I see a profound waste of money on
government members travel expenses.
Another idea would be to force government members to
report and return the kickbacks they receive. Oh, and why
not stop funneling tax payer money into for profit
businesses? These seem obvious....

Invest in the future, which you haven’t seemed to figure out is
clean, sustainable energy -solar, wind and geothermal energy.
Alberta can continue to be a leader in energy we just have to
move forward.
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T2E

T6H
T6C

T6G

Education (this is an investment in our long-term economy),
Social safety-net for unemployed, disabled and
disadvantaged Albertans (this reduces our vulnerability to
the boom-and-bust cycles characteristic of an economy that
depends on the oil industry), and incentives to alternate
energy and tech-sector developmenbt (to wean us off
dependence on the oil industry and create a balanced
economy)

Primarily and most important, DO NOT GIVE TAX CUTS TO
CORPORATIONS. Remember, corporations pay for all their
expenses in *pre-tax* dollars. High corporate taxes
encourage corporations to spend on their own long-term
viability: on wages, plant maintenance, training, expansion,
hiring -- things that put Albertans to work. Low corporate
taxes just encourage corporations to pay dividends to
already-wealthy shareholders, many of them outside of
Alberta, who are unlikely to increase their spending and thus
will not benefit the economy.
The environment, health, and education.
Slash boondoggle consultation panels. Stop giving away
money to corporations via corporate tax cuts.
Focus investments on health care, public education, public Smaller oil and gas subsidies. Abolish the embarrassing
service workers. Green technology subsidies, clean energy, CEC war room. Do not move forward with provincial police,
and diversifying away from oil and gas dependence.
provincial tax agency.
Investing in safe consumption sites are proven to reduce
costs on policing, health care/EMS, and social services.

Maintain a living minimum wage, putting more money in the
hands of people who are living week-to-week: they are the ones
who will spend any increase they get. Wealth "trickles up" in a
supply-and-demand free-trade economy that -- like ours, thanks
to continuing unemployment and underemployment -- has a
deficit of *demand*. Putting money in the hands of those who
don't have enough creates demand -- and as that living-wage
money gets spent locally, it creates wealth and boosts demand
further.

Health care, education, climate crisis.

Invest in green energy. Support IT development. Stop thinking
that fossil fuels will return to their glory days.

Ditch the war room. It is a waste of money.

By getting out of the way ... slash red tape.
Investing in green technology, the tech sector, renewable
energy. True job creation is in diversification away from
dependence on oil and gas sector. Helping Alberta energy
companies move to alternate energy sources.

Eliminate redundant middle management jobs in government
and health care.

T2M

Top three: Reduce debt, reduce debt, reduce debt.

Ditch the energy ''war room'', stop subsidizing religious
education (it's 2020 for crying out loud), cut health care
costs by charging a minimal user fee for every doctor's visit
to discourage the runny nose and ear ache brigade. Allow
private health care to take the pressure off publicly funded
health care. Stop funding capital projects that don't have the
long-term operating budget funding in place. So - no more
arenas and no c-train expansion for Calgary.

It shouldn't. Job ''creation'' by government is not sustainable
and economic growth in Alberta is reliant on the world price of
oil and is beyond provincial control. The best bet is to invest in
education in STEM (and encourage lots of international
students to come to Alberta).

health ,education, child services,

stop giving corporations 4.7 billion dollars of our tax money,
shut down the 30 million dollar war room, stop sending your
right hand man to the UK for nothing, stop giving sole
sourced cash to law firms your sons a partner in?

Hire more teachers, hire more nurses, stop trying to privatize
the province, start building the infrastructure that Klein ignored
and is now falling apart, come to the realization that other
people work in Alberta besides oil and gas workers

Education. Health care.

Political staffers

Advanced education and the research/ innovation sector
-Ending corporate tax giveaways
should be the top priority of the Alberta government. Alberta -UCP energy "war room" (Canadian Energy Center) should
needs to become an innovation leader so that it can reap the be decommissioned
benefits of future technologies, the green economy, and the
bio-economy (e.g. a green new deal).

Fund something other than oil.
Better fund advanced education and the research/ innovation
sector
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I believe education- both K-12 and also advanced education- Eliminate the strange war room as step 1.
should be a top priority. The shift to a knowledge economy
is clear, and low skill jobs are rapidly being automated. We I think it is always good to look for efficiencies, but what we
really need is a small sales tax to generate more revenue.
need to recognize that shift and rise to it! We want to be
world leaders in education and innovation.

DIVERSIFICATION.
Tax cuts to tech industry, green industries, film industries.

T2X

Cleaner energy, health care- taking care and appreciating
the front line staff that deal with the burden of an ever
increasing population that require and deserve the best care
possible. Investing in our children’s education. This is our
future and if we make education unattainable in this
province we risk pushing away our bright young future to
other provinces/countries where they will find better
education options.

Diversifying our economy to bring in new jobs, and new
educated workforce.

T4j

T1J

Healthcare and improving same. More nurses and treat them Upper management in health care. Seems very top heavy and Encourage pipeline growth
well to keep them.
overpaid
Health and Education
Restore the corporate tax rate to 12 percent
Implement policies and programs to transition from a high
dependence on fossil fuels to a low-carbon economy
Education, Healthcare, Libraries, environment
Taxing the rich, cutback on politician and CEO positions pay By putting funding into education

T5C

Social programs - healthcare and education

Progressive corporate tax reforms and overall tax fairness

T8N

Healthcare and education

T5J

Healthcare, Education, Infrastructure, Social services

Corporate tax
PST
GST
Eliminate corporate tax cuts. Government ads.

T6A

Health mental health child welfare and education

T4R

Healthcare
Education - this is an investment in our future generation
who eventually be leaders.
Primary and secondary education
Post-secondary education
Healthcare
Renewable energy sources

T2R

T9S

Mainstreaming management positions within Alberta health
services. Stricter criteria for children requiring pre-k
educational assistance (this doesn’t mean getting rid of
altogether). Still asking these parents to pay for a portion of
their preschool. Bring back requiring everyone to pay a
health care premium.

Budgeting properly to support those already in their fields.
Allow those individuals to grow so that whichever field they are
working in can prosper as well. Working an individual thin to
save money does not leave room for growth.
Healthcare and education funding

Increase government spending and run a more efficient
government
Do not lower corporate taxes raise them. The tax break to
Fund diverse economy like AI and green energy and tec
corporations was unnecessary and produced no results. It is companies and small businesses. Clean up and pay for orphan
based on faulty disproven economics. Shut down the 30
wells. Fund infrastructure deficits created by neglect during 44
million war room it is unnecessary and a waste. Makes
years of government focused on oil and gas. Build the pipeline
but realize we need to diversify as oil is a transitional resource.
Alberta look foolish.
Have a sales tax. Don’t depend on oil prices rising.

Trim upper management in Healthcare, not front line care
and services.
Take more tax back from corporations!!
Increase corporate taxes
Increase taxes on the wealthy
Stop investing in oil and gas

Diversify into another area...alternative energy sources,
technology
Invest in green and renewable energy
Invest in technology
Invest in education and healthcare
Invest in childcare
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T6V

Education/schools, childcare funding (bring kinship funding Stop giving raises to people who already get paid a very high
back), and family resources like parent link! We have lost so salary. They don’t need more money. Stop giving tax cuts to
wealthy people and taking away resources from the poor and
so many important things!!!
middle class!

T8W

Major infrastructure- finish the grande prairie hospital.
Health care

T5k

Healthcare
Education
Lower cost childcare
Diversification of the economy
Scheduled infrastructure projects

Scrap the low income tax rebates. Scrap the childcare
subsidy. Lower the child care allowance. Get rid of useless
government committees.
Implementing a provincial sales tax
Reducing administrative redundancy within AHS
Reduce public sector wages including that of doctors,
nurses, teachers to an appropriate cost of living adjusted
national average.

Education
Health
Community services - police, fire, ambulance
The government should prioritize spending on public
education and post-secondary institutions, such as the
university of Alberta. We should also invest in
green//climate initiatives. Spend on public health
improvements, such as maintaining the workforce.

It's helpful to know exactly what our money is being spent
on, to see where a few dollars here and there could add up to
a lot.
We can reduce expenditures through ceasing corporate tax
cuts especially to the oil and gas industry. Rather than cuts,
we could also implement a provincial carbon tax and use
revenues it generates.

T7X

Education and healthcare

T5N

Healthcare & Justice

Focus groups, revival of the oil industry, administration
positions.
Reduced tax breaks to large private sector businesses

T0M
t2r

Libraries, Income supports, Drug and alcohol programs,
Education(all), Infrastructure.
Jobs and new industries

T8N

Health Care & Education

Technological efficiencies

T3A

Education and health care

Quit fighting for pipelines and handing out huge tax breaks
to Suncor, Cenovus and Husky Oil.
Shut down your ‘war room’.
Skype instead of travelling.

T6C

Bureaucrats, changing ministries, travel
smaller tax breaks for large corporations

Assist people who are unemployed in finding work faster and
put a time limit of people who are using Alberta works. Also
make it more difficult to get in AISH as many people are on it
who can absolutely work! Open up more jobs in different fields
instead of cutting them like health and social work. More
financial assistance to new and small businesses in order to
grow and therefore create jobs.
Invest in new energy projects. Make our tax rates competitive
for businesses and residents
Industrial and economic diversification
Supporting the technology sector
Continue scheduled infrastructure projects

Support people with disabilities to gain employment - perhaps
some employer subsidies to encourage them to hire
We should not use corporate cuts/bailouts to spur economic
growth - rather, continuing to invest in a well (and publicly)
educated Alberta population whose skills can then be applied
outside the oil industry; create a more diverse Alberta economy
by investing in tech, research and development in the health
and sciences fields.
Diversification away from oil and gas.
Take the excess from the private sectors breaks and funnel it to
the essential services sectors (health, Justice, education). Make
budgetary restraints and cuts on non essential things, not jobs
where were already short staffed.
Cutting these areas does not improve our province it will only
put us in a worse position that it’s currently in.
The taxpayers pay for these services and expect they will
receive services (Are we receiving much of the GOA motto??
No.) Cutting these sectors so much is providing Albertans with
mediocre, barely operational services.
Infrastructure programs, put corporate taxes back, support
diversification
Encouraging new industries and better support for education
both for youth and adults who need to retrain for future
positions.
Fund technology, health care, education & solar
Research for new technologies
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STOP GIVING AWAY BILLIONS OF TAX DOLLARS TO
PRIVATE CORPORATIONS!!!!!

Get rid of your war room. Boom, there's $120 million over
four years.

Use tax revenue where it is intended to be used, to support Stop doing stupid things like cancelling the crude by rail
contract. There's another billion and a half you wasted.
public services.
Stop wasting money on your war room.

Start supporting the diversification of Alberta's economy. There
are many other profitable industries other than oil and gas.
You should ask Rachel Notley, or any member of the previous
NDP government.

Increase corporate taxes!
Royalties.

T6V

Education And healthcare

Making part timers work full time hours before getting
overtime

T1K

Paying off debt.

Every department.

T5A

Education
Health care
Infrastructure
Economy
Security

T6M

Health and education

Being more efficient in spending
Getting value for money on projects
Having compelling business case before committing tax
dollars
Partnering with the federal government to get what is due to
Alberta
Working with multilateral and global agencies to attract
funds for key projects that have impact on the people of
Alberta
Reduce wasteful spending

By putting money into education we are helping these kids
coming out of school to get jobs and wanna stay in Alberta to
work instead of leaving
Lower taxes, no subsidization of private enterprises.
Investing in infrastructure
Municipal transfers on core priority projects
Investing in key projects to open up the rural communities
Partnering with the oil companies for more investments in oil
and gas projects

Diversify

Give back the money you attempting to steal from front line Decreasing salaries of provincial court judges, city council
workers.
members and other government staff that are vastly
overpaid.
-Schools/Education (grade, trades, and post secondary)
Corporate taxes
-Health Care
Carbon tax
-Sustainable Transportation (Transit, pedestrian, bicycle)
less spending on promoting oil and gas

Allowing ministries to fill front line vacancies as we are literally
DYING you evil fucks.

T1K

1) healthcare - including universal prescription plan
2) education - more money to schools to lower class sizes
3) post-secondary education - fund basic and applied
research that will help generations after us

1) salaries of high-level employees earning >$100,000

1) expand healthcare, lower wait times
2) expand education, lower class sizes

T4J

First: Economic diversity - look at other ways to make
money besides oil and gas
Second: Education - an educated population can help
further Alberta’s interests
Third: Health - without our health, we can’t work, and that
includes oil and gas work.
Education. It's an investment in the future.

Health is important, however, you can probably reduce
duplication of roles (costs) looking at the work of the the
Ministry of Health and Alberta Health Services. Where can
the ministry reduce its duplication?

Oil and gas is in such a boom/busy cycle it would be great to
invest in a variety of industries such as tourism in the Big
Country, technology, film and arts and more. Alberta’s too
reliant on an industry that has no control over U.S. shale and
OPEC

Close down the useless "Canadian Energy Centre".

Pay public employees competitive wages. Prepare the province
for the economy of the future by encouraging diversification of
the economy, especially growth of agricultural processing
industries, but also high-tech businesses that can take
advantage of the highly educated workforces in our cities.

T6L

T1K

-Diversify economy
-Provide incentives for investments in Alberta
-Invest in people and local communities
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T0H

Oilfield, Agriculture & Forestry

T3H

Education and health care

T4V

1) Public sector - health and education
2) Environment
3) Industry

Top end administrators in government positions. Stop
cutting from the bottom end.
Stop lowering corporate taxes
Consider a pst
1) Introduce a provincial sales tax!!! It's time, Alberta needs it
2) Properly taxing private business and the energy sector
3) Quite giving out free money to Husky trying to keep them
in the province, just to see them cut jobs and move
operations out
Don't rob some of hardest workers teachers and health care
workers. I thought the UCP government was pro jobs but
you're actively pushing trained professionals out of the
province.

Reduce govt employees at the top!

Build the pipeline. Stop making cuts to front line healthcare
workers and teachers.
Find ways to diversify. I support oil and gas but feel we should
consider alternatives as well.
1) Review your Econ 101 notes - spend when the economy is
struggling to boost it, save when it's doing well. It sure would
be nice to have the billions of dollars invested from Ralph
Klein's $400 handout now wouldn't it? Our current situation is
100% self induced by years of short sighted thinking.
2) Invest in new industries - think about more than the next
years, set Alberta up for hundreds or years not another 10 years
of fossil fuels

T8A

Education, Health Care, AISH, Daycare,

Continue the good progress started by our former NDP govt.

T1H

Healthcare, specifically mental health care for all. Our big
Corporate tax increases. Carbon tax. PST.
big industries have high suicide rates and depression rates.
Primary education, post secondary education

T7P

Roads and buildings while Alberta is in a slump and labour
is available.

-Cut the war room. People don't tend to listen to someone
who says, "Hey! I'm at war with you."
-Change the reduced tax incentive to make the tax cut
dependent on increase in jobs and permanent investment in
Canada
-Restore and align with inflation money given to government
workers including nurses, doctors, teachers. That money
circulates making it possible for other ventures to survive.
-structure tax incentives for other work to be situated in
Alberta
-5% tax (consumption tax) on luxury (non-essential)
spending
-reduce spending by political government workers by
spending as if it is coming out of their own pockets. Or
maybe have it come out of their own pockets.

T5R

Education and health care

No where. There's not enough money for basic support
By investing in alternative energy and sustainable practices.
services. Need to raise taxes - on corporations and sales tax. That's the future. Oil and gas is not.

T8n

Healthcare and education

T7Z

Education, Environment, Health Care

Increase taxes slightly to higher incomes. Make better
choices about our economy to save money. Maybe spend
short term to save long term. You need to diversify the
economy instead of focusing on the oil field. Education will
help.
Finding savings takes investing in change. Invest in more
efficient processes in government, consider where subsidies
are going. Savings is a long term plan.

Help get laid off workers from the oil and gas industry into
renewable energy sector and tech. Offer incentives for large
tech companies to start up in our cities. Look into geothermal
or safe nuclear energy in northern Alberta.
See answers above

Education!

Support small business, consider building better modes of
transportation besides single passenger vehicles which will
reduce emissions making more room for business that emits,
etc.
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T5L

Within the government- Pensions, travel, assistants
upper class- increase taxes
Stop giving multi million businesses breaks

Education
Training
diversify

T9H

Education- formal & post secondary
middle class -Tax cuts & relief for high energy costs, fuel
and groceries
Health care
Stop nickle & dimeing the middle and lower class
Education, Health Care and Job creation by (i) diversifying
the energy sector namely via development of Renewable
Energy Industies / Systems, and (ii) Sustainable Oil Sands
development / Global Market penetration (that restricts the
toxic emmissions, restricts the use of fresh water and
maximizes reclaimation) ~

Reduction of government policy transitions in terms of new
policy printing (should be far more paperless); less tax cuts
to the wealthy; reduction of governmental perks (especially
while attempting to claw back frontline teaching and nursing
salaries ~

Job creation by diversifying the energy sector namely via (i)
development of Renewable Energy Industies / Systems; (ii)
Environmental Sustainable Oil Sands development / Global
Market penetration (that restricts the toxic emmissions,
restricts the use of fresh water and maximizes reclaimation) ~

T5K

Health Care, education, social services

Not giving big corporations tax breaks and charging them
higher taxes than small businesses.

T8R

Education and healthcare

T6W

Education and health care and affordable housing for
everyone

T4n

Education, health care, public service workers and job
creation

T4R

Healthcare, ER wait times, surgical wait times, expanding
red Deer hospital.
Education, smaller class sizes, more support within the
classroom, cutting down on redundant paperwork teachers
are required to do on top of teaching planning and
assessment.

T5K

Tech sector, encouraging growth within this industry to
further diversify the workforce and keep us competitive with
other provinces and countries around the world
I think the government should focus on sustainability, I also
think it should focus on people. We need jobs but not at the
expense of the hard working people. We didn't need to make
so many cuts to business taxes.

T2Y

Education and healthcare

Investing in health care, clean energy like solar and wind, doing
more to attract new technology innovators and the gaming and
entertainment industries.
By stopping corporate handouts. Why do the richer need to Give back to the middle class - stop hurting students, post
get richer? Why is there such an emphasis on privatization? secondary. Targeting the middle class won’t create jobs - while
Why is the public sector being targeted? People are only
the richer get richer.
losing jobs by attacking the public sector, which is hurting
economic growth because people aren’t buying. If people
don’t buy, then the big wigs don’t make they’re money.
By ditching the Energy “War Room,” taxing corporations
more and stop sucking up to big oil. What part of nonrenewable resource don’t you understand? Let’s not even
talk about Climate Change....
AISH / IS overpayments. Government spending in all areas
aside from cutting employees. Higher taxes for wealthy
companies.
Cutting down on needless spending (energy war room),
lessen tax loopholes for large cooperations, keep carbon tax
(use money to fund clean initiatives to further improve
energy regulations

By paying EVERYONE a living wage and cutting the costs of
operating a household. The middle class is disappearing, there
is only the rich and the poor!

I think we don't need to cut the business tax by so much over
the next 3 years. I don't know if we need to find savings, I
know that wages tend to be higher in Alberta, why not simply
institute a small sales tax.

Diversify and invest in new energy initiatives. I understand that
oil still has life left in it but the writing is on the wall. Seriously
institute a sales tax like every other province to help fund it.
The government needs to do more than support the oil industry
if they want to turn this economy around. We have a
burgeoning nano technology sector and more. Also that doesn't
mean stop supporting the oil industry.

Work on finding finding a new industry for Alberta

Adequately funding education, including post secondary,
innovation/job creation grants for start up companies, healthy
educated workforce

The government should find middle ground with tax cuts, tie Need to support the current jobs and don’t promote cuts in
them to oil price or some other mechanism
order to try and fund other growth initiatives
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T4X

Education

Corporate tax breaks

Stimulate the economy. Many tradespeople are out of work.
Incentives to go back to school to learn a new program.

T6W

Education, health - first responders and front line, and
supporting long term care in the community to avoid
overwhelming hospitals
Healt, environment and education.

Invest in long term solutions so our future spending can be
less

Implement a sales tax. Even 2% would go a long way

Reduce subsidies to fossil fuel companies.

Encourage renewable energy.

T2W

Education, healthcare, and public service
T4T

T6H

T6w
T3M

T6R

Major corporations not getting tax breaks and shutting down Introducing a provincial sales tax
the "war room"
Reducing overall spending.
Administration at AHS..
Invest in infrastructure
Improve assets.
AHS always go after nurses when budget constraints are
placed on them.. not sure how but we should micro manage
Elk cows should be relocated instead of issuing late season them so they can’t just fire front line workers..
(pregnant) cow tags.
wildlife hunting is already a huge draw for the province but
it could be much better if our resources weren’t poached
and prematurely harvested.
Healthcare, post secondary education, primary education,
human rights initiatives, the tech sector, green technology

MLA salaries, cancel the war room, stop tax giveaways to oil The tech sector and environmentally friendly "green" tech is
and gas, fire the premier, stop pandering to religious zealots huge everywhere but here due to cuts
and pro-lifers
Reducing class sizes, making Alberta attractive to doctors
Instead of saving, cease tax breaks
Diversify economy. Go back to grants in tech, film, etc to have
again, infrastructure
other industries gain traction
Education and healthcare.
Stop giving out oil and gas subsidies.
Providing support to growing industries such as the tech and
Consolidate the Alberta school systems into one system.
digital industries and developing our other energy industries as
Stop funding private schools.
we move away from oil and gas.
Healthcare, public education, and social supports for the
By raising the corporate tax rate. (It’s also pretty imperative Diversification of the economy, including in the energy sector.
vulnerable.
that oil companies actually pay their property taxes.)
Providing incentives for researchers and companies who are
already finding innovative ways to employ oil workers in
renewable energy projects with minimal or no retraining. Also,
providing incentives for the tech sector, film and arts
industries.
Healthcare and Education need funding (not cuts) in order
Stop giving huge tax breaks to the already wealthy
The more people that have jobs, the more they will give a boost
companies and the very wealthy. Especially since many of to economic growth. The more people that have money the
for us to have proper Healthcare and proper Education.
more people will purchase goods. Keep Healthcare and
Keep Healthcare and Education publicly funded. Do not add the oil and gas companies are leaving the province and
Education sectors well employed. That way we will have better
extra costs to these areas. Infrastructure also needs to be taking our money with them. You have been providing
kept up. Diversification would also be a good place to focus socialism for the rich and capitalism for the poor and middle Healthcare and better Education as well as more people able to
on as we put ourselves at risk by only focusing on oil and
class. No more welfare for the rich. I do not know why you purchase goods to keep the economy going. Cutting jobs just
gas. (do not put all your eggs in one basket as the saying
would think that trickle down economics would work as it
leads to a recession or a depression (a total collapse of our
goes) We need to be fiscally responsible by "priming the
have been proven NOT to work. You could also put in an
province). We all know that the oil and gas workers will not be
pump". It will lead to growth instead of economic collapse. Alberta sales tax.
getting back their jobs. Help them with job training in new
Stop blaming the federal government, the previous NDP
renewable energy sectors or other such endeavours. Provide
government and the environmentalists for Alberta problems.
incentives in different businesses such as IT, entertainment,
Stop talking separation as it is fueling hate. Instead focus
and renewable resources to name a few.
on ways to make Alberta better or at least as good as it has
been.
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T3B

Maintain and index AISH. Do not attempt to balance the
budget at expense of vulnerable Albertans such as those
who are AISH and PDD recipients. Transition from nonsustainable industries to sustainable. Education and health
care that is accessible and affordable across economic
levels. Education can be a bridge to help decrease poverty.
Health care (including preventative) can lead to decreased
health problems and therefore decreased expenditure.
Childcare and empathy training in schools to help decrease
cost of potential incarceration for future generations.

Calculate the percentage represented by the amount of a
dollar a day for an individual on AISH. Take that percentage
and decrease the salaries of government members by that
percentage amount. The saved funds could be utilized for
social programs to ensure positive quality of life for all
Albertans. The more disposable income an individual is able
to have equates to more finances entering the economy.

T6J

Children, education, healthcare

T2K

Education, healthcare, and infrastructure.

Not rebranding anything in the government for at least 5
years, nor switching up ministry divisions, just keeping
everyone accountable.
Focus on bringing in more revenue. 2 or 3 % sales tax, no
decrease of corporate tax rate.

T9A

Education and healthcare

Not cutting taxes for corporations, government salaries

T5C

Education and health care! The two most important areas,
that make everything else work the way it should.

Stop giving tax breaks to the rich!!!!

T5L

Healthcare
Education
Diversify the economy
Education, public only no funding for private religious
schools at all. Full funding for post secondary education,
expanded programs not reduced. Health care is a top
priority with an aging population and should not be cut.

Get rid of the war room
Reverse the tax cut for corporations

Restoring the jobs that were lost to the massive cuts to
industries like health care and other essential services, then
focusing on investing money and creating jobs in new
industries that can bring Alberta back on top by using what
little oil revenue is left to develop renewable energy
resources because the oil boom is not coming back. A
Conservative government's focus should be on preserving
the status quo and the jobs within them, not cutting back on
industries that are essential to our way of life.

Not giving $6 billion dollar tax cuts to corporations because
trickle down economics does, has not, and will never work.
Cut out the trips to London to drum up business that didn't
work, and cut back on some of the salaries of the highest
paid members of parliament, and start investing our money
smarter in developing industries. Find ways to help the hard
working unemployed people of Alberta by providing them
with a basic universal income, thereby removing and saving
billions of dollars in areas such as general welfare, AISH,
and other support systems. Additionally, the implementation
of a 2% PST would go a long way to helping the Province,
while all it would do is make it feel like we have a 7% GST
again. Those kinds of cuts only help the ultra wealthy.

T3Z

T6w

T5N

Education and lower interest on student loans. I attended U of A
The amount of approx. one year's tuition was
forgiven if the student began repaying the loan immediately
following graduation. Retain the education tax credit. Retain
CPP (Canada Pension Plan) and Old Age Pension (Seniors
Pension). Cap fees for utilities so families and individuals have
disposable income and do not have to choose between utilities
and groceries.

17(1)

Don’t cut jobs in the first place

Leave corporate tax rate at 2018 levels, incorporate caps of
CEO and top executive compensation. Support women in the
workplace.
Not make so many cuts to services that employ people
Support education and health care... people come to places
where their children will get quality education and where they
will receive adequate health care.
Diversify the economy - solar, wind, tech
Tax incentives for tech industry

I do t believe in saving in these times; it’s time to INVEST
Diversification strategies is to growth areas. Incentives and tax
monies previously saved. Unfortunately AB has had 40 years credits and breaks that DIVERSIFY towards a new economy.
of abdicating it’s responsibility to save for future.
Interesting you don’t ask where can we find new revenue. My
recommendation is to eliminate existing tax cuts, and impose a
provincial consumption tax.
Local refineries focused on developing various petroleum
Refining and using our oil provincially rather than importing Develop other industries by promoting growth through
petroleum products and exporting ours. Other potential
products that can be used in Alberta for Albertans. Stop
subsidies. Reduce taxes on companies innovating renewable
importing petroleum products. invest in infrastructure to be savings ...stop paying for Quebec’s dirt cheap day care and energy tech not on companies already making billions. If big oil
through the roof child tax benefits.
independent not inter dependent.
want to leave let them and find a way to fill the void publicly.
Investing money in developing sectors to make Alberta a
forerunner and developer in renewable energy resources and
advanced sciences. Give more tax cuts to areas that need it,
such as in small developing businesses and businesses that
take the steps to try new things. The government's focus
should be on helping it's local entrepreneurs and developers
rather than giving money to big businesses in the hopes that
they will bring jobs to Alberta because they will always find a
way to go with the cheapest alternative, the nature of business.
Help certain industries, such as the Marijuana industry, make
more money by, for example, deregulating some of the
ridiculous packing requirements so that people are more willing
to actually purchase from the stores so that it can be cheaper
for them, allowing there to be more sales back and forth,
therefore more growth.
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t7z

T5h

Please do not shut down safe injection sites, the amount
budgeted for this, far exceeds the the treatment, and strain
on our health care system.
Spending that actually creates jobs instead of this
disgusting mess you've created.

Increase funding to hospitals and schools (both k-12 and
post-secondary)

T6w

Health care, education,

T4X

Education.

T3B

i think corporate tax breaks are not going to bring back
business

Let the experts continue to work on this

Certainly not in people's jobs. We need infrastructure,
education, and healthcare to be a strong province. I know
Kenny is excited to get out of here and run for PM in four
years, but the rest of us still have to live here.
REDUCE CORPORATE TAX CUTS. STOP GIVING
CORPORATIONS BIG BREAKS. THEY DO NOT NEED IT. the
government won't need to find savings when there is a
bigger influx of tax dollars from those who can VERY
CONCEIVABLY pay them!!!
Bring in a pst or health care premiums. Talk to the actual
nurses where spending could be cut. Look at the patients
who abuse the system. Maybe think of charging patients who
are cleared to return home but abuse their stay at the
hospital and won’t leave. Talk to the employees and not the
employers. Stop with all the panels and do something
productive.
So called “job creation” in the oil and gas industry.

By undoing this joke of a budget.

by funding education and training programs, and providing
social supports that help people get back on their feet!
people who are not lacking in their basic needs tend to
contribute more to the economy.
Maybe look at industries that are booming like tech and film.
Give them incentives to come here. Maybe start looking at solar
production plants. Maybe try and get an electric car company
to build a plant here.

By not cutting Education jobs but creating more.

Education, healthcare, social services.

Government ministers/government officials (premier,MLA,
Continue with green energy programs. Continue with the
House representatives etc) having lower salaries, taxing high medical lab project.
earners over 150k. Reducing travel of government officials,
use video conferencing instead of face to face meetings.
Move to a paperless system. Tax big corporations.

Climate change initiatives are very important. We are
experiencing natural disasters such as flooding and fires.
As a resident of Calgary, I am very concerning about
flooding potential and resilience.

Tough. Education is our future. Health care costs have risen The government should support and promote clean energy
but the population is living longer, and many many medical technologies and jobs related to this, while also helping the oil
conditions are more treatable.
and gas industry support the ongoing needs of the province,
country and world for non renewable energy as clean energy
I think we need a sales tax.
becomes more available.

It is important to protect the city from flooding and
encourage continued study of the Bow River Basin
Upstream mitigation project. Phase 1 is near completion
and phase 2 must be funded. Also in the shorter term,
extension of the the agreement with TransAlta utilities is
required to partially reduce risk.

Public healthcare, education and post secondary. These are
our cornerstones and should be protected at all costs and
so far, I'm unimpressed with what UCP is doing. IF an
election was held tomorrow, I would vote left just to protect
these. After those, small business tax breaks and
diversification. I'm pro pipelines but we need to balance
both.

Consider initiatives for current oil and gas companies to
rebrand as “energy companies” and undertake renewable
projects so that eventually they are invested in all types of
energy, ie more than the non renewables.In this way, the
companies become less dependent on their non renewables as
they grow assets in renewables.
Lower wages for MLAs and Premiere! Get rid of the War
Room! Your PR people make way above pay grade. Don't cut
other public servants until you show leadership by cutting
your own fat first. I voted UCP but I didn't vote for what has
been done so far.

Small business incentives, bring back STEP for postsecondary, attract diversification through tax credits. Don't just
lobby for Oil and Gas. It's huge but we need to be businessfriendly on more than one front. Thing bigger - Albertans need
you to!
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T7Z

Public health and education. 17(1)

Removing funding of homeschooled& private school
students. Possibly look at a PST?

Take a look at minimum wage? Continue to push for the oil
industry to get back on its feet. Work with the federal
government to remove equalization payments. Until Alberta is
back on its feet we are in no position to help others. Especially
when they’re continuously voting against our natural resource
products

T5W

Education
Healthcare

Its so called ‘war room’

T8n

Education and medical

Private school

Stop focusing only on oil and gas. While they’re a major part of
the economy, Alberta was diversifying under the previous
government. Don’t be so afraid!
Give more money to education as this will drive the future

Tax cuts to large corporations are not going to improve the
economy. Trickle down economics does not work because
the people at the top receiving the benefits do not care to
share the profits with those below them. The government
should be collecting additional revenue from these
corporations. The government should also be looking at
renewable energy to diversify our economy.

T0M

Social services such as healthcare, education - both public
and advanced, supports for the disabled, justice
participants, should receive adequate funding so that the
future wellbeing of Albertans is not jeopardized. Cuts to
these services is short sighted and will result in long term
negative impacts as children are raised in overcrowded
classrooms, the aging population does not have access to
proper healthcare, and the justice system crumbles into
chaos.
Stimulating the economy, responsible environmental
management policies, funding upstream mitigation
strategies (reservoirs) to protect the Bow from flooding
Health and education. Don’t cut the wages of the people who
work in health either.
Health care & education

T2E

Debt reduction, support for the oil and gas industry.

T8w

T6W

Police, specifically solutions to rural crime as well as
assisting municipalities with cost of maintaining their
forces.
With the continued economic uncertainty, expect higher
crime rates due to layoffs.
Invest more into economic diversification
The wellness, health, education, and care of Albertans

T5A

Public education
Healthcare
Education, Health Care (including mental health).

T5T

Health care, education

T3B

T2Z

Cutting budgets for nearly all public services results in job loss.
Alberta lost thousands of jobs in 2019 because of budget cuts.
That clearly isn’t the answer. The government must consider
policies other than trickle down economics. The government
should be incentivizing innovation in the energy industry so
individuals negatively impacted by the downturn in oil can be
retrained and find related jobs in the industry but for other
types of energy.

Top Heavy Administration of AHS and Government Agencies. Work with businesses. Advocate for our oil and gas industry.

Cut politicians salaries and spending.
By reducing some of the multiple management levels of
Alberta Health Services.
3rd party audits/management consultants brought in to find
efficiencies in AHS and school Boards. Giving these
organizations a flat/reduced budget will just result in
frontline cuts rather than removing administrative red tape
that is targeted. Frontline cuts will creat animosity towards
the UCP
More efficient internal structure, higher performance
expectations for all govt employees. Similar to private
sector. Dump the Canadian Energy centre, or at least focus
it's efforts on promoting positive aspects of hydrocarbon
development rather than trying to paint others in a negative
light.
Oil and gas propaganda and handouts would be a good place
to look
-Re-instating taxes for large corporations
-PST
Corporate taxation mild increases, freezing or modifying
high-rank government official pay rates above 60k per year.
Adjustment of benefits also, where such benefit payments
are not adequately used or implemented.
Billion dollar corporate giveaways.

Not by increasing education costs so that people can afford to
get educated
By creating jobs instead of eliminating front line jobs. Get oil
field workers back to work.
Continue to fight for pipelines (especially energy east), changes
to equalization, and promote Alberta to attract international
investment.

Invest more into economic diversification. Tax breaks for small
businesses, grants or other motives to increase technological
and renewable energy startups.
We can't be dependent on one or two pipeline projects
happening.
That's above my pay grade
Properly fund public and post secondary education. These
children are our future.
Linking of minimum wage to inflation rate such as other
countries follow; observe and implement. Greater available
money for low, middle incomes provides more incentive to
spend (and not hoard, such as higher-income misers) and thus
support local industries, jobs, and economy.
Stop giving money to oil companies and laying off nurses and
teachers. People can’t spend money if they have none.
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T2E

T6K

Social welfare, health, education
Education, and Health Care...public service projects, the
environment.
Public education, public health, supporting Alberta's
transition to a diversified, lower carbon economy. I know
this makes us sound like pinkos, but we're middle of the
road, pragmatic people that care about giving our children a
future.
Increase health, education, wage salaries and operating
budgets with inflation.

Tax cuts for multi-million dollar corporations, executive
salaries.
high profile politicians, oil and gas investments.

Employ people in health, social welfare, and education.

Building art museum, spending money on making the
edmonton public library ugly. Stop spending tax payer
money on useless things
Not foolishly giving away money to corporations. Raising
taxes to par with the national average.
Eliminate the “Energy war room” and transfer that money
into education

Offer better business developement plans so more
entrepreneurs can start up

diserfy from oil and gas, start investing in environmental
sustainable industries.
Why savings? You aren't looking at the big picture. Every
Reduce cuts to education and public services (keep existing
other province gets considerable revenue from a sales tax.
jobs) and encourage innovation and diversification of the
We strongly support a provincial sales tax.
economy. Your own analysis showed the carbon tax had very
little impact on provincial GDP but stimulated considerable
investment in low carbon solutions.
End the CDA Energy Centre. End the associate ministry of
Restore funding to green tech and energy programs. Hire more
red tap reduction. End the legal battles over the carbon tax. teachers. Hire more nurses. Make childcare a good and secure
End the senseless separation and transfer payment rhetoric. (and legitimate) profession by fully funding childcare. Do not
End the tax giveaway to already wealthy corporations. End
lay off public sector employees. Build the Edmonton lab. Fund
tax breaks unless new employment is proven. Cut funding
social agencies.
private schools. Amalgamate public and catholic schools.
Leave the ATRfund with ATRF instead of moving it to AIMCO. Don’t be evil.

T5y

Health, education, ei

T2W

Education, health care.

T2m

Education and health care
Climate change and transitioning our economy to more
renewables
Tech innovation

T6K

Energy

CEO Salsries

New technology

T5K

Public education and public health care (not promoting
privatisation of social services). Grants to incentivise green
and other technology sectors. Upskilling for unemployed
workers to support their transition into other industries.

Reducing health care overtime costs through improved
scheduling and hiring of more staff rather have cutting the
workforce and having larger and more stressed out
personnel. Elimination of the energy war room.

Reimplement tax incentives and grants for emerging green and
technology sectors. Look at increasing revenue and not just
cost cutting.

T3A

Healthcare!!! And
Improving wages for journeyman, which have stayed
stagnant for years, despite the HARD work

A1A

T6l

Investing in diversified energy producing industries.
training and transition to renewables
Innovation and technology
Stop ramming oil and gas while ignoring the problem of
diversity. We have a highly educated populace - help make the
plan for the future!

Reduce administration wages at AHS, instead of cutting from Cut from higher up jobs in the government sector that are
the actual important employees.
making a ridiculous amount of money, so that jobs don't need
to be cut in the more essential roles that are "lower" on the
pyramid
Maintaining quality education and health care. Stop the
We don’t need to find savings. We need to:
Diversify!!!!
asinine cuts that our only going to hurt the people of this
-implement a PST
Climate change is real. Yes, oil and gas has been a staple of the
Alberta economy for decades. But the reality is we need to turn
province. Teachers, nurses, health care professionals and
-adequately tax big polluters
other public sector workers deserve to be respected and not -stop giving huge tax cuts to giant corporations
more and more to alternative energy sources and thus We as a
taken advantage of.
province need to start bringing in revenue from other areas.
Stop providing tax cuts to giant oil and gas firms. Start
supporting tech, renewable energy companies and more
environmentally conscious initiatives. If we don’t look ahead
we’re going to get left behind.
Health care. Education. Green power infrastructure. Who
cares if climate change is real. Lets just change ours
anyway. New jobs.

Bureuacratic waste. Executive Council. Municipal Affairs.
Legislative Assembly. Automation and IT should replace
many functions.

Promotion of new tech education and automation.
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Health care, education, social services for the needy

Government salaries and pensions.
Revenue taxes. Cut subsidies for large corporations.

Support small business and arts.

T5J

Education, Health Care, and more public services.

Invest in re training and more public sector jobs.

T9H

Heath, Education, Research & Development, Environment.

The government could save 30 million dollars by not having
a “war room to fight internet trolls.
Cut projects such as the War Room, Red Tape Reduction &
scale down your ministry. Stop redoing what previous
governments have done by rewriting curriculums, policies &
regulations. Why is it that every government needs to
reinvent the wheel every 4 years? Stop implementing new
department, division & district names. It is not only wasteful
but rebranding costs money. Hold the premier's office
accountable for personal expenses. Look to the experts for
advice. Your doctors, nurses, teachers, principals front line
government employees know best where savings can be
found.

T9K

Making life better for Albertans. This includes all Albertans, Implement a PST. Increase taxes for people with the highest
especially the children, who have little power. Supports for incomes in the province.
very young children such as Parent link centres were cut,
which will affect many’s day to day life. Since the education
budget was frozen, but the schools are growing this means
less money per student. Children will feel these cuts
everyday while trying to receive an education.

T9h

Universal, preventative support for families with young
children

Utilize things that were done by a previous government like More jobs in social services
the curriculum and ELCC centres instead of reinventing them

Education, Healthcare and Infrastructure funding!

1. Get rid of the 30M a year war room.
2. Stop giving tax breaks to big corporations that should be
paying their fair share of tax.
3. Stop giving Oil and Gas companies a pass on royalty
rates. We charge the lowest royalties among the biggest
producers.
4. Stop fighting court cases that have already been
determined.

Pharmacare

t0a

no use..

no use...

By reinstating support for University-based research &
development. Try and attract the technical, medical &
agricultural companies and intellect that left Alberta during the
Klein administration. Many who were on the cusp of
groundbreaking discoveries that would have brought a great
deal of wealth to our province. Make use of the South
Edmonton Research Park. Quit looking to the USA for
education and business advice and consultation but rather use
some of the expertise here. Support Education. Creative welleducated people go on to develop products, markets &
businesses. Help secure jobs rather than cut them. People
without income are not spending. Promote the arts,
entertainment, sports as this encourages tourism, business and
is what makes people want to live here. Promote, support &
encourage Alberta grown products, services, business, ideas &
consultants first, but when attracting business and industry
from elsewhere ensure that there is a long term investment of
the 100-year kind. Especially where our environment and
resources are concerned. Promote green technology. It is what
the world will be asking for. We need to look to more than oil
but we could explore the possibility of refining it here. Find
creative uses for existing infrastructure after industry ends.
Equipment, mine sites & so on.
Not cutting public sector work like nurses, cutting funding to
social services, or to educational assistants. These public
sector cuts affect people, Albertans, and jobs.

1. Invest in Albertans, not just oil and gas! Stop cutting
education funding, from K to University funding.
2. Promote diversification, especially in the tech industry. Stop
putting all the eggs in one basket with oil and gas. We need a
variety of jobs for the future.
3. Promote green energy, as well as oil and gas! Again we need
jobs for the future.
follow what trump is doing going further into debt. as hyper
inflation will set in
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T8N

Education, Health care, infrastructure, protective services

T4c

Healthcare
The vulnerable population, especially the elderly, are just
increasing. We need to put more towards that than the
opposite.
Renewable energy incentives
Education-increase funding to public schools
Increase funding to healthcare
Environmental protection
Health care, education, social services

t3k

T6H

T6E
T3G

Corporate pay outs or hand outs, increase taxes for
corporations and highest income bracket
In the politicians own pockets..
Oh and decreasing bail outs for corporate companies.

Diversify our portfolio (i.e., not just oil and gas), money into
education
By decreasing taxes for everyone. Let the economy thrive
without wanting so big of a cut.

Cut subsidies to oils and gas
Tax corporations more

Increase business incentives to renewable energy
More affordable tuition
Increased spending to public infrastructure projects

No ‘war room’, stop with the ‘consultation groups’ when the
work has been done multiple times.

Put money into healthcare and education to adequately fund
needs of society’s young and vulnerable. Diversification away
from oil and gas as it is not a sustainable source of income.

Health care, education, climate emergency, post secondary, sales tax, corperate taxes
social services
Education and healthcare
CBE administration, introduce PST

new green deal
Support development of industries outside of oil and gas sector
(I.e, wind, solar, recycling). Promote post secondary
educational development for these sectors
Invest in economic diversification. This includes investing in
jobs in the public sector, research and innovation.
Invest in diverse post secondary education programs and
provide scholarships for students in new or highly demanded
programs/fields. Provide job programs for recent post
secondary graduates.
Create more jobs in the public sector, instead of cutting them. It
will not only increase employment, but will also stimulate the
economy as those people will have money to spend in the
private sector, thus helping them as well.

T6W

Education, healthcare, the elderly, infrastructure, economy
diversification.

Money giveaways, specifically to large corporations and oil
companies. Reduce salaries of overpaid government
managers and MLAs.

T5S

Health care and Education

- Get did of the ‘war room’
- Reverse the huge corporate tax cut
- Implement a PST
- Stop creating panels to review things that don’t need to be
reviewed

T4V

Health care, Education, Universal Childcare Subsidies,
diversifying the economy.

NOT GIVING 4.7 BILLION TAXPAYERS DOLLARS IN A
PAYOFF TO OIL&GAS. Tax the rich at 70% on every million
earned after 1 million. Tax big business and industry. Raise
royalties on natural resources to 50% gross earnings.

BY DIVERSIFYING THE ECONOMY AND ENERGY INDUSTRY.

T5p

Child education

Budget cuts in jails ex cable

Stop bringing people In the country and start letting the people
how live here work
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Invest money to make the Healthcare and education systems There is too much management at the board level of
education. But they are not going to let themselves go so
work the way that they should and see returns down the
you have to be the ones who do it.
line. No more cuts for the sake of cuts or bandaid fixes.
Take a look at what the modern day systems really should
be and create a plan to get us there. Connect Care is a great
example of forward thinking even though it bid costing
money up front.

Any tax breaks given to big companies need to be linked to the
number of jobs created so that they don’t take the money and
run.

Also I think it was a mistake to remove money from the tech
industry. This is a smart area to diversify the economy in
and we MUST diversify. Oil may be our short term industry
but we need something to fall back on when prices drop
again or the industry is no longer needed. We need to be
positioned ahead of time for this.
T8x

Education and Heath Care
Not having a good plan for future enrolment isn’t
responsible.

I believe that going back over anything the NDP government Continue to fight for pipelines and pushing forward towards a
put in place is a place you could find savings. (Ie:new
more diverse economic portfolio.
curriculum) Just because the previous government
implemented something doesn’t mean it won’t work. Be more
intentional in what you’re choosing to put your money into
and remember that Alberta isn’t only about oil and gas. Other
sectors are important as well.

T4S

Economy - Job Creation - Pipeline
Education
Health Care

Health Care management of Over Time shifts - the amount of
abuse by staff in only taking O/T is astronomical!
reduce middle management in ALL gov't funded jobs
including Education and Health Care

Pressure the Federal Government to proceed with Pipelines
Educate the general public in our safe energy production so
there is less resistance in allowing us to continue with
"harvesting" our natural resources
Re-educate/train those who have lost their jobs so that they can
continue to contribute to society and our tax base.

Education, health care (repairing the damage that has been
done with the first UCP budget), and job creation.

In their own wages and pensions for starters. Take from
those that prosper during the boom (you want the
opportunity to make big money, you should feel the weight
when our economy dives). Why should health care and
education always be the first cut? Front line workers in
education and health care chose a stable career. They gain
nothing in compensation when our economy thrives and
therefore should not have to take a hit when it under
performs.
Public health

Work on creating a diverse economy. Stop with the polarization.
Why can’t we invest both in oil and gas and green solutions?
Why can’t we be concerned with Oil and has while still being
concerned with health care and education. We need balance.

T9K

T6L

Education
Research
Technology
Education and healthcare
Cleaning up the environment.
Education and health care.
Affordable housing.

Low tax rate for starting businesses

Transportation expansion

Stop the cuts to healthcare and education that are resulting in
job loss
By encouraging alternate energy projects and building urban By listening to experts on what the future requirements to live
transit infrastructure.
are. So much talk around the world about phasing out fossil
fuels of all types. We need to listen!
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T5Y

Indigenous language revitalization, funding a cree
immersion school, right now cree class are not efficient

T5b

There needs to be more front line workers in CSS ministry
and other public access points.

T3L

Health care, infrastructure, education, oil and gas but also
diversify to other options

Cut the war room crap.. embarrassing bullshit

Kenny stop bending over to oil companies and throwing money
at them. Look at more diverse projects and give students in
university more support- fund the student employment
programs again
Eliminate managers. They make 4 times more than someone More incentives for start up companies
who does the hard work of front line workers, and they sit in
their offices making nonsense out of touch decisions

Bring back health care tax, get public input before making
huge decisions like giving oil and gas companies big tax
cuts only to have them cut Jobs.
SUPPORT Climate change initiatives, green initiatives,
Lose the 30 million war room, reinstate corporate taxes. Stop
family pre/after school care, health care, primary, secondary fighting everything that isn’t “oil and gas”, reduce subsidies
and post secondary education, look for opportunities to
to oil and gas operations and stop investing in projects such
diversify Alberta’s tech/business culture with a view to
as TECK Frontier Mine. It’s a dog, and will never break even.
harmonizing with Alberta’s resource-based and agriculture
foundation. Oil and gas aren’t four letter words, but denying
equally aggressive support to energy alternatives to carbonbased will not endear Alberta to the investment community,
witness pension fund withdrawals from heavy oil projects.

Diversify Albertas portfolio, start refining our own oil, support
education

T2V

Public free for all education, public free for all health care
and helping to break the cycles of poverty

get Rid of the war room, paying money to high

Invest in the youth, their education and helping people out of

T8h

Accessible, high quality, and publicly funded health care
and education (all levels, including post secondary)

T8A

Health care...start PLANNING for the tsunami of seniors.
Acute care professionals need to be deployed throughout
the province. Salaries are required to be more than
competitive.

Get rid of the war room, do not giving out massive tax breaks Diversify our economy away from relying solely on oil and gas.
Support education and research to develop alternative energy
to wealthy companies
sources
Attrition of provincial employees rather than overall
Do NOT do numerical layoffs given unemployment rates
targeting.
already.
Reinstate some charges for Health Care - ones that don’t
Retraining considerations important...for what though?
target vulnerable. Quarterly Blue Cross coverage could help. The price of a barrel of oil is not coming back to previous
***consider a temporary sales tax to fund the
levels, so let’s get real and do some creative designing of the
education/health scenarios.
economy instead of moaning and groaning!
Artificial intelligence will be important but so will the Arts and
Engineering. I want a made in Canada/Alberta response.

T6H

Education must take into consideration class sizes and
special needs.

Support and incentivize diversification opportunities instead of
doing the same old thing expecting a new and better result!
Current policy track is costing job loss in Alberta and driving
business (tech, etc.) away, yet those are long-term sustainable
opportunities. UCP is banking 100% on what their AB
Conservative predecessors did by putting all the eggs in the oil
and gas “basket”. This thinking is out of line with foreign policy
in many of our equally developed peer democracies. Alberta is
missing the boat and risks becoming global trade pariah
because UCP continues to let the tail wag the dog. FYI, I was a
card-carrying Conservative for years and actively campaigned
for Ralph Klein.

Overall demonstration that care is being shown for the most
vulnerable members of OUR society. Housing ... can we
bring back a policy for allowing those on a low income to
access decent living arrangements? Working with the
federal government in a collegial manner to do our share of
actions.
While I totally support the energy industry, I want to see
equal attention given to green energy. I am convinced that
Alberta could be a world leader in alternative energy
development. We can build on our entrepreneurial spirit that
also models sharing ideas and business acumen.
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T2x

Security, education, health care

T6E

Building healthcare

T8N

Quality healthcare and Education

T6w

Health care
Education
Justice (policing, prosecutions and legal aid)
Child care
Schools, healthcare

T2z

T6G

Improving infrastructure, supporting social programming
(such as health care), improving education

T5T

Education; ensuring that supports are in place for all
student's needs (currently lacking beyond acceptable
levels). Reducing class sizes 17(1)

T1M

Diversification from oil. I am a big fan of oil but to be
repeatedly handcuffed but the economy of the same single
sector over and over again is harmful. Keep Alberta oil
strong as well as everything else. Why are you focusing on
shallow ports for pipelines such as Burnaby. Aim for deep
water ports that allow for the use of bigger ships. Also,
locally refine more products in the oil industry. Sells at a
higher price, keeps jobs in Alberta and is a more favorable
product as far as pipelines are concerned.

Allowing private business to support community based
Reduce taxes on small business
needs
If they stopped giving tax breaks to the already wealthy big
Promoting job stability
businesses when it doesn’t actually bring business to
Alberta.
Not by providing tax cuts for the wealthy and businesses.
Push for the pipeline to be built.
Wage freezes for a year or two for all public employees (Not
4 years as proposed).
Decreasing salaries of ALL employees not just unionized but
managers as well. Make cuts at the top first not on the front
line.
Raising corporate taxes to prior levels
Introducing a provincial sales tax

P3 projects
Stimulating the economy with projects

Levels of management in AHS. For my nursing unit I have
Make sure citizens are taken care of before others
one patient care manager, one supervising manager, and a
manager above that.
Increase taxation for corporations, especially those involved Invest in education, healthcare, culture and heritage
in oil and gas

Their own staff (are they necessary?), salaries (should be
Corporate tax cuts and incentives. Infrastructure. Work to
dependent on economic realities), office expenditures (we
incentivize doing business in Alberta.
don't care if your desk is old or the wrong colour), and being
more responsible with overall procurement processes.
Federal equalization payments need to be renegotiated.
Hiring teachers and support staff to Assistance programs for low income people who use drugs,
provide the very best for our students.
alcohol, or refuse to work because living off of the system is
Heathcare; Diagnostic wait times, emergency/urgent care
easier need to stop. With that said, the provincial priority
wait times, doctor availability.
needs to be job creation. Many of these solutions come with
a stronger economy.
Alberta Provincial sales tax. I am a17(1)
Albertan
Conservative member and I am sorry to have to say those
words. Let's look at the Alberta advantage in more ways than
"no provincial sales tax' because in this economy, a sales
tax would be Alberta's advantage, and it need it.

Again diversification. There are some great examples of
diversification with government support. We need more. Also,
support for small business in general (incentive to growl
incentives to borrow). Middle class tax relief. You have to get
the public sector on side. There are many public sector workers
who voted conservative but they feel attacked. And it seems
they are the only ones attacked. You have lost a lot of public
sector support, similar to the late Jim Prentice, and look where
that got us. You got to encourage everyone to be on the same
side. You need a better strategy and way better
marketing/socializing of the ideas.
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T9K

T9H

Education
Health
Support for the Oil and Gas Industry
Support Fort McMurray victims of the 2016 Wildfire ( ie
Condo owners who cannot get insurance, go after
contractors who did not fulfill contract obligations to build
people's homes
-restore AISH subsidy
-TEACHER SALARY!!!!!
-educational assistants in the classroom, especially to
assist pre-kindergarten & kindergarten teachers in the
classroom

- Implement a 5% budget reduction in each dept. except
Health
- Reduce Govt Waste
- Introduce a Sales Tax
- Heritage Fund

-reduce the LARGE salaries of execs
-reduce the amount of paper sent to us
-GET RID OF PATs & Diploma Exams (what a waste of time
and resources)
-avoid redundancy
Cease funding the Catholic school board

Work with Federal Govt and corporate Interests to get pipelines
built.
Tourism - especially in the North, promote Northern Lights
observation tours, or wildlife watching tours ( Ie wolves, - they
do this in the States in Yellowstone National Park)

-ensure that the curriculum readies students for the workforce

T3M

Education & health care

T8N

Health, education, technology, economic diversification,
families and refining our own resources

Energy war room...
Review panels that strictly support ucp preconceived ideas
of savings aka blue panel review.
Red tape reduction will bring in savings
By collecting adequate taxes from big corporations so that
Albertans get their fair share reinvested aka limit corporate
tax cuts
Savings could be found limiting legal actions against those
opposed to ucp ideology

T3G

Supporting schools, teachers, staff and students
Supporting health care workers and health care programs
Getting our oil to market

Allow budget surpluses to be carried over to next year,
Getting our oil to market
eliminating stupid purchasing to spend money
Funding for post secondary education to create skilled workers
Increasing revenue from our oil will help us keep up with our for job creation
debt

T2P

Maintaining the arts division.

To be honest I am not sure. Though I do know the current
By investing in the arts. Film and television brings in a lot of
budget cuts are not by any means helping the economy. Oil money every year.
and gas is not what it used to be and never will be the same.

-Healthcare
-Education
-Legal Aid

-Obtain legal advice from Alberta Justice and Solicitor
General counsel, as opposed to private counsel billing
higher rates
-Cut unnecessary middle management positions in the public
sector

T4N

Education, health care, resources for vulnerable individuals, Not give billion dollar bailouts to corporations.
low income housing, supports for seniors.
Proactive programs for children and youth to end the cycle
of poverty.

Parents returning to the workforce after maternity leave is good
for the economy, but the outrageous cost of daycare makes it
difficult. The tax deduction for daycare should reflect the full
amount paid.
Encourage diversity in new up and coming sectors and small
businesses. Bring back tech sector subsidies

-Maintain public sector positions for teachers, nurses, health
care workers, lawyers, peace officers, fire fighters, and others
-Support small businesses
-Help parents, particularly mothers and single parents, stay in
the work force by funding childcare initiatives and ensuring
adequate minimum wage
-Support diverse industries to protect against boom-bust
economic cycles
Not sure.
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T3R

Forming an Alberta Provincial Police and Alberta pension
plan.
Combating eco-terrorists and foreign anti-oil/resource
groups. Going after foreign businessmen who fund them.

Roll back nurses and teachers wages. Energy sector workers Build pipelines. Create more manufacturing and high tech jobs.
have been laid off so why should government sector be so
Creating shell companies and developing a railroad to
cushy and guaranteed stable. Stop lucrative governments
Alaska/north but a new company - not CP or CN rail.
funded pensions- do RRSP contributions like the majority of
private sector.
Reduce grants and this crazy socialist $25/day daycare.

Forcing a federal election.
Enforce more laws and follow through with prosecutions.
Charge criminals financial service fees for using correctional
facilities.
Get Trudeau and the liberals out of office. Distancing Alberta
from eastern Canada and the Royal family.
Toll roads coming from BC into Alberta. Tax all BC
commerce and goods traveling across Alberta lands.

T1W

Education, health care and job creation should be priorities.
I see first hand what this budget is doing to our schools and
students. Larger class sizes with fewer educational
assistants is going to have a negative effect in our children.
Secondary students will have even more debt when starting
out after graduating - if they can find a job.
I see how long people are having to wait for important
medical tests. If a person can’t afford to pay they can be
waiting a year to find out that they have serious illness.
Jobs are disappearing rather than being created. This is not
what the UCP was elected to do.

As much as taxpayers don’t want to be taxed more,
Build the pipeline. Encourage businesses to stay in Alberta
increased taxes on alcohol, tobacco, cannabis, etc. could go rather than move south. Keep our wealth here rather than
a long way to assisting with paying for essential services.
allowing it to flow east.
We do not want to follow in the footsteps of the US where
people who can’t afford it don’t have access to proper health
care and education follows the credit system. We have some
of the best educated students in the world. Why change what
is working well?

Education
Early childhood education and childcare services
health

Stop the subsidies for oil companies.
No more "War room"
remove the committee for the place of Albert in the
constitution.
Force schoolboard to share buses.
Do not finance private & charter school.

Fund services such as Education, Childcare, health so we can
get back to work, have our children taken care of and be
healthy.
Promote and fund education.

T1J

Education and R&D

Cut out high level management

Spend more on research and development

t9h

Health care - Education - saving for the future

paperless
modified work schedules for schools (4 day week.. cuts
down on bussing, heating.. ea costs). or longer days by
15mins finish earlier in JUNE less AC costs..
quit allowing so many appeals/ and delays of the court
system (accused firing lawyers repeatedly... no shows to
family court.. ..shoudl be a strike system)

diversify

T3j

Infrastructure-roads
Healthcare facilities
Leisure facilities

Wages

They should be fully involved with this, open our industries up,
remove hurdles, find new industries
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